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TO U II HEADERS.

Though Hope was at the helm of The Coti'age Gaudeneu when she clejiarted on her first

vciiliire, yet htlle did her owners cxjiect ihat she would be the treasure ship she has been to

so man}-. We believe that to owners, olhcers, and crew, she has not been an unlucky craft;

but we allude not to that portion of her success. The treasure she has conveyed to our

readers is that upon which we dwell with delight and gratitude. We have it upon testimony

wliieh cannot deceive, that her freights have been " the source of comforts, improvements,

and blessings." We are told, also, that "many a hearth has been gladdened" by her visits;

and wc Iciiow of two annuitants who owe their rescue from distress to the faithful narratives

she has borne from the authoress of " My I'lowers." Grateful, indeed, are wc to know

such results from her voyages, and uo small portion of that gratitude is to you, our readers. More

and more, as you fill the sails with favouring winds, so much the more do you enable us

(o increase the value of the freights, and thus aid us to effect an increase of benefits

—

benefits iu whicli you yoiu-selves participate.

" The sheets are let fly " and we are off upon another six months' voyage ; may that

be also blessed throughout its course. its good results ^^•ill be telegraphed as heretofore,

because he who reports the arrival never forgets that the value of the freight—(he success

of the trip — is not due to the hand of him who writes the report : he is ojdy the

Supercargo.
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Cucumber and Ulelon house, 453
Cucumber and RIelon growing for

Covent Garden, 2/0
Currant (Black), 97 ; on south

wall, 371 ; saving on the tree,

401
Cutleria, 368
Cut flowers should be classed, 31"

Cuttings under bell-glasses, HO;
wintcrini;, 392

Cyclamen not blooming, 92 ; (Per-
sian) culture. 433

Cydonia japonica, preserving its

fruit, 352
Cyrtopodium punctalum, 11/
Cystoseiia, 206; granulata, 230

Dahlias, list of good, 70 ; Hogg
on the, 215 ; its history, 2l6

Danger and the Deliverer, I68
Dart moth, 273
Datura, cutting down, 31
Datura ceratocaulon sowiuJ, 151

Death-watch, 173
Dendrobium onosmum, 39
Dendrobium filifomie, 315
Deodar seed imported, 35
Desmarestia, 3^9
Deutzia gracilis, 79 ; as a slflndard,

141

Dianthus Altrinsonii f?), 52
Dianthus Gardnerii, 339
Diclytra, not Dielytra, 390
Dictyanthus pavonia, 219
Dictyosiphon, 36g
Dictyota, 36g
Dielytra spcctabilis, 111; propa-

gating, 150; producing seed, 352
Dipladenia crassin » da, var. su-
perba, 222

Dipladenia hybrids, 258
Disa grandifiora, 300; culture, 3/7
Disbudding, 98
Discontented Spirit, S4
Duties on garden produce, 57

ECTOCARPUS, 408
Edging for walks (Hogg's), 151,

2B3; for beds, 172
Edgings of Geraniums, &c., 496
Edwardsia graudiflora, 214, 232
Elactiistea, 389
Endive, best for blanching, 131

Engine-house gardening, 110, 191,
312

Entomological Society's prize, 177
Entomological Society's meeting,

296, 350, 473
Ericas, potting, 69
Epidendrums, new, 156
Epiphyllum, good properties of, J3
Eriopsis altissinia, 157
Eriostenions, the best, and their

culture, ISO
Evil {doing) that good may come,

321

Fence (The), 482
Ferns, and their culture, 131 ; pot-

ting slove, 2G1 ; in glass case,

272 ; (stove', sowing, 304
Filtering paper, 410
Flies, to exclude, 432
Floral devices, 478 ; What are ? 492
Florists' Flower, what is a, 151

Flour, keeping, 4/2
Flower arrangement, 452 ; beds,

standard flowers in, 497
Flower-bed coloxirs, to judge of, 14

Flower-border planting, 492
Flower-garden plans, 144, 1 50,

293, 353, 433
Flowering, to promote, 41"l

Forcing-houses, angles for roofs,

131

Forest Trees of Britain, 4!3
ForsythiaTi'iridissin»a,how to bloom

well, 38
Frame, a cold, 330
French gardening, its progress, 312
Friesia peduncularis, 140
Frost, its effects on new trees, &c.,

109
Fruit preserved without sugar or

vinegar, 40
Fruit-tree planting, 4, 13 ; raising

seedlings, 13; pruning old, 52 ;

in pots, pruning, 312 ; what
shall we do for in September,
396

I

Fruil8, prospects of crop, 213 ;

' preserring through the winter,

I

500

Fuchsias, six good, IQl ; compost
for, 211 ; list of, 283; for pyra-
mids, 3I6 ; to cultivate for, 318 ;

in cold room, 330 ; as standards,
340 ; for windows, list of and
culture, 362 ; rooted in spring,

491
Fucus vcsiculosus, &c., 229
Funiaria officinalis, 133; parviflora,

213 ; capreolata, 253
Fumaric acid, 213
Fumcworts. 53
Furze, sowing, 31 ; propagating
double-blossomed, 191

Garden, a very poor, 330 ; old
and neglected, 371 ; improving
neglected, 472

Garden plan, 28
Gardeners' Benevolent Institution,

75, 253
Gardeners' Rcgistrating Society,

431

Gardening, love of, its value and
universality, 233

Garrya eliptica moving, 192
Gas, heating boiler by, 52
Gas tar, its garden uses, 155
Gaulthcria feruginea and culture,

113

Gaura Lindlieimcrii sowing, 6S
Gaylussacia pulchra, 3l6
Geissorhizas, 39
Genista fragrans pruning, 191
Gentianella, 272
Gentians, soil for, 150
Geraniums, for beds, 20; forcing

varieties, 38 ; its cuttings, ma-
nagement of, 80 ; rose-scented.
Ill; Mangle's variegated. 111;
leaves ''spotted," 132; forced,
prone to seed, 231 ; wild, and
Glaucum grandiflorum, 314 ; for
bedding, 315; standards, 330 ;

wintering, 330 ; Harry More's
and Aunt Harriet's, 330 ; fancy,
pruning, 331 ; for bedding,
337 ; at Chiawick House, 338

;

Slirubland Pet, 38/ ; fancy, 3g2 ;

Fancy and Scarlet, treatment,
410; in pots, 422; seed-sow-
ing, 429 ; golden, 442 ; cut-
tings, 442, 452 ; Mangles' varie-
gated, with wliite leaves, 452 ;

cuttings, 491 ; for outside win-
dow, 491 ; white ivy-leaved cut-
tings, 495 ; in parlour window,
509

Gladioli, 315 ; list of, 331
Gladiolus sowing, 510
Glass covers for walls, 464
Gnats, to prevent their stinging,251
Goats, management of, 111
Gold fish, 5o6, 511 ; management,

449
Gongora cymbiformis, 15/

Gooseberries, what to do with, 213
Gooseberry, caterpillars, removing.

255 ; culture, 305 ; birds and
caterpillars infesting, 305; deri-
vation of name, 330

Graft, how influenced by stock, 68
(irapcs, in Ccphalonia disca-^ed, 35 ;

the Muscat de Jesu, 3i6; mode
of arranging for dessert, 3l6;
for an early and a late house,
352 ; mildewed, 372 ; time to
bag, 411; Canon Hall Muscat, to

keep from spotting, 423 ; split-

ting, 472
Grass, seeds, sowing, 44 ; under

cedars, 70 ; lawn lately sown, 150
Grasses, history of their intro-

duction. 55 ; comparative value
as fodder, 210

Greenhouse, treatment of one neg-
lected, 31. 40, 60; improving a
neglected, 79 ;

plants, list of, 92

;

vmcry,constructing, 122; plants,
moving them into the open
air, 134; structure for protect-
ing, 135; improving one neg-
lected, 163 ; ornamenting it eco-
nomically, 220; heating by gas,

251 ; ornamenting economically,
280 ; plants, protecting out-of-
doors, 302; flowers at Christ-
mas, 410; vinery, its construc-
tion, 371; work in September,
421 ; hot-water piping for, 431 ;

angle of its roof, 432; heating
small, 452 ; and stove com-
bined, 452 ; to construct aa not

a fixture, 452 ; cost of heating,

472; heating small, 4/2; tank
for heating, 491

Groups, planting in, "3

Grubs, destroying, 510
Guano, quantities imported, 7C

;

tests for, 76 ; its adulteration,

177
Gutta Percha hose, 32

H.EJiANTuus, 3/9; species and
culture, 5

Hair-rooted plants, potting, 443
Halidrys, 206
Haliscris, 368
Hand-cultivator, 327
Hawkers of plants, 357
Haylockia pusilla, 6
Hay-making, 225, 245
Haytian agricultural lOte, 235
Heaths, sale of, 97 ; notes on. 223,
281

Heath mould, what it is, 481
Heating a span-roofed vinery, &c.,

172

Heaton Norris, 482
Heaton Park, 463
Hemerocallis lancifolium, 52
Hepaticas not blooming, 92
Heracleum giganteum, 31

1

Hcracleums, their use, 452
Herbaceous plants, a plea for, 488

;

too neglected, 494
Herbertia, species of, 6
Hcsperantha, species of, 6
Hcspcroscordium, 6
Himanthalia lorea, 230
Hippeasters, their propagation and

culture, 196
Hippeastrums, and soil for, 6

;

culture, 7 ; species described,

178; Johnsoniicultiire, 271
Hoe (Gidney's Prussian), im
proved, 137

Horseradish. 410
Horticultural shows— their in-

fluence, 173; of London, their
errors, 174 ; Regent's Park,
181; meeting of exhibitors, 194;
Chiswick. 2I8, 238; Liverpool
and Rlanchester, 476

Horticultural Society 'sMeeting,37,
78; Show, 139

Horticultural Society (London),
its position, 354; its plant col-
lectors, 355; Mesting, 377

HorticuUur.il Society's show, July,
300, 314

Horticultural Exhibitors' Society,
273 ; its rules, 2/4

Hotbed making, an economical
mode, 69

Hoteia japonica, 4/2
Hyacinths, list of good, 38 ; cul-
ture in glasses. 445; culture in

pots, 463; culture in beds, 483
Hybridizing, 258 ; Geraniums, 371
Hvdrangca culture, 221 ; too neg-

lected, 343
Hydrotaenia meleagris, 359
Hymcnocallis and its species, 359 ;

acutifolia, 432
Hvmcnophyllum Tunbridgcnsc,

410. 4112

Hypoxia, 361 ; list of species, 39s

Impatiehs Hookeriana and
culture, 33

Indian-rubber plant culture, 52
IndigolVra decora, 23g
Inoculating grass, 285
Iris, The Peacock, 5H»
Irony water, 232
Ipomtea Horsfallias prunintr, 91

Ismeue and its species, 36I
Ivory vegetable), 68
Ivy, pruning, 69 ; not clinging,

251 ; substituted for grass, 339 ;

culture, 472
Ixia, list of species, 398
Ixiolirions, 478

James's (St.) Park, its history, 95
Japan Lilies, hardy, 172
Jersey, scraps from, 351
Jottings by the way, 364, 380
Jussieu ^A de) memoir of, 490

Kidney bean, and its culture, 26
Kitchen-garden routine, 62, 66
Kitchcn-yardcn crops, 146

Labels uf Guttapercha, 18

Laburnum checks blight? 351
Lachcnalias, 442, 478
L^elia grandis, 39
Laminaria, 349
Landlord and Tenant, 411
Lapageria rosea, 300
Laurel hedge, cutting down, 331

Lawn, plants for in boxes, J72 ;

forming and keeping, 2S1
Leathe&ia, 389
Leaves, making skeletons of, 205

;

dissecting, 232 ; anatomizing, 269
Ledehourghia hyacinthina, 4/9
Leptosiphon lutcus and culture,

73, 219
Lesson of God's own teaching, 128
Lettuce culture, 43; (Cos) grown
near London, 1 !8 ; Saw - fly,

233 ; to stand the winter, 424 ;

for winter, 446
Leucocorynes, 478
Liatris spicata, 494
Libertia, 479
Librocedrus Chilensis, its rapid

growth, 338
Lilium giganteum, 140
Lily of the Valley culture and

forcing, 358

I-ime, superphosphate of, 185
Lime-tree dormant, 291
Lmaria Dalmatica, 52
Liquid-manure, 110, 301 ; of poul-

try dung, 12 ; clarifying, 411

Liquorice culture, 159
Litosiphon, 369
Liverpnol Horticultural Show, I6I

Loam defined, 1 19 ; what is it ? 481
Lobelias, 81 ; ramosa and syphili-

tica, 232; culture, 282; winter-
in;;. 510 ; ramosoides, 510

Luculia gratissima culture, 198
Lychnises, 52

Lycopodiums, list and culture, 42,

82; in a Wardian Case, 125

Mangold,culture,66,102 ; manure
for, 111

Manuring, 110
Manure waterings, 301
DIagnolia grandiflora not flower-

ing, 451

Manchester Botanic Garden, 499
Marble, to remove grease staina

from, 92
I\Iarica, 479
Mason wasps* nest, 292
Masses, planting in, 73
Massing plants, 494
Massonia, 479
IMatthiola incana and sinuata, 333
Maxillarias, new, 156
Jledicines, vegetable, 394
Medlar bloom unfertile, 132
Melanthium, 479
Mclilotus leucantha, 472
RIeluns, culture during growth,

224, 244 ; Golden Queen, 238 ;

culture, 293 ; house, 453
Mesologia, 388
Jliddlcton Hall, 381
Mignonette, 372
Jlildew on Melons. 411
Mdlia, 479
Miller iP.), his monument re-

paired, 117
Milk, butter, eggs, and bacon, for

a family, 212
IVIimulus, when it will bloom, 171

IMixed borders, plants for, 59
I^Ioles, 331, 371 ; mischievous or
not? 458

IVlontbrcttia. 479
Mount Pleasant, 482
Mowing machine, 13

fliulberry-tree, moving large, 492
Mushroom failures, 92
iVIusk plants raised by CheUea

pensioners, 238
Rlustard-culturc for sheep, 485
Myrionema, 389
j\Iyriotrichia, 408

Naming new plants, 257. 271
Nasturtium olhcinale *c sylvestre,

393 ; tcrrestre, 473 ; amphibium,
493

Neglected plants, 342
Ncinophila insignis and maculata
sowing, 31 ; insignis culture, t63

Nerines, 479
New York Crystal Palace—agri-

cultural implements, 408
Northampton Flower Show, 3l6
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Nursery, notes in walking through
a, 52

Nymphtra gigantca at Sydney, 298

Oak, tlie Wallnfc. 1

O.its, varieties, and harvesting, 383
Odontlialia dentnta, 468
(Enothera, splendcns and niacro-

carpa, 52 ; for borders, 5g ;
pros-

trntli, 23-2, 441
Olrandcrs in summer, 251 ; scale,

destroying, 3/2
Onion Weed, to destroy, 452
Onion eidturc, 65 ; gmb, 248
Oporanthus lutcus, '2'A'i

Orangeries, ancient, il5

Orange - trees in summer, 250 ;

in open air, 464
Orchard, planting, preparing soil,

3 ; manuring, 4 ; improving its

soil, ip; planting, 77, 118; ma-
nagement in Kent, 2^6

Orchids at Horticultural Society,

39 ; temperature they endure,
51 ; prizes for and prices of, y~,

117; exhibited, 141 ; some bar-

dier, 271 ; list of, 284; sale of

new species, 156, 214 ; in Re-
gent's Park. 132; notes on, 220,

322, 223 ; not blooming, 431
;

August-blooming. 482
Orchises, culture of British, 443,
4S6

Ouiton Park (Leeds), 380
Oxalis IJoweii culture, 31 ; wither-

ing, Ipn ; cernua, 232
Oxford library and gardens, 267
Oyster-shells for vine-border, 411

Padina, 368
Pansey sowing, 132; for bedding,

140; in Regent's Park, 183
Parsnip leaves diseased, 356
Path of Peace, 426
Pea supporters, 14; sowing, 2/2;
crop diseased, 351 ; notes on va-
rieties, 376 ; the Dulce Magna,

Peach, shoots diseased, 51 ; and
vine, forcing together, 69 ; forc-

ing temperatures, 92 ; leaves
blistering, 190 ; not fruiting,

191 ; trees in pots over-vigorous,
250; shoots shrivelled, 431

Peaches and Plums too close, 431 ;

against walls, 464
Pears cracking, to prevent, 132 ;

barren, 251 ; Cholwell, 298; the
Viear nf Wakefield, 392; prun-
ing, 397 ; bloom unfruitful, 4gi

Pelargonium echinatum and its

varieties, treatment of, 3 ; list of
varieties, 9; list of choice, 25;
list of fancy, 41 ; training, 130

;

list of, 140; in Regent's Parle,

183; notes on, 218, 222, 223,
232; new, 238; commended, 271 ;

new, and list of, 283, 301, 315 ;

cuttintrs. 442
Perennials, sowing, 99
Peristeria fuscata, 157
Petunia training, 98
PhalttDopsis losing leaves, 13

Pheasant, hybrid, 52
Philesia buxifolia, 219
Phillips* fire annihilator, 466
Phloxes, 272 ; Drummondii cul-

ture, 109; a few more, 308;
Thompsonii and Macayana, 49S

Picotees, list of, l65

Pigeon and poultr}- dung for liqind

manure. 12

Pigeons, Bald-patedTumbler,25I
;

Archangel, 272; diarrhcca, 311;
Fantailcock paralysed, 312; for-

saking their young, 511; with
inflamed stomach, 511

Pigs, sale of Earl Ducic's, 450
;

cropping for, 472
Pine Apples, new kinds from East

Indies, 1 17

Pines, produce of, 14 ; culture at

Chatsworth, 422
Pink, its propagation and culture,

199, 243; list of, 243
Pinks, new, 283 ; list of, 284

PinuB, list of species, 10 ; insignis,

411

Pitcher plants, 314
Planting an orchard—borders, 36
Planting crops in summer, 183

Planting season, 417; rules to be
observed, 418

Planting shrubn, notes on, 4B3
Planting on lawn, shrubs for,

75
Plum - tree, management of its

laterals, 211; Orleans, wither-

ing, 411; priming, 492
Podocarpus, list of species, 62

Puonies, propagating Tree, 21 i
;

jiruning, 393
Pollen, how 10 preserve, 454

Polyanthus, growing. 14; culture,

61 ; winter treatment and list

of, 81

Polysiphonia, 469
Pompitus punctum, S56
Pony, The Cottage Gardener's, 50,

169,308, 470
Potatoes—murrain, 35, 117. 334.

375, 376, 431 ; their culture, 65
;

field - culture, 83 ; seed for an
acre, 84 ; culture, 146,320,327,
328, 371 ; what is a bushel,

151 ; murrain, prevention sug-
gested, 214

;
providing sets,

218 ; its prospects, 255 ; murrain,
Bollman on, 276 ; disease, 298,
331; taking up, 352; treat-

ment of and disease, 406 ; flour,

to obtain, 427 ; culture to avoid
the murrain, 428; good early

varieties, 423; planting, 472;
near Thctford, 475 ;

producing
tubers but no stems, 475 ;

planting experiments, 487 ; dis-

ease and storing, 503 ; autumn-
planting, 511

Potcntilla seedlings, 329
Potted plants, to root, 31

Potting, 60
Potting and top-dressing, 421
Potting hair-rooted plants, 443
Poultry— shows at Taunton and

Yeovil, 3 ; economical fountain,
3 ; leg spasms in Shanghaes, 1 3

;

pullet egg -bound, 13; losing
feathers, 13; Rose-combed Dor-
king's remonstrance, 13; Shang-
haes, prolonged time of sitting,

14 ; cockerel's legs powerless,
14; American fowl, 14; breast

of Golden-spangled Hamburgh,
14 ; Shanghaes laying three

eggs in a day, 18; West Kent
show, 19; beards of Polands,

27 ; Newcastle show, 29 ; Po-
lands and Hamburghs, 30

;

Golden - spangled Polands, 30
;

Polands as exliibition birds, 31

;

Spanish hen changing colour,
31

; prices of, 31 ; diseased
Shanghae cockerel, 32 ; house
for, 32 ; amount of eggs laved,

32; pullets eating eggs, 32;
crowing hen, 32, 68; diseased
Hamburgh, 32; eggs with irre-

gular shells, 32; number of
eggs imported, 36 ; hybrids and
Polands, 46 ; crop-bound, 48 ;

Dublin and Kendal shows, 48;
coiv and hen-house combined,
51 ; weight of Bantams, 52 ;

Nankin Bantams, 52 ; recent
sales, 57 ; basket or pen (Gray's),

58 ; sudden deaths of Shanghaes,
64 ; hints for managers of shows.
66; sitting'', setting, 68; artificial

hatching, 68 ; weight of Shang-
hae eggs, 68 ; time aquatic birds

sit, 68 ; cross breeding, 69 ; egg-
eating hen, 69; Shanghae cock,
" Nelson," 75; prizes for cfjgs,

84
;
paralysis in a hen, 85 ; How-

den Show, 86 ; Spangled v. Phea-
santcd, 87 ; Spangled feather,

88 ; Lacing of feathers, 88

;

frost-bitten fowl, 83; Is roup
contagious ? 89 ; white comb in

Shanghaes, 8g ; Shanghaes as a
cottage fowl, 91, !07; weight of
Dorkings, 9I ; Hybrid, 92; too

crowded, 92 ; Shanghaes five-

toed, 92 ; tails of Shanghaes,
92 ; sales of, 96 ; inflammation
of stomach, 103; poultry-yard
report, 104 ; cross between
Shanghae and Spanish, 105 ;

breeding pure chickens, I06 ;

opening the crop, 106; feather-

less, 110; egg-eating hens, 110;
hen losing her feathers. IIO;
bantams, 111; Rouen ducks,
111 ; enquiry as to their origin,

1 16 ; Spanish fowl's history,

116; weight of Shanghae hens,
117; what arc Spanish and Rli-

norcas, 129; estimate of Shang-
hae, 130 ; Spangled Polands,
M'ith laced feathers, 132 ; weight
of Bantams, 132; crest of Golden
Polands, 132; roosting place for

Shanghaes, 132; hen laying soft

eggs, 132; Dorkings with four

toes, 132; Brahma Poutrjis,

132; their nomenclature, 136,

151; Holmfirth prize list, 137;
recent sales. 147 ; industrious

Shanghae hen, 150; rattling in

throat, 150; gapes in chickens,

150; hen twisting her neck, 150
;

nest eggs of porcelain, 150; in-

digestion, 150; opacity in the
eye, 150; Chitteprats, 151 ; pul-

lets resortingto nests but not lay-

ing, 151 ; derivation of kinds, 154;

two chicks from one egg, 157;
report of yard, I69; disease of

digestive organs, 170; which are

best layers, 1 71 ; diseased egg-
passage, 172; Shanghae pullets

eggs, 172 ; white comb, 172

;

probably derived from several

species, 175; Shanghae early

chickens scarce, 177; eggs stained

to resemble Shanghae, 177 ; roup
contagious, 186 ; Cheltenham
summer show, 189, 204; pro-

lific Shanghae pullet, igo; white
face on Spanish chickens, J90;

roup, what treatment is beat?

191 , charge for medical treat-

ment, 195; obstructions of the
egg -passage, 205; sales of
Shanghaes, '206

; structure, ac-

tion, and diseases of the egg
organs, 207 ; causes of disease

in chickens, 212; arrangement
of, 212; numerous eggs produced
by vShanghae pullets. 215; tur-

pentine as a cure for gapes, 215 ;

Bath and West of England
show, 226 ; Devon and Exeter,
22"

; West Kent, 228 ; Spanish,
232 ; hen going to nest but not
laying, 232; in small space, 232;
meat for chickens, 232 ; Duhbn
amateur prize list, 234 ; high
l)rices of Shanghaes, 236; gapes,

modes of curing, 246 ; Turkey,
duration of her impregnation,
250 ; consumption in Golden
Pheasant and Shanghae, 250,

251 ; Spanish chickens, 251
;

combs torn in fighting, 251 ;

Shanghae pullets' tails, 251 ;

eggs, large, 251
;

preserving

eggs, 251 ; CatteU's Shanghae
cock, 251 ; yard reports, 267, 2!)0;

gapes in chickens, to cure, li69;

Swafi'hamshow, 270. 298; opera-
tion for crop-bound, 270, 307 ;

roup contagious, 270 ; curious
gallocidc, 271 ; Glasgow show,
272 ; Spanish chickens, 272

;

double-yolked eggs, 272 ; officers

of shows exhibiting, 272
;
golden

and silver pheasants, feeding,

272; Derbyshire prize-list, 2/5;
advice to exhibitors, 289; baskets
for travelling, 289 i

cut straw for

pens, 29O; Bramah-poutras, 291,
327, 331 ; food for young Shang-
haes, 291 ; Spanish eggs, weight
of, 292; young Turkeys, 292;
chickens half -drowned, 292

;

length of show, and Judges at
Birmingham, 295 ; price of
Shanghaes, 297 ; Shanghae cock
a brooder, 310 ; consumption in
Shanghaes, 311; chickens poi-
soned by grubs, 311; two eggs a
day, 312; at Agricultural So-
ciety's show, 324 ; duck eggs
hatching early, 323 ; latticed

floor for, 330 ; chickens dead in

shell, 331 ; London summershow.
345 ; Bramah Poutras, 345

;

Ptarmigan, 315 ; Algerian silk,

Chamois, Jerusalem, White Po-
lands with black top-knots, and
Emu, or Silk Shanghae, 346

;

Zingari show, 348 ; yard report,

350 ; Shanghae cockerels as
nurses, 350 ; produce of a Shang-
hae hen, 351 ; Aylesbury ducks,
points of excellence, 352 ; breed-
ing fowls pure, 352 ; value of

Spanish, 352 ; yolkless eggs,

352; cod-liver oil for, 352 ; their

detention at shows, 355; Brahnm
Poutras, 370 ; exhibitmg in an-
other's name, 3/2 ; Hamburgh
cock rouped, 372 ; marking,
372 ; mis - statements of age,

374 ; errors in prices at Shows,
375 ;

prices, 375 ; Devon and
Cornwall Show, 385 ; cross be-

tween Shanghae and Spanish,

387 ; Brahma Poutras, 388

;

hen cocks, and crowing hens,

389; Exhibition Fever, 39I ;

ducks affected with *' the

sprawls," 392 ; beak of the
Aylesbury duck, 392; diseased,

392 ; Brahma Poutras, their his-

tory, 395 ; Dorsetshire, Corn-
wall, and Malvern Exhibitions,

396 ; return of from shows, 396 ;

Great Yarmouth Show, 409;
gajies, to prevent, 411 ; topknot
of Silver Polish, 41 1 ; tail of Sil-

ver-pencilled Hamburgh, 411;
unbearded Polands, 411 ; feeding
ducks, 411; which should I keep ?

415; eggs in rice pudding, 415

;

to secure a supply of eggs, 4l6 ;

frauds at shows, 417; new varie-

ties, 427 ; Surrey Zoological
show, 429 ; beauty and proli-

ficacy of Shanghaes, 432
;
pullet

paralysed, 432 ; crowing age,
432 ; "tail of grey Dorking, 432 ;

erroneous statement of age, 436

;

monthly increase of weight, 436

;

form of entry, 437; delay in

returning from shows, 437 ; HIr.

Pott'sRaIe,438; BrahmaPoutras,
448 ; Shanghae cockerel as a
nurse, 449 ;

gapes in chick-
ens, 4Jg; sale of Earl Ducie's
Shanghae's,451 ; diseased Shang-
hae, 451 ; Shanghae hen broody,
452 ; Summer exhibitions ob-
jectionable, 456

;
judges should

withhold prizes, 457; leg weak-
ness, 469; Bramah Poutras, 471;
feathers of Red Game hen, 472 ;

Spanish fowls, 472; eggs musty
flavoured, 472 ; top-knot of Silver

Poland, 4/2; GreyShanghae8,474,
488 ; Shanghaes,their progressive
weight, 475; detention at shows,
475; lice in, 486; gapes, 487;
SIanehcster and Liverpool Show,
487 ; North Lancashire, Badger,
and Wetherby Shows, 489;
Bury and Uatcliffe Show, 490 ;

consumption in, 492 ; breeding
from one-year-old, 505 ; Bury
St. Edmund's show, 506 ; Holm-
firth show, 507; ducks, keeping,
510; white Bantam qualifica-

tions, 510; cross between Dork-
ingand Shanghae, 610; Dorkings
five-toed on one foot, 511 ; black
dung, 511

Preservative walls, plants for, 24
Price's Patent Candle manufactory
admirably managed, 15

Primroses (ChinescJ, sowing, l64
Punctaria, 369
Pyracantha seed, sowing, 91
Pyrusjaponica, preserving its fruit,

352

Quartern, 331
Quince, the situation for, 392 ; un-

productive, 411
I

Rabbits, 372
Ragged schools, gardening at, 234
Rain, annual fall since 1815 at
Greenwich, 148

Ralfsia, 389
Rampion culture, 82
Randall (Frank), history of, 24?,
288

Raspberries, pruning autumn-
bearing, 172

Raspberry shoots insect, 297
Redwing, the, 105
Renanthera coceinea, 4/8
Rennet, 92
Repenting at leisure, 44
Rhododendron, ciliare culture, 38;
growing, 69; Edgworthii, 140,
212 ; list of best, 251 ; hardy, 271 ;

pruning, 291 ; Sikkim, time for
planting, 472

Rhodomelas, 468
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Rhodospcnnew, 46s
Rhopala corcoradensifi, 219
Rhubarb, its history and culture,

107
Ridge-and-furrow roofs, U
Ripening shoots before pruning,

443
Rock-work, plants for, 52, 60

;

their culture, 60 ; list of, 419
Rogiera thyrsiflora, 39
Rood of ground, its culture, 250

326; September, 42/; Octobei
culture, 504

Root-crops, their after-culture, 202
Roots, storing. 503
Roses for bedding, 22 ; tea-scented,

their treatment, 31 ; list of
forced, 39 ; cuttings, 70 ; new,
90 ; with green centre, pi ; list of
forced, 141; pruning Uanksian,
1/1 ; in Regent's Park, 182; the
Pennsvlvanian, 190 ; manage-
ment of stocks. 212; notes on,
218; for greenhouse, 220 ; list of,

according to colour, 223 ; with
green centres, 232; under glass,
239 ; cuttings,250 ; leaves curling.
251 ; classification, 2d2, 27 1

, 303
;

budding, 271 ; cutting-*, 272;
soil for, 2/8; list of, 283; notes
on, 315, 318 ; Blairli, 330 ; China
cuttings, 330 ; pruning.334 ; sum-
mer management, 335; pillar,
336; size of, 337; soil for, 337; as
standards, 339 ; classification—
Tea-scented, Bourbon, and Noi-
sette, 365

; pruning. &c., 371 ;

time and mode of pruning dif-
ferent kinds, 381; pruning va-
rious classes, 402; effect on, of
season, 403; Tea-scented done
blooming. 410; garden in circles,

499; to bloom at Christmas, 451;
pillar in conservatory. 451 ; cut-
tings, 491 ; buds not started,
491 ; Pillar, pruning, 491 ; fowls
dung for, 492 ; soil for. &:c., 510

Rudbeckia purpurea and major, 52
Rye cultivation, 465; St. John's

day, 4G6
Rytiphlcea, 469

Salads, their history and compo-
sition, 193

Salisburia adiantifolia, 62
Salmon, hatching artificially, 49I
Salvia gesneraeflora, prolonging its

blooming, l62; sowing, 211;
culture, 282; wintering, 510

Sandersonia aurantiaca and cul-
ture, 153

Sarchochilus calceolus, 222
Sargassum, 21)6

Sawdust, smoking with, 472
Scale insects, prize for essay on,

19
Schizanthus culture, l63
Scilla Peruviana, 150
Scottish Florist, 89
Scalding, its theory, 411
Scraps from my Note-book, 410
Sea-kale,propagation, igo ; forcing,

217, 256, 272, 291 ; in open
ground, 2gs ; forcing, 451

TXDEX.

Sea Weeds, (No. i: 17I, (No. 2)

I

185, (No. 3; 20g, No. 3) 229,

349. 368, 388, 407, 468 ; how to

, float and arrange thcni, 389
' Season, remark^ on, 366, 403
Seeking rest and finding none, 384

\
Seed-hed, management of plants

;
in. 166

Seine Horticultural Society, 36
Selandria .Ethiops, 392

j

Seline pendula, 339
I Sewerage matter as a fertilizer, 290
Shading, 240
Sharpshooter Bush, 350

I

Sheep, crossing and age for breed-
ing, 51 ; Webb's sale of, 314

;

sale of Farl Dude's, 451
Shot-si!k bedding. 21

Shrubland Park, 495
Silk, new kind of African, 35"

Silkworms, origin, 187; hatching,
1S8; management of the worms,
or caterpillars, 209, 230 ; manage-
ment of cocoons, 265 ; their di-

seases, 287; their manaeement,
328

Slugs, destroying, 52, 51 1 ; to trap,
452

I
Slimy grub, 151, 392
Slugs and snails, 371

I Soils, to improve clay, sand, and
peat, 19 ; selecting for different

I
shrubs, &c., 484

j
Solanum. species diseased, 35

I Sowmg in greenhouse, 61
Sparasis and its species, 399 ; some

species and their culture, 505
Sparrows, trapping, 372
Spatalanthus speciosus, 440
Sphacelaria, 40/
Sporochuus, 349
Sports, advantage should be taken

of, 258
Standard flowering shrubs, their

utility, supporters, 339; flowers
at Courteen Hall, 497

Starr's Protean Jet, 75
Stations for fruit-trees, 118
Stauromatum punctatum, 219
Stiftia chrysantha, 330
Stilophora, 369
Stocks for grafting, 97 ; Queen and
Brompton, their origm, 333 ;

night-scented, 491
Stove, arrangement of, 14
Strawberries, old, forced, 14 ;

forcing, 22, 63 ; in open air, 24 ;

(Prince of Wales) for forcing,

39; impregnating, 68; plants,

moving, 131; 212; the best?
251 ; at Christmas, 451 ; forcing
in pots, 460

Streptantheras, 440
Striaria, 369
Sugar from Beet, 309
Sweet-briar hedges, trimming, 330
Swedish turnips, preserving tor

cattle, 63 ; culture, 65
Synonymes of fruit, 392

Tan ashes as manure, U ; pre-
ventive of caterpillars, 429

Taonia, 369
Tares, culture of winter, 447

Taxidermy, works on, 92
Taxodiunj, two species, 100

Taxus, list of Hpecies, loo

Tea plant, and its culture, 24

;

sowing its seeds, 28; made of

Holly leaves, 137
Temperature of soil, 3

Tenant and his plants, 352
Thinning-out. its use, 66
Thinning of crops, 143

Thrips, destroying, 312
Thuja, list of species, 1G5

Timber trees, mediitval, 117; trans-

planting in 16th centurj-, II7

Tinea mascubella and its larva
case, 356

Tingirth Gardens, 400
Tobacco, to fumigate with, 132;
economy in, 475

Tomato culture, 464 ; decaying, 492
Tomatoes, fresh in April, 78
Topiary work, 14

Torreya, list of species, 62
Tortworth, great sale at, 449
Tradescant's Will, y
Trees for family use, &c., 510
Trellis for Melons, &c., 41ii

Trentham and its improvements,
364

Trichomanes speciosa culture, 52
Trichonemas, 440
Trifoliura incarnatum sowing, 329 ;

culture, 425
Tritoma Rooperii, 140

Tritonia and its species, sgg, 442
Tropceolum leaves falling, 92
Tulips, list of early, 150 ; in Re-

gent's Park, 183; Amateur So-
ciety, 249

Turner's Florist, 89
Turnips (Swedes) manure for, 111 ;

culture, 127; tillage, I67; sow-
ing and manuring. 184 ; culture,
264 ; soils and manures for, 286 ;

culture of stubble, 367 ; sowing
late, 446

Turnip fly, 255

UrTICA SERPYLtFOLlA, 350

Vacant ground, crops for, 445
Valotta purpurea culture, 451
Variegated plants, 301
Vases, creepers for, 191 ; winter

plants for, 510
Vegetable -marrow culture, 101;

its value and culture, 205 ; cook-
ing, 452; its value, 504

Venidium eximium, 339
Ventilation, 292
Verbenasjfor bedding.21 ; manage-
ment, 81 ; list of contrasted
coloured, 91 ; bedding-out, 99 ;

blue, 338, 352; list of. 338 ; pro-

tecting from rabbits, 383 ; blight

on, 4) 1 ; the Lemon, 491 ; a good
mixture, 496

Veronica amethystina, 52 ; varie-

gata, 301 ; the Willow-leaved,
343

Veronicas, 495
Victoria regia culture, 342
Vieusseu.xias, 441
Vine, treatment of laterals, I9O;

leaves turned white, 191 ; mil-
dewed, 191, 212; not fruiting,

191 ; number of hunchen on
young. 211 ; not bearing, 251 ;

injured by liquid-manure, 312:
milde%v, its history and cause,
374 ; the Rhodian, 428

; pruning,
452 ; borders, concreting, 472;
too rich, 472 ; culture. 509

Vinery, heating, 13 ; forcing in

! December, 92 ; Cow, 137 ; moist
air in, I90; giving air, 311 ; and
peachery combined, 432 ; useful
for general forcing, 491 ; form of
early, 510; heating, 511

Vines, in a greenhouse, 132; blos-

soms becoming blind, 132; in

pota, Elphinstone on, 255 ; prun-
ing after crop, 271 ; failing, 381 ;

against glazed wall, 381
Violets, planting double, 69; for

winter blooming, 104

Wachendorfias, 441

Walks, repairing, 13; concrete,
how to make, 53, 110; made
with gas lai', 155, 444; asphalte,
292

Wall, what to do with, 31 ; pro-
tected by glass, 432 ; near Man-
chester, trees for, 492

Wallflowers by slips, 172; double,
propagating, 220 ; wild, 373

Wardian cases, 432
Warszewicz 'JMr.'. 1.56

Watering, in greenhouse, 60 ; its

uses and abuses, 200 ; precau-
tions to secure thorough, 26l

Water-cress, 393
Watsonias, 441

Weeding, its importance, 146
Weeping trees, 163
Wet ground, the evils of digging,

126

Wlieat, prospects. 307 ; on allot-

ments, 326; harvesting, 344;
Golden Drop, 489 ; its culture
on heavy lands, 501 ; allotment
sowing, 504

I White flowers for bedding, 52
Widdringtonia, list of species, l65
Widow, the Rich, 467
Widow, the Poor, 502
Wild flowers. British. 53, 93, 133,

;

213, 253. 333, 373, 393, 4/3, 493;
how to exhibit, 317

I

Willow, Dr. Johnson's, 413
Wilson (Mr. J.;, his exemplary

I

conduct, 15

\
Window gardening, 132, 330

I

Winter, effect on certain plants,
214 ; its late effects, 292

I Wintering plants, box for, 492
Wireworms in vine border. 330

I

Woodlice, to get rid of, 292, 312
' Woodlesford House, 381
' \\*orms in flower box, 352
Wortlcy Hall, 444

Yew, hastening its growth, 131 ,

ZEPBYRANTQESCAMlIDACultUre, i

' 18
I

Zonaria, 369 1

WOODCUTS.
Wallace Oak -

Poultry Fountain -

Pea Supporters

Garden Plan (No. 5)

Impatiens Hookeriana

Corydalis bulbosa -

Poultry Wicker Pen -

Leptosiphon luteus

Spangled Feather

Corydalis lutca -

Gaultheria feruginea -

Fumaria officinalis

Garden Plan (No. 6) -

Sandersonia aurantiaca

Death Watch -

Silk Worm and Moth

Cystoseira granulata -

Egg organs

93
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lie passes over sea to Switzerland and the Tyrol, lie

finds similarly associated the names of their great

leaders in the struggle for freedom.

In Scotland, the tropic land of tradition and legend,

" the peerless knight of Elderslee," stands pre-eminent

in all such local memorials—" The mountain path

which he may have tracked, the headlong torrent which

he may have crossed, the rugged fastness in which he

may have intrenched himself, still bear his name, and

still invite the wanderer, and charm the imagination."

The number of local objects associated with the name of

Wallace are indeed marvellous, and fill a goodly

number of pages, even in their slight enumeration

given by Kerr, in his " History of Bruce."

" Among these memorials to the fame of Wallace

which the gratitude of posterity has delighted to point
i

out, the trees under which he is known to have reposed

or encamped have been treated with a degree of attach-

ment which, defeating its aim in its excess, lias ulti-

mately caused the destruction of the object it wished to

commemorate. Hence the famous Oak in Torwood is

no longer remaining. It stood in the middle of a

swampy moss, having a causeway round it ; but the last

fragments of its ruins have been carried off by the

pilgrims whom its fame attracted, and only the spot on

which it stood now remains for them to pay their devo-

tions to. Of Earnside Wood, where Wallace defeated

the English, on the 12th June, 1398, and which for-

merly stretched four miles along the shores of the

Frith, not a vestige is left; and in the same manner,

many other individual trees and woodland tracts, once

rendered interesting by being associated with the valiant

darings and hair-breadth seapes of Wallace, have bowed

before the warring elements, or the unpityiug axe. One

Oak which bears his name still, however, survives, and

is perliaps more interesting than any of those we may

otherwise lament, on account of its standing imme-

diately at the place of his birth, whieli was EUerslie, or

Elderslee, three miles to the south-west of Paisley, in

Eeufrewshii-e. It is mentioned by Semple, in his

' Continuation of Crawfurd's History of Renfrewshire,'

as ' the large Oak ti-ee, which. is still standing alone, in

a little enclosure, a few yards south from the great road

between Paisley and Kilbarchan ; being on the cast

side of ElJerslee rivulet, where there is a stone bridge

with one arch, the manor of Elderslee being a few yards

distant from the rivulet on the west side. They say

that Sir William Wallace and three hundred of his

men bid themselves upon that tree, among the branches

(the tree being then in full blossom), from the English.

The tree is indeed very large, and well spread in tlie

branches, being about twelve feet in circumference.'

p. 200. 4to. 1782. The present dimensions of the

Wallace Oak, as communicated by Mr. Macquisten, an

accurate land-surveyor, are twenty-one feet in circum-

ference at the ground ; and at five from it, thirteen feet

two inches. It is sixty-seven feet in height, and its

branches extend on the east side to forty-five feet, on

the west side to thirty-six, on the south to tliirty, and

on the north to twenty-five, covering altogether an
extent of nineteen English, or fifteen Scotch poles, land-

measure. According to the testimony of aged residents

in the neighbourhood, the branches of this tree, about

thirty years ago, covered above a Scotch acre of ground ;

and one old person pointed out a spot on the ancient

turnpike-road, forty yards north from the trunk of the

tree, where he said tViat, when young, he used to strike

the branches with his stilt."

Thus wrote Strutt some twenty years now passed,

but "The Wallace Oak" still remains, though some-

what shorn of its former proportions. In a I'ecently-

published " Statistical Account of the Parish of Paisley,

Renfrewshire," it is thus noticed :

—

" Near the west end of the village of Elderslie, and

on the south side of the turnpike-road passing through

it, a tenement of rather ancient appearance is pointed

out as the house in which Sir W. Wallace was born.

But if this brave defender of his country was born, as is

generally allowed, on the spot, it must have been in a

habitation of older date. Adjoining this house is an

old garden, from the foundation of which, about thirty

years ago, a stone was dug, bearing the following in-

scription— ' W. W. W. Christ only is my Redeemer.'

The stone was taken to Elderslie house, where it still

remains.

" Near ' Wallace's bouse,' the name by which the

above-mentioned mansion is known, but on the north

side of tlie turnpike-road, stands the very celebrated

tree called ' Wallace's Oak.' Many are the years that

must have rolled away since this tree sprung from the

acorn. About eight or ten years ago, its trunk mea-

sured twenty feet in circumference, now it only measures

fourteen feot two inches. It was sixty feet in height,

and its branches extended to the east forty-five feet, to

the west Ihiity six feet, and to the north twenty-five

feet, covering altogether a space of nineteen English

poloH. It deserves its name from having, as tradition

afiirras, afforded shelter to Wallace, and a party of his

followers, when jmrsued by their enemies, in tlie same

way as the Boscobel Oak afterwards did to Charles II.

" It is also worthy of notice, that in the garden of

Wallace's house there is to be seen a fine specimen of

our Scottish Yew, said to be coeval wilh, some say older

than, the celebrated Oak. But be this as it may, it is

certainly of ancient date, and tradition has assigned to

it the name of Wallace's Yew."

I,et us not also neglect to record, that at Robroyston,

in the parish of Calder, and shiro of Lanark, Wallace

is said to have been betrayed and apprehended by Sir

.Tolm Menteith, on the 11th of September, l^UJ. After

he was overpowered, but before his bauds were bound,

he is said to have thrown his sword into Robroyston

Loch or Lake, and an Oak cupple or joist, belonging to

the barn in which be was taken, was shown within

tliese few years in the neighbourhood, as a memorial of

the great Wallace.
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covENT garden;
We caunot expect to have any alteration iu the state of

tlie markets for some time to come. Everytliing remains

iu the same state as when we hist reported. There has

been a low Early Pens from Portngal during the week,

which realized ;30s. per peck. Forced Stranherrii's may

he had at -'is. an ounce, but all other fruit is scarce, and

reali/.es high prizes. Forced Orcqjcs make from ;iOs.

to »'5s. per pound. Dessert Apples 10s. to l.'is. per

bushel; and culinary sorts from 7s. Od. to \->s. Good

Potatoes are scarce, the best fetching £8 per ton.

Plants are short on account of the frost, but cut

flowers are rather plentiful ; thoy are chiefly Camellias,

Boses, Oeranhims, Heaths, TuVqis, Crocus, Epacns,

Cinerarias, Violets, and Hyacinths. II.

GOSSIP AND GLEANINGS.
In a former volume we gathered together such frag-

ments of the biography of the Tradescants as time had

spared, and industry had discovered. Among these

fragments was this one from the churchwarden's

accounts of St. Mary's, Lambeth.

"l(137-i?. Item. .Tohn Tradeskin : ye gret bell and black

cloth. .')S. Id."

This was believed to relate to the burial of Trades-

cant, the elder, and the belief is sustained by the sub-

sequent discovery of his will. In this document,

aecording to a writer in " Notes and Queries," he is

described as " John Tradescant, of South Lambeth, co.

Surrey, gardener." The will is dated January 8, lIKi?,

and proved May 2, lO.'JS. It sets forth that the younger

Tradescant was his only child, and that the latter, at

the date of the will, had two children, John and

Frances Tradescant. His son was the residuary legatee,

with a proviso, tliat if he should desire to part with, or

sell his cabinet, the celebrated " Tradescant's Ark of

Curiosities," he should first offer the same to the Prince.

His brother-in-law, Alexander Norman, and Mr. William

Wai'd, were the executors, and proved the will. The

testator held the lease of some property at Woodham
Water, iu Essex, and two bouses in Long Acre, and

Covent Garden. (Notes and Queries, vii. 29.").

)

We are glad to learn that a Poultry Show on a more

extended scale than that of last year is to be held this

winter at Taunton, and a preliminary meeting for

establishing one at Yeovil has been held.

Not only has the temperatiu'e of the air, but the

temperature of the earth, during the last two months,

tended to keep vegetation backward. In February, at one

foot below the surface, at C'hiswick, the earth was ii-\

degrees colder than the average of the preceding eleven

years, and at two feet, nearly two degrees colder. In

March, at the same depths, the earth was about 2,J, and

3 * degrees colder than that average.

A correspondent and first-rate gardener, who must be

known to our readers, however, only as Asiellhs, has

favoured us with the following " drops and snatches of

good things "

—

"What a glorious plant tlio Imrdy Drnctrna at Cliiswick
is ! It is a tit cniiip:iiiion I'or the TitiUiio Taiupas Grass.
Culuciisia fdiil'is llourislied with me in my out-door liotbed,

and is pmbably nut too tender to be very ornnmental in
summer, with llio trcatmont of a A'eyelable Blnrrow, or
ridged ('ucuraber. Indeed, I could ensure it. I saw your
hybrid Amaryllids, Josephhue and VuUola, and liave no doubt
of the cross, but I tbouglit the other parent had been
Cyrtanthus.* The Tullola blood was evident to rae.

" Henderson has Monsouiu specivsa, in bis catalogue at
any rate, and I have ordered a plant. Also relanjonivm
frcilum, the best, I believe, of tho Echinaliiin liybrids.

Peldryoii'ntm echinntvm, when taken into the temperate stove
in late autumn, will flower nicely for a week or two. It will

then grow on steadily and (utietly through tho winter,
being kept as light and airy as is jiossible in such a bouse,
but the most singular part of its habit is to come. About
this time in the spring it will begin to grow rapidly, and
(lower beautifully, producing seed too. In this growing
state it will take strong shifts and rich soil. Moreover,
every good shoot tliat you strike will go on as if on the
parent plant, and flower iu small pots. It is absolutely
necessai-y, however, to strike them under a tight-fitting

bell-glass, or Wai'dian case, and each iu its own little pot.
Unprotected they would lose the foliage, and take a long
while to root. After flowering, the plant should be turned
out like other plants, putting it in a double pot, i.e., one within
another. They should be put at first in a close cold-frame
to prevent the leaves falling, for I do not think a dry leaf-

less rest is nece3sary.+ Many plants will take their nap,
and a healthy one, too, if in the open sun, wind, and rain,

and will wake again sooner, and better than if kept "per-
fectly dry," as the books call it; certainly better than in the
" dry state " of the poor amateur, to wit, in an undraiued
pot of sour, clotted soil, in an apparently dry place in bis
greenhouse, under that wretehed vine idol to which ho
annually sacrifices the pretty children of Flora that would
otherwise adorn bis bouse,"

Another correspondent (Highgatensis) says :

—

" I have sent you a sketch of an economical poultry foun-
tain, for your cottage friends. I find it answer the purpose
quite as well as the most expensive ones. The articles

required are simply a flower

pot and saucer. Detach a
piece from the rim of a ilower-

pot, about tbree-quarters-ol'an-

iucb deep, and one inch wide,

plug the bole in the bottom
of the pot with a piece of
cork, fill the pot with water,
placing the saucer on the top,

then quickly turn tlie whole
upside down, when the water

will fill the space in the saucer around the pot. The bole
in the rim of the pot must not bo quite so deep as the
height of the side of the saucer, and the plug must be air

tiyhl—that is the secret of success. It is easily cleaned,
simple, and cheap, and no fear of the chickens dabbling
in it."

PLANTING AN ORCHARD OR FRUIT GARDEN.
{Continuedfrom paye 198.)

It will be remembered by the reader, that in the last

paper the ease of a Fruit Garden, within walls, was
considered ; the object being to gi-ow tho greatest amount
of good fruits and good vegetables in a given space;
and such will, doubtless, suit a majority of our readers.

As, however, a variety of other cases will occur, it will

be well to view the question in our outset in as many
phases as possible, in order that almost every variety of
soil and contingency of circumstances may be met ; and
that this series of papers may form a tolerably compre-
hensive guide. Not every one can lay hold of a plot for

• There are crosses from Josephines and Cyrtantlms, by the pollen of
VulMa.

t It is through over-drying that so many fail to bloom and seed it.—B.
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a fruit or Idtclicn fjnrilen so well adapted for the pur-

pose as to require iio more at the outset tliau that

suggested in tlie last jiapor, which siuiply supposed a

ease of ordinary laud which had been under the plou,£,'h

or spade. Sometimes, and more fortunately still, the

orehardist may take to a plot of old grass land, and this,

indeed, above all others, is a piece of luck much to be

desired, provided the operator knows what to do with

it. I will, therefore, ofl'er a little advice on this head,

irrespective of the texture of the soil and subsoil, for

these will form a subsequent consideration.

Whether tlie plot be enclosed, or an ordinary orchard,

the turf is of the utmost value for the fruit trees ; not

merely for fancy or tender kinds, but for ordinary soits.

It will retain its organic matter, or fibre, so long as to

preclude the necessity of any serious amount of root-

culture for many years. It will enable the trees to

endure extremes of weather; and it may be added, that

trees in turfy composts will not prove so liable to blights

as in ordinary soils. Under such circumstances, tlien,

the first business is to pare oil' the turfy material, and
to stack or ridge it in convenient situations, remembering
that a ]iortion of it will be required to form the stations

for fruit trees, of which more in the proper place. In

some cases, it may prove convenient to pile a quantity

in the centre of the garden or orchard, or close to two
of its opposite sides, so that when required it may be

near at hand. This turfy material must be piled in a

sharp ridge to exclude the rains, and should, if possible,

be removed in a medium state as to moisture. Septem-

ber is a very eligible month for this process: and the

thickness to which it may be pared must depend on
the depth of the good soil : if the latter is not half a-

yard, a ver}' light baud must be exercised ; if more than

two feet, the turf may be pared above two inches in

thickness. A valuable mass of compost will thus be

obtained, and the proprietor may count on a sm'plus for

other purposes after planting his fruit trees.

lu thus supposing the case of a field about to be made
into a garden or orchard, we may also imagine that the

surface soil is not so equal in character as ordinary

ground which has been under the spade repeatedly

;

and which the last paper more especially referred to.

In many cases the surface soil may prove inicqiinl, both

in depth and character, as to texture. Subsoils, too,

vary much ; and although meaus will be suggested to

prevent the roots entering uugenial substances, yet a

due attention must be given to its character in the

outset. Sometimes the surface of the subsoil will rise

to an inconvenient proximity to the surface ; or, in other

words, will be irregular; besides this, what are termed
" pots " may occur ; that is to say, hollows in the surface

of the subsoil, wherein decayed vegetable or other

matter may have accumulated, like sediment in the

bottom of a vessel. This generally occurs over a clayey

or marly subsoil, in the vicinity of peaty or boggy
grounds; but occur where it may, a jealous eye must
be kept on such conditions.

Now, it has been a very common practice to trench

Tery deep, and to remove every obstacle, cost what it

might. People who do this must surely have more
money than discretion. I have heard of gardens, where

the whole body of soil of an infertile character (or

supposed to be so) was trenched over four or five feet in

depth (although the natural soil was by no means a

yard), the bad subsoil removed, and its place supplied

by expensive composts, the plunder of valuable pas-

tures, combined with tlie equally valuable material of

the farm-yard ; and all this to produce sundry huge
cauliflowers too big for the cook's saucepan, aud celery

too gigantic aud coarse to be long preferred, unless for

exhibition purposes. Tliis is all very well to astonish

folks with, but as a profitable investment it will not

bear consideration. To use cauliflowers which cost a

crown a head in their production will not suit one
taste in a hundred.
The question before us, then, is, how to manage a

plot of uneven ground of a rather infertile character in

the most economical way; a due regard being had to

future success? Here the question assumes two shapes:
the one, the orchard alone ; and the second, the fruit

and vegetable garden. In either case there can be no
objection to trenching the whole over after draining,
especially if vegetable culture is to be carried out; but
the depth to which to trench is an affair that requires
a moment's consideration. It may be supposed, very
fairly, that no person would select a plot of ground for

this double purpose, unless an average of nearly half-a-

yard of soil can be relied on ; but if from twenty to

tliirty inches so much the better. When such is the

case, and the soil and subsoil are uniform as to cha
racter and level, the case is one of exti'eme simplicity,

and involves little expense ; but when the siuface-soil

is uneven in point of depth, so that the subsoil, in

places, does almost " ci-op-out," the depth of trenching
must he regulated accordingly. In some cases it may
be well to open a trench nearly three feet in depth, if

the soil be good to that extent ; and if after proceeding
awhile it is found shallower, the operator will, perhaps,
find it necessary to fill part of his trench in : this, how-
ever, is putting an extreme case. If the sui-face of the

ground is uneven, and the proprietor uiU have it levelled,

the operator had better keep aside-line, or gauge, by him
through the process; or he may form stations, to indi-

cate the level by means of sight sticks. He will thus
be led to make frequent exchauges as he proceeds ;

sometimes borrowing, sometimes paying, aud the wheel-
barrow will be in frequent use. It will be found, too,

occasionally, that in lowering knolls or high portions,

that the subsoils will be brought nearer than at other

portions ; but having assumed a maximum and mini-

mum depth to begin with, it must be sustained by
removing as much of the subsoil as will provide that

depth ; and, possibly, this subsoil may be got rid of in

other portions.

Now, supposing the garden a square, or nearly so;

aud that it is required to be levelled ; the operator should

examine well the exterior lines, or sides, before he com-
mences, and see which side, or sides, must (ind ought to

rule the rest in regard of the levels ; for it will generally

be found, that walks, or objects either already formed,

or to be done, have a right to influence such levels.

Such a line, or lines, then, should have the necessary

stations set up from whence the cross lines will proceed.

In trenching,, the ground may be "chopped out" by line

into parallel strips; their width ruled by the number of

men to be employed in the operation ; each man should

be allowed about three yards.

Another consideration remains; Is any manure re

qmred to be introduced? Wliere this is the case, the

process becomes more complex and requires a little

sound workmanship. In the case of a new garden for

vegetables aud fruits, and where it is desirable to

trencli for the sake of levelling aud equahsiug, it will

generally be found a better plan to introduce manures
subsequently. In the first place, there will be no ooca-

sio)i to introduce manure where the trees are to be

plaiited ; and next, new soils, in which the surface or

best soil is trenched down, do not, in generiil, require

manurial matters at a low level. Besides, it is great

odds but the soil will prove somewhat stubborn, and
will need twice working; requiring to lay awhile in

order to acquire a mellow or crumbling condition. In
such cases, it will be well to add manure for vegetables

just before cropping ; when it may be deeply dug in.

It must be borne in mind, that trenching some eighteen

inches or more in depth has a tendency to bring up
soil, which, although fresher in character than the sur-
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fuoo soil, is poorer, or tloficient in organic raattov. This,

of course, lias to be supplicu by niamires iu the upiier

stratum ; anil when that is done iu a jiroper way, tlie

plot may be said to bo higldy improved, drainage heinfj

carried out previously where needed— for provision is

made for the crops enduring tlie droughts of summer by

deep roots, as well as for a projier establishuieut of the

young plant by a generous surface soil.

If, however, it is deemed ex))edient to introduce

manure in the original trenching, care must be taken to

blend them well with the soil at a somewhat low level

;

bearing in mind that the surface soil can be imiu'oved

at any time. In such a case, if the ground is to be

levelled, and is of unequal depth, the operator will do

well to wheel his manure as wanted ; for if the ground
be covered previously, there will be much loss of labour

iu shifting the manure.
]5efore proceeding to dismiss that portion of the

subject which relates to fruit trees, I must beg to oiler a

few remarks on the te.\tures of soils—for it is not simply

a question of manures. Tliose who are establishing

new gardens, or orchards, will do well to take this into

consideration at first; seeing tliat the plot will never

after be so accessible to improvements of this kind.

Whether for fruit trees or vegetables, or the two com-
bined, which is the ordinary case, it will be found of

immense advantage to do what can and ought to be

done at. the outset. Improvements of this kind, judi-

ciously etliected, will be found true economy in the

end, besides being a source of constant satisfaction

retrospectively.

Soils difler much; and localities differ as much iu the

means at hand for improving the staple of soils. In some
we find marl abundantly, or clay; in other districts,

sand, or sandy loams prevail, and about commons, wastes,

&c., we have bog and heath, or nioorsoil, &o. Then, as to

the refuse of our trades, such articles as lime, ashes, old

brick rubbish, saw-dust, tan, &c., these are seldom all to

be met with iu one locality.

In the ue.xt paper, the improvement of the staple will

be taken into consideration. K. Errinotox.

BULBS.
H.EMANTHUS.

{Continuedfrom pn'je 4S0.)

Tins is an extensive group of African bulbs, repre-

senting as many outward variations of form in the
growtli, bulb, and leaf as Amaryllis itself; yet so uni-
form in the general asjject of the flower, that it is only
necessary to learn two distinct forms of them to enable
one to recognise, at first sight, any species of the genus
Ihimantlius. There is one part of tlie accompaniment
to the flower of bulbs iu general, and a very essential

part for those who treat of them botanieally, hut which
I left altogether unnoticed until I could bring it in,

popularly, as a gay appendage to a flower, and it is in

Iltciimiilliiis that it has first occurred in that way. The
name of this part is called in books, sjjaflie. or envelope,
and now is the right time of the year to learn what is

really a spalhe, or the envelope iu which Flora sends
her notes (flowers) into the country every spring, in

every year, since the beginning of flowers. The Diiffodil

flowers are now in their envelopes (spathes), all over
the country. One flower in some lands, and more
flowers than one in most kinds of the Daffodil or Nar-
cissus family, are enclosed in a light brown membrane,
we cannot call it a leaf, or anytliing like it ; it is a
wrapper or over-all, or envelope, in fact, a spathe ; and
it encloses the flower-buds till they are ripe enough to

open, when they split the envelope into parts, and each
part is culled a valve. Then it often happens that one

kind of bulb can only bo known from the next nearest
kind by the number of the valves of the envelope. In
some bulbs the whole envelope lalls o(f as soon as the
flowers open ; in others it only rolls back ; in a third it

takes different turns and directions, but— and it is the
most singular of all—in tin's llamanthus tlie flowers

are of little moment, and the envelopes or spathes are

gay and varied instead. What would tlio flowers of

Poinsettia piilcherriiiia bo without the large scarlet

bracts which accompany them ? and still less conspicu-
ous is the flower of a Coxcomb without the addition of

the " Comb." The flowers of most of the HrfimintJis

are much better looking without their envelopes than
these examples ; still, as bulb-llowcrs, most of them
would cut a sorry figure without tlieir painted envelopes.

The number of valves, or guard leaves, as we might
call them, in the spathes of this genus, vary from three
to six in the different kinds—and they stand upright,

like guard petals, all round the flowers, which are indi-

vidually very small indeed ; but there are a great
number of them standing close together on the top of

the scape, then the stamens are longer than the flower,

and the styles longer than all, so that if the guard
petals were taken off', the bunch of flowers would look
like a painter's brush on the end of a stick. The leaves
of some of the kinds come in two's, and four's, or more

—

growing quite flat on the ground. In some the leaves
are smooth and shining; in others the edges are fringed
all round with stiff short hairs—while a third division
of them are hairy all over the leaf and flower scape, and
grey, alter the manner of a badger. And thei-e is a
part of the family with long necks to the bulb, or rather
to the bottom of the leaves, which grow upwards, and
join together in a long neck at bottom. Some in this

section look very much like Eucomis before the flowers
come.

As people are making a move for growing bulbs in

classes, in pits, or borders, or in pots, I would recom-
mend all the kinds here described, for the pit section, as

they are as easy to manage that way as common
Cactuses, and they are certainly very interesting as

part of a varied selection ; but for pot culture, I dare
hardly recommend a single bulb in the genus, except to

the curious. There is one stove bulb among them,
multijioriis, from Sierra Leone, with crimson flowers,

which spread out wide, and it has no envelope or

guard petal (spathe), or rather, it is deciduous, and this

is rather a handsome kind ; but then it is a most
delicate sort, and the least mishap kills it. All the rest,

with recumbent leaves, delight in yellow loam, with a
large portion of sand in it ; while the columnar, or those
with long necks, will grow freely in the richest soil in

the garden.

H.r.M.\NTHDs CARNEUS—This is my own favourite of
the whole genus, and it is easily known from the moment
the leaves apjiear, as they are hairy al! over, and very
Hat, broad, and recumbent. The flowers are larger than
in any of tlie rest; there is no guard petal or upright
spathe, and the stamens and pistils are within the flower.

H.i:.M.\.NTHUs cocciNEUs.—This is the best known of
the family to gardeners. It was in every stove in the
country when 1 was a boy, and it is the first pot bulb I

ever knew. It shows bow far some bulbs may be ill-

treated with impunity. This bulb is all but hardy, and
will establish itself in a few years, if planted out iu a
cold pit; so much, that it will throw up a flower scape,

a foot to fifteen inches high, witli a large mass of
flowers on the top, guarded with a fiery scarlet spathe,
such as never was seen in a stove or greenhouse.
HjEmanthus giundtvalvis.—There is no ditt'ereuce

between tliis and the last, except in the much greater
size of the spathe, and in their not being so bright a
scarlet. Tliere is a good figure of it iu the Botanical
Magazine, lU7o.
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H.p.:iiANTHrs coARCTATcs.—This also belongs to the

eoeciiieiis section. It lias the spatlie or enrelope valves

very upright, and close to the flowers. The colour of

them is a duller red than the last, and the edges of

the leaves, when they first issue from the bulb, are scar-

let, hut they soon turn green when they advance and
get more in the sun and air.

H.ioiANTHfS iNCARNATis, zehrimis. cnneolor, crassipes,

and tKjrimis, are the next best, and their hnlhs and
growth are not so large as in the others, yet with quite

as large flower-heads : but a description of them would
only tie a repetition in a popular way. Masson, Bur-
chell, and .Jacquin, are the best authorities for them.

Ju this country, where they were at first so much mis-

understood, very few know anything about them, and
their flowers have not liecn figured with us, so as to

give any one an idea of wliat tliey are like. Hut they

will certainly become popular, as well as other tribes of

bulbs, when it is discovered how cheaply they can be
gi'own, and in what small space. All this, however, is

in reserve for amateurs ; for as gardeners are now situ-

ated, there is not one of them out of a thousand who
can devote the necessary time and attention to the cul-

tivation of any bulbs but the very commonest.

HAYLOCKIA.

Havi.ookia pusili.a.—A very small black bulb, with

very narrow leaves, and flowering from among them,

exactly like a Crocus; the flowers white, and tending

to straw colour. Andereon sent home this little curiosity

from Buenos Ayres. Another traveller says, it is very

common at Maldouado, and there is a variety of it with

red flowers. It gi-ows all tlie winter, goes to rest before

Midsummer, and flowers in the autumn, after resting

about four months. Any light soil will do for it, and
cold frame culture along with Ixia and such like bulbs.

It is related to Sternberyia, and was once called Stern-

hergia Americana.

HEEBEETIA.

These are small Cypella-like bulbs, which flower in

%\\VMQex ;
pulcheUa is the best of them, n-ith blueish-

purple flowers: and cccrulea is only a vaiiety of it, witli

the flowei'S most decidedly blue. Like the last genus,

they do better in pots, in light sandy loam, and cold-pit

ti'eatment.

HESPERAXTHA.
These are very delicate little plants from the Cape:

they are more tuberous than bulbous ; flower always in

the evening, and through the night, and close up in

bright sunshine. Ead'uita is the best of them ; tlie

flowers are large, numerous, and of a beautiful light

violet colour Amjiista, or aiujiistifolia, seems only a

variety of rtnUalu. Fulcnta is very sweet in the evening

:

the flowers gravish-wbite, brown in tlie buds, and edged

with yellow. Cinnamomea is so called from the outside

being of a brown cinnamon colour ; the flower is pure

white when it opens, and is a pretty star-like flower.

All of them are much more impatient of wet than

Ixias. with which they ought to be gi-own in peat, under
a cold frame culture.

HESrEEOSCOEDUM.
Hardy, or all but hardy, gawky-looking things, of no

great account. They put you in mind of the confused

i
mass of mongrels called Alliums, and are only fit for

I botanic collections.

HIPPEASTRUM.
Among the large collection of bulbs by the " Win-

chester," referred to in my last, were four bulbs marked
"from my own garden." The moment I saw them, I

protested against their being natives of any part of the

Cape colony, and as soon as they came into leaf, I was

sure they were not from any part of the African con-
tinent ; but, before they flowered, the gentleman who
sent them came home, and when he was pushed hard
into a corner as to where he found those four bulbs, he
owned he had them from Baron Ludwick's garden in

Cape Town. They were natives of South America, and
two of them were Hippeasters. H. eiptestre, the very
one on which the genus was founded, by Dr. Herbert,
" following up the idea of Linnaeus, when he named one
of the original species equestre."

Tliere are about fifteen very distinct species of this

genus described from bulbs that have flowered in this

countiy ; and nearly twenty varieties, some of which
were first described as true species ; hut, when tliey all

became better known, and received the same kind of

treatment for many ye.irs, and by difterent individuals

at the same time, it was easy enough to classify them
into what were real species or types, and only well-

marked varieties. At the present day there is not an-

other gi'oup of bulbs, of equal extent, better defined than
Hippeasters; but they are very much reduced now, and
two-thirds, at least, of the original kinds are out of

cultivation.

Every one of the species and varieties cross with each
other without a single exception : and, in following out
these crosses, gardeners lost sight of some of the original

kinds altogether, so that the whole race is now confined
to tlnee types only, as far as my knowledge of our col-

lections extend. The most numerous of these is that

of Belicuhitum, which includes all our best reds and
scarlets, with very dark or bright green bottoms called

the eye. The Viilnliim section is the next, and in

this, all our striped flowers, or clear white stripes ona
light red ground, are classed. This is the oldest of all

the hybrid kinds, beginning with Johnsonii, in 1810,

which is a seedlingfrom Tieg'miim or Fieyimn, by the pollen

of Viltatuiit. 'The third section is the breed or Solan-

ilnjiorum. The flowers in this section are quite difi'erent

from all the rest, both in shape and colours; they have
tubes, or a narrow bottom, three or four times longer than
is usual, and the colours are as varied as the colours in

the speckled breed of cattle. As Hippeasters are known
to first-rate gardeners much better than Tulips, and as

all the first rate gardeners in the three kingdoms, and in

the colonies thereto belonging, read The Cottage
Gariienei;, ' I expect," as tliey say in Suflblk, to get

my whiskers pulled for this classification of " our
Aiiif(rylUses." But now that Sweet and Herbert are not
amongst us. 1 am quite sure that there is not another
man living who has raised more hybrids in this genus
than your old Scotch gardener from Inverness ; and if I

am wrong in my classification it is an error of judgment,
and any one who can put me on a belter plan will oblige

me, even if be calls me anything but a gardener.

One of the best stimulants that I can oft'er for the

more extended cultivation of these beautiful flowers

among amateurs is this, that every one of them, without
a single exception, can be grown to the utmost per-

fection in one kind of soil, and that must be the best

yellow loam that can be had. About London, this kind
of loam can he got at Norbiton, near the new Crystal

Palace, or at Wanstead Common. If the drainage is

very complete, I never could make out that a turfy or

lumpy soil had any advantage over that which is fine

enough to sow small seeds in ; if the loam is very strong

and inclined to bind hard after watering, it should be
reduced with clean sand to the proper texture—leaf

mould, rotten dung, or peat, I believe to be more
injurious tlian not to any bulb that is to remain from
year to year in the same pot, as is now the custom with

almost all bulbs that retain their roots for an indefinite

period. Pure loam, without any vegetable or animal
manure, will keep sound and fiesh for ten or twelve

years in the same pot : and any additional richness
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would be safer it' iiddod to water given to the bulbs. lu

ray younger days, however, it was quite sate to make
linlt' of tlio compost for Amaryllises of ricli stimulating

manures, as, at that time, it was sliaken from the roots

every autumn, and tlio bulbs were dried as wo do

1 Hyaciiitlis and Tulips, and [ am certain they all flowered

tlicn as well as any we see now. At that time there

were ten bulbs in llower at Clnistmas for every one that

is now seen in bloom in March. Every little urchin

then iu one of the crack " places," could talk about
" our Amari/llis vithita and ritatlii iiuijor," being so

much better "this year" than usual, or more so than

tliey ever were at Castle Aulicum, or Flora House.
But now you may fall in with ten lirst-rate gardeners at

an e.\liibition, not one of whom bad ever seena ('(i(rtt«M(

at all. much less know that tliero ever was a mujur
variety of it, or tliat the race had ever been discovered

to belong to a very difi'ereut section of the order before

the said gardeners were out of tlieir smocks and
pinafores.

Mr. Sweet was once the best authority and giude for

tliem, indeed tlie father of many hundreds of Hip-
peasters. He was also tho cause, in a great measure,
of their downfall and the loss of some of the best species,

BS iu liis catalogue he j(nnbled them together like

lottery tickets shook in a liat, without " heads or tails,"

and there they remain to this day a complete mass of

confusion—species and varieties, natural and unnatural,

hybrids, mules, and all the rest of them, put on the

same level, in one conniion style of arrangement and
nomenclature.
Tho following remarks on potting, and the kind of

soil for liippeasters, 1 have just received from one of

my bulb correspondents who keeps a largo garden estab-

lishment, and is one of the most successful growers of

them and other bulbs known to me. B. Beaton.
" OllSKRVATIONS TeNDINO TO TUE FoilJIINr, OF GENE-

RAL Rur.KS.—All Amaryllids should be rather under-

potted : cerlainhj for thejirst ijcar.

"After a year or two's growth llijipeaslriim AidicHm
will often make a cluster of offsets all round the bulbs.

I lake off all but three when sufficiently grown to l)e

removed without injuring the old bulb. VVhen small,

they as it were form part of the bulb, and would make
bad wounds.

" When two fragments of such soil as I use for the
strong rooting Amaryllids are pressed together, they
will apparently adhere, but may bo pulled asimder
again, a stratum of air having, in fact, remained between
tho two surfaces. Now let the pot for your llijjpeas-

Inim Aidifum, or Bruitsvignia Joscjihiiitc, he (Hied with
such fragments, tlie largest being placed at the bottom,
allowing them to decrease in size as you reach the top.

I'lach handful or layer sliould be pressed hard and
firmly. Supposing the soil not to have received tlie

compression recommended, a sugar basin, with its con-
tents, would give an idea of what I mean.

" When afterwards the pot is soaked with water, the

lumps will swell and form the most perfectly drained
medium conceivable. Water poured iu at the top will

go right tlirough and out at tho bottom, and the soil

will keep itself thus even for years. 1 use a small pot
for a crock, no other drainage being necessary. I used
charcoal at one time, but they do just as well without it.

The leathery, snake-like roots insinuate, twist, and twine,
with their irresistible life-force, around, over, and
between the crevices of your loam lumps, where they
liud not only earth nourishment, but air to breathe.

" When a growing bulb is to be shifted, or when you
have to pot one which has a number of tender roots too

valuable to be injured by being thumped in with lumps
of loam, another plan may be adopted; let your strong
soil get dry, so that a few strokes of tho Hat of the spade
will break it up into small lumps of many gradations in

size really resembling tho sugar I spoke of just now.
This must be used dry, and settled down by the ordinary

method of rapping the pot smartly on the bench.
" Amellus."

BOTTOM-HEAT.
A correspondent asks " Which is the cheapest and

best for bottom-heat— pipes or tanks?" The ijuestiou

has lately been alluded to, but it is of such general
importance that it will bear adverting to again. Where
expense is no object, and a dry or moist heat is desirable

at pleasure, then a combination of both would be best,

as by having pipes through the tank yon could have

I

openings for letting out moist heat at pleasure, and by
letting out the water you could have dry heat at. will, at

the risk, however, of injuring the tank. If utility and
economy are to be combined, then, when the separate

! modes are brought into direct comparison, I unhesi-

tatingly say that pipes are chinpest and best for general

purposes. There arc relative, local, and personal cir-

cumstances, such as when the materials are on the spot,

and one man is owner, architect, and workman, in wliich

tho tank would be the cheapest ; but even then, I

question whether by using the hot bricks and cement,
or slate, &o., the expense would not be more than from
Is. .'^d. to Us. per lineal foot, which a Uow and return

pipe would cost per lineal foot of length of pit or house.

It might be more uow IVoni the rise in tlie juice of iron and
the ti.King. 1 have, in these volumes, referred to the length

! of time a wood tank of good deal and covered with slate

[
lasted ; but then its sides were open all round to the air

! of the house, and were, besides, iinpuinttd, a matter of

^
no little moment when durability in such circumstances

was concerned. I should not e.Npeet wood, when covered
all over with earth, to last a long time. Some people

talk of the genial, moist heat irom a tank, but if a close

one, I never could perceive how the heat could be more
moist than from an iron pipe; while 1 know that if I

put moisture in the vicinity of that pipe when hot, the

moisture must rise with the heat. 1 then came to the

conclusion, that for bottom-beating, pijies are best;

because in addition, if properly placed together, tliey

would be little liable to the cracks and fissures to which
most tanks, as generally constructed, are subject. If it

should be fouud, however, that in certain circumstances

tanks would be preferred, their cheapness may be pro-

moted by having them shallow. All above from four to

si.K inches in depth, is labour and money thrown away.

Tlioso considerations led me, when tanks were build-

ing all round me, and iron just then was very reasonable,

to satisfy myself with two three-incli pipes for bottom-
heat, and two of a similar size for top-heat, in two
ranges of pits, which were to be applied to numberless
purposes. The bottom and top pi]ies may act together

at the same time, or independently of each other, as

occasion may require ; the flow pipe of each being
furnished with a valve. I have got each range into

I

separate divisions, but without stop-cocks to heat

them separately, as I can easily regulate the temperature

by the amount of air and moisture.

1 will mention bow 1 arranged the bottom, so as to

furnfsh hints either for imitation or improvement. The
bottom of tho pit was first beat as firm as possible

below the pipes, and scooped a little from the middle to

the sides, and then covered with a couple of inches ol

grouting formed of gravel, sand, and lime, which set as

firm as flint. The hollow was left for retaining moiatiu'e,

when desirable, near the )iipes. Over the bottom of the

bed were arranged furnace clinkers, brickbats, &c

,

placed as hollow as could be done, to secure firmness;

the hollowness being not only to allow the beat to

permeate freely, but to save tlie material, as a consider-

able quantity is wanted to secure a thickness of from
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eight to eighteen iuchcs. Over this I placed a thin

hiyer of clean rough gravel, ahoiit the size of walnuts,

and hefore placing in the gi'owing or plunging material,

a layer of turf in thin strips, or two or three inches of

half-rotten leaves are laid over the hottom to keep tlie

soil, &c., from falling among the stones, hrickbats, &c.

Care is also taken to fix a drain-tile, or tube of wood,
tin, or anything easiest obtainable, in every other light,

with one end amongst the rough material beneath, and
the other above the earth, &c , in which the plants

grow, and by pouring water down these tubes I can
have a moist bottom-heat at will. This is of importance
in many cases, such, for instance, as a thin-skinned
melon, that requires a high temperature, and a dryish

atmosphere to mature it in perfection. If you water on
the surface, your melon rots and cracks, and if allow

the soil to get dry to a good depth, your loaves fade,

and give you a melon without flavour. Pour water thus
beneath, and the roots will feed on the vapour, while
the sm-faco will be dry.

Simple as the whole arrangement appears, there is a
liability to eontingincies. A hot day unexpectedly
comes, and you order the top-heat to be turned oil', and
tlie wrong valve is shut. Or if the heat is turned off

right enough, the fire may he too strong, and make the

bottom pipes too hot, and this requires more trouble to

detect.

In all cases whei'e a mild continuous bottom-heat, and
a rather high atmospheric temperature is required as

continously, I should be inclined to adopt the mode, not

more simple than effectual, practised by Mr Fleming,
in tlie Pinery at Trentham. His t^ow-pipes are taken

back and front round the house, and then return beneath

the bod. When he finds the top temperature right, no
mismanagement can make the bottom temperature too

hot. One objection presented itself to my mind, namely,

a season of fine weather, when artificial top temperatiu'e

was not re(juisite, and yet the bottom temperature got

lower than was desirable. Mr. Fleming replied that it

seldom occurred; and when it did, that they put on a

brisk fire, filled all evaporating-pans on the pipes with

water, and gave an additional quantity of air. I mention
this more particularly, as the same correspondent makes
enquiries about Pines. Nothing could be more robust

than those at Trentham ; the plants near the glass, with

plenty of air, short and stubby, but with leaves as stifl' as

pokers. Still, in small gardens, where a range of pits

must have many difierent tenants in a season, I should
prefer having the top and bottom-heat separate, and to

be put off and on at pleasure.

One or two more suggestions, and, for the present,

we leave the subject. A friend lately told me, he saw
nothing of the simple or the novel in all this ; that he
heats a pit with a good-sized tank luiderneath the bed,

and that he has funnels back and front, with lids to let

up the heat at pleasure. And this he calls marching
on in the way of improvement ! Why, we have managed
pits, and houses, exactly on the same principle, the best

pnrt of an age ago, by means of the old smoke flue

passing through a rough-formed chamber. The same
plan would just be more safe with pipes—and the

question between them and the tanks would resolve

itself into tlie double question of first cost iind ultflnate

economy. As to any novelty in the principle of heating,

it is more seeming than real. In either case, you munt
have bottom-heat before you can have top-heat.

Another says, "Well, if the principle is not new,
there is a novel application of it in my case. P>eneath

the cover of my tank and the water level are openings
left for the steam to escape from the hot-water, and by
the time this gets into the air of the pit, through the

funnels at the sides, it is so sweet and mild, as must be
the very identical moist atmosphere you are always
recommending for grafting greenhouse plants, and pro-

pagating all kinds of cuttings." There is force in this

statement, if the place was used entirely for propagating,

and you could calculate on the weather. But, if it was
cold and misty, you would have to shut your funnels, or

you would have more than enough of moisture; and
you cannot have top-heat direct wilhont it, as you can-

not get undorueath your bed to stop up the vapour-

holes. Here, again, for most purposes, 1 would prefer

pipes, as a dry or a moist heat, which, even with the

lieating power all beneath, may be commanded at

will.

It will be perceived, that in speaking of tanks and
pipes for bottom heat, I have bcsn supposing general

circumstances, such as preclude easy examination of the

bottom-heating medium. When used inside a house, so

as to be easily examined, with slides to shut at will, so

as to give top-beat, or bottom-heat, dry or moist heat, at

pleasure. Then, for many purposes, tanks are extremely

valuable. There is a prejudice in their favour, so far

as obtaining moist heat is concerned. I have seen many
very economical ones well suited to amateurs who do

not wish to spend much A substantial one may consist

of stout slate for bottom and top, and two bricks on
the bed, for sides and centre. A small one, not intended

to carry much weight, may be of common house-slate,

bedded on clay puddle on solid earth ; and, when that

is set and dry, the upper part cemented over, while one

brick, on edge, set on the slate, cemented at the joints

I
securely, and receiving a coat all over, would constitute

the sides. Single or double slating would then con-

I stitnte a corner, some of which miglit be movable.

With the exception of two or three feet of iron piping

1 at the small boiler, lead pipes would do to connect the

I boiler and tank. This, with a careful man, would be

I

a useful, but a gingerbread, rickety aft'air. There is

i nothing that either of these tanks can do that pipes

cannot accomplish, if enclosed in a box or mass of

rubble, with fine matter on the surface. Three, four, or

six-inch ]iipes would be required, according to the heat

wanted and the space to be heated. The nearest iron-

monger, or any wholesale house, or hot-house builder,

can tell you the price; and I think you will find them
not only as good, if not better, but cheaper in the end

than tanks. Until lately, good pipes could be obtained

at from !)d. to Is. per foot. Use none less than three

inches, as, when less, the amount of friction lessens the

circulation.

CALCEOLARIAS FOE BEDS AND BASKETS.

A very successful gardener in Kent, in au interesting

letter, states,—that he strikes his Calceolarias under
hand-lights; and has this season, as well as the last,

kept them thick in these glasses all the winter. He
adds, "whenever the weather settles, I jilant them out in

a temporary pit or bed until bedding-nut lime." This is

another confirmation what an amount of moisture, and
cold too, short of actual frost, these plants will stand

uninjured. Many who lose these plants in winter, from

their kindness in giving them warmth and dryness, might
have been led to imitate the success of our friend, if they

had noted what had been said of the native localities of

such plants on the hill side of Peru and Mexico. The
same correspondent tells us, he finds that pricking-out

in these intermediate beds answers better for tiie plants

ultimately than coddling them up in pots. I generally

so manage everything that has fibrous roots—and many
that will not be induced to make such roots, we wrap
with a little earth in a handful of moss, and then place

them in this preparatory bed to receive the necessary

amount of protection until the middle of May. Multi-

tudes, when planted last season, had the white roots

peeping all round through the ball of moss, and were

thus easily moved and jilanted, moss and all.
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HAND-LIGHTS versus LARGE FRENCH BELL-
GLASSES.

It is said tlieso liittcr can be procured in I'aris

lor 7Ad. Will no glass merchant try to make tlicm,

and advertise tlie size and jnice, at which tlie bell-

glasses, strong enough to bear a cUnli, can be pro-

cured ? An immense sale would talce place at double

the French price, or nearly so. When Mr. Forsyth

was at Alton Towers he launched bis satire against

hand-lights. Tliey have long been the most e.Kpen-

sive, unsuitable, ever-ricketty articles abont a garden.

.Just set a few labourers among a score or two,

and we will give you great credit for equanimity,

if you do not, like brother .Jonathan, feel a choking
desire to rile a little. Between the tool, and the

iron-pointed toe of the workman, and these brittle

ware, tliero seems to be an uncontrollable attraction.

If kept at all in their present shajie, wc would make the

bottom part of wood or iron. But these large bell-glasses

are the thing, and once supplied, and tliere is a demand
for early productions, see if English gardeners will

not use them as well as French ones. For protecting

tender plants they would be invaluable. 11. Fish.

PELARGONnJMS.
{Continued from page .')0-.)

I liave received from Mr. L. T. Fleming, the Honorary
Secretary to the Enatern Border Horticultural Society,

the following very excellent descriptive list of Pelar-

goniums, classed in numbers as shown at the exhibition

mentioned. I think, with my respected friend, the ama-
teur is too often imposed upon by flaming descriptions

of new florists' flowers in the catalogues published

annually ; but it must be borne in mind that there are

societies in London who give prizes to, and thus give a

character to, such flowers; and though I do not assert

that all others tliat have not had that stamp of merit

put upon them are valueless, yet the raisers of really

good varieties should seud their productions to such
societies, and thus have a sterling character given to

them. Next week 1 shall linisb the list, by adding such
new vai'ieties as have come under my notice, different

to those mentioned by Mr. Fleming. T. Appleby.

A Descriptive List of Pel.\rooniujis exhibited in

those collections to which either a first or second class

prize was awarded at the Horticultural Society's Sliows,

May 8 and .June 12, and at the Royal South London
Floricultural Society's Shows, May 20th and .June 23

;

shewing also the number of winning collections, (dealers

and amateurs), each particular flower was exhibted in.

Number of difTerent

collections e-"chibited in.

Rosamond (Beck), rich rosy purple, white centre,

dark spots 7

Constance (Foster), rosy lilac, clear centre, large

trusser, free bloomer 7

Gulielma (Beck), clear blue purple, white centre,

fine shape, and constant 7

Alonzo (Foster), rosy purple, light centre, dark
blotclies

Maynijiccnl (Foquet), rich rosy Vermillion, dark
blotches, free bloomer 5

Ajax (Hoyle), rosy purple, margined vivid crimson C)

lioHcna (Turner), rosy pink, large crimson spots,

white centre -i

Star (Beck), rich rose, crimson maroon spots,

white centre, profuse bloomer 4
Norah (Foster), dark maroon, upper petals; lower

petals, pur)ilish
;
pink wlute centre 3

Pride of the Islex I I.uH'), dark, I'ree blooming ... 3

Salamander (Gaines I, scarlet, clouded with violet 3

Prince of Orange (Hoyle), rich orange scarlet,

small dark spots 2

Mont Jllanc (Story), pure white, small pink blotches 2

Virgin Queen (Arnold), white, rich plum coloured

upiier petals 2

Alderman (Bragg), dark scarlet crimson maroon,

blotclied 3

Mochanna (Hoyle), lower petals, warm rose, white

centre ; top petals, dark blotch 2

Magnet (Hoyle), scarlet crimson, dark blotches ... 2

Piilchra (Foster's), lower petals, salmon rose; largo

dark blotch on upper jietals, with margin of rose

;

white centre 2

Cui/j) (Beck), claret, light margin 2

Anpasia (Gaines), upper petals nearly black, with

rose belt; under petal rose, veined with crimson 2

Narcissus, rosy crimson 2

Pearl, wliite, spotted 2

Ruhens (Foster), crimson, and dark maroon blotch

on top petals 2

The following were shown only once in winning col-

lections :— Oanymede, Beatrice, bottom petals mottled

rose, upper petals black, margin of dark carmine ; Bertha,

Emily, Forget me Not, Urion, Falstaff, Peerless, Electra,

(Gaines), rose, white centre, rosy purple bottom, large;

Ariadne, petals rich dark, top petals margined with rose,

white centre ; and Little Nell (Turner), rose lilac

bottom petals, maroon top petals; EncJiantress (Foster's),

rosy crimson, bottom petals crimson ; blotch on top

petals, with crimson margin ; Magnet and Ganymede
have had first class certificates ; and Enchantress,

Ariadne, and Rubens, have had certificates of merit

awarded them by the National Floricultural Society.

The above list of Pelargoniums shown at four of the

])rincipal Exhibitions in the neighbourhood of London,
during tlie last season, will, I believe, prove interesting

to the admirers and cultivators of this flower. It

may also be an assistance to amateurs in the country

in selecting for the ensuing season.

It does not follow that those flowers which have been
shown in many collections are superior to those shown
in few ; yet it may safely be a.ssumed that they are good

varieties, and worth the attention of all who have not

already got them.

Several of those marked in the above list as having

been exhibited only in the one collection have scarcely

passed out of the hands of the raiser, and cannot,

therefore, be shown by many ; but being considered

worthy to be shown by such growers as Turner, Dob-
sou, Gaines, &c., I think they may safely be depended
upon. If they have proved themselves to be first-rate,

they will be oftener shown at the next Exhibitions,

and then may be more cheaply and more confidently

purchased by the amateur. It will be interesting to

observe which of the above are shown at future exhi-

bitions, and which will never be heard of again.

Year after year, hundreds of seedlings are brought

forward with fine names and long prices, a great portion

being no improvement on varieties already out ; the

consequence is, after much care and attention is be-

stowed upon them, they ultimately lead to disappoint-

ment. How disheartening it is for the amateur to be

so deceived ! Take, for instance, the case of an amateur
seeing somewhere an advertisement of some flower, to

which such a description is given that he thinks it is

perfection itself; he strains a point, sends otThis money
and order for it ; receives a nice little plant, attends to

it diligently, and anxiously watcliiug every leaf as it

comes out, at last the flower truss begins to be formed;

now then, tliiiiks ho, for the reward of all my toil; the

flower opens, but wliat does he see'.' Very probably a

fac-similc of one he already has, or, perhaps, one he
would not have wished for as a gift. His labour is
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tliiown away, and he alino:5t gives up cultivation in dis-

appointment and disgust. To prevent sucli occuiTences.

tlie lists given by Mr. ,\ppleby will do much, as they

include none but what liave proved to bo good varieties,

and sufficient description being given to enable any one

to choose distinct sorts, the amateur may liave no liesi-

tation in selecting i'roui them. L. T. V.

CONIFER.E.
(Conliiiiicd from ymjc 48'!).

SECTION 01- PINUS WITH FIVE LEAVES IN A SHEATH.

PiNi's La.muertiana (Mr. Lambert's Pine).— This
truly noble Pine was named by Mr. iJouglas, the dis-

coverer, in honour of the late A. Lambert, Esq., the

learned author of a Monograpli on Pinus. It is a

native of the north sides of the mountains of California,

growing there 21)0 feet higli. The branches droop
downwards beautifully, rendering the tree very orna-

mental. The cones are very long, frequently from
eighteen inches to two feet, and arc like the branches,

pendulous. The natives use the seeds as I'ood, eating

them roasted, as we do the sweet chesnut, and pound-

ing them into cakes, which they eat as bread in winter.

They use the resin also ; when it exudes from the

partly burnt wood it becomes sweet, and is then used
as sugar. In addition to these good qualities, this fine

tree is perfectly hardy, having stood the severe winter

of I8-j7-S, but it docs not bear so well a full southern

e.xposure; it should, therefore, be planted on tlie shady
sides of our hills, or on the north side of more tender

species.

Pinus leiophylla (Smooth-leaved Pine).—A Mexican
Pine, with smooth green leaves and cones, with the

scales at the top quite entire. Tliongh a liandsome tree

of considerable size in Mexico, it is unfortunately too

tender for even the more favoured spots of this country.

Any one wishing to cultivate it must place it in a cool

conservatory.

PiNi's >iArnopiiYLL.\ (Largest leaved Pine).—Mr.
Ilartwcg, whilst travelling on or over the mountain
Ocotillo, mot with only one specimen of this fine, large-

leaved, and long-coned Pine. It is very rare in con-

sequence, and, therefore, its hardiliood remains to be
proved.

Pinus MoNTi'.zuiM.K (Montezuma's Pino).—A line, tall

tree from Mexico, and, consequently, rather tender. In
the fino Pinctum belonging to W. R. Baker, Esq.,

at Bayfordbury, in Herts, there is, perhaps, the finest

specimen of this noble Pine in Great Britain. There
are also some fine trees of it in Devonshire. I would
not, however, advise the venturing it out farther north

without protection. The variety named P. il/. lAixlleiji,

is more hardy, and even more beautiful. 1 observed, two
years ago, a nice young tree of this variety in a rather

extensive Pinctum lately formed at the beautiful scat of

I-ady Ramsden, at Byram Hall, near Ferrybridge, in

Yorkshire. The excellent gardener there, Mr. Tinker,

has hiid out and planted this Pinetum with great taste

and judgment, and the I'ines seem to grow very luxu-

riantly in a maiden loam, upon a subsoil of a limy
character. Both the species and the variety have very

long leaves and large cones ; the variety has the leaves

of a very silvery hue whicli renders it very handsome
and conspicuous.

PiNus MONTicor.A (The Mountain Pine).—So named
by the late Mr. Douglas, the celebrated botanical col-

lector. It has short leaves compared with the rest of

this section, but is still a very beautiful tree, with
sbining-brown bark. It is hardy.

Pinus nivea (White J'ine).—iMr. Booth, of Ham-
burgh, has this Pine in his collection, and has so named
it from its very silvery leaves. It is a native of the

north-west coast of America, and is, consequently, able

to endure our severest winter. It is as yet, however,

very scarce, and very little known.
Pinus Oocarpa (Egg-shaped Cone Pine).—Another

Mexican species, with cones in tlie shape of an egg, and
leaves nearly a foot long. Like many species from that

country it is rather tender, but will bear the climate of

Devon and Ireland. In the nortli it must have the

protection of the conservatory, or have a tent set up
over it to screen it from severe frost. Thei'e is a variety

named I'. Ouciirpoiih'S, but it is very little known.
Pinus Orizad-e (Oi'izaba Pine).—So named by Dr.

Lindlev from its native habitat on the mountains of

Orizaba, in Mexico. It is about as hardy as the last-

named species.

Pinus paiivielora (Small-flowered Pine).—Named and
described by Sieboldt and Zuccarina, authors of the
" Flora laponica," as a tree growing in that country (its

native habitat) from twenty to thirty feet liigh ; it was
introduced into this country in liSltJ ; but whether

it is hardy or not remains to be proved ;—probably it is.

Pinus pseudo sxrobus (False Weymouth Pine) —
Native of iSIexico, and rather tender, but will live out of

doors in Devonshire and Ireland.

Pixus RussELLiANA (llusscU's Piuc).—Dr. Lindleyhas
named this fine species in honour of the late Dnke of

Bedford, a great patron of gardening. At Woburn, the

family-seat, there is a very interesting Pinetum. His
Grace, with a truly patriotic spirit, printed for private

distribution his splendid work, the " Pinetum Wobiir-

nense," thus making better known these useful and
ornamental trees, rivalling in its usefulness the " Grami-
nwus Woburnensis," a standard work on the grasses of

this country. P. Biisiiellii(na is a native of the Real

del IMontc in Mexico. There is a good specimen of it

in the Cliiswick Gardens, standing near a fine group of

P. Oordoniana, P Limlleiji, and P. Devoniana. These
specimens are nearly five feet high and very well

clothed with healthy foliage.

Pinus sTRonus (True Weymouth Pine).—Well known
as a very hardy, elegant, smooth-barked pine. Being a

native of Canada, it is perfectly hardy, though when
young, and in exposed situations, the leaves in such a

season as this turn rather brown. There is in the

F'loetheck Nurseries, at Hamburgh (Bootii), a shorter-

leaved variety, named P. 8. coinpressa. Also there are

tlic following varieties, P. S. tdbit, with wliitish leaves

;

P. 8. iiiiiui, the dwarf; and P. S. umhracuHfcrw, the

umbrella variety. All handsome and worthy of culti-

vation.

Pinus Tekuifolia (The slender-leaved Pine).—

A

ratlicr tender species, from Central America. It has

lived for several years in the climate of Cornwall, and
would thrive in the south of Ireland. Being a delicate-

leaved, elegant tree, it is worthy a place in a lofty con-

servatory.

Pinus Wincesteri.\na (Marquis of Winchester's

Pine).—A fino species from Mexico, but not quite hardy,

excepting in the most southern counties.

This concludes the genus Pinus which contains a

great number of the finest trees in the world distributed

over its surface, from the north of Siberia to Jaiian,

including the mountains and vallies of the western

hemisphere. This single genus alone would form a

beautiful Pinetum, containing some species witii the

finest and most beautiful foliage. There are a con-

sideraldo number of species yet to be introduced, and
the following, though under name in catalogues, aic

very little known ; even tlieir native habitats, excepting

the first-named, are yet to he found out. P. aniciriieiisis

(from Chili), P. Ouliimbiit, P. CaroUidana, P. hjrula,

P. bianco, P. marilima trooiln, P. neglccta, P. Nootka-

tensis, P. Parmcntiem, and P. WUkinsoiiii.

T. Appleby.
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WINTER BROCOLT.
Amongst the many tilings on which a hard winter

brings desti-nction, tliore are tow of more iniiiortaiice, in

a ciiliiuiry point of view, than Broooli ; and nothing is

more lamented than to find that a plot of what promised

to form iisefnl heads in succession, are either entirely

liilled, or so iiiiich injured that only a part of them will

live, and these only jirodnce heads less than half the

size Ihey ouRlit to have done. That a system of pro-

tection capable of preserving large ([uantities of these

ont-door vegetables may be established in the gardens of

the wealthy we have no reason to doubt, since we are

told of a garden where hot-water pipes are employed to

beat large tracts of ground cropped with Asparagus and,

jirobably, other things ; but as most of the class of

readers to whom this publication is intended have not

the means to furnish such nu expensive .apparatus, we
hope to give them some hints about the vegetables

which form the subject of the present cha])ter, which
may enable them to meet a hard winter with less dan-

ger than they would if tjuito unprepared for it.

It is well known that the injuries which severe or oft-

repeated frosts do to plants of this section is such as

often leaves tliose previously healthy and vigorous with-

out a single leaf unmutilated. In this, as well as many
other instances, it is not the youngest that snfi'er most,

for the older leaves seem still more affected, so that at

the last, when mild weather sets in, the foliage presents

a fringe of dead or dying matter all around its margin,

which too often increases, so as, eventually, the whole
will die, leaving perhaps only a very small tuft of small

leaves at top to maintain the plant in a state of wretched
existence, and to bring forward and protect the embryo-
bud, which we, in common phrase, call " the head." In
many instances this latter duty is too much for the

crippled energies of the plant, and it falls a victim to the

season which has been too severe for it. We must
endeavour to forearm onr readers against this.

Where large breadths of Brocolis are grown, to serve

the daily wants of a large family, a sufTicient number of

kinds ought to be planted to keep up a regular supply

the whole winter, beginning at a time when the Cauli-

flower " goes out," and continuing till it " comes in
"

again. This important object is, however, more difficult

to attain than the " seedsiueus'" labels to their seeds

would lead us to expect, though some go to tlie length
of pointing out a certain week in wliich each kind will

come into use; and from much the same authority some
calendars report the exact day that each plant blossoms
at, but as the season has an important eifeet on the

growing crop, as well as on the germination of seeds, it

is easily to perceive that a variety intended to come into

profit in the middle of April cannot by any means do
so when the preceding month, or more, has been so

severe as to check and retard, if not absolutely kill,

many of the plants intended for use at that period ; so

that, unless some otlier means have been adojited, it is

not unlikely but a blank appears, which it would be

dilficult to make up by any other substitute equally

popular at table ; every means, therefore, calculated to

improve the varieties we have, or rather to increase their

hardihood, must be regarded as a boon, and with that

object in view we throw out the following hints.

Severe as a winter sometimes is, still there often

happens " a something " to escape its ravages : these

survivors, therefore, show, in unmistakeable language,

that they possess the power to withstand the cold and
other vicissitudes of the season in a remarkable degree,

while their fellows, with the same advantages, were

killed outright, or irreparably injured. It is, therefore,

to such [ilants as escape that we urge the improver of

our garden produce to look for securing seed from ; for

though it may not happen that the whole progeny from

such parents may possess their e.xtraordinary hardihood
and other good properties, yet it is likely a considerable

portion will do so: while the remainder are most likely

better than the produce of seed collected indiscriminately.

Now, though the above remarks are more especially

directed to the selection of good lirocoli plants lor seed

after a hard winter like the past, yet they bold good in

regard to other good qualities that individual idants

may occasionally possess. It is no unusual thing for

gardeners, on lookingover their stock of Hrocoli in April,

to notice (amongst a number all coming into use at one
time) certain heads of a superior description, which they

at once determine to save for seed. This is all very

well, because it is probable the produce will be good also ;

but we ask them, if a really good kind coming into

profit in February is not more wanted than spring kinds?

When, therefore, a good, firm, useful head shows itself at

the latter period, forming, perhaps an isolated one, that

is the one to save as the parent of a useful family. It

is true, we cannot expect, under ordinary circumstances,

such fine " heads " in February as at the end of Apnl,
yet, such as they are, they arc more really useful, and,

consequently, deserving more attention in the shape ot

improvement. As might be expected, the kinds most in

repute at table are not the best to endure hard weather,

but we hope to see the system of hybridizing carried out
so far as to give to the delicate Walchercn all the hardi-

hood of the Daarf Danish, and similar kinds ; retaining

its own useful property of coming into use throughout
the winter. This cannot be all accomplished at once,

and, doubtless, some well-intended experiments that way
may end in disappointment ; but the subject is assuredly

as deserving attention as that of hybridizing flowering

plants, with the almost certainty of returning to the

same point again ; whereas, in this case, the ideal" point

of perl'ection " lies so remote, that much improvement
may take place before any check need be put on the

score that further advancement is impossible ; and, as

the past severe weather has thinned the ranks of many
of our most promising winter and spring vegetables,

there seems a good opportunity of benefiting by those

that are left. 'I'o our younger friends we, therefore, say,

look-out for anything very good ; and more especially

so, if the majority are sufferers, as there is, in that

case, more merit with the survivors.

SuNoniKM.—There are few things which may not now
be sown with a fair prospect of success ; and, under
ordinary circumstances, the ground is expected to be in

a condition fit to receive any such crops, while the ger-

mination of the seeds is, perhaps, more certain now tlian

at any other period, the droughts so common at a later

period making this less certain than now. I*'..\perienco

has taught, that certain crops, to come into use at a time
when their utility will remain unimpaired for a con-
siderable lapse of time, a certain season must be chosen
in which the seed may be sown with a certainty

(barring accidents) of its doing this. Tor instance,
the usel'ul Cohuorts or C'dbbac/cs, so plentiful in a
general way at tliis season, must have been sown with
a judgment balanced to a nicety, for if the sowing had
been too early the young brood will run to seed in

March ; and to delay it longer than the proper period,

a proportionate lateness in the produce will be the

result. Now, though wo cannot well sow Brussels

sproKts, Curled and plain Oreens, and the whole family of

that class, too soon in the spring, yet, in very cold bleak
districts in tlie north of the kingdom, this is done some-
times in the August of the year before, without their

running to seed during the summer, whieh they would
be sure to do were that process repeated in more favoured
latitudes ; but, as we have said, the ground being now in

a condition fit to receive anything and everything that

may bo committed to it, wo advise that all work delayed
by unavoidable circumstances be forthwith done ; and
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though some things may uecessarily he a little later hy
the delay, yet it often happens tliat the impulse giron
to vegetation by tlie "setting in" of line weather, is

such as often enables the later sown to overtake the
earlier, that our young friends need not yet despair by
their labours being delayed a weeii or two by adverse
weather and other things.

Before dry weather fairly sets in, let the wnUs be
carefully looked over, and the eih/mgs put to rights, and
the walks themselves well rolled, adding new gi'avel, if

necessary. Before tliis be done, it is ndvisable to

break up the old to tlie depth of an inch or more, in

order that the whole may go down into one solid mass,
and the new not shell ott', as it sometimes does, when
not tmited to the understratum. This operation of
rolling, &c., ought not to be delayed longer than to

.illow the worst frosts to he over; and it ought, likewise,

to be done when the walk is wet, rather tlian otherwise, 1

except that the top may be sliglitly dried, to prevent its
[

adhering to the i-oller. If it be done at the right time, '

the chances are that the walks keep good all summer; .

and we know of nothing which adds more to the beauty
of a garden, or grounds, than sound and well-kept ;

walks; and their keeping in such order is a much less

difficult matter than many would suppose, if due care I

be taken to do what is needful at the right time. I

J. HoBSON.
i

AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS FOR APRIL.
The prepai'ation of land for Bnrley will now occupy the

farmer's attention ; and the practice having become general
to son- Barley after Tiu-nips upon all dry soils, in almost
every county in England, it has also become a matter of
great importance to ascertain how the land can be best
tilled, so as to produce the greatest quantity of grain fit for

malting pui^poses.

It is well known, that the natm'e of the soil has a great
infiuence on the quality of Barley; but, sometimes, tlie

liecuUar preparation of the land has a prejudicial effect on
the crop upon soils natm-ally favom-able to its production.

This is especially the case where land has lieen highly
manured for Tmaiips, the eroj] being consumed on the
land by sheep, eating oil-cake and hay in addition. The
natural eft'ect of this management is to bring the laud into

a highly fertile state. If it be now ploughed two or three
times, with sundry harrowinga, and rollings, before the
Barley is sown (although it is a common practice), it cannot
he considered necessai-y for the success of the crop, because
the ti-eading of the sheep in feeding on Turnips, upon all

light soils, is most essential, in consolidating the land,

enabling it to retain the manure, and to withstand the

drought of summer ; therefore, the efiect of repeated
ploughings, ttc, is calculated to diminish the benefit de-

rived from sheep-feeding, to increase the expense of tillage,

and to delay tlie time of sowing. In a forcing season, it

will be found too encouraging to the growth of straw

;

whereas, in a dry season, tlie Barley will vegetate pai'tiaUy,

and. iu consequence, produce an uneven, edge-grown crop,

unfit for malting piu-poses; and tlie clover seeds, which it

is usual to sow amongst the Barley, will often suffer from
the same cause.

It will be found the most desirable plan to pursue, in

order to counteract the ell'ect of this liigli tillage, to plough
once only, deep enough to bring up a little fresh earth, and
sow a reduced quautity of seed, at tlie earliest period the

land can bo made to work freely. Tlie best time for sowing
Barley will be found from the middle of JIarcli to the

middle of the month of .\pril ; a sample of malting Barley
cannot be depended on, in ordinary seasons, upon any soil

or situation, after this period ; and it is a general rule, that

early-sown Barley will produce the best quality, although
not always the greatest quantity.

It is somewhat difficult to say which ai'e the best sorts of

Barley, as almost every county in England has varieties

adapted to its soil and climate, ascertained by the practical

experience of the cultivators of each particular district.

Yet, it may be well to name some of the kinds most in

general use; amongst whioli will be found, the Chevalier,
Leghorn, Nottingham, Red-bearded American, and Thanet.
The Cluvulicr Eaidey certainly stands highest in estimation
for malting purposes, and also as best adapted for the
climate of the eastern and southern counties of England

;

it also gives the best return when grown upon the Ughtest
soils, but is apt to lodge upon good land in liigh tillage.

Tlie Nottinrjlitim and Amerhau varieties are best suited for

good loamy soils, and best adapted to the climate of the
north and western counties ; they will both yield upon rich

land, a longer and heavier crop of straw, without lodging,
tlian tlie Chevalier, or most other kinds. The quality of the
grain of Xoltingham Barley is often good, and fit for

malting ; but the American is usually somewhat coai'se, and
better adapted for grinding, or distilhng purposes. The
Moltlaviftti possesses advantages we do not find in either of

the other sorts, the grain, being particularly small and
short, commonly weighs heavy, and is much esteemed for

malting. It is also a good yielding variety, and known to

possess the peculiarity of produiing a sample fit for malting,
when sown at a later period than most other sorts. It has
been known to produce good malting grain at the rate of
six or seven quai-ters per acre, when sown the second week
in May.
The quantity of seeds required mil range from six to

sixteen pecks per acre, being regulated by a variety of cir-

cumstances, such as early or late sowing, sowing broadcast,

drilled, or dibbled. '\Vhen sown broadcast upon poor soil

not highly manured, and at an early period, from fourteen

to sixteen pecks will be requh'ed ; when drilled upon land

iu good tillage, from ten to twelve pecks T\ill be found an
ample allowance of seed ; when dibbled, two or three grains

should be placed in each hole—the distance seven inches

one way, and four inches the other: the object of dibbUng
being that of saving seed, and giring au opportimity to hoe,

and eradicate weeds, pai-ticidarly charlock.

Barley does not answer for thiu seeding so well as most
other gram, by reason of a thin plant tUleiing so much as

to cause it to ripen unevenly, oftentimes diminishing the

produce, and rendering the sample coarse and flinty, and
unfit for malting pui-poses.

The period has now ai'rived when it is desuable to look

forward and decide upon the quautity and kind oi Manures
required for use njion the laud intended for root crops ;

therefore, the sooner the manures are purchased and stored

away, or prepared for use, the better, as it often happens
when the order for manures is delayed until within a few
days of the time appointed for its appUcation, unforeseen

circumstances arise which prevent theu' being obtained, and
delay, with loss of crop, often ensues. This is the best time
also for digging ;)<«^ or pining borders for biirnbuj, in order
that the supply of ashes, so essential for mixing with ai'ti-

ficial manures, may be in readiness when required. I
usually obtain a quantity of hmie-dust about this time, and
prepare it for drilling with Turniiis, itc, by mixing soft yellow
sand or loam with an equal quantity of bone-dust, adding
water until it begins to run from the heap, then turning two
or three times, mixing cai-efuUy, casting the mass into a
conicil heap, with a slight covering of sand, and allowing it

to remain until requii'ed for use. At the end of about six

weeks, the bones will be found in a decayed state, and the
sand highly impregnated with ammonia, forming, with the
addition of supei'phosphate of lime, an excellent manure for

tlie Turnip crop, particulaiiy upon soils deficient in sand.

Bones may also be treated in the same manner with ashes,

if the nature of the soil does not require sand applied ; but
it will be found upon most land of a loamy kind, where
Tiu'nips have been sown repeatedly, that the sand will have
a most beneficial efl'ect, it being a maiden earth, and much
iu use by gardeners for plants in the infant state, hence the
advantage to be derived by root-crops, all the plants being
so small and tender in their first gi'owth.

Iu answer to a Subscriber, enquiring the proportions of

Piijeon nnil FowLfhinf], with water, to be applied for Turnips
by the lii|uid-manure drill ; tliree or four hogsheads of water
to six hundredweight of pigeon or fowi-duug will be found
sufficient for an acre; the mixtiu'e may be made with advan-
tage a few days or weeks before it is required for use, the

liquid and dung being drilled altogether ; it woidd, at the
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same lime, he hislily closiraMe to ailil to tlio mixture two
hunilreilweiglit of snperpliospliatc pel- noie ; i'ov 1 liave

found that upon all soils, except tliose abouudiug in chalk

or gravel, that a crop of Turnips, of tlie hest (luality

cannot be gi-o\vn, from the application only of manures
rich in ammonia, like pigeon Jung, guano, itc. ; for

although a licavy crop of roots may ho obtaineJ, yet they

will be lialili' to rot, ami are deficient in nutriment, as com-
pared \rith roots which lia\e been grown from manure
contirining a fair portion of bones or superphosphate.

In connection with the subject of Pigeon and Fowl Dung,
the mode of saving and storing for use is important, both

with regard to the health uf the poultry and the value of

their manure. I have for many years used dry ashes

strewed over the floor of tlie poultry houses every two

or three days ; by this plan tin' manuie is deoderised, and
in a state fit to be removed ami stored away for use, as often

as cleanliness requires ; at tlie same time, there is no
offensive odour arising to injure the health of the poultry

;

and the lice and flees, so much opposed to their well-doing,

ai'o thereby entirely destroyed.

Joseph Bi.rNDEi.i., Biirs/cilcni.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Garden Croppixg {R. H. G. M.).—M'e do not admive your mode of

cropping, which, however, may be unavoidable at present; but. for the
future, try to have your beds or rows of tlie different crops all pointing
one way, and if your plot be too large to allow a whole bed of any sepa-
rate article, it may be made to serve two or more kinds of plants of as

uniform growths as possible. Thus, one bed may be divided into a
number of pieces, and each sown with a separate kind of Brocoli, Cab-
bage, Cauliflower, itc., the appearance of the whole being so much better
when something like a uniformity of cropping takes place.

Fri'xts {R.H. G M.).—Your lists of fruit are very good for a small
plan, and cannot well be improved, unle&s by any additional variety which
experience has proved to be suitable to the neighbourhood you live in,

which may be better than any other we can recommend. As your gar-
dener may be acquainted with such, it would be well to consult him on
the matter, supposing more kinds are wanted.
Planting Feuit-trf.es {R. H. G. ?!.).—Trees planted against walls

must, necessarily, have their roots in front of them, as there is no room
backwards, unless the wall is built on arches, consequently, spread them
out as you would the top, i.e., in a fan-shaped manner; but trees on a
trellis may be planted with their roots radiating in all directions, and
they will push themselves on to the quarter where most nourishment is to be
had. Where the understratum of a walk is of favourable materials for
the growth of trees, a few of the roots may be pointed that nay, as it will

relieve the border to the benefit of other things.
Walks (R. H. G. M.].—You are quite right in breaking all large

stones used in your walks, but this is less important than when there are
wheel carriages expected to work. In a usual way, four inches of stone,
and two of gravel, will make a walk as firm and ^uund as ouyht to bear
for a time the thoroughfare of a city. But as everything depends on the
quality of the gravel, &c., you have by you, we advise you to reserve the
best for the top only, and it is surprising how very little of that serves the
purpose. See some of our back numbers on the subject.

Leg Spastiis in SnANGiiAES.— G. F. D. thus describes this affection :

** It commences with a peculiarity of gait ; the bird which died, and the
one I killed, strutting, lifting his feet high up, spasmodically, and stretch-
ing far forward in his stride, somewhat resembling a horse with ' string
halt.* This continued for about a fortnight, while he preserved his

appetite, and apparently his health (there was a ditficulty of swallowing,
however, indicated in the present case, which did not appear in the first).

The bird after that period began to refuse his food. I kept him warm,
and administered one or two doses of castor oil, with no beneficial result.

He would take nothing, and wasting away, I at last put an end to him."
[The spasmodic action of the legs indicates a tendency to that inflam-
matory state of the brain and nervous system to which Cochins appear
particularly liable, while the symptoms, which appeared subsequently in

the first case, appear to show a chronic disease of some or other of the
digestive organs ; but it is impossible to state the exact nature of the
disorder, as the enumeration of symptoms is far too meagre : corres-
pondents should state every symptom. It is impossible to offer satis-

factory advice without knowing the whole of thera. In this case, if I

might hazard an opinion, I would recommend one-grain doses of calomel
every two or three days, which would cause increased secretions from the
internal organs and so relieve the head, and plain unsliimilating food, as
barley-meal, boiled rice, &c.—^V. B. Tegetmeieb, Totteii/inm.}

PnAL.ENOPSis LOSING ITS LEAVES (Phulccnopsis).— Your plant of
Phuta:nopsis has lost its old leaves, and the roots are decaying. Your
treatment appears to be right, excepting, perhaps, you keep it too moist
through winter. Do you dip the block and plant in too warm water?
Give it a rest Ijy withholding water till fresh roots arc formed. You have

I done quite right to place it on a fresh block of wood. The flower-spike

I

you should cut off immediately, as any weakly plants will be injured by
I

flowering too much. •

Cinerarias for Exhibition {Tyro).—Youhave EJfie Deajis.Paultjie,

Cerito, Mr. Sidney Herbert, Oiie-in-the-Ring, and Ciiimi.v. The follow-

ing six would be a good addition to your present stock: Fairy Queen
(Henderson), Lady Araminta (Henderson^, Lady Hume Campbell (Hen-
derson\ Mngnnm Bonum (Ayres), Marianne (Henderson), Tyrinn Prince
(Cole:, deep blue.

Pullet Egg-bound {An Old Subscriber).—When a pullet is egg-
bound with her first egg, I should attribute it to deficient size of that

portion of the egg-passage which the egg has to pass through after having
received the shell. I do not think any treatment likely to prove success-
ful. A somewliat similar case recently occurred in one of my own fowls.

A Dorking pullet laid her eggs, which were small, evidently with difli-

culty, and they were generally smeared with blood ; after laying, the end
of the passage protruded, and, latterly, considerable discharge of blood
occurred ; nevertbelesi*, she laid regularly. Being a very promising bird,

I did not wish to kill her, therefore I cooped her for a few days, feeding
her on rice and turnip, which contain so little egg-forming materials,

that she ceased laying directly, and having apparenily recovered, I have
turned her out, and am watching the result.— W. H. 'I'egetmrier.
Fowls losing Feathers.—O. says—" I have some Spanish fowls,

and some Shanghaes that are losing the feathers from their breasts,

leaving the skin quite clean and smooth, like the back of a person's hand
;

otherwise they appear in perfect health. They lay an egg each, nearly
every day. They are fed in the morning with barley ; at noon with
boiled potatoes and Indian meal mixed ; in the evening with oats. They
have the run of a grass field. They arc lodged warm, dry, and airy.

They are chickens of last year.'* [From the wlndesome food and advan-
tageous circumstances in which these fowls are placed, and their appear-
ance of perfect health, I should be inclined to su&pect some local cause,

but it is very difficult to guess at the right one. Way it be a sharp,

angular perch ? or do the hens pick ofl" the feathers, iS:c. ?, If O. suspects

some disease, as it is slight, I should advise a change of diet : boiled rice

might be substituted for the Indian meal and oats—the former being
oily, the latter rather more nutritive and stimulating than barley. Should
these simple means prove ineffectual, a three-grain I'liimmer's pill might
be tried ; but I am always averse to medicine when it is possible to avoid

it.—W. B. Tegetsieier.]
Hen Egg-bound.—E. 31. says— " I have lost a very fine Cochin-China

hen. She was hatched last spring, and began laying about October or

November, and wanted to sit at Christmas, but we thought it too early.

She began to lay again about ten days ago ; and after laying a very large

egg, she was found dead on the nest, the bowels having come out." [In

this case, death was evidently owing to a disparity of size between the
egg and the egg-passage, the latter having been forced out in the act of
laying. The case is somewhat similar to that of one of my own pullets

recently spoken of. Nothing can be done by way of prevention ; and the
only cure would be breaking the egg, by introducing an instrument into

the egg-passage—not an easy operation at any time, and quite imprac-
ticable to those not well acquainted with the anatomy of the bird. It is

an accident not likely to recur.—W. B. Teget:\ie!er, Tu(tevhu7n.']

RIowiNG AIaciiine (Quercits).—Budding's Patent Grass-cutter has
been in use all over the three kingdoms for more than twenty years, and
is as much approved of as any machine in or out of Liverpool during that

time ; but, like all machines, it will go out of order in time, or by bad
usagement. It requires a good stout lad to pull it, and a man with a true

eye to guide it.

Epipiivllum (A Constant Reader).—The best "properties" for a
seedling of this kind of Cactus, is to be very easy to grow, much easier

to keep, and to be richer and larger in the flower than any of the old

ones. If you get all these "properties" in a seedling, you need not
mind whether the petals are round or smooth on the edges, or square, or

shaped like a triangle, with rough edges, or edges in and out like the

waves of the sea, for you will be sure to sell as many of it as you can
grow. If w-e could but get a square flower on any seedling, we should
get more money for it than if it was the best round flower. Then the

question is shape or money !

Fern-leaved Beech (J. A'. A.).— It is, indeed, very rare to see or

hear of this, or the common Beech rooting its branches which touch the

ground. We have never heard of such a self-layering of it before, but
we have seen other trees equally hard to root do the same, namely,
the Larch Scotch Fir and Birch.
RosE-coMnED Dorking's Remonstrance. — "Sir,— I felt con-

siderably affronted by hearing the other day that a correspondent of

yours, styling himself ' Cochin,' had pronounced me a ' I\Jongrel.' I

beg to assure you. Sir, that I am as purely lired as your friend ' Cochin,'
and that my father and proud mother, and their progenitors for many
generations past, have come down with rose combs on their heads. In
the opinion of some of the best breeders, and most approved judges in

England, I am so far from being a Hlongrel, that I claim the right of

being the original Dorking, whilst my single-combed cousin is the
Blongrel. Whilst I have been pluming myself in the belief that my
children will carry away the prizes at the next Birmingham and Rlctro-

politan shows (i. e. if they can outlive the sis days confinement of the
former), it is rather hard to have the public mind prejudiced against
them by a passing nickname. I pray you, Sir, as a lover of fair play, to
tell Blr. C«ichin that there is no ground for his assertion ; and I remain
your obliged friend, A RosE-coaiiJKD Dorking."
Seedling Fruits (C).— If I had an orchard house, and was desirous

of raising seeds of fruits, I should certainly like to raise them in pots the
first year in that structure, taking care to plunge them out-of-doors from
the early part of July until the end of August, when I would take them
in again, to insure well-ripened wood. The second season I would, in

the beginning of Blarch, plunge the pots over-head in rich loamy soil,

prepared for them in some warm nook of the garden totally unshaded
;

they would here " run to wood," as it is technically termed ; and in the
middle of October I would carefully take them up and repot them. The
roots will have escaped the pot, bottom and top, and the check in repot-
ting would bring on a short-jointed habit. The old pot would have to

be smashed like as in orchard potting. I hold that a sudden check after

a rapid growth is the surest way to hasten fructification. In the tliird

season I would plunge out again, after being somewhat forced into wood,
say in the middle of June, getting them in the orchard house in Septem-
ber, to ripen the wood. Doubtless, *' C." knows that the fruiting may
be hastened by grafting on the extreme points of old and highly fructi-

ferous trees. The mere primings, however, might be thus employed.

—

R. Errington.
Heating a Vinery (Clericus).—We really cannot imagine the precise

state of your case. You say, a vinery 121 feet long by 21 wide, and
about 7 feet high, " forming the span-roof over other buildings," It is i

impossible to know what available space or position there may be for
heating apparatus. All we can say is, that if yours were an ordinary I
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span-roof, just of those dimensions, a Burhidge's boiler (good sized),

with a tlow and return pipe of five inches diameter along two sides and
one end, would be quite sufficient. Surely you would be suited in IJir-

mingham, both with apparatus and any further practical information.

Stove {IC. ^V. K. H.).—You will tind it very expensive to divide your
house longitudinally. Why not across? \l'e should have no objection

t'j east and west—the Pines at the boiler end, as requiring most heat

;

and for that purpose you might have a flow of greater calibre up to the
division, or two flows to empty into one at that point, if not necessary
farther. Your Pine-bed in the centre may be for three rows, and these
should be ten feet wide. Hy all means have a hollow path to receive fer-

menting material. About your tanks, we should fear leakages : will they

endure? We fear you would find some difficulty about removal. \Vhy
not agree with your landlord beforehand ?

LENGTiiEMiD Time of 'Aittikg.—Evesham inquires—*' Whether
Shanghaes are longer than the common hens before they hatch? One of
mine, which ought to have hatched on the 15th, produced some of her
first chicks on the 17tli, and her last one on the ISth, in the afternoon.
Another, whose time of hatching was the I/th, produced the first on the
19th, and the last on the'ilst. Another, due on the 8th of March, hatched
on the 1 Ith. The last one I am going to name hatched one on the 2()th,

and I found seven fine, full-grown chicks dead in the shells ; their time
for hatching was the 23rd. The eggs of the whole were fresh laid, or
nearly so, and, I should observe, were from pullets. (Are the chicks

weaker on this account ?) It appears to me, the shell is very much
stronger, as also the skin under, than the common egg. The last-named
hen was a peculiarly good setter, and was never off her eggs, except a few
minutes each day, having wire-work before her, as such they could not
have been chilled." We think that the shell, and its inner lining, of
Shanghae eggs arc rather thicker tlian those of Dorkings and other kinds,

but then the chickens are stronger in proportion. Chickens from pidlet's

eggs are almost always weaker than those from hen's eggs. Usually the

Shanghae hen hatches at the end of the twenty-first day, but this season

we can add our testimony to yours, that pullet's eggs have been longer
in hatching this spring. Thus, one hen sat February 14, hatched RIarch

9 ; and another sat February 18, hatched IMarch 14.

Hotbed {A b-months Siihscriber). — If you refer to the Index we
publish to-day you will see that in the back numbers there is all the in-

formation you need. Your master being a tanner, you can have famous
pits heated by tan. 'V)\e ashes of tan axt a good dressing for pastures,

put on thinly in the spring. Old fine tan-siftings is a very good appli-

cation to heavy soils, rendering them open and more workable.

Orchard-planting in New Zealand {\V. C. /,//««).— Put yourself

in communication with 11. Hogg, Esq., Secretary, Horticultural Asso-
ciation, 28, Southampton-street, Covent Garden. We have sent your
papers to him. He will be able to aid you in many ways.

Shanghae Cockerel (T. J. \V.). — U the legs of this bird are

rendered useless by rheumatism, keeping for ten minutes the legs in

water as hot as bearable, with a little mustard mixed in it, and having the

bird in a dry, warm place, on generous diet, will probably restore him.

If it arises from paralysis, probably nothing will restore him.
Grimstone's Kgvptian Pea {A Yoii/ti^ Gardf}irr].—\Ve do not

know the address, flir. Grimstone will perhaps advertise.

Large Bbll-Glasses.— G. S. G., and many other correspondents,

will have seen in our last number that no Knglish glass manufacturer has
yet made any. The first one who gets into the market with them will

reap a good harvest.

Flower-bed Colours.— E. S. F. says—" I am glad you seem to

consider that the i)lan of trying the colours of flower-beds with wafers of

similar colours likely to be useful; but it might prove more so if tried

on green pitper as near the shade of grass as possible, and which I am
sorry I did not send them on." This is a very good suggestion.

TopiAKY Work.—A Clergyman, whose direction wc have, obliges us

as follows—"Sometime since, a lady inquired in your columns for any
person who had toinarij work to sell. An old man in my parish has a

very fine Yew peacock, aged sixty years, which he wouUl sell for a few

shillings. In case this meets the eye of the inquirer, she may have my
direction from you."
PoLVANTiius-GEOwiNG {Ibid).—"As mv treatment, as regards growth,

has been very successful, I give it here. In .'uly, a friend gave me some
seedlings with leaves almost as large as my little finger-nail ; six of these

I placed in five-inch pots, filled with pure fibryloam, the decayed parings

of a rich meadow ; they remained under the stage of the greenhouse, in

the wet and drip, perpetually moist, till November, when they were

placed on a shelf close to the glass. The plant from which the enclosed

pip is picked has three trusses ; and one of these, the only one as yet

expanded, twenty-three pips, and the pit is entirely hidden by the pro-

fusion of leaves. It makes a much prettier table-plant than I could

have supposed.—Sigma." [The pip waa lost by some one opening the

letter.]

Ridge and Furrow Roofs {A Novice).—"Dxc advantage of these for

houses and pits are that you get more morning and afternoon sun, and
the heat and light strikes less fiercely at mid-day. For pits for general

purposes we would prefer the old-fashioned system. In borders with
fixed roofs we would prefer the ridge and furrow, but as fine things have
been got of the shed roof as out of those of the best construction.

Pine and Strawberry Produce (Ibid).—"Will Pine planta pro-

duce fruit five or six times in succession?" Yes, if you grow on the

Hamiltonian system ; but understand it before you commence. Wr.
Fleming, though he plants all out, throws away his plants whenever they

fruit, and supplies immediately with a young one. " Will o/d Straiv-

berry plants last as long if well supplied with manure water?" Yes,

especially if you thin out the smaller buds every season when the fruit

is gone, so that what is left will have plenty of light and air; but what
benefit would be gained? We prefer three years at the utmost, two in

general, and thus we effect rotations better.

Camellia Cuttings (E. C, Bromchead).—The gardener at C •

(we will not betray confidence by giving the place'', who told you they
should be struck in oil, deserved to be well soused in that commodity.
In the case of your favourite jdant, now sickly, which you are so anxious
to perpetuate, wc shoidd advise ynu to graft or inarch upon a young
stock aa detailed the other week. To make doubly sure, choose a few of

the healthiest shoots of last summer's growth, and before the buds begin

to push, cut across at a joint, there removing the leaf, and leaving the
bud and leaf above, and iuBcrt in sand under a bell-glass, in a nice
bottom-heat. I\Ir. Fish glanced the other week at making a cutting
from every bud. The following is the process, and which is generally
very successful :—Choose well-ripened shoots of last summer's growth,
from early in autumn on to the period in spring, before these shoots
begin to push their buds. Cut clean across with a bharp knife, one inch
below each bud, and in a sloping direction upwards, inimetliately above
it. Do this with every bud on the shoot. If the leaf at the bud la very
large it may be reduced. Then take up each cutting afresh, and just

below and opposite each bud, insert your razor-knife again, and so split

the cutting as to remove nearly the half of its bark and wood. A large
space of alburnum and liber is thus exposed for roots to be protruded
from. They are then inserted thickly in pots, three-parts filled with
drainage, the rest sandy peat, surmounted with pure sand, and the pots

are placed where they can he kept shaded, in a close atmosphere, and
moderately warm. If they can enjoy a luild bottom-heat, from dung or
otherwise, they will like it. fliany put in in early autumn would be fit

to pot in April. Those inserted in winter and spring would be fit in

autunm and the following spring. Something of this mode is generally
adopted for raising stocks.

Pea Supporters (S. H.).—These are thus described and depicted in

our first Volume. We have had them in use now without repair for three

years, and can strongly recommend tliem. The only alteration we find

desirable is that, instead of having the supporters fixed upright, as in

these sketches, tliey should lean inwards, and their tops tf.uch in this

manner yV- We paid sixpence for each hurdle of unplaned deal, and had
it painted over with coal-tar. " For the purpose of obtaining a more
durable, and, llicrefore, less expensive supporter for peas, we have had a

kind of hurdle made, with only a top and bottom bar, and these bars

pierced with holes, six inches apart, as represented in the annexed
drawing. No. 1. To prevent confusion in

this, we have only shewn one of the hurdles
as pierced with holes, and with string

passed through them ; but, in practice,

both are strung alike. Each hurdle is five

feet long, and three feet wide between the
two bars; for tall-growing peas the width
might be more. The upright ends are

made of deal, and are four feet long and
two inches square. Eight inches of the

lower ends are charred and pointed, be-

cause they have to be fixed in the ground.
The side bars are two inches wide and one
inch thick, also of deal, sunk into the up-
rights, ami then nailed. The peas are sow n
in double rows, with a space of nine inches
between the rows. The hurdles are strung
with stout wetted string, because when dry
it becomes tighter, and rain does not
slacken it afterwards. A hurdle is put
outside of each row of peas, and is made
steadier by being tied to the one next to it,

and the whole made firmer by being united
to those opposite, by pieces of wood about
one foot long, tied as shewn at No. 2."

American Fowl [R. W.).—A considerable mixture of Malay blood
appears to exist among the large-sized fowls that under different named
have been recently imported from America. The form and colour you
describe might very possibly have been derived from a cross of this breed
with what is known as the Columbian fowl; but with all the erratic

forms of cross-bred birds, it is impossible to speak without a far more
detailed description, and even then the complicated union is not easily

unravelled.—W.
Golden-spangled Hamburgh Cock. (H. It. T>«jj\—The breast of

the golden-spangled Hamburgh should have the spangle in full per-
fection.—W.
Kylott's Flour Ball Potatoes {R. Boswin-th). — Enquire of

Mr. J. Turner, Parkwood Springs, Neepscnd, Sheffield.

Employment (T. Sheeli/).—We should have plenty of applicants, it

we could insure " employment to live by," near London, to any one emi-
grating from your neighbourhood—Tippcrary. When we know of a
suitable place you shall hear from us.

Name of Fruit [M. R.\.—Your Pear is the Easter Beurre,

London: Printed by Hasrt Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,
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SoMKRViLLE Orr, at thc Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—April 7th, 1963.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.
WKAxnua NBAE London in 1852.

Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In

10

Sun
Rises.

Sun
Sets.

Moon Moon's Clock Day of

R, &S. Age. bf. Sun. Year.

14 Th [Kentish Glory; trees.

15 F 'Brindled Green ; wood sides.

16 S Marvel du jour ; wood sides.

17 Son 3 SUNDAT AFTER EaSTER.
18 M Common Blue [larva).

19 To Studded Blue (larva).

20 W Black-spot Brown (larva).

30.262—30.1-1 73—20
30.174 — 30.070 60— 41

30.037 — 29.987

29.957 — 29.837
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30.0P6— 30.069
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50—34
48— 20
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N.E.

) a. 5 52 a. G 15

01

01

54
50

57

69
VII

1 13

2 3

2 41
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3 4r,

I ' S.W.

7

3
9
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aft. 14

29
43
56

1 9

105
106

10-

103

109

110

Mktkoeologv OKTDE Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-si.t years, the average highest and lowest tempera-

tures of these days are 57.4°, and 37°2. respectively. The greatest heat, 71°, occurred on the 17th in 1844 ; and the lowest cold, 20°, on the l6th

in 184". During the period 99 days were fine, and on 83 rain fell.

No one but those wlio have either tried, or watched the

oxperimeut tried by others, cau appreciate tlie immense

amount of good (a diminished e.xpression would not be

near to the truth) that can be accomplished by one

head and one pair of liands. The secret of achieving

such largo success lies in employing that head and

those hands discreetly. If we required any autliority to

sustain this opinion, wo need only refer to tlie Proverbs

of Solomon, for there "discretion" is paramountly held

up to his sou as one of the mind's most desirable

attainments. We will venture, however, to quote one

other authority, and it is these words of the Psalmist,

" A good man sheweth favour and leudeth : he will

guide his affairs with discretion."

Now, we are not about to compose a homily upon

these words, but we have before us so powerful an illus-

tration of their truth—we know so many who might

confer never-ending benefits by following the example,

and it is so replete with interest in all its details—that

we hasten to place them fully before our readers.

There ai'e very few to whom " Child's Night Lights,"

and "Price's Patent Candles," are not familiar, and

after reading what we are about to narrate, we shall be

pretty certain that those who employ them will think

witli us that there is a brighter, pleasanter look about

their flame, and a happier tint about their liglit. We
so feel, because " the good man who lendeth " is the

manager of the manufactory where they are made; what

he lendeth are his admirable tlioughts and judgment for

the permanent improvement of the artisans under his

control, and no one will refrain from agreeing that he

has, indeed, " guided his oflairs with discretion." The

name of this exemplary man is Mr. James Wilson, and

the success of his efforts to improve the entire condition

of the boys and men employed in tlie manufactory was

so very manifest, that in the spring of LS.'Ja, a com-

mittee of the Company's Directors was appointed to in-

quire into the course he had pursued, and it then be-

came officially known that lie had spent i'.'i,3i^'.l of his

own money in his successful efforts to improve the

mental and moral, and, consequently, the temporal con-

dition of those under his management. We must now
let Mr. Wilson be the chief narrator, taking onr ex-

tracts from the report which the Directors had requested

him to publish.

" The schools began in a very humble way by half a dozen
of our boys hiding themselves behind a bench two or three
times a week, after they liad done their day's work and liad

then- tea, to practise writing on scraps of paper with worn-

out pens begged from the counting-house. The foreman of

tlieir department encouraged tliem, and, as they persevered,

and were joined by others of tlie boys, he begged that some
rough moveable desks might be made for them. When
they had obtained these, they used to clear away the candle-

boxes at night, and set up the desks, and thus work more
comfortably than before, although still at great disadvan

tages, as compared with working in any ordinary school-

room. ]\Iy brother encouraged them with some books as

prizes, and many who had been very backward improved
much in reading and writing. The fact of the whole thing

being the work of the boys themselves seemed to form so

large a i)art of its value that we carefully abstained from
interfering in it further than by these presents of books for

prizes, and of copy books, spelling books, and testaments,

and by my being (but not until long after the commence-
ment, and after being much pressed and being assured that

it would cause no restraint) always present at the school

meetings to give them the sanction of authority, but taking

no more active pai-t than hearing the most backward boys

their spelling.
" The first half-dozen had nov/ increased to about thirty,

and it had become veiy desirable that they should have
some better place in which to have their school meetings,

that in which they then held tliem being dirty, exposed on
all sides, and moreover requiring every school evening

considerable labour to clear it sufficiently for the putting up
of the moveable desks. Now there was one part of the

factory which we had long looked upon as very dangerous

in case of a fire occurring. It was a tall and rather old

building of which the three upper stories consisted of two
very low store rooms and a loft, with a very lieavy wooden
staircase running all the way up but boarded oft' from the

rooms. Vi'e gutted all the upper part of this building,

clearing enough old wood to have burned down half a dozen
factories if it bad once caught fire, and making in place of

the two lower store rooms, one lofty schoolroom, with an
iron staircase up to it, and big enough for about 100 to

work in. It is the lower one of the two rooms which you
examined on Tuesday night, and there were ninety boys at

work in it at the time. The making of this room was the

first re.ally heavy expense connected with the schools. I

have very exact accounts of the whole expenses of these,

and have tried according to your wisb to divide them so as

to show the expense of each part, and in this division I
make the construction and fiu'uishing of this room amount
to £173. If we had the same thing to do again, we could,

mth our present experience, do it a good deal cheaper

;

but, nevertheless, I look upon the benefits resulting from
this room as out of all proportion to the expense incurred.

Of this sum £^)7 was a payment to the company itself, for

its expenses in making the alteration of the building.

"It was in the winter of 1n4s, that the boys got into the
first school-room, still working entirely by themselves, so

much so that the prayers, with which the school closed,

now that the separate room had set them free from the
bustle of the factory, were always read by themselves. But
the school liad more and more difficulty in working itself in

this way. The increase of numbers made one difficulty.

Then the very attention of some of the boys to the schoobng
made another, for they presently found that they bad
exhausted all the powers of instruction which the school

possessed, and therefore left it, some few of them to look

for better evening schools out of the factory. Then many
of the elder boys of the factorj' had now joined the school

No. OOXXXVir., Vol, X.
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and, being muMi more impatient of controiil than tlie

yoiniger ones, brouglit witli tliem a necessity foi- a stronger
government tlmn they could themselves supply. Even a
committee of themselves, np])ointed at a general meeting
held for the pui'posc, failed to secure respect. It was not
until after a very full trial, and until the school was getting

quite into disorder, that the principle of self-govcnniient

on which it started was superseded, at the earnest request of
all the best of the elder boys themselves. Since that time
tlie school has been worked eutii-ely by authority, allhongh
the exercise of this authority is often guided by a general
vote, as for instance, in all cases of fixing the days and
hours for schooling. Just now a proposal to attend school
four nights a week, instead of three, during eight months of
the year, in order to make holiday the four best summer
months, has been carried by a majority of five to one.

" We got into possession of the new room for the purposes
of the eveiihig school in the winter of iH-tn. In the
following summer we availed ourselves of it to remedy an
evil which we hail long felt in the factory to some extent,

and whicli, with the uicrease of the night light trade, and
consequent increase in the number of young boys employed,
was now becoming serious. Tt is better that the night lights

should be made not long before being sent out ; and, as the

demand for them varies greatly, it is often necessary to take

on a luuuber of adt'litional boys in a busy time, and then to

let them go again when the demand slackens. In very
many cases they were taken away from schools to come into

the factory, but frequently did not go back to school again
after once being at work, but idled about and learned Ijail

habits in tlie streets, rmtil we could employ them again.

The new room enabled us to start a day-school, to which to

send up young boys when not wanted in tlio work. There
is still great difliculty with the elder ones, those who would
be quite out of place in an ordinary day school, and are of

an age wlien they ought to be working, and not schooling,

in the day time. Many of these have to leave us every
spring. Lut with all the younger ones the difficulty has
been completely got over from the time of starting the day
school. They pass from factory to school, and from school

to factory again, at a moment's notice, according to the
variations of the work, and are equally well employed, and
equally forming good habits in each, and are kept in the
same discipline in the one as in the other.

"To return to tlie evening school. In the spring of

1811), the best of the boys, and those most anxious to learn,

were hard at work in their new room, but they were a

minority of the whole number of boys in the factory. The
success of the school with those who came of themselves, of

course made us anxious to get into it all the others, many
of whom were more in want of the schooling than those who
came. When you remember that the houi-and-a-half of

schooling was always after a hard day's work, you will not
wonder that the boys did not all offer themselves. Com-
pulsion being out of the question, the course we took was to

try to join on some harmless pleasure to the school, and
also to make a marked distinction between those who did,

and those who did not, belong to it; not by putting disgrace

upon tliesc last, but by putting honour on the others—so as

to make those who did not belong to it begin to feel that

they were losing something good. "With this view, we I'e-

peatedly, in the spring and summer of 1.84!), asked all the

school to a tea party in the new room. The fii'st tea was an
interesting one, from the fact that very many of the boys
had not been at anything of the sort before, and that many
of tliem not being then in the habit of going to church, had
never, perhaps, put themselves into decent clothes at all.

Those who came untidily or dirtily dressed to our first tea,

feeling themselves out of keeping with the whole thing,
tried liard to avoid this at the next party. I hope that to

several our first tea was the occasion of their taking to neat
dressing for life. I will just mention here, that so far as

our experience goes, there is not with boys, as there is with
girls, any danger whatever in leading them to think much of

their dress, for, the more they attend to it, the nearer they
get to plain black. Almost all our best hoys now come to

the chapel in plain black, though not a word has ever been
said to tliem, or required to be said, about their dress. One
evening last summer a friend who had met a trooj) of them
on the way to one of our cricket matches, aslced me after-

wards, whether the boys he had met conld be our factory

boys, as they were, he said, more neatly dressed than his

public school fellows used to be. Uy the help of these tea

parties, we made the boys who did not belong to the school
feel awkward anil uncomfortable about not doing so—and
very many joined; several, however, stipulating, that they
were not to be asked to the next tea, lest that should be
supposed to be their motive for joining. The total expense
of the tea parties, from the first to the present lime (in-

cluding a Christmas one given each year tu the boys of the
day school, and last year one to the girls also) is t'Wi, a

\ery lai'ge sum, Imt I think most profitably expended. We
have, however, given over anything of tlie sort for the elder

boys, having now much bettor attractions in the prize books,
cricket matches, and sunraier excursions.

"It was on Easter Monday that our first tea party was held,

jiartly in order to try our powers of attraction against tliosi'

of Cainbcrwell and (ireenwich fairs, both of wliich are

within reach of the factory. Ours were the stronger, both
then and on the Wliit-Monday following.

" In following up our plan of combining as much jileasure

as possible with the schools, the next step was to teach the

boys cricket, yet it was anything but a pleasant occasion

which decided the time of beginning this. In the summer
of IHli) the cholera came, and it was fearfully severe in

liattersea Fields and the lower part of Lambeth, where
numbers of our people live. For a time the first thing
every morning was to compare notes, as to the relations

wliom the men and boys had left dead or ilying on coming
to work, and in the latter part of the time no doctors were
to be had, as they were all knocked up. llefore it got very
hail we got good medical advice, as to whether any precau-
tions against it were possible for our boys, and decided,

that fresh air and exercise out of the factory were the best

preventives. We, therefore, closed the school entirely, and
a gentleman ( Mr. Sjiiies) having most kindly let us take

possession of a field, wliich was wailing to be occupied by a

builder, we set to work hard at learning cricket after working
hours. 1 say learning, for cricket is not a game of Ijondon
boys of the class of ours, as was proved, by the fact of

lianlly any of, even the elder ones, knowing anything at all

about it when we began.
" 1 do not like to pass this part of my story without noticing

how everybody's heart seems to warm up directly towards

such an object as ours when applied to for assistance in it.

Mr. Symes had never seen me, nor I him, when I went into

his oflice to ask him for his field ; but when the case was stated,

his answer was, ' Certainly, for such an object, I shall be de-

lighted to let you have it until I am obliged to turn you out for

building;' so I got the field, .and the beginning of a most
true fiiendship beside. Afterwards, Mr. (iraliam, who holds

a great part of Battersea fields, also an entire stranger to

me until I called on him on a siniilai' eri'and, no soonei-

understood it than he told me of all the land he had, and
the terms on which he held the different pieces, and ollVred

to let me pick what I chose out of tho whole ; and we have
had very many minor instances of this readiness to help us.

" The cholera seems an odd reason for taking to cricket,

but I dare say the cricket had a very happy efiecton the

general health of our boys, and so may have strengthened

them against catching it. We lost only one (an amiable

and well conducted boy of seventeen), although many of

our boys lost relations living in the same houses with them.

Always when the game was finished, they collected in a

corner of the field, and took off their caps for a \'eiy short

prayer for the safety from cholera of themselves and their

friends ; .and the tone in which they said their amen to

this, lias always made me tliinlc, that although the school

was nominally given up for the time, they were really getting

from the game so concluded, more moral benefit than any

quantity of ordinary schooling could have gi\en them. They
also met every morning in the school-room at six o'clock

before beginning work, just for a few minutes to gi\'e thanks

for having been safely brought to the beginning of the day,

and to pray to be defended in it.

I will bring the account of the cricket down to the present

time before going on to anything else. In IH.'id we played

on the same field three nights a week, working in the

school on tlie other three nights. 1 arranged to take it on a

ten years lease, but a builder stepped in just before the
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lease was settled, so we lost it after the end of the year; bnt

in tlio winter we f;ot ])nssessioii at a rent of £10 a year, of a

very rou^;li ami unenclosed field of six and ii-liaU'-ficros, not

very far IVom llie I'aetory. We got this levelled and fenced

in, "and sown with grass seed, and a little bit of it laid down
with turf. Being so large, wo were able to allot out a large

liortion at the edges for gardens, besides keeping plenty for

cricket in the middle. Almost all the boys set to work

nicst eagerly at tlie gardens, though some of tliem just

barely knew wbieh end of the spade should be downwards
when in use, but \ery many, perhaps not much short of

half, did not persevere, but either neglected their pieces

altogether (in which case they were reallotted), or let them
get into a more or less slovenly state. The others, how-

ever, kept their eagerness, and with some it seemed to get

stronger, the nioro they worked. Even this impeifect

attempt for a single year, has, I hope, given to some of the

boys feelings and tastes of which they had no idea before,

and of a nature to have a most softening influence upon
them. Some buildings are now interfering with our present

field, and this has made it doubtful, whether, if we were to

try both gardens ami cricket there this year, we should not

spoil both. Wo have decided to give up the gardens ; but

we hope to get a separate piece for them elsewhere, for

their effect upon those who really took to theiu was too

valuable to be lightly gi\en up.
" All last summer we worked hard at the cricket tlie tln'ee

evenings in the week on the new cricket ground, and on the

other evenings we gave the men the use of it. The boys

played very eagerly, and many of them became tolerable

erieketers. They were divided int'i four classes, and the

different classes played matches with each other, with of

course unequal numbers. But what gave the game its

greatest stai't, was that some of the boys took it into their

heads to send a challenge, that twenty-two of them would
stand the eleven of a cricket club, formed by a few of our
men, who, having been cricketers before coming to the

factory, had joined themselves together to keep up their

practice of the game, as they best could, on Kenuington
Common or elsewhere. Some of tliis eleven being ijretty

good players, and knowing what novices oiu' boys were, they

treated the challenge with great contempt ; their captain

saying, I believe, when they received it, that he would be
happy to play the twenty-two himself But the boys
practised very hard till the elay of the match, and when it

came, to the great astonishment of themselves, as well as of

all the rest of the factory, they beat the men in one innings.

Later in the year they beat them again in a return match
of sixteen to eleven, and in the coming summer they
mean to tiy eleven to eleven. They are looking eagerlj-

forward to the 1st Jlay, on which day we i^ropose to beghi
the cricket again, and they will T hope have a happy summer
of it. As already noticed, it has been determined by a
general vote of their own, to have an extra school night
weekly, during eiglit months of the year, in order to enal>le

them to make holiday during the four summer months,
Jlay to August. I am glad of this alteration, for it always
went against one's conscience to shut them up in the
shool room for an hour-and-a-half on a beautiful summer's
evening, after a hot day's work in a factory, and yet, till we
got our own play-ground, and sufficient attraction in cricket

and gardening to draw them to it, there was only a choice
of evils, for to turn them out to amuse themselves in the
streets, was very likely to get them into mischief In the
chief cricket matches we have given a prize book with the
score marked in the beginning of it, to each one on the
winning side.

" The next thing to notice is the summer excm-sion. Our
first experiment was on Saturday, the 20th .June, 1M50,
when fill) went down to Guildford, starting by a train at, I
think, half past six in the morning, and coming back at nine
at night. It was a beautiful day, and one of thorough en-
joyment to them. Breakfast, dinner and tea were provided
to eat on the grass. They strolled about the beautiful
country in the neighbom-hood of Guildford, played what was
then our only cricket match of the year, the apprentices
against the rest of the factory (for in the then stale of om'
cricketing a match did not take very long to play), and in
the middle of the day the clergyman of the little church on
the top of one of the hills, with a lovely view romid it, who

had been begged for the use of tho church, kindly came and
did his part of the service, the boys, thcii- books having been
brought with them, chninitiug their part as they do in their

own chapel. I had not felt at all sure how far this might
chime in with the other proceedings of the day, but it did so
most perfectly, partly, no doubt, through their having had
pli?nty of the running about lirst. The cluu-ch service was a
quiet and resting pleasure in such a place, and under such
circumstances, between the two divisions of tho active

pleasure which was the chief object of the day. The
country about Guildford is so really country, so absolute a

conh-ast, in its quietness and extreme beauty, to all the
common life of these boys, that one felt what a world of
new ideas and feelings they were being hitroduced to ; the
very many of them, at any rate, who had never seen any-
thing like real countiy before. From the way they looked
at and spoke of tlie country to each other when there, and
spoke of it after returning, I am sure many of them, if

they live till ninety, will remember that one day, and witli a
feeling more beneficial to their minds than any which
months of ordinary schooling woidd be likely to produce."

In is.ji, the excursion was "on a grander scale" to

Heme Bay ; and ia 1852, by special invitation from

the Bishop of Winchester, to his residence at Fani-

ham Castle, each exciusioa being even more gratifying

than its predecessor. The proprietors met in March,

18.52, and resolved unanimously to devote :£f)00 a year

to the maintenance of the educational system then in

operation ; they further resolved to devote £300 a year

" to provide means of public worship for such of their

work-people as cliose to avail themselves of such means;"

a chapel has been erected, and a chaplain appointed
;

the educational system is maintained ; the cricket, the

gardening, and the excursions are to be resumed this

summer ; and we most gratefully join in these words,

addressed to the Company by the Bisliop of Winchester :

" Your Board will have the lionoiirable distinction of

being not only the first to point out, but to carry out in

detail, the true principles on which the reciprocal rela-

tions of master and dependant can most advantageously

be observed, and by attention to which the largest

amount of mutual benoflt can be derived by both

parties."

In conclusion, let us record the ennobling facts, that

the proprietary voted that Mr. Wilson should be re-

imbursed the whole of the money he had expended, and

that he accepted it only on condition that the entire

sum shoidd be employed on the erection of a chapel

within the walls of tho factory.

Sucli acts as these could be elevated by no com-

mentary ; they dignify all the co-operators, and again

demonstrate that there is a course where trade is not

altogether selfish, .and how fully benefits and blessings

may be exchanged between the employer and the

employed.

COVENT GARDEN.
TiiouoH not a prognosticator, Covent Garden ^farket

is at least an indicator of the state of tho weather. No
sooner have wo 4° or 5° of frost than all is bare, bald,

and desolate ; but when a change comes, and all nature

is alive again, then wo see the most sudden and fairy-

liko scenes pervading this most attractive of all gardens.

And so it has been during the past week. There is

now tho greatest activity and bustle ; thousands of
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eager and admiring eyes, and olijects of the moi5t beau-

tiful of nature's 25roduetions to gratify tlieni. Wlietlier

it is the great change from what we have been accus-

tomed to for some montlis past, or the effect which a

return of spring and its associations call forth, we do

not iircteud to saj' ; but wo have felt, during the last

few days, that we never saw a sight so fresh and fair as

we have enjoyed during our visits to this scene of

enchantment. We have already forgotten all about the

frost and the snow, the hail and the sleet, which but

the other day chilled and pelted us ; and one feels in

these visits as if we had for ever been living in n per-

petual summer of beauty and sunshine.

The Flowers and Banquets with which the market is

now so abundantly supplied are of the very choicest

description. To describe how they look, and the effect

they produce, would be almost as impossible as to

describe the finest and most pleasurable feelings that

ever were called forth by the highest gratification

which the heart ever experienced. But, perhaps, we

are too ecstatic ; all our readers may not feel under such

circumstances as we do. These plants and flowers,

however, are the only attraction the market presents.

The fruit is poor, except sow.6 forced Orapes and Straw-

berries, and of these there are some veiy fine specimens.

We must not, however, forget to notice a splendid col-

lection of vei-y fine cut blooms of Foses, from the great

Rose-nursery of Messrs. Lave, of Berkhampstead. There

they are in the beauty of snmmer, as fresh and beautiful

as if it were June or July.

Vegetables are very scarce, as they have been for

some weeks past, and as they are likely to be for some

time to come. There are, however, some good specimens

of Lettuce, forced, of course ; and also a few very good

Cucumbers. H.

GOSSIP AND GLEANINGS.

A correspondent (AjiEi.r.rs) writing of Bulb culture, says

" Wlienever I have flowered Crinum renolutum, it has

been in the gveeubouse, suspended, with a pan under it

always kept full of water.

"Temperature, I am convinced, has much to do witli

the Belladonnas. In Devon, their dry season is often a

very wet one, and yet the BeJladonnas flower regularly

and plentifully. Begin to protect your leafing plants earhj

enough ; indeed, as soon as they show leaf. A top light

alone is necessary to prevent radiation and to admit

light at tlie same time. It is a good general rule to put

on the lights when the plants oiigU to be resting, and

take tliem ofl' when they ought to show flowers, as the

leaves in some individuals will remain green till they

show flower, and a wet summer time is the principal

thing to be guarded against.

"A Sprelcelia, called Kanvinslni, had a brighter co-

loured flower, and more tending to scarlet. It bloomed

earlier than others put in at the same time ; this might

have been accidental.

"In the spring, pull out of the mass of Zeijhjranihes

Candida from si.^ to a dozen of the largest bulbs ;
pot

tliese at once, say an inch-and-a-half a])art till the pot

is filled
; plunge the pot in saw-dust, or the open ground,

in an open situation, and let it remain till flowers appear.

A few flon-ers will appear the first autumn. Winter in

a cold frame, and in the spring give exposure as before.

The next autumn the pot will be just full of roots and

bulbs, and these will flower profuseh/, so as to look

almost like a fine primrose in Ajiril. The buds rise

almost simultaneously, and rapidly some day when we
are not thinking of their coming. They will never

flower thus in the same pot again. A succession, there-

fore, is necessary. A shift does not appear to be of the

same efficacy, as bulbs and roots must be just so much
crowded and no more." [This is an excellent suggestion.

—Ed. C. G.]

No variety of fowl seems so liable to vayaries in laying

as the Shanghae. We had a letter from Mr. Horncastle,

of Gray's, the other day, stating that one of his hens

had laid a perfect egg with another perfect egg within

it. We have seen a hen laj- one perfect and one shell-

less egg in rapid succession. We have another hen

which usually lays a double-yolked egg once or twice a

week, weighing more than 3^ ozs., but then she misses

laying the day following. We have already published

one well-authenticated instance of a hen frequently

laying three eggs in the course of the day, and now we

have another instance, as is thus stated to us by Miss

A. M. Goold, of Dree Hill, Tyrone :—
"A Shanghae hen of mine laiil, last week, three eggs in

the four-and-tweuty hours ; two were lianl, the third a lan/c

soft one. Slie had previously laid twenty-six eggs in twenty-
seven days, and, after resting two days, has hegan to lay an
egg each day. She was hatched last April, being one from
a set of eggs Mr. Punchard sent me. She began to lay in

December, but I did not at first count the eggs, as other
hens were lajing with her; but at the time she laid the
three eggs alt the others were sitting. She will not be a

year old till the Cth of next month. She is very large, and
dMers from any other lien in having very long nar.lubv.i. I
have written this account as another proof of the exti-eme

fertility of tliese beautiful birds,"

In answer to a query we ventured to address to INIiss

Goold, relative to her hen laying three egys in a day, she

has favoured us with this reply :

—

" I am quite positive as to the fact of the hen laying the

three eggs in the twenty-four hours, and for this reason,

that it was the only one layiiiy, my four other liens had been
sitting on eggs above twelve days. My old servant was the

first to discover the fact, and she was afraid to tell me, for

she thought the poor lien had been charmed by a Binislwe,''

and that it would never again lay an egg. Her droll super-

stition has, however, been dispelled, for the bird lays one
every morning. It rested two days after laying the three eggs.

Forty-one eggs in forty-one days, and not likely to stop."

Last week there was an advertisement in our columns

of Garden Labels, which have since been tested slightly

by exposing them to sunshine and rain for several days,

and by these they seem unaffected. They are made of

Gutta Percha, and are attached to the tree or plant by

Gotta Percha thread, which does not decay, nor is it

hard enough to chafe the plant. The name of the plant

is stamped upon the label. We are assured that they

have been extensively and satisfactorily used near

Colchester.

* Bansliees are little old women that live in no very well-defined place

in the air.
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There will bo, at Faiuingliam, in Kent, near tlio

Dartfovd Station, on I'ltli, llitli, and 17 th of June, au

Exhibition instituted by the West Kent Domestic PouUrtj

Association

.

" Tlio great object of the Society in fixing the Exhibition

in the miiUlte of .Tune being to oncourago breeders in tlieir

endeavours to increase tlio iintural fecundity and preoosity

of Poultry, so as to produce the most valuable descriptions

for table," either by crossing various breeds or preserving

their original purity, a grand prize of A Gold UlEDAr. will

be givenfor tlif bfsl hrooti of six or more chickens of any

breed, properly described, hatched since Christmas, 185d."

This is a good step in the right direction.

Several I'^ssays upon the longevity of the three kinds

of individuals of the Hive-Bee having been sent iu for

competition for tlie 2^nze of Jive guineas offered by the

Entomological Society last year, they were referred to a

comtnittee, who unanimously considered the Essay written

by Mr. Desborough, of Stamford, as most worthy of the

prize, to whom it was accordingly awarded. The Essay

is now beiiig printed for the Society's Transactions, but

we understand that a limited number of copies will be

printed for separate publication. The Essay contains

much interesting matter of some novel facts in this

curious branch of Apiarian science. The Society have

again otiered a prize of five guineas for the best general

Essay on the sjiecies of Coccithe, or Scale Insects, in-

festing fruit trees in this country, with an especial

Memoir on the Muscle Scale of the apple tree. The

Essays are to be sent to the Society on or before the 31st

December next, with a sealed letter containing the name

of the writer, endorsed with a raotto corresponding with

one on the Memoir itself

PLANTING AN ORCHARD OR FRUIT GARDEN.
( Continuedfrom jKige 108.)

H.wixo disposed of the preliminaries of drainage,

enclosures, water, walks, &c., we come now to a con-

sideration of the staple of the soil, the correction of

which, if rei]uisite, was so strongly nrged previously.

Now, the correction or improvement of the staple is a

thing that few care about carrying out, involving, as it

does, a little extra labour at the onset. But, if a ne-

cessary procedure, bow much better to do it at first

than to postpone it; how much more economical to do
it in the lump than in the piecemeal way.

It may here be explained where such a process becomes
necessary. Some soils are so e.xceedingly adhesive, that

the}' are worked with extreme difficulty: here the clayey

principle predominates. These soils are very well

adapted for fruit-culture, provided the subsoil is tole-

rably dry ; when wet, they are only correctable at con-

siderable expense, and with much uncertainty. To be

sure, the fruit-trees may be planted on formed stations,

improved specially for the kind of tree, and elevated,

if considered necessary, much above the ordinary level.

But, for vegetable culture, they are very inconvenient,

even after ordinary drainage; and unless the latter

operation be thorough, and the surface-soil duly im-

proved,—which we liave here termed " correction of the

staple,"—vegetable culture is seldom satisfactory. Po-

tatoes will be moist and insipid ; the cabbages blue

instead of green: choice salads will rot, and crops in

general sufier much from the devastations of slugs and
snails. jNIoreover, all operations as to culture, &c., are

infinitely more difficult in execution, and more uncer-

tain in their effects. Ground dug a little beforehand
for crops may require digging again, and the operations

of the hoc may he rendered nugatory by a dashing
shower.

'V'ery light or sandy soils are, of course, the opposite

extreme ; here, instead of the food of plants being, as

in the case of clays, in a state of comparative fixation,

that food is constantly tending to dissipation. The
adhesive principle is wanting, wlii(di is better imparted
by matters containing the clayey principle than by any
others. The faults of the latter, with regard to fruit-

culture, are easily overcoine by the introduction of

sound loams into the stations. Vegetables, on such
soils, are enormous wasters of manure ; indeed, the soil

itself is a waster through this want of fixity ; and sandy
soils may be said to require double the amount of

manures in comparison witli loams : in the extreme,

they are practically termed hungry soils. On sandy
soils unimproved, fruit is apt to become arrested in its

growth in the middle of summer ; and, indeed, if a
severe drought occur, and continue, it is by no means
unusual for a considerable portion of the fruit to be
"cast." This arises from the limited supply of nourish-
ment afforded during droughts; an amount not by any
means equal to the demand. The young shoots, too,

are apt to sufter through insects or leanness exercising

a very banefid influence on the produce of succeeding
years.

As to the effect of weak sandy soils on vegetable cul-

ture, they are, perhaps, better known than the effects

from clayey soils. Observe the difference between a
succulent Cabbage and a thin leaved one. Other
vegetables, and especially salads, sufter immensely in

weak soils ; they become lean and leathery in severe

droughts, and this is no recommendation to the salad

bowl, especially as to Lettuce and Celery. It is of no
use talking about extra manuring, wlien a deficiency of

moisture exists both in the air and the soil, and a sum-
mer temperature prevails : all the manure imaginable
cannot remedy the evil.

I maj' touch lightly on other soils, as the two dwelt
upon constitute, with occasional modifications, the ma-
jority of garden soils. Peaty soils may be just adverted
to : these are not often selected for fruit and vegetable

gardens, but iu order to make The Cottage G.irdener
meet almost every case, it becomes us to look thoroughly
into each subject within our sphere of action.

Peat or boggy soils, in an unimproved state, are too

putiy, if I may ajjply such term for high culture ; and
this elasticity is the result of the raw character of the
organic matter of which they are chiefly composed.
They, in consequence of their peculiar texture, neither
receive air, nor part with water, in that degree which
au active vegetation requires. Plants or trees receive

much of their nutriment through the medium of de-

composing organic matter in the soil ; but those boggy
or ])eaty soils are antiseptic in their unimproved state.

It is obvious, therefore, that to be fertile, their character
must be changed. Trees and vegetables, on this class

of soil, if unimproved, always carry a sickly appear-
ance ; even our corn fields, where such land prevails,

may be distinguished at great distances. Instead of the

deep green of gi-ain crops on healthy loams, we have a
delicate yellowish green, with weak straw.

As nearly all other soils are some modification of the
preceding, I will now proceed to show how, after thorough
draining, if necessary, such soils may be readily im-
jiroved in texture, preparatory to the establishment of a
fruit and vegetable garden. To begin

—

Adhesiie Soils,

or those in which the texture is too stubborn, may be
ameliorated by any or all of the following matters:

—

Sand, road-scrapings from giavelly districts, ashes of any
kind, the rubbish from old buildings, the shovellings
of the bank where brick-making is carried on, &c. These
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are placed nearly in the ordei- of tlieir im]iortauce.

These, singly, or in any oi'der of comhination, if well

blended wiih tHe soil, will alter its character for ever,

being imperishable in their nature. After such materials

are incoi-porated, I would add plenty of old and tho-

roughly decomposed vegetable matter, such as any one
or all of tlic following:—Leaf mould, charred pent or

heatli soil, charred saw dust, old tan, pond mud, and
ditchings, wlien well mellowed and separated.

We must now come to tlie mode of their incorporation
with the soil : this re(|uires some care. The party about
to proceed nnist not allow himself to be friglitened at

the commencement by tlie prospect of a good deal of

extra labour—a good garden will amply repay liim ; a

bad garden never can. Soils of this character should,
if possible, undergo a lew months' fallow pi'eviously to

the introduction of the improving material. Tliose

who liave time, would do well to break it up in the

autumn, whether by ]>lough or spade ; and after the

winter's frost had mellowed it, to harrow it well down as

soon as dry in the spring; and if still stubborn below,
to plough or dig again, and shortly to harrow again

;

after which the improving material might he applied,

and of course as much cultivation applied as will mingle
the mass. Such a course, commenced in the end of

September, and ]un'sued at proper periods, without
delay, might be complete i'or fnut-trce planting and
vegetable cropping by the beginning of March; wlien, if

our suhse(|uent directions as to planting, &c,, be pur-

sued, no doubts may possibly remain as to ultimate

success. As to the vegetable matter proposed to be in-

troduced, any, or every occasion in subsequent culture

may be taken to introduce such materials. It is well

known that coarse clayey soils are ajit to bo deficient in

those materials known to men of science by the term
humti.i, meaning all and every kind of vegetable matter

which has undergone that slow decay which, at least,

reduces the body to a sort of black mould. I hold it

good policy, in vegetable culture, so to prepare the soil

as to promote a rapid root action ; not only as ensuring
luxuriant growth, but as hastening young crops out of

the reach of insect enemies. Old vegetable matters are

well known by good gardeners to be peculiarly etllcient

in this respect.

Thus much as to clayey soils. Let us now take the

second section

—

sajuh/ or n-ciilc soils. It need scarcely

be observed, that these are the very antipodes of the

for-mer, and, of course, require a difl'erent treatment.

Their want of adhesiveness must be the first considera-

tion. The following are the most eligible materials with

which I am acquainted to promote this principle:— ilarl,

especially what is called clay-marl ; clay in a powdery
or crumbled state; ]iond scouriugs, or ditchings from
clayey subsoils, rendered mellow, &c. It is a singvdar

consideration, that the clayey material employed has a

constant tendency to "go down," as our farmers term it;

in other words, they are readily soluble, and are carried

down through tlie medium of the rains, in a state of

solution, unto the first impermeable level they meet
with. Now, we all know that in what are termed loams
the clayey priucijile remains suspended : for what was a

sound loam a century ago is still the same, and con-

tinues so. I name this by the way to show vaiinformed

readers an evil they must expect, at least in the use of

marl, and one for which there is no remedy, as far as I

am aware. In confirmation of the preceding remarks
I may just point to a notorious fact, well known in these

parts— vi/,., that marl applied agriculturally on the sur-

face is ever found in a stratvnn several inches below
the surface in a few years after its application : thus

marling becomes a periodica! afi'air.

Now, the matter termed limims in the preceding re-

marks is as much required in these loose soils as in the

clays
;
perhaps more so. It will be well, however, in

the case of texture improvements, to get the inorganic
matters blended first, and then to add the vegetable
matter, whicli may be done first, as in the case of
the clays.

Now for 2"'"'!! "'''*—by far the more difficult to

correct tlioroughly. There can be little doubt tliat such
soils, if elastic to the foot, must be consolidated. Whilst
they are in the clastic state the owner may rest assured
that something remains to be done before they can be
included in the class of fertile soils. Where such soils

are deep in this peaty material, there can, I think, be
liltle doubt that burning, or rather charring, may l>c

resorted to as good practice ; and the addition of marly
or clayey materials, together with sand, or rubbish of

any kind, becomes equally necessary to constitute what
^'e may term true soil. Such proceedings combined
will, with thorough drainage, render these soils pernui-

nently fertile ; both fruits and vegetables will luxuriate

permanently afterwards, and that in proportion to the

amount of care exercised.

There arc, doubtless, other materials eligible in cer-

tain localities, and other modes of proceeding with
regard to them ; and it becomes every one about to

make new gardens, or orchards, to cast his eyes around,

and see what materials arc within his reach, for few can
avail themselves of all the materials here enumerated.
Here, indeed, lies the true economy of the affair—so to

iniderstand the matter as to be' able to turn the most
ordinary things to account as improvers; for it Ire-

(lueutly happens that materials close at hand, and which,

consequently, cost little, are despised, merely because
they have lain a long time neglected, through ignorance

of their real value if a]iplied to special cases. By far

too many treat the matter of texture, or staple, too

lightly ; a very common error prevails that maiuues are

the only resource and hence a sad waste of such pre-

cious materials. I know as well as any man the value

of manures as a super-addition ; but to indulge in a

profligate waste of them, irrespective of the texture of

the soil, is by no means judicious. 1!. Er.m.\GioN.

BEDDING-OUT PLANTS.
FoTt more than fifty years there was only one scarlet

variegated Geranium in all England, unless the Qohleii

Chain might be called variegatej. The first bed of this

scarlet variegated by itself, I ever saw, was at Dropmore,
in 1m;30, and at the Deepden, in Surrey, in is;u. At
that time, no one about London know the Qohlen Chain.
and there was not another varier/atcd Geranium in the

trade ; hut of late years other variegated kinds, both
pink and scarlet, have appeared, and, to make a dis-

tinction between the kinds, the first is now called the

Old Variegated Scarlet, and very often, in country nur-

series, simply 2'he Scarlet Variei/nted, which was the

original name. It is only to be had by one of these

two names; and I am quite sure that Mr. A]ipleby, or

the officers of the Horticultural and Tomological Asso-

ciation, could procure it in the trade by the thousand,

for the Association applies to the most respectable

dealers, and hunts out any thiug which ajipears scarce,

or little known ; and at all times, and imder all circinn-

stances, keeps a vigilant eye on rascals who impose on
the public, for it cannot be denied that the most sys-

tematic frauds are going on, from one year's end to

another, by means of advertising alone.

I have said already that I did not see a single in-

stance, in the neighbourhood of London, where any
one had succeeded in making a .shot-silk bed with this

old Scarlet J'ariegated Oeraninm. I have seen nnniy

attempts made, some of which were dead and dis-

graceful failures, because first-rate hands were entrusted

with the planting and after-manageuiout, and all such
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appeared to luivo forgoUea tbc diioclious [ ofleu gave

Ibv doing tho tliiug pioperly. Now that I am going to

make a tVosli start with bods and bedding plants, and
all that concerns tbcm and mysolt', 1 must, in tlie iirsl

place, forego tlio credit of having first named this bod.

It was named to mo incidentally by a gentleman,' whom
1 found aduiiriiig it one morning before breakfast; ho

was a visitor at Slirublaud i'ark ; had seen it the even-

ing before, and, luiving a painter's eye, he went out

early to sec tho elTcet under a ditl'ercnt state of tho sun
and atmosphere. " Well, lieaton, how in tho world did

you come to think of this combination of colours':'"

"
1 did not think anything about it, sir; it was sug-

gested by Lady Middleton : how do you like if.'"

"Like it! 1 never saw anything in this way so beau-

tiful; I have just written to Her Ihaee the Duchess of

Sutherland to say how you jilant here, and that you
have one bed so planted as to look like shot-silk." All

the parties arc alive to this day, so there is no chance
for me to claim the credit of planting or naming the

shot-silk bed ; all that I can say about it is, that there

never was a better combination of colours made in one
bed, and that of all tho beds that one can make or

think of, this is tiie best for a trial of skill. If 1 were
engaging a lirst-rato artist in flower-gardening for my
own hobby, 1 would merely (|uestion as to how he would
manage the planting of a shot-silk bed in a new locality,

that is, in any place where he never planted before.

I would be at the bottom of his brains ere he was half-

way through v/ith his explanation, and if 1 thought well

of him, ho sliould huve his own waij, situation, soil,

number of plants, and the e.xaet ages and sizes of every
one of them, and, by tho middle of ue.\t August, 1 could
judge if I had a good flower-gardener or not. I never
yet met with a correspondent of TuE Cottage Gah-
UKNEa face to face, or by letter, who would act thus,

that is, let a new man have his own way for once; and
as human nature is tho same all over the world and in

among tho cabbages, we can no more convince a man
against his will, than force a gardener to success in a

branch of his craft about which he is not allowed to

open his mouth.
The second plant in the combination of a shot-silk

bed is Verliend renosa, not venusln, as the printers put
it in their dog-latin. Very old plants of the Geranium
are the best, good bushy ones, all of one size, and from
lifteeu to eigliteou inches high. If they could be all

eighteen inches higli, and bushy in proportion, and tlic

bod for them to bo nearly level, they ouglit to he planted
just ono foot apart all over tlie bed, and tlie outside
row at just si.'i inches from the edge. Plants lower
than a foot, of the Variegated Scarlet Geranium are of

no use for this bed ; but at that heiglit, and np to

eighteen inches, they would answer, even were they
single-stemmed ; the only difl'crencc would be, that four

or live times the number of busliy plants would need to

be planted. Thou the rule is this: plant with varie-

gated scarlet Geraniums not less than a foot high, and
so thick, that the outside leaves of all the plants
nearly touch all over the bod the day it is planted—say
about tho iOlh of May.
The Verbena is to be planted, according to the mild-

ness of the spring, from tlie first of April to the first of
Miiy, unless the Verbena was prepared and potted in

March, and kept in the pots imtil the Geraniums were
planted, which would answer just as well, or better for

amateurs. The number of Verbena plants it is almost
impossible to determine, as that depends on the strength
of tlio plants and tho goodness of the soil in the bed

;

therefore, we must take the same rule as with tho Gera-
niums, and say that enough of tlie Verbena is planted
to cover tho bed all over without Geraniums at all.

Strong pieces of the undergi'ound shoots, or, as some
would call them, roots of the Verbena, are divided every

spring for this planting, each piece about si.^ iuuhes

long :—when the pieces are to bo potted for May planting,

all that is necessary is to double them, or coil them
round an inch below tho surface, but when they are to

bo planted at once into the bed tho pieces need not be

so long, and they may be planted in drills an inch deej),

the pieces lying flat in tho drills, which is safer than

planting them with a dibble, as if the wrong end is put

down, that piece seldom grows. When tho two have

grown a little, the dark green Verbena leaves cover the

ground, and make a carpet for the naked stems of the

old Geraniums ; but before the ground is quite covered

with the Verbena, a few of the plants will throw nj) a

flowering-shoot, here and there, and they must be cut

back to tho level of the general crop. This is tho first

dressing ; the second dressing consists of thinning the

Verbena, if it is too thick, or thick in parts of the bed,

and not in others, some of tho Verbena plants may
require to bo pulled up altogether. The Geraniums
rcijuire nothing to bo done for them all the season,

but the Verbenas must be gone over every ten days or a

fortnight all throngh the season, and every time they

will require some thinning and stojiping. The first

show of flowers generally require to be cut out before

they are half open, as they come from the centre of the

principals, and after these, flowers come from the side-

shoots, which do not rise so high. When the flowers

of the Verbena come too crowded in some parts they

must bo thinned; when the plants threaten to over-

grow tho Geraniums, pull them gently till you hear

some of the roots snap, and that will check them for a

time. In short, the eye and tho liand must keep a

constant balance between the A'erbona and the Gera-

nium throughout the season, and that balance sliould

not let the Verbena flowers rise above the Geranium
flowers more than three or four inches, while some of

the flower-spikes of the W'rbona ought to be ou a level

with the Geraniums, and some lower still, merely
pushing up their purple points among the variegated

leaves of tho Verbena. Anything beyond this, or not

up to it, must be a complete failure, as tho shades never
come without the balance ; or if they do, and the

Verbena is out of balance, your shot-silk will look as if

it was stained with port wine, or with London porter,

according to the degree of excess in the leaves, or in the

flowcr-spilces of the Verbena.

As for the best situation for this bed, it cannot come
amiss where a neutral bed answers best. It should not
be placed too near to beds of one colour. The best

; situation for a silk-shot bed would be the centre bed in

, a group, in which all the beds were planted in mixtures
I of two or more colours or shades, as a bed of " fancy
I Geraniums;" a second of the florist section, as Priori/

Queen, Sun-rise, and the like ; then a bed of Mangle's
Variegated Oeraniuni^tbe best of all the" variegates"

—

mixed with Beauty Sujveme Verbena, as was done at

Claremont last year, and is tho next best bed I know
after the shot-silk one. Three kinds, or, perhaps, two
Ivinds would be better, of Diadematum, for another bed ;

!
three kinds of purplish Verbenas, of which Ueloise

j

would be one, might make another bed, and so on all

i round. 1 have, myself, attempted this kind of planting,

but it requires some practice to learn the right kinds of

growth and habit in the plants on dill'ercnt soils, as well

as a knowledge of how tho colours in the mixtures
agree together. In fact, this is, or might be made, an
improved mode of mixed beds or borders on the old
herbaceous plant system, and is a very useful style in

[

largo places, both hir making a variety in i|, scene, and
for getting rid of odds and ends of plants which wo
often find it difficult to dispose of, and yet cannot use to

any good advantage in regularly coloured beds or

arrangements.

;
In making green permanent beds or stripes, a new
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fashion, wliicli goes lo relieve the blaze of a large
llower-gardcu fully as imicli as the neutral tints,

I'lqihiieciieorum is one of the lowest and very best, during
the short time it is in liower we must make up our
minds to it, and the (lowers will soon be over. A liglit

sandy soil suits this best, and, indeed, all the Daphnes.
Ledum huxifulium or thijinifolia, is another very low
evergreen plant, with an upright style of growth, well

suited for green beds; this requires, and must have
peat to grow in, and it is the only evergreen-bed in
which I think a border or edging of another kind could
be properly introduced, and tliat might be of Fohigahi
huxifiiUa, a very common old plant. iSIost of the hai'dy

Heaths would answer in difi'erent-sized beds, but in this

style no more than one kind is admissible in one bed.
The little spring-flowering Heath, called herhacea, would
match a bed of the trailing Daphne, while the bushy,
upright Healh, called stiicta, would come in to pair with
such plants as some of the Pernettias. All these, and
many others, I have seen in practice, and I can vouch
for their good eifect; and from plans that are sent to me
the stylo seems to be gaining favour generally. Tlie

plan wliich is engraved for this month shows a very
good way of using permanent evergreen-beds.

In the new American-garden at Kew, on the south
front of the large conservatory, most of the beds are

planted with one kind of plant, and the efiect is a won-
derful improvement on the old style of mixing all sorts

together, like the old herbaceous borders. There you
see a large bed filled with hybrid Rhododendrons, all of
one strain ; another large bed with nothing but Iilio-

(hxlendron hirstitiim ; anotlier of Andromeda fiorihunda ;

one Pernetiia mucronata, or UauUheria shallou, or Oaiil-

theria procumhens, Kahnia cjlauca, Andromeda pohjfolia,

Andromeda axillaris, and Andromeda acuminata, these
last two they call Leucotluv, in deference, as I suppose,
to Decandolle and his I'rodomens, which seems a first

authority at Kew ; but a good plant cannot be spoiled
by a false name, whatever the authority may be; and
certainly the masses, great and small, of these beautiful
evergreens, planted in these beautiful grounds, must
give a good turn to public taste, iu the way of arrange-
ing beds, even in the smallest gardens.
The catalogues of the Bagshot, and other growers of

American plants, furnish a host of names of plants
suitable for mixing in a good flower-garden, in lieu of
neutral beds, or in addition to them, and the rose-

growers have now thousands upon thousands of little

plants in small pots, ready to be planted-out about the
second week in May, of a great number oi good bedding
Roses, and Roses that do better in beds for the first two
years than in any other way. Paul Joseph was one
of the best bedding Roses I saw at Kew last year;
and it was there only that I saw tlie old White China,
which I have so often recommended for beds : it has no
other name. Bourbon Queen, budded on the Manetti
stock quite close to the ground, was another rose-bed
of great beauty which I saw last autumn ; but most of

the dwarf and medium-sized Bourbons budded so low,
and planted young, make the best of beds on soils that
will not grow Roses in general; and all they want is a
good dressing of rotten dung, and to be planted thicker
than is usual for rosaries. We shall be at a sad loss
for autumn-sown annuals to fill up and flower between
the bedding-plants next JMay about London; wo had
liardly any snow to shelter them ; and I never recollect
such destruction among them before so late in the
spring. Blue annuals are always the scarcest. The blue
yemojiliila sown now, or any time in April, will not be
in flower the beginning of July ; and if the season is dry,
as we all expect it will bo after so much wet and hard
weather, it will be over by the second week in August;
but the Lobelia racemosa, the next best, if not the best
blue flower wo have, will go on to the middle or end of

I September from sowing about the end of April, and it

will transplant well, which is a great comfort at times,

when we want the same colour in a bed that goes off

j

early. ^Most of the hardy annuals that arc sown from
I the middle to the end of April, begin to flower soon
after Midsummer, or early in July, even if wc have a

cold May. The end of May is time enough to plant out
Siiponaria cidabrica where it is to flower ; but it should
be in a forward state now, and be soon fit to plant out
singly, in front of a wall or house, to be nursed all

through May ; it is the prettiest of all the little annuals
' that flower to the very end of the season, and is always

,
scarce, from not ripening seeds very freely when the

autuuni is wet like the last. The Eucaridium grandi-

Jlornm ought to find a small bed in every garden, and
be sown rather thick where it is to flower, and no
ground can be too rich for it. The white and purple

Olarhias, mixed, is another bed which no one should

miss; it will be in its prime by the aoth of July, if sown
within the next ten days, and will last to the end of

August. A large sowing of China Asters, about the
20th of April, and again about the lUth of May, will

provide good mixtures for second planting after-annuals,

and no one can safely use the summer annuals without
a good stock of Asters to follow them.
The old Rose-scented Oeranium, mixed with Scarlet

Verbena, is a bed tliat should not be forgotten ; almost
everyone approves of it. The old Touchstone Oeranium
bed, I mentioned last autumn as being so rich with tho

Rev. Mr. Lys, near Oxford, should also be kept in

mind ; it is fully as good as Ladg Mar;/ Fox, or any of

the Diadematums ; and now 1 should think my own
seedling Liiadematum, which is called Regiiim, could be

had in sufficient ijuantity for beds. It grows far better

with me here than on the Suflblk chalk. D. Beaton.

STRAWBERRY FORCING.
" I HAVE managed my Strawberry plants exactly as

you have recommended: and yet, neither in my warm
greenhouse, nor in my small heated pit, have I suc-

ceeded. What is the reason?—is it owing to the season ?

Few, it would appear, have shown themselves at Covent
Garden ; and there were none at the Rooms, in Regent-

street, in March. Has the season been so peculiarly

unpropitious?"
Such is the substance of a batch of qiieries that have

reached me, chiefly from ardent young amateurs. In
reply, I would say, that neither the Rooms, nor Covent

Garden, are an accurate test of general success, inas-

much, as market suppliers do not, in general, prepare

for market until they can depend u])on a briskish sale

;

and gardeners in the country, with a table and dessert

every day to provide for, unless where the means are

extensive, cannot easily spare an extra good dish for

exhibition purposes early in March. Last autumn, cer-

tainly, was not over-favourable for ripening the buds of

Strawberries; and yet attention could do much; for

this blaming a season, though a very convenient excuse,

too often acts as a barrier to progress, making us rest

satisfied when we should try and do better. Many
gardeners have been vei'y successful this season. I have,

myself, gathered rather sparingly for the first week in

March, and fine fruit very plentifully afterwards.

Perhaps the best way to enable some of our readers

to perceive in what tiiey have been deficient, will be to

glance at some of the minntia: necessary to success;

leaving them to study the papers of Mr. Erriugton and

others for fuller details.

1. Preparation of the Plants.—Round London, run-

ners of the previous summer are generally used. These

are cither encouraged to root on the beds, and are then

potted, or they are at once fixed on a little mound of
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firm soil in the centre of a pot, the string of the runner

being cut al'tcr tlio plant 1ms rooted freely in the pot; or,

tlie runners are lirst hiiil in small IHl's, and, when rooted,

arc cut oil' and potted singly into is's or SU's. I like

a number of -is's for early-forcing, just because I thus

secure the earlier ripening of the buds in autumn. In

potting, tho chief thing is to keep the plant well-up in

the centre of the ]iot, and to place tho soil round it as

Jinn as possible. If the nice, sweet, mellow soil is of

medium quality as to dryness, you cannot squeeze it too

lirm. After potting, I set the plants in a shady place

for a few days, and then, on a bard bottom, where they

can receive tlie (jreatest possible amount of sunlight.

Eight-tenths of the amateur's plants I saw last season

were injured by tlie shade of walls or hedges. One,
who was very proud of his cabbage like Strawberry
foliage, last autumn, seemed shocked when it was hinted

that his ladies i(o»?f? not eat leaves; and be says now,
that almost every llowcr has proved barren. When thus

set fully in the sun the plants must never sulf'er for

want of water ; and manure-water is generally given.

Towards the end of October they must bo defended

from continued rains by laying the pots down. During
winter they should be plunged, and the tops, as much as

possible, del'cndcd from frost and wet. Covering them
with glass-sashes is the best mode of protecting them.
Some time ago, I saw a nice lot of plants standing on
tlio open groiuid, )iots and plants alike unsheltered.

After the vicissitudes of such a spring, I can safely

prophecy, that the owner will not make a fortune had
ho a guinea per ounce for all that he will gather in

April.

In cold places, much north of I^ondon, plants rising

two years old are generally used. Runners are pricked

out one summer and potted the next ; or the plants

fruiting this iMarcb and April are placed on the north
side of a wall or hedge when taken from the house, get

rough treatment there, in the way of resting them—in

fact, no treatment or attention at all; and then, in the
i

end of June or beginning of July, and frequently to- I

wards the middle of it, they hfve all the soil shaken
|

from them, are fresh potted, shaded a little at first, and
then fully exposed as mentioned above. These generally

produce very plentifully, but, unless thinned very freely,
i

the individual fruit is not generally so fine as from
young plants. I manage Kcan's Seedling the best for :

early use, very well from runners of the previous year;

but I lind that I must adopt tlie two year old system
\

with British Queens, as I cannot get runners early
\

enough. Those who are satisfied with a middle-sized

fruit will find CutliiU's Black Prince an easy grown
and very fertile variety.

2. Treatment in the House.—I say nothing now of

forwarding in frames, fartlier than that the heat should
never be so much as to give a check to the plants when
moved into the house; 4.j° is a good medium to begin

with; from that, to 00° of night temperature, will be
high enough during the whole stages of their growth
and ripening. For our early fruit, the average night
temperature has been 5o^, with a rise of from ]0°

to l-j' from sunshine. A very high temperature, after

the fruit is swelling, will hasten the ripening, but at

the cxjiense of flavour. We like -jO' when the plants

are in bloom, with a good rise from sunshine. Our
early fruiting plants, in severe nights, often were at

Lo", and even low^r.

Position.— The plants must stand near the glass.

Tho nearness will have to be I'egulated by the flatness or

steepness of the roof, and the season of the year. Under
a flat roof, with an angle of about 7.")°, I gathered fruit

from a shelf early iu March, but the bloom almost
touched the glass, and the shelf was as near the apex as

would permit of light playing all round the plants. In
a house with an angle of i-)°, or still more acute, if the

shelf was placed favourably for light all round, the

plants would set well at twelve or fifteen inches from

the glass. Tho best place I have for settimj Strawberries

is a shelf in a peach-bouse, at an angle of -l-")°, and when
once the peach house is started, most of the Strawberries

are set there, and then removed elsewhere to swell. The
bouse is 10^ feet inside measure. There is a shelf sus-

jiended by iron brackets to the I'oof near the top.

Another shelf is on tho top of the fruit trellis, where

lately there was a row of ripening fruit iu boxes, whicli

had been moved down from the shelf near the top, after

being set, and which was filled by those started a little

in a frame. A third shelf is close to the fruit-wall, where

the fruit will set after the end of March, because the sun

then has gained more power. In February, and first part

of March, every plant on the front shelf, as it shows bloom

,

is, if possible, moved to the shelf near the top of the

roof. Tho setting of the fruit freely on the front shelf,

after the sun gains power, explains why Strawberry

plants will do very well in pits and frames at an angle,

as fiat as 80", after this season. AVeve I required to

have Strawberries at the new year, I would bargain for

a steep roof at an angle nearer 'M" than 40°.

An amateur, to whom I bad stated that his Straw-

berries would do no good on his greenhouse vinery

stage more than three feet from the glass, told me,

some three weeks ago, that they were as near the glass

as the trellis-shelf in my house, a row on which was
then ripening finely, but be forgot tliat every ono of

these had been moved down from the shelf near the top.

I may say, in conclusion here, that this house fur-

nishes no bad example of the cramming-and-yet-attend-

ing-to-every-thing system. With the Vine, Peaches on
the fruit-trellis, and from top to bottom of the back wall,

and these three shelves, the house seems full enough
without the successions of under crops, which, in one

shape or another, are pretty constantly present, with

tho exception of a few months in the summer. I shall

shortly get rid of the plants from the trellis-shelf, to let

iu more light to the back wall ; and, at farthest, before

the middle of May, I like to remove the shelf near the

roof-top for a similar purpose.

Amateurs must not be discouraged by a little labour.

Something like a similar course is what the generality

of ouv best gardeners must adopt.

Watering.—This is a matter of first importance.

Plants exposed in winter, as detailed above, often have

the fruit-bud destroyed. When looking at the plant

nothing seems the matter. Just so from the want or

the excess of water after the plants are moved into the

house. In the lirst case, the latent fruit-bud will become
mummy-dried ; in the second, it will be as liable to go

off by apoplexy as a certain alderman gorged with

turtle. The medium path is the safest The soil should

be neither wet nor dry, until the flower-stem appears. A
little nicety is, therefore, required in using tho water-

pail. If the plant is well raised above the centre of the

pot there is less danger ; but in forcing early, the water

should always be poured on tho soil without touching

the centre of the plant. After the fruit is set and swell-

ing fast less care is necessary. Before that time, if

saucers are used, go round twenty minutes after watering

and empty out every drop contained in the saucer. At
any time, but especially before the fruit is swelling, the

Strawberry will show its resentment at being treated

as a marsh plant. On this account, unless on shelves

hanging over a pathway, I have discarded flats or

pans, and substituted, as better every way, long jneces

of turf, laid on the shelf, with tlie grass side down-
wards, with a groove cut on tho upper side for the pots

to stand on. The turf ranges from one to ono-and-a-

half-inch thick, With the pot well drained, it is no
easy matter to make a morass of it by this means. The
turf serves alike for nourishment, and as a retaining
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and jiuiiing-witli-moistiire medium. On a slielf voiy

near the glass, under a flat roof, J improved, I tliink,

even ii|ion tliis, by stulling bolwoou tlic -li-i-sized pots

on tlu! south side with moss. This minimised water-

ings, as the pots wore not unequally heated on one
side by the sun's rays, and the fruit lianging over
this moss, and among the sjirigs of grass that came
from the turf, presented a rather pleasing union of the

natural and artificial. I would advise new beginners
to try this plan in ])refereneo to saucers. A saucerfid

of water, in a dull day, has ruined many a promising
Strawberry plant. After the flower-trusses show them-
selves, 1 use manure-water rather liberally. To sum up,
tlieu, keep the plants rather dry until tliey show their

flower-trusses ; after that they must never sullbr from
dryness, but no water should stand about the roots

until they are swelling freely ; and if fine flavour is

wanted, no watfr should iwer stagnate about them. For
securing all this, the turf is not more simple and eco-

.nomical than it is useful and eflcetual.

Time uf pl((cing the Plants in the House.—I say
nothing of early forcing. In a common cool green-

house it would be little use housing the plants before

the middle of ]\[arch. In a warm greenhouse, or green-

house vinery, they may bo introduced by the beginning
of JNIarch, or even in l''obruary. Many young gar-

deners, professional and otherwise, err greatly in the

matter of heat, especially that which is artificially sup-

jilied. After the short day is passed, and these miitutUe

are attended to. Strawberries will do well, where the

average night temperature ranges from 4.')° to 02', with

from 0° to iO° rise at midday, even when dull, and
iVom 10° to 2(1° rise in sunshine, with a safe portion of

air. Those who even now still contemplate introducing

a few scores of plants, will lind all the risks diminished,

but even now all these miiiutUe are worth attention for

present practice and future guidance. Intended ebietly

for the nso of those who in their one house wish to

combine the useful with the beautiful—such as in a

greenhouse vinery— these hints are confidently sub-

mitted, as being tested by e.\tcnded experience.

STE.iWEERRIES IN THE OPEN AIE.

Many complaints reach us, chiefly as respects Queens.

I can only sympathise. Though the plants lierc were
partially protected with branches, I do not believe that

one healthy plant has remained after the vicissitudes of

the season ; almost every one is quite dead. I'or flavour,

beauty, and size, the (Jticen is still our favovuitp; biit

we fear its tenderness will militate against its out-door

culture in many places, unless regular protection be

given to it.

I may I'cmark, that to obtain a tine crop of tliis kind
in-doors, the beginning or middle of March will bo time

enough to house it ; so that our greenhouse vinery

friends may try it, as well as those with the greatest

means. Mr. .Judd, of Althorpe Gardens, who took the

prize at Chiswick, last May, ami jneviously at Nor-
thampton, exliibited the best early basket I have yet

seen. Some parts of his practice were glanced at some
time ago, in a cursory manner ; but a detail of the

minutuc of his Queen forcing would be acceptable to

many readers, as well as gi-atifying to an old fellow-

member of the West London Gardeners' Association for

Mutual Improvement. II. Fish.

PRESERVATrV'E WALLS.
{^Continued from paijc 004.)

LIST or SDITABLE PLANTS.

SwAlNSONiA fiAT.EG7F0i.TA and its variety, with white
flowers. These are two slender-growing shrubs, with

purple and white flowers, continuing a long time in

flower. Both are well suited lo plant against a wall,

protected with glass. The foliage is elegant, and the
flowers beautiful.

SwAiNsoNiA GiiKVANA (Cajitaiu Grey's Swainsonia).

—

A distinct species, with clear jiiuk flowers.

Swainsonia i.essekti.V'.t-oi.ia (Lessertia-leavcd Swain
sonia).—-A beautiful s|)ecies, with deep pinjile flowers,

lately introduced by Messrs. Osborne, of Fulluun.
All the Swainsonias are from New Holland, and arc

suitable for the Preservatory. I have seen them made
use of for bedding purposes with good efleet.

Tasmannia aro.matica (Tlie Sweet Tasmannia).—

A

beautiful evergreen shrub, with the stalk of the leaf of

a beautiful ])urjile. The flowers are white, and the
fruit is used as a stimulating condiment in Australia.

Planted against a sheltered wall, this shrub will be very
ornamental, both for foliage, flowers, and fruit. It is

nearly hardy.

Thea (The Tea Tree).— The Tea tree flowers in

winter, and on that account should be planted against

a glass-covered wall. Though the flowers are while,

and not so showy as the Camellia, yet they are very
pretty and valuable at that season of tlic year. A plant

,

or two of each species, and their varieties, are desirable

to plant against a wall, both for their fine foliage and
pleasing flowers, as well as a matter of curiosity, to

show to the visitors the plants from whence the leaves

are taken to make that pleasant refreshing beverage
emphatically called Tea. The species lately inti'oduced,

and named T. Assamenis (Assam) is a much more robust
tree, with remarkable large lino foliage. I have seen
several large plants of it, but I never saw a bloom.
From the size of the leaves I should think the flowers

will be largo also. The common Tea tree lives in the
|

south in the open air, sheltered with a mat only in

severe weather. In Mr. Page's niu'scry, at South-

ampton, there was once a hedge of it which had never
been protected. I saw the remains of it three years

ago ; it is now, I believe, rooted up entirely.

With this interesting tree I conclude my selected list

of suitable plants for a Preservative Wall. The number
of these plants may appear considerable, and, i)erhaps,

the whole collection will never be seen in one place;

but it will bo an easy matter to choose out of the whole
a very select number for any situation. I think the

intelligent reader will have perceived that I have dwelt

upon more largely such as are the most suitable for

such a purpose, and may make his selection accordingly.

If the Preservatory is one of the highest order—that is,

with the wall heated with hot-water, and covered with

glass—the most of the flowering shrubs fi-om New
Holland would thrive and flower in it nnich flner Iban
in ])Ots. As Mr. Fish justly observes, the glass might
project a suflicient distance from the wall to allow one
or more rows of low-growing shrubs to be planted out

in the border in front of the walk to be looked down
upon; thus the spectator would have the wall, on the

one hand, covered with fine evergreen flowering shrubs;

and, on the other baud, would have a row of dwarf
beautiful shrubs to look down upon. To efl'ect this

properly, the front row of shrubs should either be such
as grow naturally dwarf, or should be heavily pruned to

keep them so low as not to shade the shrubs against the

wall. The soil for those low shrubs shoidd lie ralher

poor tlum otherwise, in order to keep imder the growth.

Keeping them in their pots would, iru a great measiuc,

eflbet this ; and if there was a reserve garden they

might be removed (if in pots) when out of bloom, and
others that have to flower might be plunged in their

place. This front border i night also be made use of to

force earlier into bloom such plants as the Ghent
A.^cdeas, Perpetual Bases, Andromedas, and a host of

: sueh-iike plants. By such a judicious method llie jdace
'. might be kept gay with flowers throughout the whole of
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wiiilor iukI spiiiig—a time of tlio yciu- when sucli ii

Imikiiiii,' iiiul such llowcrs aro the most acceiitable in

(lui- viiiiablc climate. I\lany bulbs, such as Mr. Beaton

luus described lately, would tlirivo well in tins border,

aud would render llio bouse as gay as a llowcrgardon

in August. \Ybetbcr this front border is adopted, or

carried out, or not, llio narrow border between tbo walk

aud tbo wall migbt bavo a number of these bulbs

planted in it. They would grow and llower finely, thus

rendering tbo place gay and brilliant with (lowers when
the shrubs against the wall are only ornamental ns

evergreens. The Vullota purprnva, for one, would make
a sjilendid show, as would also tho greonhousG species

of Nciiiw.

There is in some of the London nurseries a now
Proservatory plant, named Uhndokia Campionii, a splen-

did foliagi'd and beautifully flowered shrub, tbatl judge

will bo, when the price is moderated, a ]>roper and suit-

able plant for tho Prescrvatory. Tlio flowers aro rosy-

pink, as largo as a hall-a-crown It is, as yet, very dear.

T. Ari'LEBY.

THE I'EL.-VllGONIUM.

i^CoiitinUL'd from porfe 0U3.)

.4 SELECT DESCBiniYE LIST 01'' CHOICE VARIETIES
lOR 185.3.

Attmclinn (Turner), bottom petals mottled crimson :

upper jietals dark, edged with carmine.

Afijhan (Gaines), rosy lilac ; dark sjiot on the top

petal.

Amh'ts.fiidoi- (Beck), lower petals shining lilac ; upper
petals dark blotcli, edged with scarlet; a largo trusser.

Arelhiisu (Beck), lower petals delicate salmon rose
;

upper petals with a crimson blotch, edged with rose.

Ar'nulnc (Foster), lower petals rosy pm'ple ; top petals

dark, clearly edged with rose; largo truss and fine

sulistance ; an early bloomer.
Astreit (Hoyle), wliite centre, deep pink, lower petals

mottled with orange ; upper petals rich maroon, edged
witli orange, very distinctly.

BitMisk, a very rich coloured variety, blooms early ;

line.

liuUcrjhi, very profuse bloomer, and constant ; mottled
rose and lilac lower petals ; orange red ujiper petals, with
a margin of lilac, very striking aud novel, but the jietals

arc rather nai'row.

Beatrice (lloylc), bottom petals mottled rose ; top
petals nearly black, with a margin of dark carmine.

CeUii (Hoyle), novel bright orange; large, and very
attractive.

Cordelia (Hoyle), good form, and new in style ; lower
Jietals pale pink ; u|iper petals rich maroou, edged with
deep rose ; a late bloomer.

Chloc (Hoyle), rose, white centre; medium sized ; dark
blotch on the upjier petals ; form good.
Conapicuum (Foster), lower petals light salmon pink,

with small dark blotches on each ; black velvety upper
petals ; light centre ; a fine, showy, well-shaped variety.

CoHstanee (Foster), under petals pale pink ; dark
upper ])etals, with pink margins; white centre; a good
variety.

Ckiel'liiin (Hoyle), rosy crimson, with dark shaded
blotch ; fine.

Onmmissioncr (Beck), upper petals dark chocolate,
margined with rose ; lower petals jiurple, with dark
veins; good habit, and excellent form.

Ciii/p, very dark flower, with white centre; good.
Crisliiie (Hoyle), rose petals, with dark blotch, shaded

with orange ; a fine variety.

Delimtissimum (Beck), rosy lihie, white centre, and
fine form.

PRise (Hoyle), orange pink, shaded with Uhic; light

centre ; fine.

Kiiclumlress (Foster), lower petals rosy crimson; dark

crimson blotch on the upper petals, with a carmine

margin ; very line form.

Biirydice (Foster), crimson lower jietals; top petals

dark maroon, with a narrow margin of crimson ; a free

bloomer.

Eleanor (Foster), compact neat flower; deep rose

lower petals ; maroon upper petals, with a narrow

margin of rose ; white centre ; very fine.

Exhibitor (Beck), upper petals dark crimson maroon,

margined with deep rose ; lower petals clear rose ; white

centre ; stout habit, and a free bloomer.

Field JSIarshal (Symons), rose lower petals ; upper

petals dark blotched, with a clear scarlet margin ; fine.

Fire Ball (Henderson), crimson scarlet; excellent.

Flavia (Hoyle), bright orange scarlet ; fine.

Flying Dutchman (Turner), crimson bottom petals ;

upper petals dark maroon ; very largo trusses.

Oalatca (Hoyle), large white centre ; lower petals

shaded lilac ; upper petals dark blotch, shaded on the

margin with rosy lilac ; early ; free and constant.

Qanijmede (MoyXe), dark upper petals ; white centre;

lower petals warm lilac ; a fine variety.

Oipsy Bride, dark red salmon ; extra fine.

Oeni (Beck), crimson-scarlet; fine.

Herald (Hoyle), mottled, light pink bottom petals ; top

petals dark, blotched, with narrow margin ; white centre.

:://fCoi'(e (Foster), rose; lower petals black, blotched

on upper petals, margined witli rose ; white centre.

Ilbiininator (Turner), mottled crimson; lower petals

dark crimson ; npper petals showy and attractive.

Incomparable (Beck), fine form and large size; deep

orange scarlet ; very fine.

h'ulla (Hoyle), a dark flower, witli every petal

blotched ; fine and distinct.

Layoma (Hoyle), fine form ; free bloomer, and
constant ; lower petals rich rose ; upper petals nearly

black, with a margin of deep rose.

Lalla Rookh (Foster), blush and dark crimson ; white

centre ; fine.

Leader (Beck), a crimson purple Uower, with dark

blotch.

:LcoHorrt (Hoyle), fine round flower; white centre;

upper petals rich marooon, with orange blotch, and
even margin of pale pink ; lower petals vivid pink.

Lavinia (Foster), crimson piu'ple ; lower petals rich

maroon,.; upper petals good habit.

Lablache (Foster), orange rose, dark blotch, large

flowers, with a white centre.

Lord Mayor (Black), bright crimson lower petals,

with a black blotch on the upper petals.

Maynet (Hoyle), scarlet crimson; one of the most
showy varieties yet raised ; profuse bloomer, and con-

stant. Every grower ought to have this.

May Queen, light rose, very fine and constant.

Magnificent (Fouquet), orange rose ; a largo flower of

fine form.

Major Domo (Beck), a large rose-coloured flower, and
free bloomer.

•' Medora, rich pink lower petals ; orange top petals,

margined with pink ; free bloomer, and compact.

Monteith (Foster), lower petals crimson piu'ide, with

a dark blotch on the upper ; very line.

Mochanna (Hoyle), lower petals rich rose; upper
petals with a large dark blotch, shaded and mottled;

large, free, and bold.

Naudee, a rich dark flower of fine form.

-'National (Foster), a rich dark flower; crimson
bottom petals ; black blotch on the npper, margined
with fiery crimson ; fine substance.

yousuch (Hoyle), rose ; lower petals marked dis-

tinctly with a spot aud feather; curious and striking.
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'•Novelty (Turner), rosy crinisou ; lower petals strongly
marked and veined with crimson; upper petals mai'oon,
with crimson margins ; showy, and a free bloomer.

Xeclar Ciip (Iloyle), orange rose; clear white eye;
good substance, and line habit.

Ocelkttitm (Hoyle), a great improvement on Nonsuch;
very fine and desirable.

UmUne (Foster), a fine spotted variety; very distinct.

'Optimum (Foster), lower petals bright crimson ; the
upper petals have a large glossy black spot, witli a well-

defined margin of crimson scarlet; free bloomer, large
trusses, and excellent form ; one of the best.

^i^Oscar (Foster), rich scarlet crimson; free and con-
stant, and of good quality.

Painter Improved, a crimson flower, with a blotch of
rose on each petal ; very striking.

Planlwjenct (Turner), lower petals crimson; upper
petals dark maroon, margined with crimson.

Puriile Standard (Foster), lower petals rich purple

;

upper petals black, with scarlet margin; fine substance,
good form, and smooth at the edges.

Portia (Hoyle), large and showy; a light flower;
lower petals white, tinted with pale rose ; large carmine
blotch on the upper, margined with white.

'Queen ofMay (Foster), bright novel orange scarlet,

dark blotcli in the upper petals, with scarlet margin.
•Bacliael (Foster), free and constant; a good grower,

with maroon upper petals, and margined with rosy

crimson. A good exhibition variety.

'RinyUader (Turner), scarlet crimson lower petals ;

maroon upper petals, with scarlet margin ; very
attractive.

Remhrandl (Bragg), a large good shaped flower, dark
maroon and rose.

Rubens (Foster), crimson, with dark maroon blotch

on the upper petals, margined with rosy crimson.
Shylock (Fosterj, the darkest variety ; lower petals

dark purple ; upper petals black, with a maroon margin
of scarlet ; iVee bloomer.

Tyrian (Jueen, a piu'ple flower, and very distinct.

Zaria, a pretty novel cup-shaped flower ; clear centre

;

warm pink ground colour ; lower petals deeply marked
with a constant spot of maroon and orange ; small
black and orange blotch on the upper petals. The most
striking and novel variety ever raised.

A select list of fancy varieties will be given next
week. T. Appleby.

THE KIDNEY BEAN AND ITS CULTURE.
Altuough of tropical origin, there are few of our ordi-

nary vegetables that can boast a higher antiquity

amongst us than this one—certainly, some whose pedi-

gree, if traced backwards, would lead to the supposition

that they must have been in general use before tliis far-

fetched foreigner, will be found, on enquiry, to have been
little better than weeds at a time wlien this vegetable

was nearly as much understood as it is now ; and though,

doubtless, the varieties we have in cultivation may, in

certain points, exceed those which were in existence

a century ago, yet wc mucli question if the constitutional

character of the plant has undergone nuicli change the

two ccnturics-and-a-half that it is said to have been
amongst us, but its cultivation has, doubtless, been
much on the increase during that time, and perliaps it

has never known a greater advance at any period of its

history than it has during the last twenty years, as

during tluit time it has found its way ]nore extensively
into the gardens of the labouring poor, while its culture

for the markets of large cities has been on a corres-

ponding scale of magnitude. With these facts before

us, it requires no further comment to extol its uses.

Tiiat mighty judge, which in the main is genorally right,
" the British public," has stamped it witli its approbation

as an article of necessity ; and its general ajipearance
iiT the mPvrket in abundance forms a sort of epoch, which
is hailed with a feeling little short of that which wel-
comes in new Potatoes, or the first Teas of tlie season;
while, in many respects, it is better adapted for forcing
than cither of these useful articles, which enables it to

be had during a much longer period than the one of
' them ; but as we are now speaking of the services it

renders where gi'own in a natural way, wc nnist first

take a survey, and consider its features, and other cha-
racteristics, as a plant of foreign growth, which, though
an acquaintance of long-standing, is jjrobably as tender
as on its first introduction.

Without entering into the botanical question as to

whether the dwarf and twining kinds be really distinct

species or only varieties, rendered somewhat permanent
by a long course of culture, we proceed to say, that
in many points the two kinds resemble each other,

showing, perhaps, a common origin ; while, for prac-

tical purposes, they are divided into two sections— one,

a twiner or creeper, which attaches itself in a sniral

direction to whatever object it be near, prefcring, how-
ever, the smallest twigs instead of the large stems of

trees, &o. ; the other is more dwarf iir its growth ; yet

many varieties amongst them send up an occasional

running slioot, evincing a disposition to ramble to a
greater altitude; some, however, have little inclination

to " run," and quietly contenting themselves with a

position of about two feet removed from terra Jirma,
furnish an astonishing supply of pods in the early

autumn months, tlieir friiitfulness, no doubt, being
enhanced by the effort which nature makes to enable

them to ripen seed for the perpetuation of their species.

Now, it is easy to see, that taking advantage of this

disposition, w-e direct the plant to minister to our wonts
by our gathering all the half-formed fruits, thus com-
pelling the plant to produce more, which, in turn, sufi'er

the same fate as the first; and so on, until the plant,

unable to support such an exhausting system, either

dies a victim to its endeavours that way, or is cut ofi' by
the elements, no longer being congenial to its welfare;

consequently, the plant either languishes and dies, or it is

killed off outright by tlie cold weather setting in; but
usually its services, before either of these diseases over-

! take it, is such as entitles it to our gratitude, and few

plots of ground in the garden produce a greater amount

I

of usable food, in proportion to its extent, than does that

portion which is planted with either of the two kinds of

Beans, which, in common plu'asc, go by the name of

i
Runners, (or Scarlet Runners), and French Beans (or

the dwarf sort) ; the former of them, reijuiring stakes or

some similar support not less than seven or eight feet

iiigh, is, perhaps, of the two, the most prolific, and, to

I
the cottage gardener, a little more hardy tlian the

French Bean.

l

With regard to the culture : both of these beans still

• have a strong impress of their tropical origin ; coming,

as they do, from the hot and sultry plains of India, it is

I
not tobe wondered at their not bearing our cold springs

and autumns; neither do very cold or bleak winds

suit them at any time, for a high northern latitude is

I

fatal to them ; or, if they do grow, it cannot be that they
'

will be as productive as under more favourable circum-

' stances. Therefore, all those who attempt its culture

luidcr such an adverse state of things sliould endea-

vour to mitigate them as much as possible, and try and
give the plants the best position, as regards warmth,

shelter, &c., which the place oUbrds. AVith these ad-

vantages, French Beans may be grown in most parts of

the United Kingdom ; of course, in late situations, their

period of servitude is much shortened by their being

later in coming into use, and also ceasing much sooner

in consequence of the earlier autumu. So sensitive is

this plant of cold, that we have been creditably informed
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of its being killed by frost in July ; and, certainly, we
have scon it much injured by a sudden fall of the tlier-

inometer in the rally part of August, in the soutli of

Englnud; but, as wc have observed, with the advan-

tages of a warm border, and other things favourable,

French Beans, and also Scarlet Runners, may bo grown

in tolerable abundance in most places.

True to their tropical character, they do not like being

planted in a cold, uugonial soil; it is better, therefore,

not to plaut tliem too early, unless means of shelter be

provided. In a usual way, the middle of April produces a

crop as soon as if sown earlier. To our youug friends

wo, therefore, advise a sowing to be made immediately

on some sunny, warm border ; or if it be even a

single lino immediately uuder a wall, so much the

better. The dwarf varieties (French Deans) may be

sown in rows about tliirty inches apart, and the seed, if

good, about tliree inches apart in the drill, which need
not be deep, as it is better to raise the earth slightly

over them, than bury them deep in a cold soil. After

sowing, when the sun has warmed the earth very con-

siderably, a deeper covering may be necessary.

Like every thing else in gardening, there is no lack

of varieties ; yet there are, perhaps, fewer higher sound-

ing names amongst these than in Peas. We do not

know of any Ooliahs, Champions, and similar bom-
bastic titles ; but the simple term of Dan-coloured,

SpecklciJ, Liver-coloured, &o , are certainly more expres-

sive of the plant's peculiarities than the Rival, Invinci-

ble, ]ncomparable. Surprise, &e., and of other aspirants

to vegetable distinction, so that we do not find any fault

with the meagreness of names in that way ; on the con-

trary, I wish that such names as Canterbury White,

and Black Speckled French Beans, were more common
amongst other vegetables, and the puffing amount of

new varieties ushered into the woi'kl witli less parade.

I fully concur in the opinion of those who think that

much harm is done to the cause of " Flora " by the

fantastic (if not valgar) terms that are made nse of to

describe varieties ; however, as this is a subject apart

from the one I set out upon, I will observe, that the

varieties named are all tolerably good, and any one of

them may be now sown as described.

A row or two of Scarlet Runners may also be put in
;

these, however, ought to be si.K feet or more apart, and if

they be planted now, then, in about a week, put in a
quantity of seeds into a pan, or box, which place in heat,

and after they are up harden them off, in order to fill up
any gaps that the first crop of these are subject to ; in

fact, it not unfrequently happens that the first sowing
perishes altogether, so that it is advisable to sow a second
crop about a week or ten days after the first one, and
those reai'ed under glass may he planted out at the same
time, when all dauger from frost is over—say the first

week in May. It is almost needless to say that a piece

of very rich ground suits them best ; but for the first

crop it had better be dry than moist; for after-crops, or

such as have to struggle against a Midsummer sun, in

vegetating, a moister soil wdl be beneficial. If tliere be
a dauger of cold nights injuring the fruit crop, which it

is sure to do if it happens, they will require some cover-

ing in some shape ; it is astonishingwhat benefit a very
homely covering makes, so that the amateur must not
be backward in applying any substance that comes in

his way. A few evergreen boughs are not bad protec-

tors ; while, to those who do not scruple at expense, a
sort of a portable ridge, formed of very light timbers,

and covered with oiled calico, is, perhaps, the neatest of

all protectors, and may be used for Potatoes and other

crops in rows, as well as for this; but when so many
other things crave the attention of the cultivator, a
homely substitute is often made to servo the same p\n'-

pose ; at all events, wc advise them to be carefully

looked to until the middle of May, in the south of Eng-

land, and to the end of it in the north. After which,

there is reason to hope tliat the cold nights are over for

the season ; although, now and then, we are visited with

an occasional " remembrancer" later than the above

periods : tbeso arc exceptions to the general rule ;
yet

it behoves the cultivator to bo at all times prepared

for them. J. Rouson.

THE BEARDS OF POLANDS.
As the subject of the Kev. Mr. Browne's contiibution to

your journal is really, why Pohuuls are called I'olands, I

am (juite puzzled to conceive for what courteous purpose he

drags forward my name. I have never written one word on

the subject he has espoused, and care not a fidiUestick's-

end why I'olands are called Polands, or why Chittiprats,

Chittiprats, >.tc. ; they are so called, and I adopt the com-

mon accepted term ; but, if others choose to erect temples

of ignorance, I really must protest against my being thus

hauled in as a votary.

I can, happily, well aflbrd to exercise forbearance on any-

thing that he can say, and shall so forbear', although I am
denounced as having " ten times less experience, and fifty

times less knowledge," than even his friend, the Eev. Mr.

Dixon, whose errors I have refuted, and to rescue whom the

Eev. Mr. Browne has ruslied into print I can nnt, how-

ever, restrain a charitable smile, though, like GuUiver,

pricked with Lilliputian arrows.

The Eev. Mr. Browne is wise in his generation ; hence he

cautiously avoids the real subject matter of my letter, and

has not even attempted to reply (answer be could not) to

the host of arguments and proof, examples and experiments,

which I have set forth, in eslablishiug the fact, that the

bearded are the true and genuine, and that the beardless

are spurious, or hybrid fowls. Not only is this proved

satisfactorily to my own mind, but, what is much more
gratifying, to the minds of your readers also, as I leam
from the number of letters recently received from so many
of them.

Truth, and not contention, is ray aim, and I shall ever be

ready to read with attention the remarks of others, if ex-

pressed witli a due regard to courtesy. Let my arguments,

and the facts upon which they are founded, be taken sever-

ally, as they arise, and let what is written he written on the

suhjecl in question. I confess, I could wish the writer to be

a gentleman who knows something of his own on the sub-

ject, that bespatterings from books may, in future, be

avoided—one who has not only kept Polands in all their

varieties, but who is a fancier of them, and who has been

careful to observe, aud to compare, and to reflect upon what

he has obsen'ed. With such men, conclusions, and amicable

ones too, are easily arrived at. But with those who persist

in parading their own taste and dislike against arguments

and facts, and especially when such tasle is so outrageous

as to recommend that even tlie top-knots of Polands " should

be clipped round," I confess I have no synipatliy ; audi
should be considered puerile by the readers of this .Tuurnal,

were I now seriously to notice the opinions of such. The
Eev. Mr. Brown's sweeping condemnation, also, of the whole

race of Polands, I beg to intercede may be received by the

lovers of tliese beautiful fowls with I'orbearance.

I refrain from observation or reply both to the matter and

spirit of what your correspondent has advanced on his own
subject of names. J. E. Hoknek.

P.S.—I beg for the insertion of some remarks contained

in a letter lately received from the Eev. Mr. T^verard; not

only will the weight of his authority be duly appreciated, but

the idea embodied in the last sentence will Ije interesting.

He writes—"As a brother fancier and breeder of spangled

Polands for the last twenty-five years, I beg to write you, by

way of remark, on a sensible paper of yours in Tue Cottaoe
Oakdenek, respecting the propriety ofheunls in that beautiful

breed ot fowls. There can be no question as to the indis-

pensable character of that appendage to the throat of tlie

Spangled Poland ; I consider it, in fact, as one of the

essential characteristics of that variety; and should hardly

consider a well-turbaned, iuU-robed Turk, but beardless

withal, a more damaged object (if such an object ever
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existed I than a beardless Spangled I'oland Cuck m-

Hen. There is one point you do not mention, but which
I look upon as very necessary, if not indispensable, to per-

feetion in tlic heail of a Spangled I'oland, " a small,

well-1'ormed cnsceiil, liglit in front of the top-knot, resera-

liling exaellj tlie crescent on the front of the Turkish turban,
itc. Ac."

[Here this controversy between the Eev. Sir. Brown and
Dr. Horner will close, and we thank the latter for his
courtesy.

—

Ed. C. G.]

G.VRDEN PLAN.—No. a.

HOUSE.

1
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pliiiits when Uiey come ; aud as luck woiiUl liavo it, tliis is

tlio very last lesson in gm-ilening that I leiirnoil myself,

ami that, too, this last season, from Mr. iMirtiino himself,

the best authority in Kuroiie for raising Tea iilants. i

wouUl not place my own juilgment under any authority of

less stamling. When he was last in China, it was for the

very purpose of gathering Tea seeds for the East India

t'ompany. lie colltelod thousands of them. Sowed them
with his own hands hefore ho left China, in boxes closed

with glass, on the Wardian principle, got them round to

Caleutlaon the deck of a vessel, and hence to Sutledge, in (he

nnrlh-west of India, without losing a single ])lant, tlien afler

putting the people there in the right way to rear them, he
returned to Kngland, and before he left here, for the third

lime, we heard that the Tea plantations, from these very

plants, were so promising, as to induce the Company to engage
him to go out again to gather, sow, or plant, and get round
as many seeds and plants as he and all his friends in China
could procure, until so many thousand acres of the real

China Tea plant are established on P.ritish iirinciples of

trade in the country of the ".Seven IJivers."

Now, althougli we can never expect to do ranch good by
growing Tea plants in this country, the eager desire to

possess a plant of such celebrity is very excusable. Nursery-
men have lots of them on sale, but that is as nothing
compared to llie interest of raising the plant from seeds
planted by one's own hand at iiome, and that from a sample
so well authenticated as that sent over by Pr. Bowring, and
so obligingly presented to the Ilorticidtural Society, by II.

Winch, Ksq., for distribution among tlie Fellows. I tool; a
few of these seeds, and I shall follow up the liberal spirit

evinced in the whole transaction, by olfering uuc seed to any-
one who sends me a stamped and addressed adhesive
envelope, as far as they will go ; on the principle of first

come, tirst served ; and also subjoin, here, an epitome of

the right way to manage them, as I learned from ]Mr.

Fortune's own experience. When Mr. Fortune started from
China, with his boxes sown with the Tea seed, the vessel
might be said to get into a hotter and hotter cUniate, until

she turned into tlie I!ay of liengal, and entered the Hoogley.
Witli his close boxes, and the effect of the sun in these
parts, the seeds must have had something like a cucumber-
heat culture, after the first week ; and as that seemed to

agree with them so well, as is proved by the result, we may
rest satisfied, that a real cucumber-frame in England, free
from the bustle of sailors, seamen, or Hindoo coolies, will

suit them much better, and be less liable to knock-them-
down accidents. Then, as to soil. Mr. Fortune found that
good black garden mould suited them best; so that the top-
spit of an old onion-bed, or any part of a clear kitchen-
garden, is good enough to sow Tea seeds in, all the world
over. As to watering—things that are put in these close
boxes hardly ever require any ; so that we must here I'all

back on our own pitchers, and trust to what we would do with
the seeds of a very choice Camelha after so^^ing. The Tea
seeds are nearly as large as the largest garden peas, and as
brown as a berry, and, therefore, a good watering cannot
hurt tliem nuich at first, nor wash them out of the pot. So
a good watering they certainly may have, and the front, or
south end of a botbed is the best place for them, where,
what with the first watering;, and the dampness of the place,
very little more water will be neeJerl, except a slight
sprinkling on the top, if it should appear Arj. Tlie seeds
are to be placed just halfan-inch deep, and three wcoks, or
at most, a month, of the hotbed culture will bring up the
actual Tea pl.int before our eyes. If the bottom-heat is not
very hot indeed, I would phmge the pot down to the rim at

first, ami the moment I saw the first move of life, I would
take up the pot, and then place a bit of board under it, as

very likely the tender roots would not relish being too hot
at first. When the plants are three inches high, I would
give them water every lime the soil got dry, and keep them
in the hotbed till the end of Jlay, and after that in a warm
room, or close cold-frame, for a month or so, after that they
are safe enough where tlie Myrtle would do. The seed may
also be reared in a living room, from first to last, the only
difference is, that the plants will be longer in coming
round.— 1>. Beaton, Snrhilvn, iSimvy,

POULTRY SHOWS.
Nl^wcASTT.E, NouTHrjiiiF.m,ANn, ANP 1>innAji Society.—

This exhibition took place in the si>acious covered building,

used as a corn-market, at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on Wcd-
nesday the :!Oth of March last.

In our account of the last year's meeting of the society,

we look occasion to express a hope that they might, with a

little exertion, produce a show of poultry second to those
of few local associations ; but we nnist confess that we did

not expect such a result to be so very soon accomplished.
For a beginning, the exhibition of lHo'J was a very credit-

able one, but it admitted of considerable improvement, and
the society, aided by a judicious committee, and two most
indefatigable secretaries (Mr. .J. S. Challoner, of Newcastle,
anil Mr. Trotter, of Healey Mill), have certainly lost no
time in effecting very much of what was desired. .As a

whole, the show of which wo are about to give a short
account, was, in every point of view, very superior to its

))redecessor, and we have only to say to this, as to many
Uindi'ed societies, " go on and prosper."
The first class— '' Corhhi-C'htinf, cock and two hens," com-

prised some vei-y nice birds, as did the other classes in

which this variety was shown, but we saw nothing of tran-

scendent merit, .and althougli better than those of lH'i2

(with one exception), there is still room for improvement,
which we have no doubt will soon be made.

Tlie Spanish classes ((1, 7, and 8) were, we thought, the
best in the exhibition. The first prize in each was de-
servedly awarded to Capt. Hornby, whose birds, as usual,
were shown in lieautiful condition, hut there were some
other very nice pens of birds, and the whole class was
suflicieutly good to prove how much interest is taken in this

excellent variety of fowd in this locality.

The Dorlshuis were select, but not numerous. In these
classes Capt. Hornby was again victorious, but the Mayor of
Newcastle, and one or two others, ran him close enough to
show that Dorkings also have their admirers in the north
of England.
The Giime fowl were exceedingly good, and in excellent

feather and condition ; so much so, that we did "not at all

envy the judges (Mr. Travis, of York, and Mr. Bond, of
Leeds ) their task of selecting the best out of so much that
was good.

Tlie Hamlmrr/h classes were hut middling. We hope
these beautifully-feathered birds are not losing favour, as

their more weighty, and, perhaps, more useful competitors,
become more widely diffused among poultry fanciers.

The Polish were represented by only three pens, and
there were a few pens of pretty little Bantams of ditl'erent

varieties.

A new feature was introduced, in the shape of a class for

a " Coi/c nnil four liens of any brcfd," which produced ft)Ur

pens of good fowls. The prize pen of Game especially
being most beautiful birds. 'We shall not be sorry to find
this class in future prize lists.

There were a few ))ens of very good Pii/cons of diiferent
sorts, which we should he glad to see increased in number.
The Gefse were good, but the interest in them was

lessened, we thought, by their being shown singly. Surely
a pair might he shown, as was the case with 'ho/ni/s, of
which, however, there were only two pens.
Among, the Backs, and in the extra stock, were some

good pens, but nothing to call for particular remark ; and at
the last came a first and second prize, which wo should like
to see repeaiea nt tbl„ an.l other shows, viz. :—" To the
Cottager who exhibits the best lot i>^ any of t]je above
classes."

The whole of the details of the exhibition were cawied
out in a manner most creditable to tliose to whom the
arrangements were entrusted, and the building in which it

was held was in every respect well calculated for the pur-
pose. The day was remarkably fine, and was, moreover, a
sort of holiday, and the railways ran special trains upon
the occasion. In fact, the interest which is spreading itself,

far and wide, in these gatherings, has already extended to
Newcastle and the neighbourhood ; and the exertions of the
society were rewarded by an overtlowing and most respect-
able company. Tho receipts at the doors, which exceeded
X'7.'), will, we hope, repay their outlay, and leave them some-
thing in hand towards another year's campaign.
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If they piu'suc tlioir interesting and praiseworthy ohjects
with the same assiduity which has marUeil their efforts

during the past year, we anticipate that their next will,

indeed, be a first-rate show ; and we take leave of them for

the present, in the full confidence that their exertions will

not he relaxed, and with our best wishes for their future
prosperity.

We annex the prize list, as follows :

—

Class 1.—COCHIN-CHINA. Cock and two Hens (Coloured).

First prize, I\rr. L, Dunn, Byker, Newcastle. Cock, 2.^ years; hens,
9 months old. Second prize, Mrs. Wm. Trotter, Healey Mill. Hatched
27th August, 1351.

Class 2.—COCHIN-CHINA. Cock and one Hen (Coloured).

First prize, Mrs. ^\'m. Trotter, Healey Mill. Late hatched, 1852.
Second prize, Mrs. William Trotter, Healey Mill, Newcastle. Hatched
May, 1852.

Class 3.-COCHIN-CHINA. Cock and two Hens (White).

First prize, Mr. Jos. Swan, 30, Quayside, Newcastle. Eleven months
old.

Class 4.—COCHIN-CHINA. Cock and one Hen (White).

First prize, i\Irs. William Trotter, Healey Mill, Newcastle. Cockerel,
hatched 24th .Tulv; hen, July, 1851. Second prize, Mrs. Dunn, Hcdsje-
field. Hatched May, 1852.

Class 5.—COCHIN-CHINA. Cockerel and two Pullets.

First prize, fllrs. W'illiaui Trotter, Healey Mill. Cockerel, hatched
June

;
pullets, 2jth July. Second prize, Mrs. R. Rowell, Slaley.

Cockerel, hatched March 6th ; light pullet, April 22nd ; darker, June l6th.

Class 6.—SPANISH. Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Capt. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage, Prcscot. Lan-
cashire. Two years old. Second prize, Miss Riddell, Cheeseburn
Grange. Hatched, IS5I.

Class 7-—SPANISH. Cock and one Hen.

First [jrize, C.ipt. W. Hornby, R.N. Two years old. Second pvtze,

Mrs. William Trotter, Healey Mill. Hen hatched 1850; cock, June,
1852.

Clas3 8.—COCKEREL AND TWO PULLETS. (Spanish.)

First prize, Capt. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage, Prcscot,
Hatched April 23th. Second prize, Mr. R. C. Thompson, Monkwear-
raouth Shore. Nine months old.

Class 9.—DORKING. Cock and two Hens (Coloured).

First prize, Capt. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage, Prescot. Second
prize, the RJayor of Newcastle.

Class 10.—DORKING. Cock and one Hen iColoxircd).

First prize, Capt. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage, Prescot.
Hatched April 3uth, 1852. Second prize, the Mayor of Newcastle.

Class 11.—DORKING. Cockerel and two Pullets.

First prize, Capt. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage, Prescot,
May 1. Second prize, Mrs. M'm.Trotter, Healey Mill.

Class 12.—DORKINGS. Cock and two Hens (White).

First prize, Mr. L. W. Atkinson, Newbiggin, Hexham. Cock twelve
months old ; hens not known. Second prize, I\Ir. Thomas Ramsay,
Derwent Villa. Eighteen months old.

Class 13,—MALAY. Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Mr. David Hume, Marton, near Middlesbro'-on-Tees.
Two years old.

Class 14.—GAME FOWL. Cock and two Hens.
First prize, Capt. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage, Prescot. Second

prize, Mr. R. Robinson, Newcastle.

Class 15.—GAME FOWL. Cock and one Hen.

First prize, Mr. John Charlton, Simpson Street, Newcastle. Four
years old. Second prize, Capt. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage,
Prescot.

Class 16.—GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. Cock and two
Hens.

Second prize, Mr. Ralph Lister, Scotswood, Newcastle. Cock hatched
1852; hens, 1S51.

Class 18. -SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. Cock and two Hens.

Second prize, Capt. Hor"^r» is-w.

Class 19 —SILV^U-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. Cock .-ind one Hen.

First r'-'-'-e, Mr. Ralph Blackburn (cottager), Slalev. Hatched Julv,
loji. And second prize in class 42. Second prize. Mr. Ralph Black-
burn (cottager), Slaley. Hen hatched 1851 ; cock, 1852, July.

Class 20.—GOLDEN-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. Cock and one Hen.
First prize, Mrs. Wm. Trotter.

Class 22.—POLISH. Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Mrs. Wm. Trotter. Second prize, Capt. Hornby, R.N.

Class 23.—POLISH. Cock and one Hen.
First prize, Mrs. Wm. Trotter. Eight months old.

Class 24.—ANV OTHKR BREED. Cock and two Hens,
First prize. Mr. John Robinson, Grey-Mare Hill— Sussex-breed. Three

years old. Second prize, Mrs. Wm. Tweddell, Dunaton Hill. Three
years old<

Class 25.—GOLD-LACED BANTAMS. Cock and two Hens.
First prize, Capt. Hornby, R.N.

Class 20,—SILVER-LACED BANTAMS, Cock and two Hens.
First prize, Capt. Hornby, R.N.

Class 2-.—WHITE BANTAMS. Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Miss Riddell, Cheeseburn Grange.

Class 28,—BLACK BANTAMS. Cock and two Hens.
First prize, Edward Staroji, Esq., Alnwick. One year old.

Class 30.—COCK AND FOUR HENS, of any breed.

First prize, Mr. E. Coulson, Newcastle. Second prize, Mrs. ^^'illiam
Trotter, Healey Mill (Dorkings). Pullets and cockerel. Hatched June.

Class 31.—PIGEONS.
Mr. George Fawdon, Gateshead (Almonds), 5s. Mr. George Fawdon,

(Almonds), 53, Mr. George Fawdon, Gateshead (Vellow Bald Heads), Ss.

\
Mr. L. Dunn, Byker (Six Carriers), 1852, 5s. Mr. L. Dunn, Byker

j

(Croppers), 5s. Mr. Stephens, Walker (Jacobines), seven months old, 5s.

I Class 32.—GEESE.

I

First prize, DIessrs. Smith and Davidson, Ovington. Two years old.

]
Also first prize in Class 42. Second prize, Mrs. Wm. Trotter (Gander).

i Class 33.—AYLESBURY DUCKS. Drake and two Ducks.

First prize, Wm. Greenwell, Esq., Bear Park Lodge, M'itton Gilbert.

I

1852. Second prize, Mrs. Wm. Trotter. 1851.

Class 34.—ROUEN DUCKS. Drake and two Ducks,

i
First prize. Rev. F. R. Simpson, North Sunderland. Drake, June;

; duck, July, 1852; duck, May, 1851. Second prize, Mr. Thomas Ramsay.
I

Two years old.

Class 36,-MUSCOVY.
First prize, G. W. Stable, Esq., Newcastle. Three years. Second

prize, Wm. Greenwell, Esq., Bear Park Lodge, Witton Gilbert. Three
years old.

Class 37.—TURKEYS. Cock and Hen.

First prize, Mrs. Wm. Trotter (American). Second prize, Captain
Hornby, R.N.

Class 38.-TURKEY. Cock.

First prize, Jlrs. Wm. Trotter.

Class sg.-GUINEA FOWL.
First prize, The Hon. Mrs. T. Liddell, Ravensworth Castle.

Class 40.—PEA FOWL.
Mr. John Robson, Newton House, Stocksfield. Three jears. Second

prize, Mrs. Wm. Trotter.

Class 41,—EXTRA STOCK.
First prize, Mrs, Dunn, Hedgefield (Chinese Gander and two Geese).

Second prize, Mr. Charles Wilson, High Street, Gateshead (Spanish
Cock and eight Hens).

Class 42.—To the Cottager who exhibits the best lot in any of the
above Classes, 10s, Second best, 5s.

First prize, ftlessrs. Smith and Davidson, Ovington, gander, No. 130.

Second prize, Mr. R, Blackburn (July 1651), No. 89.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives thera unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.**

POLANDS AND Hambubghs.—There are two subjects that have lately

received full consideration in our columns—these are bearded and un-
bearded Polands, and the connexion between the Hamburgh and Polish

families. The respective advocates of different views on tliese questions

have zealously performed their several parts, and the public is thus in a
fair position, from the evidence now before them, to make up their own
minds on the subject. But whenever fresh matter may appear we shall

take care to giv* '^ due publicity ; and, in the meanwhile, Birmingham
and the otin^r poultry exhibitions will be the fittest arena for contending
pole--, so here " Poland versus Hamburgh " may cease tlieir contentions.
The present classification of these families is sanctioned by common use,

and we certainly are not of those who desire to see it changed. But
while thus expressing our own opinion, let us not be supposed in any
way to undervalue the eminent services that the poultry-yard has re-

ceived at the hands of l\Ir. Brent and others who have so kindly con-
tributed the results of their past experience on these subjects of inquiry.

Rapid strides have been made of late, both as regards the history and
m.inagenient of farm-yard poultry, and we see no reason why still further

advances may not disclose to us what may serve to unravel and explain
many subjects of present discipline. Our readers, therefore, may be
assured of our diligence in this respect; and that while we say " enough "

on matters that, as we think, have sufficiently occupied their attention
lor the time, and where no new features are brought forward on either

side, all that concerns either the natural history, or the management
of poultry, will be the objects of our immediate care.

Golden-spangled Polands (S. P.).—The colours of your spangled
feathers are good, though we should wish to see the spangle more clearly

defined. The question of the Poland's comb has been fully discussed in

our paper. The prize-birds at Birmingham had the small pointed comb
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you refer to, but verv slightly dcvelopcil in the hens. The usunl form of

the cock's top-knotis thut of n full crest, falling over on the sides and

the back of the neck, and composed of feathers similar to those on the

hackle ; while the broad crc.n feathers ore usually limited to the hens.

The more generallv and uniformly the spangle is displayed so much the

better; hut a rich chcsiuit-bav is generally seen on the back of the male

birds, matching in colour the' feathers of' the top-knot, and such fowls

have been honoured bv raanv premiums. The spungie, we need hardly

remind vou, is usually much more distinct and general in the plumage

of the hen ; and verv few Polish cocks of this variety are wholly free from

white markini^s. If you would send your direction to our office, we
should he glad to communicate with you on the subject of Polish fowls,

bevond the necessarily restricted limits of our answers to correspondents.

—\V.

ScPERiOR Young Gardener (£". F., l?Wg-7(/o»1.—Behind enough to

let us know the wages you would be inclined to give for the " Young
Paxton." \Vc have no' doubt we can find one to suit you, and who will

come up to your expectations.

W. C, Lj/im.—We shall answer you fully next wec-k.

Cdcumbers in a GREENnorsE IN Summer without Kire-heat
(A Greenhorn),— Vou may manage this in two ways. If you keep your
house as a greenhouse, you will manage some of the short kinds very

well; but no better than under a bell or hand-glass, on a ridge, out-of-

doors, and at the risk of infecting what greenhouse plants you keep in,

with fly, spider, and thrip. It you move all your hardy plants out by the

beginning or middle of June, or even earlier, and by shutting up your

house early, and not giving too much air, you can easily command a

night temperature of from 55^ to 6a^, and a day temperature, at noon, of

from 15° to 20^ higher, as we have often done in similar circumstances,

then you may grow first rate Cucumbers, of the long kinds, from the

'middk of .June to the end of September. If this is your object, then we
would advise you to sow in your small hotbed shortly after you read this.

Pot the jtlants off singly when up, and pot again, and get hardened by more
and more air until June ; then transfer, as you propose, to large pots in the

greenhouse ; use light, rough, rich soil ; leave fully one-third of the pot,

near the rim, unoccupied, as that will enable you to give very frequent

top-dressings of rich open compost, such as peat, loam, cow-dung, and
charcoal. Train your plants to a stick until they reach the rafters, aud
then fasten them to them; and with the necessary attention to pruning,

stopping, and a good syringing at least every afternoon, and shutting up
early, and giving a little air early in the morning, you will find a

delight in Cucumber growing, which no attention to them in a bed could

ever supply ; as the great interest is to see the fruit hanging down from
the roof as straight as gun-barrels. Keep in mind that, as a general

rule, the longer the kind the more the heat required.

Cutting down Datura (Ibid).—You may do this when you like, if

not too severely, and without taking it from the greenhouse ; but if you
lop it severely, it will be the better for the slight hotbed to start it again.

The cuttings will strike under the band-light in the greenhouse ; but if

you keep it there until it is growing freely, and, consequently, the shoots

are more succulent, they would then also be the better of the slight

hotbed.

Tea Roses (Nemo).—These were planted out, taken up, and potted,

and are intended to bloom in windows. You did quite right ; the error

was in planting them out, even under a frame, during frost It would
have been better deferred to April, or even the beginning of May, with

such kinds. They will do well in the slight hotbed ; but beware of much
bottom-heat, or present verdure will be bought at the expense of future

weakness. Do not let the bottom-heat be quite so hot as new milk.

Give more air by degrees, until in a month the glass may be removed
during the day. You cannot expect them to bloom in the window until

the end of May, or beginning of June, at the nearest; and neither should

you encourage above one or two blooms at first from such tiny things.

OsALis Boweii Ibid).—This potted 15th January, and all right—do
not force. You had better examine them, but fioin your description we
think they are all right, and they will blow better if allowed to come
above ground without any forcing. See an article on the plant last

season.

Neglected GKEENnousE (Amicu-s Floritim).—We rather think you
could instruct us, for we should hardly have been successful in saving so
many plants—and the stove iinfigfited iov a very consideruble time. As '

far as you have gone you have acted right—beware of over-watering. As I

the plants are small and sidtly, nndyou want bloom to look at, shut
|

up the house early in an afternoon, sprmiuins -ir dewing the foliage with i

tepid clear water. As growth proceeds increase the a^r, which, in unison !

with small pots, \\ ill hasten on the flowering process. Youi Cactuses, if
'

not now showing flower-buds, will not blow early ; but they should be
'

potted in sandy loam and brick rubbish, if not done. Your Fuchsias, we
fear, are in a similar predicament. See what was said about them the

other week, and shape your course accordingly. The directions are as

applicable to the owner of one plant as to the possessor of thousands.

Calceolarias, too, will soon he out, but your Verbenas will be better out*

of-doors after Slay, and if the shrubby kinds, so will the Calceolarias,

We think you will have a fair sh-^w from your Geraniums. As we sup-

pose you have no hotbed, we have no great choice of annual seeds for

blooming in the greenhouse in summer to be sown now; but Balsams
would give you a fine display after the beginning of July, if sown now
in a warm corner of the house, and the pot covered with a square of

glass until the seedlings are up. After this season they will stand the usual

routine of the greenhouse, and be all the bushier inconsequence. See

mode of management lately detailed. All the pretty blue trailing Lobelias

sown now will bloom in July. Many annuals would bloom now in the

greenhouse, if sown in autumn, and saved over the winter. Directions

were lately given about a \'ine in similar circumstances ; if you would
give us a more circumstantial account of its appearance, we would give

specific instructions. You must not despair, though you cannot make
the old lumber-house a Paradise at once. Under your care, and atten-

tion to cleanliness, wc feel confident it will soon be a little Kden. The
first opportunity have the stove thoroughly examined, cleaned, and
tried. You will" have seen, from many articles, "hat greater things you

may do with vines, and plants likewise, if in dull, foggy weather you

can command a little artilicial heat. We will think over the whole of

your case. You do not say what your Grntnittms are, scarlet or florist's

Pelargoniums. In cither case, if you mean to keep them in the house,

and wish early Howers, let part stand in small pots, shift another part

into larger pots, and they will come in in succession. The treatment

of these has lately Ijecn given ; and rest assured that whatever you \\'i^h

to do well, the treatment recommended in these pages is as applicable to

you as to the gardener of an Emperor.

Poland Fowls (An E.ihilntnr of Pulunds).—\Ve have reason to

believe that both bearded and beardless Polands will contend together at

Birmingham, and elsewhere, during the present year, on a footing of
,

perfect equality, as regards the presence or absence of that appendage.
[

The separate classes for the two have, indeed, been done away, as also

those for the double and single-combed Dorkings, but we have no cause

to think that any condemnation of either was thus implied.— \A'.

Spanish Hen Changing in Colour (C. L. Floyd, Holmftrlh).—

The singular change of colour that you describe, after moulting, is not

unfrcquently noticed in the Spanish family ; though seldom is the meta-

morphosis so complete. We have, ourselves, seen blackbirds assume a

mottled plumage, and we remember an account by one of the French

naturalists, where this change of colour,was continued year after year, '

from black to white, with various intermediate combinations.—M'.
i

Many (Juestions (Cnnna).—You have so loaded your letter with

questions, that we cannot do justice to one of them. Coal ashes, right.
;

Azideu forcing, too sudden, but go on. Sixpenny packets oi Cineraria i

seeds have bccu sold, from which as many good plants were raised as

from a Ss. packet. A\\ fancy seeds are charged according to the reapec-
|

tability of fair dealers, or according to the rascality of cheats. The
Association do not pretend to cure all this, but they will obtain for you
from the large dealers the best articles at the lowest prices. It is yet

too soon to "plant out" dried Scarlet Geraniians where they arc to

flower, but they ought to be out now in soil where yon could cover them
I

at night. Small Rhododendrons will do to pot for flowering early in- I

doors; and so also suckers of tree Pwonies. Cyclamens must not be
j

divided at all. CUanlhiis, plant out when the frost is gone. Camellias,

plant out when you have time ; any time suits them. Any soil that will

grow good early cabbages will do for both. Broivned Lauriistimts,

cut off the brown by the end of the month.

Stove Climbers (X. Y. Z.).—"The very choicest" of any thing no
one can say, except for him or herself, but these are very good stove

climbers. Pussiflora kermesina, Echites suberecta, Bignonia ve7iusta,

and Stephunofis /loribundu. For the four Greenhouse climbers, take

SoUya linearis, Hardenbergia digUata, 7Ackya villusa, and Mandevilla
suaveolens, or Bignonia Tweediana. For the back wall of a vinery, no
plants are more suitable than some good varieties of Oranges and Ca-

mellias, the shade of the vines will not allow the leaves of less tender

plants to perform their office, and without that no flower can be had.

September is the best time to transplant Laurustinus, Myrtles, and
Bay trees.

New'lv-Potted Plants (M.).—A gardener put some newly-potted

bedding plants on the top of an old-fashioned flue in a vinery, and frost

coming on very soon afterwards, a fire was lighted, and at bed-time the

vinery was up to 5J'', and the flue under the pots was 120*^, by guess.

The gardener was blamed for this style of forcing ; and he defended the

practice, and affirmed, "that he did it to warm the earth in the pots,

and that he was certain that no harm could happen from it." We are

appealed to for the theory involved in night heat and "nocturnal

roasting." Well, gentlemen, you are both wrong, and each of you are

right. It is very proper to warm the earth for newly-potted little plants,

at this season ; but roasting them is out of the question. To get a lot of

little bedding plants established as soon as possible after potting,

bottom-heat is as good for them in the night as in the day time. If

the flue had been watched it was not a bad place for the little pots, but
they ran a great risk. As the plants are safe, both of you ought to be
thankful.

Prices of Poultry (Este).— It is quite impossible for anyone to

foretell how long the present high prices will continue. Good birds will

always fetch high prices, and these, of course, will be higher just in pro-

portion to the demand for them exceeding the supply. That the prices

still rule very high is shown by the results of the sales at Dlr. Stevens's

on the .5th instant. The birds had no extraneous interest excited in

their favour by being brought from well-known yards, yet lot .T2, "a
\\'hite Cochin Pullet, heavily feathered, sister of Metropolitan prize

pullets, hatched in August, bred from an imported white hen," fetched

!t'\Q. Lot 5:i, a Buff OooUop*.!. one of Mr. George's best bred birds,

^n. Many other lots fetched from £Z to jt/ oanh.

PiNUSEs (A New Subscriber),—We cannot recommend nursorymen
;

all the leading nurserymen and seedsmen are respectable. Vour plaut^

would have to be obtained some from one and some from another grower,

which we cannot undertake to do. You could obtain them all through

the Horticultural and Pomological Society.

Furze for Covering a Bank (.Y. Y. Z.)-—To sow furze seeds on the

rest of your bank is by far the cheapest way to cover it, and one of the

most formidable fences you can make. About the end of April vvill be

time enough to sow the seeds. Sow broad cast, and look after mice-

Covering a New Wall (J. C, F).—You put the cart before the

horse when you ask us the best in fruit or flowers to grow against your
new built wall. You ought to ask for what you like best ; we would
plant no fruit trees, nor flowering climbers on such a new wall if wc had it,

but cover it with glass, and make an orchid house of it. If you fix on it

for fruit, the following Pears will answer your purpose ;—Glout Morceau,
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Passe Colmar, Ne Plus Rleuris, and Beurrs Ranee ; or if you determine
|
In a fnrtnig;ht the hen will jirobably have forgotten all about egf^-eating.

(o adopt iKiwers. all the Ceanotliiises will suit; or better still, those ' When too many hens are allowed to lay in the same nest, quarrels ensue,
half-hardy plants mentioned by Mr. Appleby. But why write about '

ejjps are broken and eaten, and then a habit is contraeted whieh is only
plautinj^so late—only dal't folks putolf, or think of planting so late as this.

|

to be overcome by attention and patience. W. Lort.

Fancy Geraniums [S. S).— If you have enough of thcni, including
your Ihvuhim Pachitt they will make the best possilile match for the
shot-silk bed, but without an edging of any kind. An edging of scarlet

never looks well round a mass of shades, as in the fancies. The Snpo-
nririn culnftrira would make the best match to your Seriprio and (Etiof/irra

pi-ostrufn in the trefoil-bed, or the reddish-pink of the pink In/^teafed
Uiraniiini. 'i'lie Siiltai} Calci'olaria will not agree with your other two,
if you have the true one. Unless you want a strong contrast, Lady Mnrif
Fn.r, Ooosffji'n//-leu/, and Lad// Ptymonth, will never do together in a
trefoil-bed; her ladyship will put down the other two. Strong plants
of the Gooseberry-leaf might do with a good Diademafum or Quercifo-
Hum Geranium. See what Mr. Beaton says to-day.

Eggs with Irregular Shells.—Mr. Lort says—''I have a healthy-
looking black Shanghae hen, that has for many weeks continued to lay
eggs with very irregular shells. This irregularity is not one of thickness
alone, for the inside presents a similar appearance. Would this he caused
by a cartilaginous thickening of the oviduct'/" [I should attribute the
irregularity here described to a sli|jht degree of chronic inflammation
in the oviiluct, whieh has not ])roceeded so far as to cauae cartilaginous
thickening; and should certainly advise that the parts be allowed to rest.

This would, I think, be best accomplished by feeding the hen on plain
boiled rice, which contains very little egg-forming material, anil giving
one grain of calomel, and one-twelfth of a grain of tartar emetic, to

reiluce the inflammatory action. After the hen's ceasing to lay for two or
three weeks, I should think the parts would be so far restored to a
healthy state that perfectly-formed eggs would be produced.—W. E,
Tegetsieier, Totfcn/ifim.]

Insects {Rev. H. Helynr).—The insects found on the surface of water
in the open air, and supposed to be a sort of blight, are the small species
of Lf/i'sniu, or Spring-tailed insect, often found ni clusters on the surface
of the ground in the winter, and which are also often seen floating on
little puddles of water, their silky coats preventing the action of the
water. They are not injurious to vegetation, tecding, I believe, entirely
on decaying vegetable matter.— I, O. W,

SnANCiiAE CocKEiERLS DISEASED.

—

J. PerriTig says, " I have lost

one, and two others are ill with the same complaint of which their com-
panion died. They have had their liberty all day, a warm house at night.
The tirst ajipearance of illness was want of appetite, the comb becoming
daik and scaly. There was a thickening under the tongue, which was
removed, and a little butter applied, warm and soft food given, and the
bird placed alone in warm quarters. There is now a rattling in the throat,
which is vei7 thick, and a lump in it." [From the symptoms here de-
scribed, I should suspect an inflammatory, or thickened state of some of
the digestive organs, probably similar to the case described at page 450 ;

there is now, evidently, a low inflammatory state of the mucous mem-
brane of the throat. This I should treat with a large mustard ]>iaster

round the neck, and endeavour to restore the general health by such
means as half-grain doses of calomel, and one grain of simple powder of
ipecacuanha, given every night for three or four days, keeping the bird
warm, and giving it soft food only. If my surmise as to the internal
disease is correct, the case is not likely to turn out favourably.—W. B.
Tegkt:*ieiee, Tottenham.

Unblanched Celery (A Suhscriljer).—This is not so wholesome as
when it is blanched, having tougher woody fibres ; but we do not think
that unblanched celery is poisonous.

Bell Glasses C^. R. and many others).—We do not know of any
manufacturer in England, at present, from whom they could be obtained.

PouLTHY House {C. G.).—You will have seen an answer in a recent
number. Brick is more substantial than wood ; but our own poultry '

houses are built of wood, lined with straw or reeds, as described in the
first number of the "The Poultry Book" just published. There are
plans there which will suit you. Do not have the floor paved. Chalk, '

rammed hard, and covered daily with a sprinkling of sand, is far better. I

The door and windows properly attended to give suflicient ventilation. |

Lark (i?. Z?.).— If you buy our IQSth number you will find what you
|

require as to its management.

Egg-layers.— T. 0. T. writes thus—"I see the question so often
!

asked in your paper, * What breed of poultry is most profitable to the '

cottager'." that I cannot help requesting some of your correspondents to ,

favour us with an account of the number of eggs produced by their '

various breeds during the past three or four months, stating how many .

hens or pullets they have, and of what breed, as I think you will allow
i

that no period could be better sel'-^toa to j.iuve what sort of poulio
|

will be most advan*"e«"U3 to the cottager. I am most willing to com-
|

mence with "iiat little 1 know. I have four pullets and a cock, very

fair cpc^-iinens of Shanghae, but I do not think quite pure. I bought
tne cock and two pullets in November, and they commenced laying on
December 1 ; on the 4th, I bought two more pullets, which began to lay
on the 8th. My account since then shows as follows :—December, 54
eggs; January, 23 eggs; February, 51 eggs; March, 46 eggs. On
March 4 I set one on thirteen eggs, and have twelve very healthy chickens.
On March 23 I set another; and, on the same day, I put another in a
coop, from which she was released on the 2gth. Are pure-bred Shanghaes
better layers than these?" [The average of the preceding table gives
only about eleven eggs per month to each of the four pullets, which is a
very small number for Shanghaes. When these begin to lay, they scarcely
miss a day until they become broody. We have one pullet that laid 99
eggs in 112 days, since the 15th of December, and is still ^April 6i laying."]

Egg-bating Pullets.— I would recommend vour correspondent to
use an artificial nest-ef^g, and to have the pullet closely watched while
laying, in order that the newly-laid egg may be immediately removed.

LvcoPODiuMs AND Fekns {LynopudiumK— W'c know of no work
upon the culture of these in a greenhouse. Mr. Appleby will take up
the subject before long.

Hartley's Fluted Glass (D, P.'^

surface inside the house.
-We should h.ive the fluted

Plane Teres {Improver).—No one has a right to have the branches
of their trees hanging over your garden. There is an old law phrase,
that all above and below the surface, from the earth's centre to the sky,
belongs to the landowner. There are many ways of killing the trees,
but remember, your neighbour has rights which must be respected. \\'e
should cut through the invading roots, and then ram the trench full of
chalk ; the roots would turn from this unfertile miiss.

CociiLEARiA ACAULis ( 1^. Z.. i3.).— If you canuot get it of your
seedsman apply to the Horticultural and Pomological Association. It

grows well in the open borders. Our double Hfpittims are propagated
by dividing the plants. The Belfis 2)erennis can only be improved by
hybridizing.

Crowing Hf.ti.—D.J.F. says, " I think the advice which ' K.' g:ives

to " Chicken-Hearted," is not altogether sound, nor can I agree with
him that a hen must be an hermaphrodite because she crows ; much less,
that she never did lay, nor ever will. My own experience proves the
reverse of all this to be true. The hen from which I bred most last year,
but which I did not exhibit, upon being deprived (during the period of
the Birmingham Show) of the company of the cock, crowed frequently
daily until the cock was brought back, when she ceased. She is a very
spirited hen, and rather a vixen, but a remarkably good layer. I am
aware that farmers consider a crowing hen " unlucky," but I have not
yet found any ill-luck follow, and do not expect any."

Bees—Excess of Drones.—" Observing in your Cottagk Gar-
dener, of the 24th ult., a reply to a 'Country Curate' respecting the
excess of drones, I am induced to report the case of a very strong stock
with me during last spring. I left home on the 18th May, with every
reason to think the bees were working admirably, as all the comb I could
see, and which lay with the cells to the little window in the hive, was
well filled and sealed over ; and I had not, at this time, observed any
drones. On my return, on the 18th .Tune, the cells were all cleared out,
and my gardener informed me that on looking at the hive he had scarcely
seen anything but drones. 1 would ask, do you advise destroying them
when they appearso numerous:' tNo-l I should observe, I donutdestroy
my stocks. In another swarm, whieh I hived on the 4th of June, 1 observed,
Ijcfore the end of July, the drones in a chrysalis state were ejected from
the hive. The last season was ruination to me, and 1 suspect most bee-
keejiers found it very bad.

—

Broadstairs."

Taxidermy (T. HI. VF.).—Will some ornithologist oblige our corres-
pondent by stating which is a good and cheap book upon this subject.

Gutta PERcnA Hose (C C IV.).— Our experience is not favourable
to this when used in lengths of fifty feet and more. It becomes so hard
and intractable. We think that short lengths, with joints of vulcanised
Indian rubber, might be made more manageable. Have any of our
readers found a mode of rendering gutta percha tubing more tractable ?

Diseased IIaaiburgil Hen.—"A Spangled Hamburgh hen ceased
laying to-day. I noticed her standing moping with her eyes shut. I

caught her, and found she was very thin. Whilst in my hand, she
vomited nearly a quarter-of-a-pint of thin, whitish fluid; the eyes, when
opened, were bright, and her breathing regular, with no discharge from
her nostrils. What is her malady? and what should be the remedy'.'

She, like the rest of my fowls, are fed with barley-meal warm twice
a-day, barley and wheat as a standing dish, with worms, and cabbages
three times a-week.— JM. B." [It is impossible to determine the nature
of a malady from so short a description of symptoms. The gluey fluiil

vomited is the natural secretion of the crop, employed in softening the
food ; the thinness may possibly arise from some disorder of the digestive

organs. Give the hen a teaspoonful of castor oil, mixed up with some
dry barley-meal, in which form it is readily taken, without the excite-

ment occasioned by forcing it down the bird's throat.—W. B. Teget-
MEiEE, Tottenham.}

Crowing Hen.—Your correspondr-^ts respecting crowing hens are

certainly in error in thini;">s t'^ey neither sit nor lay, for I have now a

white Bantam whi'^l' used to crow constantly, and she has proved to be
the best sitter and layer I have. She has now one chick, and being re-

cently removed into a pen by herself has recommenced the practice.

Another instance to which I can refer, is a hen belonging to a friend of
mine, which was kept alone in an outhouse, and having no companions
used to crow for amusement. She was an exceedingly good layer, but,

of course, never sat. Some persons have a prejudice against crowing
hens, but I do not find anything so objectionable in the practice.

—

A. E. Tayloe, Birmingham.

Names ok Plants [Bevunicnsis),—The blue, Polygala vulgaris ; the
yellow, Berberis asiatica,

Na:\ies of Ferns (.4 Lady Gardener).— The large-leaved is the
common Maiden-hair, Adinnfum capUlus veneris ; the other, the Wedge-
leaved Maiden-hair, Adiantum cuneutum.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridgb, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—April Hth, 1853,
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Weather near London in 1853.

Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In

21 Th ISun'3 dccl., 11° 56'

23 F Early Grey
;
paling

33 S St. George.

24 Son 4 Sonday after Easter.

30.0-4— 29-Slo? 61—37
29.833 — 29.821 70—43
29.961 — 29.812 63—43

29.903 — 29.896 53—33

125 M St. Mark. Prs. Albert born 1843. 22.922 —29.9I'0 54—30

96 To ! [Ds.Glou. BORN 1776. 30.071 — 29.953 63—27

27 W Insulated Carpet ; woods. 30.168— 30.141 55—25 '

S.E.
S.E.
E.

E.
E.
N.E.
N.

Sun
Rises.

Sun
Sets.

nloon Moon's
R. & S.

,

Age.
Clock Day of

bf. Sun. Year.

53 a. 4

51

49

47
45
43
41

4 a. 7
6

7

9
II

13

14

4 27
4 40
rises.

8 a 36
10 6
11 28
morn.

13

14

©

18

19

1 22 I

1 35
I

1 47

1 58
3 9

111

112
113

114

115
116

117

Meteorology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-six years, the average highest and lowest tempera-

tures of these days are 59°, and 38° respectively. The greatest heat, 7.'.°, occurred on the 23rd in 1842 ; and the lowest cold, 25°, on the 25th

in 182/. l>uring'the period 96 days were fine, and on 86 rain fell.

HOOKER'S BALSAM.

{Tmpallens Hoolcerhina).

This is a large, white, liaiidsome species from the island
of Ceylon, whence it was sent by Mr. Thwaites to our
national garden at Kew, where it flowered last summer,
after attaining the height of from two to three feet. The plant
has been long known to science, from dried specimens sent
home by Mrs. General Walker, wlio first named it in com-
pliment to Sir W. ,T. Hcjoker. It lias mucli of the character
of the now common Himalaya Balsams, and conies near to

Impatiens tniidirla, but the spur is much longer than in that
.species. The nearest to it is (jriiiHlis, a species not yet in-

troduced, but known from Ileyne's description of it in the
nintli volume of tlie Mudrax Journal. It jn-oduces from
four to six large w liite flowers in a head ; the bottom or
lower part is richly marked with purple veins ; the spur is

unusually long, and shaped like a huntsman's curved horn.
Ceylon, and tlie whole Indian Archipelago, together with
the Indian Continent, swarm with liandsome species of
these Balsams, wherever the circumstances i'avourable to

their production are present, viz., a moist climate and a

moderate temperature. A dry, hot atmosphere is alike in-

imical to the whole race, in nature, or under cultivation,
j

Hence, one species only is found in Madagascar, while,
according to Dr. Wallich and Ilr. Wight, the shady places
on hill-tops enjoying a mean temperature of 70° during the
Balsam season, abound with them all over India. Great
numbers of them inhabit regions of a lower mean tem-
perature during the seasons of their greatest perfection.

Balsams, though "common as household words," have
been the subject of much dispute among botanists as to tlie

real nature of the parts which compose the flower. Achille

Richard in 183^, Decandolle in lsa4, Kunfh in lHa7, Koper

in 1S:)0, Wight and Arnott in 1834, Wight (Mad. Journal,

1837),Bernhardi in 1838, and Lindley {Bot. Rc(j.) in 18iO,

with other men, able, but of less note, have offered very

opposite views as to the nature of the floral parts in the

flower of a Balsam, but Kuuth and Lindley are now con-

sidered as having set the discussion on a proper basis, if

not at rest. According to them, this flower, however irre-

gular it may appear to the unlearned, is formed on the

usual plan of regular structure ; Ave cells to the ovary or

seed pod; and five stamens alternating with the cells. After

these the flower is composed of two inner and two outer

pieces, and each piece is composed of two lobes joined

together by their edges ; then, if each of the two innermost

pieces were set free, they would fall into the places assigned

to petals, or alternate mtli the stamens. The two outer-

most pieces, when set free, will fall into the places of four

divisions of the calyx, and the spur forms the fifth division

of the calyx, giving a regular flower on the quinary type,

with the exception of the fifth petal, and that is supplied in

some plants belonging to the order, Hydrocera triflora for

instance, this completing the quinary, or five-part system

—

five cells for seeds, five stamens to fertilize them, five petals

to house them, and five sepals to thatch the whole in one

bud, or as Linnaeus put them, Pcntandria Monogijnla.

.At Kew, in tlie stove, this plant is between two and three

feet high ; leaves large, pointed egg-shaped, saw-toothed,

smooth ; leaf-stallis vai-ying from one to four inches long,

with two oblong glands near the upper end ;
Jiou-er-stalk

usually longer than the leaves, and bearing an umbel of

four or six flowers. It seems to be the Itnpulicns hUjlan-

dnlosa of iloon's Catalogue of Ceylon Plants, and is

figured in the Botanical Mayazine, t. 4704. B. J.

Propaijalion and Cultivation.—The Salvias now common
in the borders, and even the Chrysanthemum itself, were

once supposed to need the aid of the stove to bring them
up to perfection. It is just the same with Indian Balsams
like this. The first plant of this breed that I saw was one
about a yard high, and nearly as much through, a little

above the pot. It was in a late vinery, and about the end
of .July, and I shall never forget the shudder it gave me all

over. The gardener was an old friend of mine, and the

place one of the largest near London, and there were more
red spiders on that Balsam than, I should think, were then

in the whole county of Middlesex ! Since then I have

known the seeds of this very kind of Balsam to have been
exposed to forty-seven degrees of frost; that is, five degrees

below zero, without suft'ering in the least ; but what
is more curious, sow some of the seeds in two pots, and put

one pot in a hotbed, and the other pot in a bed of cabbages,

and the latter will give you plants sooner than the other,

nine times out of ten.

All the Indian Balsams, as they are called, that we know
of in cultivation, are just as hardy as potatoes, if not more
so ; and this one from Ceylon looks as if it were in relation-

ship with the Himalayan ones, and very probably, when we
have enough of it for the experiment, it will grow out in

the open air as well if not better than in-doors. It is very

likely that the herbage of this one will be killed by the first

frost in the autumn, but then it is so easy to keep a few of

them from cuttings in stove pots, and these few can bo ex-

tended in the following spring, by cuttings, to any extent, as

they root more freely thau Fuchsias or Verbenas.

No. CCXXXVIII., Vol, X.
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'I'liei'p is one usfi for wliicli I want partirulnrly to recom-
meuil tliisiilmit— (Irst, asau expeviiiieiit; and, scconilly, if it

proves to be wljat I anticipate, to be used in I'nture along
with caiiiliihi, iiliiiuhiiujcru, and all sneli, in tilling np, for thf

first two or tbree seasons, tlie open spaces in newly made
sln-ubberies. You never saw a new piece of ground planted
with shrubs or ornamental trees that was not too thicklj'

planted at once, or not half thick enoni^h; and I never yet
saw a shrubbery ten years old that was not ten times too

thick, no matter how it was planted at first. The right way
to plant shrublieries is to make choice, first of so many
good kinds of evergreens, so many deciduous shrubs, and
so many half-tall trees ; to plant them all on one general
plan—that is, in a regular mixture, or in groups, to allow
them room enough for the first twelve or fifteen years'

growth, without hurting one another, and then to fill in

between tliem with a very common mixture of the cheapest
things that one can buy in the nearest nursery, and to weed
out these common things from time to time, as the speci-

men plants grow on. Now, instead of buying so many of
these common things for this purpose, it is ten times

better to sow all over the ground lots of the seeds of such
things as these

—

Bnfsams, Dniihle Poppifn^ and Ftixi/lnvrs^ for
the back parts; and Lar/,:ynii-s, Stliimii, Lupints, and similar
hardy things in the front parts. It is true enougli, such
things will rob the soil to a certain degree, but then the
closeness, and finished looks, the llowers, and the shade for

the newly-planted things, are surely worth a deal more than
the robbing, wliich can be made good next winter, with a
few barrowloads of dung. When a gardener talks to me
about one plant robbing another, the great difficulty, and
the bother of this or that move which did not rise in his

own mind, I begin to think that his grandmother had to

bring him up by the spoon, and that the man ought to be
pitied rather than be found fault with, until by experience
he learned to know better. At all events, it is not yet too
late to sow the seeds of all these things, as I have just said,

in every open space you can see between the things that
have been newly planted this spnng. A large patch her**

and thei-e will do, but recollect to leave space to get along
to do the watering.

D. Beaton.

The progress of The Crystal Palace, at Sydenham,

contiuucs rajiidly and satisfactorily towards completion
;

and although, for various reasons, it will not he thrown

open for pnhlic admission this summer, yet it will be

visitable by those who obtain tickets under regulations

hereafter to be determined. The following extracts from

the last report of the Directors, and from Rfr. Laing,

the Chairman's speech, are full of interest—
"After the purchase of the building, the first step taken

was to secure an appropriate site. For this purpose it was
found expedient to purchase a much larger extent of land
than was actually required for the park, in' order to secure
the assent of adjoining landowners, and to effect diversions
of public, roads.

" The principal purchase was that of Mr. Sclnister's p.ark,

consisting of 171 acres, wliich that gentleman most liberally

allowed the Company to take at its then existing market
price, as determined liy a valuation. The price was referred
to Mr. Daniel Smith and Mr. Norton as Ueferees, with Sir

.Tohn Musgrove as I'rapire, and settled by them at ,t;8e,(itll

I'^s. Hd. The other purchases comprised ITIS acres, at a
total cost of t'8l,iKllt, so that the Company on the whole
became proprietors of ;i4!) acres, at a cost of £1117,(1111.

Tlie policy of securing sufficient land before its value had
been enhanced by the construction of the palace soon
became ajiparent, as a portion of the surplus on the outside
of the park has been already disposed of at a large jnofit.

An otfer made by Mr. Wytbes, of Reigate, of tl(io,()(ill for
]t!l acres of tiiis land, has been accepted, which, witli some
ollirr small portions sold, will show a profit of ,i'.'>l,(li)0,

which has been realised in the course of a few months by
the re-sale of land. The Ccuupany still retain iW acres,

within a I'ing fence, of land of the most valuable character.

" The necessary space being secured, the ileterminatiou

of the position of the palace thereon became a nuitter of I

anxious consideration, and the summit of the hill above I

Sydenham was finally selected. This site, owing to the
]

nature of the ground, involved an increase of expense, but
the advantages of occupying one of the most commanding

[

situations in the world, overlooking London, the valley of

the Thames, and the |ilain of Kent, were so apparent, that

the liireclors did not hesitate to adopt it."

Mr. Laing said—"I do not wish to enter into details of

what our plans are, and I will merely say, as a general
result, that the outdoor portion of the undertaking, the
parte, with its terraces and gardens, and cascades and water-

works, will be (piite as wonderfid, as nmgnificent, and as

striking, in their way, as the Crystal T'alace itself; and,
therefore, that we shonhl be able to promise you that we
are in a jioRition to carry the wlude out on such as scale is,

I think, a circnnistance very satisfactory. I think the result

of the Exhibition of ]H.")1 tends to show us, that the prin-

ciple of tlie Fair, the collection of a great concourse of

people in a place where a great number of things may be
seen to great advantage, is not entirely superseded. I think
every one of us must feel its advantages. To take the
simplest illustration,—in the purchase of many articles of

daily use, what a convenience and advantage it would be to

have a perrasment exhibition, like that of ISol, at our doors,

where we could go and select the articles we wanted at

once. I dare say it may have happened to some of you to

have to accompany a wife, or daughter, or some female
relative, to choose a piano, and in that case you nmst know
what a troublesome undertaliing it is. You haxe to go from
one warehouse to another, and to try one piano alter another,

and when at last you get to Collard's, you forget what you
have seen and heard at Broadwood's; but suppose this exhi

bition exists, we shall then have the choicest productions vi

all the best firms placed side by side, and, I would ask, is

there anybody who would make a circuit of all the London
wareliouses to choose a piano, when he might run down
with his wife and daughter to the Crystal Palace, and try

them all, and make up their minds and decide siitisfactorily

on the spot. That is only, of course, one illustration. I

do not mean to say the Crystal ]\alaoe will become a place

of retail trade, where tapes and ribbons will be sold across

the counter; but f do think that, wherever expensive pur-

chases of articles of an ornamental character are to be

made, it is extrenudy likely that the Crystal I'alace will be

resorted to to a very great extent. Mr. Bi-lsbaw, who is

well known as having bad the charge of the whole dipart-

niont of British manufactures in Im.jI, has Ijeen in conimu
nication with a wide circle of manufacturers and others

throughout the country. He tells us that even at the

present moment the applications for space are such, that it

you take the lowest figure, the preseirt applications wonM
realise a x'ental of sfime t't(>,()()0 a year. Mind, that is. tnkinv.

as the average of the whole, the lowest figure that has liei-n

ottered by any one. If we take the highest that has been
suggested, eur 1'40,OI)0 might swell to .iTOll,llO(l, or itl'JO.OdO.

Now, I never like to be too sanguine in these things; but I

do say that it seems to me that there is a fair prospect, if

we manage the thing properly, if we open the buibling at

the right time of the year, and with proper ir/rl/, of realising

a permanent income of from iTiUtiiMl to fl(i(i,(i()i) a yeai

from that source alone. You will see that our nnderlaiiing

now is not a solitary one. We ai'e to have t'rystal Palaces

all over the world. There is one at Duldin, one at New-

York, and .another at Paris; and as regards their bearing

on our undertaking, I may say that I believe we shall all

mutually aid and assist one another. We do not feel the

slightest jealousy towards any of these inulertakings ; we do
not believe they do towards us. (In the contrary, there is

every disjiosition towards nnUual aid and co (i])eration. And
more especially as reganls that great undertaking at Paris,

which is more nearly ]iarallel with ours, as that is also to be

a permanent conslinction, I may expi'ess a feeling which I

am sure will be heartily responded to, that f would very

nnicli rather see France and England engaged in a friendly

rivalry as to which shall produce the best Crystal Palace,
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than I woiilil hear of their building soicw lino-of lialllo-

shijis for llie destruction of each otlier."

Every year, and every research, tends to donionstrato

the (imoiint of ignorance which yet prevails relative to

the cause of the Potato Murrain. Wo have, until now,

entertained tlie opinion that the unnatural treatment

tlio plant and its tubers annually have passed througli

for centuries might have laid tho foundation for this

disease. This opinion, however, seems refuted by the

fact, that other tuberous-rooted species of the same

genus, recently imported direct from their native places

on tlie Soutli American continent, are attacked in

Europe by tho same disease. The common Potato,

most of our readers know, is the Solanum tuberosinn

;

but now, from experiments tried in Germany on the

Soldiiton utile : in tlie Horticultural Society's Garden on

Solaiiuiii deiiiissuiH, brought thither from ^Mexico ; and

by M. Decandolle, in France, on Sulamim verrucosmn,

also from Mexico, also tliat their tubers, it is demon-

strated, speedily become affected with the miu'rain.

It is very probable that the price of Black, or Grocers'

Currants will be much higher than usual this year, for

we lind that a tenth part of tlie Vines in Cephalonia

have been destroyed by disease, and that the growers

and merchants of the Ionian Islands are uneasy at the

prospect. A very beautiful coloured drawing of a bunch

of the Black Currant Orape is in the iirst volume of the

second series of the Horticidtural Society's Transactions.

Another Grape which probably has suffered by the

visitation is the White Corinth, tho stoueless fruit of

which is known in tbe shops as tbe Sultana raisin.

The East India Company Iiave placed a ton in weight

ai seeds of Deodar Cedar at the command of the Govern-

ment, and it has been calculated that if tliey all

vegetate tliey will produce sixteen millions of seedlings.

These seeds have been entrusted by the Government to

Mr. Glendinuiug, of Chiswick ; Messrs. Lawson, of

Edinburgh ; Mr. Skirving, of Liverpool ; and Mr.

Waterer, of Knap Hill. This will be a most valuable

addition to our timber resources, for not only is the

Deodar to be admired for its beauty of form, but for

the durability of its wood.

At a meeting of Tho Royal Agricultural Society, on

the 0th instant, among other business the following

was transacted ;

—

Prize Essays.— 'Mr. Pusey, Chairman of the .Tounial
Committee, reported to tlio Council the following awards
made by the .judges of essays and reports, competing for the
prizes offered by the Society :

—

I. To Sydney Evershed, of Albury, near GuiUlford, Surrey :

tlie Prize of Twenty Sovereigns for his Essay on the
improved method of cropping and cultivating Light
Laud, being the best Essay in tlie class of " Any other
Agricnltm'al Subject" for 18.52.

II. To John B. Speaiing (Laud-surveyor, Engineer, and
Farmer), of Jloulsford, near Wallingford, Berkshire :

the Prize of Thirty Sovereigns, for the best Essay on
the relative advantages of Steam or other motive power
applicable to Agiicultural Purposes.

HI. To Thomas Rowlandson, of Hrompton, Middlesex:
tlie Prize of Fifty Sovereigns, for the best Report on
llie Farmiug of Herefordsliire.

IV. To Henry Evershed, of Albury, near Guildford,
SuiTey: the I'rize of Fifty Sovereigns, for tbe best
lieport on the Fai-ming of Suri'ey.

V. To .John Jcphson Rowley (Land Agent, and Valuer of
Laud and Tillages), of Rowthorne, near Chesterfield,
Derbyshire : the Prize of Fifty Sovereigns, for the best
Report on the Fai-raing of Derbyshire.

VI. To Fiiilay Dun, jun. (Lectiu-er on Materia Mediea in
the Eilinburgh Veterinary College;, of 41, lleriot Row,
Edinburgli ; the Prize of Twenty Sovereigns, for tbe
best Account of those Diseases in the Sheep and the
Pig, whicli either ai-e or may become hereditary.

VII. To the Rev. Thomas Burroughes, of Liazeley, near
Newmarket ; tho Prize of Twenty Sovereigns, for bis
Essay on tlie Beau Turnip Fallow, as the best Essay in
the class of "Any other agricultural subject' for LSO.'i.

The Council arranged that Professor Way's first lecture
should be delivered to the Governors and Blorabers in the
Council-room of the Society, on Wednesday, tlie lltb of
May next; and the second lecture on \Vednesday, the I.jth
of June ; to commence in eacli case at tbe usual hour of PJ.

Secbet.uiy.—On the motion of Sir. Pusey, seconded by
Mr. Fisher Hobbs, and supported by Blr. Tlnmipson,
Colonel Cballoner, and Lord Cbicliester, the following reso-
lution was passed by the Council unanimously :

—" That
on account of the Secretary's long, faithful, and efficient
services, his salary be raised by iTUO a-year: and that the
first payment of the increased salary commence in May
next."

Ac.Ricni,TUR.iL Statistics.—The President informed the
Coimcil, that having been summoned by that depai-tment of
her Majesty's Government fonning tbe Board of Trade, to
an mterriew on the subject of Agricultural Statistics, he
had thought it to be his official duty as President, accom-
panied by the Secretary of tho Society, who had been also
summoned to attend such inteniew accordingly, f(ir the
purpose simply of receiving from the Board of Trade, and
communicating to the Council, any request made to liim on
that important subject, leaving it to the Council to decide,
whether the Society as a body, or only its members in tlieir

individual capacity, could consistently with its constitution
take any distinct measure in promoting the collection of
such statistical information.
The Coimcil agreed that as such measures were not

simply connected with tbe improvement of practical agri-
culture, but had a direct bearing on prospective legislation
in Paiibament, the Society could not by the following strin-
gent condition of its charter entertaui their discussion or
promotion :

—

" And know ye furtlier, that in granting this our Royal
Charter to the said Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-
land, we do hereby declare it to be ova- full and entire
will and pleasure that we extend our Royal protection
to its national objects, under tbe comUtion that a prin-
ciple of its constitution shall be tbe total exclusion of
all (luestions at its meetings, or in its proceedings, of a
political tendency, or having reference to measures
pending, or to be brought forward, in either of our
Houses of Parliament; vliicli no resolution, Ijye-law,
or other enactment of the said body politic and cor-
porate, shall on any account or pretence whatever be at
any time allowed to infilnge.

"

Country Meeting of 1804.—The Town Clerk of Lincoln
attended the Council on the part of the Mayor and Cor-
poration of that city, with a memorial and other documents
connected with the Country Meeting of the Society to be
held in 18.54, at some place within the distiict comprised of
the counties of Leicester, Lincoln, Nottingham, and Rutland.
The Earl of Yarborougli transmitted a memorial on tbe

part of the Lincolnshire Agricultural Society, of which liis

lordship is the President, in favour of the city of Lincoln as
the place of such meeting.
These documents were refen-ed to an Inspection Com-

mittee, consisting of Jlr. Raymond Barker, Mr. I'isher
Hoblis, Mr. Brandredth Gibbs, and Mr. Milward, with a
request that they would pay a personal visit to the localities
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proposed, and report at the next Montlily Council on their

capabilities for the pui-poses of tlie Society,

A CoBREspoxDEXT wiuting to us from Newera Ellia, in

the mountains of Ceylon, says :

—

" I enclose a few seeds of a species of Hnhus, found in

the mountains of Ceylon, 0,000 feet above the level of the
sea. The leaf is something like a Jliilbeny, and the fruit

as large as tlie largest maible. I think in your hands it

may be forced to twice the size, and inove a novelty. The
plant is hardy, and the canes strong.

" We have twenty-two species of orchids at Xewera Ellia,
about half-a-dozen terrestial, the others epiphitic. I have
been much pleased with reading your Essays on Orchids, in
The Cott.\ge Gakdeske. The following are oiu- Orchids :

—

Tcrreslinl.—Calanthe (two varieties, white and lilac), Saty-
rium Xepaulensis, Cypripedium, Spiranthes, Ana^ctochilis,

Lyperus, Phajus (very large species). Epiphitic.—1. Den-
drobiiuu aureum pallidum. 2. White variety. :5. White.
4. Dendi'obium formosum. Saccolabium, pink Tariety

;

lUac variety ; white variety. Cymbidiiun, and Ccelogvnie. The
Satyrium is strongly scented, and Denbrobiiun aureum
pallidum the most beautiful ; the Saccolabium, pink, veiy
lovelv."

The amount of eggs imiiorted iuto this country con-

tinues enormous ; the number during the month ending

on the 5th of March being 6,0U0,725.

There was a grand exhibition of flovrers and plants

held at Paris, on the 15th of March, for prizes offered

by the Seine Horticultural Societij. We shall only notice

one or two features as grounds of comparison for our

English readers. The best Camellias were Archduchess

Augusta, Duchess of Northumberland, Madouii, Alba

Carozettii, iNIarquis of Exeter, and Valtaveredo. Not

only will it be seen that our English varieties were pre-

eminent, but we were glad to observe English growers

among the exhibitors, for Messrs. Standish and Noble

sent an Azalea Bealii, which one of the French critics

characterised as " magnifique." The Roses exhibited

were Hybrids, Bourbons, and Tea-scented. Among
them were I.a Reine, Vicomtesse Decazes, Souvenir de

Malmaison, Duchesse de Montpensier, Baronne Hallez

de Charapede, Souvenir d'lm ami, and Louise Thenard ;

but the prize for the best rose was awarded to I\l.

Fontaine's Triomplie da comte de Montigo.

We have great pleasure in acquiescing in Mr. Beaton's

request to allow him to express his gratitude to all

those who have promised him their votes in favour of

Amelia Parfltt, for election into the Wanstead Orphan

Asylum. He adds, that:

—

"All suhscrihers have the

privilege noic to give as many votes for re-elections as

they are entitled to give to new candidates for admission."

The names of candidates for re-electiou, like that of

Amelia Parfitt, are to be printed in red ink in the next

polling papers, and all those who would assist him, were

their votes not already engaged, may do so now, provided

their votes have not been promised for any infant now

in the Asylum, by giving him their red votes, or writing

them after the name Amelia Parjitt in the polling

paper."

PLANTING AN ORCHARD OR FRUIT GARDEN.

.

(Continuedfrom page 30.)

We may now suppose our plot complete as to the
character of the soil, wliether for a Fruit and Vegetable-
garden, within walls or fencing, or for the mere Orchard,
with, it may be, only a hedge around it. The walks,
all but those which we will term marginal walks, have
been considered, the walls built, copings provided, the
soil trenched, the staple or texture of the soil improved,
and water of a permanent character provided. The
next questions will be—how to prepare for tlie recep-

tion of fruit-trees ; and what situations to reserve for

them ? And here the subject assumes two distinct

characters: the one, how to plant the Kitchen and Vege-
table-garden, with walls or fences ; the other, how to

dispose of the trees in a mere Orchard.
It was stated at page 4iis, of our last volume, that five

feet was the minimum degree of width for the chief
walks, and this not alone because that width is abso-

lutely necessary for walking in, but because what is

termed " breathing-room" is necessary, or open spaces
favourable, to a free circulation of air in hot weather:
a liberal width of walk thus performs a double duty.

Now, it is a time-honoured practice to establish what
I must term marginal borders, that is to say, borders on
the opposite side of each walk to the wallborder. 1

see no reason whatever to depart from this practice,

which has everything to recommend it. In the first

place, it tends to tlirow open airy quarters for vege-

tables ; the two are hereby as much detached as they
can be. In the second place, a much readier access to

the fruits is obtained by those who feel an interest in

their names, habits, culture, &c. ; aud, added to this,

the injury from birds is better avoided,—every one who
paces the walks is an assistant in preventing their de-

predations ; lastly, root-culture—a tiling of so much
importance, as will be subsequently shown—is unfet-

tered by the proximity of vegetable culture. Another,
and important fact must here be pointed to : if the

walks ai-e prepared as will be advised, the roots of the

fruit-trees will find a safe asylum beneath them of much
importance to aged fruit-trees and those of great bearing
projierties. All these points surely make out a case in

favour of the marginal border. Such being admitted,

I must deal with the subject of width both in the mar-
ginal aud wall-borders. With regard to the latter, there

are three ways of viewing the question, viz., as one of

proportion ; as adapted for a liberal supply of early

vegetables; and, lastly,—which is the primary object,

—

as sufficient for the well-being of the trees. Few care

about proportion, and, indeed, it should by no means
be allowed to fetter the subject ; yet, I think it will be
found that a border about one-fourth wider than the

wall is high will look better than one much wider or

narrower.

As to vegetable cropping, I neither dare advocate nor
condemn it. In principle it is assuredly wrong, unless

in very clever hands; and yet, it must be admitted, that

a warm border is an exceedingly convenient place for

dainty vegetables ; and most gardeners, myself amongst
the rest, are driven to this practice. I may, however,
observe, that for my own part, I can contrive to crop

my borders with little or no injury to the trees, and I

shall accordingly show, in the proper place, what my
practice has been in that respect.

As to the width essential to fruit-tree culture alone, it

is much more moderate than people commonly imagine,

especially if the trees are cultivated on a dwarfing

system. As ande seems requisite for the inexperienced,

I woidd urge that five feet in width be considered the

minimum point ; this would, if the soil be good, furnish

an eight feet wall, and that an extra foot of border be

added for every foot in height of wall beyond this.
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stopping at twelve foet of border, wliich would sustain

trees of any dimensious. It will here be understood

that we have now been treating of the border with

regard to the fruit culture alone.

Now, the marginal borders will bear somo relation to

the wall borders on the opposite side of the walks ; the

latter, it will be remembered, were adverted to at page

498. These borders will have to contain trees of some
eight feet iu diameter, occasionally— even under a

dwarfing system—and provision must be made accor-

dingly for a proper extension of their branches. And
then comes another consideration. Many persons pos-

sessing but small gardens, desire to have a few flowers

on the margins of such borders, and I really see no
reason to object to it, provided those who do so will

take care that their floral pets do not injure the fruit-

ti-ees. In this case, it is not the exhaustion of the

border that is to be feared, so much as the digging

supposed to be necessary to flower culture. Now,
digging must not be permitted where good tree culture

is to be carried out; neither is it necessary for the

flowers We have a central walk here of this description,

and it has had flowers of all kinds during the last

twenty years, but it has never been dug, or if the spade

has been used, it has only been about two inches in

depth, and that more for the sake of surface-levelling.

We introduce flowers by making special holes for them,

taking care to have the patches far apart, and intro-

ducing the necessary compost with the trowel. If, then,

flowers are to be provided for, we cannot think of

borders much less than eight feet; more is needless;

if no flowers or vegetable cropping, then a border of

six or seven feet may be made to answer, but the pro-

prietor must e.xpect flourishing trees to overhang the

walks in an inconvenient manner.
We must now contrive a back path for the sake of

operations, and for what before was termed breathing

room. We may meet with instances in which the

owner, thinking to gain land for vegetable cropping,

dispenses with this back path ; but this is an erroneous
view of the afiair. There is no gain, but a positive loss

;

for by it there is ever an inducement to cro)) closer than
circumstances can justify, and the consequences are im-
mature vegetables, and injured fruit-trees.

Such being the case, let me advise a path or alley of

two feet inside the border, and thus keep that busy im-

plement, the spade, within lawful bounds. This alley

will need no edging ; it will be quite sufficient, each re-

turning spring, before vegetable cropping, to mark it

out anew, so as to sustain the bounds. Some choose to

put edgings of Parsley and other herbs. Strawberries,

&c. ; nothing but sheer necessity can justify this, for

such practice involves the use of the spade as a pre

parer, and thus the valuable surface-roots which ought
to invest beneath the path are destroyed, and one of

the uses of the path nullified. And here, before con-

cluding this portion of our subject, let me point to the

fact, that a good cultivator will so contrive to make his

walks near fruit-trees as to afibi'd every facility for the

roots obtaining a secure retreat from the spade, and
thus promote genuine economy, by turning every portion

of the surface to account. As to modes of preparation,

nothing more is needed than, before adding the gravel,

or whatever else the walks are cased with, to secure a

healthful soil beneath ; any ordinary sound garden soil

will do; and as to the dryness of the future walk, that

will, of course, be secured by the original drainage, and
by making due provision for carrying the surface waters

away.
One thing yet remains to be settled as to the Kitchen-

garden, before proceeding to the Orchard, namely, what
edging to give the principal walks. In former days, there

was scarcely more than one idea on this head : Bux was
the material, whether in large gardens or small. In the

extensive gardens of Mr. Rucker, at Melrose Hall, near
Wandswortli, some forty years since, the kitchen-gardens
were edged with hrichs set on end : these had an untidy
and meagre appearauoe, and were quite unworthy the
stylo of the grounds. SUmc edgings, with an architec-

tural moulding, are excellent, but they are very expen-
sive. We have, however, in these days, tiles of various
descriptions, wliich are very handy and neat aflairs, and,
for a small garden, at least, undeniable. We have used
them to a considerable extent during the last sixteen

years, and they were obtained from Hayward's Tileries,

Burslem, Staffordshire ; they are now, doubtless, in
many hands. They are a foot long, by six inches deep,
four of which are buried to keep them steady ; and they
possess a nice moulding on the upper edge. These
never break with frost, and are, by far, too impervious to

favour the growth of moss.
I may here remark, that if the proprietor of the fruit

and vegetable-garden fears not expense, and is desirous
of showing what the art of gardening can do, he may
establish wire trellises on all the marginal borders, iu
which case the garden may bo made as prim as a map,
and the marginal borders may be made much narrower,
and, of course, more convenient. The Royal Gardens,
at Frogmore, exhibit a character of this kind ; and many
more kinds of trellises are, or may be adopted, about
which we shall say more iu due course.

The training of wall-trees is a matter worthy of con-
sideration by those forming new gardens. It is well-

known that the old plan of nailing is beset with evils.

The continual expense of nails, the slowness of the
process, and the wear of the wall through an aunual
repetition, all conspire to hold it forth as a practice

unworthy of the age. Yet it must be admitted that
nailing is more protective to the blossom than tying on
a detached trellis; for who has not observed young
Apricots or Peaches "swelling-ofl" close to the wall,

when those projecting have been destroyed ? This is a
great fact ; and before nailing is utterly given up, an
equivalent in this respect should be obtained. The
same advantage, also, is connected with the ripening
of the fruit and wood in autumn. Horizontal wires,

strained through fixed studs iu the wall, have been in

vogue some time, and on south aspects, at least, there
can be little doubt of their success. How far they may
succeed on cooler aspects, in oiu' northern counties, is a
matter about which some little doubt remains. To be
sure, a systematic mode of protection will obviate the
evil, but, I fear, not every one can surround their

garden with conservative walls. As, however, in the
course of these papers, it will be necessary to discuss
this division of fruit-culture, I will endeavour to show
what is practicable in that way. Those who are about
to adopt the system of training on parallel wires must
see to the fixing of studs at proper distances. The
wires may be horizontal, and from six to eight inches
apart: it is not well to have them closer, as shoots
getting behind through neglect are sometimes difficult

to get back. Probably, about one-and-a-half inch from
the wall will be found a proper distance.

R. Ebmngton.

MEETING OF THE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—&TH April.

AxoTHER very crowded meeting, a room full of plants,
and fruit, and flowers, and a Scotch mist hanging over
London at noon, which di'ove me for shelter into
Covent Garden, and to Mr. Stephens's great sale-room,
where, of all the noises in this turbulent world, I found
this room the most full of noise, for tlie noise-makers
were regularly packed up to the very ceiling. One set
of cocks crowing at tlje full stretch of their lungs,
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" Cock-a-lcai-y-tloo
;

" while the next as resohitely held

forth, " Cof;I;-a-loary-ilo'nt." I followed the latter ailvico,

and did not huy, liut was off to tlie llortioultural, to see

tlie tilings before tlie meeting. New orchids, new fi'iiit,

new Geraniums, new ways of keeping fruit in bottles

without sugar, and new receipts for doing so—one from
a cook, and one from a butler—not unequally matched,
certainly. A new and most beautiful way of making
skeletons—I mean natural skeletons—of leaves, flowers,

and the coverings or seed-pods of many kinds of plants,

with other new and old things, of which we shall hear
more particularly as we go on.

On entering tlie room, the first plants that met the

eye were new forcinij Geraiiiums, high-coloured ones,

which were sent hy Mr. Gill, a florist at Sayswater,
the raiser of the Queen of Fehniari/, which I described
in the report of the last meeting, when I complained of

not having had its history. There were several plants

of it here to day, and this history was now supplied.

The Queen of Februunj is to be " sent out," and it is

a regidar forcing variety. It was forced this winter in a

temperature of from 50" to 75°, and on tlie ;J(lth of

February, flowers were cut from one of the jilants now
exhibited, showing that it keeps in bloom at this season

more tlian six weeks, as there are several flovrers yet to

open on it. All this we ought to have known when we
first heard of it. The other seedling is called M'eninf/ton,

and without pretending to a deep knowledge as to how
the strains run in this race of Geraniums, I should say

at once that this was a seedling from the Queen of
Uo^es by the pollen of a high-coloured variety; the

habit and the leaf of the Queen are manifest, and the

father has improved the colour, therefore, this will prove
a very strong and useful kind. Another forcing Gera-

nium I nnist strongly recommend to everyone who takes

an interest in this class, and to country gardeners in

particular, for Covent Garden market is now in a blaze

with it, in bouquets, in large bunches of cut-Howers,

and in jiot-plauts; this is no olher t\vAW (Jaiintht. It

eouies near the colour of Risimj Sun, and is among the

best, if not the very best, of all the forcers. Alba rrnil-

tiflnrn does not seem to be a great favourite in this

market.

The next plants in succession were a large collection

of the very best Hijacinths for flowering in pots, and
they were certainly very finely-bloomed by the Messrs.

Henderson, of the Pine-Apple Place Nursery. They
are in the habit of treating ns everj' spring with a like

display, and on this occasion the lecturer had little need
to draw the attention of the ladies particularly to this

group, for they crowded round them like bees, and were
as busy as Vices taking down the names. 1 took the

names last year, and the best of them I told of at the

time, rrinee Albert is still the best dark. Tlie best

scarlets are Fire Ball, and Sir Charles Nainer, so

famous for firing balls and bullets. The best blues were
Laurens Koster, Barron Von ThiiU, Prince of Sax
Veimer, Tieizer Ferdinand, MoranI, and Eichard Cceiir

de Lion. Of salmon-colour, perhaps Maria Theresa,

and Snltans Favunrile, were as good as any ; but, like

the blues, this and the next section are a nninerons
class, and individual taste in shades of colour is of very

little use. In flesh-colour. Lord- Wellinrjton, Prince of
Wales, Lord Qreij, and Tidiiflora, are as good as any.

Meruielle and Virgo, were the best blush, and Prince of
M'alerloo the best white. 1 shall not vouch for all

these names being rightly spelt, for I never studied tlio

heavy Dutch.
In going round the room, a collection of iilants from

the garden of the Society conies next, and hero I must
pause to make a remark or two. These meetings are

composed of Fellows of the Society, and practical men,
who bring up garden products for competition. It is

thought not essential to explain to practicals what they

see right before ; and it would be thought a kind of
boasting to praise up the plants of the Society, as if

judges were allowed to judge their own plants or fowls
Now, 1 have been a judge on jdants for as many years
as 1 have fingers and toes ; I have been an exliibitur
too, and won laurels, both in this very room and in the
garden of the Society. 1 liave also cahed in as a lounger
to see the lions of the day, and I have been an earnest
reporter. I know the stiinnlatingeffects of juilOic praise,
and the value of adverse criticism when rigbllv applied;
and I know how to be abused as well as any man who
ever planted a cabbage ; and yet I do not know liow tre

should be so sensitive about our own merits as not to

praise oitr oirn plants, as much as they ileserve to be
praised, as well as those oi' other people, whom we
stimulate to exertion by our example and our awards.
It is on this principle I report on the " plants sent from
the garden of the Society," of which scarcely a notice is

taken by the lecturer, because he thinks it of too delicate
a nature to do so, which I do not, and I am quite sure it

would not be received in that light by the Fellows of

the Society ; of this we had a good ]iroof at this meeting,
in that jiart of the lecture whicdi referred to a Fvrfijlhia

riridissima, which was sent by somebody who grew it

" somehow," or let it grow as it could in this climate.

Now this Forsijlhia, like the Jasmine called viidifiora,

and the Camellia, all from China, are perfectly bardv in

England as far as the plants are concerned, but coming
so early into flower, our climate is too cold and damp
for their flowers, and unless we guard them from the
cold and damp we can never have their flowers in per-

fection. Hence it is, that in the garden of the Sociely,

Forsi/thia being as much protecteil while it is in blossom
as if it were a Camellia, their plant of it is brought u]i

year by year in better condition and bloom than from
any other quarter wliatever : and I have no doubt but
many of the Fellows went away pleased witli the hint,

and hoping to profit by it. This would be a good lime
to pot a pair or two of good-sized jdants of it, and all

the carer they would need would be to plunge the pots in

a border near the pump : to keep them constantli/ moist
at the roots from May to September; to take them nji

next Christmas, and get them under protection for a

while, and almost any place would do, as then, they

having no leaves, very little light will bring them into

bloom, or they might he slightly forced, and as soon as

the first flowers begin to ojien, a staircase, a lobby, a
front hall, or a show-room, is warm enough for them,
and they would keep longer in flower in any of such
places than in a warm comfortable conservatory. 'J'be

veiy selfsame kind of treatment will suit the old Coro-

villa ylauca better tlian any other way. A plant of it, a

yard in diameter, has been in flower all this winter, and
1 saw it in bloom last February, out in the open bed,

with Mr. Sturgeon, when I went down to get into the

fashion about the new fowls, and he told me it stood

there for the last four or five years without any pro
tection whatever. Therefore, I hold that it is right and
proper to point out, at these meetings, every mode by
which such and such plants are managed and brought
forward in our own garden.

Another variety of Rhododendron ciliare was on the

table from the Society's collection, with llahrdthamnus
clegans in excellent condition : and. as far as 1 could

see, this is the way it was treated. After flowering,

towards the end of April they cut it down dose—that

is, close to the old wood ; and, having begun on that

svstcm, the old wood is very low and near the pot.

Before the end of IMay the plant was repotted, after

shaking olf the soil ; and towards the end of •Tune it was
in the open air, or in some cold pit, where the lights

were kept off' at niglit, and from the end of September

it was kept ralher dry to Christmas, when the flower-

buds showed. From that time they began to water it
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more iVocly, and now il is imnc beautiful ilnm/uscicuhtris

will bo next May in Ibo lai-f^o conservatory ; but tliat

liousc disagrees entirely witli it, or else tlie plant is

some tliird-rato soodling iVeui /'isoiculnrii!, wIniOi is tlic

more lilicly. //. diydim is jnst tlic same way in many
country ]ilaeod ; but tbe Society bave tlie best variety of

cli'i/diis, and a very bad variety oi' /i(t:i'icu/(trii!.

IJciifni/d scdiiilt'HS, a stove climber witli wbito liowcrs,

larger, but in tbe way of tilqihanuth, was in good

bloom and leal', trained in a pot. Tbe old Clcsiicra

fhiiKjIiissii, a scarce )ilant now, llculhs, Kpacih, A^((le(is,

Vjilisut: nimosun, Minaltiii stijudaris, Oiimcd QootVii,

Btyoiiid ln/(lr(icutili/(itid, and tlie seedling between it

aTid nuiiiicdld, a largo red Cdmdlid, /liosnui oijiildtd, all

very usclnl lor lliis season; and Uie following, wbicb

were oxbibited at tbe Marcb meeting

—

.Iciicid celastii-

folia, as good as over ; Poli/i/dld Diilmdilidini, equally

good : Dlusind umhiijnd, Tri/iiiidiiiiii odordtissiinn, botb

good, and Ccdiinthus rhjUhts, of wbicb it was said in tlic

lecture tbat it is perfectly bardy, but tliat denldlus is

growu in some coUectiuiis under tbe name of rigidus,

and tbat it was unicb pincbed by tbe late Irosts.

Mr. Gaines, of ISattcrsea, scut two large baudsomo
specimens of Enjicrd thrysijlora as full of blossoms as

tliey could carry, ,'uul, at a distance, tbey looked like tbe

flowers of a common Valerian. Wbat a cliancc for

gardenei's wbo bave to keep up a bloom in winter,

lo get in, almost at once, so many good tilings as tbis

genus presents. i\lr. Gaines also sent pretty wliite and
bluslrlloweriug lli/hriil lihviluiUiiihvns, gaily spotted,

named iiuiculdUi, eh'i/diis, and insiijuc ; also a pretty

Ciiurdiia, witli a wbite centre, and ricb purple border;

he calls it Eeiiw dcs Fleurs—" Polly-put-tbe-Ketlleon"

would bave been a far better name. Everybody but a
florist abominates and despises such Tom-fooleries as

giving silly Freucb names to English seedlings. Eor
the sake of honesty and disliouesty, a better plan would
be to keep the Erencb names only for such plants as are

sent to the continent, and giving tbe English equivalent

or translation to those scdd here. Instances of the kind
are known to have been done, and there is nothing new
in the advice. Tbe Messrs. Henderson sent a large wliite-

spotted Uhodoihiuhon seedling, called Cdinpanulatum
siijtciliuiii, a very good sort, under a very bad name, as

no (races of the real campanulate Rhododendron is seen
in this. In res|)ect to many seedling plants, tbe ques-

tion, " Wbat is in a name '.' " might bo thus answered

—

ft fortune, or a false character A good Oiiu'nirid, wbite
centre, and lilacy-purple edge, was sent by Mr. Mitebel,

of Brighton.

There were three perfectly new Orchhh, and two of

which were perfectly haudsonic

—

ArpoplnjUum ijiijd}i-

Hum and Dcmlrohium unosmum ; the third is a Ltdid.,

a strong-growing one, with large flowers. It was said

either to be one called grdiuHs, or nearly related to it

The sepals spread out wide ojieu ; they are long and
wavy, and of a cinnamon coloiu' all over, and the

lip is large, of a blush colour, and feathered from the

bottom with pink lines. I did not bear where it is a
native of, probably from tbe lira/.ils. ArjuiphijUiDit

t/igaiUeuiii is a Guatemala plant, introduced by Mr.
ykinner, and distributed by Mr. Stevens's hammer. At
tbe time of tbe sale, plants of it were sold under two
names, sijiMn'osuiii being tbe second, because it was
thought tbe plants corresponded with dry specimens of

two kinds; and there is a third kind known by dried

specimens, but ijiydiitciim is by far the best of the

three, and those who bought it under the name si/iiar-

losiiiii ought to remember this, as they bave a much
more valuable plant, and a better-looking flower—all

which was explained to tbe meeting. The third sjiecies

is a very dwarf plant, and, jnobably, not much to look

at. Mrs. Lawrence showed one of it with fotn' spikes

of bloom ; and Mr. Carson, gardener to \V. E. Farmer,

I'lsq., sent another with three rows; and at tbe meeting

I heard of it being in line bloom in two other places

near London ; so tbat it seems easy enough to manage,

and it soon makes a largo, bold-growing )danl, with

long strap-shaped leaves, looking like some Ciimliidimn.

The llowers come in a very close round spike, on a long

stalk standing as upright as a ramrod, with nine or ten

inches of tbe top as closely set with llowers as they can

stand. Tlio colour is bright piu'ple. One of these

pretty sjiikes will keep a month or live weeks, at tbis

season, in a glass of water, in a warm room; and few

orchids do more. Tbe third, Dcndfuhluiii ouusmum, is a

nuieh imiJiovcd form of IK mdcfophijllum, as nuicb so

as Blaiidi/diitim is on nobilc. D. mdcroplnjllum itself is

the one that smells so much like lihubarb, but so faint,

tbat 1 thought it quite fragrant. Mrs. Lawrence sent

a specimen of it in the true Lawrencian style—large,

robust, good-looking, and magnillcently in bloom ; but

let me give an idea of it. Everybody knows Deiidio-

biiim iiaOilo ; well, the shoots of the rhubarb-scented

Deudrobe are as strong as those of iiohilc, niucb like

them, and also, like them, llower without tlie leaves;

but tbey spread out wide from the jiot, and then bang
down, and aro from throe to four feet long, the last

eighteen inebes of which are covered with large, hand-

some, purple flowers. There were fifteen spikes, or shoots

of bloom, on this jjlant, and tbe average nmuber of

blossoms on each shoot was Ibiu'teen. There were three

line large plants of Vaiida—two of sudvis and one of

tricolor. These two kinds have been grown under one

name, but the truth is out now all round JiOndon, and
Iriculor runs into as many distinct varieties as the Calceo-

larias ; and I was told of nine forms of it tbat are jirovcd.

Dciidrol/iuiit 2Jidchdliiiu, iu a wide Hat basket, was very

thick of bloom, looking as comfortable as the Queen cf

tbe Fairies on a bed of down ; also liciidrohiiiiii densi-

Jkiruiii, as ricb and yellow as ever, with a huge plant of

Olti/sis liraclescdis, crowded with large wbite blossoms in

six distinct bunches or nosegays; and the lecturer told

us, on bis own authority, that of all the flowers, this is

the best for ladies hair in a ball-room ; that he himself

bad known one of these snow-white flowers to last out

three nights running in a baU-room, and not the worse

either, it is of no use, therefore, railing at me in futine

for writing about wreaths, nosegays, and hair flowers,

when I can sliow that a pliilosopher of our own country

and times, a man of my own age, has not only been to

balls lately, " three nights running," but took particular

notice to see which flowers suit best, and is not ashamed
to tell the tale of bis observation before mothers, aunts,

and daughters, among our high aristocracy.

JloMn come in very naturally after dancing philoso-

phers ; and we bad two large boxes of cut llowers of

them on the table, chiefly J/i/lirid Perjielitids, and Tea-

scented ones, that are very well known. Mrs. Siddoiis,

a tea fawn-coloured one, was very fine; abso Viscountess

Id Gazes, one of tbe best yellow Tea Roses. Solid de

Austerlilz does not seem to like forcing; although large

and well-coloured, the shape was entirely gone. General

de Bred, was of tine shape and good colour. Jiueliess

of Sutherldiid, Bdrron Prevost, and Madame Trideaux,

tbe same. Louise Peroimez was not much behind them;
and Gcnnl des Batdilles was as ricb and fine as if it

were the height of summer.
Mr. Ingram, of the Royal Gardens, Windsor, sent a

fine dish of/o)Vt'rf Slrduiierries, one called Prince of
Jl'dhs. It is one of Mr. Ingram's Seedlings, and be
says it forces as well as Keen's Seedling, and is of much
better flavour. The forced fruit had a peculiar appear-

ance, and it was stated that such was always the case

w'ben forced. Another peculiarity of this Strawberry is,

that it will produce a second crop in the autumn if the

first and second blossoms are cut oil', and that the fruit

in tbe autumn lost tbe ('urious ajipearance. it is a
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seedling from the British Queen Strawberry. There
was also a dish of the Black Prince Strawberry, as fine

as ever, and as highly spoken of iu the lecture as it

deserves, but, like the British Queen, I know it refuses

to do well on some land.

The hotllcd fruit was a new feature at these meetings,

but a very useful one, nevertheless. It was only tlje

other day that I tasted Scotch Marmalade, from a

voce\\ii in The Cottage Gardenek, the very best

and richest I ever tasted. Some of the fruit in these

bottles looked as well as could be, and I have no
doubt the receipts for bottling will be found useful.':-

The ne.xt move must be for the best coohed vegetables

;

but who shall be the judges, and where are the dishes

to be exhibited ? for I protest against their being
sent to our rooms without hot joints. There was a
dish of foreign Peas, from Mr. Solomons, of Covent
Garden, to show the state of that article at present in

the market, and some large heads of lohite Brocoli,

from Mr. Bates, Manor House, Molesey, Surrey, finer

and better than any that were in Covent Garden for

months past.

The skeleton Jlowers, fruit, and leaves, were sent by a

lady who did not wish her name to be mentioned. They
were much admired, and a specimen of the best skeleton

leaves done in India were shown at the same time, but
not so well executed as those now exhibited ; the won-
derful structure of the network of a flower was never

better seen before, all the soft parts were entirely gone,

and the veins or ribs were blanched, and holding the

forms together as perfectly as when the frame was
united by the vegetable matter. D. Beaton.

NEGLECTED GREENHOUSE.
"Such a house has as well as been made over to me.

I am to have anything done that does not involve much
expense. I have cleaned it out, potted the plants afresh,

which are very small, consisting of Geraniums, Calceo-

larias, Verbenas, a few Fuchsias, and several sickly

Cactuses; there is nothing in flower, and Papa will not

allow me to purchase any thing in bud: but says I should
sow some seeds that would look nice during the summer.
What am I to do to make a show? You will perceive

that I cannot yet profit by the details given of many
greenhouse plants. I want to know all about the simple

and the economical to begin with." The above is part

of a nice letter into which I was privileged to have a

peep last week. I thoroughly sympathise with the go-

ahead, stick-uot-at-difficulties spirit which it evinces. It

seems to require a more detailed notice than can be
supplied in a correspondent's column, just because there

are numbers of young ladies in a similar position. One
source of pure pleasure to me, was the ability at times

to assist such inquirers by something more than words.

Far from damping our friend's wish to have the green-

house showy in summer, we would urge the propriety of

making it especially attractive in winter and spring.

To do this, besides sowing a few seeds, she must con-

trive to get a few plants,—not in bud, but young, such
as may be grown on,—and a few bulbs, if possible ; and
failing one or both of these, to ti^y and get a few slips of

diflferent things from her neighbours. Let her only show
she is interested iu the matter, and tliere will be no

* The best collection of fruit preserved without su^ar or vinegar wa»
from Rlr. Lovcjoy, butler to J. Thome, Esq., South Lambeth. They
were Damsons, Greengages, Gooseberries, Rhubarb, Cherries, Black and
Red Currants, Raspberries, and Mulberries. The process of prescr^'ing

was this:—"When the stalks were removed they were bottled, and
boiling water added, having alum in it in the proportion of one drachm
to four gallons. They were then allowed to become cold, and then the
bottles were filled and banged down tight. They were then placed in a
copper of cold water and heated to 1"6^. After that a piece of bladder
was tied over the mouth of each bottle, and they were Bccurely sealed "
—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

difficulty. All real lovers of gardening are united by a

sympathetic, philanthropic tie, which draws them more
closely together than the mysteries of any other brother-

hood or craft. I have known gardeners entering ujjon

situations where not a flowering plant iu a pot was to

be seen, and if they had waited until they could have
given an order to a nurseryman, not a flower, in all

probability, would have been there to this day. But a
slip was got here, and a cutting there, and some rather

common things were grown in such a superior manner,
that a new taste was created in the minds of employers
that tniist be gratified, and pits were reared, and conser-

vatories built, and grounds laid out for ornament, and
money cheerfully spent in their keeping, the very

thought of which, at one time, would have been as

alarming as a uight-mnre vision, and all, iu general,

thus I'esultiug in the pleasure and benefit alike of pro-

prietor, gardener, and nurseryman.
Let our young friend imitate such examples ; never

be deteiTed by dilficulties; never lose patience, atten-

tioii, perseverance, and hope ; but make the most of

circumstances, and, although not a betting man. 1 would
pledge one of my best plants, that before a second
Christmas, Papa, notwithstanding the demands upon
his resources at that season, would have set aside a small

sum for the ornamenting of the greenhouse, as a token

of bis approval of past exertions, and an encouragement
to progression in the future.

I'o ensure this success, allow me to give a few prac-

tical bints. Full details in most cases will be found
by examining the index of the volumes you possess.

Banish from your mind the idea, that the statements

made which you consider applicable to gardeners are

not equally suitable for you. Every tribe of plants you
mention has been treated in great detail, and if you
would excel, you must attend to the irnj minufur. It

does seem irksome at first to be so very particular with

evei^thing, but if you begin systematically, you will

find you will easily be able to arrange plants re(|uiring

similar treatment into groups. Order and system will

thus soon become more natural than unmeaning con-

fusion. One sound idea thus not only reasoned upon,

but developed in action, will give you more knowledge
of a subject than reading volumes of practical direc-

tions, without inciting the mind to enquire as to the

why and the how. For instance, iu such a bouse as

yours, about this time last year, I saw Epaeris, Cal-

ceolaria, Cineraria, all mingled together. The Epaeris

had been pruned-in after blooming, and the owner had
been told, quite con-ectly, that they should be kejtt

rather close until they broke afresh; but this closenesss

covered the Calceolarias with fat giant fello«-s of green
fly, while the simple precaution of placing the plants

he wished to grow freely at one end of the house, and
keeping them closer and warmer, and the Calceolarias

where air could jjlay fi-eely among them, at the other

end, would have suited the plants, and, besides securing

health, saved some expense for tobacco.

Another general hint, as you have a vine, is to make
up your mind whether the vine or the plants is to be the

chief consideration. With the exception of the Cactus,

many peoide would plant the most of the things you
mention out-of-doors, and thus you might grow fine

grapes by using your house chiefly for preserving

plants in winter. We shall shortly show how both first-

rate vines and plants, too, can be grown iu the same
house by selecting the plants. But if you wish the

house to be gay all tlie year round from kindred plants

to those you mention, you may get fair grapes, but you
cannot make them an especial consideration, because

hardy greenhouse plants will require more air than
would suit the vine. In fact, in an ordinary cool green-

house, the vine, south of Loudon, would scarcely be so

well oft' as against a south wall out-of-doors.
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To jirovcut misripin'oliousion, 1 consider it nlso uo-

cossiiry to state, tliat what follows is based upon tlio

supposition timt you luive no garden structure besides

this Greenhouse, though some glasses, and even a turf

or earth pit, would be useful ; and that, with the exception

of a few seeds, aud a few cuttings you may obtain, your
whole dependence is u])on the plants you already possess.

Let us glance, then, lirst, nt a few of the principles to

bo kept in view in the management of such a house.

Temperature and Air.—In winter, the average night

temperature should be t.'i", allowing it to fall to 40" in

extreme cold weather, rather than have strong fires.

Air must be given with great caution in stormy, frosty,

and foggy weather, and that little at the top of the house.

At this season, fire will be seldom or never required, and
air may be given in the morning aud removed in the

evening. By the middle of next month, unless in

stormy weather, have air on all night. From June to

the end of September, it will scarcely be possible to have
too much of it. From November to April, it will he
advisable, while you are absent diu'iug the day, to initiate

some one to attend to air. When the sun shines in

mild weather, give air as the heat approaches bVi". In a

frosty day, with a bright sun, give air with more caution;

from 10° to 20° rise from sun-heat will do the plants

good. To lessen evaporation in such circumstances,

sprinkle the paths and shelves with water. In con-

tiiuied dull weather, with tlie outside temperature ranging
about 40', put on a small brisk fire in the morning, that

yon may change the atmosphere of the house by mid-day.
Shading.—The vine will help you in this ; but in the

heat of summer a little Nottingham netting may be
useful for blunting the force of the sun's rays, or a little

whitening may be put on the glass, or a little double
size melted and brushed on the glass when hot; it will

then resemble rough plate.

Soil.—Gritty matter collected from the road-side will

grow all the jilants you are likely to try. As you have
a kitchen garden you may get a sujiply even nearer
home. Some of the ground will be ridged up or rough
dug during the winter. After a dry sunny day the

surface will be mellow and (laky, and this, scraped off

and housed in an airy place, is a greater treasure to the

pot gardener than ambrosia was to the deities of old.

With the addition of a little sharp sand, and a little

dung very rotten, or decayed leaves, this homely earth

will grow anything not requiring heath mould.
R. Fisn.

i^To be continued.)

THE PELARGONIUM.
{Continued from 2^nije 10.)

Fancy V.ahieties.—It is somewhat difficult to define

this class of Pelargoniums, because they approach so

near to the class Show Varieties. Every cultivator that

grows both classes carries in his mind a sufBcientl}' dis-

tinct idea of each. The distinctive name, Show J'arieties,

is as bad as need be, and as hard to be understood by '

the uninitiated as Greek or Hebrew, and Fancy Varieties
\

are equally difficult to be comprehended, for both are
j

show varieties, or, in other words, plants for exhibition ; I

and both are fancy varieties, that is, the properties are
j

such as the fancy or taste of the florist has laid down ;

—

rules, founded upon the form, colour, and substance, I

any variety in either class may assume when they

bloom. I have felt these misnomers in the names of 1

the two classes for some time, and, no doubt, many of '

the amateur readers of The Cottage G.\iidener have
felt the same. As a writer on the florists' varieties of

the Pelargonium, I should be glad to hit upon two
names for these classes sufficiently distinct so that a

]

broad line could be drawn between them. I think that
;

large-flotiered show Pelargoniums, and small-flowered
show Pelargoniums would be more expressive, and cer-

tainly a more true descri|ition or distinction between
the two than the present names. The question has
often been put to me, "What is a Fancy Geranium?"
and the only answer I could give was, that it is, gene-
rally speaking, a smaller and more numerously flowered
variety than such as Salamander, Conspicuum, or, Virgin

Queen. Also, that the foliage is smaller, and tlio plants
less robust in growth, witli the colours not so distinctly

defined as in the show varieties, though the latter pro-

perty is becoming more distinct on account of the newer
improved kinds having the lines separating the colours
better befined. I do not know I can add anything, or
point to more, even now, by which to describe a fancy
variety. I should be greatly obliged if any of our
readers, whether professional or not, would give new
and better names to these two classes than they at pre-

sent are known by. The Fancy Geraniums always
attract the ladies, and are more valued by them than by
gentlemen amateurs.

Agreeable to promise, I subjoin a very select list, and
sulEcieutly distinct to warrant any amateur desirous of
growing these really beautiful flowers to choose any
number from he may wish to iiurchase :

Alhoni (Henderson), upper petals rosy-purple; lower
petals blush white, sometimes blotched.

Alhoni superba (Ayres), upper petals rich rosy-crimson
margined with white ; lower petals white, faintly
streaked with crimson.

Anais (Chauviere), ground-colour bright shining rose,
shaded at the edges with white ; a very free bloomer.

Beauty (Henderson), upper petals bright crimson,
margined with white ; lower petals white, margined
with deep maroon.

Deautij of St. John's Wood (Henderson), upper petals
bright rose carmine, with clear white margin ; a regular
belt of carmine round the lower petals ; very distinct.

Beautc (Belleperchis), upper petals rich mulbeiTy,
edged with white; lower petals spotted with mulberry;
very fine, and a free bloomer.

Belle Marie (.\mbrose), top petals rich mulberry,
margined with crimson ; lower petals blush, with dark
spot.

Bouquet tout fait (Chauviere), upper petals dark,
margined with white ; lower petals white, spotted with
maroon.

Caliban (Ayres), upper petals rich plum colour, edged
slightly with white; lower petals white, spotted and
clouded with maroon

;
good form and substance.

Circulariti/ (Gaines), dark crimson, with a belt of fine
clear white round every petal; extra fine.

Defiance (Ambrose), vary dark maroon
; jietals mar-

gined with white; centre pure white; flowers large and
well-formed.

E.vquisite (Henderson), upper petals clear lilac, with
abroad belt of bright rose; lower petals clear rose,

\

spotted ; a compact trusser, and good habit. 1

Formosissima (Ayres), upper petals rich crimson,
|

shaded with rose, with a broad margin of white ; lower
1

petals white, margined with crimson ; very distinct '

and fine.

Gaiety (Ambrose), fine mulberry blotch, with pink
margin ; lower petals white, spotted with the same
ground colour ; a gay, lively flower.

Hero of Surrey (Gaines), upper petals nearly black,
belted with pure white ; lower petals white, with a car-

mine spot on each; a distinct, beautiful variety.

Madame Rosalie (Gaines), clear shining rose and
white ; a large flower, and very beautiful.

Marion (Henderson), crimson ground; white margin;
a flue variety, lasting a long time in bloom.
Miranda (Ayres), ground-colour delicate salmon, pen-

cilled with white ; a novel colour, and very beautiful.
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Modesla (Ambrose), upper petals pale jiiuK ; lower
petals clear vvliite ; very ilistinet, showy, and ^;uo(l.

Oreslcs (Gaines), briglit rosy pink; liglit blusii margin
;

wliile ecntre ; distinet.

Othello (Henderson), upper petals dark rieli maroon,
with an even light margin ; under petals jiale blush,
with a distinet belt in the centre oreacli ; lorm good.

PicU'iKttd (Ambrose), upper petals losy (arniinc; lower
petals distinctly spotted with cherry colour; Ibrni good.

Qaeen hiiiperb (Ambrose), large blush white, with
bright piuk blotch on the ripper ]ictals; a free bloomer.

Rciiic ih.i b'Imrs (Henderson), upper petals violet
plum, broadly margined with while, slightly marked
with rosy purple.

Richiird Cohden (Ambrose), upper petals rich dark
velvet, with a clear margin of white; lower petals rich
crimson, with a large white centre; a tine-formed liower,
of good habit.

Rohind Omhel (Gaines), upper jiotals pure white,
with a large crim.son spot in the centre; lower petals
the same; a very tine distinct variety.

-S'rtMjfto (Ayres), rich purplish crimson ; upper petals
nearly black ; very tine.

Siipcrha (Ambrose), dark crimson upper petals, edged
witli piuk; lower petals blush, with dark markings;
very tine.

i'ldqiie (Gaines) colour lake, edged with white ; novel
and good.

Teluliimm clegans (Chauviere), dark velvety maroon,
with veins of wliite ; beautiful form and habit ; extra
'i'le. T. Ajtleby.

LYCOPODIUMS.
(Conlhuicd from page :ldl, vol. ix.)

A CoiiRESPONDENT has reminded me that I liave not
finished this subject, which is quite true, and the reason
is, there are several species in our stoves that are not
yet either named or described. 1 have waited for them
to be named by some botanist who takes a delight in
these really pretty plants, but in vain. As far as I am
aware, no names have as yet been given to them, and in
my present position I have not "the means either of
growing or studying them. I'erhaps, when I have put
my out-doors subjects into order, and have put up more
glass, 1 may be able to cultivate them and my favourite
orchids onco more ; and tlion I hope to bo able to give
a better account of liycopodiunis. A collector of
orchids, who has travelled in various localities where
these lively green and shaded purple-leaved jilants grow,
informed me that the species are very numerous, and if

there was any deuuind for them they might be col-

lected in great niunbers. Another correspondent wishes
for information how to grow them in pots ; and another
desires to know how they may be cultivated in Wardian
cases. 1 have great jileasurc in answering these
queries; and as the replies would occujiy too nuich
space under the hciid " Answers to Correspondents," J

shall throw my remarks together, in this jilace, com-
mencing first, with their culture in pots.

I'nqHiijittioii: hij cultiiiijs. — All the late growing
species may bo easily propagated by cuttings. The
greater part of them, if grown in a moist heat, push out
roots all tlie way up the stems or branches. When it is

desired to put in cuttings (the spring is the best
time), prepare some small pots, such as those known
by the name of thumbs, fill them nearly full of the
compost 1 shall by-aud-by describe, and upon that
jilace a layer of silver sand, then take off a cutting
about an inch or two long, fm-nished with a root made
in the air, ma.ke a hole in the centre of the pot
with a rather thick stick suddenly sliar]icued to a
point, place the cutting in it immediately it is cut

olf, for the tender root will not bear the least

time exposed to the air after it is cut off from tlio

]ilaut, therefore, it is desirable only to take otf one
at a lime. As soon as it is (danted, give as much water
as will level up the hole in the sand. It is the property
of sand, when it is watered, to run level, if the vessel

containing it stands level. Every pro]>agalor knows
this, and waters his cuttings of every kind for that

]iiirpose, as well as for moistening it. Having liuished

the first cutting, proceed so with the next, and so on
till all are planted. Then place them under a tight-

fitting hand-light set ujion a heated surface of sand or

coal-ashes ;•—or they will strike fresh roots freely in a
common hotbed. In cither case, they will require

shading from the sun for a fortnight or three weeks,
after which they may be gradually inured to bear the
full light and air. As soon as that is the case, give
them a shift unto ii^-inch pots, and place lliem in a
shady ]iart of the stove to be subjected to the ordinary
treatment.

Bij Division.—The greater uuniber of Lycopods may
be increased by this method, and larger plants obtainetl

at once and in a shorter time. The method of doing it

may bo exemplified in L. apodum, one of the prettiest

in the genus. This and similar plants or varieties

push out, when growing, almost as many roots as leaves,

and all they require is to take a largish jdant, turn it

out of the ]iot, and with the fingers gently siqiaiate it

into separate pieces about the size of halfa-crowu. Put
these singly into suitably sized pots, and place them in

a similar situation as mentioned above for the cuttings.

A week or ten days will be ipiito sulhcient Icnglli of

time to establish them as plants, after which they should
be removed into the stove, and treated as plants that

have not been divided. The following may be increased

by division:

—

L. apoduiu, L.apotheeium, Jj. eircivatum,

L. cordatum, L. easium, L. denticulum, L. Icpidophyllum.

L. stoloniferum, and L. umltrosiim, besides some un-
named ones. The others require to be propagated by
cuttings.

SuJiMEn Treatment.— (S'oi/.—The roots of Lycopods
are long and wiry, breaking out at the ends into bunches
of line fibres; hence, it is necessary to have a light,

open compost to grow them in. To form this the

following are necessary:—Very fibry loam, that is, turf

with the roots of grasses in it undecomposed, very fibi'y

peat, half-decayed ti'o.o leaves, and chojiped moss, either

green or white, though I ]u-efcr the huur where it can
be had. ]".qnal ]iarts of all these, mixed together in a
halfdry state, make a liglit, open medium in which the

roots will travel with ease, and iind nutriment for the
plants. All of them are not indisi)ensablc, for these

jilants will grow in anything that water will jiass

through. I have grown them in nothing but moss
itself; but in that, though they did well enough for a
time, yet, when the light of long days acted upon them,
they began to turn yellow at the lower parts of the
branches, and finally became so unsightly that I was
obliged to throw them away. I have grown them also

in sandy loam, but this J found to be too close, and the

phints did not grow satisfactorily in it alone. IMoss, 1

consider, should, in all cases, be mixed with the soil

;

there is a lightness and buoyancy in it that prevents the

soil becoming too close, and it decomposes so slowly that

the soil remains open and permeable to the roots for a
long time, to say nothing of its fertilizing projiertics,

as it slowly yields them. The moss should be finely

cho]q)ed and put through a fine-meshed sieve. It then
readily mixes with the loam, peat, and leaves, 'fo this

compost add a liberal allowance of sand : the silver is

the best, but the common river sand will answer very

well. If all the materials of this compost be mixed
together thoroughly at the time of potting, it will be
advisable to pass it through a very coarse sieve, which
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renilois it uioro workable, and ilill'iises the ingrediouls

more lliovoiiglily tonollier. Kor very young, siniill pUuits,

siioli as upwiy -^tnu'li cuttings, or lor smiill divisions, tiic

cotniiost will bo hoUor lor iiso if it runs tlirouglj ii liner

sieve, using the rougher parts lliat will not pass tln'ough

ns drainage upon tlio eroeks or broUeii jiotslicrds. 'J'liis

liner eonipost will bo proper to put in under the sand

in the cutting pots. T. AeeLEiiY.

LETTUCE CtJLTUUE.

ALTHoiHiH this productioa is from a climate similar

to that from whence so many of our greenhouse plants

lire natives of, yet it is able, at a certain state of its

growth, to endure as much cold as some plants that are

the progeny of parents indigenous witli us, but the

latter, partaking more of the jiorennial character than

the I.(aiuce, arc, in common with many other plants of a

like kind, less able to bear the rigours of winter than
the [lurcly " annuals;" and this rule is, in some degree,

e.xcnjplilied in the J-.ettuc.e, which, at a certain age, say

when it has attained about half its growth, is really more
hardy than either before or after; and though very small

plants will sometimes stand over winter, yet they are

sidiject to so many other mishaps that, in numy cases,

tlicy arc humoured with a glass, or other protection,

until such time as the season moderates, so as to allow

their being planted out, which, however, must he done
with caution : for, besides the evils resulting from frost

and cold, a scarcely less evil arises from slugs and other

enemies preying on the young plants to a woful extent.

This important family delights in a rich soil, and in

summer it may have a good share of moisture naturally,

or a]iplied artilicially ; while in autumn and winter, a

drier and more sheltered situation suits it best, because,

ill such soils, plants generally live the winter with less

damage to themselves than in one of the rich compound
which is reserved for their summer habitation, and in

wliieb the inducement to arrive at a premature growth
exists to a much greater extent. There are many plants
in which the principle of " flowering early " might be
regarded as a great acquisition ; still, there are others,

and this is one of thorn, where as large a growth of the

vegetable as is possible to obtain ought to take place
before this flowering propensity comes on; and, as this

object is best accomplished by an abundant supply of

suitable food, it behoves the skilful cultivator to furnish
it with that food at sueb time and in such rjuantities as

meets its wants, and otherwise prevents its prematurely
running to bloom, and, consequently, to seed. For this

purpose, the ground selected for the summer supply
ought to bo rich, moist, and deep: and, although some
cultivators have recommended a jiartial shade from the

mid-day sun, we do not think this absolutely reqLiisite; on
the contrary, where the ground is cool and moist, without
at the same time being stifl' and retentive, the ne-

cessity for shade has no existence, and may absolutely

be injurious. The deep mellow loams often found by tho

sides of rivers form an excellent soil for the Lettuce;
and many old kitchen-gardens are equally adapted,
where they have derived tho full benefit of a position

near to the dung-yard ; for the plant is a gross feeder,

delighting in the juices of decayed matter as well as
animal manure.

It being, therefore, admitted that this plant delights

in the deep rich soils above alluded to, we are next to

consider the varictii's held most in estimation; and so far

as names go thei-c is no lack ; and some cultivators

have divided the family into six or seven groups, as-

signing certain distinctions to each ; but we shall not
extend our list so far, but content ourselves with classing

them as divided into two really distinct kinds—the

Cabbage and Cuss—the former having a more decumbent

growth, with broad undulated leaves folding over each

other, forming a sort of compressed globe when well

grown, and the inner portion of a beautiful white, de-

cidedly more so than that of tho next section. These

CabliHije Lettuces, of which the Tenuis Ball, Driimheail,

MxAMalUt, arc good types, are less likely to run to seed

in the hot weather of summer than the C'oss, but it

must bo borne in mind that tho latter is the most es-

teemed when w-ell-grown. Now, as the varieties of Coss

Lctltiee are very numerous, and though names have

been multiplied to a fault, yet there are evidenlly kinds

presenting features of distinction which will always

secure them or their progeny (if of a diUerent name) a

place in the garden; for wo have the White Coss and

the Brown, the Paris, Brighton, and Balh, with their

connecting links of various kinds, all claimants for dis-

tinction ; and though it would be difficult to give sjiccific

rules adajited to every ))lace or situation, we would say

that it is difficult, if not imprudent, trying to grow the

While Coss well on very hot, dry, gravelly soils in sum-

mer. The Broun is less likely to run to seed, but will

rcijuire tying up very early in its growth, which, unless

liberally supplied with moisture, will be me;igre. The
best, ]ierhaps, for standing hot weather unassisted, and
under disadvantageous terms, is the Brighton Coss, but

this has assumed so many other names, and been pre-

sented to us under so many other features, that its for-

mer characters are much modified now ; still, however,

the Brighton is a good useful Lettuce ; while to those

whoso ground is capable of growing the best kinds to per-

fection, it is likely that some of tlie white kinds will be

more acceptable. There is, amongst some of them, a dis-

position to blanch themselves, and their lauce-shaped

leaves are what is termed hooded, at top, which is a con-

traction of the marginal surface, so as to present a

spoon-shape appearance on its ujiper point, the insides

of which fold over each in close and licautiful order;

and the whole is represented as not wanting any tying,

which tlicy certainly do not ; but they do not often arrive

at so largo a growth as the others ; and are, besides, less

crisp in their eating qualities, although equally white

aud pretty to the eye, that, except in those cases when
after-attendance in the way of tying-up, &c., cannot be

guaranteed, these hooded varieties have no more claims

on our notice than commoner kinds, aud when they

have to stand the winter there is a lack of hardihood

in their constitution.

Now, as a really well-blanched Lettuce forms au in-

dispensable part of tho " bill of fare," and, with very

few exceptions, all classes, from the humblest cottager

upwards, seem anxious to i)rocure it, the amateur culti-

vator must not deny it that due attention which its

merits entitle it to. One of the richest, as well as tho

coolest, situations must bo reserved lor it in summer

;

and in winter, one of the warmest, driest, and most
sheltered. Its quick growth, and equally rapid decay,

is sometimes the cause of its being jdantcd as a tempo-
rary crop between others more durable than itself; and
where a plot of ground is set apart for winter Broeoli,

and tho plants not to bo planted there for three

weeks or more, an alternate plant of Lettuce might
bo put in, after first marking out the sjjot for tlie

Ijrocoli ; these Lettuces would grow and bo removed
before the legitimate crop required the full space. Tliis

is sometimes done when the temporary and the perma-

nent ones are planted together, but it is better when
the former has a start ; but, in order to ensure good
useful Lettuce at all seasons, and more especially

during the summer, it is advisable to sow and plant

some under diflcreut circumstances, and by all means
to sow some where they are wanted to remain for good,

as it is in such situations that the best and most useful

heads are often produced.

1 1 would bo idle to give directions fitting for all seasons
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aud cases, yet we may venture to affirm, that a dry,

gravelly soil will, under all circumstances, require to be
treated tliis way, unless in very moist weather, or when
the gi'ound is frequently inundated by -some artificial

watering ;—the former, it is almost needless to say, being
the most beneficial ; however, many makeshifts are
adopted, each one most likely more adapted to the wants
of the particular place than any other would be, and each,
to a certain extent, successful. A north border may be
sown or planted with Lettuces during tlie early part of
summer, which will probably arrive at a maturity su-
perior to those grown under a more e.Kposed position, the
shade of a wall being certainly preferable to that of
tiyes ; the latter, in most instances, robbing the ground
of its most useful juices, whicli, in summer, are never
too abundant anywhere ; so that whenever they seem
deficient, recourse must be had to the watering-pot ; and
if liquid-manure is to be bad sometimes so much the
better.

It is, perhaps, better not to depend on one kind alone,
unless on a proved good one ; and in all cases, wliere a
difficulty exists in rearing young plants, from the super-
abundance of slugs, or other enemies, or where the dry
nature of the ground renders it difficult to grow them to

perfection, we advise the amateur to try them under
difierent circumstances, for it may happen that the least

promising may turu out the best, and vice-versa ; so that,

after sowing commences early in spring, some of the best

Coss and Cahhiiije varieties may be sown every ten days
or so until the end of July, and in different situations,

and not unfrequently amongst other crops ; but after the

above-mentioned time, only those capable of standing the
winter ought to be sown, of which we shall mention more
hereafter. In the present ease, we advise the amateur to

transplant those sown early in the spring on some piece
of well-prepared ground, about fifteen inches apart each
way, and some succeeding crops may possibly be treated

the same way ; but those sown after the middle of May,
ought to be sown somewhere in drills, a foot or more
apart, and the plants thinned out, leaving some to gi-ow

there, whicli tliey often will, while their neighbours,
which were planted out, are running away to seed.

This, as we have before stated, is more especially neces-
sary on a dry soil than on a damp one, taking, of course,

the character of the climate also in considei'ation.

J. ROBSOX.

SOWING GRASS SEEDS.
To insure success in the cultivation of Artificial Grasses,

including the Clovers, great care and nicety in the prepa-
ration of the land is reijuisite ; and the time of sowing, and
the rotation of cropping, are also matters of much import-
ance. In preparing the land for the reception of Clover
seeds, it is essential that the finest tilth possible should be
obtained, eitlicr bj' exposiu'e to the weather, or by constant

working of the haiTows and roller; but the best tilth will

usually be secured by the combined action of both frost and
a liberal use of those implements.
The best time for sowing the Clovers is from the middle

of JIarch to the last week in April, after which period the

land often becomes too dry for these small seeds to vegetate
at the proper time ; and when the plants make their ap-

pearance at a late period, the corn amongst which they are

commonly sown becomes too strong for them and over-

powers them. The consequence of this will be a deficient

liay crop, and the succeeding crop of -wheat generally
sutlers from the same cause, for it is well known to all

practical farmers, that a good crop of Clover hay taken olf

the land is one of the best preparations for a wheat crop
upon all dry and light soils. It is also hazardous to sow
Clover seeds previously to the middle of March, because the
night frosts peculiar to that month endanger the plant; it

cannot withstand the effect of frost ui the infant state ; and
thus large breadths of Clover seeds are cut off and destroyed
in seasons when frosts occm' at a late period.

Clover seeds take best when sown after the roller, aud
followed by one Uglit harrowing, or, otherwise, sown upon a
fine haiTowed surface, followed by the roller. I prefer to
roll the land before the plants make their appearance,
although it is a common practice, with many parlies, to roll

the land some time after the plants come up ; but it will be
found that the roller destroys great numbers of them, which,
unable to hear the pressm'e and disturbance of the soil, are
crushed beneath the broken clods, and do not appear again.

The quantity of Clover seed required per acre will be from
I'i lbs. to 14 lbs. of the Broad and Dutch sorts; but of the
Hop-clover, or Trefoil, about 14 lbs. to IClbs. r these quan-
tities are requisite when grown alone, but mixed with
Iltilian, or otlier Hi/e grass, at the rate of one peck j)er acre,

from i lbs. to 4 lbs. less will be sufficient.

Tlie most general mode is to sow Clover seeds amongst
the bai-ley and oats, but they take well if sown upon the young
wheat, the land being harrowed twice, and tlieu rolled. The
reason of the Clover plant thriving so much amongst the

I

wheat is because the wheat usually stands thinner upon the

I

land than barley or oats, thus affording the Clover more
1
liglit and air. The most important i^oint in Clover culti-

vation relates to the rotation of crops, for it is found in

practice that a good plant of Clover cannot he depended
upon if sown every four years ; it has, therefore, been found
desirable to change and altemute the sorts, by growing the

Broad, Biilcli, and Trefoil Clovers separately, which mode
will, under tlie fom'-course system of husbandry, give a

crop of each kind of Clover once in twelve years. This
mode of changing tlie crop is rendered necessary by the

land, in many cases, having become tired of Clover, or what
is commonly called "Clover sick;" but this applies more
particidarly to Broad Clover, although the otlier varieties

receive benefit by change. It is somewhat singular that

scientific research, and practical experience combined, have
not been able to find out the cause of this " Clover sickness "

of the soil, and it is vain to hope for a remedy until the

cause can be ascertained.'

Ilaliaii Btje-i/rass should now (.April) be sown amongst
the young wheat plant, and harrowed in, leaving the laud

roUed. AVhcn autumn feed lor sheep is required in the

wlieat edchshes, this sort of grass furnishes a constant

supply of nutritious food during tlie months of September,

October, and Xovember. It does not, however, answer for

autumn food upon thin land, and on high, cold, and exposed

situations, but produces sheep feed all the winter upon good
rich loams, in warm, sheltered localities.

In sowing grass seeds for /wo or three years lat/, or for per-

manent pasturage, I have found it answ^er best not to sow the

seeds amongst the corn crops, but to prepai-e the land well,

give it manure of some kind, and sow the seeds upon the

fallow surface in the month of May. It will prove best if

the land has not been recently ploughed, in which case the

weed seeds near the surface will have vegetated, and may be
readily destroyed by using the scaiifier prerious to sowing

the seeds. The grass should not he mowed for hay, or

soiUng, either the first or second year, but fed by sheep
or cattle ; this >yill give time for the grass to get firmly

rooted in the soil, and, if not fed too hard and close, is

much preferable to mowing, as the lay is incUned to become
hollow and bare after the scythe has been over it.

The sorts of grass seeds necessary- for permanent pasture

will ytvry according to sod, and parties intending to seed

land for a permanency will do well to apply to any of the

large seedsmen, who, after the soil has been described, will

fm-nish seeds adapted for use, already mixed, with directions

as to quantity.

—

Joseph BLUKnEix.

REPENTING AT LEISURE.
By the Authoress of "My Flowers."

I.N these days it is very much the custom for young people

to take the law into their own hands. Tor this, no doubt,

the parents are, in the first place, to blame ; because they

* The most reasonable theory is, that each plant has its peculiar

enemies, either in a vegetable or animal form, and that the seeds of these

enemies remain in the soil, alloMinfj other plants to escape with impunity,

but attacking with avidity the plant which affords them their proper

nidus. By not repeating particular plants for a long period the seeds of

its enemy are destroyed.
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are comuuiinleil to train up tlieir cbiUIren in the way tliey

should go; and woe imto all who forsake or neglect the laws
and precepts of the Lord ; hut He lias spoken also to

cliildreii quite as loudly and as strongly; and woo unto
them when thci/ turn a deaf ear to His coninumds.

In nothing does this " otl'ence " and this "woe" show
themselves so frightfully as in the case of wilful and rebel-

lious marriages. Young people set themselves up to act

for lliemselves, and choose each other for life, in deiiance

of their parents ; and rush headlong into that awl'ully solemn
estate, which, if we thought about it as tlie law of God would
have us tliiuk, nine out often would not dare to undertake.

rhilip Turner is the son of a farmer. His father, George
Turner, was tlie spoiled, ill-brought-ui) son of anotlier

farmer, who made his eldest boy a half-geutleman, and the
younger a labourer on the land. George Turner brought up
his son to be anything he liked. He was a heavy-faced,

himpisli, violent boy, who forsook " the law of his mother,"
for slie had no rule or influence over liim, and his father

encouraged and allowed him to give way to all his tempers,
and do just as he pleased. When a child defies his mother,
there is " deatli in the pot."

I'hilip grew taller, and heavier in feature and expression
year after year. Mrs. Turner was a mild, gentle, wretched-
looking woman, whose face seldom bore a smile, and who,
indeed, seldom was seen at all, except on the Sabbath day.

Her husband was a civil spoken man to the world, but there
was that in his face that savoured of incivility at liome, and
a temper that could not be turned if once he took a thing
into his head.

In process of time Philip disappeared from the neigh-
bourhood. He had become a medical student in a London
hospital, and, of course, was but little at home. When he
did come, he was growing up into a tall, large-boned,
clumsy, yomig man, but the heavy, violent face was there
stiU, and did not win favour for him at first sight.

At length it was discovered that Philip had bsen married
a whole year, without his own parents, or those of his wife,

knowing a', word about the matter. A boy and girl liad

fancied themselves in love, and probably, fearful of so wild
and foolish a step being prevented, took the law into their

own hands, and married without saying one word to any
body.

AVhat was said or done by the fathers and mothers on
this occasion I never heard. The young people had not a
half-penny between them ; but to the best of my knowledge
they lived with their baby, with Thilip's father and mother,
who were tliemselves not over-burdened with riches. I

believe the young man tried to get practice in or near Lon-
don for a time, but it came to nothing. I heard of them so
eonst.antly at the fathers, that I conclude they lived chiefly

with him, but until lately nothing much was known of their
proceedings.

A short time ago, however, I heard that Philip and his
wife and child were in the immediate neighbourhood, and
had been so for several months. The poor young wife was
very ill, and this circumstance brought them to light ; for

they had been so shut up until her illness that few persons
knew they were in the country. A nurse was engaged to

attend upon Mrs. Tm-ner, and the medical attendance
nearest at hand was called in. All this was well. But the
rudeness, violence, and savage demeanour of I'liilip scared
every one else from tlie house. No one dared go near the
place; no one ventured to enquire how the sick wife was

—

all was silent, dark, and unknown about the cottage.

The place where they were now residing was the joint

property of Philip's mother and aunt; and in right of his

own parent, it was supposed, he had made it his home for a
season ; but soon after his settling there, his aunt, who had
previously occupied it, harnessed her little pony carriage and
departed to her sister's house. The violence of the young
man was too great for the quiet habits of a spinster, and it

was suspected that her life was endangered ; for Philip whs
subject to outbreaks that looked almost hke fits of actual
madness. His poor little wife recovered from her illness,

and is now well ; but there they remain, sliut in together,
just as they did before, and neither on week days or Sab-
baths are they ever seen.

I have had an opportunity of learning something of the
workings ofthis poor young man's mind. A relative, who knew

him well, has said, that ho is exceedingly miserable. Ee-
nun-se for the fault he committed in deceiving his parents

as he did in his marriage preys upon him, and repentance

of this kind is very bitter indeed. Tlieii, no doubt, tho

madness of marrying at all so young, and without a six-

pence, must weigh heavily. He has two children now ; no
profession, and no means of supporting his fanuly as a hus-

band and father ought. K this had been laid before him
when he was a thoughtless medical student he would have
considered it very cruel, very untrue, and very tyrannical.

As it is, he luis no one to blame but himself, and the poor
heedless girl who took him for better and worse ; and judg-

ing from things that do appear, we may but too justly sup-

l)ose that much that passes within the cottage walls has made
her, too, repent that ever she consented to a secret and
unblest marriage.
What can be more wretched, mora hopeless, more cala-

mitous, than such a wedded Hfe as this? Two persons

—

almost children themselves—with infants springing up
around them, looking before them into a long and weary
futurity, with no way of cheerfuluess or comfort to gild the

scene. A violent, morose, unemployed husband, and a
young, ignorant, frightened wife. How will llifir children

be trained and nurtured '? Fearful are the consequences ;

long is the train of evil arising from the misdoings of a
single individual. One weak, careless, or wicked parent,

sends forth into the world generations of weak, careless, or

wicked men. There seems no end to the mischief. Evil is

so bound up in the heart of man that it multiplies by thou-
sands, when goodness only multiplies by tens. How needful,

then, that all should take heed to their own ways, that they
may not bring up " children that are corrupters." How
needful that the tree be good, that the fruit be good also.

Unconverted persons, when they are ever so well-meaning
and anxious to do right, go blundering on from one side to

the other, without any compass to steer by. They do the

best they can for their children, and strive with all their

might after it; but they can do no real good. ^Vhat, then,

must be the end when nothing at all is attempted ? It is

only the man who knows the plague of his own heart, who
has tried the only remedy and found it good, that can even
try to bring his children up " in the nurture and admonition
of the Lord," which is the only way in which they can go
for happiness and safety. A youth who has been taught to

fear God will be the one most likely to obey his parents ; for

though we cannot turn hearts, we may teach and impress
them ; and a blessing is promised to attend all those who
"teach" God's words "diligently to their children," and
speak of them when they sit in their house, and walk by the

way, and lie down, and rise up.

Let young, heedless, self-willed people consider the com-
fortless condition of Philip Turner and his wife; and let

parents and children remember, that if in " n//our ways we
acknowledge God, He wdl du-ect our paths."

ONE OF THE MOST PROFITABLE KINDS
OF APPLES.

Feequently seeing the question asked by amateurs and
others—" AVhich are the best kinds of Apple-trees to plant
in this or that locality ?

"—I venture to recommend one in

particular, that deserves a place in every establishment,
however great or small, where an Apple-tree will grow

—

namely, the Hanwcll Souring. This tree, it may be said,

is best adapted to orchard culture, on account of its large,

strong, spreading growth, or habit ; but I would not be
without it even if I had only a small cottage plot of ground.
In the latter, I should plant the Old Emjlish Cudliii, or the
Htiiclhorntlen, as my early pudding and sauce kinds, and
the Hanwcll Sourinii as my principal keeping and lasting

kind. With a due number of these I could provide apple
puddings all the year round, and what a cheap luxury is

this for a poor man and his family's dinner.

The Htimccll Sourimj is one of the best bearing trees I
know. I may say it is a sure bearer, and a large and good
keeping fruit. It is an Apple the cook will never find fault

with ; and those who like the flavour of a real good Apple
towards the months of April, M ly, and June, will still find

that flavom- in this. This renders it, in these late months.
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a useful di;ssuit kiml, wluu otluirs run short, ami have
become shrivelled. That. iiKlefalit,'ablo author, Mr. 11. Hogg,
ill liis excellent book on Brilisk l'umolo(/ij, gives the following
correct account of this Ajiple ;

—

" Fruit above tlie inediuni size, three inches wide, and two
inches and thrue-qiiiirtei-s high ; roundish-ovate, angular,
or somewhat live-sided, and narrowing towards the eye.
SUin greenish-yellow, sininkled with large rusty dots, which
are largest about the base, and with a faint blush of red
next the sun. Hyo closed, set in a deep, narrow, and angular
basin, which is lined with russet. Stalk very short, iu-

^erteil in an even funnel-shaped cavity, from which issue
raiiiiUcations of russet. Flesh white, firm, crisp, with a
biisU and poignant acid tlavour. An excellent culinary
Apple, of lirst rate quality, in use in December, and keeps
till March, when it possesses more acidity than any other
vai-iety which keeps to so late a period. It is said to have
been i-aised at Hanwell, aplace near lianbury, in Oxfordshire."
Those who are interested in Apple culture should cer-

tainly possess this work. It is the most complete one on
the .Vpple in existence at tlie present day. Tiie author, and
the nian to whom the work is dedicated, have spent almost a
life time among fruit, and are alloweil to know more about
them than aiLy otlier two men in Kugland. This is just
a nice book for gentlemen or ladies to put into tlie hands
of tlieir gardeners as a present—setting him up at once
with a complete history and description of the Apple ; thus
enabling him to go to book as he may occasionally reijuire.

I like to be able to go to book, notwithstanding 1 have heard
many men say they never troubled themselves about books,
or that they would not give a farthing either for books or
for book-men. I (]uite disagree with these men, and like

books and book men too. My brother gardeners may be
assured that going to book makes one perfect outof-book

—

that is, in our practice. When any fresh plant comes to

my hands, whether from the nurseryman or Inend, 1 never
take then- word for its name ; I always go to book about it,

and am never satislied until I have seen its name iu priut;
tlius implanting the matter so much the more on my
memoi'y. Besides, if one was never to see many of those
awkward names of fruits and plants, it is for certain one
never could spell them correctly.

This is rallier running away from''the Apple story; but I
will return by saying, I first became acquainted with the
Hiiiiwc'll Soiiriiifi while living at Tusmore House, in Oxford-
shire, as gardener there. This noble house is about twenty
miles from Danbury, in the same county ; and in its line old
kitchen-garden were four or five trees of this favourite kind
of apple. One, in particular, of their number, was the finest

specimen I think 1 liave ever seen. Without any doubt, all

were planted at the same time, but the others had been
cut away to prevent their over-shading too much ground.
Now of Apples of profitable kinds, never saw I such, before
or since, about any other gentleman's mansicm. There were
no great variety of sorts; I think I may safely say not above
twelve or fourteen varieties altogether; three of which were
culinary kinds, namely, the old Emjlish Cuilliu; the true
Lemon Pippin, such as I used to see in Gloucester and
Herefordshire, and also is a first-rate sauce apjile, and a
good keeper; and the Ilunwell Suiirinij. The last yielded
the greatest bulk, and the fruit was ready for use by the
time the Codhns were over ; so that the grand thing,
where one has to servo a family, great or small, was
secured, namely, to have enough iu bulk of certain and
good productive kinds, both for the dessert and kitchen
uses, and in both cases, early as well as long-keeping
kinds are required. Among those are the Cornish Gil-

!i/luu-cr. Who would be tired of seeing this at their
table? It is one of our best eating and dessert kinds,
and may be had in use for three months, or even longer, if

one had enough in bulk to take from. This is the very
kind to have in large ijuantity. Just the same may lie said
of very many other kinds, yet how rave it ih to find loo many
of the old Xonpanil in any garden I This is another long-
keeping kind, and sure to give good satisfac'tiuii in the
dessert. It is too much the fashion to have many diU'erent
pecks in the apple-store to supply from, but we gardeners
want the ([uantity and quality too. A great variety of
Apples is all very well, particularly if we want to exhibit
at a horticultural show ; but for the supply of the rich man's

kitchen and dessert-table, enough in bull; of good sorts, to

go through the season in succession, is the main point to

aim at. Now, this large Apple-tree in the kitchen-garden,
at 'Tusmore House, has been commonly known to produce
from forty to fifty bushels of Apples iu a season. 'The other
trees gave their share too; and, indeed, it was a saying with
the- gardenmen who had known these trees for yeais, that
they always bore a very lieavy crop one year, and a good
middling crop the next year, and so on successively, liiich

I have noticed since to be the case with this kind of Apple.
The soil of this garden was of a tenacious character, just

such as suited the Apple and fruits in general.

When I came to \\inchester, although I found a variety

of kinds of Apples, I found no //uinnll Sonriuf/ among
them ; but shortly after being here, and iu company witli

one of the clerks of the Winchester Cathedral, who was
from the neighbourhood of Banbury, he asked nie if 1 knew
this Apple, I said I did ; he then informed that he had two
trees of it in his little garden that he had bought of the
nurseryiuan, Mr. I'erry, of Banbury. Finding three or four
healthy seedling young trees in my master's garden, 1

headed two of them, and grafted them from tliese Ilanirell

So'jriufjSf in Mai'ch, 18-'(-0, and two fine trees they now are,

and the most usefid trees I have in the garden at this

time.—T. Weavee, Gardener to the Warden of Jl'inelieiter

Cullefje.

HYBRIDS—POLANDS.
I have little time or inclination to enter into a coutrover.sy

with " Upwards and Onwards," but as you say that you
leave it to the disputant parties, my silence might be con-
strued into an inability to carry the aigument further; and
as it would be a simple matter to inundate you with instances
of Hybrids between the common hen and common pheasant,
I now beg to introduce to your notice the Isith Volume of
Penny Cyclopedia, page (Jl, from wliicli 1 make the following
extract :

—

" The union between the common hen and the cock
pheasant is by no means rare, as is well known to those
whose homesteads border upon pheasant preserves. The
produce of this union is called a Pero. Many of these,

some of them very fine birds, have lie.en kept together in

the gai'dens of the Zoological Society, in the Regent's Park,
but they never, as fai' as we have been able to learn, exhibit

any inclination to breed. They are generally considered, as
Mr. Yarrell observes, to be unproductive among themselves,
all being haU' bred ; but the case is difl'crent when they are
paired either with the true pheasant or the common fowl.

Edward Fuller, Ksij., of Carlton Hall, near Saxnuindham,
has recorded that his game-keeper had succeeded in rearing

two birds from a barn-door hen, having a cross from a
pheasant and a pheasant cock, which he presented to the
Zoological Society. On the same evening, when these
three-quarter bred pheasants were noticed. Hybrids between
tlie pheasant and common fowl, the C(nnmon pheasant ami
the silver pheasant, and the common x^heasant with the gold
pheasant, were placed on the Society's table for exhibition."

I presume that this, with the living specimen exhibited
in Baker Street I'oulliy Show, will be deemed conclusive,

when it is also considered that there are numerous preserved
specimens iu the museum of the Zoological Society. It
will, perhajis, also be deemed sufiicient to negative " Upwards
and Ouwards's" assertion that " Hi/hrids arc invuriahly

slerile," and, if not, I beg to refer him to the recent expe-
riments made by the late Fai'l of IJerby with a cock bird of

Phasianns J'ersicolor, from which single bird ho succeeded
in rearing 7-8ths bred buxls, scarcely distinguishable from
the true 1'ersieolor ; this fact is patent, as the otfspring

were sold at Knowsley, and a full account is given in the
catalogue. I should further ?,tate, that this male specimen
of I'ersievhir was the only living specimen in Kurope. The
truth that Hybrids aie fruitful when united with the pure
breed of either pai'ent, is thus placed beyond a doubt,
" Upwards and Onwards" notwithstanding.

Having thus settled the iiuestion with your Correspondent,
I must have a word or tw'o with your good-selves. You
begin by stating that /'onn and enrriaije are to be considered.

Have I not expressly mentioned form in the list of merits
sent to you ? and as to carriage, that depends more on the
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liealtli of tlio birds than on purity of breeil. Yon fiu'llicr

objoi't to plumage occui^ying the post, nf liimmir. Jluw you
would lU'terniiue tlie purity of the breed except by tlie

pliiiiiinii; I mil at a loss to conceive. And again, you s.iy that

a fourtli test will be insisted on, and tluit is in nn economical

point of view. I confess, that after so many sensible (if

you will allow me to say so) obseiTations from the Editor,

I hardly expected that lie would have raised a question as

to whether, in the same breed, nay, even in the same brood,

a spangled or laced, a boarded or non-bearded bird, was the

more fcoiiuniinf/ ; had it been a question between Spanish

and I'olands, I would liave admitted the pertinency of tliq

remarl;. As to tlie merits of the bearded or non-hearded, I

must surely bo admitted impartial, as I do not possess a

single specimen of either variety. I am perfectly aware that

gentlemen of the Tlrian school uphold tlio beards; but can

this be wondered at? and "I'll he sworn" timt your corres-

pondent, (whose letter you say is before you,) belengs to

tliis class, as it is, in my experience, an impossibility to lind

a bearded advocate among the real judges who are (fls-

intrri-xlfi/. I have never seen any attempt at a defence,
unless tliat by Dr. Horner, in \'olume viii., may be so
considered ; but I tliink you will be candid enougli to confess

that he leaves the subject where he found it, for sound
argument lliere is none ; and, moreover, looliing to the

pri/e lists, he is certainly not an impartial judge, if, as I

presume, Maslfr Horner is his son.
By-the-hy, I certainly misunderstood your meaning when

you spolic of the Spangled I'cilands being a recognised
I'liriily, hut I did so from the universal custom in speaking
of (lie animal kingdom of calling a distinct breed by that
name.—Ser.i-T.\T0R.

[While we have grave doubts as to tlie imputed parentage
of very many of the " wood-side hi/hrids " between the com-
mon fowl and the pheasant, there is no question that such
birds have been produced on several occasions, though as

to their breeding inlcy se we have no proof. Stranger
crosses than you mention have, however, occurred—one
between the pheasant and pintado, for instance ; and a stutled

specimen of the pheasant and red grouse is in the posses-
sion of a friend.

The question of the fertility, inter se, of hybrids between
the pheasant and common fowl is not settled by the well-

known instance of Lord Derby's J'crsicolor pheasant, the
union of which with Plinsiatiiis Colchiciis, a closely allied

species, was a very different thing from that of birds so
much more remote as those we are now speaking of. .igain,

we cannot consider tliat " cairiiiije," as a characteristic of
any family of fowls, and such it certainly is, can be regarded
as merely dependent on health ;

plimmcje, also, was to be
taken in conjunction with other points there referred to.

But these remarks of ours, with the mention of the fourth
test, of eeoiwmieiil excellence, were made in reference to the
principles on which poultry at lai-ge were to be judged, and
were not limited to any particidar breed.

^^ Benrds or ito Jiciirds" is still a matter of opinion; and
we certainly cannot admit the charge of partiality, which you
imply, by our leaving it an open question for future decision,

since with us the beardless, we confess, would have the
preference ; hut knowing, at the same time, how strongly
some good judges ditfer from us, our own opinion was thus
cautiously expressed.

"We think the different races of our domestic poultry
might properly be spoken of as swJi-species ; certainly this

would be permissable, until stronger evidence is forthcoming
than is now before us, of the necessity of assigning them all

to one original parent, a conclusion which can hardly he
drawn from tlie premises we now possess. But we own,
that there can be, in our ojiinion, little question as to the
propriety of calling the Spangled I'olands " a rccoijnised

vnrielij ;" had they not been so, they would not have re-

ceived the position assigned them at our Exhibitions.
We have to thank you for your communications ; and if,

unfortunately, our opinions should not exactly accord on
some of the many i|uestions that have lately disturbed the
realms of poultrydum, our object is still the same; and a
better acquaintance with the various domesticated members
of the gallinaceous tribes is with both the point to be
attained, though possibly by different paths.—W.]

SOMETHING ABOUT BEES.
" Yea, I wilt sing liow the celestial boon,
Honey, tjy some sweet mystery of tlie dew,
Is tiorn of air in bosoms of the Flowers,
Liquid, serene ; and how the diligent liecs

Collect it, working further with such art.

That odorous tapers thence deck holy shrines.

O sights, and O elVeets. lovely and strange !

Full of the marvellous and the beautiful !

"

So Leigh Hunt, in his "Jar of Honey from Mount
Hybla," translates a passage from " the Bees" of Kucellai:

those whohave rcail the ",lar" need not be told that.,notwith-

standing its name, a very small portion only (about ten)

of its pages is devoted to bees— a fad ihat we do not at all

regret, seeing that in this small portion he makes two
blunders; one, in tlie assertion that bees will not thrive

amongst echoes ; the other, tliat the drones are stiiny to

death in the autumn by the working bees.

A\'e thank him, however, for the graceful collection of
histoi-ical, poetical, and legendary lore tliat he has laid

before us, but, in thanking him, must not forget the share
that our old friends, the bees,—the " sweet little angels of
the llowery herbs," the " little virgins chaste," as he calls

them— liave had in the composition of it ; as has been the
case in hundreds of other instances, they are its ostensible

godfathers; and it would indeed seem, that whenever an
author wants a sunny suliject, he fixes upon our favourites,

and hangs the cobwebs of his fancy on the gossamer of
their wings.

In spite of the reams of good paper that have been spoilt

in treating upon bees, there are many, very many, points
relating to their natural history and internal economy, that
baffle the most skilful and patient investigation : the learned
and entertaining autlior of the article from "The tjuar-

terly," lately re-published in MuiToy's " Heading for the
Kail," mentions that De Montford, who wrote on tlie subject
of Bees in 104li, onumer,\tes between five and six hundred
authors who had then written on the subject ; it would,
perhaps, be dillicult to reckon up how many have written

since that time. Many, however, of those who have, dis-

carding the fables of earlier writers, have cheerfully amused
themselves by pulling down the gods of others and setting-

up their own, either in the shape of new cLissilications, or

new theories of internal economy, or now modes of manage-
ment, or new " inventions " of some kind or other. And
here we would remark on the manner in which this word
"invention" has been prostituted of late. A man makes
his boxes of H-incli stuff instead of inch, or takes an
inch off their height and adds it to their width, or con-

tracts them towards the base, or what not, and dignifies

each alteration by the term "invention."
These ideas, started by Leigh Hunt, bring us to The

CoTTAOE tiAKDENKr., and the consideration of what it has
done for the advancement of bee science. We have been
lately going through the papers and notes on Bee-keeping
that have appeared in it since its commencement, and we
have certainly been somewh.at amused at the very mild
advice given to those seeking information in the earlier

volumes : it was not long, however, before signs of increas-
ing intelligence appeared, and the light which began to
dawn about the latter end of the first, has become stronger
and stronger in each succeeding volume, until the sound
sense of Mr. Payne ; the interesting, but somewhat spe-
culative suggestions of " The Country Curate ;" and the
suggestions, practical and otherwise, of the myriads of skir-

misliers that have hovered between the two, ever ready to

dare for the advance of their favourite science, and never
ashamed to confess the ill-success of tlieu' expetiments when
unsuccessful, have made our pastime something more than
a dull routine.

Yet, we who have gone quietly with the stream scarcely

perceive how swiftly it now runs—in what a blaze of light

we caiTy on our experiments : certainly, as already hinted
at, our " vaulting ambition " has sometimes " o'er leaped
itself;" still, though we may have "fallen on the other side,"

we have mostly come down upon our feet little the worse
for our tumble : progress has been the upshot of our endea-
vours, and though the progress has been so gradual that we
scarcely perceive, yet, if we adopt the same rule in the
present case that we adopt in estimating the progress of
mankind iu everything that civilizes and exalts, and make
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rests at stated periods, and comrave the state of our science

at tlie commencement of the several periods, we shall be

able to estimate pretty accurately the progress that has
been made.

If we mistake not, The Cottage Gat.denet! was one of

the first, if not the very first, periodical that opened its

pages to bee-keepers. Formerly we used to get in liee-

books the experience of an individual bee-keeper, who filled

up the outline of his own experience, and the details of his

own particular hobbies, with the stereotyped platitudes of

his predecessors. The book was published ; some poor
enthusiast bought it ; followed its directions ; failed of

success, and became disgusted with bees ; uo one was by to

offer good advice. Now, weelc by week, we have failures

and successes alike chronicled, and he must be indeed a

dullard who cannot, out of the calendars and other papers
that are continually being published, Imock out a safe and
profitable mode of practice. It we look back upon the

various suggestions for, and well tried modes of, ventilating,

driving, fumigating, forming artificial swarms, superhiving,

removing supers, giving water, feeding, making food, ttc,

and the interesting notes that have appeared upon position

of liives, consumption of hives, weight of comb in hives of

different ages, honey-dew, formation of Queens, &c. ; we
cannot but admire the trutli of what has been urged ; and
while these last-mentioned subjects are, perhaps, chiefly

interesting to those who hava had some experience, it is

quite cleai', from the nature of the questions put, and from
the admissions continually made by corresijondents, that

The Cottage Gaudeneii has greatly increased the number
of bee-keepers,

What, we would ask, is it that makes bees such general

favourites, particularly to us dwellers in dull climes where
disappointment awaits us in abnost two seasons out of three,

and where we have neither the orange-blossoms of the Isle

of Bourbon, nor the rosemary of Narbonne to impart their

perfume to our honeyed store ? Is it not because, in the

midst of the hurry and anxiety of business, they are sug-

gestive of heather and wild thyme, of apple-blossoms and
laburnum, of Hybla and Hymettus ; because we mount
upon tlieir backs and follow them in their flight to the

scenes of our autumnal rambles ; because in these rambles
a knowledge of their habits often enables us to drop a word
of advice and encouragement where it is most wanted ; be-

cause we take pleasure in explaining to the little ones about

us the wonders shewn in the economy of these insects, and
so prepare them to receive, unscathed, the shafts wherewith

the Great Enemy, clothed in the garb of materialism and
the pride of reason, may before long assail them.

j

Before closing these notes, we wovild recommend every i

bee-keeper who is alive to the poetry of bee-keeping to
j

read the article from the " Quai'terly " already referred to

:

however much a practical man may differ from the writer on
some points, no one with any pretence to taste can fail to be
pleased with the elegant manner in which the subject is

treated by him, nor with the admirable review it contains of

many of the writers who have treated of the honey-bee. I

As we commenced this paper with poetry, we will end it I

in like manner : however frequently we may have come
|

across the following passage, and whatever, as naturalists,
'

we may think of its ti'uth, it will never lose its freshness or i

beauty to those who really like bees; it moreover beauti-

fully conveys one of the many lessons which their habits are

calculated to teach. After having enforced from their
(

example the great principles of contentment and obedience,

and shewn the influence of those principles on the com-
munity at large, the poet proceeds to infer analogically, how
it is quite possible that the many interests that are at work
in the world are, in fact, all "working together for good,"

though they may appear conflicting to us, who can only

grasp one or twoUuks in the long chain of events.

" Therefore doth heaven divide

The state of man in divers functions.

Setting endeavour in continual motion ;

To which is fixed as an aim or butt,

Obedience : for so work the Honey Bees ;

Creatures, that, by a rule in nature, teach
The art of order to a peopled kingdom.
They have a king, and oflicers of sorts ;

"Where some, like magistrates, correct at home
;

Others, like merchants, venture trade abroad
;

Others, like soldieri, arm'd in their sting.

DIake boot upon the summer's velvet buds ;

Which pillage they, with merry march, bring home
To the tent royal of their emperor

;

W^ho, busied in his majesty, sun-eys

The singing masons building roofs of gold ;

The civil citizens kneading up the honey ;

The poor mechanic porters crowding in

Their heavy burdens at his narrow gate
;

The sad-eyed justice, with his surly hum.
Delivering o'er to executors pale

The lazy yawning drone. Hence we infer,

That many things having full reference

To one concert may work contrariously

;

As many arrows loosed several ways
Fly to one mark ;

As many several ways meet in one town ;

As many streams run into one self sea
;

As many lines close in the dial's centre.

So may a thousand actions, once afoot,

End in one purpose, and be all well borne
Without defeat."

K.

DISEASES OF FOWLS.
CEOP-BOCXD.

A very large Cochin Cock of last year, who had for some
time been the despotic ruler of tlie yard, was deposed, after

a short combat, by a new arrival from " Stevens' ;" after

being conquered, he was so much hurried and driven by the

victor that he was even prevented from feeding, and in a

few days drooped to such an extent that his removal was
deemed necessary, after which, he took the earliest oppor-

tunity of eating a very large quantity of barley, &c., and
filled his crop to a degree of which only a Cochin is capable.

The food in tlie over-distended crop remained there for

several days, not i")assing into the gizzard, consequently the

bird was half-starved, and became exceedingly hungr)',

eagerly devouring grass, &c., &c., which, of course, added
to the evil. In this state I first examined him, and fuimd

the crop exticmeh/ distended with a perfectly solid, unyielding

mass of food, which had remained there for five days :—after

securing the fowl by wrapping a long piece of netting round
the legs and wings, (in the same fashion that a spider adopts

in securing a fly), I picked ofl' a few feathers, and made an
incision, two inches long, through the sjiin, muscular fibres

and crop, and extracted, witli some trouble, an immense
quantity of exceedingly ofi'ensive grain, grass, &c. ; waslted

out the crop by repeatedly poming water through the

opening, and then sowed up the wound, taking care that the

edges of the crop and of the skin were neatly brought

together.

Perhaps some persons may imagine the operation to have

been both unnecessary and cruel ; I feel confident, however,

that it saved the life of the bu-d ; and as to the paui inflicted,

it could not have been very severe, as the animal, whilst

held down on its back, made every effort, not as may be

imagined to escape, but to reach and devour the com which
was being extracted from it. A few hours after the operation

the fowl was fed with some oatmeal-gruel, and was obviously

much better, tlie food passing through the bowels, which,

for several days pre\iously, had not occtu'red. The ob-

struction was caused simply Ijy the compact character of the

solid mass which distended the crop, as, upon examination,

I found that there were not any substances contained in it

lai'ger than peas. The following day the patient appeared
much better, took soft food freely, which was properly

digested, &c. &c., and afterwards rapidly recovered, the

stitches having been carefully cut on the third day after the

operation.—W. V<. TEGETaiEiEK,— Toltenhnm, MiiliUesex.

[Usually, if promptly treated, when a fowl with " a liard

crop," or crop-bound, has a teaspoonlul of gin or brandy
poured down its throat, the torpid crop is so stimulated as

to pass the mass of grain.

—

Ed. C. G.]

POULTRY SHOWS.
EoY.ii, Dublin Society's Cattle and PorLTHY Show.—

This was on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the

•J9th, 30th, and :11st March, on their spacious premises,

Kildare-street, Dublin, and had the merit of superiority in

both quantity and quality to former shows. The splendid

cup presented by Messrs. Turdon, of the Funner's Guzetle,
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value one hundred and twenty guineas, lias been carried off

by Chai-les Townley, Esq., JI.I'., near Burnley, Lancashiiv.

THE rOULTEY,

Consisting of '^70 lots, were very superior. The Sh<tiii/luics

were evidently and deservedly ttie favourites. A lot from

Scotland tool; tlie first prize. Tbere were several fine

specimens of both partridge - eoloui-ed, bufl"-coloured, aud
white, some of which changed hands at high prices. In

the Dorldiui, the Hon. C. H. Lindsay took tlie first prize,

Lieutenant-Colonel Hill the second. Both lots were fine

birds, well matelied aud coloured. The Blaili Polish are

rarely met with so good as those exhibited by Jlr. Xolan
;

they carried off tlio first prize. They were superior in size,

cai'riage, and topknot. There was no second prize in this

class. In the Sfdiiish, Mr. Burton was the successful com-
petitor, and Jlr. Nolan took the second iinzc. Mr. A.

Haffield, of the Treasury, Dublin Castle, was successful in

what we have always named Spaiu/lvil-ITomluri/h, those witli

roughs or beards, and large tojikuots. The Malays, which
some years since were such favourites, have lost their

position ; there were some good siiecimens exhibited, as well

as cross-bred bii'ds, for which Mrs. Anne Strahan took

I)rizes.

On Tuesday, at three o'clock, his Excellency the Lord
Lieutenant, and the Countess St. Geraiains and suit entered

the show-yard, and was received and accompanied through

the premises by Robt. Aixhbold, Esq., late M.P. for Kildare,

and John Jlolloy, Esq., J.P., County Dubhn, the band
playing God save the Queen. His Excellency paid par-

ticular attention to the stock, and the Countess inspected

the poultry with peculiar interest, accompanied by Lord
Gongh. During their stay the yard was crowded with rank
and fashion.

There was a meeting of the Society and their friends in

the evening, at which his Excellency presided, and expressed

his great gi'atiticatiou at the magnificent display of beasts,

swine, and poultiy, and expressed his anxiety to forward

the intentions of the Society, which, he said, were most
praiseworthy.

Pai't of the stock were dispersed through our Palace of

Industry, which is progressing witli electric rapidity, up-

wards of a thousand men being employed ; while the clink

of hammers gave the pleasing note of preparation for the

lith of !May. All space in it being already allotted, nothing

can now be admitted but of great value and importance.

Shanghne.—Prize, J. F. Burnaide, Esq.—One sovereign.

Borking.^PTizi, Tlie Hon. C. H. Lindsay—One sovereign.

Polish.—Prize, J. J. Nolan, Esq.—One sovereign.

Spanish.—Prize, R. £. C. Benton, Esq.—One sovereign.

Spangled-Hiimburgh (now called Spangled-Poland;,—Prize, Arthur
Haffield, Esq.— One sovereign.
3Iah/i/.—P[he, BIrs. Anne Strahan—One sovereign.

Cross or othtr Breed.—Prize, Mrs. Anne Strahan—One sovereign.

Siberian Pheasant (now called Spangled-Hamburghs),—Prize, R. P.
Williams, Esq., Drumcondra—One sovereign.

Chickens.— Prize, Mary Hughes—One sovereign.
Capons.—None.
Aylesbury Ducks.—Prize, John F. Burnside, Esq.—One sovereign.

Rouen Ducks.—Prize, Henry L. Prentice, Esq.—One sovereign.

Ducklings.— Prize, Thomas Fleet, Esci.—One sovereign.

Hong Kong Geese.—Prize, Sirs. Teresa Carton—One sovereign.

Goslings.— Prize, Thomas Fleet—One sovereign,

American TwrAeyi'. — Lieutenant-Colonel Hill—One sovereign.

Other Breeds.— Prize, R. P. Williams, Esq.—One sovereign.

Turkey Poults.—Prize, Thomas Fleet.

The following gentlemen were judges—George Stirling,

Esq., James Pi. Dombrain, Esq., and Isaac M. D'Olier, jun.,

Esq., Booterstown.

ICend-u, Poultry Show.—Considering the unfavourable
season of the year for an exhiliition of potiltry, we must
regard the show held at Kendal on the 18th and lUth of
March as a most successful one.

The number of pens entered were between 200 and .300,

and upon the whole were of average merit. The classes

were very unequally represented, the Spanish and Dorking
beuig by far tlie most meritorious ; indeed, the single-

combed Dorkings, as a class, have been but seldom equalled,

certainly never surpassed ; the first prize birds in both the
classes of single combed Dorkings possessed all that the
most fastidious could desu-e.

The Shanghaes were numerous, but exceedingly bad;
indeed, there were not many pens deserving the prizes

oflered by the Society ; and in the chicken classes the first

prize was altogether withheld, as the only pen in this class

that deserved especial notice, and merited the first prize,

was disquahlled by a law of the Society that prohibits
" trimming or artificial alteration of the plumage." The
pen was bred from the stock of Messrs. Cattell and Sturgeon,

and were birds of distinguished merit, but the law above

refeiTed to, rendered it imperative in the judge to disqualify

them.
The Ayhshury Duchs, Turkeys, and Geest, were all good,

and were exhibited in excellent condition. The first prize

Aylesbury Ducks found a ready purchaser at a much higher

price than we have before heard of.

^^'e are pleased to add, that the Odd Fellows' Hall, a

capacious building in every way suited for the occasion, was
literally crowded from the time of opening until the close of

the show- The whole arrangement reflected the highest

credit upon the committee, and honorary secretary, ilr.

James Gelderd, and we sincerely hope the funds will be
equal to the expenditure. The judge upon the occasion

was Mr. James Bissell, Birmingham.

SPANISH (Cock and two Hens).

First prize, Mr. R. B. Parkinson, Kendal. Second prize, Mr, Thom-
son, Hyuing. Third prize, Mr, Whitwell, jun,, Tolsen Hall.

SPANISH (Cock and two Pullets),

First prize, Mr, H. W. Heaton, Copley Wood, Halifax. Second prize,

Mr. R. B. Parkinson, Kendal.

i DORKINGS, SINGLE-COMBED (Cock and two Hens),

First prize, Mr, G. A. Gelderd, Kendal, Second prize, Mr, Thomas
Robinson, Ulverston, Third prize, Mr. W. Talbot, jun., Lane House,

DORKINGS, SINGLE-COMBED (Cock and two Pullets),

First prize, Mr, G, A, Gelderd, Kendal. Second prize, Mr. Joseph
Morton, Skelsmergh Hall. Third prize, Rlr. Charles Ellison, Sizergh
Castle. The whole class commended.

DORKINGS, DOUBLE-COMBED (Coek and two Pullets),

First prize, Mr. Thomson, Hyning, Second prize, Mr, C, Reed,
Bowness. No third awarded.

DORKINGS, WHITE.
First prize, Mr. C. Ellison, Low Sizergh.

COCHIN-CHINA, CINNAMON AND BUFF (Cock and two Hens).

First prize, I\Ir. Waugh, Warwick Bridge. Second prize, Mr. Heaton,
Copley Wood, H.alifa.x,

COCHIN-CHINA, CINNAMON AND BUFF (Cock and two Pullets),

Second prize, William Thompson, Kendal. Third prize, Mr. James
Yeates, Hawthorn Hill.

GAME, BLACK-BREASTED AND OTHER REDS (Cock and two
Hens).

First prize, Mr. William Mansergh, Overtoun. Second prize, fllr.

Thomson, Hyning.

GAME, BLACK-BREASTED AND OTHER REDS (Cock and two
Pullets).

First prize, Mr. H. Heaton, Copley Wood, Halifax, Second prize,

Mr, Thomas Robinson, Ulverston, Third prize, Mr, Wm, Mansengh,
Overtoun,

GAME, ANY VARIETY (Cock and two Hens).

First prize, Mr. Poole, Hawkshead. Second prize, Mr. Thomas
Robinson, Uiverston. Third prize, Mr. H. Uauthmell, Hutton.

GAME, ANY VARIETY (Cock and two Pullets),

First prize, Mr, Charles Robinson, Lancaster, Second prize, Mr. H,
Rauthmell, Hutton. Third prize, Mr, Edward Wells, Kendal. The
whole class commended.

GOLDEN-SPANGLED HAMBURGH (Cock and two Hens).

First prize, Mr, Thomson, Hyning. Second prize, Mr, James Smith,
Kendal, Third prize, Mr, James Smith, Kendal.

GOLDEN-SPANGLED HA.MBURGH (Cock and two Pullets).

First prize, Mr, James Rookes, High Barn. Second prize, Rlr, Thos,
Robinson, Ulverston. Third prize, Mr. Ruttledge, Storth End,

SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGHS,
First prize, Mr. H. W. Heaton, Copley Wood, Halifax.

SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGHS (Cock and two Hens).

First prize, Mr, John Pickthall, Mint House. Second prize, Mr. Thos.
Robinson, Ulverston.

SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGHS (Cock aud two Pullets).

First prize, Mr. H. W. Heaton, Copley Wood, Halifax. Second
prize, Mr. G. A, Gelderd, Kendal,

BANTAMS.
First iirize, Mr, W, H. Heaton, Halifax. Third prize, Sir. A^'augh,

Warwick Bridge.

GEESE.
First prize, Mr. W. Talbot, jun., Lane House. Second prize, Mr.

Ed. Owen, Kendal, Third prize, Mr, Thomas Kew, Dale House.

DUCKS, WHITE AYLESBURY (Drake and two Ducks).

First prize, Mr, G. Park, Collin Field. Second prize, Mr. G. A,
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Gelderd, Kendal. Third prize, Mr. V,'tQ. Ellison, Low Sizergh. The
whole class commended.

DUCKS fAny other variety).

First prize, T^Ir. Waugh, Warwick Bridcre. Second prize, Mr. John
Pickthall, Mint House. Third prize, Mr. H. \V. Ueaton, Copley Wood,
HaJifu.

TURKEYS (Cock and one Hen).

First prize, Mr. Ruttlidge, Storth End. Second prize, Mr. Rowland
Parker, BIossKnd. Third prize, Mr. George Banks, High Gale.

GUINEA FOWL (Best Pair).

First prize, Mr. II. A. Watson. Gihhwaiterigg. Second prize, Mr. W.
Ellison, jun.. Low Sizergh. Third prize, Mr. John Pickthall, Mint
House.

THE COTTAGE GARDENER'S PONT.
(Continued from page 488, Tol. ix.)

The anionnt of personal attention paid to our " pony

"

need hardly be more, and shonld assuredly not Le less than

that bestowed on good plough horses on a well-managed
farm ; for though I would not advise over-care, yet neglct-t,

and slovenliness, and dirt, will never pay in keeping any :

domestic animal ; pachydennatous or otherwise. A w ell-

matched pair of likely young plough hoi-ses often make
\

quite as comely an appearance as a paii- in a gentleman's .

caniage (and the best London carnage and Erongliam 1

hoi"ses seiTC a regular apprenticeship in the plough ; the
]

happiest and brightest portion of their existence;), but the I

ploughman contrives to groom them completely, morning,

noon, and night, in the intei-vals of a hard, long day's

labour ; and they mostly lay out at nights in summer. An
intelligent countiy seiTant, accustomed to the routine of

farm stables, will not often disappoint yom' hopes of making
him a groom, provided, always, that you and he do not

entirely " expel nature with the fork " from out of the stable,

or " she will be back again continually upon you, " and with

a vengeance, I can tell you that. It seems as if the half-

domesticated life, which I have planned, were at one and the

same tune best for the half-hardy pony and for the cottage

gardener too.

The gi'eat battle with Caleb Balderstone is always within a

week of the first party that he has had to drive his master and
mistress to, at some vei'y aiistocratic mansion in the neigh-

bourhood. Sir John Phooiinand's grooms ; Lady do Llau-
daugh's coachman ; and the rest, have tempted him ; well,

if they have not beguiled the honest fellow altogether into

the thirsting after that fatal knowledge which has been the
death of many a happy gaidener in these oiu' days, still,

poor fellow, he has partaken of something bad enough, that

is too plain; he is quite unsettled. Forgetting Diamond and
Derby, the pair that he ploughed with for more seasons
than one at Famier I'unow's, and were afterwards sold for

1.50 guineas, though never till then out of his hands ; and
the wonderful traditions of their subsequent rise in the
world, till they got into the caiTiage of a Duke, who gave
i'.'iOU for them ; forgetting all his antecedents, he has got

an entire new set of ideas into his head. Let him run on a
little. The substance of his present views comes to some-
thing like this,^—he thinks his master should turn out like

other jieople—considers it the ruin of a harness-horse to

ever put him into a cart or plough ; if he wants exercise,

Caleb could easily ride him out for a couple of hours eveiy
morning (galloping races with the young, or standing by
the halfhoiir to gossip with the old of his acquaintance, as

the case maybe). Caleb thinks the loose box system very
untidy, and would have pony tied up by the head in a stall

all d.iy long, that he may be ' handier to come about ;' is

sure that to be turned out to giass at night in summer is

bad for the viind : is siu-e that cowdung and clay stopping
is better for the feet than the cool dewy giound ; but ^i the
pony must needs have gi'a.ss, he, Caleb, considers there is a
gieat deal of sense in the plan which Squire Fivebargate's
man toM liim of, that is, to have the grass cut in the fiehl,

and wheeled by the barrow-full into the stable, and the
manure harrowed back upon the land afterwards ; the horse
standing doing nothing all the time. Caleb thinks the
stable should be a great deal hotter; and would nail up the
ventilator to save the trouble of regulating it (a feat actually
accomplished by the intelligent servant of a certain coimtry
Local Board of Health in the very Boardroom). Cow dung

might abate inflammation of the feet perhaps, but to prevent

the legs swelling, he would swathe them every night in fom-

nice flannel rollei's. If the pony should cough, or be ill

after all this care, here is an infallible recipe for keeping all

right :—
" JItfrralive and Condition Powders for Horses,— Are

strongly recommended for producing a beautiful smooth
skin, and for bringing the hoi-se into general good condition ;

they give tone to tlie stomach, increase the appetite, and
purge the blood from all gross impure humours ; they will

be found of essential sen ice for grease, swelled legs, coughs,

and influenza." Directions,—Give a table-spoonful two or

three times a week.

Caleb would have no objection to delegate most of the hard
work in the cottage garden to " a daitly workman," as he
calls him ; considering the position of ' vaht de vliumbre and
mirsetendcr' to a pampered jade of Asia much fitter employ-
ment for a responsible and rational being than the occu-
pation of our fii-st parents. It needs must be, that if jou
adopt tlie artificial system of horse-keeping, which is almost

peculiar to this country ; if you trast entirely to manage
ment, and allow nature no chance of remedying your own
blunders or yom' groom's, then, it needs must be, lliat yoiu*

man should almost live in the stable, ready to anticipate the

smallest want of his horse, and to detect the eailiest pre-

monitory symptom of inflammation, cough, strain, or lame-

ness. In this lies the difference between the simple plough-

boy and the crack groom. The one knows perfectly well,

from experience, that moderate work and moderate speed,

cooling diet along with plenty of good com, cleanliness, cool

air, and an occasional i-un out at grass, wiU keep his horse

in vigorous health, and fit to take master eredit,ably either

to church or market, ^^'hilst the accomplished jockey

knows that he has to be on tlie look-out constantly for the

slightest and eiu'liest mdications of a thousand ailments to

which the high condition of his charge render's him con-

stantly liable; and it is this deai-bought knowledge, this

foresight, the sad result of previous experience, which makes
him presume so confidently on his ability to bring his horse
safely and triumphantly tlirough prolonged trials of his

speed, endurance, and constitution. But once and again I

must remonstrate, that the difl'erenoe of a couple of miles

per hour is not ordinarily of great moment to us cottage

gardonei's. It is no object to us to keep up the same un-
broken pitiless pace, up hill and down, good road or bad,

mile after mile, hour after horn', without stop or stay, like

the unearthly steed in the old German ballad, ''Ti-anip,

tiamp, .ilong the land they rode; Splash, splash, along the

sea. " There never was but one end to a ride out of that

description—an end sure to overtake steed and rider, roaster

and man, soon or late.

The story of Actteon eaten up by his own dogs is held by
Oxford men to convey a warning against the ruinous expense

of keeping a pack of hounds. Doubtless, the ball.'ul above

quoted was done into English by Sir "Walter Scott to warn
young people of the inevitable fate of all hard-ridel's.

Animal muscular power is, in its nature, intermittent, and
by no means constfmt. A hoi-se, when he comes to a stiif

hill, can put forth ciijht limes his average sti'ength to over-

coiue the obstacle ; although neither whip nor spur, nor

I

noble emidation, will send a steam-engine up an incline,

j
however short, requiring eight times the engine's ordinary

I

jiower. But natm'e, converselj', requires rest after such

I

unusual efforts ; to make exti-aordinai'y efl'orts, and to prolong
! them far beyond the natural limits wisely set upon tlie

i exercise of this valuable, and oft abused power, is the destiny

J

of the tr.iined and high-conditioned lioi'se. Like most
natural gifts, this one can be improved by education ; and

: the secrets of training cannot be picked up by Caleb, or by

[
any one else who does not devote all his attention to his

;
subject, and who has not the advantage of experienced in-

structoi's. The principle is that of tlie ancient athlete who
lifted a little calf every day till she became a fidl grown cow.

Exercise is mainly rehed upon ; the exei"tion which would
carry the animal at the top of his speed for say half-a mile,

is prolonged, after daily practice, to three-quartei's of a mile,

at which it is continued till this can be accomplished with

I
ease, when only it is permitted to extend the liisk again.

Great patience and tact are required to discriminate between
beneficial exertion and injmious fatigue. Exercise pro-
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longed one stop al'tov tlio anininl is ilistvesseil is worse tljan

useless. II' tlio cijItaLji' ganlonei' wislios to improve his

pony's paces, lie slionU eithoi- employ an experienced artist

for tlie jmrpose, or else rida liim out rettnlarly liinisell'.

Exercise slionUl never be entrusted to an ordinary servant.

If a ndl iu the loosebox, or a ranije in the paddock, will nut

keep him right in the intervals of his journies, ho must he,

by all moans, put into a light littlo cart, mounted on an ohl

pair of carriage wheels, with springs, and set to do a variety

of little errands and jobs about the place. For instance, in

liot snnmior weatlier, cows are host in the house all day
;

tlieir green foddei' then will require carting home for them.

All the numnre from a model little farm-yard shoulil he very

freipiently drawn out, and either spreail at once, in rainy

weather, on tlie grass land, or thrown in a heap in the

corner of the field, to accumulate till it is required. 'I'he

onlinary plan of allowing some hundred toiis ol' putrid

nmterial to rot about tho living places of animals and men
is too tiai'barons to he permitted without a remonstrance.
The labour, too, of finally removing such a quantity of

m.aterial when tlio busy time comes for using it is incon-

veniently felt; though its gradual removal, say once or twice

a week, or fortnight, can generally bo accomplished with
ease. There are a hundred little operations besides, as I

have before observed, such as going to mai'ket, loading sand,
lime, gravel, stones, tiles, &a., in which the pony may bo set

to work. It is very needful, especially at first, to load liim

lightly, and not to let him work in the cart more tlian lialf-

a-day, nor for many days together. In a few montlis yon
will be delighted to SCO how his arms and thighs will swell

out with well-developed muscle ; and as he tugs your little

chaise up a hill with increased vigour, you will be reminded
of the story of the strong man and tlie calf liefore alluded
to. No otfence to you, gentle reader, in the comparison.

The cottage gardener's li.ay field should be slightly ma-
nui-ed over every part of it at least once a year, if not twice

;

and all his little bit of pasture once in three years. It is a
salutary rule that tlie frost should touch your top-dressing
between the time it is applied and the time that the grass
or hay comes to be eaten. I am aware of the many advan
tages resulting from abridging the quantity of meadow
grounil, and growing artificial gr.asses instead, in the course
of a ri'gular rotation of crops, keeping the ground in gi-ass

for two ov three years together. But I still suppose that
among small allotment farmers, and those who occupy their

glebe lands, there often occur reasons for not disturbing the
old unbroken sward of favourite meadows. Still, halfan-
acre, or fiom that to two acres of land, may he keiit with
great advantage undi'r the plough and spade. Having
studied a little treatise on Flemish Farming, recently pub-
lished, and also Martin Doyle's excellent works, and having
so?ue personal experience of the matter, I am inclined to

think spade labour and the plough are best combined. I

have been accustomed lo turn over such land frequently
during the winter, working it in very narrow ridges; the
alternate falls may, il' m-edful, be afterwards deepened with
a draining spade. The soil is tlms thoroughly exposed
during frost, I am not partial to heavy manuring, but to

frequent manuring, and great variety of crops, clover or
tares, e.arly potatoes or cahhages, mangold wurtzel and
turnips, carrots, parsnips, beans, winter potatoes, oats to

cut for green food, peas and beans, onions, and indeed any
oiilinai-y crop of the kitchen garden may be cultivated in
this way. It llie pony he not strong enough for the place,
a sliilling or eighteen-pence will hire a neiglihonr's horse to
help him ; hut I continually see ground turned over after
once ploughing, and harrowed, and the rows prepared lin-

early potatoes, with one horse and a light implement. I

have done these things myself; though, no doubt, half a
day's work at a lime is enough from one horse, and two do
the work better. The cottage gardener, however, need never
send Caleb Balderslone a riding out for want of something
else for his pony to do.

So much for exercise, until we begin to drive out for own
enjoyment. One word here on feeding. The best receipt
fur condition, next to exercise, is a liberal allowance of
corn, say eight or ten pounds of oats a-day (with carrots,
and a little bran once a-week), in winter, and five or six

pounds a-day in summer, when the poiiyis turned out at nights.

Ou tlie contrary, a^ to hay, you can hardly bo too stingy.

for pony is a gross feeder ; will blow liimself out if he can
;

and must not be allowed to gorge ml liliiliim during the da>

time, lie likes a lump of salt always in his manger, lie

must learn to be moderate also in his drinking, except at

night. He is very fond of soft water, and does not like thai

from a pump. In winter, many careful men have alwajs a

bucket of water before-hand in the stalile, wliich lakes oil

the extreme cold. A full sized lior^e will dispose of a stone

of oats a day when he is in full work, but he should lia\ e

succulent food at the same time. In one word ; oats save

hay; oats save grooming; oats are the raw material of

all good horse-flesh; oats give muscular power; oats add

permanently to the value of the horse, bringing out and
rounding off the form of the limbs and elevating the fore

hand. I'eas, beans, Indian corn, .and barley, may be, now
and then, sulistitnted for them with advantage. Two pounds
of oats, or one feed extra per day, only comes to an extra

shilling a week ; the horse slionld improve to that extent in

value by the year end ; but whether tliat be the case or not,

you ought to save that much in hay and in the superior

quality of your manure. There is an ancient witticism in

the facetiffi of Hierocles about a man who was continually

currying and brushing his horse, but who kept too tight a

hand on the corn-chest. The steed saw through the hum
bug of the thing himself, and one day told his master that

all the rubbing and scrubbing was to no purpose unless lie

got jdenty of corn. The raciness of the joke, wliich must
at one time have raised many a horse-laugh, has neail\

passed away in the course of two thousand years ; but the
sense remains. VifiGYon.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Ber Flowers (1I^ L. T.}.~Siiliua ttt-nternsa (of .Sir \V. Smitli), nml

Metihtus teuftmttut, are ttie two Iipat, Imt it is useless planting even
these, except by ttie acre. The tields, anil the fields alone, supply (heir

store of honey.
DisKAsRD Peach Shoots {A ThnnUful Render).— Vour Peach is, to

all appearance, a case of hadly-ripeneil wooil, to which « e have so i^re-

quentty pninteil. Prohalily your hortler is too rich, and your trees too
flourishing; a common fault \vilh beginners. Were they ours, and our
opinion was confirmed on seeing them, we would open a trench and root-
prune them. If, however, the trees arc weakly, you must look to some
other cause ; we judge by the length of the joints. Our wood has tlirec

joints where your shoots have only two. There can he little ilouht ,^hont

the cause. Look bade, and see what "your tutor" said about stopiiing
all shoots at the end of August.
Sheep (J. li. //.).—The cross-breed between the Welsh Sheep and

Southdown would answer very well, hut the best cross with the M'elsii

Sheep would be the Cheviot breed. The best age lo put ewes to the ram
is when they are about eighteen montlis old. Some breeds would begin
breeding earlier, but without much advantage.— .f. B.
IJiLWVNiA JUNIPERINA ( //. .S.).— llcfcr again to The Cottage Gar-

deners^ Dirtionnri/ ; you will not find any such thing as Diimitit Jtnii-
pevina. The piece of a pfant you sent is not a Diiiiiwrt at all; it is

Ditii'i/nin jutiiperififi, a greenhouse plant from New Holland. Vour
/Eehmens will jiroduce suckers round the base of the idil plant that Ikis

flowered, and you may please yourself whether you take tliem olV am!
make new and more plants, or repot them and allow the suckers lo

remain. In the latter way you will have large plants that will produce
as many sjiikes of flowers as there are suckers.
Oarnins J/tiif).—You say you have cultivated— I. Oncid'nnn pupi/in;

2, Aeridi':: iiihifdtttm ; 3, '/-.ijf^iijietiiluiii Dhiekdi; 4, Dendiohltnn iwbift; ;

5, Cirtf/fi/n nia.wia^ ; and, (i, Sfimfiopen ligriTia, in a small mi.xcd house,
where the heat was only '15^ at night for several weeks, and one week
they were in a common greenhouse, the heat of which was frequendy
down to 40'^, and they are now doing well. The Onrid, Vendi-olie, ami
Citttleya are showing bloom ; the Dendi-nbe has twenty-three Ijlooins ou
it, and several are open now. You justly observe, this may be interesting
to many readers of The Cottage Gardeneb. Your treatment amounts
only to this, you have given them a severe rest, and we suppose have
kept them dry in such a low temperature, and have them now iu a
warmer house, with more moisture, which has caused them to be doing
well now, and flowering. It is, however, surprising that the AerUles has
done so well with your treatment, as it is a native of the hottest part of
India. You do not say whether it is thriving and flowering as the
others are.

Cow AND FIenhouse COMBINED.—C. W. says,— ** As somc of your
correspondents speak of the warming of poultry houses, I will mention a
simple plan, wliich many probably might adopt, and which has answered
well with me. I have a shippen with stalls for four cows, and as one or
two of these were not used, I partitioned one off with some boarding, but
chiefly with wire-work, so as to let the warmth from the cows have tree
access. This kecjis up a more regular warmth than a stove, and is not
dependent on any one's negligence. When the cows go out in the day-
time it gets well ventilated, and in summer, when they sleep out allo-
getiier, it is perfectly cool. The wire-work admits plenty of light as well
as air, and a door behind the cows provides eiisy access for its being
cleaned out when the shippen is cleaned every morning. The ease of
cleaning such places is a very important matter as regards the health of
poultry. A small hole in tlie brickwork, near the ground, provides
entrance and exit. My perches are made of boards, such as are now
used for bed-bottoms, four or four-and-a-half inches wide, and an inch
thick. So perching, the birds neither dirty themselves nor the pcrclies,
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and icom the readiness with which they settle on them when going; to
roost, and select them in preference either to stronp branches with the
bark on, or to flat shelves or boards, 1 am inclined to think they are
inferior to none. One of your correspondents stated, a little wliile ago,
tliat old hens would not lay in the winter. With this arrangement, and
no particular care as to feeding, three pullets and three old hens [Cochins)
gave me about 280 eggs during the luonlbs of December and January,
when I could buy none from the farmers around me. I should certainly
advise any one building a shippen to make a place for hens under the
same roof.—C. W."
Relinquishing Bedding Plants (Ah old Sub.).—We are very sorry

to hear your tale, and no less so for not letting us know in time that we
might advise you properly on your new plan, for at this late season to
think of getting up lists and arranging herbaceous plants for doing credit
to any one concerned is out of the question. If you were to plant all

the best herbaceous plants to-morrow, nine-tenths of thcra would hardly
recover the check of removal, dividing, carriage, and all that, before the
August rains would ruin such of them as were then alive. We shall meet
your case, however, before the next proper time of planting them.
WniTE Flowers (F. F.).—White Campanula Carpatica, White

Senecio, White Ivy-lenfed Geranium, and the White Vatieguted Ali/ssum,
are the best of the whites to match Munf Blanc Verbena.
Pruning old Fruit Trees and Azaleas (.-I. G.)—All /Vh;/! and

Cherry trees that are old and getting much worn out should be pruned
during the latter half of September ; the GfWt'?? P/>/jm the same ; indeed,
all such, whether stone-fruit or otherwise, ought to be pruned towards
the end of September, while the leaf is yet green "To what extent"
should they be pruned, a conjurer could not tell till he saw them; but
without conjuring, we would cut out a good deal of old wood from such
trees. The pruning of Chinese, and all other Azaleas, should be done
the moment they are out of blnssoni. It is now too late by fur to plant
rock-wovK; unless the plants are in pots, and if they are, those mentioned
in our previous volumes are certainly the best; but in a largerock-work,
all the Saji/riiges, Sedums, Irises J'eroiticas, and any of the low border
plants will do, almost most annuals ; and the best rock-plant we know is

the Esrhscholtzia crocea.
Flower Garden Plan (Ayiemone).—The Cottage Gahdenrr is

much obliged to you for your pretty plan, which will be engraved forth-
with. For 10, Calceolaria anipleJ-icaulis would be as good as any, and for

H, there are several grey Verbenas, of which we prefer DuchfSH de
Nemours. The rose-bed, we hope, is much higher in the centre, else the
Duchess of Sutherland will overtop the Gemit des Batailles. Pray drop
5, and plant it in 14 mixed, and repeat the colour of 10 in 5.

Walking TuaouGn a Nursery.—A Constant Reader sa.ys :
—"In

walking through a nursery garden last summer, I copied, at random, the
names on the labels attached to some of the flowers in the borders out-of-
doors which attracted my attention, intending to purchase a few some
day for my flower-garden. I am ignorant of many of them as to their
being perennials or annuals, and shall be very nuich obliged if you will

enlighten me on this point, and also if any of them are delicate or diffi-

cult of culture; they were all growing in the open borders when I saw
them."—We recommend this hint to all whom it may concern. We
ourselves learned more names than we can call to mind " walking through"
nurseries and gardens. Rudbeckia purpurea and rnnjor are both hardy,
tall growing plants that flower at the end of summer for a considerable
time ; they are very easy to grow, and can be divided at the roots once in

two or three years, about the beginning or early in April ; they should
not stand nearer the walk than four feet. H^lnothera splendens is a
local name ; but, as you like it, have it by all means ; it will last a long
time in flower, and is as easy to grow as a daisy, and almost as hardy,
and very likely will seed with you. (Enothera macrocarpa is one of
the very best bedding plants we have for those who can grow nothing
but what is very hardy and easy to keep ; it trails on the ground, flowers
all the summer, the flowers are as large as a white Lily, and as yellow
as a Crocus. It will not seed, nor divide at the roots ; indeed, after once
planting, it wants no more for twenty or thirty years. The way to
increase it ia by cuttings of the young shoots in May, when they are
four inches long. The best time" to plant it is in May, and it will
flower the same season all through. Chelone glabra is a pretty her-
baceous plant, two to three feet high in good soil. Use it in all

respects like the Rudbeckia. Li/chnis dioica nlbn : we wonder that you
would choose this weedy plant; only a white variety of the common Catch-
fly or Cuckoo-flower in all our hedges by the road-side ; it grows as
easily as anything. Burgeana is a very pretty flower, but that is only
the second name—the first is Lychnis. It is a ticklish plant to keep, and
is best kept as a biennial, from cuttings in the spring or in August.
Linaria Daimaticn, a nice rock plant, but it will do in a border, and is

hardy, and easy to keep after it is once established. Veronica amethystina:
another rock or border plant, as hardy as a Dock, and as gay as a maid of
honour, with its light blue flowers, while they last ; it will divide early
in April for increase. HemerocntUs /aucifoliuni is very likely the tawny
flowered species, and ought to be called jfw/i-a ; it looks like a strong Lily,
with flowers between yellow and foxy colour. It is a very good herlia-
ceous plant, as hardy as an oak ; it will grow anywhere, but best of
all four feet from a walk. Dianthus Altrinsonii we know not by that
name, but we know very well what is meant for all that. It is a very
nice plant, with flowers something like an Indian Pink, and it requires
exactly the same kind of soil, and cultivation, and propagation, as a very
good border Pink would.
Fancy Geraniums (Ibid).—Vou cannot possibly get twelve "very

nice " varieties of these without a good pull at the money bag ; we hardly
ever know the price at which such things can be had ; and very likely, if

we gave you a list, they would ask you from ten to forty shillings' for
each of them. The greatest battle we have to fight is to keep our friends
from burning their fingers with lists— lists, lists, everybody wants a list

;

but who can give the prices. Three half-guineas is a poor price for a nice
plant in a list.

Weight of Bantams (A. S. B.).—A Gold-laced Sebright Bantam
rock should not exceed l6, or at the most, I7 ozs. ; while the hen should
be limited to U oz8. The Silver-laced birds are usually somewhat larger,
and difllculty is found in keeping them within this standard, which, how-
ever should not, in our opinion, be exceeded,—W.
Nawkiw Bantams {P. Ii.).—The Nankin Bantams are rarely seen at

Poultry Exhibitions, having of late years been superseded by the gold-
laced variety ; consequently their proper markings and form have not
been so carefully determined. The cocks vary in colour, many of them
resembling a miniature Game-fowl ; the hens are yellow, of greater or less

brilliancy, irregularly spangled. The combs of both sexes are usually
double, but small, and of a dull hue; feet and legs slate colour. These
birds, hoMever, have been so carelessly managed in most instances, that
every possible diversity of colour and form may be noticed ; but the
lighter the body colour, and the more regular and distinct the markings,
the higher should the bird possessing these points be estimated. We
would fix the same limits to their weight as with the Laced Bantams,
namely 16 ozs. for the cock, and U ozs. for the hen. The doul)lc comb
we should always require.— W.
Nkclected Greenhouse (.imicus Jlorium).—See the cbservationa

commenced to-day by Mr. Fish.
Pelargoniums (G. F. Lee).—We cannot recommend dealers.
Our Ninth Volume {St. Anne's Lodge).—It is completed, and the

Index, Title-page, and Preface, were given with our two last numbers.
Destroying Slugs (Xew Subscriber).—Your garden being "over-

run " with these marauders, you will find it no easy task to subdue them.
Sprinkling lime over the surface very late during mild, moiit evenings;
puttinp h(>aps of fresh brewer's grains, and powdering lime on the slugs
you find there early next mornmg ; and havint^ a few ducks to forage over
your borders, are the best checks.
Heating Boiler by Gas-liguts (Grey Friars).—The boiler is

placed in a recess of the brickwork of the greenhouse, -w-ith an iron door
in front of it and of the circle of gas jets. The pipes from and to the
Ijoiler may be built into the wall, so that the fumes given off by the
burning gas cannot enter the house, but pass off into the open air tlirough

a pipe communicating with it. Another small opening beneath the iron

door will be suflScient to admit air to support combustion in the flames.
The bottom of the boiler is flat, and the jets of burning gas play against
it. Any tinman could make it.

Rooks (A Constant Reader).—We have replied, on more than one
occasion, that no mode is known of enticing these birds to build in any
desired tree.

Looking through a Hedge (Poor Man's Well-irisher).—The hest
well-wisher for the poor that ever lived could not go the length of asking
every one who built a house in sight of a public road or path to give
away to poor men half of the land between the house and the road, on the
sole condition of looking at them through the hedge. Tliere would
always be ten to one on the outside ; and then ten to one that some one
would just look at the looker-on. Try again, and suppose a house on
one side of the road 150 feet above it, and a house on the opposite side
considerably below it.

India-Rubeer Plant (A Subscriber from the Commencement).—
This requires very little water from October to April, and less the colder
it is kept; but if the plant is young, and there is not much store of its

own milky juice, too much dryness at the roots would cause the young
top to turn black; too much water at the roots, in a low temperature,
would have exactly the same effect. No cold above absolute frost will

kill this plant. Cut one joint below the black part, and look for the cause
at the roots, and your plant will soon be all right again. Its beau-
tiful shining leaves ought to be well washed, on both sides, nith a sponge
and soft warm water; and so ought every leaf of every India-rubber
plant in this country that was subject to dust all this long dreary winter.

Concrete Walks (J. R. C).— In our next number we shall enter
fully on this subject. Vou may cover your new Asparagus-beds all over
with salt, so thick as to colour the ground ; a much thicker coat of salt

would hardly hurt this plant.
Hybrid Fowl.—J. H. N. says:—" 'Scrutator' is in error when he

says that the bird exhibited at the Metropolitan Show was a hybrid
between the pheasant and fowl. That bird was between the Golden and
Common Pheasant, partaking entirely of the pheasant character, with
the voice of the Golden Pheasant, whereas the hybrids between the
pheasant and fowl partake of the character of both, and are far from
handsome. As ' Upwards and Onwards.' at page 4/0, still seems to

doubt the actual existence of the hybrid between the pheasant and fowl,

if he will forward me his address through the Editor, I will inform him
where he may see some, and believe, if he does not object to a two hour's
trip from London, by rail, and by extending his journey another hour, he
may see the hybrid Pheasant exhibited at the Metropolitan Show."
Tricuomanes speciosa Culture.—Fernetum obliges us as follows:

"The Trichomanes speciosa I grow in a small case by itself; the ends,
sides, and bottom all zinc ; only the top, which is this shape yV. of glass,

stationary at one side, and the other divided into two panes, both of
which move horizontally in a groove, which keep it tight, and less liable

to damage if wanted to remain open occasionally. The plant is laid on
some good peal, about one-and-a-half-inch deep, under which some moss
is laid to prevent the stuff passing through the holes in the bottom, and to
serve as drainage. The case is twenty-four inches by fourteen, and four-

teen inches high in the centre, and is placed in a shadcil part of the

greenhouse, as light is injurious to it nnd ihe Hynienophyllum, 1 have
watered it but once since it was placed in the case last July, and now it is

throwing up new fronds, of a fine delicate green, quite transparent. The
difiiculty in growing it arises from its being covered too deep, and, as it

is of slow growth, it should not be disturbed. I have seen plants that are

potted for more than twelve months, and only now seem to be growing.
Its natural position is a shallow, i-ich, peaty soil, under shade. The
Hymenophyllum Wilsojiii I grow best in a large pot (10-inch), with good
drainage of potsherds half-way up, and about two inches of broken
pieces of charcoal, and on the top sandy peat, on which are placed

the delicate racemes, pegged down—covered close with a band-glass,

and kept moist, in the shade. I understand, if it be placed on
coarse sandstone, with a litle soil on it, and covered with a cap plass, it

will succeed well. I cannot vouch for this, not having seen it tried. I

fear it would not do well in my large case, as it ia too much lighted,"
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many new roads there were in the district, and that

a "new fdiid ciiuhl not he considered /Inished mid Jit for

nnrJf under three years." 'I'liese were tlie vei-y words lie

made use of, fur a short hand note was taken of tlieni.

Here, then, are the extremes of the old prejudices in

regard to new roads. Most people will allow twelve

inches to the dej>tli of a road, and twelve months to

settle hefore they consider it " finished and fit for work."

The siuveyor of the roads in the counties of Suffolk

and Norfolk has a different way of making new roads;

and after an experience of twenty-three years, he taught

us the art and mystery of making roads only six inches

in deptli, and to be iu a fit state and condition, in three

weeks, for candying loads of five or six tons in carts, or

waggons, with' narrow wheels, without any more damage

to the surface of the road than a wheelharrow would

make on a good garden walk. We have helped to make

such a road, and double that stress was laid upon it, or

ten tous in a load, more than once, before it was two

months old, and it never flinched in the least degree.

The Messrs. Lucas, Brothers, the large building firm

in London and Norfolk, were the parties who tried this

ro.ad to this extent, with huge blocks of Caen stone,

and Sir Cliarles Barry saw the whole from beginning to

end. It strikes us very forcibly, that it would be a

great saving of road money, or rates, in many places

round London—or, indeed, roinid any place in England

— if the people would employ the Messrs. Lucas to

make the new roads, or reconstruct the old ones, on the

concrete system. They can get plenly of Kent or Essex

chalk, and Aberdeen or Australian granite— tlie latter

the cheapest of the two—from the ballast of the return

vessels in the port of London, to make roads as hard

and as durable as pitched or paved roads, and, iu some

instances, cheaper tlian with Wimbledon gravel. In-

deed, we are told that part of the old town of Kingston

is JIacadaniized with Australian granite, at ft cheaper

figure than it coidd "be done with the best gravel only

five miles off.

For those who put faith in The Cott.^ge G.\rdener,

it will only be necessary to say, that the Editor has

pledged his word that these concrete walks are the liest

be ever saw; his very words ia the "Dictionary" are,

"from personal inspection, we can say these are the best

we ever saw."

Late in Maich, all through April and May, is the best

time to make concrete walks ; four inches, or at most five

inches is deep enough for any walk whatever. If it is

to be ten feet wide, and tlie materials are scarce, or dear,

tlie bottom should be formed into tlie same shape as the

walk is to be fiuished, or. say two inches higher in the

middle than at the sides, before any of the materials are

laid on. The old way of draining the centre of a walk,

by drawing in the water from right and left, is radically

bad in principle, and will not answer the concrete

system at all, as the dryer the bottom, the firmer the

walk, and the longer it will endure. On very heavy clay

land, where chalk and gravel are dear, burnt clay will

make an excellent and enduring bottom to a walk, and
three inches of the burnt clay should first of all be put

in the bottom and be well rolled in dry weather, then

two iuches of tlie concrete on flie top, this to be well

rolled also, and to be heavily watered the last thiug in

the evening, then, the following morning, a rery ihin

layer of fine sifted gravel, of good colour, should be laid

on the top of the damp concrete, and the roller passed

over it several times until the good gravel is thoroughly

imbedded in the concrete, and forms part of it, as it were;

when the concrete is very wet, and the good gravel over

it too thinly put on, the weight of the roller will cause

the white juice of the concrete to come up through the

gravel, and that is the best sign. To hide that, put on

a little more gravel, and roll again, and when the whole

is dry. in two or three days, a pick could hardly break '

the surface.

On light, dry lands, four inches is deep enough for

walks, and the first two inches at the bottom may be

laid with any of the ro\igh materials, without chalk

or lime, and the next two inches in concrete. The

roller will press this sufficiently to allow a slight coat of

clean good gravel on the top, without the walk being

more than four inches deep in the whole.

The concrete is made with any coarse gravel, with the

largest stones taken out or broken, five parts or loads,

and one part of fine chalk, all mixed well together, and

put ou the walk, then well watered. In dry weather,

this is soon dry enough for the roller. Tlie usual way

is to begin this in the morning, and water every three i

or four yards in length as soon as the mixture is got in,
j

and so on till towards four o'elo.k in the afternoon, '.

when the whole is ready for the roller, or if it is not dry

enough that day, to keep on till six o'clock, and roll it

the first thing next morning, and then to put the fine

gravel on and roll again immediately : if the concrete is

too wet it will stick to the roller, and after rolling, if it

is allowed to get dry before the colouring gravel is put

on, the fine gravel will not stick to the concrete, so that

the state of the weather has much to do with the perfect

success of tlie operation, and wet weallier is much
against it.

We calculate, generally, that one part, or load, or

bushel of lime, will go as far in concrete as two parts of

chalk ; then, instead of five of gravel to one of chalk, we

allow ten of gravel to one of lime, but that is the ex-

treme ; when lime or chalk is to be had cheap, more of

both should be used than these proportions. We have

used as much chalk as one part for three parts of gravel
;

and one of the best walks we ever saw had more than a

yard deep of i-lean chalk in the bottom, because the

chalk was at hand, and the bottom soil was more useful

in filling up round about—and on tlie top of the chalk

less than two inches of the concrete. In all such eases,

however, the first frost next autumn blistered the chalk,

and caused it to rise through the surface in icicles : but

after the frost, when the walk got dry, the roller settled

the whole down again, and alter that, we never knew

the frost to affect it any more. The same blistering

takes place when the concrete is made too fat, as they

say, that is, when too ranch chalk or lime was used for

the proportion of gravel. In such cases it was found
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necessary to sprinkle the sm-face with fresh gravel when

all the frost for tijat season was over.

Tn nil this itjf are only answering i|uestions on the

suhjcot, ami have mot all hut the last q\iestion that we

remember, and that is about freshening ii)) concrete

walks. When the surface of a concrete walk gets bare

of fine gravel by long usage, or much sweejiing, it turns

to a light colour. Again, when a concrete walk is iu a

part where it is liable to get dirty on the top in winter,

and it is necessary to scrape off the dirty surface in the

spring, it will not do to lay a very thin coat of fresh

gravel on the top. If the bottom is dry at the time,

one iviight as well think of getting Scotch snufF to stick

to au PInglish pavement, as to do that. The concrete

bottom must be thoroughly wetted, so that a finger

could mark it, tlien the fresh gravel, and immediately

the roller; and the whole will unite, and soon be as

hard as a concrete walk. Once more—if a thunderbolt

falls, and makes a hole or great scratch in the surface

of a concrete walk, one must not expect to mend it with

so much gravel, let it be ever so good. Clear away the

sides till all loose particles are got rid of, then put down

four parts of gravel and one part of chalk, and work

theui with water to a stitf paste or mortar, and fill up

with this—smoothing the top with the back of the

spade ; then sweep as much from the walk as will cover

the patch, strike the hack of the spade on this, and no

one can perceive the diflCTenoe. D, B.

At this grass-sowing season our readers will be bene-

fited by our introducing to them a safe guide in

selecting seeds for their soil and purpose. There was

a day when the cultivator of the soil contentedly sowed

the sweepings of a hay-loft, without enquiring, or even

thinking, whether the seeds thus mixed with rubbish

were ripe; whether they came from a soil similar to his

own ; or whether they were not more seeds of weeds

than of gras.^es. Such rude practice is now at an end,

and is justly looked back upon as fitly classed with such

barbarisms as tying horses to the plough by their tails

Among those who have aided to bring about a correct

culture of the Grasses, are Messrs. Gibbs and Co., of

London, Messrs. Sutton and Co., of Reading, and

Messrs. Peter Lawson and Son, of Edinburgh. The

latter are the seedsmen and nurserymen to the High-

land and Agi'icultural Society of Scotland, and have

published a thin quarto volumo on the subject, entitled

Agrustiigmphia, a treatise on the cultivated grasses and

other herbage and forage plants. The fourth edition,

greatly improved, is now before us, and we strongly

recommend it to our readers. It is not only a sound

practical guide to any one desiring to know what grass

seeds to sow upon his soil ; and how much of each

species he should employ ; but he will find truthful and

copious particulars relative to the nutritive and other

qualities of each. The following extract will be suffi-

cient evidence that there is amusement as well as in-

struction in the volume :

—

" In England, white hemp, flax, hops, and buckwheat, in

ftiUlition to common wheat, rye, and barley, were, in the
sixteenlli centmy, reclconed common crops; jot the eulti-

vntiou of forage or lierbage plants was only commenced
about tlie middle of the seventeenth century, witli the ei-
eeption of summer and winter tares or vetelies, wliich are
mentioned by the earliest writers on agriculture. John
Oerarde, the fiunous lierbalist, surgeon and triivcllor, of the
days of Queen Elizabetli, states, iu his ' General History of
Plants,' published iu l.'i'JT, that 'tlie red clover was sown iu
the fields of the Low Counti-ies, in Italy, and divers other
pliices beyond the seas,' but makes no mention of it being
then known iu England ; and Sir Ilichard Weston, who, m
11)15, published his ' Travels iu Handers,' mentions that,
in tlie preceding year, he saw a crop of it cut three times in
the course of the summer, iu the vicinity of Antwerp ; and
immediately thereafter, seeds of the ' Oreat Clover of
Flanders ' were advertised ' to be had at the shop of James
Long, at tlie Barge on Billiugsgate.' In I(i5:j, Walter Blyth,
ail agricultural writer, was the first to publish particular
directions as to its culture ; so that the merit of its primary
introductiou to England is generally ascribed to Sir Richard
Weston, who is also beUeved to liave first introduced, from
the same country, the field culture of turnips, on his return
iu 1(U5. Sainfoin, or, as it was first named, French finger-

grass, seems to have been introduced from France in fti51.

According to Miller, author of the ' Gardener's Dictionary,'

lucern was also brought to England, from the same
country, in 1607. Haj-Hib, in his ' Complete Husbandman,'
published in 10,59, recommends the sowing of nonsuch or
yellow clover, under the name of hop-trefoil, from having
seen a chalky down in Kent, without any other than a
scanty vegetation of this plant, ' maintaining many great
sheep and very lusty, so that they were even fit for the
butcher.'

" The seventeenth century is further distinguished iu tlie

annals of husbandry, by the first ciUtivation of any of the
true grasses for hay or pasture, which is thus recorded in

Dr. Plot's 'Oxfordshire,' pubUshed in 1U77: 'They have
lately sown ray-grass, or the Grameii loliaceum, by which
they improve any cold, sour, clay-weeping ground, for wliicU

it is best, but good also for drier upland grounds, especially

light, stony, or sandy land, wliich is unfit for sainfoin. It

was first sown in the chiltern parts of Oxfordshire, and
since brought nearer Oxford by one Eustace, an ingenious
husbandmim of Islip, who, though at first laughed at, has
since been followed eveir by those very persons that scorned
liis experiments.' Succeeding writers, however, do not fail

to condemn the rye-grass as an impoverisher of tlie soil,

while they afiirm that its hay is not to be compai'ed to that
of clover or sainfoin ; the fonner of which seems alone to

have had any particular attention bestowed upon it till the
followiug centitry. Kay, in Ids ' History of Plants,' pub-
lishedrin 1088, mentions that the yellow melUot was then
sometimes sown for the food of kine and horses ; but suc-

ceeding writers generally include it among agricultural

weeds. And lucern, although introduced, was scarcely, if at

all, subjected to field-culture prior to the seventeenth
century.

" Mr. Lisle, author of ' Obser\'ations on Husbandry,'
written in 17U7, states 'that, then, clover was commonly cul-

tivated m Wiltshire, Hampshire, Gloucestersliire, Leicester-

shii'e, iS.'c. ; also, that of late years the cow-grass had ob-
tained some credit as a longer-lived sort than the common
clover

;

' and he further mentions that a neiglibour in

Hampsliire liad 'sowed the wild white clover which holds
the ground and decays not,' the seeds of which ho received
from Sussex, where its culture was then practised. jNIor-

tinier, who, 17'31, published his ' Whole Art of Husliandrj-,'

relates that 'in Buckinghamshire they make great improve-
ment of their lands liy sowing them with parsley, which
prevents the rot of sheep ;

' and that ' one iu tiio hundreds
of Essex made a great unprovement of some land liy

sowing of it with mustard seed, for the same piu'pose.'
'• The uext novelty in English field-culture seems to have

lieen the whin, as appears by a letter from Cijlonel Charles
Catbcart, to the Scottish Society for Improving in the
Knowledge of Agriculture, dated London, (Itli April, \l-i.>,

in which he mentions that ' the sowing of whins for feeding
of cattle takes miglitily about London now;' and tliat

' this improvement comes from Wales, where it has been
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practised these huntlred years.' In ]';44, William Ellis, a

Herefordshire farniHr, iiublisheil his ' Modern Husbiindnian,'

in which he claims the merit of introducing tlie culture of

the wild ' tlietohgrass,' or mouse-tare, and the ' lady finger-

grass,' or hird's foot trefoil, which he 'attu-msfor truth are

the two best sorts of natural meadow-grasses that are for

feeding and fattening of conies, deer, race-horses, or any

other sort of cattle that will eat them in grass or hay ;

'

and adds, that ' if gentlemen knew the value of them they

would have no occasion for searching after a foreign spuriy

seed, which I have experienced exceeds all others for its

wortliless nature,' from which, and other passages, it appears

that the culture of spurry was introduced from Holland

about 1740. And the same author mentions, that he ' had

heard of a gentleman in a distant country who had sowed

the plantain-seed,' or rib-grass, but was unable to state the

results ; w hich seems the first notice taken by Enghsh
writers of a plant, that afterwards received nnich more
attention, than, in the present opinion of agriculturists, its

merits ever deserved. In the ' Farmer's Complete tiuide,'

pviblisbed in 1700, attention is directed to the ' new lucerne,'

or sickle-podded medick, whicli the writer states to be ' a

native of Herefordshire, and the adjoining counties, but

where it is by no means common ;
' and further adds, that

' the Swedes derive great advantages from its culture.' Suc-

ceeding authors relate that burnet was iirst grown as a field

plant in 17(J0, or 1701 , by Mr. I!. Eocque, of Walham Green,

at the suggestion of Ulr. I'eter 'Wyche, to whnm belongs

the merit of introducing from America, about that time, tiie

timothy-grass, first so named in Carolina, from having been

taken to that Slate by a Jlr. Timothy Hanson ; from which

country the culture of the orchard grass, or cocks-foot, was

also introduced shortly afterwards ; the same Mr. Eocque
having grown it in 1704.

" From the preceding, it will be observed with what

avidity the earlier cultivators souglit our herbage and forage ',

' grasses,' as they termed them, among tlie leguniinosiu and i

other coroUaceous plants, and with what seeming care they
j

eschewed the true grasses ; their often-repeated reason for
j

whieli was, that ' these produced many small hair-like roots

which filled the soil, and, therefore, could not be but very 1

impoverishing and hurtful thereto;' without considering
]

that the then very common practice of cropping a field, as

long as it would recompense their labo\us, and afterwards

letting it alone for some years to recover under a crop of

unsown grass, was of itself a perfect contradiction to their

false theory.
" As an approximation, however, to a more improved

system, some recommended sowing, for permanent pasture,

seeds shaken out of the best natural meadow-hay. along

witli the clovers ; without considering that, as the ditVerent

species composing such hay did not ripen their seeds

simultaneously, only a partial reproduction of these species

could be expected. But the recommemlations of Stilling-

lleet, in n.j!), and others immediately thereafter, to cul-

tivate certain of the most useful grasses, as the crested

dog's-tail, sweet vernal, meadow fox-tail, meadow fesi'uc,

slieep's fescue, rough and smoothed-stalked meadow-grasses,

ttc, by growing their seeds separately ; and the successful

introduction from America of the Timothy and cocksfoot,

directed the attention of practical agriculturists to a new
source whence to procure a further accession to tin*' hay

and pasture plants ; and likewise suggested to agricultural

writers the expediency of adopting diflferent terms to dis-

tinguish between the clovers and true grasses. Accordingly,

we find that, after that period, they generally denominate

the former nrtificial i/msscs, and the latter iiiiliirul ;/i-ussvs.

"In 1701, Mr. Aldworth, of Stanslake, collected, at the

suggestion of Mr. Stillingfleet, fully a bushel of tlie seed of

the crested dog's-tail grass ; and that author mentions

having himself 'procured a sufficiency of the same seed,

as well as that of the creeping bent, fine bent, sheep's

fescue, ,Vc., to begin a stock with.' In the same year, the

broad leaved everlasting pea, was grown by a gentleman

who, in the ' Museum Rusticum,' published in 1705, stales

tliat he then sowed a rood of it, 'which yielded a great deal

of feed much relished, both in a green and dried state, by

liorses and cattle.' In 17C0, a prize of M'l was awarded by

the Loudon Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manu-
factures, and Commerce, to Mr. W. Judge, Woodford,

Essex, ' for gathering by the liand the seeds of meadow
foxtail grass ;

' as also i'O and i,':( ;)s. to Mr. E. Birch,
Somerset, and William Ciosse, Hants, for collecting, in like

manner, the seeds of crested dog's-tail grass ; and in the
following year Mr. Gosse received two further jiremiums for

gathering seeds of the meadow fescue and sweet vernal

grasses. The same Society, in 1708, oft'ered a premium of

i'lO ' for the greatest quantity of land (not less than one
acre) of vernal gi-ass-seed, sown in drills ;

' and their gold
medal was further oifered, in 170!^, ' to the person who
should give the most satisfactory account of the different

properties and comparative \alue of any two or more of the
several natural grasses.'

" By earlier autliors, yarrow or milfoil was generally in-

cluded among pernicious weeds ; but a writer in the ' De He
Ihistica,' jmbli-ilied in 170'J, strongly recommends the
sowing of it in sheep pastures. About 17K(l, Mr. Boys, a

farmer of high reputation in Kent, commenced the culture

of the rough-stalked meadow-grass; having had, in 17Nu,

from twenty to thirty bushels of its seed for sale, which he
oft'ered at :is. per pound; but was obliged to diop its culture

from want of demand. Marsliall, in his ' Ilural l-^conomy
of Yorkshire,' published in 17«!s, states, that 'white or
meadow soft grass,' now better known by the name of York-
shire fog, ' was formerly in high esteem, being cultivated
separately, and thrashed like corn for its seeds ; but it was
far from being an eligible grass for culti\ation, the growers
of the se< ds being the only persons who profit thereby,
eighty bushels per acre having been produced.' At what
period it may have been first cultivated is not recorded. In
the last quarter of the same century, the only other intro-

duction of importance seems to have been the chiccory or
succory from France, in 17KS, by Arthur Y'oimg ; for though
the further cultivation of the natural grasses was strenuously
advocated by many able authors, as Curtis, Lord Kames,
Dr. -\nderson, Martin, and Nodder, in their ' Flora Paistica,'

and Young, as well as by contributors to agricultural peri-

odicals, yet comparatively little attention seems to have
been bestowed on testing their actual merits by field culture.

" The hard fescue and smoothed-stalked meadow-grasses,
if not cultivated before the end of the eighteenth century,
appear at least to have had a little attention bestowed upon
them very early in the present, altliough the exact period,

or by whom, has not been ascertained. In 1S07, Dr.
Richardson, of Portrash, Ireland, created a considerable
sensation among agriculturists, by the introduction of his
famous fiorin grass, which was cultivated more than forty

years before by Stillingfleet, who, in succeeding works
of his, endeavoured to impress upon growers the advan-
tage of cultivating it along with the ' float fescue, on moist
meadow lands,' seemingly, however, with very little efl'ect;

so that to Dr. Richardson belongs the merit of first ac-

quiring for the fiorin a fair and general trial. About
lH'JO, an extensive set of experiments with grasses, in-

eluding many exotic as well as native sorts not ju-eviously

cultivated, was instituted at Wobum Abbey, under the
direction of the lale Duke of Bedford, the results of which
are recorded by the late Mr. Lieorge Sin(dair, then gai'deiier

to his Grace, in his invaluable 'Hortus Gramiiieus Woburn-
ensis,' which work may justly be said to ha\ e first directed

that general attention to the cultivation of useful grasses,

so long and unaccountably withheld.

"In 1S'31, the crimson clover was brought into notice by
the late Sir John Sinclair, Bart., and grown in Benvick-
shire that same year : three years afterwards it was intro-

duced to England, on a much more extended scale, by Mr.
John Ellmau. jun., of Southover, near Leeds. Mr. Elles, of
liOngleat, in 18'2fl, recommended, from experience, the cul-

tivation of the day-lily, as a grateful and early s]iring food
for milk cows. And in ls;!0, ilr. Grant, nurseryman at

Lewisham, advertised the rough and prickly comfrey, which
he had discovered to be an agreeable, fast-growing, and
nutritious food for both cattle and horses. In L'i:!l, we
first introduced the Italian rye-grass, from Hamburgh, and
that same year Mr. Thomson, of Banchory, also brought
home a few seeds of it from Munich. The late George
Stephens, land drainer, Edinburgh, introduced the .Alsike

clover from Sweden in 1n;!4
; and in the same year' the

villous annual vetch was brought into notice, and recom-
mended as a winter tare, by Mr. A. Gorrie, Annat, Perth-
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shire, who iliscovpivd its seeils in a cargo of l>niit/.ic wlieat.

Ill ls:l.-|, Jlr. Smitli, nt Ajr, l.nniglit the Siln'rinn cow-

parsnip uiulcr tht' noiiee 1.1' the llighlaiul and Agricultnrnl

Society of Scothiml, as a proilnctive anil early spring food

for cattle. Tlie blackish-headed foxtail-grass was first ro-

conimendod ui 18:!!), by n writer in Loudon's 'Gardener's

Jlagazine;' and in lS4n, the wood-millet, or iiliensant-

grass (a species seemingly destined, wlien its merits become

more generally known, and iis culture better understood, to

form an inipcn-tant feature in woodlands;, was introduced to

cultivation by ^fr. .\. Gorrie.

"In IKl:), the Tussack-grass of the Falkland Islands

attracted considerable attention. This gigantic product (if

these luigenial regions was especially recommended for trial

on the northern and western coasts and islands of Scotland

und Ireland. It was observed, in IH4'J, growing luxuriantly,

ou peaty, seaward exposures, by the botanist to the .\ntartic

KxpeJition, Dr. J. D. Hooker (son of Sir 'William Hooker,

Director of the Eoyal Jiotanio Gardens at Kew), to whom
is due tlie merit of its introduction to Europe.
"InlKis, we procured from Mr. Cunningham, Comely

Bank, sonic plants of the I'ampas grass, described by Hum-
boldt in tlie ' Nova Genera et Species I'lautarura.' It is a

strong coarse grass, gi-owiug in large tufts or tussocks, with

leaves from eight to ten feet in length. As a feeding plant

it is of no value, but as a fixer of loose sand-banks, or on

the margins of rivers, it will probably prove useful; while

its quick growth and hardy nature point it out as an ex-

cellent cover for game.
"Numerous additional species of grasses and other

herbage plants have been brought into cultivation within

the last twenty or tliirty years, which are not included in the

preceding enumeration, from the dates not having been

ascertained. (Jf these may be mentioned wood meadow-
gr.isi, uerved-seeded meadow-grass, various -leaved and

darnel spiked fescue-grasses, Hoal-fescue or floating sweet-

grass, hrlluuistard, Moliner's clover, itc.

" The repeated saving of rye-grass seeds from first crops

by the earlier growers, resulted, towards the end of the last

century, in the prevalence of a short-lived variety, after-

wai-Js termed .Vnnual I!ye-grass, and unlit, in many cases,

for tlie laying down of land to two or more years' pasture;

which naturally directed attention to the selection of a more
lasting variety. -Accordingly, we find that this desideratum

was then supplied by Mr. Tacey, of North Leach, "Wiltshire,

whose perennial rye-grass, as it is still called, soon became
known throughout both Scotland and England. Mr. I'acey's

example was followed by many other cultivators, each of

whom discovered, or fancied be had discovered, a variety

possessing new or additional merits, so that, prior to the

publication of the ' Hortus Graniineus 'Woburnensis ' in

IH'.'4, Dickson's, Ruck's, Kussel's, Stickney's, AVhitworth's,

S:e., had been introduced. Since that period, names of

mauy other particular growers have been added to the list

;

so that it now requires no little discrimination to fi.x on

what are really the most deserving of cultivation. About
18:50, Mr. T. lUshop, at Methven Castle, rerthshire, brought

out an evergreen variety of the wood meadow-grass, and a

louff-leaved, deep rooted variety of the lianl fescue, lioth of

which he selected, in IsiU, from observing the peculiar

manner in which they withstood the severe drought of that

summer; and the same cultivator has since brought into

notice three other varieties of the hard fescue, viz., an

early, a large purplish, and a large saw-leaved sort. In

I83:"i. we introduced from France the double yielding

sainfoin, a very luxuriant growing variety. In 18:14. Mr.

Gorrie, at .\nnat, discovered a fertile-seeded variety of the

tall fescue-grass, which he has since continued to propagate;

and in 184(1, we brought from Hamburgh a tall-growing or

gigantic variety of the same plant. The tree clover from

Bolvluira, a taU variety of white meUlot, which attains a

height of from ten to sixteen feet, created a little sensation

in 18:JII, when first brought to this country, and still con-

tinues to be an object of attraction. In the following year,

a very early but rather dwarf-growing variety of lucein from

Afighanistan, was received through the East India Com-
pany; and in 1841, we introduced from Hamburgh two

strong-growing grasses, the one a variety of cocksfoot, and

the other of the wood meadow-grass. In the same yeai-,

we received from the Botanic Gardens of Berlin, seeds of a

very succulent and j'apid growing prnss, under the name of

Bromiis Hclniiihii, which, ou first trial, seemed to lo
possessed of liighly important ciualities, but was found too

tender for the severe winter of 1844-40. In 1844, the
bulbous barley-grass was noticed in the ' Bon Jardinier ' as

being naturally well adapted for chalky and other diy cal-

careous soils, and has since been found to succeed on such
in the south of lingland ; for which localities the villous

wheat-grass was also recommended about the same time;

but being of diminutive growth, and only of biennial

duration, its culture has not been attended with diual
success."

It is not often that a Chancellor of the Exchequer's

Budget contains subjects for quotation in our jiages,

but there arc some remissions of duties in that just laid

before the House that deserve a prominent notice, and for

this purpose we may as well quote the paragraph entire.

" We have been desirous of lowering the duties that press

on foreign articles of fond, which enter largely, if not into

the necessaries of life, at any rate into the solace and
comfort of the people. Therefore, first, as to articles of

food, we propose to lower the duty on a number of articles,

of which the principal are as follows:

—

Apples, iromiti. a

bushel to .'id. ; Clwese, from ."is. to 2s. Cd. percwt. ; Kills,

; from vis. to Is. per bushel ; Eniis, from lOd. to 4d. per 1'.20

;

Oruittjes and Lemons, to 8d per bushel ; Butler, from 10s.

to -js. per cwt. Chicini/, to (id. per lb.; Onions, Id. per

I

bushel; I'enrs, 3d. per bushel; Wtilnnis, Is. per bushel,

and all other Fruit, not otherwise enumerated, 2d. per
bushel."

The prices of Poultry are rising rntlier than decreasing;

and the increase extends to all the varieties. At the

periodical sale at Mr. Stevens's ou the li)ih, the only

feature worth notice was Lot 41. This was a pen of

six Shdnghne chiclcens, hatched in .Tautiary, and these

youngsters sold for f 11. The demand for these is great,

ou account of the very early sittings having proved

very unfortunate; indeed, so great is it, that we have

sold si.Kteeu Shaughae chickens six weeks old for £'16.

At the sale of Mr. Fox's supernuniary stock, by Mr.

Strafford, on the 14,th instant, tlie prices were quite as

large as heretofore. Of ShantjUaes, \'i'-) lots realised

.£(540 17s. (id., of which we can particularise only a

few. Lot 27, silver cinnamon lien, sister to Mr. George's

prize hen at the Great Metropolitan Exhibition, i:l.'j 1 5s.

Lot 38, lemon hen, i.\-i 10s. Lot 40, cock, pure lemon-

colour, bred by Mr. Andrews, took second prize at the

Great JNIetropolitan Exhibition, ^627. Lot 48, imported

hen, taken many prizes, being Mr. Andrews' celebrated

bird, i'l'J I'Js. ; and Lot 45, bufi' cock "Nelson,"

weighed lately l;31bs., shown by Mr. Potts, taking four

prizes at Bristol, Metropolitan, Torquay, and Keigate

Shows, as well as (he champion cup at Torquay, i'43.

This bird has passed into the bauds of Mr. Sturgeon, and

we know that a nobleman has since offered i'50 for him.

The Spanish were good, but not first-class birds. There

were tweuty-four, aud they sold for i'105 13s. Lot 1:30,

a hen, took a prize at the Metropolitan Show, .fu.

Lot 153, a cock, il2. Of Polamh, fifteen were sold

for i'17. Lot 100, silver-spangled cock, with rufl" and

beard, took first prize at the Metropolitan, £l 10s.

Lot 10(i, silver-spangled hen, with ruff and beard,

£-i 5s. Eight Dorkings sold for ,£8 12s, Altogetlier 182

lots were sold, and the gross prices amounted to ^£7 74 lis.
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The above represents a Poiiltnj Badrt or Pen, in-

vented by Jonatban Gray, Esq., of Bathwick, near

Batb, and intended by tliat gentleman as a model

wbicli might be adopted vpere the double purpose

desirable to be combined of a basket in which the

birds might travel to a show, and a pen in which they

might be there exhibited. No. 1 represents it closed as

when fowls are within it. No. 2 is the same open, but

the three other sides fold down, so that if the birds are

sold it may be shut up in a fiat form, occupying little

space, convenient for conveyance liome, and for storing

when it there arrives. No. ;) ia one of the I'ods

for passing through tlie wicker staples tliat lit into

the square holes shown in No. '2, and thus unite the

sides. No. 4 represents one of the wooden bolts, b,

which similarly fasten down the top and front to the

sides and bottom, by passing through wicker staples, c,

attached to them, a, a, are the wicker eyes, which keep

the bolt in its place. This basket is 3 feet long, 'ih feet

wide, and 2^ feet deep, and when we say that it is made

by the inmates of the Asj'lum for the Blind, at Clifton,

we give a suificient indication who ought to be em-

ployed by any one desiring to possess one.

COVENT GARDEN.
We promised, a long time ago, we are ashamed to say

how long, to give an account of how houquets are made

up in Oovent Garden ; but so many other matters press-

ing on us at once, we have never been able to give

attention to the subject till now. All who have visited,

or are acquainted with, London, must have ob.?erved the

exceeding beauty and taste with whicli these houquets

are arranged, and the art which must be employed in

forming them; and it has been an object of curiosity to

many liow such an arrangement is obtained Until

we set all our facidties of observation to work, we were

equally as ignorant of the subject as any of our readers

at the Land's End could be, but, after a little perse-

verance, we at last arrived at it. The process is as

follows:-—Procure a quantity of the iinest copper wire,

such wire as is used in the artificial flowers which

decorate the interior of ladies' bonnets. It is with this

that all the bouquets are tied ; there is no string or

matting made use of Let a portion of this wire be

kept in a coil, for tying, but let a portion of it also bo

cut into lengths of about six inches. Having decided

what the device of the bouquet is to be and the flowers

of which it is to be composed, let one of these flowers

form a centre-piece, or " foundation," as the ladies say,

when they begin knitting a purse. This centre-piece

forms, as it were, the centre of the circle, and all the

other flowers are to be arranged in concentric circles

round it. One end of the coil of wire is fixed to the

stalk of the centre flower, and erenj single flower which

is added is secured by a twist of the wire, nuich in the

way we have seen boys tying a whip on the end of a

stick. These bouquets are not formed of large bunches

of flowers, such as a great truss of a Scarlet Geranium,

or a spike of a Hyacinth, but single flowers, or florets,

or hells, only are used. To supply the want of a long

stalk, in such cases, to bend Miem by, tlio six-inch

lengths of wire are twisted round the short stalks of

the florets or bells, and these serve in place of stalks.

Camdllas also are furnished with these artificial stalks,

when the natural one is too short ; and when the bouquet

is completed, the stalks of the flowers are, in fact, a

bundle of wires. It is thus that so much device is ob-

tained, which could not be had by using large hunches

or trusses of any particular' flowers.
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Tlie market is well supplied witli all sorts of Vkokt-

AULEs, such fts tliey are. Aiij'lhiug in the shape of

Orteiis can be sold ; we have sceu large quantities of

things which were evidently never intended for any-

thing else than Cabbage plants, make as much as as.

per do/en bunches. Kliulmrli, Sea-Judi; and Asparaijus,

ai'e plentiful. Cucumbers axe \cxy line, at from Is. lid.

to 3s. FjiriT is very scarce. Strauhenies make Is. (id.

to 2s. au ounce. Grapes 15s. to 'JOs. per lb.

The V'l.owiiBS are very plentiful, and consist of Ocra-

niums, Canu'lUas, Violets, Tulips, Heaths, Epacrises,

Mignonette, Cinerarias, Cytisuses, and Azaleas. H.

LISTS OF PL.VNTS—HIXED BORDERS.
What is tlic greate,5t puzzle that a writer on gardening

could put on paper?—what llie easie.st thing in the world

for him to (ill up space with '.'—and what is the rao;,! diltt-

cult thing an amateur or young beginner can take in hand ?

A list of iilnuts, most certainly, no matter of wliat kuuls

—

stove or lianty, sand or rocif, pi'at, bog or swamp ;
plants to

grow on the tiles of a house, ou the top of a wall, or m the

middle of a fish-pond
;
plants to grow under the shade of

trees, or on the sunny side of a steep bank. Now, it would
be just as easy to write out a list of names for any par-

ticid.ir purpose as to whistle "The Blue Bonnets over the

Border;" Imt wuliout some reference and description,

however sliort—without knowing where the plants could be

had, or what the prices would be, where and when to plant

them, what times they were in and out of Hower, how to

increase them, and the right kinds of soil and situation

for thera—such mere lists are of no more value to tlie

general reader than a list of the parties to a sham Company,
who ad\erlisr on purpose to cheat and chisel, ^^'e of The
Cottage (jAnnioNEa cannot puzzle or clieat by filling space

with the bare names of any plants—at least, not until paper

space is free of duty; hence tlie reason of our descriptive

lists, and the uin-eascinableness of those who ask for mere
enumeration of names, under the strange idea that if they

but knew llie names of plants they could make their beds

and borders gay enough to their hearts' content.

.Vi'ter this pref;i.i.-c, 1 am going to tm-n to a new leaf, and
write aliout Iffilxnenus Plaiils, Unnli/ Biilhx, and t;cri/ low

Shnihs, in earnest ; but with no more system or arraugement
than the spur of the moment may suggest. As to the proper

arrangement of lierbaceous plants, 1 must wasli my hands
of it at the fust start; for, to tell the trutli, I never yet saw

even a good or tolerable disposition of such plants any-

where; all that I shall aim at, when I take any aim at all,

will Ire to keep tall plants at a distance from tlie walks, or

sides ; and when I speak of two plants of the same height

and lime of doweling, the one with scarlet flowers, the other

with rose, or bright pink—knowing that tlie scaidet is too

powerful for the rose, or pink—I shall put a white-flowering

plant between them. .Use, when two colours do not well

agree, as red and orange, a white put in between them
restores the balance. Rose and scarlet agree very well, but

then the scarlet is too powerful, and will drown the rose, as

it were. I only go as far as the philosophy of the toilet

cai'ries me. Ladies, or at least most of thein, are well aware

that such and such colours, and such and such styles of

dress, suit tlieir complexions and figures better than others

equally good in themselves, and they dress accordingly.

One thing should ni.'ver be lost sight of in arranging

colours for a llower garden, and that thing is never thought

of by painters^£i/cr// flower wc use, wliatever the colour, has

some liiil of (jrren for ii ijround colour. Painters arrange

colours for a flower-garden as if flowers coidd he had with

out leaves at all, and that is just the key to the reason why
a really good painter n^ver yet succeeded in pbinliug, or

ratlier in showing how to plant, a garden fit to be seen.

The nearer the complementary colours are brought together,

the better their elVect ; lieuce the superiority of the lieddirig

over the mixed planting. In borders, eontrastiii|j colours

stand wider apart, and so are less effective ; but that is not

all the drawback of the system—there must be such an
overwhelming of ground colour, or the green of the leaves,

as will drown (he flowers. Tlie ground coloiu' is also of

many tints of green, or patchy ; and plant how you will,

and transfer a true picture of your work to paper when at

its highest of beauty, and what shall you have besides

patches of green, and blotches of llie various colours, set at

regular distances. I maintain, therefore, and I shall stick

to it, that you can never make a good picture out of beds

or out of borders planted with herbaceous plants, and,

therefore, that they cannot be compared, or be brought iu

competition, with a good system of bedding plants
;
yet the

one is as good as the other for those who prefer either, and
in large gardens the one helps to set olf the other by the

strong contrast.

First of all, let us take such hardy herbaceous plants as will

do for bedding, or keep a long time in flower; here CEnolhrra

furnishes four very good bedding plants, and half a dozen

for the mixed border, and young plants of all of them may
bo planted as late as the middle of May, and flower the

same season. <J^. uiacrocnrpa and Missouricut:is make two

of the best match beds in the garden, the diSerencc between

thera being only in the shape of the leaves. Missouriensis

is more tender than the other, and ill severe weatlicr should

he protected by putting a tliick layer of sandy soil, tan,

sifted coal ashes, tir leaf mould, all over the bed. Both are

increased from cuttings, when they are four inches long, in

May, or in March aud April from old plants potted and put

into heat like Dahlia roots, and the young sprouts root

much easier thtui Dahlia cuttings. Both dislike very much
to be disturlied at the roots after once they are established,

and their thick roots never sprout without the top part,

where the natural buds are, just like the Dahlia.

(F.iwtheTO prustrata.— One of the best very low yellow

bedders, where the soil suits it, and the proper treatment is

given. The soil should be light and poor, and old plants

to be divided, at the end of .\pril, in small pieces, and these

to be planted five or six inches apart. Every morsel of the

root grows like couch grass. The best bed of this I ever

saw was with a Rev. gentleman near Oxford, Mr. Lys.

tEiiolheru spcciosa.—S. P., Itiishmerf, has added his testi-

mony to that of The Cottaoe G.-uidener in praise of this

beautiful plant, and Sir. Sims, of Foots Cray, iu Kent, bad

kept it in store for us many years after it was all but lost to

the country. By the- by, Mr. Sims has one of the best

Plilo.rcs tliat ever was seen for a bed, rpiite hardy, and quite

a perennial, flowering from July till stopped by the frost,

although a hybrid between one of the good varieties of

Druuimondl and a descendant of one of the panicled section.

The (Euolhcm sprclosa blooms profusely for three months,

grows a foot or eighteen inches high, according to soil, aud

propagates like the Blusk plant, but is apt to be lost iu

hard winters.

Jli/ssum siixatile and snxalik vorieijuia.—This is just now
in bloom, and there is not another plant in England that

wUI come near to it in all the requisites of a bedding plant,

or an edging for a bed, as far as it goes, but it only lasts for

about three weeks in April, and ten days or a fortnight iu

May. It is about six inches high, and the mass of yellow

flowers completely hide the leaves. It seeds sparingly, and

they ought to he sown the moment they are ripe, and if so,

and the practice were followed out, it would probably run

into improved varieties. It is almost always increased by

cuttings at the eud of summer, under a hand-glass, behind

a wall ; is as old as Double Daisies, and ought to be in every

garden, bowe\cr small. Tlie vtiricijateil is perhaps less

hardy. Tbc' flowers of both are about the same.

Aiieinviic jiipoiiha.—This is just a contrast to the Ia.st,

coming iu at tlie other end, of the season—in September

and October—very gay, very strong, and as easy to keep and

increase as Dandelions. It is the best plant we have to

grow at the edge of a pond, or swampy ditdi ; it is also a

good i-ock plant, where tlie soil is good; I saw it that way

at Clareiiiont last year, and I never saw it finer. There is

a hybrid variety of it. a much better flower than the one;

both are puriilish pink, and rise two feet high.

Anemone vUifolui.—This is the pollen parent of the hybrid

Anemone just mentioned .and where it does well, is one

of the best herbaceous plants we have. I have seen it in

flower, a yai-d high, and eight feet in diameter, with perhaps
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000 open flowers on it ; and I liave seen it in l'OoiI hamls
not nine inches high, and with onlj- five flowers on a slioot,

and only two shoots to the plant in three yeai's ; very strong

clay laud, that is not too wet, seems to suit it best.

The sHigle and double IV/iilc Wowl Aiumoiic inaKe nice

low patches for the front of borders, and, in light soil, in-

crease very fast by underground roots ; and the ycllvir WomI
^Hfmont is nearly as gay and bright as I'ilewort (/Vcnr/a

verna,) flowering at the end of the spring. This is a native

of England, and is very scarce indeed; if it were from the

otlier side of the globe, no one could live without it. Then
the difierent Portuguese Anemones {A. jmlmata,) single

and double, yellow, and also white, are not half so much
grown as they ought to be.

The Aqu'ilcyins, or Columbines, fonn another class of

hardy perennials, some of which are good enough for the
best flower borders in the kingdom, and some for shrubbeiy
borders, as the endless varieties of AqiiUcgia i-ulijnris, or the

common Columliines, which reqnu-e little care besides sowing
the seeds in the autumn, or early in the spring, and to allow

head room for the plants, also to save seeds from the most
approved varieties only. In the north of Scotland, in my
younger days, we had more good Columbines in one garden
than one can see now in an English parish. Even now, a

mu'serymaii near Forres, 3Ir. Grigor, suj^plies the English
market annually with one of the prettiest herbaceous plants

we cultivate, the Aquileffin ijlnnfluhtsn^ or, as Sir Joseph
I'axton putsit, "the admirable glaudulosa," and I'r. Lindley
gives it a title still higher. The flowers are blue and white.

Then the newer one called Skinncri, from Guatemala, is as

pretty a border plant as need be. The nectarian spur is

longer than in any of the older ones, highly-coloured, and
the stamens pusliing out in front of the flower give it a
peculiar character. Whoever would take the nece.-san pains

to cross this with other gooil sorts would be rewarded, if

the very best herbaceous plants coiJd be forced on the
attention of amateurs. The old A. ciiim<ltnse is even worth
glowing for its coming into flower a month or six weeks
before the usual time for them. Eich, light, di-y soil, and a

good depth of it, suits the best of them, and then tliey must
be kept often renewed by seeds and by di\iding the root

stock. A./onnosa,arcfica, and //ra/i'/;//f,rfl, are nearly as good
as glumlulosa, and easier to keep ; and there are some good
seedling varieties in the ti'ade, but tlie names are in con-
fusion.

Where is there a better plant, eaily in the season, than
Pentslemoii scoii/iri, just now coming into flower :' It is not
new, however, nor a bedder, therefore what is the use of it

!

The Cumpiiiiiihis are most numerous, and some of them
would really make florists' flowers ; but, except the blue and
white car/ialica, and the smaller blue and wliite piimila and
pulla for bits of rock-work, one would need to travel to

some out-of-the-way cottager even to leani the names of
such beautiful things as Cumpninilu jiL-iski/uliii, blue and
white, double and single; piiklminw, mcilium, (or Canter-
bury-bells,) filomcrala, blue and white, double and single,

with several others which do not now occur to me.
The large red liastern Poppy with a black eye. Pa] over

hravlcatiim, is not only one of the showiest when done well,

but a regular bedder, if one could get so many of it, but it

can only be divided at the roots.

Seeds of all the best Diaiil/mscs can be had, and most of
them are very showy on borders and on rock-work, par-
ticularly the varieties of hisjinnkiis, which are sold in col

lections. Sown in May, and planted out any time from
September to Api-il.

Siini/iiiiiaiia canadetisis is now in bloom without the leaves,

and is one of the very oldest and jirettiest of our spring
flowers. Tlie leaves will come soon, and are soon over, long
before the summer is, and it only refjuires to have the large
tuberous roots to be divided every three or four years, and
to be planted in warm borders.

.\s very opposite plants for rockwork. or the front of
borders, we have only to mention spring Pliloxes, as vi-niu,

nivalis, subiilidn, and srlaccn, Sapinniria ncymoiihs, Ncutcllariu
atpina, Eriiitis a/piiiiis, Soldaiictla alpina, Aitbrittia purpinca
and deltoidcn, Oiiipfialudcs vcnia, Dryas ttctopctahi^ from the
dry hill sides in Scotland ; Conjdalis nohilis, Runwiidia pvre-
iiaiia, Gnaphiilium arcnarium, Utalicc tnrlaricii, lidijoliii, and
belUdifolia, Scdum hexanyulare, populij'olium, aud rupcslre.

All of these ought to be as common as anything, and as

cheap as old roses; none of them are bad to keep

—

prutidid

—and this is the grand secret for rock plants

—

I/ml llii- soil

under them is not less than eiijhteen iiirhes ill depth, all above

the common level of the surrounding gi'ound, and as high

above tliat as any bod,}' chooses to go; that the leaves or

stems do not touch the soil, the " rocks " being placed on
purpose to guard against that. The open spaces between
the rocks ought to be covered with loose stones, and plenty

of them, so that the rock plants ai-e neither splashed with

mud in showerj" weather, nor exposed, at the roots, to hot
sunshine—the rocks and boulders (gravel stones) being on
purpose to guard against all that. Another condition, inse-

parable from the well-being of rock-plants, is, that the roots

from neighbouring trees are not allowed to reach the rock-

work ; for if they do, not a single one of the plants here
named will ever do the least good whatever in any such
rock-work.

The following little trailing shrubs, or half-shrubby plants,

are very suitable for rockwork, and for giving it a kind of

clothed appearance dming the winter :

—

J/aphne cvenrum.

Genista triqaetra and saxtttitis, Jnuipenis nana and prostrata,

Pernetttja pltilhjreiej'olin and pilosa, Berberis tinpctri/ulia. Ar-
butus uva-ursi, Cotontaslcr maTijinata and microphylla, Iberis

senijiervirens, and as many varieties of Eockrose, or ffeli-

anlhemum, as one can get. All and eveiy one of tliese are

ven easy to keep; all of litem will root from layers, with a
nice flat stone placed over the tonguiug to keep it cool.

Some, as the Cidoneasters and Ibeiis, will come free enough
from cuttings, and they are all cheap and plentiful, except,

perhaps, the Eock-rose and the uva-ursi. 1). Beaton.

NEGLECTED GEEENHOUSE.
{Continued from pat/c Jl.)

Pottinij.—All cuttings, all seedlings, should be pricked-

out as soon as they aie rooted and handleable. Othei-wise,

when the surface gets caked, they are apt to damp off there.

When the plants are not thick in the seed-pan, this may be
prevented by breaking the surface-soil with a sharp-pointed

stick. In potting, drainaije must be secui'ed ; and this is

greatly helped by placing a little green moss between the

draining material and the soil. To obtain early bloom,
small pots must be used. When rapid growth is desirable

put the soil in rather loosely ; when early blooming is

wanted, pack it firmly round the roots. Study what was said

on Strawberries the other week. A gardener stirs the

ground round a cabbage-plant to make it grow ; he might
have saved himself much of the toil, if an early tiovser-stalk

was his object. When potting plants that are to remain in

the pots a number of months without being expected to

bloom, we pot rather lightly, knowing that before that time

tlie standing and watering will have given finnness. As a

general rule, do not rejiot when jdants are showing bloom :

the check is apt to injure it. It is better to supply extra

noiu-ishment by manure-waterings.
n'»(ir(;(//.^Xever do this unless when required, and then

soak every part of the roots. Unless in the case of plants

of little value, do not allow plants to stand in saucere of

water, unless they relish marshy treatment, such as many
of the .I/ithw/hs, and the old Calla Ethiopira. Vigour and
cleanliness will be promoted by syrini/iny the foliage in an
afternoon, and shutliug-up the house afterwards. Frequent
light, dustiuij syringings are better than heavy ones, which
ai-e apt to deceive you in the waterings: nothing being more
prejudicial to a plant than having its soil and roots satu-

rated for one inch or so in depth, while the remaining part

of the roots and soil are dry; thousands of plants perish

from this cause alone. The cottager sprinkles the sin'face

of his onion-bed with a fine-rosed watering-pot for a number
of evenings after sunny days, and wonders how they do not

grow amazingly ; the progress being in a wrong direction.

He encouraged the protrusion of smface-roi ts, to be
seorclied with the following day's sun, while the damping
and caking of the surface had clogged up the piniip-valve

sucker of capillary action, which would have raised moisture
from beneath to supply the mass of roots, so long as there

was any moisture between th»ni and the antipodes. The
dribbling siuface waterings are even more destructive to
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plants in pots. When you have reason to helieve that tlie

lower or inner part of the ball of your plant is too dry, be

salisficd witli no waterings, but set pot and all in a pail of

water until it is thorouglily soaked. The appearance of the

plant—the sharp sound a pot will give, when struck with

the knuckles when the inside is dry, and the dull sound it

yields wlien wet enough;—^the quickness with which a little

water runs into the soil when wet, and the difliculty with

which it gets in wlieu dry—are all easy tests for discovering

whether the plant wants water or not. When a little used

to it, tho lifting of the pot and ascertaining its weiglit, is

also an eft'ectual and easy mode of calculating the moisture

it contains. In using ma/iHrc-waterings, err on the side of

weakness. A spadeful of soot, first beat up into a paste,

and half the amount of (juick-lime added, will be sutli-

cient for a hogshead of water. For a similar ijuantity,

from halfa-bushel to a bushel of deer, sheep, or cow
droppings would suffice. If made sti'onger, dilute it as it is

used.

Soiuing.—To avoid repetition, you will escape trouble and
failure by attending to the following minutia'. Fill the seed-

pots half way up, at least, with drainage ; then with soil,

within half an-inch of tlie riui—the finest next the sm'face;

press it down firmish, not too much ; then thoroughly water

them, or soak them by setting them in a tub of water. Let

them drain thoroughly in an open place, until the surface

begins to get a little dry; then press it level, gently, with

the bottom of a ilower-pot ; or, better still, with a round
piece of wood, say three to five inclies in diameter, witli a

large nail or pin fixed to its centi-e to hold by. Spread tho

seeds evenly on this surface, and then cover with fine light

sandy soil, no tlecpcr thnn tin; thic/>'ness of the seed; so tiiat

for small dusty seed the slightest dusting of sand will be

necessary, or nothing but another gentle pressing. The
young plants will not want light until tliey are up ; and the

moistui'e already in the soil will be sufficient to vegetate all

quick-growing ones, if prevented evaporating. To eft'ect this

object, tliere is no better or simpler plan than covering tlie

mouth of the pot with inverted saucers or flats of a similar or

larger size. Enough of air will tlius penetrate to ensure
germination, but not enough to dry up tlie moisture. Wlien,

however, the soil does get too dry, it must be watered, or

soaked again afresh ; and, in delicate cases, it will be safest

to set the pots in water, as high as within an inch of the

seeds, and allow it to remain until all below is thoroughly

soaked. In common cases, a sprinkling on the surface will

be sufficient. Remove the saucer whenever the seeds ap-

pear; but iu small, delicate things, it will be advisable to

place a square of glass over the mouth of the pot, and
then, by degrees, elevating the glass on one side, before

e.'iposing the tender things to the full draught of air in the

greenhouse. Rest assured, that an ounce of attention to

these trifles will be more satisfactory than some bushels

of unavaihng regrets.

Cleanliness.— I am so glad this was your first step ; no
satisfaction can be obtained without it. As well expect to

be healthy with our skin unwaslied. Flues, glass, wood-

work, walls, should be thoroughly cleaned, at least, once

a-year. If the walls are painted, soap-water and a flannel

must suffice. If coloured, use \nth the lime or whiting a

good portion of flowers of sulphur, which will both mellow

the colour and help to keep insects at a distance. No yel-

low leaves—no decayed flowers—no piles of dust—^no array

of utensils—no ranges of dirty pots, inside or outside the

house—should ever be allowed to break in upon the general

neatness.
Insects.—These will probably trouble you, but the syringe,

cleanliness, plenty of air and coolness in summer, and an

average heat of 4"i' in winter, will be your best antidote.

Red spider will be deterred by the sulphur on your wall

;

painting a hot flue, if the bulb of the thermometer being

placed against it will not rise above IGU', will start him,

and do no injury. Lireen fly will be destroyed by tobacco-

smoke. Thrip is not so easily dislodged, and it may attack

your Verlienas ; but the smoke, and the laurel-water tea,

mentioned in a late number, will start him, if anything will.

The great thing is never to icnit whenever the first insect is

detected : get him done for at once, by some means. I have

seen a person mourning over an insect-covered plant, at his

wits ends what to do, when such a simple thing as the use

of his fingers, and a drench from the syringe, or water-pot

rose, would have set them all adrift.

I must postpone the treatment of the plants you possess,

sowing seeds, and propagating from cuttings, until next

week. K. Fish.

{To he continned.)

THE POLYANTHUS.
The Avricnla has been written on lately, and a corrcs

pendent suggests tliat its fellow flower, the I'ohjanthus,

ought to have my next attention, and as in duty hound, we
are always pleased to meet the wishes of the readers of The
CoTTAQE Gardener, by adopting their suggestions.

The Poli/iintlinsis, roundLondon, acomparativelyneglected

flower; but in the West Riding of Yorkshire and in Lan-

cashire it is cultivated successfully to a great extent. For
myself, I can say, I like tliis flower quite as much as the

Auricula ; and as I have now as fine loam as any in England,
I shall devote some attention to its culture, and hope to

bring it more into notice in the south.

Propdijntion ; by Seed.—This should be saved only from
flowers of good form and clear bright colours. The plant,

too, should have some attention paid to it in selecting such

to save seed from. The old Tanlurara has bold, broad, dark

green foliage, as well as other good properties, and is still

one of the best breeders ; but there is a new variety lately

raised in Yorkshire, named Prince Arthur, that is the best

breeder I know. Seed, however, may be saved from any
really good flower. As soon as the seed is ripe, gather it

before the pods burst. The seed is generally ripe when the

pods turn brown ; cleanse this carefully preserved seed, and
keep it dry till March. Then sow it in the soil hereafter

described, and place it in a gentle heated frame, or pit, close

to the glass. As soon as the seedlings are large enough to

take hold of, transplant them, six inches apart, into a prepared

border, rather shaded from the midday sun. Keep them
watered in dry weather, and let tliem remain there through

the winter. If they have thriven as they should do, they

will all flower the following season. All the care they

require is to keep them clear from weeds and slugs. Any that

possess good properties should be named and carefully

marked, and as soon as they have done flowering should be

taken up with a ti'owel and potted, and afterwards treated

as the already proved and established varieties.

By Division.—The Polyanthus generally sends out plenty

of otlsets. AVhen these have made roots of their own, they

may be taken off the parent plant, potted, and treated the

same as the seedlings, only they should be taken up out of

the border early in August, potted, and placed amongst the

old plants. Care must be taken in dividing them that the

stem or root-stock ofi' the old plant is not injured, as that

would cause it to decay.

,S'i),7.—Tlie Polyanthus requires a stronger compost than

the Auricula ; and in order to have it so, let more loam be

added to the other materials. I have found them to do

well in the following loam, formed of the top spit of an old

pasture kept iu the compost-yard for twelve months, two-

years-old cow-dung, and one-year-old decayed leaves, to be

mixed in the proportion of two parts loam, lialf-n-part cow-

dung, and half-a-part leaf mould, with less sand than that

recommended lately for Auriculas. The Polyanthus has

stronger roots, requiring stronger earth, or, more properly

speaking, more loam than its neighbour the Auricula.

iSjirinij Treatment.— This consists in top-dressing the

plants, and keeping them well supplied with water. A
gentle syringing over the leaves will be found beneficial;

let it be done early in the mornings of fine spring days,

and withheld when the weather is dull, cold, and gloomy.

As it is in this season when the blooms appear, they should

be slightly shaded from bright sunshine ; but they will bear

more sun than Auriculas, especially the dark-ground va-

rieties. The shades should be ]iut on about ten, and

removed by three o'clock ; in almost all cases, plenty of

light greatly brightens the colours, so that no more shade

should be used than is absolutely necessary. When the

blooms are fully expanded, tliey will last much longer in

perfection if the plants are placed under liand-lights where

the sun cannot reach them during the middle of the day.
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Snmmer TrealmeM.—After tbe bloom is ovor tlicy bliuulil

be placed in tboir summer rjuarters. I havp louml the

north side ot' a low nail tlu' best situation for them ; aiifl in

order to prevent the attacks of the red spider, the grand
enemy to these plants, I always placed the iJots in saucers

or garden-pans. 'When they were watered, that portion that

ran through the pots remained in the pans, and by keeping
the air round them moist, it prevented the red spider from
attacking tlicm. In this sitviation they remain till August.
In the early p.u-t of that month they should be rcpotlod,

and that is a fit ami proper time to take off the oftsets

;

strong plants should be potted into pots from six to seven
inches diameter. These should be moderately drained. If

the plants are already in the fuU-sized pot, the balls shouM
be reduced, and tho roots partially pruned, so as to allow

a large allowance of fresh soil. After the pottiog is tinished,

give a gentle watering to settle the soil, and keep them a

fortnight longer under the friendly shade of the wall.

Autumn Tnnlmciil.—This may be said to commence the
last week in August. The plants should then be removed
into a more open place. The west border will answer
admirably ; and as the weather is then often more moist,
the pans should be dispensed witli, and the pots set upon
a bed of coal-ashes, thick enough to prevent worms from
working through into the pots. Here they may remain till

the winter treatment commences in October, which must
be in my next weekly paper on this subject.

T. Ari'LEDY.

(To be continued.')

C0NlFEE,5i.

( Continuedfrom page 10.)

PoDOCARrvs.— A genus formed by the late I'rofessor

Eudlicher, from th6 Yews, to which it is nearly allied.

Without seeing the fructilication, no one not a botanist
would suspect them to belong to Coniferie, their leaves
being so very unlike the rest of the tribe, excepting, perhaps,
the genus Duaydium, under which genus several of the
species were originally placed. The species are chiefly

from New Zealand, where they are very useful to the
natives, and valued accordingly.

roDOCARi'us C'hii.iana (Chilian Todocarp).—A native of

the lower hill-sides of Chili, which accounts for its being
too tender to bear the open air in this country. In the
large conservatory in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's
Pai-k, there is a specimen of this tine tree nearly ten feet
high.

PoDocuiPus DiCRYDiODEs (Dacrydium.like Podocarp).—
In New Zealand this tree attains to the great height of 120
feet, with a trunk from twelve to eighteen feet in diameter.
The wood being soft, and consequently easily worked, the
natives use it for constructing canoes, for which, on account
of the great length of its trunk, and the lightness of the
wood, it is well adapted. It grows in the swamps of that
country, but is too tender to grow out-of-doors in England.
It is, however, worthy of a place in a lofty conservatory;
its fine, singular- foliage renders it curious and striking.

PoDOCAEPLis MAonorHVLi.A (Largo-lcaved Podocarp).

—

Tills was introduced from Japan about fifty years ago, but
is not yet very common, because it is not generally hardy.
It bears a considerable resemblance to the genus Taxus

;

hence it is well known under the name the Japan Yew,
with long leaves. In a book of travels I read lately, this
tree was described as one that produces exeelleut timber,
which no insect will touch. In the extreme south of England
it has braved the winter blasts with impunity for several
years, but in the north it must have the protection of the
conservatory, which it will ornament greatly, and does not
attain too great a height, seldom exceeding forty feet high.
It should be planted in strong loam, well drained.
PonocARrus t,ricATA (Spike flowering Podocarp).—This

is the Daerydium larifoHimt, or Y'ew-leaved I'acrydium, of
Sir Joseph Panics. It is a native of New Zealand, and is

the tallest grower of the genus, attaining the astonishing
altitude of WOO feel. The leaf greatly resembles the Yew,
only it is rather longer and broader. Captain Cook dis-

covered it on his first voyage round the world, and dis-

covered, also, that it possessed considerable antiscorbutic

powers. He tapped some trees, and made from the juice a

kind of sprucebeer, which he gave to his sailors afllicted

wilh that dreadful disease, the scurvy, wilh the happiest
results. Unfortunately, this useful tree will not exist in

this country without the protection of the conservatory.

I'ODOCAErts ToTASo (Totano Podocarp).— Dr. Lindley,

in describing this excellent timber-tree, says it is so much
valued, that the possession of these trees " has been the

cause of wars among the savage natives." This helps to

prove its excellence as a timber-tree. What a pity il is that

it is not hardy in every part of Britain. In Cornwall it

bears the full exposure ; and also in the milder climate of

Ireland it lias stood out without protection. In colder

climates it must have protection under glass.

Sai.isbueia ADiANTiFoi.iA ( Jlaideii Hair leaved Salis-

buria) was so named by Linnseus, in honour of 11. A. Salis-

bury, Esq., author of the " Flora Londincnsis," and in his

day a celebrated botanist. This well-known tree is a native

of Japan ; the native name there is the Ginkgo-tree. It

was introduced so long since as 1754, and lias jn'oved per-

fectly hardy. It is somewdiat singular that this tree is

dio'ceous, that is, bearing male flowers on one tree, and
female flowers on another. The male tree tlowered for the

first time in Europe in ITO.i; and DecandoUe detected a
female tree in flower at a place near Geneva I The foliage

of this very ornamental tree is peculiarly beautiful, being
like the leaves of the Maiden Hair Eeni (Adianlinm cajnlliis

veneris), on\y six times larger. Whoever attempts to grow
this tree, should, first of all, see that the soil is well drained

three or four feet deep, and plant it in a deep sandy loam.

It is deciduous, that is, sheds its leaves in autumn. In its

native country, Japan, and the north of China, it rises to

the height of 00 feet. The wood is of a beautiful yellow

colour ; but rather soft, and, consequently, not particulai'ly

valuable.

ToRHEYA.—This genus has been named by Sieboldt and
Zuccarina, authors of the "Flora Japonica," in honour of
Ilr. Torrey, a writer in the American Flora. Allied to Podo-
carpus and Taxus.
TouREYA Humholdtii (Bai'on Humboldt's). — A fine

species, lately introduced from Georgia. It is so scarce,

that its hardihood has not as yet been proved. It is said to

be a very fine tree.

ToRREYA NUCU'EEA (Nut - bearing) ; better known as

Tu.rris nucifera.—It is a very handsome tree from Japan,
where it is cultivated for its nuts, from which the natives

extract oil for culinary purposes. It is hardy near London.
ToRKEYA TAXiFOLiA (Yew-lcaved).— Native of Florida,

where the wood is much valued, because, though it is rather

small, it is much used on account of being too strong-

scented for insects. T. ArrLEuv.
{To he continued.)

RESERVE GROUND FOR AFTER CROPS—NORTH
BORDERS.

In arranging the various crops for the season, due regard
must, at all times, be had for those which will want putting
in before any recently cropped ground can lie again vacant,

consequently, it is usually some time ere the \\lioli' be fairly

under crop, as it would be imprudent to plant or sow every
inch of ground at one time, when such things as I'eas, and
other successional crops, demand attention hereafter. To
be fully understood in this respect, we will suppose a garden
of the ordinary kind, surrounded by walls ton or twelve feet

high, against which fruit trees of various kinds are jilanted

and trained, as directed by our worthy coadjutor, and all in

their proper places, as regards aspects, &e. Now, though I

admit the full force of all that has been said of allowing a

fruit tree border the sole duty of supporting the trees which
are planted on it, yet, somehow, the demand for early and
late crops of the more valuable kinds of vegetables is such
as generally compels one to break through the resolution

formed of not planting anything on such borders. The
reason for that is, that we all know the impossibility of

getting early crops from any other source than from south
lying borders, such as usually exist on the sunny side of a
peach wall, and whatever damage such crops do to the
legitimate occupants of such borders, their utility, in a
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nidasnrc, atones for it, aud thi libeiul treatment such borders
usually get in tlie sliaiie of dung, and otlier strengthening

food, enables tliem, in most cases, to supply the reiinisite

nourisliment to both crops, although certainly not to the

same extent as if one only was to feed ; neither would 1

advise it to be done on any other account than ou the score

of necessity, \vhicii I'ften oNists in such cases.

While recommeiuling the south border, as it is called, for

early vegetables, and such things as Lillucc, Emlirc, and
Cidilijhwcrs, which stand the winter, the " east " and " west

;

borders" have likewise their uses, and, in their turn, form
suitable places fur such small crops as are seldom cultivated

to such an extent as to come into the general " siiiiare."

Such things us Sirtil Hnb^. especially of tlie annual kind,

seed beds for Lrfttn-c, and the whole Cahhatjc tribe, Rnm-
pions, Pricked-imt Cfler;/, jnior to its linal planting, and
many other things whicli, not being deep-rooted, or severe

exhausters of tlio soil, may bo sown or planted there, i

observing that, as such borders are generally boinuled by

an important walk, it would be advisable not to plant any-

thing likely to look rubbishly at any jieriod of its growth,

besides which, we should always ha\e a small plot or so in

such borders inioccupied, in order to receive anything new
that may arrive, or to serve for successional crops that may
reiiuire putting in from time to time.

Leaving these borders for the present, which, we presume,

are in a great measure occupied by the early crops, let us

take a glance at the north border, and see what its uses are,

and how these can be turned to the best account; and make
arrangements accordingly. In the first instance, we shall

suppose that we have a slip of ground, some twelve or

fourteen feet wide, running along the north side of a wall

somewhat less than that in height. This slip of ground we
expect will have been partly planted with a Irile kind r,/

Slrawbcrrij, as the Ellon, in order to prolong the season of

that rauchesteemed fruit by having some as late a,s possible.

This fruit, wo will suppose, occupies something like one-

third of the whole, and, on Hie remainder, we propose to

plant such things as the dry weather, and other circum-

stances, render an uncertain product in other parts of the

garden ; and in many gardens such a border is of great

value, for, though in the coldest or moistest parts of the

kingdom its uses may he less required, still there is often a

something which wants retarding, or a space more than

ordinai7 cool—as Radishes in summer, a shady spot on

which to strike /irtc(/y CHttiHf/.v, and other purposes
;
yet it is

more especially fitted to meet tlie wants of a garden where
a hot, gravelly, or sandy soil, and a dry season, renders the

production of many vegetables a matter of much difhculty

in the full exposure which the central pari ensures, conse-

quently it is in such gardens, and in such seasons, that the

utility of " north borders " is more apparent, and it is to

such that we now direct attention, thinking that the inex-

perienced might, in his anxiety to get every inch of his

ground under crop, plant or sow this with some unimportant
article, which could be as easily grown elsewhere. Now,
though this would he all very well were wo sure the season

would so far prove propitious to the growth and welfare of

the many plants requiring abundant moisture, Xc, yet, as

such can never be fully relied on with tliat degree of cer-

tainty which renders it safe to dispense entirely with the

cool shade allbrded by a high wall, that we certainly advise

the major part <}( the border, not appropriated to Strnic-

ierries, to be reserved for such things as Lelliiee, lindishes,

French Benns, during the hot, dry weather, and such oilier

crops as there may be room for, which demand particular

attention.

Though it is yet too soon to think of sowing or planting

on such a situation, yet it is not too soon to prejiare the

ground for that purpose : therefore, let it bo dug over two or

three times prior to being planted. Though we have said a

moist and cool situation is required to bring the things we
have mentioned to a proper growth in the hot weather of

the dog-days, yet a stilf, sour, unkind soil, such as lias

never been turned up, to receive the benefits of the atmo-
sphere, is not exactly the soil to meet such a case ; ou
the eontrai'y, most, if not all, vegetation prefers a more per-

meable compost, provided it he not too much deprived of

its moisture, and has not absorbed too nuich heat, which it

is not likely to have done in such a place as the one we have

been speaking of; it would, therefore, be better to dig and

otherwise work up tlie ground intended fur such after-crops,

as will enable it to have all the benefits of changes of atmo-

sphere we are likely to have before it be wanted for crop-

ping; and as such borders will probably be in a very unkind

condition, it would be advisable not to delay a single day in

getting it turned up, so as to mellow down by the drying

winds, &c., which spring is expected to bring with it
;
and

if necessary, manure of some kind or other might be added

at the same time, allhough, perhaps, it would be as well not

to dig in any until the last time prior to planting, as future

workings of the soil are sure to bring it to the top, and, con-

seipiently, waste it to a great extent; if such borders be

unduly stift'and obstinate to deal with, it would be better to

apply such manm-es as have a tendency to render it more
open' than the rich, cool natiue of which cow-dung is a good

type. We must observe, that as it is seldom necessary to

occupy such ground early in the season, there is no excuse

for its working badly at the time the crop is put in, for with

repeated workings only it will, with the time alloweil, be in

sufliciciit train to receive anything that may be committed to

it, although a something in the shape of a" renovator " will'

be necessary, if it has been loaded with a similar crop last

year ; and whether this renovator be decayed vegetable

matter, animal manm^e, or some of those compounds which

include both, -we certainly prefer it in a solid state for this

plot, for thougli, at the period tlia crops here require the

greatest amount of food, liquid-manure might be very grate-

ful, yet the general dampness which is often found here is

snflicient, in most ordinary cases, to meet the wants of the

various crops, that we do not advocate tlie use of liquid-

manure, unless in extreme cases, as we think it has a. ten-

dency to stiffen the soil, rather than open its pores, and,

consequently, render it worse to till another season, without

conferring any pai^ticular benefit this ; and it is well known,

that a certain amount of porosity is necessary in order for

it to imbibe the juices supplied by manure-water, that no

means must be neglected likely to secm'e such ; and what-

ever crops are destined for this place, it is important that

the soil be made in good order to receive it in the first

instance, as no after-treatment can well compensate for

neglect in that respect. J. IIobson.

AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS FOR APRIL.

The Pr.ESEiiVATioN of Roots.— Under the improved

system of agriculture, a much larger number of cattle and

sheep ai-e kept than formerly, and as root crops form one

of the principal means whereby stock are fattened, or kept

in condition during the winter and spring months, it is,

therefore, desirable that roots should be preserved in such

a manner that they may prove sound and nuU'ilious until

an advanced period ; for it occurs, in some seasons, and
more particularly upon araljle farms without much meadow
or pasture land attached, that the Swedish 'J'nrnip is of

more value for feeding sheep in the month of May than at

any previous period of the season ; and it must also be ad-

I
milted, that Mangold-wurtzel is more valuable for feeding

cattle, pigs, &c., after the middle of April.

I propose, first, to state the best mode of preserving Sivcdish

I

Tiirniiis in the land for feeding sheep, until the latest period

for which they are usually required, that is, the months of
' May and .June. The seed stalk generally begins to advance

rapidly towards the end of the month of Mai'ch, and as soon

as the seed-buds on the top make their appearance, and the

stalk has run up about sixteen or eighteen inches in height,

they should be cut with a reaping-hook very carefully,—not

as it is often done with the scythe, and in a random manner,
but every turnip ought to have the stem cut oft' down below

the rim on the crown of the turnip, formed by the fall of its

first leaves. 'When thus managed, the roots keep until an

advanced penod, retaining a great portion of their nutri-

ment; after this treatment, it is a long time before any

sprouts or greens can grow uiion them—vegetation is, as it

were, suspended—during which time the process of feeding

may go on without furtlier loss of nutrition ; but, after a

wliile, very small sprouts w ill appear round the crown oi' the

turnip, aflbrding the best of food for young lambs. Ipon
this plan, the writer has usually fed Swedes on the land,
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with great advnntnge to the sheep, during the month of

May, anil, in some seasons, it lias been continued as late as

the last woeli in June, by which means a lai'ge stock of

sheep has been kept, without feeding any grass upon the

arable land until the liay crop has been cleared ofi'.

There are ditierent methods of storing roots for winter

consumption ; some parties advocating the plan of pitting

in the fiidd, by casting into heaps, covered with straw and
earth ; and others, that of puUiiig the roots, and setting them
up in rows without covering; but either of these modes,
although they answer very ivell until the month of April,

yet, after that time, tliey will either sprout or rot; and, if

left uncovered, will become so dry and shrivelled as to lose

a great portion of nutriment. It is, therefore, quite evident,

that the preservation of roots for winter and spring consump-
tion will each refpiire separate and distinct modes of ma-
nagement, according to the time of year they are intended
for use.

Tlie ))eaps of Mtuiijohl, Carrots, or Swedes, which may
have been stored for the purpose of feeding cattle, pigs, iSrc,

during the spring months, sliould now be examined ; and,

as soon as sprouting has proceeded to some extent, the
heaps should be turned, the yellow sprouted greens rubbed
off, and tlie heap reformed. If required for summer use,

as is often the case with jMangold, a north aspect should be
chosen, if possible under trees, or by the side of hedges.
After being treated in this way, the roots will prove good for

a lengthened period ; but in case they are allowed to remain
in tlie heap after sprouting lias taken place, and warm
weather ensues, heating is produced, the decaying of the
sprouts quicklj' extend, communicating rottenness to the
roots, and if not moved in time, general decomposition and
loss will be the result.

—

Joseph Bundell.

SUDDEN DEATHS AMONG THE SHANGHAE RACE.

KoT a number of The Cottage G.^rdenek, and hardly
indeed a day's post, that does not announce the occurrence
of the calamity that heads this present paper. Whether
limited to natTow enclosures, or indulged with a good
country run, mortahty has of late been busy with the
Shanghae race; but haiipily its predisposing causes do not
appear to be altogether beyond our controul, so far as I
may judge from the cases that have been communicated to

me. Birds apparently in good health, without any gradual
or perceptible occurrence of disease, meet with such sudden
ends, that^?os( mortem examinations and coroner's inquests
seem essential. A friend, whose knowledge and experience
in poultry is second to none, tells us of four sncli cases in

the past week; and he adds, "a first-rate white hen thus
died last week, with another that was apparently in perfect
health." Captain Hornby also tells me " a Shanglme hen,
half-an-hour after he had seen her in perfect health, to all

appearance, was found in her nest dead." Now, such catas-

trophes have been refei'red to in The Poultry Booh, and
confirm my opinion that an unwise anxiety to stimulate the

bird's growth by extra feeiling has more to do with it than
any natural tendency to disease in the fowl itself. Captain
Hornby found tlie ovarium of the bird alluded to above in a
state of mortification, and containing a lump of egg-matter
of the consistency of putty. The other gentleman, in exa-

mining a Shanghae after a similar case of most sudden
death, " found large lumps of undigested liver in the
stomach: the poor bird had picked up pieces of tobacco
pipe, broken china, bones, everything in fact which might
increase the power of its anatomical mill to grind or crush
the oflending masses, but the task was beyond its powers,
and the suflerer died." Now, mark what follows from the
same pen—" I feed on nothing but corn and meal, and have
not lost one."

On the latter diet, no fowls will probably be found more
generally free from disease than the Shangh.ae birds ; whde,
if what I believe to be a most pernicious system of feeding
is persevered in, few, I imagine, are more likely to suffer

from its evil consequences. With many other recommenda-
tions, the Shanghae race have undoubted good appetites;
and their present value, from the newly- awakened interest
that has been generally taken in tlieir race, too often jiroves

a temiitation to their owner to endeavour to aid growth, and

the production of eggs, by an excessive allowance of food,

as regards either quality, quantity, or both. Less danger,
indeed, may be apprehended from the latter than the former;
for extensive as may be the capacity of a fowl's stomacli,

the time still arrive.s when it is forced to exclaim, "Hold,
enough I

" and however large the portion, provided only it

be of wholesome description, their naturally vigorous

constitution usually prevents the evil consequences of such
occasional excess. But it is altogether a ditt'erent matter
if the contents of the over-charged stomach are such as

were not designed to test the powers of the bird's gizzai'd.

Grain, the hardest and the toughest, would have yielded to

the combined influence of tobacco-pipe, broken china, and
bones; but not these large masses of liver, against which
Nature never intended to direct their powers; and which,

consequently, proved fatal to the rash indulger of a vigorous
appetite.

I was earnestly cautioning a neighbour on the hazard
of sucli a system of feeding, when the answer came, "You
find fault with tiesh, but how great is the quantity of animal
food that Nature, who best knows what is suited to all her
creatures, supplies for our poulU'y when allowed to cater for

themselves." Yes, a large amount of animal food is, doubt-
less, thus supplied, and good reasons are at once apparent
why it should be afi'orded them, and why also it lias no
injurious efi'ect. Worms, insects, and even a stray bone, are

dainties of a very dirterent chai'acter to those junks of ofTal

and canion that we ha\e ourselves seen allotted to the
inmates of the poultry-yard, but which were far better

suited for the kennel, liven when perfectly fresh, it is well

known that the entrails of an animal are more often found
injurious to healtli, when taken as food, than any other part

of the Itody ; and such portions, the liver especially, arc too

commonly the usual selections for the poultry larder.

I have often expressed my firm conviction, that if fowls

are to have flesh given them at all, beyond the exceptional

case of illness, or where, from any other cause, a bird is in

evident need of highly-uourisbing food, it should be cooked,

cliopped fine, and given in very small quantities.

Thus far ha^l I written over night, wlien, at an early hour
this raoruiiig, intimation was conveyed to me that " The Cin-

namon 2'ullet was dead on her nest ;" and the report proved
unfortunately but too coiTect. Now, this said pullet was a

great favonrite, that had been most kindly sent to me by
my friend Jlr. Andrews, of Dorchester. Her hatching-time

was out this morning, and yesterday, when the poulti-y-

womau examined the nest, several of the eggs were billed
;

but, thinking tlie bird did not look as well as usual, she
gave it a small portion of beef dressed and minced ; there

were no signs, however, of dangerous illness ; but tliis

morning, on entering the hen-house, she was at her last

gasp, and died forthwith. One of the chickens had left its

shell in the night, but was dead, and every other egg had
a live, fully-formed bird in it, many of which are doing well,

so it is improbable that there could have been illness of any
long-standing but unobseiwed, since, in such cases, the

inability of the bird to maintain the required heat for its

eggs is manifested in their weakly or even defunct state

when hatching-time arrives. Be it remembered, however,

that 1 am not quoting this catasti'ophe as a parallel case to

those before mentioned, but simply to show the dangerous
tendency of a flesh-diet oaten in cases where it may seem
most required. The following is the post mortem examina-
tion :—No external appeai-ance of disease or emaciation ; on
opening tlie craw, it was found distended with pieces of

meat, small, but in the same state as when swallowed twelve

hours before death; the rest of the body was apparently

healthy. The bird was, probably, somewhat exhausted, this

being the first time of its sitting. The proper treatment

would have been a small quaulity of toast steeped in ale.

In her weakened state the stomach was incapable of digests

ing the meat, though not given in any excessive quantity.

Now, many are already speculating on their chances of

honours at Birmingham, or elsewhere, and too commonly is

it imagined that one great element of success consists in

forcing on their young birds by highly stimulating food.

But not only do I believe that such a practice constantly

deteriorates from the ultimate vigour of the bird's constitu-

tion, even supposing it escapes the hazards of such con-

tinued repletion, but tbat I'rame and figure arc thus both
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injured
; you lay more, in t'lict, on tlie carcase than tlic logs

can carry,—hence ricketty joints, ami a host of oilier ma-
ladies, which, hardy iis may be the Shaughae race, proves
at last too much even I'or them. Jlaiiy a bird has tlius

suflered during (he juist year, and many more seem likely

to be stuli'ed and crammed by over-anxious owners during
the present season.

Let those, however, who are disposed to practise this

forcing system he.ir what Captain Hornby says in regard to

it—•"! believe," he writes to me, " that Hesh ought never to

be given when fowls can have the run of grass in open
weather. Mine were Imsily employed this tine morning,
after two days' wet, with tlie worms and grubs in the field.

Thomas remarked—'Ah ! they will eat very much less corn
now, and the sack will hold out four or five days longer.'

"

Now, because the most ordinary observer cannot fail to

notice nature's provision of animal food for fowls, and other
birds, many jump at the ciaiclusion that any animal food is

sufficient, totally forgettiug that there is as much ditfereuce

between the succulent and tender worm, or grub, and the
indigestible hunk of liver, as there is between Naples maca-
roni and an Australian damper. In the former case, indeed,
the comparison is much stronger, since, from the con-
struction of fowls' stonmchs, the hardest corn presents uo
ditiiculty, while the wad of flesh chokes and deranges the

whole internal economy of the bird. The delicacy of the

gold fiehls, therefore, would be far more innocuous to the
human race than such rations of flesh to that portion of
the gallinaceous tribe wliose care I have been considering.
One probable cause only of that mortality, to which the

statements before mentioned have referred, has been noticed
in this hasty communication ; but whether paralysis and
apoplexy have not contributed to these casualties may be
well deserving of further enquiry. Tlie absence of all pre-
monitory symptoms, in several of these cases, suggests the
(question to unprofessional minds, how mere indigestion,

supposing that to be the cause, and the consequent dis-

organisation of the system, leads to such sudden disso-

lution, unaccompanied, as has certainly occurred in several
instances, witli any previous indication of disease whatever.

But, no matter the actual cause of death, enough is, at

any rate, before us to prove the hazard of a flesh diet for

our fowls, and to limit its use to those special occasions for

which its resei-vation has been so constantly advised.—W. W.
WiNGFIELD.

ALLOTMENT FAEMING—MAY.
Tuis is the most important month in the whole year to

the allotment holder, and the utmost vigilance is demanded
of him ; for he will find that almost e\ery article under
cultui-e will require some kind of attention ; and no after-

care can atone for neglect.

In the first place, icceds will spring abundantly in all

dii-ections, and the man who suffers weeds to run to seed
now, may calculate on a double amount of labour during
June, July, and .lugust. ISut it is not in seeding alone that
damage ensues ; a rising crop of weeds so injures a young
crop of any land, by depriving them of strength of con-
stitution and hardihood, that neither good soil, nor assiduous
after-cultm-e, can possibly repair the mischief. Few are
sufficiently aware of the injurious effects of the shade, and
with it the impure air, in cases where the rising crop is

becoming crowded with gross weeds fattening on the food
intended for the young crop. It is a common, but very
erroneous, impression, that when they are cleared away all

will be right again ; those who judge thus are sadly mistaken.
I have seen scores of cases in which the young croj) ne\er
thoroughly recovered the effects. Persons who do not
nicely observe things, may rest satisfied with evils they
have not taken the ti'ouble to examine; but they may be
assured, that where one man pursues clean culture, and
another permits the foregoing evils, the former will be the
gainer consideiably at the year's end. Besides, what allot-

ment holder will feel a pride in showing his plot to dis-

cerning persons in such a condition '!

I must now beg to refer specially to certain crops which
demand particular attention.

Potatoes.—Those who have early kinds above ground
must, be wary of late frosts until nearly the middle of

I
the month. I think it will be found, at least in the north,

that in two years out of three we have frost during the first

i

week sufficient to injure Potato haulm ; and the least injury

[

at this period will reduce the crop one-half, if it does not
I entirely destroy it. .\s I have before urged in these
papers, it is not he who can get his I'otatoes first above
ground that produces the best paying crop. I am here
supposing the grower as cultivating his choice Walnut-
leaved ki(/iici/s fur sale. Many persons of small holdings
moke a good deal of money of superior Walnut-leaf Ithliiei/s, if

they can be obtained only a week or so before ordinary early

crops, a practice to be recommended to the cottager espe-
cially, whose garden in general lying at his back dooi, his

wife can keep them covered and uncovered; for such pro-

cesses become necessary. A few poles over a slope, with
any old rags or a little straw, will be as etficient as the
ceremonious matting up of my lord's gardener, and cost

nothing but trouble, or, should I say, pleasure ? Those who
have a cold and apathetic heart, and dislike activity, call it

by the former title; the wai'm, active, and ingenious, by the
latter. Of course, a little soil will be carefully drawn to the
plants to prevent their greening, for however good the croj),

this spoils all as to eating properties, and the ll'alinit-leuved

Imlneii is peculiarly liable to it.

I

The later crops will soon be rising througli the soil, and

j

will require rather diflerent treatment. It is well known
that, from the circumstance of the very early kinds coming
so speedily to use, added to the fact that they are mostly
planted in highly-wrought and mellow soils, they do not
require much cultural assistance ; but with the main crops
much may be done both by the hoe and the fork, especially

the latter, if the soil is stubborn. These eperations, how-
ever, must all be comiileted before the strings or fibres

extend, or the crop will be weakened. Above all, keep
down weeds ; Potatoes require all the light and air possible.

CiimoTs.—As soon as the crop is up let them be care-

fully attended to as to weeds, and beware of slugs and
snails. Thin them out at two or three times, for fear of
accidents, and let the small hoe be drawn through them
betimes, repeating the process at the final thinnhjg. It

must be understood that these remarks apply to the large

kinds of Carrots; the small, such as the Early Horn, will

only need careful thinning and weeding. Small kinds will

crop at two to three inches apart ; the larger at abouk six

inches. The Carrot grub must be watched for, and pre
ventive measures taken, if possible. Lime, soot, and other
things, have been strongly recommended. ^\'e have tried

lime, and also soapsuds, but cannot boast of complete
success. Our Scotch ueighboui's have been very successful

with soot, it would appear—applications about once a week
by the hand being said to drive the fly when aljout to lay

its eggs. This seems feasible enough ; and I, for one, will

give it a thorough trial this season. It is very probable,
that thiving the fly away, by using applications of a nauseous
character, may be a good moile of proceeding ; but, at

present, the best safeguard is to trencli deep in autunni,
working in what manure may be requisite at that period.

This grub is the produce of an egg laid by an insect called
Ps'tla ros(r, and much resembles the Anthoiuyin ceparum, or
Onion fly.

Onions.—These, by the early part of the month, will be
a good plant, and will require a little thinning, another
being given about five weeks afterwards. Some sow them
in drills, others broadcast; by tlie latter mode they may be
thinned first to two inches, and lastly to aljout three or four.

Thinning, however, must be regulated by the strength of

the soil, as in all other crops—the stronger and richer the
soil, the farther the plants must be apart. Most cidtivalors

hoe through them liberally ; we do not. 1 do not, howe\ er,

condemn the plan, but nierelj observe, that I have had far

superior crojis since I rolled firiu, and gave up tlie hoe,

than ijreviously. I had observed, repeatedly, better Onions
in the hard-trod alleys than on the soft beds. As to the

fly, or grub, spiiits of tar, mixed with sand, and strewed
over the beds, has been much talked of. I have tiled this,

but without success. If the soot applications, as in the
Carrot, should answer, it is very probable it may succeed
with the Onion.
SwEUKS.—The beginning of the month is a good time to

get in these ; they are more apt to mildew if sown much
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earlier. If, however, a seed bed only is required for tlie

purpose of mixed cropping, or to succeed other crops, the
sower must take into consideration the period at which he
desiies to plant them. I, for instance, shall this season
plant my early Totato ground with Swedes ; the Potatoes
will not be ele:u- ofi' until the very end of July, and if I sow-
ray Swede bed in the end of April, the usual period, the
plants would he completely spoiled by standing too thick.
Still, it is a fact which ought to be generally known, that
Swedes may be successfully planted with buli;s two to three
inches diameter; indeed, if they are obtainable, it is the
best plan, due cai-e being exercised, as ne have proved ; hut
then, to obtain sucli bulbs, something more than tlie ordi-
nary seed-bed of the cottager must be had recourse to

;

they would require thinning in the seed-bed to four inches
apart—a seed bed, or drills, thus woidd reciuire too much
sp.ice for the allotment holder. Swedes love a rich and
loamy soil, well broken by culture.

MANii0Li>,—We find the Oramje Gl'ih,- kind superior to the
Lniiij Red for pig feeding; swine eat it in preference, and they
are pretty good judges of quality iu material. It has another
advantage to small holders— it occupies somewhat less
room, being more compact in the top. ilangold loves a
rich soil, and it should be of a fair depth. The first week
in May is a very safe time to sow in drills singly, but ui a
mixed crop regard must be paid to the habits and periods
of the crop, or crops, with which it is associated. Towards
the end of the month the hoe must be got to work, and
when the plants are a couple of inches high, a first thinning
may take place, placing them so as not to touch each other;
and all weeds totally destroyed. The final thinning to be
when the plants ai-e miicii stronger; they must then be set
out at from seven to ten inches apart. After this, deep cul-
ture between tlie drills vriil be of infinite service; this may
be done witli an ordinarj- potato fork.

Paksnips mil require singling out in the early part of
the month, and at llie end may be set at either final or half
distance. The small hoe must be run through thrice in
the drill, and after thinning is completed, a deei) working
lietween drills may be performed. Snails and slugs are
sometimes aniiojing ou net lands, and must be guarded
against.

THraNixc-ouT.— I introduce this head to point to a
matter of importance, as connected with the cultme of
what are termed " root-crops." Our remark's on " thinning.
out " have hitherto been confined to the ordinary routine as
practised by farmers in general ; but in this, as in most
things, occasions arise in which it is expedient to deviate.
Now it so happens that double the necessary nvmiber of
plants in some root-crops may be left in the tliinning pro-
cess, with a view of pulling away alternate plants, when
about one-third grown, for the wife, or the pig. Whatever
may be thought of the plan by those accustomed to one :

course of culture, we can atttrra it to be a most profitable and
certainly convenient plan if done justice to, having repeat
edly practised it. But it must be done by system ; stated
distances must be observed, or all becomes higglcdy-pig- i

gledy, which is but another title for bad economy. 'Xow,
|

for instance, take the Parsnip; the seed sown in a continu-
|

ous way, not in patches, in the last week of Februarj'. By
the midille of April or so, the plants might be singled out—

|

no two touching. At the beginning of 5Iay they will be '

" touching " again ; and now the skilful thinner may so set
them out, as th,it every other plant will come out for use
divring .Time and July; by the end of which month all final
thinnings should be completed, iu order to promote weight i

in the winter crops. What has been said of the Tai-snip is

equally true of the Cmrnl, the Mnnijnld, &c. There may
be some trifiing sacrifice in the winter's crop ; but it will be
trifling indeed, as compared with the advantages aiising to
the cultivator's household. I would have no man come
fi-om liis allotment-work with empty hands during May,
June, July, and August ; in whatever he brings home,
there will be something for the wife and children, and some-
thing for the pig. 1 do hope that this proved adrice will
be practised ; only let the thing be done in a workmanlike

i

way.

^
Cabbagf.-woets.—As before observed, sow a little dwarf

\Cabbage monthly, and continue to introduce a score or two
whenever a fail- chance offers; only do not let them hinder '.

good culture between root crops. Those growing will re-

quire the hoe through them, and blanks mended.
BnocoLis for autumn and early winter must be sown

immedialelj-. The following kinds will suit the allotment

holder—the Capc\, Snniff. Jt'nichcrcn. and Kiii'jhfs I'ro-

Iccting. If Gieen-kule, Brussels Sprouts, or Sut-vi/s, are re-

quired to plant out in July and August, to succeed some
early crops, they must be sown directly.

Lettuces.—If winter plants were got out on rich soil in

March they will now be getting verj' stout : nothing

better repays the application of liquid manure than this

crop. Spiing-sown ones may be planted out now, and

another bed sown, after which, I advise the waiting until

Jlidsummer has passed. The Bath Cos and Adi/'s are two

of the best.

Si'iSAfH.—That sown in March, when fit for use, may be

pulled clear up as wanted, the leaves eaten, and the remain-

der given to the pig, as it will not pay to keep. No more
need be sown until August.

PoTATO-OsiONs.—If these have been buiied too deep,

draw the soil away a little and weed clean.

KhcB-ieb.—Keep down all flower stems the moment they

appear.

Pea"!.—See that the crops are well-slaked, and a little

hoe-culture carried out. Those who can aS'ord to have late

ones, may sow r few of the Mammoth or Prussian during

the middle of the month.
Beans.—Draw soil up the stems of Broad Beans to pre-

vent wind damage, and cultivate about those just come up.

It is too late now to plant with profit.

Dwarf Ktonev Beans and Rinneks.—These, if not got

in by the end of April, must be planted directly. The Dwarfs
love warmth, and light and rich soil. Plant them in rows
of two feet, the beans four inches apart ; no kind is better

than the old Duncvhured.
As general remarks, I may say, be sure to watch well

your rising crops, for the bird, or vermin tribes, are in

wait on aU sides to commit their ravages—in this month
pecuhaiiy so. I may again point to the use of finely-sifted

cinder-ashes, as tending to prevent the depredations of slugs,

snails, Ac, on seedlings of any kind, ^\c prepare a heap
in a shed every spring, composed of these ashes and new
sawdust, for tliis very purpose. However, a watcliful eye is

the chief thing, and many modes of dealing with these

marauders will present themselves. I now take leave of

the subject, with a strong recommendation to allotment

holders and cottagers, so to persevere, as at once to improve

the condition of their families and themselves, and to gain

the approbation of those who seek their welfare, in thus

affording them a chance through the medium of a plot of

land. I have seen many allotments and cott.qge gardens

in uiy time, and I can scarcely describe the painful sensa-

tion which a needy, neglected, and ill contrived ]ilot gives

to my mind. When surrounded by othei-s of high cultm-e,

the mind turns from it in disgust and sorrow.
K. Kkuingion.

HINTS iOK MANAGERS OF POlXTKY SHOWS.
Whether for good or for evil, there can be no question

that the poultry faucy has. witluu a vcr}- short time, ex-

tended itself wonderfully. Should any one doubt, the fact

is proved by the "mania" having become such as at once
to have aroused the grave censorship of the Times, and ex-

cited the comic lucubrations of Punch. Tlie exhibitions

niiich have been held, especially in the nortlieni counties,

affording opportunities to admiie and to compare, and, at

the same time, fields for friendly competition, must have
conLiibuted materially to bring about this resiUt. They are

cause and effect iu turn ; for the interests they have created

iu the different varieties of our domestic poiUtry, and tlie

opportunities they have given for their dissemination, have
caused the number of the shows themselves to be propor-
tionably increased ; and we have not only more of tliem in

the localities in wliieh they existed lieretofore, but they are

established, or in course of formation, in places where they
were never heard of until now.

Agreeing iu much that has been said against a minute
subdiviiion of districts, it is proposed to pass over that part

of the subject upon the present occasion, and to devote this
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linper to such iiractical hints as nuiy prohahly be most use-

ful to a society ah'eady agreed to he ostablisked iu any given

place.

It is almost supei'lluous to occupy space iu pointing out
the advantage to such a society of a fair start; and every
one who has assisted in the formation or nianagenieut of an
association, with wluUrver ohject, will agree that it is nincli

more easy to frame good rules in the outset, than to ahm-
gnte had ones, when discovered to lie so; especially if tliey

iiave been the means of giving an advantage, however un-
faii", to some one or more, who thus become interested iu

upholding them, and impute ei{ually interested motives to

those who only desire to amend lor the benetit of all. Tliere-

fore, let the rules be well considered at first, and, as it Ls

easier to add than to resi'ind, a rule of ihinhlfiil utility weri'

better omitteil. In fact, tlie fewer the rules the fewer the

disputes; ajul the best set of regulations are those which
simply go to secure to all " a clear stage and no favour."

All lieyoml that is surplusage, or worse.
Throughout the whole system of formation and nianngo-

ment. the legitimate cdijei't of such societies should be kept
stesdily in view. That oliject is, not to enable amateurs,

and still lass dealei-s, to obtain outrageous prices for parti-

cular specimens, but to improve the breed of fowls gene-
rally, and to afford alike to the gentleman, the farmer, and
the cottager, the means of ascertaining what peculiar variety

best suits his purpose, and to bring it within his reach at a

price not unreasonable, but wliich shall, nevertheless, be
remnnerative to the breeder. .-V gentleman, for instance,

whose family—or a farmer, i^r cottager, whose customers

—

require a constant supply of new-laid eggs, but whose pre-

mises do not alford facilities for rearing a number of

chickvns, will select those varieties which produce the

greatest number of eggs without the hens desiring to sit

;

while, on the other hand, he who has no demand for eggs,

but whose sheltered situation is adapted to the protection

of chickens, which the neighboiuiug railway enables him to

dispatch to Leadenhall market, will look for a variety of

which the adults are good nurses, and tlie chicks are easily

reared and attain the earliest matiu'ity.

Keeping these leading principles in view, the society will,

of course, promote the culture and dissemination of the best

and most useful of poultry; at the same time that, as a

secondary consideration, it does not lose sight of beauty

either of form or plumage.
It is too obvious to require proof that these objects can

only be attained by adhering, above everything, to purity of

blood; IVir a contrary course would simply lead us back to

the indescribable mass of mongrelism by which our poultry

yards are already tenanted.

In oft'ering prizes, a society will do well to keep steadily

before it these three points, viz.,

1. Purity of blood.

•,!. Beauty and uniformity of plumage.
;t. Size.

In the term " purity of blood," it is intended to include

all those peculiarities and characteristics—whether of form,

shape, or feathers—which denote high breeding and perfect

distinctness of race ; in short, all that is usually understood

to be included iu the term " thorough-bred."
" Beairty and uniformity of plumage " are to be taken as

meaning, not a favourite or particular' colour, but brightness

and freslniess of feathers, denoting cleanliness and liealth,

and that tlie birds shown together, shotdd, moreover, match
each otlier, as evsryone with a correct eye would wish his

flock-, wliafever they may be, to present themselves to his

view. And as a great good pig is better than a little good
pig, so " size" is a desideratum also in other animals used
for the food of man.
For tlie reasons already stated, all prizes for cross-bred

birds, except, perhaps, in the ease of dead poultry, are to be

deprecated ; the business of these societies being to keep
the types of the purest races sepoi-ate and distinct. And
in order to render competition fair and eijual, each variety,

and in many cases, each sub-variety, must compete only with

its fellows. This, undoubtedly, increases the number of

premiums, but it enhances the interest of the show, affords

oppoi'tunities of comparison, keeps the races distinct, and
producas the shillings at the door.

The time during which the specimens are detained at the

shows, has been a fruitful source of discussion—not to say
dispute. To bring valuable birds to a considerable distance
from their walks, and confine them for days in narrow pens,
in a polluted atmosphere, and with unaccustomed food, must
necessarily bo somewhat injurious to them; and it is de-
sirable, on all accounts, to mitigate these evils as much as
possible. At the same time, the expenses to which a society
is urcessnrily exposed, iu ]iriividing. and not unfreiiuently
erecting, a building suilable fur a poultry show, claim the
consideration of the exhibitors. It is for the society (which
consists ohielly of exhibitors) to do its best to hit the golden
mean, and in attempting to a.s.sist in this, we would suggest
a little concession on both sides. Amateui-s ought not to

be asked to subject valuable specimens to almost certain
injury ; nor ought a society to incur expense without a pro-
bability of being reimbursed. That the time occupied by
some of the larger exhibitors, is unfairly great, no one, wo
conceive, can deny ; and it is certain, moreover, that many
amateni-s refuse, on this account, to show.

It has been suggested, as a fair compromise, that all birds,

whose homes are within fifty miles of tho show, should be
there on (say) the Monday evening, while those having n

greater disfauce to travel, should be allowed until the fol-

lowing morning ; that they should be judged on the Tuesday,
and shown on the Wednesday, 'J'hursday, and until mid day
on I'ridoy, so that they could again reach their own roosts

by Saturday evening, at the latest. No society ought to

expect or to ask for more than this, while a day less would
even be more in accordance with reason.

While at the show, the utmost cleanliness and attention
should be insisted upon; a plentiful supply of food, fresh,

sweet, and varied, and of the purest water, and the best
ventilation the jjlace can afford, should be provided; and if

disease in any shape should appear, the patient should at

once be removed. The pens should be suiliciently capacious
to aflbrd a good view of the birds, without crowding tliem,

and should be so arranged, as to be free from draughts, and
to place all of one kind upon the same level.

It was a common remark at a recent exhibition, that the
Coclrins in one row were bigger than all the rest; but this

arose from their being placed higher up than the others,

and with a whitewashed-vvall behind tliem. This is men-
tioned as an instance of the unfairness (of course unin-
tentional) of placing different specimens of the samevai-iety
in different situations.

Policemen, or other respectable persons, who can be
relied upon to combine firmness with civility, should be
stationed so as to prevent interference with the birds ; and
all eggs should be publicly broken.
The subject of sales is so mixed up with that of exhibi-

tions, that it is necessary to advert to it. In whatever point
of view it may be looked at, it is by no means without its

difficulties. The most equitable pilan, perhaps, woiUd be,

to permit those who do not desire to sell, to say so at once,
instead of resorting to the subterfuge of a "prohibitory
price." Others might be allowed to name a price ; but at

that price they should be compelled to sell, and prohibited
from buying in. The new system of sales by auction is

altogether objectionable, as securing the birds to him who
possesses the longest purse, or, rather, perhaps the least

prudence, while the owners can bid them up as he pleases.
Tho subject of dealers acting as judges has been so often

discussed, that it is needless to say more upon it, than that
I entirely agree with your con-espondent, " N."
Where the. classes are numerous, it is sti'ongly recom-

mended that more than one set of judges be appointed.
Such an an'angement worrld save much time, and it admits
of the additional advantage, that the services of those best
acquainted with each variety might be made available.

ilany societies allow labouring men to exhibit gratuitously,

and a pleasing idea was suggested by an amateur of standing
at a recent local show, namely, that of offering a pair of
good birds as a separate cottager's prize, and of thus putting
it in the power of a thrifty cottager to become possessed of
specimens for stock superior to those which his means
might enable him to purchase.
Another suggestion, not unworthy of consideration, is, that

at the Christmas shows, prizes should be offered for the
best specimens of dead poultry, by which means it would be
ascertained, in some degree, at least, which is the best breed
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for kitchen purposes ; especially as the competition being

necessarily confined to one point {which is the only ob-

jection to ill, fill would contend in the same class. The
interest of such a class, would be increased by requiring one
specimen to be plucked, and another shown in the feathers

(,or two of each), and still further, by requiring the food

used to be specified.

With the most sincere desire that the interest now pre-

vailing in poultry matters, may be rendered permanent and
beneficiiil to the community, and the tide which exists may
be thus turned to good, and not to evil, by enabling gentle-

men to distributs first-rate specimens among their tenantry

and dependents, and by improving, to the utmost, the various

breeds of our domestic poultry ; these hints for the guid-

ance of societies ha^^ng those objects in view, have, after

much consideration, and he presimies to hope, 10111 perfect

impartiality, been penned by one who has liad many oppor-

tunities of considering the subject in all its healings, in his

capacity of i^x Old Poultet JtroGE.

.\PI.\-RI.\XS C.VLEXDAR.—May.
By J. H. Payne, Esq., Aiilhor of " Tim Bee-Keeper's

Cruide," (tc.

Losses.—I said, last month, that I believed one stoclc out

of every three had perished, but I now find that T had
underrated the losses in this neiglibomhood, for I now hear
of seven out of fifteen, two out of three, and in one case of

eleven out of twelve, and one or two otliers where all liave

perished; and the danger is not yet over, for we frequently

hear of stocks dying towards the end of April, and sometimes
even in May.

Pollen".—Those stocks that are alive are carrying in

pollen most abundantly of a golden yellow colour, which is

obtained from Crowfoots, EdiuDiciihis Jimria, and B.biilhosa,

but more especially from the former, it being the earliest,

as well as the most abundant ; for next to the Dandelion it

makes our meadows lirilliant. It is Shakspere's " Cuckoo-
buds of yellow hue," and greatly, indeed, are onr little

favourites indebted to it for a supply of food for their early
progeny. Tlie CVochs lasts but a short time, and is met with
only in gardens, while this covere almost every meadow in

the kingdom during tlie months of ilai-ch and April, tliere-

fore, how little advantage arises from cultivating hce-floirers,

as tliey are frequently called, for it is the fields, and tlie fields

alone, that supply their store of honey. Sow twenty acres of
Tl'/iile (.'lover within a mile of them, and leave it for seed,
and in the autumn twenty or thirty acres of BucL-uheal,
and much benefit will arise ; but the little that a garden
affords them is almost valueless.

ScTERS.—Do not luin-y in putting on supers. First
ascertain that the stock is full with bees, and for a day or
two even suffer them to be somewhat inconvenienced for
want of room, before putting them on, and then the bees
will enter them immediately and commence tlieir work,
especially if a piece or two of guide-comb is nicely fixed in

them ; whereas, if they are put on too eai-ly, not only the
hateliing of brood is retarded by the admission of cold air,

but the bees appear to take dislike to the super, and will

frequently swarm rather than enter it.

Bees in -VcsTii.iLL\.—It may be interesting to some of
the readers of The Cottage GiKDEXEr. to know how our
little favourites, who have followed in the list of emigrants to

.\nstralia, fare at the Antipodes. The annexed extracts from
3Irs. Jleredith's recent interesting volumes, " Jly Home in

Tasmania," give a pleasing picture of apiarian affairs there.
" We commenced keeping bees," says Mrs. M., " which

thrive well at I'ort Sorell, judging from the quality of the
honey they make ; some of which, fi-om hives kept in the
bush, exceeds in fine delicate flavour any other I have ever
tasted, the far-famed Xarboune honey not excepted. Numbers
of bees are now wild in many parts, and hollow trees are
frequently found in the bush filled with honey comb.

'• From the two hives of bees which survived the long
confinement of the voyage from Port Sorell (one hive died,
not having honey enough to maintain them), we have now
twenty-three, besides five tliat I have given away ; and, as
we always drive the bees into a new hive when we take the

honey, instead of smothering them with brimstone, our
'

stock will soon be much larger ; whether the system of
'

driving would answer in the severe winters of England, I
am not aware, but here, we perform the operation early in

Februarj- (which answers to August at home), and the bees
collect a good store again before winter, and are even then
rarely kept prisoners three days together without fresh food.
Here the wide extent of clover fields, and the long lines of
gorse hedges, added to the usual bush and garden flowers,

seem admirably suited to the good little honey-makers. At
Poyson, the young swarms always gave us great trouble,

from their tendency to fly swiftly away, and we lost many
in tliis manner; but here we have left off the tin-dish-and-
key concert on the rising of a swiUTn, for i\ithout any inter-

ference they settle within a few feet or yards of the parent
hive. One little bush of Chrysanthemums has had fom-
swanns alight upon it irithin a month, and a Peach-tree has
been similarly favoured. The honey-comb of thisycar( 1*^51),

is much of it, literally, as white as snow, and the honey
colourless as liquid ciystal, and of the most delicate flavour."

j

ERBon IN LAST Calendar.— Instead of "They fhives) may be painted I

after sLt o'clock in the jriorning," read, " after sis o'clock in the evening.''

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
SiTTi.NC versus Setting.— ^\'e are much obliged to a Lieyienant-

Colonel for taking the trouble to write for the purpose of telling us that
he " cannot help smiling to see editors talk about birds sitting.'' for he
assures us " that a man sits, but a bird sets." Now, unfortunately for
our obliging censor, he is wrong. If he turns to that standard of sterling
English, our edition of the Bible, he w ill find it written, " As the par-
tridge si7/e//i on eggs " Jeretiiiitfi x^i. \\ . If he would consult a master
of our more modern English, he will find that .Addison says, '* She mis-
takes a piece of chalk for an egg. and sits upon it ; " and, to knock onr
censor down with his own weapon, " Dr. Johnson" adopts both these
quotations in the folio edition of his Dictionary.
Veeo.mca 'R. M. E.).—We do not know any Verl>nica by that name.

Keep it till the middle of May, then plant it out, and let us have a
specimen next August, and we can soon determine what it is. All
shrubby Veronicas, \Tithout exception, like as good land as Cauliflowers.
Gaitra Lindheimerii and Cnsmos bipinnata will come up now. if sown

I

out-of-doors ; but the latter should be got up earlier on a slight hot-bed,
j

so as to have it earlier into flower next autumn.
AsPARAGfS Planting ',A Lady Sn/jsrriljpr .—You mav plant Aspa- |

ragus if you can obtain plants with buds only about an inch long.
The plants may be two or three years old, but, of whatever age, the
shoots must not be cut for use next spring.
Yellow Bedding Calceolaria (H. I. T.\~Caie's Yelloic is as

good as, if not better than, any for your purpose.
^'EGET.ABLE IvOBY M. D. P.].—This is the kernel, or albumen, of

the seed of the Plnitelephiis macrocarpa. or Ivory Nut, a native of Peru.
It belongs to the Natural order Screw. Pines fPandanacete) ; evergreens
having the habit of Palms. We do not know the " Coquilla Nut."
By comparing together .Tohnson's edition of Gerard's and Parkinson's

j
Herbals, we see that the Coquilla, or Guinea Nut, was considered by them
to be the produce of a species of Palm, which they describe as Xucitta
Indica racemosa.
Artificial Incubation (tF., Liverpool).— Cantello, in Leicester

Square, published a pamphlet on this subject. You will find a copious
notice of it in our 82nd number. The heating temperature is about 106^.

IIoeticultcral and Pomological Association \A Derimian).—
We have no doubt it wiU obtain the plants you require from the conti-
nent, if Tou apply to the Secretary, and become a subscriber.
Impregnating Forcing Strawberries [Stra»:berry].—This is not

necessary for perfecting the fruit.

Grafts and Stocks 'Pijra).—It is quite certain that a graft does
not die at the time its parent departs from life ; and it is quite as certain
that a graft is not worn out at the end of fifteen years. The stock has
no other etfect upon the graft than to render it stronger or weaker, in
proportion to the amount of sap it supplies. We know of no difference,
as to duration, between a grafted tree and the parent tree growing on its

own roots. Indeed, -some good authorities think byjudiciously grafting,
a variety of fruit, such as the Golden Pippin, may be kept in a state of
never-failing vigour. Grafting may be made, in some inst.ances. to
promote the fruitfulness and hardiness of the scion by a judicious
adaptation of the stock.

Silkworms' Eggs.— Let J. K. A. send her or his address to Miss
Candler, Bawburgh, near Norwich.

A'lNE Leaves ;S. C.H.).—We have no doubt that these are atfected
with the Red Spider. Sulphur is the best remedy, and a moist atmo-
sphere. See of the best mode to apply in former numbers.
Shanghae Eggs [Ignoramus].—Their average weight is 2i ounces.

Sometimes they are double yoked, and then vveigh more than 3 ounces.
Ti-ME OF IlATCniNG {J.H. C).—We belicve, as in the case of the

Wild Duck, that the eggs of Teal, Widgeon, Pintails, and Divers, each
require four weeks for the incubating process.
Cineraria (C E. H>.s/^—Upper half of petals purplish lilac, lower

half white ; a large, hold flower, but not good enough for showing, the
petals being too scattered, and the notch deep.
Crowing Hen.— Chicken-hearted says—"I am happy to be able to

corroborate the statement of ' D. S. T.' and ' A. E. Taylor,' in your
paper of to-day. ' K.' certainly is mistaken in saying, ' that a crowing
hen never laid, and never will.' My hen laid maiiy eggs until she had
the roup very severely; after she ' recovered she did not lay for three
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months—hence my motive for seeking; your advice. She continues to

crow, yet, I am hapjiy to say, has laitl within the Inst week."
Namks or Afku'an Plants.—.1 Subscriber says—" I have jnst pot

the eightli vrUime of The Cottage GARnEPJKR. In the April nnniber

of last year is the following article :
—

' Afn'cttn Plinits.—M. li. has seeds

from Africa with these names, liameftt, or Ochrn, Kushur, S'liif. Ilubh-

Azis. Can any reader help us to the botanical names ? • I betj to send ,

you my ideas on the subject, but I do not pronounce them to lie correct,
|

but only ' fjrtufitum lutleut.' Hubb-Aziz I have not been able to tind
|

OM\..~Bameea, or Orhra, I take to be the Okro, of the West Indies and
India, of the Hibiscut. tribe, vide 'Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Plants,'

I

article Hibiscus- Abehnosrfi us, and Esrulenfus : also * Hortus Suburb-
[

anus Cnlcuttensia,' article H(s6/sc?/s, ^-c, as above, page 118. In Hin-
,

doostanee it Is called ' Itamturay.' It is a very nice vegetable. Kushhur
1

I take to be the Sncchnrum spontnneum of Rosbuvgh, vide * Hortus
Suhurbanus Calcuttcnsis,' page "05. In the Arabic it is Knth; in tlie

Sanscrit Kashn. It is of the grass tribe. Snut is probably the ' Soul),'

or 'South,* '/Anziber officinalis, vide ' Piddington'e English Index to the

Plants of India.' The * Hortus Suburbanus Calcuttensis' is by the late
|

J. O. Voigt, surgeon to the Danish Government at Serampore."
Cnoss-BRBKniNG Fowls (A Recent Subscriber).—The uncertainty

,

that attends the form of all cross-bred fowls would preclude our speaking
with confidence in answer to your question ; for of a Shanghae-Dorking,
or Shanghae-Hamburgh brood, the resemblance to cither parent woulil

probably vary greatly in the ditferent individuals, some reverting more
than others to the characteristics of either parent. The Dorking being

the heavier fowl, and the least diposed to exercise its powers of flight,

you would have more chance of obtaining your object by taking that as

one of the parents, than if a Hamburgh was selected, since the latter are

as indisposed as any of our poultry to allow their movements to be

restrained by ordinary fences. The term ^* Lovell Shanghtifis" denotes

a small, hut very compact variety of that family ; low on the leg, and
with a good development of breast. They are excellent as layers, sitters,

and for table fowls. Any dealer can supply you, and they are constantly

ndi*ertised in our columns.—W.
Making a Hotbed.— G. Boffgis says " It being my lot to be placed

where no dung is ever bought, I am obliged to make the best use 1 can

of what is made, not from ' The Cottage Gardener's Pony,' but from
one horse. Not liking to be defeated by a friend who has the dung from
two horses, I made a hotbed in the following way :— I had a two-light

frame at liberty, at each corner ot which I drove a strong stake, and one
under the centre of the back and of the front. I drove the three front

stakes six inches lower than the back three. On these six stakes I liave

nailed part of an old paling {an old field-gate would do well) ; on this

I set my frame, laying on some straw to keep the mould from running
through, of which I have laid on nine inches thick. This being done, I

took some of an old bed which has lain all the winter, and with this I

built a wall at each end and at_the front. At the back, under each glass,

I leave an opening. The bed being thus far, I took some of six or seven
barrowfuls of dung, which I had previously thrown up in a heap to heat,

and threw it in under the frame, and then stopped up the openings which
I had left with some of the same old dung as I had built the sides with,

and four days after I threw in a little more of my hot dung. By this time
I found my mould was a little warm, in which I sowed some Short-

topped Radishes, and to my satisfaction, in about four days, they were up.

I should have said that it was the last week in January when I made this

bed. From time to time, as the dung declined in heat, I took some out
at one end, and then the other, and replaced it with a little fresh, which
I threw up, from time to time, to get a little heat ; and I am happy to

say I was able to draw Radishes two days before my friend who had the

dung from two horses, who made his bed in the old way, with all his

linings and attention which the old way of making them requires; and I

would observe, that there is no fear of burning by my plan, as the dung
I throw in does not reach the bottom. The Radishes, as I drew them, I

found had run down through the nine inches of mould and straw, and
the roots were hanging-down two inches toward the hot dung. Some
Potatoes, which I set as I drew, are looking strong and very healthy.

I have some young ones upon them." [There is nothing new in i\Ir.

Boggis's mode of heating " in a chamber," as it is termed, but we insert

it to induce other readers to follow his example of contriving, and telling

us what they contrive.]

Egg-eating Hen.— I*. Lt says—"Several different modes of treat-

ment have been advised in your valuable publication for the cure of egg-

eating hens (which propensity arises invariably from the birds being
conlined with an insufficient supply of food or calcareous matter), but I

firmly believe this bad habit is incurable; still, as some of your readers

may possess hens too valuable to destroy, I would advise tliem to adopt

the toUowing plan, by which means they may secure some eges from
such birds—Let thehen be kept apart from other hens that are laying;

as soon as she proceeds to her nest (to lay), let her be removed to a nest

in a box, cr other convenient place where the light can be excluded,

when she will lay, but, being unable to see her egg, will not attempt to

eat it. Care must be taken that the box be well ventilated. Should this

not succeed (but it may be relied on in most cases), have a perch sub-

stituted for the neat, so adjusted as to allow the egg to fall on some soft

substance, that it be not broken ; by these means I have obtained eggs

from a first-class hen."

Peach and Vine Foecing together (A Yorkshireman).— Yours is

an extraordinary case—Vmes and a Peach forcing together in the same
house since February I : the Peaches big as Walnuts, the Grapes not yet

in blossom ! From your statement, it is probable that your Vines, first

excited too keenly, and tliereby rendered tender and highly susceptible,

were unable to cope with the extraordinary weather at the end of fliarch.

It is not unlikely that on one of those pinching nights your thermometer
might sink to 35^ or 4U^ whilst you were asleep ; if so, curling—what you
term "coiling"—or something as bad, must occur ; or your border may
he saturated below. The Vines making strong wood, drought could by

no means cause it. Vour soil appears an undeniable depth, &c., and
the Vines, you say, making strong shoots. Hanging small weights on

the curled bunches has been suggested, but we have little faith in it:

the cause must be sought. Who ever saw tliis curling on the open wall?

Our impression is, that you have been too ardent at " starting," and that

you have lost your crop for this year.

Fixing Copings (C. C, W.).—There are various ways of fixing copings,
and that suggested by you will certainly be a very good plan. As for

putting copings on all the aspects, that is a matter of cxpcnBo alone : the
principle, we think, indisputable. Of course, a coping to a north wall

can do nothing in the way of arresting eolar heat; but then the drip!
and, by your own confession, the cats and rats ! ! v.e verily had left the
latter jiests out of consideration. As for material, that nmst ever depend
in a great measure on what is available.

Double Violets (Scrutator).—Now is a good time to plant double
Violets, and the sooner the better, if you ha\e to buy the plants, as all

the plants for sale are now ready and pvc|):ircd for immediate planting ;

good kitchen garden soil, without being too heavy, suits them best, and
they are best on an east or west aspect, and not to be in the shade. If

you can get plants from your neighbour, the middle or end of fliay will

be time enough for you to plant them. The double white \'iolet is more
liable to Ije hurt by a hard winter, and it requires more shade and shelter

than any other.

Cape Bulbs (A,B.).—With the exception of Brunsvigia ciliaris,

which is Buphane ciliaris, all the names api)ear to us true. It is not
true, however, that Brunsrigia multiflora was ever gathered at the
Ca])e. It must be some other species. There is not a single plant in

your list that ought to have a particle of artificial heat applied to them
after potting, except Streittxin reginu:, all the rest should liave been
placed in a cold pit, and to be allowed their own way from first to last.

Large pots, twenty-one inches in diameter, for Brunsvigias twelve or
thirteen inches in diameter, are monstrous absurdities; putting Bruns-
vigifts, and such large bulbs, into heat as soon as they are potted on
their arrival, is worse than madness; and Joseph Upjohn, who gathered
these bulbs, although he named them pretty fairly, ought to have his ear

nailed to the door-post for saying " light sandy soil for all," and "those
marked with an x will require the aid of a hothouse." If he knows any-
thing at all about the matter, he must have wished these beautiful bulbs
to be kdled an soon as possible, that he might have a fresh order for more.
Get a light or two of a cold frame cleared, and divide your bulbs into two
lots ; No. I to be all those that did grow, turned sickly, and the leaves are
dead ; let them be kept quite dry till next September, unless fhey push a
second time, when they must be turned to No. 2 lot. This second lot you
keep moist all the summer, whether they make leaves or not, but after the
first good watering use water very sparingly until the leaves come. In this

lot p\Ace Antholi/zas, Cyrtanthus, Calla, Ornithogahtm, Eucomis, Wat-
sonia, Nerine. Vnlotta, Crinum, and Agapanthus. So you see that your
very smallest bulbs, and the very largest ones, are to be kept at rest all

the summer. The Strelitzia ought to have the heat of a stove till the
pot is full of roots, then a warm greenhouse, with a little forcing everv

spring, would do for it. Watch for the soils to be recommended, and
the proper spelling of the bulbs in our articles on bulbs, in which all

yours will be included.
Striking Calceolarias under Hand-lights (Ignotus). — The

chief difference between the practice of the friend referred to, and the

practice detailed some time ago by BIr. Fish, consists in the latter using
old sashes instead of hand-lights, and then removing them in winter,

instead of allowing them to remain where struck. As the matter seems
to create some interest, Mr. Fish will try to obtain from the nobleman's
gardener referred to the minutiae of the process. Meanwhile, subject to

the correction that may then be given, we give the following answers to

your queries. 1. The cuttings referred to were taken off in autumn;
they would strike equally well now, especially if a slight hotbed was
)daeed under them. Without the bed they would take longer time in

strilcing. 2. If placed on a north border, they would require little

shading ; if placed on a south, they must be shaded from the sun until

struck. Mr. Fish's stock, struck in the simple mode detailed last

autumn, had no shade. 3. Southborder\\ould do well if shaded, but this

involves more labour ; we would like south or west for preserving where
struck in winter, but the north for striking in autumn. 4. The hand-lights

are kept close until the cuttings are struck, and air is then given. 5. Water
when the cuttings are inserted; after that little more will be wanted
except damping the foliage in striking in autumn. In striking now,
several waterings may be required, as it is advisable to shade no more
than will keep the plants from flagging. 6. Destroy green fly by fumi-
gating with tobacco, but in autumn-striking, in September and October,
it seldom shows itself, owing to the coolness of the weather. If, for

expediting the process, you use a little heat nau\ harden them oft' as

soon as possible when struck, and that will keep the fly at a distance.

Erica Potting (A Subsci-iber).—The sorts you mention are not likely

to bloom if not showing now, and, therefore, you may pot safely in a
week or two's time, as ventricosa may show in that time. If large

plants that you wish to cut in, you had better perform that operation
first, and not repot until fresh growth has taken place. This cutting in

will make the plants more bushy, but some of the kinds you mention

—

such as Cnnendinhii— seldom require much of the knife, it grows so

compact. Vestita coccinea takes it freely, or it soon gets lanky, and the

ventricosa varieties, when strong plants, may be clipped without injuring

them ; but do not pot until growth has again commenced, and see that

that growth is well matured, and you will have abundance of bloom.

Rhododendrons (W. H.),— If the peat is at all good, or like what
you Essex people get in Epping Forest, it does not require one particle

of sand added to it for growing Rhododendrons in a bed to the very

utmost perfection. It is when used in pots that it is necessary to add
sand to it. Essex is skirted with the best nurserymen in England, on
the London side, and any one of them will point out to you the best of

two sections for your bed—that is, the best hybrids of the Ponficum
breed, and the best hybrids of the Caiawbiense ; or follow us, and ask
one-half of one and half the other. The real names of the kinds of

Rhododendrons you want may not be known out of the nursery where
they are applied; every grower names his own hybrid Rhododendrons,
and when he gets an extraordmary good one, he jjuts an extraordinary

good price on it, so that people do not bother him to sell it until he has a
large stock of it, then he names it, gets the name in the market lists, and
every body learns it, and can get it at anything, from 10s. to 110s., accord-

ing to the size of the plant. You ought to have a couple of the Ayidro-

medn Jloribunda in the new bed. You will now get good ones for 5s.

apiece

Irish Ivy (J6id).— Itis requisite to prune Irish Ivy and all other Ivy,
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when grown against a house ; but If it is only for covering trees, common
walls, and old ruins, it is better without any pruning at all.

Rose Cuttings {Ibid).—Vou put them, in last autumn, and now
they are in leaf, and you will damage them severely if you touch them,

that is, if you rt-niove them iielore the middle of next October.
[

Caterpillak ,l]'ingfiam).—The Caterpillar is that of one of the

moths belonging to the family Noctuidji?, moat probably the Pot-herb

Moth. Mitiinfslnt n/enireu (See The Cottage Gaedener, vol. 5. p. 2(i7 '•

Theri' are a pood many species of these moths, with similar caterpillars,

and eiiually destructive to vegetables, of which they attack the roots, so

that I cannot be sure of the species without rearing the caterpillar. Of
course, they iiiuleriro the usual change to the clirysalis before becoming
perfect moths.— I. O. W.
Grass inder Cedars (il/. S.),—When Cedar-trees get old, with the

boughs close to the ground, it is impossible to keep the grass under them
in good order, and grass-seeds do no good. The only plan to keep such

places green, is to lay strong turf once in two years, or every year, if it

needs be, and it ought to be laid long before now. As, however, there

is no tree more improved by top-dressing than the Cedar, you are in time

ypt ; clear away as much of the loose, husky top as you can, and lay on
three inches of goiid soil, and as they turf over this, let the soil be tho-

roughly and completely watered ; water the tutf, also, for awhile, and all

will be as green as the rest of the grass all the season.

Many Questions (S. S.)-~Tlie leaf is from the Rtise-srentfd Gem-
vium, quite difTerent from the breed of old Scarlet. liobinsoyi's Dpfiunci'

was recommended the other day for the Rose-leaf Geranium. The dif-

ference of one section of Geranium and of many other kinds cannot be
described so as to teach one to know them ; they must be learned from
life. The StiUnn Culreotarla is as dark as any eastern sultan ever was,

inside or out. Ritg^oxii, or intcgr'tfoUti , and a dozen other yellow ones,

are all suitable for you. No purple J'erbeua should ever be planted with
Unlititrnpe. Duchess (/' Aumaule and Heloise are the very commonest
Vrrhrifts, and the best of their respective tints. M'e do not know any
othi'r two that wuuld really answer for them; if we did we would have

saitl so, and glad of the opportunity. We cannot tcU which will do
better on your pfculinr soil, Ttnn I'fuimd or Pejitxtemimj: : how could

we ? The Vfrbetws you propose to plant in the same bed with Dieli/tnt

s/tertabiiif! will kill the three plants if you will allow the plants to be
run over by such strong growers. Pray, when you write next, come to

the ptiint at once.
Cutting Grass between the Beds (C 31.],—Where the scythe

cannot get at the grass, the mowing machine is the only other way of

cutting it, but it costs from six to eight pounds. The planting will be
given yet in time, if it was promised, and comes within our range.

Arbutus in a Belt (TK.).—Your objections to the Arbutus in a belt

are quite valid, but unfortunately they also refer to all other evergreen
shrulis that grow less strong tlian the Laurels. The Arbutus will grow
stronger, and very much faster in a belt, where the soil has been well

trenched, than on the grass, provided it is planted at tlie same time as

the rest of the trees and shrubs in the belt, and provided, also, that no
tree or shrub is allowed to injure it by overgrowth, shade, or drip. That
it is seen to better advantage on the grass and over-head is true enough,
so would every other shrub and tree.

List OF Good Dahlias (IK. S.).—Vou say you have had the misfor-
tune to lose all your Dahlias, and request a list of thirty kinds of the best
of any year (not lUs 6d ones). The following are such as would suit

you

—

Admiral (Bragg), tine lilac. Is 6d. Aniba.ssadur (Green', fine dark,
2s (id. Annie Salter (Salter), white, shaded with rose, 3s Gd. Antagonist
(Braggl, white, tine. Is. Cloth of Gold (Hooper\ deep-yellow, 2s 6d.
Dr. Frampton (Rawlings), white and purple, 2s 6d, Duke of Welling-
ton (Drummond), orange. Is. Earl of Clarendon i.Union), orange.
Is 6(1. JErjHmina (Bragg), fine carmine, Is. 6d. Essex Triumph ('TMtvxWe),

dark maroon. Is. Geiti of the Grove (Soden), dark maroon. Is. Hon.
Mrs. Ashleif (Bragg, white, tipped with cherry, Is. Hoti, Mr, Herbert
(Keynes), buff, shaded with amber, 2s 6d. John Edwards (Salter',

scarlet, Is. Lizzie (Perry), white, tipped with purple, Ss fid. Louisa
f;/fH?i// ^Rawlings), fine deep yellow, 2s 6d. Model (Fellowes), brown,
tipped with bronze. Is. 3Ir. Seldon (Tumer\ rosy purple. Is. Mr.
Palmer (Turner), salmon. Is. Mrs. Seldo?i (Turner\ yellow. Is. A'e^ro
(Fellowes), dark crimson. Is. Nepaulese Prince (.Stein), crimson, shaded
maroon. Is. Phantom ;Noakes), buff, 3s 6d. Priticess Radziville
(Gaines), white and purple. Is. Queen of Whites (Drummond), fine
white, 23 6d. Ricfiard Cobden (Stein), dark, Is. Robert Montgomery,
dark puce, 2s 6d. Rose of England (Rawlings), lilac-rose, 2s. Summit
of Perfection sKeynesl, dark purple. Is. Sir F. Bathursf (Keynesl,
crimson, Is. Sir R, Whitt'ingdon (Drummond), ruby-puce, 2s 6d. Scarlet
King (Green), fine scarlet, 23 fid. Sir C. Napier (Hale), fine dark scarlet,

33 6d. Triumphant i,Keynes}, crimson, tipped with white, 23 fid. Toison
d^Orangc (Calloix), shaded buff, 2s fid. The following are a few Fancy
Dahlias:— Crivket (Dodd , buff and white tipped, 2s. fid. Emperor de
Jl/aj'oc (Huidoxl, rich dark. Is. Gaspartne, maroon, tipped with white, Is.

General Caraignac (Hunt), purple and white, U. Kossuth (Drum-
mond), red, tipped with white, 28. Laura Lavingto?i (Keynes), fawn,
tipped with white, 28. fid. Spertabilis (Salter), orange, striped with red,
29. fid. Write to I\Ir. Appleby for further information.
Carnations for Breeding {Carig Cathol\—Vou wish to know

what Carnations are noted for seed bearing. There is no list published
in this country that contains such information. The following are good
breeders as well as good kinds. A list of the best Carnations will appear
shortly from Mr. Appleby. Scarlet Bizarres—Rainbow, Hepworth's
Brilliant, Plandley's Ringleader. Crimson Bizarres— Ely's Lord
Milton, Haines* Black Diamond. Scarlet Flakes—Ely's King of
Scarlets. Mandley's Robert Burns. Rose Flakes—Brook's Flora's
Gartayid, Ely's Ludif Gardener, Ely's Lovely Ann, Purple Flakes—
Holland's Earl Wilton, Mandley's Beauty of Woodhouse,

morning, and late in the afternoon, and, therefore, air must be given ac-

cordingly. Baskets, examine weekly, and such as are dry give a good
steeping in tepid water. Catasetums, Cyrtopodiums, and plants of
similar habit, will now be growing freely, and should he as freely watered ;

at the root, care being taken that no water lodges in the hollow of the t

young leaves. Dendeodiums, and any other plants in flower, should
cither be removed to a cooler house till the bloom is over, or be placed at !

the coolest end of the house, and more air given there ; but they shculd '

be removed into their growing quarters till they have formed the new
bulbs. New Plants, such as have just been received from abroad, I

shuuld not have much water or great heat till fresh growths are com-
menced. Hkat: during this month the greater part of the plants will

be making rapid growtli ; tlie heat must be kept up to the maximum.
Moisture must also be plentifully bestowed upon the internal air ; wet

;

the walks, walls, and pipes, two or three times a day, especially in tlie |

morning and afternoon. Insects, such as snails and slugs, will abound ;

destroy them diligcnHy. It is a good practice to look in upon them in

the evening, wiih a bmip or a caudle ; they may be probably found at

their work of destruction. Potting, it not finished last month, should
now be completed. As soon as a Hower is jiottcd, secure each pseudo-
bulb to a stick, the compost being so oiien thej' would fall over if not
securely tiL-d ; this gives an opportunity to arrange the shoots in a sym-
metrical form. Lycopodiums grown in the Orchid Httuse, divide,

repot, and tic. Shading, apply daily when the sun shines. Svbinge :

this n ill be in constant requisition, especially for ]ibints growing on blocks.

Water, at the root, bestow liberally to all growing plants, but withhold
it gradually as the bulbs arrive at maturity. Let the \^'"F.F.ns he all drawn
up, for they will grow even in an Orchid House. T. AppledYi

STOVE PJ^NTS.
AcHiMRNKS, attend, with support for the weak-growing; give freely

plenty of water to those advanced in growth ; pot the last batch this

month, .-l. picta is afine species to bloom in winter. Air, give liberally

to keep down at maximum point the internal atmosphere. Amaryllis
coming into bloom, water freely; those going out of Hower place in a
close pit, and allow the heat of the sun to fully play upon them, to ripen
the bulbs. Baskets, if any are used for drooping jilants, should be
taken down frequently, and dipped in tepid water. Climbers, attend
to, tie on, keep within bounds, and syringe freely to keep down the
red spider. Cuttings of stove plants: the plants will now be making
young growths, and these make the best cuttings ; take them off, and
pot them in sand in heat. Gardenias, remove out of hotbeds into
the greenhouse to prolong the flowering; give less water; such as
have done blooming place in a cold pit. Gloxinias and Geskruas,
repot, and syringe every day. Ixoeas, specimens, tie out; young
plants, place in dung-heat, to encourage rapid growth. Heat, keep
up to the maximum, ru° by day, 6o° by night. Moisture to the
air, supply liberally, by flooding the walks twice a-day. Oleanders,
place in pans of water, to cause the blooms to open freely, and en-
courage growth. Syringe: use this instrument freely every fine day,
avoiding such plants as may be in flower. Potting: continue to
repot young stove plants, to bring them on in growth. Weeds; let

none appear beyond the seed ; keep everything tidy, and neat, and sweet,
in order to render the stove attractive and agreeable. Winter-bloom-
ing Plants, such as Justicias, Eranthemums, &c., cut down, repot,

and place in heat, to start them into growth.
'

T. Appleby.

CALENDAR F<>R MAY.
ORCHID HOUSE.

AiR: now that the days have lengthened, and the sun obtains much
power, air must be given liberally. If the house is built, as we recom-
mended, facing east and west, the" sun will have great power early in the

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas and Polvanthuses, shade, and keep well supplied with

water; ])ot seedlings, and sow, if not done last month. Carnations
and Picotees, finish potting without fail

; plant out seedlings to bloom ;

sow seed. Chrysanthemums, rooted cuttings, pot off; old plants,

divide and repot, use rich compost. Cinerarias, shade; pot otf seed-
lings as they grow ; it is not too late to sow seed yet. Dahlias, harden
off", and plant out towards the end of the month ; cuttings of rare kinds
may yet be put in. Fuchsias, young plants repot twice during the

month ; old plants, stop shoots, and rejjot for the last time ; seedlings,

transplant, water with liquid-manure as soon as the foliage is abundant.
Hollyhocks, stake, and water with liquid-manure. Pansies, in

bloom, shade from sun ; water and stir the soil about them ; keep them
clear of weeds. Pelargoniums, such as show flower repot; tie out
specimens; give plenty of air to, and water occasionally with liquid-

manure; put in cuttings; sow seed. Pinks, stir the soil between the
rows, and apply a mulching of short dung. Ranunculuses, water
freely in dry weather. Tall Lobelias, plant out where they are to
bloom. Tulips, protect from frosty nights and heavy rains ; retard the
bloom, if too early, by shading during hot sun. Verbenas, stop
cuttings, by nipping off the tops, to make them bushy ; sow seed

;
plant

out in large pots for specimens ; water freely and shade. Look out for

weeds, slugs, and various insects, and destroy them constantly and
diligently. T. Appleby.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Anemones, water well between the rows. Annuals (tender), remove

into another hotbed ; pot, if not done in April ; water gently, and give
air as much as possible ; prick out April-Sown. Antirrhinums, plant
and sow for late autumn bloom. Auriculas done blooming, remove
to N.K. aspect, where they will not have the sunshine after nine ; offsets

with roots detach, and plant three in a pot ; seedlings keep in the shade

;

water moderately in dry weather; Auriculas to seed should be kept from
wet. Awnings, or other shelter, continue over beds of tulips, e., now in
bloom. Bedding-plants, be not in too great hurry to plant out ; the
middle of the month is time to begin any of the half-hardy plants.
Biennials, sow, b., in rows, thinly. Bulbous Roots, generally,
directly leaves decay, take up and store; seedlings shade through mid-
day ; plant airain after separating offsets, or else store until the end of
July. Sow China .\stees to succeed early, or supersede late annuals.
Carnations; remove side-buds from flower-stems ; shade from meridian
sun ; water in dry weather; put sticks to, and tie stalks; sow. Dahlias,
old, part and plant, b. ; young, plant out, e. Dress the borders, &c.,
frequently. Flowering Plants require staking, &c. KccnsiAs may
he planted. Grass, mow and roll weekly. Gravel, roll weekly.
Hyacinths, take up and store as leaves decay. Mignonette, sow for
succession, b. Mixed Borders, go over twice this month, and mark
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such plants as seem out of place. (Enothera mackocabpa, make
|

cuttings of when the young shoots are three inches long. Prune and

transplant J^auuestinU3 when done Howcring; also prune Brrberis
AUi'iKOLiA. pF.nF.NMALS, SOW, 1).; propagate by slips anil cuttings.

Polyanthuses, part, and shade throui,'hout the summer; sunshine

destroys them ; sow seed of. Rosks, watch for insects on, and destroy

tliem ; roses in trroupa, keep them low ; roses in pots may be planted out.

Rose-stocks for budding, do not rub off shoots ; but stop those not wanted

at the second or third joint. Stake and tie up plants. Sekhmngs,
thin. SuBFACE-STiURiNc; cannot be too frequently performed. Tulips,

remove seed-pods; take u)) and store as leaves decay; water freiiueiitly

in dry weather. Wall-klowkrs, sow first crop, to bloom next year.

Water-class bulbs, plant in borders as tlowers decay. Water over-
head newly planted shrubs and trees, and see to the mulching.

Watering,' attend to in dry weather, especially to plants newly removed.

At the commencement of this month, during showery weather, plant

cuttings of Douhh- n'nll-flotvrrs and Pansifs, and divide tlie roots of

yenpolitnn and Russian Violets, transplanting in i»reparation for potting

to tlower in winter. Ilulf-hni-dy plants may now be brought from the

greenhouse, and their otlier winter shelters, and distributed in the borders.

Jlild, moist weather is most suitable for this work. The more tender

climbing annuals, %\aq\\ as Traptpnlum aduncum and Cont'oliuilas major

,

should not be planted out until the end of the month. Put in Slips of

Double White and Purple Pocket, under hand-glasses, or near a wall on

the north side. Cuttings of China Roses plant in a shady place.

1-). Beaton.
GREENHOUSE.

Air admit freely in good weather. If the house should be shut up in

cold nights, give air the first thing in the morning ; toward the end of the

month leave a little air all night, increasing the quantity by degrees.

Annuals, &c., bring in from pits and frames, when approaching the

blooming state. Sow quick-growing ones, as Balsams ; and hardy ones,

as Collinsias viuA Nemophilas, for succession. Mignonette, sow in

pots, or in turf under protection, for succession. Aciiuienks, bring

first or second lot from their winter qtiarters, and place them in pans in

the front of a cucumber-pit, or under a handlight in the greenhouse.

Balsa:us and Cockscombs must now be sown or potted ; the Balsams
requiring less heat and more air than the Cockscombs. Cuttings, con-

sisting of nice stubby side shoots of young growth will now root readily in

a mild bottora-heat.' All beJding-oiit plants intended for the balcony or

a small Hower-garden may now be propagated very easily, if inserted in

a bed of light soil over a little sweet dung, and a frame placed over them.

All quick-growing things, such as Verbenas, Agerntums, and Caiceoluriiis

may thus be roored with little trouble, and be tit for planting or potting

in two or three weeks. Young shoots of Heaths, EpacriseSy Azaleas,^c,
may now be struck, inserting them in silver-sand, in pots well drained,

and putting a l)ell-glass over them ; keeping them rather cool for a few

weeks, and then giving them a little mild bottom-heat. The whole of

this section must be treated as previously recommended, according as

they are in bloom, have finished blooming, or have been cut down by
pruning. Earth : stir the surface on pots and borders, and fresh

dress where repotting or renewing the earth is not advisable. Sow seeds

of the Orange or Lemon, and when of a suitable size let them be grafted

or inarched—preferring the former—and placing the plants in a moist

hot-bed ; any stocks raised late last season may be so u^ed. For flower-

ing in a dwarf state, and almost continuously, the Otaheite orange is

valuable. Shifting into larger pots must be carefully proceeded with.

In the case of Fuchsias, Geraniums, Ci/terurias, &c., intended as suc-

cessive crops, those advancing should be carefully trained, according to

the principles recently adverted to. Succession crops of Achimenes,
Gloxinias, Gesneras, &c., must now be seen after. Salvias must be
]iropagated for autumn and winter blooming. Seeds of Salvia patens
produce strong, nice, flowering plants. Their doing well for the season

will depend on the treatment they receive nou\ In consulting present

convenience, we must not forget the future. Stocks, and all halt-hardy

plants may now be sown under bandlights, or a covering of some sort on
a border, and will take the place, in succession, of those that received

some artificial heat. Hardy Plants should now be set in a sheltered

comer, to make way for tlie importations from the pits and frames. The
first to be removed may consist of Coronida, Cptisiis, Acacia, Pittuspu-

lum, &c. Seedlings ami Cuttings must he pricked oft' in time, or they

will destroy each other. Water will be reipiired oftener as the sun gaina

strength. Plants with large leaves generally require the greatest supply.

,
Plants in Windows will now require extra attention, Tlie increase of

I mild temperature will bring an increase of dust and insects. Vases
j

and Baskets for balconies and small gardens, must now be got ready,

but do not be too venturesome in planting them for a fortnight to come,
unless you can cover at night. R. Kisu.

I

FRUIT FORCING.
I AiK, attend to regularly, still avoiding draughts, Atmosphbric
MOISTURE, sustain in due proportion. Aphides, destroy, Bottom-

I UEATS, attend to carefully ; beware of burning; 80° to 86° is enough for

' any purpose. Cherries will be ripe or ripening, ventilate freely.

I Cucumbers, thin, stop, and train; renew linings; get forward for

ridging. FiKES, use cautiously. Figs, water freely and stop. Heats in

general, advance with the season ; be moderate in night heats. Liquid-
manure, use occasionally. Lights, keep clean. Melons, dress fre-

quently; thin in the bine; stop a couple of joints beyond the fruit;

sustain bottom warmth, and aljove all, permit no insects. Nectarines :

' See Peaches. Night-heats, be moderate in. Pe.\ches, attend to

I

thinning lioth wood and fruit ; stop wild shoots, and see that the root is

moist, applying liquid-manure tepid. Pines, let top-heat rise with the

i

season ; keep abundance of air moisture, and ventilate liberally ; bottom-
heat SO'"* to 86^; successions get on by syringing and closing early;

airing well in the morning. Strawberries will be getting towards the

end; water freely, air lilierally, and harden off early forcings to turn
out for late out-door crops. Vines, stop, train, thin berry, tie shoulders,

SiC, according to their stages; ripening grapes, remove some laterals,

and ventilate v^ry liberally. Ventilation in general must be con-
stantly attended to. Watering frequently ; examine carefully the
roots of fruits, if well drained they will take liberal waterings.

R. EaRINGTON.

HARDV FRUITS.
Apples, choice, protect in blossoming; apply a briny clay paint for

the American blight. Apricots, pick for the grub; pinch l)ack all

foreright shoots to two eyes, and disbud where absolutely necessary, re-

membering that where naked boughs occur, they may be clothed with

spurs by tying down young shoots on those reserved at this period.

Blossoms in general cleanse or otherwise assist. Bandages of all

kinds remove or loosen as early as safe. Black Currants, tlress for

fly ; soapsuds and tobacco-water, and water mulch at the root in the end.

Cherries, beware of insects ; dress as Ck(T«(H^v. Digging of borders,

beds, Sic, finish. Grafts, replace and secure clay if loose. Goose-
berries, hand-pick if grubbed; top-dress where necessary. BIul-

beebies, in training, disbud and pinch back similar to Apricots. Nuts,
keep down rising suckers, and pinch gross shoots. Nectarines: see

Peaches. Pears, disbud gross au|>erfiuous shoots, and pinch hack

weak ones where too thick ; hunt for the Pear grub or caterpillar which
flusters in curled leaves. Peaches, disbud; pinch back; remove
foreright and back shoots, and thin fruit slightly at the end; apply

mulchings if on platforms, towards the middle ; beware of insects, they

prove ruinous in a very few days. Plums, as Apricots, dress for insects,

as Black Currants. Strawberries, keep down early weeds and
runners, and water very liberally in dry weather. Vines, disbud, train,

&c. Vermin, continue to destroy without intermission. Watering,
attend well to in new planting, and all needful cases. R. Errington.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Angelica, plant, or thin out, as the caBC may require. Artichokes,

dress off, if not done, and plant a few suckers for succession. Alex-
anders, attend to thinning, &c. Asparagus, sprinkle with salt once

a week during the cutting season. If this be attended to there will be

no fear of weeds or slugs ; but the surface of the beds should be opened
once a week with some little pointed implement. Balm, earth-stir aniong.

Beets (Red), thin out, &c. Basil should be exposed to the open air

all fine weather, so as to have good stocky plants to plant out toward the

end of the month in warm borders. Beans, sow in succession in cool

situations ; attend to tojqiing and earth-stirring advancing crops.

Borage, sow, and save seed from such as have stood the winter, Bohe-
coLE, sow, b, ; prick out, and save for seed. Brocolis of any kind may
be sown at the beginning, for Cape Broruli in particular this is just the

season, when sown sooner they are so apt to run and button ; attend to

pricking and planting out any early-aown kinds, and to look to favourite

kinds for seed. Buenet, attendto. Cabbages, sow or plant ; earth-

ing attend to. Capsicum raised in hot-beds, should be well inured to the

open air, for planting out in the open warm border, at the end of the

month. Carrots, sow; attend to thinning out advancing crops, also

attend to watering the early crops in frames or the like. Cardoons, thin

out or BOW b. Cauliflowers, the early hand-glass crops should be well

basened up, supplied with water, and lit/uid maiiure water, once a week

;

attenil to pricking or planting out in succession. Celery, may sow;
attend to pricking and planting out the earlier sown. Chamomile,
earth-stiramong. Chervil, sow, and leave for seed. Cress (American),

sow ; save for seed. Chives, keep clear from weeds. Coriander, sow,

and leave for seed. Crops failed, lose no time to replace. Cucumbers,
plant out under hand-glasses upon a little bottom-heat ; attend to thin-

ning, topping, and removing any decayed leaves daily; those in bearing

assist with a little top-dressing often. Dill, attend to. Earth-stirr-
ing, in all cases attend to in dry weather. Endive, sow a little towards

the end of the month for early use. Fennel, attendto planting out

seedlings. Hotbeds, attend to. Hyssop, attend to. Kale (Sea),

earth-stir, or carefully fork up among the old crowns, if not done before ;

look over seedlings, and where sown in patches to remain, tliin out and

attend to. Kidney-beans (Dwarfs) and Runners, sow main crops at

the b., or transplant from hot-beds; make another sowing e. of the month
for succession; attend to protection in case of frosty nights. Leeks,
thin out early, or transplant; leave for seed. Lettuces, sow every fort-

night; plant out and tie a few every week, and mark some of the best,

or anyfavourite kinds that have stood the winter, for seed. Marigolds,
sow. RIarjoram (Sweet), see Basil (common garden), may plant and
keep clear from weeds. Melons, sow b.

;
pot off and ridge out in succes-

sion ; attend to setting fruit, thinning, topping, earthing-np, and water-

ing the advancing crops. Mint, plant out new beds where required ; if

short of rooted plants, cuttings will root readily at this season, if planted

and well watered. Mushrooiu-beds should be made in the coolest

situations at this season; attend to those in bearing. Mustard and
Cress, sow in succession where required. Nasturtiums, sow without
delay, if not done before. Onions, weed; keep the surface earth

loosened; a small fine-toothed iron rake will be found an excellent tool

for this and similar purposes; i,Welsh) leave for seed. Parsley, sow;
thin out Hamburgh, and leave for seed. Parsnips, thin, and earth

loosen. Peas, sow in succession ; draw np earth along each side of the

rows before sticking, in case soakings of water should be required ; stick-

ing attend to in time. Pennyroyal may be planted in a cool situation.

PoMPiONS, sow, or plant out underhand-glass, upon a little bottom-heat.

Potatoes, hoe amongst with care not to injure the young fibre. Purs-
lane, sow; leave for seed. Radishes, sow in cold situations; and
leave for seed. Rape, sow for salading

;
(edible-rooted) sow, e. Rose-

mary and Rue, may plant. Sage, may plant ; cuttings root readily at

this season if planted in a shady border and welt watered. Salsafy and
Scorzonera, sow main cropb. Summer savory, sow or plant out.

Savoys, prick out, &c. Spinach, sow and leave for seed, and thin out

young crops. Tansy and Taragon, may plant. Tomatoes, attend to

for planting out e. of the month. Turnips, sow. thin out and leave for

seed. Turnip Cabbage, sow. Vegetable Marrow, sow or ridge out

under hand-glasses upon a little bottom-heat. Many frosty nights may
be ex|)ccted during May, therefore, previouslv to planting out tender

lilants, remember how it is to be protected should cold or unkind weather

set in. T. Weaver.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint ftfary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somerville Ore, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Comer, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—April 28th, 1853.
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MRS. LOUDON'S WORKS ON I

BOTANV AND GAUDKNINt;.

New Eilitiuns, Reviacil anil Improved.

These Votumes contain beautifully Coloured
Drawings of aljove seventeen litmiircd of the

choiccsr species of Garden and Greenhouse
Plants and Wild Flowers, with descriptions,

and full directions for cultivation.

Ill -llo., dofJi lettered, price je\ 15s; half-bound
moroccn, gilt edgea, jt'2 2s,

THE LABIKS' FLOWKR GARDEN
OP ORNAMENTAL ANNUALS. In Forty-
eight Coloured Plates, containing: upivards of
Three Hundred Figures of the most showy and
interesting Annual Flowers.

In Ato., cloth lettered, price £'2 4s ; hnlf-boimd
,

morocco, gilt edges, jt'l \Qs,

THE LADIES' FLOAVKR GARDEN '

OF ORNAMENTAL BULBOUS PLANTS.
,

In Fifty-eight Coloured Plates, containing
above Three Hundred Figures of th« most

[

desirable Bulbous Flowers. '

In ito., cloth lettered, price £3 : half-bound
morocco, gilt edges, sfi 8s,

THE LADIES' FLnWKR GARDEN 1

OF ORNAMENTAL PERENNIALS. In
Ninety Colourrd Plates, containin-f Five Hun-
dred Figures of Hardy Perennial Flowers.

In Atn., cloth Itttered, price j£l 1 \s 6d;
half-bound morocco, gilt edges, £1,

THE LADIES' FLOWER GARDEN
OF ORNAMENTAL GREENHOUSE
PLANTS. In Forty-two Coloured PL.tes. and
containing about Tliree Hundred Figures of
the most desirable Greenhouse Plants.

In ito., cloth lettered, price £2 Is; hnlf-hound
morocco, gilt edges, .i.'2 10s,

BRITISH MILD FLOWERS. In
Sixty Plates, containing Three Hundred and
Fifty Species, beautifully Coloured.

WORKS OF PEEMANENT
IMTEREST originally issued by Messrs, '

CHARLES KNIGHT & Co., now offered at

greatly reduced prices.

In \0 vols, imperial Svo {Supplement included),
cloth lettered, price jt'Q 12s.

TFIE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA of
the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Know-
ledge. Edited by George Lo.ng, A.M.

In 8 nols. imperial Sno, cloth lettered^
price £5 12s.

THE PICTORIAL HISTORY OF
ENGLAND ; being a History of the People as
well as of the Kingdom. Illustrated with many
Hundred Woodcuts, and one hundred and four
Piirtraits, Enzraved on Steel. By George
L. Cbaik and CnABtes Macfablanb.

. An INDEX to the WORK, by H. C.
Hamilton, Esq., State Paper Office, has just
been published, price 10s, cloth.

In 2 ruls. imperial 8oo, cloth lettered,

price £2 2s.

THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND
DURING THE THIUTV VRARS* PEACE;
13l6— ISjfi. By Harriet Marti.neai'. With
Portraits Engraved on Steel.

In 4 cols, imperial 8i^o, cloth lettered,

price £•! \Qs.

THE PICTORIAL BIBLE; illus-
trated with Steel ICngravings after celebrated
Pictures, and many hundred Woodcuts. With
Original Notes. By John Kitto, D.D.

TO THE LOVERS OF NATURE, AND THE WORLD AT LARGE.

Publishing Monthti/, price \s 6d, post-free. Is gd—being the 0\LV existing work tf the kind,

KIDD'S JOURNAL OF NATURE ; the Universal Family Paper.

Circulated widu-lv in En^jland, America, and the Culcnirs. Cnnductcd by Mr. WILLIAM KIDD,
of Hammersniith, Author of the "Popular Essays," "Treatises on Natural History," " Dritish

Song Birds," &c., in the Gardeners* Chronicle, and which are no%v being reprinted in his " Own
Journal."

" .Ml hail • to KiDD*s Own Journal, in its new and handsr.me garb. It is a subject of rejoicing,

that the transition to which expedience has lately subjected it. frwui its original modest Weekly
orm to the more formal character of a Monihlv Periudical. basin nodfsrec altered its characteristic

style and bearinp. The Editor still maintains the kiridly, familiar, and pleasingly-discursive tone of
confabulation with his readers, which first won him their good graces. He takes the same means to

the same end—that of leading the public bat-k to certain now ncglecttd virtues and pleasures,
which, from some unaccountable reason, flourished better in a less advanced |agc Advan-
tageously as pleasantly, they may ' follow ' where he 'leads.' He is not less hostile to antiquated
vice and folly, than to the pernicious innovations of modern fashion ; uor does he confine his
taste for the virtues to tliosc which are primitive. No journalist more consistently advocates the
cause of advance ; only that he would, if possible, have that kind of development which, instead
of cri\mping the heart, would provide room for its expansion Not the least striking
feature of the Work is due io effects which the author has produced, simply byjstriking chords of
feeling, whtrh have happily vibrated to some sentient source of iatellijrrnt observation in the
hearts of bis readrrs. He has, by these means, frequently bad the good fortune to elicit, from
some unknown quarter, the expression of sentiments touching or nuble ; or the coniniunicalion of
interesting facts, which, but for such a pcnial influence, might fi.r ever have remained unuttered
and unappreciated. Hence this Work boasts a gratuitous, inlruiirafjle elsewhere; highly sugges-
tive of sources of innocent and grateful excitement, and adorned with all the charms which origi-
nality of conception and a natural style of expression can bestow upon it."

—

Abridged from the
' Lirerpool Mercury, Murrh 1, 1S33.

!
N.B.—\\'ith the view to secure an unrivalled circulation for Kidd's Journal, the Proprietor

divides the Cost of Postage with Persons resident in the Coimtry. On the receipt of Postage
Stamps, value Is. Qd. instead of 2s.). the Journal wilt be despatched by the First Post. The
advantages resulting from this arrancement are very considerable : and are daily becoming
apparent. The Numbers, Parts, and Volumes, will always be kejit in Print.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent in as early in the inonrh as possible ; and never later than
the 21th., directed to the Proprietor, 12, Great Castle Street, Regent Street, London.

Just Published, Part /., Price 2s 6d, of

THE POULTRY BOOK. By tte Rev. W. WINGFIELD, Honorary
Secretary of the Cornwall Poultry Society; and G. W. JOHNSON. Ksc|.. Hunorary Secretary of
the Wincliestfr Society for the Improvement of Poultry. Including the Characteristics, Rianage-
nient, Breeding, and Sledical Treatment of Poultry. Bcintr the results of personal observation
and practice of the best breeders, including Captain M'. W. Hor-NUY, ll.N. ; Edwaed Bond,
Esq.; Thomas Stcrgeun. Esa- ; and Charles PfNCUABO. Esa. With Three Coloured Re-
presentations of the most celebrated Prize Birds, drawn from life by Mr. HARRISON WEIR,
and Printed in Colours under his superintendence. Advertisements for the Cover received by the
Publishers.

Wm. S. Our and Co., Amen Cosnkr, London.

ItODdon i Wm. S, Orr & Co., Amen-Conier.

ALLSOPPS PALE ALE.-DR. CARPENTER on ALLSOPP'S PALE
ALE.—That eminent physiologist. Dr. Carpenter, F.R.S., the apostle of temperance, and the prize
essayist " On the Use and Abuse of Alcoholic Liquors," in writing in a late number of the Scottish
Review (page 2-1), after testifying to the enormous decrease of mortality in India since Pale Ale in
a great measure superseded the use of spirituous liquors, and enumerating the cases in which
stimulants are necessary, goes on to assert his belief " that a small quantity of ' the bitter beer' or
' pale ale,' taken with the principal meal of the day, dees more good with less harm than any
medicine that the physicians can prescribe." The above opinion, voIuntarUy proceeding from so
distinguished a temperance authority and celebrated physician, cannot fail to have great weight
with those who have regard to the preservation of their health, and obtain for Allsopp's Pale Ale
still greater importance, not only as a dietetic, but as a salutary remedial agent.

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer Merchant, 5^, Pall Mall, supplies ALLSOPP'S PALE or
BITTER ALES in the very linest possible condition, for, as he sells Allsopp's Pale Ales only, he
is careful to secure the very best quality of this, which all men of science and the most eminent of
physicians, confirming the general opinion, have pronounced to be the best of all ales. Such an
ale, in such condition (the peculiar province of the beer merchant), is a rare curiosity, and
Harrington Parker feels justly proud of the appreciation with which it has already been welcomed
by the distineruished members of the aristocracy who have visited his cellars under the Opera
Colonnade, Sj, Pall Mall.

Allsopp's Pale Ale, in Imperial Quarts Ss Od per dozen.
Allsopp's Pale Ales, in Imperial Pints 5s ild „
Allsopp's Mild Ales, in Imperial Quarts 83 6d „
Allsopp's Mild Ales, in Imperial Pints 5s 6d - ,,

Allsopp's Stronc {the Old Burton. Ale, in Imperial Quarts .. 10s 6d ,,

Allsopp's Strong ^the Old Burton; Ale, in Imperial Pints Gs Gd „

But there is something more that Harrington Parker can do for the public good. It ought to
be more generally known to families, that there is a great advantage in having the Ale fresh—of
the \ear's brewing—as the tonic properties and fragrant bitterness of the hop are best elicited in
the fresh state of draught from the cask. Harrington Parker is, therefore, prepared to supply
" Allsopp's Pale and Bitter Ales" at once in casks, as follows :

—

Allsopp's Pale Ale, IS-jallon Casks SOs.

Allsopp's Mild Ale, IS-gallon Casks 3Js.

Allsopp's Strong ^the old Burton,' Ale, IS-gallon Casks 45s.

Harrington Parker wishes it to be distinctly understood by the public, once for all, that,
whenever bis name appears on cask or bottle, the measure is full, true, and Imperial, the Ale of
the finest, atid the Brewers Messrs. Allsopp and Hon» only.

All orders must he for cash, and addressed to

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer Merchant, 6i, Fall Mall.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

W'batubr nkar London in 1853.

Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In.

Sun
Rises.

Sun
Sets.

Moon
R. & S.

Moon's
,

CIooli I):vyol

Af^c. ^iif. tjuu. Yeui.

30.240 —30. 21fi 59—30
30.239 — 30. l()i 54—3 1

30,10(1 — 30.010 70— 33
SO.Ofil — 3().0J3 (i()—13

30.05.T— 30.02(5 73— JO
29.1)1.1 — 29.852 (JO— 43
29. S83 — 29.331 61—46

I

5 Th Ascen. Holy Thursday.
6 F Wood Tiger (larva).

7 S , Fnnine ;
gunlens.

8 Sun Sunday ai'ter Ascension.

9 Rf Portland ; wood sides.

10 To Chevron ; thickets.

1

1

W Wood White Huttcrfly.

Meteorology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-six years, the average highest Jind

tures of these days are ti2.'^3, and 41.1° respectively. The greatest heat, 81°, occurred on the (ithin 1630 ; and the lowest cold

in IS 15. During the period los days were fine, and on 74 rain fell.

33
35
36

4

4 15

4 30
sets.

9 a 2
10 8

11 9

125

120

127

123

129
130

131

lowest tenipera-
on the 5th

27
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very first things the planter may consider is tbe plant-

ing requisite as an accompaniment of the walks. It

will be obvious to our readers that walks through strips

of lawn, uu accompanied by planting, would be exceed-

ingly tedious ; the ruind of the visitor must be kept at

work ; and 1)1 order to accomplish this, variety is indis-

pensable. Another reason also steps forward : it has

ever been a maxim with good designers that all sudden

turns or curves in walks should be accompanied by

objects sutScient to convey an impression, at first sight,

that the walk could scarcely have been anywhere else.

Here lies one of the principal points of the planter's

art—in throwing down his groups, or objects.

In marking out this kind of planting, the outlines

must be made to bear a due relation to the walk, and

may generally appear to turn to the walk, rather than

aivay from it ; and in some portions may be nearly

parallel with it. However, no two plots of the kind

should be precisely of the same form ; the more they

ai'e varied the better. The inner facing of these groups,

or masses, towards the lawn, should be very deeply

indented in outline, in order to give intricacy as seen

ii'om other points. The deeper the bays, or indentations,

tbe better, provided a sufficient degree of massiveness

is preserved. Planting of this kind should in no pait

be narrower than from six to eight feet ; nothing looking

worse than narrow half-furnished strips, through which

the eye can play in all dh'ections ; they appear mani-

festly an impotent attempt at forcing the bend. Where

these bends are very sudden and deep, it frequently

becomes necessary to add single objects in addition

(such as good-sized and spreading evergreens), iu such

positions as the spectator, in approaching, might see a

portion of the walk behind the piece of planting, and

this to pi'event trespass ; inconsiderate persons, on

seeing a portion of the walk behind the group, are apt

to take the shortest route, and slip across the lawn

which thereby acquires the character of a pathway.

Indeed, this is one of the principal faults chargeable on
bold curves ; and, unless the planter can find sufficient

room to plant, he had best be content with curves of a

tamer character. Now these groups, or masses, at the

sudden turns, must, of course, towards the most salient

points, ap])ear to force the walk outwards iu that

position ; they should also be planted, in the main,

as near the walk as convenient—some portions jutting

out to within a couple of feet of the walk.

It must be remembered that they have another im-

portant office "to perform besides affording a reason for

the bends—they have to give an idea of snugness to the

walks, and occasionally shelter, and even shade. They
must, therefore, be well furnished, chiefly with ever-

greens, assisted by pleasing forms ol deciduous things,

in order to give variety and contrast of both form and

tint; and the general tone should, by the use of sprightly

and decorative kinds, be rendered cheerful. Of course,

the margins of such planting will furnish excellent

situations for our dressy American shrubs, Roses, &o.;

but, on no account, unless in small places, would we
permit annuals or herbaceous plants to tluow the whole

into confusion ; we will point to more legitimate situ-

ations for them in the course of these papers.

In proportion to the size of the ground, and the

breadth of the lawns, so may such planting be as to

massiveness. In the grounds belonging to country

seats, possessing much extent, and perliaps a park, and

where the existing features carry on an anccstrial im-

press, it would be quite out of cbai'acter, in making new

lines, or correcting old ones, to introduce such masses

as are adapted to the walks of the villa, characterised

by gaiety and airiness. A more sober tone must be

imparted, unless iu immediate contact with plots of

high dress, and huge Hollies, Laurels, Yews, with our

half-height trees occasionally, as the various Crataeguses,

&c., will be more appropriate. Indeed, it is not un-

common to find the bends of such walks in old places

sustained by three or four huge timber-trees, and with

noble efl'ect too. The only fault being, that such

grounds are liable to appear somewhat gloomy in bad

weather, and the walks to become damj) and mossy. In

such cases there is less danger of a trodden way being

made across the lawn; for trespassers can, when so

minded, pass through in several directions ; whereas, in

the case of a small mass, iu a sudden bend, one way

alone seems to present itself. It may appear to some

that too much stress has here been laid on the manage-

ment of planting, as connected with walks ; but we

have seen so many in our day, iu which these guiding

principles had either been set at nought, or unknown

(and wliich, carrying no definite meaning, were devoid

of the proper degree of interest to the cultivated), that

we cannot look lightly on the matter, or handle it in

a cursory way.

It will be understood that the preceding remarks

have no reference to terrace or other geometric lines, for

these require a style of planting wholly distinct, in-

asmuch as the impression to be given differs widely.

The terraced line invites formality, or what has been

termed, " a decided avowal of art ;

" and, indeed, many

circumstauces occur, frequently, in which a most formal

style of planting ought to be resorted to ; albeit the

arrangement may not be what is termed a terrace

—

such cases not xmcommonly present themselves iu the

grounds of suburban villas. Such are exceptional

matters, and will be dealt with accordingly.

With i-egard to the kinds of trees, shrubs, and ever-

greens, eligible as a])pendages to the principal walks, we

have before named the more massive evergreens as

being selected where the features of the grounds are

large ; for di'essy masses or groups in villa gardens,

where the limits for decorative matters are severe, heavy

planting must give way to a much lighter style; in-

asmuch, as oiu' regular country seats possess, in

general, such special departments for display as the

ordinary villa cannot command. Every chance, there-

fore, must be seized, in grounds of limited extent, to in-

troduce chai-ming shrubs of permanent character as

well as exotics. The grove, the massive shrubbery,

together with timber-trees, creating huge shadows, nnist

not be thought of, space will not permit their ad-
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mission ; un epitome oi smart gardening must be the

aim. Thus tbe very marginal jilantings of tiio walks
j

must become fragments of a llower garden, and, in
|

mauy cases, descend to the cbaracter of a sbrub-border.

However, there has been such valuable accessions to
\

our dressy plants in later years, tliat a mere shrub-
;

border may now be made a very different affair from
j

what it was or could possibly be thirty years since.

Whatever may be said in favour of masses of one or a

few kinds, it will ever be found, that (as a whole) the

greater the variety, tho greater will prove the interest to

the ordinary spectator.

It must not be inferred, from what has been here re-

marked as to planting the bends of walks, to which

this paper is chiefly confined, that we would desire to

confine tlie marginal planting to such bends alone;

oases frequently occur in which planting near walks,

irrespective of bends, must take place. We merely add,

that such requires very careful consideration, iluch of

the latter kind would tend to destroy breadth, choke up

many a charming vista, and give the whole composition

a common-place appearance. The bends of tho walks

being first staked out, the planner will well examine

his ground from various points in the principal walk, to

see where glades of interest may be preserved. In

limited grounds, it is most desirable that glades of as

great depth and intricacy as possible should be pre- I

served, and also where several jutting or salient points 1

may be seen in tlie perspective. All this gives a kind .

of indefinileness, leading to tlie idea of considerable

extent. Of course, such glades must not run through

to a boundary line, and they must be bounded by
;

pleasing forms and tints. However, we shall have

more to say on this head in a subsequent paper; we

will now remind our readers of a few shrubs or families
|

of plants peculiarly eligible for what we must term

marginal planting, of that which constitutes an accom-

paniment of the walks. We do not offer it as a full

list, or as complete, but in a suggestive way ; the plants

and trees for the interior will have to vary considerably.

Almost all of what are commonly termed American

plants—such as Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Andromedas,

Magnolias, Vaccinniums, Kalmias, Ledums, Ericas,

Menziesias, and several others in this group, are par-

ticularly suitable ; and in very small gardens should

constitute the majority in this style of planting ; indeed,

it is by no means good practice to mingle our ordinary

shrubs or evergreens with them, unless very dressy, and

of moderate growth. Such shrubs as tbe Laiu'ustine,

the Aucuba, Alaternus, Cotoneasters, Clethra, the

various Cistuses, and Helianthemums, Berberis, if of

moderate growth, lUicium floridanura, Garrya elliptica,

new Ilexes of moderate growth, Junipers of choice

character, Jasmines, of which there are several nice

kinds, Amygdalus nana, for spring-flowering. Arbutus,

ArctostaphyluB, Buddlea, Buxus, choice kinds, Spireas,

Judas tree, Benthamia, Corchorus, Ribes, Escallonias,

Cytisiis, Epigoea, Euonymus, Fabiana, Forsythia,

Deutzia, Cydonia, Tamarisk, Syringas, Lilacs, Symphori-

carpus, Leycesteria, Robinias, Rhus, Photinia, Poeonias,

Mahouias, Myrica, Pernettya, Gaultheria, Althaea

frutex, Hydrangeas, and many others. All that are

really ornamental in the above genera, and are not

coarse in growth, will be found very useful for this

style of planting; those who desire extensive collec-

tions may add many more. In a subsequent paper we

will say more about ornamental planting. E.

We recommend to our readers Starr's Patent Protean

Jet, or rather Nozzle. We recommend it because it can

be applied without difficulty to any garden-engine, re-

quiring only to be soldei'ed on to the end of the doliver-

ing-pipe ; and because it saves much trouble.

This one nozzle enables tlie gardener to force forth

streams of water from the single jet for washing trees,

to the smallest dew Jet for giving moisture to flowering

plants. There is no need to exchange one nozzle for

another, as was formerly the case, this being eftected

in the Protean by merely turning a handle or small

wheel, which immediately causes the change.

Should it so happen that the water used has any

deposit, or contains small pieces of stick, leaves, or

other substances, as frequently occurs, and which with

ordinary nozzles is the cause of much trouble and delay,

each hole often requiring to be opened separately, but

with the Protean there is no farther trouble than to

turn the wheel, until a full stream of water comes

through it, which will clear away any thing that may

impede the flow in an instant.

The Shanghiie Cock. " Nelson," mentioned in our last

number as being purchased by Mr. Sturgeon for ^643,

we are informed, was originally bred by that gentleman,

who sold him to Mr. Griggs for ^£5, and he passed from

the latter to Mr. Potts, and from him to Mr. Fox, at

whose sale Mr. Sturgeon purchased him. The price, we

think, is the largest yet given at a public sale for a

single bird, and as he is bought, we are told, as a stud

bird, it demonstrates Mr. Sturgeon's unshaken opinion

as to the superiority of his own strain.

Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter, have purchased from

Messrs. Knight and Perry, the Exotic Nursery at

Chelsea, and it will be, henceforth under the direction of

Mr. Veitch, juu. We wish, and we have no doubt that

our wish will be accomplished, that it may result in as

abundant a fortune to Mr. Veitch, as Mr. Knight is

said to have realized.

The anniversary of The Oardeners Benevolent Insti-

tution is fixed for the 13th of June, and tho dinner

will be presided over by Samuel Laing, Esq., chairman

of the Crystal Palace Company.

Sir W. Hooker has had the highest honour conferred

upon him that the Copenhagen Academy of Sciences

has in its power to confer, by electing him one of its

Foreign Members. It adds to the honour that he has
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been selected to fill a membership lield by M. Mirbel,

and become vacant by bis deatb.

TuE imporlauce of Quano as a fertilizer is demon- '

strated by the following table, Kbowing tliat tliroiigh

years of depression, as well as in years of prosperity, its

employment bas proceeded gradually increasing :

—

Years.
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TLANTINa AN ORCHARn OR IRUIT-GARDKN.
( Continuedfrom page 'M .)

IIavinci, iu formei' pases, disjjOKcd of the walls, lionlers,

&e., of tlie enclosed kitchen-gimleu, iis far as the general

arrangements necessary for the permanent estahlishnient of

a fruit anil vegetuhle-garden is concerneil, I may now turn

to the ordinary (irrhard.

At first sight it may appear unnecessary to handle i(

separately, hut we shall show that some other considerations

arise which demand a separate notice. In the first place,

the arrangements as to walks will necessarily ditTer, and the

general management of the gronml, as to depth and staple,

used not he precisely the same as for kitchen-gardeu fruit-

trees under a dwarfing system. However, all orchards are

not required to be alike, either in the nuiiiher or size of the

trees, or in the cropping, if any is connected therewith.

Any person planning an orchard should he prepared to

answer such (luestioiis as these : Do you desire vegetable

culture, and to what extent; or, is it -your aim to make
that a totally subordinate affair ? Do you wish it to be laid

down in grass ;' I 'o you wish it to be a sort of appendage
to your grounds, and to be used occasionally as a promenade
by your friends? Uo you A\ish to encourage full-sized

orchard-trees; or, would you rather keep them within circum-

scribed bounds ? Such matters as these must be decisively

settled in the mind before a step is taken; for iu proportion

to the definiteness of tlie aim will be the degree of satis-

faction ultimately attained. Each of these points I will

now handle in detail, in order that the course of our subject

may so proceed as to leave little to be desired.

It must by no means be considered as unimportant
whether the vegetable question be examined or no ; if vege-

tables must be grown, not only must different distances be

given between the trees, but a separate mode of culture be

pursued. If the aim be to devote as much as possible to

fruit-trees, merely using the vegetable ground as " breath-

ing" spaces, I should say that the tree-lines should he, for

the ordiuaiy orchard style, about twenty to twenty -four feet

apart ; but if a dwai-fing system is juirsued, perhaps about
sixteen feet may be allowed. This is putting as low a dis-

tance as possible, consistent with the welfare of the trees.

Those who desire a liberal supply of vegetables, and are

desirous at the same time, through ample space, to give

pifiili/ of breathing-room to the fruit-trees, may allow half-a-

dozen feet more. As for distance between the trees in the

rolls, I should say eighteen feet for ordinary standards, and
fourteen feet for a dwarfing system. In all cases, let the

lines be north and south, if possible, in order that the sun's

rays may reach at least two sides of the tree. As iu drill-

cropping, so in the orchard; where parallel lines must be

established, rather be reasonably close in the rows than
hetu-ern the rows. I am no advocate for crowded planting,

for I have ev.?r found such a course highly favourable to

the breeding of the insect tribes, caterpillars, etc.; and no
wonder, so much heat at times being imprisoned, as it were,

for lack of a free circulation of air. It is for this very

reason, conjoiued with the avoidance of hoar frosts, through
a free dispersicui of air-moisture, that we frequently hear of

orchards on elevated grounds "setting" crops of fruit, when
those in the warm valley have failed. By the above dis-

tances, there would be several feet of cropping ground iu

the orchard, especially whilst young ; the cropping </iviuij

wai/ nuuuiilli/, after tlie first three years, several inches on
each side ; of which more in the proper place.

The question, " Do you wish it to be laid down in grass?

"

deserves a little consideration. I certainly confess myself
rather an advocate for the cultivation plan, provided justice

is done to it, for several reasons. In the first place, people
are tempted to plant trees too thickly when once a plot of

grass is devoted to orcharding ; and, iu the second place,

cattle, pigs, &r., are at times turned in unguardedly, and
these soon lay the foundation of broken constitutions in

some fruit-trees. Besides, there can be no question hut
much greater benefits accrue to the fruit-trees from a

Judicious course of culture, involving, as it does, manual
labour occasionally, and, consequently, a more frequent
observation of the fruit-trees ; and certainly bipeds are not
quite so dangerous in the orchard as the quadruped class.

How many orchards have we all seen in our day, in which,

hero and there, a healthy tree was surrounded by invalids,

in various stages of decay, the whole interlaced in a hedge-
like manner. Such orchards, slr'ange to say, have generally

a grass sward beneath I hem, which really must point to

some particular fact ; this 1 here leave to the consideration

of our readers. Still, circumstances occur which render it

very desirable, if not absolutely iiecessaiy, to establish an
orchard on grass ; such being the case, we must see what
can or ought to be done.

]

The next question is as to rendering the orchard a pro-

menade, perhaps connected wilh the gardens. This requires

that good exterior lines should be laid down, of sufiicient

breadth, and possessing greater walking accommodations
than can be expected in the ordinary orchard. Here, one
main line of walk or road should be cariied down the side

that is most eligible to enter at, and, if requisite, such a

walk may be canied all round, with even a cross or inter-

secting walk if the orchard be extensive. These, however,
are matters of mere convenience to the proprietors, and, of

course, involve a little extra expense in laying it out; it

may be done, however, without any loss of land. One thing

I

may be hero thought of—there should always be a cart-road

provided to one side, and, in some cases, it will be well to

unite the services of the cart-road and footpath.

The last pi'eliminary consideration is, whether the pro-

prietor aims at full-sized orchard-trees or mere dwarf's; the

t

mind must be well made up on this point, or much disap-

pointment must ensue. In settling this knotty point, the
end and aim of the orchard must be well considered. In
many cases the answer would be : "I \i'ant to supply my
own house well, and to market all the surplus." Now, I do
think, in the first place, that well-selected and well-managed
dwarf standards, of moderate growth, will, in these times,

pay much better than huge brawny-limbed trees, many of

which will shade as much land as half-a-dozen well-managed

,
dwarf's, of kinds selected with reference to then' habit of

,

growth, as well as quality, ttc. Let any one iu the vicinity

' of ordinary orchards of some age examine well the charac-

I

ter of overgrown trees, and he will find that in many of

: them the true bearing wood, if pruned away, might be stuck

I

on the head of a moderate-sized dwarf standard ; all the

rest is mere timber, which has to be sustained, although of

little value. It must, nevertheless, be admitted, that some
huge orchard-trees of good kinds and babies produce im-

mensely, and;- of course, ai-e very profitable
;
yet, it must be

remembered, that such are, for the most part, kitchen fruit,

or of very ordinary stamp. Although these xiapers are in-

tended as a tolerably complete guide to the general culture

of outdoors fruits, yet it will be seen that certain sections

of our subject have, of necessity, a special bearing : thus these

remarks apply uiore especially to the Apide and the Tear.

As I have here taken what may be termed a commercial
\iew of the question, I may, perhaps, be permitted to look a

little further into that portion of the subject. It is a noto-

rious fact that, iu later years, there has been a growing
tendency in the possessors of gardens, orchards, &q., to

turn everthing to account, and to esteem nothing as trifling.

A prodigal, or lavish expenditure, irrespective of profit, in

out-door economics, belongs to a bygone state of things.
" Ad\'ance" is the word : and this involves a somewhat nicer

appreciation of the value of things than was deemed neces-

sary some fifty years since. "He who despisetli little things

shall fall by little and little." In dealing with such subjects,

then, I suppose a case in which the proprietor, with an
earnest desire to provide for his own wants, is equally ear-

nest so to contrive matters as that all surplus shall be
turned to good account.

Now, with regard to the Apple and the I'ear, more espe-

cially, we all know that it is most important to use the

utmost discrimination in selection; above all, as regards

siuiill iinrilrns or orchards. Where tlie proprietor has a pretty

goud demand in his own family, it is, of course, alliniportant

to select fruits on the score of quality, whether for stewing,

baking, or the dessert. The latter arc well known to be of

superior quaUty from dwaif standards.

I before adverted to the propriety of having a passage for

a cart at one end of an orchard ; this will at all times

economise labour—much wheelbarrow work is exjiensive,

and too apt to infringe on the ordinary routiue of business.

As top-dressing will at times be needed, it would he well to
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establish a compost heap, for which a nook must be set

apart. Here may bo drawn together, in a piecemeal way,

any turfy materials, or scraps, which at any time may come

to hand, sucli as turfy road parings, ditchings, pond clean-

ings, and anything of a strong vegetable fibre, or soils of a

somewhat adhesive character. Such materials will occa-

sionally come to hand, and should be eagerly stored up;

and wlien a few loads arc got together, some coarse mauunal

and vegetable matters may be tiurned amongst it, and then

the whole ridged up to keep out rains. This, with a little

age, will chop down in a mellow condition, and will con-

stitute a material adapted to all the needs of an urchard,

whether as top-ch-essing, or to assist in making "stations"

—

a practice hereafter to be detailed.

As iu the enclosed garden, so in the orchard, especially

where a dwarfing system is pursued, it is of immense im-

portance to have plenty of water at hand; and it will be, in

many cases, possible to establish a little pond or pit in one

corner, into wliich all drainages may, if possible, be made
to empty.

Lastly, let us advise that the most particular regai'd be

paid to a thorough drainage of the orchard site before any

operations take place— that is to say, provided any be

iiecessai-y, and they most frequently ai-e. Although most of

our fruits rejoice iu a somewhat adhesive soil, I do not

know one which delights in a stagnant soil. Even the

Black Currant, which so requires moisture, will fail in an

unreclaimed boggy soil, or a strong loam with a wet bottom

;

and where this fails as to moisture, tliere exists not a single

doubt as to tlie certain failure of all other fruits but the

Cranberry.

The iniprovemeut of the staple or texture of the soil,

about which so much was said when dealing with the sub.ject

of the kitchen and fruit-garden combined, is a matter

which can scarcely be entertained m the majority of ordinary

orchard cases, for several reasons. The site of a kitchcn-

gardeu is often a forced aflau-. aiost persons, in establishing

a new homestead, make the position of the kitchen or

fruit--garden subordinate— its site is seldom a matter of

selection as to soil ; and in re-arranging matters connected

with an established residence, a similar course is pursued.

But with those who contemplate planting an orchai-d such

ties seldom exist. A choice of soil generally presents itself,

and surely no person would think of stepping out of his

way to establish an orchard on a site so ungenial, that there

could be little probabUity of the necessary outlay being repaid.

I shall shortly have to show how " Stations " requisite

for fruit-trees may be made; and as this proceeding is

equally applicable to the kitchen -gai-den and orchard, I

need not here enlai'ge on the subject. ,.

K. EKIilNOTON.

MEETING OF THE HORTICULTVKAL SOCIETY,

;iOiH April, 18.j3.

I VISITED Covent Garden to-day again, before the meeting ;

also Mr. Stevens's sale of fancy poultry, where the spangled

Polands were put up and hammered down in Mr.

Steveus's best style, at from .'ids to 40s. apiece, faster than

I can write about it. The next breed was the Silver-

spangled Hamburghs, and one pretty little hen was up to

yis. just as I was leaving the room, and, if the bidding went

at tlie same rate as for Polands, for two minutes longer, this

bird would come to about live guineas.

In the market, "wedding bouquets are made to order," but

I did not see any wedding nosegay ready-made to-day

;

indeed they are frail things to be kept as a stock on hand,

being now made of the pm'est and most delicate white

flowers; they are best "jjicked in the sunliglit which first

falls on the bride." The style of making nosegays is fast

improving in Covent Garden, but still you see some there

that are put together nioht outrageously bad. The best

made nosegay that I saw in the market this spring was in

the (juiuiered slyU-. This is, by far, the easiest kind to

make ; and two colours, or two kinds of flowers, will make
as good a show in it as twelve or twenty kinds of flowers will

do in any other kind of nosegay. A double white Camellia

for the centre : but let us have it so that all may under-

stand the make and shape.

Suppose a pai'asol stretched open and placed between two
tables that stood just one inch apai't : the ends of tlifi ribs would
rent on the tables, and the handle would bang down between
them,' and out of sight. The diameter afross the bottom is a

matter of taste and convenience ; it may be six inches, but not
less, and it may be two feet six inches, or mure or less, down
to the six-inch bottom. The best in the market was about

eight inches with flowi^rs, two inches more with the leaves

under the flowers, or guai'ds, and three more inches with the

fringe of fancy cut paper, on which the nosegays rest.

The fancy paper thus used iu the shops should never be

used in the drawing-rooms, nothing but the flowers and
guard leaves being admissible where good taste reigns.

The rise of these nosegays, from the level of the tables to

the crown of the parasol, is only three inches, and that is

too much for the diameter, '\\here the haiKUe passes

through is called the centre or top, and there a large white

C'lmi-IUu is placed, and there must be a handle to this flower

as well as to a parasol, and it is by jneans of this handle in

the middle that all the other flowers are kept in their exact

places ; from the top of the parasol, six ribs spread out at

equal distances, tliese ribs are shown on the nosegay in a

single row of white flowers for each rib, and, at this season,

single or double white Hijacinihs are used for individual

flowers or pips, in a row just touching one another ; the '

spaces between the ribs or rows of white flowers ai'e called '

quarters, and all the quarters are filled in with Double blue !

riolels, or singe blue ones, as regularly placed as tiles on a I

house. Then there is a row of the leaves of the Bose-scenteri
j

Geranium round the bottom, and projecting just one inch '

beyond the flowers, and this simple contrivance with these

very simple and very common flowers, looks as rich, and
|

contrast as well as any set of flowers ever did, or ever will

do. There is nothing else in flowers that I can think ol

just now that would answer better, supiposing tlialjimbriiita
,

was the while Camellia used. Tlie next best ccm(ras( in a 1

quartered nosegay of one ground colom' like this, would be

ribs of the Black Hyacintli called Prince Albert, and the
I

quarters of pure white flowers ; but then there is not a
|

flower in creation to do for the centre, unless you choose a J

small dark Dahha; there is not a Rose daik enough, and
indeed no dai'k flower would come up tn our idea of a virgin

|

nosegay, therefore, we must use a neutral colour; the best

Camellia for that is the variegated one called JIbcrlus; then ;

the centre and ribs ai'e of Prince Albert ; and if you fill the
j

quarters all round with the Queen J'ictnria fancy Geranium. '

J ou will have as royal and as loyal a nosegay as any of Her j

Majesty's loyal subjects. '

At Itegent Sti-eet, I found tin; room more than crowded, ;

and a large portion of the Fellows had tu stand nil the time.
,

The room was gay with spring flowers, but nothing very

new, nor out of the common, except a large dish of ripe To-

mnUies from Algiers— the first dish of ripe fniit of this kind

I ever saw in the spring. There was nothing stated as to

how the plants were managed, and so on, and very likely

many went away with the idea that the Tomatoes—the

common sort—were the growth of this season, which they cer- !

tainly were not. The plants were grown, and the fruit was up
to its full size last autumn ; but the ripening may have been
the work of 'oS; at any rate, for those who like them fresh •

and fresh all the winter, and as long as they can, for making .

messes of them in the kitchen, it is a comfort they can

have them so, if they choose to piay fur them; and a greater i

comfort still, that all the world are not oliligcd to taste the .

compounds. Very good green Peas ; fine, short, dumpy i

early Carrols ; Ariichnhe heads; crisp Lettuce, and juicy

Eadishef: small, long, green Asparai/us, and vei-j- large,

white, " drumstick" ^.s/)a/Yi</HS, all from abroad, and shown
by Mr. Solomons, of Covent Garden, who has had the state

of the market, in these respects, well represented before the
^

Society all this winter^ very muih to the advantage of aU
parties: the Fellows seeing iu their own room, in Kegent

Street, wiiat was in season, and could be ordered fjoni, INIr.

Solomons for large pai'ty dinners—nothing like killing two

birds with one stone all the world over, with or without

a prize.

Mr. Uavies. of Oak Hill, East Bai-net, sent a large dish of

beautiful Bluett Hunibm' Grapes, and Mr. Fish, of our green-

houses and gai'dens, sent a dish of fine forced Strawberries,

with a letter telling how he " did " them—always a good
,

.
I
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pliiLi when the writers, like liiiu, cau write sweet and short.

All our n-ailers know liow lie iloes everjtliing that way, and
that lessens my work now. Mr. Jilyatt sent a highly-

coloured dish of his J'icloria HliKbuih, now so well-known
and iiiipreeiated as the name it hears. Millrr'x Lulf ]Vliilc

BrtKoli, and Dickson'.^ JTatrrlou, were in the room from
somewhere; hut, with the exception of ftfr. Bates' Brocoli

(page -41)), there was not n head of Brocoli fit to he seen,

as far as I could see, ahout London since the end of Fe-
bruary. I have no doubt, in my own mind, tliat many a
good gardener, and desen'ing, faithful servant, will lose his

place and hi.-, character this spring for not lieing able to

supply the kitclien as " wo us'd to have it." But all the
philosophy, science, and experience under the sun, can no
more teach a gardener to provide against the laws of nature,
or the decrees of the God of nature, than my feeble pen cau
persuade the uncharitable, and the god of mammon, to

relent and be appeased for this once. Before we may expe-
rience such another season, however, let us hope that all of

us will be better and wiser than we now are, and more able

to understand all the affairs about the garden and about
each other.

Cinerayias.—The names on the lists of this elegant and
most useful flower are now so outrageously numerous, and
more than one half of them are such niUk-and-water-looking
clouds, for colours they have none, that no mortal cau bear
the sight of them excejit lie be a florist, so that at last even
the aristocratic Horticultural Society are obliged to step out
of their high boots, and show the ladies of the land what
is really to be met with worth looking at in this flower

round London, for at their covrntry seats they would not
tolerate our best London Cinerarias for two days running.
So the Society sent halt'-a-dozen of nice dwarf gay-looking

Cinerarias, and almost every lady in the room took down
the names. Bmtilij of St. Juhii's Wood is the best known
of these ; it was also the smallest fiower of the lot, a white
centre, and crimson edged. Prometheus, a deep purple;
Elei/aiitissimu, a fine blue; Charles Dirkens, a good purple

;

Riihclln, in the nay of Beutiti/ of St. John's TTooil, but a

much larger flower. .\lso a large Ci/lisiis rhoituplienn full of

flower; liijnehosperminn jasniinouies and Henfrei/a scandens
literally covered with bloom; the best kind of Tropccolmn
Lohhianum, called Trioniph de Gmid, a most useful fiower
all the winter through ; Viosma eupitalu, pretty nigh a yard
through ; Aeaein pumdoxn, a half-standard plant, in fine

yellow bloom ; a low, wide-spreading Azalea indica, called

mutaliilis, wUh Heaths and Epacris, and other things all

very useful for spring decoration.

Messrs. Henderson, of Pine-Apjile Place, sent two e.x-

quisite specimen plants, one, Erioslemon scahrum, a very
twiggy, graceful plant, with small shining leaves and white
flowers, au'l Boronia tetrandr'ui, with blush-pink flowers.

-Mso examples of Ikiriesin jiiin(/ens, a dwarf acacia-looking

plant, quite covered with small pea-flowers of a colour

between cream and yellow, with Braehi/senia aeunnnata, with

crimsoir pea-llowei'S, and Phm-lett t/nid!'f,^v\[h heads of white

flowers, together with a large plant of Tetratheca eririj'idia,

with light lilac flowers—all greenhouse plants of the first

water, and most ixseful as coming in so early in the

spring.

There were a nice lot of seedlimj Cyclamens from Mr.
ilyatt, dift'ering slightly from each other when looked close

into, but not worthy of being retained as varieties. There
was a nice plant of Jjiehjlrn sperlnh'dis from the garden of

the Society, about which it was stated, that in an open
border the late frost had injured some plants of it con-

siderably, but the border was too wet for il. My own plant

of it was three inches high, and did not suffer in the least,

though as much exposed as could he ; and there is a Deutzia
i)racilis not far from it, which I planted last September only,

and is no more than a few inches high, but it stood un-
affected in the least degree ; and there was a small plant

of it at this meeting, to which the attention of those present
was specially directed, as being the jjrettiest and most
useful little shrubs yet found in .Japan. Kverybody should
have it, and those who can ought to have it in flower from
January till the mi<ldle or end of May ; it is also as mncli
of a wedding flower as any we have, and seems to have been
made on purpose for hair wreaths, or for sprigs singly to

use of au evening, in two distinct forms, as imitations of

the Lily-ofthe-Valley wliile in bud, and in its own strength
when it opens.

After all, perhaps, the best plant in the room was Berberis

Diirninii, from the collection of the Society. It is difficult

to conceive a more graceful style of flowering than this

Berbeiis presents, or a more easy plant to keep. It seems
to be the liardiest plant known, growing where the roots

inust have been in stagnant water through the whole of this

long winter, and yet no plant bra\ ed the frost better. I have
not heard of this plant having yet seeded in England, and it

may require some peculiar treatment, or more rest from the
propagator, and more age to the bargain, to enable it to

seed. But the climate it comes from is very peculiar: often

cold and stormy, and the air almost always loaded with

moisture; that of the island of Chiloe,.and on the mainland
in Western Patagonia, where, as we were told, it grows in bogs
in some localities, and in dry places also, on to the Straits

of Magellan. Like the now common Berberis aijuifoliuni,

we can never liave too much of the Darwin species, and we
shall never have enough of it until we find out how to seed
it. It does not seem that our cold dry easterly winds in the

spring are favourable to the setting of the seeds of any of

the American Berberis from beyond the Equator
; perhajjs

a low temperature and extreme moisture in the air at the

time they are in flower would suit them better, and cause

them to seed ; and if so, we should plant some on purpose
for seeding by the side of ponds, lakes, or running water;
also in a cold pit, to be kept very moist indeed all the time
they ai-e in flower, and perhaps, too, a saucerful of water kept
under the pots at the time might assist the setting of the

fruit. At any rate, this Berberis Daririnii would not take

much harm that way for a time, seeing that it is a bog-plant,

although it will grow in any ordinary border.

The large Stuuntonia lalifoliii, which is fully exposed in

Mr. .Jackson's nursery here, is now as green as a Portugal

laurel, and probably is more hardy; and at the last moment
r have just learned the Libocedrns ehilensis is quite hardy—
but more on this next week. D. Beaton.

IMrKOVIXfT ECONOMICALLY A NEGLECTED
GREENHOUSE.

{Continuedfrom page (U.J

Keeping in view the primary matters referred to last

week, and that the main stay for future display must rest

chiefly on a few cheai) flowerseeds, I will now proceed,

shortly to state how this object may he eft'ectually gained,

if not fully for the present summer, in the winter, spring,

and summer, that will succeed, and I will glance, first, at

the treatment necessary for the desired object, to be fol-

lowed mth the plants already in possession.

CvcTtis.—I presume you have not any of the Irunenius,

or jointed-stemmed varieties, as these chiefly bloom in

winter and spring. In a back volume you will find an
article on the subject. Most likely the soil about the roots

is in a som', sodden state, and each had better be repotted
in sandy loam, with pieces of broken In'icks and lime
rubbish, freely intermingled. Tlie Cactus tribe, when in

health, will stand rich maaurial applications, Ijut you must
no more think of such a thing in yoiu' case, than you would
think of giving heef to a sickly infant, whose digestive

powers were wholly out of order. If you are to be re-

warded with flowers this season, the buds will now, or

shortly, be showing themselves ; but whether they do or not,

your present treatment should he the same. Set the plants

in the closest and warmest end of the house, give but little

water at the roots until you see proofs of fresh growth, but
as we presume the stems are brown and lanky, syringe

them with tepid water several times in a day, or bathe

them with a sponge, for in all such cases it is better to

make the plants absorb liy their stems, than to glut the

roots with water before these roots ai'e freely acting. When
that is the case, you may mulch the surface of the piot with

rotten dung, from which all worms, etc., have been ex-

tracted by dri/int). If, however, the stems are green and
very succulent, no syringing or bathing will be requisite,

and just enough of v/ater must be given to keep them from
flagging, and stopping growth for two months longer; giving
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the plants, liowevei', an airy, ami light, instead of a close or
a slightly sliatled iiosition. If iiny of the plants bloom, let

them stand in an airj, sliacly place, and the tiowers -nill he
longer preserved; and after blooming, lieep the plants in a
warm corner, well syringed and watered, for a month or two
afterwards—previously removing any old exhausted piece of a
stem—giving the plants first a slight shade, and by degrees
more light, nulil they are exposed to the full action of the
sunbeams, and then in August remove them outof-doors to

the south side of a fence, nhere you can contrive to keep
the rain oft' them, and yet give them every ray of sunshine,
turning the plants at times, that each part may have an
equal portion of light; watering and syringing at tirst, to
prevent a sudden clieck from the increased e\aporation
from the stems, owing to sudden full exposure, but giving
less mid /l'sx iiiit^r hij ilei/n-i's, until by the end of September
you cease watering altogether, and do not resume it until
you wish the plants to grow in 3Iarch or April, with the ex-
ception of sprinkling with the syringe in a sunny day in
winter, if the stems are getting rather shrivelled, this
resting by dryness, in unison with full exposure to sunlight
after wood is made, is the secret of growing these succulents
successfully, and, so fai- as our climate \vill pf-rmit. is merely
an imitation of the circumstances in which the plants
flourish in their native wilds. If the plants do not bloom

—

as soon as they have recovered their fresh aspect—they
may be put out-of-doors curlier, such as the middle of
.July ; or they, as well as the others, may be kept in an airy

part of the greenhouse, and fully exposed to the sun-heat.
If even then near the wall, where the sun heats upon, it

will be better. Why we recommend chiefly a fence, such as

a wall out-of-doors, is, that the heat there is much more
intense than can ever he diffused through a well-aired green-
house. In most of the beautiful kinds, without a com-
bination of this light and heat, accompanied with partial

dryness, and then by the removal of the water-pail altogether
during one season, it is vain to expect them to produce
flower-buds in the next. A bright autumn is, therefore, of
great importance to the Cactus grower, and the easiest cul-

tivated of them are beautiful. I have lengthened tiiese

remarks, because convinced that every Cactus gro\yer among
our amateur friends, by thinking them over, and enquiring
into the groundwork for them, will find themselves in-

sensibly involved in tliat most delightful study—the climatic
and local relations of the plants they cultivate; a science,
which though among us yet in its infancy, will ever
furnish, if not the identical practice in our climate, at least
the key for opening up the way to successful culture. 1 may
just repeat, th.at in starting into growth next spring, it

will be prefer.ahle to swell the stems by means of the
syringe or sponge, insti>ad of first soaking the roots. House
the plants by the middle of October.

(iER.\NirMs. — You liave not stated what tribes you
possess— Scarlets, Florist's Pelargoniums, or (he newer
Fancy kinds. Our reinaiks will, therefore, be very general,
merely premising that there is little difficulty in getting
scarlets and the fancies in bloom by this time, if kept in
small pots. Vou were right to shift "all your plants, if the
soil was sour and ill-draineil ; hut let your shifting again
proceed upon system. A four-inch pot will furnish nice
early-blooming plants. Next season you will he enabled
to indulge in specimens for si/e. Set apart now all the
forwardest best-looking plants for early bb>oniing, and do
not shift them any more. If flower-buds are not now
showing, they will soon do so, after the roots get to the
sides of the pot. 'When well knotted with flower-buds, but
not before, apply manure-water, weak, and about lid" in
temperature, and you will olitain large heads of bloom.
Meanwhile, look out a second lot, the next best, but showing
little inclination for blooming. As soon as the pots are
getting filled with roots, if the said pots are from three to
five inches in diameter, shift them into a size a little larger;
but if already in pots six inches in diameter, and the roots
getting to the outside of the pots, do not shift at all, but
remove a little surface soil, top-dress with half-an-inch <t'

rotten manure, one year old—cow dung would do well—and,
if you do not like its loolc, sprinkle over with a little road-
drift, or other soil. Now, both these processes are intended
to encourage growth, and to discourage flowering ; and in
either case the bloom will eome from three weeks to a

month later than if neither shifted nor stimulated by a cool

natiired manure. Still, there is a third lot—the weakest-
looking. Well, encourage tliem to grow, giving a little

manure-water at times, qlli'r the sickly tinge has been ex-
changed for robust health ; stir up the soil on the surface
of the pot, much as a market-gardener would fork among
his cabbages, only do not hurt the roots. Turn out a plant

now and then, and when you find the healthy roots are

getting to the outside of the ball, go over the plants, and
nip out the points of the young shoots that are at all sti'ong.

Some maj- have only one shoot—stop that; some may have
three e(iually robust—stop them all ; sonie may have two
strong and two weak—stop the strong ones, and this ulti-

mately may furnish you with six or eight shoots of equal
strength. When these stopped shoots have puslied out
others from the axils of the leaves from half-an-inch to one
inch in length, shift the plant then into a larger pot, and
thus you will have another succession of blooming xdants

;

so that from (ieraniums alone, and this persevering atten-

tion, you may have bloom in y<)in' house, if kept mnl aud
aiiy, from the middle of May to the middle of September.

Ciilthitja of Grrntiiums, taken otf now, imd inserted in

pots in a shady part of the house, potted ami grown on, but
noi stopped, will flower late in autunui. Those that bloom
first (supposing your stock are chiefly Pelargoniums) will

be I'eady to come out of the house in July, at the farthest.

Place them, at first, in a shady place, so tliat no great check
be given them. In a few days remove them to an open
position, full in the sun. Water as usual at first, hut cur-

tail by degrees, so that tlie soil may get dryi^h, as this, with

an unshaded sun, will ripen and harden the stems. When
these are well browned, cut them down to within one or two
inches of their base. If, notwithstanding this ripening, the
stumps should be inclined to bleed, daub over the wounds
with a mixture of charcoal dust and lime. The stems cut

up into cuttings will strike freely in sandy soil in any open
b(n-der. The cut-down plants should he kept not dry, but
ilri/ish, and slightly shaded, until they begin to push afresh

;

and when the shoots are three-quaiters-of aninch in length

then move them to the potting bencli, sliake away the soil

from the roots, prune the straggling roots a little, and repot

into fresh soil, ami into smaller or similar-sized pots. These
must he kept sh.aded a little, then fully exposed, and housed
in good time in Octolier. Ho not overburden yourself with

inimhers. Of your small plants, and yoiu' room, a dozen of

each succession may be chosen this year, and half as many
the year following. If you keep the old plants as just

mentioned, these will not only prove the foundation of

handsome specimens, but require in all their stages more
room to grow them in. Where, however, much bloom is

reqitired from little space, pots front four to si.x inches in

diameter ought to be the general size used.

C.^ri'EOLAr.ns.—These, whether shrubby or herbaceous,

may be iioir managed upon a similar principle. We shall

tell how to have the herViaceous ones from snirini/ before

long. Only keep this in \ie\y—herbaceous ones bloom best

in spring and autumn, and although shrubby ones will bloom
all tlie year round, they soon become sickly in sni.all pots in

a greenhouse, chiefly because they cannot endure the heated
state of the pots at one time, and their coldness at another.

Hence the comparative freedom from alternations in mois-

ture and dryness, heats and colds, is the reason why shrubby
Calceolarias succeed so well when planted in the flower-

borders in summer. Herbaceous kinds do little good out-

of-doors in summer, because their large flowers become the

sport of every blast. If you resolve upon keeping some
indoors, whether shrubby or herbaceous, three uncles will

help you to success. Place ea"ch pot inside a larger one,

and let the space between them, top and bottom, be filled

n-ith moss : the sides of the plant pot will thus be kept cool.

Or you may phtnge several i)Ots in moss in a vase, basket,

or box. Or you may plant the plants out in earth in such a

receptacle. .\nd then, lastly, alter the end of .\pril, water

and syringe with the cohlcst soft water you can pnicnre, and
keep the plants in the coolest and aii'iest part of the house.

When showing bloom, top-dress with two-year-old rotten

cowduug, and the bloom will be rendered strong and fine.

FucHsi.vs.—To get early bloom do not prune much. Better

get what you can from the old jdants, and start fair for

another season. See notes on Fuchsias lately. Stubby,
I
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sliort sule-shoots from two to three inches in length, taken

otT your old phints, or from better kinds of a neighhom''s,

inserted in siindy soil, a bellghiss placed over them, and
kept shadeil from liright sun until they had struck, would
furnish nice jilants for blooming in September.

'\'erim:n.\s.—Follow a similar plan to that recommended
for Geraniums, only making two lots instead of three. Let
the first remain in small four or six-inch pots to bloom
early, i have had showy plants in tliree inch pots. The
other lot, not planted out-of-doors, stop, and shift on, until

they fill six or niue-iuch pots, and are neatly trained out

with small twigs, or are fastened to a tlat, next to invisible,

trellis, and so placed tliat you can look down upon the

plants, and then using open, light, rich soil, giving the

plants plenty of air and light, enough of water at the root,

and plenty of the syringe over the foliage, you will obtain

flowers such as can rai-ely bo seen under outdoor culture.

The water must not touch tlie flowers. Two or three plants

of the same kind may be put in one pot, and thus a good
display sooner obtained Wlien the large plants come into

bloom the small plants may be removed, or pruned, re-

potted, kept out-of-doors, and then brought in as the others

Ijegin to fade. With this tribe alone, and your plants now
small, a I'ich and tine eftect may be produced fixan Jlay to

the middle of Dctober. Except after potting the plants

must have no shade, and abundance of air to keep them
healthy and stubby. 1 lamping the tloor and shelves often

will greatly assist all the plants mentioned. These kinds

alone nnxy thus be made to present a very gay appearance.

B-iLS-VMs.—See a late article. Sown in tlie greenhouse,

potted off when three or four inches high, shaded a little,

and shifted again into six-inch pots, will yielil stubby,

strong plants, such as with difficulty can be obtained by

hotbed coddling.

LouEi.iA.—Small-Howering blue kinds. .\s much seed as

would lie on the point ot the finest ijuill would be enough
of any of them. Gnicilis, Eriiiiis Diaxinii's, are trailing-

stemmed ones ; ramnsu has large flowers, and is upright in

its growth ; riniwsii mxitr is similar in habit. These would
bloom in .July and .\ugust.

NF.3[orHiL.\ iNsiosis and macit.ata.—These bloom beau-

tifully in spring and autunui, but do not stand the summer
well without a little shaile. 'fMiey should be sown thinly in

a six-inch pot, and then thinned out to one or three plants.

I have had the first of these (one of the very best hardy
annuals we possess) fine in a house in summer so treated,

but the pot was placed inside of a larger one, the space
between stutted with moss, then set in a saucer of water,

and this moss kept moist, and no water whatever applied at

the surface of the pot containing the plant. Sown in Sep-
tember, it would bloom splemlily from iJarch to May ; and
who does not love its beautiful tlowers ?

I'oi.i.issiA Buor.oR.—Tills lurrdy annual sown now will

bloom in two months. Sown in i ictober, there are few
things more splemlid in a house during the spring montlis.

lIinxoN'ETTH AND ViRoixrvN Stoi'k Will comc much earlier

than out-of-doors. The second will be in bloom in six

weeks, and is sweet and pretty; and who admires not tlie

first '.' Sow in August and September for plants to bloom in

.March, April, and ilay.

BTUrnv<OMi'. ickridifot.ta, a beautiful blue annual, too

te'uder to thrive in most places out-of-doors.

Salvia patexs.—This, sown now, will yield its fine blue

flowers in Augu-.t and September.
SAT.riiiEOssis.—This is a beautifully-marked group, too

tender for most places out of-doors. Sown now, shaded and
in'otected a Hi tie after being pricked out, three or four in a
fonr-ini'li pot, and again separated, it will bloom from the
end of .Inly to the end of Seplember.

Pt'tiinifis, Schi:nnlhif>i, and Mitiifanih/a, of sorts, Ann-
f/aHis hulii'ti, KinilfiHiAtii iimclluidcs, Cclsia iirtimfolin, N'w-
ri'mhrrijin gratilis, will Ijloom in the end of summer and
autumn.
Small MESE3ir>r.VAXTHF,3ii:.MS, sucli as cortlijnliiim, cri/stul-

liiiiiiii, and tricolor, are interesting low-growing succulents,

that would bloom in the end of summer. Loiulmi inter-

iiwrliote slocks would bloom late in autumn ; but this, as

well as many mentioned, are best sown in autumn f<u' early

spring and summer display. E. Fish.

THE POLYANTHUS.
{Conllnifcd from pni/e (i"2.)

Winter Treatment.—This commences about the end of

October. Our readers will remember tliat in the last

number I recommended a more open situation for the latter

months of summer, or, rather, autumn From that situation

they must now be removed into their winter quarters.

.\s I remarked before, the Polyanthus is more hardy than

the .Vuricula, and, consefiuently, where there is a tolerably

1
large collection, they will do better if kept in a separate

frame, where they can have more air given to them, and

ratlier less protection from frost. I have had the pots so

I

bard frozen that they could scarcely be lifted up, and yet

the plaats did not suft'er any injury, but flowered well the

spring following. The care necessary is, to place them upon

a bed of coal ashes, sufliciently thick to prevent worms
boring through it and entering the pots. At the time they

:u-e placed under the frame let each pot and plant be exa-

mined. If the pots are green and dirty they should be

clean washed, the hole at the bottom of the pot should bo
' examined, to see that it is ipiite open to allow the super-

j

fluous water to run off freely ; the soil on the surface should

be stirred, and all weeds and moss cleared away, and a thin

< top-dressing of fresh soil put on, eveiy decayed or decaying

leaf removed, and then the plants will look clean and

healthy, and show they are cared for as they ought to be.

When they are all cleaned and put in good order place

them in the frame. If the leaves project over the edge of

the pots, let them stand at such a distance from each other

that the leaves of one plant do not touch the leaves of the

others surrounding it. In the winter months they require

very little water ;—only just enough to prevent them flagging.

I had almost forgotten to direct an examination of the

labels or tallies, to see that they are all legible, and likely

i
to keep so till spring ; should they he illegible, or neai'Iy so',

renew them at once. Should the weather be very severe,

that is during hard frost, protect them every night with a

covering of double mats, or, with what I prefer, good water-

tight wooden covers. This covering, though rather expen-

sive at first, is the cheapest in the end, and is much more
tidy than any other material used for this purpose.

PltOTERTIES OF A GOOD Poi.VAXIHUS.—The ;j//ih/ should

be healthy ; the toliage large and abundant; the stem should

be stout enough to bear the truss well up above the leaves,

which should "cover the pot, and rise up in the centre ; from

the centre of the leaves the stem should rise; the Iriiss

should consist of at least five flowers, and the footstalks of

eacli flower should be able to support each bloom level with

the rest. Each flower, or jilp, should he round and flat,

neither inclined to cup or reflex. The pips should be

divided, near the outermost edge, into segments ; each divi-

sion, or sc(/iiicnl, should be slightly indented or scolloped in

the centre. Each flower should have a yellow centre, or

ei/e ; in the centre of that there should appear a Uilii' con-

taining the anthers, b>it the pistil should not be seen. This

yellow centre, including the tube, should be of the same

width as the groiaid or bod i/- colour, which colour should
j

either be a rich dark crimson or a bright red. liound this I

body-colour the mnri/in, or hichiii, should appear of an
|

uniform width surrounding each petal, and continuing down
,

the centre of each to the yellow eye. 'J'he colour of this '

lacing, or margin, should be uniform, whether it is sulphur,

lemon colour, or clear yellow.

LIST OF GOOD KINDS NOW IN COLLECTIONS.

Jlexondcr ( Pearson), red ground ; a good old sort.

Arqo (Kearsley), red ground; eye and lacing bright yellow;

pips large ; a new and fine variety. i

Bniiili/ o/' Eiir/laiid (Maud), extra fine.
^ |

Briirmnt (Kearsley), red ground; pips medium size. i

BInc/c Prince (Faulkners), dark ground; large pips.

Coquette (Kearsley), dark ground; pips large; a late

bloomer.
Coiianj (Kearsley), dark ground; lemon edging; pips

large.

Duchess of Siitlierlaiid (Kearsley), dark ground; lacing

light yellow ; very fine and new.

Defiance (Fletcher), extra fine flower.

Duchess of Kent (Piggot), fine, and rather new.
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JSiiil Liiuuhi (Hurton\ dark grounJ ; extra fine.

Flijln'i Dulchmuii (Kearsley), dark ground, witli large

pips ; a late bloomer.

Felix (Kearsle.v), red ground, with large pips.

Foiycl-mv-iiot (Ivearsley), dark ground, with large jjips.

Emperor Utionapnrlc (Turner), red ground ; niediinn size.

Fire Kiiuj (Erringtons), rich scarlet ground ; well laeed
;

fine.

Formosa ("Barnard), dark ground; pips large.

George the Fourth (Buck), a large dark flower; extra.

Hifflilaiid Mary i, Craig), a sood constant variety.

Kiiiijfisher (Addis), dark ground; large pips ; extra fine.

Iiivinrihle (Crawshaw), dark; extra.

Znrd John Bns.iel (Clegg), very fine vaiiety,

Limccr (Bullock), extra; dai'k flower.

MrKjnificent (Kearsley), red ground; eye and lace bright

yellow ; new and fine.

Minerva (Kearsley), dark ground ; eye and lacing lemon
colour ; new and extra fine.

Orion (Kearsley), dark ground; eye and lacing golden

yellow ; new and fine.

Prince Arthur (Kear.sley), red-ciimson ground; eye and
lace sulphur colour

;
pips large ; extra fine and new.

Prince of Wales (iBerrenger), a fine variety.

Princess Royal (Colliers), a good show variety ; extra.

Prince Regent (Cox), dark ground; pips large; a good

old variety.

Pnrliu (Kearsley), dark ground; pips medium size.

Ruyal Sovereign (Gibbon), extra ; dark ground ; large

flower.

Sylph (Kearsley), dark ground; eye and lacing bright

yellow ; extra fine.

Tantarara (FiUingham), dark ground ; pips very large; a

bold, good flower.

Telei/raph ( Stead), red ground ; a fine old variety.

I'ictoriu (Kearsley), red ground; pips medium size; fine

form ; a late bloomer.

J'ollirieur (Kearsley), red ground; large pips; yellow

leaves;' fine. T- Appleey.

LYGOPODIUilS.

{Continned from page 4.'^.)

Suii^EP. Tr.EATMEXT ; PoTTixG.—Ha\'ing ready the com-
post, as described in my last, and the plants being in such
a state as to requu'e larger pots, proceed to perform that

operation. The best time of the year for this work is about

the middle of April, though it may be done tlirough most
of the summer mouths, if the plants grow rapidly, and fill

their pots with roots ; especially if large specimens are

required. There are no plants that show the eft'ects of

neglect in this point more than Lycopods. If the pots are

too small, the plants soon lose their healthy, lirilliant green;
the tall growers become naked of leaves at the bottom ; and
the whole plant becomes a sickly yellow, which renders it a

very unsightly object. To prevent this, i^ot early, whilst the

plants are of a good colour, and pot again in time to keep
them so. Though they love plenty of moisture at the] root,

yet they cannot bear stagnant water ; hence it is necessary

to drain the pots well, and place a thin layer of moss over

the drainage to prevent its being choked up by the finer

particles of the compost being washed down into the drain-

age witli the frequent waterings. The ])ot being thus
properly drained, and tlie compost being neither wet, dry,

nor cold, take a plant, turn it out of the pot. pick nut tlie obi

drainage from amongst the roots, and as much of the old soil

as cau be removed without injuring them. Then put as

much compost in the pot as will raise the ball nearly le\el

with the rim of the pot; fill round the ball with the frcsli

soil, pressing it down gently till the pot is quite full ; then
give tlie pot a smart stroke or Iwo on the bencli, pressing
down the ball and stpil level, leaving about half-au-inch for

small plants, and an inch for large ones, of space below the
rim of the pot. This space is to hold water, so that when
the plants are watered there may be suflicienl to thoroughly
wet the whole mass in each pot. Then give a liberal water-
ing to settle the soil close to the roots, and replace the pots

on the stage or benches where they ai'e to grow.
-All the Stove species thrive best in rather shady places.

I used to find them do well on the kerb-stone round the pit

in the stoves and orchid-house, where very few other plants

would live and thi-ive.

AVateeixg.—These plants are found growirig in shady
thickets where there is a continual moisture ; and, there-

fore, to keep them fresh, green, and healthy, they should
have a frequent supply of moisture both at the root and top.

The syringe, then, is a most useful insUument; and theywill

thrive all the better if they are syringed twice or tluice a
day in the hot days of summer, especially all such as throw
out roots from the branches in the air. An exception

occurs to this practice of syringing so freely in Lgropodinhi

cesium and i. rcesinm arboreum. If these are syringed

abundantly they lose that rich, glossy, grey-blue colour for

which tliey are so much admired. Once in every two or

three days will be sufficient for them to keep them healthy.

This rich colour' will be obtained and preserved best in a

shady place, with a high moist temperature.
The tree Lycopod grows very rapidly, and, on account of

the fronds being large, spreading, and Iieavy, it is necessary

to support it with stakes. I used for large plants, in eleven-

inch pots, five upright stakes, kept steady, and at equal

distances, by a I'ing or hoop of the same diameter as the

pot ; each stake was tied to this ring, which kept them steady

and in their place. To these stakes so secured, I tied each
frond as it was produced from the maiu stem. They formed,
then, five upright dense bushes, covered with their richly-

coloured leaves, which colour I preserved by never allowing

the sun to shine upon the leaves, and using the syringe but
seldom.

Heat.—All the plants of this genus well bear a high
temperature. Duruig this season t summer,) I have had
the thermometer in the middle of the day, with sun, as high
as from 8.')° to IJO", and these plants seemed to delight in

such a high temi)erature, grovring rapidly, and of the liveliest

colours. Some of the greenhouse species, indeed, grew rather

too rapidly, over-running their pots, and hanging down over

the edges; but then they are so easily propagated, that when
they became unii-ieldy or unsightly I had no hesitation in

casting them to the dunghill. Some of the low-creeping kinds

I have cropped oft' close to tlie soil, and in this high, moist

temperature, they almost immediately pushed forth fresh

shoots, and formed fresh bouutiful patches of the liveliest

green. The great heat, however, is noi absolutely necessan',

aird, except orchid growers, very few cultivators have a house
lioated so high. It was in the orchid house that I cultivated

them principally myself, and much admiration they always

attracted. They will grow, however, very well in a common
stove, the heat of wliich should never exceed 70^ to 70°.

Some species thrive pretty well in a greenhouse ; these are

L. deuticulatniu, L. apotherinm, and L. kclveticum. In this

house I would cultivate all the British species, of which the

most beautiful is the L. rlavalnm, or Club Moss, as it is com-

monly called. These hardy s])ecies may be gTOwn very well

in n cold pit, but they are worthy of a place in a greenhouse.

AVtNTEB Tp.EATJiENT.—It is during this season, when
flowers are scarce, tli at the beautifid green and ptu'ple shades

of these plants show to the gi'eatest advantage. The only

difierence in culture is the giving less stimulants to growth,

such as heat and water; also the syringe must be dispensed

with, and the plants just kept slowly growing.

T. ArPEEBV.
(To be continued.)

RAMPION—ITS ClLTll'.F. AND NEGLECT.

This plant being of humble growth and pretensions, and,

in some measure, attended with more trouble than is agree-

able at the time of preparing it for table, has been treated

with less regard tlian ils mei-its deserve. Forming, as it

does, au important adjum't to our salads, at a time when
variety in that way is much wanted, it certainly merits more
attention Ihau is often paid to it, while, to many cultivators,

it is entirely unknown. Should there be many such, it may
not be out of place here to say that the plant forms one of

the large family of Campanulacea;, or Bellworts ; and, like

several more of the family, is of a low growth, until the

flower-stems shoot up, when they present a spike of two or

three feet high, and, as such, are tolerably well clothed with
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flowei's of a deep JaiU blue coloui', and look quite as well n^

many plants whose names are now before the Moral world.

However, we shall have a something to say on this matter
hercal'tor.

In the first place, tliis Bellwort is, liEe many others, more
fond of a dry, sound soil, than of a damp one, and, con-

sequently, a nice, di'y, well-pulvurised border must be pre-

pared for it, sufficiently large on which to sow all the

quantity that is lilcely to he wanted. On this soil the seeds,

which are exceedingly small, may be sown broadoMst, .ifter

the ground has been made smooth at top, as well as the

under stratum well broken and free from hard lumps, or

other impenetrable matter ; for, as we have said, the seeds

are very miuute, and, therefore, not likely to vegetate, when,
by the roughness of the ground, they get buried some
distance below tlie surface; besides which, any description of

soil, not well pulverised, is not likely to allow their routs to

descend in that straight, tapering condition which constitutes

their usefulness as an article for table purposes ; in fact, on
rough, cloddy ground, instead of their forming a nice

tapering root in the shape of a cairol, they prefer sending
out a number of small rootlets, clasping and surrounding
those cloddy lumps they were unable to jienetrate through,
and in the end a mass of plants is produced better ealculateil

for ti'ausplanting with balls in winter than taking up for

salad purposes at that time.

A soil made tuo ricli by dung, or other stimulating mat-
ters, is likely to lie attended with equally unsatisfactory

results, for, like carrots and similarly-rooted plants, the

production of a mass of small, or forked, rootlets is the

result. \\'liere a choice of situation exists, we would advise

one not too nmch exposed to tho mid-day's sim, or rather

not exposed to the whole day's sun. We have frequently

seen a Eampion do very well on a wall-border, with a west

aspect ; by this they gat a little shade, and not too much, so

as to enable the root to luxuriate dmiug the summer
months, without sufiering from a too dry soil, and the

eonse'iueut tendency tliat such has to force them into pre-

mature flowering, from the same cause that a dry, hot
soil occasions lettuce plants to " run to seed." This, how-
ever, is not always the case with the Rampion, because it is

more of a biennial than the lettuce, but, at the same time,

its table qualifications are much uijured by a too niggardly
supply of food calculated to promote its growth. Taking,
therefore, all togetlier, we advise the Eampion to be sown
on a de<'p, well-pulverized soil, and one on which the
enriching matter that seems necessary to add must be
buried, so :is not to be nearer the surface than six or

eight inches, liy being there, the tips of the roots are

encouraged to penetrate that far in search of such food
as tliey mostly require, but if the ground be in good con-

ilition there is no necessity for adding any manvu'e, but to

dig and work it well over several times, and, lastly, making
the top very tini', when the seed may be sown. A few
boughs, as for instance, pea-stakes, laid over the bed, will,

in a great measure, break the intiuence of the sun's rays

upon the bed, which may then be watered.
I

Thinning must be resorted to in time, otherwise it is

difficult to accomplish it after the plants have attained

any si/e, as they are liable to become so entangled together

as not to be easily separated, when of a large size, without
some injury done to those intended to remain ; however, it

is not necessary to make them very thin—about four or five

inches apart, each way, will sufiice, and even less, as the
,

roots, wlieu full grown and dressed for table, are not larger

than ordinary market radishes, and seldom can be obtained
so straight, but this is of less conseqiience, provided they
be large enough ; while, in dressing, it is no unusual thing
to leave a lurked root if it be of any size. Although tlie

necessity of their beir.g so straight as radishes does not
exist, yet some degree of care is necessary to induce that
liealthy gi-owth which alone fm'uishes the good plants from
which suitable roots for table can lie had. !

The general growth taking place long before the principal
demand is made on them, which is the winter season, we
recommend them to be sown the first week in May, and
thinned wlienever they are large enough to handle"; they
will most hkely get large enough for use eaily in autumri,
and keep so unprotected for many weeks, and even months,
for it is only in April that the growth of the plant, in the

shape of sentUng up flowering steins, renders the root useless
for table pui'poses.

As we have said, at the commencement of tliis chapter,
that some cultivators shrink from the trouble this latter
production incurs at the time of preparing it, we think it

right to mention to the inexperienced, that it requires peeling
carefully [to make it eat well ; but after this is done there
is no further trouble with it ; and the peeling is a much less
tedious job than might be expected, as, after a little prac-
tice, i( will be found out that the rind peels ofl' Uke thnt of
a turnip, and quite as quickly. Of course, all the small
spray must be cut away, and also the top, which is bushy,
must be reduced to something Uke a reasonable size and
shape; and after all is done, the root may be sent to table
with a fair prospect of its becoming a favourite there; while,

,
at the time in which it comes into use, and its dittering
much from everythhig else found there, its utility is further
enhanced

; and as its summer culture is simple, and not
attended with much trouble, the little that attends its wash-
ing, peeling, and preparation for table, must certainly be
allowed to be fully compensated for by its general merits
and utihty.

' By way of conclusion, we may add, that any plants that
may be left on the seed-bed in April might, if advisable, be

!
planted in the parteire, in patclies, to fiower in ilay and

j

.Tune, prior to the principal and newer occupants being
turned out then, as they flower abundantly, and, for a time,
look well ; of course, they might be removed as soon as the
bed is wanted for something else, but coming in before the

( general mass of simimer-flowering plants of the ordinaiy

I

" bedding kinds," this fomis no inconsiderable addition to
the best of those used as intermediate ones, /. e. flowering
before the others commence ; while to succeed it, plants will
he in the course of preparing elsewhere, in tlie manner
I'ecommended by our able coadjutors.

.T. EoBSON.

FIELD CULTJt'RE OF POT.A.TOES.

The nearer the culture of Potatoes in the field can be
made to assimilate to that of the garden, the more advan-
tageous to the crop it will prove

; yet there must exist a
diflerence in the management of the laml wlien the plough
is substituted for the spade or fork. In ease a considerable
breadth of land is intended for Potato culture, the use of
the plough will prove most expeditious ; indeed, the neces-
sity for early planting, on account of the disease, and the
scarcity of labour, has, in many districts, precluded the use
of the spade altogether.

In the past history of Potato-culture, Uie autumn prepa-
ration of the soil has always been advocated ; but since the
attack of the mysterious epidemic by which this root is

rendered so precarious in crop, it is now more than ever
desirable that the land should be carefully tilled as soon as
possible after harvest, in order that coucli grass and root
weeds may be destroyed, or removed from the land. When
a good tilth lias been obtained, plough the land iuto bouts,
or ridges of two furrows, and in this state let it remain
during the winter months. In the spring, land treated in
tliis manner will prove in the best condition for early
planting. Dry porous soils should he selected, as they are
in condition for planting at the earliest period.

1 'pon soils irregular in character, or cold, reqiuring drain-
ing, il would be unwise to plant Potatoes ; for whatever
might have been the preparation of such land, either in
tillage or manure, the produce will he sure to prove defi-
cient and defective, after the plant has sufl'ered from an
undue quiuitity of moisture at any period of its growth.
Two modes of planting are advocated ; the best is to

plough the laml into ridges two feet apart, then, distributing
the manure along the furrows, place tlie sets upon the
manure, and split the ridges with a double mould- board
plough. In this manner the seed will be covered with light
earth, and after the lapse of a weelc or ten days the land
may be harrowed quite level. The most expeditious and
the cheapest mode will be to lay out the manure when the
land has been worked fine and to a level surface

; spread
the nianure, and put the sets into every alternate fuiTow,
raking in a portion of the dung upon them, and by plough-
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ing twolveinch furrows the rows will lie lirought two feet
npart. After ft little time the land should be rolled, or
harrowed, if re(juired.

The after-culture may be well executed by au implement
much in nse, and convertible for the purpose of either
horse-hoe, or double mould plough, for earthing or hilling
the rows.

Early sorts are now the only varieties which can be ex.-

pected to give a crop, because, in late varieties, the blight
attacks the haulm before the bulbs are matured. Three
good sorts are the Yor/,- Rci/eiils, the Forhifolih, and the
Erirhj Lemon. Tbese kinds mature early, crop well, and
are of good quality; they produce very little haulm, and do
not suiter from blight so raucli as the later varieties, which
have very luxuriant haulm. I have found that a much better
wheat crop can be obtained after tliese early sorts than

J

after the late varieties, wlncli exhaust the land very much
i

by the growth of strong haulm, without the advantage of a
matured crop of tubers.

The quantity of seed required for an acre of land will
vary according to distance of the rows ; when the sets are
placed seven or eight inches apart, in rows at two feet in-
tervals, about twenty bushels of small Potatoes will plant an
acre

; but in case cut sets are used, it will require twenty-
five or twenty-six bushels per aci-e. A difierence of opinion
exists as to tlic advantages of using Potatoes for seed either
whole or cut, but I am iuclined to think it depends much
upon the period of planting; when planted very early, whole
tubers should be used, being less likely to rot and decay in
case wet and bad weatlier follow soon after they are set.
Whole seed will generally give the best crop if full-sized
tubers are used

; but they cost more than cut sets. The
most economical and advantageous seed for field cidtm-e are
the small Potatoes, just under the marketable size,—a less
quantity of them being reciuired to plant an acre, and not
being so ready of sale for other uses. The cheapest and
most expeditious mode of separating the small from tlie

marketable Potatoes, is to pass tliem over a strong wire
rudder, which may be made to anjMiize required.

Since this root has been subject to the attack of blight,
objections have been raised against the nse of manure in '

its cultivation
; but I have found that the quantity and

quality of the manure used for Potatoes should be regulated
by circumstances. When the crop is required to be taken '

up and disposed of at the earliest period, and in an nuripe
state, the strongest manures, and those rich in ammonia, I

such as stable manure, night soil, or Peruvian guano, may
he used with great advantage, because the disease seldnvu
attacks the plant at the early period ; therefore, when a
large quantity of strong manm-e has been used, it will

I

stimulate the growth of the Inbers. and produce them of a I

marketable si/e, at the earlie.,t period, upon all dry ami
warm soils.

In case the crop is intended to remain in the land until
it is perfectly ripe and matured, and also when tlie tubers
are required for storing, to be used in tlie winter and spring
months, the question of manuring assumes a dilVereut Inrm
altogether, the plant having to withstaml the attack of
disease, whieli, of late years, has usually appeared about the
time that the haulm is in full growth ; it has, consequently,
been found, advisuble not, to use any strimg stimulating
manure wliicli would produce a luxuriant growth of tlie

haulm and tliereby render the plant more susceptible of
Idight and disease. T therefore recommend that artilicial

manures shouhl be u^^ed lor tlie main crop, as lieing likely
to produce tubers of the soundest and best quality for
general purposes. Two quarters of bone dust, four bushels
of peat charcoal, and one-and-a half cwt. of sulphate
of magnesia, mixed with ten or fifteen bushels of ordinary
turf or peat ashes, will be fouml an ample dressing for nil

acre of land. I have apjilied this kind of manure in tlie

following manner:—After the sets have been placed in the
j

furrow, a man follows with a seedlip full of the manure, and
strews into the furrow, by hand, the requisite quantity, the
plough following, buries tlie seed and manure in close contact.
These manures act very beneficially, the charcoal, being

decidedly disinfectant, operates against disease, and the
hone-dust, with sulphate of magnesia, furnish the plant with
those sbstanees essential in producing tubers of the best
^jwa^'ty- Joseph Blundell.

EGGS AT POCLTRY SHOWS.
The lioyal Agricultural Society, marching with the spii-it

of the times, has wisely resolved on an Kxhibition of Poultrj'
at their Country Meeting of ISo.^. Prizes on a liberal scale
are ottered "for imjiroving the Breeds of Farm Poultry;"
and, in furtherance of tliis praiseworthy object, I wonld
suggest that there should be an exhibition of cyz/.s, as well
as of fowls. Unfortunately, all eggs are regarded alike in
the market; and one weigliing two ounces realises as much
money as another that weighs three or four ounces. Ouglit
this to be ? In taking the merits of fowls into consideration,
tor (jeitenil jnirjicses, not only the iiiimliLi; but the s/jre of
their eggs, should be duly ascertained. Wise cooks weigh
the eggs they use, rather than entrust the success of their
operations to the uncertain and empirical system of numbers.
It could be easily arranged to exhibit the fowls and their
egg-produce at the same thue, and the size or weight of the
egg should fonn an element of success in gaining the prize.
Aery rigid conditions, even to the extent of afiidavit in
doubtful cases, might be enforced to secure honesty or
fair play

;
in other words, to guarantee that the eggs dis-

played should be the l>„im/ii/e produce of the fowls exlnbited.
No person can fairly deny that the size and number of the
Spanisli fowl's eggs are an important set ott' against the
weight of the binls themselves, as compared with the
Shanghae (or Cochin Cliiiia) breed; and, as the Spanish
fowls differ greatly in the size of their eggs, the prize should-
always be given, other ciualitjes being equal, to the hen
which produced the largest eggs. For example: Captain
Hornby's birds are stated to produce eggs weighing nearly
or quite four ounces; whereas, the writer is cognizant of
many Spanish hens that do not lay eggs weighing three
ounces. Again, as regards Ducks—the Aylesbm-y breed may,
perhaps, be excelled by others in size, but their eggs are
very heavy, rich, and numerous. Tlie writer spealcs on this
point, however, only from his own experience ; his Aylesbui-y
Ducks frequently producing eggs weighing four ounces each.
Ought not tliese qualities to be estimated by a Society
awarding prizes for the improvement of Fiiiin Poullni'? It
may be said, that this scheme leaves the matter of frequency
of production untouched

; and that, in many cases, the defect
in the weight of iiitliviiliuil eggs is more than compensated by
the greater «»;»/«•;,• and, consequently,- greater weight ulti-
mately obtained. It may do this ; but, leaving out the fact, that
exhibitions cannot wholly reach such a matter, it may be
fairly expected that similar species would be nearly equal in
this respect, under the same conditions of warmth, food,
and situation. And, of course, Spanish should contend
against Spanish, only ; and so on with others. A small box,
carefully divided, having a glass lop, would serve as a fit

medium for the exhibition of the eggs ; and I feel assured
that such an addition would add to the attraction and useful-
ness of our " Poultry Shows." .1. H., MicMiavir.

THF, DISCONTENTKD SPIRIT.

/).(/ Ilii' Aiilliori'ss of "Ml/ t'loiren."

Hate any of my reailers, or have any one of their friends
and neighbours, the misfortune, Ihe nfllirlion of possessinsj
a discontented spirit? Let that unhappy one read with
attention tlie following narrative. It has iieen sent to me
liy a most kind heart, whose hope is, that it may be the
means, by the blessing of God, of doing some good to those
who are "seeking rest and finding none," in chanse of
place and circumstance, seeing nothing of the Hand that
holds the nniverse in its grasp, and orders alt things ; yes,
nil thinijs lh:\t liappen to the children of men ; but blindly
supposing that their own poor feeble fingers can weave the
web of worldly good, independently of that one blessins?,
without which, "the devices of the crafty" are disappointed,
" so that their bauds cannot perform their enterprise."
" William tjreeu was a native of South Wales, the son of a

small farmer, by wliom he was apprenticed to a bookliinder
in a neighbouring market-fown. My first acquaintance with
him commenced with a reply which he made to an advertise-
ment, inserted by me, for a journeyman in that department
of my business. Finding, upon enquiry, that he was steady,
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lionest, industrious, and a tolei'alile workman, I took liini

into my employ nt tlie rate of i'l per week. Here lie soon

evincecl, wliat I at'terwartls founit, from information and

experience, was liis ruling i-liaraoterisiie,n ilixfinilriilrdspiiil,

always yearning for better times and better countries. His

wages were certainly ample to keep him in comfort and

respectability; but, nevertheless, he thouglit otherwise; a

thought enhanced, perhaps, by the prospect of his marriage to

a respectable yonng woman to whom he had long plighted liis

trotli ; and who became his wife about a twelveuiontli after he

entered my service. Often did he complain to me of the

hardness of the times, the dearness of provisions, and the

ditticulty of providing for his wife, with what he considered

such small means. I was wont to point out to him the

ditl'erence between his position and thousands of others

wlio were living on half his income ; and took the opportunity

of impressing vipou liim the thought of another wnrhl, and

reminding him of his inconsistency in thinking witli so

much dissatisfaction of this, instead of having his heart tilled

with gratitude for the many mercies he enjoyed. 'J'o my
great discomfort, I could never ascertain tliat he habitually

went to a place of worship ; and that, altliongli a strict moral

man, I had reason to fear he entertained but few serious

thoughts. His discontent increased. iMigland, he said,

had seen her best days ; there was no chance for the working

man ; rates were so higli
;
provisions so dear ; in fact, his

lieart was yearning for another land.

I "His wife bore him three children, fine chubby little things

they \yere ; tlie two younger ones were twins, iiere was

another subject of discontent ; how could he ijossibly support

j

them on i'l per week? tilings were bad enough when he
i was a bachelor; but now, liow could he e.^iist '.' His wife was

a quiet, tidy person of tew words ; and wlien any visitors

called upon lier they could elicit little from her. She
looked, however, always clean and respectable, and seemed
to keep his home in comfort. His prejudice against his

native country increased almost to a mania; he was constantly

poring over books on emigration, especially on Soutli

I .'Vustralia. This was long before the discovery of gold in

I these auriferous regions. Hiswhole thoughts were occupied

i on the subject, to the considerable detriment of his business;

the position of each town was as clcirly delined in his mind
as on a map ; and the peculiarities of the climate, and its

ad.aptalion to the growtli of particular trees and grain, was

fully understood by him; and I subserjuently ascertained

that his notion of emigrating was to cultivate the I'ine, and

keep a dairy.

"Finding that he liad fully made up his mind on the

subject, I did mit oppose it, and told liim that I would do

all I could to assist him. The excellent Vicar of tlie parish

in which he resided took up the matter warmly, and though
before unknown to him, WTOte many letters on his behaU' tt)

the Emigration (Committee, ami, evi'iitually, all difficulties

were removed, so that to his great joy and satisfaction tlie

day for his sailing was fixed. Alas I that men would seek a

Heavenly country with half the ardour and perseverance

with which William Green sought an earthly one ; then,

indeed, should we have less repining and fretfulness, and
more tlianksgivings for the blessings we enjoy in our native

land !

'

The conclusion of this eventful narrative I must defer to

my next paper, and refpiest my readers, in the mean time,

to ponder tlie last remark ; that if we sought an Heavenly
country with half the earnestness with which poor (ireen

sought an earthly one, things would go better with us than

they do. There is no pniii- to a discontented spirit—it is a

perpetual punishment. It is like the craving of a sick

stomach alter some fancied delicacy, which makes it turn

away from the wliolesome nourishment that would give it

strength; and when the longing is gratified, loatliing or

increased disorder of the stomach most freijuently takes

place. A discontented heart is a diseased one. We are

hewing out for ourselves "broken cisterns that can hold no
water." \\'e are craving after some fancied good which,

when we have with labour and dilBcuIty obtained, we find

not to be the thing it seemed, or that we fancied it; and
then, instead of mourning over our rebelliousness of heart,

and want of faith, we throw all the blame upon other things,

or people, and persuade ourselves that if t/iis had only been
thai, or lltttt had only been llie other, we should have found

things just as we expected, and all would have been

well.^

I dare say, indeed I am sure, that there are many men
feeling and acting like William (Ireen ; thinking times are

very bad ; wages very low ; masters very liard in their

dealings. A young man starts early in life upon L'l per

week; lliis is very comfortable for himself, but he resolves

to marry, and then he tinds it impossible lo maintain a wife

upon it. What must it be when two or three children are

added to the little household ? The times; the wages ; the

masters, are blamed ; but where lies the real fault? Then,
again, people say—" But it is very hard that I can't marry,

and have a home of my own." It iiiai/ sccni hard ; but we
little know, when our way is hedged in, what misfortunes

are liedged out. A\'e only know the troubles we make for

ourselves—we do not see those from wdiich a gracious

Father protects us, because they arc, perhaps, warded ofl"

by circumstances that are very disagreeable or distressing to

us. A man thinks it veiij luird that he cannot marry the

woman he likes, so ho lakes her in spite of everything;

and then he thinks it very hard that he cannot support her,

and grumbles at the hardness of his employer for not raising

Ills wages. Debt, privation, most likely domestic unhappi-

ness, and worldly troubles, follow very fast; but what does

it all spring from? From an imprudent act. If we cannot

lawfully, prudently, or religiously undertake a step, depend

upon it, the angel of the Lord is standing in the way before us;

and if we force our way, as Balaam did, by headstrong and

passionate determination, we shall be crushed against the

wall as he was, and our plans and undertakings will as cer-

tainly break down and throw us to the ground.

I have enlarged on this subject, because I think it one of

some importance, particularly in this present day; and I

request those of my readers who may feel sympathy with

William lireen, in his wishes and expectations, to wait

quietly until I can lay before them the conclusion of the

wliole matter ; consideiing, in the meantime, whether tliey

have not, thoughtlessly, or passionately, taken some un-

advised step in life. yiM.are liable to err; but instead of

blundering on in the same dai-k road, if we waited upon

G(i<l, and soiii/ht help and direction from Him, we might

recover from much of our own evil doing, and, at all events,

be preserved for tlie future from the fatal mischiefs and

follies into which we have hitherto run.

PAB.TIAL BABALYSIS IN A HKN.

A Oop.KiNo hen, nearly two years of age, up to yesterday

has been in excellent health, is a regular layer, and has

of late snrpasseil herself as regards (he si:e of her eggs.

She has been well and regularly fed, hut by no means (as I

believe) overfed. Yesterday morning she was discovered by

the fowl keeper, lying upon the stage under the perch with

her neck twisted as if it had been wrung The feathers of

the neck were all turned in a manner to give the same
impression, and the head was twisted mund, so that the bird

looked along her own back at her tail. She could not stand,

and appeared to suffer mn(di. I naturally expected an

accident of some sort, if not intentional foul play on the

part of some pierson or beast; but subsequent observalion

lias removed the suspicion. Tlie hen was put info a basket

and taken into tlie kitchen ; castor oil was administered

copiously internally, and the neck (wljicb I could feel to be

unbroken) was lubricated with plenty of sweet oil. She
remahied xery ill all day, with much fever, and little or no

appetite. This morning she appeared better; the external

application of oil was repeated, and by mid-day she was

walking about, app.arently free from pain, but with her head

and neck still twisted to such an extent as to render it

extremely difficult for her to pick up food ; in fact, it was

turned about three parts round, instead of entirely round

upon her back. It appears to give her no pain if the head

bo held by the hand in its proper position (though it makes
her a little uneasy), but the moment the hand is withdrawn

it returns to its unnatural position. Jlore than once I i

believed that things were coming right of themselves, but
j

always at this juncture a strange kind of lit has come on.
j

The 'poor creatine stands still and begins turning her head
|
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round ami I'omul in the Jirectiou of the twist (i.e., from
right to Ipft), until she becomes giddy, staggers about, and
at lenj,'tli fulls over on lier hack, her head becoming rigidly

fixed in the position I have described ; and that as tlio bird

lies upon its back with its feet in the air, the point of its

bill is ou tlie ground. Her eyes at this crisis are fixed, and
she appears to suffer if not pain, certainly terror. After a

time tlie fit lea\es, and she walks about uneoneemed, except

for the inconvenience. Ajiateli:.

[The symptoms described are those of an affection of

the brain and nervous system. Most probably, one side of

the brain only is atfeoted, causing paralysis of the muscles
of the opposite side of the neck, when the contraction of

those muscles that remain unaffected produces the twisting

of the part.

These cases of diseases of the brain, whicli produce
apoplexy, paralysis, and fits, are, in severe attacks, but little

under our control ; they are not unfrequent in laying hens
which are highly fed.

Strong aperient medicines, which lessen the amount of

the circulating fluids, and the plainest food, and (jnietude,

are nil that ran be done.
Rubbing with oil is useless, as the disease is in the head,

not in the part apparently affected.

If one of my own fowls were so attacked, I sliould bleed

her immediately ; hut in unpractioed hands this remedy
might be as fatal as the disease. — W. R. TEOETuiEirR,
Totleiiham.]

FIELD CARnOT CULTURE.
The preparation of land for Carrots is a portion of farm

management rei|uiring the greatest care and nicely in its

execution. This cmp has recently come into prominent
notice, not only in consequence of its great value for feeding

purposes, but also on account of its successful cultivation

on many soils which, from the too frequent repetition of

Turnips, has failed to produce a crop.

The best soil for Carrots is a deep, rich sand, yet good
crops are often raised on very poor sands, and they may be
also successfully cultivated on all ih'y soils usually appro-

priated to the growth of Turnips, except thin chalk, and
shallow, gravelly land. Clay soils are not generally con-

sidered well adapted for the growth of this root, chiefly

because it is diftlcult to get them into tilth: yet I have
obtained, upon some of the clay portions of my land, very

good Carrots; for .altliough the roots grew more out of

ground, and were ill-shaped, they proved a heavy and
valuable prnduce.

Like all other root crops, the place in the rotation to wliich

it is assigned is a question of great importance, f have
obtained excellent crops, grown after Turaips fed otf by
sheep, too late for sowing Barley ; and when a few acres we
required to be drawn from the laud, this is a good ci.iurse fur

the ci'op; but the kindest and best course, is, first, Turnips
fed off, sown to Barley ; afterwhicli autumn tillage for Carrots

;

however, the only rotation by which CaiTols can ever be

extensively cultivated, without deranging the usual foiu--

oourse system, is to substit\ite the Carrot for the Tmniip
crop, viz., Wheat, Carrots, Barley or Oats, Clover.

I would further observe, that this crop may, if required, be
grown successively on the same land with greater advantage
than any other root crop.

The most advantageous state of the land for this root is

to obtam the finest possible tilth, extended to the greatest

depth practicable, and entirely free from the roots of grass

and weeds. The actual amount of tillage, i'C, required,

will, of coiu'se, depend, upon the state of the land, and the
preceding crop ; for instance, when the Carrot crop is intended
to follow that of the Tuniip fed off, the amount of tillage

required will be comparatively trifling; the land baring been
previously well tilled for Turnips, one ploughing and sub-
soiling will generally prove sufficient, with immediate
harrowing, rolling, itc, which will give a fine surface, and
retain sufficient moisture to cause the seed to vegetate.
But in both the other courses of crops alluded to, namely,

CaiTots after Barley or Wheat, autumn tillage is all-important

;

and the land being generally clean where the Barley crop
has succeeded the Turnips, I i-ecommeud, that as soon as

[

possible after harvest the land shoidd bo ploughed as deep
as the furrow can be tm'ued, tb.e subsoil plough following,

stu'ring the land to a good depth ; then harrowed and rollecl

I

until quite fine, and, if the season permit, ploughed and
subsoiled as before, crossways. In that state the laud should

I

remain during the winter, until the raoutli of March, when
it should be hai-rowed fine, and ploughed into ridges of such
size as the natiu'e of tlie soil may retiuire, but tiu' more level

j
the land lies the better. As soon as the weeds make their

appearance they should be destroyed by the use of the
scarifier and haiTOws ; the land should not be ploughed
again on any account, but the scai-ifler and haiTOws may be
employed instead, a day or two before the time appointed
for sowing.

"When the crop follows that of Wheat, it often happens
tliat the land is partially infested with couch grass and root

weeds, which should be destroyed by the scarifier, and bmut,
previously to the commencement of the course of tillage

before named.
In all soils congenial to the growth of Carrots, where a

liberal coiu'se of cultivation has been pursued for some years
previously, it may be said, that the Carrot does not requii'e

any manure, a large and heavy produce being almost certain

;

yet I have found it answer well to drill with the seed about
icwt. of superphosphate per acre, with a few ashes, for the
purpose of forwarding the young plant earlier to the hoe,
and in advance of the weeds. I cannot advise the use of
farm-yard manure for this crop ; however, in case of land
being out uf cultivation, or not well suited for its culture, I

would apjjly some artificial maniu'e ; I think the best for

this purpose is Peruvian Guano, applied broadcast, previous
to the last ploughing; as I have found when harrowed in on
the surface it encourages the growth of weeds, and causes
the Carrot plant to throw out an unusual numlier of small
surface-roots, which is opposed to its most profitable growth.
The seed should Vie quite new, and the quantity required

will be about seven pounds per acre, which should be hand-
rubbed, and entu-ely free from burr; it may then be drilled

with an ordinary Turnip drill, with the greatest regularity.

The best time for sowing I have foimd to be the last week
in April, or the first in May, at which time, in ordinary
seasons, the seed will vegetate immediately, which is essen-

tial in advancing the plant out of the way of the weeds;
whereas, in sowing earlier, as formerly, about the vJJth of

March, the weeds grow and gain the ascendancy over the
young plant to such an extent as to endanger the crop in

wet seasons, and at all times to greatly increase the cost of

hoeing; a fm'ther advantage of late sowing will be found in

the opportunity afforded for completing the tillage, and the
destruction of weeds.

Upon shallow soils, the land should be stitclied into

ridges two feet apart (diilling a single row on each ridge),

for the pui'pose of giving a greater depth of soil for the
plants to root in; and, in extreme cases, where land is

unusually subject to weeds, it will allow of the free use of

the horse-lioe. But upon all Carrot soils well tilled, the
best mode I have found, is to drill u|)oii the flat, at fourteen
or sixteen inches apart ; for, although the horse-hoe cannot
be used so readily at tliis distance (inasmuch, as weeds
should be hoed out eai-ly, and before the plant is large

enougli to bear the horse-hoe), yet the hand-hoe will be
more eft'ectual at the narrow distauce, because the plants

meet across the drills quickly, and permanently check the
weeds dm'ing the remainder of the season ; whereas, in the
wide distance, although the horse-hoe may be continually

employed, yet there will be sure to spring up a constant
succession of weeds, in consequence of the CaiTot greens
not being able to meet across the space until a late period

in the season. JosErn Bi.t'xdelt..

HOWDEX POULTRY SHOW.
Who has not lieard and read of Howden Fair, which

supplies Loudon with many of the best of carriage horses,

and the whole country witli horses of all descriptions? To
the fair succeeds an Agricultural Show, and a sliow of

Poultry has now been added. These exhibitions, for the
present year, were held on the ISth of April, and one more
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is added to the list of Shows for which Yorkshire was
already famous. About 140 pens of poultry were brought
loLjether, ami the observation at once occurred that there

wa, little auioiiy' them thai could be called even iut'erior.

The prizc-liat wiU show who were the successful com-
petitors ill the Viuious classes, and we have little to add to

the tale which it tells. Tliat little, however, will be in

praise both of the arrauyemmits and of the exhibition

itself, nhich bids fair to become an exceedingly good one, if

wo may judge from the specimens exhibited in some of the

classes, or from tlie interest apparently taken in the entire

show'.

The Spaiiiah were the best class in the exhibition, and w-e

very much doubt whether, as a class, a better one was ever

exhibited, even at Birmingham itself. The individual

specimens were excellent, the pens well matched, and the

birds, for the most part, shown in excellent condition.

The S/i«»7/nits also were good, and in each of the other
classes, witii one or two exceptions only, some tirst-rate

birds were exhibited.
The fineness of the day, as must necessarily be the cast

with all out-dour shows, contributed mucli to the gratifi-

cation which a very numerous company, especially of ladies,

esiierienced ; and we shall look to that at Uowden as a

very thriving Society. It is but justice to the Hon. Sec,
Mr. Carter, to state that the public ai'e greatly indebted to

liini for the arrangements niacle, and for the use also of the

show-field.

The following is the list of prizes awarded by the judges,

ilr. Travel's, of York, and Mr. Bond, of Leeds. We omit
the classes in which no jirize was awarded.

Class 1.—SPANISH (.Cock and two Hens).

First prize, J. H. Smith, Esq., Skeltori Grange, York. Second prize,
.1. Hartley, Esq., M.D., Howden.

First prize, J. H. Smith, Esq
George Jackson, Esq., York.

COCHIN-CHINA (Cock and two Hens).

Skelton Grange, Y'ork. Second prize,

Class 3.—DORKINGS (Cock and two Hens).

First prize, Mr. Blansbard, Bubwith. Second prize. Sir Clifford

Constable, Burton Constable.

Class 1.—MALAYS (Cock and two Hens).

First prize, l\rr. George Jackson, York. Second prize, Mrs, Pettinger,
Epaldington.

Class Ja.—GOLDEN PHEASANT (Cock and two Hens).

First prize, Mr, Kendall, Goole. Second prize, Mr. Mark Green,
Howdcn,

Class li.—POLAND. (Cock and two Hens'.

First prize, Mr. George Boothby, Louth. Second prize, Mr. Thomas
Saselbjc, Howdcn.

Class 7.—SILVER PHEASANT or CHITTYPKAT (Cock and t»o
Hens).

First pri7,e, flir. George Clark, Howden. Second prize. Mr. Charles
Smith, Caistor, Lincolnshire.

Class S.—ANY BREED OB CROSS (.Cock and two Hens),

li'irst prize, Mr. Charles Hutchinson, Howden. Second prize, Mr. F.
Ferguson, Walkington.

Class 9 —BANTAMS (Cock and two Hens).

First prize, Mr. C. Smith. Caistor, Lincolnshire. Second prize, Sir

Clifford Constable, Burtou Constable.

Class 10.—EXTRA PRIZES (Best Cock).

First prize, J. H. Smith, Esq., Skelton Grange, York.

Class 12.—DUCKS i Drake and two Ducks).

First prize, Mr. Blansbard, Bubwith,

Class 14.—GUINEA FOWL (The Pair'.

First prize, Mrs. J. Thompson, Spaldington.

Class IS.—RABBITS (For the best Pair).

First prize, Mr. J. Foster, Haigh, Selby. Second prize, Mr. (ieorge

Sherburn, Howden.

SPANGLED versus PHEASANTED.
That my remarks as to the true colour of a spangle

should, at the present lime of poultry-fancying, meet with

some opposition, I am not at all surprised ; for as the va-

rieties known as Pheasant, Moonies, itc, have lately been
huddled together by the pai'venu amateurs and dealer

clique, and having been thus amalgamated under a new
name for about five or six years, it is not to be wondered at

that when tlie true Spangle of the old aristocratic fanciers

asserts its claim, it should he scoffed at as a pretender that

no one knows or cares about. I take while to be the colour

of a spangle—certainly not black. Pr. .Tohnson, who is the

Enghshman's authority for the meaning of his words, gives

the following examples of the application of the word
spangle ;—

"As hoary frost with spangles doth attire

The mossy branches of an oak half dead."
Sfienser^s Farie Queen.

" Thus in a starry night fond children cry

For the rich spangles that adorn the sky."
Waller.

" That now the dew with spangles deck'd the ground,
A sweeter spot of earth was never found."

Dryden.

And I think, if an artist had to paint the spangles of frost,

stars, or dew, white would be the colour principally used,

though it might be edged with some of the prismatic colours.

As to wliether my "unique" opinion on this point, as

Dr. Horner calls it, has now become apocryphal or not, is of

little irapiortance ; but I do assm'e him it was once canon-

ical, and I stiU consider it as such. 1 shall, therefore,

adhere to the traditions of the Fathers in this until he can

find some more conclusive reasoning. That the uninitiated

frequently confuse the various markings of fancy poultry is

not to be wondered at ; but when a fancier understands all

the varieties the confusion ceases.

I like everything should have a right name, and be called

by it. The true old Spangled Polands, and the old feather-

footed Spangled Bantams, were adoi'ned with a multitude of

small white spots, -n-hich constituted the spangling whence
the name was derived; but as these got scarce, the term
became ambiguous, and was applied by the would-be ama-
teurs to various markings, of the real names of which they

might bo ignorant. Thus, doubtless, arose the confusion

complained of in the Kev. E. S. Dixon s work; but, as he
appears to know nothing of the true white spangle, is, con-

sequently, not an authority in this matter. He objects to

i the term Pheasanted, because simple people have raisunder-

, stood its moaning; and thinks it improper to use the name

i
of other Ijirds to illustrate tlie marking of fowls ; but even

ho makes use of the terms Pheasant Malay, Cuckoo-fowl,

and Lark-crested.

The term Spangled has but comparatively lately been

appUed to the Pheasant and Mooney markings ; and, if

each are not properly distinguished, we shall have, under
I tlie prismatic system, the anomaly of White Spangled

Golden fowls, and Black Spangled Golden, or Silver fowls,

and so forth, whether Polands, Dutch Everyday layers, or

I

Bantams; and, as the fancy advances, the shape of the

spots will also requii'e to be designated ; for instance, such

j
a list of names as Lozenge - shaped Black Spangled

' Golden Dutch Every-day Layers, which may be simply

' expressed by (iolden Pheasanted Dutch.

In answer to " W's " remark respecting the golden-

pheasanted feathers sent, I beg to say they were perfect,

and if he will take the trouble to obtain a few feathers from

the crop-pai't of a cock pheasants neck, and compare them,

he will, I think, at once be convinced of the resemblance.

What he jUudes to when he says the spots should be

rounder, is a variety of the pheasant's marking sometimes

known by the name of moony. The other remarks of his

I have answered by another paper, as he did not seem

exactly to understand my meaning, which is, simply, that

what ai'e now generally called " Spangled Polands " are not

really and truly such, but used to be Imown as Pheasanted

Hamburghs, a variety quite distinct from what are now

improperly, I think, called Hamburghs.
It is, also, worthy of remark, that though the recent poultry

shows are greatly improving some of our breeds of poultry,

still others seem' much to have degenerated from what they
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were some yearis bad;. I alUule to the Malays and Polanils;.

The Dorkings also, tliough they have greatly infrcased in

weiglit, and still maintain their character as table fowls,

have lost rasto as fancy fowls, by departing from their

original characteristics of white plumage and rose combs,

which some amateurs as " Cochin," even consider improper.

It is my belief that the single combs are attributable to the

crosses by wliich I heir size has been increased, as Spanish,

Malay, or tlio large Cnckrio fowl, and I have generally

noticed, tliat the rose-combed Dorkings are shorter, and

more compact, ihan those with single combs.—B. 1'. Brent,

Bcsscl's Grt'en, near iScvawnh-s.

[Here this controversy had better terminate. We do not

coincide, nor does any Poultry Society coincide with Mr.

Brent's definition of a Spangle. The generally recognised

detinition, in which wo entu-ely agree, is shown in the

following illustrated notes.

—

Ed. C. G.]

blend the spangling with the lacing; and though beautiful

specimens of both may he here attainable, the spangle is

not so uniform a character of the jilun^age as with the

Hamburghs.
liantams, too, are frequently spangled; but as in this class

lacing stands preeminent, birds with spangled plumage
stand lower on t)ie list, and are too often irregularly spotted.

THK Sl'ANLiLKD TKATHKl!

THE LACIXG OF FEATHERS.
As one of your readers, I beg to thank you for tlie por-

traiture of the Poland's Feather. I conclude that you give

the plate as a representation of the fcatlier sent to you, and
not as an examjile of what a perfectly laced feather mighl to

be. As a specimen, it is very faulty, on account of the great

width of the marking, or, rather, almost spangle, at its tip
;

indeed, if yon place the finger about two-thirds of an inch

from the end of the feather, you have represented a by no
means indifterent spangle. A good laced feather ought to

have tlie same width of border throughout. The Sebright

Bantam affords the most perfect example nf true lacing.

As you properly observe, *' the more regular the lacing is in

width," Ac, the better; the great irregulai'ity in the repre-

sentation of the feather given jilaces it in the common class

of laceil and spangled ; so at least I should certainly class it.

Tlie combination of lacing and spangling always produces
in the fowls a dai'k, confused, and indistinct appearance

;

and such leathers in no place look so well as on paper,

wliere the indistinctness is not visible.—H., Hull.

[It is quite true that the illustration we gave of a laced

feather is not quite perfect, for the lacing at the tip is rather

too broad. It is, however, a true portrait, and its lacing

quite equal to that usually found on the feathers of I'olands.

'The lacing is rarely of uniform width on any variety but the

Bantam.—En. C. G.J

Much learned ink has been shed upon what 0117/1/ to be

intended by the adjectise when we speak of " a spangled

feather." Some maintain that it should only intend a dark

feather, with a iihitc spot at the tip ; but such a narrow
restriction is not justified by the use of the word by some
of the best masters of our language. If such restriction

were correct, then Milton was wrong, when, in his " Paradise

Lost," he speaks of faces

" Spangled with eyes, more numerous than those of Argus."

Even if the legitimate use of the word were properly so

restricted to mean only a light -coloured figure, yet its

established emi>loyment, with a more extended signification,

I is quite sufficient to justify us in defining a spangled feather

to be one that is broadly tipped ivith a colour diti'eriug from

j

the ground colour of the featlier. Thus we have before us

ochre-colonreil feathers spangled with white, ocbre-colourod

! spangled witli black, black spangled with white, and white

I

spangled i\ith blac)< (as represented in our drawing).

Vie think that the spangle which approaches to a circular

form is the most correct, for when of the cresceiit or horse-

shoe shape it appears to be [i.tssing towards the laced

character. 'When the spangle is of the crescent form, the

plumage lias a gayer and lighter aspect (we are speaking of

the dark spangled); but when the spangle is circtilnr, or

oval, the plumage is richer to the eye. The ground colour

of the feather should lie unsplashed.

The fowls in which spangled varieties occur are. first,

the Golden and Silver-spangled Hamburgh, tlnni which few

more beautiful birds decorate our poultry exhibitions. The
marking is here seen to most advantage, i'or when we pass

j
on to the Polish family wo frequently find a tendency to

FROST-BITTEN FOWL.

A Spanish (cockerel, wlien first taken ill, presented

no symptom but tliscolouratiou of the comb and wattles,

and that uncomfortable appearance always observable in a

sickly fowl. We thought the cold (February) had aft'ected

him ; took him into the house, gave a little spirits and water

I which we have sometimes found very efficacious), and

afterwards a simple purgative. For a short time he seemed
better, and was allowed to rejoin liis companions, and we
hoped the change of weather would have restored him to

health, but within a few days he looked decidedly worse,

and to day (early in March) we have bronglit him again

into the house, to try the efl'ect of warmth and calomel,

thinking his complaint might be similar to tlic one described

in your last uumlier. I find his comb is much infiamed,

and bis wattles in a dreadful state, much swnllen, as if they

were bags hanging from his throat, and I think in a state

of mortification.

[This letter we have to apologise for having misliud.

As far as can be ascertained from the description, I should

imagine this to be a case of frost-bitten comb, which has

run on to mortification. There can be no great danger, &c.,

of the general health, as the appetite continues good. Should

this be the case, the parts aft'ected will, of necessity (being

dead), drop off, and the bird, in all probability, recover,

miiRis the ornamentnl appendages. Calomel, or any other

strong medicine, will do harm ; the strength should be sup

ported by a generous diet, and 1 would recoiumcnd a little

chopped r.rw meat to be given. Correspondents reiiuestiiig

advice cannot he too particular in their descrijition of the

symptoms; it is impossible to arrive at a satisfactory con-

clusion from a slnn-t account. In this case, a more certain

opinion could have been formed if the colour of the aft'ected

comb had been mentioned, and the nature of the diet, situa-

tion, anil degree of warmth or coldness of the roosting place

described.—W. B. 'Tkoetmeieu, Tnthiilmm.^
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IS THE ROUP CONTAGIOUS?

CoNTi;\nv to tlie usually rpceived oiiinion, I coiifidontly

reply—No. lioun is simply purulent iuHiimmation of ilio

mucous membrane; which linos the eyelids, nose, and throai,

of fowls; and its cause is cold, especially wlien comhined
with dampness or wet.

A nearly allied slate of disease, where the windpipe or

air-passages are espeeiiiUy implicated, may he induced hy
irritating eflluvia ; as 1 have witnessed the production of

such in three days, in Polands and Bantams, whicli were
kejit seduiled, at hreeding time, in a warm hut ill-ventilated

stable, where the amnioniacal odour, &c., was strong. So,

in like maimer, may the foul ami vitiated air of the poultry-

house, arising from want of cleanliness, and of ventilation,

exert a similar inlluence on fowls, inducing difficult respi-

ration, and some degree of heat and swelhng about the
throat and head, but not usually accompanied with the
purulent discharge ; such symptoms being manifestly the

local ell'ect of irritating clHuvia on the delicate membrane
of the windpipe, lioup, as already said, is purulent catarrh ;

its seat, the membrane lining the eyelids, nose, uioulli, and
throat ; its cause, cold and wet.

It is of the greatest importance to the lovers of poultry,

that this fact, of the non-contagious nature of roup, should
be tixed in their minds; it nuty preserve the life of many a

fowl. I think that in all the modern books on poultry tliat

I have read, the contagious nature of this disease is im-
plied, admitted, or enforced. Hence the most stringent

advice is ever given, " at once to remove the diseased fowl

from the rest, or the infection will be communicated to all."

The real danger of sucli a dogma and proceeding lie^ in its

very supposed safety ; as persons may i-emain satistied after

they had, as tliey conceived, by following such advice, pre-

vented its further spread. Whereas, coldness, dampness,
and the unclean state of the poultry-house, were the true

causes of the disease in the bird tirst ati'ected, and would, in

all likelihood, induce it iu the rest, unless guarded against

aud avoided. I repeat, then, that there is danger in the

notion that roup is contagious, and that its spread is pre-

vented by the removal of the sick fowl.

It is ditlicult to root out old prejudices or opinions. I

have heard, aud also have seen it affirmed in books, that the

roup soon spreads irom the iufecled fowl—that, one by one,

the rest will become infected. The simple fact is, however,
that the saHlc ant.-ic wtiich pi'oiliievd it in tlic first hirH, con-

tinues t/i imtifcc it iu others— it is not by contagion ; and
hence it will ever be found, as I have myself oftentime.-,

verified, that, when the diseased fowl is removed to a dry,

healthy, and wanned apartment, where other fosvls are

being kept i from various causes of illness, difficult moulting,

&c.), in artificial warmth, the tlisease is, in no ease, eonimn-

nicated to such. Uf course, if it were infectious, it would
spread amongst poultry in one locality as in another.

The treatment of roup, as usually given, is in tlie main
correct enough. Sundry directions are prescriljed for a dose
of this, and au ablufiou of that—things that do no harm ; it

just being suggested, as it were, at the end, to remove the
fowl to a sheltered situation (more to avoid the infection of

the rest, I believe, than for cure). In reality, the grand
remedy is concentrated in this removal; a dry, comfortable,

and not only warm, but an artificially-warmed apartment,
is the essentia/ and truly efficient treatment. Do tliis, and
little else would oft be reiiuired; omit it, and all else is un-
available, as treatment.

I I would still, however, make use of assistants, not only

for the fowl's comfort, but as being really seiwiceable : hence,
keeping the eyes, nostrils, ,V.c., clean by the frequent use of

! simple warm water and a sponge, an(l besmearing a litlle

j

hog's lard, or spermaceti oinlment, around the edges of the

eyelids, to prevent tlieir being sealed up by the hardening

]

discharge; the lowering of the catarrhal fever by an occa-

! sional aperient, especially of powdered jalap—say as mucli
us wouhl lie upou a shiUing, aud mixed witli a little butter

into a bolus. Attend, then, to these simple direclious

—

I
removal of the ati'ected fowl to a healthy, dry, and warm
apartment; ablution witli warm water, and the use of simple

• ointment to the eyehds ; an aperient of jalap now and tlien

j

fevery second or third night)
;
giving, also, soft nutritious

food; and in most, if not in every case, the fowl will shortly

recover.

Lastly, forget not the critical situation in which the other
ponliry are placed. Their house must be made warm, dry,

clean, and, in the day-time, well ventilated ; nor should tlif y
he allowed to go abroad in wet, cold weather, without suffi-

cient shelter to which tliey can resort.—H., Ilntl.

WHITE COMB IN SHANGHAES.
Ml). Tegetmeiee's advice for the cure of the disease

referred to at page 'Hi has been taken, by giving I'lummer's
pills, with evident advantage. I'revious U> the pills being
given the bird was reduced to a skeleton, and couUl not have
lived much longer; the feathers had become saturated with

the iieculiar greasy appearauce spoken of, and tlie smell
from it offensive. Although it is not yet recovered, it has
\eiy much improved, and put on a considerable amount
of flesh. I am not ipiite sure whether it should not have
a change of medicine. "Will ]\lr. Tegetnieier accept my
thanks for his advice, t should uot write now, but have
waited till the result had been more decided, but for ob-

serving the remarks in Tut: Cottahe Gaiidenek, page io'^.

Kespecting the brimstone and saltpetre, that seems a
ilangerous aud doubtful remedy ; it was tried on two full-

grown birds last year twice, and it turned tlieir combs and
gills nearly black for a day or two, and effected a pai tial

cure. The disease in question, I recollect, so affected the

gills of a cock that they seemed dried and shrivelled up as

if they were leather.

[It is exceedingly gratifying to hear that a suggestion

which I threw out on general principles merely, should have
proved so successful. I think, as regards change of medi-
cine in this case of White Comb, I should be inclined to

try the effect of some preparation of potash, say three

grains of chlorate of potash every day, made into a pill

with moist barley meal, watching the effect carefully, and, if

it appear desirable, conjoining it willi an occasional I'luni-

nier's pill.

Uichardson's Work on I'ouUi-y is remarkably deficient in

the chapter on diseases. Suliihiir and nitre, the same as

brimstone and saltpetre, ai'e recommended iu " the propor-
lious of one quarter each, mixed with fresh butter." It is

not stated whether a quarter of a grain, ounce, or pound, is

meant, and as nitre is a violent poison in any but very small

doses, I am not surjirised at tlie evil result described by

our correspondent.

—

SX. B. TEUE'rjiEiEU, Tottcntuau.']

'TUUNKIl'S ELOEIST," and "THE SCOTTISH
FLORIST."

These are two excellent monthly Magazines, and the

only objection that we have to either is, that the epithet

"Scottish" conveys an erroneous impression that its con-

tents are only fitted for tlie climate of Scotland. So far

from this being the case, its gardening essays ai'e equally

applicable to each division of the British Island's. As a

proof, it not yet being quite too late fia- Jsparai/us Dilantin//,

we will extract the f<dlo\ving from its fiages, communicated
by Jlr. Cuthill. of Camberwell :

—

" 'i'he tirst Asparagus that made its appearance this

winter in (jovent Garden was consigned to Mr. Lewis
Solomon early in November, and came from the south of

I'rance. The stalks were about from twelve to fourteen

inches long, a middle size in girth, but nearly all white, with

only about three inches of eatable matter at the tip.

" The market-gardeners round London are now producing
Asparagus much better than they used to do, since the

absurdity of only having three inches of eatable matter at

the tops has been so much exposed. They are also reducing

the enormous covering of eai'th, of fiom twelve to fifteen

inches, to six or eight inches; also by allowing the Aspa
ragus to rise about four inches above the earth, this will

give soiuelhiug like six inches of eatable matter. 'This

is just the plan of the private grower, and I believe that

-\sparagus grown by the gentleman's gardener is as hue
again iu flavour, as well as containing much more eatable
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matter. The enormous bulk of mould only tends to weaken
the plant, and is quite against the naturn uf it. A bundle of

ItXl heads of the so-culled best Aspiu'agus looks well tu the

ej'e, but when the cook yets hold of it, three-fourths of it

goes at once fur Jlr. Pig, then only do we tind the expense
of a dish. It is a very hard case, that although it is a native

of Britain, tlirouph the expensive way of growing it, trades-

men and the lower classes do not even know the taste of it,

no doubt owing much to the expensive ground it is grown in,

as well as from a misunderstanding of the physiological

construction of the plant. The mai-ket-gnrdener's plan of

growing is as follows ; but in the first place I would mention
that—
"There is btit one kind of Aspai'agus. A Mr. Grayson,

an extensive grower on the south bank of the Thames, in-

troduced what he called his ' Giant ' Asparagus ; but it

proved to be only the usual kind. He made it a ' Giant

'

by putting mould over a few of the very lai'gest heads he
could find on his extensive beds, which covered about thirty

acres. The heads were cut and shown in market as a new
sort. They were about eighteen inches or more in length,

and a himdred heads weighed iilb.; but, unfortunately,

like other Asparagus, only three or four inches were fit for

eating. There can be no doubt, however, that tlie present
plan of saving seed from the strongest plants has much
improved .i.3parag\i5.

" \i it is my intention to discountenance the production
of long white drum-stick Asparagus as much as I can, I beg
leave to advocate the following plan, by which in time every
row will form its own bed. 1 propose that each row be
planted three feet distant from the other, and that each
plant stand one foot apart in the row. This will give

ample room for cleaning the croji, and for drawing up earth

over the crowns, so as to form a ridge three or four inches

j
deep, to be lowered again for the purpose of enriching the

j
soil in the autumn and winter. By this method I consider
that Asparagus might be cut at least ten days earlier than it

I
is by tlie plan now practised of burying the roots deep in a

' bed of eartli, where sun and air cannot act upon them ; and
as for lla\om-, it has long been proved that although gentle
mens' gardeners do not grow Aspai'agus =0 large as the
market-gardener, of the two it is by far the finest in flavour,
with at least three times more eatable matter in each head,
though only two-thirds the length. 1 have had Asparagus
sent to me from Brussels, all blanched together a beautiful
creamy white

; but, when cooked, I could not discover the
taste of Asparagus in it. It was watery and insipid, a^
highly-blanched Asparagus must always be, having only the
watery flavour of the roots. I have proved this years ago,
by keeping it in frames shut up, and the glass covered over
with mats to exclude li^t.

" I imagine that I hWe said enough to explode the old-
fashioned and expensive plan of growing this much-
esteemed British vegetable. Some imagine that unless the
roots are covered during winter, the frost will kill them ; if

roots are moved during winter, the wet will rut the injui-ed
fibres, and uo gai'dener who understands anything of veget
able physiology would think of lifting the roots for planting
until February or March, unless for forcing, and the latter

^

are put into heat at once; but Aspai'agus is perfectly hai'dy.
The plan of putting lai'ge quantities of manure on it during
winter, is nevertheless good; for the winter rains wash the
sti'ength of the uiaum-e down amongst the roots. I should
give the ground a good salting annually in February, and
when cutting is discontinued in June, I would soak with
manure water, or town sewage water better still, or even
spread on dry ai-tificial manm-e, for the heavy rains will soon
wash the strength of it among the roots, and just at the
time when the latter are making fresli crowns for next
year's crop. This is no doubt the proper time to manure
Aspai-agus. If the above method of cultivation is adopted,
I doubt not that its benefits will soon be discovered not only
in the shape of improved ' grass ;

' but also by the consumer.
1 believe that it is impossible for the grower to alter his
mode of culture without the assistance of the consumer,
and I am >m-e that by the plan I liave just been advocating,
the drain on tlie roots will not be half so much as it is now,
o\viug to the fact of the latter having to form such a
quantity of underground sticks, ultimately to be thrown away.
AVherever it is practicable, Asparagus ground should slope

to the south or south east, and the rows should always run
south and north. Where the land is light, ploughs might
be used in throwing up the ridge on each side of the row,
and then it cuuld be forked over. The chief labour and
expense will be in cutting and sending it to maiket, which
will form employment lor the people in the neighbomhood.
In order to prove what the exclusion of ah' has to do with
not only the flavoiu', but the hard or woody texture of the
stem I under protracted gi-uwthi, I had several heads of
Asparagus just out of the ground covered over with long
Cucumber-glasses, and all an- excluded. When tlie stems
reached the top they w ere cut and boiled ; but they were so
haid that not even the top could Ije used, proving at once
that without plenty of aii-, the stem gets tough and
useless."

As a specimen of the useful information derivable from
" Turner's Florist, " we will extract the following notes on
yeii! Hoses, from the pen of ilr. C. G. Wilkinson, AYestern
Kose Nm-sery, Ealing:

—

" 'The new Bourbon Roses are comparatively few ; some
of them are, however, lu-st-rate additions to that family.
A[ipuliuc is one of the prettiest, clear pink, a seedling from
Pierre tic SI Cijr, on which it is a most decided improvement,
being more compact, better foiTued, one of the freest late
bloomers, and of robust habit; and as a bouquet tlower it

has the approbation of tlie most ilisliiKjiie mardmnd in

London, Aiinirn ilu Guide is viokt-tinteil crimson, and a
dark tlower. DiicUcssc tie Thnriutfc is, for a small cupped
Eose, a perfect model; its colour is light flesh, its habit
dwarf, and it is quite a gem in the autumn. Fiirie is a very
free-bloomiug bright crimson ; but hardly distinct enough
from some of a similar colour in this family. Luuisr Oilier

is a finely-formed strong-growing \aiiety. a bright rose-

colour, and an excellent addition to tlie pillar varieties. In
Meiioiix we have one of the most biilliant recent additions;
it is truly described as " glowing cEirmine," of dwmi' habit,

I and strikingly beautiful. Prince Alberl (Paid) is a decided
; improvement in habit and increased size on Cumice de Seine
el Marne : in colour they are veiy simihu', the Prince being
somewhat more brilliant. .S'c/^jioh is a crimson-tinted scarlet,

very vivid pleasing colour. I'orttce is, however, in my esti-

mation, the gem of the dark novelties of this section ; it is

i of the most beautiful shape, of large size, and a rich deep
velvety crimson, and may be described as a iierfect flower

;

it has also a depth and substance of petal that induces me
to lielieve that it will prove the lirst fine dark cupped show-
Howcr ( as a single ) that has yet been introduced among the

perpetuals.
' The most recent additions to the Noi.settes are, Curuline

Miirnisse, a counterpart of FiUcili Perjieliie, now really a

perpetual; Xareisse, a deUcate pale yellow, not lai'ge, but

beautifully formed ; and Oclavic, a novel bright red, of

medium size, and au acquisition to this group.
" To the Chinas no very desirable additions have been

made lately that I am aware of ; but to the Tea-scented we
have a few which may be said to be valuable. Miidnmr
ll'illermor: is a lai'ge fine viuiety, very distinct and beautiful,

being white with a nankeen or pale buff centre ; its form is

of a deep cup, the petals stout, and for one of this family it

appears quite hai'dy. Souvenir d'uu Ami is oue of the

lai'gest, mucli of the same shape, size, and quality ; its

colour is a clear pale flesh, and may be termed of robust
habit. Mudume dc Smnhnuil is a tine large blusli with a

yellowish tint, of the right form ; but of its constitution I
will not tliis season venture au opinion.

" Having brought the list of perpetuals to a close, I pro-

ceed with such of the more recently inti'oduced summer
varieties as may yet be considered desirable to cultivate,

although the perpetuals are fast superseding them.

"A cmious addition has been made to the Provence
section in Kareisse de Suhundy | \an Houtte i. bemg a bright

crimson with a white maigin; it is not very double, nor can

its pecuhai' marking be always reUed on, but as a picturesque

Eose in a group it is unique ; the new striped Provence,

white with pink stripes, has, however, the chaiacter of con-

stancy, which makes it very desii'able.

" 'To that chaimiug tribe the Mosses, we have recently

added Suits de Touny, a rich velvety deep crimson, not very

lai'ge or double, but the colour makes it attiactive ; and
Jenny Lind, cnmion, the buds of which are so thoroughly

j
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mossed as to obtain I'ui it the flatteiing title of the Queen of

the Mosses.
"Added to the Hybrid Bourbons we have a tine llower in

Paul Jlicuiit, vivid crimson, of good shape ; cue of the best

adapted for exhibiting singly.
" In Hybrid Chinas the most recent introductions are the

foui' Frencli Generals, Allard, Chniiijarnier, Lamoriviire, and
Jucqiioiiiitut : the first is reddish rose-colour, of good shape,
and a good pillar Koso ; the second, a line, large, deep
crimson; the third, a bright pink, well formed; and the
last, a dark red, and a model in shape ; tho first and third

frequently giving autumnal blooms, pai'ticularly if some of
tl>e longest shoots are reduced to half theii- length diuJng
the summer."

SHAXGH.iES .\S A COTTAGE FOWL.
No sooner said than done. I told you that I must have

a pail' of fowls, and that I thought they should be " Cochin-
Chinas." I have now to inform you that I have got a pair,

and beautiful looking chaps they are. They are but small
yet, but I must try if I cannot make them larger.* I was
informed that their father weighed 141b., and then- mother
l<1lb., and that tlieir owner had them from a friend that
imported them; whether this is true, I know not, but this I

know, that I am very well satisfied witli them, and with what
I saw of tho stock they came from.

I promised to tell you how I got them, and you shall now
have it as fast as I can pen it down (and I hope it will

encourage you never to be daunted, though the matter be
ever so deep"!. I wrote to a gentleman, whom I beheved
Imd the best stock of Cochin-Chinas ia England, telling

Iiim that I was a poor man, and yet had a great desire to be
in possession of a pair of these fine bu'ds, and lioped he
would be so kind as to let me have a pair of late hatched
chickens as reasonable as he could; and he Idndly wrote me
an answer hack to say that he had a few late hatched ones,
but that he did not generally sell them under i'-') per pair,

but, as I styled myself a poor man, he would let me have a
pair for i£4. Now, you will know by my other letter that I
thought one guinea a large price for a pair, so from that
you will guess how I was taken by surprise.

^^ hen 1 received his letter my wife laughed at mc, and
told me she should think that would cm-e me of thinking

;

about Cochiu-Chinas, pai-ticulai-ly as my landlord would be !

coming to see me in a short time ; but I was not to be
daunted at this. "When you see me daunted you will see
the AVrekin fall. I straightway WTote to another gentleman,
telling him the same tale, and he kindly sent me word that
he woiild let me have a pair for one guinea, but he should
pick them from his second class bnds. Now this is what I

call honesty ; and should I ever want to deal with a gentle-
man again, to save breeding in-and-in, this is the man that I

shaU apply to. I do know a httle of this gentleman's birds,

for the five that I mentioned in my last letter were bred
from his stock ; but between the time that I wrote to tliis

gentleman and received his answer, 1 heard of a few' to be
parted with not far from home, and as the gentleman knew
me to be a jjoor man, he kindly let me have a pair for less
than one guinea, and now all that remained for mc to know
was whether they were well bred— so, of course I must go
and see them, and take my judgment along with me; and
here you shall have a look at it, as I got it from The Cot-
tage G-\KDENER, and I hope you will teU me how far I am
off being right.

Moderate length of legs, rather too short than long

;

the legs to be yellow, or yellowish, well covered to the
toes with feathers ; head rather small, and narrow ; comb
single, and rather small; tail vei-y short, particularly in
the lieu ; wings small, the extremities of which should
be almost hidden before under the breast feathers, and
behind by the saddle feathers; body deep from hack to
breast, wide on the rump, and very broad behind, whicli
part, as weU the thighs, ought to be covered with abun-
dance of soft, downy leathers, and although a good hor^e is

never of a bad colour, still I iiuisl have them biitfs, as I
believe they carry the sway, and 1 should rather have a few

* This wa.s written last aututuQ.

—

Ed. C. G.

dark-pencilled featbevs on the neck than not, as 1 beUeve that
adds to their beauty.

Now, with all this in my head, off I went to pick out my
first pair of poultry, with quite as much caution, and rather
more, than when I went to pick out my wife ; and now with
this judgment, and the chickens before my eyes, I don't
think that any man in England would have sent mc a pair
that would have given me more satisfaction. 1 ha\e also
met with a friend that has promised to give me a sitting of
Spanish eggs as soon as I have got a hen that will sit upon
them. So you see what may be done by pressing forward,
and the main object that I have in view, is to encourage
poor people to press forward. No man knows what he can
do tiU he tries, as I have shown in the sketch of the early
part of my life. But I must wish you good by for the
present ; but if I am alive and weU, you shall soon hear
from me again ; and if 1 am only ahle to awaken one poor
cottager out of his sleep, and set him agoing, it will give
me great pleasm'e indeed.—A Poor Man's Well-wishee.

(To be contimiecl.)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
PoLVA.NTuus iG. J. G.).—Tlie pips you have sent are all good, but

especially 5 and 6.

Ants {C. H. irmrffe).—These do no harm to plants, but, on the con-
trary, are enemies of the plant-lice.

Leg Spasms i.\ Shanghaes fP. H'.:.—Keep the chickens cool, dry,
and not on stimulating food. Treat them as recommended to "G. F. D. "
at page 13,

'

Golden Polisu Pullet (Chnrtotte Elizaicl/i;.—There were some
good ones sold by auction the other day. Poultry sales are good places
to pick one up at ; or from some of the parties who advertise in our
columns.

Vine Pruning (A. B.).—" Roberts, on the Culture of the Vine," will
suit you.

Rustic Gates and Seats.—We shall be obliged by any reader
sending us a drawing of any of these which they know and admire.

Management of Silkworms.—J. H, A. wishes to know of some
good work on this subject. We have six in Italian, and wish that some
of our readers would undertake to translate one of them, for insertion in
our columns.

Golden Poland Fowls Eggs (IF. IF. Sims!.—We cannot tell where
you can get any.

Weight op Dorkings {Mari;aret]— It is only by careful selection
of stock, and breeding from the heaviest birds gleaned from different
strains, that you can attain to such weights as cocks of 10 lbs. and hens
of 8 lbs. These ttre attainable weights, for in January hist, Captain
Hornby had Dorkings half-a-pound beyond those weights. Between ;

and 8 lbs. for the cock, and 6 lbs. for the hen, are fair average weights
of birds that come into the market.

Roses ^G. 5. W.).—There are certain other Roses quite as good in
their way as Ne Phcs Ultra, which show the green centres nine times out
of ten, and nothing will ever cause them to be otherwise in our climate.
All those who pretend to cure such things are just so many quacks.
Burn or throw away at once, and for ever, all Roses that do not" suit your
soil, for there are many hundreds to choose from that will suit it. "There
IS not a single " htiidii and pri^tty creeper,^* for covering the handle of a
basket, " that would not grow too bushy," We, ourselves, would give a
good price for such a creeper, to get rid of the half-hardy Maurand>ius,
Lophospennutns, and all such. None of the Ctemutises, or Hunei/sucktes,
or Roses, or climbers, or creepers, or twiners, that are tjuite hai-dy, come
up to our ideas for a basket-handle. In fact, like yourself, we suspect
we are too particular.

Pyracantha Seeds (Zoe).- Gather the haws now, and put them in
sand, in a bo.\ or jar, and bury them in the garden, and next October
take them out, and sow them in a bed, in a well-sheltered place, and
the seedlings will come up this time next year.

Verbenas (/4W).—Unfortunately, there are no five distinct colours to
be bad among all the Verbenas, after you have Befianve, aud White
Perfection; loi a purple, Emma, is still the best ; Benuly Supreme is as
good a pivk or rose as any ; Imperatrice Josephiue ior tjlush ; Emperor
of China for crimson ; Valentine dc Saveuse is a lUfic-f/lue

; Heioiae is a
bluish-purple; Psyche, a rosy-purple; Bry, a line white; and SI.
Margaret is a crimson, with a lighter centre. These are all very good
established kinds.

Horticultural and Pomqlogical -Association (/4iif,. — You
cannot get anything from this Association without being a member.
They are not a trading body, but their charges go to pay their own inci-
dental ex|)enses— that is all. They will collect from the din'erent seeds-
men and nurserymen what you require, and scud them in one parcel to
you. They are agents, but nothing more.

Plants palsely Named (S. V.).— If vou have copied the names
correctly, all of them belong to a new " Natiiial Order," called nonentity,
and to a section of that order called rascality. You deserve to be duped
to the very bottom of your purse, if you allow " any nurseryman" to
send in plants without you ordered them. There arc no such names as
those you have sent.

IpoM.EA HoRSFALLi.i (lUdj—It must not "be cut in freely" at
any time. It will not bear to be even cut to the ripened wood nine
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times out of ten. Where the shoots arc soft, plump, and purple, ami
each with a prominent bud, is the place to jMune to.

Taxider.iiv.—Mr. F. Grunt obliges us with the following :
—"Why

does your correspondeut 'T. I\I- AV.' not buy the small edition of ' Water-
ton's Wanderings' by Charles Watcrton, Esq., of Walton Hall? In it

Ulr. Watcrton vamong the first, if not the first of bird-stuffersj explains
every particular of nis system. AA'hen alad of the Durham University,
I took some lessons of H. Proctor in bird-stuffing. He is the Curator of

the University Museum, and a first-rate hand. He lent me a small book,
which I have forgotten all about, except that it was called ' The
Taxidermist,' but a line addressed I\Ir. H. Proctor, University Museum,
I>urham, would meet with immediate attention. Excuse me for saying
that your late articles upon the subject were sad mistakes, if they were
not intended as jnere curiosities." (We were quite aware of Dr. La-
tham's practice in Taxidermy being behind modern practice, and only
published the MS. as a relique of so distinguished a naturalist.—^En,
C. G.) Messrs. Jessop, of Cheltenham, recommend "Taxidermy" by
Mrs. Lee, published by Messrs. Longman in 1843.

MusHKoOMs (J. J.).—Your failure may arise from two or three causes'
any one of which is sufficient to account for it. In the first place, if your
dung had lain out during the soddening rains of last autumn, it would be
almost hopeless to look for Mushrooms ; secondly, if the bed was put
together without the dung being so far tempered in its heating properties
as to ensure its internal warmth not to have exceeded 80-'

; and thirdly,

an evil sometimes arises out of one directly contrary to the first, (. e. by
the bed being too dry, but this is of rare occurrence, nevertheless, we
reconmiend you to consider if one or other of these evils has not caused
your failure ; should it be the last, we have known a good sound watering,
with the addition of some more spawn, jiroduce a fair crop ; and in the
second instance, where the spawn has been destroyed I)y undue heat, we
have known a similar result by applying more spawn when the heat has
subsided, but this is seldom good, fur the over-heating of the duug unfits
it for producing a crop ; and we know of no remedy for the first of these
evils, unless it be that watchful care which prevents, rather than cures,

such a state of things ; but you need not despair. Many eminent
gardeners are deceived in their Mushroom beds, which are, perhaps, more
capricious than anything else they have to cultivate.

JiAiiREN Apricot Blooms [IV. iV.).—The Apricot flower was so shri-
velled that we could judge nothing certain from its appearance. The
incipient germ i?, in all probability, defective. This is nut a vtri/ un-
common case in some fruits ; but the cause is not well ascertained.
Whenever we have a case of the kind—and we have had several during
the last thirty years—«e invariably replant or destroy, according to the
age and value of the kind. AVc have thus reclaimed Pears and Cherries,
but have not always been successful. This practice is based on the
assumption of injuries or checks received through a bad or wet subsoil.
Indeed, it is probable that any severe check, at the period the blossom
for the future year is in active organisation, may have a tendencv to pro-
duce imperfection in the organs. That period will be .luly or August

;

and extreme drouoiht, or stagnated wet, may alike produce the same
result. Whether the roots rot or are dried up, "the supplies are cut off.''

Vinery TO commence forcing in December (i?.S.^.).—For the roof
we should use an angle of 45^, or half a right angle. We know of no better
glass for your purpose than good "sheet." As to heating, we are not
aware of anything superior to hot water. A house of this kind, about
ten or twelve feet wide, and as many high, would be tolerably well licated
byafive-inch flow and return-pipe placed about a foot from the front, espe-
cially if night covers couhl be used. We would rather not have the
Pines in an early vinery ; these things are both better and more econo-
mically done in separate places. An early vinery, properly managed,
must be profitable.

Peach-hodse (A. il/.).—From the period of setting, to the com-
mencement of the "stoning" period, we should let the thermometer
range from 5o° ,no sun) to TO'' (with sun and airj by day, and through
the night from 45° to 35°. During the stoning process, we would allow
some 10° more by day. but only a degree or two more by night. Whether
guano or manure-water willbe beneficial at that or any other time
depends on two considerations— whether the trees are short of energy

;

or whether they will bear root muisture.

A FEW BEST GREENnousE PLANTS (E.G.).—Lists are of little usc,
unless the object and the means available are known. Greenhouse
6?«Ae.9—AcrophyUum verticillatum, Boronia serrulata, Aphelexis macran-
tha.Chorozema Henchmanni,C. varia, Croweasaligna, Pimeleaspectabilis,
V. Hendersonii, Kriostemon scabrum, and E. intermedium. Aza/eus—
Optima, Latcritia, Gledstanesii, Variegata, Ignescens, and Perryana.
Ericas—Cerinthoides, ampuUacea, Cavendishii, depressa, Ewerana, and
Massonii. Epacrises—grandiflora, miniata, impressa, hyacinthitlora,
hyacinthifiora alba, and campanulata. Gtoxinius— Cartonii, grandis,
maxima alba, Passinghami, Handlyana, and maxima rubra. AchimtJics—
picta, longiflora major, and alba, Tugwelliana, patens, venusta grandi-
flora, and peduuculata.

Trop<eoluji Leaves dropping and turning Yellow (T. B.).—
This you have grown in pt-at. Are you sure that it has been watered
enough? or that you have not grown it too freely in the daik days of

winter ?—that will cause it to fade now when flowers nught to be ex-
pected, because there was not enough of light to consolidate the stems.
We prefer some loam and cowdung with peat, instead of having it all

alone ; the plants are apt to grow weak and fast, and the above result is

sometimes the conset|uencc It is only just to say, that sometimes they
will go oft" most unaccountably, baffling the gardener as effectually as
some patients do a medical man.

Cyclamen and Hepaticas vCywro).—These do not bloom, but leaf
finely. All right for next year. Give them plenty of light to mature the
buds ; defend them from frost and wet in winter, but do not let them
get dry, and next spring you will have a fine show, all the better for tlie

fine foliage now. See previous articles. Violets were lately alluded to;
they will come in the way for a short sketch in a neck or two. You
should mention what kind; but you will see all about it in a few days.

Half-hardy Grkenhouse Climbers {Ibid). — t'obea scandens,
Dolichos lignosus, Eccremocarpus scaber, Lophospermum erubescens,

Bcaudens, Hendersonii, and 3i)ectaljilis ; Maurandya Barclayana, Hender-
sonii, and alba

; and last, but far from least, Tropccolum pcntaphyllum.
These will all cover a large space during summer.

Chambers's Journal (G. J.).—Thanks ; wc will refer to the article*

Tanks fob Sewerage ,Brei:is}.—Those described in our first

volume, page 7, answer quite well. Others, on a similar plan, are about
to be erected.

Wax Moth (H. F.).—If you refer to page 193 of our third volume
you will find a drawing and description of this moth and its larva [Tinea
mellonelln). If you have not the volume, order the number (No. fi").

Rennet (Ibid).—We never heard of " liquid rennet." The best mode
of preserving the stomach of the calf is to dry salt it thoroughly. The
fresh flowers of the ronimon Lndif^s Bed-Straw are a vegetable rennet,
and a much more elegant one than that afforded by the calf. If the
flowers were dried and well preserved would they retain their curdling
power? It is worth the trial.

Vinegar Plant (?I. S.).—Write on the subject to Mrs. Somers
Smith, Rectory, Little Bentley, near Colchester.

Hybrid Fowl.—Sahua says:—"One of my neighbours, Robert
Raw, gamekeeper to Viscount Dowue, of Daoby Lodge, Yorkshire, has at

present a very fine bird between a cock Pheasant and a Dorking hen. The
hybrid (a male) takes after the hen in colour, and after the Pheasant in

shape, though much larger. He was shown last year at the Castleton
and Danby Poultry Show, and, of course, attracted much attention. He
continues very wild, and appears as though he will never be made tame.
The colour is brown, and white-spangled."

List of Snows (Benrded Poland).—W^e will give them occasionally.
Remember our space has to meet many rural tastes.

Names of Plants (W. T. B.).— ]. Sparu.ris pendula. 2. Sparaxis.
3. S. slellarifi. [E. F. H.).—Luzula campestris. Field Wood Rush, or
Small hairy W'ood Grass.

Fowls too Crowded (J. //.}.—"I have eleven hens and one cock,
of the common sort, occupying a yard 12 ft. long, and g ft. wide, to
which is attached a roosting-house, about 7 ft. long, 8 ft. high, and
2J ft. wide, facing the east. For some months some of them have been
the most deplorable-looking objects I ever saw ; having lost nearly all

their feathers. Upon watching them closely, I have, on several occa-
sions, seen them pick the feathers out of each other, and eat them.
They lost their tails in the moult, and have not owned any uince. No
sooner did a feather appear in one of their tails, than it was picked at
by the others, until the protuberance from which the tail grows

I was completely covered with blood. I feed my fowl* morning and

I

night with barley and oats mixed, and in the middle of the day with
I middlings and potatoes, mashed together, with green food occasionally."

I

[A fowl, when allowed its liberty, obtains a large supply of food from
' grubs, worms, and insects ; now your birds have no such opportunity
of gratifying their taste for animal food; and, hence, probably, one
cause of the morbid appetite you speak of. We would advise your giving
a quarter-of-a-pound uf cooked meat daily, among the twelre, and also
giving them a portion of wheat. The mca: to be gradually diminished

I on recovery ; but fowls, we should add, can not be kept in health when
, thus closely confined, without animal food of some kind; greatly as we
I

object to the indiscriminate use thit is too often made of it. Your yard,
also, is, doubtless, tainted with its too numerous inhabitants ; for a cock
with two or three hens would be the most that ought to be kept within
such narrow limits ; and even then, the closest attention would be always
necessary. We can hold out, however, but little hope of your birds
recovery in their present locality, and their best chance would be imme-
diate removal to a good country run.—W.]
FivK-TOED SiiANGHAES [VernA-).—If you refer to "The Poultry

Book," p. 1, y.iu will see sufficient reasons for the opinion, that the
Shanghae and Cochin-China Fowls are one and the same. None having
i\ve toes ought to be bred from; because, if even a mere accidental spurt,
it might be inherited hy their chickens. But, the probability is, that
the birds having five toes have Dorkins blood in their veins. We know
a strain in Hampshire that is Dorkingized.

Tails of Suanghaes Rusticus, A. B.).—When it is said in
" The Poultry Book," that there should be no feathers in the Shanghae's
tail more curved than the scimitar, and, "like the weapon itself, with a
radius not exceeding one-fourth of a circle," you are quite right in
pointing out that the definition is not matheuiatically accurate. We
are not surprised that you, "as a Cambridge "Wrangler," object to its

faultiness ; and we are quite sure that the authors will adopt, in any
!

future edition, your definition, as follows; ''The Scimetar feather has
a curvature so small, that if laid upon the circumference of a circle

corresponding to it, the feather would just cover one-fourth part of that
circumference." W'e do not know where you can get White Shanghae
eggs, except of the parties who have advertised in our columns.

I
Grease stains on Marble (.1 Ludi/ Subscriber ].—These, arising

I

from putty, or any other source, may be removed by rubbing them for

[
some time, by means of a flannel, with a paste of equal parts of quick-
lime and pearlash. Yeast, whether fresh or putrid, is a guod manure.

Kidd's Jovknal of Nature.—In the advertisement of this Journal,
in our paper last week, the concluding paragraph in the (juotation frora

,
the Liverpool ]\lercuri/ should have been as follows:—"This Work

,
boasts a gratuitous correspondence, peculiarly rich in useful information,

I intruiivable elsewhere ; highly suggestive of sources of innocent and
I grateful excitement, and adorned with all the charms which originality

I

of conception and a natural style of expression can bestow uj'on it."

—

Abridgedfrom the Liverpool Mercury^ March 8, 1833.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somerville Orr, of Church Hill. 'Walthamstow, in the County of

Passes, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of Christ

Church, City of Loudon.—May 5th, 1853.
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I Now, supposing a stranger, after tasting our nice,

crisp Celery for tlie first time, and tiien being talsen out

to see its well banked-up state in the garden, would lio

not bo inclined to form and carry into practice the

opinion, that this banking-iip was indispensable in its

cultivation, without ever imagining that growbuj the

Celeiy, and then prepariiKj it to be fit to eat, were two

processes altogether diflerent? This is just the simple

cause wliy so many people are yearly disappointed with

their Celery,-—find all their early plants, after all their

trouble, only fit for soups, and must be content to wait

until the end of autumn before they get nice, crisp,

unbolted heads for salad, and for cheese. In fact, they

wait, we do not say patiently, until the lessening in-

Huencc of heat and light, and the decrease of evaporation

from the foliage, as a consequence, prevent the stimuli

being applied to the plants, which, in summer and

autumu, would have led them at once to throw up their

])iping flower-stalks; alike the result of the resolution,

that even then they would continue their race, and the

cflbrt to be revenged for tlio unnatural bankiug-up to

which they had been subjected.

Hence it is that we safely bank-up as the cold days

and nights come, so far as making the plants show

their flower-stalks is concerned, and protect them from

frost, and seciu'e blanching by the same operation.

But, can such a system be successfully followed in

Tuly, August, and September? We say generally—No.

And having grown very early Celery in our time, and
moderately early now, with scarcely such a thing as one

run-head in our early rows, we do attach more im-

portance, as respects an early supply, to the simple

difference between growing and preparing, than to any
times or modes of sowing or planting, having sovvu in

December, January, February, and beginning of March,

with a similar result ; only that the first sowing involved

very much more labour, sjiace, and attention, to prevent

unnecessary cheeks before planting-out time came.
We wish those amateurs, who are the least sceptical,

to examine for themselves a nice young plant of the

rough-looking, harsh-tasting, if not poisonous, Smallage,

the progenitor of all our best garden Celeries, as it

grows, if not in the bottom, by the side of a marshy
ditch, with its roots as moist as may be, and within
easy distance of the sea breeze. Tlie first thing he
notices, is that this Smallage imbibes water pretty freely,

and taking this important natural hint, he resolves that

the offspring. Celery, shall not want for the water-pot,

and have a small handful of salt in it too, now and then,

just to prevent its being home-sick. And in this he is

perfectly right, for Celery, during the whole growing
season, is never injured by wet, if it does not stagnate
about the roots, and if the water is slightly saline, now
and then, it will be in its favour.

But now, however much ho may admire his jdants to

look at, he knows they are uneatable, and, therefore, he
wishes, by blanching and excluding ligiit, to change the
flavour, so that it will be wholesome and sweet as a nut.
lie has ncliioved a similar result by covering up Sea-
kale, but ho cannot adopt a similar process with Celery,

because that has not such reservoir roots as Sea-kale;

Celery not being, like the Kale, a perennial ; and the

groat thing is to blanch and use the young leafstalks

before the flower-shoot appears. If we covered the

whole plant from light we should get insipidity, if not

decay, instead of sweetness. The great thing, therefore,

is, especially for early work, to keep the growing and

blanching process going on simultaneously. We, there-

fore, expand the top of the plant to air and light; we

keep the lower part of the plant rather dry, if possible,

and shut it out from light, it matters not how, by tying

it up as a Lettuce, causing it to grow through a pipe,

wrapping it round with a cloth, or with straw-bands, or,

as is generally done, surrounding it with a mound of

earth. Any one of these plans will do, provided we

take the teaching of nature, and never let the roots

become dry, so long as there is a strong sun to evaporate

moisture.

Now let us visit the wild plant on the side of the

ditch again. You know it is a biennial ; you know

that extra stimulus and extra checks are used every

day to give biennials the character of annuals; you

know that water is so dear to the Celery that the want

of it would be a great cheek ; and, notwithstanding all

this, when you set about blanching this wild plant, the

first thing you do is to open a great trench to dry up

the natural ditch, during the scorching of an August or

September sun

!

Now, absurd though it may seem, this is the exact

counterpart of acting out the advice—" Keep putting a

little earth to the Celery, a few inches at a time," so

far as good Celery is to be had in August, and the be-

ginning of September, and the finer and stronger the

plants, the greater the danger. We will notice how it

acts. We will suppose that you water the Celery before

you begin to earth up ; so far, well ; by degi-ees, the

mound rises from twelve to eighteen inches in height,

several showers have fallen in the meantime, but not a

drop of that can find its way to the roots, though the

fine foliage has been refreshed ; but a fortnight of warm,

unclouded weather comes,—think what a quantity of

moisture those huge leaves have thrown off in that time

by evaporation. Whence came it ? Try a row for

table use. Much of it bolted again? Examine the

roots. 01), they are so dry ! Just so ; the evaporation,

the dryness, and the bolting, are cause and consequence,

provided no great checks had previously been given.

As many will now be pricking out and sowing their

Celery, we prefer giving these ideas now, that our

friends may have time to con them over. We believe

them to be true in theory ; we know them to be bene-

ficial in practice. Many amateurs, who have received

the hint, completely take the laurels from us with early

Celery. With this slight matter unnoticed, the culture

of Celery has been treated in a first-rate manner in these

pages.

But !iow blanch with earth, without these continuous

earthings ? Simply thus. The plants before and after

planting are cleaned from suckers ; as they gi'ow strong

they are tied up separately, loosely at first, and if that
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should get loo tiglit, llie lie is loosened imd I'listoned

' again. A lew top-surfaciiigs of earth of half-an-iuch

each is given, especially after waterings, tlui tying does

something to blancli the interior, and encourages (he

youug heart loaves to rise, while the whole of the rest

of the jilaut is iu the best position for growing. The

blaneliing is eouipleled by mounding up with earth

or asbos three weeks before the plauts arc wauled, or

from that to four weeks.

One word to exhibition growers. Even with these

precautions, do not strive to have much of your Celery

rery large, if you meau to keep it any time after it is

earthed, uuless you can furnish it with an umbrella

'. against every shower. If not, the water will trickle

I
down to the heart of the plant, and as it will not be

able to get out, it will there cause decay, giving you

something even more disagreeable than bolting up its

flower-stalk. Besides, for all purposes, except looking at,

middle sized Celery is best. F.

So certain do we feel tliat a great majority of Calceo-

laria growers are just now ruining them with an

e.\cess of kindness, .ar, in other words, treating tbem

as if much more louder than they really are, that we

give this prominence to a note that has been obligingly

written to Mr. Fish, by Mr. Eraser, gardener to

Marquis Camden, at A^'ilderness Park.

" I do not think I can add anything to what is stated at

page 00, and elstwliere ; however, here is the process, in a

tew words. I select a piece of ground, suitable for the

number of handlights I intend to till; and on that I place

three or four inclies of clinkers, or of any other rough
material for drainage, over which I place about two inches

of peat and loam, mixed together, two parts of the former
to one of the latter, and about haU'-an-inch of silver sand
on the top, to insert the cuttings in. I generally put in the

cuttings alJout the beginning of October, and tlie hand-lights

are kept close luitil the cuttings are struck ; and ail' is then
freely given on all favourable occasious. Mats and fern are

used in winter for protection from frost. By the beginning

of April, sooner or later, according to the state of the

weather, I trinsplant the struck plants into a temporary
pit, where the necessary protection can he given them, and
thus tbey make nice stubby plauts for turning into the beds

with good balls, by the middle or end of May.
" Penslinwiis I ti-eat in the same way. If I had thought

this mode worth recording in The Cottage G.uiDENEK you
might have had it years ago, for I always wintered these

plants iu the same way when living at Sulhy Hall."

We feel much obliged by Mr. Eraser's prompt kind-

ness, but we expected nothing else from a constant sub-

scriber to The CoiiAGE Gakdenek. It is a pleasure to

compare notes with such men. Three things may be

noted by beginners. First. Do not insert Calceolaria

cuttings too earlij in autumn. Secondly. After providing

that wet does not stagnate near the roots, let the ydants

have a cool, moist atmosphere in winter. ThinVij. The

moving the plants from the hand-light in spring is

merely for giving each room to grow.

Altholgh wc quite agree with our correspondent

(
L'limi.i) that more taste might very easily be adopted in

the arrangement of St. .James's and the other Parks in

Ijondon, yet wc (piite disagree from his opinion that

" tho wishes of the people only ought to be considered."

^//wiHS, judging from bis handwriting, is )iot a member
of tho royal family, and, therefore, is perhaps not aware

that St. James's Park is the property of the Sovereign ;

that only certain persons have the privilege of driving

through it, and that if tho Sovereign chose to exercise

her legitimate power she might close it up altogether,

and prevent even foot-passengers passing through it.

It is not probable that her Majesty will exhibit such a.

freak of despotism, but if she did, we do not think her

people woidd inflict upon her the penalty which Sir

Robert Walpolo told Caroline, Queen of George II.,

would follow the visitation of such a deprivation upon
the Londoners. She wished to shut up the Park, and
convert it into a private gai-deu for the Palace, and
asked Sir Robert what would be the expense. " It

would be but a trifle. Madam," replied the Minister.

"But what would it be as nearly as you can guess ?"

"Why, I believe. Madam, it would cost you three

Crowns." Her Majesty understood his meaning, and
replied good humouredly—"Then, Sir Kobert, I will

think no more upon it."

The following particulars concerning the Park are

from Jesse's " Memorials of London, " and other

sources :

—

" St. James's Park was originally enclo.sed by Henry the
Eighth, shortly after he purchased the hospital of St. James,
and the field attached to it. The wall, or rather paling, of
the I'ark, formerly ran wliere the houses on the south side

of Pall Blall now stand. Charles the Second removed it to

its present boundary, and, under the direction of the cele-

brated French gardener, Le Notre, planted the avenues and
disposed the trees as we now see them. The Bird-cage
Walk was the favourite aviary of that monarch, and derives
its name from the cages which were hung in tlie trees.

Charles also I'onijed the canal, and, in his rtign, Buck
Island took its name from lieing the breeding-place of the
numerous waterfowl with which the park was stoolied. The
ffovernmciit of Dtiek Island was once enjoyed, with a small
salary, by the celebrated St. Evremond. I'ennant speaks of

it as ' the tirst and last government,' but be is mistaken in

the fact; it having previously been conferred by Charles
the Second on Sir John Flock, a person of good family, and
a companion of the King dm'ing his exile. Horace Walpole
wiites to Sir Horace Munn, on the 0th of February, ITTtl,

—

' My Lord Pomfiet is made ranger of the Parks, and, by
consequence, my lady is queen of the Duck Isliiiul,' This
little island, which stood at the west end of the canal, was
destroyed when some alterations were made in the Park
in 177 0.

" Another interesting feature of St. James's Pai'k which
disappeared at the same time, was Eosamond's Pond,
situated opposite to James Street, Westminster, at the
south-west corner of the Park. Its romantic appearance,

the in-egularity of the ground, the ti'ees which overshadowed
it, and the view of the venerable abbey, rendered it, we are

told, a favourite resort of the contemplative ; while its

secluded and melancholy situation is said to have tempted
a greater number of persons to conuuit suicide, especially

unfortunate females, than any otlier place in London.
" In the pages of Pepys will be found many curious

notices of St. James's Pai'k, from the time that Charles the
Second commenced his improvements there under the di-

rection of Le Notre, till the Mall became the established

lounging-place of the merry monarch and his gay court.

We will select some scattered passages fruia the ' Diary' of

the gossiping chronicler:—'1(360, .Inly '-i'^ind. Went to

walk in the inward Park, but could not get in ; one man was
basted by the keeper for carrying some people o^er on his

back through the water.'— ' Sept. ICth. To the Pai-k, where
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I saw how fai- they had prtcceJed in the Pall Mall, and in

making a river through the Park, which I liad never seen

before" since it was begun.'— ' Oct. Jlth. To waU; in St.

James's Park, wliere we oteerved the several engines at

work to draw up water, with wliicli sight I was very mucli

pleased.'—'](i01, April '^nd. To St. James's Park, where I

saw the DUke of Vork playing at Pall INIall, the tirst time

that ever I saw the sport.'—' August 4lh. Walked into St.

James's Park (where I had not been a great while), and

there found great and very nohle alterations.'

" In the time of the Commouwealth, when the ground to

the north of St. James's Park consisted of open fields, the

game of Pall JIall, to which we find Pepys alluding, was

played, as appears hy a jilan of St. James's Palace printed

iniliUll, on the site of the present Pall JIall. We have

already mentioned, that the paling of the Park originally

ran w'heie the line of the houses en the south side now

stand, and it was against this paling that the game was

anciently played. When Charles the Second, after the Res-

toration, removed the boundary of the Park to its present

site, namely, the garden walls of St. .laniess and Marl-

borough House, the game was played between the avenue

of trees nearest to St. James's I'ldace, adjoining the present

carriage-road. This fact we find established by a very

curious print in the supplemeutarj- volume to Lord Lans-

downe's works printed by Walthoe, in 17;i->, and also in a

passage of the well-known letters I'roni Shefiield Duke of

Buckingham to the Karl of Shrewsbui-y, in which he vaunts

the splendours and advantages of his newly erected mansion

(on the site of the present Buckingham Palace), and

describes the rows of trees planted by Cliarles the Second

as foi-ming an admiralde approach to his new abode. 'The
avenues to his house,' he writes, ' are along St. James's

Park, through rows of goodly elms on one hand, aud gay i

flourishing limes on the other; that for coaches, this for '

walking, with the 3Iall lying betwixt them.'
[

'• Spring Gardens, at the east end of the Mall in St. !

James's Park, derives its name from certain gardens, or
,

pleasure-grounds, which were laid out here about the reign

of James the First, aud in which there were several springs

of excellent water- It is remarkable that every bouse in '

what is called ' Spring Garden Terrace,' has still a well

attacheil to it. In the reign of Cliarles the I'ust, we find a
'

servant of the crown licensed to keep an ordinary and
bowling green in the Spring Gardens.

;

" From Spring Gai'dens let us pa>s down the Mall to
|

Buckingham Palace. Not fiu- from the present Euckhig-

ham Gate stood Tart Hall, and tlie MulberrA Garden ; the

latter being planted in IGiMI, by order of James the First,

with the view of producing silk in lOngland. With this

object he caused several ship-loads of mulbeny-b'ees to be

imported from France; and, in 16'J9, we find a grant made
to Walter, Lord Aston, appointing him to 'the custody of,

the garden, nndbeiT)--trees, and silk-worms, near St. James's,

in tlie county of Middlesex.' The speculation proving a
failure, the JIulben7 Garden, within a few years, was con-

|

verted into a place of fashionable amusement. Dr. King '

writes, about the time of the Protectorate,

—

'

' The fate of things lies always in the Hark :
I

What cxvalier would know St. James's Park ? i

For Locket's stands nherc gardens once did spring.
|

And wild ducks quack where grasshoppers did sing
;

[

A princely palace on that space docs rise.

Where Sudley's noble muse found mulberries.* "

The mere planting of the mulberry-trees cost i'O'JO,

but this was not the only eftbrt ma<3e by King .James to

improve this part of his domains, for we find, by the

following copy of a warrant, that bis Majesty bad •

greenbouscs erected tbere, for such, we take it, must
have been tlie " certain bouses aud defences for crange-

j

trees and other foreign fnrits." Tliis warrant which

must have issued between the beginning of IGO.j and

tbe close of l(i07, is la these words.

—

{Gentleman's

MngHzine)

"James, by the giace of God, king of England, Scotland,
Fraunce, and Irland, defendour of the faith, Ac. To our

trasty and welbeloved Sir Thomas Knyvet knight, warden of
om- mynt, greeting : Where we have appointed you to make
within our parke belonging to our pallace of Westminster, I

comonly called Saint James parke, certeyne fibuntaynes, !

walkes, waterworkes, and other thinges for our pleasure,

and certaine bowses, and defenses for orenge trees and i

other foiTeiue fruites for tbe beawiifying of our said parke, ',

and likewise certeine bowses for the keepinge and feeding© '

of our reyne deere, and of our game of ducks. And whereas 1

by tbe dreccion of the Earle of Suffolke, our charabcrleyne, '

you have made certeine necessarie lodginges for some '

gentlewomen attending upon the Ladie JIarie, our daughter.
|

Theise are to will and aucthorise you out of such our moncyes
l

as are or shalbe from lime to time in yoiu- hondes, risinge

by Ibe profilt of our minte, to pay or cause to be paid all

such somes of mon^y as shalbe requisite for the makinge, i

fini^hinge, and amendinge, of the saied ffowntaynes, walkes,
waterworks, and other thinges, and for the said biulilings

and keepinge of our games, according to such billes of '

charge of the same as shalbe subscribed by the officers of

cur workes for the time being or any three of them, whereof
;

the survevor or comptroller of oiu' said workes to be allwaycs
one. Arid we are further pleased to graunt unto you an '

allowaunce of six pense by the day for the attendance of one I

man to keepe our said orenge trees and other forraine
[

fruites, and also an allowaunce of foure pence by tbe day i

for one other man to keep and feede our said raine deere,
|

duckcs, and olhtr fowles in our said parke, to be also paid
|

out of our moneys arising by the profilts of our said mynt.
And tbeis our letters shalbe your sutticient wan-ant and
discharge in this behalf. Cieven, ic. under om: privie scale,

atolu-" (not completed).

The knowledge is not very palatable to human vanity,

that some of tbe liappiest results in works of art have

been tbe consequences of mere accident. Tbe foam on

the bound's lips, produced in the picture by tbe sponge

thrown at them in anger, is only one instance out of

many ; and in gardening, tbe happy bints arising from

accident—or what may be termed the lessons quietly

given us by nature—are of everyday occurrence. Thus
we rcmeiaber the very prettiest of low evergreen fences

formed by tbe Larger Periwinkle (Vincti major) growing

up and insinuating itself among the meshes of some

iron netting. Then, again, how formal and unsatis-

factory have we seen the attempts to sow in patches

and train climbing plants among Koses; aud we think

our correspondeut, E. F. H., must have experienced

this, but we will be pledged to the success of this her
" accidental " and more natural mode of treatment.—"I
have for some years sown a thin broadcast of Tinpicolum

carifirieiise, aud of Convolvuhis major, at tbe beginning '

of June, over a large bed of standard Roses, mi.\ed with

old shrubby plants. By August this bed has been

beautifully wreathed with those climbers, and I do not

think the Roses have suffered from sustaining them."

Ab tbe sale of .Foicfe, by ilr. Stevens, on the ;>rd inst-,

all the varieties, if tbe specimens were good, realised

prices quite as high as ever. Lots Ui aud 30, )Vhite

Shangltac cock and pullet, fetched £0 each ; a Buff
Slianghm pullet, from a Sturgeon cock aud Holt ben,

i£IO lOs. The Shanghaes from Marseilles were not so

good as previously, aud the highest prices given for

them were £1 17s. 6d. The Silver-sjuinglfd Polands,

moderately good, sold from £2 2s. to £2 15s. ; and the
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GoWen Pohimh, from £2, to .£2 10s. A not parti-

cularly good yoLiug S/)((H(,</j tfot'A- realised i'-2 17s. Od.

Mn. Epps's specimen plants of Heaths, sold also by

Mr. Stevens, fetched good prices, varying from tliirty

shillings to £8. The three highest sums given were

for Erica orhata, .£8 ; E. relorUi, .£5 10s.; and E.

Alberli supciha, .£.j Js.

Many circumstances contribute to render Orchid culture

the aristocratic department of gardening. The costli-

ness of the plants, and the expense of their culliu'c,

maiutaiu them in that high position ; but then their

extreme beauty and loveliness first raised thorn to that

eminence. The c.\hibition of orchids at Chiswick, and

the Regent's Park, bave been splendid during the last

few years, yet the committee of the Loudon Horticid-

tmal Society have resolved to add to the inducements

held out to their e.xhibitors. In Class X., for twenty

species in addition to the prizes already given, they

now propose to give tbeir Large Gold Medal (ilo), and

the Gold Knigbtian Medal (.£10) ; in Class XL, for ten

species, the Gold Knigbtian (£10), and the Gold Bauk-

sian (.£7) ; and in Class XII , for six species, the Gold

Banksiau (£'7), aud the Silver-gilt {£i).

How much a taste prevails for tbe culture of Orchids,

and, consecjuently, bow great is the demand for plants,

is sbowu by tbe prices they realise, when sold by

auction, and by the consignments of them now arriving

in this country. At Mr. Stevens's sale, about three

weeks since, a fine specimen of Phalienopsis gran-

diflorn, sold for .£jG os. ; Phala^nopsis amabilis for

J;1S 18s.; Aerides crispum for .£15 18s.; Saccolabium

guttatum .£17 17s.; Vanda ccerulea for i'18 ISs., and

others in proportion.

Another sale takes place on tbe IDth and -.iOth inst.,

as announced in our advertising columns, and the col-

lection, we are told, is of both rare and fine specimens.

COVENT GARDEN.
The greatest attraction tbe market now presents is the

profusion of handsoraely-growu, stocky Pi..\nts in Pots,

whicb consist chiefly of Oeniniums of all kinds, but

pi'incipally the old Oauntlet ; Ericas, such as Hijemalis,

Oartlcnia radicans, Ixoras, and an immense quantity of

Cjjtisus raniosiis, very dwarf and bushy, with a complete

covering of flowers. There are also potfuls of forced

Lily-of-the-Valley, and all sorts of Early Tulips.

In VEGKT.\r<LEs tbere has been a better supply than

we have been able to announce for some time past,

but prices are still very high. Brocnli makes as high as

2s. 6d., and :!s. lid. per dozen. Oreens 4s. to (is. per

dozen bunches. Turnips ;!s. to 43. per dozen' bunches.

Celery 9d. to Is. Cd. per bundle. Onions 4s. to 5s. per

busbel. Carrots Gs. to 8s. per dozen buncbes. There

is a large supply of Rhubarb, Sea-kale, and Asparagus.

The first may now be bought as low as 6d. per bundle,

and tlie others still maintain good prices. Forced

Qrapes make from 10s. to 15s. per pound. Strawberries

9d. to Is. (id. per ounce. Forced Potatoes, " real," as

some shops distinguish them, make 2s. to 3s. per pound,

but there are many lots of tbe arlijicial still being

ofi'ered. Oid Potatoes are rather lower, but prime

qualities still maintain good prices. Regents canuot

be bad under i'8 per ton. H.

FRUIT GARDEN NOTES.
We have often adverted to the Black Currant as an

instance of great apparent dormancy in the branch,

coupled with the highest amount of activity of root.

If a close examination bo made al'ler a sharp frost, the

fibres will be found luxuriating with the utmost freedom

in the half-decomposed top-dressing of the soil. Itis thus,

more or less, with most of our fruits, wliich are eillier

indigenous or natives of the northern paits of Europe.

With such as the Vine, l''ig. Peach, Nectarine, and
.•Vpricot, the case is somewhat difierent, especially the

two former, for the Peach aud Nectarine, being budded
mainly on the Plum stock, assume, in degree, similar

habits; and no doubt their early excitability into

blossom is, iu part, traceable to this very point. A like

argument applies to tbe Apricot, which is also an early

bloomer.

The question of eligibility of Stocks is in its infancy;

and we cannot here forbear expressing our surprise, that

the British people, so notoriously tend of gardening,

have not long since secured to themselves some means,

which should, by a consecutive scries of experiments,

have set such questions at rest. It is all very well to

say that our native enterprise ulone will etl'ect it ; our

advisers in this way do not say when. Were it a

fashion, it would soon be carried ; or were it a good
commercial spec. But, although it is neither, it is still

an important question, and not a whit the less im-

portant, because not one person in a hundred who
cultivates a garden can appreciate its imj)ortance. This

interesting question, therefore, remains in abeyance

;

and if it makes any progress at all, it merely creeps

where it ought to fly. Societies will not do it ; gar-

deners cannot, in these days, find time for merely

speculative questions, which in their prosecution ne-

cessarily involve some failures ; and our nurserymen

know full well tliat rents and taxes are not thus pro-

duced. One object we have in view in thus adverting

to the stock question (and, by consequence, drawing

attention to the subject of early excitement in tbe

blossom-bud) is to remind our readers that, although it

only seems yesterday since we were talking about tbe

falling leaf, yet that grafting and budding are now in

operation.

Everybody who has watched the horticultural press

during the last twelve-months, must have seen that tbe

covering or non-covering of fruit trees has received an

unusual share of attention ; and that there are bow's ?

and when's? as well as why's? in this question. And
here we must be permitted to arrogate a little merit, as

connected with this matter, having been tbe lirst to urge

its im|)ortance on the retarding system. This phase of

the afiair, although not absolutely a new idea, has been

passed over in silence amid the " clash of arms "—the

question having been resolved merely into how many
yards of canvass should be applied, rather than when.

When the period of plantation thinning aud of

general forest work arrives, we always announce that we
intend to seize on all the spruce lir boughs that come
honestly within our reach ; and these, if all bo well,

shall be stuck over and amongst our embryo fruit
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blossom -bud.s before the moutli ol' .laiiiiary is past—Uio

thinning out, pruning, and dressing, being previously

carried out.

This is no new practice here : we have yearly pushed

the idea a little farther ; and having mended, as to

success, in every advance, we have small idea of re-

treating We liud that not only quantity luit the ijuality

of the fruit is enhanced thereby—at least, as altcsteil

by I'aets ; for we never had Tears more abundant, oi'

fiuer-lhivoured, than last winter.

In a letter received the other day from a lirst-rate

nurseryman, a great man in the Fancy Pear way—and,

indeed, in all fruits—was a rather amusing remaik.

Having e.\ultcd somewhat on the success of the Pear

season, we were emphatically reminded by our corrcs- i

pendent of our geographical position :
" You may thank

your northern elinnite for it." Well, then, it occurred, of '

(bourse, that the Kdiiibro' folk were two or three degrees
|

luckier still, hut that they were as nothing compaved
]

to .lohnny (jroats, to say nothing of the Laplanders!

Now, suppose any gontlcnnm, who is too highly

favoured b,v climate, were to increase the amount of his

northern lalitndc for a few weeks, by preventing the

excitement consequent on sunshine, through the

ntedium of a skrcen applied even before the excitement

took place, where would be the harm ?

To repeat what has before been urged in these pages:

if Mr. A , whose garden joins Mr. B., can, by retarding

his blossoms, throw tliem a fortnight later than Mr. li.,

there can be no doubt, in the minds of reasonable

persons, that in general the ehauoes would be much in

favour of Mr. A., inasmuch as every week in spring

perforce lessens the amount of intensity ot frost, or a

very low temperature. And if a comparative immunity
from severe weather be not favourable to the impreg-

nation of the, blossoms of fruit trees, ])ray what is'.'

With regard to trees in full bearing, and which, from

being somewhat tender, require mtu^h solar light, it

will bo obvious that a somewhat liberal duhuihliiitj

and lldnninij out becomes necessary, more especially

of the late-maile spray, which such trees generally pro-

duce pretty liberally, especially if somcwliat luxuriant.

The object hero is to throw a little sunlight through

all (portions of the tree, and this being somewhat
difficult with the ordinary formed standard, the utility

of a trellis instantly suggests itself. Of course, in most
trees of this kind, under a dwarling system, some little

shortening, in a\ilun]ii, of the reserved points, becomes
necessary, not only to keep them within due bounds,
but to induce them to devclope spurs, or the rudiments
of them, which shortening Viack has a tendency to do.

A very small amount removed will promote this object

;

too much shortening is a sad waste of material. It will,

in general, sulHce to remove any portion which may
appear immature, or leuu.

With regard to young trees in the course of being
moulded into sba|)e, it frequently becomes necessary to

make a sai-riQce in order to obtain shape ; and shoots

sometimes have to be cut away, or severely shortened,

which, in the case of maturer trees, would have to be
reserved.

Whatever sacrifice becomes necessary, shoidd be
made during the first two j-ears after planting as far as

possible; and if the trees are thriving, this is easily

accomplished. It is not an unconnuou thing to find

young trees very unequal—one side lull of weak shoots,

and on the other, one or two gigantic shoots, revelling

at the expense of the rest. Now this is a case for

summer pruning, or, rather, stopiiing. fSueh will efl'ect

what the pruning kinfe cannot do : it will turn this ]irc-

ponderance on the other side—into other and more
needy channels. Whou such things have been omitted.
such gross shoots must be reduced in length cou-

\ I

siderably, with a determination to pinch any ramblers

which may proceed from them as soon as six or eight

"nches in length.

'I'he middle of youug trees should be kept somewbiU
o|ien at first, but not so open as the currant bushes.

This will be the means of establishing good, linn shoots

rouml the exterior ; lor the middle of the tree is apt to

" riui away with the outside," to use a mere technicality:

most trees, indeed, having a continual tendency to

escape the artistieal trammels of mini, and to become
ordinary standards. R. Kiikinoton.

BEDDING OUT HERBACEOUS PLANTS AND
BIENNL'VLS.

TowAnns the middle of May, if the weather is fine,

planting Mower beds begins in earnest, and in ten days,

those who did not calculate in time on the number of

plants they require to fill up the beds, must needs

either buy in more plants, or submit to have their want
of foresight demonstrated liy the wide distances between

the bedding plants. Such occasions are the when and
where to plant out and make use of autumn -sown annuals.

l?edding jdants have kept well in most places this

winter, as far as I can learn, and annuals not well at

all, generally. 1 have only one simple piece of advice to

give to the planters, but it is worth, 1 know not how
much. Do not plant too soon. Do not plant just yet

such plants as were but the other day taken from heat

or close cnnfiucment ; and be in no hurry in plauting

(Uit such plants ashavehcen recently bought, or rccievcd

through the kindness of a friend. I have seen, I was
well nigh saying a hundred times over, a whole month
lost by transgression against this rule, in the hurry to

get the planting done. The best planters arc often

obliged to take possession only of acertain number of

beds for whicli the right number of plants are not quite

ready, and 1 mention this to show the other side of the

question. It is a bad practice to holdback any (d ants that

arc wa n ti iig Hioct^^ioAroom, or are (00 f/ose' ^/(/f(/(('C, because

there are not enough of them to fill the beds at once.

Suppose No. \i bed, on the plan, to be marked for the

I'liimii I'i'ilieno, or the dark variety of Soiecio, or double

Ainciii-(tn Omundsel, nud that it takes thirty-three

plants of the first, or forty three of the second, to fill

this bed, and that you are ten plants short, which ten

are nearly struck, or nearly ready to come out of the

close ))it. You nuiy think it matters little to keep the

first jdants wailing till the ten are ready; but it is not
so. It is much better to take possession, as the (ilanters

assert, of No. 12, with what plants are ready, and to

]dant all round the bed full enough at first, leaving the

]ilants wider apart in the middle of the bed for tho

second lot to be put in between the first planting in ten

days hence or later.

I'etunius are very liable to be blown about too much
in ojien and exposed places before they take root-hold

of the bed, and many other plants softer in the same
way, particularly those with long and pliable shoots.

The way to deal with such plants is to set the plants

more to one side at first planting, and to fix them to

their places as soon as the bed is planted. For laying

plants to one side there is but one rule, and imly two
applications of it. If the plant is single-stemmed, the

top must point to the north jiolo ; if more stems than one,

the weakest should point nortliwards and the strongest

towards the sun at mid-day; and, whatever the position

of the shoot, it must not be so as to tmn any of the

leaves upside down. J attach very great importance to

these two ajqdications of this planting lule. When a

j
small plant, or a weak shoot, is fixed in a slanting way

, to the north, every morsel of the leaves look full in the
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sun, and the siiu will draw the new ^'owth, as it were,

to the south to lill up the space, like killing two birds

with one stone; the best position for the plant to he in,

and the surest wh)- to fill up bed space. When a plant

is trained south the leaves lie the other way. which is

not so good for them ; and it, by any means, a leaf must
be turned upside down, it is ten times better for the

plant that it should he cut oti'. One very easy way of

tisiug a young plant where you require is to lay it

nearly flat on the ground, to make choice of a leaf near

the end of the shoot, to make a little hole luider this

leaf in the bed with the forefinger, then to turn down
the leaf into this hole and to All it up gently with soil,

as if you were planting some nice cutting. Sometimes
two leaves must be fastened down, one on e^ich side of

the shoot; this mode is called "tying in by the ears,"

and the youngest hoy in a large garden understands tlie

phrase to mean nothing else, except, perhaps, his own
ears, if he does not finger the plants properly.

The philosophy about tlie functions of leaves is not
outraged by s\ich practices in the least degree, although
burying the half or three-parts of a leaf into the soil is

as bad as pulling off another that was turned the wrong
way upwards. Neither of them comes within the letter

of the law at this moment, for this reason, the best of us

cannot, and never did, remove one plant from a pot for

planting elsewhere, or for repotting into another pot,

without some slight injury to one or more of the roots;

then, as the loaves and roots help each other, and sym-
pathise with each other, the least injury to a root with-

draws so much sap from a leaf, or so many leaves,

that it becomes actually a work of scientific skill and
discrimination to pull off this or that leaf, or fasten the,

plant by it, at a time when the force of the roots is

thrown out of balance. It is true enough, that all the

world do not take this view of the question ; and a very

good thing too; for if all the world knew the right way
of doing things, there would be no use for books on
gardening, and all the gardeners might go to the

diggings.

There is a trick, well known to expert planters, by
which they can save appearances, and 1 think it is the

very last secret that 1 have to put on paper. I have
made use of it myself scores of times. The causes for

it often arises in this way. The stock for bedding is

made out in the preceding autumn ; the chief of the

plants are then ])ropagated, and the rest from February
to the end of JIarch ; but from some alterations in the

garden, or from a change of purpose in the minds of

those concerned, a whole side, or a certain number of

beds must be planted with quite a diflerent lot of

plants I'rom those marked out for them in the autumn.
Instead of thirty-three or forty-three plants for the dark

purple bed, No. li, that bed, at the eleventh hour, is to

he planted, and iinist he planted entirely with white

Verbenas; and, in looking in the propagating book, you
discover that, at the farthest, there can be no more than
eighteen or twenty jilants of white Verbenas to spare

from the distribution that was made of them last

autumn. Here is a fix—thirteen plants short for one
bed, and thirty-three plants more than enough of the

opposite colour, and no use for them ! If we say tliat

fifty or a hundred beds are thus in opposition to the

|)ropagator's book, and f have known as nnich ten times

over, the difi^^icnlty is really more than a fix—a regtdar

loosening of all the bands and bonds which keep llie

whole garden together. Now, without harm to any-

one, my last secret can bring about a balance in less

time than most of my readers could believe, and No. 1-'

bed will give the references to all tlie rest. Last autunin
it was marked lor thirty-three dark purple J'erhfiins

( Kintita), now it is to be of thirty-three white ones ( Wliile

Per/ei'tiiin), and you have only twenty to do it with.

Tlien plant round the bed in fidl, as I said before, all

with whites, and put the centre ones wider apart, then
fill up the ground wilh the dark ones, and put a bit of

stick by tlie side of each, that you may know it from

the white ones. The man in the moon could not know
the wliite Verbenas from the dark Verbenas till they

came into flower, and somehow or other, the dark ones

never do flower till the white ones are spread all over

the bed, when it is lime to pull up all the blacks, be

done with them and say nothing about them. It is

very likely xonic one )iuils off the flower-heads of the

false plants, or, rather say, those in a false position,

before the flowers open ! liut it is very dilKcult to have
out that part of the story, and as tlie rest of it may
come in very useful at tliis very season, to save ajqiear-

ances for a while, we must not pry too closely where
notliing is to be gained by it.

About the middle, and to the end of May, is a good
XXmi^ io sow h'tcnniiih mid perciiniah to coiiie into flower

next season, after being once or twice transplanted— first,

in September, to nursery beds, and in February or

March to where they are to flower. Also, some that

will flower this next autumn. Of the latter, Mh/nonette.

Su'eet Pens, and the EschseJtoltzias, are the most de-

serving, and all of them will flower on to the very last

day in the season, if they are sown by the ;.MUh of May
where they are to flower, and both the Mhjnnnette ami
the Kseliseholt^iits may he sown in the same front row
which is now filled up with some edging plant that will

be over by the middle of July, so that there need not be

a spot unoccupied all the season through.

Antinlilnums and WuVJloucrs, from a May sowing,

come in very handy to plant out next October, when
the sunniier plants are removed, to help to keep the

beds green all the winter, and early in the spring they

may be disposed about as circumstances may rcipiire.

HoUijhocks to he transplanted next October or No-

vember; Scahious the same, but should he well guarded

against frost, when they woidd flower three months
sooner than if put ott' till next spring. The Popjo/

and liiissie(n Anemones {A. coronaria and 2'>'<eeox). fo

bloom late next autumn, through a mild winter, or early

in the siu-ing; all the AquUeijins and Cnmpanulus that

one can buy seed of Ctitananehe eiernlea and Ineolor, to

flower next year, and afterwards. AH the perennial

Lar/tsjiurs, as the Chinese (Delphinium Cliinense), than

which we have none better for blue beds, when the best

varieties are selected from a seed-bed, and the roofs

taken up and preserved like those of Sidvitt patens.

Delphinium azureum, hnulinum, speciosum, trieolor, and
puiiiceum. All the Fo.vijlores and their seeds may be

scattered in any wild ground that was lately dug over.

Dianthuses, in a vast variety of sorts, of which the

following are all gay and lasting flowers—the best Sweet
Williams {Dianthus harbaliis) ; Indian Pinks (D. chi-

neiisis), keep over the first winter, when sown as late as

the end of May ; D. j)/«wios«s, or pluviasius, the

sweetest of all the Pink tribe, and will do on rook-

work ; also B. tleltoides, with bright pink flowers, on

rock, or edge of a border, and all of them in some quiet

corner, to come in for cut flowers. IHanthus atro-

rubens, hispanicus, and lati/olius, \\>l\i siiperbus. run into

a great number ofuseful and very gay varieties from seeds.

O'eiims and Potentillas can be had in dozens, by sowing
seeds of them at this season. All the best perennial

Lupines are slill in good time for sowings, and getting

scarce for want of such su))plies. I.upiiius potiiphiillus

and poh/pln/llus allius are the two best Lupines of the

[jerennial class; and /,. (/ranitifolius, orwitus, a\i(\ s/ieci-

o.s-».s- are not mrich hrhind them. There are more tlian

a dozen of sorts of the Itock liose ( llelianthemuiii ) that

can he had in the seed shops ; and this is just the time

to sow them, to be removed to the rockeries, or root-
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eries, next TMiirdi. Tlic scarlet I.yohuis (L. choice-

doiiiea), the Li/chui.i fiihjcns, and Corsica, are excellent

and select boidor Howei's, and all of them come iVom

seeds. Lythrum alatum, roseum, and roseum superhmn

the same. Penslemons, again ; how few we cultivate of

them, besides the common red and white, called aentia-

noides. The true geiUiaimides is a good wilderness jjlant,

vising five feet high, with purplish flowers. The old

Trachelium cuiudeum, if sown along with these, and

kept in a cool frame next winter, and planted out next

April, would make one of the most exotic-looking beds

in tlie garden for three moutlis next summer. J had it

so, and many more besides, which I cannot think of to- I

day. To attempt to sow a full collection of nice plants

in the spring is now out of the question ; the soil is

cold, and too damp for many of them out-of-doors, and
no spare room inside. D. Beaton.

CONIFERyE
(Ciiiiliinied frmn I'age Cd.)

Taxus (The Yew).—The branches of this well-known

tree, when England was famous for its archers, fur-
i

nished the wood that formed the best bows for that
j

weapon : hence its name is derived from tdxon, a bow. '

The Yew is very hardy, and will grow in any soil, not '

actually wet; but, to thrive well, it loves a rich, deep, i

dry loam. 'J'he conunon Yew may be transplanted at

almost any age ; the roots are so numerous and libious,

that they retain the soil about them in a solid mass.

The late Earl of Harrington (aided by his intelligent

gardener, Mr. Barron) took advantage of tliis peculiarity,
|

and removed large Yews, the age of which was beyond 1

the memory of the oldest iuhahitants of that district
j

I was assured by Mr. Barron, that many of the large
j

Y'ews now ornamenting the groiuids at Elvaston Castle

had been fetched from hedgerows several miles ofl' ; and
when I saw them, about two years since, they were full

of branches, and of tlio darkest green, apparently grow-

ing better and more freely than they had done for years

previously to being reuioved. Many of these Yews had
stems (gnarled and crooked from old age) <piite as thick

!

as a stout man's body. So large were they in size, that

any one not nsed to the skill of the transplanter would
have pronounced it im]iossible to remove them, even the

shortest distance Mr. Barron uses a machine that he
invented himself, of a most powerful character, capable
of lilting a tree, with its ball, several tons in weight. 1

have seen this instrument used for that purpose in the

grounds belonging to C. Mills, Esq., of HiUingdon
House, not haU-a-raile from the place I now write in,

and can testify to its jiowers, and the perfect success

which attended it. I have not seen the one lately used
for the same purpose in the London Horticultural
Society's (Jardens, at Chiswick, by Mr. Me Glashen, and
ably described lately, by my friend Mr. Beaton, in the

pages of this periodical ; but 1 am quite sure it cannot
be superioi-, as a transplanter, to Mr. Barron's imple-
ment; and it is to do justice to the inventive skill of a
worthy man that I have written so long a story about
removing largo specimens of the Yew, as well as other
trees, to which I shall return at a future time.
Taxus adpuessa (Close-pressed Yew). — A curious

dwarf tree, growing sideways ; hence it is proper to

ornament rockwork, or to clothe naked banks. 'J'o grow
it as a single specimen in the Pinetum, it is necessary
to tie tlie leading shoot to a stake for several years, until
a decided upright character is given to it.

Taxus bacuata (Berried, or Common Yew).—This is

so well known, that I need not describe it; there are, in
the nurseries, several varieties, named F. B. nana, syn.,
Taxus Faxii, a neat dwarf bifsh.

7\ B. erecta (Upright Common Yew).—This is distinct

from 1'. fastitjiata, mentioned below.

T. B. Ihivastonii (Mr. Dovaston's Weeping Common
Yew).—A decided weeping variety. To have it in per-

fection it should be grafted upon a straight branchless

stem of the common species, or it may be trained to a

stake, till it is high enough to display its weeping
propensity to advantage.

T. B. eh'ijantissima, a beautiful variety, with a most
elegantly variegated foliage.

T. B. f'llns variefjatis (Golden-striped Common Yew).

T. B.fuVus varieijatis argenteis (Silver-striped).

T. B.fructu luteo (Yellow-berried Yew).—This should

almost bo considered as a distinct species, but for the

fact, that both red and yellow fruited trees spring from

its seeds.

T. B. marginata (Bordered Common Yew) ; and T. B.
pyramidalis (Pyramidal Common Yew).

Taxus iastigiata (Bundled, or I'pright Irish Yew).—
A most remarkable and useful species, and quite as hardy

as the common Yew. Its great use is the forming of

avenues. A very fine example of this kind of avenue
is at Elvaston Castle, the ])lace so often referred to as

containing the richest collection of Conifers; in Great

Britain. This species has its varieties also ; but they

only consist of the silver and gold striped Irish or

Florence Court Yew.
Taxus canadiensis (Canadian Yew).—The only species

found in the AVestern Hemisphere. It is a low bush,

seldom reaching six feet in height.

Taxodium iiisiicHUM (Two Kankcd-leavcd Taxodinm).
—When this tree is in full foliage there are none that

surpass it in elegant beauty. It is amongst the very

few ConifersB that are deciduous. To grow it to perfection,

it should have a deep, rich soil, and be sheltered from

high winds. 'J'he finest specimen I know may be seen

in the Arboretum at Sion House, Isleworth, the noble

residence of the Duke of Northumberland, situated on
the banks of the Thames. Ko doubt the soil there has

been, ages back, formed by the deposits from the water, a

kind of soil adtnirably adajited for this fine tree. In

America it grows to more than 100 feet high, with a

pro]ioitionate stem.

'J'axodiim se.mpervibexs (Evergreen Taxodium).

—

One of the gigantic denizens of the forests of California.

Mr. Hartweg describes the tree as averaging more than

mWi feet higli, with stems more than twenty feet round.

The wood of this noble tree is unfortunately light and
brittle, but of a beautiful red colour, and of a fine, close

grain. It grows rapidly in this country. I have seen

leading shoots in one year live feet long. In exposed
situations the foliage tiu'ns brown in winter, and some-
times the leading shoot, in very severe frosts, sulfer a

little from the intense frost. Tt may, however, be con-

sidered quite hardy, as there is no record of its being
killed by the hardest winter we have had since it was
introduced. The foliage is a dark green, and the form
the tree assumes is pyramidal. Decidedly a great acqui-

sition. T. Appr.EHv.
(To he cuu/iinied.)

THE CARNATION.

Tnounii I have already written upon the culture of

this beautiful summer flower, there are several reasons

that induce me, as iuiefly as possible, to give again the

principal points, with additional matter, preparatory to

i drawing up a list of the best varieties for ISoS. One
! reason is. the information has been asked for by several

correspondents ; another reason is, that there are now
' a great number of new subscribers to The Cottage

I

Gardener, who have not had an opportunity of seeing
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my former remarks ; and, lastly, there arc some im-
|

provemeiits in Carnation culture that are wortli noting.
1

iSoil.-—This is a very important article : witliout good I

soil it is in vain to expect good sliow liowers. Old !

garden mould is not at all fit for tliem ; fresli virgin
j

loam is absolutely necessary. It must be looked for in I

upland pastures, and tlie upper stratum, about three ;

inches tliick, is tlie best. Tliis should be carted liome,

laid on a Ijeap, not too thick, and be turned over fre-

quently to decompose tlie grassy surface. Add to this,

about one-fourtli of two-j-car-old, well decomposed cow-

dung, and tlie same quantity of leaf mould. A small

quantity of finely-sifted old lime-rubbisli will be found

useful to mix witli it : this keeps the soil open, and

helps to decompose and sweeten it. The compost, pre-

viously to being used, should be put into a place where

it will gradually become moderately dry.

Potting.—The plants having been duly taken care of

through the winter, prepare for potting by looking out
|

the proper sized ]iots for blooming. These are from ten

to eleven inches in diameter. If not new, they should
be well washed and dried. Let the drainage be abun-

j

dant, at least an inch thick, and cover it with another
1

inch of the roughest part of the compost; turn the

plants, in pairs, carefully out of the store pots; fill in

suHicient compost to raise the ball nearly level with the

rim of the blooming pot; then gently loosen some of
;

the outer roots, and rub off the old surface mould; place
|

the plants in the pot, and fill round the ball till it is
]

covei'ed
; press the soil down gently, and give a smart i

stroke or two upon the bench ; this settles the soil

equally, and then the operation is finished. This pot-

ting sliould be done before the middle or end of April.

The plants should be protected by an awning from
heavy rains and late spring frosts, but in fine weather
should be fidly exposed to its influences. Gentle sliovvers

will do tliem good ; it is the heavy, splashing storms
that injure them.

The London Horticultural Society, for tlie last two or

three years, has given prizes for Carnations in pots.

Now, if it is intended to compete for such prizes the

potting sliould be accordingly. To make a better show
there ought to be more plants in each pot. Each plant
only sends up one flower stem, and where only a pair

in each pot is exhibited the blaze of flowers is too weak
to be effective. I am quite sure four strong plants
would make a far better and more efleotive display.

Why not:' As the schedules are generally sent and
distributed early enough for the potting season, tliere is

plenty of time to prepare the requisite number of plants.

For growing blooms to e.xhibit as cut flowers, one, or,

as is generally practised, a pair of plants in a iiot is not
only sufficient, but desirable, in order to produce larger

blooms; but to be shown in pots, 1 think 1 am right in

recommending three or four ]ilants in each pot. I per-

fectly remember the Carnations that were shown in pots

made but a poor appearance on the stages at Cliiswick,

because the blooms, though individually good, were so

few in number, that the appearance, as a whole, was by
no means up to the mark of splendid effect compared
with other flowers. Even the humble I'ansey, in pots,

surpassed them. Much might be said in favour of tliis

mode of exhibiting all florists' flowers usually grown in

pats. Tbe great use of exliibitions to the public is

seeing how tbe flowers are managed to bring tliem to

such perfection ; and there can be no better plan devised

than that of shewing them the plants, as well as

flowers, on tlie stages. I trust florists generally will

second the Horticultural Society's well-meant efforts,

and grow Carnations, Picotoes, &c., in pots, purposely to

be exhibited in them.

After the potting is finished, and the plants so placed

as to be protected from heavy rains, worms and otlier

insects, the only care they require is the supplying them
duly with soft rain water, and sometimes witli weak
liijuid-manure, as they reijuiro it, and placing stakes to

them, in time to support the rising flower-stems to keep

them in an upright position. 'I'ie loosely, so that the

stems can lengthen without forming knees or bended
joints. If tied very tight this will certainly happen,

and the stem will in time break ofl' at the bended joint.

Let the cultivator, theu, be careful to tie his Carnation,

Picotee, and Pink stems loosely, to prevent such an

occurrence.

When the flower-buds are advanced to a considerable

size they must have a ligature placed round them to

prevent their bursting on one side. The best are made
of India-rubber bands, which may be obtained at moat

stationers' shops. These are superior to the common
garden mat, because they are elastic, and, consequently,

allow tbe bud to swell, but are sufficiently tight to cause

the calyx, or green flower-cup, to open regularly all

round.
When the flowers begin to e.tpand, it will be necessary

to shelter them from the sun. The most effectual

method is a stage with a covering of canvass on rollers

that can be rolled up and let down at pleasure. This

should be elevated on a frame high enough to walk

under. Such cultivators as have not the convenience of

a stage must have shelters formed like a small parasol,

having a socket in the middle to slide down the support

sticks just far enough to shade and protect the flowers.

These may be made of tin, painted green, or of zinc, or

a frame made of stout wire, of the same form, and

covered with oiled canvass. This sort of shelter, how-

ever, can only be considered as a make-shift. The
covered stage is the best, most efi'ectual, and most

lasting, besides the advantage of being constantly under

the eye to watch the progress of the flowers, and admire

their beauty when in full bloom.

ThiniiiihJ the Buds.—Select three or four of the most
promising on each stem, and nip oft' the remainder.

Tills rule applies to such as are intended for exhibiting

as cut blooms; rather more should be left for those

to be shown in pots. Six or seven would not bo too

many, if the plants are strong, in this case.

T. Appleby.
(To he conlinncit.)

VEGETABLE-MARROW.
M.VNV years ago, the Gourd family, to which this

useful vegetable belongs, was held in much greatsi- esti-

mation than at present, although, in point of utility, the

v.uieties now in existence far exceed those of that day,

which were, in fact, mere objects of curiosity. Some,

indeed, professed to admire them wlien prepared in a

certain way, yet these parties formed exceptions to the

general rule. But as the "march of intellect" has

stripped these singular productions of all merit, except

what arises from their value as an adjunct to other

things at table, the "standard of excellence" has

assumed another shape, and the huge production of

former davs, which by its hulk used to astonish the un-

informed "beholder, is no longer tolerated, nnless at

some period of its growth it can be made subsarvient

to our uses, by administering in some way to the

general " bill of fare."

This change in the public taste has not, lioweyer,

become universal; as we now and then meet with fruit

exhibited at Horticultural Shows of a kind meriting

the approbation of our fore-elders. Without, however,

in any wav disparaging these articles of novelty, which

in their way are not only excusable, but highly recom-

mendable, we come to the task of saying a few words on
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the culture of the more profitable kind, which tinie and

an almost-unanimous puWic has stamped with its ap-

probation.

This useful vegetable is of more easy cultivation than

many would suppose. All it wants is plenty of room,

and a soil rather sound and deep than rich, as the

latter is apt to produce a grossness in habit incom-

patahle with fruitfulness, while the shallow soils of

some situations, or, what is equally bad, the oyer-
|

crowding of plants, is at variance with their well-doing

by tlieir hastening to a premature end before the pur-
^

pose they were intended for has been accomplished.
,

Our readers who may have seen the mildewed appear-
|

ance that this plant presents at times as early as August,
;

will have some idea of the impropiiety of denying it

the room calculated to ensure a more healthy growth.

And though it would he wrong to say that mildew is

always the'result of over-crowding, or a want of proper

food, yet we think that these reasons very ranch en-

courage it, and we know it can be kept a considerable

time in a healthy condition, by securing it the advan-

tages of a good depth of sound, fresh loam, of a kind

not too slitt', but at the same time not too light, aud by

a proper thinning of the shoots, or, what is equally

useful, by not planting too close at first, and allowing

plenty of room in all directions afterwards; and in a

very 'dry or hot summer, a partial shade will not be

without its benefits.

We have seen it grown in the alleys between beds of

Asparagus, and we have seen it shaded by the high

wall of the garden, or sometimes that of trees, the

latter, we think, is certainly the most objeotionable, and

more likely to encourage the disease we wish to avoid.

It is not unusual to see a fine plant of Vegetable-

marrow, or some other of the gourd tribe, luxuriating

in the highest state of perfection on the rubbish-heap,

where, perhaps, a little spot has been cleared, and a

plant put in. T?y rubbish-heap, we mean that accumu- .

lation of refuse matter which will neither burn, nor dig

into the ground with care, yet the decayed matter,

mixed with an abundance of stones, seems to suit the

wants of this plant admirably. When, therefore, there

is a heap of this kind on a spot not encumbered with

trees, and safe from cattle or other depredators, it would

be well worthy of a trial for tliis purpose. Heaps of

compost wouki, of course, he better, but it is rarely these

can be spared for this crop. If they are not likely to he

wanted for other purposes, ridge Cucumbers would

seem a more legitimate crop, and one to which more

attention is usually paid. However, the Vegetable-

marrow is well deserving a place in every garden, but

to the amateur who has never grown it before, it is

necessary to caution him against planting it near to

any small-growing crop, for if it thrives, it will, assu-

redly, overgrow them, and the chances are, that either the

weak one will be fairly destroyed, or the rambler useless,

by being denied sufficient space to grow in. It is no

unusual thing to see a single Vegetable-marrow plant i

occupying as much space as an ordinary-sized room,
|

and often more than that, yet at first planting it is

better to plant two or three in the plot, and to pull

one or two up afterwards, when it becomes apparent

that one is likely to occupy the whole space.

As we recommended, some time ago, that the seed of

this vegetable should ho sown in pots, and placed in

heat, we can say no more here than suppose the plajits

to have been potted oft' singly into five-inch pots, and

being gradually hardened off, are now in a condition to

be planted out under the shelter of a hand-glass, or

other contrivance, to encourage them on awhile ; and,

as the number of plants for most ordinary purposes

must necessarily be small, we would suggest that a

harrow-load of good soil be allowed to each plant, if

that of the plot thev are to occupy be not sufficiently

oood. This good soil will give them a start, and when

they have seemingly occupied it all, and the plant re-

quires additional food, liquid-manure may, to a certain

extent, be given it. We should observe, that one or

two stoppings will also be necessary to the long, ram-

bling shoots, for it partakes a little of the character of

the Melon in that respect, and requires frequent stop-

ping to encourage the fruit hearing blossoms to swell

outl hut after the plant has once begun to hear tolerably

well, thinning, ratlier than stopping, must be resorted

to ; and if the situation he an exposed one, let the shoots

be pegged down, or, what is equally good, short

stakes stuck in amongst them will keep them in their

places, and they will be less likely to sutler from

mildew, &c., in such a position than in more snug

quarters ; but, wherever they be planted, it is proper to

be prepared to expect them overgi-owing their allotted

space, unless the latter be the unlimited domain of the

rubbish-yard, or other large place.

As we have said, the plant is subject to red spider

and mildew in the latter part of the season, aud some-

times this evil befalls it sooner than is wished for. \\ e

advise the first symptoms of it to be met with a careful

picking ofi' the aflected leaves, and dusting those in

their vicinity with sulphur ; aud if it be dry weather,

and the ground evidently suffering fronr want of mois-

ture, a copious watering will be of service, adding a

little liquid-manure as well. This usually wards off the

attack- for a time, and a repetition of it at the proper

time has a like beneficial effect ; so that, on the whole,

the season is prolonged, and the plants, if not kept in

robust health, are, at least, in that fruitful condition

which ensures a continuance of a nice useful produce;

and though the plant is sure, sooner or later, to fall a

victim to the disease we speak of, yet if it maintain

itself in vigorous bearing until killed by the frost, the_

cultivator will have been rewarded by a fair share of

produce for his trouble, provided that the same plants

commenced bearing pretty early as well.

It is scarcely necessary to enumerate varieties, for

they all have their merits, hut the " plain yellow" has

with us given most satisfaction. There is a kind pro-

ducing its fruit in great numbers near to the centre of

the plant, but it has no other merit save that it produces

bearing ; so that,

older kinds. Some
less vine, but then it rarely keeps on

on the whole, it is worse than the ol

kinds have also a tinge of the Turapkiu breed m them,

and show more or less of the showy colours this class is

mostly patronised for, but we caution the inexperienced

against trusting to these, unless they be recommended

by competent and trustworthy parties as comprising the

requisite eating properties as well. Hut as the majority

of those who partake of this vegetable prefer it in a

young state, when about the size of a kidney potato, it

is seldom that those showy kinds present their markings

at that earlv age, and if not, their appearance is, on the

I whole, less "beautiful than those of less pretensions that

j

way ; and, as we have said at the beginniug, utility

I rather than beauty should be the criterion here.

.1. RoBSON.

CULTIVATION OF MANGOLD WURTZEL.
The prepai-ation of land intended for a crop of Wangold

Wurtzel should begin as soon as possible after han-est,

because the early periml at wliioh the seed must be put in

does not give time for fultivating the ground in a proper

manner dming the spring montlis, more partieirlarly wlicn

the land is encumbered with couch grass.

Therefore, as soon as the corn is ranied from the land, if

it be foul use the scai-ifier to a moderate depth, just siifn-

oient to cut up the couch grass and any root weeds whieli

niav be found on the surface ; then use freely the barrows.
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roller, ic, until the land is made perfectly fine, and the

weeds separatiid from the soil ; and take tlie liist oppor-

tunity of fiivourabk- weatlier, and burn the stubble- and

rubbish altogether, after which the land will be in a fit state

to receive the Ih'st deep ploughing, and at the same time

subsoiling, if the nature of the soil requires it, for it must
be borne in mind that Slangold requires a deep soil ;

tlien

proceed as before, and roll and harrow until a perfectly pul-

verised surface is obtained, and again burn those weeds

which may have been collected dm-ing the work. The land

mil tlien be ready for deep cross ploughing, and also sub-

soiling ; for I believe the subsoil is never thoroughly stirred

unless the subsoil plough is used leugthways and crossways.

The land may now remain during the winter, and receive

the full benolit from alternate frost and rain ; and when the

weatlier becomes favourable in the spiing, proceed with the

course of culture according to the mode of planting re-

quired. If intended for stetch culture, begin by drawing

stetehes at two feet or thirty inches apart, with the double

mould-board plougli, according to the nature of the soil and
tlie kind of manure used. When yard or town manure is

used, the carts laden with manure sliould pass along the

stetehes, the wheels being in the furrows. Two men will be

required to cast tlie dung from the carts, and four women to

follow, spreading it regularly in the furrows. At the same
time it is desirable that the plough should immediately

follow, splitting the stetehes and covering in the manure to

prevent loss by evaporation ; it will then be in a good state

to receive the seed.

In case artificial manures are used (such as guano, &c.)

which are rich in ammonia, they should be sown broadcast

upon the stetclies just previous to splitting them and ridging

for the last time ; but when superphosphate, or bone-dust,

and those manures not lilcely to damage the seed are used,

it would be Ijest to drill with ashes at the same time as the

seeding takes place.

I do not, however, advocate ridge culture for Mangold
under all circumstances, for I have obtained excellent crops

ou the flat, when it has followed a turnip crop fed off with

sheep, or on very light land, where it is sure to work fine.

In these cases the manure may be laid out, and the land

ploughed directly, being worked liy harrows and roller to

the proper tilth, and drilled immediately, which will retain

the moisture of tlie land, and insure the vegetation of the

seed. In this manner, also, good Mangold may be grown
upon some strong soils, for such land scarcely ever works
fine enough to sow on the stetch.

The hest time for sowing Jlangold is the first week in

Jlay, for it often happens that frost does injury to the young
plant if put in before that time, and the weeds are sure to

advance rapidly, if the plant makes bttt little progress,

thereby increasing the expenses of cultivation.

The quantity of seed required will range from six jjounds

to seven pounds per acre, according to the mode of putting

in ; for, whether by the drill or dibble, a liberal quantity of

seed is always desirable, because the plants, when mode-
rately thick, not only stand the best chance of a sufficiency

being left, in case of attack by fly, &c., but grow so much
faster whilst young, that they become secure from the enemy
at a much earlier period.

The best soil for Mangold is a deep rich loam, but
there is scarcely any root which we grow fiir the purpose
of cattle feeding wldch can be successfully grown upon a

greater diversity of soils, particularly when tlie land has
been well tilled and manured, and also where the climate

is favoiu'able ; for it is known to practical farmers that this

root, unlike the turnip, delights in a warm, dry climate,

like tlie eastern and southern counties of England.
The writer has been very successful in the culture of

Mangold upon land sittiated close to the sea, and belie\es

the air from the salt water to have a very beneficial eft'ect

upon the plant. Tlie lands of JMangold most usually grown
are the Lmii/ lieil, Lomj Yellow, and Yelloir Globe. I think

the Lonij Red best for deep rich loams, Ijut for strong lands,

or soils in general, I prefer the Yellow Glohe, or the Lonii

Yellow, these varieties being more nutritions tlian the Beil,

as well as more easily cultivated upon ordinary soils.

When it is inconvenient to apply dung, JIangold can and
has been grown very successfully by tlie aid of ai-tiflcial

manures, a greater quantity being, however, employed

than is usually bestowed on the turnip crop. A compound
manure may be employed, consisting of supevpliosphate

and Peruvian guano, or, otherwise, two-hundred-weiglit of

Peruvian guano and two or three-hundredweight of salt

may be applied broadcast previous to tlie last ploughing,

and two-hundred-weight of superphosphate drilled or dib-

bled in with the seed.

—

Joseph Bi.undeu.

DISEASES OF POULTRY.

INFLAMMATION AND ULCERATION OP THE STOMACH.

The body of a prize Shangbae fowl was recently forwarded
to me for examination, with a statement, that it had for

some time refused its food and been moping; and that it

had been treated with rue and butter, Epsoin salts, castor

oil, and latterly wHli calomel and tai'lar emetic, but that

under each treatment it continued to get worse, and died,

much emaciated. On examination, I found that the case

was an exceedingly instructive sequel to the one described at

page 400 in the last volume, being inflammation of the true

digestive stomach, (viz., the proventriculus, ) which had run
ou to ulceration; in the natural state, this firgan (which
forms the digestive fluid) is not larger tliaii tlie thumb; in

this case, from tlie inflammation and subsequent ulceration,

no digestive fluid had been formed, hence the food could

not be digested, and it had accumulated to such an extent

that the stomach was, at least, four times as lai-ge as the

gizzard, and filled up the whole interior of the animal,

pressing on all the other parts, and causing their decrease

in size.

I have had several fatal eases of the same kind under my
notice, but in none was the part enlarged to such an
enormous extent. The disease is not uncommon in highly-

fed fowls; and when birds mope, and refuse their food,

without any marked symptom that other organs are afiected,

its presence may be suspected. The treatment adopted in

this case was the worst that could possibly have lieen

followed. Stimulants, such as rue, drastic jmrgatix'es, as

salts, ttc, were employed, and the bird was tempted to eat

by enticing foods. The disease is necesstu'ily fatal in ad-

vanced stages, but at an early period it may be cured by a

very low nnstimulating diet, as rice boiled to a very thin

pap, and given in small quantities, iledicine is of very little

use, but above all, the employment of stimulants must be

avoided. The success which has attended the plan of treat-

ment that I suggested for inflammation of the egg-passage,

viz., calomel and tartar emetic, has been followed by one

evil result ; the same remedies have been given to birds ill

with other diseases, and, of course, without benefit. It

should be Iiorne iu mind that tliere is no universal medicine

for poultry disorders, and that a remedy, thougli perfectly

adapted to the alleviation or cure of one complaint, is not

likely to benefit another, but, in all probability, may aggravate

its symptoms to a very great degree.

The treatment above mentioned, aUbough very eflicient

in checking the inflammatory action of an excited egg-

passage, would increase very greatly tlie iriitation of an
inflammed or ulcerated stomach.

I cannot let this opportunity pass without thanldng col-

lectively, as I believe 1 have done individually, those persons
who have kindly forwarded me dead and diseased birds for

examination. All raiilcs in society, from the peer to the

peasant, have done me the honour of soliciting my advice,

and have aided in increasing my experience. If I were
asked to state, in a few words, tlie most important result

that the very attentive e.xamination of these numerous cases

has led me to arrive at, I should reply, that more than three-

fourths of the deaths liave been owing to diseases caused by

over-stimulating food ; meat, greaves, liemp seed, and peas,

have greatly aided my experience, by furnishing my scalpel

with numerous subjects. Apoplexy, especially in Shanghaes,
inilammation of the stomacli, and inflammation of the egg-

passage, are all registered in my case-liool; by the dozen.

I may add, that I shall always be most happy to receive

any dead or sick birds for examination, and if the cases are

new, or present any peculiar points of interest, they will be
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published in these pages ; and even if tliey present nothing
novel, sliall he most willing to comnmnicate the results

'

privately to the sender. I

\V. B. Tegetmeiep., Toltcnham, Miihllescx.

VIOLETS FOR WINTER BLOOMING.
Although such an excellent paper has recently been

given by tliat practical and scientific man, Mr. Fish, I beg
to offer a fe'w hints upon the metliod I liave practised for

many successive year.-.. I liave cultivated most of the
varieties of these beautiful little liowers in my time, but
now I content myself witli only two of its varieties. Of
these, I think tlie best is the Double Kcapolilan, whicli is of

a beautiful lilac colomv and 1 wovdd rather look at a two or

tbree-hght frame filled ivith this one kind, tlian see a mixture
of violets there varying in colom-s, and single and double in

form, .^though, as ilr. Fisli justly says, the Neajjohtan
is loo tender to stand out-of-doors dm'ing t!ie winter,

without protection, yet, with protection, it is less liable tlian

any other to damp oil' during muggy weather in the winter

months. This kind forms, better than any other, a compact
evergreen buuch, with its leaves and flowers; and even its

stolons, or young shoots, incline upwards from the eailh,

and improve the group.

The otl)er kind we grow is that called the Tree, or
Perpetual J'iolet, but we grow it not as a tree, but treat it

as we do the other.

Now of these two kinds, I have as many pots as will fill

a two-light frame every year, aud from tliem we are able to

gather flowers, more or less, duriag all the winter and
spring mouths. I have frequently taken two prizes for

these same pots of plants at the Winchester Horticultural
Exhibitions in November and March, which is some proof
of their well-doing.

When the flowering season is over, I make up a nice little

bed in a cool part of tlie garden, towards the end of April,

but open to liglit, and not too near walls or the shade of

trees. The soil is well dug and worked up, and the bed
marked out, three feet wide, a few crumbs are thrown up
from the sides, and then I treat it with a barrow-full, or
more, as the case may require, of well-decayed manure from
the frame-ground, such as leaf-mould, with a little loam
mixed with it, or old manure of some kind, such as would
all pass through a sieve if required. This mamu-e is placed
over the sm-face of the bed, and then the spade again
goes to work cliopping and working it iu thoroughly, so that
no rake is required, and should there be a slug in the soil

it would liave but a poor chance to escape the many chops
with the spade. The sides are then marked out, leaving
the bed foiu- or five inches higher than the path, and the
bed is ready to receive the plants. Of course ray mind is

made up as to the number of plants I am going to plant
out, so that the size of the bed is made accordingly. If I
want fifteen pots of each colour, or kind, to fill my frame, I
plant that number, allowing about six over. Jlybed being
three feet wide, just holds three plants across it, and the
same distance apart in the row, or about nine inches from
plaut to plant, every way.
The old flowering plants are turned out of their pots ; are

divided into quite single crowns, and every broken, or faulty
leaf, is removed, aud the long and straggling roots cut away.
They are then planted with the dibble, and if on a dry day,
a little water is given to settle the earth to the roots. If the
lime-bag is made use of the same evening, for the purpose
of giving a slight dusting of quick-lime, all the better, for it

prevents the worms drawing the plants out of their places
before they are established ; and should there be a slug on
the prowl, if the limednst which reaches him be not strong
enough to kill, it causes him to turn back another way.

After the plants have been bedded out three or foiu- davs,
look them over, and open the earth carefully right up to the
plant, and see that every plant is in a fair way of doing well;
or should any one have failed, make it good immediately.
Never let the season be lost, because, if you do, you must
afterward have a patchy bed.

Nothing more will be required but frequent earth-stirring

POULTRY-YARD REPORT.
HivTSG observed in Tut; Cottage CJAKDEyEE that some

persons would like to see the returns of poultry-yards, and
ha\Tng been very particular in collecting all eggs myself,
and keeping a daily account, I send you the result for the
last four months, for pubhcation in yoiu" valuable work,
should you think it worth inserting.

All my fowls are chickens of last year ; twelve are Cochin-
China, the rest ai'e half-bred and common fowls. The
common fowls did not begin to lay till they were more than
nine months old, though early hatched; but the others
commenced before they were six months old, aud I have
many now sitting the second time this year, and two with
their second broods ; these have, in three weeks after

hatching, commenced laying again, but do not leave their

chickens till within a short time of tlieir wanting to sit

The greater part of these were only nine months old on the
27th of April, yet many of them have laid upwards of 100
eggs this year, and one laifl 0:5 without missing a day. I
cannot be niistakcu, as she laid separately, and a much
darker egg than the others.

I consider greaves bad for gi-own-iip fowls, and I should
say, from tlie experience I have had, that they ruin the
fowls in a very short time, besides producing a large number
of soft eggs. A small quantity of meat is all very well as
medicine, and any scraps from your own table given to

chickens improves them wonderfully. Greaves are good for

young ducks, but worms are better.

My food for twenty-nine fowls, five ducks, and twenty

and keeping all the little side-shoots plucked away ; but I

never remove any of the stronger crown-like nraners.

I allow the plants to increase this way in the bed until

the first week in September, when I lift them all into pots

again ; that is, I pot off as many as will fill up my two-light

frame again. Should a dull afternoon, or wet, misty day,

happen about this time, I never let it escape, but lift my
plants imm.ediately, fetching them in from the bed in a

seive, three or four at a time, to the potting-bench, and as

the plants are potted they are watered and placed upon
boards under a north wall for a time, ami should the I

weather be diy and hot, as it frequently is at this time, the

plants are spiinkled over every evening with water.

If carefully potted they will put out a host of side-shoots,

which should be plucked away as often as they appear, and
every decayed leaf removed. Slugs I look after at the time

of potting most sedulously; yes, and at all other times too.

I do not know what sort of palates slugs have, but they
are just as eager to devour a young Tobacco plant, or a
Petunia, as a sweet Violet.

Towaids the end of the month of September the pots ai'e

all brought into their winter quarters, the frame, and placed
there upon coal-ashes so as to be near tlie glass. Whilst in

the frame I give them all the air that can be given them,
taking even the whole of the pots very often entii'ely out of
the frame, and then every part of the place is seaix'hed for

slugs, and the pots too are seaiched both in taking in and
out.

This taking in and out seems to do the plants much good
besides aiding cleanliness. Decayed leaves ai'e at all times
looked after and removed.

There is no place suits the Violet so well as the cold

frame, but they should be well protected in frosty weather.
I have, ere now, had them covered up for ten days or a
fortnight at a time in severe frosty weather. There is

nothing like being on the right side of a frost. One had
better cover tip a little more than is necessaiy than not
enough ; it is only Ihe pleasure of doing it, for ' ti'ouble " is a
w^ord not in The Cottaffe Gardeners' Dietiouary.

Two pots of these double, freely-blooming kinds, are
always more jiroductive than twice the nmnber of either of
the singles, and any lady esteeming a bouquet will prefer a
good double flower to a single one.

The present time is good for planting out Violets. I have
planted out the first week of this May, and although I have
mostly been a week eaiiier, it is all in good time.—T.
Weaver, Gardener tu the Warden of Winehester Collem-.
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pigeons, during the months of March, was, each day—one
quartern of barley ( or dross wheat), at .S a.m. ; three pounds
of rice (boilcil), two quarterns of grains, and one quartern
of Is. pollard, all mixed together and given in the after-

noon, the cost for which is something under eight-pence.

They also got two good-sized Mangold Wurt/.el roots cut up
into small s.i|uares. I reckon a duck or fowl to cost sixpence
a month. Now the days are longer they are fed three times
a day, hut mucli in the same proportion, with the exception

of tlie Mangold Wurtzel, whicli I do not think they require

at this season.

My hen-house is at the hack of my kitchen fireplace, and
is about nine feet by five feet, built partly of brick, one end
being wood.

I hud a crowing hen all last year, but she laid as many
eggs as any of the others.

I have twice, during the past year, performed, with perfect

success, the operation for " crop-bound," exactly as described
in 'i'Hii CoTT.iOE Gaiidexek, at page ix, having found out
how to perform it from a work on '' Domestic Animals,"
published in the New labrary of l^seful Knowledge, by
Cradock and Co.

In all works upon ducks, the time of incubation is laid down
at thirty days ; 1, however, find that it never exceeds twenty-
six days, and some have hatched in twenty-tive.

My chickens have all done well since following the advice
you gave me at page 4.")3 of The Cottage Gardenee.

' dung-heap, but the dung is soon wanted in the garden, and
long before the stems are half decayed, and again confusion
is wished to the Caldiage-stalks, for they have to be hand
picked out of the dung again ; at least, a tidy workman
will do so, though a slovenly person will manage to put
them in the barrow with tliu manure rather than soil his
fingers, and though even if he should fear he should have

(

to dig the ground on which the manure is placed. If he
has to dig the ground, or even to hoe it, " Confound those

I Cabbage-stalks!" will again and again be heard.

^
Some of the industrious cottagers who happen to keep a

1

pig, will strip off all the leaves for their pigs, and lay out the
stems to dry for the tire ; this is very well in its place ; but

I

to wdiatever purpose these stick-like stems may be apjdiod
. in the garden, the best way is to chop them up into
short pieces as soon as they are pulled np, when they will

occupy so much less space, and will soon decay, whether
dug into the ground, or consigned either to the hotbed or

I the dunghill.—T. Weaved.
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very pleasing manner, with a subJueJ voice ; but I believe

they never sing with us so as to exert their whole vonal

powers, ilr. Hewetson states, that in the course of his

.journey in Norway, the Redwing was but seldom seen, and

then perched on tlie summit of one of the liighest Irees,

pouring forth its delightfully wild note. It is called the

Nightingale of Norway, and well it deserves the name."]

BREEDING PURE CHICKENS.
Froji some things that happened during the breeding

season of last year, I was disposed to think your corres-

pondent, "E. P. B.," "careful overmuch," in his note on
"pure bred chickens," in The Cottage (tahdexep. of the

27th of January last; and the trials I have made since then,

go to prove that he had a itreat excess of caution, a thing

certainly more fre^ueutly attributed to tlie cciiuuj Scot than
to John Bull. My impressions, on reading the note referred

to, differed materially from it. Yet I did not wish to give

publicity to a mere impression ; but having now put the

matter to the test, in two different instances, I think it

right to send you the results, to prevent many of your
correspondents from losing their eggs during the breeding
season. They are as follows ; and tliey and yon can try, and
judge for yourselves. In tlie first instance, I liad a Cochin
hen going with a Polish (blaclc, with white topknot) cock;
the bii'ds from that cross were dark-coloured, and appear to

have nil talien the colour of the sire. I removed the hen
(laying at the time) to a cock of her own kind, and took
ihe fifth egg laid, after removul, and the production of that

egg is as different as possible from Die bird produced from
the last egg, laid previous to removal from the Polish cock ;

in fact, the one is a cross, and tlie other a pure Cochin ; and
in the second instance the cii'cumstances were very similar to

the first. I had two Hamburghs ( Bolton tireys
) going

with a Spanish cock, the crosses in this instance were also

all dark-coloured. I separated one of the hens, and put
her beside a cock of her own kind, and took the fourth egg
laid, after the separation, and tlie production of that egg,
and the subsequent dozen (those of them that hatched),
are light-coloured, and I cannot distinguish the chick from
the fourth, from that of the tifteenth egg (two of the eggs
were broken previous to sitting) laid after saparation, and I

hesitate not to say they are all pure Hamburghs ; indeed, I

have no doubt of the fact ; and facts are stubborn things.
It is curious, that in eacli of the crosses, tlie chickens

(amounting to fifteen in number) have all taken the colour
of the male birds. I have no doubt, however, as they
advance, and get featliered, their appeai'ance will be very
much modified by some of the colours and characteristics
of the female. If an oi)portunity occurs again this season,
I will next try the //(i)-,/ egg, and it would not surprise me,
if it also would be from the "male tlie lien is with.

I have not yet tried how long a hen will lay fertile eggs
when not put to anotlier cock. It is stated of tlie Turkey
hen, that a short time with the male is sufficient to fertilise

the whole of the eggs laid previous to hatching, but foi- the
truth of wliich I cannot vouch, never liaving kept them.

—

A. S. W.
[AVe shall be obliged by a report of your further ex-

periments. All such answers from nature are interesting

and valuable,

—

Ed. C. G.]

DRIVING BEES.
I see everywhere the advantage of ' driving' over ' burning'

Bees dilated on. I proved the advantage last autumn in

one case, but in several instances of observing tlie practice,

during the summer, in juining casts and colts (for some of
my hives would swarm) to first swarms, I almost invariably
found the gniund in front of, and around the hives, strewed
with considerable numbers of dead bees. Last Saturday
evening, April i)0, 1 endeavoiu'ed to drive the bees of a hive
that I saw were doing nothing, to ascertain the state of the
hive. 1 proceeded in the regular way, having an empty hive

to fit close, string, sticks, i-c, evei^tbing correct, according

to the " Countiy Curate's" mode. After rapping for a con

siderable tune, we took otf the top hive; not a bee in it, the

bees being clustered about the lower edges of the comb of

the reversed hive; we set it on again, with cloth, JJc, and ti>

work I went rapping and liitting this time liercely. " Now it's

all right," we said ; for we heaid the noise of the bees in the

upper hive ;
presently we took it off, and only a portion of

the bees were in it, spread round the sides. I then took

my knives and cut out two of the combs, and observing no

trace of grubs, young bees, or eggs, or honey (I had been

fee-ding the hive for some time), I determined, of course, on

its destruction, and the brimstone-pit soon put an end to its

remaining occupants. I may observe, that every cell was

empty; there were more than a dozen ijueen cells, perfect

or iniperfect, in the hive. The bees in the empty hive I

then proceeded to join to another hive, knocking them out

on the cloth, and acting according to directions, we set them
up on the stool as soon as the business was completed, and

went to bed. The next day (Sunday) the working of the

hive was suspended for the amusement of fighting, and

scores of tlie bees lay dead in front and about the hive. " We
did more liai-m tlian good," said a man to nie, whom I am
endeavouring to instruct in the depriving and driving system

;

and 1 doubt but we did ; and so last night I burnt a lot of

bees who had no qneen, and I have three more must go the

same way, I fear.

Now wliat I want to know is, how to render driving

certainly useful, and to avoid the slaying, and fighting, and
slaughtering, I allude to.—CLERirrs, Beda.

OPENING THE CROP OF FOWLS.
Refeeino to an extract of a letter that appeared iu The

Cottage G.vedf.xee of the 14th of April (p. ',':!), from
" M. B." respecting a " Diseased Hamburg Hen," I quite

agree with Mr. Tegetmeier, when he says, " It is impossible

to determine the natui'e of a malady from so short a descrip-

tion of symptoms." There ai'e, however, other ways of

accounting for the. bird "vomiting a whitish tluid," than by

the digestive organs being diseased. Fowls, after eating

hearty of any oily substance, will often vomit ; but by the

hen "moping, with her eyes shut," and generally inactive,

induces nie to think that the bird is crop-bound, which, if

the castor oil does not remove, the crop must be cut open,

the contents carefully removed, and then the lip of the

wound sewn together with silk. The method of performing
this operation will be best described by tlie following noti;

that I wrote some time since, and which appeared in " Kidil's

Own Journal."
" Many thanks for yom" kind advice, so freely given me in a

former Journal, as to how I ought to treat one of my fowls—

a

Shanghae cock. You reconimendod, amongst other things,

change of air, diet, and exercise. ^\'etl, what flitli your
advice, my skill, or luck, which yon will, 1 have succeeded in

restoring the poor bird to perfect liealth ; and for the benellt

of that [lortion of your readers who keep valuable poultry,

and may, perhaps, some time or other be in a similar ' fix,'

I send you my mode of operations. Let rae first state the
symptoms of illness the bird exhibited : these were, loss of

appetite, dung of a dark green colour, niftled feathers, comb
and wattles on the edges turning blue, forsaking the coraxjanv

of the hens. These being the symptoms, I considted thereon
with my neighbours «lio keep poultry. Some said tin"

invalid had got the pip; others that be had swallowed
poison; and several of the 'oldest inhabitants,' by way of

consolation, told me the bird was sure to die in a day or two.

It is said, that ' in a multitude of counsellors there is

wisdom.' Not so, however, in this case; for all the advice

I obtained only puzzled, confused, and made iitatters worse;

until the thought struck ine that the bird might have
swallowed something indigestible. IJiit how to arrive at the
solution of the mystei-y '? .\fter a few words with mysell'

(and when a man talks to himself it is generally to the

point), T made u|) my mind to imprison, and keep the bird

without food for twenty-four hours. I then visited him, ami
felt the crop of the now hungry bird. Guess my surprise
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lo find that the crop was as much distended as it was twentj-
four hours before I

' A desperate disease requires a despe-
rate remedy.' 1 therefore at ouce phtcked the feathers oil'

from (he inHamed crop, and carefully cut the same open witli

a pair of sharppoiuted scissors. The cau^e for the illness

of the bird now became apparent; the half-putrid corn, ic,
quickly protruded throiiyli the opening ; then, with the
handle of a teaspoon, 1 brought forth two huge pieces of

bone, which the poor bud must iiavc swallowed, but could
uot digest. After washing out the crop, the lips of the
wound were sewed together with silk : so that, instead of

dying. Chanticleer yet lives to ' croio Ike tale,' 1 hope for the
future benefit of others of his tribe." W. L. J.

THE SflANGHAK AS A COTTAGEES FOWL.

( Ountiitiu'dfront patjp 91.)

In my first letter I promised to let yom' readers know bow
I got across the water that I was then ventming into. I

\vi\\ now fulfil my promise. I have iufonued them that
I had hard work to obtain my first pair of poultry, but 1

rested uot till 1 had them. They were very small, only
weighing .'tj lbs. the two ; but Ibis was a fault that X soon
i'ound tliem to escape from, for they gained 4 ounces each
every week, imtil they were 4 lbs. each. I then left ofi'

weighing them, for they proved to be two hens ! So I took
them to my neighbours that I told you of in my first letter,

who had a cock of the same sort ; but I have sinee bought
a cockerel of the same gentleman that I bought my hens of,

being one that he bouglit at one of the sales in London.
This saved me from breeding in-aud-in. So, now, you see,

I am well set up.

Now, I only tell you all this, on purpose to show you what
may be done, if you will only persevere. I intII now give
you my opinion of the Slmnghae fowl. They are unt large
eaters when they have as much as they will eat ; but it is

not the best way of feeding them to give tliera as much as
they will eat, and 1 will give you a proof of this, for I made
my two live upon twopence-halfpenny per week, and the
same week that my two weighed 7 lbs., the two best pullets
of the same hatch only weighed 6 lbs., although they had
had as much as they could eat. They are capital layers.

Jline began as soon as they were six mouths old, and laid

every day ; and although they have neither of them laid

two eggs in one day, yet one has laid two eggs in one night.
But the veiy best of all their quahties is their tameness,

and keeping within bounds. If they had no other good
quality, this is enough to recommend them to every cottager
in England. If any one were only to see the fence tliat

keeps mine within bounds, it would be plenty of proof on
this point.

Now 1 took it into my head that they were so tame that I

could do anything witli them, so as I had plenty of eggs,
and wanted some of them turned into chickens, I thouglit
I would try and teacli one of them to sit, so as they roosted
in the same nests where they laid, I had nothing to do but
to place half-a-dozen eggs for the hen to roost upon, and
she was so kind as not to let them become cold again. As a
proof that she was not ready to bit, she laid for tliree days
after she took to ber nest.

Now, as to the best food to feed them with, I find there is

nothing that will fatten tliem so fast as barley meal and bran
mixed together, and made wet,but nottoo wet; but when they
begin to lay, I have given mine nothing but barley, as that
was the practice of my old Aunt, and as mine lay every day,
I think I shall not depart from this practice.

I can, with confidence, recommend the Shangbae lo every
cottager who would like to keep fowls, but who cannot keep
the common sorts out of mischief. Those who have a good
turn-out for fowls can keep what sort they like ; but I think
the Shanghaes will not be beaten this next year or two.

The Poor Man's WEix-wisHEn.

OUJB MONTHLY CONTEMPORARIES.
Rhubarb.—By Mr. .James Guthill, of Gamberwell, in Th

Srolihh Florist for May :—

" Rliubarb, like steam, luis worked its way, and upon its 1

own merits. It is uot only used and esteemed for tai'ts,

puddings, and pies, but is the very king of preserves ; with
about a pound of sugar to a pound of fruit-stalk, and well
boiled—the boiling is alisolutely necess.ary on account of
the watery nature of tlie stalks—with the addition of a little

ginger and lemon, or any of the three marmalades, it makes
one of tlie finest of all preserves, not excepting the Green
Gage Plum. The first of this preserve I ever saw was made
by Mrs. Eandall, a market-gardener's wife, the preserve being
made from the sort bearing her name ; and in my opinion
this Ehubarlj is as far before all the others as a Eibston
Pippin is before a Hawthornden Apple. Ehubarb also

makes a capital wine with about three pounds of sugar to a
gallon of liquor. The Iruit-stalks are first well bruised,
then a little water added along with the sugar; it is then
sU-ained oft' and put into the casks. It ferments briskly for

a fortnight or so. Ehubarb for wine piu'poses must not be
gathered before August; the root by that lime has done
growing, the stem then gets all the benefit of the condensed
and elaborated sap, being much more sti'ong in acidity, and
containing much less water. Tliis wine is much more whole-
some than Gooseberry mne; it eft'ervesces Uke the best
champagne. The colour of the wine, like the preserve, can
be made according to fancy—for instance, a little brandy
woidd colour it and improve its quality. Mr. Oldacre, late

gardener to the late Sir Joseph Banks, was the first to

introduce the then best variety, which he brought home
from St. Vetersburgh, having been gai'dener to the Emperor
of Russia for some years.

" Om- market-gardeners round London have had such
mild winters lately, that they have forced it by simply dig-

ging out a trench five feet wide, and a hundred yards long
or more. Then in the bottom of the trench is put two feet

of hot dung, then a little mould just to cover the dung ; the
roots are then packed side by side closely, then six or eight
inches of straw on the heads, or hurdles thrown across the
bed, and then covered with sti-aw ; but if Rliubarb is wanted
in a safer and more early way, they grow it in frames and
hooped lieds as is done with Sea-kale, Asparagus, ic. This
winter. Rhubarb was fetching a higher price than usual, on
account of the I'rost on February 2.5lh ; it was selling at l.">s.

per doz. of bunches, and some even higher. 'The earliest

and best that came to London this winter was from Scot-

land, to Mr. Solomons, which I was too proud to hear of.

Rhubarb stalks are highly recommended by doctors, know-
ing, as they do, that it is a fine purifier of the blood, and it

may be named either in the Ttu-key dried root, or the
English grown stalk, natm'e's medicine. .Uthough the
London growers grumble at the low price of their Ehidiarb,
it is not half so cheap as it ought to be to enable all classes
to obtain it in the winter.

" Some years ago I pi-oposed a plan so as to produce it all

the winter through and at a cheap rate, which 1 shall give
below. I also recommended a plan of covering the heads
with a forkful of straw to be placed on each head in the
open ground, which is now being universally adopted. This
mode brings it up early, saves it from the frost, it also
slightly blanches it, and hence the skin is not so tliick, the
flavoiu- is also good, as the straw admits plenty of air. And
lastly, the straw being spread over the frame preseiwes it in a
moist state and keeps down weeds, ifcc. As for sorts, first is

Randall's Prolific ; this, in my opinion, is not only the earliest,

but also is a fine bearer, with a beautiful colotn-ed pink stem
rising quite erect, and, unlike many of the others, the flower-
stem comes up much later ; next, Jlyatt's Linnseus ; and for
the latest the A'ictoria. Some market gardeners leave the
flower-stem until all the leaves are picked. This is but
quite right, as it keeps the roots in growth until a fresh
supply of leaves are produced. The plan which I proposed
some years ago for Cornwall and Devonshire is now not only
being farrisd not with Ebubai-b. but also with earlv Vatai^^-.
Sea-Kale, and -Vsparagus, Biocoli, Peas, Ac.

" I may here mention, that between the frost of February

and that of Jlarcli this year there wa^- some very warm
weather which brought on the Ehubarb vei7 fast ; all those
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who had no straw on the crowns had then- stalks destroyed

entirely.
" JNIy plan is to form large plantations of Ehuharh along

the sides of some railway in Cornwall or Devon, and, as in

the case of Sea- Kale and Asparagus, if practicable, ground

should be chosen for it that slopes to the soutli, for this will

make a dilference of at least ten days in its earliness.

Wlien the land has been selected, dung it lieavily, and trench

it at least two spits deep. This should be done before the

heavy rains of winter set in. Soil of too stitl' or too clayey

a nature must be avoided, for that would make a difference

in tlie earliness. I'or tlie same reason wet land should not

be selected, for tliat is at all times '>° colder than well drained

land: besides, the latter otl'ers facilities for air reaching

the roots which wet land does not, and without air, the

roots cannot thrive any more than the tops can.
" Before making the permanent plantation, it would be

well if a lai'ge number of the best sorts were previously

planted out thickly in a piece of ground, and coming for-

ward ; these miglit be divided and increased with advantage,

leaving a bud on each division. This will multiply your
stock amazingly, and lessen your outlay for plants. Mr.
Myatt pilants four feet square, but that is quite a foot too

wide for field culture, if no other intermediate crop is in-

tended. The plants ought to be put in alternately, or

quincunx fashion, wbich gives them more air, and tlie roots

fair play. In the first year something dwarf might be sown
between the rows, as turnips, for instance. Next year the

Khubarb plants will afford a fair picking, and in doing this

some leave notliing but the tlower-stems to draw up the sap,

until the last pulling takes place, and then the llowerstcms
arc removed; but Mr. Myatt makes it a rule never to pull

every stalk off, for that injiu'es the root. It is quite certain

that leaves and flower-stems are, in a great measure, formed
out of the matter that was stored up in the roots the pre-

vious year ; and if we cut them off without allowing them
to restore to the root that which they have taken from it, we
shall have a weaker growth the following year. It is on
this principle that the leaves of Crocuses and Snowdrops
arc never removed by good gai'deners till they have fidhlled

their othce, and become withered ; for if they were, the
result wotdd, in all probability, be no flower next year.

Klnibarb roots should, therefore, never be perfectly denuded
of foliage.

" I mentioned to a Loudon mai'ket-gardener one day,

tliat I was of opinion that Cornwall and Devon would ulti-

mately be found to lie the great marts for our early Hliubarb.
His reply was, 'We can beat them hollow.' 'That's well,'

I said I ; ' for the whole of the north of England, and Scot-

land too, are ready to receive not only early Khubarb,
but every thing else. At the present time (April -i.'ith)

there are many tons being sent northwards daily. There is

no fear, therefore, of glutting the market.' Tlie Cornwall
and Devonsbu-e growers might easily have forced Itluibarb
all the winter, by making trenches five feet broad, and one
or two htnidred yards long, taking up the roots and pack-
ing them in the trencli, and jiuttiug mould upon them.
Hurdles covered with straw miglit be placed over all.

Nothing more would be needed, but of course it would
require immense quantities of roots to replace those that

were forced, whicli should not he thrown away, but cut
into eyes and planted again. In order, however, to save
the roots where they stand, and still get them earlier, they
must be covered with pots, which must be made for the pur-
pose, not less than IH inches higli and a font in diameter.
Tlicy should have no hole at the top, as that would not only
let out tlie heated air generated in the inside by the sun's

rays, but would cause the interior to he colder than the
external atmosphere. To avoid the expense of pots, covering
the crowns with plenty of straw is a good plan to protect it,

the straw would afterwards act as a manure to the ground.
Many persons prefer Ehubarb grown in a hslf-blanclied

form, they think it more delicate in flavour: one thing is

certain, that it does not form so large leaves, and would be
easier packed. The mild climate of Cornwall and Iievon
wnnlrl. however, without anv artificial treatment, produce
Khubarb fit for lise at least five or six weeks before it could
be brought to market from anywhere else, and instead of
having five or six weeks' cheap Ithubarb, as we now have,
we should then have a two or three months' excellent supply.'

It is now (Starch 10) selling at Is. a bunch of from twelve

to eighteen heads, which, trifling as it may appear-, is sitch a

price that the middle and industrial classes cannot pay.

"Ireland, which has the finest land and climate in the

world, and which has railways passing from its south to its

north, possesses extraordinary capabilities for producing

everything in first-rate style. The south could supply the

north with early produce; the north again could supply the

south with late produce, and in this way a long continuance

of good and cheap things would be the result. But when
shall these things be ? When shall that unhappy portion of

the liritish dominions care for its own and its neighbour's

interest;' Let us hoi>e that it soon will, that the dark cloud

which at present bangs over it will pass rapidly away, and
ere long fair 'Erin' will put on a more industrious and
smiling face."

ArHELEXis CuLTUiiE.—By 3Ir. 'William Barnes, of Cam-
den Nursery, Camberwell, in The Florist for May:

—

" This beautiful and justly much admired genus has for

many yeai's formed one of the greatest ornaments in the
splendid collections of plants that have annually graced the
tents of our great metropolitan exhibitions ; a few practical

hints, therefore, respecting its cultivation, which I have
conducted successfully for many years, may not be unin-
teresting. I will commence with its propagation, wbich is

considered by many rather a difficult task, but having raised

some liuniheds of them by the following process, I ventiu'e

to assert, that by strictly pursuing my jilan, no one will be
disappointed in the attempt. I would choose the month of
June for the purpose : in selecting cuttings, make choice of
good strong ripe wood, three or four inches long, if such
can be obtained ; and if there are three or four side-shoots

to the cuttings all the better, as in that way nice dwarf
bushy plants will be formed at once. In taking oil' cuttings,

instead of removing them with a knife, break them out

down to the joint, with a shoulder or heel to them, and just

pruning oft' the loose bark with a knife, is all that is re-

quired. I'repare some 5-inch pots by well draining them,
and filling them nearly full with light peat and sharp sand
in equal proportion; on this place half-an-inch of clean
sharp sand, press all down close, and place your cuttings

round the edge of tlie pot, pressing them in tightly. When
finished, select a shady place out^of doors under a north
wall for them. Take out a trench about nine inches deep

;

place in the bottom of it three inches of coal-ashes, for the
purpose of keeping down worms, and on this plunge your
pots to their rims, filling np between them with ashes.

When this is done, put a sound hand-glass over them,
pressing it down firmly on the ashes to seclude all air from
entering. They may then be left three or four days, when
they may receive a slight sprinkling of water. Put the glass

carefully on them again, when there will be but little to

attend to until they are rooted, except looking to them
occasionally, in order to see that they do not get dry, or
that damp does not acctimulate.

" In August they will be ready for potting, which should
be done as soon as they are rooted, in order to get well-

established, nice, bushy plants before winter. When potting,
use the same compost as is recommended for the bottom of
the cutting jilants, and pot tJiem into .1-iuch pots. Set
them in a close cold frame, and shade tlicm from the hot
sun. In a fortnight they will be sufficiently established to
])errait of the operation of topping being performed, which
should he done to every shoot ; this will ensure your getting
them short and bushy, and a proper foundation will be laid
for a fine specimen.

" Wiien the season arrives for placing them in their
winter quarters, make choice of a nice dry, airy shelf in the
greenhouse for them, as close to the glass as can be ob-
tained, where they may remain until the following April

;

they will then i-eqnire shifting into larger pots, using the
compost rather coarser and with less sand in it tlian before,
and mixing some small pieces of charcoal or broken pot-
sherds with it, which prevent the soil from becoming
soddened and unhealthy. Keep them either in a cold pit
or frame, and see that they are constantly toppeil, which
will be found to give them more strength and vigour; they
will require another fresh potting about the middle of June,
which should be their final one for that season. W'hen
properly estabhshed, after this time of shifting, begin to
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expose tliera to more sun anil air, nntil tliey may eventually

be placed out iu tlie open ground, making choice of a

partially shaded situation for them, free from all drip of

trees, and where they may remain until housing time

arrives, wlien they slionld be replaced in the greenhouse as

before recommended, paying great attention not to give

them an over supply of water during the winter. As spring

advances attend to potting them as they may require it ; and
should the plants not be wanted to bloom in a small stale,

they may again be regularly topped as before directed. By
following the practice I have just described, and attending

to shifiing them as they increase in growth, in two years

you will be in possession of some nice biisliy plants. Should
this, however, be too long to wait, young plants may always

be purchased at the principal nurseries, taking care to

j

choose nice dwarf bushy ones in preference to those having

long weak wood, and by following up the principle of potting

and topping, you will ensure a specimen in much less time

than you could from cuttings.

"Sly object iu giving the full particulars of the most
1

successful mode of propagating them, is to show that there

I

is not that difficulty in the operation that many suppose there

is. It may here be observed that as the plant advances iu

growth, the soil should be used in a coar.^er or rougher
state, always employing sharp sand rather liberally with it,

and increasing the size of the i^ieces of charcoal or potsherd,

mixed with the compost, and when tliey receive their final

shift, say into l-") inch pots, pieces as large as hens' eggs

may be introduced, pressing tliem firmly into the soil as you
pot. This will be found of the greatest possible advantage

;

it will promote in many ways the well-doing of the plant, as,

for instance, in keeping the soU opeu and porous, kind and
healthy, and iu giving the roots full scope for e.vLtending

themselves through the ball of earth, without coming in

contact with soil that 1ms become, by constant watering,

soddened and unhealthy.

"As the above mode of treatment may be applioil to all

the varieties of this genus, I will here add the names of I

those that are the best and most beautiful, viz. Macrantha
|

ptirpiiren^ Marniiifha roscn^ Hiimilh, and Scsamoichs."

Ei-i.-ECTs OF Feost on bever.m, new Trees and Shiu'bs,

from Tlie Miillund Florht for May.—" It must be premised,
(

that the soil near Xottingham is a strong and retentive
j

loam. First, then, the Cnjpfuvicria Japnnica. Ours is n I

beautiful plant, ten feet high. Some years ago, it lost its

leader by the frost, since which, it has formed a fresh one,

aud though the points of the laterals are slightly -scorched,'

the leader has escaped. Blany people ciimplain of the

yellow tinge of tiie foliage of this fine tree, but ours is an

exception, being a lively green. We may consider this tree

hardy. The CerasKs Ulicifi'liti, with its holly like leaves, has

sutiered in the foliage, and is considerably disfigured, though
the wood appeal's unhurt. Liiiiislrmn ovala/olia (Siebold)

appears as hai-dy as the common privet; and the beautiful

Japan prirct equally so. This last is a splendid evergreen.

But TItaja CliilU'iisis has given us the greatest satisfaction.

Our small plant has stood on an exposed border, without

any covering or protection, no hedge being near it, and its

delicate golden-looking foliage has withstood « ind and frost,

in fact, "all the inclemencies of winter with a hardihood

scarcely to be expected from its appearance. ^Ye anticipate

that this plant will be highly appreciated. We wish we
could say as much for Cuptrsxti.t macmcnrpa, a large plant,

fifteen feet high, which has its foliage lamentably disfigured;

still the interior of plant is green, ami as it has previously

recovered its good looks, we yet anticipate a renovation. A
plant of Ccaiiolhiis lln/rsifl'irns, twelve feet high, which forms

a perfect pyramid of blue flowers, in the summer season, has

suffered a good deal, tlie points of the branches being killed

;

but from the exposed situation in which it staails, we are

sui'prised it has not been more injured. The beautiful

Qi<erciis laitata has its foliage shghtly injured. This is a

splendid oak indeed. We had our misgiving as to its being

suflieiently hardy to bear our winters, and are therefore

much pleased to find it so robust. Fhnis radiala has the

points of the shoots browned; but P.macrornipa, SnI/iiiiaiio,

Douqlnssii, and Benlhnmiaim, appeal' as hardy as so many
Scotch firs. Qacrcus iU-x variepala has got slightly injured,

while the common variety,as amatterof course.has escaped,

proving tliat the constitution of theplanl has been weakened

by its^variegation. £scalloiiifi macraniha has lost its] leaves,

but is putting out strong again. This, we anticipate, will

make a vei'y desirable shrub. Garreija mncmplnjtla has
stood better this season than some previous ones, the points

of the shoots only snU'ering, from not getting sufficiently

ripened in the autumn. As for Mouliiiis, or Tree Fieuaics,

their flowers are taken. What a ]iity it is that some late-

blooming varieties of this noble plant are not originated

from seed. We have Uaphiie mezcrcon nutumaalc with other
plants of a similar cluxractcr, and there is no reason that we
know of why sucli a jdant might not be obtained by perse-
verance. It would bo a little fortune for the fortunate raiser.

A northern aspect, and protection, are now the only means
of obtaining blooms, in a springlike theone past. I'ihurinim

marroccphahtm, a small plant, in a low situation, is killed to

the ground. The pretty Ceaiwlliiis rir/hliis has also suffered

on a light border, whilst on stronger soil it has escaped.

Our readers will observe, that amongst trees and shrubs,

the situation has considerable effect on their respective

haidihood. The lawn plaut which has passed the summer
in a dry exposed situation, will have ripened its wood better,

and conse'iuently be better able to withstand severe frost,

than if it had grown in a low sheltered locality."

CuLTn'ATioN oi- I'Hi.ox Deuhjiondii, from Tlie Midland
Florist for May.—" I am not going to fill sevoral pages with
what may Ije compressed into half of one ; but I really love

this beautiful Phlox, and it is so brilliant, so easy of cultiva-

tion, and such a first-rate bedding plant, that I might e^'en

be induced to do such a thing. The way in which I have
been most successful is to raise the seedlings in spring, iu

pots, tilled with loam, vegetable soil, and a good dose of

white or Calais sand, Ihe pots being jilaced in a warm part

of ray greenhouse. As soon as the plants can be handled,

they are pricked out, four in a \>ot, and again placed in tlie

frame. When large enough, say by the beginning of May,
I turn them out on well jirepared beds. After a time, I

pinch out the leading shoots, to induce a bushy habit, and
am rewarded by an abundant bloom. If I have any among
the seedlings parlicuhirly attractive, I strike cuttings, pot

them oil', get them well established before winter, and keep
them secure from frost till next spring. Now, were I to

write for an hour longer, I could not give you better direc-

tions, and I trust your readers will appreciate my motives."

Hr.xKV James.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottagb Gardener. It gives them unjustitiable trouble and

e,^pense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

tlie Cottage Gardener, iy Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London."

The Poultry Book.—The wood-cut at page 71 was a mistake of the

engravers ; the two absurdly placed birds' heads were in the original

drawing merely the filaments that retain the yolk in its proper position.

However, in the next number of the " The Poultry Book," the means of

correcting the blunder will be furnished to each subscriber.

Makriott's Bee-hives {Ellen il/.).—We have not a word to say

against your not employing these. Indeed, his " New Cottage Bee Hive "

embraces all the best improvements whereby honey may be taken with-

out destroying the bees ; with windows on opposite sides, so that the

progress of their work may be examined. It is of straw, with a wooden
flat-top, bell-glasses to obtain early supplies of honey, &c.

Cloches.—We have been desirous, for some time past, to meet the

wijlics of the public in regard to the supplying of "cloches;" and

Messrs. Hartley are equally anxious to afford every facility. Two difh-

culties, however, present themselves ; first, the cost of package, next the

expense of carriage. The "cloches" being of one large size only (say

sixteen or eighteen inches in diameter), it becomes necessary to have a

very large pnoknge. which, in addition to the rarriaffc tooL-o it ™nro

costly than the contents. We would suggest, that various sizes be nested

within each other. If this would answer the requirements of the public,

we could p.ack a greater number in a case, and the expense of trans-

mission would be considerably reduced. We shall be happy to receive
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any suggestiou from your correspondents, and we will do all we can, in

conjunction with the manufacturer, to meet their wishes.—Jam e;i Phillips

and Co., U6, BUhopsgute Street Without.

Bedding Plants {Florum amator).—Vou cannot keep them in your

summer-house except more light be admitted.

Bee Flower (.S. R. W.).—It has been said that the flowers of the

Da/tlin intoxicate, and even kill the bees which partake of their honey.

We cannot say that we arc convinced of the fact; and we are quite sure

that the two other flowers you mention—the Saw/Jower and the H^o//"^-

ftocle— are in no wny injurious to bees.

Black. Shanghaes (^1 Subscrilter, Bridgenorth).—These are usually

of a dead black colour, but we have seen some with the metallic lustre on

their plumage, which certainly adds to their beauty.

Skeletons of Leaves, &c. {T. H. L.).—The more particular men-

tion alluded to at page 38 is given at page 40. We fear that Mr. Beaton

does not know any more than we do, how the anatomizing is effected.

Can any of our readers inform us ?

Fowl Featherless (iVcro).—We cannot suggest a remedy for your
'* Spanish fowl that has lost all its feathers," unless we knew /ioic the

loss occurred. Your tyrant namesake might have plucked them olT, as

the Neros in Lincolnshire still treat their geese ; your fowl may be

moultinff ; or it may have adiseased skin. If the latter be the case, give

it a Plummer's Pill daily for a week, and keep it upon soft vegetable food

until you see the feathers returning.

Dorking Fowls {A. E. L.}.—For all the particulars you require, you

must consult the forthcoming third number of "The Poultry Book."

There are several varieties, all of which will he there described ; but

which variety you require you do not state.

Fuchsia Culture (J, Fletcher).— Oar observation merely referred to

the Essay to which it was attached.

Ornamental Fountains (.4. B.).—We cannot recommend trades-

men. Those who make such garden structures should advertise them in

our columns.

Concrete Walks and Roads (J. T.).—We can answer for it that

those made by Mr. Beaton, at Shrubland Park, near Ipswich, were the

best walks we ever saw. They were firm, level, and uninjured by the

heaviest rains. So solid were they, that tons of stone were dragged over

them during Sir C. Ban-y's alterations of the mansion ; and yet the sur-

face was uncut by either the horses' shoes, or by the waggon-wheels.
Then, again, they afl^ord no soil for weeds.

Egg-eating He^s. — Scrutator says : — " There is an excellent

remedy which I never recollect to have seen mentioned. I have found it

infallible. Have some eggs cast, in solid plaster of Paris, by the

Italians, and soak them in strarine, which makes them exceedingly hard,

and scarcely distinguishable by th^ master of the fowls from real eggs.

If a few of these are put into a nest, it will he found that the hen will

set upon them furiously, but become very tired of the amusement in

about a quarter-of-an-hour, and if, on lajing her egg, she should give a
peck, which is not usually the case, it is five to one (if five false eggs are

in the nest) that she does uot hit the right one. Persons may make their

own false eggs, by filling egg-shells, but it is difficult U do so without

cracking them, but if successfully made they are better than plaster alone,

having a real shell." We have sent your note to Mr. Fish.

Hen Losing Feathers.—" .^ i^/rfy has a very valuable Spanish hen,

which appears in perfect health, and has not ceased laying since last

September, losing the feathers on the head, the skin appr^aring dry and
scurfy underneath. The bird is kept in a confined wire-yard, in a dry,

airy situation, and well fid with grain, hut no meat is allowed at any
time. Vegetables from the garden are given to them constantly, and
they have plenty of good and clean water, and the roosting-house and
yard cleaned every day." [This is evidently a case of " white comb," as

this peculiar skin disease is termed in Shanghaes. I should recommend
the employment of turmeric and cocoa-nut oil, as has been frequently

recommended in cases of this disease (see vol. viii., page 248 and 283' •

recently I have had several cases under my notice, especially in fowls
kept in confined situations; the turmeric and oil has always been
successful in stopping its progress, but the feathers do not quickly re-

appear.—W. B. Tegetmeier, Tottenham.] When inveterate, we find
« . luriiiiicr 8 j-ui b'ut-u ror nvc or SIX successive dayi usually eflectual.—
Ed. C. G.

ClKERAE.AS iP. A. M.).-Nu. 1. Nanow purple lip,, sollening to
hlac; form good, petals imbricating pretty well; notch too deep;

medium size ; a second-rate flower. No, 2. Broadly purple-tipped petaU

;

deeply notched ; large and showy for borders. No. 3. Pure white; form

good; no notch ;
probably will prove the best white we have. No. 4.

Lilac-tipped petals; very deep notch ; large, good border flower. No. 5.

White ; very deeply notched; and all other points bad.

Bottom Heat (J, Buckley .—This can be supplied by a square

wooden bos, filled with hot water, heated by a small fire and boiler, for

Melon growing, instead of dung-beds. There is no difficulty in the

matter. See an article near the end of the second volume, and others

lately by Mr. Fish, on tanks versus pipes. We do not understand about

the sf/ttare box. One from four to six inches deep would be deep enough

;

the width may be as wide as the frame, as you state, with a division in

the middle, but you must either cover it with slate, or leave open spaces

to be filled with chips, clinkers, or sods, to let the heat up, as wood is

such a poor conductor ; but without a secure conducting-of-heat cover-

ing you can scarcely let heat into the atmosphere without also letting

moisture, though that will be little against Melon growing until ripening

time, when much artificial heat would not be required, unless very early

fruit was wanted.

General Compost {Juvtnis/.—A compost for greenhouse plants,

such as Geraniums, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias, Calceolarias, Cinera-

rias, and Cactus, requires the constituents mentioned in The Cottage

Gardeners^ Dictionary and Cottage GAanENEK, and are what extended

experience have demonstrated to be most suitable ; but the very mixtures

mentioned are not at all essential to success, and will do little to make

up for the want of attention to the first principles of culture. We have

repeatedly said, and have proof of it every day, that in loamy districts

the soil found in heaps by the roadside, consisting of loamy matter and

the ground stones and flints of the road, will grow all plants admirably,

except those having hair fibres, such as Heaths. We add fibry peat to

such soil when we can get it, to keep it open ; but pieces of charcoal,

broken pots, small pebbles, and chopped moss, we often use for a similar

purpose. A great point to success is—good drainage, and one of the

best promoters of that is a small quantity of green moss over the drain-

age; failing that, wheat-straw is also good, chopped into short pieces.

Manure (/dtcZ}.~-Two years old, for potting purposes, is better than

fresher, and if dried into little firm pieces, all the better. Use it for all

such things very sparingly in the soil until you come to the last shifting,

and even then we prefer, for fine coloured flowers, top-dressings when
the buda appear.

Manure-Watering {Ibid).—This may be given freely as soon as the

flower-buds appear, or when, as in the case of a Fuchsia, you wish it to

grow strong and quick ; but err on the safe side as respects strength.

Two ounces of guano will do for four gallons. With such a manuring

agent, and the use of the means alluded to for keeping the soil open and

drainage good, you may comfortably dispense with all kuids of manure

in your soil.

Heating a Small Stove witu Oil {Ibid).—We have had no ex-

perience, but would never have a stove or burner inside a plant-house if

we could help it. Various modes of heating such structures have lately

been alluded to.

Cuttings under Bell-G lasses [Ibid).— If you have no heat beyond
your greenhouse, you must wait longer, but you will not have so much
trouble in hardening them off when struck. Never allow them to flag if

syringing and shading can prevent it ; and, on the other hand, give no
more shading than is absolutely indispensable.

Engine-House Gardening {A Raw Un}.—Yo\x have done well in

stating the temperature iu the different parts, but we can form no idea

of the size of the windows from the terms large or small, and yet upon
their size, as well as to the freedom of noxious exhalations from the

engine, success in any gardening operation must depend. You cannot

grow a Tea-plant, nor any of the common greenhouse plants to which
you refer, in a temperature from ;o^ to 80^, and from 6o" to ti5^, with all

the air on you can command. On the ttove floor, with air on at the

latter temperature, you could grow mushrooms eight or nine months in

the year, and by having, or obtaining, a supply of roots, you could have

Sea-kale and Asparagus from November to May. By keeping it dark,

plenty of blanched Chicory could also be obtained during winter. The
whole Cactus tribe Mould do by keeping them as cool as possible during
winter. Deciduous greenhouse plants, such as Fuchsias, could be kept

in sheds or rooms during winter, and brought to the windows in the engine-

room in March or April. Many annuals, such as Balsams, could also he well

grown there, and many stove plants that rest during a part of the season,

such as Gloxinia and Achimeaes, would also succeed. Were there glass
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enough in the part getting sun uutU midday, you might have a Melon or

Cucumber in summer, and the latter even in winter. There is no end to

the plants you might forward for your neighbours at this season, but in

winter, with the esecptiou of the Cactus, and blooming some early bulbs

with th<* full amount of air on, we should give up floristry and try

kitchen-gardening. A temperature of (iO^ would grow Mushrooms and

Sea-kale first-rate. As there is no fire on Sunday, you must husband the

heat in winter, by shutting up the air early on Saturday. If you give us

the size of windows we may then revise our opinion. You must neutralise

the dry air by moisture.

More about Engine-House Gardening {A Raw 6*n).—We had

written the above reply before your second letter came. It would be no

use giving you long lists of what you could keep in such a place ;
you

had far better confine yourself to a few groups at first. Recollect, you

will grow nothing well that you cannot give light and air to. The Cactus

group would answer your purpose well. Vou have seen those strange

little things, the Echinocacti Melocacti ; these would all do well in a

temperature of 60^ in winter and from that to 75'' in summer. Most

stove plants would do so far as temperature is concerned, but then we

rather think you would not find more than room for two or three plants

close to the window, and the floor will be of no use for growing tender

plants, while it will be too hut for preserving greenhouse plants— it would

regularly wire-draw them. Your additional room, mentioned to-day,

communicating with the engine-house by a window, and having a sky-

light five feet by three feet, affords you more hope for growing Fuchsias,

Geraniums, &c., but only then if your skylight opens, and you can place

the plants on a table near it, so as to enjoy the light. The small steara-

pipe passing through this room will keep it warm enough in winter, and

on a Sunday the opening of the window between the engine-house and

room would give plenty of heat in winter. On other days, to prevent too

much heat, a board cover should be placed over the window, and the

skylight elevated for air. Aim at 45° to 50° in winter, and from 55° to

65° in summer. If this room was roofed with skylights you would have

a nice greenhouse. The light yon get from the partition window will be

of little or no benefit for your plants. For most things the light must

be direct, not dijf'uscd. When you please yourself with Fuchsias and

Geraniums, it will be time enough to begin with Heaths. You are mis-

taken about the Cactus; they like damp heat only when growing. You

would see an article lately by Mr. Fish on their management, and they

will be glanced at presently. Your cuttings may have the tops kept a

little moist, but the soil in which the lower part is should be dryish, or

you may rot them. When we used to grow Cacti largely, we used to

put them down rather carelessly among a lot of sandy gravel, rather dry,

and kept the tops rather moist ; by this process they very soon rooted. We
forgot to mention that, in addition to Mushrooms, Sea-k.ile, &c., you

might supply (from the stove-floor of your engine-house) the whole

neighbourhood with Mustard and Cress.

Rose-Scented Geraniums (R. S. B. and S. S.).—They will only

make green beds, as their flowers are not conspicuous, unless you take to

the new plan of mixing strong scarlet Verbenas with them, such as

Robinson's Defiance. Strong Verbenas, with pink or white flowers, will

also do to plant with the Rose-seented Geranium, such as Beauty

Supreme and Ellen, for shades of pink, and White Perfection or Mont

Blanc. The time to plant them out is during the last half of May. The

best apology in the world that a private correspondent can oflcr to public

journalists is— to write to the point at once, and in as few words as

possible ; a single page of note paper is large enough to hold from twelve

to twenty questions. Why, then, inflict four pages of close writing to

convey one or two questions, and that regularly every other week ? As

to the scarceness or dearness of this or that plant—we are not in the

trade, and can have nothing to do or say in the matter.

DiELVTRA Spectahilis (S. 5.).—Pray do not allow this beautiful

plant to be smothered with bedding plants; it is only fit for specimen

plants in a mixed border, no matter who asserts the contrary.

Variegated Geranium {E. E. H.).—Your Geranium is il/^Hg^/e's

Variegated, the best of all the bedding sort, but not the right one for the

shot-silk bed. Although the flowers look now more scarlet than pink,

as soon as they get into the open air they will turn to the usual pale pink
;

if they do not, pray tell us next July.

Camellias (Dei'onie7isis).—Next week we shall give you such an

instance of Camellia growing as will put " the very Pa.'tton of North

Devon," and all other Paxtons and Devonshires to the Camellia blush.

Now is a very bad time to pot Camellias that arc not in the highest

health. The end of September is the best time in the year to pot

Camellias, that is certain ; the end of March the next best time. Unless

the soil is much injured by worms, very little of it could be shaken off from

the roots ; if it fall off at potting, your plants are in a very bad state

indeed.

Management of Goats (P. W. H.).—The refuse of any garden wil^

furnish food for a Goat, and it will thrive and give a good quantity of

milk when fed upon oats, clover chaff, cabbage leaves, turnip tops, and

any garden produce ; and many weeds, such as Milk Thistles, &c., they

will eat with avidity. In order to keep a Goat in milk during the greater

part of the year, she should produce her young twice in that period ; to

effect this, she should be put to the male about sis. weeks after yeaning.

—J. B.

Artificial Manures for Mangold and Swedes {T. H. L.).—

The artificial manures required to produce a full crop of Mangold-Wurt-

zel, when the soil and culture is favourable, will be, per acre, two

hundred-weight-and-a-half of superphosphate of lime, one quarter of

bone dust, mixed with twenty bushels of ashes, and drilled with the

seed; and three hundred-weight of the best Peruvian guano, sown broad-

cast, and ploughed or harrowed in at the time of seeding. For Swedish

Turnips, under the like circumstances, the same quantities of superphos-

phate, bone dust, and ashes should be applied with the drill ; and two

hundred-weight of Peruvian guano, sown broadcast and harrowed in,

will prove sufficient ; but on some soils Swedes do not keep well when

guano is applied.—J. B.

Bantams {G. Crocker).—The Sebright is the moat perfect form of the

Laced Bantam, and, from the excellence of the birds bred by the late Sir

John Sebright, the name has been sometimes applied to the whole class

;

but more correctly would the Se^/'ifi-A/ be termed a variety of the Laced

Bantams. In the Golden Laced birds, the tail should be of the same

clear yellow bay that forms the ground-colour of the body, the extremi-

ties of its feathers being lightly tipped with blaek.—W.

Rouen Ducks {Veraj: and H. H.).—Whether the Rouen Duck can

lay claim to be considered as originally a distinct variety may be doubted ;

but, at any rate, care and selection have brought the birds now known

under that name to such a degree of excellence, that no one can question

the justice by which they are admitted as a separate class at our Poultry

Exhibitions. The colour of the Rouen closely resembles that of the

Wild Duck, and birds whose plumage show any lighter tints are always

to be rejected. In size they greatly exceed the usual weight of farm-yard

birds. Our own four prize birds, purchased at Birmingham in 1851,

weighed 2()lbs. on recovering from a long journey, and we have seen

many that would equal them in this respect. In form they are lower on

the leg, and the fore part of the body is less raised. The eggs are laid

abundantly, and though it is said at a later season than the Aylesbury,

we have not found it so ; sixty or seventy eggs for the year may be about

the average of a good layer. Our own, old and young alike, have been

laying since last November, and have not as yet manifested any desire

to sit. The colour of the egg is a pale bluish-green.—W.

Bad-flavoured Butter.—Dairy-maid sFLys :
—"I shall feel much

obliged if any one could inform me what is the cause of an annual

annoyance which occurs in my dairy, either in the latter part of April, or

the beginning of May, continuing about a month or five weeks. This

year, the season being late, I have not perceived the rank aud disagreeable

taste in the butter till last DIonday, the 2nd inst. Bly dairy, which is

supplied with milk by Alderney and Jersey cows, is of the richest dis-

cription, making most pure and excellent butter, keeping good the

ordinary time. Now I am obliged to have butter made daily, as every

hour it gets more rank, and often the milk is very far from good. 1 am
inclined to think this annoyance is occasioned by some weed peculiar to

this part of Surrey, near Kingston, and should feel very much obliged by

any of your correspondents, or readers, informing me what weed springs

up at this time of year, lasting only a month or a little more, which is

likely to taint the milk." The Wild Chive gives a rank, unpleasant flavour

to milk and butter at this season. Try whether chloride of lime will cure it.

Dissolve half-an-ounce of the chloride powder in a gallon of water, and

put a teaspoonful of the solution to every gallon of milk as it is

brought from the cow. Can any of our readers give us information

upon this ?
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Somerville Orr, of Church Hill, Walthamstow, in the County of

Esses, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of Christ

Church, City of Loudon.—May I2th, 1853,
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STARR'S PATENT PROTEAN JET.—The following are some of
the great advantages obtained by the use ot" the above Jet;—First. By one Jet only you com-

' prise many streams of water, from the single Jet, or large rose for washing trees, to the smallest

I

den- Jet for giving moisture to flowering plants. Second. A great saving of time and trouble—it

not being iiecessan,-, when a different stream of water is required, to exchange one Jet for another,

this being effected "in the Protean Jet by turning a handle, which immediately causes the change.
' Third. Should it so happen that the water used has any deposit, or contains small pieces ot stick,

leaves, or other substances, a.s frequently occurs, and which, with ordinary Jets, is the cause of much
' trouble and delay, each hole often retjuiring to be opened separately, with the Protean Jet, the
' handle is merely turned until the Jet is so placed, that a full stream of water will clear away any-

;

thing that.may impede the flow in an instant.

N.B.—These Jets arc readilv applied to all Garden Engines now in use. With the above we
supply, if required, a registered Garden Engine, the most simple, yet effective, Engine now before

' the Public. Manufactured by STOCK *c SON, Manufacturers of every description of Fire and

Garden Engines, Syringes, Fountains, and Fountain Jets, Temple Street, Birmingham.

To be procured through any Plumber or Ironmonger.

THE FAMILY FRIEND is emphatically the

Magazine for a Family. Its pages present

aomething for all ; there is no member of the

domestic circle forgotten, and no class of

society overlooked. It is itself a Gentleman's
Magazine, a Lady's Magazine, a Servant's

Magazine, and a Working Plan's Friend. It is

a Mother's ^fagazine, a Vuulh's Magazine, and
a Child's Companion. It is, as its title de-

clares, a *' Magazine of Domestic Economy,
Entertainment, Instruction, and Practical

Science."

The Volumes already published contain

articles, profusely Illustrated, on Books,
Botany, Car^'ing, Cookery, Drinks, Food,
Chess ;by the celebrated Hcrr Harwitz^
Etiquette, Gardening, History, Leatherwork,

,

Music. Natural History, Needlework (formerly

by Mrs. ^^'a^ren, and now by Mrs. Pullan),

Pastime, Poetry, Receipts, Science, Statistics,

Tales, Wax Flowers, and Fruit, and a varied

Miscellany; and Correspondents seeking for

information may rely on receiving it in THE
FAMILY FRIEND, if this extensive circle

of Contributors can furnish it.

In addition to these subjects, which have
hitherto been distinguishing features in THE

,

FAMILY FRIEND, it is proposed to enlarge \

the Work, without additional charge, to the
I

extent of nearly one-sixth, in order to supply !

space for a series of works of permanent
interest, amusement, and instruction, which
will be commenced on the conclusion of the

current volume: the plan upon which this

enlargement is to be made will shortly be
communicated. It is also proposed to improve
the illustrations, by employing none but the

,

best Artists, adding to these the best Tvpo-
j

graphy, so as to render THE FAM'ILY
|FRIEND worthy of the extensive patronage i

it has long enjoyed.

*,• Complete Sets of THE FAMILY
FRIEND, consisting of Nine Volumes, in
handsome uniform Binding, may now be
had for ^l. 2s. 6d.; also, Cases for binding
the Numbers.

In Fortnightly Xtimbers, price 2d. each,

THE
FAfVSILY TUTORj
And School-Room Companion.

Volumes already publtsfird, Price 2s. 6d. each,

lleatly bound.

TUTOU'S
TLTOR'S
TITOU'S
TLTOn'S

ENGLISH
NATUK.^L
POPLI.AR

POPULA'.l

GKAMMAU;
GEOGBAPHV;
GEOLOGY;
ASTRONOJIV.

Loudun : HouLSTOX & Stoxeman, Pater-

noster Row; \Vm. S. Oer & Co., Amen
Corner ; and sold by all Booksellers in the

United Kingdom.

GIPNEY'S IMPROVED PRUSSIAN HOE.
This is an exceedingly useful hand-tool both for the Flower and Kitchen Garden ; it will do

twice the work with half the labour of any description of hoe now in use ; and it not only cuts and
destroys the weeds, but leaves the ground perfectly level without the use of the rake.

This Hoe obtained the First Prize Large Silver Medal at the Tarvin Grand National Exhibition,

ISol ; also, a Prize at the North Staffordshire Agricultural Bleeting, 1851 ; and has been highly

commended by several Horticultural Societies.

Testimonials have been received from Mr. Errington, Oulton Park ; Mr. J. F. Woods, Notting-
ham ; Mr. D. Beaton, Shrubland Park, &c., Sec. Also, commendations in Cottage Gardener,
Midland Florist, Gardeners* Almanack, Expositor, Standard, Lady's Xetvspaper, &c., &c.

Manufactured only by J. W. GIDNEY, Ironmonger, East Dereham, Norfolk, and sold by all

Ironmongers and Seedsmen in the United Kingdom.

1 Made from the best Steel, with a neat aih handle, price Is 6d each.

Also, Sole Manufacturer of the IMPROVED DRILL HOE, so useful for forming Drills for all

Small Seeds. Price 2s Gd.

P.S.—Wholesale Agents are appointed in London, Birmingham, She6Beld, &c.

RIPE FRTHT, STRAWBERRIES, AND SEED-BEDS-NEWTWINE
NETTING Tanned if required .— 1 yard wide, l^d per yard ; 2 yards wide, 3d per yard ; i yards

wide, fid per yard ; Half-inch Mesh ditto, 2 yards wide, 5d per yard.

THE ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NETTING, 76 meshes to the square inch, effectually

excludes birds, wasps, flies, Sec, from fruit trees, flower or seed-beds, 4jd per yard. Tanned
Netting, two or three yards wide, l^d per yard ; four or six yards wide, 3d per yard—exactly the

same as advertised by others at double the above prices.

FISHING NETS, POULTRY FENCING.—A 20-yard Drag Net, with purse complete. £2 10s.

A Single Walled Drag Net, any length and depth, Is per square yard. Casting Nets complete, Is

per yard, measured round the Lead Line. Flue Nets, any size, Is per sqUare yard complete. Min-
now Nets, Eel Nets, Landing Nets, equally cheap, all warranted first-rate quality and workman-
ship. Rabbit Net, four feet wide, IJd; six feet wide, 24d ; eight feet wide, 3d per yard. Each
edge corded, id per yard extra, suitable for poultry fencing. Square Mesh Cricketing Net. fix its

full width and length, made of stout cord, 3d to id per square yard ; this is the best article made
for fencing, against fowls, cats. *:c., at Wm. CULLINGFORD'S, No. 1, Strathmorc Terrace,

Shadwell, London. Orders by post, with Post-office Order or Town reference, punctually

attended to.

HOPE MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE and HONESTY GUARANTEE
sociEiy,
Securitv.

GLASS miLK PAXS.—Pached in cases, containing 12

rf.

6 inches diameter 4

S ,, 6
10 „ 9
1-2 ,, 12
14 „ 18
16 „ 21

13 inches diameter
20 ,,

22 „
24 „
26

Per dozen.

^ s. d.

1 10 u
1 I62/0
2 8

3 U

2 inches diameter
3 >,

9
10

11

PROPAGATING GLASSES,
s. d.

12 inches diameter
13
4 »
15 „
18

17
IS „
>9
20 „

rf a.

Id

1 10

I 16

3
3 12

Princes Street, Bank.—Guarantee Fund, ^100,000.—Loans granted on Personal

HENRI CHRISR. EIFFE, General Manager.

REDUCTION m THE PRICE OF GLASS MILK PANS.-JAMES
PHILLIPS Axn CO. beg to submit their reduced price of JIILK PANS and PROPAGATING
GL.\SSES for cash.

Glass Cream Pols, Lactometers, Glass Churns, Glass Pails, Milk Syphons
every article in the trade.

116, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON.

^\'a5p Traps, and
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

u w
D' D MAY 19—25, 1853.

Weather near London in 1852.

Bftrometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In.

19 Th Silver Cloud ; shad, paling.

20 F Grey Birch ; birch trees,

21 S jSun's declination, 20° 11' n.

22 SuNiTrINITY SUiNDAY.

23 M Green Hair-streak; hedg:cs.

2i Tu iQuKEN VicToni.v It. I8I9.

25 W Princess Helena born 1846.

29 93;
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To an observation wbich we made to the incumbent

of a parish, who is, also, lord of the chief part of

its soil, that the chief want among his parishioners

was Allolmenl Gardens, wo received in reply—" They

should have them if I lincw how to manage them."

Taking him at his word, we made it our business to

enquire for reliable information suited to our friend's

guidance, and we are glad to be able to state that such

information came to us from many districts. The

difficulty has been which to select, but we have given

the preference to a Rejyort of the Committee of Allotments

at Soulhampton, because it affords the requisite forms of

documents, and details of facts, which will enable any

one to pursue the same successful route. Wo sliall,

therefore, publish it without any omission, and think

we may add that the members of the committee will be

ready to give any additional information.

" The following report is puliUshed in the hope that it

may induce others who live in large towns to undertake the

management of allotments for the labouring poor on a

similar plan, which consists in a committee renting the

ground, liaving it divided, and letting it as allotments under
their regulations ; not as an act of charity, but by hiring

the land at its m,<irket priee and charging the allottees

sufKcient to cover all expenses. A portion of the report, it

is hoped, m.ay an-est the attention of the clergy who have it

in their power to appropriate Glebe land to this benevolent

purpose, withoitt loss ot rent—or to influence others to do so.

" In country places, the allotment system has been carried

oiit chiefly by the land-owners themselves, btit where there

is no resident proprietor who is willing to take the trouble,

and in large towns, the present plan will be found feasible,

and of great benetit to the industiy, comfort, and health of

the laliouring poor.
" Tlie allotment system was commenced in this town by

Mr. Belts: A field of 17 acres was let by him to one
individual, at Xb an acre, or Hd. a rod, who sublet it as

allotments at £G 8s. -Id. an acre, or lOd. a I'od. This was
eagerly taken, and there was not an allotment vacant.

Another Held of 10 acres, called Hoglands, was rented by
three persons, who sublet it in small allotments at lOd. a
rod, although it was Lammas land and could only be culti-

vated for six months, between March and September. This
was all eagerly taken.

" In consequence of the expressed wish of many more
labouring men for allotments, and the refusal of the owners
of land to let any quantity to poor men who could not be
responsible for a large sum, a working committee of three
was formed. Tbey hired a lield of 18 acres, and had it

divided by a surveyor into 14li allotments of •JO rods each,
or eight allotments to an acre, with convenient paths. Each
allotment was numbered, and a piece of wood was driven in

at each corner of every allotment, one of the pegs Iiaving

the number of the allotment upon it. A map, with the
allotments numbered, was drawn at the top of a lai'ge sheet
of paper, with the rules beneath it, and the following form
of agreement :

—

" -T iir/rcc to lake Ihc allolineiil to wliicli my name is allnvhcd

ill tile above })tati^ anhject to Hie above rules."
" Each allottee was required to sign this when put in pos-

session of Iiis allotment, and a printed cai'd, ot which the
following is a copy, was given him :

—

No.
EAST MAELANDS ALLOTMENTS.

Commillee.

Joseph Btdlar, M.D.
William Btdlar, M.D.
Edward Thompson, Esq.

IVIw ni/ree to let to

tweiitij rods of Land, at Sixpenec per rod, heiioj Number
on t lie plan, siibjeel In Ike falloi'i-huj Rules.

Rule 1,—Term of tenancy, from March 2.5th to September
29th, 1850.

Rule 2.—Five Shilhngs to be paid March 25th, and live

shillings August 1st, 1850.

^j 3.—No \vork to be done on any allotment, on any

Sunday.

„ i.—No wheel-barrows, trucks, nor carts, to be used on
the public patlis.

J,
5.—The allotment to be used for no other purpose

than garden-ground ; and any infringement oE

these rules shall give the committee power to

take possession of the said land, and all crops or

other that may be upon the said land.

Not transfcrnble.

"The collector was provided with a printed Chequebook
with the following fonn :

—

No. 1 EAST MAELANDS ALLOTMENTS. No.

/§ SOTJTHAMPION.

f Received of

S the Sum of Five Shillings, being the Rent of

Y 20 rods of Land, due

"The land was Lammas land, and could oidybe cidtivated

from the 25th of March to the 20tli of Septemljer. Half the

rent was payable on receiving the card and signing the

agreement, before taking possession, and the rest three

months afterwaixls.

"The first year (1850) the committee charged the

allottees (id. a rod. or 10s. an allotment, which was at the

rate of ,£4 an acre.
' Of the 145 tenants—120 paid in full, 7 paid 7s. Cd., 1

paid fls., 14 paid 5s., 1 paid 4s. 6d.—so that 143 out of 145

paid rent, and 2 only paid nothing, and these were ex-

cused owing to death and severe illness.

"The whole sum which should have beeii received, had

all paid in full, was £72 7s., and fti7 9s. was actually paid

by tlic allottees, so that the loss of rent was only ,£4 ISs.

" The committee paid £50 reijt for the half-year, but their

expenses the first year, omng to their liaviug paid £ls for

the repair of the public paths on two sides of the field, left

them minus i£8 3s. 7d.
" The next year (1851) the committee shghtly raised the

rent, charging one shilhng ihore, that is eleven instead of

ten shilhngs per 20 rods
" Of the 145 tenants—141 paid in full, 1 paid 8s. Ikl., 1

paid 9s. 6d., 2 paid 5s. Cd.

"The rent which should have been received was i79 7s.,

and £78 ]3s. Od. was paid, leaving only 13s. nd. unpaid.

" Owing to the increased rent and diminished expenses this

year, the balance on the two years was now ^£4 ISs. Id. in

favour of the committee.
" The third year (1852) the same charge was made of lis.

an allotment.
" Of the 145 tenants—134 paid in fidl, 1 paid 10s., s paid

5s. (id. 1 paid 4s. Gd., and one nothing, from inability.

Instead of the full sum, £79 7s., Z'ifi. 5s. (id. was received,

leaving only £3 Is. Od. unpaid, and, at the end of three

years, leaving a balance of £10 14s. Id. in the hands of the

committee, part of which they appropriate to the printing

and circulation of this report.
" The applicants for allotments were taken indiscnminately

by the collector, to whom they were to apply (his rule, he

said, was " first come, first served "), and none were rejected

the second ycai- because they had been, the prc\'ious year,

slow in payment, so that all had then- allotments again it

they wished them.
" The committee cannot but think this statement will be

acknowledged as most satisfactory in reg.ird to the payment

of rent by so large a body of allottees taken indiscriminately

in a large town where superinteudenco by the committee

was out of the question, and that it shows the poor to he

excellent tenants when the rent is diligently looked after by

a zealous and honest collector. To the zeal, integrity,

firmness, and yet kindness of their collector, Mr. Goodman,

who from the 'first entered into the plan from a conviction of

its benefit to the labouring classes, this result is greatly

owing. His experience of three years showed him tbat it

was very necessary to keep the allottees sUictly to the order

and rules of the committee, and that giving them, frorn kind

motives, too much hberty, by allowing them to put off pay-
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ment until it seemed mure convenient to tbeni, did them no

good. He thought that the labouring men lited the iir

rangenient and obeyed more willingly the regnlutions of a

committee than they would have done those of a single

individual. It has been stated by some who have let allot-

ments, that it is better to choose tenants among the poor

who are the best o£l', but the collector has constantly stated

to the committee, that he has found the least difficulty in

obtaining the rent from the poorest, and that those who gave

him most trouble could atl'ord to pay most easily. This is

an important fact in favom' of those who are most in need
of this help.

" The committee charged the allottees at the rate of

£4 2s<. ad. an acre for this Lammas land, but, at the same
time, 10 aeres of similar land were let by others at lOd. a

rod, or £l'i los. 4d. an acre; and the allotments were eagerly

sought after, and the rent almost wholly paid.
" In 1 8")3, the Hev. J. C. Wigram, Archdeacon of Winchester,

was appointed Hector of St. Mary's parisli, which contains

!l,'~J'.iO inhabitants, a large proportion of whom are of the

labouring classes. From the exjierience of the committee,
Archdeacon Wigram, witli the full sanction and desire of

the Bishop of "Winchester, decided to let on the same plan
'20 acres of (ilebc land conveniently contiguous to the

houses of tlie poor. The same committee, with the Arch-

deacon as Chairman, undertook the management, renting

the land at the full price at which it liad been let to market
gardeners and graziers. It was partly arable and partly

grass land, separated by ditches, with the remains of an

abandoned canal running through it, so that the committee

were at a considerable expense in levelling, fencing, and
draining it. It was next surveyed and divided into KiJ

allotments of 'M rods each (a few having more or less,

according to the shape of the land), and with paths broad

enough to admit small carts. The committee besides paying

all rates, and other expenses, agreed to give £(i an acre for

six acres, aild i'-'i an acre for fourteen acres, the full market
price of the laud ; and as they did not wish to make it in

any respect a charity, they found that they could not cover

their expenses and risks at a less charge than lid. a rod, or

IHs. 4d. an allotment, except for a few allotments where the

land was inferior, and which were charged l)d. a rod. Eleven-

pence a rod is at the rate of £7 (is. .Sd. an acre. In this

instance the allottees were also taken indiscriminately as

they applied, and were not restricted to parisliionors.
'• At the end of the first year the following is the very

satisfactory result :—i'llo tis. 8d. has been received, and
£o ITs. Hd. is still unpaid, of Ibis lOs. is in the course of

payment, £} 10s. fid. ai'e good debts, all of which will be
paid, and £1 7s. ;}d. bad, of which Hs. was owed by an
allottee who died. Us. -'Id. by anotlier who was incapacitated

by illness, for which he was admitted into the Royal South
Hants Infirmary, and 8s. by a tenant who went to sea.

" Instead of requiring all the tenants to sign the agree-

ment on the same sheet of paper, it was thought more con-

venient to have two sets of cards, each tenant signing two,

and retaining one himself whilst the collector held the other.
'* The following arc copies of the card and che(iue-book.

GLEBE ALLOTJIENTS.

Committcf.

The Venerable Archdeacon Wigram, Chairman.
Joseph BuUar, M.D.
\Villiam BuUar, M.D.
Fidward Thompson, Esq.

Eule 1.—Term of Tenancy from 2l)th of September, 18.51,

to '-iOlli September, 18.j'3. The re-letting shall

be at the option of the committee, who will con-

sider the good conduct of the tenant, and his

manner of cultivating the land.

„ 2.—Nine Shillings to be paid April 1st, and Nine
Shillings and Four-pence August l^t, iN.O'i.

„ '•).—No work to be done, or gathering of produce
allowed, on any allotment, on any Sunday.

„ i.—Xo ploughing permitted, nor other mode of cul-

tivation allowed except sjiade husbandry.

„ o.—The allotment to be used fur no other pm'pose
than garden ground.

„ G.—No occupier shall underlet his allotment.

„ 7.—No live slock shall be turned out on any allotment.

Bule 8.—Any infringement of the above Rules shall give

the committee power to take possession of the
said land, and all crops and other things that

may be found there.

N.B —All doubts or disputes shall be settled by the com-
mittee, whose decision shall be binding.

/ afijvc to take of the

Committee twenty rods oj' land, heinij allotment No. at the

yearly rent of under the Biiles above printed.

Signedy

Soulham2iton, I85I.

Rent to be paid to Mr. Goodman, IC, Orchard-lane.

No. GLEBE ALLOTMENTS.
SOUTHAMPTON.

No.

t Received of

ffi the sum of Nine Shillings and Fourpence, being

Y the rent of '20 rods of land, due August 1, 1852.

" The committee have paid the Collector at the rate of one
shilling a-year for each allotment. For this lie takes the

names 'of the applicants, procures their signatures to the

cards, collects the rents, and attends the meetings of the

committee when required.
" The collector believes, from the number of applicants,

that he coiUd let 40 acres in the same way, and the
rector of St. JMai'y's has it now under consideration to let

as allotments another field of 18 acres. This is the more
necessary, as the Corporation, having under a recent Act of

Parliament purchased the private interests in East Mar-
lands Lammas field, intend to lay it out as a public park
and garden, so that it can no longer be used as allotments,

which the allotees consider a very severe loss to them.
" The sanitary advantages of allotments to the ijoor of

large towns must be very considerable. They have, as a
rule, no available gardens, and cannot afford to buy in the
market or of green-grocers that due supply of fresh vege-

tables which they require. These allotments fm'uish with

fresh vegetables and with good potatoes, ;i08 famiUes, that

is, above 1000 persons. To those engaged in sedentary
occupations in close courts, alleys, and lanes, with no in-

ducement for taldng exercise, the cultivation of allotments

at some little distance from their homes is most desirable,

as it gives them the most efficient kind of exercise in the

open air, with a good object. One tenant, whose business

was sedentary, was wise enough to take an allotment for

the sake of the exercise in cultivating it, and tlie following

literal dialogue with a too-corpulent allottee, gives concisely

and clearly the gist of the matter :

—

" Does it do your health good ?
"

" Does it, sir ? I believe ye it does. I should go out
o' my mind if it war- nt for this bit o' ground. I lives

in one of the closest parts of the town, and instead

o' lopping into the beer-shop for half a-pint and loung-
ing aljout, I says, ' I shall go up to my farm for a bit,'

and it does me all the good in the world."
" \Vell, I'm glad you've had such a good crop."
" .4ye, sir, it's my pride is it, and I only grieve that others

don't work their bits as they ought, so many as still be
as wants the ground."

"And you get your vegetables very fresh ?"

"Aye, that's what we do. I sold a peck o' peas to a body

—

she says ' we cair't get such peas as these at market.'"
" There is another sanitary advantage in the allotments

affording an immediate and useful outlet for maum'o from
the pigsties and stables, and for the refuse of the houses of

the poor. It is remarked that the allottees " farm high,"

and, consequently, make the most of that which is so much
wasted in this country. Indeed, an allotment is often the

poor man's bank, in which he invests much of his savings.

The value of allotments is also great, inasmuch as they

satisfy one of the strongest and most wholesome desires of

the labouring poor, the wish to possess land, and to cultivate

it for themselves.
" In this town there are numbers of working men, such

as those employed in the docks, in unloading ships, brick-

layers, masons, painters, and common labourers, who are

never fully employed ; many will tell you that they are
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unemployed three, four, and even six months out of the

twelve. To supply such with the means of profitable and

healthy occupation, and such as they lilie, in their tedious

compulsory leisure which they would otherwise spend in

idleness, or in frequenting heer-shops, is a service to them

morally as well as economically. And the working men in

these parts loolc to, for they require, this hind of assistance

from those who are socially above them, and they receive

gratei'uUy, and value, sucli disinterested attempts to improve

their condition.
" The following list of the occupations of 307 allottees,

show that m-cn of very various callings in a large town are

tenants"

—

Labourers .

.
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leasou to account for tliis tenacity of a ceitaiu feature

so remarkably evidenced in the case before us.

If it be granted tluit this singular resemblance has

been thus retained, and autliorities for the past and

present may fairly call for the admission in the Spanish

instance, then the conclusion seems apparent, that

either the deviations from the original type produced by

breeding in-and-in, were then more powerfully influ-

enced, and were productive of stranger metamorpho-

ses, with a more permanent character, than they are

uapable of at the present day ; or else, that the species

nnist have comprehended families even at the very

beginning of all things.

'J'he first of these suppositions would require the

admission, that the economy of this section of the Ani-

mnl Creation then differed, and in such an essential

point, too, as its own reproduction, from what is now

observed with regard to its prooreative system. But

there is no authority for regarding this as probable, and

it may, therefore, be dismissed from our present con-

sideration.

Let us explain the line of reasoning, by returning to

the reference to the case of the Spanish fowl alluded to

above. Here we have tlie principal characteristic and

type of the family remaining constant, like producing

like, for 1800 years. Now we may, on the other hand,

obtain strange combinations of form or feather, even

more remarkable than this feature in the Spanish, but

we cannot fix them; they are thoroughly evanescent

;

and with all our care and selection, a few generations

scarcely pass before we find a rapid return to tlie cha-

racter of one or other of the parents whose union had

presented us with these novel features.

Naturally, therefore, is it asked, Are all our present

distinct families of fowls derived from one common
stock ? If so, how and when was this distinction

aifected ?

To that line of argument which relies on some direct

alteration in their powers of reproduction, and the cha-

racteristics of progeny, we have only said, that hitherto

there appears no reason why nature should have changed

her course from what was originally ordained as the

primitive directing principle of all creation. The results

that we witness, therefore, have been very generally

ascribed to the accidents of domestication and acclima-

tization, with what probability, however, must now be

left for examination on another occasion. W.

George, nine pounds four ounces. Total weight, forty-

nine pounds twelve ounces.

So far is it from extraordinary, as was stated recently, for

a Shanrjhae hen to wcigli ten pounds, that we know of

many weighing over that weight, but in every instance

they are more than one year old. At tliis time, Mr Fox

has in his possession five Shanghae hens, the average

weight of which is only just less than ten pounds;

namely—Mr. Andrews's old hen, ten pounds eight

ounces ; Mr. Higgs's old hen, nine pounds eight ounces ;

an imported hen, ten pounds four ounces ; a Sturgeon

hen, ten pounds four ounces; and a ben bred by Mr.

At the sale of Orchida, hy Mr. Stevens, on the Clth inst.,

allhough tlie specimens were not generally superior,

some of them were sold for good prices. The 127 lots

realised altogether £-201. Fhaloenojisis amnbilis was

knocked down for ^6 10s ; Oncidium faud,'hihrum for

i£6 ; Vandu Roxburghia riihra, £& Bs. ; Phalcenopsis

ijrandijinni, £15 10s.; Angrcecum bilobiim, i'i 10s.;

Galtleijit labi/ita, dark variety, i'5 ; and Vandit violacea,

a true specimen, .£14. A case of Pine-apple Plants,

consisting of the Manilla Conical Pine, the Penang

Smoothed-leaved Pine, and the Penang Striped Pine,

streaked alternately on the leaves with green and white,

fetched only ^£7, which, we believe, will not cover the

expense of their overland carriage.

The Monument to the Memory of Philip Miller, whose
" Dictionary " is his permanent memorial, has been

restored recently by a subscription promoted chiefly by

Dr. Iliff. The monument, in Chelsea churchyard, was

originally erected by the Apothecaries Company, and

the inscription, with further particulars relative to Mr.

Miller, will be found at page 157 of our fifth volume.

The Potato Murrain lias made its appearance among
some of the earliest forced crops ; but this is no

evidence that it will reappear among those in the open

ground. However, the very wet autumn, and the severe

weather during the early months of this year, rendered

Potato-planting unusually late, which is rather opposed

to that early ripening of the crop, which is its best

security.

Messrs. J. Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, have

now in fine flower the Gijrtopodium punctatum, which

has not been seen in flower in this country since it was

exhibited by Sir George Staunton, Bart. It is a plant

of easy culture, and if properly treated will flower

freely. They have also, in fine blooming condition, the

lovely Epidendrum macrochilum album, a beautiful and

useful exhibition Orchid.

GLEANINGS.
Medi.eval Timber Trees.—In that very interesting

earlv treatise on Orcliards, by William I,awson, pub-

lished in 1097, we have the following account of a large

Oak :
—" About fifty yoares agoe, I heard by credible and

constant report, that in Brooham Parke, in Westmer-

land, neerc unto Penrith, there lay a blowno Oake, whose

Ininkc was so big, that two horsemen being the one on

the one side, and the other on the other side, they could

not one see another; to which if you adde his armes,

boughcs, and rootes, and consider of his bignesse, what

would hee have been, if preserved to the vantage."

Transplanting' large Trees in the olden time.—
The Lord Zouch in winter, in the yeare 1597 (and
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Master Andr. Hill, thinketh ilioist weather is best, that

the earth cleaving to the roots toay be also removed

with them, the earth bisitig fast bound with Fearn

branches to the roots), removed diveliSe Apple-trees,

Damson-trees, &c., being of thirty or fol-ty years growth,

at Hachnetf ; the earth was digged in a large compasse

from the roots, the roots little hurt; holes were prepared

for each tree beforehand, enriched with fresh and good

earth : the branches and tops taken off almost close to

the trunk : and they were planted again in the same

hower wherein they were removed, and the roots placed

towards the same point of the compasse as they first

grew. He had a few Damsons the first year, and all

put forth leaves at Michaelmas after, anno lOO'^.

—

Plat's

Garden of Eden.

is. per dozen. Celery Dd to Is. per bundle. Turnips

3s. to 4s. per dozen biiQches. Radishes Is. to Is. lid.

per dozen bunches. Lettuce from Is. to Is. Od. per

dozen. S2>inach 'Is. Od. per sieve. CtKiimhers 6d. to 2s.

each, of very varied size and quality. Rhubarb abun-

dant at Od. to Is. per bundle. Sea lade 2s. Od. per

basket. Asparagus 5s, to 10s. per bundle. Forced

Potatoes Is. to 2s. per pound. Fnnr is very much the

same as we quoted last week, escept Strawberries, which,

of course, are lower in price as the supply increases;

they are now making from Od. to Is. per ounce. The
Flowers are very abundant, and are of the same

description as we have noticed in former reports.—H.

COVENT GARDEN.
The market gardeners of London have always been

celebrated lor the high state of cultivation wliicb their

land presents, and it is on this account that they are

enabled to do, luider high rents, expensive labour, and

oppressive rates, what in other parts of the country

would, under the most favourable circumstances, be

considered almost miraculous. It was about the be-

ginniug or middle of March, that we saw some five or

six acres of Cos Lettuces ))lauted out during a few days

of sunshine and hope, but in a few days more they

were so punished by the severe frost that followed, that

scarcely a vestige of them was to be seen. Some pro-

phecied the crop was lost, and to all appearance it was

so. You might, by looking over the field, see where some-

thing had been, but a stranger could not have told

what. We saw these same five or six. acres a day or

two ago, and what a few weeks since seemed a blank,

is now one of the finest patches of Cos Lettuce, four

inches high, that is to be seen in all the county of

Middlesex. But where, in all this kingdom or the next

to it, is there another sis acres of Cos Lettuce tliat
!

could have gone through so much, and now look so

well, except under the regime of a London market- i

gardener? It was the state of the soil, saturated as it

is with London manure, that has brought the.se Lettuces

to what they are.

We saw another and a smaller, nay, a very much
smaller, patch of the same crop, which was under the

mauagemeut of a private gardener, one of those very

kuowiug suburban prowlers calling themselves gar-

deners, who, if he choose, could have had as much
manure for his purpose as the market-gardener had, but

did not, and this patch we very much fear will never

produce a Cos Lettuce at all without being replanted.

And so it is with the high cultivation practised by the

London market-gardeners, that they are enabled, notwith-

standing the very unseasonable and backward summer
weather we now have, to produce, even now, vegetables

of fair and good quality. The market, tlierefore, is

I

weU supplied, that is for the season. Orcens are from
2s. Od. to OS. Gd. per dozen bunches. Broccoli 2s. to

PLANTING AN ORCHARD OR FRUIT GARDEN.
{Cuntimted from pnjp ^N.)

I jmsi now turn from the orchard for awhile to the
kitchen-garden possessing a wall ; and it will he well to

take into consideration the mode of furnishing the latter,

both as regards kinds, with their disposition, and the

formation of stations: the latter being a most important
proceeding, for many reasons.

By formation of stations, I mean such a mode of

preparing proper soil for the trees as shall prove
economical as to the use of composts, insure success,

and afford every facility to the root-pruner, if liis opera-

tions are needed.

It was by no means an uncommon practice, in bygone
years, to pave under the roots of trees, and to introduce fer-

tile composts ; but this practice had fallen into comparative
disuse ; and such a desire for progress existed in the

gardening world, tliat people, in their ardour, overshot
the mark, and pushing the idea as far as they were
able, took to making deep borders, in a wholesale way,
out of the plunder of the paddock. Now, I should have
no objection to he possessed of a border, some three feet

deep, in a rich loam thus obtained ; but I really should

not like, as the possessor of a rich field, to have it thus

injured—It is paying too dear lor the ohject in view.

Before proceeding to appropriate the ground to the

necessary quantity of fruit trees, I may as well explain

the mode of malting stations for them. Very few gardens
have a natural soil so bad as not to be qualified at least

to mix witli some good loamy material. In some cases,

one-half of the natiu'al soil may be worked up in the

stations ; in some, only a tliird, whilst others arc so good
as to do entirely without any more fertile addition.

It has been repeatedly stated in these pages that all

fruit-trees are most successfully cultivated in a sound,
loamy soil, but as many of our readers have not a just

conception of what constitutes a loam in the gardener's

estimation, I may here explain it. Loams are not dis-

tinguished by colour alone, although the very best kinds

are generally of a yellowish-hazel colour ; indeed, the

latter term has been applied to our best loams, by
common consent, for a centiuy or two. I have, how-
ever, met with excellent loams which were almost

yellow, and others as near to red ; indeed, some of our

best agricultural loams are exceedingly high-coloured,

and commonly called " red earth." But it is the requisite

adhesive quality which fruit-trees most desire. We seldom

find them to succeed in a soil so loose that it cannot

be made to cohere ; the addition of manurial matters

cannot compensate for the want of this coherent quality.

But there arc extremes to be avoided in this matter ; a

loose, sandy material, not capable of coherence, and an
almost indivisible clay, arc equally to be avoided. A
good fruit-tree loam, in a tolerably moist state, will readily
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adhere, if squeezed iu the baud, and will as readily fall

to iiieoes, if dropped from about live feet iu height on
hard groiuid. This, if the loam is neither dry nor wet,

will at once prove its character. As to colour, it is not

so very material; but, of whatever colour, it ought to be

the same throughout, if possible. A loam with a variety

of shades is to be avoided, such not unfrequently con-

taining oxide of iron (rust), which is understood to bo

prejudicial to some kinds of trees.

The nutkinij of stations, then, is a matter of economy,
as well as of principle ; they combine the following

advantages whioli cannot be secured by the ordinary

border. What good soil or loam can be spared is

secured in the immediate vicinity of the roots, which, by
this mode, are ever kept more at home than by ordinary

jilanting ; a little of good loam, therefore, is made to go

a long way, and loam is to most persons a costly article.

Stations also prevent the descent of the roots to an
inconvenient depth ; and they furnish a boundary-line

for the root-pruuer, who maj' generally carry his opera-

tions to the very ioot of them.

I consider, that if the soil is rigbtly constittited, two
feet iu depth is not only suflicient for any kitchen-

garden fruit-tree, but by far better than a greater depth.

Everybody knows that persons who possess a vegetable

garden within walls desires to have dwarf fruit-trees also.

liet not our readers suppose that by the term dwarf, I

would fain persuade them to have a garden of cripples.

I merely mean that it is exceedingly desirable that the

trees should be perfectly compatible with vegetable

culture, and with a fair and easy survey of all the

garden, as well as convenience of access to its respective

portions. On such a foundation, then, I trust that my
future advice may be judged. If I prove faulty, it will

be in the aim I have taken, rather than in the details.

My practice, for more than twenty years, has been to

mark out six feet square as the site of the station, and
this is excavated twenty-eight inches in depth, viz., two
feet for soil, and the extra four inches for a bard bottom
to the station. In throwing out the soil a due regard is

paid to its character. It not unfrequently happens that

three samples may be met with and clas.sed. Thus, a

plot may possess layers of gravel, coarse sand, with true

soil on tlie surface, and it is most desirable that they

should be kept separate. However, there are generally

two classes, and according to their quality, so may they

be used up, with the addition of a little loam. When
the subsoil is but little inferior to the surface soil, I have
frequently exchanged it for some of the good surface

soil of the garden nigh at hand, and this with consider-

able beuetit to the vegetable crops, as containing much
fresh inorganic matter for their sustenance—indeed, this

plan may ever be practised where practicable. As for

clay, sand, and such materials, they may be wheeled
away altogether, unless any alterations at hand may
need such materials. This will generally make way for

the addition of a little good loam.
One caution is here requisite to the uninformed, and

that is as concerns the dqyth. We before stated that

two feet is a very proper depth, but the question still

remains, whether any portion of that be above the

ordinary ground level? And here it will be necessary

to point to the injurious efi'ects resulting from e.xca-

vatiug fruit-tree holes so low as to form what is termed
" a pot."

Iu order to make the matter more clear, we will sup-

pose a soil in its native condition only eighteen inches

deep, and resting on a substratum of clay. Now, to

sink a bole for the station two feet in depth, will, of

course, carry the operator six inches into the clay. And
what would be the consequence ? Why, the roots would
either be imprisoned when they reached the sides of

the hole, or nuist penetrate an ungeuial subsoil. To
avoid this, give the e.xtra six inches above the ground

level, and, by consequence, plant the tree higher. Let
no one fear for the fate of his trees thus elevated. Snob
elevation will cause them to tend more to fruiting habits,

and to dwarf and compact growth. It is well, however,

in such cases, to use a stiller loam, in order to obviate

the eflects of long continued drought. Jn our more
northern parts, indeed, especially in such climates as

the north of Ireland and some parts of Scotland, I

would advise that the elevated platform be adopted irre-

spective of subsoils : there can be little doubt as to the

soundness of the policy.

Having thus cleared the way by handling a few col-

lateral points, we will proceed to the mode of filling the

stations with a j^roper compost. In a majority of cases,

one-half of the excavated soil may be worked up with

the new compost ; another fourth may be the exchanged
soil of the kitchen-garden before alluded to ; there re-

mains, then, a demand for one-fourth of sound loamy
soil. Now, if the natural soil be very poor and loose in

textiu'e, of course more loam should be applied, if ob-

tainable. Pi'eviously to filling, our practice is to form
the surface of the subsoil into a convex shape, especially

if a retentive bottom ; we then place brickbats, or pieces

of stone, all over the surface, as close as possible, and
then sweep a little very fine gravel or cinder-ashes into

every crevice. We have found, by expei'ience, that few

fibres penetrate this. Next, we have l)een in the habit

of strewing a couple of barrows of half rotten leaves over

the surface of the brick, and in this stratum we have
generally found abundance of fibres nestling with little

desire to escape, the leafy material enduring many years.

And now the soil may be filled in regularly, frequently

strewing a little from each heap, so that the whole may
be uniform in texture.

It is necessary at this point to observe, that it is of

much importance to the permanent welfare of the trees

that the compost contain a liberal amount of organic

matter, and if the loam is not turfy, something should

be added to represent the fibre of the turf Nothing is

better, perhaps, than baU'-decayed leaves ; but as everj-

one does not possess such materials, it is well to know
that any coarse straw or herbage will much assist; and
the longer it endures in the soil the better. Anything,

in fact, that has once been a living vegetable body will

be beneficial, and this may be strewed constantly over

the soil in the act of filling.

It must not be supposed that this mode of preparing

stations is very laborious, or expensive, because its de-

scription occupies a good deal of paper; there can, we
assiu'e our readers, be no simpler plan, if any prepa-

ration may be made. If any plan be really expensive,

it is one which involves failure in the end. We are

quite aware that there are soils iu which there is no
need to take these precautions, but we fear such plots

are in a minority.

And now for distance of planting, whether walls or

marginal borders, on the dwarfing system. Our practice

is, on ten feet walls, to place the trees six yards apart,

as a general rule ; and this, by oiu' mode of planting,

will be sufficient for any height. On the marginal

borders, the ordinary untrained dwarf standai'd is allowed

about five yards ; this, however, deserves a separate

consideration, as many special matters will have to be
referred to ; it nnist, therefore, pass on to another

chapter. 11. Erbington.

CAMELLIAS—THE LION OF SURREY—BANK
GROVE.

AiTER being on the London boards for more than
twenty years, ai:d after seeing the chief of our exhi-

bitions there during the time, and taking part officially

at many of these gatherings, so that J may triily say
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lliat the rise and progress of our present liigh advance-

iiieul in gardening arc as Cainiliar to uiy mind as the

head is to tlie pillow, peo|)le at a distance may wonder

to hear me say tliat I Ijave lately seen a " siglit"—also

in our way—that 1 shall never forget; that I never saw

the like oi' it helbre, and that I do not expect ever to

see the like of it again, if I pass my days in tliese

climes. Through the kindness of a lady neighhoiu-, I

ohtained an iutioduetion, about the middle of last

.\prii, to wliat, for the present, I must term only the
" Lion of Surrey."

The name of this lion is at the head of my letter—

a

nA.MET.i,i.\, whose name is legion ; but the particular

kind in question is relieuhila, a distinct species brought

over I'rom China by Cajitain Uawes, in b'^iO. Tt was
(irst figured and described in the Bolmtical Uegister

(t. 1078), and next in the lirst number (IW:10) of Chand-
ler and Booth's " lUuslralinns" of Camellias. The
authors of this truly spleiuUd work are both alive to

this day, and only twenty -three years older than when
they wrote thus of this species—"We are of opinion

that wlieu it becomes so jilenliful as to admit of a trial

being made, it will be found to be hardier than the

Oiiiuclliii japoiiica, and that at no distant |)eriod, perhaps,

it nuiy ornament our shrubberies." 'fhis last hint was
uuide, no doubt, in reference to one of tlie most jjopular

topics of the day in iN.'in. For the live or six pi'e-

ceding springs, flowers of Camellias, " which stood the

last three winters," were sent up to London from all

parts of the country, and nothing was the)i more familiar

to our minds than that Camellias were just as hardy as

the I'ortugal Laurel, in England, but that they could

not open their flowers with impunity in the face of our

cold easterly winds, and the alternate action of the sun's

rays and hoar frost. Therefore, the matter soon dropped,

but now it has been revived a second time within the

last few years.

About the year 18.35, the late Sir John Broughton pur-

chased the " Lion of Surrey" from the late Jlr. Smith,

the celebrated Uhododendron cvosser of Norbitou, close

by Kingston, along with other new Camellias, and he
had three of the best kinds of them

—

retieiihila (the

Lion of Surrey), fimhriata, the best of all the whites,

and Woodsii, then one of the best red ones, bat now
superseded by many. He had them planted in a house
by themselves, this house being the middle one of a

range, from which it projects considerably in front, and
this front is a half circle, with a curvclinear roof, the

upright glass being fourteen feet high before the spring-

ing of the roof. The width in the centre is twenty-two

feet, and the lengtli along the back wall twenty feet.

The "Lion of Surrey" now occupies the whole of this

space, so that one cannot pass along the circular paved
walk in front without being partially shadowed by some
of the higher branches. It has some resemblance to a

vigorous Portugal Laurel standing out on tho grass, is

twelve feet high, and very broad and spreading at the

top, and it is clothed with leaves to the very surface of

the bed, where the circumference is just twenty-four

yards round, for I stepped them three times to make
sure of it.

When I first saw this " Lion of Surrey" it was
clothed from top to bottom, and all round, in one whole
sheet of blossoms, each bloom being much in the same
style, size, and colour as those of the Pannid Moiitan

rosea. I was asked to guess the number of (lowers then

open, a\id 1 put them down at l"iOn, but I was mistaken
liy llieir luiusual largo size, and [ was told that not
more than 1100 were open at one time, but lliere were
3000 flowers that fully expanded and came to perfection

on this plant this very spring, and :i97:i buds were
thinned out from it last autmun as soon as they were
large enough to bo displaced ! Not more than one
single bud was left on any point all over the plant.

I also learned, for the first time, and saw the thing

myself, that any respectable person might walk or drive

in from iMonday morning to Saturday night to see this

gi'and sigiit as I'recly as go along the Uueen's highway.

The next thing after a grand sight, or an unusual
treat, is to wish that all ones friends had been there to

enjoy it as well, and the next feeling is to give an
account of the entertainment, unless, indeed, one could

do as his Grace the Duke of Devonshire did, return next

day with some of his nearest friends to see this very

Camellia. 1 forgot to ask what his Royal Highness
Prince Albert thought of it. But 1 shall never forget

the most usual reuuu-k that jiarties make when being

conveyed over a garden for tho first time. "What
would he (the last iiroprielor) say if he could rise and
see all this ! " 1 could not help remarking how delighted

Sir John Broughton would be if he could rise and see

his beautiful place so much improved in five short

years, and that nil the large sums of money which he

expended on it have tui ned out sucli a good investment

;

for at his decease, liank Grove was bought by W. Byam
Jlartin, Esq., the present proprietor, and, as is under-

stood about Kingston, at an enormous high ligiu'e.

I am indebted lo Mr. Byam Martin for his kind per-

mission to report on his garden improvements at Bank
Grove, and foi' allowing ^Mr. Payne, his head gardener,

to accompany me, and answer all questions about the

management of the jdauts. ^Meantime, as "Devonian,"
one of our correspondents, has written to ask the way of

growing Camellias, so that he might compete with "the
Paxton of North Devonshire," i sliall begin with them
by remarking, that I never saw a more extensive collec-

tion of them in one place, or better grown specimens
anywhere. A large conservatory, one hundred feet long,

attached to the drawing-room, is quite full of the most
healthy-looking Camellias in the country, all specimen
plants, planted out in a central bed, and also along the

back wall, their branches and leaves sweeping down to

the ground ; the soil is upwards of two feet deep, well-

drained, and made of the best yellow loam two ]iarts,

and one part of the best peat, both from Wimbledon,
and this is the compost they use in all the pots for

Camellias. The yoimger plants are potted every spring,

a little before the buds begin to open ; from that time,

until the growth of the young wood is finished, and the

buds for next year are set, they give them enormous
quantities of water, so that all the soil is thoroughly

wet through and through, night and day, all that time.

It is now more than twenty years since the late Mr.

George Ijoddiges, of Hackney, told me that he believed

all Camellias whatever might be set in jnius of water;

that is, under the pots, during the months of April,

May, and the first half of June ; and I am persuaded

more than ever, that nine-tenths of the failures with

Camellias arise i'rom a defleieucy of water during that

jieriod ; and I am almost sure that a healtliy young
Camellia might be kept from flowering, for years in snc-

eession, by keeping up this constant stimulus with large

doses of water throughout the summer ; and, moreover,

that to get a seedling Camellia to flower earlier, or a

variegated Camellia to show the stripes and blotches

more clearly, less water must be giveu ; also, that shy

bloomers must be reduced in strength by the same
means, before they can ever flower freely enougli to

humble them, so as to become free bloomers ere they

come to old age, or before we get tired of them.

Another very great evil, and one which is prevalent,

is giving too large pots to young Camellias. It is oiily

now and tlien, when one sees such a collection as this,

where every leaf is as soft as a young cabbage, and as

shining as a looking-glass, that the general run appears

so manifest, and so much against the nature of the

plant. The Erench, but the Germans more particularly,

I could not keep a leaf on their Camellias if they had
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them in loam, like us, under their cleaver and hotter

sun. Tlieir compost is a soft, boggy peat, which holds

water like a sponge. They invariably repot their

Camellias in October, so as to have this soft peat full of

their roots before it is time to begin heavy watering in

the spring, and Englisli gardeners look with wonder on
the very small pots which carry such healthy-looking

plants, and so full of bloom-bads, too, as come over

from tlie continent every winter to our markets. But
these ])lants are the very incarnation of deception

itself, for they had not been repotted for the two pre-

vious years, and the art of man can hardly drive the

roots out of the hard, peaty ball, and putting such into

large pots only hastens their ruin, the balls being water-

proof in the middle of plenty.

The finest Camellias in bloom, in the large conser-

vatory here, when I first called, was Bealii, trained

against the back wail, it was one mass of bloom. Of
the old Camellias, this comes nearest to tlie red im-

brieuta in shape, and of tlie new ones, the Duchess of
Biicch'iujh rauks ne.Kt to imhrlcaia. Her Grace was a

seedhng raised by ^Ir. .Jackson, of Kingston, and
another of his best seedlings is called Mtirlhiii, in

compliment to the liberal owner of Bank Grove.

There is a very good figure of this hue Camellia in

the Florist of May, l«')-i. It is the nearest to scarlet

of all we know of, and the tip of the petals are marked
with an angular white spot. Some think that T^mlij

Broiiijlitoii, a deep crimson flower, is the best of the

Kingston seedlings : for my own part, I would first

choose this Miirtinil, and ne.Kt to it the Countess of
Ellesmere, which is a cupped flower of a blush-white

ground, delicately striped with rose, and the cupped
form holds good to the last. Fine e.Kamples of all of

them are to be seen hero, and the finest variegated of

all, a seedling by Mr. Chandler, of Vauxhall, called

Prince Albert, or Albertiis, has attained a full size

Nothing in its way can be more beautiful than this

flower. It comes the nearest in colours to the Chinese
Azalea, called Exquisita. The habit of the plant is

very close, like that of tricolor, another great beauty
j

here, growing as closely as the narrow-leaved myrtle.

Fimhriatii and Woodsii, the companions for many years
of the " Lion of Surrey," are removed to this house, at

the suggestion of Sir W. .1. Hooker, from Kew. I'llegans,

one of the most favourite of all the rose-coloured ones,

was in magnificent bloom on the back wall; but when
all are so good it is a puzzle how to point out singly.

ChamUerii, in a slate box, by the drawing-room door, and
trained up to the wall, was the most healthy looking
Camellia I ever saw ; it was loaded with flowers of

nearly as deep a colour as Carolina, and not a single

trace of the usual white stripes and blotches ; and
Donkeliirii was less marked here than I ever saw it

before. The truth is, they grow these variegated ones
too well, and I expect it is the same with the Marchioness
of Exeter Camellia, trained against the back wall in

anotlier house, which I wanted very much to see in

flower, for I have never seen a bloom of it yet; but no,
man in his senses would give that name to an inferior

flower, nor could he to a more worthy patron of high
gardening.

In the regular Camellia house these plants look on a
par with those in the Conservatory, and all along the

back wall the plants are growing in slate boxes, set on
a stone pavement. Also on the back wall of another
long house, which is entirely devoted now to a full col-

lection of the finest seedlings of Chinese Azaleas, every
plant of which is a specimen plant, not quite so large

as they now bring to the sliows, but as finely grown as

any that were ever exhibited.

Were it not for the specimens of Heaths which I have
seen in the Edinburgli Botanic Gardens, I confess I

should be inclined to assent to the general belief round

London, that there is no peat in the world so good as

that from Wimbledon Common for growing tliese plants

in. Mirabilis is ono of the best of all these Azaleas, the

colour is that between rose and geranium colour, which

almost all ladies admire ; the suiistance waxy, and the

shape perfect for a florist; macranlha, a large purplish

flower ; atrorubens, deep carmine ; spcoiosissima, a deep

rose; /hrmosff, with a purplish tinge; exquisita, eximia,

magnijiora. and, indeed, all the best of the race are here

seen together in one mass of bloom at the beginning of

May ; and, when making their growth, they receive April

temperature, tliat is, warm days, damp afternoons, and

cool nights, while the Camellias, during their growth, re-

ceive May temperature, April showers, and warm, moist

nights, with a slight shading from the sun, and the

climbers strictly kept in to the rafters. Of these, the

diflerent species of Kennedi/a and Zichija, Solhja linearis,

Habrothamnus elegans, with Fuchsia Carolina and ser-

ratifolia, are the chiel' in use. The serratifolia blooms

almost all the year through ; and to have it in pots, after

seeing how it rambles away in the freedom of the open

border, and how it flowers then, seems little short of

caricaturing the plant altogether.

In the stove, the chief climbers are the best of the

Passion/lowers, as Kermesina, racemosa, or jirinceps,

qmulrangnlaris, &o. ; Combretmn jnirpureum, on the

spurred system ; Stephanotis Jtorihunila, Henfrei/a scan-

dens, and anotlier stove climber called Letlsoniia tomen-

tosa, a plant whiidi needs to be corrected in our " Dic-

tionary." The real name of this climber is Argijreia

;

it is a native of the East Indies, and was named Lett-

somia by Roxburgh, but that genus was pre-occupied

by Ruiz and Pavon with quite a diflerent plant from

Peru. Arggreia, Pharhitis, Ipomcea, and Convolvulus,

are all brothers and sisters among the Bindweeds, and

this Arggreia tomentosa is a large, woolly-leaved Bind-

weed, to all intents and purposes. It has either not

come to a flowering age here, or it must be shy to

bloom. When it will bloom, if I am right, the flowers

will look like our own large, white-flowered Bindweed

in our hedges, and that will settle the question. Our

"Dictionary" has "taken" so well, that in future we

shall be thankful for any corrections that may be sent

to us respecting it, to come in for future editions.

The chief attraction out-of-doors, at this season, at

Bank Grove, are the diflerent views of the Thames,

which runs down by the side of the pleasure-grounds;

the majestic old Cedars of Lebanon, now casting the

scales of their seed-cones in all directions ; the fine old

Elms next the house, with Wall-flowers springing out

from their roots, as if sown by the nightingales before

they left the Grove last summer—an original idea, well

worth carrying out. A large clump, also, of old Elms
near the Rosary, covered three-parts of the way up with

huge mantles of Ivy. The fuU-grown purple Beeches,

the Oaks, the Sycamores, and other large trees, which

make up the "Grove," the Arboretum, and especially

the Pinetum ; but I must leave them to-day with regret,

for want of room, and only mention a few Tery remark-

able specimens.

Of these there are three of Holly-leaved Berberis {B.

aquifolium) on the grass, now in full flower, each of

them about seven feet high. One is just fifteen yards

round close to the extremities of the branches, which

sweep the grass; the second, a full yard more than that;

and the third, no less than eighteen of the longest steps

that I could make. Likely enough, those very plants

cost Sir John Broughton five guineas a-piece; and

although one could buy thousands of them to-morrow,

at Kingston, for five shillings the hundred, the large

specimens are each worth twenty guineas between two

brothers.

The real Pinetum was only begun by Mr. Byam
JIartin, in 1848, with the best specimens he could pro-
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cure of all tbe more clioice species, followiug tliem up to

the present time with all the best new ones as they

come into the market ; and it is worthy of remark, that

of all the Pine family, insiijnis turned out the fastest

grower. 'J'ljis will be the pride of the Grove some day.

It was only planted in .January, ]sli), and is now full
j

twenty feet high, a picture of health and symmetry. I

Criiplonieria japonica vies with Ta.iodiiim sempervirens
\

here in growth, and one of tbe Crijptomerias—a seed-
i

ling, no doubt—grows just with the same free, loose
j

habit as the Taxodium itself. Not a leaf of the Crypto- \

melius was hurt liere hy the last frosts, but plants of
|

Taxodium semjiervirens. twenty feet high, had had many
of the leaves scorched, but none of the buds, or young

i

wood. A beautiful sjiecimen of the Funebral Cypress
(Ottpressiis fuiwlns), from the •' Vale of Tombs," in

'

China, about a yard lugh, bad about an inch of two top

shoots killed, but other young tops close to them escaped
altogether. Of the following plants that were planted
out only in ]!S53, round the new American garden, I

made a particular examination as to their hardiness

:

they are planted siugl)', and at good distances apart, on
the grass, and without any particular shade or shelter.

The flood, last winter, rose to within a few inches of

most of them ; so that, between the recent planting,

bad winter and spring, with a low situation, they had as

much trial as one could wish. Saxijuthea conspicua, the

leaves browned considerably, but not a bud killed, and
j

they are just breaking. Lihucedrus C'liilensis, which
produces the far-famed Alene wood of Chili, I am
now perfectly satisfied in my own mind is as hardy
as the Scotch Fir. It was planted out last year in

the middle of an open space on the grass, without any
shelter whatever, and it never ceased growing since last

September—the winds and frosts did not even brown a
leaf of it. It is twenty one inches high, and the lower
branches assume the natural habit of the old tree

already, showing that all tbe drawings that have been
made at home from the dry specimens give f|uite a false

character to this beautiful tree. Every branch comes
out at right angles from tbe main stem, then drops down
considerably, after the manner of the American Arbor
vita, and rises again at the point perpendicularly. Both
sides of the leaf have a white furrow, or mark ; so that

when the branches wave about in the wind, the shades
will be more distinct than in any other Conifer.

This is tbe last tree 1 helped to plant before I threw
the spade over the garden-wall, and the one which His
Royal Highness Prince Albert planted at Shrubland
Park, to commemorate his first visit to that beautiful

place ; hence my delight at finding it to he quite hardy.
Biota pendula, alias Cupressiis pendula and Jilifurniis,

two feet high, with the branches banging down, a native
of China and .lapan, has the leaves a little browned,
that is all. Abies Jesoensis, a large flr from Japan, nine
inches high, has some of tbe top leaves a little browned.
Abies, or rather Picea nordmaniana, from the Crimea,
unscathed. Abies nobilis, from the Columbia River,

quite hardy, of course, but mentioned for being a fast

grower, or jiromising to be so. Pinus ayuciitniite, a
lofty tree from Mexico, of doubtful hardiness, has only
a few of the leaves slightly aflected. The Mount Atlas
Cedar tbe same. All the new Hollies, from latifoUa to

myrtifolia, have stood uninjured. Two immense large

bushes of the Tree Paony were covered, but most of

the flower-buds were destroyed, more or less. Three
Jarge plants of Rhododemhon Brouglitonii, one of the

very best of the early Arboreum crosses, once supposed
to be quite tender, stood unharmed these three years, and
flower as much as the large Camellia The new Ame-
rican garden is planted with the best Bagshot crosses,

a whole bed being allowed for each strain. The Roses, for

which this place was celebrated for years, will stand over,
with other things, till thev come to bloom.—D. Be.won.

CONTEMPLATED SPAN-ROOFED GREEN-
HOUSE AND VINERY.

A cossiuERiBLE amouQt of space and attention has
already been devoted to this subject, but either the

directions and criticisms given have not been delinite

enough, or our subscribers have not troubled themselves

much with generalising, imagining, no doubt, that Iheir

own circumstances were peculiaily ditleient from any
others refen'ed to. When a number of enquiries on
such a subject reach us from one source, we are under
the necessity of giving merely a "yes" or " no" answer in

the correspondents column, which could not, therefore,

be generally interesting, or to give tbe subject the pro-

minence of a general article. As this is now an ex-

cellent time for building, the matter, we tiiist, will be
generally interesting.

Our correspondent, (M. L., of Beaminster,) who de-

sires our criticisms and answers to various queries,

which will be understood by the replies given, states

that the house for the purpose specihed above, is to be

lljft. by 14ft. in the clear—that the gable ends are to

stand north and south—that the height of these gables

is to be f^ft. 3in.—height of walls all round, before the

rise in the gable, .jft.—to be brick on the north end,

but on tbe south end, and east and west sides, to be
d.rft. of brick, and iift. of glass—that the roof, there-

fore, will be at an angle of from 30° to 35°, but it is

feared it will be too flat—that a partition, of the width

of one light, will be shut otf on the north side, in which
tbe iire-place for the flue will be placed, and hopes are

entertained, that in this small division, plants requiring

more heat may be grown. Ventilators are to be ])laced

in the brick walls, and in tbe glass gable end. There
is to be a shelf on the east and west sides, level with the

brick-work, 1ft. Oiu. wide
;
path, lift. ifin. ; and platform

in the centre, with the exception of a space at the north

end, left as a border for climbers. The floor of the

house to be dug out to the de]>lh of three feet, filled

with stone, rubble, &c., and then paved, &c.

Istly.—On this we would observe that the bouse will be

a very useful and convenient one for greenhouse plants,

provided no person of tall stature is ex]iected to peram-

bulate through it. To enjoy climbers and vines in it,

a person would require to have the height that Mi-s.

Stowe assigns to the gentle, warm-hearted, yet resolute,

ilre. Bird, somewhere over four feet. Allowing the

height of the sides oft., height of centre bft. 3iu.,

and granting that the height at the sides is increased

six inches by the plate on which the roofralters are

placed, the height above the path will not be much
more than seven feet. Now, allowing the vine leaves

to be, at least, one foot ft-om tbe glass, and shoots and
points of bunches reaching about a foot more down-
wards, there would be little more than live feet standing-

up-riglit space. For vines or climbers, then, I re-

commend the side walls, and the centre ridge, to be,

respectively, one foot higher. Of course, tbe sauie object

_ would be gained by lowering tbe floor inside, by stepping

'down into the house from the ground level, having one

or two steps at the doorway ; but this, though it would
husband warmth, always lessens tbe dignity of the house,

I

and the ease aud convenience of ingress and egress.

We have nothing to say against the size of the house;

that, no doubt, must be regulated by circumstances : but

a few feet additional in length would give it a more
handsome appearance. Many houses of this kind liave

an opaque north end, by being placed against a wall

already existing, and, in that case, less heating ]iower

is required; but the house in question seems isolated,

aud, therefore, I see no valid reason why the north end

sboidd have five feet of brick-work, and all the rest of

the house only i\ feet. It would look better to be

uniform all round, more light would thus be seeiircd,
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while llio additional 35 square feet of glass would
furnish no serions item eithei' in the way of purse, or

as a radiating-ol'-lioat medium in winter.

~!ndly. I'ositidii of Pttill'orm and Slwln's.—These are

mainly right. \\'ith a shelf on the cast and west sides

you will have a platform Tift. (iin. in width, very

convenient for attending to the plants. But, at the

risk of reducing the length of the jilatform, I would
hring the shelf round to the door-way in the middle of

the soutli end, and were there no partition I would do

the same on the north end. In fact, were the house
mine, and the only one I had, I would, if I divided it

at all, divide it in the middle, and have both ends
similar, hut discard all attempts at heating from the

inside.

One word more as to the eighteen-inch shelf—do not
have it level with the top of the brick wall, but from
three to si.~v inches below it. The reasons ai'e these

—

The roots in the pots do not require direct light, more
upright space is given to branches and flowers, and
these, consequently, have more light; and the pots are

not so unduly cooled in winter, and heated in summer,
as when standing freely exposed above the level of the

glass Hue. Tiie siukiug of the side shelf will enable

you proportionately to elevate the central platform—that

is, the lieight between them may vary iVom three to

six iuelies.

^irdly. Bonier for Climbers in the Centre of the House.

—There is no necessity for curtailing the length of the

l)lalform on this account; make the border all the same,
but let the platform go over it. If it is a sparred plat-

form, you can easily bring the climbers through the

spars. If solid, as of slate or stone, leave holes or

openings through which the climbers may pass. It will

be well to have them four feet in height, at least, before

planting them. If you intend having vines on both
sides, there will be little roonr for climbers, unless at the

apex of the roof; and what are otherwise grown, should

be trained longitudinally, as then they will meet the

vines at right angles, but you cannot do much with
both. Even with Vines on the rafters, a couple of

Passion Flouers, a blue and purple, dangling from the

apex of the roof, would have a graceful effect.

4thly. Partition, and its ohjeet.—With one of these

objects I entirely sympathise. Not only may thus more
tender plants be grown, but plants of equal hardiness
treated according to their circumstances. For iustanee,

a greenhouse plant, shortly after being pruned, requires

a close, moist atmosphere to encourage fresh growth ; a
similar plaut, when iu bloom, requires an airy, cool

atmosphere to prolong it. 1 have repeatedly stated

,liow tills may be done iu a house without divisions,

merely by kee]>ing one end closer than the other, and
this is still easier done when the heating is by the flue,

as that will always be hottest at the fire end. A com-
plete glass division gives, however, very decided advan-
tages; and thus, iu a small house, enables you to have a

place suitable for growing, and another suitable for

blooming. But I have little sympathy with the idea of

making this division into a hre-place and stock-hole

likewise. The mason was quite right when he spoke of

the danger of back smoke. If that should take place,

you will sacrifice, according to your own plan, a fourth

part of your house, for what will be of no more use iu

winter than a potting shed.

I have had to manage such houses when the smoke
was very troublesome, especially when the fire had been
unlighted for some time. I once had the management
of such another house that was never known to smoke,
but the stock-hole was deej)— the rise from the bars of

the furnace to the bottom of the flue was from two Iu

three feet, and a strong draught was further promoted
by a t(dl chimneij. Without such advantages, 1 should
decidedly prefer sinking a stockdiole outside the house.

It may he at the end all the same, and the furnace be

wholly inside the house. By arching the hole over,

notliing more than a square yard of a flap door need be

seen, and thus all danger from smoko and dust be

avoided. If even this door was an eyesore, and green-

house plants were the chief object, you would scarcely

want fire from the middle of A]iril to the middle of

October, and during tliat time you might sink a box

with roots of ivy, and the tops trained to a flat trellis,

so as to cover all over. Nay, even iir winter, this trellis

might be so hinged, and the plants so managed, that il

would stand upright or lie flat, accordingly as you wanted

to open the door or keep it shut.

If, however, there be some insuperable objectiou to

having the stock-hole outside, then the next best thing

to do will be to sink a place deep enough for tlie fur-

nace, that the fire bars may be at least eighteen inches

below the bottom of the Hue ; have the entrance fitted

with a door that will shut very close from being wadded

on its edges: kee|i this door shut at all limes, even when
putting lire on, or lighting one, never o^iening it unless

when going down or coming up ; and let the air in the

stock-hole, for enabling the fire to burn, be obtained,

not from the house, but by means of a drain, or huge
pipe, communicating freely with the external atmo-

sphere; but avciid all inside lire-placos il' possible.

fithly. Position of the Flue.—" I intend the flue to run

and return along the east side." There is, so far, wis-

dom in this, as you will have the greatest amount of

heat on the coldest side of the house. This, however,

so i'ar as the east side is considered, definitively settles

another question. " Whether should I i)lant the vines,

inside or outside ?" as supposing that your fl or, as respects

its going and returning brancli, were a few inches sepa-

rate, there would not be beneath your shelf a sullicient

width to allow of vines being planted between the flue

and the wall. I have uo doubt but that the mode will

answer, but this would be better jiromoted by having

two or three dry drains across the house, one of these

being open on the west side, and the other between the

flue and the wall on the east side.

In something of a similar luanner, Mr. Lane heats,

very successfully, a very large house for Roses, and
obtains, Polmaise fashion, a good circulation of air.

Without something of this sort, some of us old gar-

deners have a prejudice to the having the heat equally

dillused at once, such as taking the flue round such a

span-roofed house. But here would be the bother of

sinking wider the doorways. This might be avoided by
taking the flue round the centre of the house under the

platform, i'ou would see how I heated a small liouse

by taking a flue underneath the floor, or jiathway, and
one a little wider, taken under your pathway, covered

with paving tiles, would answer completely in your case

for greenhouse plants ; but, if you contemplated anythiug
like forcing Grapes at any time, you must not bury the

flues. The advantages of sinking them in a small

greenhouse are, that they present no eyesore, come iu

the way of nothing, are just as easily cleaned, and burn
as well, if care is taken to keeji water from sinking iu

them. For a large house, or when a strong heat is

necessary, it is advisable to have them above ground.

(ithly. Takinij out the soil of the house three feet deep,

filling with stones, rabble, i(-e , and, then jutrinij.— I caa,

I in no case, see either the utility or the economy of this

I contemplated labour, li kiln-burnt paving-tiles are

1 used for flooring, they can never be laid better than on
the solid ground, with a layer of thin mortar, or an inch

' or two of dry saud beneath them. If slabs of stone, or

i

slate, are meant, they may either be laid in a similar

manner, or, to keep them hollow and dry, fixed on dwarf
brick walls two or three courses in thickness. If it was
ever intended to plant vines inside they could get

1 no benefit from such stones and rubble. Besides, after
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! consiJerable experience, I liavo no preference for having
such a house all floored over, cither with tiles or stones,

although some very able gardeners prefer having then-

houses so done. I would confine the paving and stoning
to the pathways, in all cases where there is a platfonu
and shelves, just because it is so much easier to keep a
bed or border neat or clean than a quantity of paving.
It is no joke keeping the latter from getting green and
dirty by means of soap and scrubbing brush, though the
most oflectual remedy is a solution of soda. A few
spadesful of sandy earth thrown on your borders, and
neatly raked, makes them always look neat and fresh.

I would act, therefore, diH'erenlly, if I removed such a
depth. I would run a drain tlirough tlie centre over
that; and for the width of the house, I would place a
font of rough rubble, of any come-at-able substance,
and over that I should 1111 witli good mellow loam, and
then I might jdant out climbers, vines, &c., inside,

with the certainty they would do well whenever' I chose
to try them.

Did the flues run on the east side, as proposed, the
vines might be planted on the west side, or even in the
middle of the house, and tlieu be trained both ways; or,

if the shallow flues went, as mentioned above, beneath
the paths, the vines might be planted on both sides, as

the bottom of the flue would not hurt the roots, the
chief heat beiug on the surface; and in either of these
cases, the vines woidd be ne.xt to independent of any
outside border.

Tthly. ' Whether should I phint the Vines, inside or
outside?"—Both, as has been seen, are equally good, if

properly done. If planted inside, the stems are neither

twisted, nor exposed to frosts, and the roots inside, at

least, are saved from low temperatures. Planted in the
middle of such a house, fourteen feet wide, we should
care nothing about the roots going outside at all, if the
inside border was properly prepared. If planted in a
small border inside, close to the side walls, these walls
must be on arches, to let the roots freely out. But here
one thing is essential, your outside border should not
be higher than the inner one, or the vine roots will get
unduly covered. By planting outside, you may raise the
border close to the wall, as near to the glass as you
please, and thus give it a good slope to the morning and
afternoon sun. In such a case, the border should be

,

at least six or seven feet wide. Properly drained, the
vines will do well on the level, if anything like a bank
against tlie house is not desirable ; but dryness is more
easily obtained if the border slopes.

8thly. Ventilalioii.—Of course you could not slope
the border much if the front ventilation was to be in

|

the side walls of two-and-a-half feet in height. Front
ventilation may thus, however, be well secured ; and if

;

the flue runs near the wall, the air would be heated
before dispersing among the plants in winter. Your
object, we presume, is to have your front sashes a fi.x-

ture. We also perceive you wish your roofsashes to

be fixtures ; and by means of opening the doors, and
throwing in a great body of air at the apex of the roof
at the two gable ends, I think you will manage, if you

'

have no partitions. But with a partition, the heat would
unduly accumulate there, and you would either require
to have a thorough draught tlirough, or some of the
sashes be made to move, or some of them made shorter,
and so as to abut against a glazed or wooden ventilator
in the apex, hung upon pivots, and made to open or
shut easily. Supposing you have a partition, either of
these last modes would be better than having a draught
through all the top of the house, as this would interfere
with keeping each division in the very condition you
might require. If tlie roof on each side was in two
divisions, the upper sash small and moveable, it would
be best of all, and then you could dispense with opening
the gable ends altogether.

Othly. Sixe of Squares of Glms.—This is matter of
taste and economy—eighteen inches by from seven to

ten, are good sizes ; when larger, a break ii- a smash.
lOtlily. "Should I 2'''tl'J the lajis?" Decidedly, No;

unless you secure the most efhcient ventilation, and
even then we see no utility in the practice if the glazing

is well done. The weather and dirt will soon putty

them.
] Ithly. " If the roof is merely at an angle of from 3U°

to .35°, will not rain and wind drive in'.'" We jjresume

that you mean because it will be so flat. I have re-

served this inquiry for the last. It is quite evident our
present inquirer entertains the same views with respect

to the angles of a roof, as another correspondent referred

to elsewhere. In other words, both liave taken the

French instead of the English mode of computation. I

have no prejudice myself, but I think it is time that our
coadjutors, and other gardening writers should decide

definitively on the subject, as the roof our friend speaks
of I suspect to bo identical with what 1 should call au
angle of 00° or 0.")°, the latter of which will answer very
well for general purposes, as he will be helped by the
upright glass in wintei', and spring, and autumn. A
rise of another foot in the roof would be i'avourable. In
our younger days we never heard of this other mode of

computation, but now it requires one to study the con-
text to see what is meant. The height of our friend's

house supplies us in the present ease, as we can judge
how much the apex of the roof is above the plate on
which it rests. Now, until advised to the contrary,

I think the old English system the best. The angle
of the roof we speak of is merely that enclosed
between the sloping roof and the perpendicular
wall of a lean-to, or the imaginary perpendicular
between the two slopes of a span roof. Now, we speak
as if the more upright the glass, the smaller, conse-

quently, the space between the sloping line and the
perpendicular, the smaller would be the figure of the
angle ; but some of our friends compute very differently

;

so that what I would call W\ they would call '^0°, 90°,

70°. and so on, until we happened to be alike at 45°,

and then to diverge just as much again. This happens
i'rora computing from different sides of the quadrant.

For example, take or make one of these articles, board
or pasteboai'd will do, in the corner, opposite the arc

of 90°, fix a string, with a weight at its end. that will

pass beyond the gi-aduated arc. Place the side of the

quadrant, nearest the figures 1, 5, 10, &c., on an equal
Hue with the slope of the roof, and the weight will hang '

the string at the figure representing the identical angle,
|

from -35° in au early peach house to SO'^ in a flat garden
frame. But place the other side of the quadrant,
nearest 90°, against the sloping roof, and your plummet
line will give 5.">° for your early peach-house, and 10° for I

the common garden frame. Now this, without much
|

study, will show how the difference happens. Cannot a
|

universal plan be adopted. What say the editor and
contributors? E. Fish. '•

THE CARNATION.
(Coutimied from pai/c 101.)

Prop.vgatiox.—There are three modes by which the

Cai-nation can be increased, namely, by Seed, by Layers,

and by Pipings, or, more correctly speaking, by Cuttings.

The first is practised with a view of obtaining new and
improved varieties, and the two latter to propagate them
when obtained.

Bi/ Seed.—The single flowered Carnation being in

the condition in which it grows wild, with all its parts

complete, produces the best and most jierfect seed ; but
then it is useless to the florist, for double flowers only

are valued by him. Now, as like generally produces
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like, so single flowers will, in a ImmlreJ cases to one,

produce single flowered offspring, and, tlieret'oro, tlie

florist, being so taught by experience, saves bis seeds

only from double flowers, ortliose that are nearly so. A
peri'ectly double flower eanuot produce seed ; to do so it

must bo only partially so, and the seed pods will bo

shorter, and the seeds fewer in suclx flowers tlian in

single flowers. Hence, seed so saved is very valuable,

and few florists will part with it. Even the most care-

fully selected seed of tliis flower is very uncertain in its

progeny. Nature is ever striving to regain its wild state

in all flowers, but more especially in the Carnation and
Picotee. Many hundreds of seedlings may bo raised

every year, and nine-tenths of them will be useless as

florists' flowers. Slill, some few will come perfect, and,

therefore, the most simple grower need not despair. Let
"))erseverance" be his motto, and success will even-

tually ensne and reward him abundantly for bis trouble.

Save selected seed from as double flowers as possible

;

gather it as soon as it is ripe, and keep it dry and cool

through the winter. Sow in boxes in March, placed

under glass or on a warm border. In April, transplant

the seedlings on a bed enriched with leaf mould, or

very decayed hotbed manure, as soon as tliey arc large

enough. Plant them nine inches apart, and let them
remain on that bed through the succeeding summer and

winter. They will all flower the season following.

Mark such as are good, name them, and layer them in

the way I shall describe presently. Afterwards treat

them exactly like your old favourite good varieties.

Bii Lai/ers.—A layer is a branch, or shoot, bronglit

dowii to the ground, and wlien rooted, separated from

its parent. It is then a distinct individual, though

exactly like its parent. Carnations, Picotees and Pinks,

in order to produce perfect flowers, must be yonng
plants every year. The old plants, if any are left alive,

are only fit for the borders as common flowers.

The mode of layering a Carnation or Picotee is well

known to every florist of any standing, but for the sake

of new beginners I will briefly describe it. The materials

wanted for the operation are a sharp small knife, a quan-

tity of hooked pegs (the fronds of the common brake

or fern are the best, though they may be made of birch

or hazel), and some finely-sifted soil. These should all

be ready by the time the shoots round each plant have
made five or six joints, or pairs of leaves. Choose a

dull, cloudy day on which to perform the work, or if the

plants are in pots, under an elevated awning, they may
be layered in any weather. Commence by taking liold

of a shoot, and trim off the leaves from the bottom, leav-

ing the two uppermost on and entire. I do not approve

of the old method of shortening the leaves that are left

on the shoots, for I consider the cutting oti' a portion of

the leaf is positively injurious, and hinders the layer

from rooting so soon as it otherwise would if the leaves

were left entire. I have proved this repeatedly, and
always with the same results.

Trim oft' the lower leaves on every shoot before layer-

ing one, because when a layer is tongued it is easily

broken off. When this is done, take hold of the shoot,

turn it up, and pass the knife blade through the third

joint upward, commencing the cut just below it; then

put down the knife, and reach a hooked peg ; thrust it

into the soil, catching bold by its hook of the layer as

it descends, and press it gently down to the soil. Do
the next in the same manner, and so on till every shoot

is layered ; then cover them all with the sifted mould,

about three-ipiarters-of-an-inch deep, and that pot, or

plant, is completed. Then give a slight watering, and
the layers want no further care till they are rooted,

which will be in about a month or six weeks. Examine
them occasionally, and, as soon as roots are emitted,

pot them oft' into fivcincli pots, a pair i]i each ; or if

yom' space is limited, and the layers small, three may

bo put into each pot. Dealers always put them in

jiairs, because it is almost an universal custom to sell

them by pairs. After they are potted they should be
placed under glass, in a cold frame or ]iit, plenty of air

given in mild weather, and sliolter from severe frost

wlieu it occurs. Very little water is required through
tlie winter months, and tho air in the frame should be

kept as dry as possible. Should damp prevail, the

plants, some fine day, should be taken out, and a coat

of fine, dry coal ashes spread over tho surface. The
plants should then be replaced in the pit. These dry

ashes absorb tho atmospheric moisture which otherwise

would settle upon tlie foliage, and cause the disease

called the spot.

Bi/ P'qiings.—Carnations may he propagated by this

mode where there is the convenience of a gentle botbed.

It is, however, not so safe as layering, but whei'c there

are more shoots than can be layered, and it is desirable

to propagate largely, the superfluous shoots may be piped.

Take them oft', and cut olF the lower part oil' the shoot
up to the third joint, trim oft' the lowest pair of leaves,

and pass the knife just through the joint. Prepare a

pot by draining it, and filling it with the proper compost
up to within an inch of the top; fill tliat with silver

sand, water it gently to make it firm, and then insert

the pipings all round it close to the pot sides ; place

them in a gentle hotbed, shading from the sun. Watch
them daily, and supply water wlien the sand becomes
dry. When they are rooted, which they will show by
sending up fresh leaves, pot them in jiairs, as directed

for the layers, and treat them in the same way. Picotees

require exactly the same treatment in every minute
paiticular. T. Applkby.

(7*0 he conthnieiL)

LYCOPODIUMS.
( Conlimiedfrom page 82.)

CoLTUKE IN A AVardian Case.—There ai'e no plants,

not even excepting Ferns, that thrive so well in a close

glass case as Lycopods. After all that has been said

and written about suitable plants for these drawing-

room greenhouses, there are very few plants that will

live any length of time in them. I may venture to

claim some credit for knowledge on this point, for

whilst at Pine-Apple Place I had to furnish with plants

great numbers of them, and my experience warrants me
to assert, without fear of contradiction, that, excepting

Fenis and Lycopodiums, no plants will exist satisfactorily

more than six months, and great numbers that I tried

did not live half that time.

The great cause of failure no doubt arose from the

want of fresh air, and a too moist atmosphere. The
plants, excepting the two tribes mentioned above,

always became covered with mould, and, in conse-

quence, perished.

To grow well even Lycopods and Penis, I would
recommend tho upper squares to be hinged, so tliat,

when the air becomes foul, or too mucli heated, the

squares can be opened, and the ])lants relieved. If one

I

of the ends, also, is made to open, it will cause a freer

circulation of air, and the plants will be the more bene-

fited thereby.

Pure air being provided for the plants, the next im-

portant thing is soil. This should be of an open tex-

ture, to prevent stagnation of water, and to allow the

air to reach the roots, for it is a well-proved fact that

roots will perish if totally deprived of atmospheric in-

fluence. I always used very rough peat, generally such
as would not pass through a quarter-inch meshed sieve.

This I mix liberally with silver sand, but, where this

cannot be had, river sand will answer the purpose. To
this I added some chopped sphagnum, and mixed the
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wljole well togetliei- by £i-equent turnings aud mbi.iugs.
It then presented an open, light ajjpcarance, and any
one at all acquainted with Lyeopods would have said
they were sure to thrive in it.

Wardian cases have, or should have, a box to rest
upou, six or seven inches deep. This is generally made
of zinc; very ornamental ones ai'e eased with mahogany,
and have four feet of the same material. I have seen
one made in the gothic stylo, with pointed windows, or
rather roof, aud glazed with diamond-sijuared glass. It
was intended to stand in the hall of a mansion, or
rather castle, built in that style. It was a very noble
case, and cost fifty guineas. Whether the plauts grew
well in it or no, I never learnt, but 1 think they could
not fail, especi.olly if planted with Ferns or I-ycopodiums.

This box should have a thm layer of drainage over
the bottom. If that is not cased with wood, this drain-
age should be of some light material, or it would bulge
it. I generally used pumice-stone, wliieh is both porous
and light, aud the roots of the plauts seemed to like it

much, for they clung to it and penetrated into the
hollows abuudanlly. Upon this drainage place as much
of the compost as will allow room for the balls of earth
when the plauts are turned out uf their pots.
The glass covering should, in all cases, be moveable,

in order that the planting may be properly aud con-
veniently performed. Place the tall growers in the
centre, and the low ones on each side aud ends, press
the soil geutly to each plant, and give a good watering;
then allow them to stand without the cover for two or
three hours, till the foliage is quite dry, aud the surface
of the soil partially so ; replace the glass, and set the
case in the place it is appointed for.

As these plants are mostly from warm climates, the
case should stand in winter in a heated apartment.
The heat need not exceed .')0° or 55° during the night,
nor more than uri" during the day. In summer they
are sur« to be warm enough, even without artificial

heat. Tliey require very little attention, aud but sel-

dom watering. Sliould they appear to grow fast and
weak, give plenty of air, but as this will carry off the
confined moisture, they will require a little more
water, just sufficient to keep the soil moderately moist.
Occasionally allow the surface to become dry, and then
stir up the soil slightly between the plants, but he
careful not to disturb the roots. Take this opportunity
to pluck up all weeds that may appear, aud to remove
every appearauce of mould aud every decayed leaf.

Should any plant appear to grow too fast, so as to over-
shadow its neighbours, prune such into proper bounds,
aud should any die, replace them immediately.
By attending to these particulars in due time, the

plants may be kept alive aud healthy for at least
twelve months. Wardian Cases are most useful in large,
smoky towns, and the plauts will grow well in such a
situation, because the glass shade protects them from
the baleful influence of smoke. Tiie foUowiug are a
few additional species to the list already published in
The Cottage Gardener.

Lijcopodium j>lumosum (Feathery Lycopodium).—

A

beautiful species, with the branches and foliage arranged
flat, something like a feather.

Lycopodium umbrosiim (Shade loving I,ycopodium).

—

This species is also very hauJsome, the fronds rise u|i

straight, and then spread out flat sideways ; one frond
spreading out one way, and another the contrary. It is

well worthy of cultivation.

- Lijcopud'uwi M'ilileiiinii (Wildenow's Lycopodium).

—

Very dark green finely divided foliage. One of the
haudtomest of the whole genus. It is remarkable for
not putting forth roots above the soil. It must be in-
creased either by cuttings or division.

T. ArpiEiiV.

THE EVILS OF TILLING GROUND WHEN
IN A WET STATE.

Ai.TnODGH it would be preposterous to say that rain

does not convey a vast amount of fertilizing matter to

ground in tillage, yet there are certain ]ieriods in which
the latter is not in a condition to benefit by this

"natural top-dressing;" for, although it be true that
rain can hardly come wrong to vegetation which is purely
in a state of nature, yet, as many of the productions we
hold in most estimation, are in themselves the results of

more or less of artificial treatment, we may be excused
for regarding them as dilfering much from other things,

purely in a state of nature, or, rather, of wildness.

Now, as the raiu falls in equal ijuautilies both on the
cultivated and uncidtivated ground, as well as on the
crops that each are producing, it behoves us to euquire
under what conditions we are to place the cultivated

jiortiou, to enable it to derive all the benefit it can from
this source of fertility, as well as to preserve it from
such injuries as its altered circumstances from its

original wildness has rendered it liable to. lu this

resjieet it is somewhat dilHeult to do always all that is

requisite; because, with all the prophetic knowledge
that Jloore, Murphy, and otliers have endeavoured to

instil iuto us, we are not yet in a condition, to foretell,

with anything like certainty, what sort of weather the
ensuing day is likely to exbihit, consequently, we are not
in that position for making our arraugemeuts to miti-

gate the evil, or increase the good, which a copious rain
usually imparts. But though our ignorance of coming
events may form an excuse for our deficiency in the
proper precautious, it affords no apology for our doing
what is positively wrong; besides which, a little obser-
vation of the passing changes of temperature, &c.,

coupled with a little iustruetive knowledge derived from
other sources, gives some parties a something more than
" hap hazard" way of judging of what " tomoiTOw," is

going to bring forth.

Now, in the cultivation of the soil, it is not saying
too much to aflirm, that very often there is a positive
injury done by an operation beiug performed at the
wrong time, or in an improper manner, aud in nothing
is this more manifest than in digging ground when it is

saturated with wet. In this condition it is, in the first

instance, compressed by the feet of the workman tread-

ing over every inch of it, and the spade or other tool

finishes the work of consolidation, by turuiug up the

lumps of prepared dough or mortar in such a way as to

give each that glazed appearance which prevents the
ingi'ess of air, and compels what evaporation does take
place, to do so by the half-seaied-up channels, which are,

all but proof to its receiving any fertilizing agent iu.

I'eturn.

There are some soils which may, without any great
mischief, be worked at all times; but there are. others
which, by their composition, must be treated with more
caution, and to them we now draw attention, especially

as they are the more numerous, if not also the most .

useful, soils we have. True, they will iu time recover,
|

but their recovery is a matter of time, and if it occurs at I

a season when such delay caunot be afforded, the evil
|

becomes the more a|>parent. We know there are many
j

garden soils of a kind that ought not to be meddled
with when wet, and to such of our younger friends as
have such soils to manage, we urge on them not to '

attempt it, and more especially so neither in spring
or summer; for, though it will do harm at other seasons
as well, yet at these the delay necessary to bring the
soils round again into tilth cannot be spared without
au uncalled for loss of the best portion of the growing
season. We, therefore, say, wait a d.iy or two, and
take the advantage of such fine days as do occur to

turu up your ground ; and though, with the scanty
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knowledgo of ngLU'iiltural chemistry which the most
leaniod only ])ossess, we arc uot in a position to say
precisely how much injury a succession of heavy rains

aocs to a stiH", retentive soil, when its outer surface

presents so easy an ingress, and its suhstratura so ditticnlt

an escape, for the want of proper drainage, &c., yet it

is easy to foretell the evils which must result from a soil

compelled to part with all its superfluous waters l\y

evaporation only, or nearly so.

The trampling of ground, when soddcned by wet, has
a soddening efl'eot, and some are so imprudent as to do
tliis in the thinning of their seedling crops, or in the
planting out of others. Surely there may be much
done by judiciously selecting the proper time for each
operation, and if out-door work has to be perfornied
when the ground is saturated with wet, there are other
duties which may as well be performed then as at any
other time ; the rolling and mowing of grass plots might
bo proceeded with, and the turning and prejiaring of
dung, &c., I'or hotbed purjioses ; nay, even the very walks
themselves might bo rolled if they do not stick to the
roller, and many other duties which will easily present
themselves to the attentive observer in such a way as
to enable him to arrange his work accordingly, without
inflicting on his tillage-ground the mischief which must
ensue if trod upon wdion in a very wet state. It is not
too much to say, that with certain lands, and in certain

seasons, such bad treatment is felt throughout the
year ; for if the soil be so compressed and consolidated
at the time of digging, it turns up as stubborn as if it

were clay, and the solid mass, refusing access to the
kindly itifluence of the air, remains in that hardened
condition until the longeontiuued action of the atmo-
sphere has again returned it to something like its former
friable condition, lint this is attended with a loss of
time which cannot bo well spared, and though it would
be wrong to say that no progress was made by vegeta-
tion during this period, yet such progress has been far

short of what it would have been under more favour-
able circumstances. The present season ia certainly

not one in which the ground works pleasantly, under
the most favourable circumstances ; but its tenaeiousness
need not be aggravated by working amongst it as if it

were intended to make bricks of it.

At present the u'ulk cdjings must be looked to, and,
if needs be, fresh ones laid, and moist weather is the
best for such work ;—if the edging be of Box, it will

want cutting-in every year, and the present, or a week
later, is not a bad time for it, the moist weather so
quickly inducing a fresh growth, that before the dry
weatlicr sets in to brown it, a good spring growth
probably will have taken jilace again, sullicient to cover
all tlio cut leaves and other unsightly parts. This is

not altogether a mere matter of form, for Box edgings
require cutting or clipping every year, and there is no
time better than when the summer shoots have ad-
vanced a little (say half their length), provided the
weather he showery at the time, for everything depends
on its being done so, and as the season, up to the period
at which wo write (the .'iOth), has been unusually moist,
the growth has been quite equal to the average of
seasons.

'I'he damp weather, too, is favourable to the breaking
up and laying down of any old walk requiring it; and
as there is a probability of its being line and dry here-

after, such jobs as can be most advantageously done
while it is wet ought to bo got on with at once.

While we condemn the treading or digging of groiuid
when in a wet, sodden condition, we hardly need remind
the amateur that the most of it dries very speedily at

this season, and the sooner the operation is done after

the ground will allow it, the better, as the beneficial

effects of drying wind and bright sunny days accelerates
the process of pulverizing the soil much more rapidly

now than the changing weather of mid-winter, not even
excepting hard frosts ; for, although the latter will re-

duce the stiff, retentive lumps to* state of comparative
firmness, we are far from certain whether tlie objects
aimed at, (. <., Increased fertility, be attained so well by
a winter as by a summer's tillage, even should the latter

bo only for one-third of the time ; but more of this

anon. J. Robson.

SWEDISH TURNir CULTURE.
The preparation of the laud for Swedish Turnips is

a matter of the highest importance, and must, certainly,

he considered a subject which ought to rank first

amongst all agricultural operations, for in the four-

course rotation, on the cleanliness of the Turnip fallow,

will, in a great measure, depend the productiveness of

the succeeding crops.

With regard to the Turnip itself, if the land is not

well prepared, it cannot be expected that the crop will

receive the full benefit of the manure applied ; and,

however important manure may be considered towards

raising a crop of roots, yet the mode of preparing the

land, is, perhaps, of still more injporlance. I consider

the obtaining a plant of Turnips to be of the first con-

sequence; and I think I may venture to say, that the

chance of a fidl plant, in the majority of seasons, is

more dependant upon tillage than upon manure.

Past experiments, and my own experience, induce

me to believe, that the Swedish Turnip requires a

different cidture and state of the land from that

necessary for the growth of the varieties of common
Turnip ; I, therefore, treat only of the preparing land

for Swedes upon this occasion, and intend making the

tillage for common Turnips the subject of a separate

paper at a future time.

The necessity for treating the subject in detail be-

comes apparent, when we know that a majority of

farmers consider a great deal of ploughing, and other

labour, is necessary to produce a crop of Swedes, whether
the land is clean, or otherwise. Indeed, until within a

few years past, the impression seems to have been
almost universal, that the preparation of the land for

this crop is an expensive operation, which cannot be

avoided under any circumstances.

1, therefore, shall treat the subject under two separate

divisions.

First. The tillage of land, when foul, and infested

with twitch, or couch grass.

Second. Tlie tillage of land, when clean, and free

from that weed.

The preparation of land for a crop of Swedish Tiu-uips,

when in a foul state, of necessity involves a course of

autumn tillage, which should be commenced the first

opportunity after harvest, by scarifying the land a suf-

ficient depth, to remove the grass, weeds, and stubble,

which, after being separated from the soil, by the use of

the harrow, roller, &c., should be collected and burnt, if

dry enough, but if too wet for burning, be carted away
to a heap and allowed to rot, when they will become
useful for- many purposes. The laud should then be
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ploughed twice, to a good depth, and each time rolled

and harrowed sufficiently to eradicate the grass and

weeds, which sliould Be burnt, or carted away, as before

mentioned, tal;iug great care, during the whole course of

tillage, not to plough, or work the laud whilst it is wet,

or during unfavourable weatlier.

The ground should now be ploughed into stetches

about two feet apart, which will leave the largest surface

exposed to the favourable inlluence of the alternate

frost and rain peculiar to the winter months.

In the early spring, upon the arrival of favourable

weather, .and when the land becomes dry and white

upon the surface, commence with tillage, preparatory

to manuring and sowing. It will now depend upon the

system of culture to be adopted as to the mode of pro-

ceeding with the tillage ; two systems are advocated by

different parties—drilling on the flat, and also drilling

on the stetch, commonly called the " Northumberland

ridge culture."

I believe both these to be well adapted for the growth

of Swedish Turuips, but I think we should be guided

in our choice by the nature of our soil, and the climate,

and situation of the laud. I consider that ridge culture

is best adapted for a kind soil, and the climate of the

northern and western counties of England, where a

greater portion of moisture falls, which is essential to

the favourable gi-owth of this root ; in which case, the

land will nearly always be found sufficiently moist to

vegetate the seed upon the ridge ; and in seasons of

excessive wet the land will lie much drier.

Upon the other hand, I think the cultivation on the

flat best suited to the dry climate and unkindly soils of

the eastern and southern counties of England, because

the seed will vegetate with a less kindly surface, and a

small amount of rain will suffice to keep the plant alive

until the arrival of the periodical and autumnal rains.

If the ridge-culture be selected, proceed to split the

stetches with adouble mould-board plough, and allow itto

remain in this way until the weeds make their appear-

ance, then, if it is intended to manure with yard or town

manure, let carts pass along the furrows laden with

manure, two men casting out such a quantity as may
be deemed sufficient, and three women, or boys, follow-

ing, to distribute it equally in the furrows. If artificial

manure is used, let the guano, or any manure rich in

ammonia, be sown broadcast on the stetches, taking

care to have damp ashes mixed with the guano, or any

other manure in a dry state, to prevent its flying before

the wind; after which, whether dunged, or artificially

manured, the ridges sliould bo made up iu their proper

form. The manure will then have been buried a good

depth in the centre of the ridge.

The laud may now bo seeded, and such manures

applied by the drill as may be decided upon; but I

think, in all cases, two-hundred-wcight of superphosphate

of lime, mixed with a portion of ashes, is desirable, in

order to force on the young plant out of the reach of its

numerous enemies.

When the flat, or level culture, is chosen, commence

the spring tillage by harrowing the stetches erossways,

until quite level, having the roots of grass and weeds

which may be found alive picked olf; after which, allow

it to remain until the weeds make their appearance,

then proceed to cart out the manure, spread in the

ordinary way, and plough it in; if yard or town manure

be used, take care to have it previously well prepared,

by turning and mixing, in order that it may biny with

the plough more readily.

In case guano is used, let it be sown broadcast, and

ploughed in, for when sown upon the surface after

ploughing it makes the weeds grow most rapidly, in-

creasing the expenses, injuring the young Turnip, and

exhausting the manure, for the operation of the guano

is not required by the Turnip until after the period

of hoeing, particularly when an application (which is

always desirable) of superphosphate, &c.. has been made.

The land should now be sown with about three

pounds of seed per acre being drilled, and with such

manure as may be requii-ed at the same time, taking

especial care that every ridge is seeded, as fast as it

is ploughed, the advantages of which will be great

—

whether rain or dry weather succeed. The distance

between the rows is very important. I think the best

distance is twenty inches apart on the flat, and two

feet apart on the stetch, taking into consideration the

above-named circumstances. Joseph Blundell.

{Tu be continued.^

THE LESSON OF GOD'S OWN TEACHING.
By the Authoress of *' My Flowers"

{Continued from inuje 80.)

I Kow proceed to give the sequel of William Green's
instructive liistory in the simple effective words of the
narrator. Let it sink deeply into the heart and memory of
every discontented spirit ; of everj' one who is hening out
his own cistern; kindling his own sparks; going down to

Egypt for help. Happy mil it he if they stop before they
have gone headlong to ruin!

" The time of William Green's depai'tiu'e being at hand,
I went to pay a farewell visit to him and Iiis fajuily at their

cottage. Jliserahle was the appearance of the house;
wrapped in large bundles were tlie bedding and clothes they
were requireJ to take with them ; while the absence of the
scanty fm-niture, which had been sold, gave a desolate and
chilling appearance to the whole houseliold. Playing in the
middle of the floor were the two youngest cliildren—fat,

hearty -looking little rogues, full of play and merriment,
tumbling and rolling over each other in redundancy of health
and joy. I'oor little fellows ! my heart turned sick when I

saw them ; and fancy painted the wTetchedness of an emigra-
tion vessel, and the long and weary miles of ocean waste
that must be ploughed before they reached then' final port.

Little did I then anticipate that liefore their journey was
half accomplished, their little bodies, now so full of life and
animation, A\ould be sunk in the depth of the ocean, a prey
to the monsters of the deep. Tlie fai'ewell was given, and
I turned homewards, with a heart full of interest for the
departing family.

" They went. Week after week passed away, and no
letter was received from them. At length, after a long time,
I recognised the hand-writing of my quondam-workman on
the address of a foreign letter. The letter was, indeed, full

of woe; and bitterly did poor Green deplore his untoward
step; and well he might—for he left England with a wife
and three liearty children, and ho lauded on a foreign shore
a widower, with only one child.

" At first all liad passed smoothly on, and the voyage, after
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the few first days, was bright and prosperous, until symp-
toms of exhaustion evinced themselves in his wife, never a
very strong woman; and unable, I imagine, with the hard
diet of au emigration vessel, to aflbrd her twins the nutriment
they required, the two children consequently fell sick and
died, one after the other, while the wife was daily becoming
more and more emaciated, until death put an end to her
sitfTerings ; and Green landed, a desolate and heart-broken
man, mth an only daughter, a child three or four years old.

Here, indeed, was a lesson to all discontented spirits ; a lesson
of God's own teaching ; a moral, obvious to the most careless.

"The letter of poor Green was full of bitter complaints
and repiniog. He was the most unfortunate of men— ' all

liis efforts and struggles were invariably unfortunate, and
he met with nothing but disappointments, where others

would certainly have succeeded.' It never for a moment
seemed to cross his mind, that his 'ill luck,' as he would
term it, ai-ose from his own unhappy disposition. He
was utterly disappointed in the climate and country; and
loud A\ere his complaints against the writers on emigration,
whom, he said, must have written on purpose to deceive;
and now all his anxiety seemed to be to return to ' dear old
England,' whose green fields and snug cottages he was
sighing again to behold. He had met with great difficulty

in obtaining suitable employment, and his favourite notion
of cultivating the vine was not even alluded to. He had
walked hundi-eds of miles to the Burra Burra mines, where
he obtained casual work, but was suddenly dismissed, with
many others, on some alteration of management. The last

time I heai'd of him he was employed in a newspaper office,

and was endeavouring to obtain a sufficient amount to bring
him home. What effect the discovery of gold may have
had upon his prospects, I know not; but 1 have little doubt
his first impitlse would be to rush away to the diggings; and
I should not be surprised to learn that his career had been
brought to an end in consequence, for his physical energies

were never very great, and liis constitution none of the

strongest."

How many may fake warning by the sorrows and disap-

pointments of William Green. How many " have walked
in the light of their own fire," and then icoiidered because
they luive "laid down in sorrow!" How many are now
murmuring at the consequences of their own blind folly,

and are "charging God foolishly!" Ah! "He doeth all

things well ;" with Him " is no variableness, neither shadow
of turning;" it is not the Lord, but our own waywardness,
that brings us into trouble. Let us go back, step by step,

through all the events of our lives, and see if we cannot
find out the first beginning of our " ill-luck," as we sinfully

call it. Let tis see if that first beginnug was not some very
foolish, obstinate, or selfisli act, if not a very wicked and
unholy one ! What man does to us never hurts us ; it is

what we do to ourselves that works our ruin. A master
may seem very grindmg .and oppressive; a relation may seem
very unjust, harsh, and unfeeling; friends may deceive;
promises may be broken ; expectations altogether upset.

But all this is nothing ; we may trace and tlu'ead our way
through all these things with ease ; they are external dis-

agreables ; they will rub off; they are but bruises ; they
will soon disappear; they are the light and gracious appoint-
ments of a Father's unerring wisdom and undying love

;

they will fidfil His will, execute His commands, convey the
benefit, and correction, and chastening, and blessing, onr
souls require, and then they will depai't, or be softened
down into sweetness. But it is our own mad actions that
do us harm; that put stumbling blocks in the path; that

cause blains to break out that drain our strength and
destroy oiu' happiness. I will venture to say, without fear

of contradiction, that iiul, nnr of lis have suffered either in

mind, body, or estate, without having uiirsches laid the first

stone of our sorrow. I write feelingly, and I am sure
candid minds will rmd feehugly too.

We may " wander up and down for meat, and grudge if

we be not satisfied ;" we may "make a noise like a dog, and
go .about the city ;" but, depend upon it, we are no better

thau heathens in our hearts, and, like them, we shall be
"laughed at" by the Lord. Our joints will wither; our
schemes will be blown upon ; and, like poor William Green,
we shall "meet with nothing but disappointments where
others would certainly have succeeded."

Sly dear readers ! times, masters, parents, circumstances,
may be very disagreeable, hard, and unreasonable; but,
depend upon it, it is not Hum that mar your happiness.
Look deeper, look nearer home, seek it in your hearts. And
then look into the AVord of God for instruction, knowledge,
direction, and increase of wisdom. Seek the teaching of
the Holy Siiirit, and walk closely by the statutes and precepts
of God. " Then thou sbalt walk in thy way safely, and thy
foot shall not stumble. When thou liest down thou shalt
not be afraid; yea, thou shalt lie down, and thy sleep shall
be sweet."

WHAT ARE SPANISH FOWLS, AND WHAT
MINORCAS ?

The Bristol Agricultural Society have this year oft'ered

prizes, at their Boultry Exbiljition, to be held in liecember
next, for Spanish fowls, and a prize for Minorcas, black
or brown. This is a question, therefore, in which the
poultry- keepers residing in the western counties are pecu-
liarly, or rather, I apprehend, exclusively interested, inso-

much, that I believe the name Minorca applied to fowls is

only heard of in the West of England. If I am coi'rect in

my opinion, there are three varieties of Spanish fowls, viz.,

black with white faces, and blacks not white-faced, as well

as pure white, and my belief is, that black Spanish (not
white-faced) and black Minorcas (of the western counties^
are one and the same sort of fowl. Being personally inter

ested in the subject, as are several of my neighbours, I

wrote to the Secretary of the Bristol Society, requesting him
to inform me what distinction is intended to be drawn by
the committee between black Spanish (not white-faced)

and black Minorcas, to which he replied, " There is no
such name as black Spanish in the prize list, and I believe

it is generally understood that 'Spanisli' means black

birds with white faces. The judges, no doubt, will be able

to distinguish between them and Minorcas." You will very

much obhge, therefore, if you can enlighten me and my
friends who are in the dark, what is the difference (if any)
between these " two black birds '?"

This has led me particularly to the consideration of the

great want which at present exists of a proper and general
understanding as to what are the correct names, and chief

characteristics of the different breeds of fowls at our exhibi-

tions, and that committees should be relieved from the

necessity of sttdtifying themselves (for such is really in

many instances the case) by offering prizes for they know
not what, except a name, and also of perpetuating errors by
adopting improper names, as in the case of " Cochin-
Chinas"—for here I must observe, that common sense ap-

pears to me to dictate, that the proper name for a China
fowl is a " China fowl," as an Englishman is an English-

man all the world over, come from ^^hat county in England
he may.

I would suggest, that a prize list should briefly set

forth what are intended to be considered the leading

features or characteristics of each breed for which prizes

are offered, which could (particulnrly if emanating from one
of our leading societies) easily be carried out, and I feel

satisfied that the principle, when once started, would be
followed, and in the course of a short time bring about a
clear understanding as to what really are the true cha-

racteristics of all the different varieties, and at the same
time save much trouble and expense, as well as disappoint-

ment to exhibitors, since very great dift'crences of opinion at

present prevail even amongst "judges."—T. A.

[The Miuorca fowl of the western districts of England is

a bud somewhat lower on the leg, and of a rounder form
than the Spanish ; and the white cheek, the peculiar cha-

racteristic of the latter, is absent, the ear-lobe alone being

of that colour. Were we to adopt your suggestion, and,

banishing the terms '' Cochin Cliiua," or " Shanghae,"

adopt in their place the appellation of " the China fowl,"

our difficidties would not be lessened—for other fowls, be-

yond the class thus designated, have been introduced from
the Celestial Emj)ire. Shanghae, we think, is the more
correct term, as indicative of the district from which the

birds in question have been imported.
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The'acWitiou to every prize Ust of a summary of cha-

racleristics and points of excellence of the diHerent families

anil varieties of fowls, wouUl not only lie inconveuient, but,

we may surely adil, unuecessaiy in all well regulated ponltiy

societies.—W.]
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TRAINING PELARGONlUilS,

good. The just symmetry of a plant is that most natural

to its habit 'of growth, which, by timely disbudcUng, stop-

ping, and judicious pruning, becomes perfected independent

of risiblr suljterfuge. But if plants are made to assume

an artistic shape for fancy, allow me also to recommend

the globe and pyrimidal forms, with the smallest amount oi

mrnplible extraneous aid possible to accomplish the object.

Upwards and Onwards.

Mb. Fish says, " he believes it is a very common thing

for the same idea to strike different individuals at the same

lime •,' yes • and for human nature, it would be well if, hl;e

him, people could thus happily acknowledge it. It is, also,

sometimes felicitous, and not uninstructivo, 1 think, to

record the train which led to the embodiment of an idea

;

how the arrival of one thought showed on the way for

another, till the whole was grasped and arranged.
^

As an illustration, and not unseasonable, 1 am induced

to forward you a contrivance I tried last year for the pur-

pose of training Pdoniniiiiims. I had, previously to it,

used copper wire, first formed to a number of equidistant

loops or eyes, and then secured around the pots : a very

"ood plan, .IS the eyes form a ready convenience whereby

to attach either string, or zinc wire, as a means to bear

down and seciuc the young, growing shoots of the plant m
their desired positions. They were, however, not entirely

satisfactory. Now, it happened that I had all the honours

of iiiidi; thrust upon me some months previous to a visit I

paid to the place of my nativity, about this lime last year;

suspended around the neck of my infant niece, I found lour

.jingling bells, situated at right angles, and attached to what

thev would have me imagine a piece of coral :
at all events,

the" substance was red and hurd enough. When 1 became

sufficiently enlightened upon the matter of " teething," and

was further led' to consider it an instrument congenial to

this process, the result on my part produced pity for my

poor little niece's gums. Quite contrary to the inventor's

intention, the bells were given a decided preference to

(in the part of the child, for this pm-pose : and when the

" coral " end came uppermost, it generally was intro-

duced to the eye ! the sudden and repeated proximity to

which, coupled with the violent and, luckily, ineffectual

struggles of the child to introduce the four bells at once

inlo^its mouth, induced me recommend for so dangerous a

toy the severe and ancient Hindoo rite of widowhood.

More particularly in London, one's vision becomes keen

for observation. I have often thought it would be no very

dillicult matter to read the man and mind of any great or

little unknown, by noting the shops or objects which most

claimed his attention. For my own part, one of my predi-

lections this way is given to gutta percha and India rubber,

llie utility and marvellous appliances of which appear to

have no bounds. As I was narrowly scrutinizing a shop

containing these articles in Bond Street, the very thing

presented itself to my view : vulcanized India-rubber rings,

f.ir the use of infants when cutting their teeth, one of which

was speedily transferred to an envelope, and on its way to

Suffoll;. The ring was of bad odour, but the smell soon

disappears : good reports were told me of it by " mamma."
Siile by side with the vulcanized rings lay some of common
india-rubber, of equal diameter, though much less in sub

stance. Now, they were the suggesters of my Pelarg.miuni

trainer. Those rings would do capitally distended around

and just nnder the rims of my llower pots; answering better,

and could bo adjusted with greater alacrity, I thought, than

the copper wire, so I bought a dozen at a ventiu-e.

(In my return home, a few days after, I could scarcely

allow myself time ere one was put in requisition, when lo!
^

fated disappointment, the rings should have been tlat-sided,
|

and they were round. I had no sooner placed one in its

intended position, than down it methodically slipped—

a

failure! Not quite so, however; the plan of adjusting with

zinc wire strained over the face of the soil was resorted to,

and thus retained in their places, the rings answer excel-

lently. To this ring the branches can be tied down in any

desired position.

To do away with a "forest of stakes ' in training a (lower

is a great desideratum. If, for tlie furtherance of this pro-

ject, there is anything new, or which you may think publicly

reoommendable in this India-ruhbev business, I send it for

ESTIMATE OF POULTRY.

In one of your contemporaries a letter appears, signed

" E. S., Enfield," in which, after several veiy superficial obser-

vations on the properties possessed, and pnces obtained tor

the variety of fowl known as "the Cochin-Chma,
'
the wnter

expresses a hope that the nation will soon be restored to its

reason, and the good old barn-door cock to his pre-eimuence

Now neither of these views do I wish to quanel with, but shall

he content to leave the crusade in " E. S.'s " hands, that he

may obtain the desired objects as speedily as he laay tind

possible; but when he goes further, and describes the

Cochin-China fowl as representing an ostrich in height, and

a jackass in voice, I cannot but tliink he must have but a

very limited and imperfect notion of what Cochin-Lhina

fowls—those of pure breed—should be ; and I would suggest,

that before " E. S. " again writes on the subject, he should

lake a tour, and pay a visit to some of the successlul breeder^

and rearers of those valuable birds, to dispossess himsell

of the erroneous impression he is labouring under respect-

ing them.
In the first place, " E. S.' pays but a poor compliment to

those eminent persons who thought the Cochin-Ohina fowl

a fit present to be sent to our Slost Gracious Ciueen ;
and

also to the taste of Her Majesty, in allowing such monstro-

sities to have aplace in the royal aviary.

As to the sums of money those birds realise, I cannot see

why any one should object to their obtaining prices as

relatively high as even horses, to which " E. S." alludes
;
the

real value of animals consists in their usefulness, and if it

can be shown (which was the aim "and object of the import-

ers of those bu-ds,) that they possess all the qualifications

for producing more food in a shorter time than the other

varieties, there is no reason whatever why they should not

fetch a relatively high price; this, of course, apart from

either fancy or taste, which no one will deny of its own

capriciousness will sometimes startle the world by its ex-

ceptions.
, p

The endeavour to exclude from oiu' shores a lu-eed oi

fowl which has akeady proved itself to be as useful as orna-

mental, and to substitute in its stead a greater importation

of that which our ancestors would have considered a debili-

tating beverage called " T," which " F. S." directs attention

more especially to, is what no one but himself wiU be likely

to sympathise with.

Being a lover of the Cochin fowl, and no very great friend

to '' T," perhaps may account for the observations I have

here intruded on you.—W. V.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND

A Monthly Council was held at the Society's house, in

Hanover Square, on Wednesday, the 4th of May.

Finances.—Jlr. Raymond Barker presented to the Council

the monthly report of the Finance Committee, and the

usu.al quavteriy statements of the accounts of the Society,

iVoiu which it appeared that the general current cash-balance

in the hands of the bankers was J^;i:iOO. This balance in-

cliided the Gloucester subscription, and £sOtl ,as the special

balance on account of life-compositions. The Council

adopted the recommendation of the committee that this

special balance should be invested as permanent capital in

the purchase of stock in the public funds. 'Ihe Council

also adopted the recommendation of the committee, that the

directors of the county of Gloucester bank should be re-

quested to act as the local bankers of the Society during the

period of its ensuing country meeting.
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Lincoln Meetinu.—Mr. Raymond Barlcer, Mr. Braiidreth,

Mr. Fishpr Hobbs, Mr. Milwaril, and Mr. Brauili-etli Gibbs,

having been appoiutod by tlic Council at the last montlily

meeting to act as an Inspection Connuittoo for iiersonally

visiting llie sites and acconuuodations otl'ercd to t)ie Society

for the purposes of tbe country meeting of next yeai-, the
report of Ibis committee was read and tbe various localities

exhibited to the members on a large map, and plans of tbe
city of Lincoln and its vicinity, furnished by tbe authorities.

The Kuight Worshipfid the JIayor and tbe Town-Clerk of
Lincoln, accompanied by tbe Hon. A. Leslie Melville, and
Mr. Torr, the well-known agriculturist of tliat district, then
appeared before tbe Council as a deputation rej)resenting the
autboiities of the city, and tbe gentry and farmers of the
county of Lincoln, for tbe purpose of advocating the claims
of tliat part of England for the country meeting of the

Society; and tbe Earl of Yarborough, as Trcsideut of the

North Lincolnshire Agricultural Society, supported the
memorial sent in by that body, strongly recommending such
choice to be made by the Council. These gentlemen
respectively having furnished to the members present eveiy
information required of them, they received from tbe
Tresideut the best acknowledgments of the Council for the
kind trouble they had taken in attending the meeting of that

day. It was then resolved unanimously, on the motion of

BIr. Raymond Barker, seconded by BIr. Fisher Hobbs, that

the city of Lincoln should be the place of the country
meeting of tbe Society, for the year I80J. ; subject to the
standing condition, that in tbe course of a fortnight from
that day the mayor, on the part of the authorities of that

city, enter into the usual agreement with the Secretary of

the Society, acting in the name and on the behalf of the
Council, under tbe powers of tbe Royal Charter ; that tbe
offers and stipulations on which the decision of the Council
had been made, should be guaranteed under their hands
respectively, and the seals of tlieir respective corporations.

CouNTEY Meeting of ISb'i

.

—Tlie Council then proceeded,
according to established regulation, to determine the district

for the country meeting to be lield four years in advance

;

and, decided on the motion of Colonel Ciballoner, seconded
by Mr. Blilward, that such district shall bo formed of the
counties of Dorset, Somerset, Wilts, and Hants.

.TouRN.VL.—Mr. Pusey, Chairman of tlie.Journal Committee,
reported that, should no nnfoi'secn impediment arise to

retard the publication of the numbei' of the Journal now in
the press, it would make its appearance early in June.
SxEWAKD or larLEMEXTS.—On the motion of Mr.Hamoud,

seconded by Mr. Brandreth Ciibbs, Mr. William George
Cavendish, of Burlington House, Piccadilly, was appointed
the Steward- elect of Implements at the Gloucester Meeting.
Judges.—The Council decided that nominations by mem-

bers of the Society, made for Judges of Stock and Implements
for the Gloucester Meeting, should bo received up to the
'i-h'd inst., the day of the general meeting, and the whole
list then printed for the inspection and remarks of any
member of the Society, wlio should make application to the
secretary for a copy of such list ; the selection and appoint-

ment of such judges being made by the Council at their

iMontbly Council on the first of June—no exhibitor, however,
of stock or implements being allowed to vote.

CiLOUCESTEK MEETING.— Mr. Raymond Barker, Viee-
CLairmau of the Cieneral Gloucester Committee, reported
the favoiu'able progress of the works for the ensuing country
meeting, and the recommendation of Wednesday, tlie l^'lth

of July, as the daj' of the Pavilion Dinner of the Society.

MOVING STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
As you have publislied a wish in The Cott-*.ge G.ir.-

DENER, that your readers would send you " drawings of the
implements used in their neighbourlioods," I thought I

should not be intruding if I send you a description of a
simple contrivance of my own, which I have found to an-
swer quite to my satisfaction in removing young strawben'y
plants, A-c, to any part of a giu'den, with a ball to their

roots, which I have found ditiieult by the ordinary means,
with Ugbt soil. I have a boai-d two feet wide, by live feet

long, which fits the top of a wheel-baiTow, and resembles a

brick-maker's baiTow. This holds twenly-one tiles when
laid out upon it. \ trench is opened close to a row of plants;
a tile is then put into the trench with one hand, and a
plant pulled on to it with the other. The earth is then
pressed with both hands, and then placed on the board.

Wheu the board is full, it is easily wheeled (or cai'ried

between two without the baixow) to the planting ground,
where a trench has been opened four inches deep. The
plants are then put into their places, and the tile withdrawn
fl ith great facility.—S. F.

ENDIVE.
FuoM noticing so little of well-bliUK-hotl EnHivp. T am in-

duced to communicate to you that I have found the Loiuj-

hiived Curled the best for blanching, as it can be the more
readily and cft'ectually bound and tied, so as to resist the
frost, wet air, i'C, than the dwarfcr kinds.

The ti-ansplanting should be finished before the com-
mencing of tbe autumn frost, and to prolong the season a
portion may be inserted in pots of what are called Sis, to

be plunged in the ground for removal for protection from
severe weather.

—

Thos. Tokbeon. •

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*»* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardeneb. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Rotv, London."

Hastening the Vew Tree {T. H. //.)—The surest way to hasten
the growth of a Yew tree, is to open a trench all round it, as if for taking
it 111) ; and for your tree, a yard from the stem will be sufficient ; the
trench to he two feet wide and eighteen inches deep. This trench is to

be filled with the very best/rcs/i soil you can get, mixed with twe bar-
rowsful of very old rotten dung ; tread it down firmly, and fork the
ground between the trench and the tree, and pour four or five gallons of
pond water on the loosened part every Monday, or once a week to the
end of August ; and tliat ought to make it grow so that you might "see
it growing." There are ten thousand trees and shrubs in this country
which stand in more need of all this than your Yew tree.

Angles of Roofs of Forcing Houses (Serutnfov^.— ^^'e are glad
you so fully ajtprove of the gardening part of Mr. Fish's late article on
Strawberries. It is always as well, however, to avoid a sweeping con-
clusion ; for there was no want *'of a geometrical and mathematical
taste combined with the horticultural," when that gentleman spoke of a
roof being tiat at 80^, and steep at from 30^ to 40°. You might have even
saved yourself the trouble of drawing a quadrant, if you had reflected,

that while on some parts of the continent the angle is calculated from
the base line of the quadrant, it is always calculated from the perpen-
dicular line in this country. At page 207, vol. ii., you will find the mat-
ter illustrated by diagrams by I\Ir. Fish ; and at page 304, of the same
volume, you will see an easy mode of setting, or calculating, instantly,
the angle of any roof by the quadrant, and a line and plunimot. A
French, and a British gardening author, mean, therefore, quite a diifercnt

thmg by an angle of yo*^. W'\i\\ them it would be very upright; with
us, it would be as flat as a common gardening trame. Tlie context gene-
rally shows which mode is adopted. For the sake of the uninitiated, We
may mention, that a perpendicular height above the level of where the
sash rests in front, equal to the width of the house, will always give an
angle of -15". W'hen, upon our system of computation, we wish to make
the roof at an augle of 30*^, we must cither raise greatly the perpendicular
back wall, or lessen the width of the base line. To get the angle of 30°,

on the continental or French plan, we must just do the reverse. The
roof would, in their ease, he as flat as our 60'^

; while their fin'' would be
synonymous with our SC. We regret there is not agreement—hut it

shows no want of taste, or knowledge either, to write of computations as
generally established. Had it been convenient to have given a diagram
of the house, as sent and mentioned in the article on Strawberries, the
misconception would have been less likely to occur.

Various (S. E. L,).—Centre bed on lawn, consisting of a circle, and.

eight bent spokes proceeding from it; position sloping to the house.
What to fill it with? Something low, and all about the same height. Say
tlie centre, White Verbena, and the spokes of the wheel with four or
eight ditferent colours of the same plant- The side clumps fill, as
before, with Geraniums and Pelunias.' But the half-moon shape will

look meagre by the side of your elegant centre figure; circles would be
better, or something more artistic. To hang from a basket, and take
the jdace of a Neuiophila: Lobelia s/jeciosu, or belUdifolia, would do
equally well from the balcony ; or, on the latter place, Anai^a/fis Phillipsi

would be beautiful. An AnagalUs is never seen in perfection unless
when hanging. Sedtim acre, many other Scdtims, small Hetinnthe-
mums, and the various kinds of Vinca minor, would grow among stove
plants, under trees, and keep a green appearance. i
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Keeping Plants IX a Room Upstairs (A C/erA-.—We are quite

delighted with your eothusiaam, and have no doubt you will ultimately

succeed ; but do not attempt too much at once. Recollect that imperial
|

Rome was not built in a day, nor yet in an age. You could keep a great

many thing^s in such a room, to be turned out-of-doors in summer; but
I

as your chief aim seems to be to grow and keep the flowers there, we '

regret to damp your hopes ; for you certainly could not gro^v many at a '

window, with or without a stand, if the window is only two feet 6ve
|

inches by three feet five-and-a-half inches. Read over what has been
i

said to the " Engine-House Gardener," and you will perceive the im-
]

portance of light. In fact, watering and feeding a plant, and keeping it

without direct light, are just synonymous with feeding an animal, and
depriving it of its digestive organs. Plants could not be kept growing,
and healthy, at more than three feet from such a window ; if within three

inches they will be better. Two or three dozen of small plants might be
kept on a table, or stand, in winter. To keep them from frost, move
them to the centre of the room at night, or in severe weather. Have a

wooden shutter for the window, and a cloth to throw over the plants in

extreme cases. Commence with Fuchsias, Geruniutris, Cinerarias, and
even a small plant of your favourite Camellia. The Cactus you inquire

about will do very well if you give it plentv of lisht in stimmcr. 3cc

what Mr. Fish said the other week, and read itie articles on the "Neglected
Greenhouse," as the general hints will just suit you. For such a place,

patronise light, sandy soil, and be rather shy in mixing up manure with
it, until you have got more experience. You are quite right about the
hot-water bottles ; good large ones will answer capitally. We suspect

you have got a ceiling of plaster between the slates and you, or you will

be scorched in summer and chilled in winter. Could you have placed

some large skylights in the roof? You could then do greater things, as

your room would be almost as good as a greenhouse, and the cold you
could shut out by single or double shutters. After keeping the plants in

your room in winter, we suspect you would find no difficulty in thinning

"them out, and placing vour best ones in other windows in summer.
*

Vi>ES IN GREENHOfSE {Sa7noth Yellof^.—Your Vines need more
roots added to them, instead of root-pruning. It is a ditficult operation

to renew a bad border without taking up the Vines. Unquestionably
the border is bad, and the Vines much below the fruitful point. When
fruit-trees of almost any kind wear out, or become weak through bad
root-action, they almost invariably wind up their labours by an etfort at

the extremities of the branches. You were not likely to get a "show"
this season, after suddenly forcing them to the spur-system. Let side-

shoots be resen'ed at about a foot apart; stop them at about five eyes,

and continue stopping their laterals at internals through the season,

attending to former advices in The Cottage Gardener ; also apply
strong liquid-manure if a great drought should occur.

Grape Blossosi becoming Blind (A. R. F.).—Your border is in-

side ; surely the roots have lacked moisture, being over a hot chamber.
Why apply 70^ bottom-heat with so low an air-heat as 50^? The next
season beware of your chamber; let Nature have her own way; the
proper relation between top and bottom-heat will be tolerably well sus-
tained without resorting to extreme measures. An outside border is a
very different affair. As to those Vines newly planted, give them fair

play ; neither burn, nor starve them. Let their laterals ramble pretty
freely for awhile. Take them in by all means directly, for fear of injury
to the TOUQg spray if done later.

Feeding Bees (An Inexperienced Bee-keeper).^" A s\rArm, of last

year, was brought, in August last, a journey of sixty miles by railway,
which caused the breakage of several combs, and otherwise so disturbed
the hive, that the Bees were able to make a very small provision of food.
They were blown down on Christmas morning, and the hive turned
upside down, and again blown off the stand on the following Sunday.
(Little care could have been taken to fasten them securely in their ex-
posed situation.) They were then removed into a dark out-house, and a
pound-and-a-half of honeycomb introduced into the hive. Subsequently,
barley-sugar, according to The Cottage Gardener receipt, was given
regularly, and the Bees still continue to cat it eagerly ; but have become
very numerous and industrious. How long should the giving of food be
continued ?" Until the Bees refuse to take it, for when a sufficient

supply of food can be obtained abroad, they will have nothing more to do
with barley sugar.

Spangled Polands (Bearded Pnlands}.~"ln a pen of Spangled
Poland?, would /aced feathers disquality? or, if two pens were equal in

other respects, would the Spangled beat the Laced?" liaced feathers
are constantly seen on Spangled Polands, especially on the wing-coverts

;

they certainly would not disqualify. Polands perfectly laced throughout,
are rarely to be met with, but their owner might exhibit with conlidencej
provided all other points were right.

Golden Polands ijhid).—*' In Gold Polands, ought the topping or
crest to be as free from white feathers as possible? In Gold and Silver

Polands, are light or dark-grow «rferf birds considered most desirable? "

In Gold Polands we have always wished to see the crest either free from
all white feathers, or otherwise, entirely white, the latter, however,
is of very rare occurrence. Many a bird, however, has been rewarded
with a prize, whose topknot had a considerable admixture of white
feathers. A main feature of excellence in both the Gold and Silver

Poland, is the ** clearness" of the ground-colour; bright orange-
yellow in the first, and creamy-white in the second.

Weigot op Bantams [Ibid).—" What is the s/ore and sAou' weight
for the Gold-iaced? " Gold-laced Bantams exceeding seventeen ounces
in the male, and fourteen ounces in the female bird, must possess points
of unusual merit to compensate for any excess over these weights. With
regard to your Shanghae enquiry, you must first tell us the weight,
shape, and colour of the hens with which you intend to place the cocks
in question.—W".

Roosting Place fob Shaxghaes {R. Bosworth).— Your roost
10 feet long, and 4^ feet wide, will not accommodate more than one cock
and five hens, especially as you must have the nests on the floors. You
will repent it, if you have the nests erected *' on the top."

Panset Ctltcre (3f. C).—The seed should be sown as it ripens,

therefore, the time extends from the end of June until September. If

you buy our 1 17th number, you will find an essay there on the culture of

this flower. Wc cannot tell why you fail in growing Marvel of Peru,
unless we are informed exactly how you treat it. Editors, unfortunately,

have not the gift of clair-voyance.

Medlar Blooming but not Bearing (.4 Subsa-iher\—Y'our tree

being in a rather moist, undrained soil, and shaded by trees, accounts for

the unfruitfulness. Drain, and give more light. i

Caeeot ;H. T. James;.—The Carrot "shaped like a peg-top," and |

"much used in Belgium," is the Dutch Short-horn. If you cannot
obtain it of your seedsman, apply to the Pomological aod Horticultural

Association.

Pickled Cabbage ;Snvt/7i).—To have it of a good colour and crisp,

use strong vinegar, cold, and do not add any salt. To keep slugs from
your seedlings, you must sprinkle quick lime about them frequently.

Have some of the lime in a canvass bag, and shake this over the seed-
lings.

Vine Leaves {A Gardener).—We cannot see anv Thrips on the leaf

sent. It has been scorched, and there are some indistinct eymptoms of
the mildew ; but the latter is not decidedly apparent.

Shanghae Hen Laying Soft Eggs {A. D. C.\.—Her egg-passage
must be in a state of great irritation. Give her three or four pills, each
containing one grain of calomel and one-twelfth of a grain of tartar

emetic. Give her one pill every second day, and keep her on soft food
and in a warm place.

PoRKiNGS WITH Four Toes (_H. S. W.)—We cannot otherwise
" come to the rescue " of your fine fowls than by advising you to continue
to breed some as " Sussex fowls," by which name the four-toed are
usually described, and rewarded among "Extra Stock." The purest
Dorkings will, occasionally, throw four-toed chickens, and the only way
in which you can avoid it as much as possible is to breed exclusively from.
five-toed pullets, and by another cock similarly characterized.

Bees B. R.).—Will some of our readers say where a copy of the poem
by Dr. Evans, entitled "The Bees," can be obtained. An answer to
your other question next week.

Golden Poland Eggs.—Will lU. W. Sims send us his address on a
stamped envelope ?

British Wild Flowers (G. T. H.).—If you require a good botanical
work on these, buy Smith's English Flora.

Pears Cracking (3/. ii.).—As the soil is poor, this probably causes
the cracking in the fruit of your Easter Beurre. Removeabout six inches
deep of the surface to the distance of four feet all round the tree, and
fill the hole with a mixture of fresh loam and stable manure in equal
proportions. Give frequent and very copious waterings over this during
dry weather in summer.

Bees (Rusticus).—You may obtain, for half-a-crown. a copy of
Gelieu's work, translated, at Mr. Bliller's, bookseller, 43, Cbandos

!

Street, Tralfalgar Square. - The volume in " Chamber's Educational
' Course," entitled Meteorology, will suit you.

Fumigating a GREENnousE.—To effect this, M. S. obliges ns with
I the following directions:—" Dissolve four ounces of saltpetre in half a
teacupful of hot-water, pour it over half-a-pound of tobacco i.the common

I
kind will do; ; dry it before the fire, and when nearly dry set fire to it

,
on an old dish in the greenhouse. It will moulder until all the tobacco

; is nearly burned up. and is most effectual in destroying the insects in
I one night. A greenhouse fumigated in this way scarcely ever requires
I the process to be repeated."

! Eggs, Bcttee, and Milk [Claude).—Can any one seriously argue
! that these are not animal food ?

I
.Totce's Stove \_D. J. M.).—Never having used one, wc cannot say

how much fuel a small one will consume in ten hours.

I

Names of Plants (T. M. ir.).—The common Coltsfoot, Tttssilago

, farfnrn. [J. P. O.),—Hibbertia rolubile, a greenhouse plant. {D. G.
C).—The white flower, Cardmnine tri/olia, and the other, Epimedium
atpinum. (J. A.).—Your cuttings and bloom are of the double-blossomed

I Tome^Tanzte, Punica graiiala i it is hardy.

Brahma-Pootra Fowls. — A Correspondent enquires—"Are the
Brahma- Pootras a distinct family?" Having already expressed our
opinion on this point we offer now no reply, but we shall be glad if some

' of our readers who know the fowls will give their judgments upon them.

' Diseased Geranidm-leaves {Ellen Cox).—They are affected with
,
the Spot. Keep the roots more active by ven/ weak manure waterings,
and the air of the house drier. See what is said at page 302 of our last

volume.
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aud moral matters, the standarJ of our ambition can

never be too high. As respects social sucgess, there is

truth iu the old adage, that " he who strives for a silk

cloak, will probably, at least, get a sleeve." But when

we come into contact with the physical laws of nature,

every inordinate expectation can only be followed by its

proportionate damping disappoiutment. To avoid such

a result, which often too effectually chills enthusiasm,

we would merely moderate this general aspiration by

leading it in a safe practicable channel. Something in this

way will be done, if our friends will bear in mind that,

as a general rule, plants can eat, digest, and assimilate

their food, so as to add fresh matter to their substajoe,

only in good light. Hence the importance of knc«ing

not so much the size of rooms and houses, as thg quin-

tity of glass, and its relation to the cardinal poims.

Plants may be kept in windows with a north aspect,

and they will stand there when iu bloom for a long

period ; but few will continue healthy if kept there alto-

gether. Hence, again, the importance of so arranging

the plants that the one does not shade the other, but

the leaves of all are fully exposed to light and air.

Hence, again, the necessity, when ipi/oilili/ must be

had, of lieeping the plants in rather a small state during

winter; growing them on, by giving them more room
in spring ; by taking some to other windows, or, what
is better still, nursing them on, to be placed or planted

out-of-doors in summer, where they will reward their

cultivator with a luxuriance and beauty which few,

without great care, would attain either inside or outside

of the window-sill if kept iu the common pots and
saucers.

The craving for variety beyond conveniences for them
is by no means confined to young amateurs. It is

spreading its influence over the more experienced

;

and professional gardeners are forced to bend before a

stream which they find themselves unable to resist,

contenting themselves if they are able to control it a

little, instead of being entirely at its mercy. Where, in

places of limited extent, shall we find the old-fashioned

greenhouse, in which we might be snre to find, at certain

seasons, certain plants stereotyped, as it were, in their

places, and, for the time, commanding the chief and
almost sole attention ? The thirst for cut flowers; the

desire for plants iu bloonr; the demand for filling some
scores or hundreds of beds out-of-doors, in summer, with

half-hardy exotics, are sweeping away old fashions and
old customs, aud making our plant-bouses, winter stores,

and preservatories of quantity, as well as scenes for

exhibiting the shifiil and the tasteful in gardening.

Both of these objects are generally demanded—good

individual specimens, with plenty of inferior individu-

alities, for massing and grouping; and without now
stopping to inquire into the greater pleasure derived

from all of these new modes, or investigating into the

additional encouragement, conveniences, and assistance,

afibrded to professionals, there can bo no question that

if labour be sweet, a fair portion of it is now reaUzed by
feet, hands, and brains. If a gardener does get gouty and
rheumatic, it is not in general fi-om the want of having

enough to do. In such circumstances, he comes to

look upon the warm days of April and May as his best

friends, as then he can get his half hardy plants, and

the hardiest of his stationary greenhouse plants out-of-

doors, or under shelter for a time.

"Aye, that is just the notch of the matter," says one

amateur. " 1 got my bedding plants, last year, scorched

and frosted by turns in April and May ; and what is

more vexing, after choosing a sunny day to remove

some Cytisuses, Acacias, and others, which you say may
be moved early out-of-doors, tlio foliage got so blistered

and scorched, that it has taken the best part of a twelve-

month to restore them. And then, again, to make room
for more summer beauties, I made a place for Epacrises,

and winter- blooming Heaths, upon a north border,

and though they looked healthy enough, they have

given mo no fine wreaths of bloom this season. 1 wish

I could have kept them all under glass, as 1 used to do,

when I grew fewer things." A Second amateur tells us

that his plants have been driven and tossed by winds

and rains, and that even the mats and poles be supplied

for protection, had only, with their lashing and sweeping,

added to the eflcct of rendering them tattered and torn.

And a third, complaining not only of all these, but

enquires by what management he may enjoy his

Geraniums and Fuchsias, out-of-doors in summer, and

devote his glass then to vines, tender annuals, &c. ? We
will endeavour to give a few directions to meet these

difl'erent wishes and varying circumstances.

Istly.—It is an error to choose a sunny day for re-

moving good specimeir plants from the Greenhouse. A
dull, warm, and even a dripping day is preferable. In

the first case, the assimilating and perspiring powers of

the plant would be at its height. In the second, they

would be languid ; and a better opportunity would thus

be afforded for enabling them to suit themselves to their

iVesb situation.

'-'ndly.—In most cases, it is desirable, at first, to give

the plants a shady situation, or so to place them that a

screen can be thrown over them to piotect them from

the influence of a powerful sun. The correctness of

this practice will be evident, if it be recollected that the

finest glass intercepts many rays of light, and lessens

perspiration from the foliage, while, very likely, the

transmission of light was further blunted by a canvass

blind, or other artificial means. Everything like sudden

changes should be avoided.' Many amateurs, and

young gardeners, are slow to learn this. They will

keep plants in a cold, airy shed for hours, after taking

them out of a comfortable pit, or house, where all the

attendant circumstances were so difl'erent. We have often

thought, when such cultivators were wondering how

a plant would get sickly, diseased, and insect-covered,

and woe-begone, that the explanation woidd burst upon

them, if they themselves were placed in a similar cold

position, after being snatched, undressed, from among

the bed-clothes. Had I'lants a voice, what tales of

wrongs they would unfold 1

3rdly.—It is desirable to remove the hardiest first,

such as Oeukla, Cytisus, Acacia, winter and spring
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floweriug Salvias and Rlwdodeiulroiis. ^wheii the buds

are set, &c., but these sliould all be shaded at first, and

receive moderate exposure afterwards. It is preferable

not to place Camellias and Azaleas out until the point-

bud begins to swell, and while the second sliould have a

tree e.xposure as respects the tops iu a short time, the

Camellias carry a better green if they do not feel the full

force of a Midsummer sun, and yet are so placed that

they do not want shading.

4thly.—With but few e.Kceptions, hard-wooded plants,

lifter they have been growing freely, and receiving a

little shade at iirst, to use them to out-door circum-

stances, require to be shaded no more afterwards. The

continuous shade was the reason of the Epacris not

blooming freely. What has led many to give them this

treatment, was the danger of their hair-like roots being

burned and scorched iu their pots ; but this being

guarded against by plunging, and at the same time

attending to drainage, these, and many Heaths generally

grown, would, after a short period of transition to use

them to it, require no shade when placed out-of-doors in

summer, and the want of that shade would make them

more stubby and prolific.

jthly.—No plant of any size, standing out-of-doors, is

safe in a windy day. We have seen gullies swept on

grass and gravel by the damaged heads of such plants

acting as brooms in a rainy, windy night. For securing

such plants, nothing is more economical and suitable

than driving iu stakes, in rows, five or six feet from eacli,

other, connecting these with rods, and fastening the

stem of each plant to the rod, placing moss round the

stem to prevent it baing injured by the bandage. This

will keep the plants upright.

lithly. What is worth doing at all, is worth doing

systematically and well. In almost every garden, a

place is required every season for hardening-oflf plants,

and as a standing place in summer. Protection and

shade will be sure to be wanted ; and it is well not to

be at the mercy of portable stakes, and single, isolated,

littery mats. A simple skeleton for supporting a pro-

tecting or shading covering is easily made, and though

costing a little laboiu' and expense at first, would be a

saving for years afterwards. Supposing, for instance,

that we could command a space, seven or eight feet

wide, in front of a south, west, or east wall, hut prefer-

ing the first as having the power to shade at pleasure.

Now, against this wall, at the height of six or seven

feet, less or more, we wovdd fasten a stout rail of wood

longitudinally—say for twenty feet in length. Opposite

this, and enclosing a space of seven feet, we should

drive in a row of five larch pole stakes, so that they

stood three feet above the ground. On these we would

fasten a rail, and then from that take five other stout

rails to the one placed longitndinally against the wall,

and if these were stout, the skeleton fraiue would be

finished ; but to make assurance doubly sure, we would

put other five stakes in the centre, and fasten the trans-

verse rails to them. We would secure protection to the

two ends by mats or cloth, made to hook ofi' and on

easily, having a transverse rail at the bottom of either

end to fasten it to there. The covering for the top we

would have in two pieces, so that we might expose

plants in one division, and shade or cover in the other

i
at will. Many materials might he used ; we would

I

prefer light canvass, or strong unbleached calico. We
i

would have it long enough to hang a little over the

front. We would fix the one end securely against the

wall, and the other to a wooden rod, or roller, from one

I
to one-and-a-half inch in diameter, and the end extend-

ing beyond the cloth and the skeleton frame at least

j

six inches. On this space we would wind up a cord

j

longer than the length of the width of the roof; and as

we pulled the cord, the resistance given by the cover

I

being fastened at the top would cause the whole to

1 revolve, mounting the roof, and taking the cover along

with it, being easily fixed at the top, or any other inter-

!
mediate distance, by fastening the string kept tight to a

j

staple or nail in front. Whenever the string was loosed

j

the rod and cover would run down. Would not such a

! simple thing as tbis save much of trouble, and annoyance,

I and vexation, to many of us?
i / ;
I

7thly. We have often wondered thai something on a

! similar plan, but better and more elegantly made, did

' not exist, not directly in sight of, but at no great

I

distance from, the mansions of many who ardently love

I flowers, but who would wish to behold their beauties

more fully than they could well do in a greenhouse. A
similar contrivance would also enable amateurs to enjoy

for a long time tlieir best Geraniums, &o., when their

house or bouses were wanted chiefly for other purposes.

Last summer, we noticed a neat structure of this kind,

with a shelved stage underneath, at Delapre Abbey,

near Northampton, which, at that time, was chiefly

filled with Fuchsias, and compact, well-bloomed florists'

Pelargoniums. Having applied to Mr. Mackie, he has

given the following outline of its structure

—

"Tlie position should be free from the prevailing

winds of the district, and, if possible, should face the

south. Sockets ai'C sunk into the ground for receiving

the posts, much as is done for fixing the posts in laundry

grounds. The posts are three inches by two inches,

and made at the top with a morticed joint, that the top

length may extend securely from one post to another.

The height of each post is five feet six inches, the width

of place nine feet, and length twenty feet. In that length

six upright pbsts are necessary, three behind and three

before, and the same number of cross bars, one to form

each end, and one in the middle. On each of these

cross bars a piece of wood, two feet iu height, is fixed

by morticed joints, or screws, and another piece of twc-

inch wood, fi.xed longitudinally on these, forms the apex

of the roof. A rafter at each end, and in the middle

fixed to this ridge, and to the plate on the top of the

posts, completes the skeleton on which to suspend the

covering. The cost, including labour, material, and

having it neatly and strongly done, averages about

three shillings per foot in length, exclusive of covering

and stage. Strong calico, without preparation, keeps
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out raiii, and will last several years. To secure it from

wiuds, iron rings are sewed on along the ends and

middle of the covering, and an iron rod is so placed as

to receive each set of rings, which is then screwed in

its position. By placing a piece of string through the

rings, and allowing it to pass over another fully in tlie

ridge, the calico may be raised or lowered at ])leasure.

"A net, occasionally suspended along the sides in

very windy weather, is found quite sufficient to secure

the ]ilauts from danger. Tlie stage on wliich the plants

are placed, if made to face the south, and the plants

occasionally turned, there being no obstruction to tlie

light on any side, will present a fine bank of flowers,

and keep in bloom longer than in a Greenhouse. J

shall be pleased if this description should induce others

to adopt tills useful appendage to garden structures."

This structure struck us as being very neat and

serviceable. The latter remark about light is owing to

the height of the posts, which has also this advantage,

that the owner and visitor can see the beauty of the

flowers without hindrance, even though the foree of the

sun should require the covering on the top. The

principle being understood, clever amateurs will soon

cheaply construct something suitable for themselves. A !

stage on which to set the plants, however homely made, !

would cost more than many a man in these taxation

days would care to incur; but a stage is not at all I

necessary to the system ; in fact, we look upon it as its
'

weak point. A great many plants could thus be kept
i

on the common ground. A bank of earth, with one

side, and that facing the south, or with two sides facing

east and west, span-roofed-house fashion, with the apex

of the bank some three feet above the surrounding level, i

and with its surface covered with sand, would enable 1

you to plunge many flowering plants, and thus involve

far less labour than when they stood upon a stage.

Some friends, with an eye to the artistic, miglit cut out

that bank into separate shelves or terraces, holding up

their sides with turf, or clinkers, old bricks or flints,
j

run securely togelher, or even boards, or small pieces of I

peeled branches of oak, or unpeeled larch and spiuce

driven in as small stakes. In all such cases, the ))ots

could easily be plunged, and sand would be the hest

material, as easiest moved. So done, the place would

be no eye-sore in winter; and after tlje middle of June,

in common seasons, provided with blue -and -white

coloured canvass to keep out sun when very bright, and
'

rain at all times, and with Nottingham netting, to say

to all winged intruders, " stay wlicre you are ;" or, even

without that netting, if you did not mind these gentry

feasting upon and fecundating your best flowers, many

plants, such as Fancy and Florists' Pelargoniums,

Fuchsias, &c., would yield an interest and an influence

which it is difficult to give them when stilted in pots

upon the stage of a Greenhouse. Considering the age

we live in, and what glass is and may become, we sliall

not be surprised to hear of some amateur laughing at

all this—constructing, at once, a summer structure,

roofing it permanently with rough sheet, or shaded glass,

and securing the plants all round with curtains suitable

to the weather, and so contrived as to be moveable

almost instantaneously. F.

OuB opinion has been expressed on more than one

occasion, tliat among tlie various advantages tliat have

resulted from Poultry Exhibitions, none were of greater

importance than the facility that was thus alibi'ded for

rendering uniform the nomenclature of the various races

of our domestic fowls.

Thanks to tlie decision that first settled, and has since

continued, the present classification in use at Bir-

mingham, the prize lists of the Metropolitan, and

other leading societies, have deviated iu so trifling a

degree from the system that has thus received the public

sanction, that general, though not universal, acquies-

cence has been accorded to it.

On this account, we regret to Cud that the Ilolmfirth

Agricultural Society, in their prize list for an exhibition

to be held on the 27th of August next, have not adopted

this system in their poultry classes. " Golden and

Silver Plieasauts " have assumed the place hitherto

occupied by the Gold and Silver-spangled Hamburghs,

while both varieties of the pencilled Hamburghs seem

to be united under the head " CliitlepraU." 'J'he mere

name, we admit, may be of little importance and its

general reception and use is the main jioiut to be re-

garded. Mr. Dixon tells us (page Si-lj second edition),

that these Chitteprats are also called " Bolton Oreys,"

and " Narrowers" while the terms •' Pencilled Dutch,''

"Creoles," and some others, are also applied to them

;

and in liis classification of the whole Hamburgh family,

at page 349, we have the basis of- the arrangement on

which all our leading societies have hitherto acted.

Now, surely, it would be more desirable, iu every point

of view, to continue a classification thus generally

recognized, than, by the adoption of any of the'.se various

local synonyms, still further to bewUder the unfortunate

exhibitor. It is perfectly true that Hamhurgh is not

proved as the original dwelling-pluoe of the Pencilled

birds ; and that the Spangled are very rarely included

iu our importations ; hut jioultry genealogy has been,

as yet, so imperfectly unravelled, that, if we are Ibrbidden

the use of such designations, unless tlie evidence of the

breed having been thence derived is complete in every

link, our difficulties on this head must extend to Polands

and other families. Hamburgh, we repeat, is, very

probably, unable to substantiate her claim ; but are any

of the English, or other localities tliat seek to confer

their name on their birds, better entitled to this dis-

tinction / Unless this can be satisfactorily sliosvu,

why should we not retain a name that is sulHcieutly

recognized, to prevent mistakes as to the breed of fowls

thereby designated ?

The terms " iilieasant," or " phcasanted," arc ohjec-

tionable, as toiuliug to preserve an error with respect

to the intermixture of pheasant blood with the piu'e

fowls, which has been clearly shown to be erroneous.

Pheasants have, undoubtedly, bred with fowls, but the

instances, comparatively, oi'e few, nor does any one of
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thciii appear to autliori/.e the opinion tliat a pennauent

iiiiioa of tlio two species lias evei' yet been efl'eotcd.

But Holmfirth is situated in a district wliere tlicso

terms, and tlie various synonyms of tlio pencilled

Hamburglis that we had before alluded to, are in

common acceptation ; and, probably, they are the words

that would be best understood by tliose who are likely

to exhibit on that occasion : our remarks, therefore,

must not be construed into anything like condemnation

of their prize-list, which is both liberal and well-

arranged, but simply as expressive of our regret, that,

iuthe present advanced, and, as we hope, still advancing,

state of poultry matters, some general system of nomen-

clature has not been yet arrived at.

The classes for dead poultry are, decidedly, a step in

the right direction, and will be valuable, as impressing

on the public mind the importance attached by such

societies to the requisite qualities of table poultry.

The cottagers, too, have classes for those birds which

are most likely to be found in their possession, and

which are most useful for general purposes ; though

Geese, we think, should here have found admission ;

since, wherever a village green or common is at hand,

they are kept by the labourer to great advantage, and

at little cost.

The Holmfirth committee have evidently resolved to

have a highly popular exhibition ; and when we consider

that every branch of rural economy is, then and there,

to be represented— cattle, sheep, pigs, and poultry, no

less than butter, eggs, cheese, and oat-cake, and that,

moreover, the attractions of the flower and kitchen

gardens are also to be brought together, their manifold

labours at once elicit our most earnest wishes for their

entire success. ' W.

We hear that the Grapes in the Coic-Vinenj erected by

T. H. Lawford, Esq., at Tirydail, Llandillo, South

Wales, ripened very well last year. At this season the

cows are turned out to grass, but there is an equally

good promise of a crop this year, the wood having

ripened well.

established, and has just communicated to the Horticul-

tural Society that the loaves of the common Holly, when
)}ropcrly dried, are equal to ordinary Tea. He appears

to have been led to this e.xperiment by the fact that the

celebrated Mate, or Paraguay Tea, is made from the

leaves of a Holly {Ilex Paratjuensis). Jloro than

\

."3,000,000 pounds of this tea are made in Paraguay
j

annually, and are consumed in the Brazils, Chili, and !

;
the neighbouring country.

A VERY great improvement has been made in Oidney's

Prussian Hoe. It has always been the best implement

we know for cutting down weeds, and loosening the

surface of light soils. The only defect was, tliat when

using it among plants there was a difficulty in getting

at any weed that grew close to a plant on the side

facing the left hand of the workman. This defect is

now entirely removed by adding a spud edge to the

back of the blade of the hoe. In this form it may be

described as the Double-edged Prussian Hoe.

We have often thought that the leaves of some of our

native plants, or of some plants hardy in our climate,

raiglit be manufactured so as to resemble Tea in flavour

and quality. Mr. A. Forsyth has tried experiments to

ascertain whether such a manufacture could not bo

COVENT GARDEN.
In consequence of the improved state of the weather,

garden produce has considerably increased during the

past week; but while the cultivators of culinary articles

are looking forward to the gradual, and, no doubt, com-

plete, attainment of their expectations, the season is

such as already to excite flie fears of the fruit growers

and orchardists. The powerful influence of the sun

during day, and the cold, chilling, and blighting east

winds during night, have already made considerable

havoc among many sorts of fruits. Unprotected tvall

fruits, such as Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Pears, and

Plums, have suffered greatly, and so also have the

standard Pears and Plums in many districts. The
Cherries, particularly the early-flowering varieties, have

also received a pinch, but those whicli are less early

may be said to be comparatively safe as yet. As regards

Plums, we know several instances where there will be

a complete failure. Forced Strauiberries are now ratlier

plentiful at market, and may be had at from Od. to Is.

per oimce. Hothouse Orapes are also more plentiful,

and, in consquence, more reasonable in price. Excel-

lent Hambro's may be had from 7s. Od. to 12s. per

pound. Ehuharb may be said to be no longer a luxmy,

whole waggon-loads being poured in on every market-

day, and realising from 6d. to 9d. per bundle. Sea-lsale

is also plentiful, at 28. 6d. per basket. New Potatoes

make from Is. to 2s. per pound. We have observed

some very fine forced Peaches during this week, which

sold for 24s. per dozen. Radishes are very plentiful, at

Is. per dozen bunches. Asparagus, 2s. Od. to 7s. Gd.

per bundle. Cucumbers, of good quality, Od. to Is. each.

Cabbages, Is. to 2s. per dozen, according to the quality.

Brocoli, 2s. to 3s. per dozen. French Beans, Is. to 2s.

per 100.

Floweks are very abundant, and consist of Geraniums,

Kalmia latifolia, forced in pots, and one mass of bloom;

Ixoras of various kinds. Gardenias, Heaths, Cinerarias,

Tulips, Azaleas, Camellias, Epaeris, Roses, and Mig-

nonette.—H.

THE CAMELLIA.
Of all the choice plants, or families of plants, of which

Britain now can boast, none is more generally useful

than our present subject, nor, I may add, is any one
more pojuilar. Its aptitude for the bouquet, the epcrgue,
our corridors, balconies, drawin.g-rooms, and, indeed,
for evei-y spot where a flower is apju-opriate, to say
nothing of the white Camellia at the marriage festival,

and the crimson one wreathed among dark tresses iu
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the liiill-rooia, all cou&pire to render it a universal

1'avourite. Like many other plants, this is cultivated

by modes somewhat different iu a few particulars, and,

;t may be, with sviccess in each. As, however. I have

oeen eminently sucessful for many years in producing a

Drofusiou of blossoms from one bouse, from tlie end
of October until ^lay day, I flatter myself that an
account of my practice may be interesting to many,
first premising that I lay no claim to superiority in my
practice over that of others, who, also, bave been
alike successful.

In order to ensiu'e abundance of well-ri[iened blossom-
buds, I bave for years held the opinion that the Camellia

requires to he forced in its growth. Plants thus treated

seldom manifest a tendency to produce a second growth ;

the latter, it is well known, being frequently against the

production of blossom-buds. Tiie reasons are tolerably

plain. Camellias in a cold greenhouse have to produce
their young growth under circumstances somewhat ad-

verse to a free and liberal development ;—under a forcing

system, in a moist and close atmosphere, everything

combines to cause a development—I will not say equal

to, but indeed superior to the amount of growth-matter

stored up in the plant, for from this principally is the 1

young growth produced. Camellias, like many otber i

plants, doubtless collect nmch of their food from the

atmosphere, through the medium of moist vapour ; and !

by sustaining a moist air, free from that dissijiation

consequent on a liberal ventilation, the volume of the

leaves, as well as extension of growth, is much increased

by the forcing process. Such have been my ideas for

many years, and on this my practice has, in the main,
been based.

I may first observe on the process of potting ; and
'here, as to the proper period, practical men perhaps

differ more than in any other point. But this is no

marvel. Behold the difference that has existed about

the best time to plant evergreens, or even potatoes

!

This, however, I will say, that if any man pursue a

(jootl si/stem of culture all through the season with his

Camellias, i care little when he repots them ; not that I

think it a matter of perfect indifference, but that it may
be considered a kind of non-essential, and to lay much
stress on such fiddle-faddle affairs is to decoy the atten-

tion from the great facts of the culture.

My practice is to repot, if necessary, shortly after the

spring growth is fairly developed—say in the first week
of June, just before the formation of the blossom-bud.

If, however, my Camellias were iu bad repair at the

root, I should, probably, choose another period.

About the process of potting I am far more jiarti-

cular, especially when the specimens are getting large

;

for, as they do not require to be handled above once in

three years by my practice, it becomes necessary so to

constitute the compost as that it may long preserve its

mechanical te.tture. Strong, or somewhat adhesive loam,

is the chief ingredient in my compost; to this I add

fibrous peat of some age, and a little leaf soil, such as

worn-out linings ; and, in addition, some silver sand, in

proportion to the strong character of the soil.

But the mode of potting is a thing on which I lay

some stress. I say not that such precautions are indis-

pensable, but they are very wholesome, as time has

proved. Everybody who has considered the potting

question knows that it is one thing to use a powdery
and perfectly -uniform compost, and another to use

portions of the compost in tufts or masses. If any one

going to transfer a Camellia, say from a five-inch pot to

a nine-inch one, were to riddle his compost, reduce

every tuft of organised matter, and tumble this soil

around the ball, without taking some means to prevent

the too close cohesion of its particles, and then take a

vvaterpot, and apply water liberally to " settle the soil,"

as it is termed, he would, at the first blow, change the

character of his compost into mud ; and no plant could
ever be expected to thrive in it.

I keep two articles on my potting-bench in Camellia
potting; the one a mixed compost, the other simply
lumps of turf, from which much of the loose soil has
been ejected. This turf is chopped out of a ridge that

has been piled in the compost-yard a year or so ; and
which has never received the least additional moisture
since it was piled. It is so mellow and dry, that in the

act of chopping into lumps as big as hen's eggs, aboitt

one-half of the mere soil falls out: these lumps are rich

in organic matter, and will preserve their texture for

many years. The mixed compost is as first stated, and,

as to texture, it is simply crushed to pieces by the hand.
These materials are always used in a state which may
be termed nearly dry.

Now, then, for the potting, or shifting ; but my readers

must observe, that I am merely treating of re-potting

Camellias which have been used to good treatment
previously. Three crocks being so placed over the hole

in the pot as to ensure three or four small outlets for

the escape of water, a few pounded crocks are strewn

over tliem, as many as wi!l just hide the big crocks

from the eye. On these a thin layer of the turfy mate-

rial, or, if that be too thick to admit a liberal shift,

a thin layer of fresh moss, about which our clever friend,

JNlr. Fish, was so eloquent a week or two since. The
Camellia is now turned out of its pot, the larger crocks

become interwoven with tlie roots disengaged carefully,

and the jdant placed iu proper position. Henceforth,

the process is confined to strewing the mixed compost in

thin layers alternating with the lumps of turf, which
are crammed iu on every occasion, compressed tightly,

but no thumping on the bench allowed. AVhen within

two or three inches of the rim of the pot, a regular

casing of the finer material is placed over, at least one
inch in thickness : this is pressed down firmly, and
made rather concave ou its surface, in order to cause

the subsequent waterings to preponderate towards the

old ball, where most need will exist of juoisture for a

year to come.
And thus having done with the potting process, I

must take a fresh view of the subject, and ask our

readers to fancy a house of Camellias in the early part

of April, blossoming still in spite of the cultivator, who
is secretly desirous that they slioidd rest awhile from

tbeii' labour, and prepare for another year ; but is yet

unwilling that the ladies of his establishment should

lack a nice Camellia-blossom in their bouquets. I'p

to this ]ieriod, ours have been treated iu the ordinary

way : tlje frost has been kept out by fire-beat occa-

sionally ; they bave been freely ventilated, and, indeed,

nothing worth recording has been done to them since

last November, except liberal waterings of clear and
weak manure-water, and the cuttings of many lunidreds

of blossoms since that period. But the time arrives

when another process must be carried out, aud imder
somewhat differing conditions. New shoots must be

produced, if bouquets are to be furnished once more for

another continuous half-year.

Our house, hitherto exposed to the sun, is now
shaded ; atmosjiheric moisture hitherto stinted, or applied

with regard to the care of the blossoms, is now aiqilied

morning, noon, aud evening ; in fact, tlie foliage is kept

almost constantly damp, or in a damp air. These are

extreme measures, I confess ; but they produce very

satisfactory results. The house is closed altogether; the

floors are kept wet, and the ladies of the establishment,

seeing that all is " up " in the flower way for a few

months, endure this afl'air iu a most patient way,

believing -it to be for the best in the end. These cir-

cumstances, carried on thus (with a few trifling inter-

missions of air now, because the sun shines so very hot,

and neglect of moisture appliances, aud again, because
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yoni- man has forgotten sonielliing), throw t.lie phints,

in about live weelis, into tlie most exuberant I'oliage :

tlie plant lias, np to this time, done all it could do in

the way of growtli, and of a sudden, as it were, stops to

inquire about furtlier demands. Wo have now ample
expansion of foliage— the plants are covered with new
shoots, and those shoots arc covered with broad and
thiol; leaves, solid and leathery ; nothing of the nunnniy
character about them. Having tlius arrived at the

beginning of June, we suddenly shift our tactics.

To run Camellias into wood, and to cause each young
shoot to produce a flower-bud, are two very dift'erent

aft'airs. 'J'he absorbing procesis must now give way to

a high course of elaboration. During llie growing
period, tlie plants were freely watered with tepid liquid-

manure ; they have now to undergo a considerable

amount of drought, in order to force the production of

blossom-buds. They are still shaded carefully from
sunshine ; and instead of root-watering they are fre-

quently syringed. The close system, too, is reversed

:

before they had little or no air, now they are freely

ventilated day or night.

liy this treatment we always get our plants covered
with tlower-buds in about three weeks after the spring
growth has ceased. This brings us to somewhere in

July, and now, being assured of good bloom, we resume
our root-watering, using clean water at first, until the

buds are as large as ilarrow Peas, and then betaking
ourselves to liquid-manure again. In tlie beginning of

July tlie pots are placed on a plot of ground I'cscrved

annually for tliem, the basis of which is composed of

cinderaslies, six inches deep. This receives annually a
drenching of lime-water, as tlie earth-worm must not be
permitted to enter the pots at any period, or tliey would
speedily derange the drainage. They remain here, well

secured against winds, until about the middle of August,
when they are removed to their winter quarters again.

Whilst out-doors they receive daily attention as to wa-
tering ; and I generally toss water from the pot liberally

over their foliage twice a day, keeping the ashes beneath
them quite damp. The plants are so ]ilaced that the

sun cannot act on the pots; indeed, they are too bushy
to permit such an injurious visit; and J place a few
ordinary things in the front rank as protectors in this

respect.

Thiiiniiig-out the blossoin-biids is an important affair,

if full-sized and well-formed flowers are desired. This
process is commenced when the bloom-buds are as large

as big peas, they tlien slip out of their sockets readily.

This requires a little management; Camellias are gene-
rally required to have at least one dressy facing, and
that towards a given position in the greenhouse or

drawing-room. Not every one who indulges in a few
Camellias can ati'ord them the room which our great

exhibition men do, in order to make tliflr plants have
faces all ways. In thinning the buds, therefore, due
regard must be paid to the sid,e where the blossoms are

most required.

Camellias are very apt to be infested with the scale

insect. This adheres to the stem most pertinaciously.

I have some experience of this worthy and his habits,

as forced Camellias are peculiarly liable to them. I

have always been able to bid them defiance by the

means of soft soap, one ounce to the gallon ; a Ijuoket

of this is kept near the plants all the time they are out-

doors, and a syringing of this liquor almost daily, if

necessary, will soon settle them.

The blossom-bud of the Camellia requires much time
to feed in ; those who attempt to force them into a veri/

earhj bloom by the application of heat before the bud is

thoroughly organised, will be rewarded with abortive or

unsatisfactory blossoms. As my worthy employer and
his family stay v\'ith us from the beginning of November
until pai'liaraentaiy matters commence, we are required

to luivo early Camellias ; J, therefore, apply artificial

warmth, in a guarded way, in the early part of October.

Tlio hot-water piping being kept constantly about milk-

I warm ; the floors are moisLeued daily, and a ventilation

kept up day and niglit—no dri]i being permitted.

f liave much to say about sicklij CamellUis, which I

.
must, with other matters pertaining to theui, handle on
another occasion. Jlr. Fish, however, and others, our
coadjutors, have said excellent things about them ; and

i
this comparing of notes will, 1 trust, do us no harm.
Let us, as the Hibernian said, "agree to diHer" occa-

sionallv. It. Errinoton.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW,
May 1 -It II.

The May shows are the freshest of the season, the

plants lookiug more " younger -like," and more gay
in their flowers than either in June or July, and
those great patrons of gardening who are gardeners

enough in their way to know this, are seldom absent

1 from the May shows, let it hail, rain, or shine. Fortu-

nately for all such, the day was the best of the season,

but the garden itself never looked so late at the middle
of May. I did not hear how many entered the gates,

and I did miss many of our May patrons. 'J'he Duke
and Duchess of Sutherland were there, with tlie Duchess
of Argyle, the F'.arl of Carlisle, and J^ord Blantyre, Lady
Grey, Lady Hume Campbell, and many more of the

I

same rank, with my own late kind employers. Sir

William and Lady Middleton, from whom I received

some very interesting details about the great alterations

in tlie garden at Shrubland Park. I also met tlien with

my own successor at Shrubland Park, Mr, Davidson,
and he helped me to some names, and to form a
judgment on some new plants, and seedlings, and other

j

things. All the rest, the great bulk of the show, were

I

familiar to me enough for years past ; I knew most of the

I plants from their cradle, but I can safely say that such a
mass, or rather such masses of extreme specimen plants,

were never seen before in one place. 1 tliink this was
the nineteenth May show I saw at Chiswiek, and I am
quite sure, tliat if the ten best plants at each of them

)

could have been put aside to come in to-day, they would
fall far short of what was produced on this occasion.

There was a " strike " among the large orchid growers
this spring, against the society, I'or a rise of wages, and
both parties held out to the eleventh hour, but, fortu-

nately, the Society gave way, and the orchid banks were
magnificently grand and imposing. Nothing particu-

i larly new, however, but there were several old jilants of

j

them that were never seen at a May show before ; the

best known of them is Dendrohium speoiosum, it had two
' spikes of liowers on, but it must have been sent more to

let people see the flowers, as it was very rare to see this

I tine old plant in bloom.
! The Ueraniums, or lai'ge Pelargoniums of the books,

were as numerous, and as well flowered as they were
ever seen in May, and the fancy ones were much better

than usual at this season. There were six of them from

I

Mr. Turner, of Slough, the very essence of perfection

itself

Punsies enough in pots to make a large centre bed in.

a flower garden, and all as far diflerent, (not better),

from the " kiss at the garden gate" pansey as the pansey
is from the Heartsease.

Cinerarias very much better than I ever saw them
there before, but still with a few trumpery wild, weed-

like things among them. A large stage of Auriculas iu

full bloom, and a tent set apart for seedlings, all but

deserted, and watched, over by three or lour mute
Bedouin Arab-looking Franks. Heaths not so nu-

merous by one-lialf as I have seen them there in May.
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Store plants not nunierous eillier, except orchids.

Oreenlwuse jilants, chietl}' from Australia. Indian or

Chinese Azaleas, and Jensen, were never more nuuierous,

nor nearly so fine.

The newest plants ol' the day, or, at least, the lions,

were two from the uoitli of India—one a Si/,lihii lihu-

dodendron, called Eih/wortlai : the otlier the old Giyanlic

Lily of India, of which a peck of seeds, at least, had
been sent home within the last fifteen years, hut no
gardener or nurseryman could get them to vegetate,

except once, with the Messrs. I^oddiges. Of them ]

cannot trace any farther. The plant liere to-day is an
imported bulh, by Jlr. Veitch, now of the King's Road,
Chelsea, as well as of Exeter. Many say tliis f.ily is

not quite hardy ; I think it is quite so. from what Lord
Hardinge told me about it shortly after he returned
from India. He sent large quantities of the seeds home,
and Sir William Middleton had some of them, and I

had mine thirty mouths in a pot without the least

change, although they are as thin almost as this paper.

Mr. Veitch's plant stood six feet high above the pot,

and had twelve large white flowers hanging down from
the top part of the stalk. Each flower is of exactly the

same size, colour, and marking, as that of the old Hip-
peaxtmm vittatum major,—a soft, creamy-white, with six

purple stripes inside each flower, four or five inches
long, and from three to four inches across the opening;
the leaf and flower-stem have not the slightest resem-
blance to those of a true Lily. The stem is thicker than
a man's wrist down at the bulh, and it tapers all the

way up, and is hardly half-au-inch through where the
flowers come ; it is also clothed with leaves all the way
up to the flower. At the bottom, the leaves are as

broad as a full-grown cahhage-leaf, on long footstalks,

but of the shape of an Arum-leaf; the size of the leaves,

and the length of the leafstalks, diminish all the way
up, till at last there is no stalk to tlie leaf, and only an
apology of a leaf to speak of. Altogether it is a nohle
plant for a cold conservatory, or front hall in a large
mansion ; but out-of-doors, let it be ever so hardv, it

ought to be planted in a shallow place, else the high
winds will tear these lai-ge, soft leaves to ribbons. A
peat bed, or border, will be the best for it. It seems to

be of the same liabil in the flowering as the American
Aloe, never flowering but once from tlie same root-stock,

but making side suckers to keep up the succession; and
it struck me on tlie spot, to advise peojile to flower it

ratlier in groups of these suckers in one pot than on
single stems, and I engage this is the real and true way
to make the most of it. Then it will be on a dift'ercnt

plan from the Ilippeasters, which flower on side bulhs,
and on the old one in the middle at the same time, as
I shall explain more fully in my next paper ou hulhs,
in which the Hippeasters will he described.
The Rhododendron Edr/worthii is one of the new

seedhugs from the Sikkim Himalaya. 'J'he leaves are
from two to foiu- inches long, and much wrinkled. It is

a very superb shrub, with large while flowers, nearly
four inches across, and overcast with a slight tinge of
roseate hue. This will he as tender as the old Arhorea
very likely, as it does not live more than IJUOO feet

above the sea, and is from the very dampest ibrests of
the very dampest parts of the whole Himalay.an range.
Our November fogs are nothing to those damps for nine
mouths in the year : a perpetual hot current may he
said to blow against the JSikkim hills across the' plain
from Calcutta, discliarging a pcqietual shower, as it

cools, on reaching the hills, causing many of these Rlio-

dodendrons to group up on other trees, like air plants,
as Mr. Low found them in Borneo.

Another novelty that was never before exhibited at
these shows, is a "half-hardy bulh-like plant, called Tri-
toma Rooperii, in the way of Tritoma media, but not
quite so tine when grown in a pot. Coleits Bluniei is

another new plant, interesting for the dark-puiple

blotches on the light gi'een leaves. I mentioned this

jihint last October from Mr. Low's nursery, at Cla])ton.

-Another little new plant, called Friesia j/edniu-iihiri.-i,

from \'au iJieman's Land, by Mr. Lee, looked like a

young Ehcagnus cijanens, with white Andromeda-like

flowers ; and the new Tetrulheva ericij'olia, with lilac

flowers, which I mentioned as a first-rate greenhouse

plant, at one of the late meetings in Regent Street.

Slreplocarpns hijhrns, from Mr. Veitch, was only shown
once before in this garden. It is superior to the old,

single-flowered one, and is well-worth having.

Of all the Pansies. flower-gardeners look only at the

self-coloured ones. The best yellow of them at this

show laud it is an old one) is called Upliir. an excellent

thing for a bed. The best white is called Roi/al ]l'liile

;

the hest plum-coloured is il/rs. Hamilton ; and the best

dark are Sambo and F/ouer of the Day. All these ai-e

very rich indeed, and suitable for bedding.

Of beddinff Gerantmns there was a new white one called

Boule de Xeiye (or hall of snow) ; it is a well-marked

horseshoe, and has a good truss of good-sliaped, whitish

flowers, but the white not so good as in Sweet's Zonule
albijlora and the seedlings got from it. Still, it is an
excellent improvement on that race; and through it and
them we shall soon liave varieties of the scarlet breeds,

with trusses as free as in Tom Thumb.
The best high-coloured among the new Pelargoniums

is one called Gorcrnor- General, Salamander, Celia,

Basdisk, and Magnet are also of the same fiery orange-

scarlet, and all of tliem come in well to heighten the

glow, and vary the sameness which a long stage of these

great prize Geraniums always present ; while such as

Mrjnt Blanc and the Viryin Queen relieve them with
their pearly-white blossoms ; hut we must put ofi' a real

examination of these flowers till June, when all the

varieties are shown together, after having the benefit of

a brighter sun. Ajax, Incomparable, Gnliclma, Rosa-
mond, Arethiisa, Rosalind, Marquis of Stafford, and
Fhjinij Dutchman were the most conspicuous to me
among the vast number of Pelargoniums, but I only

go by the distinctness of the kinds looking at them a
short way ott". I have not the least knowledge of them,
or the least desire to know them by their " properties"

with the eyes of a florist. I look upon them all as ladies

do ; and those who look upon tliem with stronger eyes,

must follow Mr. Apjileby ; besides, their "properties"

are bis property, and, therefore, he is the most proper
person I know to consult about them.

Of Cinerarias, I yield to no man about them ; and I

saw by this show that my discijiles are multiplying, and
I shall never cease liammering down the weeds from
them, while we have any that are not worth the pots

they are growing in. There were no first-rate new
Cinerarias at 'this show; and 1 miss Prince Arthur
altogether— the best one last year. Amy Robsart was
the best self shown to day, and a kind of jnu-ple. B.rqui-

sita, white centre and crimson edges, is a very gay
flower. Mrs. Sydney Herbert, imotheriu the same way,
but not so bright as the last. Mrs. Becchcr Stone, a

white, with lilac edges, is a very delicate and modest-
looking flower, which will have a gi'eat sale all over the

country, if it were only for the name. Syntnu^try, very
light, and only laced with faint purple, 1 admire; and
also Lady Hume Camjjbell, another light one, with a

mere shade of blue along the top of the petals, but that

is as far as I can go in light flowers, unless the shades,

whatever they be, are perfectly distinct, as in Lady
Hume Campbell. Cerito, which is said to be among the

hest, is quite nasty to me, in fact, a muddle, and nothing
else. L\iryet-vie-not is not a had purplish-red one ; and
Polyanthijiora is very well-named, and worth having, as

exhibiting a slight difierenoe in the style of flowering.

The most novel way of growing plants, as seen at
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these shows, were from our friend and fellow-lrtbourer,

Mr. Appleby—six standards of the beiiiUifiil l>eiit::iii.

ynu-ilis, and I hope he lias sixty scores of tliein.and that

he will have no rest day and night until he sells and
packs olf every one of tlieni. Two or three years back
I wanted people to make such stands of many kinds

of evergroen and deeidiions shrubs, because [ am quite

sure they would be just in character and style for all our
villa and eottage-gardens, and also for tlio terrace-gar-

dens of our high nobility. There is nothing that I know
of for this time of the season more gay or suitable than
these standard Deutzias for placing among crowded
plants in a show-room, wliether it were a conservatory,

or a greenhouse, an exhibition tent, or a crystal palace ;

and for this reason—they would not take up an inch of

room, as the stems are small, and from thirty inches

to four feet high. The pots could be pushed in any-

where, and the plume of Howers would rise above other

plants, and vary the outline, and also set off other

colours better than can be done by standard Roses. If

these standards from ilr. Appleby had been placed

among the Chinese Azaleas, the effect which I mean
could be seen at ouce.

These A:iih'ii!! were never in such profusion before,

nor larger plants of them, nor the plants better flowered.

Accustomed as I have been for so many years to these

exhibitions, and having seen many of those noble speci-

mens in the seed-pans, as I am sure I have seen some
of them, I must confess that I was as much surprised at

them as were some of my next-door neighbours who
saw them that day for the first time. After all, I tliink

MirabUis, one that I mentioned last week at iiiank

Grove, is the best coloured of all the race ; and I know
it would be the first colour that nine ladies out of ten

would point out first. One called Parsonii is of the

next best telling colour, but of a different shade—a very

light purple. Maonintlui purpurea comes next ; then
follow a dozen, at least, of equal merit ; but those with

the coppen/-red tints have been going down in the esti-

mation of ladies for some years, and the double-red is

one which few of them can bear to look at : as to what
lords, or gentlemen, think of colours in flowers, it is

neither here nor there, for the ladies can always turn

them with a little coaxing and reasoning.

After the Azaleas, we had some fine tree Rhododen-
drons, from Sion House ; from Mr. Gains, of IJattersea

;

and from Mr. Lane, the great rose-grower. In the latter

group were the best three yellow Rhododendrons, and
two of those between yellow and lilac : their names are

in my last Juno or .July report.

Aplielexis is another genus of Everlasting flowers,

which is now brouglit up annually in collections They
look exceedingly gay when brought together. Macran-
tha jjurpurea, and spcctnhilis, are the two best purples

among them, and sesamoidfs rosea is, perhaps, the best

light one.

The Hoyii imperhdis, as it gets old and well-coufiued

in large pots, makes really a tree-flowering, noble-look-

ing plant without taking up so nuich room as one would
think. Last year I mentioned a morsel of a variegated

Apkelandrii, from Ghent. There was a large pot of it

to-day, and it really is a fine plant, for the zebra mark-

ing on the leaves, long white bars across, but I question

its being an Aphelandra, hut the habit is very good for

an Acanthus.

The fairy flower tVom Mysore, Ilexacenlris Mtjsorensis,

was there from Mr. N'eitch, but not out in bloom so

much as this time last year ; the plant, however, is a nice

free grower, without any coarse rambling, and is, pro-

bably, the best pot-cliniher one could put in a stove.

The Mitfini/iu MedinUta was there most gorgeous: one

or two fine Ixoras ; also tloija Paxtonii, a rather new
thing in the way of //. hella ; but, generally speaking,

there were but few stove plants of that stamp.

The immense specimens of greenhouse plants were
really beyond the Azaleas in splendour. There is

nothing now on the face of the earth like such things as

P'nnelea. spechd/dis, Oxiihih'ium Pultenrie, GompholohUnn
liiirliii/rrd, Adoiandra (Diosma) .yifoiosn, Adenandra
fraijritns, with pretty rose-coloured flowers, Kriostemons
and Kjiacrises in abundance. Of the latter, was the

best seedling I have yet seen from i\Ir. Veitch, it was
called Eclipse, a large, bright scarlet flower, with clear

white tips. Puhenea slipuhiris, like some bushy conifer,

and every branch ending in heads of yellow pea-flowers.

Hovea Celsii, covered down to the pot with flowering

branches, quite an unusual sight with this straggling

plant. Chorozema varium miuii, one sheet of yellow
blossoms. Poll/gala Dalmaisiana, the best of this

race. Borronias, LeschenuuUias, with Erioslenion buxi-

foliuui and nereifolium, were all most cons)iicuous along
the tents, and, as I thought, better placed with regard

to the general effect than is usual.

Orcldds were in such numbers that one can hardly
And room for the bare names. The true Vanda suavis

was as good in Mr. Yeitch's group as any that were
there—it had four long racemes of flowers, each of which
had a dozen of full open flowers on it; the lip is deep
purple, and the sepals and petals were marked leopard-

like, with brown bars on a white ground : tricolor is

very ditt'erent, and there were several varieties of it. A
variety of Aerides crisjui, called Warnerii, was one of

the best there of that family. Aerides virens was also

very flue, with the tips of all the parts marked with a

purple spot ; a lovely thing. Several plants of Cattleya

Skimieri, the very richest of this rich family, and in

better coloiu' than I ever saw it before. Cattleya

MossicB, with three enormous large flowers on every

j

spike. Cattleya intermedia riolacea, a better variety

than the common one. Dendrobium moniliforme, literally

covered with its handsome purple flowers. Dendrobium
macrophyllum, bowed down with the weight of flowers,

which perfumed the air with its light rluibarb scent.

Saccolabium curvifolium, with four spikes of purplish

flowers, not often seen ; one densiflorum, with no less

,
than fifteen spikes of its soft yellow flowers. Lycaste

I

(Maxillaria) Harrisonii, with at least one hundred

i

Howers open, from Mr. RoUison, who also sent the rarely-

flowered Dendrobium speciosum, and also a beautiful

plant of Leptotis serridala, in the way of bicolor, but
much finer ; the sepals and petals of ivory-like substance
and whiteness, and with a rich purple lip. Saccolabium
yultatum and ampullacemn, with deep purple flowers.

Phalicnopsis yrandijiora, with sixteen open flowers on
one spike, and more on branchlets lower down from the

same spike ; a sight never before seen. A more piukey
variety of Adontoylossum citrosmum than the common
one. Phaius Wallichii finer than usual, with its cinna-

mon-coloured flowers Cypripediiim barbatum and
Lowii, in full bloom. Epidendrums and Oncids, with
nonsuches of all colours and shapes, enough to bewilder
one, and, what was nuich better, not a bad grown plant
among the whole lot of them.
The Roses were crowded by the company all day long,

in fact, a regular feast of Roses, worth all the admission
fees. Before you could say Jack-the-Giant-lviller, after the

gates were first ojiencd to the Fellows and their friends,

the Rose tent was swarming with the first comers, and for

very shame, I was obliged to give way to strangers, and
I was more than obliged to keep at a resiiectful distance.

Every attempt was in vain I made through the day to get

near the tallies, to see a few new faces that I wanted to

get the true names of; at last I got hungry and out of

patience, and were it not for the police, and more parti-

cularly for their head superintendent, who always accosts

me in the Gaelic language, I should have made a distur-

bance. Coupe de Hebe, with its bright-pink or peach
blossoms, Paul Perras, Barron Prevost, Chcnedole, Oeant
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des Batailles, Blalrii, No. 1 and 3, La Reine -Emperor
Prohiis, Duchess of Siithertund. and Willicim Jesse, are all

so conspicuous hv \hv\r vtiy large flowers, or their rich

colours, that one could vouch for them over the shoulders
of a whole arinj'; while among the tea-roses, no one
who ever saw Souvenir d' un Ami, blush ; Kiphetos,
pure white, when forced ; Viscountesse de (J<izes, the best

yellow ; I'rioniplie de Liixemhunj, with a coppery tiiit
;

Devoitiensis, and Sufrano, woidd or could mistake them
among thousands ; but it is not the number of kinds,
or the names, which strikes one so forcibly as the im-
mense size of the plants, and the enormous luunber,
and great size of the individual Roses themselves. In
June and July, beautiful as they are sure to be, they
will not be nearly so fresh-looking, and so beautiful and
fragrant, as they always are in May.

Cidceoluriiis are gone out of fashion, wdiich is a great
pity

; but I foresaw and maintained years ago that that
would be the case ; they got them iuto such muddling
colours about London, trying to make tliera into some
confounded shapes, that no one who went out for a
day's pleasure could look at them and get home in
good humour. There were a few of them here to-day,

but not nearly such good ones as we had in the country
fifteen years ago.

Fruit looked beautiful ; a dish of Nectarines from
Mr. Fleming, gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, and
another from Mr. .Tudd, gardener to the Earl Spencer,
were the finest we ever liad in May. There were, also,

two good dishes ol Fii/s,—a rare thing in May,—and
one or two good Melons, if indeed, a really good, whole-
some Melon can be had in our climate so soon. The
Orapes were better coloured tlian I ever saw them at
the May show; and I was very glad to see three bunches
of Hambros from Sutiblk, as black as sloes, from Mr.
Bradick, gardener to — Peto, Esq., M.P. for Norwich,
at Lowestotf. There were two dwarf plants of a variety
of the Papaic-tree in fruit {Carica Papaya] ; the large,
green fruit in clusters, from the bottom of the stem all

round, and looking very curious. D. Beaton.

SCAni.ET ILAKKS.

, CARNATIONS FOR 1853.

This list is carefully selected. I have the concurrent
testimony of several eminent florists in various parts of
the kingdom, besides my own judgment, so that pur-
chasers selecting from this list will find they have
obtained the best varieties at present known.

SCAHLET eizahees.

Fanny Ganlener (Ather-Admiral Ciirzon (Easoms)
;

extra.

Bardolph (May).
Brilliant (Hepwortli).
Briiinx (Colcutt).

Bolini/hrolie (May).
C(ii)l. Etlwurcls (^Summer-

soale).

Eniperor (Puxley).
Excelsior (Kaye). Mr. Dick-

son says :
—" This is a mag-

nificent specimen of its

class."

riNK on

Blacli DinmunJ (Haine).
Caliban (May).
Cininl Puvline (Holmes).
Duke of Berlford (Ely).
Duncan. (MayJ.
Falconhridtje (M.ay).
Favourite (Puxley).
Oenerul MonI; (Puxley).
Henry Kiiit Wtiite (Taylor;.
Senny Lind (Puxley).
Kossulti (Kaye) ; extra fine.

Kinff Alfred (Gregory).

ton )

.

Game Buy (Kaiuforth).
Howard (Puxley).
Lnmartine (Kaye).
Lord Lewisham (Buuii.)
Lord Roncliffe (HoUiday).
Prince Albert (Puxley).
Rainbow (Appleby).
Rinylender (Marsden).
Splendid (Martin).
True Briton (Hepworth).

cniMSON BIZAERES.

Lord Milton (Ely).
Kiiiti Secundus (Summer

^cale).

Owen Glenilower (May).
Paul Pry (Wakefield).
Prince Albert (Puxley).
Queen T'ictoria (Puxley).
Rainbow (Cartwright).
.SVira^i Payne (Ward).
South Lonilon (Woods).
T. Hewlidt (HoUiday).
I'ivid (Hepworth).

Africanii ( CuUingford )

.

lii-nnly of Briitliouse ( Bot-

tomley).

Brilliant (Cliadwick ).

Brilliant (Elliott).

Cradlei/ Pet (ASallis).

Comet (Kay); extra fine.

Dn/;e of Dfronsliire (Barren-

ger)'.

Dido (Holyoake).
Firebrand (Hardwicke).

Antonia ( May).
Ariel (May)."
Apollo (Barrenger).

Beauty ofSltircoat ( Jlansley).

Conslellulion (Baildon).

Dnchrfis of Lh'vouslqre

(Fletcher).

Flora's Garland (Brooks).
Harriet ("Wilson).

Kint/ John (May).
Lady Ely (Elyi.

Hero of Middlesex (Wilmer).
Justice Shallow (May).
Kin(/ of Scarlets (Ely).

Matjnet ( Kiiye) ; extra.

Queen Vicluria (Simpson).
Sjlendonr (Kaye); petals

finely formed, beautifully

flaked, and of a most bril-

liant scarlet.

Tl'illiom the JV. (Wilson^;
extra.

FLAKES.

Lady Gardener (Ely).

Lovely Ann (Ely).

Lorenzo ( May).
d/((r/H;/i(rHn Schofield) : new

I

and tiup.

Maid if Athens (Hepworth).
Princess Roi/al (Puxley).

Rosalind (Christinu).

Romer (Slay).

Rose of Allendale (Benn).

PI'RPI.E FLAKES

Beauty of IVuodhouse

(Mansley).
Bonny Bess (Mansley).
Cinnpanion (Netherwond).
Earl Spencer (Barrenger).

Earl of Wilton (Holland);
extra fine.

John ll'riyltt (Ely).

Mayor of (jlilhum (Hep-
ii'orth

) ; fine.

Mareyo (Ely).

Napoleon (Lee),
Poins (May).
Premier ( Milward).
Prince Arthur (, Puxley).
Princess Charlotte (Turner).
Queen J'irtoria (^Evans).

Squire Meynell (Brabbin).
Sijuire Trow dfackson).

proi'Ehties of a good carnation.

In order to be able to know the points laid down by

florists, as rules to know or distinguish a good Car-

nation, I cannot do better than give them to the readers

of The Cottage Gaudener, especially such as may be

just beginning to grow this fine class of flowers. It is,

as the above list shows, divided iuto five classes;

namely :— 1. Scarlet Bizarres. 2. Pink or Crimson
Bizarres. :). Scarlet Flakes. 4. Rose Flakes. 0. Purple

Flakes.

Bizarre is a French word, meaning odd or irregular;

the flowers in these classes have three colours, which

are irregularlj' placed on each petal. Scarlet Bizarres

have that colour predominating over the purple or

crimson, but the Pink or Crimson Bizarres have more
of these colours than the scarlet. Scarlet Flakes are

simple, white grounds, with distinct stripes or ribbons

of scarlet. Hose and Purple Flakes have these two
colours upon a white ground. The properties in other

respects are

—

1st. Form.—The flower should be round, the petal

either perfectly flat on the under side, or each petal

very slightly cupped. Each petal should be stout

enough to keep its place firmly, and should be smooth
at the edges without any notches. The first or lowest

row of petals, called the guard petals, should be in

number at least six, and should lap over eaeli other to

form the circle. 'Tlie next row should be shorter, and
the next shorter still, rising up to the centre, which
should be quite full, the whole to form, as it were, a

half ball.

2nd. Colour.—The ground colour should be a clear

wliite without a spot -on it. The stripes should be
clear and distinct from the wdiite, the edges of each
stripe should be smooth, not shading olT confusedly into

the white, neither should any wdiite specks be on the

stripes. In Bizarres, the three colours cannot be too

distinct ; dark colours, such as crimson or purple, should
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be as dark ns possible, coutrnsting brigbtl)- with tbe

scarlet, |iiulc, and wliite.

;!rd. The Pod or Flower-cup.— Tliis is green, and

should bo long and large, to enable tlie flower to burst

cquully on every side. Many varieties require a ligature

to prevent tbe bursting unequally, but tbere are some
tbat do not require tins, and these are very desirable,

^lost kinds of Vicotees open equally without being tied.

T. Al'l'I.EBY.

THINNING OF CROPS.

In a season like the present, when we hear of so

many disasters befalling various crops, a chapter on
tliinning may, perhaps, at first sight appear superfluous;

but as seasons like the present have been followed at

times by periods of extraordinary productiveness, it

may be proper here to point out the evils wliich an
omission of thinning sometimes occasions, as well as

the benefits arising from its performance at the right

time, and in a proper manner.
In this important practice I at once afHrni, that extreme

measures liave never bad my concurrence. We have
all heard, over and over again, the advantages of " thin

sowing," and some agricultural enthusiasts have gone
the length of saying, that a man might carry sufficient

corn in his pocket to sow half-an-acre of ground, and
have, accordingly, set forth the folly (not to say sin) of

wasting such valuable food, in merely throwing it away.

Now, this reads well in a reported speech or paragraph,

yet, somehow or other, that mighty personage, the
" Public at large," does not seem to place much con-

iidenoe in it; and the few who have tried it find it not

to answer their expectations, otherwise it would be

repeated. Though I am far from thinking that the

same quantity of seed-corn per acre will be wanted
when a better description of husbandry is adopted,

still I am far from thinking that the time bus yet

arrived for its universal application to tbe extent its

most ardent advocates insist upon ; but, as this is the

farmer's business, I must beg pardon for the digression,

which, however, was only for the purpose of showing
that thin sowing, or a thin plant, was not altogether a

horticultural affair, because our brethren of the whole-

sale way had attempted the same thing on a larger

scale, and with tbat varied success which leaves the

matter still undecided.

Garden productions are usually held to be too im-

portant and essential to be risked for tbe mere object of

saving a little seed, the expense of which bears hut a

small proportion to tbe anxiety and loss which attends

the failure of a crop. On the other band, we are fully

alive to tbe necessity of thinning, or even " thin seed-

ing," certain portions of the ground which are under a
robust crop, and capable of enduring the attacks of

vermin, and the other vicissitudes to which they are

liable. Tliese considerations render it imperative on us

to ascertain the nature of the plants under trial before

too much reliance be put on the wholesale system of

merely putting into the ground tbe number of seeds

wanted to produce permanent plants. This will do with

many things which are sufficiently robust to eusiue

their escaping the misliaps to which many little plants

are subject. Of the class which may be deemed
" certain growers," the common Broad Bean stands

pre-eminent, coming up with a strength, and being

so unpalatable to vermin, as at once to bid defiance to

the " small fry " wliich attack the more diminutive

Turnip and others. With that admirable providence

which we see carried into detail everywhere, the Creator

has presented us with innumerable seeds of tbe latter,

compared with those of the former, no doubt, with

the wise end of feeding the numerous family of tbe

smaller animals which continually wage war against

them, yet to furnish a sufficiency on which the future

crop is to depend. The gist of the subject is, that when
seeds form an expensive item in the crop, economy in

their use must be enforced by all means ; but where they

form only an insignificant portion of the value of the

crop, then do not let a false economy induce you to

endanger it for the sake of a pinch of seed.

This brings us to the more important part of our

subject, and on which we may, with perfect safety, give

an unqualified opinion, ('. e., the thinning of such crops

in due time. This has been little dwelt upon by horti-

cultural writers, probably from tlie fact, that they think

that everybody must know that such and such crops

require proper thinnings. Yet, there are often sad

mistakes made in omittiug to perform this necessary

operation at the right time ; plants that ought to be

making to themselves an elongated root downward,
exercise this power with the stem upwards, to the sacri-

fice of the more legitimate object; while plants which are

wanted to attain a certain amount of lateral growth are

wedged up so as to render that development impossible.

These evils, with many more, are the result of not

attending in time to the proper thinning of plants

intended to attain some degree of robust growth and
perfection. But while we say " Thin in time," it is not

necessary, in every case, to do so with severity, for, like

the disbudding of fruit-trees, it is better to be done

piecemeal, and in such a way as to reserve a sufficiency

of plants from which to select the proper ones for per-

manent purposes.

All small crops had, therefore, better be sown toler-

ably thick at first, and, as they progress, a judicious

thinning must take place, followed by another thinning

when the plants attain that size which denotes they are

no longer in danger to fall a victim to the enemies of

their more early days. This second thinning must be

performed before anything like injury bo rendered to the

plant by their coming in contact with each other, or before

they attain tbat size whereby they will derive injury at

the hands of the operator by bis rubbing through tliem in

the course of his work; for although nature is vei'y accom-

modating in that respect, by quickly restoring plants to

their wonted sturdy condition, yet we think the effort

made to do tbat causes so nuich loss. For instance,

when a plot of Turnips has been neglected tliinning

until the leaf-stalks have elongated to an extent as to be

no longer capable of enduring their own weight alone,

it is evident to all that a loss has been sustained, in the

first place, by tbe plant itself attaining that improper

growth ; and, secondly, by its having it all to remodel

again ; besides whi<d], tliere is the serious loss which

the groimd has endured by tbe drain on its resources

which the removed plants have occasioned ; and this

is no light matter, for the plants destroyed have

been withdrawing those very juices from the ground
the proper crop is most in need of This, therefore,

aflbrds one of the best of reasons for performing the

duty as early as possible. In fact, there are veiy

few eases in which thiuniug is likely to be done too

soon. On the contrary, it is too often delayed until

a later period than it ought, and the consequence is

the losses we have enumerated above ; it is, therefore,

not only necessary for the amateur to be vigilant in

his attention, at the proper time, to the various root

crops which require a considerable extent of space, but

he must also, when needs be, give his French and
common. Beans a thinning, taldng away, perhaps, one-

half of them. Onions must be well thinned in time ; if

they be in rows a foot apart, then about six inches

in the row will do for them, unless the ground be

vei'y rich and good, when more room may be given.

Even small plants intended for early transplanting are

often injured by running too long unthinned. Lettuces
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are soon rendered useless if that duty lie delayed. Even
,

S])iiuic7i is thinned witli advantage, although the
summer crops (where the press of other kinds of work
renders it difficult to attend to all) often get neglected

;

in fact, we scarcely know of any production to which I

thinning may not justly be applied ; and, in conclusion,

we beg to repeat the often quoted sage advice which a

worthy patron of tlie craft gave to his prattijees, as he
sent tiiem forth to the world, " Sow thick, thin in time,

and keep on good terms with the cook " -T. Bobson.

FLOWER GARDEN PLANS.—No (i.

HOUSE.

"I ENCLOSE for your criticism a plan of a Geomebieal
Flower Garden, which I laid out last spring. The ground
is open to the south, having the house on the north, a row
of beech on the east, imd a clump of birch on the west.

a feet

The beds are upon grass, and my method of planting them'

with a view to contrast and succession of flowers, will be

understood by reference to the preceding enlarged scale of

a bed.

" The dots round the edge represent the early flowers

—

Crocuses and Snowdrops. The second succession is repre-

sented by an o, and the thu-d and fom-th by an x.

"The beds numbered 1, C, 11, 10, il, iC, 31, and 32, are

permanent evergreen beds, which serve to ornament the

garden in winter. The bulbs and hardy herbaceous plants

remain in the ground the whole year, and the annuals,

which are either autumn-sown or raised in a hotbed, are

transplanted into the beds when requisite.—As .\MATEur.

IS Lascashuse."
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Ne plus Ultra (Crocus)
Aubi-ietia UeUoiilea
lieliophila ai'aboides

Purple rotunia
;).

WHITE.
a4.

Vietciria Eegina
Double wliite Daisy
Soliizopetalou AViilheri

4. White Petunia

nr.v.

,M.

1. Daviil Eizziii

ti. Kntliionium Dens ninis
M. Lychnis Alpina
4. Ouphea striggillosa

1. Yellow Dutch
'I. Cowslips
.'I. Helianthemum gultntura
-1. Calceolaiia

21.

Hardy Heaths.

20.

Pernettya niacrautha.

YELLOW.

1. New large Yellow
2. Primrose
y. Sphenogync speciosa

i. Calceolaria

BED.
2:1.

1. Prince Albert

9. Double red Daisy

;!. ChiEuostoma fastiagatum

4. Cuphea striggillosa

WHITE.
27.

I. Snowdrops
i. Erythronium Dens caiiis

). Alyssum niaritinum y.

BLUE.
28.

Sir Walter Scott

(ientiana acaulis

Linum Austriacum
4. Ditto ditto 4. Ditto ditto

:n.

Eliododendron ferrugineuni.

1.

2.

o.

4.
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our cottage friends to beware of their advances. Digging,

hoeing, hand-weeding—eacli, or all, must be resnrtfd to,

according to the weather and other circumstances. To tho^e

who have an opportunity, I recommend digging, as perform-

ing a double service—cleaning and cultivating. Few are able

to estimate the value of xpattfHieaiii:iti, for we must coin a

name for this process. How many times have most of us

seen labourers hoeing and raking when the soil was damp,
and it may be a recurrence of rains during the process. I

have repeatedly known as much time wasted thus as would
have dug over the plot in question ; and who can for a

moment place the two operations on a par, as to their utility.

Digging down weeds htfore s'^filhiij admits air into tlie soil,

and promotes the free dispersion of moisture ; indeed, it is

what may be termed a summer's fallow. I do not say dig

through all crops, some regard must be paid to the character

of the roots if the operator is at work between rows or

drills. There are cases in which much damage would ensue
to crops by preferring the spade tothelioe; however, this

is easily judged by the workman. It is no part of his busi-

ness to liack the tibres of growing vegetables. ^\ litre it

becomes necessai'y to use the hoe, the operator shordd
consider that there are two distinct processes which may be

carried out by this tool—the one simply weed killing, the

other by hoeing deeply, a loosening of the soil operation.

Now, these, performed by tlie same implement, may be
separate or combined, dex^endant, of course, on circum-

stances, such as tlie weather, the character of the crops, etc.

The hoe should never be used except the surface of the soil

be dry, and then if there lie any weeds they should lie raked
off at the same time.

EooT Crops.—By the time these remarks reach our
readers the Manriohl will be above ground ; the Sirerles up,

or at hand; Carrots in a similar position ; and Parsnips a

good plant. Hand-weeding in the lines is the fir^t thing to

resort to, or hand-lioeing. I prel'er running the hand
througli them first, and tliis may be done when the hoe
cannot be usefully employed. About a week or so afterwards,

the plants may be singled out on the first di'y period ; after-

wards a good liand-hoeing will be very beneficial. Little

more will be requisite until the " setting-out time; " that is

to say, the final thinning, after which they will enjoy another
hoeing, and after this deep culture between the lines. These
remarks apply to drilled root crops in general.

The young Carrot plant just rising must be carefully

guai'ded from slugs and snails ; they are particuLarly partial

to the Carrot. Liine may be had recourse to ; this, applied

on a dewy evening, just at night fall, thousands may be
speedily destroyed. I have known Parsnip crops also much
injui'ed by them.
Those wdio want to succeed some early crops as Potatoes,

with the Swede Turnip, may still sow a bed, and although
after the usual time, they will be soon enough for this

purpose. As I have before remarked, it is better to sow a

little later for this purpose, than that the plants should be
'• drawn," by standing over their time, thickly, in a crowded
seed-bed. I may also repeat, that where seed-beds of

Swedes have been thinneil-out for early planting, and a

portion left, that such may be planted willi advantage wlien

the bulbs are as large as ducks' eggs.

Those who fear the grub amongst their Carrol crops, will

do well, if a bed can be spared, to sow it with the Early
Horn Carrot. If the soil be tolerably rich this may be
sown to advantage any time before Midsummer.

Potatoes.—The JsU-lraverl Kidney, and other early kinds,

will require their //««/ soiling, if not done aU-eady; in doing
this every weed must be rooted up. Some persons object

to soiling, or earthing, but they have assuredly wrong im-
pressions, if the crop is intended fur market, or to eat. I

have grown early Potatoes in all forms, but I have inva-

riably found them liable to become greened if left bare of

soil, especially the Ash-leaved Kidney, which has a tendency
to breed its tubers at a high level. Darkness is absolutely

necessai'y as to eating Potatoes. The later crops of Potatoes,

too, must be seen to in time ; nothing is worse than by do
laying the necessary operations to be compelled to trample
on their young and delicate stems. Let, therefore, all

operations be well carried out before the stems get too
much abroad ; or, as the Cheshire folks say, before the rows
" shake hands " with each other.

.\nd here I may point to the probability of the disease

returning. No man can say that it may not, on some
future occasion, visit us weeks earlier ; the consequence of

which it is fearful to contemplate. Let every one, therefore,

be prepared with something to take the place of such a

failure. If the cottager or allotment holder cannot, through

the disease, can-y a full crop of Potatoes, lie must produce

sometliing in their room which will prove an equivalent in

value, if possible. I know of nothing so eligible as the

Swedish Turnip, which will transplant so easily, and for

wliicli there is ever a demand. I before spoke of the seed-

bed of Swedes ; it is only sowing a bed, or row extra ; it is

better to have a few hundreds to sell than to have to buy.

Cabbaoewop.ts.— Green Kale, Brussels Sprouts, and Saroys

are the cliief. Now, if I held an allotment near a thriving

town, and more especially near-a railway line—a most de-

sirable thing for an ingenious and industrious man, who
knows how to make the best of e\erytbing—I would crop

rny ground with a keen regai-d to the demands of the nearest

good market. As for my family, I should rest satisfied that

if I could but make casli by a little extra ingenuity, I should

be in a position to sustain domestic comforts Amongst tlie

various things eligible for this piu-pose, the family of whicli

I am now writing otfer many chances. It is not so much of

any particular kind, as of the season of produce, and the

many little " dodges " necessary to steal a march on other

competitors. In this class may be named Sea- kale ; this is

in the power of every allotment holder to produce annually,

when it is realising from one to two shillings per dish in

our markets. The limits of allotment monthly adrice will

not permit me to go fully into this subject ; I must take

anotlier occasion; in the mean time, I throw out such hints

as pioneers to open the way to ingenious minds.
For ordinary puiiioses, an additional sowhig of the Brussels

Spruul may be made now on good soil. ] am here supposing
that they will he used as secondary croj>s, succeeding some
early summer crop. All the other greens will, of course, be
above ground, and will require weeding, perhaps thinning

slightly.

And here let me remind our friends, that about the

middle of .lune is a cajiital time to save wliat are termed
Coleworls ; these might be made a most profitable crop, near
towns, if rendered compatible with the rest of the cropping.

Any Broeoli, or green plants, getting, too forward, and for

which the ground will not be ready for a mouth or so, shordd

be priclced-out to strengthen, at about two or three inches

apart. Those wlio require Michaelmas CauUflou-ers, for sale

or otherwise, must sow in the first week of .Tune, and get

their plants forwai'd carefully.

Peas will require little attention if justice has been done
them in due time ; slicked, of course, they will be, if sticks

be needed, and a little soil will have been di-awn to their

stems. As to sowing Peas now, it is nonsense; it is all

very well for Dukes and Lords.

Broad Beans.—These, too, will be in a position to require

no care but gathering the produce when ready for the bacon,

uuless the last sowing may possibly require a little soil to

prevent then- being pushed about by tlie storms. No more
Bean-sowing may be allowed little gardeners until next

February.
Kv.NNERS Kidney Beans will, I hope, have been sown

in the early part of May ; they will want stakes or some
kind of conductor; strings do well, or, indeed, they may, by
continual pinching, be made toleraldy ]n-ofitable without

any support. In ICidney Beans, the du-arj l.ind, the little

gardener can do nothing now as to succession crops. Those
up will require soiling to pireveut wind action.

Leeks are a good cottager's vegetable. Those who mock
the Welchman little think what a treat he has in his Leeks.

Whether it be the sulphurous character imparted to the

Onion tribe of plants, or whether it be the natural succu-

lence of the Leek, when grown strong and blanched like

Celery, I know not, but certain it is, that many palates are

agreeably surprised at the richness, mellownesif, A'C., of a

good, fat, blanched Leel;, of some two inches diameter,

if served up with a piece of fat bacon, or, what will be a

tolerable substitute, a little butter.

Leticces.—Capital things for either man or swine, but

they are rather expensive to produce ; for unless a Lettuce

be bulky, succulent, and blanched, it is nothing, and to pro-
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duce them bulky, a heavy run must take place on the

luaniireheap. Still, they are full of quality, and must not

Vic des|iised. Our friends, however, who make profit the

chief tiling, must not sow until the middle of the month,

when either Ji/i/'s Cus, or the Bnlli Cos, will, on good soil,

turn out well. And now let me recommend, once more,

cleanUuess in cultural operations, added to a jealous eye on

the maiiiu'e-heap of the future year. R. I'.KRiNeiTON.

THE RKCENT POULTRY SALES.

When Mr. Sturgeon, at the Birminglmm show of lrt5n,

put fo each upOn his pen of Cochin fowls, lie himself

believed and intended that price to he a prohibitory one.

Two of hi.s birds were, however, claimed, but the purchasers

were thought to have taken leave of their senses. Two
short years have scarcely passed over us since, and although

no stock multiply so fast, or come so quickly to maturity, as

poultry, a moderately good bird can scarcely be had i'or the

price whicli for the very best was tlien thought so out-

rageous, and a first-rate one will anywhere readily command
three times the money.

If proof were required that the few, comparatively, who
then took an interest in poultry matters have, in so short a

period of lime, succeeded in procuring a very large accession

to their numbers, the results of the recent sales would alone

aftbrd ample evidence of it—so true is it that if the supply

be not equal to the demand prices must inevitably rise.

Other causes, no doubt, contiibule to keep up the market
value of very first-rale s])ecimens, not the least of which
-(as most of our best breeders can testify) is, that out of a

very large number of chickens, bred from tlie very best of

stock, but a small proportion can be placed in the first class

of merit, while a very large part are only fit for the kitchen.

A nobleman, who was very successful in breeding grey-

hoimds, having been asked the secret of his success, re-

plied, " I breed a great many, and I bang a great many."
It is the same in breeding other animals, and poultry, we
think, especially; aud if, as is the case just now, half the

world is in want of superior birds, and the otlier half have
not sufficient of tlial quality wherewith to supply the

demand, competition follows, and prices, for a lime, greater

or less, as it may be, rule high.

This brings us to the subject with which we headed this

article—"The Recent Poultry Sales," by which we mean
the extensive sales which have of late taken place by auction

in London. The first of these of any consequence was that

of Mr. Sturgeon's far-famed stock, to which almost every

breeder is more or less indebted. .\s we noticed this sale

soon after it took place, we shall not advert to it particularly

here, further than to say that, although higher prices have
since been obtained, we doubt if so good a lot has been
submitted to public competition before or since. This was
followed by Mr. Punchard's sale, at which a fine lot of birds

were displayed. Then came the sale of Mrs. Herbert's

beautiful whites, which aftbrded to amateurs the opportunity

of procuring specimens of a breed theretofore possessed by
few, and which, for those living away from towns, are sure to

become especial favourites. Omitting minor collections,

Mr. Potts next brought to the hammer a collection second
to none in quality, and combining all the best blood extant.

This sale was distinguished from its predecessors for having
produced the greatest prices for individual specimens which
had ever been obtained,—single birds having been sold for

the large sums of X42, J."l(i 5s., £-.'8 7s., £2S, i'2-2, Ax.

Mr. Fo.\'5 sale followed next in succession, aud the quality

of his stock is proved by the fact, that several of the single

lots fetched as much, or nearly so, and one bird actually

over-topped the highest of the prices we have just quoted

as having been produced by those of Jlr. Potts ; for while

"Sir Robert" brought Mr. Potts Jili'i, "Nelson" realised

for Mr. Fox f-t-'i, at which sum he was sold to Mr. Sturgeon,

by whom he had been bred. The fact of Mr. Sturgeon
giving such a price as this foi' a bird bred by himself, proves
how highly he, as well as the public who competed with him
for the possession of it, estimates his own stock, aud, more-
over, that he has determined that neither pains nor expense
shall be spared to keep it up to that point of excellence

which it has, beyond all question, attained, and which the
possession of such a bird as " Nelson " (probably the best

ever shown in public) cannot fail to enhance. The last

important sale was that of Mrs. George, who is indebted, we
believe, for her best blood to Mr. Sturgeon's strain. Some
beautiful birds were among this lot, and they realised cor-

responding prices,

y\'e liave adverted to the.se sales, not vnth a view to par-

ticularize the specimens comprised in each of them, so

much as to consider the effect of the high prices generally
realized upon the poidtry world, and its future prospects.

Ujjon some of the causes of these prices we have already
observed. That they will continue i'or a time, those who
know how very many of our wealthy classes have began to i

take an interest in poultry and poultry-keeping will scarcely

doubt. When first .Tohn Bull determines to do a thing, he
seldom does it by halves. That feeling is enhanced, when I

there is a httle of what is termed "fancy " in the way, and
|

the competition afforded by our numerous poultry shows will I

add a zest to the whole. Moreover, the feeling—undoubt-
edly, we conceive, a just one— tliat jjoultry, as a pleasant
and profitable branch of rural econoinj', has long been much I

neglected, has generated a desire to make amends for the
j

past by taking better care for the future ; and this again I

has been increased by the success attained in so short a I

time. The consequence has already been, that where there

was one person who ever gave the quality of his poultry a

thought, there are now a hundred, and may soon probably
be a thousand. To meet the demand of these increasing

numbers, the care bestowed by the present race of breeders

(if the term is allowable), will, no doubt, produce a much
greater number of good birds every sttccessive season.

These, as we have said, multiply fast ; the best of each
stock will be chosen; there will be a greater supply of strains

from which to obtain a cross, and these means combined will

ultimately produce a supply to meet the demand, however
much it may be extended. The ultimate consequences, as

we think, will be that a first-rate .specimen, of whatever
variety, will command a high price, as is the case with all

stock—a good Spanish hen, for instance, being worth more
in the market at this moment that at any previous period

;

although the writer of this has kept them for more than
twenty. five years ; but, on the other baud, pirices generally

will, after a time, lower very considerably, so that tolerably

good birds will be pirocurable at a moderate rate. But we
anticipate a much more important effect, aud believe that it

has already pai'tially commenced, from the sales which we
have been noticing, combined, no doubt, with the compe-
tition which takes place at the dift'erenl .shows, and the pains

which are bestowed upon the breeding of birds for both

purposes ; we mean that, the breed of poultry generally will

be, and is rapidly improving around us, by the dissemination

of good varieties, instead of the tag rag and-bob-tail lot of

mongrels which, only a short time ago, alike disgraced the

poultry yards of rich and poor, .'is prices become more
moderate, and good birds are placed within reach of all, this

eft'ect will extend itself, and amateurs will, we hope, make
the sales of their surplus stock stibservient to the great

object for which the different societies and their exhibitions

have been established.

In order to do this, and at the same to keep up the inte-

rest in these matters which already prevails among the
higher classes of amateurs, it is necessary that the utmost
fairness and plain dealing should exist on the part of those
who submit their stock to public coiiipetitiou. ^Ve have heard
rumours of great unfairness, with respect to pedigrees and
crosses—that birds, for instance, have been advertised as
" imported," or as bred from this or that stock, or strain,

which afterwards proved to be anything but what had been
represented. Complaints have also reached us of " puffers

"

having been employed at sales to run up prices to an unfair

amount. We wish it to be distinctly understood that we do
not intend here to point at any individual, or at any particular

instance, although we shall not hesitate, if such misconduct
be pursued, to expose the perpetrator of it. Our object,

from first to last, in supporting the different exhibitions, and
giving our humble assistance to the societies established for

the purpose, has been the single one of promoting, to the

utmost of our ability, the improvement of the purer and
more valuable varieties of Domestic Poultry, and their dis-
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semination, as widely as possible, tlirougliout the country ;

forwesiiall not be content, until tbey reaoli the poultry-

yai'ds of the poor as well as of the rich. That such will

soon be the case we confidently anticipate, and as one means
to that end, we have been induced to advert to the recent

poultry sales, and their probable consequences.—L.

THE BOUENE, OR INTERMriTING STREAM
OF CBOYDOX, IN SURREY.
By Ciilhhi-rt W. Johnson, Esq., F.R.S.

The copious stream of bright, and rapidly-flowing water
wliich usually, after wet seasons, rises at tlie font of the
chalk hills to the south of Croydon, is known Ijy the local

name of " The Bourne," It commonly commences about
the end of December, and continues till April or jUay, when
it gradually disappears. In the season of 18-52-3, -as it

began to flow at an earlier period that usual (November),
so it flowed with unusual copiousness, and began to subside
much sooner than commonly, and ceased altogether by tlie

end of March.
I have endeavoured, liy the aid of some of the old in-

habitants of the pai-ish, to ascertain some of the periods
at which the Boiu'ne flowed during the last forty years, and
to contrast the outburst with the rainfall of the immediately
preceding period. I am indebted to the obliging commu
nication of K. (Uaislier, Esq., of the Royal Observatoiy, of
(jreenwich, for the subjoined information as to the amount
of rain which fell in each year since 1814. This will be
found in the following table, which gives the year, the
amount of rain in inches, and the flow of the Bourne, as

accurately as I have been able to ascertain.

Observations.Year.
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It does not appear, liowevcr, to be necessary to suppose
the action of a siphon, to which theory, iudeeJ, several

obvious objcolions may be made. The clinlk, doubtless,

contains many hxrge caverns or reservoirs, wliich are fed by
the numerous lissures which everywhere traverse the strata.

In a very rainy season, Uke the last autunni, these caverns
would, of course, be tilled faster than the natural or usual
outlets would carry tlie water oft', and the consequence
would be, that the water woidd find for itself some other
vent, and tlirough this would continue to flow as long as the

head of water was sufficiently full. This llieory seems
much more feasible than the siphon theory. If water is

poured into a vessel faster than it can run off, it is evident

that it must continue to run long after the supply has
ceased.

"W'itli regard to tlie influence of the Bourne upon the
sanitary condition of the town of Croydon, it may be noticed,

that from a very early jieriod, a notion appears to liave

existed tliat these outbursts of water were indications of the

approach of unhealthy seasons.* The Bourne water of

Croydon is in this way alluded to by .Tohn AVerUworth, in

his Chronicle (he flourished in the reign b'.dward IV.). He
places tlie Croydon Bourne amongst the " Woo Waters" or

Woe Waters of England, for lie explains that— '' Englyh-
men wheiino thei dyd fyrst inhabyde this land, as soone as

thei see this watere renne thei knewe welle it was a tokene of

derthe or of pestylence, or of grate batalye. For all that

tyme thei sawe it renne thei knewe welle that woo was
commyngo to Eiiglande."

The same popidar superstition of there being a connection

between the appearance of the Bourne, and the ill-health of

the district, evidently existed when Camden wrote. The
author of the Biittania, who resided at Chisellnu'st, about

seven or eight miles from Croydon, observes, when speaking

of Croydon (Bililion li;/ Gibson, 1C0.3, p. 15U)—"For the

torrent that the vulgar aflirm to rise here sometimes, and to

presage derthe, and pestilence, it seems hardly worth so

much as the mentioning, tho perhaps it may have something

of truth in it."

Tliere is to this day an opinion very common amongst
the labouring population of Croydon, that the water of the

Bourne is unwholesome, and equally common is the un-

deiineable notion, that "when the Bourne is out, something
will happen to Croydon."

It was noticed in the case of the epidemic which prevailed

so extensively in Croydon, in the autumn of 18.52, and
winter of 18.ji and 1803, that there was a remarkable
pai'allel movement in the progress of the fever, and the rise

and fall of the Bourne water in the great porous gravel-

bed on which the chief part of Croydon is built.

The fever began to be marked about the 7 th of October,

1852. About this day the water in the gravel began to rise.

The fever continued to increase, and the Bourne water still

rose in the soil till about the first week in .January, 1n.").I.

Till this time the fever increased in malignancy ; it attained

its most fatal type about the last week of December ; the

Bourne water in the subsoil was now at nearly, if not quite,

its maximum.
About .January 'ii, there was a sensible decrease in the

water which saturated the subsoil ; there was now a marked
decrease in the number of the fever cases.

.\bout February J, the Bourne water was subsiding at the

rate of an inch per day. The fresh fever cases were now
scarce.

It may not be uuinstructive to endeavour to ascertain the

rate of mortality in Croydon during those j ears in which

the Bourne was out. with those in which it did not flow.

It would certainly appear, from the number of burials at

the old church of Croydon during the months of November,
December, i.January, February, and March, in the two last

Bourne-water years, that the rale of mortality «as then

materially increased in comparison with the corresponding

period of the following years. The subjoined table contains

the number of burials in Croydon, recorded in the jiaiish

register, on the two last occasions when the Bourne

*Tlic rumnion people, always prone to consider any natural pheno-
menon of rare occurrence, as a prodigy or portent, seem lo have regarded

the rtoiving of the Bourne "ilh superstitious dread, looking upon it as

the harhinger of sicltness and sorrow, rather than the natural result of

those causes which produced that sickness.

was out, and also during the same months of the ensuing
year—

The Bourne copiously out.

.-^0
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to a thin hoop, which is pinned T^'itbin side the top edge of

the hive, occupying very little room. The exterior of the

hive 16 cylindrical, and straight throughout. To cover tlie

bars, a loose straw circular mat is used, lying flat upon them,

and fixed in its place by four or live pointed iron pins.

Through the centre of the mat is the usual hole for the

working of supers of anj kind that may be preferred; and

those who choose may malie use of a wooden adapter. The

wliole is extremely simple, but it is recommended to attach

guide combs to tlie bars, or else to wax them along the

centi-e. It is obvious, that unless care is taken to make the

bees work tlieir combs in straight lines at the outset the

bars are rendered useless, and the mischief cannot after

wards be corrected. I believe Messrs. Neighbour and Sons,

of LonduD, are making these hives for sale. I ought to

have said the bars are one inch-and-an-eigbth wide, and the

space between each two a quarter-of-an-inch.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Garden Plan.— S. C. asks ouv npinion of the following arrangements

for circular lawn beds:—" 1, Centre, a clump of Christmas Roses [Old

China] ; 2, round them a ring of Winter Aconites ; ;i, then, in patches,

a ring of Cror.itses ; 4, then, in patches, a ring of Snoivdrnps; 5, then a

ring of yellow Alyssum ; fi, Edging, a ring of white Alyssinn. [All very

good indeed.] In Sray, bedding plants to be placed between the patches

of 3 and 4. to be succeeded, on the approach of frost, by Chrnsnnthemums

in pots. [An excellent plan.] This bed would have something in flower

all the year round, if I mistake not, and never look shabby. If six sorts

are too" many, leave out No. 4, and plant a strong-growing bedder in

No. 3. [Rather put 3 and 4 in one ring.] Or this :—l, Centre, Htjn-

cinths and Gladiolus planted together; 2, WiJiter Aconite and Autuinnnl

Crocus; 3, Tulips (late), to be replaced by Asters: 4, Crocuses and

Snoirdrnps: 5, Edging of A/i/ssuin. [This is even better than the hist

arrangement] In an oval border, divided into si.v quarters, I am trying

now:— 1, Seedling Pftnsies ; 2, Rn?iunculus, with EschschoUzia sown

among them; 3, Anemones, with Nemopfiila sown ; 4, White Pinks, to

have Verbenas added between; 5, Intermediate S^ocA-s; 6, hniQ Tulips

and Gladiolus, planted together ; and a small centre of Lilium laijci-

folium, might this latter have been preceded by Crown Imperials?

[Ves, very well.] The two beds which want replenishing again first, 1

shall fill with Asters and (Enothera jnarrocarpa."

Newly-sown Geass (.4. 5. ).—Newly-sown grass for a lawn should

be frequently rolled, and kept close with the scythe, without strong

water of any kind, and all broad-leaved weeds to be pulled up in damp
weather.
Soil for Gentians (B. H.).— Deep, rich soil, inclining to clay, and

damp at the bottom, is the best soil we ever found for the Spring Gentian

{Gcntinna acnuUs). On such soil the plants lived for thirty years without

a gap in the rows, nor failed to bloom most profusely every year, and they

were never disturbed all the time, except reducing them to proper bounds

in the spring. On dry, thin, or poor soils, and on chalk bottoms, they

are of no use, and it is only waste of nmnev trying them that way.

Diblytra spECTABiLis (Rustic Robin).—Your friend is certainly

mistaken—we ourselves knew every Fumewort in the kingdom thirty

years ago ; but it is as hardy as any of the Pcconies. The name of the

old plant you mean is Saaifraga sarmcntosa ; but why not send us a

leaf, which, with your own description, would determine the name at

once ?

Flower Garden \, Violet).—Yo\i have planted this very pretty figure

very well indeed. We would not alter a plant in it, and, between our-

selves, 3 and ; will take very little harm, in such hands, planted for the

first two years as " Violet '* proposes ; but tlie best plant for that way is

the white aud blue Campanula pumila, divided in April, and mixed
plant for plant.

List of Early Tulips (Ibid).— Van T/tol, single and double ; Re.i-

rubrortirn, very double red. Golden Standard and Royal Standard,

Marriage de ma^fil, and a few more that are named in a previous volume,

will all flower together, and at the same time. Duu/jle Scarlet Atie7nones

come in at the same time if they are planted early in September ; it is

not safe to leave them in the ground all the summer, as, if it is a wet one,

they are too soon in growth, and the flowers are spoiled in the spring.

The Single Anemones take no harm from being left in the ground, and
then they also would come in April. I'oli/anthuses and Auriculas are

not half sn much grown as they deserve to be for spring beds ; we have

seen them, and had them, by the thousands, and now is not too late to

sow tliem for next spring. Arabis grnndijiora makes u full bed all

through April ; Alyssum saiatile is a little later; and pray gather a few

scores of our native Ranunculus, called Pilewort \Ficuria verna)— ihvy

make the prettiest edging in the world, planted two inches apart, and

four inches from the grass or box. The double white Wood Anemone
makes a litd or au edging for an AprU 'dnd early May bed.

SciLLA Peruviana (P. S. J.).—This is one of those ©Id-fashioned

things about which *' some new plan of flowering it " is not at all likely

to be given in our day. When the soil suits, it flowers every year, aud
where it does not no gardener can make it do so, or think enough of it

to try the experiment. As you have failed with it for fifteen years, in

the very kind of soil that we would recommend for it, our advice is, that

you root out every morsel of it, and have nothing more to do with it.

It is waste of time contending for plants that are not suitable for one's

garden, when so many planis obey our will without difficulty.

Industrious Siianghae Hen.— Guernsey writes to us thus:— " On
the 2nd of March I set a Cochin pullet, of the latter end of July hatch.

She produced no chickens out of fifteen eggs; and anotlier hen, out of

the same laying of eggs, set the day after, hatched only four. I, how-
ever, tried her for two days with the four chicks, but found her a very bad
mother, and so gave her fresh eggs, after proving her for a day or two on

bad eggs. She sat again, and, as chicks hatched so badly this season,

shortly after chipping they were brought into the house, and were

hatched wrapped in fiannel in a box, with a two-quart tin bottle filled

with hot water. 1 did not attempt to give her these chicks, but turned

her into a coop bv herself for two days, -to inure her to the change, and

then permitted her to go among the other fowls. In ten days from the

time she was taken from the nest, and she was then very light, she began

to lay, i.e. on the 1st of May, and has laid five eggs in the six days.

Thus, after setting seven weeks, she began to lay ten days after being

(aken from her nest." Your hen that frequently continues twisting her

neck, as if endeavouring to swallow her food, yuu had better not physic

until you have other symptoms ; it is only one of those nervous afteetions

to which Shanghaes are liable.
, r. i j

Fowl with IIattling in the Throat.— PK. W. S. has ' a Poland

cock, which appears quite well, with the exception of a rattle in his

throat as he breathes, as if he had a cold." [Most probably a slight case

of cold, causing increased secretion in the windpipe. The effect will

probably cease in the warm weather if the bird is kept dry and warmly

housed if not, try one grain of simple powder of ipecaccuana at night.—

W. B.T.] , . .

Gapes in Chickens.-J/- 7?. says:—" I had hoped that before this

some of your correspondents would have given some information as to

the cause of the worms in the windpipe of chickens. I am induced

again to trouble you on the subject, as all my young broods are still

dying from the same complaint, and the only chance I have of rearing a

single chick is by having them twice a-day smoked with tobacco." [The

origin of the worms which infest the various parts of the bodies of

animals is exceedingly obscure; one thing alone is certain, that they are

perfectly distinct from any that exist in other situations, and that they

cannot be imbibed with the water. Has the writer tried to dislodge

them by thrusting a feather (stripped of the vane, except at the tip) down
the windpipe, and then twisting it round and round ? As an experiment,

the tip might be first dipped in calomel. Four or five drops of turpentine

every day, in barley-meal, are sometimes recommended ; and a very

successful breeder informs me that he gives the chickens wheat steeped

in turpentine. I am very anxious to try the effect of opening the wind-

pipe tpclow, aud injecting tome remedies in that way, as the worms
might be reached without interfering with the lungs. Can any of our

readers oblige me with patients, to be returned '/cured ?—W. B. Teget-
hieier, Tottenham, Middlesex.] We shall be much obliged by any of

our readers sending fowls affected either with these worms or with Roup
to Mr. Tegetmeier. as we wish these diseases, of which so little is accu-

rately known, to be considered by him. The results would be published

in our pages.
Spanish Fowls. — .4 SHftscWAcr asks— '* What is the cure for a

disease which has attacked a fine young Spanish cock, causing his comb
to assume a blackish hue, aud become flabby. A hen has the same ap-

pearance, and seems very ill. They are thoroughbred." [It is quite im-

possible to advise upon such slender information as is here given ; the

comb always becomes discoloured in illness of any kind, and I can only

say avoid the quack poultry remedies of rue, and butter, and salts, which

1 cannot conceive to be beneficial in any poultry disease that I have ever

seen.—W. B. Tegetmeier.]
Diseased Shanghaes (S. T. irp//*).— Mr. Tegetmeier would be glad

of- the opportunity of examining the diseased fowls, if convenient to Mr.

Wells. Perhaps Mr. W. will forward the address where they can be

seen, to I\Ir. Tegetmeier. Tottenham, Middlesex.

French Seeds (R. M. E.).—There is no doubt but the seeds are

from Algiers, and that a hotbed is the best place to rear them in, and you

will soon sec what they are. There is nothing new or particularly good
expected from that quarter, The word Ketmias is probably the Algerinc

name.
Propagating Dielytra spectabilis (Mrs, E.).—After flowering,

your splendid plant, which has stood the winter, will go on growing till

the October frost, then let it rest all through the winter, and when you
sec the buds swollen by the end of February, take the whole mass up
and divide it as vou would an old Dahlia root early in May. and replant

the pieces with dry, sandy soil under and around them. It will also grow

from cuttings all the summer, in a little close heat.

Nest Eggs.—The following is a good suggestion for our Sta (lordshire

friends. J. N. says—"Could you recommend some of your friends in

the pottery districts to make yiest eggs from similar materials of what
white cups, &c., are made? I fancy they would find ready sale for them.

They could always be kept clean, and" would last for a life time with

care."

Indigestion in Siianghae Cockerell.—H. M., Durham, says—
'

I have a White Shanghae Cockerel!, about 10 months old, purchased of

Mr. Bowman, of Penzance, and he has thriven well until about a month
ago, when he looked rather dull, and the food he eats comes through him
undigested. The woman that has charge of the poultry has given him
castor oil, and also a little salts in barley-meal and bran, which
appears to relieve him ; but, whenever he gets boiled rice or barley, he

appears to be affected in the same way, and has great difficulty in passing

it." [This is, as far as I can judge, a case of slight inflammation, or

irritation of the stomach— fully treated, at page 103 of the present, and
450 of the last volume. Thoroughly-cooked food, as scalded meal, &c,,

should alone be given ; salts and Plu'mmer's pill arc both injurious; but

one grain of calomel may be tried probably with advantage,—W. B.
Tegetmeier.]
Opacity ov the Eye in Fowls,—A correspondent, whose letter,

with the reply, has been mislaid, asks advice respecting the removal of a

film from the eye of a fowl, caused by injury received in fighting. In

the human subject, endeavour is always made to cause the absorption of

these films, and, in many cases, with success. The treatment usually

adopted, and which I should recommend in this case, is to blow from

a small tube, such as a quill open at both ends, a small portion of

calomel, say one grain daily into the eye. I am not sure, however, but

that the action of the third eyelid, used by the liird for cleaning the ball

of the eye, may not cause its immediate and effectual removal, in which
case, I should try the effect of a lotion formed of three grains of nitrate

of silver in one ounce of rain water; a few drops to be used daily ; care

must be taken in using this lotion, as It stains the finders very perma-

neatly. No very rapid improvement must be expected, nor must any
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attempt be made to remove the tihn by mechanical means, which would
very greatly increase the evil.—W. B. Tegetmeier, Tottenham.
Chitteprats {Edivin),—Our remarks in another portion of this paper

refer to your enquiries. You speak of the " 8ilver Pheasants" being
called ' Chittt;prats." This must have been a mistake, since the latter

|irovincial name is applied to the Pencilled Hamburghs, wliile the so-

called " Pheasauted " birds, or " Moouies," are the " Spungltd Ham-
burghs" of the principal Exhibitions, as at Birmingham and the Metro-
politan. How the Silver Poland, a tufted bird, of distinct form and
marking, could have been so called, we are at a loss to imagine. Nothing
is now more reqnireil than a uniform system of nomenclature for the

poultry-yard.—W.
CiiYsiB BBACTESCENS (i?. F. S.).—There is no English name for thia

orchid. It was figured in the Botanical liegistev for 1841.

Vinery (Margaret\.—Vour proposed plan is that adopted every day.

No Vine will do better in your greenhouse than the Blac/c Hmnburgh.
Datura ceratucaulon is a hardy annual ; sow it now in pans in a green-
house ; harden ofl" the seedlings, and get them out into the borders as

soon as you can.

Polyanthus Seedling (/. Willison).— It is good, but nothing of a
novelty.

Savings' Bank \,Poor Man's Well'ivisher).—^'^ shall be glad to see

your plan. You had better leave the Laurel hedge alone.

Daultas as a Bee-flower {F. M. G.).—Vi'& have seen it stated

that Dahlias are injurious to Bees, but we are not convinced that they are.

Royal Agricdltdral Society (J. D.).—We do not see that because
the Society only takes charge of the live stock on their arrival at the

show-yard, that this renders it more necessary to send an attendant with

the poultry than when they are sent to any other exhibition. The Com-
mittee of no Society takes charge of, or holds itself responsible for, any
poultry, until it is delivered into their custody at the place of show.
British M'ihes {An Inquirer).—We have no knowledge on the sub-

ject. Any Exciseman in your neighbourhood will tell you.

Pansies and Polyanthuses (.4 Two-years' Subscriber),—They
were entirely withered. Flowers should be packed in damp moss, and
in a box sufficiently stout not to be crushed by the Post-office stampings.

What is a Florists' Flower? f/'jirf)—We cannot give you a
better answer than this from The Cottage Gardeners* Dictionary :

—
"Florists' Flowers are those, which by their beauty, or fragrance,

power to produce permanent varieties, and facility of cultivation, are so

largely in demand us to render them worthy of cultivation as an article

of commerce.** They must be capable of increase by slips or offsets ;

be capable of producing fresh varieties from seed; and be sufficiently

admired to he grown in collections.

Slimy Grubs (R. Bosicorth).—Tliese are the larva of a Saw-fly,

called Selandria .^t/iiops. You will find a drawing and description of

it in our 58th number.
Bushel of Potatoes (Jbid).~A bushel of Potatoes should be as

many as can be got into a circular measure with a flat bottom, and not

heaped above the upper edge, containing 2218 cubic inches. The weight
of Potatoes which such a measure can contain is at the most sixty-four

pounds.
SuANGnAE Pullets (Subscriber Jicar Ipstvich).—These "resorting

to their nests daily, but never laying," show, unmistakeably, that there

is something wrong with their egg-system. You have probably got them
too fat. Give each a teaspoonful of castor oil ; then, on the day following,

a pill containing one grain of calomel, and one-twelfth of a grain of

tartar emetic. Keep them on moist and less nutritive food.

Bad Butter. — J. B., Westmorland, says—"The complaint of
* Dairymaid' of * bad-flavoured butter and milk,' I have no doubt arises

from the cows eating Allium ursinum, or ' Ramson,' here called
' Ramps,' a plant well-known, rather resembling in le:if the Lily-of-the-

Vallcy, also with a white, round flower. [This is the Wild Chive, men-
tioned at page 111.] The only cure I know, is to have this weed cut up by
the cow-keeper. This is easily donC; as the plant generally grows in

sheltered places, under coppice-wood, where the cows ought to he fenced

out."
Crystal Baskets {Rustic Robin).—To produce g-iTcw crystals, mis

sulphate of iron {green copperas) with the alum; to produce blue, mix
with the alum blue vitriol (sulphate of copper) ; and to produce yellow
crystals, try chromate of lead (yellow chrome), mixed with the alum.
Saunders on the Vine (Nelson).—You can have it through any

bookseller.

Potato Murrian (Casual).—We are very glad that you have known
how to prevent this disease "for years." You, of course, are making a
fortune by it; and when you have become wealthy to your heart's con-
tent, perhaps you will publish your panacea for the benefit of your
poorer neighbours.
Edginc.s for Walks {Sydney). — The best edgings for garden-

walks that we know of are those called " Hogg's Edging Tiles." They
ai 2 all that you desire, being " cheap, useful, and durable," and, we may
ad 1. ornamental also. They can be laid down at less price than the old-

fas .ioned Box edging. Any particulars you may require can be had by
applying to Mr. Hogg, 13, Gilston Road, Brompton, London.

CALENDAR FOR JUNE.

ORCHID HOUSE.
.\eridi-,s, Saccolabiums, Vanoas, and other allied Indian plants,

will now be growing freely, and will require abundance of water both at
the roots aiKi over the tops. Any on blocks that are growing freely
should have some irtoss tied round the block to retain moisture a longer
time. Air should now be liberally given almost every day, unless cold,
wet days shuald intervene. The air openings should be so constructed as
not to allow a rush of cold wind over the tops of the plants. Baskets :

the plants in them will be making their new growths, and will require to

be dipped in t pid water at least once a week, or even oftener in very hot
weather. Blocks : syringe twice a day, in the morning by seven o'clock,
and in the a ternoon about four. Catesetums, Cyrtopodiums,
CvCNOcuES, an I their like, give plenty of water at the root, taking care

that none lodges amongst the young leaves for any length of time.
Dendrobiums; many of this fine family will, towards the end of the
month, have finished their growth. They should then be placed in a
cooler house, and less water given to them. Heat; the natural heat of
the atmosphere out-of-doors renders less fire necessary. During the day,
unless in cold, wet weather, none will be needed, a little every night will

yet be useful, especially in the Indian-house. Insects will breed rapidly
during this warm season ; every means must be resorted to, to keep them
under. Moisture : the air of the house should be kept full of moisture
during this month. Many of the roots will be dangling in the air,

sucking up, as it were, the moisture in it. Moss on the outside of the
pots, and on the leaves, will accumulate greatly with the heat and the
moisture, the pots must be washed, and the leaves sponged frequently,
to open the breathing-pores of the latter. Offsets on the stems of Den-
drobiums should be all taken oft", to encourage growth from tiie bottom

;

they may be made plants of if required. Plants in flower will last

much longer if removed into a cooler house. Syringe : this instrument
will, during the month, he in constant requisition. In using it, let the
water from it fall gently upon the plants, imitating a gentle shower of
rain. Shade must be applied during bright burning sunshine. Water,
apply liberally to all growing plants, but be sure and use soft or rain
water. A slate tank is the best thing to contain it; iron vessels should
byall means be avoided. Weeds, destroy constantly ; but such plants as
ferns, heaths, except creeping sjieeies, that come up amongst the rough
peat, may be allowed to grow, they will shade the roots and serve as in-

dicator, when they flag, to show that the compost is dry and requires
water. T. Appleby.

PLANT STOVE.
Acuimenes: those early potted will now he in flower; supply them

freely with water; repot the last batch to flower late. A.picta put thickly
into wide shallow pans, and grow on to flower at Christmas. Asiaryllis,
going out of bloom, and their bulbs ripening, place in a cold frame, and
give no water to induce them to rest. Air, give liberally all day, and in

hot, close nights leave a little on. Aphelandba aurantiaca, grow on
in a hot pit to bloom in winter. Baskets, where used, keep moist by
dipping and syringing frequently. Bark-beds, renew, if the heat
declines. Cuttings, put in if required; pot off such as have struck
root. Climbers, on the rafters, train, and keep within bounds. In pots,
train round the trelli^ses ; attend to them constantly, or they will soon get
out of order. Francisceas done flowering, place in a cold frame to rest.

Gardenia, treat in a similar way. Gesneras, repot young plants, put
in cuttings of. Gloxinias, the same; every leaf will make plants if

put in as cuttings. Heat, keep under, no fire heat is required now.
Insects of all kinds, destroy diligently, especially the red spider and
mealy bug. Ixobas, the large specimens will now be in flower ; keep
them moist at the root, but refrain from syringing over the bloom

;

young plants repot, and tie out young specimens. IMoisture in the
air, keep up by flooding the walks daily. Plants in flower, keep
cool, and shade them, this will prolong the bloom. Potting, do when-
ever it is necessary. Seeds of many stove plants may yet be sown;
transplant seedlings when just out of the seed-leaf. Syringe, use daily.

Water, apply liberally, but not so as to sodden the soil. Top-dress
the whole stock of plants during the month, it refreshes and gives them a
neat, clean appearance ; wash the pots if mossy. Weeds, constantly
eradicate. Worsis in pots, destroy with lime water.

' T. Appleby.
FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

Auriculas and Polyanthuses, pUce on ashes behind a north wall,

in the shade; keep clear of weeds, and constantly supplied with water.
Seedlings prick out in shallow pans or boxes. Carnations and Picotees,
place on the stage

; put stakes to, and water freely. Chrysanthemums,
pot ; plant out some old plants to layer and form dwarf jjlants. Dahlias,
finish planting; put stakes to early; put in cuttings of new or scarce
kinds. Fuchsias, pot off cuttings ; train specimens, and water occa-
sionally with liquid-manure. Sow seed of Hollyhock

;
put stakes to;

prick out seedlings. Hyacinths out of bloom, take up and store.

Insects, destroy. Pansies, water freely in dry weather
;
put in cuttings

of ; sow seed, and transplant ; layer long, straggling shoots ; shade from
hot sun. Pinks, tie to sticks ;

place Indian-rubber rings round the buds
when more than half-grown; transplant seedlings; put in pipings.
Ranunculuses, keep very moist

;
place shades over them as the blooms

expand. Roses, look to the buds, and destroy by crushing the worm in

the bud. Put such as are in pots, and have done blooming, in a cold pit,

or in the open air in a shady place. Tulips, cut off all seed-vessels, and
take up the bulbs as soon as the leaves decay. Verbenas, in the border,
shade from sun; peg down the long branches in pots; tie out, keep
moist, and shade. Water, give to all in pots freely. T. Appleby,

FLOWER GARDEN.
Anemones, take up as leaves wither; dry and store. Annuals (Hardy

and some Tender), plant out to remain, in showery weather best ; sow for

late frops ; some ^hardy) may be sown, b. Auriculas, continue
shading; plant oflsets ; prick out seedlings. Baskets or clumps, form
of greenhouse plants. Beds, attend diligently to recent planted; water
and stir them in dry weather. Biennials and Perennials, sow, if

omitted, b. Box edgings clip. Bulbous Roots (Tulips, jonquils,

&c.), not florists' flowers, remove offsets from ; dry and store ; may trans-
plant some, or keep until autumn ; autumn-flowering, as Colchicums,
&c., take up as leaves decay, separate offsets, and replant, or not until

end of .Tuly. Carnations in bloom, attend ; aid the bud-pod to split

with a pair of narrow sharp-pointed scissors ; bandage buds, to prevent
bursting, with Indian-rubber rings, or tape; water every second day;
tie to supporters, &c.

;
prick out seedlings; make layers, Chrysan-

THEMuius, plant out to layer next month. Cycla:mens, transplant.

D.\iiLiAS, finish planting out, b. Dress the borders assiduously;
neatness now stamps a gardener's character. Fibrous-rooted Pcren-
ni.ils, propagate by cuttings; shade and water. Flowering Plants
generally require training and support. Grass, mow, roll, and trim
edges. Gravel, weed, sweep, and roll. Hedges, clip, e. Leaves
and stems decaying, remove as they appear. Liquid BIanure, apply
occasionally to all choice flowers. Mignonette, sow for late bloom, b.

Mi:uCLUSES, plant out. PtEONiES (Chinese), water freely with liquid
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manure, or tlipy Hill not flower finely. Pink SKEtiLlNr.s, prick out;

make layers. Pipings (or cuttings) of Carnations and Pinks may be

planted. Potted Floweks, dress, stir earth, and water regularly.

Ranunculuses, take up as leaves wither, dry and store. Roses, bud,

lay, and inarch ; fumigate with tobacco to destroy the aphis or green fly ;

Roses out-of-doors, wash with tobacco or ammonia water. .SiLviA

Patens, pinch down centre stem to make it bushy. Skedi.ings ot

Perenniiils and Hiennials transplant. .Seeds (ripe), gather in dry weather.

Seed Vessels, remove, to prolong flowering. Water, give freely and

frequently to all newly-moved plants, and to others in dry weather; early

in the morning or late in the evening is the best time. Bi-nm/don Stocks

and IHttu's Intermedittle should be sown on a north border. Sow another

succession of the lorn annuiils to flower late, b. Peg down Siilnins, and

for a time, until the layers are rooted, cut off the flowers. Verbenas,

peg down to cover the beds sooner. Tulips, continue to shade to pro-

long the bloom, b. ; towards e. expose them to full sun to ripen the

bulbs; take off seed-vessels for the same purpose. Sljps of Double

Wallfiowers, Sweet Williams, and Rockets, put in either under hand-
' I). IJeaton.

glasses or under a north wall or low hedge.

Apricots, thin for tarts;

ORCHARD.
Aphides, destroy on all trained trees,

destroy caterjiillars. Apples, search for caterpillars, and dress for Ame-

rican blight. Currants, stop watery wood. Currants (black), water

if dry; cleanse from fly. Cuerries, free from aphides. Disbud all

trained trees. Figs, thin the young wood, and stop. Fruit of all kinds

thin where too thick. Gooseberries, free from caterpillars. Insects

in general try to to extirpate. fllOLCuiNG, practice where necessary. Nec-

tarines: sec Peaches. Nuts dress away suckers. Peaches, thin

both wood and fruit, and stop gross shoots. Plu.ms, cleanse from

aphides, and disbud. Pears, disbud and stop. Raspberries thin

suckers. Strawberries, water if dry, clean runners, and put some-

thing to keep fruit clean; beware of mice. Strawberry (Alpine),

clear runners from, and water. Stopping, practice constantly, where

necessary. Tuinning, practice both with fruit and wood. Training,

commence and continue. Top-dressing, attend to. Vermin, destroy.

Vines, thin shoots, and stop. Watering, attend to. Wasps, destroy.

R. Erhington.

FORCING STOVE.

Atmospheric Moisture, secure liberally, and continue to increase.

Cucumbers, keep thinned and stopped; give plenty of atmospheric

moisture to. Cherries, water lillerally, and cleanse from aphides
;
ven-

tilate very freely. Capsicums, shift finally and place in a warm situa-

tion. Fire-heat, dispense with as much as possible. Geapes, thin,

stop, and tic shoulders of the late ones. Grapes ripening, remove a

a few laterals. Liquid Manure, apply where size and strength are re-

quired. Melons, attend to setting, water freely, but not frequently,

when swelling ; thin tlic vines very freipiently, and attend to linings ; use

dressings and fumig.ation5 to avert the attacks of insects. Nectarines,

treat as Peaches. Peaches, disbud, and stop gross shoots ; apply liquid

manure, and thin fruit. Peaches ripening, remove those leaves or

portions which shade the fruit. Pines, shade for a few hours if the sun

is intense ; shift liberally the succession ; water all when necessary, and

keep ajcalous eye on bottom-heats. Strawberries, turn out healthy

plants from forcing-house; they will fruit in Septemlier. Shading.

practice with delicate things, during intense sunshine. Vines, attend to

disbudding and stopping. Venti late freely. Wateri ng, neglect not.

R. Erhington.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, admit freely to all the hardier plants, such as cincr.irias, calceo-

larias, &c., as the cooler they are kept the longer will they bloom, and

the freer will they be from insects. The Hardier Plants should now

be placed out-of-doors, in a sheltered place, to make room for fresh im-

portations from the pits; and here arises the great difticulty in the case

of those who have only one house, as the plants removed, intended to be

kept for another vear, would have been all the better to have been kept in

until the fresh wood was made. Many winter-flowering things, such as

Daphnes, Cytisits, Heaths, &c , may now be set in a sheltered place out-

of-doors, and safelv kept ; but tliey will neither bloom so flue nor yet so

early as they would have done had they been kept longer in the house.

Another difliculty arises from the wish to make this single greenhouse

suitable for plants in bloom, requiring a cool atmosphere ; and plants

done blooming, such as early Camellias and Azaleas, that require a high

temperature, and a moist atmosphere, to enable them to make their wood

and set their buds earlv. Any greenhouse may now be used admirably

for this purpose, merely by shutling it up early in the afternoon : syring-

ing the plants at the same time, and give but little air during the day

;

but then this would soon ruin the health and appearance of such things as

calceolarias, Ike, in bloom ; though it would answer well for bringing on

large fuchsias and geraniums for succession. Hence the importance of

screens, &c., for securing different temperatures. Plants placed at

first in a sheltered place, must in general be fully exposed before autumn,

to perfect their wood. Altogether, after the few days shading at first, the

pots, or rather the roots in the pots, suffer more from complete exposure

than the branches. The great thing is to avoid sudden extremes. Cacti

win now want watering treely, and full exposure to sun, to have the

flowers fine, or perfect the wood of the early kinds. Cuttings insert,

and pot off when struck ; many of the first struck will make fine plants

for autumn and the beginning of winter. CLiiUUERs—many tender

annuals, such .as Thuubergia and Ipomea, may now be introduced,

either upon pillars or trellises. Nothing suits annual kinds better

than a young tree, or the br.anch of a tree, well stored with twigs.

Kennetlr/as and Zichyas fasten to pillars and trellises, so that the flower-

ing shoots may hang gracefully and negligently. The same may be said

of Passifioras, &c. Cleanliness must be particularly attended to.

No plants can be healthy with yellow or dust-encrusted leaves ; and the

sight of such is always a speaking reproach. The system of picking off

every yellow leaf that presented itselt as you went round with the water-

ing-pot would prevent the woe-begone aspect which yellow-leaved plants

always wear. It always shows a want of system when a set period must

be appointed for picking the dead leaves from plants. Grai-ting may

still be done, in the case of myrtles, oranges. Daphnes, camellias, &c.

;

but, as it is getting late, you must try and obtain scions from retarded

plants, and then place tiiem in a gentle hotbed, and keep them close

until the union is effected. Oranges and Lemons should have the

bloisnm thinned and impregnated where fruit is wanted. Seedlings

of all kinds prick otf See what was lately said about Aehimenes, Glo.r-

iaias, Gesneras. Every one with a cueumber-box, and a cupboard in his

kitchen, may stock his greenhouse with them in summer. Shift every-

thing that requires it, for all vital action is now rapidly progressing.

Soils procure and husband in a dry state; for top-spit turf, nothing is

better than stacking it in narrow ridges, and thatching it to keep it dry.

This kept a twelvemonth will be fitter for use than mould regularly

turned and chopped ever so often duringthe season. Toeenia asiatica

is now a fine object in a greenhouse ; it looks most elegant in a vase

elevated a foot or eighteen inches with sprigs, and the most of the shoots

allowed to dangle over the sides of the vase. \\'atering will be re-

quired oftencr; and, in small pots, sometimes twice a-day. Manure-

water may be given liberally, to promote luxuriant growth when wanted.

Let it be weak, however, and given often. Young hands often make

great blunders in using it too strong, especially when plants are young.
° R. Fish.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Alexanders, earth-stir and earth-up. Angelica, earth-stir, or earth-

up, as the case may require, and promote strong growth with liquid-

manure water. Aspakagus seedlings, keep clear of weeds, and earth-

stir to promote growth ; beds in cutting sprinkle with salt once a week

during the cutting season, and earth-stir often with some pointed im-
^

plements ; discontinue cutting about the 20th. Basil plant out m rich
]

warm borders in full crop, and water well previously to planting, should

the weather be dry. Hroad-Beans, plant out for late crops in cool

situations, in a rich soil, and water well at the time of planting in dry

weather. Beets, thin out, and fill up any vacant spaces; do this of a

dull evening, with care, and water well at the time. Borage, thin ten

inches apart, and save seed from autumn-sown. Borecoles, prick out

of all kinds four to six inches apart every way. Brussels Sprouts

the s.ime. Brocolis the same, and plant out finally of early kinds, such

as the Ca/ie and Walcheren. Cabbages, prick or plant out finally.

Carrots, thin out main crops five to seven inches apart, and use the hoe

freely among them. Cardoons, thin out and attend to. Cauliflowers,

prick out, or plant out in succession ; basin up the early crop, and water

well, and with manured water at least once a-weck, and look over and

invert a few leaves down over the heads of those that are turning in, to

preserve them of a white colour. Celerv, prick out, and plant out

finally and water well at the same time. Cucumbers, plant out under

hand-glasses on a little bottom-heat; keep the glasses close until the

plants .are established, after which inure them to the open air by tilting,

&c. Those in a forwarder state, let the earth round the hills or ridges be

well forked up for the roots to run out; stop and train out their stems

;

those in pits and frames should be weekly attended to, as to stopping and

thinning, and all decayed leaves removed, and a top-dressing given if

reipiired. Capsicums, plant out in warm borders. Endive, make a

little sowing of both kinds, Batavian and Green Curled, lor early use.

Garlic, Shallots, and Underground Onions will be fit to take up

towards the end of the month, and should be dried off well before being

stored away for use. Herbs of all kinds should be cut when in flower

for drying or distilling. Jerusalem Artichokes, keep clear of weeds.

Kidnev-beans, dwarfs and runners, sow for late and last crops, and

should the ground be very wet at the time of sowing, give a thorough

soaking of water, which will cause them to vegetate quickly
;
attend to

sticking and earth-stirring among advancing crops. Leeks, thin out and

transplant. Lettuces, sow often, and thin out early ;
they should be

sown where they are to remain, to mature their growth ;
place strong

sticks to those intended for seed to tie them to, and tie in a few weekly

for use according to the consumption. Melons, lose no time in planting

out for late and last crops ; look daily to those setting their fruit
;
attend

to this setting and stooping about eleven o'clock in the forenoon, and to

top-dressing or earthing-up, &c., about three in the altcrnoon of a fine

calm day, after which sprinkle with water, and shut up early
;
give an

abundance of air to those ripening off their fruit, and be sparing of water

among them. Mint, keep clear of weeds. Sweet or Knotted Mar-
joram, plant out in rich warm borders. Onions, pay particular atten-

tion to early thinning-out, and surface earth-stirring, or fill up any vacant

spaces, by 'transplanting. Parsley, sow or thin out, and transplant.

Hamburgh Parsley, thin out. Parsnips, finally thin out eight to

ten inches apart, and use the hoc freely among them. Peas, any of the

tall Knight's Mnrroie kinds may be sown the first of this month, the earth

being thoroughly soaked with water, should the weather be dry
;
but to-

wardli the end sow any of the dwarfer early kinds, such as Early War-

wirlr, &c. ; attend to hoeing and sticking advancing crops. Pot.atoes,

attend to earth-stirring or earthing-up without injury to the young fibre.

Radishes, sow often in cool situations, in rich soil. Savoys, prick and

plant out finallv. Spinach, sow in succession, and thin out. Sea-kalk,

attend to surface-stirring and thinning-out old crowns, if not already

done ; seedlings thin out ; cut away any flower-stems unless seed is re-

quired. ScoRZONERA, Salsai'v, and Skierets, thin out from four to

six inches apart; use the hoe freely to encourage growth. Turnips,

sow and thin out young crops. Vegetable Marrows, lose no time in

planting out. Thyme, plant out seedlings, b. Use the hoe freely m dry

weather ; attend to all kinds of /iricking or planting-oat in rainy weather,

or during evenings, as very much may be done in this way at that time of

the day during very dry and hot weather; for pricking-out, let the beds

or borders he dug up, iiiaJc neat, and lined out, and thoroughly well

watered an hour or two before hand, and again after planting.
T. Wkavee.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the P.arish of Saint Mary Kalcndar; and Published by William

SOMERVILLE Orr, ot Chutch Hill, Walthainstow, in the County of

Essex, at the OBice, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of Christ

Church, City of London.— liUiy 2t)th, 1853.
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In a previous paper (page 117) doubts were expressed as

to how far tbe accidental deviations from one original

type, caused by continuous breeding iu-andin, would be

sufficient to account for the present multiplicity of per-

manent forms and characters among the inmates of our

poultry-yards. But many will here say, that, even ad-

mitting this among /<?)(£ natura, these forms might still

be fi.Ked, and rendered permanent, by domestication,

and the efleots of their abode in a climate essentially at

variance with the conditions of their native country.

In some cases, indeed, acclimatization has certainly

wrought stronger metamorphoses ; for, if we admit that

dogs, as has been said of fowls, owe their descent in all

their present families to one common ancestor, these

changes cannot be disputed when we see the dog of

Guinea almost destitute of hair, while that of the Esqui-

maux is protected by a double casing of both hair and

wool. But it sometimes happens that results that have

been confidently relied on as evidence in favour of the

wide range permitted to the produce of the animal

kingdom, may prove, on examination, to give their

weight to the other side of the question. The instances

of the dog, just alluded to, certainly prove the elasticity

with which Infinite Wisdom has endued all its works, so

that life may be prolonged to the utmost possible extent

;

thus, also, the Ermine and Alpine Hare, among quad-

rupeds, and the Ptarmigan, among birds, change their

coloured summer garb, on the approach of winter, for

coverings white as the snow around them, and thus

only are they enabled to escape their numerous enemies.

These are, however, but temporary adaptations for

certain temporary objects, and there is no permanent

change whatever in the animal itself The Esquimaux
Dog would have had but a short career in a tropical

climate, while the coatless inhabitant of that latter

country would have perished within a few hours of his

exposure to the ordinary climate of the Polar regions.

.The same changes are seen to occur with sheep, cattle,

swine, and horses, there being in all these great powers

of adaptation to various degrees of temperature, and
other circumstances of their existence. But with galli-

naceous birds the case is totally different ; for the Silk

Foirh in our own yard, great-grandchildren of birds

imported from Calcutta,have not varied in the diameter

ora single feather from their original plumage, designed,

doubtless, for the intense heat of an Indian climate

;

while, on the other hand, the English Game fowl, whose
feathers, when in high condition, are, as it were, glued

together, retains this characteristic as fully and as per-

fectly on the banks of the Ganges, as on those of the

Thames.
Fowls, therefore, we infer, are certainly not subject, in

the same degree, to those powerful influences, which, in

other members of tlie animal kingdom, efiect such ex-

traordinary changes in external appearance ; hitherto,

at least, we have been unable to detect any instance

that would authorise us to believe the contraiy. Mere
domestication, again, i. e., a state of subservience to the

wants of man, however it may affect the disposition,

does not ajipear to influence the form.

Up to this point, separatedly, we have regarded the

causes by which many are led to uphold the idea, that

to look for more than a single origin for all the different

families of the poultry-yard was an unnecessary task.

But, gi-anting that neither the fortuitous produce of

fowls in a wild state, nor their domestication, when they

had once submitted to the caprice of man, woidd afford

probability for the primitive unity of their stock,—might

not this be possible, it may be asked, from their com-

bined operation ? The examples quoted as corrobo-

rative of this view of the case, commonly refer to the

improved breeds of cattle and swine—we except sheep,

because, although all our present varieties of the former

may possibly he correctly assigned to the same pro-

genitor, with sheep there exist doubts on this head,

and it is not unlikely that they, too, as we are disposed

to think of fowls, may have had a ))lurality of original

parents.

But with respect to cattle and swine, we would ask

—

Are the distinguishing features of excellence, presented

to us at our agricultural exhibitions, of a fixed and per-

manent character? Have we only to obtain a boar

and sow of Mr. Fisher Hobbs' improved Essex pigs, or"

a bull and a cow of first-class Shorthorns, to be enabled

to fill our homesteads with stock, that, generation after

generation, will repeat their parents' merits ? The

youngest farmer knows full well that such a course

would end in bitter dis.appointment, and that, without

the constant infusion of fresh blood from approved

races, rapid degeneracy invariably ensues. In a literal

sense, therefore, we have no more thus established any

new breed than we possess the powers of creation—

a

phrase, be it remembered, which certain French writers

have not scrupled to apply to the result of scientific

breeding. We have improved, and the advance has

been prodigious; but cease our labours, and the relapse

will be equally astonishing.

In what we have now said, we are not forgetful that

this observation may be made. In fowls, too, the inti'o-

duction of fresh blood seems necessary—at any i-ate, the

pages of " Tlie Poultry Book " strongly enforce the im-

portance of obtaining it whenever practicable. Un-

doubtedly they do insist on this as an essential point

in poultry management ; and to maintain excellence in

our yards for a continuous period it must, we apprehend,

be had recourse to; but still, if we neglect this pre-

caution, our poultry may not, it is true, produce such

fine specimens, for they will probably lose weight, OT

show foul feathering, but the main distinctive features

of the different families will remain in as marked a

form as when we first had them—the Game fowl will

still be a true Game fowl, for it does not pass to any

other form, and so on throughout the list. A farmer in

Yorkshire, for instance, has kept Golden Polands for

forty years, and Golden Polands they still are, and,

moreover, not had birds of their class, even for these

days of improvement ; and yet crosses, it seems, have

never been admitted. But we are inclined to believe

that such apparently specific points of difference be-

tween present varieties of cattle would be lost within a
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much shorter period. Less permanency, thorcfovo, of

their several features ami properties imluces us to

e.xpeot less original distinction than seems probable

with reference to the domestic fowl.

We have argued on the supposition that all o\n-

horned cattle owe their descent to the same parents, but

the present features of the Bison, the Bull'alo, the

Indian Brahmin cattle, the wild race of Lord Taiikor-

ville's park, the Musk On, and last, not least, the

Aurocks of the Lithuanian forests, give weight to views

of an opposite nature.

In conclusion, let us observe, that the mutations of

form and covering that may be recognised in many
members of the same species tiiat are found in localities

of opposite temperatures, and under dilferent conditions

of existence, seem to be limited to such merely external

points as are essential to existence in their altered state.

There appears, so far as we are aware, no change in

their structure, or anatomical formation. Fowls, it has

been shown, do not manifest this peculiarity ; and,

whether brought from India to England, or sent from

the latter to the former country, these external charac-

teristics remain unaltered. We find a different rule,

therefore, in these several cases, and thence conclude

that, however powerful may have been these influences

in the one case, they are inadequate to produce the

results that are before us as regards tlie case of our

domestic fowls.

Again, we notice a strong case of structural variety.

The skull of the Poland, for instance, is round as a

marble, while that of other fowls deviates but little

from a straight line.

Tliere are some other points, to mention which would

unduly extend the limits of these notes, that, in addition

to what we have now alluded to, prevent our adoption

of the prevalent opinion, that the natural deviations of

progeny from parents, even when aided by the impor-

tant results of domestication, and acclimatization, are

sufficient to account for the multiplicity of present per-

manent forms, characteristics, and properties, visible

amongst our domestic fowls.

Similar views are entertained, it may be mentioned,

with respect to the common Blue Roclv Pigeon {Co-

lumba liiia). To this bird the honors of paternity over

the whole family of Cai-riers, Pouters, Fantails, Runts,

Tumblers, and all the other inhabitants of the pigeon,

house, have been unhesitatingly assigned in the same

summary manner. Domestication, we are told, has

been amply sufficient for all these striking contrasts in

form, colour, size, and properties, now so fixed and per-

manent. The gradual progression towards the present

state, however, is not explained ; and when we see the

Blue Rock, not merely on its native clifis, but in our old

manorial dovecots, where for centuries they have had

their abode, still unaltered, and in both states presenting

the same identical features, we may still be permitted

to doubt whether this derivation is more accurate than

the similar process in reference to the tenants of our

poultry-yards. W. W. Wingfield.

Various modes have been described of forming durable-

roads and walks with gas coal-tar, so that now its cheap-

ness, from one penny to twopence a gallon, at the

manufactory, offers great facilities to those near a gas

work for obtaining hard and dry thoroughfares.

In the case of roads, it may be jireferable to mix the

tar and the stones, &c., before spreading ; but so i'ar as

our limited practice goes, there is little necessity for

mixing the materials in the case of walks not subjected

to the tear and wear of horses feet.

Gas tar is useful for other purposes, however, so we
will glance at a few purposes for which it may bo used

in the garden.

In making walks that are not to be very much used,

the first thing to be attended to is forming the bottom

of tlio walk of the proper sliape, and getting it hard and

smooth. On this, during a dry day, spread a layer of tar,

from one-eighth to one quarter-ofan-iuch in thickness,

and, as you proceed, throw on clear gravel, small, but

freed from the dusty particles ; roll this in, and then

give a surface-dressing of the finer, so as to cover the

blackness of the tar. A little experience will soon

enable any one to get into the knack of just putting

on as much as the tar will penetrate, and yet leave the

surface of the natural colour. If near a gas work, we

know of no plan cheaper and easier for making a good

walk, as the wet cannot enter it from above, and the

frost will seldom or never affect it.

For keepinij rain out of the soil, the ground being

levelled smootli, we find the thinnest covering sufficient;

less than the tliiokness of sixpence ; a little dril't sand

being then thrown over it.

For xnaldng a stariding placefor jilants in pots, so that

worms shall not visit the roots, we proceed just tlie same

as we would in preparing a walk that would have little

stress upon it. We lately covered a court, some seventy

feet by forty, that was always very troublesome to keep

clean, both in summer and winter. It never had more

than an apology for being gravelled, as a good-sized

weed, when pulled up, brought plenty of clay and loam

along with it. A stone path went through it, and,

therefore, to do anything in the shape of gravelling, the

clay must be excavated. Tliis was ratlier too trouble-

some a job; therefore, nothing being in the way, tarring

was resolved upon. First, the ground was levelled

and swept clean, leaving a firm, hard bottom ; -a cart

brought a couple of barrels of tar ; as near as we
could calculate, sixty-five gallons were used ; the day

being hot, it ran from the barrel just as if it had been

oil, was carried in a little tub, poured on the ground,

and spread with a bricklayer's trowel. If you multiply

seventy by forty, you may judge with what thickness.

As the work proceeded, four loads of fine siftings from

rough gi-avel was thrown on it, levelled neatly, and

when dry on the surface rolled. In a few places the tar

shone tln-ough, and on these a little more siftings was

spread, the whole piece swept gently on the surface, and

rolled again, and we are sure, if it gets fair play, it will

want nothing more for a twelvemonth, and most likely

not for a number of years, while in dry weather, and
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wet weather, it will always be clean, and nice, and drj-.

I must mention, that there is an open drain at the

lowest corner, to take away the water that falls on the

sui'faoe, for little will find its way tliroiigh it.

This should be kept in view in making such a place

for standing plants in pots upon, otherwise you may
make a large saucer'for them. A very thin layer of tar

will efi'ectually prevent the worm even trying the bottoms

of your pots, and a slight sprinkling of siftings of

gravel, or road drift, will keep the surface clean and

cheerful. Of course, roots will not run through the

pots into the ground : when they approach the tar they

will turn back again, or spread themselves on the

surface.

A mixture of coal and Archangel tar, or that obtained

from the consumption of the Pine family, put on hot,

is largely used for paintinn iron fencing at Treuthara,

and looks well. We have never seen such fencing

painted with oil paint that looks well above three years;

but what a difference in expense, and, after all, it is not

such a good jn-eventive of the iron oxidising, or rusting,

as tarring.

We have not employed coal tar in mahiny manure

trinlis, but a most intelligent mechanic has one made in

his garden for receiving and containing water for garden

pin-jtoses. The hole was dug sloping—say si.-c feet

square at top, and three at bottom, or any other con-

venient size. This sloping of the sides is a security

against the earth falling in, and any dimension as to

width might be adopted. He then mixed coal tar with

lime and road drift, and plastered nil over the hole from

half-an-inch to one inch in thickness, and it has

answered the purpose as well as a brick and cemented

tank. Very little of the tar is given off into the water,

and after being used a short time it is hardl}- per-

ceptible.

The drawbacks to the use of coal tar are twofold.

The strong smell, which, less or more, lasts from a

month to six weeks, and which cannot be dissipated

by anything we are aware of; and the disagreeableness

of the work. Tlie clothes of the workmen must be

well guarded, as every spot, independent of other con-

siderations, will retain the smell for weeks. It is also

advisable to roll up the shirt-sleeves, and gloves may be

used for the hands, but, however smeared they are,

grease, and soap, and warm water will quickly cleanse

them.

Our attention was directed to tar, many years ago,

in the following manner. We were excessively annoyed

by rr/?s getting into drains: they uould make holes by

the side of the gratings. A space round the gratings

was laid down with tar and gravel, and no rat ever

touched them afterwards. Finding they so disliked it,

when we got one in a trap wo tarred him, and sent him

off; and though that happened a number of years ago,

we have not seen one in the garden since, though pre-

viously they managed to get more than their share of

everything eatable. A few days before the tarring

pi'ooess we found five dozen of half-grown peaches

under a stone pathway, which must have been carried

there by the rats. Was this for mere mischiefs sake ?

They certainly could not eat them. E.

It has been communicated to us that some misappre-

hension has arisen relative to Mr. Beaton's observation,

at page 20 of the present volume, "that the most

systematic frauds are going on, from one year's end to

another, by means of advertising alone." Now, that

this is most true admits of no doubt, and our con-

temporary, the (Janlencr's Chronicle, has done good

service in exposing some of these fraudulent advertisers.

It seems absurd to say, in reply to one quei-y that has

reached us, that we made no allusion to any advertisers

in our own columns, because we can assure our readers

that, were we aware of any such characters, their ad-

vertisements should have no place here. Indeed, such

a scrupulous supervision is maintained by the gentle-

man under whom our advertising department is placed,

that we believe not one objectionable advertisement has

ever appeared in our pages.

A Sale of Oreldds, more than usually interesting, took

place at Mr. Stevens's Auction Rooms on the li)th and

20th of May. The following quotations from the Cata-

logue are given, because proceeding from trustworthy

sources, such as Jlr. Skinner, Dr. I.indley, and Mr.

Warszewicz.

" Tliis fine collection of Orchids was made by Jlr. Warsze-
wicz, on the Eastern Cordillera of the Andes, principally on
the hitherto unexplored banks of the Maranon Iliver, neai-

its source, and in the territory of the savage Xivaros

Indians ; the melancholy results attending nil former .it-

tempts to penetrate into this country by European Na-
turalists, sutJiciently show what must liave been the perils

Mr. Warszewic?; underwent, and not until he was menaced
with the knife of the savage did he desist, and was compelled

to make a hasty retreat, however carrj'ing with him a fine

collection, which still had to sutler in their transport across

the Andes to the port of embarkation ; and some idea of this

may be gathered from the fact of tlie collection being made
j)revious to the lOth of November, and their embarkation
not taking place till the ]2th of February. Mr. Skinner,

auxious to do justice to this collection, has given them a

trial of two months in England, and although the deaths

have been great, particularly amongst those of the most
delicate habit, yet, what are now ofl'ered ai-e perfectly safe

and in good growing condition. Among such a quantity of

dead and rotten masses, the leaden tickets got nuich
oxydized and often perfectly indistinguishable, consequently,

among the Oncids and Odontoglots, no certain determina-

tion can be given, but their remarkable habit show sutficiently

that all (or with a few exceptions) are either undescribed or

quite new to our gai'dens in Europe. No ttniptation (Mr.
Warszewicz ws-ites to BIr. Skinner) would induce him to

repeat such a journey, and it is little likely an opportunity

will occur to receive again sinidar plants. Moreover, JMr.

Warszewicz may be very soon expected in Einope, as he
liasjust been appointed Inspector of the Botanic Garden at

Cracow by the I'Jmpevor of Austria.

"Lot 1. £pulcinlritm Frcdcrki-GuUelmi (Warcz.), a most
niagnilicent new species, with large blood-red llowers, cer-

tainly one of the finest of the genus; was found in rather

damp soil, one fine healthy plant. Sold for i;i(i Ifis.

'•Lot 10. Epiilciulnint p(>ty!iijnnim(ljV[\A\ey),a.fine crimson

flowered species, growing about IJft. to 2ft. high, one fine

mass. £y>.

"Lot 17. Mtixllhiria conica (Lindley), anew species, with

large i^ ory white flowers, one fine plant. &'i 7s. Gd.
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"Lot i'i. Anachasic saii<iiiiitcn (Limlley), n new genus, np-

pareiitly relatod to Cochlioiln, with rieli lilood-recl flowers,

li);e tliat of a ComparcUiu fakata in size—one fine plant.

U.
" Lot 26. Epidemlriim gigantenm (Lindley), a magnificent

new species, with enormous panicles of crimson flowers,

forming, in its native liabitat, masses of a foot-.ind-a-lialf in

diameter, one splendid specimen. i'S.

"Lot;Jd. Catnsclum secuiulum (LmAXey^, a new species,

with curious violet-coloui'ed tlowers, all tunied towards one
side of a drooping raceme, one fine plant, coming into

flower. .£'i '.'s.

" Lot 3i. Briisxm riUosa (Lindley), a new species, near /?.

ciiinamomeri, bears two to tln'oe flower stems, and richly

scented, one fine plant. £'2 17s. (Id.

"Lot :'>7. Pcrish'ria fuscata (Lindley), a fine new species,

with flov.'ers as large as P. cei-iiin, of a pale cinnamon,
spotted with brown in tlie inside, dull pink on tlie outside,

iu ijcndulous racemes, from twelve to twenty flowers in a

raceme, richly perfumed, magnificent mass. £i 15s.
" Lot 40. Eriopsis altissima (Lindley), a new species, with

the middle lobe of the lip oblong, entire, wdiite, spotted with

dark green, one good plant. ^£2 Cs.
" Lot 5'-!. Gniiijnra ci/mbiformis (Lindley), a beautiful new

species, with cinn.amon coloured flowers, sjiotted with brown,
very distinct. Mr. W. says tliis plant generally has from four

to five flower stems from each bulb, of two to three feet

long; he counted as many as l-lt) flowers, and a delicious

perfume was distinguishable 000 feet ofl', one very fine

plant. £2 10s.

"Lot lOiS. Maxilliirla cinnaharhin f Lindley), anew species,

with pale yoUowish-green flowers, and a rich apricot-coloured

lip ; the number being off this plant, it is supposed to be
this STaxlHarhi, from the resemblance of the plant to the

drawing, being the nearest corresponding to it, one fine

plant. £i."

There were, altogether, 17G lots, ami these were

followed by lit lots of Guatemala Oroliids, which sold

at prices varying from .^£1 to .£7 15s., this higliest sum

being given for a very fine plant of Barkeria spectahUis.

about five inches long, and nearly three in breadth;

pear-shaped, like that of tlie common Guillemot;

yellowish white, with numerous irregular lines and

blotches of brownish black." {MacgUUvray's Br'ilhh

Binh, X. 3(il.)

It is proved, by every year's experience, that a collection

of anything that can be systematically arranged, or that

may illustrate any branch of either science or literature,

is certain to attain a value far above the intrinsic value

of the things so collected. One example is within our

memory, of a lady who collected impressions of the

seals of the nobles and gentry of the British dominions,

ai-ranging them in counties. She obtained some thou-

sands of the impressions, and her collection sold for

more than one hundred pounds. Another collection,

but of Birds Eggs, has just been sold at auction, by

Mr. Stevens, and is another illustration of the value

that may be thus created. This collection was formed

by T. H. Potts, Esq , of Kingswood Lodge, Croydon,

and amounted, we should think, to about seven hundred

eggs. The price these fetched was nearly ^120. Our

readers have been astonished that those egg-layers, the

Shanghae fowls, have realised as much as £'42 for one

bird ; but this is as nothing, as compared to two results

at this sale, for two egg-sheUs were sold, the one for £'^0,

and the other £2') ! These gold producing egg-shells

were the produce of the Great Auli, better known

as the Penguin {Aloa imjiennis). As a British bird,

it is of extreme rarity; "not more than ten indi-

viduals having occurred in our seas. One was seen ofl'

Fair Isle, in Juno 1708, and a pair, bred in Papa Westra,

for several years.
,
Various authors state that the egg is

We are informed by Jlr. Kirkconel, bookseller, Work-

ington, that a Shanghae pullet in that neighbourhood

laid a double-yolked egg, which has given birth to two

chickens. Writing to us on the 20th of liay, he says:
—" They are yet healthy and live-like. From present

appearances I fancy them to be a male and female ; one

being larger and of a darker shade than the other." We
never heard before of two chicks living when produced

from one egg; and if they attain to cock and hen-hood,

we should like to know if the hen proves fertile.

GLEANINGS.
Chemistry of Agkicuetore.—Many of our readers

will remember the ridicule with which the late Earl of

Duudonald was assailed for the opinions he entertained,

and which he so ably maintained in his pamphlet, " On
the connection of Chemistry with Agriculture." It is

true that he was sustained by such authorities as La-

voisier, Kirwan, and Henry, who jiointed out, that " a

perfect state of the cultivation of the soil would require

a minute acquaintance with the nature and effects of

the gi'eat varietj' of the external agents, that contribute

to the nourishment of plants, or influence their state of

health," but then, Peter Pindar raised roars of laughter

by ridicule such as that in which lie argued, that if

chemistry could achieve such wonders,

" Soon, very soon, miij'st thou proclaim aloud,

(Rare news for farmers) traps to catch a cloud—
Quick on his prisoner Hob w ill lay his hands,
And tap its watery belly for the lands."

Yet, if such contemners of science had lived until now
they would have had to confess their own short-sighted.

ness. They might have eltuled suoli a confession, if

Societies only and Colleges had retained the services of

Professors of Agricultural Chemistry, for they would

have argued that such Visionaries were well associated,

but they could not have thus wriggled from such a fact

as this :

—

"A society has been formed at Tamworth, comprising
some of the most influential landed jiroprietors and leading
agriciflturists of the neighbourhood, for the purpose of en-

gaging the services of an analytical chemist, who will be
required to analyse manures, food for stock, and other
produce grown upon the land, give lectures to the members,

j

and render such other professional assistance as may be
deemed advisable, with a view to a more regular and
scientific application of the principles of chemistry to the
cultivation of the soil."

S.\le of F.vr Cattle at the Maequis of London-

deuey's Fahji.—We learn, from the Durham Advertiser,

that on Monday, May 2, this sale took place at the

Ponsher Colliery Farm, in the county of Durham. Mr.

W. Wetherell, the celebrated stock salesman, acted on
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the occasion, and seldom in the com-se of his gi-eat ex-

perience has he submitted for public competition a

number of cattle in primer condition for the butcher.

They consisted of 106 head—and comprised sixty-six

short horn heifers, eight short horn steers, thirty-one

polled Galway heifers, and a short horn bull ;
besides

which were eiglity halfbred hogs. Previous to the sale

the cattle were viewed by the company, and the utmost

satisfaction expressed at the fine lot of animals which

had thus been brought together. By the liberal manner

in which such noblemen, as the Marquis of London-

derry, place within the reach of their agents the means

of rearing and exhibiting such stock, a desire for im-

provement is stimulated amongst tenant farmers and

others interested in the breeding and feeding of cattle.

The company -assembled on Monday was not, perhaps,

so numerous as has been witnessed on fonncr occasions

of a like nature in this neighbourhood, but such as

were present had evidently come with the intention of

doing business, for the lots were all quickly disposed of

" at good market prices." Previous to the sale about

200 persons sat down to luncheon, which had been

spread in the large granary. Mr. Wetherell occupied

the chair, and after the repast, led the way to the sale

ring, and liaviug mounted the rostrum—after the usual

"couditions" had been read,—the first lot, a splended

short horn heifer, was introduced, and quickly knocked

down for ^622. The sale of the remaining sixty-five

heifers and steers was then proceeded with ; buyers

were brisk, and the whole were speedily disposed of at

prices varying from .£24 10s., down to i£lo Ids. The

Galloways brouglit from ^£12 to ^£17 10s., and the

short horn bull realised MO its. After the cattle had

been disposed of, the sheep were sold at prices varying

from 32s. to 35s. per head. The cattle realised ^£1,885,

and the sheep i'138—making a total of £2023.

Mr. Lawson's Lectures on Bot.\ny.—On Monday

evening, the 2nd of May, Mr. I.awson, of the Botanical

Society, opened his summer course of weekly Lectures

on Botany, in the Hall, 8, Infiimary-street, Edinburgh.

There was a large attendance on the occasion. The

lecturer stated that before proceeding to the regular

business of the course, he meant to point out, in his

introductory lecture, some of the objects of botanical

science, and to give a rapid sketch of the general

features of vegetation in diifertnt lands, dwelling more

particularly on the characteristics of the Bi'itish Flora,

and its relations to the vegetation of other countries.

He accordingly called attention to the remarkable

differences of structure presented by members of the

vegetable kingdom, noticing particularly those of im-

portance in guiding the researches of the geographical

botanist, from the minute snow-plant of the Arctic

Regions to the luxuriant palm-trees of the Torrid

Zone. He also illustrated the subject by a reference to

those plants upon which man depends for his support

and enjoyment in different parts of the world. He
gave a detail of the features which characterise the

vegetation of northern Europe, and then entered upon

the subject of the British Flora. After alluding in a

histoiical manner to the principal authors who had

contributed to the knowledge of British botany, he

stated tliat attention has only been recently directed to

the subject of the geographical distribution of ])lants in

Britain, a department in which Mr. Hewett Watson

has been almost the only labourer. Mr. Lawsou then

detailed the views brought forward by Professor Edward

Forbes, Martins, and others, to account for the present

distribution of plants in the British Isles. This led to

a consideration of the subject of the origin of plants

and their diffusion over the earth, in connection with

which many interesting facts were brought forward.

The lecture was illustrated by a rich display of drawings

and diagrams, as well as by living and dried plants,

and preparations under the microscope. It is intended

to have frequent botanical excursions in connection

with the class.

Cheese.—The quantity of Cheese imported into Eng-

land during the year ending the 5th of .January, 1853, '

amounted 280,457 cwt. ; namely — from European

States, 278,170 cwt.; from the United States, 11,275

cwt.; and from the British Colonies 2 cwt.

Effects of the l.\te Winter on Conifers.—The

following notes show the effect which the late severe

winter has had in ^lessrs. P. Lawson and Sons' Nursery,

at Edinburgh. In thePinetum there were no coverings

of any sort given to the plants, in order to test how far

they might he calculated to stand our climate, and these

results now appeal' :

—

1st. — Curp.EssiNE.i: : JiDiiperus dnipacea, macroearpa,
rufesceus, recurvn, squamata, cliiuensis (male and female),

excelsa, tetragona, dolabrata, spbserica, are not tlie least

injured; but Bermudiana, flaccida, mexicano, and sopliora,

are all killed. Wiihhinglonia juniperoides, oupressoides

ranch injured but not killed. Libocedrvs Doiiinna, one
plant much injured : but another, shaded from the sun's

ray.s by a bush, quite fresli. L. tetragona and cliilensis

both quite fresh. Biol<i pendnla, Tlniiopsis dolabrata, Cu-
presaiix fuuebris, Jicthilspora squamosa and ei'icoide.s, Taxo-
diiim beterophyllum and ascendens, Cniplomeria japonica,

CiipressiiH macrooarpa, sp. from Jlexico, sp. from Sinilah, all

quite healthy and fresh. Cvpressiis glauca, injured but not
killed. Cnpivssiis Goveniana, Lindleyii, and thuril'era, com-
pletely killed down to the roots.

2ud.

—

Abietixe.e : Pinus Bniuoninna, nobilis, religiosa,

Kordmani, cepbalonica, amabilis, grandis, I'indrow, Webbi-
ana, Pinsapo, Menziesi, orientalis, obovata, Kutrow, njo-

mensis, Tecbugatsgoi, are all fresh and healthy. P. Brii-

noniana evidently gets hardier as it grows older. Plants
one and two yeai'S old we have several times bad killed

;

those now reported on are four years old. l'i)iiis Douglassi,

tiom home-saved seed, are some of them killed, others

nmch injiu-ed, while others raised from imported seeds
growing in the same place are fresh ; the foliage of the

latter is of a deeper green, broader, and with more sub-

stance. Finns Jezoensis, in a moist situation, is killed ; but
similar plants in a dry position are only partially injured

;

the plants are only two years old, and it is very probable
that, like P. Bnmoniana, they may get bai'dy as they grow
older. All the species of Larix and Ceilriis have escaped
uninjtu-ed ; the newest one, Larix Griffithi ( Hooker), seems
quite hardy. Finus excelsa, monticola, Ayacahuite, Lam-
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bertiamx, iinnillora, rudis, Harlwcgi, Russelliana, macro-
pliylln, Montezumao, occidentalis, Sinensis, Sabiniana, Ge-
rai'diiiua, C'oulteri, rauricata, radiata, tuberculata, insignis,

Bentliamiana, ponderosa, Bungeana, contorta, Massoniana,
Oembroidcs, Freraontiana, osteosperma—all quilo t'resli and
uninjured. Piiiiis oocarpa, apuleensis, tenuifolia, leiopLylla,

lilifolia, patula, austr;ilis—either completely killed, or so

much injin'od that there is little hopes of their doing any
good. Cannintjhiimhi sinensis, in the open borders, killed

;

plants against an east wall cpiite fresh. Siyjuoin semper-
vii'ens, gigantea—both considerably injm-ed in last year's

growth, the foliage much browned and scorched ; but the
plants are all giving indication of growth, and likely in a

few weeks to be quite green.
3rd.— PoDOCARPE.E : Podocarpint pungeus, killed; and

several other largedeaved species of this tribe. PMlocarpus
Kordiana, finite hardy in the open border. Datrijdium
cupressinum, and Frankliui—both growing against a south
wall.

4th.

—

Tasjne.e : PhijUoclniliis U'ichomanoides—qnlte fresh

against a south wall. Gcptialula.vus drupacea, tardiva, For-
tuni, Torreya uucifera—have all stood well, and are likely

to prove fine hardy trees. Ephedra vulgaris, altissima,

maorostachya—are all fresli.

In the general collection of trees and shrubs, all the new
Elwdudendrons sent from Sikkim by Dr. Hooker were left

unprotected, and they appear none the worse, R. Dalhousia;

and 1>. argenteuni excepted. Bcrheris Darwini, B. Fortuni,

and B. nepaleusis have stood well, though the plants are

rather snuill ; the two new varieties of Tree iJo.v, brought
from China by Mr. Fortune, seem quite as hardy as the

other sorts ; Census alUc'tfolia is considerably hiut in the
open border, but a plant on an east wall is not. Ceanot/uis

papiUosus and C. dentatus are slightly damaged in the open
groimd and on a wall, but 0. rigidus is not the least injured;

this seems the best of the three. All the species and
varieties o£ Arbutus have aufl'ered slightly, except A. tomen-
tosa ; this seems quite hardy, and highly deserving of more
extensive cultivation. All the species of Escallonia are

killed in the tops, both on the borders and walls ; the new
E. macrantha does not seem any liardier than the older
sorts ; Ftihlaua imbricata is fresh iu the open ground, and
beginning to show dowers ; Garri/a elliptica and G. macro-
phylla arc not injured this year, though last year they were
both injured by less cold, but it w'as in April. Fmjus hetn-
loides and F. Cunninghamii are both very fresh and green on
a south wall ; the beautiful Hedcrn Eoegneriana is also quite
green. Quercus glabra, IJ. glaberrinia, Q. annulata, Q virens
are all killed ; but the new <J. ngrifoliais healthy and fresh,

so is Q. Mirbelii, which promises to be a fine sub-evergreen
tree ; and Q. Jlexicana is fresh on an east wall. Elcuynus
reflexa on a west wall also looks fresh, and promises to be
quite hardy. Considering the intensity of the frost, and the
dry bright sunshine which accompanied it during many
days, tlie injury to plants, though- considerable, is not great;
a much less extent of frost in the end of April or the begin-
ning of ilay will do far more damage, as the plants have
begun to gi'ow, and the young shoots are succulent.

—

From
a Paper read before the Edinliurifh Botanical Socieli/.

LiQDORicE CuLTCRE.—A few wesks ago we made
some remarks, in answer to a correspondent, on tlie

cultivation of Liquorice. Since then we have met with

an interesting account of the method of cultivating it,

and the profit arising therefrom, which was commu-
nicated to tlie celebrated Stephen Switzer, by a planter

at Pontcfract, in the year 1730. As this will, no doubt,

interest many of oiu- readers, we publish it in full.

" Pomfret, July 24, 17;30.
" Mn. S^^^TZE^,—I received yom's of the 12th instant;

and as soon as ever I coiild di-aw it up, have sent you the
best account I can of the methods used by otir liquorice

planters iu the raising, cming, and vending their ware, as

also an account of the charges which are naturally con-
tingent thereto, as well as of the profits which they make

by it. I send it you only in a rough manner, so pray give

it what model you think most suitable to your purpose.
" Planters of li(|Uorico divide the roots into two several

denominations. Those they call the stocks are the tops or

crown buds; from thence tlie liquorice root is cut off. The
rurniers arc small running roots, witli eyes about two inches
distant from each other, ami run about two inches below
the surface, three or four feet long. These runners (before

planting) are cut into lengths, of about tive inches long,

three eyes to each plant, though two eyes, if they are strong
and good, will do,

" If the ground has not been liquorice Ijefore, it must be
trenched over two feet-and a-half or three deep; the roots

iu soft sandy earth will run six feet deep. Tire ground
must be manured or covered over with rotten horse-dung,
which must lie a montli or more to consume before it is

dug in. A little lime is requisite it the ground be strong

;

but that is done after the dung is dug in ; and the lime
must bo turned in about ten days before i)lauting, or else

it will ferment, and heave and thrust the roots out of the
ground again.

" Before planting, you are to Une out your ground by a

rt)d, of three feet long, for each bed's breadth ; and within

that space tread a narrow alley the width of a man's double
feet, or both his shoes going one by another, moving straight

forwards by the line winch makes this direction, and wliich

is about a spade's breadth, with which, also, you are to throw
up tlie earth out of those alleys upon the top of the beds,

the alleys to be about eight inches deep. Then draw up
the sides of the bed with a sti'ong rake, and (as gardeners
term it) cog the beds mth it, so as to make them round at

top, which done, lay the beds in three rows, one row on the
middle of the ridge or bed, and tlie other two on each side,

a foot from the middle, and the buds in the rows at six

inches apart, first a stock or crown bud, aud then three
runners betwixt. Then, with a large dibber, made of the

upper part of an old spade, eight inches in length, as is

used to plant out garden beans, you are to plant out your
buds and runners ; and, beginning at one end of the ridge

or bed, take your bud in your left hand, aud the dibber in

your right, make the depth of the hole the full length of

your dibber ; then force the bud with your left hand to the

bottom of the hole, and you are to close it by thrusting of

the dibber down again sideways pretty near the same hole,

as is done for cabbage plants, etc. ; aud so working towards
the left hand, it will go on apace. Those who practice such
works much, will do it expeditiously.

"The si'les of the beds must be drawn up just after the
buds are planted, so as the holes which the dibber left may
be filled up, in order to cover the roots and keep out
the wet.

" The first year after liquorice is planted, you may sow a
few onions and carrots upon the beds, not to stand, but to

draw whilst young, and those but very thin; and as far as

you can reach with your hand you may sow a few radishes
and lettuces. In the autumn, you may also sow spinage,
which grows very fine for the spring following, and which
may be cut before the liquorice grows much, especially on
the ridge. The profits wliich arise from hence may, in this

one year, be well computed at ^12 iOs. an acre, which we
shall make appear by-and-by, when we come to state the
debtor and creditor of this commodity.

" Liquorice at Pomfret, aud other places, is never iu per-
fection till it has stood three years ; and many there be that

let it stand four, if it look healthy and lively. For jiropaga-

tion, the runners for sets are sold by the stone, at the same
price as liquorice itself is at the time ; but the stock or
crown buds carry nearly double the price. Tlie lops are

annual, growing the fir.=;t year about a foot high ; the second
year two feet; the third year four feet; and those lops are

always cut off in frosty weather, which keeps tlie roots from
tearing. The green is best to be cut oft" with garden shears
the first year, because of its not being so strongly rooted as

afterwards it will, when it may be mowed with a scytlie.

The flowers come out in August and September ; but it

very seldom or never flowers till the plants ai'e three or four
years old. They are blue, and hang out in small tresses,

like the senna's, but above three inches long. The stocks

are like those of raspberries, only smooth, and the leaves

like seedling ashes.
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" Liquorice is (al<cn out oi' Ibe ground from MarCinnms to

tlie first of April, liut tlie latter seasou is the best Ijolh for

the liijiiorice and the huds. When you take it up, sort the

small Irora the great, from which last you arc to dress the

chats Avith a tine knife. Thou lay them iii sand, one layer

of sand and another layer of liriuoiice ; but wet nut the sand
with any moisture, tlum just so as you can hold it in your
baud AviUiout iinniiiig out no water; but it ought to be rock

;-.and, such as is dug oirt of the pits about Ponifi'et, NoLtiug-

ham, and other places. You are to order the running buds
and runners in the same manner, if early taken up, hut the

crown buds will do if thrown in a heap, and covered with

mats, A'c.

" The small liquorice is for the most part dried on a malt
kiln, after it is chopped short with a hatchet, or some other
edged tool, and then ground together in a mill, which is the

readiest commodity of all. Or else it is pounded in a trough
while it is green, and jiut into a mashing-tuh, and mashed
together with cold water, two days together. Then it is to

be wrung out clean, and the juice boiled up in an iron pot
to a black substance, called Simnish L'lqiiorirr, and at the

place before mentioned, where it is raised, calleil Liquorice

Cakes. The cakes they make at Pomfret arc round and
flat, with a stamp resembling the ancient castle of that

town, now in ruin,* within the top of which castle there are

two acres of land at this time employed in tlie proiiagation

of this noble, useful plant. It is further remarkable, that

one acre of the ground just mentioned has jielded live

hundred stone weight (which is generally sold for three

shillings and sixpence per stone) in one crop, which must
be accounted a very good advantage, for in three years it

amounts to eighty-seven jiounds teu shillings, which is little

less than thirty pounds per acre one year with another.
Nor is the charge of tillage so dear, by a good deal, as hops
and several other improvements are.

"Before I finish this account (says this noted corres-

pondent), I cannot but remark, that about seven years ago
all the liijuorice at Pomfret was monopolised and engrossed
by a set of merchants, etc. But the engrossers, by sending
too great a quantity together, found, to their cost, that it

heated and smoked like a hayrick put up too green; which
I mention by way of precaution to those that raise great
quantities, who ought not to lay above two hundred stone in

a heap ; for though this may seem a great quantity, yet a
much larger has been taken up, and transiiorted, or kept in

one parcel.

"When liquorice is to be transported, all that is designed
for present use is tied up in seven or fourteen pound
bundles, neatly rolled up and bound with packthread. ]!ut

the only way to be taken is to send it by water, and then to

lay it in dry saud, or any other dry soil, a layer of liquorice

and a layer of sand, so that the sand runs all over it and
amongst it, and so an apothecary may thus keep it good for

twelve mouths in his cellar. As for transiiorting of the
roots for planting—if the small eye-roots, or runners and
buds, were so transported in sand, it were better for them
than to be sent naked, especially if it be a great way, and
they are like to lie out of tlie ground long. If for a journey
of fourteen days, tlioy may be sent in bundles cut ready for

planting ; but if they arc to be out of the ground longer,

then they moulder and rot. They should not be mixed
head and tail if jou send them any distance, but must be
bound up in little bundles as above, and tied all one way,
for readiness of planting. As for the crown buds, they may
be sent by sea with a little saud to them, being much
hardier than runners are.

" .\t the town of Pomfret are about fifty acres of ground,
called Llquuilee Oiir/hs, many of them in small apartments,
which entitle tho possessors to as many votes for members
of parliament as they are possessed of those small parcels
of land, all which causes the land tillage to be very dear,

the common labourers having one shilling per day, and two
drinkings, which amounts in all to about fourteen or fifteen-

pence per day. But there are many other places where it is

found, by experience, that tlieie is as good liquorice raised
as at Pomfret, and where men and buds lU'o very easily

procured.

* Although this waa written si liundretl and twcuty-ttircc years a[j:o,

the manufacture of tliese calies, iiii pressed with " the autient castle," is

stiti continued, or at least was so a few years ago.—H.

" As to the expenses of planting and preserving au acre

of liquorice, the pi'ice of roots diller in iiroportion to the

pvipe tliat liquorice bears the year you send for them.

When liquorice gives three shilUngs a stone, fourteen

pounds to the stone, Ihcti crown liuds give live or six

shillings per thousand, and runners, cut into lengths, and
tied up in bundles, give three or four shillings a thousand.

" Old planters of liquorice reckon that eighty thousand of

plants will plant an acre. But computing twenty plants to

a yard, and four thousand eight hundred yards to an acre,

then au acre requires ninety-six thousand, at one hundred
and sixty square poles to an acre, thirty yards to a pole

square, and twenty roots to a yard, as may be seen in the

example :

—

IllO poles in one acre

'M yards in a pole

i,800
20 roots to a yard

U6,000 total of roots to an acre.

"Now, as they generally plant one-fourth of stock buds,

and three-fourths of runners, then there will be required

—

^ s. d.

ai,000 stock buds, at 5s. per inno when cheap .. C II

73,000 runners, at as. per 1 000 , 10 ti

The chai'ges of preparing the ground will be about 4

Weeding, the first year, about 4 !)

Weeding, the second year, for it is not houghed,
but weeded with the grub and hand, at .... 3

The same operation the tliird year, at 3

The taking up and bundling the last year, at ... . •')

iC3:) 15

" So that, from what goes before, and what will by-and-by

follow, it is plain, that an acre of liquorice will (one year

with another, as to the debtor and creiUtor of it) stand as in

the underwritten scheme, the whole being taken at an
average for three years.

Debtoe.

Three years' rent of the ground, at if5 per acre . . 15

The whole charges of planting, weeding, and
gathering 3o 15

To the vicar, for tytlie, at Os. per pound. I.e. 10s.

per acre, for three years 1 10 10

InaU £.50 5 10

Chebiioe.
Five hundred stone of liquorice, at .Is. fid. per stone 87 10

A crop of onions, i-c, the first summer 1

Some winter's crop for that year 2 10

In all* -i'iU

DjiETon AND CEEDiion Balanced.

Debtor, to rent, &c 50 5 10

Creditor, to goods sold !ll

J;i0 14 2

" To finish this account, it is plain, from what goes before,

that fifty shUliiigs an acre is allowed for the first winter's

crop; but if the ground be sowed with Michaelma-s onions,

carrots, letlucc, &c., there seems lo be no reason why all

the three crops may not be worth half as much, at least, as

the one summer's. And ]ierbaps the same methods may be

taken in other winters, when the stalks are gone, as used
to be done ou beds, at least as it used in the alleys of

asparagus plantations. And by this it appears, that if a

pliinter was possessed of a hundred acres of liquorice, and
had a vent for it, it would bring him in near two thousand
pounds a year, clear of all expenses. But an hundred acres

is too much for one man, or in one countj', so no more of

that.

* We liave lieen obliged to deviate from the original statement as
regards tlie credit total, wliicli is. hy an error in addition, stated to be
A'loo, in consetiuence of wliich the result of "debtor and creditor

balanced " wilt show a considerable deficiency.—H.
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" And thus, Sir, Iiavo I given you ns good an account as

I couUl coueeruing Uiu niisinf,' ol' liquorice at I'oirjf'rcl, at

least, as go.nl a one as the time you gave me would allow
;

tliougli 1 am, I tliinlc, iirelty sure tliat tliere is little or

iKilliiiig omitted that is material, and absolutely neeessary

to Ije kuowii in this all'air. I wish you success in ull your

nnJertakings. And am, yours, &c., .1. P."
" r.S.— lUir liciuorice earths taUe up so many hands at

the time ol year, that there are scarce any labotu'ers to be

got, at any rate, for other works."

COVENT GARDEN.
The weather coiitiiuiing fine, the sujiplies of gardcu

liroduce is very mucli increased, and the quality is con-

siderably improved. The display of flowers and phmts

is also greatly increased, particularly of the commoner

garden description. Ehubarh is very plentiful ; large

waggon loads aro pouring in from all quarters. As-

paragus is also very plentil'til, and very flue; so also is

Sea-kah'. Radishes now form one of the staple arlioles

of the market. New PuUitoes may be obtained, at from

Is. to Is. 6d. per pound, but they are far from general.

Cahbu'jes make from Is. to 2s. per dozen. Orecns 3s. to

3s. Gd. per dozen Ininohes. BroooU 2s. to 4s. per dozen.

Tarnijis 3s. to 4s. per dozen bunches. Carrots Os.- to

8s. diito. Onions Gs. to 10s. per bushel. Celery !»d. to

Is. Gd. per bundle. French Beans Is. to 2s. per Wfl.

Radishes Is. to 2s. per dozen bunches.

Cdt-flowers are very plentiful, the generality consist

of V iiUJlowers, Kccrcissiis, Anemones, Pimroses, Heaths,

Geraniums, Fuchsias, Roses, Cinerarias, Camellias. Mig-

nonette, and Epacris. IT.

Til E LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL SHOW,
May 19th.

Tins wondrous liive of some of the busiest bees the

world ever saw, boasts, in common with most of our
high commercial emporiums, a really first-rate class of

. borlieultiirists ; and it is a most pleasing task to record

I not merely the matters exhibited, but their rate of

progress. I feel that I am a tolerably important witness

in the affair, having had the honour of being annually

selected as a judge there of general horticultural

matters for some seven years consecutively. To me it

is indeed a pleasure, for several reasons. I there meet
a class of distinguished ^)rae/icrtZ gardeners, with wliom
I can compare notes, and whom I should probably not

see without such an occasion. Gardeners arc known to

be a social class of men, and, to the praise of the gar-

I

doners of our day, I may observe, they are not men of

mysteries. Gardening now has no secrets ; every prin-

ciplo on which success must be based has been reduced

to the utmost simplicity ; consequently, the niystcry-

mon have passed away never more to return.

The morning of the I'Jth was, indeed, the first day of

stimmer. In this respect the Liverpool show peojile

arc particularly i'ortunate : I can scarcely call to mind a

bad show day for several years. What between Grih-

biii's band, tlio well-dressed company, the beauteous

lloial gems, &c., with every stimmcr association, tlicro

was almost too much for the mind to endure. I may
just point now to the chief features, and show where
real advance has boon made, and, perhaps, point to

things of a suggestive character as to future progress.

In Azaleas there was a most marked progress. These,

although inferior to their metropolitan congeners in

regard of size, were quite as well bloomed ; in some,

indeed, you could scarcely discern a loaf Mr. ITadweu
sent some good Orchids; six of his collection took the

first prize. Roses wci-c far superior to any I have ever

seen at this e.xhihition ; tmd the very indefatigable

secretary, Mr. Leatherbarron, who seems very fond of

gardening matters, took the first and second prizes.

The Heaths were not extraordinary ; nevertheless, tbcro

was some advance—J. J3ibby, Esq., carrying the best

prize. Pelargoniums wero pretty good for so late a

spring we northerns have experienced; the "fancies," as

usual, attracting much attention. Of course Cinerarias,

Calceolarias, &c., were in quantity, and many pretty

Olo.vini(is, the Secretary gaining tlie first prize liere.

Fuchsias were very good for early work—most of them
grown in the pyramidal form, which is certainly very

elegant, and well adapted for the exhibition table. One
of the most interesting groups was from the collection

of — Fairrie, Esq., a well-known encourager of horti-

culture in Liverpool : it was a group of striped marbled-

leaved exotics. Here was Cissus discolor, Aiuectocliilus,

&o. Tlie judges put a pointed mark on those things, as

wishing to bring them out for the gratification of the

public. Tropical Ferns and Lycopods—the latter would

have satisfied friend Appleby— were in profusion; they

seem quite at home in Liverpool. In wax flowers I was
glad to see two classes of prizes—one professionals, the

other simply amateurs. In. the professionals, Miss New-
ton again distingui.shed herself, by taking first, second,

and an extra prize ; and in amateurs' class the worthy

secretary's daughter. Miss Leatherbarrow, equally

triumphed. Miss Powell, however, carried off an extra

prize here.

The Fruit and VerjelalAe tables were pretty good, but not

extraordinaiy. Capital black Hambro' Orapes were from

Mr. Jennings, gardener to Earl Derby, as also excellent

forced Cherries. Mr. Jennings is well known as one of

our best iMiglish gardeners. In Stranherries, Mr. Cut-

hill will be glad to hear that bis ISlack Prince prodttced

the best dish at this show. I verily had a prejudice

against this otherwise tiseful Strawberry, as to flavour,

until I tasted these " Black Princes ;
" they were quite

as good as the best Keen's Seedling.

Before I conclude this liasty sketch, I must beg to

advert to a forced and artificial growth in some of the

exhibition plants, perhaps the consequence of previous

neglect, as evinced in the huge number of stakes and

supporters to plants not by any means naturally re-

quiring such assistance. I do not say tliat Liverpool is

famous for it, but I do say that, if the practice is a fault,

tho people here have fallen into that iault. I should-

fear tho labour standard nnist bo low wdiere such is tho

case; yet one can hardly fancy such harsh economy in

days of high, commercial prosperity. Certainly, nobody

would exhibit flower-stakes except as such, and guaran-

teed by the exhibition schedule. These things rntist

shortly give way to a better practice. As cultivation

mounts in the ascending scale, extraneous props will

descend, and the evil will cure itself Somehow, nobody

likes all these stakes, c-xccpt the man wlio uses them,

and who, according to the common bias of human
nature, tries to feel justified in resorting to what is at

tlie moment considered a " necessary evil."

On tho wliole, the show went olf well—worthy of one

of I'^ngland's greatest gathering points; but such is the

character of tho advance, that tents will have to be

multiidied speedily. The judges were Messrs. Staunton, .

Wilcox, Chambers, and Errin.gton; and the awards, it

would seem, were generally satisfactory.
j

R. Erkixgion.
I
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I'iloj.ONGING THE BLOOMING OE SALVIA
GESNERiEFLORA.

A I'UiEKu of miue liad more of tlio Sidvin ijesiiera-

Jlura tijis time last j'ear thau he knew what to do with.

After the general stock was kept in flower, from the

middle of January, in the conservatory, by I'oreiug, and
to tlio beginning or middle of June, by retarding some
of the plants, as Mr. Erringtou recommends lor keeping
back the more early blo.ssoms, he had them all pruned
on the close spurring system, leaving a few long shoots
nearly their full Icngtli, and cutting-in every one of the

side-branches to one or two joints. He rested them
behind a high wall until they were in leaf, merely
allowing lliem as much water as kept them from shrivel-

ling ; he tlicu put in about forty cuttings of them from
the best top shoots on tlie "breaks," as he called it,

or tho young shoots. These cuttings were only three

joints long, and two of them only could be seen. They
were planted on a north border, and imder an old hand-
glass, and were treated very much like tho way Mr.
Fish docs the Calceolaria cuttings. This was shortly

after the enormous hot days and restless niglits wo all

experienced at the beginning of last Jidy, and the

whole garden was one hotbed at the time ; so that, from

the damp of the first good watering, and the confine-

ment ot the air under tho glass, and over tho cuttings,

instead of these Salvia cuttings being, as wo say, out-of-

doors, and behind a north wall, they were in reality in

the climate of Calcutta. They were soon rooted, and
had three shifts before the end of October, and were
among the second forced plants for the rooms by the

end of February.

It is with the old plants, however, that 1 have to do,

and they were planted out in a very exposed jiart of the

kitchen-garden slips, witliout disturbing the balls, or

receiving more stimulus thau common watering until

tfeey took to the soil, when they were allowed to shift

for themselves till the end of September. They were
then potted in very small pots indeed according to the

large size of the plants. There was little else but the

old ball left, and all tho new roots hanging out from it

like a hair broom. The whole were then under potted,

aud, from the mildness and dampness of last autumn,
tho jdants were left out-ofdoors till near Christmas

;

but, from the cramping at the roots, they coidd not go
without water more than one or two days all the time,

and there was no difficulty about getting them ibrward
!

into flower-bud, with a little forcing, among common
|

plants and Roses, and as soon as the blossom-heads
j

coidd be seen, the plants were liberally potted in strong,
!

rich soil, and weak liquid-manure water from a stagnant
pond was given them every time they wanted water,

from that day to this, and nothing that I ever heard of

paid better.

J have been running away from my own story all the

time, and now I must turn back to last July, when some
of these cut-down Salvias broke wretchedly badly, and
the gardener ordered one of the men to throw them
away. Ho desired his helping-man to get red of them,
and the help told the boy to do it! When too many
fingers are iu the pie, we soon know tlic rest; and we
may as well know that none of those cast-olf Salvias

were ever thrown away, but some of them did actually

starve by inches, for want of water, last August. Some
rooted-out through the pots on to the hard gravel, and
fared a little better, and some were watered in a mistake,

all the time, by the truant boy, to whom tho fault of

their being in existence was traced at the end of the

season, when the pots were wanted for the bedding-
plants. When tho rest of the plants had to be housed
for the winter, these stinted Salvias were placed in sand

I
under the stage of an old-fashioned greenhouse, and the

little boy, or the young Linnaeus, as they call him now,

saw that they wanted for nothing all through the « inter.

Before the end of April they were nearly iu llowcr, and
were planted out-ofdoors, where they liave flowered

very satisfactorily all througli the month of jNlay, and
promise to keep on for the best half of June, and
although they are not in a regular bed, the story is told

with a view to the successful use of this plant in two
forms as a bedding-plant, to help us out at the end of

tho spring ; first, a.s spare old plants come in, as in the

above case, but with a more kind treatment throughout;

and, secondly, from cuttings put in early in July.

The gardener, under whom all this originated, thinks

that if the cuttings are made ifom iriecos of the old tops

when the plants are pruned in June, that the plants

will neither flower so soon, nor so early, as when the

cuttings are taken from the young wood made aller the

priming. Now, this is just tho very ojiposite of what I

would guess, aud what his own explanation of the prin-

ciple involved would lead me to believe, but he is more
practical than I am, or at least, he does not c;ire so

much about causes; if he gets a good efl'ect Irom a

mixture of causes, as he says, he is perfectly cmteut.
One thing is certain, that old jdants ot this Salvia may
bo kept on short commons all through the summer;
that the end of a turf pit, in a dry situation, would keep
them through an ordinary winter, and that the\ will

flower out-ofdoors all through the month of Jlaj , and
help to make a good vaj'icty when flowers are scaice in

the beds and borders.

EAKLY-BEDDED CINEEAEIAS.

I saw another practice lately, with which I was very

much pleased. A bed of mixed Cinerarias, in full 1 loom,
on the lawn opposite the drawing-room window;-, and
they looked as gay and flourishing as any thing could

be by the beginning of May, and no doubt they will

last all through the mouth, and so give more tiiae for

the jjlants in pots that are to occupy the bed through
the sunnner. There is a light iron frame to plai e over

this bed of Cinerarias every night, on which some clean

canvass is stretched over, and nothing can answei better,

except protecting the blossoms of wall fruit, ol which
the very best s]iecimcn 1 ever saw is in this very ^'arden,

aud about whiclr 1 must ]u-ocure a drawing a. id des-

cription some day.

1 have used canvass aud calico covering for choice

beds in May for a long time, but in the autumn,
covering up the flower-beds at uiglit has been a regular

aud expensive work for nearly twenty years at Shrub-

laud I'ark. I am, therefore, glad to see and hem any of

these plans for prolonging the enjoyment of flowers

out-ofdoors, being in operation and thought well of
The long prevalence of easterly winds, and tie late-

ness ot this season, kept tho earth so much colifr than
it usually is at beddiugout time, that all hinds of

schemes must be had recourse to before we can expect
to see tho beds iu a flourishing state. Watering the

beds with soft pond water, irom shallow ponds, i; one of

the best means of warming the earth, because that kind
of water is always warmer than hard water, when the

sun is powerful, aud no strong water should ever le
given to bedding plants till they take a firm hold of the

soil.

STAND.-VED COTONEASXEES.
I saw another thing in this same garden which

pleased me very much, and which ought to be well-

known, but of which very few of us ever heard before;

a plan by which standards of the Cotuncastor micro-

phi/lla may be had as healthy as standard weeping
Sophoras or Ash, for when this Cotoneaster is Wv>rked

standard high, it always forms a weeping plant. They
first began with it grafted on the common Thorn lor a

stock, but ip a few years the two refused to agree well
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together, and most of us gardeners in the country gave

n\i tlio idea of ever seeing healthy, long-lived plants of

this us standards. Some one has hit the right nail on

the head, lion-over, and here is a proof; a plant bought

in tiireo or four years ago, and was probably as many
years old at tlie time it was bought, llic stem and the

liend are now so united, so healthy, green, plump, and

full of sap, tliat both promise to do as well and as long

together as the apple and the crab, and this stock is

either Cotoneaster qffiiiis, or acommnata, as far as L could

make out, but 1 desired the gentleman who owns it, to

let me know if any sucker or side-shoot conies from the

stock, by which I could at once determine the species,

as it may turn out that but one deciduous species can

sustain tlio evergreen. The practice is no secret in the

nurseries, for the gentleman was expressly told that the

stock was a Cotoneaster, and that there was no doubt

about its doing well, and he was told the truth certainly.

This is another instance of the old saying, that one can

never enter a garden for the first time without learning

something new to him.

The H'eepiwj HoUij is a most beautiful tree, I always

think, when 1 see it worked six or seven feet liigb.

There was a beautiful specimen of it in the Arboretum,

at Bank Grove, out on the grass, and 1 saw abundance
of it in JNIr. Jackson's nursery, but I never saw the

weeping Cotoneaster with him. I once saw a grafted

Wt'eiiuig Sophora, which spread out fifteen feet on each

side of the stem after reaching the ground, and the

shoots were trained as regularly as a fruit-tree, against

a wall, on a raised trellis, and this device was exceed-

ingly pretty. I also saw the original of the IVeepiiir/

Lnrcli, a seedling which appeared many years since, in

Wr. Godsal's nursery, at Hereford, and it ran along the

ground like a Strawberry-runner. D. Beaton.

IMPROVING ECONOMICALLY A NEGLECTED
GREENHOUSE.

( Continued froin p(i<]e 81.)

Let it be kept in mind, that these remarks are in-

tended solely for those who do not grudge a little

labour, but who are under the necessity of making what
display they can without entailing much exj)cnse in the

way of purchasing. The few seeds I mentioned, at p.

81, were chiefly intended for summer and autumn de-

coration, but the time was indicated for sowing Miy-
nonette, Nemoplnla, and Gollinsia, for spring flowering.

I shall, in a random manner, to-day, advert to a few more
seeds to be sown for winter and spring blooming, chiefly

the latter ; and then, if space permits, mention a few

things, the propagation of which should be seen about
for a similar purpose.

In adverting to the sowing of seeds, I shall not be
considered very egotistical LI' Inientiiw, that I was never

more delighted with any of my own handy-work than I

was with a plant of Collinsia bicolor, grown in a London
atmosphere too. It was self-sown in a border, taken up
in the end of September, transferred into a sandy, ])oor

soil in a five-inch pot, and housed in a greenhouse,

from which frost was mei'ely excluded. 'The ]dant was
several times stopped, by nipping out the terminal buds
to make it bushy. In the middle of January it got a
seven-inch pot, and richer soil; and in JIarch it got a

twelve-inch pot, and the soil enriched witli leaf mould.
In ilay, it was nearly three feet in height, with one
stake in the centre, and the diameter of the base of the

cone more than twenty inches through, one mass of

bloom.
The striking effect produced last season, in the large

conservatory at the Horticultural Gardens, by numerous
pots of this common annual, demonstrates what may be
done with the cheapest materials.

I^arge plants of the Nemophila imignis, grown on
without stopping, trained to rise about six inches, and
then allowed to run over the sides of the pot, that pot

being elevated upon anotlier, and the graceful plant

covering both with its masses of blue-white flowers, that

would be quite as attractive a spectacle as the Collinsia,

and such snecimens, with young beginners, would do

more to create a taste for the love of nature in general,

and floral beauty in particular, and thence secure extra

assistance and advantages, than any amount of grumb-
ling, or sighing after the unattainable. Rarity in

flowers, as well as everything else, must always bo as-

sociated with the expensive; but the truly beautiful is

spread around us so liberally, that the humblest in sta-

tion, as well as the highest in rank, may tlioroughly

enjoy it. Here, as well as in other matters, we find that

the greatest blessings of a beneficent Creator are those

which are most common and easiest accessible to all

His creatures.

I mentioned Schizanthus for blooming in summer;
but though I have not grown it in pots for many years,

I do not know anything more splendid for early summer
and spring blooming. For this purpose, the seeds

should be sown about the middle or end of August, and
the plants potted singly, or three in a four-inch pot, and
just begun to grow before the cold weather sets in. A
dry, cool place, in a cool greenhouse, is just the place

for them. The soil should be rather sandy, and have
no manure In it. The freer it is of all foreign ingredients,

the better will the plants get through the winter. They
mnst be liept from flagging ; but as soon as the roots fill,

or take hold of the pots, they should bo kept rather dry,

giving no more water in the dark days than is absolutely

necessary, and never allowing that to touch the stem of

the plant if you can help it. By the middle of January,

the plants may have a small shift ('/' the weather is dear,

later if it is dull ; and by the middle of IMareh they may
bo ^mt in nine or twelve-inch pots to bloom. In these

two last shiftings, but especially the last, rotten leaf

mould, or very rotten dried dung, may be incorporated

with the soil, and pieces of rough peat earth, or char-

coal, to keep it open. In potting, disentangle the

fibres a little with a small pointed stick, that they may
enter freely into the now soil, and until they begin to

occupy that soil, be very careful not to puddle it with

water. Give plenty of drainage. Be sure the plants

are well watered before you sliift them, and if you have
put three plants in a small pot it is best not to separate

tbem. One looks best generally, however, and a seven

or eight-inch pot will grow a very nice plant. We do
not expect you will rival the CoH(jis«a referred to at your
first attempt ; but a plant half the size would look well.

Plants of Schizanthtts, from three to four feet in height,

and branched with bloom from top to bottom, are not

rmcommon. Half of that size, well done, wUl look

charming. With the smaller sized pot, one shift would
do, and even with the larger sized, could we depend
upon your understanding, how, in such circumstances,

to wield the watei--pail—namely, never to souk the soil

farther than you hare reason to believe the roots have
reached.

The time of sowing, and general management detailed,

are based upon the desirableness of not having the

flower-stem appear until you have obtained a strong

healthy vegetation of leaves. If the stem appeai-s in

the autumn you cannot expect much of a specimen.
The same rule holds good, but in most cases less trouble

is involved, with all pretty annuals that bloom freely

out-of-doors in summer. Such as Wallflowers, used as

an annual, Candy Tufts, &e., which loolc very beautiful

in spring, when well managed, and arc peculiarly well

suited for decorating rooms, &o., and thus would save

the ruin of many expensive plants. The whole expense
of such things is their cultivation. A few pence will
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got cuougli of seed. The best sorts of the Scldxantliuses

are retusus. IlooUcri, porriycns, and some garden

varieties, such as Prieslii.

Cineraria.—The treatment of this has frequently

been given. I confine mj'self, at i)resent, to raising

them from seeds. A shilling ])ackt't, from a resi)eetable

tradesman, wlio grows good kinds, such as those ad-

vertising in these cohimns, will give j'ou a fine supply.

I would advise sowing at three times—Hoit, the beginning
of August, and the middle of September. Prick out the

present sowing, as soon as they are up, into pans, a

coujile of inches apart, and then, when gettiug close to-

gether, pot them singly, or plant them out in rich, sandy '

soil in a north border. The last will involve least

labour. By the middle of September, raise them care- I

fully with balls, and pot them, and keep them in a shady
place until they ai'e again growing freely. These will

generally supply you with plenty of bloom from the end
of October to the new year. The second sowing, pricked
out and grown on in pots, will succeed these. A si.x-

inch pot will grow fine flowering plants. The third

sown, kept thickly in pans or pots, shifted singly after

the new year, and shifted again, will succeed the second
sowing, and thus give you bloom from this interesting

i
tribe alone until the end of June. A few sown in

' spring would continue the whole season with one tribe
;

but unless you have a very shady place, they stand a
ilidsummer sun so badly, that at that season they are

scarcely worth the labour of keeping them healthy and
clean. Here, fine beads of bloom, just as in the case

previously alluded to, depends on securing fine, healthy
growth before the iiower-stems appeal'. This is one of

the most accommodating plants, as whenever there is

healtliy growth, and the roots get to the sides of the pot,

the flower-stems are sure to appear. No matting of

roots must be allowed if you wish a fine large specimen.
For room decoration, these plants, from seed, are in-

valuable. Nice heads of bloom can be easily obtained
in four-inch pots ; and one other advantage is, tliat

these, when in bloom, may be turned out of their pots,

and packed firmly in moss or earth, in baskets or vases,

without sustaining injury. "When an oniameutal vase
is to he thus filled, it is desirable to have a vessel inside

of it, o( zinc, and moveable; and it will generally be I

found that three or four small healthy plants turned out
into it will make a better show than one large one.
But in this case, seedlings cannot be so well adapted as
plants raised from cuttings or suckers, so as to secure
one uniform colour. The soil for the last potting should '

be rich and light, containing a lair portion of pure sand
and leaf mould. I have, however, grown fine specimens
in roadside soil alone. Whenever the flower-stalks ap
pear, weak manui'e-walcr may be freely given.

|

Chinese Pklmcla.—This is one of the best of our
winter-flowering plants, when the temperature does not
often fall below 43°. For this purpose, the pink and
vvliite varieties cannot be sown too soon. If you could

give them the assistance of a cucumber-bed until they

were up, they would like it all the better. As soon as

you can get hold of the seedlings, prick them out into

shallow pans lA-inch apart, or in pots, three parts filled

with drainage, and in sandy soil, with a little very fine

leaimoidd or peat. Keep these in a warm, rather shady
position in the greenhouse. As soon as the foliage

meets, transfer three of these plants, at e(]ual distances,

to the sides of a four or five-inch pot ; and when these

meet again, ]iot them singly. A five or six-inch pot

will grow a Hue plant. In the warm days of July and
August the plants must be shaded. If they are placed
on hoards on the north side of a wall or fence tliey will

do very well. By the middle of October, they may
obtain an intermediate position, as respects light, either

out of the bouse, or in it. By November, they will take

all they can get, and will present you duiing the winter

with plenty of bloom. Another sowing, made in August
or September, kept in a small state during the winter,

and potted ofl' in Februaiy or March, will yield nice

blooming plants in the early part of summer. But
after ilay, if a continuance of their bloom is desirable,

they must have a cool, shady situation.

Herbaceous Calceolarias. — Shrubby ones, when
obttuned, are generally continued by slip propagation.

Tlie large blooming, herbaceous, and semi-shrubby

kinds are easiest managed from seeds. There is a little

difficulty in preserving even a fine variety, more espe-

cially if allowed to bloom as it likes. When a mass
of rich bloom, instead of the tests and criterions of

floristry, is the object aimed at, then sowing seed is the

way to secure economy and variety. A shilling packet

would be sufficient to supply a small house, but if from
an extra fine stock, I would advise giving half-a-crowu,

though the seeds might all lie on the point of a pen.

Even from that small quantity you may obtain hun-

dreds of plants. The seed is so smaU, that you had
better re-iead what was said about sowing them lately.

1 think that here, also, without olfence, I may just

give a bint to seedsmen, not to mi.x small seeds with
anything else, as thus the inexperienced are apt to

imagine that they have not got the article at all. I

recollect, that the first sowing I made of these her-

baceous Calceolarias, I had the seed presented by a
great gardener, and also an outline of their culture.

I sowed it with great care ; and, as it vegetated
nicely, I was feasting my eyes already on their beauty ;

but, as the seedlings got larger, they seemed to got

stranger and stranger every day, until it turned out
that they were nothing but small Lobelias, of which
then I had previously a superabuudance. No more
attention, therefore, was given them, though it is

likely enough, if 1 had pulled out all these Lobelias,

I might have found Calceolarias after all. Now, con-
:

sidering the hands through which seeds sometimes
i

jiass, and the likeness in size of the dust-like seed of the

Lobelia to the Calceolar-ia, I easily saw how this might
happen, and my friend have not the least idea of the

matter. It is rather singular, that from a small packet

obtained last autumn, from a most respectable establish-

ment, I obtained plenty of Calceolarias, but a great

many more small Lobelias. The soil in which they

were sown was all fresh, ajid I recollect, perfectly, that

I was sowing no other seeds of any kind at the time.

However these things are brought about, they^ often

constitute a great discouragement to young beginners,

and often a complete disappointment.
Seed to be obtained now will be of last year's saving ;

but that will be of less consequence, as if it is good it

may be kept for years. If you wait for the present

year's seed, you would not be able to get it before Jul)',

if you had it now, it would not be advisable to sow
rnore than the smallest portion, as the plants would not

bloom until rather late in the autumn, and tbey would
require a very cool situation during the summer. 'I'he

season in which such plants are most clfective for dis-

play is from the last days of ilarch to the middle of

June ; after that time they must be kept more cool and
shaded. For this purpose, I recommend two sowings;
the first to be made in the second or third week in July ;

the second in the second or third week in September.

The first sowing must be made in a cool, shady place.

As soon as the phants are handable they should be

pricked out into pans, and these again kept shaded,

and each plant may have its small pot by the beginning

of October. These should be kept slowly growing until

Christmas, after that they will want a shift, and a more
warm and close position. By the end of February they

should receive their final shift; a six-inch pot will groiv

a nice plimt.

The great point, as with the Cineraria, is not to stunt
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tho ])luiit by want of voom, or other causes, until you
wish tliem to bloom. IJolbro that period, a dash with cold

water over the I'oliayo, and tho pots so ])hiccd that tlic

sun does not strike upon them, are tlio best preventives
IVoui insects, and tho best scciu'ity I'or health. ^YIlcn,

however, a liy niijioars, smoke directly ; never wait for a

second. Tiie soil sliould be sandy loam, enriched with

very rotten dung, or leaf mould, both in a rather dry
stale, Failing those, use a litllo small cliarcoal in the

t

soil, and give weak manure-waterings. Plants from the

second sowing may partly be pricked out, and partly
j

kept in the seed pan until after Christmas. They will

then want growing on, and will come in in succession
to the otiiers. The growth of such plants is greatly

promoted, after the sun gaius power, by setting the

plants on moss, or plunging the pots in it. By hybridis-

ing the best blooms, and saving the seed, the first cost

will be all that will be necessary, and therefore it will

be advisable to get tlio very best possible at first. In
saving seed, do not be covetous, two or three pods on a
plant will be sufficient. In fact, these, well ripened,
would contain as much seed as a person with a small
house is likely to find room for, when changed into

seedlings. I will, before long, say a few words on
getting some plants from cuttings. B. Fisii.

CONIFERJi.
{Coniimtt'd J'rovi page 100.)

Thuja (The Arbor Yitse).—My pleasant task is nearly
ended. This genus. Thuja, and Widdrimjtonia, will

complete my catalogue of this most interesting and
useful tribe. I have visited most of the collections of

these plants in England, and wherever the cultivators

were readers of The Cottage Gardener they have
expressed themselves much pleased with my remarks.
This is very gratifying to me, and I take this oppor-
tunity of expressing my gratitude for the kind reception
of my remarks on their culture. I have only to add the

account of the two above-named genera, and a brief

description of the modes of propagating this widely-

spread and useful tribe.

Thuja flagellii-orjiis (Whip-shaped Thuja). — A
scarce species, of which very little is known.
Thuja hybrida and T. intermedia. — The same

remark applies to these two as to the pfeceding.

Thuja oocidentalis (Western or American Thuja).

—

This is a well-known species, and very hardy. It is

much used in the nurseries as a hedge for sheltering

more tender shrubs. It thrives best in a moist soil. In
Canada, its native country, it rises to a considerable

size, so much so as to rank as a timber-tree. The timber
is much valued, being so very durable. It is chiefly

used, on that account, for making articles of furniture.

There is a variety with tho foliage prettily variegated
;

and at that oft referrcd-to place, Elvaston Castle, there is

a long line of this beautiful variety which has a most
pleasing cH'cct. This species grows quickly, is more open
in habit than any other, aud, as it is so hardy, and very
moderate in price, it may be planted freely as a nurse
plant for more tender s|iecics.

Tuu.iA ORiENTALis (I'Jastcm or Chinese Arbor Vi tie).

—

It is tlic Biota oneiiUdis of Eudlicher. A handsome,
densely-branched species, of a rieli dark green colour,

very suitable to plant as a single specimen in the

rinetum. In very severe winters, in exposed situations,

the foliage is often turned brown on the windward side.

There are several varieties, tho handsomest of which
is named T. O. anrca, a dense, low bush, with ycliowlsh-

green leaves. The next are T. O. incurvata, T. O. Ne-
palensis, T. O. stricta, and T. O. variojata ar'jentea.

Thuja Siberica (Siberian Arbor Vitas). — In my

opinion this is tho handsomest, as well as tho most

hardy of tho whole genus. This winter, in my grounds,

though removed in October from a considerable dis-

tance, I have specimens four feet high, looking as fresh

and lively as they might bo expected to look in tho

autumn in the most favoured locality, whilst tho

Chinese species have suifercd greatly, several of them
being quite dead. It bears removal from a distance

better than any othei', because the roots are more dense.

I cannot write too much in its praiso as an ornamental

evergreen tree. Every grower will, I am quite sure,

agree with me, that it is a truly beautiful and extraor-

dinarily hardy tree. It, however, thrives best in a deep,

cool loam.
T'hu-ta rendula (Weeping Chinese Arbor Vitre).—

A

very singular species. There is a fine specimen of it

in the Royal Gardens, at Kew, and another iu the

Apothecaries Garden, at Chelsea. It is very rare.

Thuja pi.icata (Plaited Arbor Yitte).—A native of

Mexico, and, consequently, rather tender, but it will

live and thrive in the south, but requires a slight pro-

tection more northerly.

Widdringtonia, so named iu honour of Captain S.

E. Widdrington, a meritorious naval officer, by Pro-

fessor Eudlicher, a celebrated German botanist. The
genus is composed of two or tliree species, all, excepting

one, natives of the Cape of Good Hope. Tliey are

little better than shrubs, and well adapted to ornament

a winter garden or conservatory. \n such a place they

do not grow so large aud fast as to become unwieldy

or unsightly, and are curious and pleasing in their

habit. They should be potted in good, sound, pure

loam, well drained. In Devonshire and Cornwall they

will live in the open air, aud, probably, also in Ireland.

And here I would remark, that all Coniferje that are

said to be rather tender should be planted upon raised

mounds, and shoiild not even be planted there till they

liavo attained a considerable size, and become stout

aud woody. Young, tender plants are almo'st sure to

perish the first severe frost they are exposed to, but old,

sturdy fellows will bear the breeze with impunity that

kills at once their flush-grown yoimger fellows.

Widdringtonia corressoides (Cypressdike Widdring-

tonia).—An elegant tree, growing from ten to twenty

feet high in its native locality. It is the Thuja cu-

2)ressoides of Liuna3us.

Widdringtonia ERicoiDEs (Heath-like Widdringtonia).

—A native of Japan, and more hardy than the rest of

the genus. It has much the appearance of a strong-

growing Heath—hence its name.

Widdringtonia juniperoides (Juniper-hke Widdring-

tonia).—A low, elegant bush, seldom exceeding six feet

in, height. The leaves are tho broadest of the genus.

Propagation.—The space allotted me is full, aud,

therefore, I must deler this concluding section on

Couifera; till the next opportunity. . T. Api'LEBy.

(7o be conllinicd.)

THE PICOTEE.

This flower is, at least, as lovely as the Carnation.

The culture, soil, and propagation, are exactly the

same for both. They are so much alike hi foliage

and liabit that it is imjiossible to distinguish them by

the plants. It is in the flower that the dill'crenceis

seen. In the Carnation, tho colours upon the whito

ground are disposed in stripes, running upwards from

tho bottom of the petals, sometimes broad, aud some-

times narrower ; but iu tho I'icotee, tho colour is disposed

on the outer edge of each petal, and the more oven this

is tho more perfect the flower is.

/ think the Picotec even more beautifid than the
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lovely Carnation; but tastes differ, yet it cannot bo
denied that there is a delicate neatness about this flower

that tho Carnation docs not possess. It has, too, the
advantage of having a pod that opens in general more
regularly all round tlian that of the Carnation. The
other properties, such as form and size, are exactly the
same.

It now only remains with me to give a list of the best
varieties for 1^5-3. Picotees, like the Carnation, are
divided into classes, of whicli there are seven. They
are classed according to colour, and the quantity of
colour on the edge. The classes are— 1. Red, heavy-
edge. 2. Red, light-edge. 3. Rose, heavy-edge. 4. Rose,
light-edge. 5. Purple, heavy-edge. (l. Purple, light-

edge. 7. Yellow grounds, without any distinction as
to the depth of edge colour.

1. -EED, HEAVY-EDGED.

Jila (Barreuger) ; extra.
Ariel (Headley) ; vex"y fine.

BeUona (Morris).
Christaln-I ( Costar)

; extra.
Dii/,e of n'ellinyton (Sbarxj).
Empernr (Ely); extra.
Glury.

Gulio liuinaiia ; extra.

Isubf'llu (AVildman)
; extra.

James II. (Normau) ; a good
clear white ; new and good.

King James (Headlcy) ; line.

Lady Macbeth (May) ; new
;

cxti'a.

Mrs. Trahar (Dixon).
Mrs. Meijiiell (Ely).
Mrs. Xonnaii (Norman);

extra. Probably the finest

of its class.

Pearl (Kaye) ; a full flower;
extra.

Priiire of Wales (Morri.s)

;

fine.

Vniqiie (Hud.sou).

3.—KED, LIliHT- EDGED.

Duchess of Sutherlnml (Bur-
rough) ; excellent.

\

Emma (Burrough); lai'ge

petals, well-edged, and fine
Emma (Norman) ; extra.
Ernest (Edmonds) ; very

good. ,

Fair Ellen (NickUn).
Gem (Youell) ; a fine variety
Heiinj I'lII. (Kirlhuul).

Jenny hind (Edmonds);
extra.

Mary ( Dodwell ) ; extra.

Manyiaiia (Brnxough) ; very
fine ; a bold flower.

Hed Eclye (Garrett) ; very
clear white mth perfect edge.
Yorkshire Hern (Hexiworth)

;

extra.

Viiiqiie (Barrenger).

-KOSE, HEAVY-EDGED.

C.—rUKPLE, LIGHT-EDGED.

Borderer (Barraud) ; a good
variety.

Captivation (Headley) ; extra.
Faunij Irby (Wilson) ; very

good.
Grace Darling (Morris) ; fine.

Miss Rosa (Merryweather).
Princess Royal (Morris).

Princess Royal (^Vilmer).
T'ictoriu Regina (Morris); a

fine variety ; new.
J'enns (Headley) ; extremely

fine.

Unexpected (Morris); new
and good.

4. noSE, LIGHT-EDGED.

Countess Howe (Morris).
Fair Rosamond (Twitchett).
Lady Dacrc (Garrett).
Mrs. Barnard (Barnard).
The best in its class; a

constant and well-formed
flower, and a good breeder.

Princess Royal (Garrett). A
clean, well-1'orraed variety.

All the varieties 1 have named in this fourth class are
very good.

0. PURPLE, HEAVY-EDGED.

Alfred (Dodwell) ; exti'a.

Countess of Wilton (Hol-
land) ; very fine.

Duke of Rutland (Holly-
oake) ; very fine.

Ernestine (Turner)
;
good.

Lady Harriet Moore (Tm'-
ncr) ; extra.

Lord Xclson (Norman)
;

clean white ; excellentpod;
free from spot ; a fine
variety.

Marquis of Exeterillo\Ma.y).

Mrs. B. Norman. (Norman) ;

truly good.
Nidli Secundus (Mitchell).
Portia (Slay) ; extra.

Princess Alice (Wood) ; a

good old variety.

Prince Arthur (Fellows) ;

extra.

President (BuiTough)
;

fine.

Queen (Kaye)
; pure white

edge rich pm-])le and even
a fine variety.

very

Amy (Burrough) ; extra fine.

Beauty (Shaw); fine.

Dclicata (Holliday) ; extra
fine.

Duke of Newcastle (Bur-
rough ) ; extra.

Jane (Nonnau) ; superior to

Sharp's Elegant.
Juliet (May) ; a fine variety.

Juno (Mathews).
Miss Aiinesleij (Kirtland)

;

extra.

E.vrjnisitc (Hudson) ; very I
Prince Albert (Crask).

fine.
I
Regina (Cox) ; a very fine

Ganymede (Follows).
Haidee (Fellows) ; an extra

fine flower.

variety.

Ophelia (May) ; extra.

-YELLOW PICOTEES.

j

Pursee Bride (iMay) ; very

excellent.

Ariel (Brock) ; e.xtra.

Charles X.
Countess of Ashburnham; Prince of Wales (Brock);

extra. new and good.
Duke of Wellington (Brock) ; Proserpine (Groom) ; extra

fine. I fine.

Euphemia (Barraud); very
j

Queen J'ictoria (Mai'tin)

;

good.
I

good.
George 7/7. ( Finsley ) ; extra.

|

Romulus { Wilmer) ; neat and
Malay Chief (May ).

Mount Etna ^Hoyle); one
of the very best.

good.
Tojiaz (Hoyle) ; fine colour.

T. Appleby.

PLANTS WHILE IN THE SEED BED.
It not unfrequently happens that good seed is

sown on good ground, and under circumstances appa-
rently favourable, and yet there is " no produce," so tliat

the disappointed cultivator is often led to coujecture

many things, and often erroneous ones, too, ere he hits

on tlie right one. That he should not at once find

out the real cause of his want of success is not to be
wondered at, since the variously directed experiments of

a host of otherwise successful horticulturists have not
been able to discover a preventive to that disorder in the

Potato which has certainly diminished its utility, if it

does not utltiniatcly exterminate it altogether.

Now, though I certainly believe the uninformed
Spitalfields weaver, or Manchester cotton-spinner, would
more easdy overcome the dithculties attending the

raising of a few Cabbage plants, than the learned and
scientific horticulturist would that of ensuring a crop of

Potatoes against blight and other evils, still there are

many who know not tho dangers these Cahhage plants

are liable to ; and to thoni I now more especially address

myself, and beginning with that very important family,

for whose services at table we owe so much, let us con-

sider how we are to proceed, in order to have the

greatest amount of success. In the first place, as we
have tho parent of the family amongst us, growing and
sowing itself on tho almost inaccessible places of our
southern coasts, it would naturally appear that the

calcareous matter found there, as well as tlio highly-

impregnated state of the air willi saline particles, might,

at certain times, be conducive to its general wclfai'e; but,

as the saline atmosphere cannot well be imitated in

more inland stations, and the chalkey is both incon-

venient and often unattainable, some other remedy
must be proposed, because, though we are aware that the

present race of cultivated vegetables inherit, to a certain

extent, the features of the original, still they are so

altered and modified as not to leave many traces of their

parentage, except such as a botanist would discover.

Now, as I deem it no disgrace to borrow an idea now
and then, I confess that, next to the market-gardener,

who raises plants for his own use and for sale, by the

thousand, the humble cottager, whose spare hours and
attention is devoted to the care of his garden, is the next

best hand at rearing young plants of this and kindred

tribes ; his modest and unassuming little corner, where a
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few Cahhages ave sowu, of a kind himself or a neigh-

bour lias grown for years, is sure to succeed, because

daily attention is bestowed on the little spot, and the

arch-enemy met and repulsed at the outset; and by

occasional stirring amongst the plants, with a stick, &o.,

a degree of slrengtli and Iree growth is attained by them
which tlie more fashionable horticulturist in vain looks

for in the olf-handcd manner in which he treats such

common articles as a " lot of Cabbages." In fact, the

odds are, that he is likely to be without any, unless some
assistant takes their case in hand, or a friend assists him
with other plants.

Now, there is no mysterious agency at work in for-

warding the poor man's plants ; in fact, he often feels a

pleasure in communicating how ho treats them to all

who may be willing to listen to his simple recital of the

means he has adopted to secure so useful an end. He
combats disease by fortifying the patient in such a way
as to resist its attack. This is done by the aid of ma-
nures plenteously applied ; in fact, to such an extent as

completely to saturate the ground with them, thereby

urging on the young plant by supplying it with such

nourishing food, so as speedily removes it beyond the

reach of those pests which prey on those of a similar

age, but dilfereutly grown. This is no imaginary tale

;

the richly-manured ground in the neighbourhood is but

little affected by the Turnip-fly, slug, and other enemies

to young aud delicate vegetation. The rapid and vigo-

i-ous growth that takes place in the first instance soon

out-grows the attack of the first class of depredators,

while the frequent diggings and other workings among
the plants, prevent the latter from increasing to that

injurious extent they do in a more tardy cultivation.

From this it will be seen that the market-gardener

escapes the ravages of the foe by the mei'e application

of unlimited means, nnassisted by any of the nicer

points which enable the cottager to rear his plants
;

the former, in fact, accomplishing his object by sheer

strength, what the other has to do by stratagem and
untiring attention, in a way from which we may glean

a useful lesson, because, instead of advautages of posi-

tion, it is not likely but the poor man has to sow and
rear his little breadth of cabbages under the shade of a

fruit-tree, and on ground occupied by its roots, if not

by some others likewise ; and he has to watch and
nurse his plants in such a way as to give to them every

chance to succeed which art can bestow.

If the weather he very dry, frequent waterings in the

evening soon swell the seed vessels, and the infant

plants soon show themselves above ground ; then, to

protect them from the " fly," the wood ashes from his

fire (cool, but dry aud fresh) are dusted over them,

which imparts a stringency very distasteful to the whole
of the insect family, and generally sufficient to keep

them at bay, while its virtues remain unimpaired by the

atmosphere, which, however, is not long. A repetition

is, therefore, necessary, and sometimes this is often to

do, until at length the plant out-grows the evils to which
it is subjected to in its early career.

When more advanced, bis plants require his further

aid ; for, as they advance, the evils of their position will

be more apparent. To meet this, he, therefore, generally

applies such stimulating matter as comes in his way ; a

pail-full of soap suds is not a bad preventive to "the
club-root

;

" while any other little thing, in the way of

liquid-manure, is applied with equal care and dis-

crimination; while, to remedy the evils resulting from

the ground getting hard from the caking of the sediment

left on the top, it is broken up with a pointed stick, and
the plants left to enjoy those healthy exhalations which
fresli turned-up ground impart to all vegetation.

Under this fostering care, the plants prosper so long

as they are capable of deriving their sole nourishment
from such artificial means. Afterwards, the evils of

their position (if it be a shaded one), cannot be con-
cealed, for the plants will get weak and leggy

; they are,

therefore, to be transplanted afresh before that evil

occurs, in order to benefit by a more open exposure.
In thus drawing attention to the cottager's mode of
nursing his plants, I wish to put our more favoured
brethren on tlie right path. The difiiculty of obtaining
" a plant " of many of oiu- most common garden
vegetables, in difiicult seasons, liko the present one, is

attended with some trouble, and veiy often a fearful loss.

To prevent this, is, therefore, of importance, and we
will return to the subject. , J. Eobson.

SWEDISH TURNIP CULTURE.
(Cuntinued from page 128.)

The second division of our subject, is the tillage of

land, so as to render it clean, and free from couch grass.

The first consideration is the proper time for fallowing,

or first ploughing the laud, and this will, of course,

vary, according to the system of farming, and the rota-

tion of crops adopted ; for it is now the practice, upon
many well-managed farms, where the greatest amount
of sheep stock is kept, and upon chalk and gravel soils,

not infested with couch grass, to sow all, or nearly all,

the land intended for Swedish Turnips, with Rye, or

Winter Tares, and sometimes with Trifulium, to be fed

off with sheep in the spring months, and then to be

sown with Turnips, after one ploughing. A good

nunrber of harrowings and rollings are required, so as

to bring the land into a good tilth by seoiu'ing a per-

fectly pulverised surface ; and, in order to effect this, it

is essential that the land should be reduced by rolling

and harrowing, immediately after ploughing, and, if the

weather is very dry, on the same day as the ploughing,

for upon this point rests the chance of retaining sufli-

cient moisture in the land to vegetate the seed, aud

insure the action of the manure, and a rapid growth of

the young plant.

There is, also, another rotation of cropping, which

would influence the mode of proceeding for the culture

of tliis root. Thus, upon farms where the soil is dry and

warm, and where the system of keeping early lambing

ewes is adopted, thereby rendering necessary a rotation

of close cropping, a part of the land intended for the

growth of Swedes should be sown with Tares aud Tri-

folium soon after harvest ; but upon the I'emainiug

part I have adopted a plan, upon my own farm, of

Italian Rye-grass, which gives a great abundance of

sheep food during the months of October, November,

and December. The first, or fallow ploughing, in this

case, is deferred until the middle of December ; aud the

after-culture, upon which I will further remark, will, of

course, commence in the spring, as soon as the land is

in a fit state for working.

Having been, for many years, an advocate for less

ploughing than is usually done in preparing land for

the Swede crop, and believing that the most essential

points, in cultivating for this root, are the complete

pulverisation of the surface, and the fimiuess of the

bottom soil, I was induced, a few years ago, to under-

take an experiment, for the purpose of proving to what
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extent a reduction of expenses might be made in tlio

tillage of the laud.

For this purpose, I selected a field of ten acres, the

soil a deep loam, upon brick earth, and the previous

crop wheat, which had been manured and sown after

one ploughing out of clover lea. Having been seeded

with Italian Rye-grass iu the month of March, it

aflbrded food for sheep from September to December,

After being divided into equal parts of five acres each,

the following course of tillage was pursued ;

—

No. 1.

—

-Fivo Acres under llie nsuul sijstcm.

In December, one deep ploughincr, at per acre

In February, two draggings -

„ two harrowings-

„ one rolling - -

In IMnrfli, one ploughing

,,
four draggings _ . .

,,
four liarrowings -

,, two rollings - . ,

In May, one plougliing . ^ .

,, two draggings

,, four liarrowiugs - _ .

,, two rollings ,

No, ^.

—

-Fh'e Acres nnder the improved system.

£ s. d.

In December, one deep ploughing, at per acre Iv!

£
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but tlioir simplest concerns, antl proposes all things against

the time of neetl.

In the evening of this day, after afternoon service, a
rumbling noise in Betty's chimney began to be heard. Her
cottage is one of two, which form the same tenement, and
the chimneys are bad; to back. Betty, with characteristic

caution, always l;eeps her chimney clean, but her neighbours
are careless people, and it was soon discovered that their

chimney was on tire. The bricklayer, who was on the spot,

assured Betty all was right for her, and she need fear

nothing; so she quietly sat down toiler tea; but in one
moment sucli a volume of burning soot fell down her chimney
and into her kitchen, that the place seemed altogether on
fire. I'oor Betty rushed through it to the door, scarcely

knowing where she went, and fell heavily into tlie street.

She managed to get up, and then fell again quite helplessly.

Neighbours raised her, and carried her into a cottage, where
she lay insensible for some time, duriug -which iieriod the
tire was put out ; but the wind blew so violently against the
front door, that it could not be opened to get water from tlie

well, because it increased the flame of the burning soot.

Now was seen the providential care of the Lord ! The tubs
and pans Betty liad filled in the morning at the back door
were the means of preserving both little cottages. That extra-

ordinary and ready supply of water was enough to extinguish
the fire. But for tliat, both cottages must have been
destroyed. The public-house, a thatolied building, stood

close to the sj)Ot, and the burning tlakes fell so thick upon
it, that had not the rain in the morning fallen in the torrents

it did, nothing could have jirevented its taking fire. Thus,
while men were busy wilh other things, and other thoughts,

the Lord was preparing all things to work His will. He
prep.ired the rain, and the full vessels to quench the fire.

He chose, in His infinite wisdom, to send the danger, and
the deliverance; to prove to the children of men, that all

tilings arise from His bidding ; and that if we will but fear-

lessly and belieriugly trust in Him, nothing can harm us.

A cottage chimney on fire is a trifling thing. The rich man
may drive by and disregard it as beneath his notice ; but it

is not beneath the notice of the King who sitteth on .an

everlasting throne. He can make even it show forth His
goodness; and He deigns tojn'epare the simplest occurences
connected with it.

But poor Betty! Betty recovered her senses, but she was
very w-eak and poorly for some days, and could not sleep

without starting up in alarm of fire. She was much hurt
in her side, and complained for some weeks of a settled

pain there, which made us fear internal injury; but she is

a very remarkable woman, and fights through illnesses

that many younger persons would sink under. She has a
powerful constitution ; hut, she has an arm tlirown round
her which shields her from every harm.
One morning, Betty waked early with a sort of cough, and

was terrified at perceiving herself covered, as she fancied,

with blood. It was so indeed; she had coughed up a
great quantity, but from tliat moment the pain in her side

was gone, and she is now perfectly well and as cheerful as

ever. Ujjwards of ninety, as she is, this shod; was very
lilcely to prove fatal to her ; but she still " muddles about,"

and looks as well as she did before. She is fully sensible of

the source from " whom all blessings flow," of the Spirit that
led her to jirepare for the approaching danger, and of the
anil that has sustained her from her youth even until now.
Ah! if we could «// feel this ! The same God, "even our
own God," watches over us, prepares our smallest, simplest
circumstances, and oveixules all for our good !

" Oh that

men would therefore praise the Lord for his goodness ; and
declare the wonders that he doeth for the children of men !

"

Eeaders ! are there any among you who profess to see
God in ipvai things, but cannot perceive Him in lillle ones ?

Eemember, "not a spaiTow falleth to the ground without
your Father ;

" and that every hair on your thoughtless heads
is " numbered." See the Lord in cvnylhiiuj, no matter how
trifling. You cannot turn up one lane or down another
without Him. You cannot tell what dangers are warded off

by His hand, or see "the horses and chariots of firo" tliat

are round about you; but be assured of this: tliat "the
angel of the Lord encampeth round about them that fear

Him, and delivereth them." Kemember " there is no king
saved by the multitude of an host; a miglity man is not

delivered by much strength;" but the same Lord who
watches over the lowly steps of the " Widow Indeed," must
keep the high and mighty too, or tlwij will fall to the ground.
Pleaders ! fear the Lord, and ir\isl in Ilim ; and then you
will be ready to meet every danger. " Enter into your
closets " (/«^7?/, "and shut the door;" thcfe you will always
find enriching showers to fill your buckets.

POULTRY-YARD REPORT.
Ha-^tng seen in the columns of your paper a report on a

poultry-yard, I now forward you mine, which, I think, will

prove as satisfactory as the one from your correspondent
S. P. My stock, at the present time, consists of eight hens
and two cocks, all of whicli are true bred Cochin-China,
which were hatched last March (lS.''i3), and commenced to

lay in October, since which period I liave not been short of

eggs. In January and February I had ten hens, as the
scale drawn out below will show.
Having spoken of my stock, I will now say what they are

fed on. There is a box filled with a mixture of the follow-

ing ingredients: — viz., barlej', oats, wheat, buck-wheat,
liemp-seed, maize, and peas, which is always at their com-
mand. How I came to know of tliis, is liaving seen it

advertised in your columns, by a man named Smitli, of the
Old Kent Pioad, as a capital mixture for poultry, which it is

without any mistake.

1853.
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and, as his horse is entirely used for riding, he vehemently

protests against the noble animal doing any senile work.

He takes high ground, and, altogether, you had hotter not

read the following sentence to Caleb, or you will never hear

the last of it.

My father was accustomed to say, " No blessing upon our

countiy since we have changed oiu- coursers into beasts of

burden and tillage. Has not Allah made the horse for the

race, the ox for the plough, and the camel for the transport

of merchandise ? There is nothing gained by changing the

ways of Allah."

So much for the Arabian horses. To return to our own
" faithful hut humble steed," as Sir Robert Peel once styled

his pony.

Do what we may, these articles wiU take on themselves

somewhat of the nature of the eccentric little brute, the

subject of them. We do not proceed with tlie even me-
thodical pace of tlie regular old hack. Starting off, it may
be, with the very steadiest resolves, aT a fair round trot;

anon, " oiu' trot becomes a gallop soon, in spite of curb or

i-ein," and we get carried along, like Gilpin, farther than we
intended. But no matter : by and by we liave time to

breathe ourselves at a leisui-ely foot's pace, the pace after all

in which the pony most excels ; the multifai-ious vocations

of our pony require from his faithful but humble historian

sundry digressions from well-beateu roads into the bye-wavs

and green lanes of rural ceconomics ; and just now I am
going to stand by and see " pony " attended to after an
excursion.

Fu'st, he must have his feet well washed out, and
picked dean of all bits of gravel, A'C, his legs and tlie

under part of his body very quickly rubbed dry, his ears, if

cold, well cliafed mtli the hand till the circulation is re-

stoi-ed. This done, he must he put into the stable, a litUe

clean straw shaken under liim, and a small feed of corn

administered. All this will not talie more than a quarter

of an hour or so. Caleb may now get his own dinner with

an easy conscience, or he may throw a few buckets of water

over the conveyance before the dirt dries upon it ; he may clean

his harness; attend to his cucumbers and melons; he may
milk his cows ; he may do anything, he has an hour or two's

law before he need go near the pony again. By this time, rest,

food, and warmth, wiU have recruited the pony. The glow

first set up by cliafing the ears and rubbing the legs diy, will

have gradually extended itself over tlie whole skin ; greatly

in aid of Mr. Caleb's exertions when he commences in earnest

the work of rubbing down. Now if this had been set about

at fh'st the labour would have been much greater, because

of the want of any assistance from the reaction in the skin

itself ; the process would have taken more time, and would
have been an annoyance to the poor animal, who wants to

be quiet awhile, and is ready for his corn, if he be good for

anything. Again, if you have got him rubbed dry at once,

before reaction is established, ten to one but tliis will shew
itself afterwards by the breaking-out of a profuse sweat, just

when you would wish to leave the stable, everything finished

to yom' satisfaction

!

But, if nothing whatever is done at the horse at first when
he comes in, there is danger of his getting a chill ; the

blood may forsake the surface, and, in vulgar parlance, be
"thrown in" upon some important organ, as the lungs for

instance ; and, if no cai'e is taken to get the legs diy forth-

with, you may be visited by that constant associate of idle

grooms and miry roads called " grease in the heels." You
can always see the extremities matlc dry and attended to

forthwith ; but it is really impossible for Caleb Balderstone,

witli his many vocations, always to find time to rub a liorse

cimipletdy dry the instant he comes home ; he may have to

wait hours to be fully attended to ; and there is a great deal

in habit in these matters. The healthy, natm'al tone of the

slcin should never be sacrificed by hot clothing, close stables,

itc. It is greatly assisted by plenty of good corn. A horse

in good keep gets dry in half the time it takes to dry a half-

starved animal.

We were looking at pony's feet just now. There are, as

it were, two diflerent tj'pes or styles of foot, even amongst
ponies. One round, broad, and rather flat, like the ox's

hoof; the other more oval-shaped, narrowed, and hoUower,
like the foot of a mule. The fonner sort is natural to flat,

clayey soils, tlie ploughed fields, and where the roads are

level but heavj-, the work uniform, and the speed even and
moderate. Tlie latter best withstands the severe con-

cussions occasioned by going nimbly over hard, stony, hilly

countiy. The general conformation often goes with the

foot. " Ex pede Herculom" they used to say; Hercules
being the Latin name of a horse. Since the days of Xeno-
phon and of Vh-gil, the foot has been considered of the

vei'y greatest importance. The round-footed horse has

often a capacious, round chest, cajiable of furnishing plenty

of good blood to a rather gross body, and thick, almost

clumsy limbs. Now, a chest of this kind has not much
power of being distended beyond a certain limit, and, accord-

ingly, the animal, though capable of gi-eat ordinary exertion,

is rather put about when called upon for extraordinai?

eflTorts. But the oval foot is accompanied, not seldom, by

a narrower but very deep chest, a high chine, and a slighter

and more sinewy foi'm. This oval chest is cajiable, relatively

to its size, of greater dilation, when needed, than the round

;

and, altogether, the animal is better adapted to make great

temporary effoits, whether of increased speed, or in spring-

ing up a hill ; though the other will take a lieaAier load, and
get through a vast deal of work at a fan-, even pace.

This narrow, hollowed foot is liable to become conti'acted,

and is much benefited by the cool grass, or by an occasional

stopping with cow -dung when altogether in tlie stable. But
the broad foot is very apt to get too moist, and the fleshy

central part, called the frog, will sometimes inflame, smell

badly, and so get what is called thi-ush. It may be neces-

sary here to apply a pledget of tow, with tar, at [night, re-

moving it in the morning. Tliere has an excellent method
of shoeing been lately introduced, which consists in seeming
the shoe weU at the toe, and only fixing the nails on tlie

outside of the foot. This enables tlie sole to contract and
expand almost as freely as if the animal were not shod at

all : it is a great pi'eventive of lameness. If tlie pony is

expected to do much towards his living liy jobbing about
in the cart, the shoes should be provided with very small
heels or calkins ; otherwise not.

The round, punchy form, above alluded to, is the best

where there is much farm-work, and a drag of a phaeton to

try at ; but such a horse is rather liable to liecome broken-
winded, bemg much given to stufling himself with hay, and
he will not always stand corn very well. The food, how-
ever, and especially the water, slioidd be sti'ictly attended

to ; and the subject habituated gradually to an aristocratic

allowance of oats, and weaned of his vulgar fondness for

hay. This land is often dun, or brown-coloured, or roan.

Tlie dark chesnut, or ii'on-grey, has more frequently a nar-

rowed foot, and is of the form better adapted for riding,

drawing a light gig, and for occasional farm-work.

A domesticated animal, be the same horse, cow, fowl, or

pig, must have a certain amount of food merely to enaLde it

to exist: we can only expect it to pay for the keeping by ren-

dering us anything notable in the shape of muscular power,

musculai- flesh, fat, butter, milk, eggs, &c., in return for an
additional quantity and more excellent quality of food juili-

ciously given. "Feed well," was the Pioman fai'mer's motto.
" Feed weU."

r.S. I hope to he enabled to give your readers some cal-

culations of the expense of keepuig a stout pony, or small

horse and chaise, upon strictly utUitarian principles, in a
future article, if I may be allowed so to do.

—

Yiegyok.
[Permission is given.

—

Ed. C. G.]

DISEASED DIGESTIVE ORGANS IN A
DORKING HEN.

WHICH ARE BEST LAYERS?
A fortnight ago, a fine Dorking hen (two years old'), who

had the run of a paik, and eveiy advantage as to diet and
care, was brought to me by the woman who had charge of

the lot with an immensely distended crop ; she had obser\'ed

it increasing for the last three days, but the hen was other-

wise in good health, ealiny irell and laying, though she could

scai'cely move, as her crop actually touched the ground when
she was standing up. Having read in your jotu-nal of the

good efi'eets of cleaning the crop out in obstinate cases of

indiyestion, and fancying this might be one, I had an incision
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made,when a quartof blackliquid (smelling most offensively)

immetliiitcly iionred out, and a few kernels of barley ; the

hen did not appear to suffer, and made no resistance. The
crop, being thoroughly cleaned out, was carefully sown up,

and on being otlered a little toast and ale she eat it greedily.

I hoped I had effected a cure ; but the next morning my
i

sm'prise was great to find her crop as large as ever ; it was

again opened, and with the same result, excepting the

barley, wliicli, as she had had none, of course did not

appear; in fact, she had had but one tablespoonful of toast

and ale, and no water. She continued in this stale till last

Monday, when I was advised to give her water with rue in

it, and leave it before her; this I did; she drank a great

quantity, and the next morning I found her dead.

[This case would have beeu an interesting case for exa-

mination. I should imagine that there was an obstruction

in somo part of the digestive canal, most probably between

the crop and the gizzard, but, in the absence of a post

mortem, it is impossible to speak decidedly. Hens often lay

one or two days after becoming ill, those eggs being laid of

which the yolks were matured before the attack. The
malaily is not likely to recur among the other fowls.

—

AV. B. Teoetmeik, Toltniilmm.]

Seeing your courteous answers to the many who .apply for

information, induces me to offer my slight experience on

the often-mooted question as to " which breed of fowls are

the best layers ? " I have, for the last three years, kept seven

different breeds, which are—1, Cochin-China ; 2, Spanish
;

:i, Dorkings ; 4, Silver-Pencilled Hambiu-ghs ;
f), Gold-

Laced Sebright Bantams ; C, White Bantams ; and, 7,

some half-bred Dorkings, Some of these 1 liave not had

quite so long, but quite time enough to judge fairly of them,

having had none less than eighteen months, and I have no
hesitation in saying, that the Spanisli lay botli the finest

and the greatest number of eggs, and a glance at my
poultry book, which I shall be happy to show, will prove it.

The fowls have all ditferent walks, and, as nearly as possible,

the same advantages, all having daily liberty ; if any, tlie

Cochin-China and Sebright Bantams are the most favoured,

as they are close to the house.—S. H.

SEA WEEDS.—No. 1.

TiTE study of the Marine AU/ie, or, as they are commonly
called. Sea Weeds, is so full of interest, that those who enjoy

it themselves can scarcely refrain from endeavouring to

spread the pleasure wliioh they feel by imparting it to

others. It is delightful to be at the sea-side, to watch wave
after wave rushing in upon the shore, or breaking, in showers

of spray, on some time-worn rock or pebbly beach. It is

equally enjoyable, on a calm and sunny day, to feel that the

tide is stealing in upon you almost imperceptibly, while the

blue sky is reflected in the mighty mirror. But how is the

pleasure increased, and the interest deepened, to those who
are searching for the beautiful Ocean plants ! How do they

watch each coming wave to see what treasures it may cast

at their feet, or look, with earnest gaze, into the little clear,

rocky pools, fringed all round mlh delicate Algis, the little

crabs lurking in their shade ; the curious star fish spreading

out their numerous feelers ; or the red sea-anemone studding

the stones and expanding in the sunshine, or suddenly
closing up as something touches it. And then, too, the

limpets, glued as it were to tlie rocks, and the perriwinkles,

and the sudden dart of a shrimp, or the elegant movements
of a company of the delicate little sand-eels. Oh I even as

I write, liow I long for the sea-shore.

Many and many an hour have I passed upon it, looking

so earnestly for weeds that time and weariness were almost

forgotten ; and on one occasion I found, on looking up, that

I was completely surrounded, and bad to walk tlirough the

water, to the delight of an old sea-captain, wlio, having a

scarcity of occupation, used to edify himself, or rather in-

dulge his curiosity, by watching other people's proceedings

through a telescope. I was very glad to be on the diy sand

j
once more, though I was afraid I should have iiad to go

I

back again ; for a little white poodle had followed me from
I

my lodgings, and at first seemed too tiniiil to follow me
j

through the water, but at last she ventured, and poor little

I Fan and her friend were quite safe.

There is much of disappointment, as well as of pleasure,

in searching for Algro. Marine pleasures, as well as earthly

ones, are subject to vicissitudes. The wind, perhaps, is not

favourable ; or the season may not be a good one ; or the

weed-gatherer may not be there at the right time. Like all

other things, it requires patience and perseverance. But
then, these, generally speaking, bring their reward with

them ; and great is the pleasure when a weed, never seen

before, is found, and the prize is carried home to be fioated

and dried, to be placed in the herbarium at some future

time, while duplicate pieces are carefully wrapped up in

oiled-silk, or gulta percha cloth, to delight some inland

friend, througli the medium of the post ; or to refresh some
invalid naturalist, whose languid eye lights up with pleasure

as he surveys weed after weed, and feels that he owes them
to the kindness of a friend who has not forgotten to share

his pleasures with one \vlio is unable to procure them for

himself. Oh ! who but those that liave felt it, can tell how
refreshing it is to be tlius kindly remembered. It is as re-

freshing to the spirit as sunshine to tlie body. The law of

kindness, is, indeed, a pleasant thing—a cordial to the sink-

ing spirits, a cup of consolation to tlie weary. Are we jirae-

tising it ?

Dr. Harvey says, that the name ylli/ir is now limited by
botanists to that lai'ge group or natural class of Cryptogamia,

or flowerless plants, which form the principal and cha-

racteristic vegetation of the waters. The sea, in no climate,

from the polai- circle to tlie equator, is altogether free from
Algffi, though they abound on some shores much more than

on others. " Some are so minute as to be wholly invisible,

except in masses, to the naked eye, and require tlie highest

powers of our microscopes to ascertain their form or struc-

ture. Others, growing in the depths of the great Pacific

Ocean, have stems which exceed in length fthough not in

diameter) the trunks of the tallest forest trees; and others

have leaves that rival in expansion those of the Palm."

Of the " constant colours " of Sea Weeds, I shall speak

in another paper; merely warning the young botanist not to

depend too much on colour alone, as from circumstances it

may vary. Again I borrow from Dr. Harvey—" Laurencia

piiiiiatijlda is particularly variable in this respect. When
this species grows near low-water mark it is of a fine, deep,

piirple-red, a little higher up it is dull purple-brown, higher

still, a pale brownish-red, and at last, near high-water mark,

it is often yellowish or greenish. Chunttriis crispiis, too,

when found in shallow water, exposed to strong sunlight, is

often of a bright herbaceous green; and Cerdinhim nitiriim

passes through every shade of red and yellow, and at last

degenerates into a dirty white before it ceases to grow."

Many Sea Weeds change colour very much after being taken

out ot water, especially some of the Spnrorliiiiis tribe, which

are bright olive when first taken from the sea, but soon be-

come soft, and change to a verdigris-green, spoiling the

colour of other delicate Algse with which they may bemixed.

I hape that my readers will become interested in Sea

Weeds, if they have not already done so, and that the ex-

amination of those wonderful works of God will be found

elevating to the mind, and lead to the contemplation of Him
who created the sea and the things that are therein.—" This

great and wide sea ! "—S. B.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•» We request that no one will write to the tlepartmentftl writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble nnd

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of ,

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.''^

Calceolarias and Wimulus {W. A. L.)-—The seedling Calceo-

larias, now (SOth May) in the fourth leaf, will not flower in time to make
any show this season ; but Miniulus seedlinps, in the same state of for-

wardness, will be in bloom by the middle of July, with good manage-
ment, and be very useful through the autumn.

Pruning B^nksian Roses (3/. i)/.).—They ore pruned as soon as
I

they are out of tlower, and not at any other time, unless they are young
or tito strong, and make long, watery shoots towards the end of the

summer, when all such ought to be stopped or cut out entirely, accord-

ing to the room for training them.
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Eegoma FUCHSioiDES (/fii(/).—TMs IS a most troublesome customer

at the best ; here and there we see a passable plant of it, but, generally

speaking, very few gardeners can do much good with it after the first

season. It requires little water in winter, but will take as much as a

geranium all through the summer.

Japan Lilies (/iiV).—We leave them out all the winter, and they

improve uondcrlully. We never gave them any protection ; but in very

severe frost they Iiiul better be covered with tan or ashes.

\^'allflowers {Ihid).—Yes; we plant slips of them in the shade;

and now, or very soon after, is the best time.

Calistegia [R. F. S.).—If the Calisteffia pubescpiis, from China, is

the one meant, it is out of its way altogether to have it in a pot, and
it never pays for ])ot-cuUure for an amateur. It is hardier than the

Common Daisy, and in a good border it flowers abundantly; but it is a

very troublesome plant, increasing so fast by the roots, and every morsel

of them grows. It does not like to be in the full sun. It seems to do

best growing wild, like our own White Convolvulus in the hedges, to

which plant it is very closely related, only it is not half so pretty, unless

you could get the single form of it, which is the prettiest hardy plant '

among the Bindweeds. !

Adtumn-bearing Raspberries (Nemo).—Your raspberry plants
^

are quite right. Very young nursery plants will not fruir, or, at least,

should not he allowed to carry fruit the same season they were planted.
;

Cut down the old stems, and take good care of the sucker shoots now i

coming, and they will fruit abundantly. '£\\<t Lopho<;pennum srundens

is well suited to climb up a pillar during the summer ; it will cling for

support by twisting the leafstalk round anything small enough tor the

embrace, say wire or string. Use the alluvial soil by all means.

Plants for Square Orange Uoses (Perst-verancc).—You have
twenty-four boxes, two feet square, aod you want twcntj'-four kinds of

plants in them to decorate the lawn, hut twenty-four pigs, with one ear

a piece, would look quite as well. When you "decorate" a lawn with

square or round boxes, you must have at least two-thirds of the number
in match pairs—two boxes Mith pink Hydvaiigeas, and two boxes with
deep blue ones would look well, two of deep purp'e Ftu^hsias, and two of

the best white, two with 7/p//ofr shrubby old plants of ('alceolnrius, two
with the blue African Lily (Agapanthus), two horse-shoe scarlet Gem-
mums six feet in diameter, two Toin Thumbs of the same size, two of

Lucia Riisea Grranium, or any of that breed, and a few more tliat way,

as the Duke of liuccUugh has them near Edinburgh, and the Duke of

Devonshire near London. We never saw a bed of scarlet Geraniums
mixed with Eschschollzia, and we doubt the good effect of the mixture

;

but as your employer wishes "particularly" to>try one, he has a right

to insist on having as many of them as he chooses. The best way would
have been to sow the yellow broadcast about the middle of April, and to

plant out the scarlets at one foot apart, or more .according to size.

Flower Garden Plan {A Sussex Parson).—A is by far the best

plan of the two, and would not be improved either by additions from B,

or by joining the two entrance beds at each side; but your scarlets,

bright pinks, or light purples, ought to be in pairs in said entrance beds ;

that is, in plan A, 2 and 3 ought to be with the same iilant ; 7 and 12

ditto ; 10 and 15, and IJ), 20, the same. In B, the centre 30 is out of all

proportion too small for the rest of the beds. For ten or twelve best

climbers for the rectory — Clematis moiittuia, Sicboldii, and cwrult-n

frrandijiora, a Passion flower, a Wistaria sinensis, a tree potato, or

Solanum jasminoides, a little Iii^y on the north, with a Virginia creeper

railed with it, two or three Evergreen climbing Roses, as Fcticite Per-
petitelle, Myriartthes, Princess Maria, with Cobea, Luphnspermum,
Mnurandyas, and Eccremocarpus, for summer climbers, are all very good
A list of herbiceous plants, and of the very best of them, can he gathered
from our last few numbers, and we shall add to them from time to time.

We liave no writers on fish ponds or stews, but some of our readers may
be able to give some useful hints on this subject, and for such hints we
should he much obliged.

Guide for arranging Colours in Beds.—A Sussex Parson says :—" 1 observe you mention in The Cottage Gardener, as a good plan
for arranging the colours in a garden, the advantage of using wafers.

I have found jiapcr of different colours, cut to the shape of the beds,
having the severiil colours cut to each bed, of great assistance to me.
Indeed, I tbmk it gives, as nearly as possible, the effect the garden will

have when planted."

Edging for Bf.ds (Ibid).—*'I\Iy beds are edged with wood two
inches wide, painted white, and sanded ; at a little distance you would
scarcely distinguish it from stone edging." When wood is thus sanded,
a thin coat of paint over the sand improves the appearance, and renders
the semblance to stone more perfect and durable.

Bees deserting their Hive (J. H.).—"Early last year, I made
a purchase of two stocks of bees (to replace some losses), they were in

old straw hives, and remarkably he.ivy and strong, so much so, that I

fully expected from them unusually early swarms, hut Blay passed over,

and June, and though they hung out of both hives in enormous clusters

fir several weeks, one only threw off a swarm, and that in July, and it

(fortunately as it turned out, no doubt) housed itself in an old hive full

of comb, the bees in which had died through want of feeding. I gave it

up for lust, being so late a swarin ; but.mark the sequel. A fortnight ago,

I discovered that the hive which had not swarmed, and which I imagined
to be more than usually strong on that account, was not working, and on
further examination I found it empty ' as far as bees were concerned,
about balf-a-rtozen only "f dead bees were scattered about, and, strange
to stay, it was full of combs, and two or three of them which I cut out
wevefull of howy ' On the othirr hand, the hive tliat did snarm, and
the late swarm, 1 deemed so weak, are both strong and active, and have
had no feeding, other than Ihc deserted sweets before named, and which
I placed within reach,—a piece of attention which was evidently ap-
preciated." The queen in yuur deserted hive died from old age, or some
accident, most probably the former, and at a time when there was neither
eggs nor brood wherewith to make another, and the bees on that account
deserted the hive, and joined one of your ether stocks. Your stock that
swarmed last year has certainly a young queen, from which you may
expect a swarm as early as the season will allow, if from the swarm, or

not, is doubtful, unless you can ascertain that its parent swarmed the

year before.

Diseased Shanchae (W. C. S.).—The hen forwarded for exami-
nation died from long-standing inflammation of the egg-passage, an
exceedingly frequent disease in birds fed up fur exhibition, or sale. The
complaint is more fully alluded to in a paper in a recent number, but
this case confirmed, in an especial manner, my views as to the reversed
action of the egg-passage, as I found an imperfect e^rg (which bad re-

ceived an investing membrane in the middle of the egg-tube) esraping
from its open funnel-shaped upper extremity.—W. B. TKfiETMEiER.

Vine Scale (C. C).—The insects you enclosed to us are the Vine
Scale {Coccus vitis). It is totally different from the Red Spider. See
drawings of each at page 26o and page 5 of The Cottage Gardeners*
Dicfifinury. The subject of fertilizing the queen bee is quite undc-
teruiined.

lluuBARB Wine (T. G. E.).—Full answers to your queries are in our
I6lst number, being page /I of our seventh volume.

SuANGUAE Pullets Eggs (A Cockney Amateur).— Pullets eggs of
every breed usually produce chickens weaker than do the eggs of hens.
'I'iic chickens partly formed, but dead in the shell, shew that the eggs
« ere chilled at the time when formation was arresteil. Shanghae egcs
do not require more time for incubating than other fowls eggs. We
cannot tell where you can obtain the seed of Anemone pr<EcQx.

Anemone Sowing [Dromorc).—If you have a cool greenhouse, sow
them early in IMarch, in boxes. If you have not such shelter, sow,
during early April, in the open ground. We suppose you are enquiring
about the kind usually grown in borders.

Worm Casts {\V. C).—These can only be prevented by frequent
applications of lime water.

Vine-leaves turning Yellow (T. H. TI'.).— The leaves look as if

they had been scorched. Give air earlier in the morning, and have the
air in the house less damp.

Florist in a ssiall Way (A Would-be-Florist).—We cannot advise
yovi ; but we will say, that no one could wish another a worse fate than to

be a small florist, even if he had a full knowledge of his business, which
you say you have not. A small florist cannot live, unless he works also
as a jobbing gardener.

Pansey Culture (An Infjuirci-).—hook at our ll/th number.

Heating a Span-roofed Vinery and Greenhouse, Pits, &c.
(Co, Cork).—We would gladly comply with your request, but a descrip-
tion is often sufficient, and iilans are expensive to engrave. You will

find most of what you want on heating pits, &e., by Mr. Fish, in a late
number. If not, be so good as state your particular wishes on the matLer,
and they will be attended to. You will see an article on a span-roofed
greenhouse and vinery page 122, in which you may find something to

suit you. In addition, let us say that your contemplated span-roofed
house, 4H feet long by 14 feet wide, will be a most useful one. divided in

the middle, and intended half for vines, and half fbr plants. As a sort of
index to your proposed proceedings, the following items may act as an
tmtline :—Hcnse to stanil north and south ; a door in the middle of each
end; back walls three fret high; upright glass sashe^?, three feet in
height ; height of ridge, eleven or twelve feet. Then, though one house
is to be vines, yet, as you will be sure to furnish it with plants at times,
it will be wise policy to arrange both divisions alike. Have a shelf all

round, except at the doors, from eighteen inches to two feet in width ;

the heating pipes underneath that shelf; two four-in^h pipes for green-
housp, and three-inch for vinery; then a pathway three feet in width-,

and, in the centre, a platform or stage as suits your fancy.

Scurf on Shanghae Cocic's Comb (S. J. Wells}.— If the scurf is

white, it is what has been called White Comb, and curable by rubbing
it for a few days, every second day, with an ointment made of Cocoa Nut
Oil and Turmeric. With regard to your previous question, you will sec

what Mr. Tegctmeier wishes at p. lEO.

Bolton Grey Fowls [EdwiJi).—These are only pencilled Hamburgl^a
by another name.

Quarter of an Acre (A. B., Liverpool).— It is quite impossible to

answer your questions. The produce of it will not keep pigs, for they
retpiirc other food than garden refuse. You must get some practical

man on the spot to advise you. To ask us " what would be the gross

income from it," without a single fact on which to found a judgment, is

like the problem " If the deck of a ship is 100 feet long, and its mast 80
feet, what is the name of the Captain?" We shall be obliged by your
information about poultry ; and if you ask us a plain question as to ^iiy

crop, or crops, we will answer it.

Snow OF Roses {Turquoise).— Let your gardener go to the Botanic
Society's Show, in Regent's Park, on June 8th.

Names op Plants (IT. -Y. IT.).—One is Ornilhogalum rnarriatiim,
I we think, and the other, the common double Orange Wallflower. (7*.

Hoberls).—2. Epigoenrepens. 4. PulygalachainiEbu.ris. .'5 Varctninm

I

myrsinites. Send us fresh specimens of the others. (E. S.).—The
common Grey Poplar, Popuius canescens- {Querent).—Atfora Mos-

i
rhalellinn, or Tuberous-rooted Moschatell. It belongs to Octandiia

, Tetragynia of the Linnjean System, and to the Natur.il Order i>f

Saxifrages. Do you not remember the lines

I

Adoxa loves the greenwood shade ;

!

There, waving through the verdant glad*',

;

Her scentecl seed she strews.

1
(R. HI. E,).—The weed Swine's Cress, Coronopus RuellU. (IT'. X. W.^.
— Yours is Fuchsia corymbiflora.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-strcel.
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SoMKRViLLB Orr, of Church Hill, ^\'altha^nstow, in the County ol
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Church, City of London.—June 2nd, 1853.
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9 Tu Pale Prominent ; willows.
10 F Cream-spot Tiger; woods.
11 S ISt. Barnauas.
12 Son's Sunday ai-tee Trinity.
\3 M Warbled Brown ; oaks,

14 To Beaut. Yellow Underwiug,

15 \V Bird-wing; fir trees.

Weather near London
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places which supplied tho exhibitiou tables. The
"young mail" had the highest possible recommenda-
tion ; he knew how to grow plants for exhibitions, and

he proved tho fact the very first time but one that he

tried for a prize But when the Council of the Horti-

cultural Society determined on offering prizes for au-

otherwise be tahen in such remarlcahle examples of skill.

For wliat do the spectators say ? If you point out any
points of excellence, the answer is, "Oh ! very fine certainly;

but these are only stove and greenhouse plants, and we
always find them here. They come year after year, and I

really do not see any difference between one show and
another." It cannot be denied that tin's is too true. Pime-
leas, Boronias, Eriostemnns, Allamandas, and Polygalas,

tunin-flowering plants, and winter-flowering, and foi-ced foiTu the staple, to which are added some Azaleas, an

plants and vegetables, there were neither young nor
old gardeners in a condition to compete against the

foreigner, and Mr. Solomon, of Covent Garden. The

Epacris perhaps, a lew Heaths, and an Aphelexis or two.

But we submit that these do not constitute such a collection

of stove and greenhouse plants as uiterests the public.

Many belong to other parts of the exhibition, some are

good old rule of having forced Aspamqus on Lord l'?''l>"'^.ved, and of no more importance than a " Swiss
->r„ . • 1 J _<- 7 7-> ,.,„,. „i giantess" at a fair; and tlie whole contribute in thee least

possible degree to that variety which is the charm of an
exhibition. It will be seen that five collections contained
rimelea spectabiUs, four Boronia pinnata, six an Aphelexis,
and eight or nine Epacris granditlora or miniata. That this

requires total alteration admits of no doubt, and we wonder
that men so sharp-wilted as the exhibitors should not see
bow such a want of variety rums the interest which Iheu'
great horlicultiu'al skill would olhenvise command."

Thus it is, that the constant dropping of truth and

Mayor's day, and forced Potatoes for the first dinner of

the new year, is now departed from, and the time and
space of the gardener are occupied with the exhibitiou

plants instead. We have no J/oss Roses, and rarely

a bunch of Violets, for Christmas day, as of old ; forcing

against nature is thought too vnlgar; and those who
looked for Lettuce and other salad j^hints iu winter,

belong to the old school, and must fall back on old-

fashioned country gardeners to supply their tables and
' '^*"' I'osoning in these pages about the ctlects of the

c^ina vases while the frost is in the ground. Good I

system maintained by the funds of the Horticidtural

collections of stove and greenhouse plants, to flower
j

Society have made an impression, and thus the sad

all the round of the seasons, have given place to a
'''""' ^* admitted

;
but we, on the contrary, do not

minimum of the commonest and easie° t plants to keep I

'"^^ "'' " ""'""cler that men, so sharp-witted as the exhi-

aud to bring up iu a "mass of bloom" in May, June, '

^'''°''S'" &liould not have found out the commonest and

or July, under the auspices of the award committees' I

^^^^^ expensive plants, and those that are the most

One Ixora, or a fine Medinilla, from the stove, with ;

^^""^^^ managed, when we see in the prize lists tempting

nineteen of common Australian and Cape plants from I

5°'* and silver medals are so freely awarded to such

the greenhouse, now constitute a "collection of stove I
P'''"*^ ^^ *^'® ^*'"*' ^'^^^^ ^^^ ^'^^'^^ "^ "^"^^ deplore

andgrcenbouseplauts,"worthy of-alargegoldinedal."
I

"""^ sameness" produced by their own short-sighted

Who, then, would incur the expence of a general

collection, or take the trouble to nurse plants that are

in any way difficult to manage? Even the vitiated

taste that would confine nature "iu stays," and train

policy in admitting the same plants, ami the minimum
of distinct species, mouth after month, and year by

year, to compete for the prizes.

It is i^uite true, that "none can judge more correctly

all kinds of plants into globes or balloons, have so °^ *''^ '™^ ralue and import of such exhibitions than

thoroughly depreciated the ideas of tlic "leciders," that ' English gentlemen;" hence the cause why their names

if a man offers to depart from the stereotype notion, and i

^^'^ numbers, as subscribers, become less and less cveiy

to bring the shape of a terrace-garden plant,—standard
or jiyrauiidal,—to Chiswick, he is told, in sarcastic terms,
they are iuadmissablc ; that they are " trimmed into a
thing like nothing so much as a fly-flajiper, or the
broom of a Bavarian hawker !

!

"

year; and also the reason why we began so early to

point out the damage done to the nursery trade, and

to the gardener, by the way pursued in the name of

the Horticultural Society.

" That this requires total alteration, admits of no
So, it is high time for our best flower gardeners to

'' doubt;" but the alteration itself will be most ditlicult,

give up standards, whether they bo Roses, Myrtles, I

if not even dangerous, to the existence of the Society.

Pomegranates, Bays, Laurels, or what not, and to fill up There is a wide-spread discontent at tho harsh manner
conservatories, terrace gardens, avenue walks, and all

|

ii wdiich everything and every person who come in

the regularly laid out figures in and about the gai-den contact with this Society are treated. If a gentleman,
with globes in stays! Let them give no heed to the like Mr. Eucker, thinks he has done enough for one
earnest strains of Mr. Beaton in favour of standard branch of gardening, and is satisfied to rest on his

plants, for be it known that our fellow-labourer, j\lr. [
laurels for the future, he must endure and put up with

Appleby, has had the temerity to "show" standards, , the annual annoyance of being told before the world
not " trimmed plants," but grafted standards of the I

that his plants were not missed, or that the Society

beautiful Deulzia gracilis, at the last exhibition at

Chiswick; and the censor meets him at the garden gate
with " Whose and what are these execrable plants with
which thou darest to thwart my ways?"

All this deserves pardon, however, because the dawn
of a better state of things apjiears iu the next paragraph.
"Tbe sameness, too, of the plants eoraprebended in

general coUections, is desti-oymg the interest which would

can do without him. If, on the other hand, one is

hold enough, like Mr. Appleby, to introduce any system,

however prized by " our high-born dames," he is met
with sneers and nicknames ; but that system, too, is as

prejudicial to the cause and strength of the Society,

as that about awards to collections of stove and green-

house plants, which are of small interest to any one but

those who get the prizes for them.
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A little moi'o couvteous and civil treatment might

redeem part of tlio lost iufliienoo at Chiswiclc ; but

any sudden changes in tlie manner of exhibiting col-

lections of plants there will assuredly be a dangerous

step on the part of the Society, whose machinery is

said to be much out of worldug order.

With respect to Urchidaceous ^jlaiits, a.nA Roses in pots,

they seem to improve still more every year. The A zaleas,

though s])lendid in the mass, are now stationary, and

recjuire more novelty and fresh blood into the mixture

to keep up the interest in them much longer. Their

new seedlings are not worth looking at, as compared

to what a few liberal prizes for them could draw out.

The great Pelargoniums are as monotonous as a bed of

Daisies, and almost as common. They are deficient in

whites, purples, and rose - scarlets ; orange- scarlets are

in sufficient numbers already. The Fancy Pelargoniums

go on improving slowly, but at a sure pace. The largo

and small collections of mixed plants have been sta-

tionary these six years last ])ast. The plants are only

decreasing in numbers as the monstrous sizes increase.

This department of the exhibitions has reached that

point for which the fat pigs and bullocks have been con-

demned at the Baker Street Bazaar, and must needs be

remodelled, but upon what basis who can say, when we

see this once powerful Society obliged to bow down to

less than half-adozen of the principal exhibitors, as

instanced in the recent collision between them and the

Society, in the matter of lowering tlie prizes for or-

chideous plants'? The Society were confessedly in a

dilemma, and, at last, were compelled to retr.nce tlieir

steps by a compromise that is not honourable to either

party.

We believe there is a crisis in the state of the Society,

and we advise them to weigh all things dispassionately

before they come to any final decision about dealing

with the difficulties. Let them not trust to our warn-

ings, nor believe our assertions; but we ask them to

inquire into those allegations. B. L.

Being unable to recognize the sufficiency of either the

natural deviations from one original type, or the sub-

sequent efl'ects of domestication and acclimatization to

account for the present distinct families of our domestic

fowls, we are induced to aslc the question whether these

difierent families might not have been individually

comprehended in the original species? Why might not

the several properties and peculiarities of the Game fowl,

the Polish, the Malay, the Shangliae, and the Bantam,

have had form and existence in tlie earliest ages of the

world ?

It is obvious, that the reasons which would inlhience

an opinion on this point must be rather of a negative

than of a positive character. Thus, our first thought

carries us to the Mosaical account of the Creation, and

the narrative of the animals preserved in tlie Ark.

Here, at any rate, we have nothing adverse to the

supposition ; the male and female of each kind cannot,

we think, be limited to a single species, but may fairly

bo extended to the sub-divisions of that class, whether

we call them families or races—but, might not the

mention of the fowls taken in " bg sevens," {i. e., as

commentators understand it, seven couples), conl'er a

degree of jiositive evidence ? Whether this, however,

be so or not, it will hardly be contended that the idea of

species, including families, even in tlie beginning of all

things, is in any way opposed to the sacred records of

the Creation.

If reasoning by analogy, we now turn our attention

to some of the more extensive species of the animal

kingdom, the case of the Antelope tribe might, perhaps,

be taken as representing a somewhat similar state to

that of the domestic fowl in the light we are now

regarding it. Recent accounts of the vast number of

these animals inhabiting the districts of Southern

Africa, detail distinctive features of the same character

and importance in the eyes of the naturalist as are

witnessed in the diUerent families of fowls. We see in

the Antelopes horns varying like combs ; hair and fur

of as many different textures and colours as feathers

now present to us ; and the same with respect to botli

form and size. The denizens of a CaftVarian plain,

universally recognized as distinct species, do not, in

many instances, present so great a contrast as tiio

Shanghae and Bantam, or the Game and the Silk fowl.

But there is no hesitation in assigning these quadrupeds

to distinct primitive parents; what greater difficulty,

then, attends the hypothesis, that fowls might have had

their parentage equally extensive ? presuming, be it

remembered, that adequate reasons may apjiear wanting

on behalf of the opinion that would assign them all to

the narrow limits of a single pair. The doubts in our

mind may be solved by the adoption of this theory,

which seems in every way reconcileable to Biblical

history, and countenanced by the observation of the

naturalist in other sections of the animal kingdom.

The question of the probability of our domestic fowls

owing their descent to the Bengal Jungle fowl (Gallus

Sonneralii), or any other of the wild Galli, which we

proposed as a second subject for consideration, has been

admirably treated in an article on "Poultry Literature,"

in No. 88 of the Quarterly Review.

Now, supposing that such a pedigree were authentic,

might it not be expected that some traces of the various

steps by which it was gradually brought about would

be apparent in the native covuitries of the assumed

original stock ; but this link is not merely wanting, but

we have strong testimony to the contrary. Mr. Blyth,

Curator to the Museum of the Asiatic Society, at Cal-

cutta, tells us, that " it is remarkable that the domestic

poultry of India do not approximate to the wild race in

any respect more closely than the common fowls of

Europe; and I have sought in vain for traces of inter-

mixture of Jungle fowl blood in districts where the

species abound in a state of nature."

This, certainly, must bo regarded as adverse to the

Bengal Jungle fowl's claim, for it is of this bird that

Mr. Blytli is speaking; but he also says, in reference

to the Qallus Sonneralii, which another naturalist.
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M. Siindevall, lias legarcled as the primitive aocoblor, liavo bceu to these basy iiiouecis of liuiuau progress

of whom they were both in quest, " JI. Sundevall niiglit
]
that v.o are indebted for the inestimable gilt of domestic

well have sought iu vain for traces of the wild Gallus
j

birds and animals, if nul to the Divine forelhouglit and

Sonnei-atii," i.e., iu the native breeds of the domchtie bounty. HV, in these later days, can make neither the

fowls of India, This latter bird, 'J. -SoHHt'Crt^f, we should shy Bustard, nor the gentle Guaii, available in our

observe, occupies the southern portion of the Indian jioultry-yards; ue cannot harness the Zebra, tempting

peninsula, while the Bengal Jungle fowl extends north

wards as far as the Himalayan range, and eastward to

Arracan, and the territories of the Burmese en)]nre

;

neither, however, seom likely to ufiford us any clue that

may tend to unravel the difficulties of gallinaceous

as is his pattern, to our Lord Major's coach, nor induce

the Jackal to point and set, so as to become Cumming

Gordon's, instead of Tao's, provider. But these toiling,

way-worn patriarchs could train lor us tlie horse, the

ass, the camel, the dog, the fowl, By what process?

genealogy. Mr. BIyth, we should observe, leans to the
|

aud froui what wild stock?
"

opinion that the Bengal bird might have been this

rauch-desired ancestor; but liis own reference to the

utter absence of all traces of the degrees by which this

process has been cllectcd is, at least, in strong opposition

to his own theory.

All our inquiiies, in short, with respect to the present

wild Galli of Borneo, Sumatra, aud the other islands of

The Camel, so far as is yet known, has never been

found in a wild state. It may, therefore, have been

created for the special purpose of subservience to man,

and so on with the other instances, where Infinite

wisdom and power foresaw aud provided all that was

rc'iuisito for human life. The Callus, or Galli, there-

fore—for here it matters not whether one or more were

the Indian Archipelago, fail to assist our search for a originally called into existence, to whom we may ascribe

bird at all likely to have been the progenitor of our the paternity of the domestic fowl— may have been

domestic fowls. We find neither evidence of any state

of transition from the jungle to the yard, nor auy apti-

tude for domestication. The Jungle fowls, indeed,

breed readily in confinement, but the term " domes-

ticated" cannot be applied to any of j uro blood that we

have yet seen. In liabits, character, aud form, the

interval between Ihcra aud the dooicslic fowl is very

great.

created in the same state iu which wo now see it, viz
,

a state of domestication. If this be so, and certainly

the lino of reasoning is not at variance with the sole

authority of those early days, the ditticultics of searching

out the wild original parent are sclfimposed, and we

are again taught the infinite mercy and loving-kindness

of our Creator.

To Mr. Dixon must the credit bo assigned of directing

Pheasants have been brought to the same state of attention to tliis subject, and ably was his task fulfilled,

taracness as these Jungle fowls; but it is hardly ueces-
| To show, however, that he had the sanction of high

sary to remark on the wide difiercncc between this and
! authority for the expression of opinions so adverse to

domestication, where they become, as it were, the wil- those generally entertained, I may quote the following

ling docile companions of man. ' passage from Bewick, which seems to denote the esist-

Mr. Dixon has justly observed, that one primary cnce of some misgivings, at least, on the part of that

object of tho institution of the Zoological Cjardens was great natuialist, ou what was then, as now, the cur-

the hope of introducing various new birds as profitable rontly received idea of the necessity of seeking a common

inmates of our jioultry-yards ; and, without doubt, ail ancestor for the different families of tho domestic fowl

available means that a liberal outlay, coustunt observa- ' among the present denizens of Asiatic jungles.

tion, and long e.sperienco, could suggest, were employed

for that purpose; but yet, iu no case, has the desired

end been realised.

It has been said, however, that allhough cH'orLs for

the domestication of such species of the animal king-

dom as were likely to jirove serviceable to us, have failed

"The Cock, in his present state of domestication,

differs so widely from his supposed wild original, as to

render it a difficult matter to trace him back to his

primitive stock; however, it is generally agreed, that he

is to be fouiul in a state of nature in the forests of

India, and in most of the islands of the Indian seas.'"

in our hands, they were, in former times, rewarded
: The expression of difficulty in assigning the primitive

with complete success ; and that the camel, the horse, ancestor, and the term, " it is i/eiicralli/ ai/recd," lead us

the ox, the sheep, the ass, tho goat, aud the lowl, and

such other animals as the earliest records make mention

of in a state of domestication, were reduced to that

condition solely by human means. It certainly appears

to us that this presumption is not in accordance with

to infer, that the evidence was not, by any means, con-

clusive to his own mind.

Sir Charles Lyall, in his " Principles of Geology,"

chapter :J5, has well observed that, " if we are to infer

that some one of the wild Grasses has been transformed

the circumstances of mankind in those days; and the ' into the common wheat; and that some animal of the

following remarks of the writer in the Quarterhj Rcoieic I genus cams, still unreclaimed, has been metamorphosed

before referred to, tend to the same conclusion:—"Those into the dog, merely because we cannot find the do-

raetamorphoses must have been effected at a period

when our juvenile race had plenty of otlier things to

occupy them ; it must have been to the dwellers in in regard to tho camel, for it seems very

ever-shifting tents, the scourers of deserts, the explorers

of untroddpn tracts of interminable pastui'e:— it must

meslic dog, or the cidtivated wheat, iu a state of nature,

we may be next called upon to make similar admissions

doubtful

whether any race of this species of quadruped is now

wild."
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We arc perfectly luvare, wliilo relcrring to tho above

passage, that, witljiu the last few years, attempts liavo

uoeu made to tloiuoustrate tlie descent of the cultivated

wheat of the in-osont day from tho wild Sicilian grass

" .Ktjilops ijViUit ;" but, iu coiumou with uiauy others,

this derivation prcseuls to our miud greater difficulties

than the evidence in support of tlie metamorphosis can

possilily account for.

Wo conckidc, with the expression of what appears

most probable to our own mind iu respect of tlie subjects

of these remarks. The general descent of the present

varieties of the domestic fowl from any one original bird,

does not seem a necessary deduction cither from the re-

cords of creation, or the observation of naturalists; while

tho contrary opinion not only removes obstructions from

the path of enquiry, but is iu perfect concurrence with

the same authorities. Again, a wild original parent

does uot appear either probable or necessary to e.xplain

the course of descent, and a bird, or birds, originally

destined for immediate domestication, would prove a

more probable coujotture. W. W: W.

Earlt-hai'chei) Shanghae chickens are very scarce—we

mean those hatched iu Tebruary and oaily in March.

Some were sold at Mr. Stevens's, a i'cw day's since, at

from £\i 10s. to X'.j 10s. per couple.

In reply to enquiries which liave been made as to tl;e

precise species of scale insect, selected by the Entomo-

logical Society, as tho subject of tlio next prize essay,

wbicli has boon announced under the name of the

nuisclo scale, it- may be stated, that it is the Coccus

coiichi/ormis, the species which is extremely abundant

in the neighbourhood of London, and probably also all

over the kingdom, which, in the full grown state of the

female, appears on tho shoots and stems of the Apple

in the shape of a minute muscle shell. We may add,

that it is required that the prize essay should also

contain the most approved practicable remedies for its

destruction.

GLEANINGS.
Dishonesty is one of the most ingenious of the vices;

and it would be difficult to name auy property higli in

man's esteem, from a diamond down to a lion's egg,

which has not been the subject of fraud and deception.

This was brought forcibly to our notice by the following

extracts from two of our contemporaries; and we quote

Ibcm for the purpose of warning guano buyers to have

that analized before purchasing, and egg-buyers to be

sure of the honesty of the vendor before they take steps

for becomiug tho proprietors of a brood of Shanghaes.

Adulteration ov Guano.—It appears that the adul-

teration of guano is largely carried on in Ijiverpool.

The principal .materials used, are damaged Roman
cements and gypsum, liquid-manure from horse refuse

being poured over the mixture to impart a smell similar

to that of orthodox guauo. It is stated that one bag of

guano is by this process mysteriously multiplied into

twelve or fourteen!—i>»/7t((wi Adccriher.

A New Dodge,—A tradesman residing within one

hundred miles circuit of Nottingham Exchange pump,

lately bought a dozen of Cocbin-China eggs, for which

lie paid 17s. Od,, and so delighted was he with bis

purchase, that bo insisted that he and his fair spouse

should taste the delicious but expensive morsels in a

couple to breakfast. They were boiled, but when ]daoed

ou the table, to his great astonishment and chagrin,

the beautiful tint that before rendered them so inviting,

had changed to common white ! On examining the

remaining ten, they were found to be nothing more

than small, and not very fresh, Irish eggs, which had

been tinted to the requisite " Cochin-China" shade by

being steeped iu a solution of raw uuiber.

—

NuUinyhani,

(Juardiaii.

COVENT GARDEN.
We have often heard it remarked, that one can live

cheaper in the country than in Loudon. Of this we

have had little opjiortuuity of judging ; but, if all

articles of consumption in the country bear the same

ratio to those of London as garden produce does, we

have this week had ample demonstration of the fact.

We had occasion, witliin the last few days, to visit

Cambridge, and, as a matter of course, found our way to

tho j\Iarket place. It was market-day, and every oppor-

tunity was afibrded for foi'ming a comparison between

tho prices there and those of Covent Garden. Our

attention was attracted to quantities of very fine Rhu-

iarh, which was being sold at 4d. per bundle. We had

rarely seen it of such fine quality produced in country

raiU'kcls before, and, ou inquiry, we discovered that this

had been brought by rail alt the way from London, and,

nutwithstandiug tlio distance and expenoe of carriage

there, it was being sold at less price than it can be

obtained for in Covent Garden, or any of the London

jiiarkets. Such quality as wo refer to cannot bo had

here under (id. per bundle.

In Covent Garden tlie price of very good AspaiU'jus

is ;!s. Cd. a bundle of 100. Our readers may judge our

surprise on finding, at Cambridge, the same quality sold

at sd. Almost every article was to be bad at tho same

low prices. Broooli, of excellent quality, was sold at

from Is. to 2s. per dozen ; while, iu Covent Garden, it

uuikcs as much as oS. to -Is. Rut while there is an

abundant supply of these, tho more common vegetables,

at such reasonable rates, we found, on inquiry, that the

more choice and rare productions of horticultural skill

arc not to bo so easily obtained.

In Covent Garden, the supply of all sorts of vegetables

increases, and there is a brisk demand. 'There is also

an excellent display of Peaches and Xectariiics, of good

quality, at 2-ts. per dozen. They consist principally ol

Omsse Mignonne,Bellcr/arde,a.iid lioyalOeorge Poaches-

and of FAruge and Viulette llalivc Nectarines. Forcer

Grapes are also plentiful, consisting chieHy of Black

Hamhurghs, which make from 5s. to 10s. per pound.
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Strawhenies are more iileutiful, and realise from Cd. to

Is. per ounce.

The Flowers become more common, and are not quite

so choice as they were a month or two ago, when they

were confined to forced and stove plants ; but still they

are equally attractive, and the demand for bouquets is

very brisk. H.

BULBS.
HIl'PEASTEUM.

{Continued from paye 7.)

The universal beauty of the flowers of this section

of the Amaryllids has been admired in this country

by all who knew them, since the first day that Ama- i

rijllis rcijiiuc flowered in England, and that was on

the Queen's birthday in 1728, hence the name, "the i

Queen's Amaryllis." And from the day that Linnceus !

instituted tlie genus Amaryllis, to supersede Tourne-
j

fort's Lilio-narcissus (Hortus ClitTortiensis, 1737), until
i

tlie last fifteen or twenty years, the members of the

genus, and the sections which the family runs into,

have been a puzzle-peg to botanists themselves; no

wonder, therefore, that gardeners have not yet been I

able to grasp the sllpjiery points by which alone the I

natural limits between the different sections can be

satisfactorily made out. Dr. Herbert was the first who
distinguished this genus from the mass of allied bulbs

referred to it by the illustrious Swede, in a letter pub-

lished in the "Transactions of the Horticidtural Society,

"

where he followed out I,inna!us to the letter in calling

it Amaryllis, not knowing then that Amaryllis was
founded on the Belladonna. " It was the exquisite

blending of pink and white in that flower, as in the

female complexion, that suggested the common name
(Belladonna) in Italy, and to those lovely tints Linnaeus

referred when he assigned to it the name of a beautiful

woman," the Amaryllis of Virgil. As soon as Dr. Her-

bert discovered the mistake, however, and knowing that

Hippeasters and Belladonnas could not be covered by

one name, he goes on to say—" I was not then aware

that Linnasus had given the name Amaryllis to Bella-

donna, with a playful reason assigned ; but as soon as

I learnt it, I felt, besides tlie general law of priority,

that the jeu iVesj)nt of a distinguished man ought not

to be superseded, and that no continental botanist

would sulimit to the change. I therefore restored the

name Amaryllis to Bellndonua, and gave that of Hiji-

peastnim, or Equestrian Star, to this genus, following

up the idea of Linnaius when he named one of the

original species Eijuestre." Such is the true history

and tlie reason for Amaryllis and Hi])iieastrum.

If I live out this present month of .lune, I shall sec,

at least, fifteen thousand ladies dressed in their very

best, and very many of them will have " the exquisite

blending" m greater perfection than either Amaryllis or

Belladonna; but you may travel the world over and not

meet with a fair one whose complexion will remind you
of a single member of the Equestrian group, except, per-

haps, hreiijionwi, a Brazilian species, sent by Tweedie to

the Glasgow l^otanic tjardcn, where it flowered, while

almost every one of the original species, at least, presents

the star peculiar to the order; wliy, then, call them
Amaryllis, in the face of all law and reason, as some of our

best growers of them do to this day? Besides, there are

fifteen private marks by which a Hippeasler is known
from an AmarijlUs, the most conspicuous part of which
is the fore-sliortening of the front of the tube at the

bottom of tlie flower,— abreviated in front, as they
call it. In all the neighbouring bulbs, there is a ring

between the tube, however short the tube may be, and

the upper part of the flower called the limb; this ring

is the rudiment of the membrane so conspicuous in

the inside of Panoratium-like flowers ; and in every one

ot the Hippeasters in which it is manifest, it is reduced to

a crescent, the front portion of it being lost by the

shortening of that part of the tube; the middle of the

crescent, at the back of the flower, is the highest part

of it, and the two ends incline down to the front of the

flower; the stamens rise from the inside of tlie crescent,

and they follow its course, so that their insertion is in

gradations from back to front, and, keeping this in

mind, one could tell the flower of a Nijij'easter from

any other flower in the order, if he liad only one inch

of it bearing the crescent and the insertion of the

stamens ; or, if the crescent is absent, the graduated

insertion alone would determine the flower. These

are the only answers I think necessary to a hundred

questions as to what is the difference between an Ama-
ri/Uis and a Hippeaster.

From the days of Philip Miller to those of Bobert

Sweet, or, say, until within the last twenty years, the

custom was to pot these bulbs when they were at rest^

or immediately before they were set to grow ; some
glowers shaking them out of the soil as soon as they

went to rest, and others keeping them in the pots all

the time, stacked awny under the stages, or some warm,
dry place during the rest time. Now, liowever, it is

the universal practice to keep the bulbs in pots at all

times, and to repot them just after they have done
flowering, or, if they do not show for flower, to have

tliem potted when the leaves are nearly full-grown. 1

have myself used, or seen used, every place and compost

that has been recommended for tlus family since 1820;

and I have made as many experiments on them as any
one, killed more of them than most people would be-

lieve, and also brought more new ones into the world

than would be convenient to number; and the end

of all is this, that from the sowing of the seed until

the future Hijipeaster dies of old age, there is nothing

so good for it as pure loam only, without any mix-

ture whatever, except a little sand for seedlings and
very young bidbs at first, but when they come to

a flowering size, this loam cannot be too strong for

tlicm, but it should not be of a nature to bind hard

after much watering. In all cases, the pots ought to

be upright ones, not wide mouthed, till you come to

specimen plants, and Xos. 16 and 13 pots, witli one
large old bulb in the centre, and four or six side ones

all growing, and flowering, and going to rest together.

A most beautiful cross Hippeaster flowered with a

friend of mine since my last Bulb paper; it was in a

Id's pot, with ofl'set bulbs, and it had twenty-six flowers

open the same week. This pot does not cost him more
than one-half the care and labour, tliroughout the year,

than is requisite to got a good pot of Mignonette in

flower at the same time. Indeed, Crocuses themselves

arc more difticult to manage and to keep than Hip-
peasters, except halfa-dozen sorts of border Crocuses.

No stove is needed to grow a thousand of them to the

utmost perfection, as tliey will grow a flower through

the summer in a warm frame, and may be kept quite

dry from October to March or April ; and many of tliem

are hardy greenhouse plants, and will flower out in the

border, and have done so for years; and tlie whole of

tlicm can be so managed as to begin their giwvth at

any lime during the whole winter, so as to have tliem

in flower at any particular time. Besides, if one of

tliem is liealtliy at the time of potting, and the,whole
bulb is covered with the right soil, no more is needed
for the next seven years certain, but to water it, and to

watch the times of growth and rest.

The worst kind of treatment would be to use peat and
leaf mould, with light loam, for a compost; to leave

one-half of the bulb uncovered, to give too much heat
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when growtli bogius, and to keep tlio bulbs, while at

rest, where the heat and moisture of a stove prevails.

They would be much safer iu a dry, warm cellar, but

they like as much heat while they are at rest as when
they are growing, only to be perfectly dry all the time.

But I shall write a letter about thorn, as if to a friend

who know nothing about them, but who wished very

much to grow some if he kuew how ; and I shall go on
now to describe some of the best wild kinds, and what
may occur to mo about them—then, between tlio whole,

if I leave a stone unturned, I am free for cross-ques-

tioning, providing always that the questions arc short.

llii'PiuAS'ramr vitt.vtum,—This is the oldest and the

best of all the greenhouse species, and it is so hardy

that it will live out-of-doors, grow, flower, and seed very

freely in front of a house, or wall, in the neighbourhood
of London, with only a covering of coal ashes in winter.

Dr. Herbert had it so for many years in succession, at

Milcluuii, iu Surrey ; and yet it will stand a good
forcing heat in the spring, and even live for a few years

in the stove altogether, but is very liable to mishaps
wlioii subjected to such high excitement. It is a native

of tempei-ate regions in South Brazil. The flowers are

white, witli a double stripe of dull red in the centre of

each uf the six. divisions of the flower. There are from
four to nine flowers on a scape, and it rises from twenty

to thirty inches, and sometimes to a yard in length

when the bulb is very strong. It is the mother of

all the Hippeasters that have white stripes on a red

or orange ground—a class which is called Johnsouii,

from a person of that name, who raised the first cross

iu Lancashire, in 1810, between i-iltnta and irf/iinn, or

regime.

HiPPE.-vsTRUM viTT.iTUM jM.AJOR.—A Very great im-

provement on the last, much liner and larger flowers,

with better leaves; altogether, a very fine thing. It

was first named and described by Dr. Lindley, among
his earliest contributions to botany, and he has never
described a finer flower since, except

Hii'CEAsTP.u.M lI.\RRisoxi,\Ni:5i.— A tliiid fomi of

Vhtatum, with a little more green at the bottom of tlie

tube. As soon as the vinjor variety appeared in eulti-

vatiou, the old Viltatum was soon lost ; mnjur is from a

lower level, and is not nearly so hardy as the original.

The hardihood of Harrisoitiaiitim has not been well

tested iu England, but being a great favourite in the

gardens about Lima, we may believe it to bo only a

greenhouse plant. It was also named by Dr. Lindley,

I believe, in the " Botanical Register." It is necessary

to be thus jiarticular, as our present race of gardeners
have confounded the three together, and believe in the

existence of one form of the species, and that form is

now lost, but it was the best for crossing to get hardier

olYspring. It would be worth introducing it again, and
it could bo met with, probably, in the diamond mine
districts.

Hnu'EASTiu'.Ai rsiTTAciNLM, a fine, open spreading
flower, feathered with green up from tlie bottom to near
the edges, where it is margined with bright red ; a most
beautiful, and a very scarce, flower now; several less

lictter marked crosses having usurped the name. It is

nearly or quite as hardy as the old Viltatum, and does

not produce more than two flowers on a scape. It is a
conimou plant, growing iu strong red clay, on the slopes

of .the Organ Mouutains, nest to the head of the Bay of

Eio de Janeiro, in Brazil.

Hiri'EASTuu.M Organknse.—This is a hard}' variety

of the //. Aidioum, growing up to the summit of the

Organ Mouutains, aud, therefore, must be much hardier

than the last. It produces only two flowers on a scape.

It is a better flower than the old AuUcuiii, but not <piite

so rich as the third form called Aulicum phitijpcta/iiin.

Jlr. Gardener seut it home, and I had it horn a gentle-

man at Newcastle, and I consider it the most valuable

of the Aulicum breed on account of its hardihood. The
other two varieties of Aulicum grow lower down, near

tlie coast about Rio, and require stove heat ; all of

them have a green eye, with a fringed or bearded ring,

or crescent. Dr. landley, writing about them iu IfSaO,

(Dot. Bey.) says, " the whole of these varieties are, in

our judgment, mere sports of nature, in all essential

points analagous to the variations of a bed of tulips ;"

and all that we have learned about them since goes to

I

strengthen this opinion. These are the only greenhouse
I/ippcasters from a state of nature that are worth

1

growing ; but seedlings from them, by the pollen of any
of the stove species, are })roved to be nearly as hardy as

themselves ; such is the case with seedlings of Rlioilo-

(Icndron arhoivum, by a hardier iioUeu ; aud such, also,

with all the stove Crinums, which breed with the

lonc/ijlorum of the Cape ; hence their value as breeders

Hii'PEASTRUM HEGIUM, tlio poUeii parent of Johnsonii,

\
is oue of the next hardiest ; and the next after it is a

prolific breed, called

H. liDLBL'LosvJi, which grows in the middle latitudes of

Brazil, where it sports naturally into an endless variety,

but all agreeing in one point—producing dormant or

blind oflsets round the bulb, which refuse to vegetate

under cuUivntion. Ihitdum, fulijiduin, and iyuescens,

are the three best of the JlulbuhisHm breed, presenting

the same orange-scarlet tints as those beautiful Pelar-

goniums called Basilisk, Qovernor-Oeneral, aud the like.

Crocatum belongs to this breed. Beticuhttum is one of

the very best stove red species ; the original species is

lost now more than twenty years, and its natural place

of growth is not recorded, but there are many crosses

from it in the country, and they are of a better and
higher colour than the parent, but not so conspicuously

netted or ban'od on the petals, and not one of them, as

far as I know, possesses the clear white bottom of the

wild species ; there is a natural variety of it, with a

white band along the middle of the leaf, and a very

poor, pale red coloured flower.

HippEAsTRUJi soL^XDRiFi.oRUM is a tender stovc bulb,

remarkably large aud handsome, and of quite a difl'erent

form from all the rest. The colour is creamy-white,

faintly striped with red, the flower from eight to ten

I

inches long, and with a long narrow tube, as in Ldium
loiiffiflurum. There are four or five natural forms of

Solandrijlorum, and all of them had names given them,
but they are of little use now, as the true species are

not much cultivated for sale. The best of them is one
called Conspicuum, a native of Cayeuue, requiring strong

heat; the tlower is ten inches long, and diil'ers from the

species principally iu having a crimson stain along the

midribs of the outer segments (sepals), with the bottom
of the tube shaded with purplish-red ; a most beautiful

flower, which, when crossed with Psittacinum, gave all

the streaks, feathering, aud shades belonging to the

genus. This breed, however, seldom made good garden
plants until the third or fourth generation ; tlie first

j
cross almost always looks shabby, with thin, flimsy

i

flowers, but beautifully marked, hence the reason why

I

gardeners did not go on improviug them as they did

1 the scarlet ones, which are now ten times better than
j

1 the best of the originals, while of the striped and '

speckled class we have hardly one, excei)twhat has been
j

done with Johnsonii, which, however, is not of this
;

breed. The way to get into the true strain of Solandri-
.

Jlorum is to use the pollen of Conspicuum or Striatum,
;

• the two best of the breed, on the stigma of J'iltntum '

major, or Harrisonii : the ofl'spriug of this cross is a '

better white tliau Solandri/iorum, and the red stripes

are more defined than in either parent, but the flowers
i

are tliin, from the extreme cross. The first cross with
j

the Shanghae fowl will very likely exhibit the same
i

fault; the degreee of inferiority will be according to the
j

I

qualifications of the other side of the cross, on the
:
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supposiliou tli.it ibn-is niii as flowers do. lint let the

fowl bieedei' take a lesson IVora the gardener, and per-

severe with the strain, using the best of liis crosses with

each other, and also with the true China hreed, until ho

is satisfied willi something of a stamped cljaractcr. The
best crosses of these, white flowers are to be again and
again crossed with VUtal'.im major, and among them-
selves, and tlien flowers of size, substance, and of better

shapes, will appear at 'every fntiu'e cross, but always
with a greater proportion of worthless seedlings than i

in tlio breeding among the anlicum, reticnla linn, and
I

hulhiihisiitn strains. Some of the best varieties of the
I

Solanihitionim are uiitives of Caj-enno and Guiana, I

growing in the low level ]ilains in a rich kind of strong

blue clay, which gives a vigonr and luxuriance not '

to he surpassed in the world, 'f'his is the reason wliy '

they delight in sucli unmi.'ied soil in cultivation, and
\

strong bulbs of them nuiy have a dose of rich liquid-

manure once a week, from Marcli to September, if they

are in active growth. D. Be.aton.

ERIOSTF.MON.
This beautiful family of New Holland shrubs is very

desirable on account of the abundance of bloom they

produce in the spring and early sinnmer mouths.
Though a large, weH-grown specimen looks most splen-

did, yet one advantage of these jilants is, that tlicy

bloom very freely in a small state, such as wlien two or

three years old from the cutting. The plants being well

known, I may merely add that they are nearly allied to
\

the Bnrnnin division of Eueworts, and that those wdio

grow Boronias well will find little difficulty with I'^rios-

temons. I shall shortly glance at several jn-actical '

points in their treatment.

Species, or Varieties.—All are desirable where there is

room, and between some of them there is but little

difference. Buxifolium and scahnim are the most dwaif
and most compact in their mode of growth. Inter-

medium.^?, the name implies, is stronger-growing ; and
siilicifolinm and ciispiilntum are more robust, and want
more room. Mijoporoiilex is weak-growing, and whitish

in colour. 'The general treatment of these and others

is similar, only that Ifio smaller kinds may have rather

more peat than is hereafter directed, and tlio stronger-

growing a little more loam.

Pro}ifigation.— Select the points of shoots getting

firm, or any side-shoot, three inches in length, from
April to the begiuning of .June; insert them in silver

sand, over a little sandy peat, in a pot thi-ee parts filled

with drainage; water, and, wlien dry, place a bell-glass

over them, and insert the pot in a little bottom heat, say
70°, while the atmosphere ranges from .50° to 00°; and
shade from bright sun. Tot off early, if struck, but if

not, keep them in the cutting pots the first winter, and
pot into small pots early in spring, giving them from
0° to 10° more heat than the greenhouse, l-'ot again

by Way, and harden off towards aulnmn, by air and
exposure to full light, to enable the plant to stand more
cold in winter.

Choosing Plants in a Kursenj.—Let these be bushy,

compact plants, and possessing one leading shoot, as

these plants look far best when trained in the cone
fashion, with one stake in the centre. A plant one foot

in height, possessing these qualities, and not stunted

in the pot, is worth, ten times over, a thin, stunted

idant, that has been waiting some time for a market,
although four times the size.

Potting.—When in a young slate, this may be done
twice or tlu'icefrom spring to autumn ; when larger, once,
shortly after they have done flowering. When arrived at

their full size, surface dressings will sufljce for several

years. In all oases of potting it is necessary to do it so

early that the roofs will be getting to the sides of the

pot by the middle of September. ft will seldom be
advisable, therefore, to jiot after July, unless when
transferring from the cutting repository. Always, after

potting, keej) the plants closer, warmer, and in a more
moist atmosphere, by syringing the leaves, &c., until

growth is again fully proceeding. If a large shift should

be given in April, or May, he careful, in watering, that

the new soil is not saturated before the roots begin to

work freely in it. Wliat I would call a suuUl shift is

from three-eighths to half au-inch all round between the

ball and the side of the pot. A large shift might range
from one to two inches, but beginners had better try

tlie first. Need I mention tliat before ])erlbrming this

operation the soil in the pot sliould have been well

soaked, and allowed time to drain thoroughlj'. Almost
as easily perlbrm the operation of wetting the inside of

a cabbage leaf, by pouring water on its outer surface, as

get the soil of a plant moist that has been potted dry.

The same princi|ile holds in planting IVom pots out-of-

doors in summer. Let the pot be well drained, with a

little moss, and then a little of the I'oughest of the

compost above the drainage. I'ack the soil then,

neither wet nor dry, firmly round the ball, and leave

sufficient room lor water.

<S'oi7.—Good heath soil sliould form the chief part; i

tlie more lull of decomposed fibre the better. 1 1; should

be broken by the hand, and some of the very finer

excluded. For large plants and shifts a few pieces may
be as large as walniUs, but the great jnojiortion much
smaller, and mixed with the finer sulistance. For
small jilants tlie pieces should bo smaller, about as

large as marrowfat peas. If this heath or peat soil is

pretty good, then Ibiu' parts so jircjiared, one part of

jiounded bricks and charcoal, with the dust excluded,

and one part of fibry loam, with a little silver sand
incorporated with all, will grow the tribe admirably.

Pruning and Training.—The last has already been
alluded to. In forming the plant, considerable atten-

tion inust be given to the former. Shoots must be
stopped, in order to get more to furnish a dense bush.

'J'he leader- if inclined to go on too fast, may also be

stopped; but as soon as several shoots break, one must
be again selected for that ])ur]iose. In forming the

])lant at first, and tlien pruning it after blooming, the

sn]iply of a sullicieney of young stubby shoots all

over the plants must be the princijial aim, so as to

secure a uniform mass of bloom.

Position, Teiiiperature, and Oeneral management.—
The treatment recommended for the Ejnteris tribe will,

in many eases, apply, so that the plant may either bo
managed wholly in tlie greenhouse, or partly out of it.

Supposing that you obtained now a nice young plaut to

grow on, or that you had one just finished lilooming,

and received wdiat little stopping and juuning it re-

quired, the proper treatment would, in cither case, be
identical. Sprinkle the jilant over the foliage morning
and evening ; keep it in a close atmosphere, and in a
temperature of from i"iO° to 00° at night, and fO" more,
at least, during the day. During this ])eriod, wdien

breaking its buds, shade a little from briglit sunshine,

but soon confine that merely to the middle of the day.

At this season, nothing is better than a cold p'it, as, iu

general, the regulating of air will enable you to have
the requisite conditions of temperature and moisture at

will. As soon as growth is proceeding freely, admit
more air and full sunlight to harden it. Its maturation,

and free-flowering afterwards, are its cause and efi'eet.

To accomplish this, attend duly to water at the roots,

but discontinue syringing early in autumn. In fine,

bright days, as soon as the plants will stand it by
degrees, let them be I'uUy exposed to the sun ; bet in

wet weather, while enjoying plenty of air, let them be

protected by the glass. Early in October, remove them
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to an aiiy greciiliou^o wlioiv, iliiving' tlie winter, llicy

may liavo an avorago niglit toui|ieraturo of I'l'. As

the advancing power ol" tlio sun, in early spring, swells

tlie incipient llower-bnds, tlicy will relisli sprinldings of

tepid water alter breakfast-time. The common treat-

ment of the greenhouse will then suit tliem. When in

bloom, it'will lie preserved longer by keeping them a
:

little shaded, but the colour will not be near so bright.

As that fades, a closo place in tlie greenhouse or the

cold pit, as detailed above, will be tlieir position. A
little weak manure-water may be given when in bloom

and making their growth, hut clear soft water at other

times. As in the case uf many other plants from the

same regions, success greatly depends, first, on early
:

fresh growtli, so that, secondly, that growth is well '

matured before the dark, muggy days of autumn set in.
" ' K. iMsn.

THE FERNS.
j

M.iNY of the readers of The Cott.\gk G.\nDENKii
'

cultivate l''ern9, and several correspondents have made,
at ditferent times, apiilicatioii for some information on

their culture. As 1 have- had, for several years, a large

collection under my care, and have been tolerably suc-

cessful, both in propagating them, and afterwards grow-

ing them, 1 trust my remarks, tlie result of e.sperience,

will be found useful to growers, and interesting to all

our readers.

Though this class of plants has no floral charms,

yet they possess an elegant beauty peculiarly their own.

The leaves, or, as they are called, their /Voni/s, have, in

most cases, a light feathery a]ipcarance that is e.-^ceed-

ingly ]ileasing, and the green of every shade on these

plants is remarkably fresh and tender. Some of tlicm,

as the (jold and Silver Ferns, are not to be despised

even for that quality llorLsts so much admire—colour.

The Golden I'ern (Ujmnixjrumina chri/sophylla) has the

under sides of its leaves of a fine bright orange, or

golden colour, which always strikes the spectator with

unexpected pleasure ; and tlie Silver Fern {Oi/ntiio-

grmnma larlarka) is equally beautiful, or even more so,

lioin the clear pure white of its spores, or bundles of

seed, on the under side of the leaf. There is, indeed,

such an elaborate and minute finish in this interesting

tribe of plants, dis[ilaying such wondrous attention and
power by the Divine'Arcbitect of all things, that the

mind of any human being must be in a deplorable

state that does not feel pleasurable and grateful emotions

on viewing these, comparatively speaking, humble
adornments of our happy world— for "it is -a, bajipy

world, after all." INIany a bosky dell—many an exposed

rock—would lose its attractive cbanns without these

charming plants.

Tlieii their geograpliical distribution is most remark-

able They clothe the .Mpine rocks of the temperate

portions of the globe, and oniignent the thickets and

I'ungles of the torrid zone. They flourish in wet bogs,

and grow plentifully on dry hedge-banks. They grow

in the hottest, and almost the coldest, jiortions of the

globe, clothing what, in their absence, would be the

dreariest waste.

Every country yet discovered lias its Ferns. In some

tbey attain a considerable magnitude, approaching al-

most to the size of timber trees. So large, indeed, are

they, especially in New /n.dand, as to acquire the name
of Tree Fenm : whilst, in other instances, they are so

small, that a single plant does not occupy above an

incli in space even when fully grown.

This large distiihulion over the world bring-^ tlicm

witliin the power of every one possessing the sniallct

garden, a sliort distance from large, smoky towns, tn cul-

tivate them ; and 1 am bajqiy to find a large number of

admirers of plants are growing, and commencing to

grow, them in various parts of the civilised world.

The oidtivator of Ferns shows that tliO love of plants

is strong within him ; for, as may bo truly observed,

they are not so showy and attractive as many other

(ilants, tlieir beauty being of a dill'ereiit order; but

there is this advantage about tliciii, that they may be

grown where few other plants will thrive, only taking

care to plant suitable species for any peculiar position.

This information 1 shall jiarticularly endeavour to im-

part through this essay.

I scarcely need mention, tbat a Fern, whose natural

home is in sliady, damp (daces, would not exist if

planted on a fully-exposed, dry situation ; neither would

such species as are found in the clefts of the, rugged

rooks succeed if jilanted in a (doso, damp place. It is

the want of a duo attention to the various habitats

where F\H'ns grow wild that many species die when
attempted to be grown on (]uito dillerent situations

and soils.

It is a remarkable fact, that tliere are no Ferns from

warm countries that will thrive well in the open air of

this country, even in summer; whilst many of our

Hritisb Ferns will grow prodigiously in our hothouses.

There is one Fern, Aspleniuin miiriiniiii, found on rocks

on the shores of this country, that will not grow well

inland, unless it is grown, at least, in a greenhouse, and

in the stove it flourislies with a luxuriousness never

seen in its most favourable native locality. 1 have

seen fronds of this fine Fern, in the stove conserv.atory,

at Sion House, fully two feet long, whilst in tlio open

air it seldom exceeds more than six inches. One more
instance may be given in the AiVumimn cKpilhis veiierin.

This species may be seen at most of the Wetropolitan

exhibitions, in 10-inch pots, a complete bush, more

than a foot in diameter, and nearly as high ; whilst in

its wild state it seldom exceeds four or five inches

across, and two or three inehes high. It is a know-

ledge of these peculiarities that enables the cultivator

to produce specimens far superior, both in size and

beauty, to such as are produced naturally. These in-

stances of complete success in cultivating these charm-

ing plants are sufficiently encouraging ; and I am
teuqited to quote a proverb for the purpose of stimu-

lating Fern growers, and it is this—"What one man has

done another may do."

Witli these preliminary remarks and observations, I

will now descril'e the method I intend to follow in

writing on I'ern Culture. I shall divide them into

three principal sections, namely

—

1st. Stove Ferns: their culture, and a catalogue,

and. Greenhouse Ferns: their culture, and a catalogue.

'M-A. Hardy Ferns: their culture, and a catalogue.

Each of these sections I shall again divide into— 1st,

Soil; 2nd, Potting; 3rd, General Management; and

4th, Propagation. 'T. Appleby.
(To be continued.)

EXHIBITION IN THE ROYAL P.OTANIC

GARDENS, REGENT'S PARK.—May -Sj, lSa.3.

TiiF, day was propitious, and a numerous company
assembled to see the beauties of Flora, notwithstanding

it was the Derby day at Epsom. I was glad to see

such numbers, for I am no lover of races, and was

happy to find that so many respectable persons, of both

sexes, bad the good taste to prefer a visit to these beau-

tiful gardens to mi.xing in the croud that, no doubt,

hr.rried to that scene of dissijiation—the races. The
Show was .above an average one; the plants and flowers

had a freshness about them that betokened it was the

merry month of May. New plants were scarce ; yet

tliere were two or three very interesting, especially a
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variegated Aphelandra, from Mr. Van Houttc's, of Bel-

gium. I understood it lias not yet flowered, and liave

my doubts about its being an Aplielandra at all. Mr.

Beaton has described it as being shown at Chiswick,

and, therefore, I need not say any more about it.

There was also a new plant, named Dictyiintluis piivonia,

allied to Ceropegia, with curious spotted flowers, but of

no great value : it is a stove climber. Also a prettily-

spotted C'tihvoUirid, named Viohicea, a new species, witli

pale blue-lilac flowers, of a cup sliape, spotted in tlio

inside, on a yellow ground, with crimson spots My
friend, Mr. Beaton, would say it was a desirable one for

cross-breeding. Tliis was from Van Houttc's. jNlessrs.

Henderson sent a new plant from Australia, named
DUhfj/iiiu. linniihanna, with brown and orange pea-

sbapcd blossoms, most almndautly produced upon the

tiny plant. This is likely to prove an acquisition.

New orcliids were very scarce, ^lessrs. lloUison sent

a new 2Jillotiiii. named pidchelht, a desirable addition

to tliat beautiful genus. It is in the way of J\I. spec-

tahills, witli tlie pink blotclies on the lip or labelhnn.

It is a desirable plant. Mclroduna (iliopjiipiirca camo
from Pine-Apjde Place. 'J'be I'oliage is liandsome, but

the flowers are small, and of a dull dark purple, growing.

in long s])ikcs.

In florists' flowers, there were very few novelties

worthy of notice. The best was a new Cinerarhi, named
Eoa. '

It liad a dark disc, surrounded with |uu-e

white, tipiied slightly with crimson. This is a ]iretty

thing, and very desirable, its only faulS being riithcr

inclined to cup too much. Azalea Si/iiimctri/ is a

well-formed Hower, but of a colour of which wo have too

many already. It is of a bright reddish colour. It is

certainly the best-formed flower of that colour. Mr.
Gaines had a seedling CalceoJaria, named Neijress, of

considerable merit. It is almost black, and very thinly

spotted with yellow ; form very good. 1'he seedling

Peliirijonhtms though rich in colours, were not sufli-

ciently new and striking to attract much attention ;

probably in June one or two of tlieni may be improved.

The miscellaneous collections of greenhouse and stove

plants were in c.\celleut conditions. I note the follow-

ing as being particularly weU-bloomed, fine specimens.

Pimelea spjectahilis, =: 7 ft. by 7 ft. ; a noble plant.

LcschenauUla foimosa, ;! ft. by :i ft. ; covered wit)) its

pretty scarlet flowers. AUamanda nerufoUa, 3 ft. by :\ ft.

;

well-bloomed. Hoya iinpcrialis, lift, by 4ft. ; a noble

plant, with numerous heads of bloom.

Piineha mirahiUs, aft. by 3i't. ; very much like P.
decussata.

Eriostemon neriifolium, ft. hy 4 ft. ; a fine plant.

The AphcUxh genus furnished many fine sjieciraens,

especially A. purjmrca maarantlia. There was one fine

Slephaiiotis Jloribtinda, very full of its beautiful heads

of pure white sweet-scented flowers.

Goinpholohium pvbjmorphum, a linely-bloomed, neatly-

trained plant, camo from Mrs. Lawrence, of Ealing

Park. From the same place camo an enormous Epacria

,jmndi)lorii, f^ ft. by '•) ft.

Pimcha Jlciidcnonii, the best of the genus. There

were several fine plants wcll-blonmcd, averaging 3 ft. by

;! ft. ; one specimen was 3 ft. by 5 ft.

Boronia piuiiata. a beautiful specimen, 3 ft. by o ft.

Bossuca. dlslicha pliiniosa. shown as a single specimen,

was very finely bloomed, and densely grown, 5 ft. by 5 ft.

Acrophi/Unm vetiosum, well-bloomed; 3 ft. by 3 I't.

aomphohhium harbi,/en<m, a large evergreen bush

covered with large yellow flowers.

Lvora Javanica, a very noble plant, with numerous

flowers ; ft. by h ft.

Telrallieca ericafoUa.—There was a good specimen

of this rather new plant. A learned botanist writes

* The first figure denotes the height, the second the diameter of the

plants.

me " The Tetratheoa, from Swan River, appears to

be an uudescrihed species, approaching iii habit to
1'. i'jiilohioides (Sleetz), and T. hirsula (Lindley), but
ditt'ering from both in the shortness of its peduncles,

as well as in the form of its anthers, and its tetramcrous
flowers. From the true T. erictrfoUa it is distinguished

by its downy stems and gcrmen, as well as by the form
of its leaves and otiier characters." 'The plant was well

grown, and finely bloomed ; 2 ft. by ^h ft.

The Indi.\x Azaleas were in fine condition ; for a

description of the best I must refer to Mr. Beaton's

account of the Chiswick Shows, as they were most of

them there.

Cal'e Heaths were numerous, and well-bloomed.

The Cavendish Heath, of this fine species, there was
about half-a-dozen, or more, scattered through the tents,

some of them as nnich as (i ft. high and :"i ft. through. I

noted the following also as being very line ;

—

E. ehijdiis, 3 ft. by 3 ft. E. ventricusa coctiiiea niiiior,

3 ft. by -U ft.

E. Beaumont'ui , 3 ft. by 3 ft. E. prejunideiin, 3 ft. by
3 ft. E. mutahilis, a low, sjireading, ilensc bush, jiro-

fusely bloomed, 3 ft. by 3 ft.

E. perbpicua tiana, 3 ft. by 2^ ft. 2-J flurida, a scarce

species, 3 i't. by 2 ft.

E. Benjiana, densely bloomed, 4 ft. by 4 ft. E.
toiiilejloi-a, 3 ft. by 2^ ft.

E. siiaveokns, 3 ft. by 3 ft.; this is a Heath with sweet-

scented fiowers. E. tricolor Wilsonii, a fine species.

E. vestiUt coccinea, a splendid bush, 3 ft. by .'! ft. E.
veslita rosea, a small plant, densely bloomed, 2 ft hy 2 ft.

I-XORAS.—These fine stove jilants were shown in a

collection of four species. 'Though they were respect-

able, yet I cannot hut remark that of late yeai's the

specimens of I.\oras have not been exhibited so fine,

neither in grow'th nor bloom, as they used to be.

'I'ali, Cacti.—'These gorgeous flowers were shown in

fine condition, and were very attractive.

Orchids. — I never saw these beautifully singular

plants shown in better condition, both as regards

growth and bloom. There were four collections of

twenty-five each; one of eighteen ; one of sixteen ; and
four of eight each ; in all 14fi plants, all in flower, and
not a had plant amongst them. An orchid grower will

easily conceive what a grand sight was here. I noted
the following as being particularly fine

—

Phahiiiopsis

ijrandijiora, with scores of its snow-white, moth-like

blossoms. lU'ndrohiitm nohile, several large plants,

4 ft. by 4 ft. Aerides odorata, with thirty spikes. ^-1.

cris]mm, nine spikes. Cattlei/a Mossiit, several fine

plants. Oaltlei/a 67r(H)i(;WJ, highly -coloured, and nu-

merously flowered ; the noble Phaius Wallichii, with
twelve spikes. Saccolahium guttatum, with twelve spikes.

The Trinidad Butte.rjiij plant, with seven blooms. The
beautifid, highly-coloured Lwlia cimmbarinic, with six

long spikes. Hlanlwpea tigrina, witli its strange, fleshy,

dark blossoms ; and titanhopea oculata. Oncidiiinis in

great numbers, as well as the rarcly.scen Ejiidcndrum
bicorniittoii, with its beautiful snow-coloured blossoms

;

also the beautifid and gay Dendrohium Paxtoiiii, and
D. Devouianum. I might lengthen this list, but tlie

above were the most remarkable for growth and bloom.

Floiusts' F'loweus.— 'These were in flue leather,

fresh, and bright. The Roses in pots taking the first

rank in ])oint of merit. I never saw them so line, tlie

plants were large, and the flowers magnificent. Rich
scarlet or crimson Roses were not numerous, Oeant des

Battailes taking the lead, and Paid liicand treading up<m
bis heels, Chcnedolle bringing up the rear nobly. In

yellows, the old Persian was the best in colour, and was
well bloomed. Devoniensis had noble flowers with a

yellowish tinge ; many of the flowers measured five

inches across. Niphetos was fine, but almost white from

being forced, ii'ost; is a colour difficult to describe ; of
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this there were several extraordinary flue plants, the

best wore Paul Perms, Coup J'Hebe, Baronne Prevost,

Comtesse dc Mole, a variety seldom seen, Charles Duval,

and HoiKiuet ile Flore. )Fhiles were scarce. Souvenir

il'un ami liad white edges, with a flesh-coloured centre,

and Taijlioni, a tea-scontcd, beautiful Hose, was as near

white as possible. Mrs. Bosanquet was in line condition,

and pure white. I must not forget Adam, a flue fawn-

coloured, double, tea-scented variety. These were the

best, but all were really flnely-bloomed, and were the

grand attraction of the day, excepting, perhaps, the

Orchids.

PEt..\RooNtuJis.— These effective show plants were
exhibited in large numbers, but excepting those shown
by Mr. Turner, of Slough, were not so full of blooui as

usual. The plants were well grown, and will be lino at

the next show. The best includes many of the good
old varieties, as the following list will show :

—

Sc.\nLEr OR BRIGHT cRiMsox.

—

Ma(jnet, (Jhncuorm,

Salamander, Prince of Oriinge, Rosa, and JMagnificent.

Light, with d.vrk blotch.—Eoweiia, Rosamond, Star,

May Queen, Bertha, Oulielma, and Arethusa.

Dark, with m.\roon blotch.—Mochanna, Constanee,

Cuijp, Chhie, Pride of thr Isles, N'onsuch, Fonjet-me-not,

Negress, Consjiicuum, Chieftain, Painter Improred, Am-
bassador, Aladdin, Alderman, and Xorah.

Purple, upper petals th.a.t colour.—Aja.v, Alonzo,

and Princess Royal.

White.— J'irgiii Queen, Ellen, Pearl, Blanch, Mont
Blanc (No. :i), and Camillu-

Pelargonu'.ms (the lesser or fancy varieties).—These
were, generally speaking, well bloomed. The best were,

Advance (light), Formosissima (dark), Hero nf Surrey
(dark), Oipsi/ Queen (dark), Defiance (dark), Slahinska

(very dark), Electra (liglit), Queen Superha (light),

Cristine (light), il/i'ss <S'. Sheppard (light), Oaietij (light),

Richard Cohden (light), and John Bull (dark).

Pan-sies IX Pots were exceedingly well grown, and
finely bloomed, quite equal, if not sujierior, to those

grown in the open border. They were much and de-

servedly admired by the visitors.

Flower of the Day (a fine dark self, superior to the

Duke of Perth), Adela (a good yellow), British Queen,
Marchioness of Bath (a fine flower), Alfred the Great,

Sir John Cathcart, Marchioness of Lothian, Helen (a

line white ground with light purple margin). National,
Mrs. Bell, and Sylvia.

In Cut Pansies the follow-iug were the best

—

Royal
Standard, Conqueror, Miss Talbot, Floucr of the Day,
Sovereign (the best yellow sell), Robert Burns, Sambo,
Pandora, Sir R. Peel, Queen of England, Kate, and
Royal White.

Cinerarias.— There were several collections, but
none in very fine condition ; the best were Rosy Morn,
Rosalind, Mrs. Sidney Herbert, Amy Robsart, and Lady
Hume Campbell.

Calceolarias.—One good collection, from Elr. Con-
stautine, gardener to C. Mills, Esq., Hillingdon, was
grown as Calceolarias should be. I understand they
were all scodliugs raised by the exhibitor. Scarlet

King (a decided acquisition), Liulie of Wellington (a fine

crimson). Defiance (a spotted variety), and Mrs. C. Mills,

were the best.

Tulips.— These gay flowers were exhibited in con-

siderable number, and in fine condition. Mr. Turner,
of Slough, sent a collection of eighty-four, and Jlr.

Milner, of Sudbury, another of ninety-six. I noted the
following as being really good—
Whites.—Princess Charlotte and Oroom.
Yellow and dark stripes.—Qloria Mundi, Duchess

of Clarence, Polyphemus, Junius Brutus, Charbonnier,
Garten Leopold, Trafalgar, and Chelleston.

Dark feathered byhlomen. — Charbonnier noir,

Diogenes, Olobe Regan, and Arisiides.

Poses.— Ceres belieforme, Aglaie, Claudiana, Bion,
Lord Colchester, Rose Astonishing, Lord Hill, Brilliant,

Triomphe Royal, and a breeder broke into colour this

season.

MiscELiANEors.—Under this bead there was ex-

hibited a good collection of Stove Ferns, from ^Ir.

Williams ; and T^ycopods from Mr. Woolley ; British
Ferns, from Mr. Smith, Regent's Park. Also an inter-

esting collection of Alpine Plants, from Mr. Turner, of

Ilolloway, most of them very well-bloomed, especially

Veronica repens, Sa.vifraga. granulata pleno, Alyssum
saxatile, and Ajuga reptans pleno.

liHODODKXDRONs IN PoTs, from Mcssrs. Lane, of

Berkliampstcd ; and JNIr. Ivison, Sion House, were
large, and well bloomed : gay in colours, from the

the darkest crimson, to white spotted with purple.

Fruit.—The Society did not otter any prizes at this

Show for fruit, consequently very little was exhibited.

There were, however, some good Grapes, growing on
the trees in pots ; some good Cut Grajies; two Melons;
one dish of tine Strawberries : one dish of Figs; and a
dish of ripe Apricots, a somewhat uncommon fruit at

this time of the year. T. Appleby.

PLANTING OUT CROPS IN SUMMER.
When is the best time to plant. the various kitchen-

garden crops, that, from time to time, require removal
from the seed-bed to the quarters where tliey are expected
to remain for permanent use'? This is a question that

has several times been asked, and is one to which any-
thing but a general answer can be given ; for, although
it is customary to say, "plant out after rain," the many
failures we see from so doing would seem to imply, that

tlie advice must be acted upon with caution, or, in other

words, it must be qualified to suit the circumstances of

the case. We have all seen nice young broods of

I-jCtluces planted out to their final quarters, and dis-

appear within a very ievf hours after; and beds of

tender Annuals have sometimes sufl'ered a like fate,

more especiallj' if they be margined by a considerable

breadth of grass, which forms a lurking place from
which foraging parties of their enemies make nightly

sallies, and carry away all that is most valuable. Now,
this drawback amounts, in some instances, to the entire

loss of a crop, or several crops in succession ; nor are

protective measures so effective as could be wished : it

therefore becomes the enquiring mind to weigh well

the benefits of planting after heavy rains, and the evils

to which the system is exposed. We have been so

situated, as to find it almost impossible to save our
Brussels Sprouts, Greens, &c., which it is customary to

plant out early in June, if we planted them out in wet
weather; we, consequently, adopted the other extreme,
and planted them out when the ground, as well as the
weatlier, was very dry, and usually with great success.

The reason was obvious—a stitt', retentive soil is the one
most favourable to the iiroduction of " slugs," the

enemies of almost all young and tender vegetation

;

while a soil of an opjiosite kind is one of the best anti-

dotes to their increase—the sharp, gritty particles of

wliich a sandy soil is composed being at variance with
the locomotive powers of slugs, and they are less able

to crawl about in search of food, and do not, conse-

quently, exist in such number as in the more adhesive
" loams," better known, in garden phraseology, as
" heavy soils."

Now, as the slug exists in the stifl' soil to a more
dangerous extent than in the dry, sandy one, we may
reasonably infer that the planting operation ought to

be done on the stitt' soil in drj weather, in order that

the plants may escape the ravages they would be sub-

jected to were they planted out whilst it was wet, and
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appareutly favournble to the plauts growing well. A
few tkiU days, in the midst of dry weather, are to bo

preferred, and to such plants as those of the largo

Cabbat'c family, which root rather deeply, there is

seldom that lack of moisture, in such soils, as to render

more than ono watering necessary; while, on the dry,

sandy, or gravelly soils of some districts, they would

want that assistance almost daily, in order to support

themselves against the drying influence by which they

are surrounded.

Now, in planting out crops on these two soils, it

is easy to see that two dili'eront courses must be

adopted: — tho stifi',
,
retentive one must be planted

in dull, dry weather, and when the surface of tlie

ground is tolerably dry; wliile the sandy, or gravelly

soil must bo planted, if possible, in a showery season,

in order that the plants may derive the full benelit of

tliat agent on which they must look as affording

them the most important portion of their daily food,

i. e., atmospheric moisture, '.these reasons being given,

it is easy to see when the best time has arrived for

planling-out the various Cabbageworts in smnmer.
It is ue.Kt a matter of enquiry as to their si/e, and

other particulars, and this is, also, tolerably easy to

deline ; for a small, delicate plant, with its leaf-stalks

elongated, so as to bo unable to support the broad
portion of its leaf, is not at all likely to withstand

the sunshine of Midsummer, nor the drying ellbcts of

the dog days ; but such an one may be able to endure the

change wliich is rendered comparatively easy, when
performed at a time when both the ground and the

atmosphere is saturated with moisture ; it then speedily

accommodates itself to the altered circumstances of its

position, and those leaves, which, at planting out, were
|

unable to hold up their proper side to the sun, quickly !

recover strength to do so, and that before any serious

harm takes place from their reversed position, for the

latter was done while the snn had, comparatively, little

chance to injure tliem, the air being moist, &c. Let

it be observed, tliat this operation must only be

performed on such gromid as is tolerably free from

such pests as prey on the young plant, otherwise

its delicate condition, when iu {ho state we have tlnis

described, will speedily tempt tlicm to its destruction.

There is a class of ]dants less robust than the Cab-

bageworts, and equally, if not more, agreeable to

the stomach of tlie voracious slugs; those must bo

differently treated, for they cannot well endure tho

scorching sunshine that the otliers can, neither are

they so deep-rooted as to penetrate below its influ-

ence ; with these, tlierefore, some ' more stringent

means must be adopted to drive out, or keeji at bay,

those enemies they are so likely to suffer from.

Usually, repented workings of the soil will ell'ect that

purpose; but wlien that has not been accomplished,

the addition of sometliing or oilier as a repellant to

them; for this, nothing is belter than soot or wood-
- ashes, which, besides, arc excellent manures; but, in

audition to their use, the groinid must bo made very

fine, and, if it bo very dry, it ougiit not to be planted

immediately after being watered; but after the top has

got a little dry again, and when the jdants arc ]iut in,

and, if needs-bo, watered, take the precaution to scatter

some dry ashes, or other ofl'ensivo substance, over tho

ground, to repel the invasion of the enemy. By this

means, it is likely tlic plants will get hold enough with

the moisture which there exists to wilhstaml tlie more
trying part of the'senson without liaviug recourse to

the wiitrriiig-pot, wldcli too often invites the depredators.

During the past spring, wlicn the slug was making
sad havoc amongst many crops, our /Vi/.v were saved by

removing all rougli and cloddy lumps from near tlieni,

and supplying tlieir place with a finer material, to which

lime, soot, or ashes had been added—the distastefuliiess

of these latter substances kept the enemy away until

the plant oidgrew tlieir attacks. Beds of Carrots, too,

are, especially, favourites with them; and we know of

many one who had to sow again, and blaming their

seedsman, bad to submit to a very late crop ; whereas the

fault lay with their own want of care, or, it might he,

want of means ; for the season was very awkward, so that

the ju-oper working of the ground, which ought to have
been proceeded with at various times during the winter

and early spring, was sadly impeded by tho unfavourable

state of the weather; but when anything like a smooth
surface was obtained, with a fair average depth of friable

soil below, we do not see any reason why a " good
plant" of Carrots might not fairly be looked for, as

rc]ieiitcd dusting of lime, commencing about a week or

so after sowing, ought to preserve the crop, unless under
circumstances peculiarly favourable to their enemies.

l''or instance, we dislike to sow Carrots after a Cab-

bage crop, the latter hai'bouring so many of these

voracious vermin, which only retire underground during

the day-time, to come out at night on their maraud
ing excursions. To stop these gentry, it is necessary

to seal up, as fast as possible, their place of .abode, and
a fine state of the soil will usually elfect this object;

many will still escape, and these must be deterred from
committing any r(ivages,by their journey being made as

distasteful as ]iossible.

As much of the after-snccess of a plant dejiends

on its deriving all the advantages it can at jilantiug-

time, and, consequently, avoiding all the evils, it becomes
a matter of importance to select the most fltting time on
which to perform these various operations; and not only

that, but to watch them sedulously afterwards for some
time. It is worse than useless to say that everything

depends on the watering pot, for be assured of it, that

cold well-water (perhaps bard too), is just as likely to

do harm as good, more especially when given in daily

deluges. Much as our jilant-growing friends condemn
the dribbling system, it is infinitely better for out-door

things than severe duckings of cold well-water; and
we have been sometimes grieved to sec the poor cot-

tager watering his plants as he would a lime-lieap, by
buckets-full at a time, while his plants were absolutely

perishing befoie him.

In concluding this article on planting, we must not

omit to enter our protest against another practice we
have seen adopted, which is. "puddling" the plants,

by drawing their roots through a substance of clayey

mud, made as thick as batter, and planting them with

what adhered to them; this was bad, because the scaled-

up condition that the rootlets were in is sadly against

their after ramifyin^g for food; while the only benefit, if

it oven be one, is, tliat they, perhaps, do not flag so much
at the precise moment ; but this is dearly bought by the

ditliculties it puts in the plant's w^ay afterwards.

J. EonsoN.

SWEDISH TCRNIP Cri.TURK.
{Cuuliniifd from pfit/e ICS.) !

The liino of sowing is an important consideration,

and as it necessarily depends upon many circumstances, i

it will be well to name the best time for sowing the
[

main crop for general purposes.
|

The first week in June, ujion the majority of soils,

will be found tlic best season.

Ifthecropis required for feeding by sliecp on the

land late in the spring, the sowing may be delayed with

advantage until the last week in Jnne; for if the soil be

kind, and the climate warm, like that of tho southern

and eastern counties, the roots will continue to grow, iu
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ordinary seasons, until the middle of the moutli of De-

cember, and in this case, they will prove much more

nutritious iu the spring, and bolter able to withstand

the changes of tlio woiither than when sown at the

earliest period.

When Swedes are required for pulling and storing

early iu the autumn, it is best to sow the seed the first

season, that is, as soon as the land can be brought into

a good state, after the middle of the month of May,
and particularly upon soils situated in the northern and

western counties, where a large quantity of rain usually

falls, and also upon high and bleak situations, where

the plant generally grows slowly.

Tlio mode of puttiug in the seed by the drill is now
almost universal : and although some parties still adhere

to the broadcast sowing, I cannot see any advantage in

so doing ; on tiie contrary, the drill system gives the

best opportunity for the applieation of artificial manures,

and likewise offers the best chance of hoeing and clean-

ing the crop at the least expense.

The space and distance between the rows in drilling

upon the fiat should be about twenty inches, iu ordi-

nary soils which liave been well tilled and manured.

The horse-hoeing cannot be elTectually carried out if

the rows are placed nearer than twenty inches apart.

Upon shallow soils, and those much infested with

weeds, it is advisable to adopt the ridge culture, the

stetches being made twenty-seven inches apart; this

will afford additional deptli of soil, and allow amjilc

space for the use of the horse-hoe during the whole

growth of the cro|).

In hand-hoeing the crop, and setting out the plants,

the nature and condition of the land must bo taken

into account. If tlie soil is capable of producing large

roots, leave them at eighteen inches distance in tlie

rows, and if tlie hind is not in higli condition, set them

out at twelve inches.

It must also be considered for what purpose the crop

is required. If intended for early pulling, they cannot

be grown too large ; but in case they are required to

stand the winter, they may be grown closer in tlie rows,

as the moderate-sized roots are more nutritious, and

keep better until a late period. The mode of manuring
for the Swede crop is one of the most important opera-

tions, for although some manures may be said generally

to be the best for growing Swedes, yet the variation of

soils will alter the effect of manures, and produce very

difl'erent results.

I consider experience has now decided, that whatever
kind of manure is used, supcrphospliato of lime sliould

always form part of tlie application upon all soils.-- |

* A few words are necessary to e.\plain the properties of this manure. '

Neutral phosphate of lime, as found in bones and pu.ino, consists of aliout

48.J parts of phosphoric acid, and 51,.^ parts of lime, and this in a coiu- I

paratively insoluble state. It requires an acid, such .as carbonic acid I

twhieh is the weakest;, to render it food for plants. Superpliosphate of
lime consists of phosphoric acid 71^, and lime 26^ parts, and this is
perfectly soluble in water, so that when placed in the soil, a lar^e .amount
of the very food the youn:; plant delights in is readily available ; and
even if some of the superphosphate is neutralized by the soil, it is yet
much more soluble than in its original state. It is now very well knnvui,
that phosphate of lime is converted into superphosphate liy means of a
powerful acid, such as sulphuric, which removes from the pliosphate two-
thirds its lime. Theimme.liate effect of this preparation is to render the
phosphate of lime readily soluble and available for the plant, so that a

Upon land in a good state of tillage, and well ma-
nured for the previous wheat croj), an application of

a cwt. superphosphate, and eight bushels of bone dust,

with about sixteen bushels of dry ashes, per acre, will

prove one of tlie best dressings of artificial manure
which can be applied to loamy or strong soils, and
drilled with the secd.-:-

Upon light gravel, or soils resting on chalk, the best
application will be 2 cwt. of superpliosphate, and
twenty bushels of dry ashes, drilled with the seed, and
3 cwt. of the best Peruvian guano, sown broadcast, and
cither ploughed or harrowed in, previous to drilling the

seed. The last-named application will also produce the

best crop upon nearly all soils, but the roots are more
inclined to rot and decay, and are, I consider, deficient

iu nutrition, when grown after an application of Peru-

vian guano upon loamy soils.

I liave noticed the same effect produced by the use of
any manure rich iu ammonia, for although an appli-

cation of town manure, night soil, or guano, will

produce a heavy crop of Swedes, yet they are generally

ill-shaped, throwing up long necks, with more or less

tendency to decay, according to the nature of soil, time
of sowing, and otlier circumstances.

I have adopted it as a general rule, in my own farm
practice, to use manures in which bono cartli is predo-

minant for the Turnip crop, and those manures, such

as night soil, yard and town manure, and guano, in all

of which ammonia abounds, more or less, I use for the

production of the corn and grass crops.

Tiio best quantity of seed to be used per acre has

been named, but I would observe, that a liberal allow-

ance should always be used, because tlie plants grow so

much faster whilst young, and consequently get out of

reach of the insect enemies much sooner.

I now conclude this paper upon Swedish Turnip
Culture, by stating, that it is my intention to make the

after-management, such as hand and horse-hoeing of

root-crops, the subject of another article upon a future

occasion. .Joseph Blundell.

SEA WEEDS.—No. 2.

I KNOW not how it is, but I never feel so alone with God,
ov such a sensation of pleasure and of joy, as when on some
widely-extending ocean sliore. It is a reeling too elevated
lor expression ; when the rniud seems lost in the contem-
plation of Hira who, tliough invisible, is still present in His
wonderful works. How majestic in its simplicity is the

shower of rain will dissolve at least one hundred times as much phosphate
of lime from the superphosphate, as it will from the plain phosphate of
lime as it is found in bones.
Many persons imagine, that by mixing bones with wet ashes or earth,

they thereby render the phosphate of lime sohiblc as in superphosphate.
This, however, is altogether erroneous ; the only etfect produced by this
liutrefaction is the greater mechanical division of the bones, and although
there is no objection to the process, so long as the ammonia which is

given off by tlie decomposing mass is prevented from escaping by a
covering of earth, yet the phosphate of lime is not rendered more
soluble than before, and the advantage of employing superphosphate is

by no means diminished.
* Although this is a very judicious mode of .applying coneentrated

manures, yet on large farms, where many of the fields are situated at a
distance from the homestead, a great deal of labour and trouble would he
saved, without any loss of advantage, by dispensing Avith the ashes
altogether, and applying the manure alone, or in conjunction with water,
as may be rcrpurcd. Ec<inomy, convenience, and accuracy, will be thus
injured, and a drill that will accomplish this will be a desideratum, and
one which we believe will soon be supplied.—S.
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statement in the Scnptures, " The sea is His, and He made
it." Grand, and terrible in its grandeur, as the ocean is

wlien it "tosses up its waves on high;" beautiful in its

gentleness when He says, " Peace, be still," and the mighty
deep in obedience " coiicheih" (Dent, xxxiii. l:i); it is as

nothing compared with Him who spake it into being. It is

a wondi'rt'ul work of an Almighty hand. It would be so

even if it were only a world of waters ; but tenanted as it is

by tlie countless multitudes of living creatures, from tlie

Leviathan whicli takes his pleasure therein, m.aking the

deeji hoary with his gambols', to the tiny Zoophyte, too

small for tlie naked eye to see its beauty, and "the things

creeping innumerable," together with the wonderfully beau-

tifid and varied " vegetation of the waters," fills the con

leuiplalive mind witli astonishment, and the language of

the I'salmist is that which it appropriates—" Such know-
ledge is too wonderful for me ; I cannot attain unto it."

" In wisdom hast thou made tliem all." And the beautiful

jilants of the ocean—the Sea Weeds—how exquisitely tliey

are formed—how varied in their beauty—how endless in

variety! And still, even these Weeds are, as it were, con-

formed to certain rules, and wliile among land plants
" nothing is so variable or uncertain as coloiu', among .Jli/ie,

on the contrary, it has been ascertained tliat the classes of

colour are, to a gi'eat extent, indicative of structure, and,

consequently, of natural afiinily ; " so that it has been well

remarked, that they are " True to their colours "—" Con-
stant."

There are. three colours, which, in their varieties of

shade, include all—the Red Weeds, the Green Weeds, and
the Olive; and it was suggested to the writer that there

were many suiking analogies—many comparisons which
might be drawn betweim these and the three Christian

graces of " Faith, Hope, Charity ; " and it is remarkable,

that as these three great divisions of the Algip include every

variety, so those three Christian graces include each and
every holy attainment.

Tbc r,ed Weeds, which may be considered as emblematic
of Faith, grow and flourish best in deep, dark places. The
colour is never good in shallow pools, and faitli is ever the

strongest in dark and troubled times. Some of these Weeds
grow to a great size. On the Irish coast, Kiliqiln/Hiim piinc-

littiim has been found live feet long by three broad; but

lied ^^'eeds of this si/e are not common, '' not many exceed
two feet, and great numbers never ex?ced six inches. -\nd

thus, it is rare to meet with a Paul, who could, in all

sincerity say, that he counted all things but loss for the

excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus his Lord; or an
Abraham, whose faitli enabled him to leave home and
country, and to go out, not knowing whither he went,
leaning on the simple, but sure promises of God; or a

Moses, who, refusing to be called the son of Pharoah's
daughter, chose rather to sufter affliction with the people of

God than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season. There
are gradations of faith, from these noble specimens down
to the faith of a little child (the little sixinch Weed),
which, in its measure and degree, may be as perfect as a

full-grown faith ; for the smaller Weeds are very lovely, and
often found to be full of fruit when examined through a

microscope ; and so the young believer may, to the eye of

the Almighty, to Him who seeth not as man seeth, he well-

pleasing, abounding with the fruit of the Spirit, abiding

upon tlie rock.

As in the natural habit of Sea Weeds there is much
variety, so Christians vary much in disposition. Tliere

are the joyous and the sad ; believers rejoicing in the full

assurance of faith, and weak ones, saying, with tears,

"Lord, I believe; help thou mine unbelief." Still, they

have all " one faith," for " witliout faith it is impossible to,

please God." They have also "one hope." Flope is a

cheering grace, and it may well be represented by the bright

Green AVeeds, "which grow in shallow places, of clear water,

in full sunshine," and he may well be called a happy person
whose hope is in the Lord his God. Such a hope " maketh
not ashamed," for the hope that is laid up in heaven is as

an anchor of the soul, both sure and stedfast, keeping the
believer from being rprntli/ moved, seeing that the rock on
which he anchors is Christ, the hope of glory. There is a
full assui'ance, Impe, spoken of in the Scriptures, as well as

a full assurance of faith (Heh. vi. 11) ; and it is a blessed

hope, for it looks forward to the glorious appearing of our

Lord and Saviour .Tesus Christ. And how exalting its

tendency! Kvery man that hath i/i/s hope in him, "puri-

tietli himself even as He is pure."

But now the crowning grace of Charity claims attention.

It is represented by the C)live-coloured Weeds. " Some of

tlie larger kinds of these inhabit deep water, but the gre.iter

number are found upon tidal rocks, wdiere they are exposed

to the influence of the sun and air for some hours each

day." There are Olive-coloured Weeds of great size, " sur-

passing in the length of their fronds the tallest forest-trees."

One plant of this order (a Lnminarin), inhabiting the

nortli-wfstern .shores of America, has " a stem no tliicker

than whipcord, but upwards of thr»e hundred feet in length,

bearing at its apex a huge vesicb- six or seven feet long,

shaped like a barrel, and crowned with a tuft of upwards of

lifty forl;ed leaves, each from thirty to forty feet in length.

The vesicle being filled with air buoys up this immense
frond, which lies stretched along the surface of the sea,"

.\notlier kind is almost like a submarine palm-tree, while

others are minute and delicately formed. Those which
inhabit the deep waters may be compai-ed to the true, the

large, the abounding love of the AposUe John for the

Saviour ; a love which he expresses again anil again, and
the expression of which, indeed, forms the sum and sub-

stance of his Epistles; for charity is but another name for

love, and Jesus Himself said that this law of love was the

first of all the commandments—Love to God, and then love

to man ; and we can no longer wonder at charity being

spoken of as the greatest of graces, wdien we are tolil that

God is love ! that the fruit of the Holy Spirit is love ! and
that it was love which brought the Saviour from heaven to

become a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief, in order

that we might live ! What a jiroof of the sironci love of God
for fallen man, that He " m loved tho world that He gave

His only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in llim

should not perish, but have everlasting life." And though
the love of a sinful being can never he' compared to this,

yet is it a part of the same heavenly grace, just as a portion

of ijohl, though small, is slill a iireeious thing, of the same
origin and nature as the larger quantity ; and it was this

love which caused the Apostle Paul to suffer the loss of all

things, and to suffer gladly ; and it is the same love of

Christ which constrains the believer not to live unto himself

but unto God. It is this love which leads our Missionai-ies

to leave all that is dear to them on earth, and to go forth

to preach the unsearchable riches of Christ ; which causes

the Christian Minister and his people to visit the poor, and
needy, and afflicted ; and it is love which would fain wipe

away the tears of the widow and orphan.

The Olive A\'eed» grow on maritime rocks exposed to the

rise and fall of the tide, now dry, and now in full stream;

still they flourish, and are refreshed and invigorated by the

returning waters. And charity suffereth long and never

failetU ; it knows how to abound and how to suffer need ; it

can do all things through Christ, which strengtheneth it

;

and as the returning tide refreshes the plants of ocean, so

the renewed supplies of the Holy Spirit strengthen this and
every other grace. The more minute, but perfect and beau-

tiful Olive Weeds may represent the gentle loving-kind-

nesses of a refined and delicate mind ; the charity which
fears to wound even when performing acts of benevolence

;

the love which will not let the receiver of it know that there

is any self-denial exercised ; that fears to hurt the feelings

of another, for charity is kind ; that is not ready to take

offence, for it suft'ereth long; not vexed with the prosperity

of others, for " chaiiiy enviethnot;" which never plumes
itself on wdiat it has performed for others ; charity vaunteth

not itself, is not pufled up. The subject, however, is too full

to be properly discussed in a paper like this. lint m.ay we
ever " follow after charity;" for though Faith, and Hope,
and Charity abide, and shall .abide for ever, still " the

ijrealesl of these is charity."—S. B.

"IS THE ROUP CONTAGIOUS?"
NoT"mTHSTAUDiKCr the decided manner in which your

correspondent answers this question in the negative, I feel

quite certain that it is contagious. My reasons for my
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belief are few and simiile; but, being facts, tliey are worth
I a Iiost of ai'giiinonts fouiuleel on tlieories and suppositions.

I

I think it would be as well for poultry amateurs, if other of
I your readers would give their experience and opinions on

this question.

1 I will premise tliat my poultry run contains, with a mea-
1 dow, about seven acres altogether ; and that, altliough many
I
scores of cliicken have been reared in it annually, for tlic

', last twenty years, I never saw a case of roup amongst ray

j

fowls till about six weeks ago ; it is, in fact, a very healthy
! run. Aljnut eight weeks since, I received, from a distance,

some Gold-iieneilled Hamburglis ; I noticed, the evening
they arrived that tlie liead of one was rather swelled, and
its eyes weak and watery, but 1 thought some of the otliers

might have been fighting it. I put thera in a small yard parted

from the greater yard by a wicker fence; and in less than
a week, I found, to ray horror, four out of tlie six Hamliurghs
affected with roup. Tlie one that was first noticed by me
died in a week, and since then I have lost all but one. I

Icept tliem warm, and gave them sixteen grains of jalap

every other night, but they died.

Now for the question, Is the roup contagious ? By some
mischance, during ray absence, the fowls in question were
allowed to escape into the greater poultry-yard, which
containeil about 120 chickens, besides fifty or more full-

grown fowls; they could not have been tliere more than three

or four hours ; but mark the result. In less than a fortnight

(in some cases it shewed itself in a week), I had thirty

chickens, of all ages and sizes, and more than a dozen of

the old fowls, very bad witli the roup. Now, can your
correspondent say " tlie reason why" this was, if the disease

be not contagious ?

A few months ago, a friend of mine, who has one of the

best runs I know of for fowls, both as regards soil and size,

received a fowl from a London dealer, that had no doubt

been caged for some time, perhaps with infected fowls. How
ever that may be, he turned it down with his others—though
he had noticed previously that it did not appear well, but I

suppose he fancied a run in the country would restore it—and

what was the result? the roup was thus and then introduced

into his yard, ami he has not yet got rid of it. The bought
fowl died in a week or two, and he has since lost numbers.

I consider this disease to be the curse of the poultry

amateur; and, a.s to its being contagious, I have not the

slightest doubt, nor has my friend to whom I have referred.

Zenas.

THE LAST BEE SEASON.—SWARMING.
From Thk Cottage Gakdkner of to-day, I find that Mr.

Payne considers this the worst bee season in his experience.

It may be, and unquestionably is, a very bad one, but there

are exceptions. This county, Nottinghamshire, is one. I

believe our bees have not wintered or springed better for

many years. Tliere have been alreaily (Jlay 'Jlj) several

fine swarms in my locality, and I am informed but very few-

hives have perished. I have not lost one, although all were

weak in the autumn, and not any were fed.

As swarms may now be expected daily, and as they are

occasionally dillicnlt to hive, will you allow me to recom-
mend patience and perseverance if the bees go away. 1

once recovered a swarm after I had for some time con-

sidered them hopelessly lost. A short distance from my

I

garden is a fine Collegiate Church, wliose ancient towers

have furnished a home for many a swarm of bees ; at this

' time I believe there are several colonies located there. It

was a fine afternoon, calm and sultry, the very weather d'

all otliers one would wish bees to select for their migration,

when out came the swarm, and a fine swarm it was. Instead

of alighting on a neighliouriiig tree (there were plenty at

hand), away they went, helter skelter, to the church. I and
my servant followed as quickly as we could. When we got

into the churchyard we found the swarm completely dis

jiersed. The bees were Hying around the tliree large high

lowers in utter confusion, as if each nii'iiiber of the colony

was eudeavouring to find an indepenileiit home, or as if

they had lost their queen. 'We watched them for nearly an

hour, not with any hope of obtaining them, but out of

curiosity, to ascertain where they took up their habitation.

At last we fancied about the great tower the bees seemed

thicker than on any other part of the building, and we con-

cluded they had discovered a resting place. We looked

until we were nearly blinded, but at last my servant fancied

the bees came rather lower down the tower ; he immediately
ran to the nearest hedge, and tore a large bough from a

tree, with which he returned to the foot of the tower, holding

the bough high above his head. Presently a few bees came
around us : gradually they increased, and at length a few

settled on the bough ; in about five minutes a considerable

number had collected on it ; and in about five minutes more
it was evident tliat the ruler of the colony was amongst
the number. On this becoming apparent, I made my way
homo as speedily as possible, and returned with a hive.

When I got back, to my great satisfaction, I found my
servant still standing iu the same position, not, however, as

I had left him, covered with wearied bees, but with a fine,

strong swarm, beautifully formed, pendant from his bough.

It is a curious circumstance, that the taker of the bees had
uncovered head and bare arms, and, although he held the

swarm more than twenty minutes, and had thousands of

bees on his person, he escaped nnstung. This I attrihute

to his remaining perfectly passive the whole time. None
should undertake the management of bees who are not calm
and collected.—A Country Solicitor.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SILKWOKMS.
WITH COMMENTS AND ADDITIONS.

By the Prior Jacopo Jtkii,

Section I.

The Silkworm is a native of the South of China, a

country warmer than Italy, and was introduced thither in

the twelfth century.

It is said that two Persian Monks, who had long resided

in China, contrived to elude the vigilance of that jealous

government, and hiding the seed or eggs of the insects in

hollow caves, succeeded in bringing them to Constantinople,

where they presented them to the Emperor Justinian, who
liberally rewarded them, and entrusted them with the care

of rearing the worms.
The Silkworm was introduced into Sicily about the year

1130. Thence to Florence and Uologna, but by whom and
when are matters of uncertainty. There are traditions

among the vulgar relative to the treatment of Silkworms
;

fables which would liave us consider them as less delicate

than the best authors describe them, and persuade us to

diminish the scrupulous care necessary to their well-being.

In Turkey and India they ai-e kept in rooms as with us ; in

the South of China and Persia they formerly lived in the

open air, but as the havoc made amongst them by birds

and insects was found to be great, they are now reared

under cover as with us.

It is also true, that in those countries they are kept in

larger quantities, and two or three bai'vests of cocoons are

gathered iu, but oue harvest iu Italy is worth all those col-

lecte<l in countries, where, according to the accounts of

travellers, the same care is not taken of them.
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Tliis worm, as every one knows, is hatched in tlie form of

a caterpillar, from lui tgg laid liy a moth, aud ia fiiruishod

witli feet wUerenilli lo Iraiisijorl iUelf from one jjlace to

another. It has two jaws formed like a saw, which move
horizontally to masticate the loaves of the mulberry, whicii

form its food.

L'nder the mouth it is provided with a small hole or

fUierfff which communicates with two cavities (spiuuiuj^-

machiue or sijiuuers), where is secreted a fluid wliich it

sends forth from the spinners in the form of silk, l'nder

the feet it has two orifices which serve as lungs. It grows
rapidly, aud changes its skin four times ; these changes are

called sleep or sickness—at such limes it does not cat, and
appears toiTiid.

.Arrived at its full growth, it forms of the silk spun from
the spinners a cell or cocoon, in which it encloses itself,

and becomes apparently dead, it assumes a shell which
covers its whole body, aud is then called a n.\rapli or chry-

salis. .Vfter some days it pierces the shell aiul cocoon,

and issues forth a perfect moth. The female moth impreg-
nated by the male lays many eggs, and then both die.

Towards the end of March, the eggs, vulgarly called the

seed, should be detached from the cloths in which they have
been preserved duruig tlie winter ; the cloths are dipped

into water, aud there kept for some minutes, then spread on
a table, and the eggs removed with a blunt knife ; they are

next washed with pure water, the few that float being re-

jected as not hkely to hatch, or if hatched, to produce sickly

worms. The water is then jioured otf, and the eggs again
|

washed in white wine. They are placed to dry ou cloths '

spread on hoards, and when ilry are preserved in thin layers
|

on dishes or jiaper, or in hags in an airy aud dry situation,
!

till the hatching season.
|

Many breeders are unwise enough to buy these eggs of
;

those who make a trade of it; a mistake occasioned,

usually, by negligence or indolence, and productive of many
j

inconveniences. However, as it may sometimes be necessary

to purchase, it may be well to describe the signs by which
good eggs are known. They sliould not be. concave, and

;

when pressed with the finger should hold a transparent

glutinous fluid. They should be of an ashy-grey colour,

neither yellow, red, nor white. Besides this, it shoiUd be

ascertained that the eggs have been well prepared, that they do
not come from a distance, aud that large fiuantities have not

been collected in the same vessel, circumstances which nuiy
- deteriorate their ciuality, to the great loss of all concerned.

.\gain, as to tlie quaudly of eggs to be hatched, many
proceed by chance, not calculating the amount of food they

are likely to have, aud often find themselves in ditticulty, to

the detriment of tlieir real interests. Bepeated observations
i

have shown that the first step in the right direction, is to

ascertain the cjuautity of leaves you will probably have.

Modern writers on the new and approved system calculate

thus :—To obtain one pound of cocoons, you must have
fourteen pounds of leaves as they are gathered from the
tree, t^at is, not cleansed, nor the useless parts removed.
One ounce of eggs may yield ISO lbs. of the best cocoons,

and sometimes more. For oveiy ounce of eggs, "^,020 lbs.

of leaves are required. Of course, if many worms die in

their first change, a smaller quantity will be sutiicient, but
it can never be truly economical to work without rtile. It is

better to have too much food than too little, as so often

haiipens; and worms accustomed to one kind of food suffer

by any change.
The master should regulate the number of his worms by 1

the number of persons in his family who may be trusted to

tend them, and thus verify the proverb—" The less seed
the more cocoons."

Many make the mistaUo of supposing that the worms
should be tended solely by women; whereas they require

;

assiduous care by day and night, together with foresight
,

and judgment, rarely, indeed, found in woman.*
In countries where they understand tlie true method of

profiting by this season, some work on the farm, whilst

others, besides stiipping the leaves, remove the beds and
other impurities, prepare the twigs, and do every other
fatiguing work, leaving to the women the care of the worm-
chamber, wliich should never be left, day or night, especially

* Our reailers must remeaiber that the writer of this was a Monk !

—

Ed. C. G.

at certain seasons, taking care that no one sleeps there, as

the exhalations from the human body would infect the air,

which must be kept as pm'e as possible.

^\ hen the buds of the mulberry-tiee open the eggs may
be hatched, but not before, because, if frost should occur to

arrest the develo|imeat of the foliage, either the worms
must perish, or food be i)rocured for them at gicut loss and
inconvenience.
To proceed' to the method of hatching the eggs, that

usually practised lUiiongst us, of putting them into little

bags, and carrying them by day about the person, and by
niglit keeping them in the bed clothes, is not appro\ed by
those who have made the greatest iirogress in the art. In
the first place, the heat thus communicated to the eggs is

not equal ; and in the next, the exhalations from the human
body are hurtful to them. The plan attended with the best

success, is to employ artificial heat, placing the eggs in a
room warmed by a stove, which ditiuses a more even tem-
perature than au open fire, and consumes much less fuel,

and may serve not merely for one worm owner, but for as

many neighbours as may agree to use it.

The room should not be too large to he easily war-med

;

it should be on an upper floor, that it may be dry, and quite

dean, cleanUuess being very essential, well paved, aud the
walls well jtlastered. It should have at least two windows,
opposite each other, fmnished with glass sashes, and also

blinds, that the air may not stiike the worms when the
sashes are open. Besides these, there must hei ventilators

in the floor under the windows, or in the ceiling, to open
with a slide, so as to introduce I'resh air iuto the room at

pleasure. In a convenient position, should the room be large,

there must be a brick stove or two opposite each other,

but detached from the wall, that the warmth may be more
equally diffused.

In the room there must be in one corner a chimney, or,

if the room be large, two, in opposite directions ; tires lighted
in these with very dry fuel, serve to purify the air. The
cliimuies must have doors, which exclude the external air

when necessiu'y.

The eggs being .arranged in thin layers in little boxes of

pasteboard, or on boards, and numbered, they are X'iaced

on a hurdle or plank, with a cover over them.
If there he many boxes, then the hurdles may be placed

one over the other, but not so high as to prevent the eggs
being conveniently attended to. According to this xdan the
eggs will be hatched in about ten days.

It will be well to regulate the temperature of the room
by a thermometer, an instrument familiar to the most
ignorant. It would be better to have two thermometei-s, one
at the stove, the other opposite. When the time approaches
for the hatching of the eggs, the tennierature must he
gradually raised. If the thermometer be lower than li'
Keaumur (equal to.-Oi'' Fahrenheit), kindle a fire to raise it

to that point ; if on the contrary it be higher, close the

blinds of the windows exposed to the sun, and open the

opposite ones, as well as the door and ventilators, if ne-

cessary. On the third day the temperature must bo raised

to l-i" E. (CC° I-.), and so increase one degree each day, till

it rises to 22° it.
(82o

f.).

These precautions are so uecessiuy, that even by night
the room should be visited, to ascertain that the temperature
he maintained at the jnoper height. The owners of thi:

stove will find a self registering thermometer very useful, ns

it will indicate the highest degree of heat or cold that has
occurred m then' absence, thus proving whether the attend

ants have done theii' duty.

If, in heating the room, there should he danger of the

eggs suffering from dryness, two vessels of water may he
placed in it, the evajioration from which will rectify what is

amiss, and if this he not sufficient, the floor may be sprinkled

with water. And as it is very necessaiy to know whether
the atmosphere be dry or damp, let a dish of common siUt

be placed in the room—if the salt be dry, the air is ihy, if

not the air is damii.* In this ease a fire must be lighted of

* For this purpose a hygrometer will be found useful, and wealtliy i

agriculturists wift do well to furnish themselves with one, as salt is slow
in indieating damp, and not always true. When the hygrometer stands •

at 70^, the air is too damp. Tiiis instrument forctels changes in the
wcalhcr. iind thcrchy tlic inconvcuienees of rain may lie avoided, aud Ilie .

fine weather turned to the best aceount in other rural pursuits. If tlic
j

hygrometer indieatcs damp in fine weather, raiu is not far off.
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Jry wood, aud Uiu tlanius will iniril'y the air, aud (Toale ven-
tilation. Meanwhile, the windows, ventilators, and doors
must be opened as ol'lcn as neeossaiy, it being most im-
poi-taul to the health of the worms that the air slioiild ho
dry. In the coui'se uF the ten days the eggs must be tinned
at least oucu a day with a spoon.

( Tu be coiitinited.)

REMOVING BEES.
1 PKorosE, during I he day on which it is intended to move

tlie bees, to drive them, as for maliiug artificial swarms,
into an empty hive with a slide of perforated zinc in the top,

and place this hive on a hoard witli a hole through it covered
with perforated zinc, set it in the place of the original stock

;

this hitter, after securing the combs from falling, to be put
I
upon another board with a hole in the centre, also covered

I

like the others with perforated zinc, and set on the top of the
hive containing the bees. The entrance to the upper hive
should, I think, be slojiped, and the two hives and boards
sectu'ely tied together. Through the hole at the top of the
bottom hive, aud the bottom board of the upper hive, the
heat will ascend and 'prevent the young bees and brood from
perishing from cold; and I think, if the combs from their

weight should break down, the honey would escape without
drowning the bees in the undei- hive.

As respects the van, I propose to cover the hotlom some
six or eight inches with brushwood, or chips from the hoop
renders, as being eipially elastic and porous, and stronger
than straw to bear the pressure of a sudden jerk without
injuring the combs. Tpun Ibis brushwood, or chips, to lay

four bars of wood at equal distances across the van, ami on
these to lay one or two boards, side by side, the length of

the van, on which to place one or two rows of hives, according
to the number to be removed. In the evening, stop up the
entrance of the hives witli horsehair, or some other porous
substance, and place the joined hives in the van. I'pon the

top rails of the van jdace four other stout rails across the
van, these will recpiire to be tied at each end to the rail, and
placed to correspond with those under the hives. With
strong cords unite the upper and umler liars in paiis, raising

the lower bars just enough to clear the foundation, and to

swing slightly; and, it appears to me, they might travel any
distance a \a,n could go, at a slow pace, duiing one night.

This day (ICth May), the first drone has appeared; my
hives all face the north, aud are as forward as any one's in

this neighbourhood.

—

John Sowaiceb, Crawley, near Oiiiljord.

[You will endanger your stocks greatly by driviikg them;
for the combs must necessarily ho much shaken in this

process, so much so, as to render them unable to boar tb.e

motion of the van. Why not let them swarm where they
are, and remove the swarms ? Your arrangements as regard
the van are very good. If the bees miiU he removed, the
safest plan would be to cord the Hoor-board of each slock,

as they now stand, firmly to the hive, secure perforated zinc

Cor something of the kind ) to the entrance, and iiu-crl the

hives, remove them in l!ie night, innl fix them in their

places as i-arly as possible the nc:^t morning. ,Vs drones
appeared on the Kith, you may expect swarms very soon.

—

J. II. P.]

CHELTENHAM SUMMEIX EXHIBITION OF
rOULTRY.

Tins first show of the season took place on the 1st and
•ind instant, at the lloyal Old Wells. We never saw an
exhibition at which so few bad birds were shown, and we
congratulate the Jlessrs. .Jessop at tliis most deserved
sucdess. As we shall descant very fully upon the various
specimens next week, we shall now confine ourselves to a
mere enumeration of the successful exhibitors.

Class 1.—COCHIN-CHINA (Cinnamon or JJunF). Cock and two Ik-us.

Fiist prize, John Fairlie, Esq., Cljevely Parte, near Newmarket. (Pen
9). Second ])rizc, flir. .lames Catcllc. fliosetey Wake Green, near ]iir-

mingham. (11.) Third prize, Mr. W. Plunimer, Brislington, near Bath.
(22. J And Thomas H. I'otts, Esrp, Kingswood Lodge, Cro,fdon. (24.)

Class 2.—COCHIN-CHINA (ParUidge or Dark). Cotk and two Hens.

First prize, Mr. W. B. Mappleheclt, Bull Ring, Birmingliam. (31.1
.Second jjrizc, Mr. C. Punchard, Htunts Hall, Haverhill, Sullolk. (3?.;
Third prize, Mr. C. Punchard, Haverhill. (JS.)

ClassS.—CflCHIN-CHINA (White). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, George Hodgkinson, Esq., Moseley Wake Green, near
Birmingham. (-16.) Second prize, Mrs. .S. K. Hcrljert, Powick, near
Worcester, (tt.) Third prize, Mrs. S. 11. Herbert (-13.)

Class J.—COCHIN-CHINA (Black). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Wm. CusL Gwynne, Esq., M.D., Sandliach, Cheshire.
(5t.) Second prize, Jolni Fairlie, Esq., Cheevely Park, near New-
martict. (.'i2.) 'I'hiid prize, W. Ij6rt, Esq., Groat Heath, near Ten-
bury. (515.

J

Class 5.—COCHIN-CHINA CHICKEN (cither variety). Two couple,
hatched since 1st .lannary, 1353.

First prize. Cant. Snell, Shirley Cottage, Norwood, Surrey. Two
hatched 4th of February; two 1st of March. (76.) Second prize, A. C.
Sayers, Esq., Clanville House, near Andover. Febiuary and March. (58.)
Tliird prize, I\Ir. \V. Plummer, Brislington, near Bath. 2Uth of February.
(94.). Hif^hlij Commended.—MiB. L. C. Stow, Bredon, near 'J'ewkcs-
bin-y. Nine weeks. Buffs. (59.) I\lr. John Hidwell, Guildford, Surrey.
March 2nd, 1843. (eg.) Mr. C. Cooper, Guildford. March 21), (;0.)
J. R. Rodbard, Esq. March 10, 185,1. (75.) G. Hodgkinson, Esq.,
Rfoseley Wake Green, near Birmingham. 21st of March. (80.) lUr.

Edward Farmer, Greet, near Birmingham. March 1st, 1853. (87.)
Dlrs. E. George, The Rookery, Chaldon, near Cuulsdon, Surrey. Third
week in March. (91.) Mr. C' Punchard, Blunts Hall, Haverhill, .Suffolk.

Four months. (97.) E. W. Hasletvood, Es(p, Bridgnorth. Second
wec-k in March. (99.) Blr. James Buckley, Llanclly, Carmarthenshire.
End of February. (107.)

Class ().—DORKINGS. Cock and two Hens.

First prize. Captain Hornby, R.N., Knowslcy Cottage, Prescot. (110.)
Second ])rize. Captain Hornby, R.N. (109.) Third prize, Miis A.
Wilcox, Nailsea Court, near Bristol. (131.)

Class 7.-SPANISH. Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Capt. Hornby, II. N., Present. (140.) Second prize, Capt.
Hornby, R.N. (141.) Third prize, Sirs. L. C. Stow, Bredon, near
Tcwkesbiny. (142.)

Class S.— G.\JIE. Cock and two Hens.

I'^irst prize, Capt. Hornby, R.N. , Prescot. (152.) Second prize, BIr.

John Pickering, 47, Edgbaston-strcct, Birmingham. (158.) Third
prize, Capt. W. H. Dwarris, R.N., Rockville, CUelteidiam. (153.)

Class 0.—MALAY. Cock and two Hens.

F'irst prize. James I.eiglitou, Esq., Cheltenham. (I/O.) Second prize,

Mr. John Pichering, 47, Edgbaston-street, Birmingham. (Ki9-) Third
prize, Mr. C. Oldham, 153, flioor-street, Birmingham. (17(5.)

Class 10.—POLANDS (Black with White Crest). Cock and two Hens,

First prize, G. C. Adkins, Esq., Edgbaston, Birmingham. (17-8.)

Second prize, C. Rawson, Esq., Walton-(m-Thanics. (177-) Third
prize, Mr. JJ, Holmes, 112, New-street, Birmingham. (I8U.)

Class 11 POLANDS (Gold-spangled). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, C. Raw.son, Esq., Walton-on-Thanres. (135.) Seconil

prize, T. H. Potts, Esq., Kingswood Lodge, Croydioi. (I89.) Third
prize, R. 11. Bush, Esq., Liltield House, Clifton. (18^.)

Class 12.—POLANDS (Silver-spangled). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, C. Rawson, Esq., Waltoii-on-Thamcs. (19O.) Second
prize, Mr. P. Jones, jun.. High-street, Fulham. (193.) Third prize,

Messrs. S. C. and C. N. F.akcr, Beaufort-street, Chelsea. (191.

J

Class 13.—HAMBUllGHS (Gold-spangled). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, G. C. Adkins, Esq., Edgbaston, Birmingham. (I9S.)

Second prize, G. C. Adkins, Esq. tl99.) Third prize, Mr. James Black-
ham, ThornhiU Farm, Handsworth. (202.)

Class 14.—HAMUURGIIS (Silver-spangled). Cock aud two Hens.

First prize, Mr. Henry Wiggin, Rronument House, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham. (20D.) Second iirize, C. Rawson, Esq., Walton-on-Thamcs.
(2050 Third prize, Mr. H. Herbert, Powiek, near Worcester. (210.)

Class 15.—HAMDURGHS (Gold-pencilled). Cock .and two Hens.

First prize, Mrs. Drake, Bucknell, near Bicester. (213.) Secoinl

prize, Mr. J. B. Chune, Coalbrookdale. (215,) Third prize, Mr. D.
Burges.jiqi., Bristol. (2115.)

Class 10.—HAMBUBGHS (Silver-pencilled). Cock and two Hens.

No first prize. Second prize, Blr. D. Burges, jun., Bristol. (230.)

Third prize, Mr. Edward Simons, Birmingham. (224.)

Class 17.—BANTAMS (Black). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, John F'airlie, Esq., Chevclcy Park, near Newmarket, (231.)

Second prize, J. Fairlie, Esq. (232.)

Class 18.—BANTAMS (White). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Miss J.anra E. Jessop, The .\viarie3, Cheltenham. (2U.1

Second prize, John Fairlie, Esq., Chevelcy Park, near Newmarket. (238.)

CUass 19.—BANTAMS (Gold-laced). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, G. C. Adkins, Esq., Edgbaston, Birmingham. (244.)

Second prize, Mr. W. H. Holcomhe, Campden, Gloucestershire. (247.;
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Class 20.—BANTAMS (Sllver-laced). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Mrs. Hosier WiUiama, Eaton Mascott, Shrewsbury. (251.)

Second prize, Capt. \V. \V. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage, Prescot.

(24y.)

Class 2t.—BEST CROSS-BRED. Cock and two Hens, for usefal

purposes. Cross to be named.

First prize, Mr. John Gay Attwater, Haullingwood Farm, Cobberley,
near Clicltenliam. Malay and Dorldng. (258.) Second prize, Mr.
Thomas Lyne, Malniesbury, M'iltshire. First cross between Pheasant
Malay cock and brown Dorking hen. (255.)

Class 22.—THOROUGHBRED. Cock and two Hens. Deserving Spe-
cimens of any variety, not named in the Schedule.

Three prizes of .^'1 each, .lohn Fairlie, Esq. " Scotch Bakies or
Dumpies." (263.) Thos. H. Potts, Esq., Kingswood Lodge, Croydon.
" White Polands," (270.) Mrs. W. H. Hyett, Painswick House, Puin-
wick. Silk Fowl. (277.)

Class 23.—CHICKENS. Two couple, hatched since the 1st of January,
1853, of any distinct breed for useful purposes ( Cochin-China ex-

cepted).

First prize. Rev. John Herbert, Leigh Parsonage, near Reigate. Dork-
ings. Four months. (291.) Second prize. John Fairlie, Esq., Cheveley
Park, Newmarket. Four months. (292.) Third prize, John R. Rodbard,
Esq., Aldwick Court, Wrington, Somersetshire. Dorkings. March 4,

1853. (285.;

Class 24.—TURKIES. Cock and one Hen.

First prize, John Fairlie, Esq., Cheveley Park, near Newmarket. (293.)

Second prize, J. R. Rodbard, Esq., Wrington, Somersetshire. (296.)

Class 25.—GUINEA FOWL. Cock and one Hen.

First prize, J. R. Rodbard, Esq., Aldwick Court, Wrington, Somerset-
shire. (300.) Second prize, Capt. Levett, Hucclecote. (303.)

Class 2G.—PIGEONS (Carriers). Pairs.

First prize, G. C. Adkins, Esq., Edgbaston, Birmingham. fSOS.)
Second prize, G. C. Adkins, Esq., Edgbaston, Birmingham. (306.)

Class 27.—PIGEONS (Runts). Best Pair.

First prize, G. C. Adkins, Esq. (312.) Second prize, C. Rawson, Esq.,
The Hurst, Walton-on-Thames. (310.)

Class 28.—PIGEONS (Pouters or Croppers). Best Pair.

First prize, G. C. Adkins, Esq. (315.) Second prize, Capt. W. H.
Dwarris, R.N., Rockville, Cheltenham. (316.)

Class 29.—PIGEONS (Black Fantails).

First prize, G. C. Adkins, Esq., Edgbaston. (319.) Second prize, G.
C. Adkins, Esq. {321).)

Class 30.—PIGEONS (White Fantails).

First prize, Mr. J. Jennens, Moseley, near Birmingham. (32".) Second
prize, Alexander Smith, Esq., Moorend House, Charlton Kings. (326.)

Class 31.—PIGEONS (Jacobins).

First prize, G. C. Adkins, Esq., Edgbaston, near Birmingham. (329.)
Second prize, Alexander Smith, Esq., Moorend House, Charlton Kings.
(334.)

Class 32.—PIGEONS (Almond Tumblers),

No first prize. Second prize, G. C. Adkins, Esq., Egbaston, near
Birmingham. (336.)

Class 33 PIGEONS (Any other varieties).

Three prizes of lOs. each.—G. C. Adkins, Esq. (339.) G. C. Adkins,
Esq. "Australian Bronze-Wing Pigeons." (340.) Mr. John Child.

j

(315.) The whole Class commended.

Class .14.—GEESE. Gander and Goose.

First prize, Capt. W. W. Hornby, R.N. , Knowsley Cottage, Prescot,
Lancashire. (357.) Second prize, C. Rawson, Esq., The Hurst, Walton-

I
on-Thamcs. (356.)

Class 35.—DUCKS (White Aylesbury). Drake and Duck.
First prize. Mrs. L. C. Stow, Bredon, near Tewkesbury, (365.) Second

I
prize, The Hon. Grcvillc Howard, Lydiard, near Swindon, Wilts. (36/.)

Class .16.—DUCKS (Rouen). Drake and Duck,

I

First prize, Hon. Mrs. G. M. Howard, Milbourne, near Malniesbury.
, (381.) Second prize, Capt. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage, Prescot,
I Lancashire. (380.)

Class 37.—DUCKS (Muscovy). Drake and Duck.

First prize, N. N, Dyer, Esq,, Bredon, near Tewkesbury.

I

Second prize, Mr. H. King, Park-place, Cheltenham. (385.)

(384.)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor 0/

The Cottage Gardcncr^^Amen Corner, Paternoster Ron; Londo7i,"

Many CoRREsroNDENTS remain unanswered, owing to the Editor's
absence this week.

Pbach Leaves Blistering (W. B.).—This is generally the result of

sudden changes of weather, or of hot days and cold wet soil. Ab soon as

they can be dispensed with, cut off all the blistered parts, leaving the

lower part of the leaf if unblistered. As soon as the earth gets warmer, or

the air cooler, the healthy foliage will enable you to dispense with the

blistered leaves altogether.

Laterals on Vines [Ibid).— If you mean to fruit next season, on the

long rod system, allow the laterals to grow one joint on these rods, and
stop them there, but remove them altogether from the first shoots bearing

the fruit. If the vine is rather weak, encourage a few even among them
to assist root action. If you mean to spur-prune, by cutting back these

short-bearing shoots to one bud next summer, you will encourage several

laterals to grow near the base of these shoots, and stop them to one
joint. As the wood approaches maturity, remove all laterals, whatever

be the mode of pruning adopted.

Pennsylvanian Rose {Ibid).—A rough-looking fellow, with crimson
flowers—a native of North America, and sometimes called Virginiana,

and Carolina, and several names besides.

Oxalis Withering {J. H.}.— The hot, dry weather, has hastened
the maturing process. From your description, they are just everything

they ought to be. Keep the roots in pans, among dry sand, now that

you have removed them from the soil, and pot afre-sh in autumn, as soon
as you see the least signs of vegetation.

Moist Atsiosphere in Vineries {R. H.).—You seem to have acted

quite right. You may syringe your vines night and morning, until they

are in bloom, stop them, and when the fruit is set, give them a good
syringing again, to get rid of all remains of flowers, &c. ; after that we do
not like much syringing, but we keep the atmosphere moist by scattering

water, in hot days, on the floor, path, stage, &c. We continue this moist
atmosphere, with plenty of air, until the berries begin to change colour,

and then we gradually let the house become as dry as we can. Mind, in

giving the moisture, attend to ventilation, or the mildew may soon come.

Glass Stock Hive (Sagittarius).— It is very rarely that bees in a
glass stock-hive survive the winter; the condensed vapour (notwith-
standing all the ventilation that can be given) generally destroys the
bees. \Ve know nothing of King's hive. Ventilate your bee-house as

much as possible every sunny day, whilst the sun shines upon it. It

would be well to fix a thermometer in it, and when above 75° to open it.

Prolm-icact of SiiANcnAE Fowls.—"As so much interest is at

present taken about Poultry in general, perhaps you may consider the
following facts worthy of notice:— In August last, I\Irs. E. George, of
the Rookery, Chaldon, near Coulsdon, Surrey, presented my wife with a
pair of her Cochin chickens {and a valuable present it is likely to prove).

The Pullet was hatched about the middle of July last. She commenced
laying on the 12th J.anuary, and up to I\Iay 13th has laid S5 eggs ; and
up to the present time, May 24th, these eggs have produced us 63
chickens, 60 of which are living, and strong, healthy birds, besides a
sitting of epgs from the same to hatch in the first week in .Tune. Now*
I think, considering what an unfavourable season it has been for all

kinds of stock, and poultry in particular, that this argues favourably for

Cochin-China's, both for hardihood and prolificacy.

—

John Sillett,
Kelsale, Sa,rmundhum, Suffolk.**

Buckwheat {H. C).—Buckwheat makes excellent food for poultry ;

and may be grown upon very poor land ; the soil is required to be perfectly
pulverised and clean, One-and-a-half bushels is sufficient seed for an
acre, and may be sown any time during the month of May. The pro-
duce, in favourable seasons, will reach to 40 or 50 bushels per acre.— J. B.

The Poultry Book (J. F.).—The rearing, management, and feeding
of Dorking, Spanish, and Game chickens, will receive due attention in

No. 3, of"the Poultry Book ; as also any diseases to which those fowls
arc peculiarly subject. Pure-bred Spanish hens, of good form and
feather, would now readily sell for six times the sum you mention. We
never recommend dealers; The white face is not visible in Spanish
chickens: the Cockerels acquire it sooner than the pullets, the latter

rarely showing it in any perfection till eight or ten months' old.—W.
Lucerne (A Subscriber).—Watering it with liquid-manure will be

very beneficial. Clover eaten by cows does nut give an unpleasant flavour

to their butter. It is quite impossible to tell why your Raspberries fail,

not knowing either your soil, situation, or mode of culture. Propagating
Sra Kale by slips or cuttings of the crowns is best done at the end of

March or early in April.

Measuring Angles {Scrutator).—Yon are (|uite right as a matlic-
matician, and I\Ir. Fish is right as the mode uf measuring angles adopted
by gardeners.

Bt.ACK Beetles {E. B.).—No effectual mode of destroying these
vermin is known. If any reader knows of a mode of exterminating them
we shall be obliged by its communication.

Ants' Eggs.—P. C. would be obliged by the informatiijn how Ants'
Eggs arc best separated from the earlh that is obtained with them.

T.\ylor's Bar Hive.—Mr. Payne informs us that the space between
i each two bars is A'r//-an-incli, and not a ijuarter-oi-nn-inch, as stated in

I

his ,Fune " Apiarian's Calendar."

Calceolarias (E. J.).— No. 3 seemed good, but they were all

' squeezed flat. Calceolarias, almost more than any other flov>cr, require
to l)e |>ncked lightly in damp moss, and in a bo.v that canuut be ]>r(^scd

inwards.

Bee-Glasses.—J, IK. wishes to know where these can be obtained
with Jlat tops.

Cochin {Enquirer).—It is pronounced as if spelt Ku'cheen.

Insects (IV. W. Polci/).~~The small insects found in your Melon
frame, and uudcr the leaves of the plants eaten by them, is a species ot
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mite, Acants /tot'tensis (Curtis in Gard. Cfiron., 1944, page 3l6). The
larger insect is one of the small species of Dung-beetles, Afihodius mcr-
darius i and the smallest individuals sent, which you have confounded
with the Acuriis horteiisis, are a very different species, found only on
beetles, Acarus colenpterot'um.—llepeatcd fumigation, and powdering
the plants with sulphur, will probably have the effect of driving the
former away. The Aphodius is only an accidental visitor.— I. O. W.

Cucumbers rotting at the end wuen from Three to Six
Inches long, Ar^n yet the Vines vigorous {A Subscriber since
Jaiuian/, 1851).

—

We should almost fear that the roots have got too near
the hot-water tank, and that the soil is, in some pluces, rather poached
with moisture, at least, we once had many young fruit going off in that
manner, and we attributed it to two causes—the soil getting too hot at

times, and also iu parts too wet ; drainage would help in both cases.
The foliage is less easily injured, though even that will be influenced in
time. It is possible to have the vines too strong, so that the juices arc
unfit to nourish the fruit. In that case, extra air and clear-water water-
ings will furnish a remedy.

Vine-leaves turned White (F. D, H.).—The specimens sent have
been scalded, either from want of air, glass full of burning spots, very
languid root-action, or a combination of all, during these very hot days.
Blany vines, such as the Sweetwater, Frontignans, ike, arc the better for

a little shade when very sunny weather succeeds suddenly weather that
has been dull. If shading, in such circumstances, is inapplicable, more
ciire is necessary to keep the atmosphere of the house moist, and yet give
plenty of air. If you intend growing fruit on young canes next year,
you may prune away all the matter from the old barrtn rods by degrees,
say in the course of three weeks, and then the rods tlifmselvcs, but do
not do it now all at once, or you will gi\ e a cheek to the plant. If on
the spur-system, the barren side-shoots, after being shortened to from
five to seven eyes, must be retained.

ViNB-LEAVES MiLDEWED {Ibid).—There is nothing so effectual as
sulphur. If used in a dry state, mix a little fine lime with the sul|)hur.

Use the application as soon as the disease appears. You would see lately

how to a|)ply a mixture of lime and sulphur «hen boiled together. If

the disease is not inveterate, the dry form is as good as any ; but in no
case can you expel it without injuring the foliage, after it has been
allowed to cat itself into the plant, whether it attacks leaves or fruit.

^'iNES AND Peaches not Fruiting [Ibid).—The chief reason, since
both showed, the one bunches, and the other bloom, is want of the wood
being properly ripened the previous year : that is, provided the manage-
ment lias been at all right.

Engine-house Gardening lA Learner).—See page 134 for much
that will suit you. You would find the lumber-room, with windows, a
good help to the engine-room, because you could raise tilings in the
latter and transfer thcui to the former to blooiu, &c., or many might be
wintered there. The means of giving more air will enable you to grow
the plants better in the engine-room; but we must just reiterate, that
the extent of your gardening must, so far as tlowering-plants are con-
cerned, depend upon the extent of light you can commaml. True, you
may raise many things from seed ; but just to the extent of direct light

you can give them will they succeed with you afterwards. If you cannot
keep down the high temperature in your tool-room by opening the sky-
light, or shading it. or letting in air by other means, then we can suggest
no other mode. The large window, without direct sun, would do for

keeping plants in bloom in summer, and for keeping many things in
winter. Your iVIignonette will succeed just as you can give it a cool
place after it is up. The Capsicums will stand more heat ; but after they
are two inches in height they will do little good, unless you get them
near the window, though you might forward them sufficiently to plant
out-of-doors. The same may be said of flowering plants in general.
What was said in answer to your other letters contained the whole gist

of the affair. Lycopodiums are not flowering plants, but different kinds
of interesting mosses, that do not require nearly so much direct light as

\

blooming plants. They would do well at the back of the flowering
plants, near the window. Some of the commoner you may purchase for
about one shilling per plant, and from that to five shillings, and we
really cannot say how otherwise you are to procure them, unless you can
get them for nothing. There have been full instructions about mush-
rooms ; your ideas arc correct enough, but we do not think it would be
worth your while attempting them except from September to April. We
fear the heat in summer would be too much for them. One thing more :

keep in mind that time is valuable ; express your wishes in few words
;

and come at once to the point. The next correspondent is quite an
example; he just says—Name
Six BEST FucnSlAS GROWN AT THE PRESENT TlME {A. B., EsSC.f).

—We cannot say ; but under correction, would name the following as
not likely to disappoint

—

Alpha, Nil Desperamlunit Clapton Hero, I'rin-

cess, Ariel (Bunks), Delicata. And for thvee more—Pearl of E7igln>id,

Don Giovanni, and Elizabeth. We cannot yet say much of new ones.

Bees—Preventing Swarming.— C/eric?«, Beds., says—" I had not
read Mr. Payne's Calendar in to-day's number much more than a couple
of hours, when I was called out to hi^e a swarm from my strongest hive.
I saw drones from it on the 11th of May, and put on a ten-inch glass
super the next day, nevertheless, it has swarmed. Alas ! I descant, on
every opportunity, to the cottagers in my parish of the merits of the
non-swarndng system, and shew them, in words, how much to their
advantage bee-keeping on such a system would be [only this very morn-
ingrau old bee-keeper yielded to my persuasion, cut a hole in one of his
hives, and put on a super that I had given him for the purpose) ; but,
in practice, I cannot keep my own bees from doing the very thing (that
is, swarming) which I tell my parishioners to prevent with theirs. I like
the depriving system (and the beautiful white honey it has afforded me,
in spite of disappointment], and wish to carry it out, but it docs not
seem as if I should succeed in doing so thoroughly, or with any certainty.
Rlr. Payne, if he saw the hive from which the swarm issued to-day,
might ascribe failure with it to its height. Three swarms and a cast
w«nt together last year from neighbouring apiaries. I purchased them,

and having no hive that would nearly hold them, was forced to put the
greatest part of one large hive under another, and fasten them together,
for a habitation for the enormous colony, with a glass on the top ; the
height, of course, is great; but that, or something else, displeased the
bees, for in the glass they have worked not, and I must add this to other
instances of want of success in inducing the bees to stay at home."

[Your ten-inch glass super was much too deep ; one-half the depth
might have been put on first, and when the bees had established them-
selves in it, another might have been put below it; but, it must be
remembered, that simply putting on a super will not prevent bees
swarming, unless they arc induced by some means to work in it ; and,
perhaps, after fixing on the most proper tinif, is the nicely adjusting a
few pieces of guide-eomb inside it, some at the top, and a small piece
the whole way along the zinc-tube, and made to touch the combs in the
stock-hive. The white fragments enclosed, are grained or crystalized
honey, caused by extreme cold. Honey, in this state, is useless to bees
for any purpose whatever, and must be brought out of the hive by theni
to make room for brood, or storing honey. Driving bees never succeeds
but in full, populous hives. Had a little fungus, instead of brimstone,
been used, there would have been no difficulty or loss.—J. H. P.]

Camellia not producing Flower-buds (An Old Subscriber).—
Vou would have seen, at page 139, how Mr. Errington causes his plants
to set their buds, and he has been a noted grower of them for many years.
Vou would also observe, at page I'iO, that Mr. Beaton thinks that it is

possible to keep Camellias from setting their buds for years by too much
kindness. We, ourselves, once caused about forty young Camellias to
make four distinct growths in one season, tvvo of whicli would cause any
Camellia to go without buds that season. When a Camellia makes its
growth in too hot a place, with proportionate dampness, it will not set
fio\\er-buds, if it is a healthij plant. Therefore, it depends on the health
uf your plants, and on the way they were forced to finish the growth for
this season, whether they ^wll yet set flower-buds before it is too late.
Keep them rather dry till the end of June, and you may succeed.

DoDBLE White Hepaticas (lhid).—\\Q. do not know where they
can be procured, or whether they are procurable at all.

Old Doudle-ulossomed Furze or Gorsf (E. F ).—By all means
save your double old Furze, and now is just tlie time. Wheii the bloom
is over with this rich, rough customer in June, cut it back as much as
you please, and it will soon break again, make a fresh young growth, and
on that growth will flower next May richer than ever. If you cut any
large limbs of it, see it ia done very carefully, and with a smooth cut.
Laurustinus and Holly-leaved Berberis should be pruned, when they
require it, only in May, just as they are going out of bloom, like your
Gorse, and at no other time, except, perhaps, at the end of July, for re-
gulating the shape. All the pruning for flowers must be done by the
end of May, or soon after. Cuttings of the young wood of the double
Gorse put under a hand-glass behind a north wall, in sand, early in July,
will root as surely as cuttings of Verbenas do in a hotbed in April, aiid
they will be ready to transplant the following spring.

Old Standard Rose iioul}.—Instead of cutting away all the head,
as you propose, cut only the three or four main branches close to the
"stump;" and instead of grafting, rather hud on the young shoots, of
which there will be more than enough, if the roots are good ; cut at the
end of February.

Creepers for Vases (IF. F. A'.).—You propose adopting one of
the very worst systems of the present day in gardening, to put a blue
and a scarlet creeper into pots seven or nine inches through, and to place
the pots in vases out on the lawn. A\'hen a lady wills it, she can have
a tancy stage, opposite the drawing-room windows, to roast little plants
in pots on, from week to week, and my lord must sup|)ly the spit; but
when a gentleman proposes to pot climbers to put into vases on the
lawn, we ought to tell him conscientiously the plan will not pay ; rather
l(.t the vase be filled with mould, and the climbers be planted out round
the sides, and the other crops in the middle, all of them out of pots.
The best red for the purpose is Lophospennum Hendersonii, or the red
Manrandiia ; and the old purple Maurandya is the nearest to blue that
is fit for the particular place. If the vases are of cast-iron they can be
bored to let off the drainage water.

Genista fragrans (Ji/cZ).—After flowering it should be pruned, and
In three weeks after that, at this season, be repotted in good loamy soil,

and be out in the open air, or in a cold pit, all the summer.

Garrya eliptica {An old Subscriber).— It is a bad plant for moving
after it is grown to a good size, and you must be very careful with the
roots. The first rainy day after the lOth of September is the best time
in the year to remove it. Three weeks before that, all the young shoots
on the plant ought to be cut back to one-half their length'; and, in the
meantime, or, rather, just now, let some of the roots be cut, and they
will make more young ones time enough for the change.

Roup.— Ji. B. P. wishes the enclosed to be inserted :— " What treat-
ment have the different readers of The Cottage Gardener found most
cflicaeious in the roup? The number of recoveries in a given number
affected? And the usual time in which a fowl affected recovers? I

think you will agree with me that some light may be thrown on this, at
present, fatal and obscure disease," We shall be obliged by any in-
formation relative to this plague of the poultry-yard.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint I\Iary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Orr, of Church Hill. Walthamstow, in the County of

Essex, at the Office, No, S, Amen Corner, in the Parish of Christ

Church, City of London.—June gth, 1853,
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In Weekly Numlters, price 2rf., stitched in a

neat wrapper; in Morithly Parts^ price

Qd.; and in Quarterly Volumes, handsomely

bound in cloth, jirk-e 2s. Gd.,
'

THE
FAMILY FRIEPyO,
A Magazine of Domestic Econoxay,

Entertainment, Instruction, and

Practical Science^

FOH FAMILY PtEADING.

THE FAMILY FRIEND is cmpliatically the
Magazine for a Fa:\tily. lis jiages present
something for all ; tlicve is uo member of tlie

domestic circle forgotten, and no class of
society oTerlookcd. It is itself a Gentleman's
Magazine, a Lady's Magazine, a Servant's
i\Iagazine, and a Working Man's Friend. It is

a Mother's Magazine, a Youth's Magazine, and
a Child's Comjjanion. It is, as its title de-
clares, a " fliagazine of Domestic Economy,
Entertainment, Instruction, and Practical

Science."

The Volumes already pulilished contain
articles, profusely Illustrated, on Books,
Botany, Carving, Cookery, Drinks, Food,
Chess (by the celebrated Herr Harwitz),
Etiquette, Gardening, History, Leatherwork,
Music, Natural History, Needlework (formerly

by Mrs. Warren, and now by fllrs. PuUan),
Pastime, Poetry, Receipts, Science, Statistics,

Tales, Wax Flowers^ and Fruit, and a varied
Miscellany; and Correspondents seeking for

information may rely on receiving it in THE
FAMILV FRIEND, if this eitensive circle

of Contiibutors can furnish it.

In addition to these subjects, which have
hitherto been distinguishing features in THE
Family FKIEND.it is proposed to enlarge
the Woik, witiiout additional charge, to the
extent of nearly one-sixth, iu order to supply
space for a series of works of permanent
interest, amusement, and instruction, which
will be commenced on the conclusion of the
current volume: the plan upon which this

enlargement is to be made will shortly be
communicated. It is also proposed to improve
the illustrations, by employing none but the
best Artists, adding to these the best Typo-
graphy, so as to render THliJ FAMILY
FRIEND worthy of the extensive patronage
it has long enjoyed.

*** Complete Sets of THE FAMILY
FRIEND, consisting of Nine Volumes, in

handsome uniform Binding, may now be
had for ^'1. 23. 6d.; also. Cases for binding
the Numbers.

In Fortnightli/ Numbers, price 2f? cuvkj

THE
FAMILY TUTOR,
And School-Room Companion.

Volumes ali'cadtj pablishedf Pi'tcc 2s. (i(/. cacli,

neutlif bound,

TUTOR'S KNOLISH GRAMMAUj
TUTOR'S NATURAL GEOGnAPHVi
TUTOR'S POPULAR GEOLOGV;
TUTOR'S POPULAR ASTRONOMV.

Lyndon : IIoULsTON & Stoneman, P;iter-

noslcr Row; Wji. S. Okk & Co., Amen
Corner ; and sold by all Booksellers iu the

United Kingdom.

EDWARD GEORGE HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Road,
St. John's Wood, London, beg to offer the following PLANTS, which they can wiih confidence
recommend. Catalogues, containing the general collection of Plants, priced and described, will

be sent, post free, on application :
—

Heliotropium Roumclla 3

,, panicuhitum 1

,, Voltairianumnanum 2

,, sub molle 3
Lanlana grandiflora 3

,, occllata 3

,, purpurea 2

,, Hispanica 2

Hesperis matronalis rubra-pleno.

.

1

Delphinium Hendersoni 7
Dii)lacus Californicus 2
Antirrhinum Hendersoni 2

Petunia Prince Camille de Rohii.

.

3

Lobelia Iloi Leopold 7

,, Belle Pyramide 3

,, Ajas 3

,, insignis 2

,, comjiacta 2

„ St. Clair 3

s. d.

Phlox D. Mayi variegata 3 6

,, Spcnceri .... 2 6

Pentstemon atro-Cffirulescens .... 3 6
Lychnis Dioca flore-plcno 3 6

Salvia splemJeiis nana tiorabunda 5

,, Lillcana 5

Calceolaria Golden Chain 7 ti

„ Wellington Hero .... 2 6

,, Sultana 7 6

,, Compaeta 5

,, Shankleyana I G

,, Sulphurea splcndcns.

.

1 fi

Geranium {ilaucuni grandifloruui.

.

10 6

„ BoulcdeNcige 7 6

„ Virgineum 7 6

„ Unique Lilac 2 6

„ „ White 3 6

,, floribundum 2 6

Swainsouia Osborui 2s (id to 3 6

Verbenas, selected when in flower from 150 varieties, introduced from the Continental and other

Nurseries last season, at 21s per dozen.

The following Plants can be highly recommended fur cultivation;^

s. d.

Begonia miniata 10 6

,, Prestoniensis 10 6
Calceolaria violacea
Gloxinia \\'hite Perfection 7 6
Hexacentris mysorensis 21

Rhododendron jasminiflorum .... 42
Strcptocarpus liiflorus 7
Weigela amabilis
Fuchsia Premier

,, Purple Perfection . .

.

„ Duchess of Lancaster.

,, Hendersoni
,, Gem ul' the Season . .

.

,, Commodore
,, Nil Hesperandum ...

,, Koi des Fuchsias
,, Diadem
, , Crystal Fountain

f)

Wistaria sinensis alba 21 o

Tropaiolum peiitaphvllum 2 6

„ „
'

for the
garden 3 G

,, nnckerian\im 2 6

„ Triomphe de Gand
2s ()d and 3 6

Veronica hybrida 7 G

Rose Fortune's New, Yellow .... 3 6

,, ,, Banksian 3 6
Geranium Extravaganza, distinct 7 6

,, Lady Duwnes, fancy ..10 6

„ Criterion, do 10 fi

,, Marginatum, do 10 fi

,, (^uceri of Fancies, do... 10 6

,, Triumphant, do 7 6

,, Advancer, do .I

,, Itelicatum, do 3

Geraniums, show and fancy varieties, select and choice fine plants, 2ls to fiUs per dozen.
Tree Carnation, flowering summer and winter (can be highly recommended), 30.s and 42s [icr doz.
Chrysanthemums, new, large-flowered, and Pompone or Lilliputian varieties, selected from last

year's continental varieties when in flower at the Wellinf^ton Nursery, 2l3 per dozen.
Calceolarias, large show flowers, extra fine, 30s and 42s.

Cinerarias, named varieties, extra fine, 1-25 and 18s per dozen.
Gloxinias, fine selection, 42s per dozen.

HOPE MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE and HONESTY GUARANTEE
SOCIKTV, 4, Princes Street, Bank.—Gniiiantec Fund. .£100,000.— Loans granted on Personal
Security. HENRI CIIRISR. EIFFE, General Manager.

RIPE FRUIT, STRAWBERRIES, AND SEED-BEDS-NEWTWINE
NF. rTIN(; (Tanned if required!.— 1 yard wide, I \A per yard ; 2 yards wide, 3d per yard ; 4 yards
wide, Gd jicr yard ; Half-inch Mesh ditto, 2 yards wide, Gd per yard.

THE ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NETriNG, 7G meshes to the square inch, efi"ectually

excludes birds, wasps, flies, &c., from fruit trees, flower or secd-ben.s, 4^d per yard. Tanned
Netting, two or three yards wide, l^d per yard ; four or six yards wide, 3d per yard—exactly tlie

same as advertised by others at double the above prices.

FISHING NKTS, POULTRY FENCING.—A 20-y.aid Drag Net, with purse complete, £2 lOs.

A Single \\'a]led Drag Net, any length and depth, !.^ per square yard. Casting Net.s complete. Is 6d
per yard, measured round the Lead Line. Flue Nets, .any size, is per square yard complete. Min-^
now Nets, Eel Nets, Landing Nets, equally cheap, all warranted tirst-rate ([uality and workman-
ship. Rabbit Net, four feet wide, l^d ; six feet uide. 2id ; eight feet wide, .^d iier yard. Each
edge corded, id [jcr yard extra, suitable for poultry fencing. Square Mesh Cricketing Net, fix its

fall width and length, made of stout cord, 3d to 4d per square yard ; this is the best article made
for fencing, against fowls, cats, &c., at Wm. CULLINGFORD'S, No. 1, Strathmore Terrace,
Shadwell, London. Orders by post, with Post-oflace Ord^r or Town ixfcrenee, punctually
attended to.

GIDNEY'S IMPROVED PRUSSIAN HOE. i

This is an exceedingly useful hand-toul both lor the Flower and Kilehrn Garden; it will do,
I

twice the work with half the labour of any description of hoe now in use ; and it not only cuts and
destroys the weeds, but leaves the ground perfectly level without the use of the rnkc.

\

This Hoc obtained the First Prize Large Silver Medal at the Tarvin Grand National Exhibition)

1851; also, a Prize at the North Staffordshire Agricultural Meeting, 1851 ; and has been highly
commended by several Horticultural Societies.

Testimonials have been received from Mr. Errington, OuUon Park ; Mr. J. F. M'oods, Notting-
ham ; Mr. D. IJeaton, Shrubland Park, &:c., &c. Also, commendations in Cvtffi^e Gardener,
MiiUand Florist, Gardeuers^ Almanack, E-rpnsHor, Slitndnrd, L>rdy^s Ncwspupry, ^c, &c.

Maruifacturcd only by J. W. GIDNEY, Ironmonger, East Dereham, Norfolk, and sold by all

Iroiimongcrs and Seedsmen in the United Kingdom.
RIadc from the best Steel, with a neat ash handle, price Is Gd each.

Also, Sole Manufacturer of the IMPROVED DRILL HOE, so useful for forming Drills for all

Small Seeds. Price 2s Gd.

P. S.— Wholesale Agents are appointed in London, Rirmingham, ShefBeld, &c.

London Agent—S. Martin, Wholesale Ironmonger, 14, Gougb Square, Fleet Street.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

M W
D D

16 Tb
17lF
ISIS

19, Sun
20 1 M
31 ro

2sl,V

JUNE 16—22, 18S3.

Poplar Hawk ; poplari.
Klepliant Hawk

; gardens.
Scarce Elephant; Devon.
4 Sunday aftee Trinity.
Queen Victoria Ascension.
Queen Victoria Proclaimed.

Sun's decl., 23*^ 27' n.

Weather near London in 1852.

Barometer. iTherrao. Wind. Rain in In,

Sun
I

Sun
Rises.

I Sets.

Moon Moon's
R. &S. Age.

29.415—29.384 6S—40
29.490 — 29.43; 67—50
29.676 — 29. 53S| 68—52
29.750—29.578, 69—49
29-780- 29.577I 69—56
29.622—29.541 68—46

29.745 — 29.6281 68—51

s.w.
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" K. B. That Kallcts may Ijc so niix'd, as to be hot and
moist, hot and dry, temperiitc, etc., as for example, onions

and cucumbers being mixed togetliev, viz., double the

quantity of cucumbers as of onions, tlie one being cold and
moist in the second degree, and the other liot and dry in tlie

fourth degree.

"This mixture moderates the opposite natures of both,

and causes them together to bo of a temperate quality, and
tlie like of all others.

" The best dishes to dress sallets in are china dishes, on
account th.at the oil and vinegar are disagreeable to both
silver and pewter.'

" The Oxokiiti.

" lAiiE of clear and perfect good oyl olive three parts ; of

shai-p vinegar, lemon, orjuice of orange one part; and therein
let steep some slices of horse radish, with a little salt, and
some in vinegar- alone ; gently bruise a pod of Guinea-pepper,
sti'aining both the vinegars apai't, to make use of either, or

of both as they best like. Then add as much good dry
mustard grated as will lie upon an half-crown piece, beat
and mingle all these very well together; but pour not on the
oyl and vinegar, till immediately Ijefore the sallet is ready
to be eaten ; and then with the yoke of two new laid eggs
boil'd, siiuash and bruise tliem all into a mash with a spoon :

and lastly, pour it all ujiou the herl)S, stirring and mingling
them till tliey are well and throughly imbib'd, not forgetting

the sprinkling of aromatick flowers that ai-e in season, as

well as thin slices of red beet, horse radish, berbemes, &e."

Such were the preparatives, but modern authorities

dilicr souiowhat from this salad-dresser to George 11, in

their componuding of the Vxoleon, or Oiled-acid, Cor the

bowl. So accurately should this be prepared, that to

please some fastidious palates, we have known one in-

variable guest that had not an accomplishment beyond

his skill in salad-making. In a still earlier day, •' when

statesmen shrank as Jimius plied the lash," the jiopular

salad-dresser received his guinea for one mixing, and

rolled to iiis toils in his chariot just before the ajipointed

hour on which the bowl of acid, oily, green, salt, savory,

and insipid, was needed for the side-board.

The judgment of the compounder of such contra-

rieties was not confined merely to the preparation of

the O.xoleon ; a point cjuilc as grave and as ditBcult,

was to apportion and select the herbs. Hero, again,

all modern authorities are silent; but not so Batty

Langlcy, for he, who bad a genius sufficient for the

apportionment of a palace, found no difficulty in meting

out the ingredients of a salad-bowl. He decrees that of

Corn Sallet—the proportion to be mingled in the bowl
" is double the quantity of any other sallet herb eaten

in composition;" o{ Oanleii and Water Cresses, "three

times tho quantity of any other kind of sallet lierb

used therein;" of Fennel, "in an indiiTorent sallet

about ten of the young shoots ;" of Lettuce, if the

sallet " be composed of three kinds of herbs, one-

third part; if of four kinds one-fourth, and so on;"

oi Rampion, "when a sallet is composed of five, six,

or more sorts of herbs, and of each a Pmjil (that
1

is, as much as is generally taken up with the thumb 1

and two fingers), to such a sallet we generally add !

twelve roots, and of the seed leaves, or tender tops,
\

an equal quantity with any other herb. Radish ex-
|

ccpted ;" of Rocket, " if the sallet is composed of cooling

herbs, there may be one pngil or equal quantity ;" of

Celeri/ (Sellery of T^angley), " tho number of roots eaten

in a sallet is generally about five or six ; when of other
|

kinds, there is but a pugil of each;" of Sorrel, "the

usual quantity is a fourth part when the sallet is com-

))osed of four kinds of herbs, a fifth when of five, and so

on;" of Tarragon, he observes, that if well mixed in a

sallet, it gives an agreeable relish to the compound,
" although some cannot endure any jiart of it in a

sallet. When a sallet is composed of six or seven sorts

of herbs, and of each a pugil, to them may be added

about twenty-five large leaves of Tarragon.''

Mr. Langley gives similar directions relative to many

more "delectable sallet herbs," but with this we must

close our list; but, as we have said, that modern autho-

rities differ as to the desirable proportions of " the

Oxoleon," we will conclude with the usual recipe thus

given in verse by the Rev. Sidney Smith,—
" Two boil'd Potatoes, pass'd through kitchen sieve,

Smoothness and softness to the salad give.

Of mordant Mu.ttard add a single spoon,

Distrust the condiment that bites too soon

;

But deem it not, thou man of herbs, a fault

To add a double quantity of suit.

Four times the spoon with oil of Lucca crown.

And twice with vinegar, procur'd from town

—

True flavour needs it, and your poet begs

The pounded yellow of two well-boil'd eggs.

Let onions* atoms lurk within the bowl.

And, scarce suepectcd, animate the whole.

.\nA, lastly, in the flavoured compound toss

A magic spoonful of .incliorif saace.

O! great and glorious !
—

I herbaceous treat

!

T'would tempt the dying anchorite to eat

;

Back to the world he'd turn his weary soul,

And plunge his lingers in the salad bowd."

An advertisement having invited "Nurserymen, Gar-

deners, and others, exhibitors at the Royal Rotauic

Horticultural Shows," to meet, and " to receive, and

make suggestions relating to the Exhibitions of ISoi,"

this meeting took place on the 8th instant, i\lr. Fair-

bairn presiding as chairman. Of what then occurred,

wo have received this report.

" The Chairman briefly explained tho object of the

Meeting. He bad called thom together, to know if they

would agree to strengthen Mr. Marnock's hands in

laying before the Council the result of that Meeting.

The exhibitors were aware, that in order to create a

greater interest in the public mind, in favour of tlie

exhibitions, it bad been mooted, that, instead of having

three exhibitions of one day each, there should be three

exhibitions of two days each ; and Mr. Marnock would,

on the part of the Council, endeavour to meet the extra

expenses the exhibitors would be put to, and propose to

fit up a hothouse, in which to place the orchids and

stove ))lants during the intermediate nights.

" Mr. Fraser, of Lea Bridge, gave some further ex-

planations about the facilities and arrangement that

Mr. ilarnock would make to render the matter agree-

able to the e.xhibitors.

"An F.vhibitor said, that he feared the employers of

gardeners would object to so many days being devoted

to showing; but one or two replied, tliat they liad

already asked the question, and their employers assented

to the additional days. '
; •
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" 2'he Chainuiiii, after an hour's discussion, put tlio

iiufstiou, wlien tliere appeared

—

For two days exhibition o

Against it 1')

" Consequently the motion was negatived.

" Mr. Jloyle, of Reading, the distinguished Pelargo-

nium raiser, then said, that exhibitors had frequent

causes of complaint against the arrangements of the

subjects of exhibitions, and other matters; and, there-

fore, he moved, ' That a Society of exhibitors be

formed, there and then, to consist of exhibitors

generally, to watch over their interests, and such

Society to be represented by a Cliairman, Treasurer,

Secretary, and Committee.' He explained, in a very

satisfactory manner, how this Society should act through

their Committee.

"The motion was seconded and put by the Chairman,

and carried unanimously. J/c. Lochncr was appointed

Secretary, and Mr. Fairbairn, Mr. Hoyle, Mr. Fraacr,

and two or three others, were appointed a temporary

sub-committee, to draw up the rules, and submit them

to a meeting, to be held at the same place, at the same

time, on the next exhibition day at the Park.

" The Society are to embrace in their operations not '

only the shows at the Park, but also the shows at Chis-
I

wick, and at the Soutli London I'loricultiu'al. I

" About twenty names were put down at once, and a

subscription of 2s. Cd. paid to meet expenses.
j

" Thanks were voted to the Chairman for his im-
i

partial conduct in the chair, and the meeting then
:

broke up."

Upon the Society thus instituted, we have not yet

sufHcient information to enable us either to form an

opinion of its desirability, or of its probable conse-

quences; but one question—^and a startling question it

is—suggests itself, and for which we must ascertain '

facts that will enable us to furnish a trustworthy reply.
;

Arc " the arrangements of the subjects of exhibition,

and other matters," so unfair at our great Horticultural

Shows, as to render such a protective Society necessary ?

If it is necessary, then is it the severest censure that

was ever passed upon the managers of those Horticul-

tural Shows.

" ' Letters, asking adviw by the post, to contain a stamped
and directed envelope, and to be answered gratis.

" ' Dead fowls to be ncconipanied by a feu of fire shiliiiii/s,

for the time and trouble taken in their examination.
" ' Diseased fowls, also, to bo diarged for, fii-e tliillwf/s

each, and sixpence per week for keep and medicine.'
" Wlien I inform you, that on Saturday I was two hours

engaged in cutting' up HHedil)le poultry, and that this week,
to "Wednesday, tlje arrivals have been five dead, and two
living, you will, I ti-ust, not imagine that I am actuated by
mere motives of greed in making such a proposal ; but,
unless the subjects are somewhat lessened in number, and
the carriage wliolly paid, or I am somewhat reimbursed for
the time I am obliged to devote to so large a number, I
shall be obhged to give up receiving them. I may mention,
that many persons have otfered to pay me for my trouble,
but I have always declined receiving any fee, and should do
so now, but that the number has become so large. In fact,
the railway porter's ring and announcement of—' I'lease,
Sir, here's more dead fowls,' are stereotyped."

This proposition we think quite unobjectionable, aud
no one wlio values his fowls will object to charges so

reasonable as barely to secure Mr. Tegetmeier from
actual loss.

TuK following letter is from Mr. W. 15. Tegetmeier, of

Tottenham, Middlesex, who, as our readers know, is

devoting his attention to the almost unexplored mys-

teries of Poultry Diseases.

' I have been, for the last three or four weeks, so in-

midated with dead and tUseased poultry, often four or live

per day, aud letters, usiinlbj, by the half-dozen, that 1 must,

of necessity, come to some other ai-rangemeut, for I tind the

time required to examine all that arrive is really very con-

siilerablo, aud 1 may add, the cost of carriage is very con-

siderable also; as though most {not all) are paid to I.ouilon,

there is the carriage to 'J'otteuham aftenvards, always Nd. <»r

Is. At the same time, I should be vcnj loath to give up
receiving the suljjects, as I have derived much mo^t valuable

information from theu' examinations. AVliat shuuld you
think of such an arrangement as follows ?—

" ' Letters, asking advice, to be answered through TuE
CoTi.\iji; GAiiDJiNEK, as heretofore.

COVENT GARDEN.
There is very little waste in a London market-

garden. Everything is turned to account, and sent to

market for something or other, to be sold for what it

will fetch. There is at present an article called Oreens

ofl'ered for sale, and which some buy believing they

really are, and devouring them with all the relish with

which they would Greens properly so called. Put, after

all, they are but Cabbage plants which have been left

over after the gardener has had what he wanted from

them, and which, rather than throw to a dung-heap, or

dig into the ground, he converts into hard tangible

coinage at the markets. Vegetables of all kinds are

now coming in very plentifully. Cahhages have im-

proved very much within the last week, but, like too

many in a higher scale of creation, they have very little

heart. Lettuces are improving very much, and are now
rather plentiful—so much so as to be pretty common at

the greengrocers' stalls. Radishes are very abundant.

Rhubarb is now making only 2s. per dozen bundles.

Asparagus is also plentiful, and may be bougiit at

2s. Od. to 3s. bd. per 100.

The specimens of Forced Fruit are very fine, par-

ticularly the Grapes, Peaches, and Nectarines. The first-

named make from Os. to 10s. Od. per lb., and the latter

2s. per dozen. Apples are very short, and, on account

of the iuditlereut quality, little in demand. Pesides,

since Rhubarb has come in so plentifully, it has quite

superseded the use of cidinary Apples at this season.

Flowers are most abundant, both of garden aud house

soi'ts : to enumerate all that may now be had would

be to give a list of almost everything which is usually

met with in gardens. iJuring tho winter months, when
iiowcrs are rare, it is interesting then to see what tho

ingenuity of the gardener can produce, but now all that

interest is gone. H.
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BULBS
PKOPAGATION AND CULTUEE

HirrEASTKKS.
OF

{Continued from paye 180.)

I HAVE said that I would write on the culture and
propagation of these beautiful bulbs, as if to an amateur
now beginning to grow them for the first time. I shall

suppose that he will go to the nurseries next week and
choose his bulbs

; get them all home ; treat them for

the remaining part of the season as I direct ; dry them,
and put them away in safety for the next winter ; begin

with them next spring, about the time I shall specify

;

when they are in flower, I shall select for him wliich to

cross ; and when the seeds ai'e ripe, 1 shall put him in

the easiest road to rear the seedlings to a flowering

age. Then, before we jiart, he shall have a little insight

as to the selection of his best seedlings ; and, last of all,

if there is room, we shall follow some of his own best

crosses to the exhibition tables, where they wdll astonish

the ci'itics, and pay for all the jiains and outlay from
first to last.

The first thing to be considered, in making a selection

of bulbs like these, which ought, invariably, to be in a

growing state, if not in flower, at the time of purchasing
them, is the state of the leaves, as it is by them only

that we can determine the health of the bulbs.

The leaves of bulbs that are in a liealthy condition

are glossy green, of some tint or other, free from dark

or brown spots, or blotches, from top to bottom. Se-

veral of the original species oi Hijipeasters have a milky-

green tinge (glaucous), and very many of the crosses

have a piu'plish hue towards the bottom ; but, in all

cases, there should not be the least ajipcarance of a spot

or rusty tinge. The first indication of a diseased bulb,

in this genus, is a rusty appearance on the underside of

the leaves, running along the margin or edges—a ma-
lady which soon spreads, and for whicli I am aware of

no known remedy. All that I am sure of is, that it is

not hereditary. When this rustiness appears on a fa-

vourite bulb, the flower should be crossed with another

flower that is tlie nearest to it in colour and shape ; the

seedlings will then, or, at least, many of them, he as

gay as the diseased plant, and quite free from the dis-

ease. This I am quite certain of, and I could never
make out that this, or any constitutional disease, is

infectious.

Hardy greenhouse liqipcaslers will endure as much
heat as a Pine-api)lc, without appearing to sufl'er from
it; hence the very erroneous idea that tlicy are stove

plants;—hence, too, the secret about forcing them to

flower in the dead of winter, or causing them to do so

almost any month in the year. Gardeners take advan-

tage of this disposition, and apply strong, moist heat to

the seedlings, from the day the seeds are sown, till the

young bulb comes into bloom at the end of eighteen

months or two years. Whereas, if seedlings arc allowed

the same treatment as ilowering-bulhs—free pot room,

and alternate periods of growth and rest—they would
not flower under double the time, at least. Nursery-

men, again, make the best of this feature by growing
their young and old plants in strong heat and clear light,

in heated pits, just like the Pine-apple, so as to bring the

young plants earlier to market, and to get the old ones

well-ripened diu'ing the height of the summer. J have
seen !Mr. Appleby do them this way at the Pine-Apple

Place Nursery, year after year, with great success.

There is a large stock of them in that nursery, the best,

indeed, that I know of about London. The Messrs.

Knight and Perry, also, had a good assortment of them
at the Exotic Nursery, in the King's Bead, Chelsea;
and now that this celebrated nursery has passed into the

hands of JMr. Veitch, juu.. a chip of the old block, from
Exeter, I hope he will be as fortunate with bulbs as he

is known to have been witli the newest and best plants

that he and his father introduced from all parts of the

world. Messrs. Garraway and Co., of the Bristol Nur-
sery, have also been at the top of the list for a genera-

tion, both as good growers and as successful breeders
of tliem. I also knew Mr. Colvile's collection, when he
had more of them than all the niu'scries in Europe
could tiun out. But of all the nurserymen and gar-

deners, Mr. Tate, of Sloanc Street, was by far the best

biographer of the original kinds. He was above Sweet,

and ordy second to Dr. Herbert. I do not know a
single individual besides who was ever aware of their

hardihood : I mean lilr. Tate and Dr. Herbert ; and it

is necessary that I should say so, as, in all probability,

when people go to the nurseries to select, they will be
told that I am crazy for saying they are anything but
stove plants, as most nurserymen of the present day
firmly believe them to be.

Knowing all this, I must own that the nursery-
man's treatment must be carried through the first

summer, or all the time tlicy arc grown affer coming
from the nursery. If we buy tliem in June, July, or

August, a close pit, without artificial heat, will be
the best for them, as that can be kept hot and moist
enough for any plant during the time. Towards the
middle or end of September, at the I'arthest, I would
cease watering them altogether, although the leaves

were as green as a leek ; but I would not then expose
the leaves to the sun, as that would be too prcfnature :

tlie pots should be turned on their sides, with the leaves

falling away from the sun. A late vinery is always the
best place to diy-off bulbs late in the- autumn ; the top

shelf but one in a lean-to greenhouse, however, wdl do
very well, the leaves being aUowed to hang out under
the stage. The best criterion of the situation is, that

the leaves keep green for a month, or longer, after

water is withheld, on the supposition that they were
green at the time of being put to rest. If any of these

bulbs were in good growth, from the beginning of

April to the middle of September, I never found any
injury from putting them to rest at a moment's notice,

although the leaf was full of sap and ijuitc green. For
the next winter, the bulbs are safer in the pots; all that

they require is perfect dryness and exemption from
frost ; but, I believe that they, and all otlicr bulbs,

when resting dming the summer months, arc the better

for having the pots

—

not the Z;«/is—exposed full to

the sun.

About the end of Mai'ch, I would begin with such
bought-in bulbs on my own plan, and as I meant to go
on with them. Before that time 1 should know what
kind of eartli they were in. If it was at all light and
crumbly, or had any peat or leaf mould in it, 1 would
shake the bulbs out of it at once, and without cere-

mony. Nothing will keep them in good health longer
than strong yellow loam. I woidd cut oft" any black,

or brown, or yellow root. All the kinds have white
roots if they are healthy ; and everj' morsel that was
otherwise coloured I would cut oft' before potting into

the fresh soil; and if I was not in a hurry to get

through with them, I would put' aside such as had their

roots cut, for some days, to give time to tlio wounds to

dry over: or, if I potted tlicin at the time, I would
keep them separate from the other ]iots, and not water
them for a week. Either plan is better than to cut,

pot, and water at the same time. It is not a good plan,

however, to repot these bulbs when they are at rest ; it

is only done in a case of necessity like this. The right

time to pot them, under a regular system, is when they

have done flowcriug, or very soon after, and, of course,

all the soil could not then be shaken from their roots

without damage.
I do not like half so much drainage for strong bulbs

as we give to other plants; it occupies too much room,
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and yet all bulbs require the most iicriect draiuage.

The way to eflect it is to make tbc liolo at tbo bottom

of the ]iot so much larger,—a bammer, or any iiicco of

I iron, will do tbat,—by cbipping oH' a little and a little

round tbe edges of tbo bole. 1 bavo often made a slit

I

across tbo bottom of tbe pot from rim to rim, not wider

I tban tlio bole itself, and tbat is tbo most perfect way of

draining witbout mucb crocks.

Tbe lirst jiotting, after sbakiug oil' all tbo soil, ougbt

only to be a temporary sbift, and only to last until tbo

! bulb is in full growtb in .Tune ; tbcreforo, take any
small pot tbat will just bold the roots and tbe bulb, and

notbing to spare. One or two crocks will tbcn do over

the bole, and tbe bulb may be only balf buried in tbe

pot ; water immediately, and very little more water will

do till tbe leaves come, or else tbe blossom-buds ; some
kinds put up tbe iiowcr-scape first, and some tbe leaves,

and they prefer a dry, warm air just at tins critical time,

and to bo as near tbe glass as possible. Any of tbe

crosses tbat are known to be from tbe bardy strains, or

from one bardy parent in tbe cross, arc sure to succeed

on a greebonse sbelf, near to tbe glass, until tbc flower

begins to open, when tbo drawing-room is tbe best

l)lace for tbem. Warm, dry air, and not to be full in

the sun, is the thing for all, and every one uf tbem,

while tbey are in blossom ; and if the room is not too

hot, tbey will keej) in flower longer in it tban tbey would
in a greenhouse or conservatory. When the flowers are

over, the stalks or flower-scape should be cut to within

three inches of the pot, and the remainder allowed to

wither before it is pulled ofl'. It is a very bad plan to

cut these stems down to the bulb, as if tbey decay

or damp tbc bulb will sutler. After this, and under-

stand the timo to be the height of summer, remove
tbem to a close pit, and let the sun raise the beat to 110',

before yon give tbem air; with sun heat from 70" to 110°,

the pit must bo kept quite damp, by pouring in water

between the jiots, and by the syringe in the afternoon,

when the pit is closed for the day. Tbey will require

no shading from tbc sun with this treatment, or if tbey

do, and tbe leaves droop, it is a bad sign. After ten

days or a I'ortnight of this change they are fit for final

potting, and if all goes on well, this potting ought to

last tbem from seven to ten years, and as much longer

as they are in health and blooming order; so tbat there

is very little trouble with Hippeasters, o.xcept the little

at first.

.

By keeping them cool in February and Maich, and
setting tbem up to grow from the middle to tbe end of

April, there is not a single Hippcaster in Jsngland tbat

could not be grown, flowered, and riiiened in tbe said

pit by the end of September. An iipriglit. No. y-2-pot

is the right size for a single flowering bulb, and at

tbe final potting tbo whole bulb' shonld be just covered,

and nothing more.
The winter treatment is tbe same, year after year, and

keeping them cool in tbe sining is in order to keep tbe

stove ones back till tbe season is more advanced.

Si'EcniEN I'l.^nts.—After a while, many, indeed

most of them, make side-bidbs or oflsets, and to get a

bulb into a specimen size, it should not have less than
four oflsets at a flowering age, and if more all tbe better,

if they bavo been so thinned at first that all stand at

regular distances from one another. As they progress

to this size they will require larger pots, and the sizes

must be judged of from the diameter of tbe batch ;

notbing looks worse, or is more hurtful to bulbs, than
putting tbem in large pots—there should never be more
than half-an-inch between a large bulb and the side of

the pot, the same with a cluster of bulbs in this spe-

cimen fashion. I am not so sure about tbe proper

depth. I used pots twenty-two inches deep, and twelve

inches in diameter, for seven years, with Gladioluses,

Alstromerias, and a few other plants, and they all

seemed to like it. 1 think all bulb-pots ought to be
deeper than we have tbem, that the holes in the bottom
should be much larger than the usual run, and that

much less materials for draining should be used. I

bavo heard it objected tbat clusters of side-bulbs do
not ripen their leaves so soon as tbe old bulb, in the

middle, but I am quite sure all tbat is groundless. H'qi-

peastrum n'ticidalum, AuUcian, and Solaiidrijlonim,

and the first generation of crosses from them, would
keep green all tbe year round, if tbey were in the stove,

and had water given to tbem ; but they, too, and every

t
member of the family, may safely be ]iut to rest by with-

holding water from tbem after the end of September,

I
wdiatever stage the leaves may bo in, provided they were

i grown well all through the summer; and it is the same

I

with these clustered specimens. I would allow them to

be kept green no longer than the sun was high enough
to ripen tbem. I have also flowered them from No-

' vember to March, and let them go to rest by the end of

I

May.

I

1 called at Dropmore, at the end of May, 1*^31, to

look out some rare kinds of this family, and found every

one in the place ])iled up under tbe stage of the green-

house, all dry, and leafless; there was a waggon-load of

dried pots there at the time. iNIr. Bailey was gardener

there then, and 1 recollect, he and a gardener in the

neighbourhood told me it was a sight to see forty-

eight pots of //. vittatuiH alone in bloom at tbe same
time, the February preceding my visit. This same plan
of flowering them during tbo winter has been revived

again in our books within tbe last few years. They
were also flowered in tbe winter by Mr. Sweet, in

Colvile's Nursery, more than thirty years ago. He, too,

put them to rest by the end of May, shook them out of

the soil, and placed tbem on high shelves in the stove,

and compelled their leaves and roots to shrivel. In
October, and on till Christmas, he had them fresh

potted, as the flower-buds or leaves began to move. The
stoves were kept much drier in those days than they

are now, and the summering on the shelves of a dry

stove was as safe as our wintering is now in dry ]nould

in pots.

Crossing Hippeastees.—I never knew a Hippeaster
that would not seed, and I never found one of them
that would not cross with any other in the genus ; but

they are much influenced by soils, and the kind of treat-

ment they receive. Dr. Herbert said, that the pollen of

a diU'erent kind would, with liim, invariably subdue the

eflects of the natural pollen, but I tried his plan for four

years, with a great nvnnber of them, without verifying

the same result in one single instance. Tlie anthers do

not open before tbe flowers in this genus, therefore

there is no difficulty about the pollen, and all that is

necessary, is to cut ofl' the natin'al anthers before they

burst, and apply the pollen from another kind ; the

seeds are ripe in about six weeks after that, and they

should bo sown the day they are gathered.

Raising Seedlings.—Any light soil will do to raise

seedlings in, and a hotbed is the best place. They are

up in less than three weeks ; and a month after tbat

they are fit to be transplanted into nursing-pots. Some
pot them singly into small pots, and give them thi-ee

more shifts before they flower; but when one counts

them by tbe thousand, or even a few hundreds, they

become troublesome in single pots, as two-thirds of the

best batch are seldom good enough to keep in a choice

collection. Tbe way 1 used to deal with them was to

pot them into No. 3:i-pots from the seed-pot, putting in

a row all round the pot, and just two inches apart, and
never giving them any more room till they bloomed ;

and I have had tbem often so jammed together by their

growth, that the bulbs were flattened on both sides, and
I think that caused them to flower sooner ; and I re-

collect one year, in particular, 1 had about fifty pots
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crowded with tliem, and liaviiig had a new tank-bed, 1

planted them out, balls entire, in rich mould, and they

teased me much, -growing away like rushes, and the half

of them did not llower the third season, when I broke

up the colony. Seedlings of all of them will keep green,

winter and summer, if they have heat and moisture ;

and even under a grecnliouso and close pit treatment

it is better to water them all along till they do flower.

I regret that 1 cainiot give a single name by which

to ask for them ; every grower has his own seedlings,

aud his own particular uames ; but we would print any

authentic list of them. D. Beaton.

LUCULIA GRATISSIMA.

There are few who, having seen, do not admire this

beautiful plant, when well covered with its terminal

hunches of pink rose-coloured flowers, not more gratify-

ing, however, to the eye, than they are refreshing from

their odour. Yet, comparatively, seldom does this plant

figure in collections, which is the more to be w-ondered

at, as it will bloom either when young or old,—as a

tiny thing with one shoot, or as a large, busby shrub.

This we consider to be ]iartly owing to two causes, the

opposite to each other; namely, treating the plant con-

tinuously as a native of the tropics, or, on the other

hand, keeping it always as cool as we would do a hardy

Cape Heath. Under the latter circumstances, patience

will have to be exercised before a tine specimen is

secured ; and, in the former, gr-owth is too apt to be

made at the expense of flowering. AY hen a speedy and

a satisfactory result are alike desirable, it is often best

to adopt a middle course, and give beat when growing,

aud coolness when resting; and, setting aside tlie true

economy of this middle course, it seems to us the most
similar to what the plant enjoys in its native home, on
the hills of Silhet and Nepaul.

Eighteen years ago, I had more to do with this de-

lightful plant than ever I have had since; but the notes

made then have been confirmed by subsequent practice

and observation. Jt is alike beautiful, whether grown
as a pot-plant, or planted-out in the bed of a con-

servatory. Many I'eaders, as well as myself, have been

delighted with the fine plant in the conservatory of the

Horticultural Gardens, Turnham Green. Keeping in

view, however, what I havcsaid about adopting a middle

course, I would never allow planting-out until the plant

has attained a considerable size inider pot-culture.

Like many other plants, it will thrive under rougbish

treatment when of some age, though it would make
small progress luider that treatment when young. This
is the more necessary to be mentioned, as, in these days

of competition, nurserymen are obliged to hasten for-

ward into si::e even comparatively liardy plants ; aud
ignorance or inattention to this is the cause why the

beautiful, healthy-like plants received, so soon become
wretched aud almost leafless.

As a general rule, unless you have the word of your

nurseryman to the contrary, make up yotu' mind that

all young plants Irom a nursery, especially if cheaper

than nsual, will want a considerable amount of nursing

before you can expose them to anything like rough
treatment. 1 recollect hearing a tradesman, expatiating

on the hardiness of this very plant, describing what
Br. \Yallich said about its growing in very exposed

places on the mountains of Nepaul, where the valley or

table laud was itself so high, that in a latitude of -21",

the climate of Europe was realised ; and nil this 1

believe to have been jierfcctly true, or nearly so ; but,

with the exception of the specimen they were then
looking at, I rather think that the whole of the young
stock were at that moment enjoying a close atmosphere
saturated with moisture, and a temperature ranging

from 7.")"^ to 80°. Now, just think of the cUect produced

on a plant packed up from such a coddling place, and,

after travelling many miles, transferred at once to the

shelf of an 0])en, airy greenhouse. I blame no one.

The nurseryman grows to sell ; the amateur grows to

keep and enjoy ; and if not so initiated as to guess

pretty correctly, by the a)ipearance of a plant, as to the

treatment it was previously experiencing, he had better

not be above asking for information, and few, if any,

nurserymen would refuse to give it. There need le no
mistake here. The dealer, whose goods are found the

most serviceable, will, ultimately, command the greatest

amount of custom.
The general applicability of this digression will

excuse its introduction here. I must, however, in con-

sequence, make short work of the main points of the

culture of the LncuUa gratissima.

Pcq/?(Tr//7;itiH.—Supposing that you, or a neighbour,

have a plant that has been in bloom some months; it

will now be on the wane, and will soon want cleaning

and pruning ; the amount of the latter must be in

vel'erencc to the present size of the plant, and the size

you wish it idtimately to be, taken in connection with

the fact, that as the flowers are produced chiefly on the

points of young shoots well ripened, the object in

pnining is to save as many buds as you will want
shoots, and can depend on these buds starting.

Well, then, supposing these buds have started, and
have grown three inches in length, slip them ofl' close

to the stem with a razor-like knife, aud, with scarcely

more preparation, these constitute excellent cuttings.

From i'ehruary to .Tune is a good time for inserting the

cuttings, and the sooner done the better the chance of

a good plant belbre winter. If such cuttings are not to

be had, select a piece of a shoot, neither soft nor hard,

cut throngh at a joint, and leave a joint or two with the

leaves on above, removing the leaves at the base of the

cutting.

In either case, insert the cuttings in silver sand, over

sandy peat, and the pot three parts filled with drainage;

water, cover with a bell-glass, and shade from bright

sunshine until the resting processes are going on. Now,
with respect to jwsdtion, &c., the two kinds of cuttings

require a slightly dillerent treatment. The little slips

taken oft' close to the stem will delight at once in a

moist, warm atmosphere, and a briskish bottom-heat,

such as can be found in a Cucumber or !Melon frame.

These from the young shoots, cut into parts, will require

to be kept rather cool for ten days, and then be plunged

in the bottom-heat. If, in both cases, the plants were

growing in a high temperature, the treatment may at

once be identical; but it will be best to make the difl'er-

ence when a plant, in one case, is merely commencing
;
to make its wood, and that wood, in another case, is

taking the first step towards ripening. In either case,

as soon as struck, let the cuttings be potted oft' in small

1 pots, and be plunged again in the bottom-beat, and if not

after Midsummer, if there is only one stem, stop it, to

obtain two or three.

Chooniiig Plciiits.—As many would prefer having a

nice little plant at once, choose one more distinguished

for health, for having uncramped roots, and absence of

stuntedness, than for its general size. As economy
seems to be a marked feature with the readers of this

work, we woidd advise them strongly to commence with

a young plant. As the treatment for that, if procuied

before Midsummer (and the earlier the belter), will be

the same as for a young I'lant raised from a cutting

early, we will not separate them in the general details

necessary.

i
Soil.—Peat and loam, in a rough, sweet stale, broken

by the band, and enough of little bits of charcoal,

broken pots, and silver sand, to keep the soil open, will

grow them admirably.
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Position, Tempenilinv, (fv.—A cncumlicr-Lox, nr a

meloii-iVame, is just llie jilaoe I'or a young iilaut in the

spring or early sumnior nioutlLS. Time is thus gained.

A bottom-lieat ol' 75' to (^0°, and a to|)-lieat of (ii) ', with
1')° rise ibr sunshine, will suit it aduiirahly when in

that state. Growing must be everything that is thouglit

about. Stopping has been already rcl'erred to. Towards
the end of July, the bottom-heal must be discontinued,

and more air given, and as much unchecked light as

the foliage will stand. Increase the air, and expose
fully in mornings and afternoons in August. By the

end of that month, wliile the pot is protected from the

sun, the branches should be fully exposed to its inttu-

ence, never putting on the sashes unless in heavy rains.

By the middle of October, the plants should have an
open, sunny place in the greenhouse ; and, during the

winter, an average temperature of from 40° to 4')° will

suit them. If thus grown, and exposed in the previous
season, every shoot will have its llower-bud in embryo,
and thus a higher temperature at any time will cause it

to be developed. As a forced plant, or as a denizen of

the stove at that period, it will bloom in winter, but
the colour will not be so bright as in summer. An
average temperature of from 50° to 00° seems necessary
to the free opening of its flowers, and, therefore, when
not forced, it will bloom naturally in the greenhouse
when the lengthened days give the requisite tempera-
ture. When kept in a greenhouse, after it is several

days old, care should be taken, after it blooms, to prune
it a little, and then encourage growth by keeping the

plant warm and moist there, or by giving it these

requisites in a close, cold pit. The great thing is, first,

to secure growth, then the ripening of that growth, and
then blooming is certain. The winter season should be
viewed purely as a season of rest. The less growth
then, the more likely is increased temperature to bring
flower-buds along with it. During growth, and when
starting into bloom, the syringe should be freely used

:

it promotes health, a moist atmosphere, and keeps the
red spider at a safe distance. When a plant is from
three years and upwards from the cutting, it will do
admirably planted-out in a conservatory. In a short
time it may be pruned freely, keeping in mind to have
plenty of shoots, but not too thick, or the individual
masses of flowers will be small. When thus planted,
the same principles of culture will be kept in view.
The heat of April or May will bring out the blossoms

;

the warmth of summer will cause the growth to be
made; and, for want of the means of removing the

glass in autumn, the roots must be allowed to get rather
dry, and thus the wood will be consolidated and ma-
tured. I may also mention, that when kept in a green-
house in pots, it must not have much water in winter.

A little weak manure-water will be of service during the
growing and blooming periods.

I find 1 have forgotten to say anything of shiftimj or

repotting. Beginners with small plants had better use
small shifts and often. With bottom-heat, and due
attention to watering, &c,, few things grow more vigor-

ously under a large shift, such as transferring from a

four-inch pot to an eight-inch pot. A pot from eight to

twelve inches iu diameter will grow a nice little speci-

men ; and where room is au object that would be a
good size to keep them to. With oldish plants, the

best time to shift is wlien growth is proceeding freely

after flowering and pruning. The old soil may then
be gently shaken away, the roots slightly pruned, and
the plant be repotted in a similar sized jiot, kept close

and shaded for a few days afterwards, and syringed
often to prevent evaporation. R. i'lsn.

THE PINK.

Pi'.Evious to giving a select list of this my peculiarly

favourite flower, I shall, ,as briefly as is consistent

with usefulness, give a few hints on its culture. I am
happy to lind it is becoming a favourite with tlie public

generally, which may arise from the case with which it

can be cultivated and propagated, and because it is

the hardiest of all Florists' Flowers. These favourable

points recommend tliis lovely, fragrant flower to every

one possessing a garden at a moderate distance from

the smoke of large towns. Then, besides these accom-
modating qualities of easy grow'th and easy propaga-

tion, the price of good varieties is a passport of favour

that few other I'lorists' Flowers can boast of. The very

best kinds may be had for from '.Is. to 15s. per dozen,

thus bringing it within the means of a large circle of

the lovers of flowers who have a garden.

Piopiiynlion.—The Pink may be propagated iu the

same way, in every respect, as the Carnation and Pico-

tee, that is, by seed, by cuttings, or, as they are techni-

cally called, by pipings, and by layers. The last-named
mode, however, is rarely resorted to, because this flower

roots so freely by pipings. I may just mention, that tlie

best time for putting in pipimjs is the month of June,

towards the middle or latter end. Jiy striking them
thus early, they have time to become strong, well-

established plants, fit for planting-out early in the au-

tumn ; and, by being planted thus early, they make
strong plants before the winter sets in, and are, conse-

sequeutly, less liable to be drawn out of the soil by
frost. It is a great recommendation tb.at the Pink
requires to be grown in beds, in the open air, thus

saving the expense of pots, stages, frames, &c., which
we are obliged to use for the Carnation.

The Seed shoidd bo sown on the same principles as

other Florists' Flowers ; that is, from sucli as are as

perfect as possible. It should be gathered as soon as

it is ripe, be laid in the sun for a few days to cause the

pods to open, and then be cleaned and kept till March.
Sow it in shallow boxes or pans, or on a warm border;
and as soou as the plants are large enough, plant them
out where they are to bloom. They will all bloom the

succeedhig season, and the good ones (if any) should
be named, propagated, and treated like the old-estab-

lished varieties. As they are so hardy, even a cottager

may raise seedlings, and is just as likely to obtain good
new kinds as the most distinguished florist, provided he
takes due care in selecting and saving the seed. The
only covering tlie Piuk requires is a mulching over
the beds during severe frosts. I liavo found decayed
leaves a very efl'ectual one, as is short litter, not too

much decayed. 'This covering I allow to remain on till

the flowers are expanded; it shelters the roots from
the heat of the sun, and prevents the dry weather from
acting upon the soil. 'To prevent too much damp in

wet weather, it is a good plan to give the beds a
rounded form, highest iu the middle, and sloping olF

to the sides. 'This shelters them from the ill effects

of heavy rains, keeping the soil only moderately moist.

No weeds must be allowed to advance beyond the

seed-leaf; and great attention must be bestowed iu

destroying snails, slugs, and wireworms, which pests

are quite as destructive, even to this hardy flower, as to

Carnations and other flowers. 'The green fly, in dry

weather, sometimes attacks them, but may be destroyed

with Scotch snulf, or by syringing with tobacco-water.

Shelters.—When in bloom, to preserve the flowers, it

is necessary to shelter them from rain, wind, and sun.

Hardy though this flower Is, it is sadly tarnished and
spoilt if exposed to these destroyers of its bright hues.

'The bed may bo covered with hoops and canvass, or,

what I prefer, parasol- formed caps, such as I described

lately for the Carnatiou, may be used. I like these
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latter best, because, when they are used, the jilauts

receive all the benefit of gentle showers of warm spring

and sniumer rain, which keep the plants clean and
healthy, and jn-event the attacks of the red spider.

The Pink, Carnation, and Picotee, as treated by the
soientilic and piaiustaking Horist, are little more than
biennial flowers ; that is, two-year-old plants, the first

year making growth of plant, and in the second, growth
of bloom. After the bloom is over, the layers and pipings
taken ofl", and seed saved, the old plants are generally

thrown away. Florists, from long experience, liave

proved that the old plants, however well cultivated,

scarcely ever produce perfect flowers. This point every
grower intending to exhibit, or to grow good flowers only
for his own gratification, should attend to, and never
depend upon two-year-old plants for that purpose. The
olcl plants, however, need not be thrown away, but as

soon as the bloom is over, all such as are not intended
to seed, may be taken up carefully, the roots partially

pruned, and then the plants may be planted in the

common border. If inserted a little deeper, new roots

will soon be formed, and dense jilants of considerable

size will be the result. If there is no room in the cul-

tivator's garden, they would bo highly acceptable to

such gardeners or cottagers as have no wish to become
florists. T. Ari'LEny.

( To he coiiliiiiifd,)

CONIFER.E.
(Cunlifiuvd from page llio.)

Prop,\g.\tion' : By Seed.—All the common kinds of

Firs, such as the Larch, the Spruce Fir, the Scotch Fir,

the Balm of Gilead Fir, the common Yew, and, in fact,

all the more common species, should be sown in bods in

the open air. A light, open, sandy soil should bo
chosen for that purpose. If it is not so naturally, it

should be made so by adding sand freely to it. If it

can be procured easily, a free addition of sandy peat
will bo vei-y desirable and useful. The bods should bo
prejiared in the autumn, by digging and mixing the

materials, leaving the .surface in as rougli a state as

possible, so that the frost may act upon, and pulverise

the soil. The cones should be gathered as soon as the

seeds are ripe, which may be known by opening one or

two, and if the outer coat of the seed is of a dark
brown colour, it is then fit to gather. This generally
happens in September or October. If gathering be de-

ferred much later, the cones will open and shed the seeds.

When gathered, the cones should be carried home, and
as many kinds have the seed very much secured in the

cones, so that it is dilfioult to get it out, it is necessary

to lay them in a lieatcd room, to cause the cones to

open their scales and let the seeds drop out. I re-

member, when very young, having fine s))ort in excur-

sions into the woods to gather Inarch and Scotch cones.

When we got a sufficient quantity they were placed

upon the drying-floor of a malt-kiln, and there they
laid long enough to open the cones. They were then
spread thin upon a boarded floor, and the labourers

thrashed them with flails, such as they used for thrash-

ing corn. By these means the seeds wore separated
from the cones, dried, and put away till the sowing
time arrived. The month of April is the right time for

this operation. Tho ground will then be in fine con-
dition ; it should be levelled and forked over ; the
walks set out, and the surface-soil, to the depth of two
inches, drawn oft" into the walks with a rake ; then
sow tho seed rather thickly, and cover it in with the
soil drawn off on each side into the walks ; this should
be made very fine before it is laid upon the seed; half-

an-ineh will be quite thick enough. Previous to laying

it on, let the seed be gently patted down with the back
of a spade ; this levels it, and secures it from being
disturbed out of its place by spreading the soil upon it.

Shoidd the weather be dry, it will be necessary to water
the beds, but it must be applied very gently, or it will

harden the surface so much as to ju'evcnt the plants

bursting through it. After they have made their ap-

pearance, they will require no further care, excepting

weeding, till the following spring, when they should be
transplanted into nursery rows in the usual way.
The mo(0 rare species, and also imported seeds of

such kinds as Araucarin hnhrkata, the Deodar Cedar,

&c., should be sown in boxes or pans, in a light, sandy
compost of loam and peat, and placed in a heat of

(i.'i" till tliey grow. They should then be removed into

a cold pit, kept pretty close for a time, and gradually

hardened-olf till they are large enough to transplant

singly into small pots. In their young state, these rare

kinds should not be planted-out at once into beds in

the open air: it is safer to put them into small pots,

and shelter them in frames or pits for the first year.

They may then be planted-out in nursery beds, in a
sheltered situation, and kept there till they are planted
in the place where they are to remain for life. I am no
advocate for keeping them year after year in pots till

they attain a considerable size. If they arc so managed,
the roots become twisted round the sides of the pot

;

and when planted-out for good are always liable to be
blown down with heavy gales nf wind. It is much
better to have them planted-out in nurscrj'-rows, and
have them transplanted every other year, ]ilncing them
at wider distances as they grow larger. By these fre-

quent removals they form numerous fibrous roots, and
can be removed safely, even when a considerable size.

The best managing nurserymen practice this mode, not
only with Conifers, but also with all kinds of evergreen
shrubs, such as Hollies and Laurels, and with most
perfect success. Such oft-removed trees scarce ever fail

when finally planted where they are to grow into trees

and large shrubs.

There are some kinds of Conifers that produce very

large seeds; these should be sown singly, in small pots

(the Araucarias arc an instance) ; in these pots they are

safe from the danger of tr.ansplanting, and can be easily

transferred to a larger pot as soon as the roots reach

the sides of the first pots. This point must be carefully

attended to early, or the roots will become matted and
twisted, and thus hinder the future progress of the trees.

This repotting will carry them through the first winter,

and encourage their growth greatly. Early the spring

following, they should be planted-out, even if they

require a temporary shelter from late spring frost. This
shelter will be suiKciently allbrded by turning the pots

over tho plants whenever there is the least appearance
of frost. This may appear a troublesome afi'air, but
precaution like this is always safe, and the trouble is

nothing compared with the safety of such valuable

plants, I recommeiul early planting, chiefly to prevent

what I have a great objection to—the matting of the

roots rouiul the sides of the pots. It might be objected,

why plant so early'.' I answer, because the roots grow
strong and quickly as soon as the weather becomes
mild in early spring, and thus a very few weeks' neglect

docs much mischief. Therefore, I say again, plant-out

in nursery rows early, and shelter the plants from late

spring frosts. T. Aiu'lebv.

{'To be coitliniuil.)

WATEPiING—ITS USES AND ABUSES.
It has been often and truly said, that our best directed

eft'orts at nii.xing and preparing the various composts
which many plants require often come short of the
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" natural material " it is intended to imitate. So nicely

does Nature mix and balance lier ingredients, that our

crude mass of discordant substances forms a poor sub-

stitute for the real soil itself ; and even oiu- best agi-icul-

tural chemists acknowledge their inability to compound
a material combining all the fertilizing qualities of a

good alluvial loam in anything like such a good con-

dition as the same compound is to be found in many
situations, " ready mixed and prepared for use." So

difficult is it to confine all the volatile substances of

which a handful of dirt is said to be composed, that the

late Mr. Bham, than whom it would be ditfionlt to find

a higher authority, admitted the possibility of some of

the most important agents to fertility escaping while

being subjected to analysis, so as to have a false con-

clusion founded upon those remaining.
Bo this as it may, it is not my purpose to inquire

;

but I deem it right to mention it, as having some
analogy with another subject to which this chapter is

devoted—I mean, the application of u:ater to plants, as

the agent for supplj-ing them with tlie food of which
they are supposed to be in need ; and how far we may
bo mistaken in o\ir idea of such food. As the pi-esent

season is one in whicli the water-pot is put as much in

requisition as any other, it behoves us to be careful in

using an agent so critical ; for though it cannot but be

admitted that much good results from its use in many
eases, yet there are others where a positive harm may
take place from its misapplication; and of this it is my
interest to warn the inexperienced.

As water enters vei-y largely into the composition

of everything having vegetable life, and more espe-

cially so with tliose of a culinary or edible kind, it

is important that no lack of that necessary agent

be allowed to check the growth, or frustrate the pur-

poses of the intended vegetable. Then comes the

question, what can we do to administer to its wants'?

Pouring on a deluge of water at a time when the other

agents in connection with that fluid are either dormant,
or otherwise incapable of performing the functions

assigned them, must evidently he bad jiolicy ; for, besides

the plants being injured by the application of water,

very often of an improper kind, that genial moisture

which rain imparts to the atmosphere can never be
tendered them by any out-door application. Wlien
watering is performed under unclouded sunshine, or dry,

withering winds, the evils above are sure to happen ;

besides which, it is nuich aggravated when water of an
improper kind is used. \\a all know that rain-water,

by its being for some time suspended in the atmosphere,
becomes so thoroughly charged with it, that it carries

to the ground certain portions of the air it has become
possessed of, consequently, such aerified water is bulk

for bulk lighter than ordinary well-water, and at the

same lime it is divested of many of those component
parts wliich well-water is impregnated with.

Now, though some description of well-water may be
what is called " more agreeable to our palate," for what
little we require of it, still, the water contains within

itself tlie elements of death to plants; and thougli it

rarely happens that such an event occurs, yet its pre-

vention is more d\ie to the counteracting powers of the

soil, &c., than to any merit in the liquid used; for,

besides the fact of well-water being several degrees

colder than ruin, or pond-water, and so acting as "a
retarder," it is likewise luu'tful from the pernicious

matters it contains ; drawn from a greater or less dejitli,

it is sure to be more or less impregnated with the sub-

stances it has been in contact with, which are often of

a kind highly injurious to vegetation, if not absolutely

poisonous.

It would be wrong in us to affirm that a plant in

a pot, languishing for liquid food, would bo better with-

out sitoh water than with it; yet, something might bo

done to secure the use of better, or, it may be, remedy
tliat which is the only supply. Hard well-water is much
modified by exposure to the atmosphere ; therefore, ponds,

basins, or troughs, are used to give it the necessary ex-

posure, and all three appliances must be adopted where
much has to be done by water of the kind mentioned
above. This, however, is not always thus eflected ; for

it sometimes happens that rain-water absolutely turns

hard in a tank; and that of some ponds is equally so,

though deriving their supply i'rom the same source.

The reasons in both are the same ; some ingredient in

tlio composition of the tank, or in the bottom of the pond,

imjiarts tliat noxious principle to the water, which,

under tlie vague, but not improper, name of " hard," we
give to water that such substances as soap will not

readily dissolve in. Wo have seen a taidi turn all tlie

water hard that entered it for many montlis ; but then

it was the rawness of the mortar, and other materials

which it imbibed, that caused it to be so, added, per-

haps, to some similar saline bodies it received from the

roofs that collected it. Pond-water may be hard from

the same cause, i e., the mud, or material, at the bottom
might have the efl'ect of turning it so ; or it might have
drained from ground that imparted that property to it.

There are many descriptions of soil that will cause this,

as may be known by the hardness of certain streams

;

and if proof were necessary of the evil eflects of such

\

streams or ponds, it is only necessary to look at the

j

vegetables which clothe their banks—a slight comparison
'

will tell which of the two is most relished by the

plants which delight in such places ; we mean, plants

i
that grow in shallow water, and on the edges of rivers.

; Where well-water must, of necessity, be used, limit the

quantity to tlie least that can possibly serve the pur-

pose ; and this may be done with outdoor plants to a

much greater extent than is often expected, for plants

so growing are not so much hand-fed as those in pots,

or some similar confined quarter.

We may next observe, that all "over-watering" is

bad, especially when done with cold water of an im-

proper kind; and whatever may be the difliculties in

obtaining fine soft water, these diiEculties had better be

encountered than trust the well-being of valuable plants

to the tender mercies of a fluid strongly impregnated
with some mineral substance, better calculated to destroy

insects than impart fertiUtyto the soil; and though the

addition of chemical ingredients will change hard water

so as to be available for culinary or laundry uses, yet we
question very much whether soda, and its kindred sub-

stances, can be said to divert the mixture of its per-

nicious quality by adding its own influence to the com-

pound. This mixture of opposing elements may serve

the chemical purpose of washing, but to render water

j
more fit for plants, a less mechanical action must be

adopted, and " time," that never-failing agent, will accom-

plish the task better than the forcible means concocted

in the laboratory of the man of science. We advise the

young gardener, who has only a deep pump to run to

for every drop of water he wants for his plants, to

prepare a basin or pond largo enough for, at least, a

week's supply ; this, by being kept filled, and allowed to

stand exposed to the air and sun, will speedily become
divested of some of those properties so much at variance

with good culture ; and though it is not likely to be so

good as rain-water, yet it is better after such an expo-

sure than it was before, and, consequently, may be

used with more freedom.

In the application of icatcr to beds of seetllhu/s, take

especial care not to do it until you feel satisfied the

plants can no longer do without it, unless at a sacrifice

to themselves; to begin watering immediately the

sun dries the upper surface of the ground, is bad in the

extreme, and sure to lead to bad consequences. After

a period of moist weather, it is some time ere watering
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need be prnctiscd, for though the yilants may he young,
anJ not dee]>-TOOte(l, yet if the soil he loow below tlieiii

(as we exi)ect it to be), the sun's action will hiing up
siithuient moisture from below to meet all tlie wants ol

tlie roots, and thougli tlie top portion will keep drying

up deeper and deeper every day, yet tlie descending
root will, in all vegetation, keep pace with it, and in its

search for moisture, will penetrate deeper and deeper,

until it feels less eltects i'rom sunshine, and, conse-

quently, eease to show its influence. Jn 0|>position to

this grand natural ju-inciple, is the dribbling system of

supplying moisture by artificial means, or the equally

reprehensible way of over-doing it, by regular and
systematic drcncliings. The latter mode, by cooling tho

ground, retards tlie vegetation in a manner sometlung
like a human being having their lower extremities

immersed in cold water all day, while the dribble

system, by falsely tempting the roots of the plant to

remain near tho top, exposes them to those sudden
changes of drought and moisture so fatal to their

welfare, and, probably, the neglect of giving them their

food at the stated time, may he at the expense of their

lives, supposing the dry weather to continue, and the

dribbling system to have diverted their principal roots

to near tlie top, so as to take the advantage of the little

moisture supplied, besides which, frequently watering
the ground hardens and sours it, and unless means be
taken to break it up. the sun soon bakes it into that

unpleasant mass, so distasteful to vegetation as well as

unsightly to look upon.
When, therefore, beds of seedlings must have water,

let thom have it, if possible, on a dull day; and if the

following one be a bright sunny one, shade them a

little, by preading some boughs over the beds, or by
some other contrivance, whereby the fiercer rays of

sunshine will be arrested without the plants being much
deprived of light; while some plants of a more robust
character will bo benefited by liaving a good watering;
and, a few hours after, the ground may be stirred

around them, in order to break that sealed-up surface

which artificial watering so invariably assumes ; added
to this, some slight mulching, wet dung, or leafy matter,

will arrest that evaporation which robs the ground of

what has been so lately added. ,1. Itousox.

THE Al-TER-CULTUEE AND MANAGEMENT
OF EOOT-CKOPS.

In the after •management of the young plants of

Turnips, Mangold, or Carrots, when drilled on the fiat

and level surface, the first operation required is to

harrow across the drills, once or twice, according to the

state of the land. If the land has been beaten down
hard by heavy rains, it will be necessary to use tho

harrows, or drags, until the surface soil is made loose
;

it is, however, best to allow one day between the bar-

rowings, when a succession of them is required, taking

care always to choose dry weather, and when the laud

is white and dry upon the surface.

The harrowing should always be commenced as soon

as the young jilants are able to withstand the operation,

because it not only loosens the soil, and accelerates

growth, but it destroys a great many small weeds, and

disturbs the insect enemies of the plant—such as the

lly, wireworm, and grub. It should also be understood,

when the plant is irregular and defective, that a serious

loss of plant may he the consequence of using the

harrows loo frequently.

In ease the roots are grown upon the stelch, and a

regular plant is obtained, a single harrowing across the !

stetcli may be of advantage ; but, generally speaking, '

it is not required, as the land does not usually run

together so hard in ridge culture as it does on the fiat.

Horse-hoeing will be required next, and this is, certainly,

the most important operation in the inter-culture of

root-crops, it being the cheapest, the most expeditious,

and the most beneficial to the plants. Two modes of '

horse-hoeing are adopted : one, that of hoeing between

a number of rows at once, taking the same number of i

rows as the drill ; and it answers well for Turnips,
i

where they come quickly, and when the land is light

and loose. But in early - sown crops, as iFangoId,

CaiTots, and Swedes, the land generally being more

consolidated, tlie best and most effective implement is

the single horse-hoe, which cuts np the weeds, and

moves the soil to any depth required; as it, however,

only hoes one row at a time, although it is the most

expensive, yet one horse will hoe about four acres in a

day, and the number of hoes may be increased according

to the size of the faim.

My own mode of using the single horse-hoe, previous

to hand-hoeing, is as follows :—A day or two after tho

barrows have been used, to commence on one side of

the field, and out up the weeds as close as possible to

the row on the right hand side of the plants, without

destroying them, and go over the whole field in this

manner; then, after the lapse of a day or two, sufUcient

to give time for the plants which might have been

partially buried to become erect, to commence hoeing

on the other side of the field, cutting the weeds, as

before, on the left hand side of the row. By this plan,

all the ground is moved, except a space of two or three

inches whereon the rows of pilants are growing. The

advantages of this mode are twofold—there is very little

work left for the hand-hoes and singlers, and, the earth

being moved close to the plants, it increases their

growth amazingly. In case of wet weather setting in

suddenly after this operation, the hand-hoeing may be

deferred much longer without injury to the crop, there

being no weeds left between the rows. The next work

to be done is hand-hceiug, and singling ; and, as this is

a somewhat expensive operation, it becomes important

how it may be best elibcted at the least cost.

The liand-hoeiug and singling is often done by a gang

of men, who, at one operation, cut out the weeds from

the rows, and single the plants to the distance they are

required to remain; but it can he done better and

cheaper by men cutting out the plants, leaving them in

small bunches, at the distance required, with women or

boys to follow, singling out and leaving the strongest

plant in the bunch. The work can be done in this way

with great exactness, and at a cheaper rate, tlian when
men only are employed ; the women often being very

expert at this work.

Mr. Pusey has published a plan, whereby it is stated,

he saves considerable expense in hoeing Turnips, by

using the horse-hoe lengtliways and crossways, which,

of course, leaves tho plants in bunches, at regular dis-
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tances in the row, reinly for the siiiglers to foliow and

complete the worlc. I'liis plan, in some cases, has ad-

vantages over any other, it being both expeditious and

effective ; but it must be borne in mind, that it cannot

bo carried out unless the plant of Turnips are regular

and thick in the rows. I think it is the exception, to

find a sufficient plant to make Mr. Pnsey's mode avail-

able, and that it cannot bo adopted as a rule, without

causing, ofleutimes, a serious destruction and loss of

plant.

I have, in some cases, when circumstances have pre-

vented the use of the drill, sown Turnips rather thick

bro.adeast, and horse-hoed them out into lines, and

found it answer a good purpose.

Before the second hand-hoeing is done, it is best to

vise the horse-hoe between the rows of either Turnips,

Mangold, or Carrots, especially if heavy rains have

occurred, otherwise the plants will not derive the full

benefit from the second hand-hoeing. In this case, the

single horse-lioe will prove superior to that made the

width of the drill, and hoeing a number of rows at

once, because, at this stage of the growth of the crop,

the earth often becomes settled and hard round the

plants, requiring the deep action of the single horse-

hoe, for which purpose it is the most effective implement.

The second haiid-lioeing should not be deferred too

long; generally, about a fortnight after the plants are

singled will be the best time, the object of the second

hand-hoeing being to destroy the remaining weeds, and

cut up any plants which may have been left double.

The crops may now be left to make their growth, and,

as they proceed towards maturity, weeds will continue

to spring up, which should be hand-pulled, and removed,

together with bastard plants, or those running to seed.

HaWng gone into the detail of hoeing, &c., I would

observe, that space must be given between the rows

sufficient to carry out the inter-culture, and at the same

time secure the greatest crop. I think the best distance,

in ordinary culture, for Swedish Turnips, is twenty

inc'hes between the rows, and liftcen inches between the

plants in the row. For Mangold Wurzel, two feet apart

between the rows, and eighteen inches distance in the

row. For Carrots, the best distance is eighteen inches

between the rows, and seven or eight inches apart in

the row.

Tlie foregoing observations apply to ordinary culture

and soils in general, any variation from which must be

left to the judgment of the cultivator, who should be

guided by the nature and condition of the soil, and the

climate in which it is situated. Joseph Blcndei.i,.

WILLIAM ADAMS.
By the Authoress of " My Flmuers."

Oh, tlie sufferings of the poor! the sorrows that flesh is

heir to! the sad, tlie melancholy evidences of the fall of
man! "Wlierever we tuni our ejes we see the consequences
of our first parents' disobedience; the fruits of the first

crime. M'as not the earth cursed for thi'ir sakes? We
caiinut tell wliat the beauty of nature was litforo tlie full

;

to our eyes it is now exquisitely lovely, and we can hardly

desire it to be brighter and fairer than it is. We do not see

or understand fully the curse, until we leave the sunshine,
and flowers, and wa\ing glory of the grass and trees, and
enter the bouses that are raised upon the face of the ground
to be tb(£ dwelliu.g-places of men. Then we see it in all its

fearfuhiess, often sweetened and brightened by the Hand of

Infinite love; but still terrible and appalling. What would
become of us, if there had not bi'Cn found " a ransom !"

I have never seen a more distressing case of bodily

sufl'ering than that of William Adams. He has an internal

cancer in the back, which is quietly and slowly consuming
him, literally Idlling liiiii by inches. He was a suflerer for

a great length of time before he gave up his work. The
poor cannot aflbrd to lay by so long as they can possibly

stand upright and drag themselves along. Adams worked
when he could not stand upright, and only gave in when
the torture overpowered him. The case was not clearly

ascertained in the countiy, and he was sent to the County
Hospital. In three days lie was discharged as incurable

;

the cancer could not be operated upon ; he must wait for

death without relief or hope. It is not possible to describe

the ceaseless agony in which lie lingers. He can neither

sit, stand, uor lie down so as to rest his poor racked body.

In fact, he cannot sit, or stand, except bent double ; and
when he is weary of tossing on his bed, be can only stand
leaning one hand upon a table, .and the other passed through
the noose of a rope that hangs from a beam. His bed is

fixed in the corner of the httle clean kitchen, just under the

window, where a flower pot or two are placed ; and he can
see all that passes by, and beyond the road, a green hedge,

and the open air ; but his sufterings are too great to allow

of interest in anything but " the covenant," to which he
clings with all his spiritual powers. " I have known the

Lord forty years," he said, one day ;
" What sliould I do, if I

had to seek him now.'" It is affecting and amazing to see

his perfect composm'e under the deadly pangs that distract

him. His face wear's a kind of customary smile, and the

forehead never contracts, nor do the lips utter one single

murmur. " Sometimes I feel that I shall despair," lie says,

" such is my terrible agony, but the Lord keeps me from it.

People come and tell me I must not give way; but they

don't know my sufterings ; they talk like those who have

never suffered ; bless you, ma'am, they can't understand it."

Poor Adams I none, indeed, can understand it, but He who
was the "man of sorrows;" who in all our afflictions is

Himself afflicted ;
" by whose stripes we are healed." The In-

lluite Wisdom that heats the furnace for us ; the love that sits-

by, hke a refiner tempering the fire, can alone know and feel

the weight and deadliness of the needed process. Men
e(i)inot know what others feel; they may talk wi.^ely and well,

but their talking is all moonshine; it is only the Hand that

made us that can understimd cm' liaiues, and enter into the

secrets of our trials. " I, even I, am He that comforteth

you," is the experience of men, as well as the assiu'ance of

the Lord. Those that do not know Him, have no comfort;

those that do, need no other.

I'oor Adams is likely to continue some time yet aniong

the living. His general health and spu'its are good ; the

fangs of the cancer have not yet seized upon a vital part,

and until they do, or until it wlioUy stops the functions of

life, ho will linger on. He sometimes trembles to think liow

long he is likely to suft'er; but his fears and shudderings

are, indeed, only those of the ilesh, " his heart is fixed,

trusting in the Lord."

His ^vife is obliged to go out to day's-work when she can get

employment. The poor cannot afi'ord to wait upon each other

as they wish ; the daily bread is required, and where there is

sickness there is more expence. Many days, one after the

other, Adams suft'ers in solitude. His food is placed on a little

table near him, covered over with a cloth, so that when the

meal-time comes, he can contrive to shuffle to it and help

himself. Sometimes a neighbour opens the door, and

speaks a few words to him ; but he is otlierwise quite alone,

till his wife returns from work. There is this to be said for

a true believer, that he is never alone. He knows "the
fellowship of Christ's suft'erings," but he is also partaker in

Christ's consolations. He can say, " and yet I am not alone,

because the Father is with me !
" AN'e may be ciuitc sure of

this, that if we knew Christ as we ouijht to laiow Him ; if

we were living up to His commands, and our privileges, as we
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ought to do ; if we realiserl the Cliristian's portion and jios-

sessions in Him, as we oiKjht to realise it, not only would tlie

sting of death be drawn out, but the sting of pain, the sting

of sorrow, the sting of solitude, the sting of everytliiug

that is most distressing and trying to ns, would be drawn

out too. And in proportion to our growth in grace, will be

our growth in peace and inward happiness, whei'ever and
whatever our lot may be. AVhen we do not like to be left

by oiu'selves, there is something wrong, depend upon it.

When we cannot say, with fei-vent .joy, "I am never alone"

let us look into our accounts without loss of time, for we
are on the eve of banla'uptey.

There are many cottages in our land that would speak a

word in season to those wlio dwell in lordly halls ; but that

of poor Adams wonld speak as loudly as any of them.

Some of the rich, and kind-hearted, too, are content to send
their gifts by other hands ; to provide abundance of clothes

and other necessaries for the poor, but to place them under
the charge of other ladies to distribute. This is, indeed,

givinrf to the poor; but it is robbing themselves. It is robbing

themselves of the useful, blessed, and often beautiful lessons

to be learned beneath the jioor man's roof; it is robbing
themselves of the blessedness of fulfilling their Master's
orders, and of the exriuisite pleasure of ministering, even in

the smallest and humblest way, to the comfort and lielp of

our poor brethren ; and it is robbing ourselves of oppor-
tunities of spiritual as well as bodily usefulness, for which
we shall be called to a sli.aii) account at the last day. Pride,

or bashfuluess, or false humility, or thoughtlessness, or

ignorance, is at the root of the matter, when we stand aloof

from the poor man's cottage ; want of feeUng, I believe and
hope, is not often the reason. I wish alt could open the
door of Adams' cottage, and peep over the screen that keeps
away the draught. I am sure pride would stumble and fall,

bashfulness and false humility would grow bold, and
thoughtlessness and ignorance would let their tears run
down, at the sight their eyes would see. And let us lioar in

mind poor Adams' own woi'd, "When a friend comes in and
spe.aks good words it seems to stun the pain."

The rich Iiave " ten talents " to trade with, certainly ; but
let none be discouraged and drawback; " ijoud u-vrils stun

the imin,"

THE CHELTENHAJ[ POULTRY-SHOW.
The second Cheltenham and County of Gloucester sum-

mer Exhibition of Poultrj' was held, as will have been seen
in our last number, at the Royal Old Wells, at Cheltenham,
on the 1st and Und instant. Few localities have greater
advantages for such a meeting, and the energies of the
Messrs. Jessop were successfully directed to overcome the
many obstacles that have hitherto proved so detrimental to

such exhibitions at the present season of the year, when
brilliancy of plumage is on the wane with fowls of all vaile-

lies, and so many are necessarily kept at home liy their
matei'nal duties. The lai'ger birds were arranged in a tent;

while Bantams, Pigeons, and the extra class, occupied the
adjoining Pump-room.
Headiug tlie catalogue, Shtiiir/haes made a goodly muster

;

and although we might not be able to assign unqualified i

praise to the occupants of any one pen collectively, indi- i

vidual specimens of the highest merit were numerous.
|

Thus, in Mr. Fairlie's prize pen, the cock did not strike ns
as quite worthy of the hens placed with him, which latter, in

j

form no less than colour, fully merited the distinction that

had been awarded tlicm. Tlie largest bird in the exhibition

was probably ISlv. C'atfelle's Shanghae cock in pen 1 1 ; his

weight, we are assured, has reached 14^ lbs., though he
would, of course, fall short of that at the present season.
But had it been in our power to select any one bird, ns

combining excellence in fonu and colour, our choice would
undoubtedly have fallen on Mr. Potts' Shanghae cock in pen
'21. He was a magnificent specimen, and left little to be
desired, either as to symmetry or plumage. Commenda-
tions were numerous in this class, and the birds were shown
in far better condition than could have been anticipated for
the month of June.
Among the Parlrldge-phimnged Shanghaes, competition

must have been very close, and, at first sight, our opinion

wonld have inclined to the selection of Mr. Punchaj-d's pen
S7, for the honour of the first prize, both on account of tliek
extreme brilhancy of feather, as also for their shape and
carriage. Closer inspection, however, explained the correct-

ness of the judgment passed upon them, since one of the
hens was slightly muffled on the throat, and thus prece-
dence was rightly accorded to the birds belonging to Blr.

Mapplebeck.
The While Shniighaes were a fair class, but would liardly

call for any special comment, and as regards the Black, we
must express our conviction, that the pi-esence of any other
colour on any portion of the plumage should be a fatal

olijection. On the present occasion there was not a pen
shown where the cock was free from this blemish. The
task of adjudication could have been no sinecure when
some fifty pens of ShaiH/hne chirkriis v.ere submitted to the
mupires. The difficulty of pronouncing on the merits of all

young animals is proverbial, and in the present instance,

several of the pens contained such juvenile inmates, that
anticipation of what they would be must have formed a

necessary item in aniving at any conclusion for tlieii'

relative positions in the prize list. The Light Buff birds
were in a decided majority ; and we should much question
whether twelve months since so good an assemblage could
have been brought together.

In Coloured Dorkings, birds belonging to Captain Hornby
took both first and second prizes, and most justly did they
merit that cUstinction, for, although there might have been
heavier birds in this class, none equalled them in respect of
form or feather. We must express our regret at the com-
parative absence of the White Dorkings, of which only two
pens were present.

Spanish, as might have been anticipated, added another
victoiy to the trivunphs of Captain Honiby, whose uninter-
rupted successes in this family, during the past year, testify

no less to the skill by which the original selection of his

stock was guided, than the judgment and good management
that has continued the Knowsley birds in their present
enriable position. It is no disparagement, indeed, to other
exhibitors in this class, to speak thus highly of the winners,
and Mrs. Stow and Mr. Simons may well congratulate
themselves on then' possession of birds that possess so

many good points as those that were shown by them on
this occasion.

In Game Fouis, lil<e%vise, the first prize fell to Captain
Hornby, and better specimens of the old Derby Picds it

would be diflicnlt to find. The Bed Duns seemed to us de-

ficient in brilliancy of hackle, and some hens, shown with a

black-breasted red cock, conveyed an idea, that the blood of

a gray Duckwing had something to do T\itli their origin.

If anything could replace Malays in the position they
once held in the jiublic estimation, the very beautiful cock
in pen 170 would do them good service.

Mr. Sayers Chittinjoug hens should have had a male
companion of higher pretensions, since a better place was
probalily lost to them from the inferiority of their consort.

Pvlands were a large class, in compai-ison with the total

number of pens. The White Crested birds, lielonging to

Mr. Adkiiis, which carried off the first prize, were decidedly

good, but the cock had sufl'ered terribly in his topknot, in '

which some wide gaps were visible. The Silver were a far

better class than the Golden birds ; the former, indeed, were
well represented, Mr. Kawson's pen, No. 100, having points

of very great merit. I

The first prize in Gold Sfungled Hamliurghs was won by
j

Mr. Adkins. The cock, in particular, attracted our notice,

liis saddle-feathers being well rounded, and spangled at the
extremities, a,nd not taking the form of the hackle as is too

often seen. With respect to the Golden Pencilled liu'ds, we
shall still ask for a clearer hackle ; the pencilling, however,
was very good.

Silver Spangled Hamhurghs were greatly in advance of the
Silver Pencilled ; the latter, indeed, were verj' indifl'ereut,

the bens in the prize pens being but a few degrees removed
from the markings of their Spangled cousins.

Bantatns included many good bii'ds, but the Sili-er, pro-

bably, would have stood foremost of the difJerent varieties.

Cross-Bred Fowls were numerous, but none struck us as

likely to become an improvement on our present races of

unstaiiied pedigree.
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In Uie " Thorouyh-bred" class, Mi'. Fairlie's " Srotch

Bnkies, or Diimpii-s," oonveycci tlio idea of a Dorliiiig on
stumps; ,Mr. Pott's Jrinic Polmiils were excelleut; and
some Sil/,- Jhiils, belonging to Mrs. W. II. Hyett, were the

best of tlicii- kind wo ever saw, and shown, moreover, in the

best condition.

A first prize was taken by the Rev. J. Herbert for DorA--

ing chtclu'iia, large, robust tiirds.

Tiirkies would not call for any special notice, beyond the

poults exbiljited by Mr. Fairlie, wliich were the most forward
fertile season tliat we ever remember to have seen.

In Pigeons, Mr. Adkins, as usual, headed the list. Tlis

Carriers, Runts, Pouters, and Jacobins, were excellent.

His " Australian Bronze-wings " should, however, have had
a better hght for the display of tlie resplendent colours of

their plumage. Mrs. Bailey, of Mount-street, had a very
beautiful pair of Scauderoon Pigeons, the elongation of

then' neck and wing indicating great power of flight. Jlr.

J. Bailey, .Tun., exliibited a reraai'kably gooil pair of Arcli-

angel Pigeons.
Geese, tlio Toulouse alone excepted, were an ordinary lot

;

and the Rouen Ducks were the best of their family, tlie

Ayleshurtj being deficient in coudition, no less than size.

Such were tlie obsen'ations that occuiTed to us as each class

was passed in review. The birds, we should observe, were
shown in round baskets, a plan no doubt possessing advan-
tages, as enabling the .Tudges to place competing pens side

by side ; but, even if this should be thought essential, it

would be no bai'd task to conti'ive pens for this purjiose

;

and the wicker-work sadly interferes with a good mow, and
on this occasion cramped the fowls in too narrow a space.

The repeated exclamations of " Oel up, old fellow ! " and
" let's have a look at i/oti," accompanied by the insertion of

walking-stick's and parasols, siiggested the necessity of some
arrangement by which the hazard thus incurred may hence-

forth bo avoided. Deliberate injury is not intended; but
mere spectators ai'e seldom aware how slight a blow may
result in serious consequences.

The Messrs. Jessop, on whom the whole responsibility

seems to have rested, did wisely in securing the ser\ices of

Mr. Bond, Jlr. Bissell, and Mr. Cottle, to the justice of

whose decisions we give our ready assent.

when well-boiled, and the peel taken off; then mashed with
butter, pepper, and salt, in the same way as potatoes or
turnips.

Respecting their quality, we find them far superior to the
pumpkin, as they contain a greater portion of floury matter,
and tliey will keep a much longer lime. The way we pre-
served them through the winter, was by keeping them in a
dry, cool chamber, laying them separately on the floor, and
protecting them from the frost; we had several of them
quite sound tiU the month of April.

Ha^'ing found them such a valuable veget.able, I am, this

year, growing them on a larger scale, planting them in

every odd coi'ner, and on my manure-heaps. Besides being
excellent as human food, they are also very good for fatten-

ing pigs, when boiled and mixed with a portion of pollai'd

or barley-meal.

Tlie proper time for sowing the seed is about the last

week in ilay, or the first week in June. They can either be
raised in a hot-bed, or sown where they are to stand, by
putting them into some rich mould, and watering them
plentifully. I am sowing them in this way this season.
From the success that I have met with, T have induced

several cottagers to try the cultivation of this valuable vege-
table, and have given tliem some seed to begin with.

John Sillett.

THE VEGETABLE MARROW;
ITS VALUE AS AN AKTICI.E OF FOOD TO THE COTTAOEH.

A GENTI.E3IAN, who has taken great interest in my pur-
suits, very kindly presented me, last year, with a few Vege-
table Marrow seeds, and recommended me to grow them as

being a very delicious and wholesome \egetable, and as an
excellent substitute for the potato. I accordingly put the

seed into a flower-pot, with some rich mould, anil raised tlie

plants in a manure-he.ap, in the same way as cucumbers ; as

soon as the plants were sufliciently strong, I transplanted

them, in the open ground, in the following manner:—I dug
a trench, two feet wide, and eighteen inches deep, and filled

it up with manure, and spread some rich mould on the top,

about two or three inches deep, to fix the plants in, and set

them at three feet apart. I supplied them liberally with

water, and, for two or three days, shaded them from the sun
till they had sufliciently recovered from their removal. The
number of plants that I set out were only eight, and the

cpiantily of fruit they produced was sui'prising. Some of

them were very large, weighing as much as fourteen pounds.
Besides giving several away to our friends and neigh-

bours, we had an .abundance for om' own consumption, both

in the ripe and unripe state. Whilst they were young, we
found them excellent to eat, cooked in the following manner :

When about half-grown, we cut them in quarters, and boiled

tlieni in plenty of water (adding a smallqu.antity of salt) for

twenty minutes; then took them up carefully, and seasoned
them with pepper, and salt, and a little plain butter : in this

way they are delicious. But the most advantageous way we
ibund in using them was in their ripe state, for pies, and
with the addition of a few apples or bullaces, they make
substantial food for large families ; or, if cut up in small
pieces, about one inch square, and stewed well, with a little

treacle added, they are excellent. They are also very nice

OBSTRUCTIONS OF THE EGG-PASSAGE.
Thai affections of the egg-passage in poultry are very

important, is manifest from recent contributions to your
pages ; the following cases, also, ai'o somewhat illustrative

of the subject :

—

A large Cochin hen dropped from her perch, and died
;

the vessels of the head were found liiglily congested, but
the result was somewhat inexplicable, as she had been by
no means highly fed. A day or two subsequently, I was
shewn an egg of very large size, which she bad laid a day
or two previous to her death. I then concluded that deter-

mination of blood to the head had probably resulted from
obstruction, or irritation of the egg-passage.

A few days ago, a Duck was missing from her walk for

two or three days ; a boy found her on some water at a
distance from home ; he thought she looked queer, and he
accordingly canied her home by the wings. On being
placed on the ground, she turned her head once or twice

from side to side, and died. At first, it was supposed that

she had been hit upon the head by boys throwing stones at

her, but this supposition was not confirmed by any mark of

a blow. On a jwsi-mortem examination, a very large egg
was found imparted transversely at the extremity of the
egg-passage ; anterior to this was .another full-formed egg,

and again anterior to this was a third full sized egg, but
broken ; the ovary was a large mass of 'M eggs, or more.
Here, then, was a decided case of obstruction of the egg-
passage, producing apoplexy and death.

CniRL'Rot's, Oswestrij.

SKELETONS OF LEAVES.
To form these, soak the leaves, when at their full growth,

in a tub of rain-water. They must remain in tlie water,

just so long as io rot the parenchyma (or soft, juicy

parts), without sensibly afl'ecling tlie nerves. This state

can only be ascertained by frequent exaiainatiou, and sub-

jecting them to the next process, when it will be easily seen
if they need further soaking. To clear away the paren-
chynni, lay the leaves on a smooth board, and puniji upon
them : any slight adhesions of parenchyma may bo picked

out with a needle, but the stream of water is the only mode
of doing the flork safely and expeditiously. Bleach the
skeletons in a moderately strong solution of chloride of

liine ; then dry and press them.
If a large number of leaves are to be done at once, it

might be as well to remove them from their tub, and allow

them to remain for a few hours in a \essel of pure water,

ijefore bringing them to the pump, as the smell is apt to be
offensive. Sioma.
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ASPARAGUS CULTURE.
I A5I glad to see attention tlrawn to the culture of Aspa-

ragus. I have .just had pricked out 'i.'iU seedlings, where-

wilh to try experiments. My object is to prolong the

season hy forcing and retarding. The result, if I live, you
shall laiow. An old Clergyman whom I knew, grew asparagus

in the same hod for tliirty years ; liberal treatment in giving

and taking was the only secret, and the bed never seemed
likely to decay under his management.

I am suretliat the high-mounded beds are meant only for

heavy and wet soils. I have thrown up no mould on mine
for two years, and this season T liave had no stalks cut

(biuner than my little linger (a laily once told me, my fin-

gers were all thumbs), nor any with less than four inches of

green. Jly soil is a hungry sand. In November, I lay on
aliout four inches thick of tlie richest stuff from the bottom
of mj' dung.pit ; rake off tlie straw about the end of iliirch,

and very lightly fork over the lieds. Sigma.

winter, would, T think, interest you much, and woidii be

worth knowing to those having only a hmiled space for that

purpose, August and Septembei' lie considers his best

show months.—J. Newiane.

SEA WEEDS,—No.

SlIANGHAE POULTRY SALES—liEES.
I THINK a caution would save some of your subscribers a

great deal of anxiety, trouble, and expense, about their

Shanghae fowls whii-li tliey intend to sill. I have attended

Jlv. Stevens's twice, the :lrd and :11st of May, and on both

occasions find tliat dark-coloured birds do not sell at any-

thing hke tlie prices of light-coloured fowls, and, in numerous
oases, they did not sell at all. The average prices of dai'k

birds are from lis. tn J 9s., and very rai-ely higher. Buff,

with clean or unfeathered Icffs, sell for aliout the same prices.

It is only the vcr;/ light-coloured birds, well-feathered on the

legs, and of extra size and shape, that bring from .il to

ii-W or ,£40, according to merit.

There is also another point not to be forgotten, that even

a dark hackle round the neck detracts considerably from

the value of the light-coloured birds. If what I have written

be correct, it leids to the supposition that Shanghae fowls

are lu future to be considered more as a fancy fowl than for

any particular good quality they possess ; because we should

expect a dark bird to lay as many and as large eggs as the

light liirds, and for table use dark poultry generally has the

best coloured flesh. For instance, the Spanish fowl, and
black Turkeys, are always considered to produce the whitest

and best-looking flesh on the table. What, then, but mere
fancy, can lead us to pay so much more for light Shanghaes,

in preference to dark ones, seeing that neither a dark-

coloured plumage, nor feathers on the legs, nor a dark

hackle on the neck, can make any difierenue in the taste of

the flesh, or the number or quality of eggs laid.

In conclusion, let nie warn your readers, that though they

may have first-rate birds, they mu.st not expect to obtain

within thirty or forty per cent, of the prices realised by such

breeders as Messrs. Sturgeon, Fletcher, and others, who
have a fame for these bu-ds. Now, I am not wishing to

run down the Shanghaes, but my ob.iect is rather to show
your readers that none but rualbj Jirst-rnlc, light-coloured

birds, and well-feathered on the legs, will sell at anything

like prices they may have been led to expect, and that ere

long we must expect a considerable decline iu ijrices, excexyl

for verti choice spechnens.

Mr. Payne will, I have no doubt, wish to hear when Ihc

first swarms of bees come out this year. A neighbour had a

swarm on the 2(ith of Blay, and I was told of one on the

2.jtli of May, I have not seen a drone yet in my own stock.

Any one visiting Guilford, and having half-an-lionr to

spare, should call upon Mr. AVhitburn, butcher, Spital-street,

and ask for permission to see his garden, which I know ho

will have much pleasure in showing, and most visitors will

be very much surprised to see. It is very small, but full of

choice plants, and kept in such a manner as to be a lesson

to aiu/ gardener. He has a Jl'islcrin sinensis now (June :J)

in full bloom. We counted fifteen bunches of bloom hanging

down in one cluster, and there are dozens such. He has

also a plant of Tropieoliini Jarroiiii in full bloom, which has

been in the open ground two months, and be has been
trying several years to make this a hardier plant, but he has
not yet succeeded to his wish. His manner of treating

Fuchsias, Verbenas, Geraniums, and other tender plants, in

Havin'O spoken in the jireceding chapter of the three

classes of Sea Weeds as distinguished by their eoloiu'—the

Mclaiiiisijenneic, or Olive-coloured, the Bliuilospermeic, or

lied, and tlie Clilorospcrmcir, or Green—I shall, in this

paper, speak of the order FrCACE.i;. "Olive-coloured Sea
Weeds, iuarticulate, and whose spores are contained in

sjiberical cavities immersed in the substance of the frond."

The rciot is generally a disk; the fronds, olive brown or

olive-green, when living, but very dark, or almost black,

when dry. " This order," says l>r, Harvey, " is much the

most extensive among Mclnnospernis, comprising within its

limits upwards of two hundred and thirty species.

" The British species .are but fourteen, and yet they cover

more surface of tidal rocks than all the other Alg<c put

together. They are the most valuable of marine plants

:

the decayed fronds are used for manure ; kelp is procured

from their ashes ; they are the cliief source of iodine ; and
several atl'ord a grateful winter pasturage to the herds of

cattle along the inclement shores of northern Europe."

'I'lie British genera are Sarffiissmn, Hiilidri/s, Cysloscira,

I'yciiojfliycns, Fucus, and Himanthalia.

SAEGASSUM.
The Sargassums can scarcely be called Biitish, being only

now- and then cast upon our shores. The species are chiefly

natives of the tropics. The Gulf Weed, which was so

striking to Columbus and his companions, making the ocean

appear like a meadow, is Sanjassum haccifernm, which,

strange to say, has never been found growing, but floating

about in the deep sea. In a packet of weeds which I received

some time ago from Jaffn, were specimens of Sargnssiim

vnhjarc (Common), and Sargassvm Unifoliimi (Flax-leaved).

Many of these specimens, when floated,* were disposed of

for the benefit of the descendants of those to whom the Holy
Land once belonged, and who shall yet again possess it.

To return to a description of the Fiicacete. The first

species is Siirgassimi vnlgare.— Ar/.— Stem flat, slender,

alternately branched ; leaves linear, lanceolate, serrated,

dotted with mucous pores ; air-vessels few, spherical, on
flat stalks ; receptacles cylindrical, branched. Occasionally

cast on our shores.

Sari/iissKm haccifernm (Berry-bearing).—Stem cylindrical,

slender, much branched, tlexuose ; leaves lineal', serrated,

mostly without jiores; air vessels abundant, spherical, on

cylindrical stalks ; receptacles unknown. Occasionally driven

ashore like the preceding, together with cocoa-nuts and
other tropical productions.

HALIDRYS.
" Frond compressed, linear, pinnated, with distichous

branches ; air-vessels lanceolate, stalked, divided into several

cells by transverse pailitions ; receptacles terminal, stalked,

cellular, pierced by numerous pores, which communicate

with immersed, spherical conceptacles. Name from two

Greek words, signifying the sea and an oak or tree."

Hai.iduvs Sii.iQi'osA (Podded).—Branches hnear, very

narrow ; air-vessels compressed, linear, lanceolate ; slightly

constricted at the septa (partitions); inucronate (having a

small projecting point) ; variety 0. minor, smaller in every

part, with fewer \osicles. On rocks and stones in the sea

—common on the British shores. Perennial ;—winter and
spring. Air-vessels resembling pods, whence the specific

name,

CYSTOSEIRA.—.^</.

Fronds much branched, occasion.iUy leafy at base

;

branches becoming more slender upwards, and containing

strings of simple air-vessels within their substance ;
recep-

tacles terminal, small, cellular, pierced by numerous pores,

* A technical term for arranpin^. They have to be floated in water

before they can be spi-ead on paper.
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nhicli communicale with imniei'Scd sjiliorical eoncf>placles,

containing parietal spores ami tufted antliorida. Name
from a bladder and a chain, because the air-vessels are
generally arranged in strings or series.

'i'ne British species of this genus arc

—

Cystoseiea EiacoiDEs ^Iteath-like).—Common on rocks,
between tide-marks. The fronds are from one to two feet
long, and remarkably bushy ; of a tine olive or yellowish-
green wlien removed from the water, but appearing, wliilo

growing beneath the surface, to be clothed with the richest
iridescent tmts.

Cvsiosiiuu (.;iiANUL.vrA (ICuob-beiU-iug).—Itocky pools;

'^^

not uncommon ; the stem is seven or eiglit inches high

;

the branches slender and very much divided, each having
at its base a hard hulljous knob, wliich fonus one of the
most striking characters of the species.

CvsTOSEiP.A E.ii;i!ATA (Bearded).—A native of the Medi-
terranean coast ; said to have been gathered on the Devon-
shire coast, by Hudson.

Cystoseiea fcexiculacea (Fennel-like).—On rocks, in

tide-jiools.

Cystoseiea fibrosa (Fibrous).— On rocks near low-
water mark, and in tide-pools. Freiiuent on the shores of
England and Ireland—not found in Scotland. The air-

vessels ai'e larger than in any other British species ; colour
olive-green.

Of the remaining species of the Fucaceie, I puii)ose giving

descriptions in my next paper, taken, as tliese ai-e, from
Harvey's delightful and interesting work, entitled " A
Miiiuiiil itf the Brilish Murine Alijic' His splendid work
on Sea-weeds, "I'lii/roluiiia Brilaniai," is too expensive for

general students, but those who have access to public

libraries may have a great treat in examining its beatitiful

illustrations, in addition to the valuable descriptions. Next
month, this celebrated Algologist sets sail for Australia,

where he purposes remaining until Isj"), not returning

home until that time. He is going in pinsuit of many
objects of Natural History, but his attention will be directed

to the JIarino .-lli/<r, which are so curious and varied in
|

those seas. Sets of tliese Alijtc, varying in number from a I

humlred species and upwards, may bo had by subscribers
j

on his return. S. B.

THE STKUCTUKK, ACTION, AND DISEASES
OF THE EGG ORGANS.

So little is popularly known respecting the egg-producing

The general ignorance of their anatomy leads to the absurd
statements which are to be found in almost all worlis treat-

ing on poultry, and the want of some rational knowledge of
their diseases conduces to great mortality among laying
hens.

The egg-producing organs in a fowl are, 1st, the Ovarium,
or, as we may term it in English, the Ovary ; and, 2ndly,
the Oviduct, or, as it may be better called, the egg-passage.
The ovary, which is almost always situated on the left side,

is attached to the fore pait of the left kidney. When the
hen is not laying, it is small, and, comparatively, incon-
spicuous, and on examination will he found to contain an
immense number of minute, roundish bladders, which are
the rudiments of future eggs ; when the hen is about to

commence laying, some of these germs enlarge, not, how-
ever, all at the same time, but in regular succession, so that
on examining a fertile ovary it will be found to contain
germs of all sizes, from a pin's head to that of a full-grown
yolk. The germs, as they enlarge, are connected with the
ovary by exceedingly slender stalks, so that the whole organ
assumes the appearance of a bunch of cuiTants, the fruits

of which are of various sizes. All that is found in the ovary
is the yolk of the egg, on which may be obseiTed a slightly
opaque spot, to be developed, during the process of hatch-
ing, into the future bird.

As the yolks increase in size, that portion of the ovary
which contains them, and which foiTiis a skin or coating to

each one, becomes covered with the branches of numerous
blood vessels, and this appearance often leads to the en-o-

neous opinion that the ovary is in a state of inflammation,
or even mortification. .Judging by my own experience, the
ovary is not Aery liable to disease, for in the very large
number of dead fowls that I have examined, I liave never
seen one in an unhealthy st.ite.

The oviduct, or egg-passage, is a long tube, which varies

very much in size at different periods. A\'hen the hen is

not laying it is much smaller than during the time when
the eggs are being formed ; at this latter period it is, whoi
stretched out to its full length, about two feet long.

organ

them
the fowl, that I trust the following account of

will not be found either uninteresting or useless.

The cgg-passage commences by a wide, open, funnel-
shaped aperture, us shown in the above drawing. At this

end the passage is excessively tbin and delicate ; it gradu
ally thickens, however, and forms a tube, which has very
much the appearance of one of the bowels. If this tube
(which, for the sake of clearness, has been shown in tlie

engraving in a somewliat extended stale) is cut open from
end' to end, it maybe observed that the part nearest the
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OTWy i-s lined by longitudinal folds, but tbat at tliu otber

extremity it jiresents a velvety appearance. The outer end
of the tube .ioins the termination of the bowels, just before

the external apertm'e, both together forming a bhort, but
large, passage termed the Cloaca, which is not shown in the
engraving.

The action of these parts may now claim om- attention.

When a yolk has attained its full size in the oviu-y, the
membrane covering it, and which has before been stated to

be fimiished witli a network of bloodvessels, becomes ex-

ceeiUngly thin at one part, and the whole being grasped by
the open funnel-shaped end of the egg-passage, the thin
part gives way, and the yolk passes into the tube. The office

of the egg passage is to form in succession the various parts

covering the yolk. The upper part of the tube that is lined
witli longitudinal folds secretes or forms the white of the
egg, one portion of which is fomied of a much more solid

consistence than the remainder. This more solid portion
is, as the yolk slides down the tube, twisted into two delicate

spiral cords, the use of wliich is to keep the yolk in a proper
position in the fuUu'e egg ; these cords, which are termed
in scientific works the rludazn, axe populai'ly called " the
tread,' and ai-e eiToneously supposed to be present only in

an impregnated egg.
The yolk, being thus sm'rounded with the while, passes

on towards the middle of the tube, and here it is retained,

whilst a tough, parchment- lilie membrane, the .skin lining

the shell of tlie egg, is formed around it. This process
having been completed, the whole egg passes into that part

of tlie tube with the velvet-like lining, and there receives its

last covering, whicli is formed chiefly of chalk, or carbonate
of lime, and which constitutes the shell. This process
performed, the egg is ready for expulsion. In the engraving,
the egg-passage is represented as distended by an egg at

the place where the shell is formed. Sucli is a brief out-

line of the sti'uctm'o of these important organs. Let tis now
ajiply the information to the luiderstanding of some viuia-

tions which unfortunately occur but too frequently among
oiu' laying hens.

If two yolks are equally developed in the ovary, and both
received at the same time by the funnel-shaped end of the
egg-passage, then botli will l;e suixounded by the same
white, shell, etc., and a douljle-yolked egg will result.

If, from I^eing excited in any way, as by being driven
about, or by over stimulating food, the egg-passage is

roused to too rapid action, the egg may not be retained
sufficiently long for the shell to be formed, and a soft, but
otherwise perfect, egg results.

If the ii'ritation extends to the middle of the tube, the
membrane is malformed, and soft-eggs, shaped like hour-
glasses, or perhaps not closed at the end, are produced. I

have in my possession the skin of a soft egg, fourteen inches
long, wiiich was laid in my iircsence by a hen suflfeiing from
in-itation of the passage.

If the irritation extends still farther, the yolks may be
passed away without any covering whatever.
With regard to the statement respecting hens laying two

perfect eggs in one day, I believe the only mode in which it

can happen is by one being laid very early in the morning
and the other late in the afternoon; that portion of the

tube which foims the shell is only of sufficient length to

contain one egg at once, two eggs, therefore, cannot be in

the process of being shelled at the same time.

It not imfrequently happens that the outlet of the egg-
passage becomes closed. Tliis may happen from several

causes : sometimes, by straining in laying, the clmun passes
out, and the derangement of the part closes the egg-pa.s-

sage ; at other times, a soft, malformed egg may lose its

contents, when the skin puckers up, and forms a thin, irre-

gularly-shaped body, whicli the egg-passage cannot contract

upon so as to expel. lu these cases, I have noticed that the

contents of the passage above the obstraclion have, by a

reverse action of the organ, been sent in the opposite
direction ; and I have found the white, or even an imperfect
egg, loose in the cavity of the body, giving rise to a degree
of inflammation which is necessarily fatal. This reverse
action must also take place, to some extent, when one egg
is found to be contained within another.

Tlie expulsive eflbrts required in laying, are, in over-fed

hsna, the constant cause of apoplexy ; all the sudden deaths

that occur in laying hens ai'e to be attributed to this cause.

I have examined scores of cases, and, in every instance,

found rupture of the vessels of the brain.

As I have repeatedly observed, nine-tenths of the deaths

in well-kept poultry arise from overfeeding, and from the

use of food of too stimnlatiug a character. Only last month
my attention was called to a niagniliceut Spanish hen, which
had died suddenly, as had four otliers in the same yard.

The case was irritation of the egg-passage, which had pro-

duced imperfect eggs ; the etlbrts to expel the latter had
caused apoplexy. The cause was easy of removal—the

fowls had been fed with a mixture containing hemp-seed,

peas, ic, itc, and the over-exciting diet has produced its

usual efl'ects. The same day brought anotlier corpse, that

of a Pencilled Hamburgh. On examining her, I found a

ruptured vessel in the brain : the crop containing some
refuse meal and fat.

Grain, meal, pollard, cooked vegetables, as potatoes,

par-snips, &c., and Uie insect food they obtain by scratching,

foiTU the wholesome food of poultry. Hempseed, peas,

beans, tar'es, and such auunal food, as liver, Ac, and,

above all, greaves—the refuse of the tallow-chandler, col-

lected in a putrid state from the butcher and the marine-

store shop—are, by far, too stimulating to constitute a whole-
some diet. These trutlis have been insisted on in these

pages, by myself and others repeatedly, but, to .iudge by the

dead birds I am constantly receiving, with but little effect;

so that I feel inclined to exclaim with Crabliu

—

* " refrain, refraiu

;

Or mu6t I ever preach and preach in vain."

Ill connection vnlh. this subject, I may mention, that

although I have never yet been fortunate enough to observe

a diseased ovary, I believe that such exist. When a hen
takes suddenly to crowing, and assumes the plumage of the

cock, the ovary is usually diseased. I expect that this is

sometimes the case in the birds termed " hen-cocks.'' By
the kindness of one of our subscribers, I ha\"e one of these

now in my possession, which was, last Christmas, bought of

a weU-known dealer, as a Dorking pullet ; it now presents

the appearance of a cock's-head, including a splendid com!)

and wattles, joined on to the body and plumage of a hen.

I am anxious to keep it luitil next moidtiug-time, to obser-ve

any change that may occur iu its plumage, and then to

examine its internal stiiictiu'e, should I be su fortmiate as

to obtain the iiermission of its owner.
' On looking over this article, I find that I have omitted to

notice one very interesting circumstance. In the anatomy
of these organs, I have stated that the ovaiT is on the left

side only. Iu the young chick, however, the rudiments of

two ovaries and two egg-passages are to be noticed, but, by

one of those inscrutable an-augeraeuts which are constantly

to be observed in the animal kingdom, the organs on one
side, usually the right, cease to grow, and soon disappear.

In some few birds of the Hawk ti-ibe—the Goshawks and
Hairiers—both are developed; and, in that case only, are

we correct, when we speak of the ovaiies of a bird.

Should this paper be found more useful than tedious, I

shall be happy to furnish, at some future period, a descrip-

tion of the digestive aud other structures of the bird, in-

cluding an account of the development of the chick in the

egg.—W. B. 'i'EGEIJUilEIi, TutleiiJinm, Middlesex.

.ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SILKWORMS.
WITH COMMENTS AND ADDITIONS.

Btj the Prior Jacojm Sicii.

( Continticd from pai/e 181). )

Section II.

When the eggs assume a whitish appearance they ai'C

about to hatch, and then some pieces of muslin, or paper,

perfiirated with holes, must be placed on the boxes, and
upon this muslin or paper the tender shoots of the mul-
berry. As soon as the worms are hatched they will ascend
through the holes to the leaves, and may thus be removed,

without being touched, to a Uttle table, and thence to osier

hurdles, covered with paper, taking care to place the twigs

covered with worms at a distance of three or four inches

from each other.
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The few which hatch the first day had better be thrown
away. If the stove-room be sufficiently large conveniently

to hold the necessai'y hurdles, the worms may remain there

till they are well grown. If not large enough, let them be

removed to an adjacent apartment, arranged as neai'ly as

possible like that of the stove. Such a room is necessary

for those who would act methodically, for as the worms
grow they occupy much space. If too thick and crowded,

as is too often the case with us, they can neither breathe

nor perspire, and the weaker get no food, consequently do
not attain their proper size, work little, or die. It is essen-

tial, that wherever they ai'e kept the temperature should be
equal, and that there should bo sutKcient room for the

necessary wicker frames or luirdles, so that every ounce of

eggs should have a hundred and fifty squai'e feet of room.
.\s soon as they are properly placed, leaves, fresh, and quite

dry, must be given them, torn into small pieces, and placed
between the twigs on which the worms are, that they may
by degrees spread themselves all over the loaves with which
the hurdles are covered.

Some iicople cut the leaves with a knife or scissors, but
they thus lose some of their sap, and the worms do not
readily eat the edges which have been touched by steel

;

therefore, it is better to tear them into small pieces, espe-

cially in the first two stages of the wonii's life. Thus they

are more easily fed, food is saved, and the insect's life

shortened, and the shorter its life the more easily it gets

over its sickness or torpidity.

"We have said, that if Silkworms ai'o to succeed, they must
have plenty of room to move at pleasure. From their

batching to their first change, six scpiare feet should bo

allowed to the ounce; to the second, twelve; to the third,

thirty ; to the fourth, seventy ; and in the fifth stage, that is

from the fourth change till they go into tlie bush, they
should have about one hundred and forty square feet.

Whoever has more room should give it them, as it is of

tile greatest importance that in this stage the wonns should
be thinly scattered. They cat, grow, breathe, perspire,

digest, and rest the better for it. They consume less food,

are bettor tended, and the effluvia arising from the bed
being carried oft' will not be so injurious.

In spreading the worms over the hurdles, or changing
their beds, they must never be touched with the hand, for

they will sufl'er from it whatever care be used. It makes
one shudder to see them thrown by handsful from dishes,

or other vessels, upon the hm'dles, and kept heaped together
for many minutes. Such a proceeding proves that the care

of the worms is entrusted to those who arc; ignorant of their

constitution, so delicate in all its stages. Wishing, then, to

move the worms from hurdle to hurdle, to scatter them, or

to remove the remains of the food, and other impurities, let

some shoots of the mulbeiTy be laid upon the little worms,
who will quickly cover them. AA'hcn loaded, let these twigs
be cari-icd upon a table to other hurdles. Then those from
which they have been removed must be thoroughly cleaned,

and all extraneous matter quickly taken out of the apart-

ment—they are then fit for the reception of other worms.
The operation of scattering the worms and cleaning the
hurdles must be performed once during the two first stages,

twice dm-iug the third, and evei-y day after the last, taking
care that tlie worms occupy the prescribed space. Those
worms which are just awaking should not be disturbed, but
allowed one or two meals before they are touched. To
facilitate the dispersion of the worms, the laden twigs should
be placed in rows, at equal distances, and the leaves between
them. At tirst it will appear that the worms are very thinly

scattered, but as they grow it ivill not be so. It is certain

that we keep our worms too crowded, and that, conse-
quently, they do not thrive as they otherwise would.

In changing the bed in flie last stage, some persons use
a packthread net, on which they spread leaves, and lay

upon the hurdle. The worms ascend, leaving the hurdle
free to be cleaned from all fojtid matter ; this done, more
leaves are scattered upon it, and the net put upon it, and
the insects go down, attracted by the fresh food. One
of the most difficult things to accomplish, and on which
so much depends, is to have the worms of the same age.
Care should be taken that they all eat equally, by an equal
disti-ibution of leaves. Those which ai-e batched some
hom's after the rest should be placed nearest the stove, and

in the highest frames ; they should be fed oftener, and
kept farther apart, that, having had as much food as the
older worms, they may all become torpid at once. If such
precautions be not used, the smaller worms, who had not
strength to ascend the leaves, remain without nourishment,
while the older ones sleep, and, perhaps, become sick, and
infect the rest, to the great deb'iment of all. In feeding
the worms, most people act by chance, though there are

rules, the observance of which benefits the insect and saves

the food. In the first four stages the worms may have a
repast every live or six hours, that is, four or five times

a-day, but in the fifth they eat voraciously, and must have
six meals, the quantity being regulated by the appetite

they evince. If after the meal they keep quiet, it is a sign

they are satisfied. Until the fourth change, the leaves are

given torn, because it is observed that the worms, allured by
the smell of the bruised leaves, eat more greedily. By
degrees they may be given in lai'ger pieces, and in the
last stage whole, but (that there may be no unnecessary
matter in the bed) stripped of twigs and fruit. I think
it well to repeat, that the leaves must not be given as

soon as they are gathered, but must be dried for some
hours.

^^'ith regard to the heat of the room. From the hatching
to the first change, the thermometer should stand at 19° k.

(70° F.) ; from the fii's't to the second, at 18' n. ('?3'' F.);

from the second to the end of the tbu-d, at It" E. (71° f.) ;

and after the fourth, at Ifi" B. (08° ¥.). Should the rooms be
cold, the stove must be kcjit burning ; if too warm, the
windows exposed to the sun must be closed, and the means
before-mentioned must be resorted to. If the temperature

bo a degree or two higher, it will do no harm, only, in that

case, the worms must have more food, because the warmth,
increasing their powers of digestion, and making them
perspire, provokes their appetite. It has lieen observed,

that when good rules arc observed, when the season is

regular, and the food uniformly of a good ijuaUty, the in-

leiwal between each change is abridged.

From the hatching to the first change, five or six days
intervene, or less, if the food be given in very small pieces,

as it is then more equally divided among the worms ; from
the first to the second sleep, four days pass. At this stage,

those which remain in the beds, or are below the average

size, sboidd be removed. The interval between the second
and tliird change occupies five days, and, to preserve them
in health, fires must be lighted in the chimney, while the

opposite ventilators are open to freshen the air, not for-

getting to increase the space between the worms, according

to the above - mentioned proportions. Eight days pass

between the third and fourth stage. This is the most
dangerous age for the worms, and they must be sedulously

watched night and day. The bed must be frequently

changed; fires must be kindled, of wood that emits no
smoke, or of dry straw ; every impurity must be scrupulously

removed from the chamber, that the worms thus reared

in-doors may have the same advantages as those in the

open air. The only dift'erence between them should be that

which arises from a more even tempei'ature ; thus, if the

atmosphere becomes oppressive, we must have recoiu'se to

the most approved methods of freshening it, and then the

worms will continue healtliy. The fifth stage is the longest,

and on its result depends tlie harvest of cocoons.

As the worm increases in size many enemies appear ; as,

for instance, the almost incredible quantity of vapour that

exudes, in the form of perspiration, from their bodies, and

from the leaves if given too moist. These vapours relax

the skin of the worm, which loses its appetite, does not

digest its food, and suil'ers from various disorders which

terminate fatally. The unwholesome exhalations from the

bodies of the worms, and I'roni the remains of then- food,

cause a difficulty in breathing, destroy their liveliness, and

occasion death. The warmth of the external atmosphere,

added to the heat and damp of the room, excite fermenta-

tion in the beds, and make the air unfit for respii'ation, and

in a few hours, the fruit of all the previous care bestowed

on the worms may be lost. It may not be useless to repeat,

that, at this season, great care must be taken that the

worms have plenty of space. They do not breathe by the

mouth, but by orifices near their feet ; and if they are too

crowded, and these apertures are covered, any one may
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understand that the insects must suffer from such neglect,

which, however, is but too common.
If the prescribed means are employed for drying the

leaves after unexpected or lasting rain; if tlje thermometer

be used to test the temperature ; if proper means are re-

sorted to for freshening the air, when it becomes unwhole-

some, and otlier rules observed, we may confidently hope to

escape fatal sickness in the establishment.*

The signs of approaching maturity in a worm are his

abstinence from food, aud his moxing restlessly on the

leaves, with his head elevated as in search of something.

Looked at against the light, a small substance like the seed

of a grape may be perceived in his body, and when many
ai'e seen climbing to the edge of the leaves, we may be sure

instinct is teaching them to seek another abode. 'When
the rings round the body shrink, and become golden-yellow,

when the skin is wrinkled, aud the body smaller and softer,

as if made of dough, change is at hand. Though but a

few of the worms show these indications, yet he who tends

them must not delay his preparations, for should not the

worm be allowed to climb into the bush as soon as he wishes

it, the silk will be injured, and the sti-ength of the worm
impaired. Bundles of such twigs must be tied together, and
cleansed from any thing that might injure the silk, and
placed at distances of a foot apart, on the edge of the liur-

dles, and so arranged as to be most convenient to those who
tend the worms. The bundles should be longer than the

space between the hurdles, so that the two ends being fas-

tened down they may form an arch turned inwards, tliat the

w'orms may not fall to the ground as they attempt to climb.

{To he conl'nmed.)

EOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.

A 'Weekly Council was held at the Society's house, in

Hanover Square, on 'Wednesday, the 11th of May.
Xatiral and Artificial Grasses.—Professor 'Way, con-

sulting chemist of the Society, submitted to the inspection

of the members the tabular results he had obtained, during
the last three years, from his chemical investigation into

the relative nutritive value of the natm'al and artificial

Grasses. Tliese results were given in two tables, one of

which contained the twenty analyses of natural Grasses,

and the other thirteen analyses of artificial Grasses, and
seven analyses of weeds ; showing the proportion of water
in the fresh plant, and the relation of each plant in its

dried and midried state to albummous and fatty matter.
He gave a detailed statement of the valuable investigations

undertaken in iMlvi, at the expense of the Duke of Bedford,
and carried out by Jlr. Sinclair, under suggestions by Sir

H. Davy, for the purpose of ascertaining the composition
and qualities of different Grasses, and the reason of their

superior produce in pai-ticular cases. In these experiments
the test of nutritive value was supposed to consist in the
amount of soluble extractive matter obtained from equal
weights of the several specimens of Grass. It is now, how-
ever, known that such extraction will give but a very im-
perfect indication of nutritive value, vegetable food being at

the present day divided into the introijcnoits class, including
albuminous and cheesy matter, the leguminous food of

Peas, &c., and matter generally of an animal character; and
the non-nilroijcnous class, including starch, gum, sugar, and

* When the master, or the women, ]ierceive an unpleasant odour in

the chamber, they think to remedy it by burning aromatic substances,
and by pouring vinegar on red-hot iron. Such measures increase the
mischief, consume the vital gas, and render the atmosphere tiuite unfit
for res]nration. When tlie above-mentioned remedies fail to purify the air,

Signor Dandolo proposes to mix, in a strong glass bottle, six ounces of
common s<alt, three ounces of black oxide of manganese, and three
ounces of water, and well cork it. Another bottle should be ready, con-
taining one pound of sulphuric acid, or oil of vitriol, a small glass of
rosalio, and an iron spoon. Four one spoonful from tlie small bottle into
the large one, and a white vapour will arise, which must be diffused
through the room, and then the bottle may be re-corked. Some writers
propose concentrated oil of vitriol and powdered nitre, as less irritating
to the lungs, and more (juickly pervading the apartment. .Some take
half-an-ounce of concentrated sulphuric acid, in a glass vessel, and throw
into it, from time to time, a pincli of powdered nitre. This method is

employed in purifying the air after infectious diseases, shutting all the
doors and windows, using several vessels if the rooms be large.

fatty matter. In tlie first class, the nutritive substance is

partly soluble and partly insoluble, the cheesy and legumi-

nous matter being only soluble luider certain circumstances

;

in the second class, the nutritive substances are generally

soluble. It is imder these great and contradistinguished

divisions that the investigation he had undertaken under
the direction of the chemical committee of the Society had
been pursued. He offered the results obtained, simply as

data on which inquiry might proceed, not as exponents of

any assumed theory on the important (juestion of the con-

version of vegetable food into animal substance, on whicli

so many distinguished physiologists and chemists held dif-

ferent opinions, and which, he thought, would receive its

best solution by cautious induction from incontrovertible

facts. He referred to the sUiceous nature of the. stems of

natural Grasses, and to the opposite character of those of

the artificial ones. He also cautioned the members against

too hasty a conclusion of the value of produce from weight
or bulk', which in many cases resulted from the large pro-

portion of water the plant contained : he advised rather a

consideration to be made of the per centage of dry solid

matter obtained, as a surer guide to such relative value. He
cited and illustrated cases of the deception that might arise

from such estimation of the value of a crop; and entered
into a detailed statement of the mode in whieli the Grasses
had been collected by Mr. Bravender, and sent to him daily

in closed tin cases ; leaving tlie full elucidation of these
details and his views generally on the suliject, to be given in

a paper he was preparing for the Journal of the Society, to

be iniblished next month.—Colonel Challoner refeiTcd to

the probable advantage of Professor 'Way's double sUicates

for Grass-lands, deficient in the siUceous matter required

for the natural Grasses.—Mr. Lawes favoured the members
with a statement of those deductions, connected with the
feeding of animals on nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous food,

which he had drawn, not from theoretical assumiitions, but
from actual experiments on animals themselves. He
pointed out the discrepancies arising in the present state of

our knowledge, from the application of any assumed general
rule on this subject, to cases of feeding The result did not
justify him in regarding nitrogen as an indispensable agent
in these cases : if he made any assumption it would be in

favour of the non-nitrogenous compounds constituting the
food of animals, the nitrogenous being thrown away or

wasted, while the non-nitrogenous were retained; but,

without assimiing the peculiar function of nitrogen in the
animal economy, the truth in this, as in other cases, might
lie midway between tlie extremes, and some relation here-

after be assigned between the two classes of nitrogenous
and carbonaceous food best adapted for the purpose under
each given circumstance. He entered into very interesting

details connected with the striking results obtained by him
in the course of his experiments on the feeding of animals.
These will be given to the members in the pages of the
new number of the Society's .Journal, now in the press.

—

Mr. Daubeny remarked, that the results of Mr. Lawes's
observations upon tlie superiority of non-nitrogenised over
nitrogenised substances in feeding animals might be ac-

counted for on this simple principle, namely, that the
growth of an animal, beyond a certain point, depended
rather upon the increase of fat than upon the increase of
muscle. The production of the former would be favom-ed
most by administering starch, sugar, aud gum, aud that
of the latter by the albumen contamed in the plant

;

consequently, it must, he thought, be bad economy to

supply any animal with a larger amount of nitrogenised
matter than was necessary for making up tlie waste of muscle,
lie would also venture to make another remark, in order to

supply what appeared to him an omission in I'rofessor

'Way's very able and useful communication ; namely, that
according to theory, the most profitable time for cutting the
natural Grasses would be just when the largest accumulation
of sacchai-ine matter lias already taken place. 'I'liis would
be just at the time wlien the Hower begins to be developed,
after whicli the secretions would undergo a continual dimi-
uulion by being apphed to the perfecting of the seed, for

tlie use of which Nature had originally raised them up. He
concluded by observing that these, likewise other theoretical

suggestions, must of course be tested by practice ; but he
could not sit down without expressing his opinion that tlie
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coUoctioii of such tlat.i as tlinsc which Professor Way had
brought together in the tables then liuug up in the room,
wouhl be of great service in suggesting experiments ^vhich

might eventually lead to a more economical use of tlie

(irasse.s employed in agriculture.—llr.Slaney then fa\oured
the Council with a very clear' and striking statement of what
he considered the points at issue in the controversies con-
nected with the great question of feeding animals. In fact,

he considered it to be always highly advantageous to the
practical fai'mer when " doctors disagreed ;

" for, in such
cases, there ensued that discussion of real fact, and that
gradual elimination of non-essential considerations, which
eventually led to a sotnidcr knowledge of the subject. He
referred to the ditt'erent characters of the artificial and na-
tural Grasses, in respect to amount of nitrogen contained in

each, and to the statements of Professor 'Wa.y and the ex-
periments of yiv, Lawes, in reference to feeding properties
in each case. He could not, however, help drawing a marked
distinction between the quality of bulk and fatness of an
animal, and that nervous development of much which con-
ferred sti-engtb ; and for each of these opposite etiects, the
difterent classes of food lie thought might be administered
with great advantage. He understood from Professor AVay
that the natural Grasses on which he experimented had not
been grown separately in plots, but taken indiscriminately
from the pastures on which they had grown ; this, ilr.

Slaney thought, did not give an equal area of natural Grass
an eipial chance of coraparison with artiticial Grass, to which,
by the tables, it appeared so much inferior, because in the
former case the natural pasture would fm-nisb a consider-
able proportion of weeds.—-Mr. Brandreth Gibbs pointed
out, at the request of the members, the comparative perma-
nence of the artiticial Grasses on which Professor Way had
made his analysis.—Mr. Piowlandson consiilered the annual
value of pastm-es to preponderate over that of the other
branches of husbandry. He complimented Professor Way
on the sterling results he had obtained in this investigation

of the grasses ; only those who knew the laboiu- of arriving
by experiment at such results could fully estimate it. He,
however, perceived two omissions in the list, wliich it would
be well at some future time to supply, namely, that of
Timothy Grass and the Yarrow: the value of the former
was well known, and although it was not desirable to intro-

duce too much of the latter in light pastures, it was, gene-
rally speaking, a useful adjunct. He had for fourteen
years made the cultivation of Grasses an object of his study.
He referred to the selection animals made of particular
Grasses ; cows, he remarked, would eat the soft meadow
Grass, while horses would starve before they would touch it.

It flowered, however, all the year round, and should enter
in a small proportion into every pastiu-e, yielding, as it did,

as good a crop on poor land as any other grass. Science
and practice, he added, would eventually be found to meet

;

their occasional divergence ai-ose from overlooldng small
but essential conditions. He fully concurred with the ob-
sei-vations of Dr. Daubeny and Mr. Slaney ; he agreed with
3Ir. Lawes, to a certain extent only, that the feeding or
money-making power of vegetable food was to be attributed
to the non-nitrogenous rather than to the nitrogenous com-
pounds. AVhen in North Wales, a few yearsago, he was
told that it was a well-known fact that cows fed in pastures
of clover and tares, the cheese was always indittVrent ; but
that a dairy -woman in one part of the district made the best
cheese from cows fed on nothing but tares and clover, some
secret management being alleged as the cause of her suc-
cess. 5Ir. Rowlandson had afterwards an opportunity of
meeting with this dairy-woman, and he learned from her
that the secret of her success consisted in housing the cows,
and having the tares and clover cut and carried home to
them ; in this case the cheese was always good, while
it -was always bad when tlie cows were fed in the field.

This circumstances, he thought, partly explained the views
both of Prof. Way and Mr. Lawes. The exercise of the
cows fed on leguminous plants consumed the butter, and
eliminated a larger amount of cheesy matter through the
secretion o( the milk, leaving the cheese poor in butter

;

wiiile in the case of cows at rest in the house, the butter was
not consumed but eliminated with the milk, and passed into
the cheese, which was accordingly of richer quality. In the
feeding of pigs, too, Mr. Rowlandson did not consider either

leguminous or starchy food alone so profitable, when both
were mixed and given together. The quick breathing power
of young lambs required nitrogenous matter to form'part of
their sustenance.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of
The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Comer, Paternoster Row, London."

CnRVSA:iTiiEMCJls (A Cottager).—We shall be glad of the account
you mention whenever it suits your convenience to send it. The fol-
lowing are ticeli'e of the best large Chri/santhemvms : —Amazon (Salter),
deep rose-carmine ; very full. Annie (Salter), light yellow; fine form.
Cliristope Columbe (Pele), bronze ; very good. Cloth of Gold, orange-
yellow

; large, and a fine show flower. Ftenr de Marie, pure white
;

aster-formed. Z,eora Lflff/Moy (Lebois), lilac-i)urple; a fine flower. Lady
Tatford, pure white ; a fine, large, show flower. Madame Poggi, splen-
did blood-crimson. Nell Gwynne (.Salter), rose-peach ; very full ; a show
flower. Queen of England, aplondid blush-white ; large and full. Osiris
(Pele), centre nankeen, tipped with vermilion. Rei/eccu, clear rose ; fine
show flower.

Pansies (J. S. B.).—Your inquiry would have been answered sooner,
but we waited till most of kinds of Pansies now grown were in bloom.
Great numbers have been examined, but none are like yours. Wc pre-
sume, then, yours are either very old varieties, not now grown, or they
are seedlings. In either case, you need not grieve, for, as far wc could
judge, they are deficient in most of the properties of good Pansies.

Propagating Tree Pceonies (Sarah).—The Tree Poconies are in-
creased by layers, and also by grafting upon the tubers of commoner
kinds. If they put out suckers near the soil, and then form roots of
their own, which they sometimes do, they may be cut off from the parent
plant, preserving all the roots, and may either be planted out at once, or
he potted and kept through the first winter in a cold frame. The best

I time to take these suckers off is in September.

Orchids (IF. S. W.)—The dark Cijmbtdium appears to be C. pen-
I

datum, and the light-yellowish one probably is, as you supposed, C. land-
I folium ; but it is impossible, without seeing the plants, to be certain.

;

Young Vines in a Greenhodse Vinery (East .tnf/mn).—Your
I

Vines are strong, planted last season, and shewing from a dozen to
fourteen bunches of grapes. Your question is a wise and pertinent one.
We advise you to sacrifice present enjoyment to future success. From
the description of your Vines, we would advise you to leave three or four
of your best bunches— one more if the Vine is very strong

;
you will be

amply repaid for the present loss in the future continuous well-doing of
i
your Vines. We once took a dozen bunches from a similar strong young
Vine, but it did no good for years afterwards.

Plum-tree cut-in to form Young Wood (A Header).—V/hen a
sufficiency of shoots are laid in, you ask. What to do with the laterals,

I

&c. '! Pinch them at the point when three inches in length, and shorten if

longer, but not so much at first. If dune early, they will make spurs
that will be likely to fruit in two years—a few the succeeding season.

Greenhouse and Tender .\nnuals (I. F.).—To bloom them this
season, with the assistance of a hotbed, see articles on *' Neglected
Greenhouse." Another paper will soon appear, treating of the propa-
gating of some showy kinds for autumn and winter blooming, ^\'ith your
means, you may yet try Cockscombs, Globe Amaranths, Ipotna-u cocci'nea,
Browallia ulata, blue and white, Didiscus (TrachT/mene) cwntlea, Brachi/-
come iberidifolia, and, as previously mentioned, small annual varieties
of Mesembryanthemums. If you would be satisfied with small-flowering
plants, you might also, as yet, sow the different varieties of Than/jergia,
Ice plant. Egg plant, &c. ; but it is getting late for all tender annuals
now, and they will only not disappoint on getting good treatment.

Time for Sowing Salvias (I/iid) —Hardy annuals may yet be sown
out-of-doors. Greenhouse kinds should be sown in a slight hotbed in
spring, and then they will bloom during the summer and autumn,
fliost of them are so easily propagated by cuttings, that, unless for
hybrids, sowing is seldom resorted to, though we generally find that the
beautiful blue 5. patens does as well from seeds, as managed above, aa
from tubers of the preceding years. Any light, rich loam will do.

Fuchsia Co:\trosT (Kate).—Sandy fibry loam, and a little rotten
dung, or leaf mould, or peat; the first, and weak manure waterings, will
grow them admirably. The treatment has often been given—various
modes to suit different circumstances, so lately as March 17, No. 233. n.
<60. '

j

ASTEB.S TO BE Shown jliW).—They had better be grown in rich ;

garden soil, and the flowers thinned a little before showing time, to get '

them large. They are generally shown cut, but a fine plant, or number
of plants in pots, would look well on an exhibition table.

Seedling Carnations (Ibid).— Your most economical jilan with I

these, will be to plant them out nine inches apart on a border facing the
;

west, made light and rich, with road-drift and very rotten dung. It
would scarcely be worth while to pot them until you see what quality
they are. After watering them well, shade a few days from the sun, with
netting or evergreen branches.
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Cactus Seed (Z. Z. Z.)-—^Ve hardly recollect how long the seed-

lings are in coming up, but not long in general. The seed should be
washed from the pulp ; sow in light sandy loam, kept open by a little

peat, and plunge in your hotbed. As soon as handable, prick the young
things off, and ^lot when of a suitable size, growing them in heat during
summer ; and giving them the warmest part of the greenhouse in winter.
After three or four years many kinds \vill bloom. Unless for hybrids,
cuttings strike so freely that sowing is seldom resorted to.

Diseased Chickens.—In reply to the very numerous parties from
whom I have received dead chickens, and whom it would occupy too
much space to answer individually, I may state, that in almost every
case the fatality has been caused by some mismanagement ; the birds
have been either coddled, over-crowded, or badly fed ; in one case, the
chickens were kept in a warm loft, from which draughts were carefully
excluded. In others, they were in a space so confined, that the ground
must necessarily have become foul. From the crops of several I ex-
tracted hemp seed, large masses of meat, whole barley and wheat. All
these circumstances tend to produce disease. Housed chickens pine for
fresh, wholesome air, and the natural insect food, worms, &c., which
cannot be artificially supplied. Meat and hemp-sccd in excess, cause
disease, both being unnatural. I believe, that when the hens arc allowed to
scratch for the chicken, and a supply of grits, or coarse oatmeal, made
into a crumbly mass, with water, is given liberally, beginning early in
the morning, all that ia required in the way of food is 5up])lied, if they
have an out-door run among grass, &c. Out of nearly fifty chicken
thus treated, mostly Dorkings, with some few Shanghaes and Spanish,
I have lost but two, and those were weakly at birth ; the nearer we can
approach to a natural diet the better, and small seeds, insects, and
green herbage, constitute the natural food of gallinaceous birds. Rice is

certainly not a sood food for young chicken, it contains, by far, too small
a quantity of flesh-forming material ; but as constituting a part of
the food of old birds, I regard it as particularly valuable.—W. B.
Tegetmeieb, Totte7iham, Middlesex.

Milk, Bdttek, Eggs, and Bacon for a Family {Clcricus.—
Keep two cows, make use of the butter required during the summer
months, and salt the remainder for use in the winter. The milk not re-
quired for use may be given to the store pigs. Keep four store pigs pur-
chased in the spring, at three months old, fed during summer upon
milk, &c., and fattened in the autumn upon barleymeal, until they attain
the weight of ten or twelve score pounds each. Keep six hens and one
cock, to supply eggs and chicken for family consumption. You have six
•^cres of land. Put four acres down in permanent pasture, half of which
cut for hay, and feed with cows, alternately. Retain two acres in arable
or tillage, to be cropped in the following rotation :—First year. Barley ;

second year, root crops ; forty poles sown with Trifolium, as soon as the
Barley is harvested, and sown with Swedish Turnips after the Trifolium is

removed the first week in Jime; forty poles sown with early six-week
Turnips, the first thing after harvest ; after the Turnips are pulled, plant
with early Potatoes ; eighty poles to be tilled in the autumn, preparatory
for sowing in the spring ; forty poles with white Carrots ; and forty poles
with Mangold. Your sl\ acres of land, will, managed in this manner,
give you the following produce ;—Summer feed in grass for two cows

;

four tons of hay for i,vinter feed ; five quarters of barley to fatten pigs,
and feed poultry ; one-and-a-half tons of barley-straw, for fodder or litter;

three tons of Trifolium, as green food in spring; four tons of Swedish
Turnips, cow food in winter; thirty bushels of early Turnips for sale;
forty bushels of early Potatoes for family use, and to assist in fatting
pigs ; six tons of white Carrots for feeding store pigs and cows in spring,
and for sale ; one-and-a-half tons of Carrot-greens, cow food in No-
vember ; seven tons of Mangold, cow and pig food, in spring and early
summer, and for sale. The above amount of crojis may vary a little in
some seasons, but in case the land is well managed, it is a near approach
to the result. The labour required will be somewhat regular in this mode
of cropping, but " Clsricus " must not expect one man to do it; it is,

however, not easy to estimate the amount of labour, by reason of the
variation of the seasons, and of circumstances in agricultural affairs
which can neither be foreseen nor controled. The profit to be realised
will be dependant entirely upon the judgment and industry displayed in
carrying out the details of the system laid down, and cannot, therefore,
be estimated with acciuracy.— J. B,

Rose Stocks (B. B.).—The shoots that arc to be budded on should
not be cut until the new buds have taken, then, if the buds are from
autumn-flowering kinds, the shoots may I>e cut back to within six inches
of the bud, which bud i\ill start immediately. The shoots on which
Moss or Cabbage Roses, and all such, are budded, need not be cut till

the middle of September, and then only to half their length. Make
choice of the two or three best shoots for budding on each stock, and
nip off the ends of all the rest, and keep them docked all the season, not
allowing them more than five or six inches in length, but by no means
rub any of them off, as some thoughtless people do.

Camellia-leaves Spotted {Devonian .—It was not the scale which
affected the leaf sent. We have seen two or three instances of the kind
in our practice from a bad state of the roots. Some Vines are thus
affected every year, but, as they cast their leaves, the evil is not heeded
so much. Your jjlant may have had the disease nine or ten years, and
if so, and that it spreads annually to the young leaves, all the gardeners
in the world cannot cure it.

Rhododendron Edgwortuh ;/i(rf:.— It was named by Dr. Hooker
in compliment to the M. Edgworth after whom Edfiworthia'yvAs called.

Mr. Fisher Hobbs [Cj/mru).—A letter directed to him at the Far-
i mer's Club, York Hotel, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, will certainly reach
I

him. The Improved Essex differs in many points from the Improved
I Berkshire breed of Pigs ; they are smaller boned, and usually all black.

Arrangement op the Poultry Yard (Rusticus, A. B.).—There is
no mode of teaching Shanghae, or other cocks, to be at peace with each
other. We put one cock, five hens, and half our cockerels in one walk,
and the same numbers in another walk. Our pullets we keep by them-

selves. Shajighae cocKerels acquire their wing quill feathers earlier than
the pullets ; but Shanghae pullets acquire their tail feathers, and general
plumage earlier than the cockerels.

The Cottage Gardfners' Dictionary {MuUum in parvo).— It
gives the cultivation of plants. Price 8s. 6d. The roots of vines are beat
inside the house.

Tool-House (Juventus),—Any shed, with a shelf and a few hanging
hooks, will answer. No plan can be required for such a structure.

Calceolaria Seedlings (A. N. K). — Every one shrivelled up.
{M. H.).—Here is a contrast! the blooms came perfectly fresh, being
packed between films of damp moss, in a tin box. No. 5, Creamy-yellow,
with very distinct circular crimson blotches ; form good. \\'e should call

it *' Clown," for it reminds us of Grimaldi's face. No. 15, Bright crim-
son, with creamy edge round the mouth and outer margin

; good form.
No. 23, Very like No, 5, but more closely blotched. No. -ID, Dark crim-
son, very regularly veined with i)inky-white ; excellent in form and
colouring. No. 62, Yellow, with very closely-clustered blotches of dark
maroon ; form good. The other specimens ordinary, but, as a whole,
the best collection of Calceolaria seedlings we have seen this year.

Destroying Caterpillars {J. Pine).— Dust them with white
hellebore powder.

Bees—Early Swarms,—We are informed of a swarm near Sheffield
on the Itith, and another on the 24th of May.

Water Cress {A. Mansfeld).—You will find its garden culture,
without a stream of water, in our No. ol, page 11/.

Gooseberry Growing {R. .T. C.).—The only good modern work is

published by Mr. Bohn. It is entitled "The Gooseberry, its culture,
uses, and history.'*

Strawberries {W. Blood;. — The Hautbois and British Queen
Strawberries not bearing when growing together, was not owing to such
neighbourship. They have been rendered fruitful, probably, by having
their luxuriance checked by the destruction of some of their roots in the
course of transplanting.

Vine I\Iildew {W. C. P.)—We know of no remedy but repeated
dustings with sulphur. They should be applied immediately the fungus
is perceived. In the winter, when the leaves are all off, dress the vines,
and fumigate the house, as was recommended by Mr. Erringtou some
months' since.

Pansies {J. B.),—We know of no work about tUem. If you refer to
our Indexes, you will find all the information you require.

Bees: Early Swarms.—"I quite agree with the writer of your
Apiarian's Calendar fur June, as regards the unfavourable character of the
present spring for Bees ; but there must be a great difference in the state
of stocks, in respect to swarming, as in the neighbourhood of Leeds,
swarms are becoming numerous. A friend of mine had one come off on
the li)th of May ; another party had two un the 23rd ; and I had one on
the 26th, and a very good one. It is three days earlier than I ever had
one before, although I have kept bees the last sixteen years; probably, it

may be accounted for, by the last season being more favourable in the
northern than the southern part of the country. The above swarms are
all from stocks kept in the common cottage straw hive.— T. Umplebv,
Roundhay, Leeds.

Names of Plants {J.S.).—\Ve could not recognise roui plant, but
have been told that it is Vicia Narbonensis, var. integrifolia If so, it

is an annual, and used in some parts of France as we use tares. {A Sub-
scriber).—Yours is Diehjtra spectabilis. {IV. C. P.)— Cerasus padus.
(Scliolasticus).—Cerasus serotinus. We know of no mode of destroying
furze of gorse so effectual as grubbing it up. Cutting it down repeat-
edly, and salting it heavily, might overcome it. {G. B. C.).~-Ribes
speciosum, or Showy-flowered Currant.

Black Beetles.— C. S. A. obliges us with the following:—"Having
a decided antipathy to those household pests, I feel for those who are
infested by them. ' Roth and Ringerscn's patent phosphorus paste, or
vermin destroyer,' may be considered an effectual remedy, if jjeraevered
in for a short time. We entered a house in March, 1SJ2, where we found
them swarming in kitchen and cellars. The application of two sixpenny
jars cleared them entirely away. At the commencement of warm weather
last month, two or three made their appearance; we applied our old
remedy, and have seen no more. It can be had at most oil shops, in

3d, 6d, and Is. jars. Dallow, at Kingsland Gate, keeps it. Cats and
dogs will not touch it."

Black Beetles—Bee Glasses.— IK. L. T. says " In The Cottage
Gardener you ask for a mode of exterminating Black Beetles. I think
if you try pieces of the rind or skin of the Cucumber, laid in their track
at night, you will find them quickly diminish. Also, ' J. \\'.' wishes to

know where ,(!at Bt:c Glasses are to be obtained. I have bought several
of Marriott, 72, Gracechurch Street, City, and you can also order them
to be made at any manufacturers ; indeed, I thiuk there is one man in
Bishopsgate Street Without, who has thein ready, but I do not know
his name."

London: Printed by Harry Wooldeidge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
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fault at dinner ; so wlicther it might happen to he Madeira,
or pale slterrv, or hrown, or—

"

" Why, just now you told me you had but tivo sortu of wine
in your cellar;"

_

" Yeiy true, sir; port and sheny. But this was my plan,
sir. If any one ordered Madeira :—From one bottle of"sheiTy
take two glasses of wine, which replace by two glasses of
brandy, and add thereto a slight squeze of lemon; and this
I foiuid to give general satisfaction, especially to the young
gentlemen from Cambridge, sir. But, upon the word "of an
honestnian, I couldscarcely get a living profit by my Madeira,
sir, for I always used the best brandy. As to" the pale and
brown sherry, sir—a couple of glasses of nice pure water, in
place of the same quantity of wine, made what I used to call
my (hliraie pale (by the by, a squeeze of lemon added to th/il

made a very fair Bucellas, sir—a wine not much called for
now, sir)

:
and for my old brown shen-y, a ieelle bumt sugar

was the thing. It looked very much "like sheiTy that had
been twice to the East Indies, sir; and, indeed, to my custo-
mers who were veri/ pai'ticular about their wines, I used to
serve it as such."

" But, Mr. Burley, wasn't such a proceeding of achar-acter
rather—

"

" I guess what you would say, sir; but I knew it to be a
wholesome wine at bottom, sir. But my port was the wine
which gave me the most U-ouble. Gentlemen sehlom agree
about port, sir. One gentleman would say, ' Bmlev, I don't
like this wine— it is too heavy :

' 'Is it, sir ? I thi"uk I can
lind you a lighter.' Out went a glass of wine, and in went a
glass of water. ' Well, sir,' I'd say, ' how do you approve of
lluil/' 'Why—um—no; I can't say

—
'

' I understand, sir,

you like an older wine

—

soflir. I think I can please,you, sir.'

Tump again, sir. ' Now, sir,' says I ( wiping the decanter
with a napkin, and Uiumphantly "holding it up to the light),
' try this, if you please.' ' Tliaf's it, Burley—that's the very
wine I bring another bottle of the same.' But one can't
please everybody the same way,su\ Some gentlemen would
complain of my port as being poor—without body. In went
one glass of brandy. If that didn't answer, 'Ay, gentlemen,'
says I,

' I know what will please you—you like a"ful!er bodied,
rougher wine. Out went Uco glasses of wine, aiul in went
I ICO or three glasses of braudy. This used to be a rcri/

favourite wine—but onli/ with the young gentlemen fron'i

Cambridge, sir."

" And yom- clai'et ?

"

"Jly good wholesome port again, sir. Three wines out,
three waters in, one pinch of tartaric acid, two ditto orris-
powder. For a fuller claret, a little brandy; for a lighter
claret, more water."

" But how did you contrive about Burgundy ?
"

" That was my cliirel, sir, with from three" to si.x drops of
bergamot, according as gentlemen liked a full flavour or a
delicate flavoiur. As for champagne, sir, that of course I made
myself."

" How do you mean ' of course,' Burley ?
"

" Oh, sir," said he, witli an innocent, yet waggish look,
" surely everybody makes his own champagne

—

else what can
become of all the gooseberries .'

"

that he has dried, at a high temperature, 110', ov there-

abouts, the sets intended lor planting, and that the

plants from such sets were undiseased, while those

from uudried sets were severely atl'ected. This may, or

may not, prove correct upon further trial ; the high

temperature and long drying may ripen the tubers;

may produce chemical changes in the sets, that may
enable the plants to produce tubers not prone to what
maybe compared to cancer in the human body—decom-

position during life. All this mat/ be, but it is mere

hypothesis; but the asserted fact deserves to be exten-

sively tested. We think this pi-esent season too far

passed to allow of the experiments being conclusive, for

even if the high drying failed in the alleged preservative

eft'ect, it might be justly observed that the tubers have

so generally sprouted now, as to weaken them, and
render them unusiially liable to the murrain. How-
ever, those who have the opportunity might try the

experiment. Many years ago, when the murrain Iiad

not been heard of, we knew a very good crop of Po-

tatoes taken up in October from sets planted on the

2oth of .Jul}'.

The Potato Murrain was noticed less generally among
forced crops this year than usual, but we hear that it

has made its appearance extensively among the open
ground growths in some districts of Cornwall. We
shall be glad to receive information from any or from
all our readers how the Potato crop is looking in their

neighbourhoods, for it is a crop even of more import-

ance than the fruit-crop. In Hampshire, at present
(June KJth), Potatoes are looking well.

We may as well remark, iu connection witli this

subject, that a continental philosopher recommends, as

a prevention of the disease, that roiistid Potatoes should
bo planted. Without any joke, M. Pollman, a pro-

fessor at the Russian College, at Gorifforetskv. states

For tlie following list of plants that have endured the
j

winter uuiujurcd in Oxfordshire, we are indebted to
i

" Queen Mab, " but we pledge ourselves that the state-

ments are facts in all human acceptation, and tliat they

are not " fictions of the fay-land " :

—

" Jndiijofera decora, border ueai' a wall ; Gazania rigens, in
open border ; Oxalis Jloribunda, in open border ; Zephy-
ranlhes Alnmiisco, iu open border; Pitlnspvrnm yotiri, against
a wall; Physiunthiis albicans, against u wall; jLihrnnhin
ijrandiflora, against a wall; Passiflora cirrnlca, Escallonin.

macrantha, Benlhnmia fragi/erii, Buddlea Lindlcyana, all on
a wall, protected with fir boughs; Thiu Bohea, on a wall;
Sfranvesia glancescens, in open ground ; Ceanothns dirari-

catns, in open ground ; Calceolaria, common yellow, betiding
kind (I tliink Anguslifnlia \, in a wide ba:?ket, on a stone
pillar, on an open lawn ; Lanrns rcgalis, protected by a fir

bough ; Grevillea rosmarinifolia, on a wall unprotected ;

Azura integrifolia, in a border, protected by a tir bough ;

Escallonin rubra, in open border ; Eriolndrya japnnica, pro-
tected with tir boughs on a wall ; Tenmica Lindlcyana, in

open border ; Billardiera lonrjiflora, on a wall. None were
protected except those specitied. Sollya hrlcrophylla was
killed, though on a wall protected."

At Messrs. J. Weeks and Co., King's Road, Chelsea, the

open-heated Pond is now very gay with Stove Aquatics.

Lijinuocharis Htimboldtii is very strong, with a profu-

sion of lovely sulphur flowers. The Rock, also, sur-

rounding the Pond, presents a very brilliant appearance

with Alpine Plants in full flower.

The Orchids from Mr. Warszewicz, sold at ilr. Stevens's

Auction Rooms, on the 14tli instant, realised very good

prices—the S3 lots fetching about £-2i5. Lot 1, Cgpri-

pedium ciiudatum roseuin, which flowered on the voyage

to England, the flowers being of a rich purplish-crimson,

sold for iT lUs. ; the other specimens chauged hands

at prices varying from £2 to jffi l-'is. The plants of

I'richojnUa suaris sold for fi'om £3 '2s. to £i; and I'ri-
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chopillii cocciiieii, a vai-icly witli " eroot tlower-stcins,

sepals and petals white, with tlio lip deeply tinged with

puvplish-erimson," similarly varied in price.

Wk thought that a Shanghae Pullet, aunt to some of the

chickens belonging to G. W. Johnson, Esq., of Wiu-

eliestor, highly commended at the Faruingham Show,

was the most prolific of eggs that we had ever known,

but we are glad to find that others are equally fertile.

We are glad, because these instances bear testimony

that the propensity to broodiness, complained of

as characteristic of Shanghae hens, probably may be

obviated by selecting for stock birds from a parent

not having that propensity. The pullet to which

we have alluded began laying on the 1.5th of De-

cember, and between that day and the lOtli of .June,

or 18.-3 days, she has laid 10.3 eggs Her eggs weigh,

with scarcely any variation, two ounces eacli, so that in

twenty-six weeks she produced nearly 20 lbs. weight of

food, as some deduction must be made for the weight

of the shells.

The other pullets, which equal the above in productive

power, ai-e the property of W. H. Snell, Esq., of Nor-

wood, Surrey, whose most beautiful chickens took tlie

first prizes at Clieltenham and Plymouth. He has

favoured us with the following information relative to

these pullets :

—

" I notice that one correspondent gives a return of the

number of eggs laid by his hens for several successive

months, and your note, that other returns of a similar

nature would be acceptable, induces me to send you a

statement of the number of eggs laid by the two hens

from which I have reared the majority of my chickens

(about 150') this year ; including those which—beating

the cracks—took the first prize at Chelteuham, and at

Plymouth. On the accuracy of the return you may

depend, for the eggs were different in shape and colour

from those of any other bird in my yard; and, as often

as otherwise, were taken from under the hens that laid

them ; and the daily eggs were regularly entered in a

book, from which I take the following return :

—

FIRST rULT.ET,

27 Nov., 1852, to 13 June, Ift.jj), 109 days, 174 eggs

;

SECOND PULLET,
30 Dec, 1852, to 13 June, 1853, lOti days, 137 eggs ;

which, considering the average weight of each egg to

have been no more than 2 oz., gives a total weight of

of 08 lbs. IJ ozs. of meat, in about si.\ mouths, from

two hens, both of which are still laying eggs that

produce fine chickens. And, remembering the cold,

wet weather we had, for nearly three months uninter-

ruptedly, 1 think this fully establishes the sujieriority of

tlie now fashionable and really valuable Cochin-China

fowl.'

notice from Mr. Tegetmeior, more especially as it will

bo a reply to the enquiries from various correspondents.

" In answer to numerous enquiries, 1 may state, that

fumigation with spirits of turpentine has been found

efficacious in the cure of tliis disease. The chicken

may be put into a ho.K, along with some pieces of rag,

or paper, saturated with the turpentine, and made to

inhale the vapour as long as they are able to withstand

its action ; or they may be put under a glass shade,

standing over a hole in a board, some turpentine on

paper being burned beneath the hole. 1 liope to return

more fully to this matter next week, as I have received

several valuable communications on the matter.—W. B.

Tegetmeieb."

So fatal is the disorder in Cliickens, known as ihe Onjn'x,

and so dilficult is it to apply auy remedy to so sensitive

an organ as the windpipe, the seat of the disorder, tliat

we do not hesitate to give prominence to this important

GLEANINGS.
One of the best works on " The Dahlia : its History

and Ouhivalion, with descriptions of ail the best show

flotiers," has just issued from the press. Its author is

Mr. Robert Hogg, author of " British Pomology," and of

a name identified with Florists' Flowers. The following

is an extract from its amusing portion : our readers

must purchase the work to benefit by its practical

details :—
"Tlie first naturalist who wns sent to oxjjlore tlie hitherto

unknown treasures of the New World, was Franciscus Her-
nandez, physician to I'hilip the Second of Spain, luider

wliose patronage, and at a great cost, the mission i^as under-
takeu. In sucli a. country, where no Ijotanist had ever

trodden, the success which attended his labours was of

cour.se very great. So extensive were liis discoveries, and
so new and varied were tlie forms of animal and vegetable

existence which he described, tlie scientific men of tliat age
regarded his statements with suspicion, and, in some in-

stnncco did not fail to express their incredulity in wlmt
they supposed to be tlie traA'eUer's fabulous assertions.

Notwithstanding, however, tlie opinions wliicli at the time
wore current, it is now found that in every particular he was
coiTcct in what he had stated. Hernandez did not live to

superintend the publication of his discoveries ; but after his

death they were collected into one large folio volume, pro-

fusely illustrated with woodcuts, and entitled, 'Reruiii .Medi-

carum Novic Hispanic Thesaurus.' In this work the
Acncolli is figured in three ditt'ereut forms, and described at

considerable length. It is stated to be an herb bearing
leaves similar to those of the Mountain Spikenard ( T'ale-

rinita litberosa. Wild), which are divided into five leaflets, of

which some are sinuated. Tlie flower stalks, which are

nine inches long, are slender and smooth ; and tlic flowers

pale red and stellate. To this is added an account of its

medicinal virtues, which we suspect are more imaginary
than real. This, then, for one-liundred- and-fllty years
afterwards, was all that was known of this plant; those who
believed the report of the traveller knew that such an one
existed somewhere in the mountains of Quaulmahuac, but
nothing more, for there it was allowed to remain.

" It was not till 1780, wJien A'icentes Cervantes, director

of the Butanic Garden at j\Iexico, forwarded seeds of this

plant to the Koyal Gardens at Madrid, tliat it had ever been
seen in Europe. The plants produced from tlicse seeds
flowered in 1701). At that time tlie Itoyal (iardens were
iiuder tlie direction of Abbe Cavanilles, who, recognising in

tills new introduction a genus liitliertouukiiown in botanical

science, applied to it the name of D.vulia, iu honour of M.
Andre Dalil, a Swedish botanist. Amon^ the plants pro
duced in the ^ladrid tnirdeu, Caviinilles discovered, as he
thought, three distinct sjiccies, all of which lie described

and figured in his f;reat work, ' Icoues et Descriptioncs

riantarum, itc' under the names of Diddia piiinntii, rosea,

and ri'ri.iiifd, the former uf wliich was a sort of semi-double,

but the others proved only to be single flowers. Little
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progress bOfiiis to have been made in their euUivulion, anil

it is doubtful whether any attcuiiJt had been made to mul-

tiply them from seed, for so long as ten years after their

lirst introduction we find Cavanilles distributing to various

Botanic Gardens in Knrope the identical three varieties he
had first raised. It was not till Ixfyi that they were sent

to the Jardins des Plantos, at Paris ; and about the same
time they were also forwarded to M. Decandolle, at Jlout-

pellier. The tiardens of Berlin and Dresden seem to have
had them some time before this, foi' so early as IHOO we
have an account of Duhl'm msca being sent irom Dresden to

Berhn. About the period that Cavanilles sent his plants

to the Jardin des Plantes, at Paris, the illustrious naturalists,

Humboldt and Boupland, in descending from the table land

of Me.xico towards the coast of the Pacific Ocean, found the

Dahlia in a prairie between jVieo and Patzcuaro, at a height

of nearly five thousand feet above the level of the sea. The
plants then discovered were transmitted to the Botanic

Garden at Me.'cico, and in 1804 transferred to the .Jardins

des Plantes, and several other gardens throughout Europe,
and among them was found the D. eocvincn of Cavanilles.

On its first reception, in ISOa, in the Palis Garden, JI.

Andre Thouin, director of that establishment, judging from

the climate of the country of which the Dahlia is a native,

had it placed in a stove and treated as a tropical plant. In
1804 he published an elaborate treatise, illustrated with

engravings, in tlic ' Annales du Museum d'Histoire Nutur-

elle,' on its culture and management; but from all we can
discover it was many years after this before any progress

was made in the production of good double flowers.

" Till about this period, the generic name established by
Cavanilles had been universally adopted by botanists through-

out Europe ; but Professor 'Wildenow, of Berlin, labouring

under the impression that the name adopted by Cavanilles

had lieen previously applied to another plant by Thunberg,
he, in tlie fifth vidunie of his ' Species Plantarum,' discon-

tinued the name of Dahlia, and substituted that of Choiyiiin,

which he founded in honour of Professor Georgi, of Wt.

Petersburgh.* For some years this new nomenclatm-e
was pretty generally followed, particularly in Germany and
ccntrid Eiu'ope : and even so recently as iu some of the

writings of Loudon, in our own countiy, it was preserved;

but as it was clearly sho\vii that the precedence must be

given to Cavanilles, the name of Dahlia was again restored,

and still continues, -as in all proliability it ever will, to be

associated with this now justly popular and noble flower.

"Several cultivators on the continent, observing the natu-

ral disposition of the Dahlia to sport from its original form,

began now to direct their attention to raising new varieties,

and treating it as a florist flower. JMany attempts were
made to procm'e double flowers, but without success. In
1800, the gardener at ilalmaison forwarded to the gardener

at St. Cloud all the three vaiieties which were then known,
namely, covcinm^ j""!"'''*'"^ ^^^^ crocca. These produced j

seeds, which were sown, but, notwithstanding all the attempts
which were made year after year, they still remained single.

In Belgium, however, they were more successful ; for we
learn that in IHl',', JI. Donkelaar, botanic gardener at

Ijouvain, having sown a quantity of seed, raised plants

which tile first year produced all single flowers. Disap-

pointed, but not discouraged, lie from these saved a second
quantity, which in their turn produced semi-double flowers

;

and, emboldened >vith the success which attended this

second essay, he from the best of these semi-double flowers

procured a further supply of seed, the produce of which, in

the following year, presented him with three plants which
bore flowers perfectly double. These were, therefore, the
first really double flowers which were ever produced. ,\fter

this there were many varieties raised of all shades and
depths of colour, and from this time the Dahlia began to

attract for itself a measure of interest which has gone on
increasing, and which even at the present day seems to be

as great and unabating as if it were a plant of the most
recent introduction, and which was still a novelty in the

midst of us.
" Hitherto, we have been treating of the Dahlia as a plant

* " In a recent number of ttie 'Revue Horticofe,' a correspondent
goes a lonf^ way out of liis road to indulge in a spiteful ebullition against
'Fes An^lfiis,' because they liave, as he says, taken the honour from the
Swedish botanist by changing tlie name of Dahlia to Georgina, in honour
of one of their ICings— George !

"

confined exclusi\ely to the continent ; it must not, however,
be inferred from this that it was not known and appreciated

as soon, and as greatly, in our own country. The first

account we have of its introductinn to this country was
by the JIarchioness of Bute, in 178!.), from ^Madrid, where
the Jlaniuis was tiien residing as ambassador from England
at the com't of Spain. It docs not appear that the roots

or seeds, whatever they \verc, had been duly tended or taken
care of, fir certain it is that it never becaiiio generally

known, or was ever even partially distributed. In all proba-

bility it shared the fate of many hundreds of other plants

which at that period were sent liome liy collectors and
travellers to Kew Gardens. The space for the continual

accessions wdiich were falling place was far too limited, and
the consequence was that a large number of the plants

perished, either from neglect or too much crowding. The
same liberal sjiirit which now exists in that establishment

did not prevail in those days, by which new plants are dis-

seminated throughout numerous large public and private

eslablishments in the country ; so that if the original plants

in the P.oyal collection should be lost, a fresh supply can
always be jirocm'ed from those to whom they had been
supplied. It was not so at the time of which we are writing,

and the consequence was, when a plant which was unique
died, it was entu'ely lost to the coimfry. Such was the case

with the Dahlia, for, besides the mere fact of its introduc-

tion, nothing more was known of it till IMif, when seeds

were again forwarded from Madrid—on tliis occasion by

Lady Holland. A plant of the DaliHa cucchna liad, how-
ever, been in the country before this, because John Eraser,

the celebrated traveller, who established a nursery in

Chelsea, had flowered it in 1803. ' On the occasion of this

second introduction, seeds were forwarded to 31. Buonaiuti,

who was at that time librarian to Lord Holland, at Hollaml
House, Kensington. This gentleman was successful in

raising all the three vaiieties, and as they flowered they

were illustrated in the leading botanical pciiodicals of that

day. Great attention was paid to tlie cultivation of the

Dahlia in this country, and with various degrees of success;

hut it is only within the last twenty years that it has been
brought to tliat degree of perfection which now constitutes

it one of the mo-^t attractive of our florist flowers."

COVENT GARDEN.
There has been, of late, au uunsual display of fine

Forced Fruit in the market, iu consequeuce of so many
exhibitions happcuing about the same time. Many of

the prize specimens which were produced at Chiswick,

and the Regent's Park shows, find their way, at last, to

Covent Garden. Of these, there are splendid specimens

of Peaches and Neclarines, of large size and linely

coloured. Grapes, also, of unusual size and uolour, con-

sisting of White and Grizzly Frontignan, Muscat of

Alexandria, and Black Hambro'. Strawberries are now
much more plentiful, and, instead of being sold by the

ounce, may be bad by the pottle, or punnet ; we have

observed some ofl'ered at Is. Gd. per pottle. There are

also beautiful specimens of early Cherries, but not t^uite

sufficiently coloured. They are evidently forced, or

!iro from a southern district. The sorts are, May Duke,

Jilack Tartarian, and a few of the Early Pur|)le Guigne.

We also observed a few of an early variety, which has

been introduced to this country of late years, called

Inilulle. Green Gooseberries' aie very plentiful, and

make 4d. per quart. Asparatjus is very plentiful, but

not cheap—anything good cannot be bad under 3s. fid.

or 4s. per bundle. JSarly Peas are iu, and make Is. per

pint. Earlt/ Potatoes, 8d. per lb., of good tjuality ; but

some may be had at 6d. Veget.\bi,es are improving fast
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under the iiilliionce of the recent rains and sunshine.

Cabbages malio from Is. to :2s. per dozen. lihubarb,

2A. to fid. per bundle. Cucumbers, id., 6d., to Is. each.

Of Flowehs tliere is an abundance. Among the most

proinincnt in llic composition of bouquets, wo have

lately observed C/Uaiuinche ccerulea extensively used for

a blue. H.

SEA-KALE.
1 HAVE long desired to give our readers a sketch of

my mode of growing and forcing this valuable esculent,

and as there is mi pressing need for the remainder of tlie

series of papers which I have commenced, on laying

out fruitgardens and orchards, it will be well, perhaps,

to turn aside occasionally into subjects which may
interest oiu' friends, who have not had the benefit of

long experience. L feel somewhat bold in the matter of

Sea-kale, liaving been particularly successful for many
years; indeed, I tliink it may be found, that tlio im-
proved practice in forcing this vegetable, is, in great

part, traceable to papers written by mo nearly a score

years since, in " Loudon's Magazine," and since that

period, in tho " Horticultural Society's Journal," and
other works.

Twenty years since, and more, 1 felt extremely dis-

satisfied with the existing mode of forcing ; it appeared
too expensive, too uncertain, and involved too much
labour. Long before that jieriod, Mr. Kniglit, and
others, had ascertained lliat certain classes of i)lants, of

which the Sea-kale was an euiineut example, stored up
in one season tlio alimentary matter that went towards
establishing tho plant in the futiue year, and tlie

accretion consequent on the root action of the latter, of

coiuse, provided for another period, and so on. Now,
this admitted, two featin'es in its culture stood in hold
relief; one, that all matters connected with the cultural

process must be done out-ofdoors ; the other, that the
forcing was reduced simply to a question of warmtli and
moisture, irrespective of any otlier consideration. Thus,
the fettei's being thrown ofl' which custom had bound,
it occurred to me, that, since Sea-kale blanehing-pots
were very expensive, and that the enormous body of

fermenting material requisite to support this system
could be much better employed, and much labour in

turning and heating saved—a much simpler plan might
be devised.

Now, here 1 at once repudiate all notions of battling
with Mr. A. or Mr. B., as to priority in this respect. 1

shall confine myself to a detail of useful facts; the
world may settle the rest as it pleases.

Sea-kale is partial to a light or sandy soil, and the
soil must be deep to produce it first-rate. I always
secure a depth of thirty inches. A Celery-bed, in what
is termed the Scotch fashion, is a most excellent pre-

parer. Tliese beds with us are about six feet in width,
and carry two rows of highly cultivated Kale. I need
scarcely observe, that such ground is highly manured,
and very deep, and receives a good coating of salt after

the Celery is removed, which is generally immediately
after Christmas, as we employ an early bed for this

purpose. The salt, of course, is well incorporated with
the soil.

On such a prepared soil I annually plant as much
as I force—say about two liundred crowns or roots.

The rows are nearly four feet apart, and the plants
nearly three feet apart in the row, or i-ather three feet

between each jiair of plants, for I plant a pair of crowns
at each station ; each pair, therefore, has about halfa-

yard on each side, clear space, to extend on.

Now, it is proper here to observe, that these are

young plants of a year-old, for I sow a drill annually for

this purpose, on rich soil, and cultivate highly through
the summer; they are about a foot in lenglii, and nearly

an inch in diameter at the crown at jilautiug time. Our
planting takes place in the middle of Februaiy.

In the early part of May most of them )]roduce blos-

som spikes ; these, however, are not sulfered to grow
long, for as soon as tho plant has two or three good
leaves at the base the blossoms are pinched oil'. In
former years, I used to cut tho crown oft' below the

sprouliuij point, but this proved bad practice, although
backed by many professionals— as, although Kale will

bud at any point, such practice lays the Ibundation for

canker, or vegetable gangrene, to which this plant is

much liable. This pinching, or cutting away, the blossom
spikes induces a development of a cl.ass of young shoots
at the collar, which are the very things for future buds,

or crowns; and, moreover, no stagnation of the vital

action ensues—the root is sustained in continuous play.

In a few weeks, the crowns are foinid thronged with

sprouts of a peculiarly vigorous character, and now a

sharp-pointed knife is passed through them, thinning

out all hut about four on each crown, and, of course,

selecting the prime ones.

1 need say little more about the out-doors culture

of this delicious and universally esteemed vegetable,

which finds its way to the table of Princes from Novem-
ber until the middle of May: of course, a due amount
of cultivation will be given. 1 must now bound over a

])ortion of my subject, and chat a little about its forcing.

I may observe beforehand, however, that I have deemed
it expedient to use a good deal of the charred materials

of the rubbish or weed yard on every possible occasion,

whether in the soil, or as hand dressings, when dressings

are needed. Such substances are well-known antiseptics,

and, as tho Kale is so liable to gangrene, their appli-

cation would seem a common sense affair. However, I

can only say, that in proportion as I have applied such
with diligence, my success has increased; indeed, 1 can-

not speak too highly of their application in almost all

vegetable culture—involving, as a system ot,' charring

does, the destruction of all insects, and the return of a

very useful residuum to the gi-ound from whence it luid

been taken.

During the summer, of course, all Hower stems are

cut away, and by the end of October, or so, the leaves

will be relinquishing their hold of the plant. And now,
my practice is to trench out the whole forcing stock,

and " lay it in by the heels," to use a mere gardening
phrase, which means, that it is put into the ground as

close together as possible. It is covered with soil up to

the crown, and, during severe weather, litter is kept con-

stantly over the plants. From hence they are trans-

ferred, in successive batches, to the Mushroom-house,
where I have Kale in constant succession, from the

beginning of November, until that from the open ground
supersedes forcing matters. The forcing it in this situ-

atlDU must form the subject of another paper; for much
may be said, and much ought to be said. I do not,

indeed, desire to make a more wordy att'air of it; but I

am unwilling that those who do wish to learn a good
jiractice should be imjierfectly informed ; for those who
do not desiie to learn, we do not write; neither for men
of experience.

Before closing this paper, let me point to the collateral

bearings of this kind of practice. "Flotation of crops"

always carries a high sound ; a good knowledge of this

involves much practical, if not scientific, knowledge;
much forecast, and, 1 may add, it must lead to economy in

the end. Here, then, is my plot of "trenched-out" Sea-kale

ground, penetrated some thirty inches in depth, and
ridged nj) in November. Who will despise such a plot

in March for Carrots, Onions, &c. '.' Certainly, a bed,

fifty yards long by seven feet in width, does not seem a

great commercial spec. But it is not for the amount of
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Iiuid I contciul, but tlie juiuciple—the I'vesent nud

ultimate econouiv. Sea-kale stands classed in my rota-

tion book as a " 'Preparer." Sucli a division, or classifl-

i-iUion of cidtural matters is of immense importance;

would that all our young aspirants for liorlieuUural

fame would condosceiid to study sucli genuine utilitarian

matters; but the floral taste rules, I fear, supreme.

E. Erringtox.
{To he conliiiueil.)

HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.—
Ji-NE 11, 1853.

I HAD more cause to be well-pleased on this occasion

than generally falls to my lot on show days. I had a

privileged pass from the Society to go in and out when
I chose, so that I had it all to myself until the public

were admitted; the judges had enough to do without

gossiping ; and I never knew any of our aristocracy,

who are admitted, with distinguished foreigners, to view

the exhibition before mid-day, to intnide on the time of

the judges or reporters by asking this, that, or the other,

about the plants, and s'o forth : but the moment the

gates are opened, and the tide rolls in, oue-half of the

gardening world seem to think that the other half have

nothing else to do but stand about and idle their time

away, as if no leading articles or reports had to be pre-

pared. I was more free from this annoyance that day

than I ever remember.
In the Seedt.iso tent there was one White FueJtsia,

called Charmer; a good scarlet EhodoiJemlron, called

Ponticum coccineum ; several Caleenlarias, of which
Reubens, Masterpiece, and Charmer, were the best among
the dark ones ; and of the spotted ones, Ilillingilott,

.

Bertha, Coiiflantiiie, PijymaliDii, and Liliputlan, were

the best for distinctness of coloured marking: and there

was one seedling Calceolaria, called Enchantress, as

near to scarlet as could be about the throat and front,

but the bottom was yellow. Not one of these seedlings,

however, were nearly so good as those I liad myself,

and saw with Mr. Wihuore, near Birmingham, in

is:« and 1830.

In Ger.^xiums, Bimle dc Xei'je was there again ; it is

the best white that has been yet exhibited of the horse- i

shoe kinds, and will make a rich bed or edging. I have
a seedling, which flowered this week, with a better white, I

and as large a truss, as the Snuitball, but the shape of i

my flower is not nearly so good: a cross between the two
will establish the long-wished-for " White-scarlet Gera- I

nium" in perfection. Glaucum grandiflorum interme-

dium, a most stupid, rigmarole of a name, was a very,

very pretty-habited flower-bed Geranium, of the wild

African class, with small, clear white blossoms, and
ouly a little speck of black at tlie back. If it flowers to

the end of the season it will be valuable in the flower-

garden ; and if it seeds, it will be still more so ; but the

name is enough to frighten any lady from having it,

and I heard so much from good judges of such things

that day. i

Of the Fancies, Constance is my favourite ; it belongs 1

to the same section of them as the Hero of Surrey;
these are all black and white. Lady Hume Campbell, a !

deep crimson all round, with a white edge, was the best

of that class. The following were the ne.xt best

—

Rosa-
lind, Loeeliness, Hebe, Jeanelte, llluminata, Cupid, and
Bird of Paradise. I may as well tell, that ladies cannot I

bear to look at such flowers as Madonna and Fairy, the '

next two best seedlings ; they have a faiut lilac blotch

on a siukly white grotnid. J once bmned my fingers

with a better flower than either of these, which I pro-

posed to name after an honourable lady. It is now
called Countess, and a seedling between it and Glaucum
grandijlorum intermedium would make the best pure

white fancy Geranium, for a bed, of all that I can sug-
gest. I know Countess will seed and carries pollen.

EosES.— I had a full view of the Eoses today without
hindrance; they were splendid, but not nearly so much
so as in May. Paul's Queen Victoria I now saw in per-

fection for the first time ; it ranks in the largest class of

Roses, is pure white in the outward petals, with a blush
towards the centre. I do not know or care how the
florists like it, but it is a first class I'ose for a lady.

The best yellow is the Tea Viscountess dc Cazes, but is

not a good pot Eose by any means, as it seldom comes
in a good form from a pot; I have seen it perfect on a
west wall. Eliza Sauiaye, with a paler yellow, and a
flower three times the size, was the next best yellow

;

and Pactolc, a still paler yellow, the third best, but
neither of these are of such rich yellow as the Persian
Briar, of which there were only cut flowers, as no one
can depend on it iu a pot. The best white Eoses were
Xijjhetos (Tea), Lamark (Xoisette), and Madam Legras
(Summer Eose), and Madam Plantier, which, however,
was not worth looking at among so many good ones,

being all but gone. Miss Glegg, a dwarf Noisette, which
I do not recollect seeing in a pot before, was very fine,

as showing what a good bedding Eose it is, for which I

often recommended it—as many as forty Eoses in one
bunch or head, and only three, four, or Ave of them
open at the same time^the best character for a bedding
Eose. A bed of it, with a border oi Aimee Vibert round
it, woidd be the best white of the whole family. The
largest Roses were, Paul Perras, La Peine, Barron Pre-
rost. Chenedole, Mailmaison Rose, and Magna Rosea, a

blush hybrid China. 'The most conspicuous Roses at a

little distance were, Chenedole, Great ^\'estern, Eliza
Merceeur, a liybrid Bourbon ; Duchess of Sutherland,
Celine, a lilacy rose ; Colonel Coombes, dark purple ; and
Juno, a hybrid China, a fine blush Eose in the way of

the flower of Blairii, and the two veiy best Eoses were
certainly Coupe de Hebe and Blairii, xVo. 2. Among
the cut Roses were the Clotli of Gold, Sofrano, not often

seen, and two new curious Roses, one a blush, with the

edges frilled or plnited, as if done by tlie laundi-ymaid
;

the other a crimson, mottled all over with dark spots

and streaks, named, to the memory of the late Queen of

the Belgians, Sourenir dc laReine des Beiges, which will,

no doubt, be translated here, t^ieen of the Belgians, as

the Souvenir de la Mailmaison is now, by universal con-

sent, called the Mailnuiisou Rose.

I would here hint to the council of the Society, that

their alteration of the tent in which the Roses and large

Geraniums were exhibited is very much against the

Eoses, in particular. There is a glass top, or ridge, to

this tent, letting down peqiendicular light. 'This light

is then shadowed by the dark roof of the tent, with a
cross light entering behind the spectator. One of the

large gold medals could not bring out a better method
to destroy any shade, from deep rose to clear white, and
even the scarlet colour of Chenedole was subdued to a
pale pink by the fan light from above. A young lady

would not sit, in company, under a light from a low
ceiling for all the world, because all the world would
believe she was going to faint the moment they saw her.

Ger.\niums.—'The Fancies were arranged in a different

tent from where the great Pelargoniums were shown—

a

most judicious arrangement; lor when the two classes

are placed in the same tent no one looks at the old

ones ; and even the Fancies do not seem so very pretty

as they really are when the two sets are seen at once.

Magnet was the best that was there of the fiery crimson
cast, and Prince of Orange the very best of the orange-

scarlet class; and this chiss is the most telling after

all, and by far the scarcest in good varieties. If we
could but get these beautiful flowers out of the grasp

of the mad florists, and hand ihem over to a com-
mittee of ladies for selection and crossing, they would
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soon bring baek the lost reputation of "onr gcra-

nimiis" in tlnvo or four years. Notliing else but tlie

pedantry of culling them Po-largo-o-o-ninms, and tlie

stupidity of removing them into rings and full moons,
hiive caused them to be so little thought of for the

last twelve years. Those best marked in dilferent

shades of crimson, with black on the back petals, are

the following:

—

]S[<nim'l, Lord Uomjh, Alth-niuin, Priiiress

lioijdl (fine), Aloiizo, Quccriior, Commander, with Ajax,

the lightest of that breed. Wiiites are extremely scarce,

and we had but one of a sort of them here—one plant

of Penii, one of Blont BUiiic, one of I'hr/in Qiieoii, one
of Exactum, a ludf-white, and one of Vilhif/e Mtiid,

another oidy half white. In orauge-scarlets, there were

only two kinds. Prince of Orange and Incoinjiarahle.

Tlie following were the most distinct in colours, and we
could tell them otV at a distance, like swans among so

many geese ;— Ouliehmi, Purpurea, Gertrude, C'onspicuum,

LoreUness, Bommond, and Oanijmede. Tf tlie above
were all taken away, the rest, if they counted a

thousand, would all look like one kind, to a common
observer, live yards oflf. The plants, however, were
lower, and much better grown and trained than [ ever

saw them before ; aud there could be no objection to

what sticks were obliged to be used for the safety of the

plants, in carriage, if not in showing off the flowers to

the best advantage.

CcT Flowers.—I have set my face entirely against

reporting on cut flowers, unless it is something very

new or particular indeed, as it is only encouraging

laziness to take any notice of them. Boscs, Azaleas,

and Rhododendrons, were in the cut flowers, but, of

course, the plants whicb produced them were not fit to

be seen. Last year, there were three or four little sprigs

of a new plant, at one of the shows, from Mr. Yeitcli, but

I had well nigh forgotten that, until I was applied to

the other day by our biographer, to add my mite to

his account of the Yellow Leptosiphon, ligured at page
7:3 of our present volume. There were some half-

dozen of pots full of it at this show, and they were the

best of all the new plants. This annual will make a
most beautiful bright yellow bed in May, by sowing the

seeds in the autumn, as all the annuals from California

ought to be treated. I think I have said already that

Leptosiphons would flourish on the top of an old rotten

dung heap, in the corner of a ploughed field, better

than in my lady's flower garden, unless the bed was
filled with one-half rotten cow dung, the other half of

rotten leaf mould, and with half-an-inch of maiden loam
on the top to deceive people, and keep the bottom of

the plants from rotting off. At least, my first bed of

this new Loptosiphon will bo so treated, and the ]dauts

put into it at the end of February from the seed bod.

The next newest plant is an Ixora, a fine thing in

the way of /;corffl J(Hr««(ca, but with larger flowers and
leaves. Mr. Low, the Colonial Secretary at Labuan,
sent home a very similar Ixora to the Clapton Nursery,
from Borneo, along with four other kinds of Ixora,
which are still to " come out." There was also a large

IIieracIeuin-\oo\dng plant, called Qidper— a I'ersian

drug, and used in all Indian pickles to give them their

peculiar flavorir, as the ticket on the plant told us.

Along with them, and all from Mr. Voitch, of the

Exotic Nursery, in the King's Road, was a welcome
addition to our hardy, dwarf, evergreen shrubs—

a

native of Patagonia, called Philesia huxifoHa : it with-

stood the last six winters, at Exeter, without any harm;
it will make a low, dense bush, and looks as if it ought
to be in the front of a peat-bed or border of very choice

I

things, aud is increased by cuttings of the young wood;
the flowers are large, of a deep rose colour, and hang
down, looking very much like one of the Ghent Alstrii-

merias half open. This genus was named by Commer-
son, and a small natural order is founded on it by

Enlicher

—

Philesinds— Lapngeria being the only other

genus yet known in the order; but, looking at the

only two plants known to wn—iWx^. Philesia liii.rifhlia, and
Lapagrri/i rosea— it is very ditliciilt to believe that they

can he clearly allied; the Pliilesia looking like some hard-

leaved Andromeda of the jwli/fiilia section, and Lapa-
ijeria, like a twining iioinarea. There was a cut branch
in bloom, in a pot, of the hoary-looking Eucithjptus cocci-

fern, from Australia. 'J'here was also a curious Arum-
like plant, r think from Mr. Rollison, of Tooting ; the

foot-stalks of the leaf is nearly a yard long, and streaked

like some venomous snake, with a curious palmated
leaf on the top, spreading crossways from the stalk, like

the horn of an Elk ; a marshy plant, from the East, re-

quiring a stove; the name given is Slaiiromatmn puno-

taliiin ; but Scliolt, the autlior of it, changed this name
to I'l/jjlionium. Dielijanthus pavonia was likewise new
to me; it is a twiner, with the growth of the true Jalap

plant, and a curious, dull flower like that of a Stapelia,

in shape, but not fleshy. There were three Jacaranda-

looking plants not in flower, and a fine-looking Protead,

called lihopala corcoradensis, probably from the Cor-

corado Mountain, on the west of Rio, where the town
is supplied with water; but Gardener makes no mention
of it, unless he mistook it Ibr a Bignoniad, like which it

looks very much, when not in flower; tlie young wood
and young leaves are covered with a purple down, like

that on the stag-horn Sumach, and the growth that of

Spathodea—a very beautihil-look-'ng tree, but not in

flower. Some day, soon, I shall name a few of the

finest plants in Brazil, not yet introduced, and some of

them are on the Corcorado ilountuin, which has just

put me in mind of them.
Fancy Geeaniums.—They were never more beautiful,

or better placed for eft'ect. Slatmshii is the only one
of the ugly black ones they used to show with them,

but there was a new one of that class, really a good
black one ut last, called Defiance ; it is " black and all

black," with a light eye. 'The section of them, like the

Hero of Surrey, is now very rich ; these are all black, or

brown aud white, and here is a list of them -.—Punch,

Richard Cohden, Brunette, Advancer (fine). Lad;/ Cooper

(good). Gaiety, Mignion, Magnum Boiiuin, Caliban, and
Oipsy (Jueen, altogether a rich group, and well-defined

sorts. Those with crimson and scarlet mixed all round
the petals, with a white or lilac eye, are yet very scarce

—

7'riuuiphans (Ambrose) being the only good specimen I

saw; but seedlings are coming round to this high colour,

Lady Hume Campbell, for instance. 'The best white is

Delicatum, with a bright scarlet spot in each of the back
petals, aud Empress, with a little more scarlet. Very
gay ones

—

Erubcscens, white and scarlet; Modesla, ditto
;

and Nourmahal, ditto. 'The faintish red ones, like

Anais, are going out, Rosali aud Aiiais being the only

two of that strain, while Reine des Francais admits
Alhoni, Princess Alice, aud Floribunda, on equal terms.

Altogether, I wish every one of our readers were there

to see them for themselves.

A full collection of Spanish aud English Irises, from
Mr. Salter, of Hammersmith, was a novelty, and no less

so a large collection of Shall Roses, in smaller pots;

these were budded last summer, or autumn, on the

Manetti stock, and this was the first start aud bloom.

Paul's (Jueen J'ictoria, the only wdiite hybrid perpetual

we have, was among these, and very fine it was. Next
to them were six very good herbaceous Calceolarias, ex-

ceedingly well grown aud trained by Mr. Constance, gar-

dener to C. Mills, Esq., Hilliugdon, Middlesex; both
strangers to me, but 1 name them more pointedly in

order to remark, that if they aud other private amateurs
were to take up Calceolarias afresh, and not trouble their

heads about the mathematical form of the flowers, we
might still expect such fine Calceolarias as have been
lost daring the last fifteen years. In 1837-8, and 18.39,

1
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cried out lustily ugaiust the game then carried on with
this pretty flower, and all my prophecies have come to

pass resiiecting tlicm, and
Now some one must raise a warning voice against

Pansies in Pots. 'J'lieve were dozens of them at this

Show, capitally grown; nothing could he better, hut,

with the exception of three or four sorts, they were not
wortli notice. Nothing, e.xcept the Belgian Daisies, last

May twelvemontli, did ever I see so trumpery hrought
to an Exhibition hel'ore. My next-door neighbour
made out a bed of them this spring from self-sown plants
in the slnuibbery. and none of his plants are nearly so

bad as some at tliis exhibition.

There were not a great many Stove Plants, only a
few Francisceas, Ixoras, Clerodendrons, Alamandas,
Stephanotis, Vincas, Hoya Bella, Houdeletia, and a few
more of that stamp. But Heaths were plentiful, witli

other greenhouse plants, such as T named from the May
show, with a good sprinkling of Chinese Azaleas, of
whicli Voronata comes the nearest to Mimhilig. which I

take to be tlie best of the race in colour, and Exquisitn
is certaiidy the best marked one. There were two pro-
raising seedling Azaleas here. Striata fonnosisaima, and
Qladstanesii fnrmnsa, in the Picotee style, white giound
dotted witli red, but the red is d«il and powerless.
None of the orange or copper-coloured ones ought to be
crossed with whites—they never give a clear, clean
stripe, or dot. 'J'here was a very fine Statice of the
Arborea kind, called Halfordii, and there were three
boxes of the Aquilcfjia glamhihisa, from Mr. Grigor, all

the way from Forres, I supposed ; but the long journey
made them look very sad.

Last of nil came the OncuiDs, and they were grand
indeed; they, the Hoses, and Fancy Geraniums, took the
lead, but tlie Roses, being at the Park on the previous
Wednesday, v^ere sadly knocked about, wliilc tlie

Orchids seem to thrive in gadding about from place
to place. I see no use wliatever in bringing such
plants to the show as cannot be seen except through dull
glass; if there were white mice under these hell-glasses,

we might have a chance of an occasional peep when
they moved about, hut, as it is, you must guess that
there is somfthinij under them too good to be seen at a
show. There was a fine, large, new Cattleyri, from
Santa Martha, of the Mossia^ section, bluish-white, with
a fringed crimson lip ; and the new Lalia, called Pur-
purata, which some took to be a Cattleya last year, has
much im])roved, and was now fine indeed. The little

Cattleija AcklamVii was in two collections. 1 have not
seen it these five or six years, and it seems difficult to

manage, for the plants are very small now; the sepals
are dull green, barred with brown, and the lip an ex-
quisite purple—quite a little gem in its way. Aciiieta

Humbolcllii, with ten or twelve long spikes of flowers
hanging down. A new species of Huntleija, with one
flower only, not so largo as Viohicctt, but in that way,
and of a more decided colour. Cyprypediiim hiimile,

from North America, I never saw so well-bloomed he-

fore; it is not very gay in colour, hut belongs to a very
interesting group wliich few gardeners can manage
well. There was a move wortli imitating at home with
L(eliacinnaharinii—six flowering slioots made into three,

by tying two and two together, the top flower of the
second shoot reaching tlie hottoni flower of the other, so

that the three looked double tlie length of flowering
Sohralias, with five, six, and fifteen flowers fully ex-

panded. The old Calaiitlie vertitrij'oliiim, with twenty
flower spikes. Aerides odoratmn, with twenty-one
spikes ! and one of A. affiuis, with twenty-two.
A.rosemn, ten spikes. Saccohdiiitm r/uttatiim, with nine
spikes. Burlinglonia reiiiistii, not often seen, and not
much when seen; small white flowers. Dcndrohiiim
secundum, not often seen either, but very pretty. Vaiidct

Batemanii, with five open flowers on a long spike, that

will be in prime at the July Show. Angnloa Chuesii,

with three large yellow flowers, and Vanda lien's, are the

principals of those 1 did not name last ilay, and the

rest must stand over for another week. D. Beaton.

ORNAMENTING ECONOMICALLY A
NEGLECTED GREENHOUSE.

( Continued from payt' lOD.

)

In gazing upon new plants, we cannot help being
struck with their beauty, all the more radiant to many
minds because novel and exotic. When, however, the

tliirst for the merely novel leads to the neglecting of the

really beautiful, merely because it is old-fashioned and
common, we think there is as clear an indication of a

morbid and diseased taste, as there is evidence of a low
tone in morals and right-hearted feeling, when indivi-

duals neglect the tried friends of their early days, to

give their attention to the butterfly flatterers and the

self-interested protestations of the jiassing hour. De-
lightful though it be to trace the beauties of a striking

novelty in flowers, in vain do we look for the associa-

tions of many of our older favourites, which seldom
beam u])on us, even from the cottage windows, without

unfolding a panoramic view of persons and circum-

stances linked and identified with the more prominent
points of our individual histories.

When last treating of this neglected {greenhouse, the

remarks were chiefly confined to the treatment of plants

in ]iossession, and the raising of other desirables from

seed. To-day, I will chiefly confine myself to showy
plants that can easily he raised from, cuttings, and which,

in general, can easily be obtained, if not already in

po.ssession. I am the more inclined to tliis, as, from the

tenor of several correspondent's letters, an additional in-

terest is evidently felt for those plants which the proprie-

tors have raised and cultivated for themselves. To save

repetition, I may here remark, that everything mentioned
as being raised under a handlight, or in a hotbed, will also

he successfully propagated under a bell-glass in the

greenhouse, but that, in the generality of the cases,

either more care will be necessary to keep up a moist

atmosphere, or more time must elapse before the cutting

!
takes the place of a plant.

Tea, China, and Faidy Roses.—Who would find fault

with some nice little flowering-plants of any of tliese

from November to June ? An average temperature of
10° at night, with a rise of from 10° to 15° during sunshine,

would keep a great many of these in bloom in winter

and spring. If this should appear moderately early in

June, as tlie season is late, there will be plenty of time

for propagating a stock. Tlic first thing to do, is to

make up a little bed of light sandy soil over a foot of

warm dung, if it is to be had, and over clinkers and
rubbish, if the dung is not to be had, and have the bed
large euougli to receive from one to several handlighls.

In fact, prepare it as you would do for Pink cuttings.

Then examine the Rose plants, and you will generally

have no difliculty in finding young shoots, either witli-

out flower-buds, or too thick to give them room for

expansion ; select those from two to four inches in

length ; cut them, with a sharp knife, close ofl' to the

stem whence they proceed; and, after rubhing-off a few-

scaly matters at their base, insert them firmly, one inch

apart, in the sandy soil ; water tlieni well, cover with

the glass, shade from sunshine, sprinkle the foliage

when necessary, and pot singly when fairly growing.

For want of a handlight, use a bell-glass over a pot,

and set it during the day in a sliady jiart of the green-

house. These, in small pots, will yield you some nice

flowers the following season.

Double Wallflowers.—These should be jirojiagated
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in a similar manner. To bloom well next spring, tlie cut-

tings sliouUl linve been inserted in INIarch or April. At
that time, after standing a week rather oool, they soon
strike when placed in a briskish bottom-heat. Even
those propagated now, if grown on, will yield a few
flowers in small imts next spring; and these, pruned
hack, potted afresh in summer, will furnish a splendid

display in the greenhouse, without any forcing, after

Christmas. At that season, few things conld be more
beautiful than a large plant. There ai'e many varieties,

but all beautiful. I may add, that I can do little with

these Wallflowers out-of-doors, iniless they are kept as

carefully as Geraniums in winter. In winter and spring

they make fine ornaments for the greenhouse. For
thera, and the Roses, a rich sandy loam will answer
admirably.

Perpetu-ii. G.^rtN.Mioxs.—T lately gave an outline of

the management of these. If you have got any small
plants in pots, turn them out, and treat them as I have
advised, until you find a better method. I do not know
a better at present, as the success has been strikingly

ample. It is too late to strike or borrow cuttings now to

obtain plants that will bloom well in the following

winter and spring ; but still, a few cuttings will be valu-

able, even if you should stay to the end of the autunni
of 1854 to be rewarded for your labours. I would
advise inserting them inniiediately in a pot, in pure
sand, over sandy loam, well drained ; and when well

watered, and the foliage dry, j)lace a bell glass over
them, and place the pot in the warmest part of the green-

house, or in a slight hotbed, shading it i'rom bright sun-

shine, but giving all the light the plants will endure
;

and giving a little air at night, by raising one side of

the bell-glass a little. I disapprove of shortening the

tops of the foliage. I may, also, mention a very quick
and successful mode for making the cuttings, and which
is applicable to the whole Carnation and Pink tribe.

There is little question, that if we do not wish to be run
down, we must steam away with the age. I look back,

with something like regret to the old mode of making
such cuttings, technically called pipings; in the olden
time; everything spoke so much of comfort and ease.

First, the gardener walks round and cuts ofl' a bundle
of shoots ; then he sets him down comfortably in a

shed, with liis bundle before him ; he takes ujj one
shoot, or cutting, and strips off a number of leaves from
the lower part, until ho gets high enough, or near
enough to the point, to find that the stem is getting

somewhat soft; he there cuts through at a joint, with
a knife that could not be made sharper: but that is

not all ; to make assurance doubly sure, he inserts his

knife, at the middle of the horizontal cut, and by cut-

ting upwards for from a quarter to half-aninch, thus

divides the base of his cutting in two^the object of

which, no doubt, is the exposure of more soft, alburiunn
matter, so as to facilitate the protrusion of roots. Then,
previously having procured a pan of damp sand, each

cutting, as thus made, is inserted in the sand mitil there

is a sufficiency accumulated to warrant the propriety of

the operator getting off' liis perch, and sticking or dib-

bling his cuttings under hand-lights, or bell-glasses.

Now this very mode was carried out fully in not a few
large establishments last season. I prefer the following,

because it secures the necessary ueither-hard-nor-soft

condition to the base of the cutting; it does not inter-

fere much with the appearance of the parent plant, and
because the time employed is reduced to a minimum.
Take hold of the base of tiie slioot with the fingers and
thumb of the left hand, so as to steady it tliere, and
witli similar instruments of the right hand, catch the

point of the shoot about the second joint downwards,
give a gentle but sudden pull, and outcomes tlie cutting

from the joint, cleaner and more perfect than any cut-

ting of a knife could make it, and ready to be at once

inserted in the propagating pot. In a few cases, a slight

film may adliero to one side at the base, and that is all

the knife will be useful for. This seeming digression

will not be lost, as the general propagating period for all

these things is now at hand.
liut to return to our Carnations for ornamenting the

greenhouse, and that are to be inserted as cuttings now—
the following is the outline of treatment;— Pot off

singly, as soon as struck ; if they are growing strongly

by the end of autumn, stop thorn by removing the ter-

minal bud, which is best done by catching two or three

of the small leaves at the point, and pulling them to

you, which will bring the terminal point along with
them. If not very strong, delay the stopping until

March; pot in light sandy loam ; kee|) them in a cold

pit, or a cool place of the greenhouse, in winter; by
April, small side-shoots will begin to show themselves.

During that month, or the first d.iys in May, transfer

them to a well-dug border, enriched with decayed dung
and some road-drift. Aspect— east, west, or south.

Give them water as they require it. If there should be
only one or two shoots, remove the eenlral bud, and you
will soon have several. See that the plants do not get

broken down during the summer. Towards tho end of

August lift them carefully with balls, and pot them into

rich open soil ; shade for a few days, and from the end
of October until April, or even as long as you like to

keep them, you will have one of the finest ornaments,
either for the window or the greenhouse. I am inclined

to believe that the Anne Boleijn I'ink might be treated

in the same way, and bloom far better in winter and
spring than when forced.

HvDRANGE.i HORTENSis.—This is quite hardy enough
to stand uninjured, out-of-doors, in the southern parts of

the island ; and though the top parts, farther north,

are often destroyed by the frost, it will often send np
ffowers from its lower buds, just as in such cases is

done from a Fuchsia stool. Where plenty of light can
be obtained to matiu-e these lower buds in summer, a

protection of moss, thrown over the bottom of the plant

in winter, would save the plant sufficiently to bloom
' out-of-doors in summer. As a denizen of the green-

house, however, we have to do with it here, and there

I
it is not only always attractive, whether as a small

' plant with one flower, or a large one with many flowers,

I

but a well-grown specimen always testifies to a consi-

I

derable amount of pains-taking ettbrt. It is easily pro-
' pagated, either by the older shoots, or those merely two

I

or three inches in length, which it is often necessary

to thin out : the latter strike very quickly in a slight
' hotbed. With nothing but a greenhouse, you will not

have much of flowering-plants next season, unless you
can grow them extra well. You are quite as likely to

have a flower this autumn, or two montlis hence, if the

young shoot you have selected proceeds from a well-

ripened bud. Your flowers, next season, depend upon
the matiu'ing of your young shoot or shoots this au-

tumn. The having your plants struck any time this

summer and autumn, and keeping the plants in a cold

pit, or in a cool, shady place during winter, in the

greenhouse, will give you an advantage over spring-

propagated plants.

I shall describe the treatment necessary for a young
plant next season, and that will also shew what is wanted
for the present. Nothing is so grateful for the aid of a

hotbed, either when striking, or when you are starting

the plant into fresh growtli in the spring. Handy loam
and decayed cow-dung will grow the plant well. A seven-

inch ]iot will grow a nice plant with from one to three

large heads of bloom. I'or a large plant, a twelve or

sixteen-inch pot will be necessary. With nothing but

the greenhouse, growth will be less rapid, and you must
delay operations until the sun has gained strength in

March and April. Then, as yom- small plant pricks up
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its cars aiul grows vigoroiislj-, give it a sljift into a
larger pot, as it reijiiires it, and according to llie

size yon wisli it to attain. If to be large, yon will

require to stop it in April, tliat you may double
or treble your nnml er of slioots. As, wben grow-
ing, it is a regular drinker, you may bumour it by
setting the jiot in a saucer seldom destitute of water.
By the middle of June, unless the plant stands in

a roouiy, open, light greenhouse, you may plunge
your pot in tlie open garden, shading the plant for a
few days at first, mulcliing it with well-decayed dung,
supplying with plenty of water, and twisting the pot
round, once a week or so, to prevent the plant freely

rooting through. ]5y the end of August, water should
,

be gradually williheld, so as to assist the hardening of <

the shoots and the ripening of the buds. By the end of
September, the less rain that falls ou the plant the

,

better. By the end of October, house in a cold pit, or I

beneath the stage in a cool greenhouse. Where there i

is a hotbed, or a hothouse, the plant may be excited I

into growth any time after Christmas ; of course, with
i

a greenhouse alone, you must wait until the sun gains I

strength. A key-note to the culture, will, at ouce, be
ajiparent, if it is recollected, that it should be pruned,
thinned, and grown similar to a Vine; the tlowers on
the ])oints of the shoots this season, coming from well-

ripened buds, formed on the shoots of the preceding i

year, a fact which generally renders the best appear-
ances in pots to be produced from plants coni])aratively

young. When growing and blooming, they dearly
relish almost everything in the shape of manure-water.
Growing rapidly, maturing thoroughly, and resting
quietly, are the secrets for obtaining immense heads
of bloom, in the future, from a little excitement and
nourishment.
A friend lately complained that he had some young

plants from a blue flowering kind, and lie thought he
was done for, because his plants all came pink. Nothing
of the kind. The colour of this plant cannot be pro-

pagated. It depends on circumstances, such as soil, \-c.

I have failed, with all my scheming, at one time, to get

a pink flower. I have equally failed at others to get a

blue one. Frequently, 1 have had several shades of

both on the same plant. Iron filings, nii.xed with the

soil, and watering with a weak solution of alum, will

frequently yield a beautiful blue, but not always. The
loams of Hampstead Heath, and Wimbledon Common,
generally produce this result, as do several peat earths
found near Edinburgh, Berlin, and St. retcrsburgh.
An oxide of iron, or the presence of alum, is generallv
supposed to be tlie cause ; but I think there is great
uncertainty in working out, at all times, such a result.

I have not, however, experimented for some years, and
shall be glad to know if recent experiments have been
more decided in their result. R. Fisu.

( Tu be continued.)

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION IN THE
REGENT'S PARK.

The Royal Botanic Society held their second meeting
for this year on Wednesday, the 8th of June. A
finer day could not possibly be. The gi'oimds were in

beautiful order: the Lilacs, Laburnums, Snowball-trees,

and numerous other shrubs tliat in this month more
especially adorn our pleasure-grounds everywhere were
in full flower, and as fresh and sweet as possible.
Standing upon the mount in the grounds, and looking
down upon the beautifully laid-out garden, tilled with
flowers, and a numerous company dressed in all the
richest colours, the scene was truly animating and
joyous.

The subjects e.\hibited were, upon the whole, very

satisfactory; but as many of them were shewn at the

previous meeting, my notices will necessarily be brief

Our readers must imagine them jnesent besides those

that 1 shall present to tlieir notice. One exception there

was, and one of some extent— !Mrs. Lawrence, of l-'.aling

Park, did not send lier large collcctiojiof her well-known
fine, large, stove and greenliouse plants. Various
rumours were afloat as to the reason, but the most
probable one was the approach of tlie Chiswick Show,
wliich took place tlie following Saturday. Be tliat as it

may, the rest of the contribtitors sent ]ilants suthcient,

and in good order, to fill up the vacant space.

New axd R.\Rr. Pi..ants.—Dijihiilenia crassinoda, var.

supcrha.—This is a decided improvement upon the old

species, fine though it be. The flowers are fully two inches

more in diameter, and the colour much richer and
deeper, and the foliage, too, is larger. It stood, wlien I

saw it, close beside a well-grown plant of the original

species, and the difference was striking and remarkable
even to the most superficial observer.

Messrs. A'eitch sent a new Saccolalium with a broad,

deep, purple lip. The whole flower was larger than any
other Saccalabium I know. I suspect, however, it is

nearly allied to S. Blumei major.

There was, also, a new and beautiful Htmtleija, sent

by Mr Carson, giirdener to W. Farmer, Esq., of Non-
such Park, Cheam. The sepals and petals were not
particularly showy; but the lip was of the richest

dark purple, largo, and handsome. Decidedly an ac-

quisition, even to the beautiful tribe it belongs to.

From ilr. Woolley, gardenei- to H. B. KeiT, Esq., of

Cheshunt, there was a new Llemliobium of considerable

beauty; the whole flower was of a bright orange colour.

The jilant had been imported lately, and had only one
spike of flowers upon it, but when better cultivated,

and more fully bloomed, it will be very desirable. I

propose naming it Dendrobium aiiraiitium conculor.

Sarvhochilus calceulus came from the same place, an
orchid, with cream coloured flowers, rather small, but
produced numerously from the a.^ils of the leaves.

That noble plant, the Lilitiin ijirjanteum, was shown in

flower, by Messrs. Ycitch. The leaves were a foot long,

and nine inches broad; the stem was very stout, nearly

as thick at the base as a man's wrist, rising to the

height of six feet, crowned with eight large tubular
flowers of a white colour, spotted on the iuside edges
with crimson. 'I'liis was truly a noble jilaut, and the

most remarkable one in the whole exhibition. Whether
it had any perfume, I had no opportunity of ascertain-

ing, because the blooms were six feet high from the pot,

elevated upon a stage three feet high.

Mr. Woolley sent a well-bloomed jiot-full of Cijpri-

pediiim htimile, a hardy orchid, from North America, with
seven flowers. This is a rarely seen plant, and never
seen in finer condition.

New varieties of Florists Flowers were not numerous.
The most remai'kable was an Azalea, named Striata

formosissimn, a great improvement upon the striped

varieties. It had clear, bright red stripes, ujiou a
white ground, very much more distinct than Azalea
rittata. The foliage is small, and the plant of a dense
bushy habit.

Mr. Hoyle, of Reading, had a stand of new Pel.\r-
GONiuMs of superior merit. One, named Regalia, ob-

tained a prize, as the nearest approach to scarlet in this

class. It stood near to ^lagnet, the star of last year,

and is superior to it in colour, as a scarlet and a bell-

form. China is a rosy-purple; upper petals dark
maroon, edged with carmine; form excellent. Gorernor
General, an improvement upon Governor, m form and
colour ; rose lower petals, and purple upper jietals ; a

free bloomer. Konpariel, very much like the Zaria of

last year. Majestic, a dark rose with white eye. These
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are decided improvements, ftiid worthy of cidtivntion.

Messrs. Henderson, of Pineapple I'laoe, sent a Pelar-

gonium called Coiiiitc.'is'. a freetloweriiig, liglit variety,

suited for bedding pinposes, that is, if it will bear ex-

posnre iu the open air. I'bere was also a new striped

variety, from Mr. Maeiutosh, of Maida Vale, wliich

promises well. It had a truss of flowers upon it of a

bright scarlet. The jilant has all the habit of the

scarlet 'J'om 'I'Uiimh, being dwarf, compact, and bushy.

Messrs. Henderson had a specimen of tlieir white,

horse-shoedeaved Geraniuui, called Boide de Neiye, a

desirable bedding variely.

In new Stove Plants, tlie most remarkable one was
Plectrantliu.i concolor jiicta. I'he leaves arc its chief

attraction, being of a darl; crimson colour edged with

green. The lovers of coloured leaves will bo delighted

with this plant.

There was also a plant named Phiijnhim spJenilhhim,

belonging to the ginger tribe, with a fine head of bright

crimson flowers, with a white centre.

Thk Orchids were more numerous than at the last

meeting; they filled one side of one of the long tents

completely, and they were not only more numerous, but
even bettei bloomed. Tlie following were additions to

those t noted on the last occasion:

—

Burlingtonia
WHJi.f^i, twelve spikes. J'.fnigraiis, four spikes. Aerides

affiiw, twenty spikes, many of them much branched ; a

most splendid plant. /). affiiie rosea, ten spikes; very

beautiful. A. odoralu pitijniresccns, twenty spikes; very

well grown and profusely flowered. Dendrohium secundum,

the dark variety ; I never saw this so well bloomed or

better coloured ; fourteen spikes. D. triiiisparens, nu-

merous spikes ; a lovely, small flowered species. D.
clavatum (new) ; the flowers of this species are like

D. Paxtonii, but have no fringe to the lip, and the plant

is of a more dwarf habit. D. Deeoniimum ; I mentioned
this as being at the previous Show, but on tliis occasion

it was grown as it should be, iu a basket, with the

fiowerslioots drooping downward ; the plant was large,

and had numerous spikes clothed with their beautiful

flowers. D. tortile, though not showy in colour, this is a

delicately beautifid species, producing its pretty llowers

very abundantly. Anguloa Glou-esii, with three large,

golden-coloured flowers. Anguloa Ilumhohltii, a large

plant, with long, drooping spikes. Caltlei/a Mossia:, the

orange-tipped variety, twenty flowers. Lijoasle ti/rian-

thiiia, well bloomed. Calanthe viasuca, ten spikes. I'anda

Boxhuri/hii cicrulea, two spikes, with many flowers. V.

teres, si.'i tlowei'S ; Sohralia macrantlia, with sixteen

flowers, very highly coloured. Tliese were the most
remarkable ]dants, iu addition to a display of other

kinds of Aerides, Dendrobiums, and Phaleeuopsis,

making altogether one of the most splendid exhibitions

of orchids ever seen.

In MiseEi.L.\XEOL-s Collections of stove and green-

house plants there was no lack of fiire, well-bloomed
specimens—stove plants preponderating more, as might
be c.Kpected, than at the last show. There certainly

were not so many very large plants, because the collec-

tion from Ealing Park was not there: but I question

much whether such immense plants are so attractive as

smaller ones profusely bloomed. The following are

additional :—
Hoya bella, syn. Paxtonii, a good, well-bloomed plant,

3 ft. by ! ft. : Allamanda cathartica, i ft. by 4 ft. ; Cho-
rozeina grandijlura, 3 ft. by :i ft.; Clerodeiidruii splendens,

trained to a globular trellis, and profusely bloomed,
3 ft. by 3 ft. ; Ronduletia speciosa, very shapely and
profusely bloomed, 3 ft. by 3 ft. ; Dipliidenia splendens,

a large plant, well-flowered, 5 ft. by 4 ft. ; Boronia
semiltUd, a favourite plant, 2i ft. by 2 ft. ; I'etratheoa

vertimUattt, 'J ft. by 2 ft. ; Aotus yraciitimus, very elegant

and profusely bloomed, 3 ft. by 3 ft. ; Chorozema macro-
phylla, trained as a twiner, 3 ft. by 2-V ft. ; Ilihhertia

Cunninyhamii, a bright yellow-flowered si)ecies, 2 ft. by
2 ft.; CyrUwIlierd meigni/ica, rather new, allied to Jus-

tieia, with large spikes of reddish flowers, 2 ft. by 2 ft.
;

BurcheUia capiensis, 3 ft. by 3 ft,, well bloomed ; Pohi-

giila Tkdmaisiana, 2?r ft. by )>}.- ft. : and 1'. gnnidi flora,

3 ft. by 2i ft.

"

He.\tus were exhibited in great numbers, and exceed-

ingly well bloomed, especially Erica sjilendens, 2 ft. by
1 2 it. ; E. Westphaliegii, 2^ ft. liy 2 ft. ; E. ventricosa

fdsciculata rosea, 3 ft. by 3 ft. ; E. rentricusa grandijlora

(the best of all the Ventricose heaths), 3 ft. by 2-j ft.

;

E. tricolor, 3 ft. by 3 ft. ; E. odorata, Si ft. by 1^ ft.

;

E. Massonii, 2 ft. by 2 ft. ; E. meluhrjlora, the true

species, a compact bush, well bloomed, 2i ft. by a^J- ft.

Greenhouse Azaleas were exhibited in considerable

numbers, but the plants were generally smaller than at

the May shows. They were, however, well-bloomed

Florists' Flowers.

ItosEs IN Pots.—These were quite as good as in

ilay, and there were several fresh varieties exhibited.

I noted the following as being good, in addition to those

mentioned on the last occasion

—

White. — Lamargie, Madame Legras, Madame
Plantia.

Blush Rose.—Blairi, Souvenir de Malmaison, Magna
rosea (very large and double), Mandalein, Armosa.

Deep Rose.—Triomphe d'Angers, Dr. !Marx, Charles

Facquicr, La Reine, Madame Lafi'ay, Triomphe de Eac-

qnier.

Yellow.—This colour was more plentiful than ordi-

nary. Pauline Plantia, La Pactole, Eliza Sauvage, and
others.

Crimson.—Louis Peronny, Velours Episoopale, Au-
gustus j\louschelet.

Pelargoniums.—The collections of this effective show
flower were numerous, and generally finely-bloomed.

There were many additions to the varieties I mentioned

as being at tlie May meeting; the best were as below

—

Dark.—Nandee, Claudiana, Jupiter, Sahib, Narcis-

sus, Optimum (very fine), Oscar, Painter—improved.

Scarlet, or approaching to it.—Mars, Renown, In-

comparable, Basilisk.

Purple.— Governor, Purpurea, Tamberlik, Cruenta.

Light.—Leonora, Medora, Enchantress.

Rose.—Emily, Nonpareil, Zaria, Majestic, Elise, May
Queen, Don Carlos.

The lesser, urfancy varieties—Light: Celestial, Flora-

bunda, Nourmahal,Delicata, Foruiosissima, Jenny Lind.

In dark varieties, there were no additions worth noticing,

excepting one named Lady Hume Campbell.

Calceolarias.—There were several collections in fine

condition ; the best were Bertha, dark crimson, spotted

with orange; Rising Sun, a glowing scarlet, nearly self-

coloured : Alice, a large, round flower, yellow ground,

spotted with crimson ; Miss E. Mills, and Delicdta.

Fuchsia.—There was one collection of six shown in

fine condition, consisting oi Light varieties—liosamond,

Elizabeth, Dr. Grove ; Dark varieties— Ajax (very

good), Falstafl', Count Beaulieu.

Miscellaneous.— Under this head, there was ex-

hibited a fine collection of Stoce Ferns, two collections

of British Ferns, and a coUectiou of Lgcopodiums, all

well grown ; also, a considerable collection of Anecto-

chilus, iu various species, shown under bell-glasses.

Variegated hardy plants, a collection of 45 varieties ; a

collection of out wild flowers, and four collections of

interesting Alpine j)lants.

FRUiT.^-The Society offered prizes for fruit at this

! meeting, and the growers mustered strong, and produced

a very fair display. There were twenty-one Pine Ajrples,

1
five baskets of Black Qrapes, f21bs. each, twenty-one

dishes of Black Orapes, three bunches in each, and
seven dishes, of three bunches each, of White Grapes

;

eight dishes . of Peaches, six dishes of Nectarines,
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thirteen Melons, four dishes of Strauherries, one disli of

Cherries, one dish o( Apricots, one large dish of Citrons,

one of Lemons, and one of Oranges, besides sereviil

lines in pots, bearing ripe fruit. The Pines were not
quite so good as I liave seen in former years. The
Black Grapes were excellent, both in size of bunches,
size of berry, and colour. The White Grapes were
scarcely ripe, excepting one dish of iluscats, which were
most excellent, being of that rich amber colour for

which this variety is so much admired. Peaches and
Nectarines perfectly ripe, and a good size. Melons very
fine, as also the Strawberries.

The American Garden was in fine order. The scene
under the tents appropriated to it was truly grand.
Nearly every bush, wliether a noble standard, ten feet

diameter, or a tiny plant, not a foot high, was covered
with blooms of various luies, from nearly black to piu'e

white. I took notes of the best varieties, and shall

write them out shortly for the benefit of our readers
who are desirous of growing these fine hardy shrubs.
At present, the space allotted to me is full.

T. Apple BY.

MELONS, AND THEIR CULTURE.
NoTwiTHST.\NDiNG the many improvements the last

few years have effected in the heating apparatuses by
which our forced fruits, flowers, and vegetables have
benefited, it is strange that the old-fashioned mode
adopted by our grandfathers produce as good fruit as
the most approved heating contrivance of the present
day, aided by all the other advantages whicii science i

has been able to snggest. That this stand-still state of
j

things is the result of any lack of energy on the ]>art of i

the cultivator, we do not "assume ; the reason is, that a
|

tender annual plant, like the Melon, is more the creature
of the season than of the cultivator ; and we have the
best authority for supposing them not to have improved
much during the last century or more. Our most
enterprising growers will, now and then, produce fruit

:

of extraordinary excellence—and, more tlian this, fur-
nish one at a much earlier period than of yore

; yet we
question whether they exceed the flavour "of the" small
old E,gyptian Green-fleshed Melon, which, we are told,
was in existence long before the present century. Now,
though tliis was, perhaps, never produced so early as
some kinds have been of late, still, with tlie means then in
existence, we must admit that ilelon growing, as a
branch of the great horticultural tree, has made but
little growth, neither is it likely that it will advance so
rapidly as has done that of the Pine-apple and the
Grape

;
for, as we have said, it is more the creature of

the seasons than anything else, and if any proof were
wanting to show that the seasons were quite as favour-
able an hundred years since as now, just ask the old
people accustouied to rural life, and they will tell you
that, in accordance with the old Calendar, wheat was
expected to be in the ear by the last day iu May (now
the 11th of June) ; and, except, perhaps, in very favoured
districts, I might ask. How often is it seen before that
time? But seldom, we opine, and very often not until

some three or four days after.

Having dwelt enough on that point, let us consider
next what can be done to render the ilelon as useful a
fiiiit as can be obtained under any circumstances. Now,
as ripe Melons will, in most gardens, have been pretty

plentiful for some time, we will omit any detail of the
process to be adopted in winter and early spring, iu

order to secure this fruit at the earliest possible day,
and will proceed with the usual routine work of the
season, so far as it relates to the keeping of the jJants
in good health, without which it is useless to think of a
successful issue to your endeavours.

This good health is more the result of a careful atten-

tion to small matters than to any particular one; and it

is also to be observed that disease and insects are quite

as often the eft'ect of an omission of duty as the com-
mission of any great fault. For instance, we will

suppose the Melon inhabiting an ordinary frame or

compartment in a pit, where the volume of air it has
to live upon is comparatively small ; in such a position,

it is reasonable to suppose that its welfare must depend
very much on the keeping of that air as pure and of as

proper a temperature as possible. Now the reverse to

this is the case when, by accident, " air is forgotten to

be admitted," for but a few minutes later than the

proper time, the too-much-increased heat is a trial which
it often ]iroves unable to endure ; and though the

prudent cultivator will, under such circumstances, not
suddenly expose the plants to that open exposure which
others might do, in the folly of running from one ex-

treme to the other, but will most likely give such ad-

mission to fresh air as will gradually cool it down to

the proper standard, and, at the same lime, apply some
shading, to prevent the sun acting on leaves so highly

excited as these have been ; yet the result often is, that

next day the plants are unable to stand against sun-

j

shine, and shading is again had recourse to, and prob-
ably, in about a week, it is discovered that " Red Spider"
has made its appearance amongst them, notwithstanding
the ])recaution of putting them " wet to bed," as gar-

deners would sa}', has been fully carried out.

This is no fanciful picture ; it has occurred over and
over again. The limited space for air, in an ordinary

Melon pit, renders it peculiarly liable to heat quickly by
the sun, especially as such structures are generally as

air-tight as possible ; hence the excited state the plant

nuist be in when subjected to something like, perhaps, a
temjierature of about 110°, which an air-tight frame will

speedily heat to: and, as we have said, its pores are so

numerous, and of so delicate a nature, that their being
filled in one minute by hot air, and the next exposed to

the ordinary breeze of the atmosphere, is too sudden a
change for them to endure. A careful attendance,

therefore, will be necessary in the matter of giving air,

and the same in taking it away; for an undue aduiission

of it, or rather cold ciu'rents, at a time when the atmo-
sphere is chilly and uncongenial, is often as fatal as the

reverse course ; and though, by commencing when the

plants are young, to inure tliem to a great amount of

atmospheric air will enable them to withstand a greater

amoiuit of cold than if brought up in a more coddled

way, still, it rarely happens that first-rate fruit is pro-

duced by that means, for the plant being a native of

the hot regions of the East, where, for the greatest part

of its existence, it enjoys unclouded siuishine, and
a tropical temperature at night, as well as by day,

we may properly class it amongst the most fender

plants we have ; for, though we liave plants with ns
from the same countries the Melon is a native of that

will endure our winter, still, be it remembered, these

are perennial, and the winter of Persia, and other parts

of central Asia, is not without a fair share of severity

nearly equal to our own, consequently, plants having
such a climate to accommodate themselves to must be
possessed of a considerable share of constitutional hardi-

hood. This, however, is different with others like the

Melon, which only exists during a small portion of the

hottest period, of which we have no parallel in England,
save the rough imitation we strive at in our hothouses and
hotbeds ; it is, therefore, plain that the Melon requires

a great amount of beat both atmosjiheric and bottom.

Something like SO^ will be wanted to grow this fruit to

perfection, and although, on some occasions, a lower

temperature will suffice, and at other times a higher

one may be successful
; yet something like the heat

here given will be foiuid the best that can be in the
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enJ ; iu, therefore, preparing a bed for the Melon, it

ouglit to be in reality " a hotbed," or, at least, " a warm
one," for the roots ought to liave the bonelit of suffi-

cient scope amongst earth warmed to the degree men-
tioned, and not simply for the plant to be treated to

tliat amount of atmospheric air floating over a compost
considerably under tlie temperate point. We must
return to this subject. W. Robson.

HAY- MAKING.
The converting of grass into hay has always been

attended with great risl;s, and considerable expense, in

tlie climate of England (particularly tliat of the northern

and western counties) ; it is, therefore, a matter of great

consequence, iu agricultural management, to consider

how far the risk may be avoided and tlie expense di-

minished. I propose to confine my observations, upon

tlie present occasion, to the making of hay from grass

the produce of arable land, as I intend, at a future timei

to make the management of pasture and meadow hay

the subject for a separate paper.

The mowing of field-grass for hay should be regu-

lated by the season and the sorts of grass or clover

wliich are intended to be cut for hay. No particular

time can be named, because, in some seasons, the grass

will be a weelc or ten days earlier than in others.

The best stage of growtli to commence cutting is

when the grasses are in full bloom, or flower, as, at

that period, there is the greatest deposit of saccharine

and nutritious matters in the stem ; it is, therefore,

desirable that those sorts of grass and clover only sliould

be grown together which will bloom and flower at the

same time. For this reason, the Italian rye grass does

well to grow with Red Clover, for, although it is earlier

to blade than the ordinary sorts of rye grass, such

as the Devon Bents, yet it is, at least, ten days later

in blooming, which, iu general, happens about the

period the Red Clover comes into flower. From the

same cause, the early sorts of rye grass do best mixed

with Trefoil or Hop Clover, which is the earliest kind

of clover usually grown for making into hay. T do

not propose to enlarge upon this point, as I liave com-

mented upon it in a former article, under the head of

sowing of Grass Seeds.

The usual method of making field hay, and one

which has been in iise for a great number of years, is

to cut the grass, and let it remain in swarth until tlie

top portion is well dried by the sun and wind, then

to turn it over, and allow it to remain until sufllciently

made, and dry to be forked, and put into lieap, or pool;,
;

as it is commonly termed, in readiness for carting to

the stack. This plan answers very well when the clovers

are mixed with rye grass, where the crop is not very

abundant, and in fine seasons, when a succession of i

dry weather occurs, and it entails but little expense
;

but, in ordinary seasons, it is so long before the hay is

in order to put into stack, that it is always attended

with great risk.

When hay is intended for the use of sheep stock,

more particularly for early lambs and ewes, it is most

advisable to grow the clovers without any mixture of

rye grass. The following wheat cro]i is also much bettor

upon soils in general when sown after clover grown

alone. I, therefore, propose to treat of tlio management

of hay made from the clovers separately, having for many
years, iu my own practice, found that the method usually

adopted in making hay of the mixed grasses is attended

with too much risk, if applied to the clovers alone. If

I have a crop of clover, of either variety, grown separate,

I prefer to have it tedded, or scattered, over the ground,

as fast as it is cut, by women or boys ; otherwise, by

the haymaking machine, which is certainly best, par-

ticularly upon large farms, where there is much work to

be done. The following day it is raked into small

windrows with the hand-rake ; the third day, the wind-

rows are turned over with the rake, and the fourth, if

tlie weather has been dry, the hay will be iu a forward

state, but, perhaps, not fit to put into stack, which will,

in some measure, depend upon the sort of clover. The

Red Clover, being composed of strong, succulent stalks,

usually requires a day or two longer exposure to the

sun and wind than the finer clovers, such as the White

Dutch, and Trefoil. When the hay is nearly fit for

carting to the stack, instead of putting it into heaps or

pooks, I prefer drawing with the handrake live or six of

the windrows into one large row, and, after a few hours,

take it to the stack in a hot and dry state.

I dislike the plan of peeking hay the day previous to

carting to the stack; it is never in so good order as it is

when run together into rows just before carting to stack.

Hay, made according to the last method I have de-

scribed, will contain the greatest amount of nutriment,

will be subject to the least possible loss iu the field, by

falling oft' the leaf and fine particles of the grass, and

will be made in the shortest lime possible, thereby

diminishing the risk, or liability to damage by rain. It

will require at least two days less time to make the hay

in the latter than in the former method, which, in our

changeable climate, is a matter of immense importance.

The non-pooking is, however, the most expensive plan,

wliich I consider amply compensated by the less loss in-

curred, owing to the hay being dried more regularly, and

not being so long exposed to the action of the sun ; the

leaf, moreover, does not become so brittle and likely to

fall off in carting.

The above remarks all ajiply to a favourable sea-

son ; but I would observe, that upon the ajiproach of

rain, in the old method, if the hay is not made
enough to cart to the stack, it is better to allow it

to remain in the swarth, as it is much sooner dried in

case of a return of fine weather. But in my own
method, the grass having been more separated, upon

the appearance of rain it should be put into pook as

quickly as possible, and it will remain in this way a con-

siderable time without serious damage, if tlic hay be

halfmade when put together into pook. Wlien hay has

been damaged in the field by rain, let it get quite dry

before carting, and add one gallon of salt to a ton of

hay strewed over the rick whilst the stacking is going

on ; this will very much improve the value of damaged
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hay. So difficult is it to dry hay after having been

exposed to wet weather, that I make it a general rule

never to cart to the stack on the same day it has re-

ceived rain. It is often asserted by farmers, that the

hay is better for being heated in the stack, but tliis does
not accord with the fact, for the most that can be said

is, that it comes out of stack more compact, and is less

wasteful.

I am of opinion, that it always loses a portion of nu-
trition if the stack is heated sufficient to change the

colour of the liay; for the best and most nutritious

hay I have ever consumed by stock has been as bright

and green as when first put together.

This matter, however, may be easily decided by
chemical analysis ; and I liope, at an early period, to

have this point settled by scientific enquiry.

In conclusion, it must be considered necessary to

make the ricks of such size and shape as will be likely

to secure the greatest portion of hay from damage, by
excessive fermentation and exposure to the weather on
the outside. Large ricks are objectionable, unless the

hay is overmade, or has taken rain, in which case it is

a good plan, if available, to introduce a few loads of hay
only partially made into the stack. Hay can always be
carted a day earlier into moderate-sized ricks, containing

about fifteen tons. Small ricks of six to ten tons are

best made round, as in some of the Midland districts,

having less outside appertaining to them.

If circumstances occur likely to produce excess of

heat in the stack, a hole, or chimney, in the centre of

the stack, should be made by drawing a sack stuffed with
straw up the middle whilst making : this will allow the

heat to escape. Joseph Blunuell.

POULTRY SHOWS.
B.\Tn AND West of Knglaxd Poultet ExinBiiiox.

—

" rijmouth Wf atlier " is proverbial, and its usual rainy
character was fully maiutaineil on the 0th, lOtb, aucl 11th o"f

the pi-eseut inontli, the days on which the annual meeting
of the Bath and West of England Agricultural Society took
place.

It will be remembered, that at the Exhibition of this
Society at Taunton, in 18Sa, poultry was first allowed ad-
mission

; a few pens only were then brought into competi-
tion, and many members of tlie Society were strongly
disinclined to regard them with any favourable eye. The
results of the past year, however, especially tlie interest
evidenced by the Koyal Agricultural Society, eucoiu-aged
those wlio fL-lt that the time had now come when poultry
might be fairly classed as an important item of agricultural
stock. But still there were many impediments in their way,
and we fidly believe that had it not been for the continued
zeal and activity of Jonathan Giay, Esij., who undertook
not merely the management, but also the pecuniai-y respon-
sibility of this portion of the Exhibition, the riymouth
Poultry Show would never have been carried out.

ilr. Gray's arrangements were admirable, and the comfort
of the birds, and the convenience of tlie spectators, were
equally consulted. Two large tents contained upwards of
tliroe humb-ed pens, but very few of which had tlie unwel-
come ticket " not arrived " attached to them. These pens
were of a far more substantial character than any we have
before seen, and several iniprovements were deserving of
general application. The tirst, for instance, was so placed
in a groove as to slide tipwards, and when down each was
secured by a padlock, by no means, we imagine, an unne-
cessary precaution ; the only alteration we should suggest

would be having those intended for the elder Slianghaes
higher, as in several instances their combs touched the
top, and any injuiy to that sensitive part is attended with
great risk.

The list commenced with Dorkini/s, where the victories

recently achieved by Captain Hornby «cre once more re-

peated, though Xo. 1 at Cheltenham became No. y at

Plymouth. No. 0, belonging to IMiss Wilcox, had many
points of merit, but, excepting the three winners, we must
not speak of this class in any higher terms than as a fair
lot. Dorking Chickens, however, were very good, and here
again success attended the Knowsley Yard.

fllMiiiish, as might have been anticipated, appeared on the
prize-list with both tirst and second places attached to

C^aptain Hornby's name ; those that followed, belonging to
Mr. Head, came, we should imagine, from the same stock;
and the commended birds of Miss (ioodenotigh had much
to recommend tliem. Exhibitors should fully understand
the extreme importance, in the eyes of a judge, of the per-

fect development of the white face, the peculiar charac-
teristic of the Spanish breed. Wherever this is stained,

or imperfect in form, no other points can atone for the
deficiency. Spanish cliickens had no good jien.

When we came to Shant/haes, and found ourselves unable
to speak so liiglily of them generally, as we did of this same
class at Cheltenham, the many advantages enjoyed by the
latter town, from its cential position, sliouUl be duly taken
into consideration. Mr. Cattell won the first prize with a
pen including his large cock, a bird that, six weeks since,

weighed upwards of l-t lbs. ; next came Jlr. I'otts, with some
well-shaped fowls; while the third place was held by Jlr.

Rawson. There were, also, several commendations, one of
which distinguished a pen of Mr. H. E. Gurney, of Lombard-
street, containing a cock of remarkable merit. Breeders
must carefully consider colour in tlie selection of their

stock ; there are too many birds now shown of a washy,
dingy, drab, far removed from the bright, clear, bufl", that
forms so beautiful a feature in the best strains of Shanghae
stock. In the same way, dark haclde on a light body-colour
strikes us as objectionable ; violent contrasts, in short, do
not become this breed, and the general tone of their fea-

theiing should certainly be uniform. Shanghae chickens,

in the buft" and cinnamon division, were deservedly praised.

Besides tlie prize birds, IMr. Cyrus Clai-k and Mr. James
Cattell exhibited pens of great promise. The " dark "

Slianghaes, old and young, we can say but little of; they
wanted brilliancy of feather, and were shown in poor condi-

tion ; nor bad due care been taken in their selection, since,

in more than one instance, cinnamon cocks were shown
with partridge hens.

Giimc was an excellent collection. Black-breasted Eeds
carried off the two first prizes, while the third was allotted

to a pen of Ducknings—excellent specimens of feathering

The point, however, on which we should be most disposed

to criticise, would be the absence of sufficient power in the

log : the shank of a Game-fowl sliould be both long and
strong ; and, in this respect, the birds that took the second
prize were admirably formed. Vi'e have spoken in praise of

this class generally, certain exceptions, however, must
be taken where the birds evidenced manifest traces of

Malay blood ; while, again, in the Malay class, the same
indications uf an admixture of Game blood were discern-

able. The J/alui/s, however,were bud specimens.

In speaking of Hcimhiirglis, we must pronounce the
Golden-pencilled to be a far better lot than the Silver; the
latter, indeed, were deservedly rejected by the judges for

any first prize. Any village in Laucashire, or Yorkshire,
could have produced birds of infinitely higher character for

eighteen-pence or two sbilhngs apiece.

The I'oIiiikIs. both Gold and Silver, were good ; not so

the White-crested Blacks, on whom we think the honour of

a first prize was ill-bestowed; they were faulty in many
respects. By the way, since priming in Shanghae's tails

liad been descivedly objected to, the reductinii of Polish
combs strike us as equally contrary to the principles on
which poultry sliould be placed in competition.

Ilijhi'nU were pronounced as not of sufficient merit to

receive any prize; and in this judgment we most heartily

concur; the propriety, indeed, of ottering any prize for

mongrels is, to us, questionable ; but, if shown, the parent-
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age on eitlier side slioukl certainly be distinctly mentioned
in the catalogue.

The first prize Golden Bniilams appeared to us too large;

the Siher were good ; the ^Vhite, belonging to the Rev.

Urenville F. Hodson, excellent, better specimens, indeed, we
have rarely seen; while the Black can have but little said

for them.
In Diu/{s, the Aylesbury family were but second-rate,

their peculiar characteristic, the pale bill, being very im-
perfectly represented. Those to whom the first prize was
awarded were certainly the best, so far, at least, as mere
colour was concerned, but their bills were so disfigured by
dark stains, that, in our ojiinion, the second prize pen should
have taken precedence. Tlie drake of this lot, it is true,

had a yellowish tinge on the bill, but the ducks, one more
especially, were very good, and in form, size, and plumage,
immensely superior to No. 1. This seemed a general
opinion, and the ticket " sold" was speedily atfixed to them.
Eouen Ducks, Geese, and Turkeys, were all highly creditable,

exceiJting JIuscovy Dueks, for wliieh we liave always thought
the smallest possible prizes would be amply sufficient. In
Pii/eoiis, there were good Barbs, Runts, and Carriers ; the
Almond Tumblers, however, were indifferent.

AYe have now gone through the catalogue, and, in con-
gratulating ilr. Gray on the success of his undertaking, we
will venture to express our hope, that another year the

I
Spangled Hamburglis and White Shanghaes may appear on
the prize list. The results of the Plymouth Poultry Show
having been so satisfactory, for the numbers who were
admitted on each day must liave given a large amount of

receipts, we shall look forward to the next meeting at

Bath, under the same able management, as likely to bring
together many of the best birds in England. The Judges
on this occasion were E. Bond, Esq., Mr. Bissell, and (for

Pigeons) T. .T. Cottle, Esq., to whose decisions but very few
objections could possibly be taken.

Class 1.—DORKING.
7. First prize, Capt. W. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage,

Prcscot, Lancashire. 6. Secoiiif, Capt. \V. ^^'. Hornby, Knowsley
Cottage, Prescot, Lancashire. 9- Third, Miss Ann Willcox, Nailaea
Court, Somerset.

Class 2.—DORKING CHICKENS.
32. First prize, Capt. W. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage,

Prescot, Lancashire. 29. Second, Mr. J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick Court,
Wrington, Somerset.

Class 3.—SPANISH.
31. First prize, Capt. W. W. Hornby, R.N., Knoivslcy Cotlagc,

Prescot, Lancashire. 37. Second. Capt. \V. W. Hornby. R.N., Knowsley
Cottage, Prescot, Lancashire. 33. Third, R. T. Head, Esq., The Briars,

Alphington, Devon.

Class 4.—SPANISH CHICKENS.
First prize, not of sufficient merit. 54. Second prize, Boughton

Kingdon, Esq., Paul-street, Exeter.

Class 5.—COCHIN-CHINA (Buff or Cinnamon).

87. First prize, Mr. J. Cattell, IVIoseley Waive Green, Birmingham.
73. Second, flir. Thomas H. Potts. Kingswood Lodge, Croydon, Surrey.
65. Third, Mr. C. Rawson, The Hurst, \\'alton-on-Thames, Surrey.

Class 6.—COCHIN-CHINA CHICKENS (Buff cr Cinnamon).

106. First prize, Mr. W. H. Snell, Shirley Cottage, Norwood, near
Loudon. 105. Seeond, J. R. Rodbard, Esq., Aldwick Court, Wrington,
Somerset. His^lihi commended—99. Mr. Thos. H. Potts, Kingswood
Lodge, Croydon, Surrey. 107. Mr. W. H. Snell, Shirley Cottage, Nor-
wood, near London. io9. Rlr. Cyrus Clark, Street, near Glastonbury,
Somerset. 114. Dfr. James Cattell, Moseley Wake Green, near Bir-
mingliam.

Class 7.-C0CHIN-CHINA (Dark).

118. First prize, Mr. Thomas Atkins, Babbicomlje, Torquay. 122.

Second, Mr. W. K. GiUett. Fairwater House, Taunton, Somerset.
119. Third, Mr. William Wevill Rowe, Lougbrook, Milton Abbot,
Devon.

Cbss 8.—COCHIN-CHINA CHICKEN (Dark).

123. First prize, Mr, R. T. Head, The Briars, Alphington, Devon.
129. Second, fliiss Elizabeth Watts, Monk Barns, Hampstead, London.

Class 9.—GAME.
132. First prize, Mr. Robert Baker, Ermington. near Ivybridge,

Devon. 133. Second, Capt W. W. Hornby, U.N., Knowsley Cottage,
Prescot, Lancashire. 131. Third, Rev. Charles T. James, Ermington,
near Ivybridge, Devon.

Class 10.—GAME CHICKENS.
157. Second prize, Mr. Robert Baker, Ermington, near Ivybridge,

Devon.
Class 11. -SILKS.

163. First prize, Mr. W. E. Gillett, Fairwater House, Taunton,
Somerset.

Class 13.—MALAY.
165. First prize, BIr. Cyrus Clark, Street, near Glastonbury, Somerset.

167. Second, Rev. C. H. Archer, Lewannick Vicarage, Cornwall.

Class 15.—GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGH.
169. First prize, Mr. Josiah B. Chune, Coalbrook-dale, Shropshire.

173. Second, Mr. Cyrus Clark, Street, near Glastonbury, Somerset.

Class 16 SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGH.
180. Second prize, Mr. Cyrus Clark, Street, near Glastonbury,

Somerset.

Class 17.—GOLDEN-SPANGLED POLAND FOWL.
166. First prize, Mr. C. Rawson, The Hurst, Walton-on-Thames,

Surrey. 191. Second, Mr. R. H. Bush, Litfield House, Clifton, near
Bristol.

Class 18.—SILVER-SPANGLED POLAND FOWL.
19fi. First prize, Mr. C. Rawson, The Hunt, Walton-on-Tliames,

Surrey. 199. Second, Mr. Thomas H. Potts, Kmgslaod Lodge, Croydon,
Surrey.

Class 19.—POLAND FOWL (White Tops).

208. First prize, Mr. C. Rawson. The Hurst, Walton-on-Tham s,

Surrey. 206. Second, Mr. Charles Edwards, Brislington, near Bristol.

Class 21.—BANTAMS (Gold-laced).

222. First prize, Mrs. Elizabeth Brown, King's Cottage, Northend,
Fulham, London. 223. Second, Mr. William Norsworthy, 7, Lower
Prospect Place, Exeter.

Class 22.—BANTAMS (Silver-laced).

227. First prize, Capt. W. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage,
Prescot, Lancashire. 229. Second, Mrs. Elizabeth Brown, Northend,
Fulham, London.

Class 23.—BANTAMS (White).

231. First prize. Rev. Grenville F. Hodson, Chew Magna, Somerset.

Class 24.—BANTAMS (Black).

232. First prize, Mr. ^^'iIlianl Nors%vorthy, 7, Lower Prospect Place,

Exeter. 233. Second, Mr. William Norsworthy, 7, Lower Prospect
Place, Exeter.

Class 25.—DUCKS (White Aylesbury).

24 4. First prize. Rev. Robert Baker, Compton Martin Rectory,
Somerset. 242. Second, Rev. Grenville F. Hodson, Chew Magna,
Somerset.

Class 26.—DUCKS (Rouen).

215. First prize, Capt. W. W. Hornby, K.N., Knowsley Cottage,
Prescot, Lancashire. 248. Second, Mr, William G. Courtis, 4, Lipson
Terrace, Plymouth.

Class 27.—DUCKS (Muscovy).

249. First prize, I\Ir, Thomas Twose, Bridgewater, Somerset.

Class 28.—GEESE.
252. First prize, Capt. W. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage,

Prescot, Lancashire. 251. Second, Mr. C. Rawson, the Hurst, Walton-
on-Thames, Surrey.

Class 29.—TURKEYS.
260. First prize, Mr. John R. Rudbard, Aldwick Court, Wrington,

Somerset. 255. iier(/»(/, Mr. Wm. Northey, Lake Farm, Lilton, Devon.

Class 31.—PIGEONS (Carriers).

266. Prize, Mr. William J. Stiuare, Cobourgh-street, Plymouth.

Class 32.—PIGEONS (Barbs).

278. Prize, Rlr. Edwaid Burton, Tregolls Cot, Truro.

Class 34.—PIGEONS (Bunts).

280. Prize, Mr. C. Rawson, The Hurst, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey.

Class 35.—PIGEONS (Fantails).

283. Prize, Mr. C. Rawson, The Hurst, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey.

Class 37.—PIGEONS (Trumpeters).

292. Prize, Mr. Edward Burton, Tregolls Cot, Truro.

Class 38.—PIGEONS (Almond or Ermine Tumblers).

BIr. Charles Bluett, Hammett-street, Taunton, Somerset.

On the '.iTth of May, tlie Devon and Exetek Botanical and
Horticultural, Society held an Exhibition of Poultry, Rabbits,

and Pigeons, at Exeter, in conjunction with their usual
' Horticultural Show. Upwards of one hundred and twenty
pens of poultry wei'C exhibited, and comprising numerous
specimens of a first-rate character. The competition for

prizes was limited to residents in the four western counties.

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, Bir-

mingham, officiated as the Judge of Poultry, and his awards
gave general satisfaction.

The following was the result:

—

Class 1.—BLACK SPANISH. Cock and two Hens.

First prize. Medal, R. T. Head, Es{|., the Briars, Alphington, near
Exeter. Sfcond, R, T. Head, Esq. Tliird, I\Irs. Devenislt, Honiton.
An E.vtra prize, for Chickens of 1853 was awarded to Boughton

Kingdon, Esq., of Exeter.

Class 2.—BLACK MINORCAS. Cock and two Hens.

First prize, T. Coulson Sanders, Esq., Exetrr. Second, Mr. Elias

Knott, \\^onford, near Exeter. Third, (.'iift'ord Shirreff, Esq., Pinhoe,
near Exeter.
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Class 3.—DORKINGS (Coloured). Cock and two Hens.

First prise, Medal, J. F. Pcarse, Esq., Whimple, Devon. Scaond,
J. F. Pearse, Esq. Third, Charles Harward, Ksq., Plymtrec, Devon.
An Ej:tru prize to Mr. Daniel Hosking, E.vetcr.

Class 4.—DORKINGS (White). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Miss Pattcson, Fcniton Court, Devon.

Class 5.—COCHIN-CHINA (Buffs). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Medal, not awarded. Tivo Second, HIr. W. h. Channing,
Heavilrec, near Eseter. Third, R. T. Head, Esq.
Ertra prizes.— For a Cock and one Hen, to Thomas Atkins, Esq.,

Babbiconibe, near Torquay. (These were considered the best birds of

the class exhibited, but a second hen having died, during transit to

Exeter, Mr. Atkins was prevented competing for the Medal.} For four
Chickens of 1853, a IMcilal to T. Head, Es(i. (These chickens were highly
commended, and pronounced by the .fudge tt> be the best fowls in the

Exhibition.) For Chickens ot 1853, to Dr. ticott, of St. Leonard, near
Exeter ; and to Mr. W. L. Channing.

Class 6.—COCHIN-CHINA (Partridge-Coloured). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Thomas Atkins, Esq. Second, Mr. Wm. Connett, Mag-
dalen Street, Exeter. Third, W. Weevil Howe, Esq., Milton Abbott,
Devon.

Class 7.—COCHIN-CHINA (White).

First pri/.e, not awarded. Second, Rev. J. Coventry, St. Blichael's

P.ir5onage, Ottery St. Mary, Devon.

Class 8.—MALAYS. Cock and two Hens.

First pri/.r, Henry Arncy, Esq., Lympstone, Devon.
Extra prize, to Rlr. Leonard Berry, Clist St. George, Devon, for a pair

of White Malays.

Class g.—GAME. Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Plr. Wm. Bickell. St. Sidwell's, Exeter. Secntnl, Mr.
Daniel Hoskins, Exeter. Third, Mr, Wm. Bickell.

Class 10.—HAMBURGH (Golden-spangled). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Rev. J. Coventry. Second, W. WeviU Rowe, Esq.

Class 11.—HAMBURGH (Golden-spangled). Cock and two Hens.

First prize. Rev. H. N. Venn, Honiton, Devon. Second, Augustus
Paul, Esq., Torquay. Third, W. Wevill Rowe, Esq.

Class 12.—HAMBURGH (Silver-pencilled). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, W. WeviU Rowe, Esq. Second, I\Iiss Dyott, 2, Torwood
Rlount, Torquay. Third, Mr. .fames Westeott, Thorverton, Devon.

Class 13.—HAMBURGH (Silver-spangled). Cock and two Hens.

First prize, W. R. Spraggc, The Quarry, Paignton, Devon. Second,
Augustus Paul, Esq. Third, W. Wevill Rowe, Esq.

Class 14.—POLANDS. (Black with white crests).

First prize, Miss Dyott. Second, Miss Selina Northcote, Upton Pyne,
Devon.

Class 10.—POLANDS. (Silver).

First prize, W. Wevill Rowe, Esq.

Class 17.—BANTAMS. (Gold-laced).

First prize, Blr. W. Norsworthy, Rack-street, Exeter.

An Extra prize for a pair of excellent Sebright Bantams, awarded to

Mr. John Guile, of Exeter.

Class 22.-TUBKEV. Cock and Hen.

First prize, il/eda^ and commended, C. ShirrefF, Esq. Second, R. T.
Head, Esq.

Class 23.—GEESE. Gander and two Geese.

First prize. Medal, C. Shirreff, Esq.

Class 24.—DUCKS (Wliite Aylesbury). Drake and two Ducks.

First prize, Medal, BIr. W. Brown, Iledgate Farm, Shute, near Ax-
minster, Devon. Second, Mr. ^^^ Brown. Third, W. Wevill Rowe, Esq.

Class 25.—DUCKS (Coloured). Drake and two Ducks.

First prize, Mr. Thomas Beedell, Upton Pyne. Second, W. Kingdon.
Esq., Haccombe House, near Exeter. Extra prize to DIrs. St. John,
Ideford Rectory, near Cliudleigh, Devon, for a Rluscovy Drake and two
Ducks.

Class 26.—GUINEA FOWLS. Cock .and two Hens.

First prize. Miss Selina Northcote.

Class 27, 28, and 29.—RABBITS.
The longest-eared, best marked, and heaviest, Charles Ballancc, Esq.,

Taunton. £.r^j'a/)r!.7e for two Rabbits, to I\Ir. Myddleton, of Exeter.

Class 30.—PIGEONS.
Carbibrs.—Beat pair, IHr. W. L. Channing. Almond Tumblers.

—Mr. W. L. Channing. Nuns.—Miss S. Northcote. Faktails.—
Best pair of black, Henry Adney, Esq. Best pair of whites. Miss S.

Northcote. Jacobins.—Miss S. Northcote.

"West Kent Hoeticultukai, and Poultry Exhibition.—
The 14tli, 15th, ICth, ami 17th were great daj's for tlie

quiet little village of Farniugham. In " the good old times "

of coach-traveliiDg, the Bull lun, of the said village, was a

resting-plnre, of some mark, for tlie Slaidstone, and Mulling,
and Weald of Kent coaohe.^; but those tlays are now mere
themes of history, and it can lie but upon sucli gatherings
as wo now have to note that Farningham can bo c.\ciled

from its peacefulness. iUr. Dray, of the well-known firm of
Deane & Dray, has his residence in this beautiful village,

and he wns the prime mover of the efforts to olitain this

Jjxhibitiun ; aided by a select and energetic committee,
those efforts resulted in one of the most successful and
most pleasure-giving exhibitions that has yet occurred.
'I'ho whole village, with its triumphal arches, dtiwn to the
Fdder bushes by the cottagers doors, were wrcatlied with
dowers ; and every face looked as if care was triumphantly
voted out of season. Nor must we omit to note lliat

Farningham owes much to .Mr. Uaptiste Thomas, the
Secretary of the Poultry Exhibition. To hll that oltice

eflectively, requires n rare combination of energy, judgment,
good humour, and hrmness, and fortunately Jlr. Thomas
possesses them.

In the Floirvr Shnii; Jlr. Cole, gardener to E. LVdlyer,
Esq., of Dartford, and Mr. Frost, gardener to E. Belts,
I'Isq., of Preston Hall, near Slaidstone, had it all their own
way, and that way is pre-eminently good. Mr. Cole's plants
have triumphed too often at Chiswick and the Uegent's
Park to require any particular praise ; but we could not but
perceive a freshness and unrulfledness about them that told

they had not just endured a Inmj journey. Jlr. Frost is on
the quick step after Mr. (,'ole, and ere long will be able to

wrestle with him on more equal terms. AVe must here
pause to remark-, that Sir. Frost's six Fuclisiiis were the'

noblest and best grown specimens we ever saw. They were
single stemmed, and trained as most symmetrical pyramids,
clothed willi branches antl showers of Idocnn fri.nu the
surface of the pot to Ihe very point. They were Cnrtotia

j

(scarlet), J'cnrl nf Enijlniiit (light), J'tilliijeiir (scarlet),

Knsstith (scarlet), E.rpnnsa (light), Ajax (scarlet).

I

Tlie I'uiiUnj Shoii; including Pigeons and Babbits, in-

cluded nearly 3.50 pens.
The arrangement in a ijuadrangle, under one continuous

tent, open in the centre, alforded that perfect ventilation

which is one of the best preservatives of the fuwls from
disease.

To expect that a (irst Exhibition of the kind should be
without considerable errors would be to expect what never
yet has been achieved ; and we, Iherefore, notice the few
which were committed in the most friendly spirit. The lirst,

and most grave error, was to announce as a three days'

show that which was really one of Jour days. The clearest

and uuswerved from announcement should be made on tliis

point, because many exhibitors object, on sound principle,

to protracted Shows. Another error was, combining dark
and light Shanghae Chickens in one class, for they never
can be judged satisfactorily when so united. Tliirdly, it

was an error to oiJ'er a medal—the chief prize of the day

—

" for the best brood of chickens of any breed. " This is an
error, because neither the owners, nor the judge of the
pens exhibited, can ever be satisfied in comparing together
Dorking, Shanghae, Spanish, Poland, and Hamburgh
Chickens. There ought to be such a Medal for each variety.

The Judge was Mr. .1. Baily, of Blount Street, Lirosvenor

Square.

Class 1.—COCHIN-CHINA (Buff or Cinnamon;. For the best Cock
and two Hens of any age above eighteen months.

6. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket.

(For the best Cock and two Hens, not exceeding eighteen months old.)

15. Second prize, John G. Hodgen, Croydon. Age ten and twelve
months old.

Class 2.—COCHIN-CHINA i Brown and Partridge-feathered . For the
best Cock and two Hens of any age above eighteen months old.

211. First prize, William Dr.ay, Farningham. Pullets, age, eleven
months.

(For the best Cock and two Hens not exceeding eighteen months old.)

22. Second prize, John Fairlie, Newmarket.

Class 3. -COCHIN-CHINA (White). For the best Cock and two Hens
not exceeding eighteen months old.

25. First prize, Thomas Bloomfield Fairhead, Cressing, Essex. Age,
twelve months. 26. Second prize, John George Hodgen, Croydon.
Age twelve and fourteen months.

Class 4.—COCHIN-CHINA (Chickens of any colour). For the best
Coop of Six or more Chickens of one brood under two months old.

32. First prize. Isaac .leeks, Newton Lodge, Trouse, Norwich. Age,
seven weeks. 31. Highly commended, Isaac Jecks, Newton Lodge,
Trouse, Norwich. Age. eight weeks.

(Chickens of any colour, under three months old.)

114. First prize, Elizabeth George, Rookery, Chaldon, near Coulsden,
Surrey. Hatched fourth week in RIarch. 40. Second prize, Isaac Jecks,
Newton Lodge, Trouse, Norwich. Age, ten weeks. 47. Highly com-
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mended, J;mics Niphtiupale, Hersbani, Walton, Surrey. Hatched Ularcli

25tU. 40- Gtiorge W. .lyhiison, Winchester. March 18th.

Class 5.—DORKING (Siuflc-comlicd, or Rose-comhed). For the best

Cock and two Hens above eighteen montlis old.

52. First piiic, Stephen Lcwry, Horloy, Surrey. A-^e nineteen months.
.''.1. Highly commended, John Fsvirlie, Chcvclcy I'.irk, Newmarket.

cFor the best Cock and two Hens, under eighteen months old.)

58. Second prize, Stephen Lewry, Horloy, Surrey. Age, eleven months.

Class 0,—DORKING {\Vhite\ For the best Cock and two Hens above
eighteen months old.

Go. First prize, Joseph Robins, Dartford.

Class ~.—DORKING (Chickens of any colour). For the best Coop of
six or more Chickens of one brood not exceeding two months old.

62. Second prize, Stephen Lewry, Horley, Surrey. Age, seven weeks.

(Under three montlis.)

6-1. First iirize, Stephen Lewry, Horley, Surrey. Age, two months
twenty-four days.

Class 8.—SPANISH. For the best Cock and two Hens above eighteen
mouths old.

r^. First prize, Edward Owen, Shadwell. Hatched Maj', 1851.

(Under eighteen months.)

73. Second prii;e, Fdward Owen, Shadwell. Hatched June, 1852,

Class 10.—HAMBURGH (Golden or Silver-pencilled). For the best
Cock and two Hens above eighteen months old.

;s. First prize, Josiah B. Chunc, Coalbrook -dale, Shropshire. Age,
sixteen months.

Class 11.—HAMBURGH (Golden or SUver-spanglcd). For the best
Cock and two Hens above eighteen months old.

82. First prize, C. Rawson, Wnlton-ou-Thamcs.

(Under eighteen months olcl.i

8/. First prize. Parkins Jones, Jun., Fulham. Age, thirteen months.

Class 13.—POLAND FOWL (Golden or Silver, with or without Ruffs or
Beards. For the best Cock and two Hens above eighteen months old.

89. First prize, C. Rawson, Waltou-on-Thames. Silver-spangled. 90.
First prize, C. Rawson, W'altou-on-Thimes. Golden-apangled.

(Not exceeding eighteen months.)

96- First prize, S. C. and C. N. Baker, Chelsea. Silver-spangled.

Class H.—POLAND FOWL (Black with White Crests). Under eighteen
months.

101. First prize, Thomas P. Edwards, Lyndhurat, Hants. Age,
seventeen months.

Class l6.—CROSS BETWEEN ANY BREED. Under eighteen months.

105. First prize, James Howard, Bedford (cross between pure speckled
Dorking and Rlalay). Age, ten months.

Class 18.—GAME FOWL OF ANV COLOUR. For the best Cock
and two Hens of any age above eighteen months.

118. First prize, W. W. Edwards, Farnborough, Kent. Age, eighteen
months.

Class 19.—BANTAMS iGold-laced). For the best Cock and two Hens.
126. First prize, John Clinton, IVIaidstone, Kent. Age, nine months.

121. Second prize, George C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

(Silver-laced.)

130. First prize, John Fairlic, Cheveley Park, Newmarket, i.over

eighteen months).
tBlack and Raven.)

136. First prize, William Dray, Jun., Farningham. 137. Second
prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket, over eighteen months.

(Any other variety.)

133. First prize, S. C. and C. N. Baker, Chelsea i Nankeen\ under
eighteen months, Ul. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, New-
market (white), over eighteen months.

Class 20.—DUCKS. For the best white Aylesbury Drake and two Ducks.

147. First prize, James M. Bryan, Gravesend. Age, fourteen months.
149. Second prize, Joseph Dutton, Bury St. Edmunds. Age, sixteen
months.

I Other Varieties.)

153. First prize, S. C. and C. N. Baker, Chelsea. (Hook-bill Patana
Ducks.) Age, under eighteen mouths.

Class 21.—DUCKLINGS, OF ANY SORT. Hatched since Christmas.

160. First prize, James Margesson Bryan, Grave=end. Hatched
March 3rd. l6l. Second prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket.
Age, four months.

Class 22,—GEESE. For the best Gander and two Geese.

l65. Second prize, J. Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket. Pen of
Geese over eighteen months. I6l. Third prize, C. Rawson, Walton-on-
Tharaes. Toulouse Geese under sixteen months.

Class 24.—TURKEYS. For the best Cock and two Hens.
172. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket. Age over

eighteen months. 171- Second prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, New-
market. Under eighteen months.

Class 27.—DISTINCT VARIETIES.
ISl. First prize, John Franklin. Bexley Heath. A Hen. name of

breed not known. (Siiid to be a Shanghae Silk-fowl.) Age twelve
months, 194. First prize. Augustus Balls, Harold's Park, Nasing,
Essex. Three Buff Poland Fowls, laced white. 211. First prize, S. C.

I and C. N. Baker, Chelsea. One white Poland Cock and two Hens. Not
exceeding eighteen months. 187- Second prize, John Fiurlie, Cheveley

I

Park, Newmarket. One Cochin-China Black. 190. Second prize, John
Fairlic, Cheveley Park, Newmarket. One Scotch Bakies or Dumpies.
Age, over eighteen months. I92. Third prize, Arthur Walter, Grccnhithe.

One Cock and two Hens, White Silk Cuchin-Chiua. Age, fiitcen months.

PIGEONS.
224. (ieorge C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. One pair of Almond

Tumblers. 225. George C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingliam. One pair

of red Almond Tumblers. 232, 233, and 236. (Fantails, Runts, and
Tumblers.) 240. Josiah B. Chuno, Coalbrookdale, Shropshire. One pair

of Trumpeters. Age unknown. 270. Augustus Balls, ILiruld's Park,

Nazing, Essex. Dun Carriers. And 288, Short- faced Redhearda.

RABBITS.
Prizes were taken by J. Clinton, Maidstone; J. IVIitchell, Dartlord ;

J. H. Wynne, East Smith field ; and by T. Dray, and W. Turner, Far-

ningham.

Tliere were some extra stock, concerniug wliich we could

not obttiin piU'ticulars.

SEA WEEDS.—No. -i.

AVk will now proceed with the otlier members of the

order Fucaceie.

PYCNOPHYCUS.—KuTz.
*' Pvoot composed of branching fibres; frond cyUndrical;

air-vessols simple ; receptacles terminal, cellular, pierced by
nunterous pores. Name from two words, signifying thick,

and a sea weed." This plant grows in rocky pools; the

colour olive, but becoming black wVieii dried.

FUCUS.

''Koot shield-shaped; frond linear; air-vessels simple.

Name from Fiicos, a sea weed."

Fucus vEsiccLOSUS,—'SFrond with a mid-rib, j)lane, with

fronds in two ranks, generally with vesicles placed in pairs
;

margin entire ; receptacles mostly elliptical, yellowish, ter-

minating the segments." This Fucus is very common,
covering the rocks with its slippery fronds. Dr. Johnston,

in his Flora of Berwick-upon-Tweed, says, that it grows
plentifully at the margins of the river for the space of a

mile and a lialf from its mouth ; but that the river plants

are thinner, darker coloured, and less loaded with vesicles

than the marine. He also adds, that it is the sea-ware most
highly prized for the manufacture of kelp, and that, in the

Scottisli islands, this Fucus forms a considerable part of the

winter food of horses, cattle, and sheep, which seem in-

stinctively to migrate from the hills to the shore, at the

ebbing of the tide, to feed upon it. It has a vaiiety of names

;

in Scotland, Kelp-ware, Black Tang, and Lady-wrack ; in

Gothland, according to LinuKUs, it is called Swine Tang,
because they boil it and mix it with a little coarse Hour to

feed the pigs. In the Hebrides, salt is not required for the

cheeses, it is sutticient to cover them with the ashes of this

truly usefiU plant, so saline is it; while in other places it is

used for fuel. And the iodine which it yields must not be
forgotten. How wonderful it is that a plant so universally

useful shoidd be so abundant also. *' Fiicns vesiciihsifSj' says

Dr. Harvey," is found as well on the north-west coast of

America, as on the shores of Europe." Indeed, in reading,

lately, " Darwin's Journal of Keseaixhes round the World,"
I met with a striking account of the Kelp. Speaking of

Tierra Del Fuego, he says, " that this plant grows on every

rock, from low water mark to a great depth, both on the

outer coast, and within the channels. There was not one
rock which was not buoyed by this floating w^eed; the good
service it thus aflbrds to vessels navigating neai' this stormy
land is evident ; and it certainly has saved many a one from
being wrecked."

'\\'lio tliat reads this shall ever look upon a Fucus again

as a thing too common to be noticed ? We are too apt to

neglect what is common, just because it is so. But this is

not true wisdom, for the commouest things are often those

which we could least do without. *' The beds of this Sea
Weed," continues Darwin, " even when not of great breadth,

make excellent natural breakwaters. It is quite curious to

see, in an exposed liarboui', how soon the waves from the

open sea, as they travel tlrrough the straggling stems, sink

in heiglit, and pass into smooth water." I know not how it

may bew^ith my readers, but my own admiration rises liigJier

and higher as I discover its vaiied uses. Well might the
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Psalmist saj-, "In wisdom liastTliou madi! tbein all." Here
is a plant, requiring no assistance from man. placed in
situations where it is most needed; a i/i/ied plant, I may
call it, for to how many purposes it may he applied, food for
catule, manure for land, Kelp-salt for cheeses, huoys for
dangerous rocks, and breakwaters against the mighty waves
of the ocean; besides, its iodine. What a field for thought.
What a variety of ideas may be suggested by this common
and sombre-colom-ed plant of the rocks. What "sennons"
o" "stones," as well as "in" them. Unnoticed by the
generality of passers by ; or thought of as only too common
to care about; yet there it is, ready to be made useful at
at any time, or for anybody who may want it. This humble
ocean weed may bring to our mind some Christian, unknown
to the world, clothed in humility, but precious in the sight
of Him who seeth not as man seeth ; who looks not at the
outer appearance, but at the heart. Of one "ready to every
good work." ^\hat elevating views of the wisdom and
goodness of God the examination of his works produce.
" Such knowledge is too wonderful for me, I cannot attain
unto it." The closer our examination, the greater our wonder

:

—;
;

" tbe well directed sight,
Brings in each flower an universe to light."

I think the only place in the Bible where Sea Weeds are
mentioned, is in the book of Jonah, wliere the disobedient
prophet speaks of the weeds being wrapped about his head.

The plate of this specimen of Ci/stoseira <jmmilala, given as
an example of one of tlie Fucacere, is talien from a plant
at or near .Joppa, or Jaffa, the very place where Jonah found a
ship; where the Apostle I'eter lodged near the sea-side;
and where Dorcas, the friend of the widows, hved and died,
and wa-s restored to life again.
The other species of Fucus are

—

F. cEEAKoinES.—" Less common than the last, and thinner
in every part."

F. sEraiAxus.—" Very common, 2—6 feet long ; dark olive-
green."

F. souosrs.—" Common; substance extremelv tough and
leathery."

F. jiACK.vn.—"Found on muddy sea-shores, west of
Ireland, and north and west of Scotland.
F cANAnciLATUs.—" Eocky coasts, Mar high water mark.

Cattle are exceedingly fund of this plant, and never fail to

brouse on it in winter, as soon as the tide leaves it witliin
their reach."

HI.M.\NTHALI.\.

"Frond top- shaped; receptacles very long, strap shaped,
repeatedly forked. Name from two words, signifying a strap
and a branch ; common English name, Sea-thongs."
H. i.oiiEA.—" Kocky sea-shores common ; frond about an

inch high; receptacles two;—10 feet long, thong-like; dark
olive-green."

Dr. Landsborough, in his delightful little work, " Popular
History of British Sea Weeds," speaking of this plant, says,
;' When di-edging, in August, 1k4!I, oft' tlie Island of Lismore,
in Appin, I saw it gi-owing in such abundance as almost to
retard the progress of the boat ; for though well rooted, its
floating receptacles covered the surface of the water. Some
of them must have been of great length. The one which I
took up, without any selection, measured tweh e feet ; others,
I doubt not, were much larger. In Cornwall they ai-e, at
times, even twenty feet long." S. B.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SILKWORMS.
WITH COJIMENTS AND ADDITIONS.

By the Prior Jacopo Ricii,

( Continued from page 210. )

Section III.

The bunches should be tied like a fan, so that the air
may penetrate through them, and the worm may con-
veniently form his cocoon without any danger of wliat are
called tloiililis, when two womis spin too near each other.
These doubles are rejected by the mcrdiant as only worth
half the single ones.
The bunches of twigs must not rest on the paper that

covers the hurdles, which must be raised sufficiently to
allow the twigs to rest on the reeds—a precaution necessai-y
for the convenient execution of the final cleansing, which
must take place when the worms begin to ascend. The
onlinary little tables iire used, but the cleansing must be
done by degrees : the bed from one table must be removed,
the paper replaced, and the worms returned immediately.
It will be well to leave spaces at about a foot's distance from
each other, where a bunch of twigs may be placed, as we
shall see by-and-by.
And now I must offer a few observations on the worms'

last meal. The leaves must be the very best, free from all
extraneous matter, and especially from the stallis, and must
be given in small quantities, as they seem to need it. The
little inclination they shew for food, and their desire to
climb upon the leaves, make it necessarj- to give it sparingly,
as, otherwise, tlie beds would be too much loaded and
become ofl'ensive. 'The digestion of the worm is much
weakened at this period, and if they are induced to eat
more than they ought, they suffer loss of sti-cngth in that
organ which serves both as stomach and intestines.
The last cleansing of the hurdles, and the completion of

linsli, require patience and attention. When many
worms are gone up, the cleansing must take place, which,
though a tedious process, is best accomplished bv means of
the little tables, two or three of which are to be'filled at a
time with worms removed with great care. This done, the
sheets of paper, loaded with refuse, are removed, fresh
papers an-anged, and the worms made to fall upon them by
gently inclining the tables. The worms may have a little
food if they seem to require it. The same" method must
be followed till all are cleansed, taldng the greatest care to
remove all the beds, and to toucl) those remain^ of leaves
to which any worms are attaelied with tendcniess, so as
not to luu-t them, which is too often done cither by care-
lessness or too great anxiety.

In placing the worms on the hurdles, it is necess.-uy, in
order to give them sufficient space, to arrange them in
squares of about eighteen inches, around tlie bunches of
twigs, keeping at least six inches lietween the squai'e and
the nest. 'This operation may be accomplished in half-a-
day by six or eight people who understand their business.
.\t this stage fresli air must be given, by opening all the
doors, windows, and ventilators, and by lighting fires in the

the
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cliiinuey. It will be prudent to obsei've whetlier the tom-
liorature of the external nir bo ns high as l(i°, for should it

be below that point it must not be so freely admitted, hut

the ventilators must bo opened by degrees, and tires in the

stove and chimney must warm the air before it enters the

working room ; and thus a gentle ventilation will strengthen

the worms. The purification, with sulphuric aeid and nitre,

may be resorted to, and the hygi-ometer watched by those
who have been wise enough to procure such an instrument,

and who wish to send their worms to the bush neither sicl;

nor weak, as too often happens when this process is trusted

to persons inveterately bigotted to old ways.
The bush must now be completed by placing twigs at

intervals, and uniting them at the top, so as to form a kind
of roof, and in the spaces between the squares should be
other little twigs, but always so arranged tliat the air may
circulate freely through them. Wheu these are loaded with

worms, more branches must be placed between the middle
bunches and tliose on the edge of the hurdles: thus rows
of little buslies are formed quite across the hurdle, at a
distance of eighteen inches apart.

Then the whole must be carefully looked over, and those
wonns known to have reached maturity must be placed
near the twigs, and a little food occasionally given to those
who show an inclination to eat. If, after the lapse of twenty-
four hours, there should lie any worms who neither eat nor
climb, they must be removed to a dry room, at a temperature
of lN°, where they will gain strength to enable them to

ascend into the bush
; or, if any have not reached maturity,

they must bo covered witli leaves, on which light twigs nuiy

be placed : they will crawl upon these, and may be thus
conveyed to the bush where they are to spin.

Tlie most perfect cleanliness being observed, every kind
of impurity and damp scrupulously avoided, and the air

jjurified, I will now ofter some observations on the rules to

be obsen'ed in the room until the worm has completed his

iifth stage.

"NVhen the worms begin to ascend, the temperature must
be maintained at 101° or 17° of Reaumur's thermometer
(70° I'.) ; and if the external air be colder, it must not be
admitted directly upon the bush, but must be made to cir-

culate gently, keeping the ventilators open, as circumstances
require, and refreshing the air in the adjoining apartment.
Too much wind makes the worm torpid, causes him to fall

from the bush, and hinders his work ; but great care must,
also, be taken that the sun never shines in tlje bush, and
thus heat the worms too much, especially at the commence-
ment of their work.
The room must be kept dry to absorb the damp occasioned

by the various secretions of the worms, as, if this be neg-
lected, they are liable to diseases, wdiich frequently occur in

the fifth stage, to the great injury of the silk. If the worm
has been properly treated, he completes this stage by spin-

ning good silk, and fomiing an even cocoon there, depositing
his sheath, or skin, and becoming a chrysalis. I shall con-
clude this section with some important observations.

I know it will be difficult to introduce this new method of

forming the bush without touching the worm, which is

really injured by such treatment, even thougli no ill con-
sequence be apparent. As we have said before, tlie method
employed by our people of throwing them into the bush is

very prejudicial. The bush is generally formed in a corner
of the room, very contined sometimes, even covered over,

which is a manner of proceeding quite inconsistent with the
principles already laid down, and with the attention the
worms require during this epoch. It is, surely, clear to

every one that the worms must prefer to follow the instincts

of nature, by climbing into tlie bush instead of being thrown
there by persons who are naturally careless and inveterately

ignorant and obstinate. I have seen the bush covered with
sheets, and even an outer covering over that; but I have
seen, at the same time, that great numbers of worms have
been suffocated witliout beginning their work, or before it is

properly finished.

At all events, let the bush stand in the middle of the room,
and not be confined in the branches. One would think that
even the most stupid and ignorant attendants might see tluit

such an arrangement is necessary; but " It always was so,"

is answer sufficient, even though aware that their ob-
stinacy injures themselves. The sheets of paper on the

hurdles, and under the Ijush, contribute much to tlie clean-

liness of the beds; nevertheless, our people will not use

them. The hurdles must not be touched, but the attendants

should have ladders to mount to them. This is ([uite in-

dispensable if the bush be formed in the hurdles which are

raised above each other in tiers, and which must be more
firmly made than those in common use.

(7'y be continued.)

CLIANTHUS PUMICE US.
•

I HASTEN to send you an account of a rich floral treat I

have partaken of to-day, in the shape of the above-men-

tioned plant, now in bloom at Thos. Thornhill's, Esq.,

Woodleys, near Woodstock, Oxon. The plant measures four

yards in extent of surface upon a wall ; it is two yards high,

and the (lowering branches, which number 7'), protrude

horizontally (many of them requiring support from their

n\'i(jht of Idoom) a yard from the wall. The average num-
ber of clusters on each branch is 35, and the average number
of flowers on each cluster averages nine ; thus giving 2.'J0O

racemes, and '^3,310 single blooms. The gardener, Jlr.

Bishop, informs me, that he raised the jdant from a cutting;

and it has been planted out in the open border three years,

in an aspect much inclining to the east. I saw it in the

winter, wlien it was protected with a sort of framework con-

sisting of old window-sashes and matting. Mr. B. is proud

of his protci/i; and, indeed, he has reason, for, as its syste-

matic name implies, it is glorious. This is a plant well

worthy of recommendation, and more general cultivation
;

it is half-hardy, grows rapidly, and wdien placed in a posi-

tion similar to the one I am describing, so as to command
the windows of the mansion, and full view from tlie lawn,

I

the effect of such a mass of crimson. Oriental-looking

bloom, is exceedingly bright and beautiful.

Black Beetles.—If E. B. will write to Jlessrs. Gill and
Ward, Ironmongers, Oxford, they will, in all probability, be

enabled to forward a trap, which I can say, from experience,

will, in course of time, eradicate every black, or any other

lieetle whatsoever, from ofl' the premises, doing destruction

also to the poor " cricket of the hearth." When we came to

this house we brought our female servants with us. Two or

three days afterwards, a Inngwalk detained them from home
until after dark, and very soon after they did return an

awful screeching issued from the kitchen, which might have

served one to suppose that murder, at least, was in com-

mittal. The fact was, upon lighting a candle they became
aware that the floor of the apartment was literally covered

with black beetles; and never having seen any before, tlieir

first impulse was to mount upon the tables and sound their

bugles. -VU manner of means and recipes were resorted to,

to rid us of tlie vermin, but of no avail, until I happened
to spy out the trap in Messrs. Gill and Ward's shop-window.

It is a box made after the fashion of an inclined plane, up
which the beetles walk, and sUp dow'n a moveable glass well

into the trap, from which there is no escape. The trap is

baited with Hour, and the vermin emptied as required (first

removing the glass) into boiling water, and there is an end
of them. I'ersevere after this fashion, and they will soon

cease to annoy ; to see a beetle here now is a rarity.

Upwards and Onvvaeds.

NOTES OF A G.\RDENER.
Forced Geraniums.—I have found out that forced Gera-

niums have a great tendency to seed. This is the second

year that I have observed it, and an intelligent nurseryman
told me yesterday that he had made the same observation

wlien reminded of it by me. There is also another great

advantage attending this circumstance, namely, that the

first few blooms are usually pollenless, and we are thu«

pretty sure of our cross.

AjnroriiAns cokantca.—The Batnnical Miujuzine figures

(ma Ammnrhuris cnranica, pale rosy; and describes another

less handsome, which was the last I flowered, and which I

tliink the true one. Jline was dirty dark purple, very

revolute, in fact, quite a Neriue in appearance ; very distinct

from fakuta, which I often flower, and is lai'ger in all parts
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—rosyish-white, like Coranka of the "Botanical Magazine."
Falcata seeded with me like a small Crinum seed.

OxALis (Catrina?;.—The very handsome yellow with
spotted loaf ccrnua?* flowers in the greatest beauty in the
temperate stove, having been started <iiuetly in the green-
house. It should he allowed to grow wild, and to overhang
the side of the pot. Sta/ccfl, yon lose half its beauty; it looks
well hung up, hut should have a pan undur it, and a copious
supply of water by pan, or otherwise. Henderson's beautiful
double yellow OxaHs requires strong sunshine and plenty of
water to expand its blossoms, therefore sliould not be
flowered too early; the stove also is required for this. This
has no spots, at least, only one, where the leaflets join the
stalk.

OroRANTHUS LUTEUS flowcrs bost whon taken up after the
decay of the fohage, and kept a week or two out of the
ground. When left in the ground the flowers are fewer,
and the foliage dispropoitiouately plentiful at flowering
time, which is not the case after the bulb has been ripened
out of the ground. In fact, they are treated like Colchiannsj
with which they were at one time confounded.—HvEitiKisT.

* It is cernua.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Dissecting the Leaves of Trees.—The Rev. A. W. B. has obliged

us with the followinc: directions :
—" The leaves are put into rain water,

and allowed to remain without an exchange of water until decomposition
is carried to the requisite extent that they may be freed from their cuticle
and pulpy matter. After macerating them for a short time in fresh,
clear water, they may be bleached by immersion in a diluted solution of
chloride of lime , one-sixth chloride to five-sLxths water). They must be
well washed from this fluid when sufficiently whitened, and quickly dried
before the fire or in the sun. Care must be taken not to allow the de-
structive process to be carried too far, or the fibrous structure will
become injured ; nor must the specimen remain too lone: in the chloride,
or injury will also arise. Leaves with strong fibre should be preferred.
The fibrous parts, and also seed vessels, and calyxes should be cleared
by a fine camel hair brush. When the pulpy matter adheres too strongly.
it may be removed by a stream of water poured upon it."
Melons ^Veriu-;.—You are quite right; they are not, at the best,

worth one-half the trouble of growing them, and they are now thought
too common to be even tasted by people of high quality,"and yet they nuist
have them at every summer dessert, but only to make up the proper
number of dishes in a fashionable dessert. There is no doubt but you
could grow young Pines in the narrow Melon pits, and fruit them out of
pots in the widest range.
Lobelia ramosa ll6id\~-lt is an annual, and one of the best of

them, and can only be increased by seeds ; it is, also, of the half-hardy
class, and will not stand the winter ; but it is an easy plant to move
from a seed-hed, or from bed to bed. Lobelia st/p/iilitica is propagated
by cuttings and suckers in the spring; like the old f''Mgens,undcKlcstina,
is good from cuttings, but better from seeds.
Bees.—jV. E. S., who writes from Stanley, says—" Having read Mr.

Payne's Calendar for June, where he states the he,ivy losses of bees,
1 beg to state that it is not so cither with me or my neighbour. I hare
sis old hives, kept all winter, and have not lost one stock ; they are all
in the common straw hives of large size. The spring is very late with
us, yet I think my bees are very forward, as I have already five swarms :

|

the first, May 22; the second. May 23 ; the third. May 25 ; the fourth, '

May 26 ; and the fifth, May 27, I never had a swarni so early before.
IWe calculate to be two or three weeks later here 1, Yorkshire, West
[

Riding,) than you are in the south. Having pufmv first swarm in one
\

of Neighbour's Improved Cottage Beehives, I fuund that thev did nut i

work well, as there were hundreds that stayed clustered to the hive in a I

state of confusion all day. I was advised to enlarge the hive, which I have
done, and they work very hard, and all my bees are working very well." I

[The reason of your bees not working in Neighbour's hue, was from t

its being too small. We should like to be informed, at the end of the
I

season, what your swarms weigh, and how long you have used these very
large hives.—J. H. P.]

j

Bees.—/. A. says—" I have an old round-topped straw skep, the bees !

in which were few in number, and their provisions scanty at the back end '

of last year, but by feeding the bees they survived the winter, and now
jseem to be doing so well that I expect a swarm within a fortniglit that
,

is not late for this part of the country-the earliest swarm hereabouts .

was on the 1st instant). Now, I want to abolish the old skep, as past ;

service, and at the same time save the bees; and I want you to tell me
\

which is the best way to do so. My idea was, to let them swarm, and about
'

a fortnight after, when all the brood left in the old hive would have come '

into active life, to drive the bees into another &kep." [There appears no
;

objection to adopting the plan proposed, but wait the "piping" of the
queens before you set about it, and be prepared « ith sume (fried i>ufr-
ball, or " Racodiiim cclUire , " for unless r» hive is quite full witli bees
it never drives well, and it is impossible, without fumigating, or cutting
out the combs, to dislodge the bees that remain in the hive, for the
queen is very likely to be with theni.~J. H. P.l
Moth T. M. IT.).-No moth has reached us as you state.
Stanish Fowls {Grove Woiwe).—Barley-meal", wheat, barley, and

nee, with jdenty of green food, will be the best diet. We cannot tell the
cause of their laying soft eggs, as we do not know how you feed them.
Spanish lay the largest eggs, but, under proper treatment, we believe
that bhanghaes lay the greatest number, and do so in winter, when they
are most needed.
Apple Seedlings .Apple Pippin).—'Sine out of ten will probably

prove mere crabs. Turo them, without disturbing the roots, out of the

pots into the open border ; thin them to a foot apart in the autumn,
planting those removed at the same distance apart. Let them grow
there until large enough to furnish scions for grafting, as you propose;
mulching over the roots through each summer will promote their growth.
Charcoal Dust (Ibid).—This, soaked in pig-sty drainage, will be an

excellent manure for your wheat and bean soil. Plough it in just pre-
viously to the sowing.
CoLouEiNG Gloucester Cheeses M Duiri/matd).—The outside

colouring of these cheeses is effected by mixing Arnatto in ale, and rub-
bing the mixture over the cheeses by the aid of a flannel.
Iron Water Tanks (M-'. C.).—Water standing in rusty iron tanks

does not usually become impregnated with the rust or oxide of iron. We
should have the insides scoured thoroughly, then painted with melted
pitch, and have care taken that they are kept constantly filled with water.
Water impregnated with iron is injurious to plants.
RuuBARB Vinegar.—M. S. will be much obliged by a recipe for

making Vinegar from the stalks of Rhubarb.
Lemon-coloured Bantams {J. P. L.).—We cannot tell where you

can obtain eggs of this variety.
Goat's Milk Cheese.—F. H. would be very much obliged by

directions for making this.

Various (A Subscriber' .—Prune your fruit trees in autumn
; plant

your celery in a trench, or on the surface with plenty of manure. Grow
those flowers in your Greenhouse which are most readily sold in your
neighbourhood.
Spanish Hen (Xewberrt/^—YouT hen frequently going on to her

nest without laying indicates that there is disease of the egg-passage.
It is, probably, now too late to do her any good. If she is aUve, give
her a pill of one grain of calomel and one-twelfth of a grain of tartar
emetic. Let her be also put upon a rice and potato diet for a few days.
Cabbage Seed (A Twelve-months' Subscriber).—'So better Cabbage

is grown, for general purposes, than "The London Market." You can
get it of any seedsman who advertizes in our columns.
Poultry-keeping (ren^tw).—It would be extreme cruelty to keep

fowls in a place eight feet square; cruelty to them, and the' source of
endless annoyance to yourself.

Cucu.MBERS Producing only Male Blossoms {G. Everton).—
This is caused, probably, by the temperature being too low.
Meat for Chickens [Prevention, $-t'.).—As they are in good health,

do not trouble yourself about giving them any other animal food than
the bones and scraps from your own table. It is more important, in a
confined space, to supply them daily with green food. Other question
next week.
Black Beetles.— If E. B. will spread a few garden mats along any

Malk or path adjoining a plot of grass or a strawberry bed, he may kill
black beetles by the thousand, the mats to be laid down in the evening,
and examined the first thing in the morning. Another mode I found
answer very well, sink stone jars or tin pails in the ground, the lip of the
dish level, or a little lower than the ground around, cover the dish with
a piece of board a foot broader than the dish, leaving room for the
beetles to crawl under; rub the mouth of the dish with any stinking
grease or dripping, and put two or three inches of water in tlie bottom;
the grease to decoy them down, and the water to drown them when in.

—

A Subscriber.
Edwardsia GRANDiFLORA lA Subscriber).—This is a half-hardy

perennial, with yellow flowers. It will endure our climate with no other
protection than a wall. We do not know such a plant as Genista
fragrttns.
Roses with Green Centres (Greenfiorn'.^This is usually in-

curable, and if a Rose persists in producing green centred flowers, root it

up, and try some other variety. Before doing so, however, try what
manuring the soil will effect, as some good gardeners, and among them
]\Ir. Weaver, think it is sometimes occasioned by the soil being too poor.
Name of Plant (Greenhorn).—Vour plant is the (Enot/tera pros-

tratic, or, as Mr. Beaton says, " the book name" is riparia. It is one
of the best for bedding, but equally beautiful as a single-bunch plant in
the mixed borders, or as a front plant, from its being a dwarf.
Pelargoniums and Cinerarias.—-'! Conntii Dublin Subscriber

wishes to renew his collection of Pelargoniums and Cinerarias ; his present
collection contains:

—

Pelargoniums.— 1. Belle of the Village. 2. Cen-
turian (Beck\ 3. Crusader (Hoyle\ 4. Forget-me-not. 5. Magnificent
\Foquett). 6. May Queen (Hoylei. 7. Mont Blanc. 8. Negress. 9- Orion.
10. Painted Lady. 11. Pearl. 12. Rosy Circle. 13. Duke of Cornwall. 14,
Vesta (.GaiuesS Fanci/ Pelargoniums.— 15. Alboni. 1(». Anais. 1". Lady
Rivers. 18. Mazeppa. 19. Ytoluiskii. 20. Nosegay. Cinerarias.— 1.

Adela ViUiers. 2. Alboni. 3. Annie. 4. Cerito. 5. Climax. 6. Defiance.
7. Edmondiana. 8. Flora M'lvor. 9. Jenny Lind. 10. Lola Montcs,
Yon should discard from your collection of Pelanroniunis — Orion,
Painted Lady, Rosy Circle, Duke of Cornwall, and Vesta. From your
fancy class of ditto—Lady Rivers, Mazeppa. and Nosegay. You wish to
add sixteen of the large varieties, and eight of the smaller ; the following
will suit you:

—

Large Varieties.—Alonzo, Ajax, Beatrice, Beauty of
Montpeher, Colonel of the Buffs, Constance, Gannymede, Incomparable,
Magnet, Purple Standard, Prince of Orange, Pulchra, Plantagenet,
Rowena, Rosa, and Virgin Queen— Id. If you do not miod price, add
Optimum. Small or Fancy Varieties.— Ambassador, Beaut^, Caliban,
Celestial, Delicatum, Empress, Hero of Surrey, and Formosissimum.
Your Cinerarias 2.TC T^[\ good varieties ; you may add to them with ad-
vantage—Amy Robsart, David Copperfield, Star of Peckham, Lady
Hume Campbell, Mrs. Sidney Herbert, Marianne, Tyriau Prince, Rosy
Morn, and Flora Macdonald. Your Double Tree Pccony, with 130
blooms upon it, is an extraordinary specimen ; we never heard of so
fine an one. The genus Lycopodium was accidentally omitted in our
Dictionary.
Diseased Fowls (B.).—The questions are answered in Mr. Teget-

meier's communications in our last number (p. 246).

London: Printed by Harry AVooldridge, Winchester High-street,
in the Parish of Saint fllary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somerville Orr, of Church Hill, Walthamstow, in the County of
Essex, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Comer, in the Parish of Christ
Church, City of London.—June 23rd, 1853.
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If we turn to tlie mere children of a liousohold, where

can be found a more untiring source of pleasure than

the few square yards which can be dug and exhibited

as "My Garden?" In manufaetovies it is the same

—

the boys and girls there linger for such leisure-hour

employment as much as our stabled animals linger for

green pasturage in the spring. Very recently, we pub-

lished the statement of Mr. Wilson, at Price's Candle

Manufactory, that " almost all the hoys set to work

most eagerly at the gardens;" and we have testimony

equally strong from the nortli and west of England,

that, " wherever encouraged, good gardening prevails

among the youths employed in the factories,"

This brings us to conclude with a recommendation

that gardening be rendered more generally a branch of

education. We know, from evidence admitting of ]io

dispute, the great benefits arising Irom such a course of

proceeding. We have had the luilnstrial Scliools at

Redhill and Sydenham inspected, and hud there testi-

mony which we shall, ere long, publish. The proprie-

tors of this Journal have annually oflered a small prize

to be awarded to the cultivator of the best kept garden

at the Winchester Diocesan Training School, and it is

always difhoidt to determine which of its pupils best

merits the award. This year the judge reports seven to

be equally deserving. Even in the Ragged Schools,

employment in gardening has been found most bene-

ficial, and we need quote no other aiithority on this

point than the son of Dr. Guthrie, the philanthropic pro-

moter of these schools in Scotland. The following is an

extract from his letter :

—

"You ask about our newly-projected addition to the
Bagged School machinery. I am really sorry thtit I cannot
give you any detailed or proper accnimt farther than that
the Directors, encouraged by the attempts wbicb had been
made in the same direction at I'erth, &c., in this country,
but especially at Mitlray, in ]"rance (if you could lay iiold

of any little account of Metfray, you would be exceedingly
interested), wish to try and establish something in the
shape of a smalt J'nim, or market garden, of iiffy ai-res or so,

within a few nules from Kdinburgh, where the boys of the
Bagged School should be taught the use of the spade, An.,

and, in fact, work the farm, under the charge and <lire<tiou

of a properly-rpialitied superintendent or superintendents.
The produce would be sold ; and it is expected that, besides
the great advantages attending such a plan, with respect to
the health, occupation, and useful instruction of the poor
childi'eu (wliicli, of course, is the end in view), tbe sale of
the produce would ultimately not only support the farm,
but be profitable to the Institution itself. It is expected that
an outlay of no less than .i'MOOO will be requisite for the
purchase of the ground, the stocking of the farm, and
setting the whole in working order. This looks a large
sum, hut my father has sanguine hopes they will reach it.

Already they have got several hundreds of pounds, in the
way of private subscriptions; but they are depending cliietly

on the success of a fancy sale, wliich is proposed to be held
in the Music Hall of Edinburgh, next Christmas, for the
benefit of this scheme of an industrial farm in connection
with our Bagged Schools. Arrangements are being made
with a view to thi>; and I earnestly trust, ami really think
(from the popularity of the object) tliat it will be successful.
The Directors have procured the names of a great many
ladies of distinction as patronesses of the bazaar ; so long a
list, indeed, that it is more like a modified peerage roll than
anything else. And, what is not always tbe case in such
matters, many of these ladies give not only their names,
but promise actively to exert themselves in procuring work
and subscriptions for the cause."

Such testimony justifies ns in urging the affording

greater facilities in obtaining gardens, and the adoption

of instruction in gardening as a moi's general depart-

ment of school instruction. Such gardens, and such

education, should be part and parcel of every Workhouse
Union throughout the land.

In the prize-list of the Amaleiir Poultnj Societij of

Duhlin for their E.ihibition, to be held on the fith,

7th, and Sth of December next, we notice several

deviations from the usual classification on such occa-

sions. Fowls are there divided generally into two

classes—those with combs, and those with crests ; the

latter section, we presume, including all those varieties

which, in England, have been shown as Polish. From
the mention of the Black-crested White Fowl, we ima-

gine that Irish fanciers have been more successful in

their attempts to reproduce that great desideratum of

the poultry-yard—a Polish fowl, with a really good

black topknot—than we have been in this country-

It does not, however, seem quite clear as to what is

meant by. " the White-crested Red Fowl;" the Golden

Polaiad, which would come nearest to this description,

rarely, if ever, possessing a perfectly white crest. The
arrangement of Shanghaes, as " dark coloni's," com-

prehending black, grouse, or partridge; "light colours,"

lemon, buff, and cinnamon, with a separate class for

the white birds, seems better designed for the fair

exhibition of this family than any ))revious system,

since, although the black birds, from their more than

questionable position as distinct varieties, are not, in

our oiiiuion, deserving of a class to themselves, they

should not he altogether excluded from competition.

"Persian," otherwise "Tailless," and the "Frizzled,"

have each their prizes ; but might not these, with the

Silk and Negro fowds, with some few other similar

families, curious, no doubt, but, without pretensions to

be regarded in an economical point of view, have been

done full justice to in a single class, such as has been

assigned them at Birmingham and elsewhere?

Practical utility should always be the aim of all asso-

ciations for the improvement of our breeds of poultry
;

and however form and colour may be required in the

Shanghaes, Dorkings, Ilamburghs, and Polish, they

are only in addition to the strictly economical merits

of those several races.

Feathered Bantams are on the list; and Class 18

is for the "Cuckoo" fowl, with single comb. This

distinctive term having reference, in England, to plum-

age only, a Cuckoo Dorking, a Cuckoo Game fowl, or

a Cuckoo Barndoor fowl, might all enter the lists ; we

think, therefore, that it should have been clearly stated

what particular race was thus invited to compete, for

hardly, we should suppose, are they all to appear as

candidates for this prize. \n Ireland, however, the_,

term "Cuckoo" may possibly be so defined as to obviate

this apparent difficulty, and may refer to some one

distinct breed of fowls, with other characteristics beyond

mere plumage.
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By "Roan" ducks, those usually called "Rouen"
are, probably, meant ; but the class that generally ap-

peal's for " ducks of any other breed" is here omitted
;

and when wo consider that the distinctive points of the

Rouen duck are so little at variance witli the stock

produced by well-selected varieties of the common duck

of the I'arm-yard, aided by good management and liberal

feeding, we certainly think that the two might well be

arranged together. Unless colour can be proved as

a necessary indication of the purity of any breed or

variety of poultry, we would not reject birds that failed

in this respect only, though superior in weight and

form, tho primary objects to be looked for in this family-

Few, at any rate, will question tho wisdom of the Dublin

Society in banishing from their lists the ugly and

coarse-fluvoiu'ed Muscovy ducks.

However easy the task of distinguishing between

birds of tho year and their seniors, we do not envy the

obligation here imposed upon the judges of deciding

as to the exact age, when two and three-year-old fowls

are separately arranged. Chickens were formerly exhi-

bited at Birmingham in pens of six, without reference

to sex: but the alteration to a cockerel and three pidlets

was judicious in many ways, besides obviating the

constant conflicts, and consequent damage, that resulted

from the presence, in the same pen, of moro than one

male bird.

The variations we have noticed from the ordinary

form of our English prize-list are here simply placed

before our readers, with no desire to pronounce an im-

favourable opinion upon them, but that, so far as lies

in our power, uniformity of practice may be attained

as regards the nomenclature and classification of the

various members of our poultry-yards ; and that the

reasons on which the Dublin, or any other similar

Association may happen to difl'er from the ordinary

custom, may be fairly understood, and impartially

considered.

At this season of Agricultural and Horticultural Shows,

it is with very considerable interest that we have read

of a similar celebration in the kingdom of Hayti. This,

as our readers are aware, is a nation of negroes ; and
it is not without some feeling of shame, that we find

j

that they make the service of God, and seeking for a

I
blessing on their labours, a portion of their day's cele-

I

bration. There are portions of their solemnity which

Protestants would well amend, but we must not take

offence at the Playtians acting according to tlic light

,
which has been afforded them.

I

The MonileiiT Hiiit'un of the Tth May—Soulouque's official

I

jounial—gives a full account of the great agricultural ./(•<<),

I

celebrated at Port au Prince, on tho first of M&y. We
translate it for the edification of such as have still doubts
with respect to the growing greatness and prosperity of the
lilack empire of Hayti.
According to the programme of the file, at sunset on

Saturday, .\piil 30, Fort .\lexander announced the solem-
nities by a salvo of twenty-one guns, which it repeated at
sunrise next day. On Sunday, May 1, the call for assem-
bling was sounded at i o'clock in the moming. At o'clock
the Imperial Guai'd and the ti'oops of the garrison took up

their position in line of battle order, on the Place Petion.
The imperial corps of artillery was stationed at tho
western exti'omity of Palaco-strcot. At Ci o'clock, the Go-
vernor of the capital directed tho resident agriculturists to
the Place Petion, accompanied by the olficers of the rural
police, and they took up their places before the altar of tho
country.

At 7 > o'clofflc the constituted bodies, the consul and func-
tionaries assembled at tlic imperial palace. At 7} the
imperial princes and ministers proceeded to the Place
Petion, with a considerable corlci/c. The altar of the
countrj- was occupied by the imperial princes the Minister
of Finance and Commerce, the Minister of the Interior
and Agricidture, the grand marshals of the empire, the Pre-
sidents of Senate and of tlie Chamber, and the members of
the Council of Notables.
Mousiem- Lavelant, President of the Council of Notables,

pronounced the following discourse :

—

" Citizen Agriculturists,—We celebrate to-day one of the
first and most beautiful fetes of the empire. In conse-
crating an anniversary to agriculture, the government renders
a great honor to that profession. It is, indeed,.among all
professions the first ; it constitutes the most extensive and
most assured substance of the wealth of the State ; it is
from agriculture, tlierefore, that Hayti must expect the
pnncipal source of her happiness and prosperity, "\^'ork in
it, tlierefore, fellow citizens, with ardour; you will thus
assure your own happiness, that of your children and
families; tlie happiness of society; the happiness of the
country. Toil witli assiduity ; it is toil that procures wealth
and peace, under Mhose shade liberty and independence are
enjoyed. It is toil, indeed, which elevates man to true
greatness. Crowns are about being distributed to the most
laborious among you, that they may be an encouragement
for those who will have deserved thorn, and an emulation
for all."

Vive I'agricultm'e.

Vive I'empu'e.

Vive la libertu.

Vive I'independence.

Vive his Majesty the Emperor.
Vive the Empress.
Vive the Imperial family.

His Grace the Duke de la Bande du-Noed, Minister of
the Interior and of Agriculture, next addressed the farmers
in these words :

—

'•We have just heard the Du-ector of the Council of
Notables. I shall have little to say to you. The fete which
we to-day celebrate has been instituted by the constitution
of the empire, in the design of honouring toil, of en-
couraging agriculture, which is the source of national pros-
perity ; thus the crowns and agricultural implements, which
the most meritorious among you are about to receive, form
a real recompense which every one ought to value highly,
because the government wishes that their rewards be only
given to those who manage their fields and enclosures
properly—to those only who produce much by theu- assi-
duity in cultivating their gardens. You will understand, it

is a means of provoking emulation. Let you, who are about
to obtain the recompense, render yourselves ever worthy of
it. Let you, wbo see it distributed, act so as to deserve it

next year in your turn, by showing yourselves more indus-
trious. Toil, my dear fellow citizens, distinguishes man,
assures his well being and the future of his family. It is

toil which makes the glory and prosperity of nations. His
IMajesty, the Emperor, who desires the happiness of his
subjects, asks you, therefore, to give yourselves up to it with
ardour, employ your time well, and this good employment
will prove of great advantage to your harvests, and make
satisfaction grow up about your hearths. God having
favoured you, we ought to go to his temple after the disb-i-

bution which is going to be made, to render thanks to him,
and to pray him to continue to shed his holy blessing ou
your toils, so that they may be developed, and become more
productive this year. And as notliing is obtained save with
tho aid of peace, we will ask him to strengthen that which
we now enjoy under the paternal goverament of his Majesty
the Emperor."

'\'ivo la constitution I

Vive I'agriculture I
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Vive I'Empcreur

!

Vivo I'Kmpress !

Vive the Impeiial family.

After tliis speech, and while the fanners who had been

the most industrious were being crowned on the altai- of

the country, the imperial artillery discharged a salvo of

twenty-one gnus. Tlie ti-oops of the line and the imperial

guard then went to take up their positions on the church

square, and the imperial iU-tiUery occupied the esplanade

of the Intendanee. Tlie cortege left the Place Petioa for

the church in the fidlowing order :

—

The agriculturists, can-ying cane stalks and branches of

the cofl'ee-ti'ee.

A picket of horse grenadiers of his Majesty's guard.

Baud of the infantry of the guard.

I'upils of the government schools, accompanied
by their directors and professors.

JNIembers of Commerce.
The ministeiial oliicers of the imperial cotu't, and of the

court of Cassatisn.

Staff oflicers, and those unattached.

Officers of the imperial navy, and of the port.

Health officers.

Justice of Peace and his deputies.

Employes of the difl'ereut public administrations, and their

heads of bureaux.
Employes of the ministers.

The Council of Notables.

The Council of the District.

Tlie Central Commissioner of Public Instruction.

The principal officers of finance, and of the other branches

of the public administration; the editor of the Monileur,

and of the acts of government ; the General

Secretaries of the Ministers, and the

Secretary of the Council of Ministers.

The members of the Imperial Court, and the officers

of the bar.

The Court of Accounts.

The Treasurer General.

The Com-t of Cassation, the l'rocureiu--Geuoral and
his deputy.

The brigadiers of the armv.
Tlie Field Marshals.

Tlie Lieutenant Genends.
The princes and the marshals.

The r.epresentatives and the Senators.

The consuls of foreign powers.

The Grand Marshal of the Palace, and the Grand
Master of the Ceremonies.
The Impeiial Princes.

The ^Ministers.

The Grand Pantler.

The High Groom.
His ^Majesty's Staff Major.

K picket of light chasseurs of the guard closed the march.

'When the cortege reached the church, the masters of the

ceremonies i^ointed out their places to each. The resident

agriculturists occupied the right aisle of the church. The
religious ceremony was celeljrated with great pomp by the

Grand Ch.aplain of the Emperor and A'icar General. At
the consecration, and at the Te Bemn, a salvo of twenty-one

guns was discharged by the imperial artillery. After mass,

a grand bamiuet, prepared in the hall of the Council of

Notables, reunited all the agricultimsts. In the evening

the city was illuminated.

chickens, sold for sums varying between £2 and £(l Os. ;

some of those hatched as late as March the 1st realising

the highest prices. These were all actual sales. Mr.

Gilbert's lots were knocked down at prices varying be-

tween £-2 and £1-2 l:is., but some of them were bought

in. Altogether there wer3 10(3 lots, some of tbem very

bad, and the total sum of the sales was .fl.'SO.

The opinion we have maintained that lirst-rato Sluiny-

licie Fowls still maintain the high valne they have

attained, is fully supported by the results of the sale at

Mr. Stevens's on the 'jlst instant. Lot '22, Captain

Snell, of Norwood's, bull' cockerel, hatched February 1,

I8.J3, " winner of the first prizes at Cheltenham and

Plymouth," sold for i' 15. Lots 23 and 24, buff pullets,

of same age, and winners of the same prizes, sold re-

spectively for £22 Is. and ill 1 Is. Nine other lots, all

GLEANINGS.
The Prize Essay, for iK'y2, of the Entomological

Society, is On the Duration of Life in the Queen, Drone,

and Worker, of the lloneij Bee. The author is J. G.

Desborough, Esq., and he has been a keeper and student

of this domesticated insect for thirteen years. We,
therefore, opened the pages of his essay with an ex-

pectation that he bad determined the unsettled qucs.

tion—What is the life-time of a bee '? and we confess

our disappointment to find that he has left it still

without an answer. Thus, on the duration of life in

the Queen Bee, he says at p. 1-t, " although it may be

deemed too presumptuous to assert that her age is iu

reality three or four years, yet the facts adduced from

personal observation, and tlie deductions and conclu-

sions drawn therefrom, will be deemed a sufficient

apology by the writer in thus stating bis belief that his

opinion is correct." Of the Drone, he observes (p. 17),

"we shall not be assuming too much in concluding that

the natural duration of life in the drone is the same as

in the worker bee;" and in a succeeding portion of the

work (p. 21), be says, "we have demonstrated that the

life of the Worker Bee docs not exceed eight months,

yet we have not shown that it reaches that period."

We have read and re-read Mr. Desborough's statements,

but we confess our inability to discern the demonstra-

tion. There are ingenious calculations and deductions!

but if the conclusions are admitted to be probabilities,

I they have applied to them the highest authoritative

j

epithet to which they are entitled.

As it is so easy to catch the queen bee, we see no

I

great difficulty in having her marked with a streak of

j

white paint across her wings ; and it woidd be no very

toilsome job to an apiarian to serve a hundred bees

I

similarly. If some twenty apiarians would do the same;

and if the results of their observations as to the times

when the marked bees ceased to appear coincided, then

we should say that the results might be accepted as

demonstrations.

Though we consider that Mr. Desborough has not

determined the age to which any of the three ranks of

bees attain, yet his pamphlet is most candidly written,

and wc are enabled to hesitate from agreeing with him,

because he Las fairly stated the grounds on which bis

deductions are based. Nor is the usefulness of the

Essay circumscribed by being confined exclusively to a

consideration of the bee's age. There is much that is

amusing, much that is instructive, and much that is

suggestive in its pages. Among the latter is all that

he says relative to returning swarms, instead of hiving

them. We liave had our attention specially drawti to
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this by Ml'- H. Tiiylor, who says,
—

" The coiicliKliiig part

coutiiius, I tliink, a very important suggostiou, wliicli,

as the swarmiug season is so last passing away, I lose no

time in calling attention to in The Cottage Gardenee,

in the hope that some of your readers may have an op-

portunity at once of testing the principle, and informing

us of the result. ^Ir. D. evidently courts publicity as

to his discovery, and therefore I do not wait for consent

to make the following extract. The preliminary process,

when it is desired to extract the queen from a recent

swarm, is Well known; but I give it in Mr. D.'s own
words, to make the whole question understood :"

—

" In the swarming season let the apiarian consider well

and determine his intentions and wislies respecting the

future number of his stocks. In case lie does not flish to

increase the number of his stocks, when a swarm rises let it

be returned; then let liim watch carefully the proceedings
of the liive or stock for tlie next nine or ten days. If young
queens are brought out dead, exceeding three or four, he
maybe quite certain the stock will not cast; if the stock

commences honey gathering witli energy, he may also rest

satistied that it will not cast. Shoidd, however, the bees be
determined to follow their natural course, and cast, they

must be returned again and again, until the whole of the

young queens are disposed of, when tjie stock will quietly

settle down, and the apiarian may look forward to his honey
harvest. He will by this means hav6_ the increase of his

stocks entirely at command: he will have the benetit of the

labours of his surplus population ; and if quality and fine-

ness of honey is his aim, he can by no other means secure

hi^ ol'j.'ct so certainly and safely as by returning his swarms,
because in a stock when the swarm has been returned, no
fear need be entertained of the queen depositing eggs in the

glasses or boxes intended for surplus honey, and therefore

extreme purity of the honey as well as whiteness of the

comb is attained.
" This process of returning is an exceedingly simple one,

and certain of success : the bees are hived in an ordinary
straw liive, and when they are settled (probably about twenty
minutes after being taken), they should be dashed out on a
white cloth by suddenly striking the hive mouth downwards
on the cloth—tlie sharper the stroke the better; the hive
should immediately be lifted up, and the bees will be seen
in a confused lump on the cloth; Uimj u-ill nut rise or liilcc

uiiuj, but will spread themselves on the cloth. The queen
must now be watched for diligently; when seen, she should
be covered with a wine-glass, tlien slip under tlie glass a
card or a piece of zinc, and care taken that she does not
escape ; she must be removed and killed. The bees may
then be left to themselves, and they will, when they miss
the queen, take wing and rctm'n to the stock whence they
issued; but what is better, the cloth may be taken up by
the corners, laid on a hoard sloping t(5wards the mouth of
the hive, and a communication made between the bees of

the swarm and the stock : as soon .as this is done, the bees
of the swarm will be as anxious to return as they were to

come out of the hive, and the operation will be complete in

less than half an hour.
" There is no danger in the operation whatever ; we have

performed it scores of times without covering of any kind,

and without being once stung in completing it, and we are
quite sure that any apiarian who has once seen the experi-

ment carried out, and has noted the advantage to be de-

rived therefrom, will bo certain to adopt it. Plain practical

directions may be given for performing the operation, but
our sti'ong advice to every one is, not to omit seeing it done
by an experienced apiarian, if possible ; moi'e may be learned
and more confidence gained in seeing once, than in reading
a dozen times. "Wo have practised this system entirely for

the last six years, and during that time have never had
occasion once to resort to any expeiUent to reduce the stocks
in our apiai-y : the exti-act from " my note book," of the year
1817, given at pp \.:y> and l.'if, will show how far the in-

crease of stocks was prevented in that year ; from the num-
ber of queens killed, the iirobability is, that had not tlie

system been persevered in, the stock, No. i, would have

been split up into numerous colonies, and forty ]inuiuls of

koncij hi ylusn would certainly not then have been obtained.
" \Ve cannot belter conclude this essay than by siiggi'sling

an experiment which occurred to us in the year ls.')l, but

: from the extraordinary circumstance of our not having a

single swarm in our apiary in IM.'rj, it was impossible for us
' to carry out; and in thus makingit known, we may probably

I

induce some of our ajiiai'lan frieuds to try the plan, and

I
thereby it may the sooner be established as successful, or

not, and the benefit, if successful, may be the sooner pro-

mulgated ; in doing this, we feel we are not overstepping the

hounds of tills essay, inasmuch as the experiment bears

practically on the prevention of the increase of stocks. In
, the year ] 851, by accident, the bees of a swarm were returned

j

to a hive to which they did not originally belong ; that liive

j

had been previously not much inclined to work (it is true,

the population was not over large) ; immediately the bees of

I
the swarm had joined this hive, the whole population com-

' menced working vigorously, and produced in the season a

1
fair proportion of honey ; tlie stock from whence the swai'm

issued was a strong one, and altliough it did not produce as

much honey as it would have done had the bees of the
swarm been returned to it, yet it gathered strength and pro-

duced three glasses of honey, one being thirteen pounds in

weight.
" Now it occurred to us, tViat as the accession of the quan-

tity of strange bees to the lazy hive immediately induced
work, that it would be prudent, instead of returning the bees
of a swarm to the stock from whence the swarm issued, to

join them to another hive (if the queen be taken away, any
hive will readily receive them) ; and the next swarm which
issued from any other hive might be joined to the first hive

wliich had thus lost its swarm, and so on, keeping up a con-

tinuous change of the qu.arters of the bees when they swarm.
"We have always observed, that, after returning a swarm

to the stock to which it originally belonged, such stock does
not generally set to work steadily until after the lapse of

four or five days ; and we argue the reason to be this,—when
the bees are returned, they find their own hive in precisely

tlie same state as when they left it, and there is therefore no
inducement to work, in fact the bees are disaijpoiuted ; but

if these bees are joined to a hive where a difi'erent stale of

things exist, then that they are instigated to pursue their

natural labours and gather honey. This is merely the idea

of the writer ; but the accidental experiment having suc-

ceeded so weh, he has ventured to mention it, at the same
time explaining that he has not yet had the opportunity of

testing its invariable success."

COVENT GARDEN.
It may be said there is now a plentiful supply of

everything iu the market, and the demand is quite

equal to the supply. Oreen Peas are so general as to

be bought retail at from 8d. to Is. per peck; they are

very good, and yield well. New Potatoes are rapidly

displacing the old, some sorts of which are now all but

unsaleable. The new are making about 12s. tid. per

cwt., but some samples of superior quality realise fronj

18s. to 20s. ; they are very fine. CauUJiowefs, of excel-

lent quality, make from ;3s. to 3s. per dozen. Cabbages,

!Jd. to Is. nd. per dozen. Rhubarb, 2s. to 2s. Od. per

dozen bundles. Asparagus, Is. tid. to 3s. Od. per 100.

Cucumbers (line), -Id. to Is. each. New Carrots are

becoming plentiful, at Od. and lid. per bunch.

In FnuiTs we have now a rather good supply of

Stranberries, at Od. Od. and Is. per pottle ; they are

principally British Queens, Keen's Seedlings, and
Hooper's Seedlings, the latter a first-rate variety, early,

and very proliQc. Cherries, of foreign growth, are now
plentiful, at from Od. to Is. per lb. ; but they are not

sulhciently ripe—acid, and hardly even fit for baking.
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However well our coutineutal neighbours may supply

us with other articles, they cannot satisfy us with fruits

of such tender substance as these. Qmpes are very

fine, at from 5s. to 10s. per lb. Peaches and Nectarines,

123. to l^<s. per dozen.

Of Flowers there is an abundance, both iu pots and

cut for bouquets. The former consist of Scarlet Oera-

niums, Su-eet Peas, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Hydrangeas as

large as the crown of a hat. Pinks of the Anne Boleyn

variety, YeUotr Noisette Poses, and Cajie Heaths of the

most choice desci-iption. We must not omit to men-

tion the little Musi- Plant, a favourite with every

lady who has a window, whether it be iu a drawiug-

room, an attic, or a cellar. It is, in fact, the poor man's

summer pet. It may not be generally known, that a

great, if not the greater, proportion of the JIusk plants

that are sold on the costermongers' trucks in the streets

are produced by the old pensioners of Chelsea Hospital.

There are a certain number of these old worthies who

have garden allotments, which they hold during " the

term of their natural life ;" and of late years they have

found it to be a business speculation of such a renni-

nerative kind that most of their gardens are devoted to

the cultivation of this plant lor sale. If any of our

country friends have time to spare during their summer

visit to London, and are disposed to avail themselves of

the ti'eat, they may have an opportunity of seeing the

old warriors thus employed. H.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDEN AND
FETE.—llTH June.

I HAVE never been so convinced, as on the present

occasion, that seedlings, which are exhibited for the

first time at a great sliow like this, are ushered into the

world under serious disadvantages. No one cares to

look at small plants in little pots on such occasions,

however nice the flowers may be, or how much soever

they may be improvements on the old kinds, except,

perhaps, some few gardeners and dealers, wlio may be

personally interested in seedlings. I recollect the time,

however, when ladies used to crowd the seedling tents,

and note down the names of the best seedlings, but
that was wiien the Messrs. Garth, l''oster, and Beck,
produced novelties, and Mr. Hoyle got his head up
tlu'ough " Mount Etna,"-'' without an eruption ; but
these days are gone, and we cannot be improving for

ever in the same strains, that is quite certain. Twenty
Basilisks, as many Princes of Orange, and double the

number of Magnets, will not, and cannot, raise that class

of old favourites one more degree in p\iblia estimation
;

and it does not appear tliat if the names of all fthe

ladies in tlie ]ieerage were transferred to fancy gera-

niums, that they either can be pushed much fartlier for

general attraction in a show. New mines must also be

searched for seedlings in otlier classes of popular flowers

No florist has yet subdued Sidonia, but Sidonia is now
a grandmother in the hands of a scientific cross-breeder,

and a new strain is very likely to be brought into

existence througli her. Tlie grand-daughter has been
shown to me, and her very looks encourage me to urge
ou young ardent minds, at this particular season, iu all

sorts of experimental crossing, otlierwise our shows will

come to the finis sooner than they ought.

It is uaderstood that Hoyle's Mount Etna Pelargonium was bought
for jt'60.

I was reminded of a prophecy of l!^47, on seeing Epi-
phgllum (Cactus) crenatum in flower in a fine collection

of tall Cacti, by Mr. Green, which was tlien said would
change tlie whole face of the showy Cactu.ses in seven
years ; and, if this prophecy turns out to be true, those
who live to see next summer's shows will see something
worth going to see. As it is, the best seedling Cactus
that has appeared, since Conuaijs Giant, was at this

show, and a very pretty Cactus it is,, but, having had
only a flower or two on, no one seemed to care anything
about it. Let me advise, however, such of my readers

as adra ire tese gorgeous flowers to make a memo-
randum of it; it is called EpiphgUum cteruleuin—not a
descriptive name, certainly, but no matter. The flower

is most beautiful, and was exhibited by a Mr. Pamplin,
and, I believe, a nurseryman at Hornsey, near London.
There was a cut flower of another seedling Cactus called

Bragii, or some such name. No wonder that these

Cactuses move so slow, when we consider that the seeds

of most of them take ten, eleven, or twelve months to

ripen, and that the seedlings take from five to fifteen

years iu proving them. I had a cross-seedling Cactus
myself that was thirteen years old before it flowered,

but I believe an amateur could flower the plant in half
the time. Early readers of The Cott.\ge Gaedexer
will recollect the anecdote about .lenny Lind visiting

the nurseryman who furnished her flowers, in his last

illness; his widow, Mrs. Conway, Earl's Court, llromp-
ton, had a beautiful pink seedling Rhododendron ex-

hibited here, called Ladg Bridport, which is well worth
having when it comes out. The new Tree Lily, from
India (Lilium giganteum), was here again from Mr.
Veitch, of the Exotic Nursery, King's Road, but not
the same plant as was shown in May last.

Fruit.— I never saw the Peaches, Nectai'ines, and
Grapes, in better order, particularly the Grapes; and
the Strawberries in pots were better than were ever ex-

hibited at Chiswick before; and although everybody
was amazed at one dish of British Queen Strawberries,

by the same grower, Mr. Smith, of Twickenham, I can
say, in truth, that my next-door neighbour, Mr. Jackson,
had lots and lots of just as good this very spring from
his forcing ground at Hampton Court. Some one, but
I missed the name, has at last shown ripe Grapes in

pots, with the leaves in perfect health ; and if they
could always be brought out so, they would not make
such unfavourable impressions on people who expect to

see everything at a first-rate Show iu first-rate condi-

tion. I was particularly pleased to see Suffolk coming
out at last so eftectually on the London boards. Nothing
so bold has come up from hence, since Margaret Catch-
poll rode the stolen horse, as Mr. Peto's Muscat Grapes;
they astonished the Londoners. I know Mr. Bradley,
who grew those Grapes; and we all know Mr. Peto, who

I

put down the first fifty thousand pounds to set the

[

Crystal Palace in the air in IS.'il ; and between the
! two, and Sufi'olk to the bargain, these Londoners need
I to look to ilieir laurels. There was a new-looking,
round H/elon, called Golden Queen, which had the second
prize for flavour, and I notice it for giving a variety in

that dish in first-rate desserts. It is customary, in all

large places, for the gardener to see all his fruit dished,

and to help in the work, and also to place it, or see it

I
placed, on the side tables ; and of all the fruits he has
to deal with, ^Melons are the most monotonous ; but this

Golden Queen, Fleming's Hgtirid, and the Uld Ei/i/jitian

I

Oreen Flesh, will make three good changes with well-

flavoured Melons—that is, three night's dessert, and it is

not fashionable for visiting parties to remain longer
than three nights, neither is it fashionable to cut a
Melon at all at a first-rate party, only it must be there,

and if there should be a mortal round the table who has
the misfortune of being a good judge of fruits, he unist

I taste, and all the rest are satisfied with his verdict,
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without judgiug for themselves. This Oolden Queen
was from Mr. llohertsou, gardener to Lady Emily Foley,

at Stoke Edith Park, where I have spent some pleasant

days, in Herefordshire. There were also Oranges,

Lemons, Citrons (a fine dessert dish when preserved),

with Qainhoije, Rose Apple, and Vanilla, from Sion

House, l^iuc Apples were not so good as we had them
in the winter ; the Noblesse and lioijal Oeonje were the

chief Peaches ; and the FAruge and Violelle Hatlve,

the chief Nectarines, and they were wonderfully well

coloured.

Large CoNSERV.\Tonv.—One of the finest plants in

the large conservatory of the Horticultural Society is

the Norfolk Island Pine ( Araiicuria e.veelsti ). The top of

this line tree reached the glass, and had to he cut back

some time ago ; aud soon after that a new leader started

up as if nothing had happened, a very rare thing indeed

among Conifers ; now tliere are three or four more
leaders started from the brokeu-ofi' part, but quite small

as compared to the first one ; and when I say that each

of these secondary leaders might be cut off, made into

cuttings, that the cuttings will root in the hands of a

good propagator, and tliat plants so raised are just as

good, and as likely to make handsome trees as seedlings

from native seeds, I affirm more than half the gardeners

in the country are aware of. Indeed, there is no more
reason for this, the handsomest aud the most valuable

tree, in some of our colonies, among all the conifer

tribes, being either scarce or dear, or difficult to get in

abundance. There are some propagators wlio would
strike it with as few losses as a pot of Verbena cuttings,

the only difterence would be in the time. There is a

proof, in this house, that breaking off the leader of the

tree does not hurt it in the least: but suppose a good
stock plant of it in a large pot, turned into the stove

early in March on purpose for propagation; as soon as

growth is begun whip off the first cutting by taking the

very top : if you could now apply a slight bottom-heat,

there would be three or I'our more cuttings ready to take

before the end of April, and iu taking them, the best

way would be to cut oH' that part from which they issued

along with them, leaving a part of the stump full of

fresh eyes or buds, which, in their turn, would sooner
start under the stimulus than any buds that might yet

be unstarted on the upper portion, and this might go on
all the season, aud a constant supply of the best kinds
of cuttings be at command, from a single plant only,

and that plant, too, even if stumped down to witliin a

few inches of the pot, has only to be allowed to carry

one shoot, and it will soon run up, form a tree, and be
as healtliy as ever iu a year or two.

The white and the red Daturas were in magnificent
bloom iu this house, which seems to suit them and the

Acacia perfectly ; and some of the original Tea-scented

Boses, that were planted when this house was first filled,

are yet very good. 1 noticed Mansais and QauhouH
as very fair, notwithstanding the murderous attacks of

the roots of the hvige monsters which overshadow them;
and the beautiful Luculia gralissima is now suli'erii]g

severely from the same cause, and although it may go
on flowering for a few more years, it is past the art of

man to make a fine looking plant of it as it is. But let

me stick to the Roses, if only to say, that after seeing

how well the finer Roses did at first in this conservatory,

and even some of them do now, under such disadvan-

tages, because the house is raised on a terrace, four feet

or more, above the general level of the garden—after

seeing that, 1 say, it is very diflicult to believe that the

rose-growers who planned and planted the new rose-

house for the society, did not do so purposely to befool

them—I said as much the first moment I saw it, and
now the proof is as evident as the " proof of the

pudding." The new rose-house is a dead aud dis-

gracefid failure, from no cause of the construction of

the bouse, or after-management of the plants, but solely

and entirely from the stupid plan of sinking the beds

below the level of the garden, on the one hand ; and
tlieu forming tliese beds as steep as the roof of a house,

so that no mortal could ever water one of them unless

he first made a cup in tlie face of the bank to hold the

water. I am quite vexed with this experiment. It

was only a year or two before it was tried, that Mr.
Fleming and myself proposed and discussed the subject

of rose-houses, in general, for large establishments, in

our private correspondence, and we had a ripe plan

ready, the very reverse of that adopted by the rose-

growers, to whom the Society good uaturedly gave up
their garden and their mouey, and now, instead of

doing good, this single experiment will throw back the

system six or seven years at the least, for where can

you find a gentleman who will listen to the subject in

print, or entertain a petition from his lady and his

gardener, after seeing the failure in the Society's garden.

When things are at the worst, they mend, according to

the adage ; but 1 question if the Roses in this house

will ever mend, or be much better than they are : but

how to arrange for a rose-house that would answer in

any locality, is one of the simplest problems in garden
contrivances—the same soil, the same wood and glass,

and, probably, the same plants, might be so arranged

on the very same spot they stand on, as to grow such

Roses as none of us have ever yet dreamed of. I am as

sure of that as I am of my own existence, and I would
undertake to do it with my own hands, old as 1 am. I

do not think it at all necessary that the bed in a rose-

house, like that iu this house, should be lower than the

surrounding ground in any garden in Great Britain or

Ireland. In the south of France and in Italy it might

bo necessary to do so, a little in some situations, on
account of the dry, hot summers ; ou the contrary, the

rose-bed to be covered with glass should be raised a

little above the surrounding soil iu the highest garden

in the kingdom ; but in the garden at Chiswick, on a

dead level, very difficult to drain, and within a few feet

of the tide mark, it would bo an expensive job to make
a rose-bed of this kind sufficiently high above the

surface, and all such beds ought to be a dead level on

the surface, and nothing else, so that a drop, or a glass

full of water, would sink down into it just where it was
intended.

Gl.^ss W.-vlls.—1 had not sufficient time to examine
the specimen of this kind of shelter for half-hardy

things, but the general impression among the craft is

against them also; yet the Society was perfectly justi-

fied, and even liberal, to allow the experiment to be

tested in their own garden, as well as that of the rose-

hoiise ; and it is better that they allowed the rose-

growers, who supplied the plants gratis, to have it all

their own way; and although they made a mess of it,

we are not bound to follow their plan. The failure

will be a warning to all who may entertain the strange

notion that Roses, like Rose-bays (RhododendronsJ,

will answer better if sunk beneath the surface in such

a climate as ours.

All other parts of the garden looked better and
fresher than I ever recollect to have seen it. The
Wistaria was nearly over, and the original Indigo-

/era decora was iu flower-bud outside, with the bottom

shoots turning quite woody, while in a pot inside it was
full in bloom ; everybody ought to grow this handsome,
hardy plant, and a dry rockwork seems to suit it. The
new Tree Paonies have made a large growQi, and three

kinds of them were in bloom, and quite ditierent from
the old ones. There was every appearance of a laVge

crop of the ditt'erent hardy fruits ; and 1 was pleased

to see that the Society continue to appreciate iny own
seedling Ocraniums and Petunias for beds. I saw a

new bedding Geranium, of the Unique breed, in one
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of the greenhouses ; the two back petals arc as in I'nhiue,

tlio other tln-ee are more of a rose colom-. 'L'here was a

very nice Berheris in flower against the conservatory

wall, called Aiigtihsa, which ought to be better known;
the flowers were in the same way, and nearly as elegant

as those of Berberis Darwinii. Not far from it stood

Craticgus crenata. loaded with snow-white blossoms;

but the name need not frighten one from placing this

among choice, nearly-hardy shrnbs, as it does not grow
stronger than a Myrtle. Cahjcnlome sjniiosa, a yellow,

Cytisus-looking shrub, was richly in bloom on the same
wall ; also CconoUtus denlatus, rigidus, and pupihsiis,

all things of the first-water in their way. A Rose, called

Oomple Rohrinsliy, might be taken for a double Oloire

de Rosamene, only not quite so high in colour. Saf-

frayio, flowering in a dwarf, stinted form. Adam, a line

Rose, like the MalinahoH Rose, was very beautiful,

A bed of the White Eschschollzia looked much better

than I expected it would. Aquilegin Ctdiforidea rtmsihe

added to our list of best Columbines, purplish all ovei-

it
I
and Aqudei/in Slimierii would make a new strain

by crossing, jjeautiful specimens of the Ladi/ j\[arij

Fox Creranium, in the greenhouse, looking just as gay
as any of the new sorts. The best variety of tlie shrubby
Calceolarias, for beds, was in the large conservatory

—

large specimens in pots—it is the nearest to the one
I had at Shrubland Park, called Cnri/mbosa ; and here

I met with a species of Cactus (Cereus), from Honduras,
new to me, with a rich, shining, deep crimson flower,

with three rows of petals, or seeming to be in three

rows, and nearly as large a flower as any of the old tall

Cacti; it is a real good addition to this family of window
plants. \). Beaton.

SHADING AND AIR-GIVING.

I'ew things are more bewildering to young beginners
in e.N.otic plant cultivation than shading ; and to

amateurs, whose chief physical engagement is connected

with attention to their plants only on mornings and
evenings, there are few matters more marked by per-

plexing and uncheering disappointments. Gardeners,
in largo places, and men of business, with their pet

single house, have often alike to complain of want of

thought, in the case of their, no doubt, well-meaning
coadjutors. Neglect of giving air early enough, and
then a burst of it, after the house has been steamed up
with sun-heat and vapour ever so high, will produce
results, less or more analagous to pouring among pot
plants a blast of hot air from a furnace, just iu pro-

portion to the dilierence iu temperature and moisture
inside and outside of the house. One of the best-

known, and most successful gardeners of the day, told

me, recently, of a splendid house of Grapes, the greater

part of the bunches of which had been comjdetely
scorched from this cause alone. Air was neglected iu a

very bright day, and then a sudden rush admitted. He
aptly said—if the house had been shaded, plenty of

moisture thrown about on paths, stages, &c., and then
only a very little air given, when the house began to

cool, the mischief wouhl have been avoided. As a pre-

ventive remedy for all cases, and especially applicable

to gentlemen wdio arc absent fronr home during the

day, and cannot depend tlioroughly upon shading,

nothing is so dicctual as never taking the whole of the

air away, night or day ; or, if for the sake of heat, it is

removed at,night, to be sure to give air at the back of

the pit or house early in the morning. The heat of

the" house, from the power of the sun, thus increases

gradiialhj; there is no sudden accunndation of scalding

vapour, and the strong constitution, from the low tem-
perature at night, enables the plant to regale itself in a

temperature at midday without any shade, which

would be destructive to one coddled up in a high tem-
jieraturc at night, or with air given at breakfast-titue,

after the sun has been playing on the glass for hours.

This early or continuous air giving, is, therefore, to a

great extent, a substitute for all the bother and litter of

shading. We thus, likewise, in most cases, place the

plants in the circumstances tlioy would realise iu their

natural climates. This is a matter of importance to all

our subscribers who follow gardening in large towns.

The night and nmrning air is ever the freest from sooty

exhalations. The more given then, the less will be re-

quired during the day. Instead of a diUereiice of some
live or ten degrees between the temperature of night

and day, many of the jdants we cultivate, enjoy, in their

natural wilds, a difference of ;KI° or 40°.

I fully acted on this principle when I gardened in

London many years ago. Even then I could do no
great things with Geraniums, Epacris, &c., without

sliading from very bright sun, and a very free appli-

cation from the syringe at all times, just saving the

bloom as much as pos.sible. But I found little dilHculty,

except my comparative ignorance, with any ])lants re-

quiring beat—such as stove plants, cucumbers, melons,

pines, vines, &c. ; and these had seldom shading, except

during sudden changes from dull to bright weather.

During early spring, even in bright days, the air was
not vastly increased, because it brought so much soot

with it, but additional moisture was given to the atmo-
sphere, and air was either left on ah night, or given

early in the morning. After shutting uj) early iu an
afternoon, I have often given a little air to the tops of

all my sashes at bed-time, and increased that but little

during the day, until the atmosphere of summer came.
In a vinery, for instance, it was no uncommon thing

to have a difference of 40° between the house at mid-

night, or an hour or two after, and the same house,_with

a bright sun, in INlarch or April, at noon—the tempera-

ture ranging from •)0° to 5.")° in the one case, and from
>>y to 0.">° in the other. The fertility and luxuriance

proved the treatment to bo right. Such a difference

taking place suddenly would have been ruinous with

such a small amount of air and no shading : the air

at night, or early in the morning, caused the tempera-

ture to increase gradually. The expanding and assi-

milating powers acted, therefore, iu unison. No little

money was also saved in fuel and shading-cloths.

These remarks will meet the case of several recent

inquiries from town-gardening amateurs. In most towns
of moderate extent any plants may bo cultivated in

sinnmer, unless there are pestiferous funics emitted

from some neighbouring manufactory. But in the

centre of such Babylons as London, or even of Man-
chester, Glasgow, &c., a vast deal of labour in washing,

&e., will be requisite to keep during the year the denizens

of the greenhouse. No one likes to cut away their own
standing ground, and yet honesty compels me to say,

that the jilauts that mostly come under my department
of labour cannot be maintained in vigorous health, in

such circumstances, without a great amount of care and
labour, and hardly oven then. The tliick smoky fogs

in winter, unless great care is taken in watering, will

fill the stems with watery juices, the ))rccursors of hosts

of insects. If you open the sashes the jdants will get

a saline sooty incrustation. If you keep them shut, and
shade in a bright day, the )ilants become weakly and
drawn. Your chief remedies arc—thin bunting, a line

gauze wire over the air apertures, to helji to sift out the

soot, and a free application of the sponge and syringe

to the foliage. Where this labour is deemed too much,
with the exception of Scarlet Geraniums, Fuchsias,

Ssucculents, and a Sevi others, which remain at rest

during the winter, it will be the most satisfactory to have
the place fresh furnished, or partly so, every spring.

This last mode, however, would lessen the pleasure of
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having plants ol' one's own growing. For tlicso tlioro

are two cliisses of plants peculiarly ai)plicablc. TIjo

first of tliese aro hanly jilauts, cliiclly of an herbaceous
character, and rei|uiring in winter similar protection as

that aflbrcled to alpines—namely, protection such as a

covering of snow would render, which is well imitated

by thick glass cases on the top of a house even, and,
in severe weather, the benefit of a tarpaulin. l'"or

months during the cold season, no further care would
be necessary than a little air in fine weather, to lieo|)

I

the atmosphere sweet, and prevent moulding and damp-
ing. If the pots are plunged, little of the water can
will be required from November to March. After that

period more air would liavc to be given, and then, in

April and May, the whole lot may be turned outof-

doors, unless there are a few very delicate and rare.
' 'J'he other class would suit tliose who can afford all tlie

! paraphernalia of a well-arranged plant stove. Were J,

in fact, shut up to have one ])lant house, within three

miles of St. Paul's, as large as ( liked, and heated how
I liked, and to grow what would succeed best and yield

the most pleasure, I have a dim perception of drawing
rather largely on the kindness and experience of Mr.
Appleby—getting him to tell me the notch about this

plant, the secret about that, the mode of surmounting
the difficulties about a third, and ever so many more ;

and with labour, power, and money for a young stock, at

command, we could, as respects stove jdauts, orchids,

and ferns, venture a hint to him to look after his laurels,

even amid the salubrious airs of U.\bridge, and just

because, with such plants little air would be necessary,

unless when the sky was clear, and because, by the use
of abundance of moisture, shading would bo reduced to

a minimum, luilcss when a plant was commencing to

grow, or when it was desirable to retain the bloom as

long as possible. Of course, things that would only
grow in the shade coidd have a shady part of the house
for themselves.

A cool temperature at night, and early air-giving, will

thus minimise shading, and so far as growing and
ripening are concerned, would render the process ne.\t

to unnecessary, could we depend upon regular courses
of weather. But in all shallow structures, such as pits I

and frames, shading is often required, when, alter I

several days of dull, cloudj' weather, one with bright '

sunshine suddenly comes. We see even hardy plants '

flag for several liours, under such circumstances, and
unless the preventives of early air-giving, and additional

j

moisture in the atmosphere, have been attended to, the

danger of scalding and burning would have been im-

minent, without shading, in all such structures.

A syringe over head, or an hour's shading, will often

habituate the ])lants to the change, and no crumpling
or scalding of leaves will be the result. But this

shading should never remain a moment longer than is
[

necessary. It is nothing unconunon to meet with people
j

that can only have one prominent idea at one time,
j

They will never do great things in gardening, unless
;

they are fixed to one department, and hardly even then. !

It is nothing uncommon to see a man careful in shading ;

but go hours after the sun has been clouded, and there

is still the shading. The necessity of removing, as well

as putting on, is a sort of double idea, and that was too

much for thorough attention. One of the cleverest

men I ever knew, never held a situation long from this

very cause. Whatever he was doing was done first-

J'ale, because it received his undivided attention. There
was no room for anything else, and the general results

may be guessed at. There was praiseworthy attention

to one object, but for all other things demanding equal
care and thought, they might as well not have e.\istcd.

I'jVery minute's shading more than is necessary renders
the plant more enervated, and just re(juiiing more and
more of future shading and coddling.

Having now said sidllcieut of the principle to be kept

in view in shading, let me now say a few words as to

the modes and material. l''or though the hints thrown
out would redivco shading to a minimum when growth
and maturation were concerned, it becomes less or more
indispensable when we wish to preserve plants in

bloom as long as possible.

For this purpose, nothing is better for houses tlmn
thin calico, or open bunting, fixed by one side to the

ridge of a house, and at the front side of the house to a
round roller of wood, from one-and-a-half to twoand-a-
half inches in diameter. In houses about thirty feet in

length, a cord twice the width of the house, wrapped
round a grooved wheel on the end of the roller, will be

sufficient to let the roller up and down. As you pull

the string, the resistance given will cause the roller to

revolve and mount the roof, and by means of a pin in

I front, it may be fixed at any elevation.

But even at the above length, or a little more, there

will be a tendency in the roller and blind to drag at one
end, and, therefore, in the cases of blinds over long

, houses, it is better to have two or three pulleys instead

!
of one. The mode of working is quite as easy, but

' different. F,ach pulley will require to be from tlu'ee to

five times the width of the houses. Fix the blind on
I the apex of the roof and to the roller, respectively, as
' stated above. Theu, sup|iosing you arc to have three

I

pulleys, one near each end, and one in the middle, fix

!
your pulley lines firndy in those places to the apex of

the roof, then bring down the cord on the glass, under
neath the shade, passing it over the wooden roller, and
taking it back again to the apex, and passing it there

through a pidley wheel, and bringing the end of the

line down over the roof again, so that you can easily

I

catch it by the hand. Do the end ones the same way,

only in addition carry the coid from the piiUey wheel
' along the apex of the roof, to another pidley wheel

j

dose to the centre, and bring down the cord over the

voof in the same way as the first. You can thus take

all three cords in your hand at once, by pulling wdiich

i

the blind will rise regularly from end to end, and you
can fasten it at the top or any intermediate distance, by

j

twisting the ropes round a post with a peg through it.

I When unloosed the weight of the roller will biing the

' blind down. On the same principle you may bring all

' the strings to one end, instead of the middle, and you may
have as many pulley-strings as you like. 'Three would
be quite ample for a length of seventy or eighty feet.

For i)its, a similar plan may be used. Any mode,
almost, is better than tlie littery mats we often use. I

saw, the other day, a very simple and effectual mode in

operation at the Hyde Gardens. Mr. Eussell uses thin

bleached calico, abont the width of tlie sashes—say two

yards; each piece covers from four to eight or ten

liglits, according to the size of the pit. Each end is

fastened to a rod of wood about half-au-inch in diameter,

and a foot or two longer ihan the covering. On one of

these the covering is rolled up when not wanted. When
used, one rod is fixed at the end of the pit, or frame.

You stand at the front of the pit, hold the lower end of

the other rod in your hands, and, placing the other end
on the apex of llie back of the pit, you turn it round,

walking briskly along, and leaving the eloth on the glass

as you proceed ; the rod is then fixed at the other end.

From having the rods longer than the pit you thus

easily shade and unshade, without the rods ever touch-

ing the glass. On the cloth, opposite the handles of

each light, there are strings sewed on, which, when tied

to the handles, prevents any wind but a huriicane from

moving it. The rods, besides being thus tisel'ul, are a

great saving to the shade, as when not wanted, or in

wet weather, they can easily bo transported to a water-

proofed shed. Any other cheap thiu material, such as

Nottingham netting, may bo used in a similar manner.
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Mauy, liowevcr, will oUjoct to tlie trouble even of

these shades, and would jirelcr somothiug that would
give a mild continuous shade during summer. For this

purpose, nothing is better than Hartley's patent rough
sheet glass. I have also found that the tinted glass of

the same firm is excellent for plants in siunnier. ] have
not myself proved the efficacy of either for early forcing,

but information on this matter woidd be very desirable,

as there can be no question that such glass would
minimize labour in plant-growing in summer. But, as

many have houses of common glass, many modes have
been adopted to produce the desired result. The other

j

day, I saw a house thickly encrusted with lime. The 1

objection to this is, that if used in at all in a quick I

state it will injure both paint and putty. Whiting is
|

better. 'J'lic oiijection to both is, that the lirst shower
will wash them off. Hence 1 have previously recom- i

mended double size, with the smallest amount of

whiting—say the si/.e of a walnut to more than a quart.

I saw a great many of what had been fine blinds lying
iu a nursery, fast going to decay,- lately, and the bouses

j

had been sized and whitened instead. The proprietor
told me that it answered far better, and saved an im-
mense of mishaps and bother in mistakes about shading.
He had, however, put his on on the inside of the glass,

instead of the outside, stating that when on the outside
the rains washed it oil'. This, 1 believe, must have been

j

owing to some mistake in the process. Besides, the
j

moisture inside, especially when much of the syringe i

was used, would he apt to bring the material about the
plants, and render them unsightly. In my own piactiee,

I do not get rid of it until after the rains of autumn, i

when placed on the outside. Of course, a little whiting i

water, put on in a moment with the syringe, is waslicd
otr with the first shower. I may, therefore, repeat the

'

essentials necessary for sizing the outside of the glass.

Double or jelly size is used ; that is heated nearly to

boiling point, without any water being put with it. '

When the glass is thoroughly dry, and the sun not
shining strong, it is put on the glass in the hot slate,

by means of a brush pulled briskly along it. This will

give a roof resembling thin rough sheet. When a little

more shade is wanted, the size of a marble of whiting
is dissolved in the size, and when still more shade, the
size of a walnut of that material. This sticks so fast,

when so put on, that I have frequently bad to use a
little soda, in water just warmed, to remove it entirely,

when the dull days of autumn came.
From trying various e.xperiments, J can recommend

another mi.xture, chiefly the invention of a respectable
young painter. The mixture is as follows :—One quart
of water, one pound of size, the jelly kind, one pint of
turpentine, the size of a walnut of whiting, and half-a-

tablespoonful of oil, all blended together, well stirred,

and put on with a brush when hot. 1 am just now
looking into a small greenhouse with a west aspect so
done. For the glass of the roof, the brush was dipped
in the mixture, and then pulled quickly along it. For
the upright front sashes, the squares were thus painted,
and then quickly daubed wdth the points of a dry brush,
which gave it a slightly mottled appearance. When
standing at a short distance, you cannot perceive that
any thing has been done to the glass, and yet in the
strongest afternoon suns, the shade has been quite
efl'ectual, and secured a luxuriant blossom, in the case of
Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Cactus, &c. There seems no
likelihood of rains washing it of!'. A damp from the
syringe, and a rub with a cloth or brush, easily removes
it. I think tliat the liloom is better coloured, and
longer preserved, than by any othci- nuide of continuous
shading. A little goes a great way. The tiU'pentine
and oil prevent all danger to the paint, /n thill weather
you can scarcely perceive that the bouse is shaded. No
cloth of any kind cotdd do it so finely, and then all the

trouble is saved. I do not think that more light will be
wanted until the end of October. R. Fish.

CONIFER^E.
(CnulbiiiedfTom page 300.)

PRor.\GATioN : BY CuTTiNGs.—A Cutting is a small

twig, or shoot, taken from a living tree, to form, when
rooted, a separate individual capable of growing to the

same size as the tree it is taken from, and also, when
old enough, of bearing seeds. The reason, in general,

why wo increase by cuttings is because the tree or shrub

so propagated is either too young to produce seeds, or

will not produce seeds in this country. Tliis is espe-

cially the case with the more rare or lately imported

Conil'crs; as, for instance, the Fiaieieiil Ci/press of China,

and the Cri/jUoineria from Jajian, both of which strike

root from cuttings easily, and soon form young trees

with leading shoots and side branches in all points

equal to seedlings. It is quite true there are some that

will root easily enough, but do not so easily form a per-

fect tree—some remaining with only side branches, and
never attaining a central leading shoot. The Arauearia
excelsa is an instance, and also the Pinus iwh'dis, and
one or two others. I once saw an Arinicaria excelsa

that, when imported from Norfolk island, had on it two
leading shoots. The skilful propagator at I'lnc-Apple

Place (Mr. Fancourt) took off one of the leading shoots,

put it in as a cutting, and rooted it in a very short time,

ft grew apace, and formed as perfect a tree as the one
from which it was taken. This gives us a practical hint

bow to obtain such perfect trees. All we have to do is

to take out a central shoot, and thus induce several

leaders, which may be taken off as soon as formed, and
put in as cuttings.

The way to manage cuttings of Coniferro is first to

prepare a pot to put them in ; drain it well, and cover

the drainage with a little moss ; then fill the pot to

within an inch of the top with a compost of loam and
sandy peat, mixing it I'reely with sand ; upon this place

an inch of pure sand, watering it gently to settle it and
make it firm. Then prepare the cuttings—take them
off the tree just at the point where the last-made wood
joins to the wood made the lU'evious year; trim oH',

without wounding the bark, the lower leaves, and
branches, if any, and insert the cuttings in rows across

the cutting pot till it is full. The best time to do this

is about the month of October, though they will do

pretty well even u]i to the JMareh following. Water the

cuttings gently, and allow the tops to dry ; then place

them in a very gentle hotbed, just warm enough to

cause them to form a swelling at the base, but not so

hot as to induce shoots, unless the operator has the

convenience of a greenhouse to harden them oif. They
do not require bell-glasses, or, at least, will root very

w-ell without them. [ have just now several pots of

cuttings of this tribe, that are rooting beautifully in a

gentle hotbed set upon coal ashes, without any bell-

glasses, and scarcely one has failed.

In putting in cuttings of Conifers in the above
manner, I refer more especially to the more rare kinds,

such as the Ori/ptotiierias, some Cypresses, Taxodimii
seiiipervircns, Aiiiur litte, and some of the genus I'a.viis.

Others that are more common mny be successfully pro-

pagated by cuttings put in early in the autumn, under I

handglasses, on a north-west border, where the sun
leaves them about ten o'clock. For such the ground

j

should be prepared in a similar way to that in the cut-

ting pots, and the cuttings put in by the same method.
|

The hand-glasses should be ke])t on through the winter,

and removed as soon as they begin to grow in spring.

. If labour is no object, these cuttings may bo taken up :
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', and potted in siiiiill pots, and placed iiiidci- a cold I'lanic

to encourage i'leo growth, only take care to plant tlioiii

out in ninsery rows bct'orc tlio roots become matted

round the pot sides. Should any of them have done so,

carefully disentangle thcni, spreading the roots out

equally on every side. These remarks on potting oH'

the cuttings apply cijually to those struck in pots on
the hotbed.
The very commonest of Coniferfe may be propagated

by cuttings in a still more summary way. As soon as

the annual growth is perfected, take oft' the cuttings, and
plant them in rows across a shady border, making them
very tirra in the soil. 'L'he kinds that will grow by this

simple moans are the Irish Veiv and its varieties, the

common Arhor viUe, the Swedish Junipers, and most
other small-lcavcd varieties that are very hardy. The
large-leaved Conifers do not strike easily by cuttings,

but must, where seed cannot be procured, be propagated
by grafting, of which 1 shall write by-and-by.
No method of propagating this fine tribe is, however,

so satisfactory as that by seed. Many of onr readers

are, no doubt, aware that great quantities of seeds are

annually imported into this country, and from these we
obtain abundance of young plants. Government has
even paid some attention to this point, and have ap-

pointed four eminent nurserymen to raise the seedlings

^I refer to the Deodar Cedar from the Himalaya moun-
tains) to be planted in the Royal Forests. From this

we must infer that the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests cither have no means of raising the seeds, or no
men skilful enough to entrust them to.

I have been led away, by the above remarks, from my
subject, and am tempted again to digress to inform our
readers, growers of Conifera3, that there is, in Scotland, a

society established for the purpose of sending out a
collector to search for seeds of Coniferie, as well as other

hardy trees ; and I have been informed that they sent

one out some time ago, and have just now received

their first consignment of seeds from Oregon, which
consist principally of Piuus nohilis, P. monticola, P.
PattoniaiKi, and P. ponderosa, besides several that arc

thought to be new. As public attention has been
directed to our national forests, why does not the
government send out collectors to gather seeds of good
and rare hardy timber trees? If honestly done, the

public would never grudge the expense, though the

proceeds of this outlay would be for the benefit of the

coming generations. T. Appleby.
{To be conlinucd.)

THE PINK.
(Cunlbiucd from page 200.)

PnoPERTiEs 01'' THE PiNK.—As some of our readers
may not exactly understand when their plants and
seedlings produce blooms of first-rate quality, 1 shall

describe the properties florists have agreed upon to con-

stitute ajierfeot Jioirer. Not that such a flower is often

seen, even at the best exhibitions, but such forms and
colours should be constantly striven for, till perfection is

obtained. And let no new beginner despair because he
may not succeed at first. Persoverence must be his

motto, and he may feel assured that success will follow

in time, provided ray instructions are well and diligently

followed up, whether he tries his skill in gi'owing esta-

blished varieties, or the more speculative operation of
raising seedlings.

1 The Pink is now a very much improved flower, if

I compared with what it was in my younger days. Then
eight petals were considered quite sufficient to form a

I

good flower. I remember one that was thought a mas-
terpiece, and there are many florists yet living in the

north of England that will remember it also. It was

named Bowo's Suwarruw ; and, certainly, as far as

colouring went, it was much superior to any then in

cultivation. Such semi-double flowers are not tolerated

now, excepting, perhaps, in some few places in the

nortli. In the south, a flower must bo fully double ; so

much so, that it should form the half of a ball, rising

up to the centre, and should bo perfectly eireidar in

outline. Each petal shovdd be stout, broad, and smooth

at the edges. This smoothness is called rose-edijed, that

is, without any notches or teeth. In I'act, the edge

should be as if it had been clipped smooth and even

The lowest tier of petals should be the widest, reaching

in diameter at least from two to two-and-a-half inches.

The next row should be sliorter, so nuich so, as to show
tlio lacing fully on the lower petals; and the next shorter

again, and so on up to the centre, which should bo well

filled up without confusion. The ground-colour should

be pure white. The lacing, or circular stripe, should

leave an edge of white outside of it, and another inside;

this lacing of colour should be of the same width as the

outside edging of white, and should be smooth and even

at the edges : iu fact, laid on as if-it had been traced by

a skilful hand with a fine camel hair pencil. Then, at

the bottom of the petals, there should be another body

of colour, the same as the lacing, to Ibrm a bold rich eye.

I have given an example above of tlie old style of the

so-called then perfection of the Pink. I will now, to

show the contrast, give an example of the stylo in which

the properties of a good Pink are exemplified at this

day. Mr. Turner, of Slough, last year exhibited a new
Pink, named Optima, which may bo described as a

flower of fine form, perfectly round, smooth at the edges,

full size ;
ground, pure white, with an even, solid lacing

of rich dark pm-ple, and very double. 'This flower may
be considered as being as nearly perfect as possible. It is

very double, and full up to the centre. 10 very raiser of

new varieties should procure this, grow it well, and bloom

it finely, and then compare the seedlings as they open

their blossoms, and if they do not come up to, and even

surpass this example, oast them away. Any flowers

that have self-coloured petals ; the calyx, or flower-cup,

split on one side ; any notching on the edge of the

petals ; or any specks, or spots, on the ground-colour
;

if the petals are thin and flimsy ; or any of them project

beyond the circle, or overlap the petals below, so as to

hide the lacing;—any flowers having these faults, per-

manently, must be discarded at once, for all these are

bad properties, and would disqualify the variety as an
exhibition flower.

With these brief notices of the properties of this

charming, fragrant, liardy flower, I close my paper on

Pink Culture, and now shall proceed to give a very select

list for 1853. Just now is the time to procure pipings,

and I would recommend purchasers wishing to add to

their collection, and having conveniences for striking

pipings, to give their orders. Pipings can bo sent easily

and quickly through the post, and, if packed in a tin

case, lined with damp (not wet) moss, will travel safely

hundreds of miles.

PURPLE AN'D D.MUC L.\CEU PINKS.

Arthur (Turner), extra; smooth on the edge; good
shape.

Ada (Read), fine.

Jleiitrice (Kirtland), rosy-purple ; good.

British Queen, dark.

Black Prince (Parker), new and fine.

Charles Peers, Es(f (Looker), good.

Charmer (Hooper), extra.

Criterion (Maclean), dark purple ; very fine.

Lksdemona (Bragg), fine large petals ; extra.

Earl of Carlisle (Turner), very dark, lacing clean ;

well-formed flower.

Edgar (Turner), extra fine ;
purple.
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Gai/ Lad (Kirtland).

Hector, Aavk; extra.

Harry (Turner), dark purple, ricli broad lacing; a
very bold (lower.

I //d?'oJ«6' (Looker), dark purple ; extra.

[

Julia (Young), light pin-ple
;
good.

Jciinij r/mil (Read), good.
Kiisstilh (Read), (iue.

iyf)?f« il/oHte (Costar), e.xtra fine
; purple; good form.

Mcdora (Looker), ratlier thin, sometimes best in otber
jiroperties ; excellent.

Mrs. Hooper (Hooper), fine.

Mrs. Herbert (Keynes), dark, and very fine.

Niirlioronijh. Hack (Maclean), fine; dark.
Optima (Turner), extra fine.

Uptiimis (Fellows).

Prince of Wales (Bragg), extra fine; liglit purple
lacing.

Queen of England (Hale), good.
Ridiij (Hragg), dark ruby : fine petal.

Sarah (Turner), ricli dark lacing; clear white; full,

without being confused.

Wliijiperin (Smitli), rosy-purple.
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Brilliant (Ellis), very bright; fine form.
7?n7is/( (?»«(» (Hillyer), rose ; fine.

Constance (Turner), red ; medium size; smooth edge.
Diana (Smith), extra.

Empress (Turner), dark red ; fine.

Ccm (Hodges), rose ; extra.

Lord Charles M'elleslcy, rose ; smooth petal ; extra
fine.

Koh-i-Xoor (Bragg), rose ; smooth petal ; early
bloomer ; fine.

3Irs. Maclean (ilacleau), lilao-rose.

Mrs. Ednards (Keynes), rose; extra.
Mrs. Eraifi/ (Bragg), fine rose ; smooth edge.
Othello (Looker), red ; extra.

Sappho (Colcutt), dark rose ; extra fine.

Sir B. Peel (Hall), fine ; rose.

Winchester Rival (White), rose ; very good.

T. Appleby.

MELONS, AND THEIR CULTURE.
{Continued from jmge '2'j.'5.)

\VH.\TEVEn merit there may be (and there certainly is

a great deal) in producing Grapes fit for the table,

nearly, if not quite, all tlie year round, wo can scarcely
over expect to do the same with Melons; for, with the '

exception of those kinds which keep some time after !

being cut, we have little hopes of ever seeing thera in !

good condition at Christmas, for, unlike the Cucumber,
and somo other things, a largo amount of sunshine is '

wanted to give them that flavour which a connoisseur
[

insists on as requisite ; while a similar dilHculty exists
j

in spring; for the plant being an annual, and impatient !

of dull or damp weather, the difficulties of carrying
them tlirough tlie " dark days " is nuich more tlian is

j

the case with Cucumbers. Nevertheless, tlic skilful i

cultivator endeavours to do it; and though be ))rudcntly '

loaves the rearing of his plants until these dark days
have set in, and then germinates the seeds by the force

of artificial warmth, still, the mishaps they are liable to,

and the little progress they make for some time, render
them exceedingly precarious ; nevertheless, if they sur-

vive, they come in a few days earlier than those sown
at tlic beginning of the new year, and that is of con-
sequence. Omitting, however, the details necessary to

accomplish tliis till a more favourable opportunity, we
sliall go on with the routine of an ordinary hotbed, as
being one of the most common, if not one of the best,

methods yet in existence.

Although cultivators differ much in the manner in

which they construct their hotbeds, yet in some noints

they agree. For instance, low would think of building

a liotbed in January tlie same way as they would in

June, though each might have a dili'erent system for

each of these periods. The reason is obvious : a hotbed
in January is e.xpccted to fiunisb a certain portion of

heat for a very long period, and during trying circum-

stances ; whereas, in June the atmosphere itself, as

well as many other things, conspire to render a less

amount of artificial warnnli necessary—at least, it is so

for a shorter period. Now, then, as tliis is tlie case,

the materials used are so with a view to give it tlie

lioat required for the time, and no longer ; whereas, the

earlj- spring or winter bed must be constructed so as to

be capable of being prolonged to an indefinite period

;

and the best way to do this is not to make the bed itself

the source of heat, but tlie receiver of it from another
origin, at the same time contriving it so that it may
receive the heat by tlie most direct channel and with
the least possible loss. Various have been the devices

to accom]ilish this cud by bricks and mortar; and, since

the days of McPbail, almost every one having a pit to

build liad so.nie suggestion of his own lo work in the

matter; and some time before hot-water pi[ies became
so fashionable, a mode of supjilying both bottom and
top heat separately, from linings, was strongly urged on
by the advocates—a system of heating structures called

Mills's Pit. This, however, was attended with too

much labour to be carried effectually into general use

—

hence their abandonment ; and wliere tlio more me-
chanical structure could not be put up, the more homely
way was adopted, which may bo explained in a very
few words.

Wo will suppose that a two or three-light frame is at

liberty, and the site chosen open to the morning, mid-
day, and evening sun, and some loose timbers, faggots,

or brush wood, or it may bo all three,—witli which to

build up a sort of square stack, some two or three inches

larger each way tliau the frame to be placed thereon ;

and if large timbers be nsed it will not sink much,
and had therefore better be made as hollow as ])os-

sible. Faggots and brush wood, being smaller, will

generally fall in a little, and some allowance must,

therefore, be made for that. About three ieet high will

be usually sufficient, the top being made somewhat
smooth by the use of smaller pieces. Observe, that in

building this bed, the rougher the material \iscd the

better, and the opener they lie, the more cavities there

will be for the bea,ted air. Now it is easy to accomplish

this, and coarse, rugged pieces will do it pretty well,

taking care to have the sides and ends somewhat uni-

form, and the top level, or with a slight inclination to

the south, if the make of the box has not already secured

that. This is easily accomplished, and the frame, being
placed on some littery straw, or other open matter, may
be placed over the timber, or faggot wood, and some
rough leaves over that, and then the compost for the

plants.

Observe, in this plan every source of heat is from the

linings, which must be sedulously kept up, otherwise
bad consequences follow, and, as we have said, about
three feet will bo sufficiently high for the centre or

hollow bed ; it will be necessary, at all times, to have
the lining a little higlier than that, by banking tlicm up
against the sides of the box, or frame, for anything
suddenly sinking them at any one place below that

level, as the treading on, or other causes, will make an
outlet for the heated air to escape out at, and, con-

sequently, defeat the purpose the bed is made for.

In furnishing a heating material to a bed built on
tliis plan, very coarse articles will do, and that without
any )neparation ; for as the heat only reaches the part

intended to act upon by a circuitous route, its virulence,
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suiiposiiig it to have any, is much moditied : in fart, Uie

object hero to he altainod is the siippl}' of pleuly ol'

waniitb, as it rarely happens that too much is i'aniished,

for if it were, a safety valve, in the shape of siuUing
any one of the linings a few inches down hclow the

bottom of the box, or frame, will speedily let ofl" any
amount of superfluous heat; but we never knew this

required, and do not believe it ever will bo. We may
observe that, instead of wood, rough stones have been
sometimes used, and sometimes a combination of wood
and the fermenting material, as dung-built-u]) ends,

and the centre of the bed of hollow stulf, and if the

latter bo of faggots, or similar small things, it will

usmiUy sink about as mucli as the dung ends will do.

This, however, admits only of lining being applied on
two sides (the back and front), but it is, perliaps, quite

as well on that accoinit, and we have seen such work
exceedingly well ; and the genial warmth supplied to a
bed, from such means, rarely fails to be grateful to

the plants inside, and we have seen Pines growing
luxuriantly on this ])rinciplc in summer.

Another method, on principles similar to those in use
in the above cases, is to have an open chamber under-
neath the frame, or box, in which case the bottom must
be supported by boards, or other means, and a larger or

smaller space underneath, as the case may be. This
plan has its advantages by all the heat thrown in acting
at once on the bed, which, however, is not so easily

kept up by the bottom being suspended, that a degree
of unsafeuess seems to hang over it, incompatible with
that security which forms no inconsiderable feature, as

well imaginary as real in many things of social life—

•

but where it is in use, the mode of action is precisely

the same ; the dung, tan, or otlier heating matter at the
side, provides the heat wanted by filling the hollow
chamber below with it, and thence it heats the substance
above. Modifications of the above systems exist in every
form; for instance, a hotbed is made of dung, or duug
and leaves, and a sort of rough flue of faggot wood, or
other matter, is built into it in one or more plans,
which forms a means whereby heat from the outside
may be conveyed to the centre by linings ; other con-
trivances, bordering more or less on this, arc to be met
with, and some build the hotbed entirely of dung, &c.,

and depend on the linings renovating the heat in it

when that declines, but as this is attended with a loss

by the almost non-conducting substance the beat from
the linings has to act upon, it is seldom adopted, except
in such cases as where the heat of th.e bed has declined
before fulfilling all the juu-poses expected of it; for

instance, an ordinary hotbed may want renovating in

the autumn, to ripen oif fruit that dull weather and
other adverse circumstances seem unlikely to do
without, or many other objects may render the appli-

cation of a lining necessary to a bed, which was not
expected when it was first built. But more of this
anon. J. llousoN.

H.-\Y- MAKING.
{Continuedfrom pni/r '-2'3(!.)

H.vviN'o previously treated of the making hay from

field grass and the clovers, I now propose to write upon

the subject of making hay from grass, the produce of

dry pasture laud and meadows, including those under

irrigation.

The best time for cutting tlie meadow grasses for hay

cannot be named, because numerous circumstances

continually occur to vary the period, such as the dif-

ference in seasons, and the variation of the quality and

aspect of the soil. Dry pastures in a good state, where

they have been laid up cariy, will usually bring tlie

grass forward enough to cut about the middlo of June ;

but those which have been neglected, and unmanured,

will require a longer time, to allow the bottom grass to

get up, in which case it is desirable to defer the cutting

until the early part of July, although the earliest sorts

of grass, which made the first head, may be ovor-ripe.

When the greater portion of the forwardest grasses

arc in blossom, including the clovers, it is then good

policy to cut for hay, as a general rule; but in this case,

as in most other matters connected with the business of

farming, parties must be guided, in a great measin-e, by

circumstances, and by their judgment and experience.

In the case of water-meadows, where irrigation has

been properly attended to, the proper time for cutting

the grass must be decided more by the amount of crop

than by tlie forward state of the grass ; for it often

happens that the produce is much laid before many of

the grasses are in full blossom. When this is the case,

the sooner it is cut the better, for two reasons—the hay

will be finer, and of better quality; and the succeeding

crop, which is a matter of great importance, will be

forwarder, and more abundant.

Where meadows are sour, and produce mostly the

coarser kinds of grass, it is a good plan, when intended

to be cut for hay, to feed them with cow-cattle, and

not lay them up for cutting until the first week in

May, and to run the scythe oyer, taking off any rushes,

or coarse grass, which might be left. This eflectually

cheeks the growth of the inferior grasses, and gives a

fair chance for the finer and better sorts to make head,

which they never do in cold and backward meadows
until the hot weather sets in.

In the making of hay, according to the most approved

method, the number of mowers should be fairly appor-

tioned to the work to be done, in order that all the grass

intended for the same stack may be cut with as little

delay as possible—it will then be ready for carting

nearly all at the same time, and the rick may then bo

topped and made secure against rain. Tho first thing

to be done, if the weather is favourable, is to ted or

scatter the grass regularly over the ground, either by

women or boys, or, still better (whero the land will

allow its use), by the hay-making machine. About

three or four hours after, turn the hay over with the

hand-rake in small windrows, and towards evening put

it into small grass cocks, or pooks, to remain until the

following day. This plan is more especially desirable

in low moadowS; which arc all liable to fogs at night,

for it bleaches and takes off the colour, and damages

tho hay like rain, only not to the same extent. The

second day, open the grass cocks, and throw them into

rows, or what is termed narrow beds, after which it

should be turned once, and shook up light with the prong

during tho day ; and in tlio evening put it together

into good-sized pooks, as at the end of tho second day

(U the weather is fine) the hay will then be in a forward

state. Tho third day open tho pooks, and throw them

into large beds, leaving a good space between to allow

the handrakes, or, what is prel'erablo, the horserake, to
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pass along and clear the land for carting. Unless the

crop is very heavy, the liay will now be ready for

carting to the stack, and should be cast up into large

rows a short time before it is taken up, in order that it

may be put into stack in a perfectly dry state.

Where the crop is very heavy, and the meadows lie

low, and moist, the hay may require an extra day before

carting, in which case, throw the hay into pook for the

night, and afterwards treat it as named above for the

third day. Wlien the crop is liglit, and the weather
very dry, the tedding may be dispensed with ; much
expense will be saved, and very useful hay may be made
upon upland meadows, by merely turning the swarths

until it is fit to cart, but this plan cannot be recom-

mended when hay is intended for sale, as is often the

case in the neighbourhood of large towns, it being well

known to buyers of hay that q'lality and colour go
together.

In the management of the aftermath, or second crop,

the same rules may be observed ; but it being not
generally an article got up for sale, some of the ex-

penses of making may be oftentimes saved when the

hay is intended for inferior purposes.

I do not, however, approve (except in the case of

water meadows) of cutting the second crop for hay, be-

lieving it to be far more beneficial and profitable to

occupiers in general to feed the grass produce during
the autumn.

I would here observe, that in a changeable climate,

like that of the British Isles, we should be always, if

possible, prepared for rain ; and although eertaiu rules

for making hay have been laid down, yet the great art

consists in an unremitting attention to the process, by
allowing a liberal number of hands in the field, and
keeping up a continual observation of the weather.

In the preparation of grass land for the crop of hay,

it is, I fear, too much the rule, where farms contain a

large portion of arable land, to apply the greater part

of the manure to the latter, and to allow the former to

fall into a neglected and poor state ; and I must here

slate, that unless parties are prepared to manure the

pasture and meadow land liberally, the best plan that

can be adopted is to feed and cut the grass for hay
each alternate year.

This change I consider as necessary for the benefit

of meadows, as the change of green crops and fallows

are for the advantage of arable land under tillage for

corn crops.

The improvement which water-meadows receive from

irrigation in general, where the water is good for the

piupose, renders the application of manure almost

superfluous; yet it must be admitted, that when fed by
sheep, they derive benefit by it if the water be not laid

on too hastily immediately after.

In the stacking of meadow hay, particularly when
intended for sale, stacks of a good size, say from twenty
to thu'ty tons each, are desirable, as the hay comes out
more compact, and is more profitable, without waste.

Some growers prefer heating in the stack to a consider-

able extent for this purpose ; but it must not be carried

too far, otherwise it will deteriorate the nutritive value

of the hay. Joseph Blusdell.

POULTRY DISEASES—GAPES.
In reference to this disease, I have received several letters

detaiUng different modes of treatment, more or less success-
ful. Before making any extiacts from them, I may mention
a few circumstances connected with the disease. Gapes is

occasioned by the presence of a number of small worms in
the windpipe; these adhere by a sort of sucker, and their

presence causes a partial obstruction of the passage, and
excites a degree of iutlamniation which often proves fatal.

No remedy seems ett'ectual unless it can be applied directly

to the interior of the windpipe. The old plan was to neai'ly

suflbcatf the chickens with tobacco-smoke, but this was only
partially successful. A correspondent, relating his ex-

jierience, says :

—

" As tlie season advanced, a lai-ge portion of the chickens
died about sis weeks old. I observed they drooped their

wings, and gaped, and panted, and became almost skeletons;

at length I opened the tracliea of one of them, and found in

it a coil of red worms, they seemed to me exactly to resemble
those ti"anspaient and hvely genti'v to be met with in stag-

nant water, i.e. in rain-water butts. Upon inquiry, I found
the disease attacked the young pheasants in the adjoining
presenes, and that the keepers thought there was no cure
for the disease. I set to work to see what I could do. I

made an insti-ument of very tine wu'e, like a corkscrew ; mth
this I endeavom-ed to exti'act the woitqs, and partially suc-

ceeded, but found that it was prone to lacerate the ^vindpipe.

I improved upon it by taking the flight-featber of a pigeon,

and shipping otf the feathery part, so as to form a brush ;

this ;dso succeeded in pai't, but it was too flexible to detach

the wonns, which, hke leeches, ai-e fastened hy a sinker to

the windpipe, so, having heard that spuit of tiu'pentine was
destructive to aU such gentry, I dipped the feather-brush

into spirit of tiu-pentine. Au assistant held the patient,

and, watching the opening of the valve leaihng into the

windpipe, I tluust down the feather, gave it a twist or two
round, and set the chicken on the ground; the poor httle

animal coughed exceedingly, and the worms were thro\Tn up
to some distance, and the cure completed. After a few

bom's the wings were folded up, and evident^manifestations

aflbrded that all was well. A turkey hen had a brood of

twenty-three common fowls, young ; all were diseased ; two

were suffocated in the operation, the other twenty one were
restored to health. Of coiu-se the operation would fail if

the instrument is thrust do^Mi the throat instead of into the

windpipe.—Y."

In commenting ou this communication I would state

merely, that there is some difficulty, except the operator is

expert, in passing any substance into the windpipe without

injuring this very dehcate organ ; carefully performed, there

is no doubt but that the operation is etlicacious.

Another correspondent, who suggests a different remedy,
states

—

" I have been very successful in the treatment of my
chickens, and out of thirty attacked with this disorder,

dming the present month, I have lost but one. I dare say

the remedy is known to you, if not, pray make it piiblie :—
' When the chickens first make that peculiar sneezing noise

(before they stretch out the necks and gape>, dust the coop
every night with powdered lime (about a handful), throning
the lime to the upper part of the coop, in order that it may
fall down itpon the chickens ; theu immediately shut them
up. Do this for two or three nights successively ; give, at

the same time, Ihrcc times a-da'j, in boiled rice or grits, a

wine glassful of Jijrimomj tea to about twelve chickens. This
tea is made by steeping the common field weed, ' Agri-

monia,' in boihug water for a couple of days or so, uutd
the water becomes of the colour of light Sherry wine.

The Agrimony should be collected in the autumn and dried,

to be ready for use in the spring for the early broods ; it is,

however, easily to be obtained at this season of the year.

I have found this a never-failing remedy ; and as my broods

aie usually attacked with this disease, I use it with great
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success. As I aaiiT tefove, if tliis remedy is not wiJely

known, pray make it so tlirougli your valuable paper.—F. N."

The fine dust of the lime being iuhaled by the chicken

is evidently the active agent in this mode of treatment, the

Agrimony merely acting as a tonic.

Some time since, my attention was directed to the re-

moval of these worms from the windpipe, which 1 was

desirous of doing without in any manner injuring the pa-

tient. I, tlierofore, ti'ied turpentine fumigations, and with

considerable success. The plan I adopted was merely to

place the cliicken in a small box, or under a glass shade,

and pour some turpentine on some loose shavings con-

tained within it. The lid (if a box be used) was then

closed, and the bird compelled to breathe the vapour as

long as it could withstand its effects. I commiinicated this

plan to Mr. Lorl, wlio is well-laiown as a successful breeder

and exhibitor, and in reply he stated

—

" Tlie fumigalion with turpentine answers admirably ; I

have tried it in three cases only, and it has been successfid

in all ; I think, generally, it will be found well to repeat the

fumigation. I place the patient upon a bench with a hole

in it, and cover him with a glass shade; the spirit, I put

upon rag fastened to the end of a stick, wdiich is held, whilst

burning, just below the hole in the bench. If you wish to

mention this in The Cottage Gaedenep., do so; I am sure

I am greatly obliged to you for having been the means of

saring the lives of my chickens."

It will be seen that Mr. Lort varied the plan hy employ-

ing the turpentine iu a burning state. I should wisli those

who have many cases to try both plans, and ascertain which

is the most convenient in in'KCtice. I think that both are

equally efficacious, as the turpentine vapour, so destructive

to that class of animals that cause the disease, is in both

cases brought into immediate contract with them by the

breathing of the chickens. I shall he glad to learn if the

plan is equally efficacious in other hands,—W. B. Teget-
aiEiEE, Tolleiiluim, Miihilfse.v.

THE HISTORY OF FRANK RANDALL.
By the Authoress of "My Floivers."

The following true story is addi-essed to three classes of

jjersons; to young men; to young women; and to all who
have the management of those valuable institutions—Beneftt-

cluhs. It has been sent to me by the kindness of the same
friend to the poor who has already supplied me with the

sketch of William Green's eventful life. It is always most
interesting to read what is written fresh from the heart

;

and, therefore, in spite of tlie writer's modest remonstrance,

I »;«.<;< give it to my readers, just as it was sent to me.
"Frank Randall was born of humble but respectable

parents, holding, I believe, rather peculiiir I'eligions views.

They gave their only son the best education their limited

means allowed, and he was apprenticed to a trade atlbrding

prospects of fiu'ther improvement, and, to a sternly mini,

ample probability of success in life. Of his conduct as an
apprentice I had no means of ascertaining anything ; but

from his cliaracter in the earlier i)eriod of his manhood, I

have little doubt hut that it was satisfactory. lie was
married early (not, however, before his means wan-anted

such an important step), to a young woman who was servant

in the family by whom he was employed ; and she was, indeed,

a bright example to the wives of the labouring classes.

Neat and tidy in her person, she was delicately clean in her

house and furniture, exemphfying the old remark, that
' Cleanliness is the handmaid of Godliness.' It was, indeed,

a cheering sight to see this happy couple wend their way, in

their Sunday attire, to the house of God, as regularly as the

cheerful chimes summoned worshippers to bend the knee at

the Throne of Grace.
" But, alas ! bitter things were in store ! The -wife, after

gi\'ing birth to a son, showed symptoms of consumption.
Deep was the distress of poor Randall, for he lo\ed his help-

mate with all the aflection she deserved, and that was no
stinted measure ; but lier appointed time was come, and her
Heavenly Father called her away to realms of brighter and
more enduring bliss. Randall was now left alone with his

only boy ; and it is not to he wondered at, that when months

had rolled away he again looked round for a wife; but, un-

happily, he did not show the same wisdom in his choice of

a second as he had done in the first. It was at this time

that he came more particularly under my own notice, as he
entered into my establishment about the same period. He
was esteemed a valuable acquisition, and so indeed he was

;

for added to the intimate knowledge of his business, he was
superior to the usual class of workmen in several respects

;

he wrote an excellent hand, and knew enough of accounts

to have gained him the situation of schoolmaster in 'any

parish in England. He was also temperate and industrious,

as well as trustworthy and honest. As was natural to a

provident man, he was anxious to secure to himself help in

sickness, and became a member of a club held at a public-

house. And here let me pause, to state my deoidi.'d conviction,

that provident clubs, desirable and admirable in themselves,

if held at public-houses are too frequently a curse, instead

of a blessing ; tlispensers of misery, instead of good ; certainly

it was so in this instance.
" From the superior education of Randall he was soon

choseu as steward, as by his knowledge of accounts and
book-keeping he became extremely valuable to his club.

His first deviation from the path of sobriety arose from this

unhappy connexion, and having lost his self-resiJect, a

repetition of the sin became almost a matter of course, and
he had to be severely reprimanded for his conduct, which, I

believe, at the time, made a serious impression upon him,

and he resolved to avoid the temptation in futm-e; but, like

all resolutions made in a man's own strength, it was only

made to be broken. The club night again came round, and

Randall was again intoxicated. Unhappily too, his home,
under the new management, instead of being clean and
comfortable, as formerly, was dirty and misciable, so that

he had not the same inducements to remain hy his own fire-

side. Oh ! that the poor man's wife was more alive to her

own responsibilities in this respect! for I firmly believe

many an unhappy man has been driven to the ale-house

from the wi-etchedness which exists around his own hearth.

Strong, indeed, must be the principle of him who can resist

the temptation of a bright fire and cheerful Icearth of the

public-house, when his own home is wretched and filthy.

" I always dreaded the approach of club night ; and I think I

now see him, wdien about to receive his wages on the previous

Saturday, looking guilty by anticipation, and expecting the

word of warning, which was invariably given upon the

occasion; but, alas! without effect; for, from being occa-

sionally intoxicated, and only on such occasions, it became

a matter of very frequent occurrence; in fact, he became a

confirmed drunl;ard."

The continuation of Frank Randall's lnstoi'5' I must li«ep

for another paper. I will pause here, to give my readers an

opportunity of considering what one wrong step leads to ; how
the first step in sin ends; and from what fair seeming circum-

stances mischief sometimes springs. The very fact of

Randall possessing a good and steady character, and a

superior education, led the way to his sad downfall. Not

because steady character and good education are bad things;

no ; but because, in themselves they have no root, nothing to

hold by ; and the very situations they render us fit for are

situations of temptation ; and we know that those " who
have no root," in " time of temptation fall away." How
many a man has done well, and walked respectably, in a quiet,

out-of-theway path of life ; who, when brought into a place

of trust, or where his real principles have lieen tried, has

done evil ! .^11 this shows us what it is we want to keep us

straight, and to hold up our stejis that we slip not. We do

not want, we do not need, wisdom, or knowledge, or skill,

or learning, or worldly advantages ; even character itself

can do nothing for us when temptation comes. What
we want, and need, and 7niist have, to insure our safety,

is the grace of God in our hearts. Nothing else will keep

us steady, and prepare us for every situation the providence

of God may place us in. If a man ilares not ofiend God

;

if he loves Him with all his powers ; he may be tempted

and tried this way, and that way, but " the Lord delivereth

him fiut of all." A\'e may resolve, like Frank Randall,

hut except we have hold of God's hand, our resolves will go

with us to the bottomless pit, as sure as that you, my
friends, are reading the words before your eyes. They will

not stop IIS, but we shall over persuade thepi, and they will
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not wait for much pressing either. Xow, let those of my
readers wlio are inchneil to pay a first visit to a public-house,

upon any pretence wha[(>ver, ponder upon tlie case of Franl;

Enndall, until I can bring before them the remaining part

of his unhappy story. He has already become a confirmed

drunliard, after years of steady respectabihty. Let us
"watch and pray lest ire fall into temptation" also.

ALLOTMENT FARMING.—July.

This has certainly been an exb-aordinary spring: one,

indeed, made ui) of exti'emes. After some five weeks of

intense sunshine, with barely a shower, we have now, June
the lithjhad three or four days almost incessant rain ; and
such a rain, according to the needs that existed, as I scarcely

remember. A continuous spiinlding—fine as that from a

gardener's cutting water-pot, yet enough to wet a man
through in ten minutes. Farmers hereabout liad almost
attained despairing-point; the hay-crojis, on which almost
everything may be said to hinge, in a great cheese district,

were likely to pirove lamentably deficient, and had the rain

delayed one week more they would have been irrecoverable.

As it is, the soil through tliis iiart of the kingdom is tho-

roughly moistened, and the crops wear a most exuberant
appearance.
As for Potatoes, I never knew them come up so true in

my time; scarcely -.a "set" has missed, and the fields

uniformly look in the highest health ; not, however, that

gross and watery appearance wdiich makes the hauhu squat

down in a draggled state witli the least shower. This is

traceable to the continued sunshine they have enjoyed ; no
crojj more delights in sunshine than this. It is to be hoped
that tlie gardens of allotment-men are much cleaner this

year than usual ; every chance has been oft'ered by the

weather for eradicating weeds. Tlie Potato crop assuredly

suffers more tlian many from weeds ; let us advise tliat

every attention be given them in tliis respect. Those who
desire to have good crops of every early kind in the next
year must look out for proper seed for that pui-pose towards
the end of this month, or beginning of the next, and jilace

it separate from the general stock. Too many leave this

point neglected, and when the planting period comes round,

they have to purchase, and probably pay double price for

them. Besides, seed potatoes require different ti'eatment

from ordinary stock ; they reipiire light to harden and
[

slightly green them ; at least, such is my practice, and the

practice of most good cultivators ; whilst those for eating

cannot be kept too dai-k. Besides this, there are other

matters, which, both witli regai'd to early and late Potatoes, I

point to the propriety of at once separating those for seed,

and giving them special treatment. And now let us see

what the object is, and what the conditions to be aimed at.

The prime object is, doubtless, to prevent them sprouting
until the ensuing January, and this is not accomplished

,

without much caution. The two chief points are low tem-
]

perature and dryness. Some of our friends may smile at

j
the idea of a low temperature in .July and .\ugust ; but they
may remember that all situations are not alike even in those
levelling montlis; a front room, or shed, facing the south,

|

may average 'iO°, whilst a cellar, at the north side of the

liouse cannot average more than ao° to (10°. However,
dampness is more a promoter of geraiination than mere

|

heat ; abo\'e all things, therefore, let a dry situation be
afforded them. 1 have proved that Potatoes will sprout
more rapidly on a damp floor, at a temperature of o-")°, than
they will on a dry shelf, in a dry room, with a temperature
of 70''. The drier and cooler tlie jilace where they are kept,

therefore, the better. My practice has been to spread them,
about three inches in thickness, on a hoarded floor in an
upstairs room for several weeks after taking.up. Here they
become rather green, and they are turned two or three

times during this period. I ought to name here that this

room faces tlie north ; it is over the fruit-room.

KooT C'Kors IN CiENEE-U..—(.'leauUness and a systematic
setting-out of the plants are now the points for considera-

tion. Of course, what is termed " singling out," has been
carried forward long since ; and about this affair I must beg
to interpose a remark. Mr. J. Pdundell, wlio writes like " one

who has whisded at the plough," together with a keen ob-

servance of advances of a high character, gi^•es distances, at

p.«i03 of Cottage G.iiiDENEii, for June 10, which, although
evincing, and suggestive of, that kind of high culture which
must one day be the rule, is of too high a character for our
allotment friends, wlio cannot so frequently gain access to

the guano bag, and whose muck heap is very narrow in the
waist. I see our clever coadjutor recommends for Swedes,
twenty inches between rows, and fifteen between the plants

;

Mangold, two feet the rows, and eighteen inches tlie plants
;

Carrots, eigliteen inches the rows, and seven to eight inches
the plants.

Now this, under a very high com'se of husbandry, may be
quite correct, and no man can more dislike what I may
term the cramming system than I do ; at the same time, I

have learned to distinguish between unpliant systems, and
those which are cajiable of modification according to cir-

cumstances. Now the distances between such roots, must,
and ever will, vary with practical men, who will, of course,

judge of the distances by the character of the soil and the

reasonable expectations founded thereon. BIr. Blundell,

however, has so well anticipated this kind of objection, that

his closing paragraph all but sets the matter at rest, and I

merely point to the affair, fearing that our allotment friends,

who know more about ploughs and spades than pens, may,
in their haste, lose sight of an imi^ortant fact. Xow, there

is land near me, so poor in staple, on which both Mangold
and Swedes have been repeatedly grown, that two-thirds of
the distance before quoted is amply sufficient; so our
readers must herein judge for themselves.
But most of the main cultural processes will have been

comijleted before this monthly notice comes to hand, and
we may now urge the necessity of cleanliness during the
remainder of the season—a freedom from weeds. Blost

cultivators object to soiling up Mangold, but we have always
found it beneficial to the long red sort; now, liowever, the
Oriiiiijc Globe is chiefly grown, and soiling up here is out of

tbis question. Some care must be taken over the Streile

beds intended for transplanting after Potatoes or other
crops; all weeds must be kept down, and the beds slightly

thinned if very crow'ded ; added to tliis, we generally run a

scythe lightly over their tops when they begin to get

lengthy ; this, however, must be done with a light hand.
When transplanted, the best plan is to dip their roots in a

thick puddle, to which some soot has been added ; the latter

has a tendency to prevent disease. By the middle of the
month it will be known whether the Cari'ots will escape the

grub. If any ra\ ages occur in this or any other root crop,

the blanks may be made good with Swedes or dw arf Cabbages.

TiTE Cakeot and Oniox Gurus.—Most of our readers
are, doubtless, tolerably familiar with these jiests, perhaps
the worst the gardener has to deal with, although such
diminutive creatures. I am not in tbe habit of executing
contracts, or gaming speculations, but if the aggregate loss

in Carrots and Onions could be calculated, 1 would not

acceiit twenty thousand pounds with the liability to liquidate

every damage of the kind annually in the United Kingdom.
Many plans have been suggested for the riddance of this

pest, but little of a thoroughly conclusive character can be
laid hold on. I am at the present moment proceeding as

follows—an expeiiinent in which I really have some faith,

and the merits or demerits of which I shall feel it a duty
hereafter to state :—Soap water—nearly two ounces of soft

soap to a gallon, beat up into a froth, is syringed over the

young Onions, and the operator immediately dusts the plants
over with fresh soot, the produce of newly swept chimneys.
This is done on the principle of creating au abhorrence in

the fly by tbe nauseous smeU, which, for a long time
emanates from the beds.

Caiibagf.-wokts.—Under this head we may include the

various Greens which ai'e so useful in the ensuing winter.

July is tlie principal month for planting most of them out,

although the operation will necessarily exteud into .Vugust,

especally as mixed crops. The Green Kale is one of the
most profitable, and the Snvnij is very useful, but requires

too much room for small plots, or close cropping. Jlnisfels

Sprouts are a most profitable green, and will endure the

hardest winter; they are particuhu'ly adapted for mixed
cropping, as standing in a narrow compass. Those who
want much profit from any of these, should get them out
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by the miikllo of the moutli, if jiossiblc. In the very first

week of the month Ihinrf Cnhhaijex shoukl be sown for

Colcu'orts : Ihese are a very useful article, and will do, like

the Swede, to fill up blanks.

Of course, all routine matters of weeding, hoeing, and
cultural processes, will be attended to ; and, amongst other
things, the manm'e-heap should receive its share of atten-

tion. Our practice is to cover it occasionally with a little

soil to prevent its drying, and, consequently, wasting its

properties. 11. Eeeinciton.

AMATEUR TULIP SOCIETY.
The tenth Annual Exhibition of the above Society took

place at the Horn's Tavern, Keuuington, on Monday tlie

30th of May, and, notwithstanding the untoward nature of

the season, proved to be the best the Society ever had, and
probably, for the quality of the flowers, the best wliicli liad

ever been seen in the United Kingdom. Certainly the first

four stands might challenge cornpnrison with anything
which has ever yet been produced in public, and came as

near to perfection, both in growth and character, as could
be attained with the varieties now in cultivation. Mr.
Headly's stand was highly interesting, and attracted much
attention, from the fact of its consisting entirely of seedlings

of that gentleman's own raising, the majority of which were
of the highest order of merit. It will be seen that this

collection fm'nished tjie finest Byblonien in the room.
After the show, the members and their friends dined

together, the company, as usual, including the very first

cultivators of the day. Among whom may be mentioned
Sir. Henry Cioldhani, Mr. Lawrence, of Hampton, Mr.
WiUimer, of Sunbury, and ilr. Lightbody, of Falkirk.

In the course of the evening, E. T. Clark, Esq., on the

part of the members and honorary members of tlie Society,

presented to the Honorary SecretaiT, Mr. Crook, a costly

silver coffee-pot and cream ewer, of elegant design, in token

of their approval of the manner in which he has fulfilled

the duties of his otiice from the first establishment of the

Society to the present time. The estimation in which they

are pleased to hold his services was also further set forth

in a beautifully written testimonial which accompanied the

above elegant present.

We subjoin the award of the judges.

Censors.—Blr. H. Goldljam, Rlr. R. L. Lawrence, and Rlr. Willimer.

First prize. S. Sanders, Esq., Staines.—Lady Crewe, Sphinx, Cerise

Belliforme, Vivid, Jiion, Sir H. Smith, Cleopatra, Acapulca, and Sir

James Watt.
Second prize, S. Treacher, Esq., Wyconil>e.—Princess Royal, Royal

Albert, Catalan!, La Belle Nannette, Elthiron, Pandora, I\Iercellus, Cerise

Belliforme, and Strong's King.
Third prize, R. H. Betteriirge, Esq., Abingdon.—Triomphe du Blonde,

Gyges, Cerise Belliforme, Glory of Abingdon, Cerise Blanche, David,
Uoi de Siam, Triumph Royal, and Polyphemus.
Fourth prize, R. Headly, Esq., Stapleford.—Capt. Fuhelin, Gem,

Menelaus, Calliope, Titian, Proserpine, Pactolus, Telemachus, antl

Aurora. Being all seedlings.

Fiftit prize, J. niacfield, Esq., Hoxton.—Princess Royal, New Bizarre,

Camus de Croix, Lady Stanley, Chillaston Beauty, Surpasse Catafalque,

Polvphemus, La Belle Nannette, and Brown's Wallace.
Sixth prize, C. S. Crook, Esq., Brixton.—Royal George, Mountain

Sylph, Vivid, Norman's William, Maid of Orleans, Crook's Blary, Purple
Perfection, Triumph Royal, and May's Ulysses.

Recommended /jy Censors /or « prize as eqititl to Si.rth. Royal George,
Cerise Blanche, Franciscus Primus, Rose Astonishing, Vivid, Optinius,
Lord Strathmore, Cleopatra, and Camus. P. Wallace, jun., Esq.,

Petersham.
PriziuS I'OR SI^GLE Blooms.—Best Base.—" Biun." S. Sanders,

Esq. Best Bi/btomcn.—" Proserpine." R. Headley, Esq. Best Bizarre,—"Ulysses." A. Lane, Esq. Best Tricolor.—"Sultan." W. Duttson,
Esq.
Prizes i'Or Seedlings.—Best Rose.—" Kegina." R. Headly, Esq.

Best Bi/t/lumen.—^' Adonis." R. Headly, Esq. No Bizarre seedling of

sulficient merit having been produced, a second Byblonien, raised tiy Dlr.

Norman, of Woolwich, but not yet named, was recommended by the

Censors for a prize.

APIARIANS CALENDAR—July.

Bi/ J. H. Payne, Esq., Author of " The Bee-Keeper's
Guide," &c.

It ap|)ears rather extraordinary that bees should have
done well this season, both far north and south, and not

generally so badly in the Midland counties. A corres-

pondent, writing from Cricklade, says, " I have never seen

so much honey made in so short a time as between the IGth

of iMay and the 1th of .Inne." Another, from Stanley'
near Wakefield, in Yorkshire, says, " I have six old stocks
that I have kept through the winter, and not lost one; they
are all in common straw hives of large size ; the spring is

very late with us, but my bees are forward, for I have
already had five swarms—on the -llai of May, the xilJrd,

the .i.jth, the 'iGth, and the 27th—and am expecting the
sixth daily. I never had swiu-ms so early before; for here, in
Yorkshire, we expect to be two or three weeks later than
you in the south." The " Country Curate " will say, and
perhaps, with some truth, that the hinjc hires cause the
early swarms.* This is, certainly, one advantage of large
hives, but it is questionable if the many disadvantages
arising from them will not more than counterbalance it.

HoNEY-GATHEr.ixfi.—TliC houey-gathering has certainly
been very great for the last week or two. I weighed a swarm
on the lltii of June, vhicli was put into a hive of old comb
on the .'Jrd, and found that it had collected upwards of
fourteen pounds of honey.

T.vvLor.'s iJiviDixci Hive (for making artificial, or early
swarms).—The construction of this liive gives facilities for

its division into two equal halves ; and it is fitted up with
bars placed from front to back. Each half-hive has its own
separate floorboard, which, when placed side by side, are
kept togtber by a moveable tongue of wood inserted under-
neath. The junction of the boxes is further secured by a
loose top, or centre-board, which is adjusted and pinned \vith

iron pegs at the four corners to cover the whole. Eor
practical use, it is requisite to have a duplicate set of boxes,
viz., there nnist be Jour half-hives and I)oards, each one
being so uniformly made as to flt on any other half.

The usual time for making or forcing an artificial swarm
is about the period (generally in Jlay) -nhen the drone bees
have become active, and when brood, or larvffi, both of
drones and common bees, is plentiful in the hive. On a
fine day remove the connecting centre-board, and withdraw
the wooden tongue from beneath the tw'o half floor-boards,

pass a thin knife-blade along the points of junction of the
boxes to loosen the joint, but not so as to enter further than
the thickness of the wood; then insert at the back one of
the zinc dividing plates, allowing its flange to rest upon the
upper edge of the half box to retain the divider in its place;

push it gently alon^, so as to cut off the communicalion
from one half to the other; next insert the other zinc
dividers, when the two full halves on their boards may be
moved ,^part sufficient to admit of an empty half and its

boai-d being adjusted to each. Withdraw the dividing plates,

and we have now two complete conjoined hives, each with
one side full of combs and bees. One of theni will, of

course, contain the queen-bee, which may be ascertained by
drumming on the boxes until the bees are in commotion

;

that hive in wliicb tlie queen is will speedily become quiet,

whilst prolonged confusion will prevail in the queeuless box.
The latter may be placed on the spot, or stand, it had pre-
viously occupied, where the bee.s mil shortly rear them-
selves a sovereign, whilst the other hive, with the queen, is

to lie taken to a little distance.

The success of the dividing operation will depend mainly
on the position of the combs ; for if these sliould chance to

have been worked across the bars, instead of in parallel

lines, much trouble will result. Guide combs must, there-
fore, bo used previously to stocking tlie hive. The latter is

best done by hiving a swarm into it, on which occasion the
two halves should be well-secured together by a cord tem-
porarily tied round tliem. I was favoured with one of these
hives from Mr. Taylor, last year, in time to jiut a late swarm
into it, which I kept alive through the winter; it is now doing
pretty well, and storing honey very fast, but drones have not yet
made their appearance ; still, I hope, in my next Calendar, to

be able to give a favourable account of the operation of
dividiuij, and of having made of the one Ino good stocks.

All that I can at present say is, that the bees have worked
their combs verj' regularly upon the bars, which will make
the operation very easy indeed.
Bees in a North Aspect.—I should feel obliged if

those persons who have tried the experiment of ijlacing their

bees facing the north would give me the result, and their

opinion upon it.

* Our readers will regret, as we do, to learn that "A Country Curate "
is gone to Australia.

—

Ed. C. G,
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THE CULTURE OF A ROOD OF GROUND.
JULY.

JIy notes on the Vegetable Marrow lieing deemed worthy
of notice in The Cottage Gap.den'eb, I am induced to otfer

a few liints on the operations necessary to he performed
upon a rood of ground, itc. But being but a self-taught

man in my liumble pursuit, I have no pretensions to remark
anything beyond what I have simply gatliered from practice,

observation, and study. Therefore, I trust eveiy allowance
will be made for the many eiTors I may commit in attempt-
ing to describe my system of cnltivation.

I must, here beg to digress a little from my subject, to

inform the reader that I was originally tr.ained to the counter,
but that effeminate occupation not agreeing with mj- health,

taste, or prosperity, I resolved to exchange the tiny yard
stick for that manly tool, the digging implement ; and
altliough a formidable imj)lement to handle, in comparison
to the measure, yet, from the ten years experience that I

have had, I am proud to say I have no occasion to regret

the change ; but, on the contrary, to rejoice that I have, by
the aid of an all liountiful Providence, restored my health,

which alone is of more worth than the wealth of a nation

could bestow, and, in consequence, have been enabled to

cultivate my two acres with my own hands, nithout ex-

periencing a day's sickness dm-ing the above period, besides

the many pleasures I derive from the pursuit, in compaiison
with tlie former occupation. Probably the reader will say,

Tihat has all this to do relative to the work to be done upon
a rood of ground? I confess it has but little : but thinking
there may be many similarly situated to myself, I have been
induced to offer these few remarks by way of encourage-
ment in such an undertaking.

Relative to the work to be done this month, I suppose the
ground to be occupied with all the principal crops ; there-
fore, the most important business to be attended to, is

thorough tillage between the growing crops, and where the
fork can be used with safety (for I never use the spade I, to

dig well between the rows of Swede Turnips, Cattle-beet,

Cabbages, &c. ; supposing all these crops to be in rows of
sufficient width to admit of this operation. As the crops
advance, and where the fork cannot with safety be used, I

recommend the Derhysliire hoe. This simple tool I have
found of immense service in working between the growing
crops where the fork cannot be used. The following is a

brief description of it :
—" The iron part should weigh about

a-pound-and-a-half, with a semi-ch'cular neck hammered
four-square, the spike part five inches long, by one-inch .and-

three-quarters wide, at the widest part, and nan-owed from
thence to the point ; the face next the hand to be flat ; the
back to be ridged along the middle to full lialf-an-inch tliick

where the widest part is, and tapering from thence towai'ds
the sides and point. The handle about five feet long." An
engraving of this tool, and also of my digging-fork, is given
in my Uttle work on " Spade Husbandry." They are made
by the Messrs. P»ansome's, Ipswich. I have another im-
plement I use, called the hand ciillivator, which I find to be
very nsefnl. I shall endeavour to give a description of this
in a future paper.
As the ground becomes vacant, now is the time to plant

out Savmjs, or any other irhiler Cnhbages, likewise Bruccoli.

In the last week in this month, I sow my early Batlersca
Cahbaije seed for eai'ly spring Cabbages, on the first vacant
piece of ground. After gi%"ing it a liberal supply of manure,
and a deep digging, I divide the land into beds fom- feet

wide, and sow the seed in drills eight or ten inches apart

;

in this way the plants become much stronger tlian they
would by being sown broadcast, and they require no pricking
out previously to being transplanted where they are intended
to stand. This is also the time for transplanting Swede
Turnips or Cattle-heel on all vacant spots where the crop
has failed, or on ground where early potatoes or cabbages
have been taken off. The size of the roots, when set out,

should be as large as a radish when fit for the table, or even
larger. In this way I have had as fine crops as where the
seed has been sown in the regulai- way. I have often been
a-stonished that all vacant spots in fields have not been filled

up in this way, where the seed has failed to come up, or
been taken off by the fly. Stone Turnips may now be sown.
A great deal of food may now be collected for pigs, by

stripping off the tops of beans, and liy thinning the swede
and beet crops. The J'er/etnble Marroir may still be set out
where plants can be procm"ed ; the particulars I have given
in a previous aiticle.

I have tried experiments in growing Snn-fluuers, these last

two yeai-s, as food for poulb-y, which I find them to answer
exceedingly well. I have gi'own them with my Swedes, Beet,
Potatoes, itc, between every foui-th row, which at such a
space does not at all injme the other crops. More of these
at some future period. Every attention should now be paid
to collect all the manure possible for autumn use.

Since I have declined keeping cows, I am giving my
attention to pigs, ijoultry, and bees. Respecting Piy Stnek,

I think a breeding sow, where convenience offers, is profitable

for the cottager to keep, pai'ticulai'ly at the present time, as
pigs are selling well.

I

Those who have the convenience, I would recommend
I
to keep Poultry, as a profitable stock, provided they ai-e

I
properly attended to. From the short time we have kept

I

them, and the success we have met 'with, I am inchned to
think there is no stock that would be more profitable to

the cottager. So far as we have made trial, I prefer tlie

Shanghae fowl.

It has been asserted by an experienced breeder of
poultry, that " to feed an ox to one thousand two hundred
pounds weight, usually takes five yeai-s, while the same
weight of poultry can be made ready for the table in about
three months, and at less than half the cost in food."

Where Bees can be conveniently kept they are very profit-

able in a favoiu'able season, and ought to command the par-
ticular attention of tlie cottager. As they support them-
selves, all they require at his hands is the accommodation of
a new hive when swai-ming, and a dry cool lodging for the
winter.

In The Cottage Gaedexer of May lath, in an article

headed " Breeding Pure Chickens," it is stated of the
Turkey hen, that a short time with the male is sufficient to

fertilise the wliole of the eggs laid prerious to hatching.
I have proved the above case to be a' fact. Last season
I took my Turkey hen to a neighbour's male bird, she re-

mained with him only one day and night. She laid sixteen
eggs and set on them. I had frequently remai'ked during
the time that we should have no chicks. But as many
asserted the truth of this, and others denied it, I was deter-

mined to ti-y the experiment, \^'llen the time of hatching
arrived, I went to see if I had any increase of live stock,

and to my astonishment, when I lifted the hen, the uest was
full of young ttu'kies, for every egg produced a bird.

—

-John
SlI.I.ETT.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Diseased Golden Pheasant iV)-K/fl/or'.—The pheasant forwarded

died of scrofulous tubercles in the lungs, constituting consumption. A
discharge of blood had occurred, part of which had been swallowed, and
was contained in the crop. Consumption is the great scourge of delicate

tropical animals reared in this country ; warmth, with dry, pure air, and
natural food, are only partial preventives. It is needless to say there is

no cure. Extra carnage, 6d.—W. B. T.
Suspended Baskets in a Cool Geeenhocse [Anne).—See an

article nest week by Mr. Fish.
Peach-trees in Pots growing too Vigorously (J. Wntkins).—

It is now too late to cut the shoots back to three or four eyes, unless you
can give fire heat to ripen the young shoots. The strong shoots should
have been stopped some weeks since. Even now it would be advisable
to stop the points of the very strong ones, and when these put out
laterals, remove them, and though thus you will start a number of buds
on your shoot, those near the base will become more ripened and matured.
If the growing should still beat the maturing principle, curtaU the sup-
plies at the root, just so as to keep the leaves from flagging. If there
are a few extra strong shoots on each plant, these may be stopped, as
you propose ; or, if they could be done without, removed altogether,
and the weaker shoots will gain the benefit. Your Apricots and Plums,
with the side shoots pinched back to one inch in May. Unite early and
short enough at that time

; you will, probably, either make the leaders
too strong, or have the pinching to perform again, ^\'e should have
preferred doing it more gradually, and a month, or nearly so, later.

Cutting back the breast-wood of Clierries and Pears the end of this
month is all ritht, as soon as you like, but begin at the top of the tree,
and come down several feet, and there stop ; in ten days, take another
yard away, and after a rest remove the lower division. Is the first of
September the best time for planting; cuttings nf Ctiina and other allied
Roses, ^-c. ? Silver sand and hand-lights will help them, and they will
do from thence to November ; but they must not be moved until ne,tt

spring. But the best time for propagating is just when the young shoots
are three inches long, in the beginning of summer, as has been previously
explained. Then placed under hand-lights, and in a slight hotbed, and
in sandy soil, they are almost certain to succeed.
VABions {P. B.).—Where should Orange and Lemon-trees he placed
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out-of-doors ill summer? First, in the shade, and then direct in the

sun—that is, if healthy ; if not, they had better not go out at all. They
should always remain in-doors in summer when fruit is an object. Where
should Oleanders be placed out-of-doors? After the slioots are grown
they may have a slightly shaded position at first, and then, during the

whole of the autumn, at least, they must be right in the sun, and the

roots Icept from deluging rains. Will the IndUi-riihher plinif stand out-

of-doors in summer? Ves, in July, August, and September, but in a

warm, shady place. Will any of the Chainarops stand out-of-doors?

Yes, the C. finmilis has stood out in several places, with but little or no
protection.

Vine not Beaking {R. L., Islington).—T^iG^e^ that make shoots

three yards long every year, have a good border, and that well-drained,

can hardly be barren from want of strength. Perhaps your shoots are

too numerous, not shortened enough, and not sufliciently exposed to

sun and air to ripen the buds. A well-ripened shoot, of nine feet in

length, ought to produce a number of hunches next year; but, as you
say that the shoots are from one to three yards long, we have a notion

that there may be weakness in the Vine, and that your shoots may be
more numerous than useful.

Spanish Chickens {W. B. 7.).—White down around the eye would
certainly not be a less favourable appearance for the newly-hatched
Spanish chicken than black. It is far too early, however, at that period,

to speculate on the future excellence of this breed,
RnonoDENDRONS (Constant Reader).—The best white, best dark

purple, and best crimson Rhododendrons, of the Calnivhiense breed, to

plant in clumps on the grass, are the following:

—

Catawbiense album
etegans, 33. 6d. to 5s. eacli ; cundidnm, another very good white, same
price; delicntissimum and Luri/ennn, also the same, are all first-rate

white sorts of that breed. Perspictiiuii is another very fine white seed-

ling Catawbiense, or say Album etegans, Luci/enrm, and Perspiciiam,
are the three best whites in this class. We marked them last year in

Mv. John Waterer's collection, and also the following. The best dark
purple is Purpuream etegans, 33. 6d., good purples being scarce in this

strain. The best crimson is atropnrpureum, but it costs 5s., but it is

the only really good purplish-crimson that we could select for a bed in

this strain. The best scarlet Rhododendron of any class, for standing in

exposed places, is Virforia, it is really a very fine dower, large compact
truss. A clear scarlet shaded with purple, but the price was 5s. last year,

Bulbs—blight in.—il/. says:—" On taking up my Hyacinths and
Ornithogalums, I find long fleshy tap-roots, instead of the fibrous ones,

which I presume to be most proper to these bulbs. What is the fault, if

it be any, and how to be remedied? I conjecture that the first and best

roots were destroyed by frost, and that the fleshy ones are emitted to

supply their loss. Is it so?" No doubt of it, but there is no remedy;
perhaps the bulbs are not much the worse, after all.

Barren Pear Tree [Tired of Waiting).— This tree is healthy,

grows well, and flowers, but does not set fruit, and thi.s is the tenth year,

after planting, without any fruit, the owner not knowing whether it is a

Jargonelle or Chaumontell. There can be no doubt, from the ile-

Bcription, but the tree grows too well, and tliat is the sole cause of the

blossoms not setting. The best plan would be to take it up at the end
of October, make a station under it, as we often have advised, and spread
out the roots fan fashion, but not deeper than ten inches from the

surface ; to mulch it tlie following summer, and to pay particular

attention to our oft-repeated rule for summer pruning pears, and other
spur fruit ; and the next best plan is to uncover the roots, also in October
(but it may be done now), and to out the strongest of them back to

from a foot to eighteen inches from the tree. If the roots seem few and
far between, as is likely the case, cut one-third their number right

through ; cover up, and keep the breast-wood short for the rest of the

season.

I vv NOT Clinging (Ibid).—Sometimes, when Ivy is propagated from
flowering branrhes, it will not stick to a wall at all ; the way to get over

that is to cut it all back to near the surfacf; of the ground, and the

young wood will take hold and cling immediately to almost anything.

Six Annuals {A Subscriber). — First of all, have you well con-

sidered how you are to use the six best annuals in " very small beds,

and on grass? " If you have not, and take our selection, you may be
put out more next year even than tliis. All well-meaning straight-

forward people can learn enough of gardening from books to make" a
garden a great source of pleasure to them and their friends. You can do
no more now till the beginning of August, then let us hear from you
again, and we shall arrange for the animals, and for keeping the small

beds quite full another season. Speaking too far out of season spoils

such instructions.

BALn-PATED Tumbler Pigeon (.4. R.).—Mr. Dixon's description of
the bald-pate pigeon (page UQ), of ''the Uovecote and Aviary," is con-
cise and accurate ; "Their name," he there tells us, " is derived from
having usually the head, tail, and flight feathers white, with the rest of

the body of some uniform colour." There are variations in colour, but
the main point is that the head should exhibit a marked contrast to the

body. The points required for Tumblers generally, a compact body,
round head, and short bill, added to great distinctness in the colour of

their feathering, are also essential for the bird in question.
Co;\iBS Torn in Fighting (Ibid).—A Shanghac, with his comb in-

jured to any great extent, from any cause whatever, would, at an Exhibi-
tion, contend at great disadvantage, though not, perhaps, be absolutely

excluded from all chance of the prize.

Shanghae Pdllet's Tails [Ibid.—These, which at six weeks old

had distinct tail feathers an inch-and-a-half in length, are not the birds
that we should wish to see in our own yard. Pullets occasionally, and
cockerels usually, have a short downy tuft where the tail e\'entually ap-
pears, but seldom anything more at the age you mention. W.
Gas-heating a Greenhouse (A Subscriber).—We know of no work

upon this subject. It would be injurious to the plants, we think, used
in any other mode than for keeping up a moderate heat in a small green-
house by means of a hot-water apparatus, as given in our columns a few
months ago.

Gnats (A Subscriber).—Smoke of any kind will drive away gnats. If

you burn brown paper in a room where they are they will settle, and
seem to become so stupified as not to he troublesome again for some
hours.

Curling-dp op Rose Leaves (W. A. AT.),—If there ore no insects on
the leaves, and the curling still continues, there is sometliing wrong at

the roots; mulch over tiiese, and give liquid manure twice a week.
There is no cure for the aptiis, but syringing with tobacco water, or
fumigating with tobacco smoke, or capsicum.
Balm Wine,—J. F. would be much obliged by a recipe for making

Balm AVine.
Shanghae Cockerel (F.C.Q.).—The drooping tail and wings de-

pending are symptoms, we fear, of the " consumption " (incuralile) to

which all animals from the tropics are liable here; but we cannot speak
positively.

Weight and Size of Eggs.—A distinguished Staff Oflicer gives us
the following weights and measures :

—" I have two black Spatiish hens.
They have for the last four months been running, with other hens, with a

Dorking cock. The eggs from these hens are so large and fine, that I

tliink some of your readers may be interested by a description of them.
I yesterday weighed an egg layed a few days since (the largest I have yet

had), the weight was tfiree ounces and ]2^ penm/weig/its. The enclosed
papers show the circumference of the egg each way." The circumference
lengthways, was 7'i inches; and the circumference of the largest part,

6^ inches.

Class Four at Cheltenham (E. Bateinan).— It may be that the

"blackest" Shanghaes did not obtain the first prize; but colour is a

very secondary consideration ; form, size, and condition are much more
important. We know that some of the best judges of poultry were
quite satisfied with the decisions.

Poultry and Horticultural Shows [E. F. and others).—We
arc obliged by the Prospectuses, hut it is only fair that if these shows are

desired to be inserted in our weekly list, that they should be advertised

at the least once in our other columns.
Preserving Eggs [W. E.J.).—We are informed, by pood authorities,

that eggs placed the small end downwards in a kind of rack or stand,

bored full of holes just large enough to admit the end of the egg, wilt

keep good for months, in a cool, dry, situation.

Mr. Cattell's Prize Shanghae Cock.—Mr. Cattell informs us
(June lO), that this bird then weighed thirteen pounds nine ounces, after

travelling about 540 miles, and being confined nine days at the Chelten-
ham and Plymoutli Exhibitions, and never having less than five hens
with him when at home.

Conservatory' adjoining Drawing Room (Lora). — The best
advice we can give you is to call at Josiah Wilson's, Esq., Stonard
House, Stamford Hill, and ask him to let you see his Conservatory. A
short description of it is in our 47th number.
Gapes {V., Malvern).—See what Mr. Tegefnieier says to-day. ^The

Pip is a very different disease, aftecting the tip of the tongue. The
Fu7ieral Ci/press we do not think is yet purchascable of Nurserymen.
The best Strawberry {Itnd).^\\e take this opportunity of ob-

serving that it is perfectly impossible to answer such vague questions as
" which is the best Strawberry," " the best Rose," or *' the best

Annual." Tliere are many preliminary circumstances required to be
known before the adviser can reply to sucli queries. If you will tell us

when you wish the crop to be ripe—what is the nature of your soil—

and whether you like a gratefully acid, or a rich-flavoured, fruit—then we
will say which Strawberry will probably suit you.

Supplying a Family.—F. iJ. writes to us as follows:—"I should
recommend ' Clericus ' to keep a sow of the Berkshire breed, selling the

young pigs as soon as weaned, with the exception of two, to he killed

when three or four months old. If ' Clericus' brews at home, the grains

are good for cowa and pigs."
Pansey ( ).—The book you mention is not a good authority. Of

what do you propose to make your Htjuid manure? Of sheep-dung,

guano, stable drainings, or of what other fertilizer?

William Adams.—C. is informed that the narrative is truth in every-

thing but the name. If you will confide to us your name and address,
" The Authoress of My Flowers" will, we have no doubt, furnish any
particulars you need.

CALENDAR FOR JULY.

FLOWER-GARDEN.
Annuals (Tender), bring out from frames ; dress ; give fresh earth

;

stake and tie. Annuals, sow for autumn ; transplant generally. Auri-
culas in pots, dress and water judiciously; seedlings transplant; old

plants repot, e. Box edgings clip, b. Bud roses, jasmines, &ic. Bulb-
ous Roots, take up (see June); seeds sow. Carnations, attend to

(see June) ; shade and shelter during hot weather; water freely, and give

liquid-manure. Chbvsanthrmui^i suckers separate and plant; layer.

Cuttings of most herbaceous plants will root now, and of all the scarlet

Geraniums, if planted on a south border, b. Dahlias require support
and pruning. Edgings, clip. Evergreens, prune; seedlings, prick

out, Flovper-beds, stir surface often ; train; stop and often regulate

the plants, to get an uniform growth and bloom. Grass, mow and roll

often. Gravel, weed and roll. Heartsease, plant slips, e. ; water
freely. Hedges, clip. Hoe and rare at every opportunty. Layering
Carnations, &c., may be performed, b. ; water freely ; transplant rooted

layers. Leaves, decayed, remove as soon as seen. Liauio-MANURE,
give occasionally to flowering shrubs. Mignonette, and a few other
quick-flowering annuals, may be sown, b., for autumn. Piping of Pinks,

^c, may be still practised, b. Pelargoniums, cuttings, plant, b. Po-
lyanthuses, seedlings, transplant; roots of old, part. Roses, bud,
layer, and make cuttings of, b. Seeds, gather as they ripen. Stake
and tie up plants wherever necessary. Transplant, b., from the re-

serve garden in damp or dull weather. Water freely, not only the

roots, hut over the foliage. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE.
Aiit, admit freely night and day, unless when stormy ; make an ex-

ception, however, in those cases where growth is still desirable. There
shut up early, and use the syringe morning and evening. Bud and
Graft oranges, camellias, azaleas, cUmbeis, ike. Cinerarias, cut
down, plant out-of-doors, or keep in pot, according as you wish to grow
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from suckers, or merely by thinning-out, or flivid'ng the old plants when
growth has commenced. Cuttings, make and plant, placing them in

cool pits at a dislance from tlie plass, or in a mild hottoiu-heat, according
tolhcii" requirements. Dress and keep everything neat. CALCF.oi.Aai as,

give maimred water ; fumigate when necessary ; cut down early
blooming; tliiii tlie pods of those left for seed, as one pod will give
hundreds of plants. Fine kinds done dowering, cut down and plant in

light soil, on a nortli border; sow seeds of these and Cinerarias to have
them early; for moderate early blooming in spring it will he time
enough a month hence. Geraniu:us, cut down the forwardcst ; lie and
train successions; prepare for early supply of cuttings; they wdl do
better now stuck in an open border tlian two months hence in pits or
frames. Heaths, cut down and prune when done flowering; give plenty
of air to those in Howeri sliift those starting again after being pruned

;

and jiropagate by seeds and by cuttings in a pit under hand-gla5-;es.
Examine all Peat Plants as respects water, for if dried up several
times death is next to certain

; your only chance is to set the pot or tub
in water until all is saturated, and then allow it to drain. All Hard-
WOODKD Plants must receive similar attention; the more sun they can
stand now the rougher and colder the treatment they will stand in
winter. SEEDLl^Gs of all kinds prick olT as soon as up, or they will be
apt to/oi' off at the surface of the soil. Shade when necessary, esjiecially

things not well rooted; it is better in bright weather than more air or
delugings of waterings. Suifting must be attended to with all suc-
cessions, such as fuchsias, geraniums, balsams, cockscombs, &c., and
free-growing, quick-blooming jdants, as Achimenes patens and coccinea.
Tropuiiilums, and other twuiers and climbers, must be trained and
fastened daily. One of the prettiest ornaments for a window is the
Ti-opu:i»lurn jieittupliyUuin ; when done flowering, keep bulbs in dry
earth until they vegetate. Water must now be given with great
judgment, especially to newly shifted jilants that have been transferred
from a small to a large pot. In general circumstances, there is now as
much danger from want of water as in winter there was the danger of

giving too much, and giving it when not required. All bulbs that have
finished flowering and growing are an exception ; as soon as the leaves
get yellow tliey should be encouraged to get into a state of rest as soon
as possible by withholding water. Those that have their leaves yet green
should be assisted with water until the bulbs are mature.

n. Fisii.

FRUIT GARDICN.
Apple Espaliers, train, thin, and stop. Apricots, pick off cater-

pillars, stop and train. Cherries, cleanse from fly aiul protectfrom birds.

Cucumbers, thin and stop fretiuently. and reserve specimens for seed-

Currants (red and white), prune back all side spray and top. Cur-
rants (black), water freely. Figs, thin out the wood, and stop. Goose-
berries, es-terminate the caterpillar; thin out where bushes are over-
loaded. Insects of all kinds exterminate. Melons, train, stop, thin,

set fruit, and water freely when swellinjj the fruit; also syringe on fine

afternoons. Nectarines, as Peaches. Nuts, remove aupenluuus spray
from the interior of the buslies, also suckers. Pears, remove waste
shouts, stop, &c., according to advice previously given ; thin fruit if too
thick. Peaches, make a final thinning of both fruit and wood ; stop
gross shouts wlicrcvur found. Plu.ms, benare of the fly ; stop, and thin.
ItASPCERRiES, tliin suckers, and stop when more than five feet high.
Strawberries, keep down runners, and water late kinds. Vines,
remove extra laterals from those rijie, and continue stopping late grapes

;

water border, if dry and sound beneath, in dry weather.
R. Errington.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas and Polyanthuses, supply with water in dry weather

;

repot such as were not done in spring. Carnations and Picotees,
shade from sun, .and shelter from wind and rain ; layer them as soon as

the shoots are long enough. Cinerarias, put in slips of as cuttings;
transplant seedlings. Calceolarias, treat similarly. Chrysanthe-
mums, advance a stage by repotting. Dahlias, attend to tying; see

the ties are not too tight; thin branches where too numerous; place

trajjs to catch earwigs ; look out for slugs, and if any are found water the
ground with lime water; mulch freely, if not already done; and water
abundantly in fine weather ; put stakes to, if not done before. Cuttings
put in of new and rare sorts ; shelter the flowers when they open (See
next month's Calendar). Fuchsias now in flower, supjily liherallv with
water; repot such as require it. Hollyhocks now advancing to flower,

keep well tied to the stakes ; mulch and water freely. Hyacinths, take
up, dry. and store. Pansies, save seed from; layer; protect from
adverse weather

; put in cuttings; seedlings transplant where they are

to flower. Pelargoniums, specimens of, cut down; give no water till

they give over bleeding
;
put in cuttings ; pot off those that have struck.

Pinks, cut off decaying blooms; layer, and pipe— it is not yet too late.

Kanunculuses, take up, dry, and store, e. ItusRs, cut off all decaying
flowers and flower-stems ; destroy insects on, or the autumn bloom will

be spoilt. TuLirs, take up, dry, and store, c. or b. U'ater all florists*

flowers in pots freely in dry weather. T. Appleby.

PLANT STOVE.
Air, give most abundantly by day, and partially by nisbt. Amaryllis

Bulbs that have done flowering, ])lace in a cool liouse, to cause a state

of rest. Amtirt/llis (Hip[ieastrum) aulicu, i)0t, and plunge in heat.

Aciumenes picta, put into wide shallow pans, and start into growth.

AriiELANDRA AURANTiACA. pot aud grow OH, to flowcr In winter. I!as-

kets, any jilant in, water freely, by dipping Ihem in a cistern of well-

aired water. Baskets with drooping plants dip frequently. Begonias,
to flower in winter, repot and grow on freely. Euphorbia Jacquini-
roLiA, I'^ranthemum strictcm, and Ebanthrmum pulchellum,
re(|uire liberal treatment now, to cause tliem to bloom well in winter.

Be LBS done blooming, remove into a tool house, to inducr rest.

Cli^ibers. tie in, and kec|) clean from insects. Cuttings of various

kinds of fist-rooting stove jilants may be put in now successfully.

Cuttings that are rooted, pot oft', and shade lor a few days. Gloxinias
and Gesneras done blooming, set out in the air in an open situation to

induce them to rest; lay the pots on one side to keep off heavy rain.

Gesnera zeerina, repot to bloom in winter. Ixoras, give the last

potting for the season to such as are intended for specimens ; tie down,
to allow the voung slioots to spring up in the centre ; stop these, to

cause bushiness. Moisture, supply to the internal air liberally.

Poinsettia pulcherrima, pot and place in heat, to start into growth
freely. Plants (young), remove as many as possible into cold frames

early in the month ; this gives them a stout hardy habit, and helps to

keep down insects, especially the red spider. Potting may yet be done
for all freely-growing young plants. Rest, give to all bulbous plants,

and early flowering shru'ihy and herbaceous plants. Syrinoe, morning
and evening, to keep down red spider, and to wash the dust off the leaves.

Water, apply in abundance to the freely-growing species, but wit!ihold

it from such as have made their annual growths. T. Appleuv.

FORCING HOUSE.
Borders, attend to. Bottom-heats, minimum SD°, maximum 90°.

Cherries, secure from sudden changes, may sink gradually to rest ; use
a little liquid-manure. Cucumbers, water and stop resularly ; beware
of insects. Floors, moisten twice a-day. Fires, try to forget at present.

Figs, be sure the root is moistened ; stop every shoot when four or five

inches. Gr.\pes ripening, give abundance of air of a dry character ; suc-

cession crops give air and moisture ; thin, tie, train, stop, Kc. Insects,
continue to destroy. LiauiD-MANURE, ajjply where needed. Melons,
sustain the foliage for a second crop

;
proceed as before with very late

ones. Moisture, Root, see well to; in air, should be well ket up,
except with ripe fruit. Nectarines, as Peaches; neglect will prove
painful in the end. Peaches, stop, train, and thin foliag'e, to colour
fruit; late crops, apply liquid-manure. Pines, /ruitfi-s, use liquid-

manure, clear; sustain a bottom-heat of 85^; shut up hot and moist.
Pinks, si/ccessions, frequently sprinkle ; shift boldly when requisite, and
air liherally, to keep thein sturdy. Vines, young, train carefully, stop
frequently, and apply liquid-manure, if moisture he needed. Venti-
lation, forget not by day, and all night if possible; be not niggardly.
Watering, attend to constantly. R. Errington.'

ORCHID HOUSE.
[

Air may yet be given freely, and moisture in liberal supplies, by
wetting the walls, walks, and pipes two or three times a day. Blocks,

I syringe daily, except such as may have ripened their pseudo-bulbs;
remove such into a cooler and drier house. Dkndrobes, continue to

' grow on for another month; wattr them abundantly. Insects breed

I fast during this month : apply the usual destroying remedy quickly and
i effectually. The white scale propagates the fastest of any of its class :

I
wahh the plants infested with it with a strong soap water worked into a

I

lather, and laid on warm, but not hot. Syringe all the plants daily

during the month, excepting it should prove cold and cloudy ; let every

part be kept neat and clean in every plant -house. Top-dressing;
during this month go over all the plants, sponge the leaves, and top-

dress such as require it. W'ater freely all growing plants, but as soon

I

as the new pseudo-bulbs are fully formed, withhold water, and place the

plants in a cool house. T. Appleby.

I

i
KITCHEN GARDEN.

I Alexanders, earth up in dry weather. Artichokes, attend to.

j

Asparagus, discontinue cutting; keep clean from Meeds. If salting

: has been attended to, none will appear; but earth-stir with some pointed

instiument. Beets, see that these are well thinned out; use the hoc
freely. JIroad Beans, save seeds from the best kinds ; a small planting

may be made of the Earlt/ Mazn{;an kind in an open south border, and
well watered at the time of planting, should the weather be dry. Bokage,
sow, and thin out a foot apart. Borecoles, plant out and prick out ; in

all^cases well water at the time of planting. Broccoi.is, treat the same.
Cabbages, plant out ; sow seed about the 20th of the month, iu an open
situation, should the weather be dry, well water previously to sowing.

Capsicums, earth-stir among frequently. Cardoons, attend to earth-

,
ing-up, &c. Carraway, collect seed, 8;c. Carrots, see that all iire

well thinned out, and use the hoe freely among them. Caulii-lowers,
plant out ; supply those that are forward in growth with plenty of w ater

;

i invert a tew leaves over the heads of those turning in. Celery, plant
' out in earnest, and attend to carthing-up forward crops, and look after

seed as it ripens. Chamomile, keep clear from weeds, and cullect

flowers. Cucumbers, attend to daily, as to thiiming, topping, training

out, top-dressing and watering. The hand-glass crops, fork up the

\
earth round aliout their roots, allowing them sufficient room to run out

I

freely. Endive, of both sorts, make a good sowing toward the ndddle

I
of this month, and plant out |)reviousIy sown plants. Garlic aud
SuALLOTs. take up aud dry off for winter use. Herbs of any kind, cut

and dry when in bluom. Kidney Beans (dwarfs), at this late season,

should be sown in open, warm borders. Knotted or Sweet M.\r-

;

joram, attend to earth-stirring. Leeks, plant out, b. Lettuces, sow
; or plant out, tie up in succession, and seed look after. Melons, attend

i to carthing-up late planted-out crops; do such work in the afternoon
;

\
shut up close ; setting the fruit is best done about 10 or 11 o'clock in the

forenoon
;
give plenty of air to those ripening off their fruit ; be sparing

of the water among the ripening fruit. O.mons, well thin out, weed, and
earth-stir; press down stiff-necked onions as they advance in growth.

Parsnips, use the hoe freely. Peas, at this late season, sow early kinds

in warm situations; well water at the time of sowing in dry weather;

save seed from the best favourite kinds. In all kinds of Planting-out,
take advantage of dull weather, and water well at the time of planting.

Make good use of the Hoe in dry weather, in cutting down weeds and
earth-stirrir.g. We never like to sec the rake used much in the kitchen-

garden. Radishes, sow where required. Salsafy and Scokzonera,
tliin out, aud hoe among, b. Savoys, plant out. Seeds of all kinds

look after, and collect as they ripen. Spinach, sow in succession, and
thin out. Sweet Basil, earth-stir aoiong. Turnips, sow in succes-

sion, and attend to thinning-out ; use the hoe freely among them. Par-

ticularly attend to planting out this month ; water, and use the hoe.

Vegetable M.'iRitows, train out and thin out. T. Weaver.
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most other gi"eat and good things, hy the earnest exertions

of a very few individuals. Those individuals proceeded
ixpon a very wise principle, namely, that in an institution of

this kind the main ohject sliould be, not so much to keep
up a fund for charitable purposes merely, as to stimulate

the principle of self-denial and economy on the part of

tliose wlio constituted its members. There were two or

three peculiar features in the institution, to whicli ho would
call attention. Tlie first was the ruU wliich jn'ovides that

none but gnrdeni'rs who have subscribed filteen years con-

secutively to tlie funds of the institution, or tlieir widows,
shall be considered eligible while a sufficient number of

sucli fifteen-year subscribers are on the list (the object

being to give a decided preference to those persons who
have been contributing to assist others), so that if the

funds should enable the committee to call for the election

of five persons, and there were two or three candidates

who had been subscribing fifteen yeai's, such persons would
be appointed pensioners in preference to the other can-

didates wlio had not subscribed for so long a period, or who
had not liean subscribers, and the election would be for the
remaining number to make up the five. Another most
excellent rule was the seventh, both as encouraging
domestic afi'ection, and removing an obstacle often felt by

working n'len in the way of joining similar institutions,

namely, that in the event of their own death, no provision

is maile for tlieir widow. The rule in question provides

that, in Jbe event of a pensioner dying and leading a widow,

she shall, on producing the proper testimonials and certi-

ficates as to age. cliaracter, and marriage, and answering
any other requisition to the sati^^faclion of the committee,
be placed upon the list of pensioners witliout tlio trouble

and expense of an election. The great and immediate
ohject (it the Society, therefore, is to provide pensions for

necessitous gardeners and their widows, at the scale of

sixteen pounds per annum to males, and twelve pounds per

annum to femaU^s. As before stated, the Society liad to

endure at its commencement a long and ungenial spring. I

The first gleam of sunshine which broke upon it was when i

the Duke of Devonshire, at the suggestion of Sir Joseph '

Paxton, mentioned it to Her Majesty, and she, with the I

pubHc spirit which has characterised her reign throughout, ,

consented to become its patroness, and presented it with a !

donation of fifty pounds. From that time the career of the
[

Society has been one of miinterrupted prosperity. At the
|

same time, it should yet be regarded as only in its com-
mencement. \\lien we consider the number of gardeners

receiving respectable wages, and able to support the insti
\

tution, we must feel that tlie number receiving pensions

(thirty-three), though large in respect to the amount of

suflcring actually relieved, is quite inconsiderable compared
with what we may hope to achieve in a short time. What
was the oliject for which they were there met together? To
the eye of a superficial observer, to eat a very excellent

dinner, drink some very good wine, and spend a very

pleasant evening. But one who looked below the surface

would see they were doing mucli more—in fact, playing a

very important part in the institutii>ns tif the country,

because he (the eh.iinnan) believed that the practice of

meeting together in public, for these public dinners in

support of charitable institutions, really played no incon-

siderable part in the iirosperily of those institutions. The
practice is only a single instance of what pervades the

whole framework of British society. Though not an old

man, he could recollect when things were very dilVerent

—

when there was much animosity among dift'erent classes

—

when the working classes thought the middle classes were

tlieir enemies, and these looked with similar feelings upon
the aristocracy. Now it was a matter of daily occurrence

for members of the ari-itocracy, connected with some of the

oldest families in the country, to meet on occasions like the

present with members of the dift'erent prol'es?,iims, and

those who have raised tlu'To-jelves from a humble position

in society, some by the labour of their hands, others by

the labour of the brain and the pen, on terms of the most
perfect and unassuming equality, to strive together for one
object, feeling themselves united in one cammoii work.

What is most remarkable is, that this fusion of parties has

taken place when the working classes have been rising most
rapidly in that knowledge which is power, and, therefore

political power—^when the democratic element of the state

has been extending itself \vith the greatest rapidity. Instead
of this leading to embittered feelings and hostility, we find

ourselves more cordially disposed towards the aiHstocracy

than at any foi'mer period of Brilish histoi-y. Anything
which contributes to such a happy result is of great political

importance, and 'I do believe,' said Mr. Laing, 'that the
numerous public dinners which take place in the City of
liOiulon have no inconsiderable share in the work, by
breaking through the reserve natural to Englishmen, making
them understand each other, and making them act together

to cement our institutions into one harmonious whole.'

Xothing in Knglish institutions and customs sti'ike foreigners

more than the blending of classes at our dinners. A
foreigner liad declared to hirn (the chairman), that of
all our institutions he eiiried us none so much as our
public dinners (laughter and cheers). If all this was
true of public dinners in general, much more was it

true of that at which they were tlien met. Tliey were
assembled to sing a sort of triumphal song in honour of the
noble science of horticulture. There were many considera-

tions wliich must make them feel that gardening had a
peculiar claim upon their support. First, its antiquity, as

practised by our first parents in I'aradise; and then what
carried more weight with him as a man of prugrrss, was its

universality. It conies home to every man. Nothing had
struck him more when travelling by railway over some of the

more crowded and poorer neighbourhoods of the meti'opolis,

which presented a complete chaos of bricks and mortar,

reminding one almost of Itante'a In/crtw, than, in looking

down from the windows of the carriage, to see everywhere a

Geranium blouining, or staue otherplant—some symptom of

taste for the natural beauties ofcreation—an evidence of capa

bility for hotter things if the opportunity were only afforded.

Sweep away the art of the gardener, and you deprive the

people of the only glimmering of beauty it is possible to

bring before them. Gardening, moreover, is tlioronghly and
peculiarly Knglish. In travelling onthe ( 'ontinent, nowliere.

except in Holland, do we meet with anything like an English

cottage-garden ; and it would be haid to say how much of

the pre-eminence of England in arts and manufactures may
be due to the habits of industry and order developed and
derived from the taste of her people for gardening. Horti

cultural fetes are the most popular of all our English

exhibitions. Other fashionable amusements are continually

varying. One year we ha\e the polka mania, and everybody,

old and young, amuse themselves with turning round and
round to the sound of a cornet-a-piston ; another yeai', instead

of turning themselves, they set tlie chairs and tables turning.

But however we may for a time amuse ourselves with such

fancies, we always come back in the long run to gardening;

of that we never get tired. There was nnother view of the

subject to which he would call iittention. The great move-

ment which is now going on is a movement foi- the elevation of

the working classes. He looked upon the gardener as the

benii Ideal of a working man. The intelligent gardener

possesses, necessarily, an amount of intelligence wliich places

liim on the highest level that can be attained by those who
live by tlie labour of their hands. How imi'ortant, then,

that he should not be behind in setting an example to'liis

fellow-workmen of that economy and sell-denial which may
enable them, during health and activity, to provide for the

contingencies ot want and old age. One go. id result of the

recent gold discoveries he believed would be, to lift the

working classes to such a position that they had only to

know and take advantage of it t.i do alnnist what they liked.

If they can only be bronght to feel that economy and self-

denial are virtues, the right step will be taken, and the only

step necessary to raise them higher in the scale of civilization.

Physical difficulties, it is to be hoped, are at an end. If a

man cannot get work at home, he can get it by going abroad.

He Loped he should never again see the time when a man,
able and willing tn work, should go about seeking employ-

ment, and be un.able to find it."

We have numerous cornnninicatioiis from various dis-

tricts of England, the latest dated the ~'5tli and ilTth of

lane, all coucurriug in the statement, that "at present
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there is no appoarauee of thi' Potato disease." It is too

early yet to form any conclusion even as to the probabi-

lity of its appearance or non-appearance. From Corn-

wall, where vegetation is forwarder than in any other

district, we received Potato apples, or berries, about

half-grown on the first date above-mentioned. They

were fi'om a gentleman residing near Ilekton, in that

county ; and the accompanying note states as follows ;

—

" In this part of Cornwall the Potatoes are looking

well—better, on the whole, than for some years past

:

no murrain at present, although it is too early to cry

'all right;' the general crop being now in blossom.

I have taken up some Potatoes for ten days or a week

quite free from disease, both in tuber and haulm, and

good berries formed. Enclosed I have sent you two

berries, which I think you will say are all right. I

shall to-day tiy a few Potatoes dried at 140°, for a short

time, and then plant."

From another district, and on the 27th of June, we

received the following ;

—

" As yon have requested your readers to inform you

of the state of the Potato oroj) in their difterent neigh-

bourhoods, I have pleasure in stating that in the neigh-

bourhood of Hungerford, in Berks, an experienced

judge says there never has been a more promising

appearance, and for some years past not by any means

so good a one at this date. The disease has slightly

shown itself in the plants grown in frames, both in the

gardens of the Countess of Craven, at Highclere, near

Newbury, and of F. Popham, Esq., of Littlecot, near

Hungerford ; but the open-ground crops everywhere

within the neighbourhood are perfectly free from it, and

remarkably healthy in appearance.

" As you ask for, and encourage your readers to offer,

any information on gardening subjects that they can

vouch for with confidence, I venture to give you two

experiments which have been tried with complete suc-

cess by Mr. Piobert Criswick, a clever and ex])eriencod

gardener residing in the parish of Kintbury, in Berk-

shire. Three years ago he discovered that a bunch of

green furze, placed in the middle of a gooseberry bush

infested with caterpillars, had the effect of driving tliem

complotsly away. Last year he tried it again with the

same desirable result ; and this year, having experienced

similar effects, he has expressed a wish that it should

be made kuown in your widely circulated Journal, which

I am very happy to do. I have myself seen the bushes,

with some of the lower branches stripped of the leaves,

but the insects departed, and the rest of the bush in full

vigour, with the bunch of furze lying in the middle.

Mr. Criswick thinks that the unpleasant smell arising

from fiu'ze when dying may be the cause of this simple

but most eiTectual remedy.
" jNIr. Criswick has also practised, with good effect, the

following remedy for the fly in turnip crops :—He mixes

blacjc sulphur in water, in the proportion of one quarter

of a pound to a bucket of water, and with a little bough

flicks and sprinkles the leaves of the crop witli this mi.K-

ture. The above quantity will be sufficient for a quarter

of an acre. He wishes this experiment to be made

known also, as it has proved quite successful, and may
be of great use to Cottage Gardenei-s, and othei-s with
small pieces of land, where such a process could con-

veniently be carried on.

" I ouglit to state, in connection with the subjeet of

the gooseberry blight, that Mr. Criswick's bushes have
been well sprinkled witli lime, but in none have the

insects disappeared except where tlie furze bunch is

placed. II, ]<• ,j."

GLEANINGS.
Hitherto, fruiting Grape Vinos in Pots has been

considered one of the most difficult ellbrts of fruit-

culture, and even now it requires more attention and
.judgment than in obtaining fruit from a Vine planted
in the border.

The first efforts at this pot-culture were made by Mr.
G. Stafford, in 1831, he being at that time gardener at

Willersley Castle in Derbyshire. He wrote upon the
subject in the HorticuUiiral Beghtei; and since then we
have had published the practice followed by jNfr.

Mearns, Mr. Spencer, Mr. Elliott, and others, but by
none is this pot-culture made easy so well as Air.

Elphinstone in a little shilling volume entitled A
Treatise on the eidtivation nf Ike Vine in Pots. Mr.
Elphinstone is Gardener to Sir R. T. Adams, Bart., at

Flixton Hall, Suflblk.

This Treatise is plain and practical, so that any one,

even the merest tyro in gardening,, can understand the

whole course of culture from planting the bud to

ripening the fruit. We will give one extract as a

specimen ;

—

^
" To FnuiT A Pot Vine the First Season fkom the

Eve.—Many, even gai-deners, doubt the possibility of fruiting
a Vine the first season from the Eye, hut it is to he done,
and has been repeatedly done by me, and in this wise ;

—

wlien they are shifted into twelve-sized pots, and grown
about eighteen inches in heiglit, select some of the most
vigorous, and pinch off the top, treat them .is the others, as
to liquid manure, syringing, &c., stop all laterals as soon as
they appear, puUing them entirely away from the axil of the
leaf. Tlie consequence of this will he, that tlie buds formed
for next season's fructification will swell and break, and if
well grown will at the fourth joint show fruit. Stop one
joint beyond the bunch and all subsequent laterals and
tendrils, thin out the huuch or hunches, give liberal soakings

j

of clear liquid manure until they have swelled their full
size, when it must be given more sparingly. I have in this
way cut good bunches of Hamburgs aud Muscats iu
September, that is, within seven months from the insertion
of the Eye.

" The sorts I recommend for Pot Culture are the follow-
ing :—viz. Tl'/iite FrmttUjnan, Black Hamlimi, and Muscat uf
Alexandria,"

COVENT GARDEN.
The most attractive feature now in the Market are

the Strawberries, which, during the last week-, have
come on, as it were, all at once ; and the consequence
is, the number of visitors is so great as to create a com-
plete stoppage in the passage of the centre arcade. Of
all attractions in this quarter there are none whieh act

more powerfully on the popular taste than tlie fruit.

The Strawberries are remarkably fine, large, well grown.
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and well coloured; and it is amusing to observe tlie

amazement with whieli they are regarded by foreigners

;

sailing up such exclamations as Mon Dieii ! Sucre

!

The sorts which have been most general arc Keens'

Seedlings, but now we have the BritisJi Queen, which,

for its splendid flavour, is not likely soon to be sur-

passed. We have observed a few of the old Eoselernj,

but very few ; the larger growing varieties liave well

nigh expelled it. Still, however, it is not altogether to

be lost sight of as one of the best for preserving. The

prices which Strmcberries are making is from Cd. to 'Jd.

per pottle, and '.Id. to Is. per punnet. In the pmuict

you are not so likely to be deceived, as you have a
|

better opportunity of examining the fruit ; but in the i

pottle you can never tell what there is at the bottom of

the long funnel-shaped basket.
I

There have been large arrivals of foreign Cherries,

which are neither ripe nor sound ; however can people

be so infatuated as to encourage this kind of trade?

Still, unripe and half rotten as they are, they make,

wholesale, from 2s. Od. to 3s. per dozen pounds, and

ed. per pound retail, in some cases IJd. We have had

a few Kentisli Mwjdukcs in, but they cannot be called

ripe. In the fruiterers' windows are still flue specimens

of Black Tartarians, forced, which make from Is. 6d. to

2s. Cd. per pound, and well worth all the money. Green

Oooseherru's are very abundant, indeed, tlie salesmen

hardly know what to do with them, even at Is. per

sieve. Melons are plentiful, at from 2s. Gd. to .5s. each.

Orapes, 3s. to Os per pound. Peaches and Nectarines,

12s. to 20s. per dozen.

Vegetables are also plentiful. Peas are very plen-

tiful and good, the White sorts make Is. 6d. to 2s. per

bushel, and the Blue 2s. to 2s. (Id., at which prices there

is a ready sale. Old Potatoes being bad, and the new,

generally speaking, waxy, from remaining so long out

of the ground, causes a good demand for Peas. New
Potatoes are plentiful, and make quite as good prices as

last week. Cabbages are making from Gd. to Is. per

dozen. Caulifloxeers, 2s. per dozen. Rhubarb, 2d. per

bundle. Asparaijus, Is. to 8s. lid. per bundle of LOO.

There is a great profusion of 1'lowees of all kinds.

Hoses, Fuchsias, Mignonette, Ericas, Cinerarias, and, in

short, some of every thing now iu bloom may be found

here. H-

SEA-KALE.—No. 2.

{Cunlinucd from -page 21H.)

I MUST now point to the forcing of this dainty vege

table, so as to have a constant succession on the table
\

any day between the middle of November and tlie

period—say the beginning of April—when it comes
from the open ground. According to the old adage,

i

"Many men, many minds," and it is tlius witli Sea-kale

forcing—no old practitioner likes to be bounded by dry

rules. Tliis being as it should be, I shall certainly not

assume the office of dictator. I will simply detail the

mode by wliich, for the last half-score years, my worthy
employer's table has been constantly furnislied at tlie

periods ahove stated ; and 1 think I am justified in

adding, almost without the intermission of even half a-

dojien days at any one period within tliose bounds.

^ly last paper, it will be remembered, wound up the
out-door cultivation, leaving ofl' at the point where all

the stocks intended for the forcer were taken up, and
"iLceled," as gardeners have it—that is, buried close

together overliead in soil.

It is now hard on twenty years since I init my
employer to the charge of a Sea-kale blanching pot.

The remains of these antiquated things are still here,

and I have foimd a very good use for them at various
periods. I have reared early cauliflowers under them
iu spring, and have frequently given tliem the important
office, through November and Itecember, of jtrotecting

groups of Bath Cos lettuces for a late salad bowl.

1 should not, however, advise our readers to liave

such toys made specially for such uses
;

yet, in this

respect, they at least beat the old spinning-wheel. We
have here a mushroom - house about twenty-five feet

long, and on one side of this is a narrow box, like a
corn-bin, about ten feet long, by some thirty inches in

width. In this little hole all the Sea-kale before adverted
to is forced : having this little box properly occupied,

our family seldom demand forced Kale in vain. Twenty-
six years since, when 1 first set foot here, 1 found, on
the 1st of March, a bed of Kale under forcing, 120 feet

long by six feet wide, and this bed was piled over with
hot dung and leaves from the park, to the depth of

three feet from end to end. Coming, as I did, from the

]Hulieus of Wimbledon Common, I really was startled

at this array. We certainly used to get a few loads of

horse-chesnut, elm, lime, and other leaves, now and
then; but such a mass, and much of it oak-leaves,

showed a degree of Jolm BuUism I was not prepared
for. However, fine as it all looked, and hot as a stew-

pan, you might have spent two hours in hunting out
a dish of Kale. It was, indeed, a most ceremonious
afl'air. An old fellow who served the kitchens, and
whose portrait would not have disgraced the frontispiece

of "Talpa," was a tremendous Sea-kale lumter. Armed
with a liunch of twigs, he would sally forth, pikel (alias

fork) in hand, regardless of the pelting storm, in search

of a dish of Kale. The bed being wide, poor Tom was
obliged to take .Joe with him, and routing this burning
mass to the very bottom, you might have seen these

persevering men, one on either side, hunting out the

Kale. What was ready, if any could be found, was, of

course, all but ready cooked. That which promised to

come next, if the heat would let it, was signalised by a

twig with two notches cut in it ; and those crowns
which had escaped utter destruction, and •« ere actually

vegetating, had a stick with one notch ; the indecisive

ones were left to their fate. Surely this was perseverance.

This sort of game was played foi' another year or two,

only in the descending scale; and, in the meantime, I

felt assured it was all perfect nonsense. Having studied
" Knight's Physiological Papers," and closely watched

the pages of Loudon, who then, almost single-handed,

pointed to progress, I felt assured that there must come
a l)etter, a more economical, plan than the Sea-kale pot;

in fact, the rising demands for fermenting materials for

other purposes alone forced the question. I will pass

by the intermediate grades by which I have arrived at

a satisfactory course of practice, and proceed to the

present position of the question.

The bin where the crowns are forced is about forty

inches in dei>th ; it rises about half-a-yard above the

floor-level. The droppings from hot manure is the

material used for heat ; and it is my practice, at all

times, to shake over what hot manure I can get hold of

honestly; and, in shaking, to disengage some of the

most powerful of the droppings. These are considered

a prime article, not to be used in every-day aft'airs.

Such droppings are placed about two feet deep in the

bin, which has a lid, but they are slightly fermented

previously. This bin holds about three, sometimes fom-,
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batches of roots, aud the droppings are, of course, placed

as far in length as needed. Tlie roots are placed at

once on the droppings, but wo case over the ilroppings

first with about tlu'ce inches of half-rotten leaves. The
crowns are placed as close as they can be packed ; this

requires a little handiwork, and then some linely-riddled

old tan, or leaf soil, is strewn over the surface of the

bed, not quite reaching the collar of the crowns. No-
thing more is douo for about three days, when the heat
generally becomes a little too strong, and water is ap-

]died until it is sufficiently reduced. This may seem
a somewhat indefinite proceeding to those unacquainted
with the practice, but we find no difficulty iu aooom-
plishiug our aims with facility by such ordinary means.
In applying this water, we take care to secure a double
purpose—not only to lower the heat to the desired jioiut,

but to cause the loose tan on the surface to subside into

every crevice among the roots, and this is elfected by
using the spout instead of the rose of the watering-pot;

the soil is, in fact, battered in, and the crowns are loft

protruding about three inches above the soil. The lid

is now shut down and all is darkness. We thus pro-

ceed successively through the winter, introducing about
a dozen strong roots once in two or three weeks, and
just pursuing a similar routine.

Iu general, we have three sets of roots at work at a
time ; one set in full cut ; a second just rising ; and a

tliird recently introduced. Some care is necessary in

cutting tlie Kale for use, as the crowns being so close

together, the sprouts arise iu a somewhat mi.N.ed or

confused state, and are apt to cross each other. We
generally use a candle during the cutting, aud it requires

a careful hand to avoid false cuts.

When the Kale is in full cut, or shortly after, much
of what the market gardener would term " sprue,"

springs up around the crowns, and if not pulled away
produces confusion. This should be destroyed betimes.
The watering to reduce bottom-heat may have to be
repeated after the first cooling ; this, however, is a mere
matter of ordinary caution ; and as to the character of

the heat best adapted, I would say, .any point from (iO" to
70° will force Sea-kale well, but by all means let a dead

.stand be made at 80°. I find it necessary to use a high
stimulus, with regard to bottom-heat, to the Kale intro-

duced in the end of October, aud the crowns should be
strong indeed, and those earliest ripeiied. It is difficult

to rouse the slumbering vegetating jiower the moment
the plant has assumed a rest condition ; it is quite
uphill work; nevertlieless, it can be done, and done
witii success. But low temperature will not accomplish
this when time is precious. I have found a temperature
of nearly 80° of immense service to those crowns intro-

duced in the end of October ; as soou, however, as the
buds have sprouted about a couple of inches, this high
temi)erature must be lowered, or the produce will be
weakly.

It is necessary here to observe on atmospheric tem-
perature, as regards its relation to the bottom-heats ad-

verted to. I have always found that an air - heat
exceeding 00° has a tendency to spoil the Kale, to

render tlie shoots too attenuated, though, at the same
time, the bottom heat may range from 70° to mO'. As a
general ma.Kim, it may be taken that the more moderate
the air-heat the better, so long as it is never lower than
.")0°. Here, then, it will be seen how the old out-door
blanching mode and this practice are at issue ; by the

old plan the air-heat exceeded the bottom-heat ; by my
practice it is exactly the reverse.

But all is vain without high culture out-doors; strong,
sound, and well-ripened crowns must he had, or the best
forcing practices must fall througli. 1!. Erkinoton.

NAMING NEW PLANTS, AND
OLD ONES.

CROSSING

I H.UE had letters from two first-rate London nur-
serymen this week—one from Mr. Henderson, of the
Wellington Road Nursery, telling me that I mistook the
name of his very beautiful cross-bred Geranium, Olnu-
ctim (jrandijionim, a seedling from the old white African
graiuUjiormn by the pollen of Olaiicum, another old one
from Africa, according to the established rule of giving
the parentage of cross seedlings by compound words, as
will be seen in answers " To Correspondents." The
second letter was from Mr. Lowe, of the Clapton Nur-
sery, relative to another most beautiful seedling—

a

scarlet Gloxinia, with the richest crimson throat that
has yet appeared in this genus, and with a light inside
dotted like the inside of a purple Foxglove. This new
addition to our cross seedlings is to be called Charles
Dickens, a popular and easily-remembered name, and it

is for that that I mention it in comparison to the un-
meaning phrases which are now so commonly used iu
naming seedlings.

It has been a common complaint for years, that nur-
serymen and florists use tho same terms in naming
popular garden crosses that are in use among botanists
for wild or botanical plants. There is only one ease in
which such way of naming is at all admissible, and the
example has been set us by botanists themselves

—

namely, when distinct varieties appear in a state of
nature, or arise from an improved cultivation. The
C'amjHimila gives us as good and as old examples as
any. A beautiful blue bell is found, and named ; a
white one comes next, and there is no difference in the
two except colour, and that is not thought of sufficient

importance to make two species—so the second is called
glomerata alba, or jiersicifolia alia, as the case may be.
After them come a double blue one, and a double white,
still the doubleness is the only dift'erence from the first

one, and the first name is extended accordingly to
duuhle blue, or double white, so aud so. This style of
naming really assists the memory, and makes no con-
fusion ; therefore, is not only admissible, but very
desirable. I once named a beautiful seedling of my
own on this plan— the bedding Geranium Diadematum
reijium, one of our best bedders ; but I was pulled by
tho nose for issuing a botanical term for tliis new form
of Diadematum, but precedents are numerous, and I
hold that such a term is far better than making a new
name. ilr. Cole, a clever florist, now holding a nursery
of his own near Birmingham, named my Punch and
Judij Scarlet Geraniums the same day, without my
knowledge, when he lived with me at Sir W. IMiddle-
ton's. It was on the occasion of giving cuttings to a
family who were on a visit, and once the name went
out of the gai'den I could not cancel it, tho naming of
plants being on the principle of first come first served,
and the first name must take the lead, to keep down
confusion. So I was in the dumps about Punch and
ludy until the following season, when the Duke of
Bedford was on a visit to Slirubland Park, and when
the Duchess of Bedford admired those seedlings, 1

apologised for tho names, but her grace declared they
were the two best names she had heard for years, aud
the reason was that any lady could easily remember
them, and, no doubt, that is the grand secret in naming
seedUngs. Every popular name given in this country
ought to be easy enough for a school girl to pronounce
it without being taught to do so, and then should bo so

short as to be easily remembered. Of what use is it that
we who write for The Cottage G.\nDENEn have brought
down our terms and language to sinqdicity itself, so

that all may understand, if we are to be crossed, day by
day, with the silliest aud most stupid names tluit any
body can pick up from the I'rcnoh or German, on the
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oae li.and, or from bastard Latin on tlie otber, to con-

found and puzzle tlie whole world? I am appealed to

every month in the year to give publicity to uiauy things

that I do not choose to burn my fingers about ; but if

I did not notice this vice in naming plants and seed-

lings, I durst not show my face again at an Exhibition,

but I confess it is very unpleasant to be obliged to find

fault at all. The only thing I can do is to to show
neither fear nor favour, and to be candid in my stric-

tures, as far as I know the matter.

I have just beard that the Diphidenia splemhns has
seeded in abundance, and the seedlings are up and
doing well. Here, again, we shall soon have occasion

for new trivial names, as no doubt some of the seed-

lings will sport, or, if they should not at first, there can
be little doubt of some of them turning out good
breeders ; then the pollen of crassinoda and alropurpiirea

will give a new race of stove climbers as gay and as

varied as Tulips. The Ecldtef being as mucli in rela-

tion with Diphtikiuii as the Azalea is with BhoJodemlron, ,

or nearly so ; the pollen from some of the best of the

species ought also to be tried on Diphidenia, and all the

Dipladenias ought now to be crossed with each otber for

a chance, without wailing for the new seedlings. The
beautiful Mandevill! suareoleiis is only one remove from
Echites and Dipilinhnia, and there is not a man alive

who can say positively that the three will not interbreed.

If so, what a Held for new greenhouse climbers is thus

opened for ex] erimeuts. As soon as the new seedlings

of Iiijiladitiiii come to be marked, I would advise cross-

breeders to get one, as most of them know that a seed-

ling got under cultivation is worth ten from a wilding

for experimenting with.

.Dna,YTR.\.—Her Majesty " Queen ilab," and a gen-

tleman from the West of England, sent me the old

Dieh/tras, or Fiwuirias cximitt and fonuosa, but I have
failed to cross either of them with spectahilis, or to get

seeds from any of the three; but having heard that .s/jfc-

tahilis ripened seeds without crossing, my failure need
not be taken as decisive against the cross. There seem
to be certain conditions of treatment, soil, and tempera-
ture necessary for seeding many kinds of plants. One
cultivator only has yet succeeded in seeding the Dijjla-

deiiia as above stated. One amateur has seeded the
j

Sidonid Geranium, after a score had failed to do so

for years, and a friend of mine, Mr. Tiu'ner, Curator of
|

the Bury St. Edmond's J3otanic Gardens, wrote in Lou-
don's Gardeners ^Imjazine, some years ago, about one

I

wlio seeded the Jacohaii Lily (Sprelielia formosissima )
\

after all the cross-breeders in Europe had failed in

getting a single seed from it, or any produce by its .

pollen. What has become of the seedlings mentioned
by Mr. Turner? for I only write from memory.
One of our correspondents mentioned lately that

forced Geraniums seeded witli him better than unforced
ones, and tliis is Just the very opposite to my experience,

so that we are compelled to the conclusion, that certain

conditions of climate, and management of the plants

under experiments in crossing, influence the said plants

beyond our control. We must also allow our total

ignorance of what these conditions really are. I have
tried many experiments with bulbs against Dr. Herbert,
and by liis request, which failed to establish deductions
drawn from bis own trials; and I have beai-d that his

plant-houses wei-e almost always kept much drier than
we gardeners keep them, and I think that the degree of

beat, and the quantity of moisture in the air at the

time, have much influence on the seeding of certain

plants; and I have seen little plants cramped in very
small pots, and half- roasted in the front of old-

fashioned greenhouses, seeding like gi'ass, while plants

of the same kinds hardly seeded at all under favourable
circumstances ; therefore, the field is still wide open
for all comers, and no one need keep away froni

cross-breeding with an idea that be is too late in the
field.

I only know of one family, the Sword Lilies (Oladioli),

which may be said to be monopolised by any one, but
Mr. Cole, of Birmingham, just named in connection
with Puncli and Judy, has the Ghidiohis certainly imder
his own thumb, and he will make a t'ortime out of them.
He is now selling them by the hundreds, for be told me
so himself the other day, when he called to tell me of

his ups and downs since he left me in Sufiblk.

Vkrbenas.—No one, I believe, has yet tried to cross

Verhena venom, or \\\e Auhletia, or any of the Slachytar-

phetas, with the dwarf bedders, but that all of them will

breed together I have no doubt. J have n]yself crossed

and had a cross seedling from venosa, with a greyish

flowei', and the entire habit of venosa. but I believe it is

lost now ; the process of crossing them is extremely
troublesome and difficult of execution, and what 1

would recommend is this—to plant one or two plants of

the upright kinds in a bed, or along with a patch of the

trailing ones in a mixed border, and to let the bees, or

the wind cross them, and take all chances. The habit

and hardihood of Verhena venosa would give quite a

new stimulus to this class, and long, scarlet, spike

flowers would be a great novelty in beds. "Spoi'ts"

ought now to be looked after as keenly as ever crossing

was, and means taken to secure the sport at once,

because, after a while, although the flower, or the leaf

that has sported, may hold on, tlie juice or blood inside

is altering day by day, and, at last, may turn back the

sport. I saw a sport this week of the il/rs. Elliot Piose,

with the flowers as nnich streaked and stained with
dark crimson blotches as the new Rose I mentioned
the otber day as being named after the late Queen of

the Belgians (page aiP), and recommended buds to be
instantly taken from it, and put on Manettii. or other

stocks, with a view to perpetuate the sport if possible.

The moment a variegated leaf appears on a shoot as a

sport, that shoot ought to be cut off then and there, and
all the green leaves on it be discarded, and the part be

made into a cutting or a gi-aft, or even a bud, if the

thing has a visible bud—the buds of Geraniums are not

visible. Two days after the appearance of a sport may
suffice to charge it with the more natural juices of tlie

parent to such a degree as will cause it to return to the

mother form on the next growth. I can hardly explain

myself to-day for want of room, but the weather for the

last nine months has been so much out of level that I

expect more " sports " among flowers and vegetables

this summer than have been noticed these last ten

years. Very many jilants never stopped gi'owing all

last winter, till the weather broke out cold and dreary

last March—then such a severe check was given to an
unnatural accumulation of unripened sap, that the

whole gathering of sap since last October, is now
('illb June), and for some weeks' past, on the fer-

ment, with a soft, sultr)', summer sky, and, probably,

will cause all the freaks and fancies of which nature,

among flowers, is capable of ever producing again

in our days—therefore, let me earnestly entreat of all

who wish well to our gai'dens and orchards, to be on
the look out for sports in time, and to lose no time in

securing one when they see it ; and next time he or

they write to The Coti.\oe Gardexer, send " a full

and paMicular account" of the thing, that we may all

know it; and some of the most difficult crosses may be

got easily under a deranged condition of the sap. Just

try. D. Be.vton.

PLANTS FOR BASKETS IN A COOL
GREENHOUSE.

' Wii.i. you furnish me with the names of a few plants,

suitable for growing in fancy wiye baskets suspended
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IVora tlio roof of a cool greenhouse?" This iii(|uiry de-

serves prominence on two accounts. First, because the

letter is so sliort, and to the purpose ; and, secondly,

because the matter has not previously received very

direct attention, tliough it has frequently been swept

over by a side wind.

A lady, of acknowledged refined taste, lately expressed

her surprise that I had not scores of such baskets sus-

jiended from tlie conservatory and veranda roofs. 1 am
well aware of the striking efl'ect they woidd produce, not

merely from the novelty of the arrangement, nor because

they would awaken ideas of Obiuaman's land and
oriental maguificeuee, but because we have many plants

that never look themselves unless when allowed to sus-

pend their branches freely. Witness the Nciiiophi/a

hisiijui.i, whose praises I have lately recorded ; witness

the whole beautiful group of AixagitUis and creeping

Lobelias, which never look so mucli at home as when
waving from a basket or vase. Witness, again, the

whole evergreen trailing group of Heliantheiiiiniis, with

their single and double, yellow, creamy, copper, pink,

straw, suljihur, and white coloured flowers in spring

and summer. They are, no doubt, beautiful in beds on
the level giound. but what is their interest there com-

pared with seeing them trailing over banks, or rude

knolls, or baskets of stones?

However made, whether of iron or rustic wood work,

suspended baskets will present a new charm to the

greenhouse. Why do not gardeners use them more
often ? Dooause attention to them involves additional

labour, and tliat is a commodity, they, as a class, find

keeps no proportion with the increase of work from im-

provements. l'"or their introduction we must, therefore,

in the first place, depend upon our amateur friends. It

will not be the first time that we are indebted to them
for improvements. If at times we can supply practical

details, it is only an attempt to pay back some of the

brightest ideas on gardening we owe to them.
Before enumerating a few plants I have either used,

or seen adopted for such suspension in baskets in such

a cool house, let me say a few words as to the preparing

of such baskets.

Wliere mere neatness and economy arc concerned,

nothing is better than wire, as it can be easily worked
into any shape. A great variety may also be produced
from wood, crooked and gnarled, covered with bark, or

oiled and varnished, and a pleasing ett'ect is often pro-

duced by pieces of split cane, and pieces of, and speci-

mens of the cones of the fir tribe. Supposing that wire

is ap]irovod of, the first thing to do is to protest against

painting ; however well done, it will soon disappear

when in constant use. Neither let the baskets be made
of galvanised wire, for every cut made during the forming
of the basket will e.vpose the wire there to tiie oxydising

rusting eli'ects of the atmosphere, and before long this

will creep along, and give you as rusty a vessel as if you
had used common wire, and exposed it to dami>. The
best plan is to make the baskets of suitable wire, and
then send them to a galvanising company to be dipped.

Most wire-workers are in the habit of sending whole

webs of wire rabbit -fencing to be lluis dipped. Every
end, cut, and tie of the basket are tlius encrusted, and
will bid defiance to rust for a long time In elegant

houses, I yet expect to see tine artistic China baskets

manufactured for this purpose.

Whatever be the material of the basket, its preserva-

tion, and the welfare of the |dants, will be promoted by
having a vessel to fit inside, in which the roots and
earth of the plant shall be placed. Of course, in a close

wooden basket, with holes for drainage, this may be dis-

pensed with, but at the risk of premature decay. In an
open wire vessel it may also be dispensed with, but in-

dependent of the wear of the wire, there is the additional

labour of packing all the interstices of the wire firmly

with moss. That would require to be done, even if the

roots were growing wholly in decayed moss, instead of

earth. I have frequently ado]ited this mode from choice,

when I wished to make something like a globe of bloom
as soon as possiljle. The roots were placed in layers

inside, and the tops of the plants just brought through
the moss, and the chief care they required was dipping
the basket in water as often as the state of the roots

required it.

I have grown Musk mimulus. Forget-me-not, Lobelias,

Verbenas, and various kinds of Achimenes, in this

manner. In spring. Tulips, and Crocuses, and Snow-
drops, miglit be done in a similar way. In general,

however, in the case of all ])lants that trail freely, little

is gained by the mode, as they will soon cover the

basket, and give but little index whether the shoots

proceed from the sides or the lop. I, therefore, all

things considered, recommend the jilants to be grown
in an interior vessel ; and the best, for general purposes,

we consider to be those made of zinc, because, first,

such a vessel will take up but little room, and, secondly,

because almost all plants that we have tried answer

well in audi material. Our readers will recollect our

allusion to such vessels at Trentham ; and though our

exj)criments have been ehielly confined to pro|)agating,

so far as we have tried, our practice confirms Mr.

F'leming's siuniises and conclusions. Whether this

metal shall be greatly used for ornamental plant grow-

ing will depend greatly iqmn amateurs with refined

taste ; sobersided practicals will have to stick to the

red pottery. But, for their weight, nnd the room they

occupy, a common garden-])ot, with suitable plants

grown in it, may be stuck inside a wire basket; the

space between the sides of the pot and the side of the

basket stuft'ed with moss, which will conceal the pot,

keep the roots in such a suspended position in an equal

temi)erature, or tend to do it, and so far as possible

minimise waterings.

Let us now glance at a \'u\v of the plants suitable for

such a purpose in a cool greenho\ise

—

1st. Hardy Plants.— I mention a few of these merely

on the piinciple that, in such a house, a common thing,

in a healthy state, especially in winter and early spring,

is more interesting than a woe-begone exotic, however

rare.

Lotus coniiculatus fore pleiio.—Every one knows the

yellow Corniculatus of our pastures. The double one

is just more interesting when grown in rich loam, in

a pot, well-watered, all the blooms pruned-oH' iu ths

early part of summer, and encouraged to grow, it makes
a rather i)rotty mass of yellow, in a little basket, early

in the spring.

Hfliaiilhemitms.—The whole of the trailing, low-grow-

ing, evergreen kinds, will bloom soon after Christmas,

I

if treated in the same way. Tbcy should have a good

I

portion of broken sandstone, charcoal, and rotten wood,

1 and leaf mould incorjiorated with the soil. Now is a
' good time for inserting cuttings of firm side-shoots for a

i
stock, under hand-lights, in sandy soil, iu a shady ])lace.

! Viiica.—The whole of the Periwinkles delight iu the

shade, and make long, straggling shoots—hence tlie

name, from cincuhiin, a band. Most of them bloom in

I
mild winters out-of doors. I have found this is greatly

' promoted by cutting the shoots back to a prominent

j
bud in April, !May, and Juno. I once had a plant of

Vbwa major in a large ])ot, with abundance of its largo

blue-purple flowers, and its glossy, green foliage at

' Christmas. Such a mass would have adorned any
basket. Besides this major, there are several varieties

of minor, with small Uowers, purple, blue, and white,

and with small foliage—green, white variegated, and
yellow variegated. A fine basket of the latter would
give a cool greenhouse a lively appearance in the

winter months.
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Sud. Liiw onowiNi: I'i.anis—]1artiy and Tendku.—
Of tliese, wc first mention the Nemophlhi insiynh,

atomarin, and macuhtta. Sown in Angust, tliey will

bloom from March to June, and if no seed is allowed to

grow, and the plants are somewhat shaded, the}' will

continue on during the summer. Labour, however, will

be saved by sowing in spring. The chief care required
\

in its cultivation, is never to wet the plants at their

collar, or damp and gangrene will ensue. In watering,

therefore, it is best to dip, but not let the water rise to

the surface. Atoinaria should be so placed, as to be

near the ej-c, so that the black dots on the white petals

may be noticed. A little moss had better be ])laced

between the stems of iiinculatn, and the rim or wood- i

rim.

Lohelia.—The whole of tlic small-growing group arc

well fitted for this purpose. The best are those with
^

a lighter or darker blue tinge. Of these, as peculiarly

fit, I single out (jraclUis, qiec'wsa, helUdifolin, and eriinis

maxima. 'I'ho last is the weakest-growing and pos-

sessing a little more of an upright tendency than the
j

others. Sown in a slight hotbed in March, or pre-

served as cuttings or young plants over tlio winter, they

will bloom in baskets the whole of the summer, and, if I

freed from seeds, the most of the winter. They will I

require rich, light soil.
[

AmvjalUs.—Of these, the large blue, and the large

red, are the best, and to secure them, they should be

propagated by cuttings in spring or early summer. The
same plants will last a considerable time in baskets

when they are well pruned back in autumn. Light,

rich soil suits them. They answer in beds but in few

places ; they grow too strong. In baskets they are

just in their element. The confinement given to the

roots causes a profusion of bloom, and who can look

upon shoots some eighteen inches in length, studded

with bloom, in a sunny day, without admiration.

Another advantage, or, perhaps, a disadvantage, about

them is, that they become a sort of sun-dial, or weather-

glass, as they arc very shy in unfolding their beauties in

dull weather. In a confined atmosphere the green fly

dearly loves to feast on them, and tobacco must expel

those marauders.
Verbena. — Most of those with the old Malindres

habit are suitable for this purpose. I may instance old

splendcns. Tweediana grandiflora, and the less rampant
grower, Barherii. One of the very best for this purpose

is one of the first introduced, with purple-lilac flowers,

produced in great profusion, namely, iiulcliclla : and
another good one, next to lost, but now getting into

notice again, is sulphurea, which makes but a poor ap-

pearance in a bed, though it is elegant suspended.

Saxifraija sarmentosa.—This is the only way to show
off this pretty plant to advantage. If any of our friends

do not laiow it, or if we mistake its name, they will

form a pretty good idea of the one we mean, by sus-

pending a patriarch of a Strawberry plant in a basket,

with ever so many generations of runners, the one pro-

ceeding from, and dangling from the other, and many
of these, as well as the parent stool, decked with little

whitish flowers. The leaves themselves are singular

and pretty. To this may be added S. ciiaciititfonnis,

another trailing plant of the same family. A little peat

earth and rotten wood in the soil will be gratefully

received.

3rd. SxnoNO - growing Heebaceous Plants.—I in-

stance these for tall houses, or for situations where it is

desirable to have the shoots to dangle several yards,

instead of a couple of feet. I will merely mention them
— 'Tropieohiiii penUiphyUum, T. jjeleijrinum ; the first

propagated by tubers and cuttings, the second from seed;

and varieties of T. Lohhianum, for a warm place in

autvimn and winter. Rliodnchiton voluhile, by seed and
cuttings. Lojilwsjienniiii Ilcndersonii, cri'-pum, and

spectahile, variegated, best pro])agrtted from cuttings.

Maurmidi/a Bnrchiymw, Jlendersonii, and aU)i(, are all

peculiarly suitable. I shall never forget the first time
1 saw Barchiijinm so used. It was in a large basket,

some fifteen inches diameter, suspended at a height of

twelve feet, and the shoots clothed with purple flowers

were then dangling seven feet in length. Iliis family,

r.rqilwspiermum, &c., like all the rest, will bloom more
profusely and longer by cuttings off all the seed-vessels

as they form. The same plants, with fresh soil, will last

for years, by pruning back in the end of autumn, as the

pendent position of the bulk of the shoots will cause

young ones to be produced near the roots.

Ith. Plants ol a Surubly Character —As a con-

necting link between the last and these I may first

mention
Hihbcrlia tjroaituhiriirJ'id'Kt. a beautiful trailer, with

small foliage, and pretty yellow flowers. It is easily
,

propagated by divisions or cuttings.

llihhertia vnlnhiUs has also large yellow flowers,

much larger than the last, but it has rather too much of

the twiner to hang its shoots gracefully, and though
the flowers are beautiful, they are the very opposite of

fragrant.

Maherjiia iiicisn, grandiflora, and ptdcJtella, are small

plants that may be used with advantage for this pur-

pose, as the small flowers have a pendulous character,

and are best seen from below. As the .shoots will rarely

grow above two or three feet, they should not be placed

at any gieat height. 'The small flowers arc yellowish-

white, and red; it is propagated by cuttings, grown in

sandy peat and loam.

Solhja angustifolia, linearis, and heterophylla.—Shrubs
of a climbing habit, with small, beautiful, blue flowers,

that will do for baskets when the shoots are first tied

to the rim, and then to the sides, to counteract the

upright tendency. Easily raised from cuttings, and
thriving in peat and loam.

ConvoJvuhi.'i canariensis.—Bluish-pink in colour, and
strong-growing, producing shoots, of a pendant cha-

racter, from three to eight feet in length, and blooming
freely. The plant should be cut back in the autumn,
or early in spring, and then, with fresh soil, it will con-

tinue for several years. It is very subject to the red

spider. I have tried the annual garden Convolvulus

for similar purposes, but their natural habit of bind-

weeds combines them so closely that they do not festoon

freely.

Kennedga coccinca, nihicunda, and especially prna-

irata, may be used for this purpose, when not grown
on rafters or trellises. They must be grown chiefly in

sandy peat. Their general treatment has been already

given. In baskets, watering uiust be carefully at-

tended to.

DoUchos ligiiostis, Passiflora cwrtdea, P. cosruha ra-

cemosa, and P. Cohiltii, may be so used when the house
is lofty; and these kinds of jjlants are not grown from

the rafters. They would require to be cultivated in

rich soil ; to be watered at times with manure-water

;

and to be pruned back freely when done blooming at

the approach of winter. Keep in mind that it is the

young shoots of the present season that bloom, pro-

ceeding from well-hardened buds of the previous year.

I was going to mention Passiflora BiUotlii, but I find

it rather tender for a cool greenhouse.

Jasiiiini(m gracile.—This is a beautiful thing, with

small, dull-white, sweet flowers, and will require similar

treatment as Sollija, as respects tying to the basket.

When done flowering, prune most of the flowering parts

away, and encourage young shoots; and, in proportion

as they ai'B ripened, will they show bloom at every bud
next season.

Succulents.—Need 1 instance Mesendinjanthcmums '

I am not botanist enough to be able to distinguish
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much more than a tithe of them. But the whole of

these, with a prostrate, trailing habit, that we have
received from tlie Capo of Good Hope and New Hol-

land, would do admirably for tliis purpose, and, witli

little trouble, yield their blooms from Ajiril to the end
of October. 1 may instance such kinds as sarmento-

siim, acinitcitonne, equilalerale, attemtalum, caiulens,

Jlorthundum, licr'ujatum, virgatiim, tonjiiatiim, kc. These
should be grown in sanely loam, lime rubbish, and
cow-dung. Small baskets would suit. Little water

would be required in winter, as tliey would mostly

absorb sufficient from the atmosphere. Wlicn the days

lengthen they will be grateful for a little manure-water
at times, and will then grow freely.

Hiii/(i caniosa.—This will do if kept in a rather dry

and warm place in winter. I have seen a fair specimen
kept for a number of years in a room, and it bloomed
fairly eveiy season.

Cereus JlageUi/oniic and 0. Mallesonii.—Unless these

are grafted so that tlie shoots will hang down, there is

no other mode of showing the plants to such advantage
as when suspended in baskets. 'J'lio same treatment
must he given them as was mentioned for Cactus lately.

Nothing requires less trouble, when the treatment is

understood, than succulents.

G. A FEW FOK SuMMF.n Bloomino where there is the

assistance of a hotbed to forward young plants from seed

or cuttings in spring. I will merely mention two genera
that would do well in such a position iVom the end of

J une to the end of September.
Torreniii asiaticn.—No mode of training will show this

beautiful plant to be so much at home.
Tltuithert/ia nhiUi, in its varieties of bulT, yellow,

orange, and white, will likewise do well during that

period, but care must be taken to place the baskets where
you can cxei'cise the syringe among the shoots, or the

red spider will fill the house to a certainty. Tliey are

worthy of the trouble, as when well managed they would
be really beautiful.

One word more. Do not place the plants in the

baskets until they are a good size ; this will save labour,

and leave less for longing expectations.

But our correspondent may say, here I shall be non-
plussed with abundance; what am I to do with these

nine baskets ? Well, for this period, and as easily to be
got, the following might do :

—
Lobelia speciosa : Hibbcrtia grossulanafolia ; Anagal-

Us PhiUijisii, large, blue, and red ; Saxifmga sarmentosa

;

Verbena pulchella ; Verbena snlphurea ; Maurandija Bar-
clayana; Cereus flagellifortnis. R. Eisii.

STOVE FERNS.
{Continuedfrom page IBl.)

Sorr..—To grow Ferns satisfactorily the right soil is

an important point. Growing, as they generally do, in

the thickets, or jungles, in hot climates, wliere the soil

is principally formed of decayed leaves, small branches

of trees, their roots small, twiggy, and fibrous, in a

close, moist atmosphere, we have only to imitate such

circumstances, and success will attend our eftbrts. In
this country we must have houses artificially heated to

the requisite degree, and the proper soil or compost
procured. The materials for this compost, that I have
used with jierfect success, can be easily procured in

most parts of Britain. They consist of vegetable mould,
formed of decayed leaves, peat soil, or, as it is generally

termed, heath mould, silver sand, and sphagnum, or bog
moss. 1 mix these in the following proportions—vege-

table, or leaf mould, one or two years old, one-third;

fibrous peat, one-third ; bog moss, finely chopped, one-

tliird; and as much silver sand its will give it a whitish-

silvery appearance. For very small plants I put this

compost through a rather fine sieve ; but for large

plants I do not sift it at all, only pulling the peat in

pieces, and taking out the very roughest pieces, stones,

or other extraneous matters, mixing it thoroughly with

the other materials, and using it in a state of moderate
dryness and warmtli. When mixed it has a consi-

derable resemblance to the compost I use for most of

the Orchis tribe.

In this rich, light, open compost, the roots of tlie

Ferns run freely, and the plants riot in health and
luxuriance, due care being given to supply them with

the proper heat and moisture ; of whicli, more anon.

PoiTixo.—^Ferns are, in this point, something like

Heaths; they will not thrive luxuriantly if pot-bound,

and, therefore, should be frequently repotted. Young
plants from the seed-pan should be potted three times

during the summer—the first tiuie in March; the second

in June; and the third in September. Larger plants

will do well if potted in March and August.
In potting, the first thing to attend to is the drainage;

for, though these plants love moisture, they will not

thrive in stagnant water retained in the pots. The best

material for drainage is broken potsherds, covered with

a thin layer of moss. Place a large piece over the hole

at the bottom of the pot, some smaller pieces over that,

and a layer of some still smaller iqion them : then a

covering of moss, and upon it a small quantity of the

rough tihres of the peat. Examine the balls attached

to the roots; if they are very dry, soak them thoroughly

in tepid water, and let them have time to drain off the

superfluous moisture. If potted in a dry state, it is

almost impossible ever to wet the old ball thoroughly,

and the plant, consequently, languishes and turns sickly

for a long time. If the ball is in a proper state of

moisture it may be potted at once.

These plants will bear a large shift in such a light,

open compost. Small plants may be allowed a full

inch between the old ball and the sides of the new pot;

and larger plants may have from one-and-a-half to two

inches. Fill in the pot as much soil over the drainage

as will raise the ball nearly level with the rim, then

place the plant upon it, and fill the compost round it,

pressing it down pretty firmly as the soil is put in.

When quite full, give the pot a smart stroke or two

upon the bench, to settle the soil equally in every part,

and be careful to leave sufficient room between the top

of the pot and the soil to hold water suflicient to wet

the whole thoroughly every time water is apjilied. This

space, as a matter of course, must be small for small

plants, and so on in proportion to the size. Very large

plants will require a full inch to hold water enough to

wet such large balls.

The reader may here exclaim, " But how shall I know
when the soil in the pots is thoroughly wetted ?" In all

the operations of gardening there is none that requires

more judgment and experience than that of wateriug.

Many a fine Fern, and Heath, too, have perished by im-

proper treatment in watering, and that, in a great mea-

sure, has arisen from injudicious potting. If thp space

between the soil and the rim of the pot is too scanty,

the water given will only wet two or three inches below

the surface, the remainder will be as dry as the deserts

of Arabia, and the roots miserably perish. The only

sure way to find this out is to turn out the ball an hour

or two after watering it, and it will soon be seen whether

the water has penetrated to the bottom. The ball may
also be so hard that the water runs down the sides of

the pots witliout entering it. In such a case, I thrust a

sharp pointed stick or iron rod iuto the ball, makiug
luuuerous holes to allow the water to penetrate to the

centre. In very severe cases, 1 have sometimes recovered

a plant dying for want of water in the centre of the ball,

by placing in water long enough to soak it tlioioughly ;
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but such extreme cases will seldoui, it' ever, occiu', if due

attention is paid at tlic time of potting to leave space

euougb to hold water. The cultivator may, by ex-

perience, learn when the ball of earth in the pots is in a

])roper condition of moisture by sound, that is, by strik-

ing the outside of the pot willi bis knuckles: if the

somid is dense or heavy, the soil is moist; but if sharp,

it is dry. Again, we "may judge the same point by

lifting up the pot. If it is heavy, the soil is moist, and

vice iersii. Many of my customers ask, "How often

should the jilant I have bought be watered—every

day?" No, is my reply; you must only water it when
it is dry, on tlio same principle that you Iced your horse

only \vhen he is hungry.

All this about watering! Is all this attention neces-

sary ? Certainly it is, and experience alone must guide

you. It is not tlie pouring a ipiantity of water over

your plants that will do thorn good ; it is the right ap-

plication of it, at the right time, in right quantities, that

will cause your plants to thrive ; and proper attention

to soil and "potting will give you power over tliis point

of watering. T. Appleby.
(To he continued.)

ROSE CLASSIFICATION.

A coKKEspoNDENT wlshos fov information about the
:

classes of Roses; the characteristics of eacli class; with

a few examples. As the information will, no doubt, be

usefid to many of our readers, I shall take the oppor-

tunity of giving a description of each class, so that any

one may know whether any particular Rose is a Gallic

or French Rose, a Provence, an Ayrshire, or a Perpetual,

together with a few names illustrative of each class.

Summer Roses, Flowering in May, June, and July. I

Class 1.

—

Rosa Gallica, the French or Common Oarden

Rose.—This class may be distinguished by a stiff, up-

riglit growth ; by blooming in summer only, all the '

bloom being over by the middle or end of July. They
[

will grow in any soil, but their beauty is greatly 1

increased by good cultivation. The flowers are remark- '

able for their brilliant colours, perfect outline, and
j

regularly disposed petals ; hence they are well adapted ;

for exhibition as cut Roses. Examples are

—

I

Celesline, pale I'ose : superb and full.

Orandissimit, purplish-rose ; very large and full.

L'Amclhijste, dark crimson ; large and full.
|

(FAllet Piirfait, pure white, with broad stripes of
i

crimson ; beautiful, and very double. i

Village Maid, white, with broad stripes of purple ;
j

large, and very double.

William Tell, bright rose; edges blush ; superb.

Class 2.

—

Rosa centi/olia, Proreiice, or the 100-^;if<((?«^

Rose.—Distinguished from the preceding by their globu-

lar-formed flowers, their delicious fragrance, and more
slender habit of growth. There is a small section of

this class, named Pompon Roses, of a more dwarf, com-

pact growth, and small double flowers, suitable for

edgings of large rosaries, or small beds, or for forcing.

Examples are :—
Cabbage, or Common Proieiice, a well-known favourite

Rose.

Delices de Flandre, light pink ; very large and double.

I

Unique, pure white ; large and I'ull.

Vilmorin, bright flesh-colour; very double.

Pompon, ou Mini.ature Provence.
Duarf Burgundy, deep rose ; very small and double.

De Meaux, rosy-lilac.

Spoiig, pale rose ; small, and very double.

Class 3.—Rosa centifolia mujscosa. Moss Rose.— This
is a very distinct class, well known by their calicos

being miicli divided, so at to have a mossy appearance.

This fringe is a great addition to their beauty, especially

just when the bud begins to expand, showing the beau-

tiful colour enclosed in a mossy green cup. There are

'The old Common Moss, said to be originated accident-

ally from the Provence Rose. From it all the varieties

retaining the mossy character have been raised.

Celina, rich crimson, shaded with purple; very large.

Lanei, rosy-crimson, tinted with purple.

White Bath, paper-white ; large and full.

Class 4.

—

Rosa Damascena, or Damask Rose.—This

class may be known by its rough, spiny shoots and

leathery leaves; also the shoots and leaves are of a very

light green, contrasting beautifully with the dark leaved

Rourbons and Perpetuals. The flowers of some varieties

in this class are of a pink hue, suflused with salmon,

rendering them exceedingly beautiful. It is the hardiest

of all Roses. Examples are :

—

Bachelier, vivid salmon pink ; beautiful and full.

Lcda, blush, edged with cherry ; large and full.

Madam Hardy, pure white ; bcautifui, large, and i'ull.

Madame Soetman, creamy-white, shaded with bull';

large and full.

Class 5.

—

Alba Roses, ami their Hybrids.—A small

class, but from its extreme delicacy of colouring very

valuable. Its ])rincipal character consists in the shoots

being almost sjiineless, and the leaves in many varieties

being of a milky-green hue. The examples are:

—

Bhisli /Up. delicate blush ; beautiful in bud ; full.

Duo de Lu.i-embourg. soft ; lilac blush, tinted with

rose ; very beautiful, lai'ge, and double.

Madame Legras, pure white, centre sometimes cream

;

a beautiful rose, large and full.

Sophie Marcilly, blush, centre rose ; exquisite in the

bud.

Class (i.—Hybrid Provence.—The Roses in this class

partake largely of the R. OaUica class, though some are

more decidedly of the Provence breed ;
partaking of the

character of both, they are difficult to describe, the only

1 distinction being that of moderate growth. They are

! excellent exhibition Roses, especially in pots. The
examples are :

—

t

Aspasia, beautiful flesh, changing to blush ; fine

j

form ; full.

I Blaiwhejleur, white, slightly tinged with flesh ;

beautiful profuse bloomer; large and full.

I

Garibaldi, bright crimson ; large and double.

1
La Veslale, white; fine form; very double.

i

La Volupte, bright rose petals, beautifully arranged ;

j

large and fidl.

Class 7.

—

Hybrids of Chinese, Bourbon, and Koiselle.

—Here we have an assemblage of Roses of various

characters. To know them, the habits of their parents

\
should be studied ; they are the produce of hybridization

between the Qallica and CentiJ'olia and the classes

indicated above. The hybrids of China are the most

numerous. The hybrids of the Noisette arc remarkable

for the large trusses of flowers they produce. The
examples are:—

-

Hybrids, in which the Chinese character predomi-

uates.

Aurora, crimson, shaded with violet; beautiful, large,

and double.

Beauty of Billiard, vivid scarlet; rather small, but

very double.

Chenedole, light vivid crimson, exquisite in colour;

very large and ilouble.

Fulgens, deep rich crimson ; superb ; large, and full.

Velours Episcopal, violet-purple ; large and full.

Hybrids in which the Bourbon character predomi-

nates

—

Charles Duval, deep pink ; beautifid, large, and fuU.
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GoiiUe Boubert, rose, sometimos tinted with flusli

;

large and vciy double.

Couji d'/h'br, licii deep pinl< : largo and very double;

form cxipiisitc.

Hybrid iu which tlie Xoiselte character iircdominates.

The example is :

—

Madame Plaiitier, jiuro white ; beautiful and full.

Class s.—Rosa sji'utosissima, or Sivtch Rasis.—These

Roses are, as tlicir name imports, natives of Scotland,

and are found in bushy brakes on liill sides. In their

wild state tlioy arc single, but cultivation has greatly

iM|irovcd them. There are numbers of varieties with

double Uowers of every hue. For the front of shrub-

beries, or even iu beds, in wild parts of the grounds,

they are useful as ornaments. They arc easily known
by their small, weak branches, tiny leaves, and small

Uowers. There are some hybrids that are desirable

even for tlie Rosarium ; D'ilUamss Yellow is an example.

Class 0.

—

Rosa liitea, Austrian Roses.—This class is

a very distinct one, but difficult to describe. E.xamples

will teach more by a single glance than pages of de-

scription. They are remarkable for brilliancy of

colouring. The best Yellow Roses in cultivation are in

this class, namely, Hanisoiiii and Persian Yellow. Out
of bloom they look like small, weak growing, wild briers.

Rosa sitlphiirea, and the Sweet Brier, witli its hybrids,

are nearly allied to this class. The former is the Uld

Double Yellow Rose, so difficult to bloom, but when it

does bloom it is very beautiful. The examples are :

—

Austrian Copper Rose, Yellow Rose, both single, but

very beautiful.

Sweet Briers.

Celestial, blush ; semi-double.

Double Scarlet, rich deep rose; distinct and double.

Double Margined Ilip, flesh, edged with crimson
;

very large and double. T. ArrLEUY.
(To be coiilinuod.)

WALK EDGINGS.
Whatever may be the merits of the various articles

used as edgings to walks, it seems agreed on, by usage,

that oue of Box stands pre-eminent; and whether we take

it for its hardihood, durability, or general appearance,
as a live edging it would seem the first in its class.

Nevertheless, there are places where it is inexpedient to

have Box ; places where neither that nor any thing else will

grow ; and places where it almost refuses to grow, from a
dislike to the soil. Now, though we profess to advocate
the use of Box in all cases where it will thrive, unless

other circumstances render another edging necessary,

we will, nevertheless, advert to other kinds for the special

purposes for which they may be wanted.
From time immemorial, edgings for paths have been

deemed rer[uisite for appearance, and in some respects

for stability. The various Roman causeways, which in-

tersected the cultivated parts of this country during tlie

time that wonderful people held possession of it, have all

a row of larger stones at the edge than in tlie centre,

showing that " an edging" was not unknown at that

early jieriod ; and from them, down to the present period,

some sort of margin seems be considered necessary to

all sorts of pathways, be that a turnpike foot road, a

street pavement, or the more humble crossing tliat

carries the cottager from his back door to some out-

house. To all an "edging " of some sort seems requisite,

and all have their edging accordingly.

Let us, first, warn the inexperienced amateur against

falling into error by jilanting a wrong kind of Box.
Like many other plants, more noticed perhaps, the Box
has divided itself into varieties, differing in their dwarf
or robustness of habit, the extremes being denominated
" tree," and "edging Box;" but, independent of these

extremes, there are (as in most other things) inter-

mediate kinds, too coarse for edging purposes in many
jdiicos, tliough not in all; and in those situations where
the very dwavfest kind refuses to grow, tliis stronger

growing one may be introduced to advantage. Which-
ever may be used, be sure that all tlie edging jilauted in

one place be all of a kind; for tliough we advocated

cutting and trimming, yet the jagged and very uneven
growth that takes place when tlie dwarf and robust are

intermixed, or, what is equally bad, half one, and half

the otlicr, in the same Hue, lenders it necessary to be

very exact in having it true. We will not licie go into the

details of planting, which are well known, but merely

say, that we cut but little (seldom any) of the top at the

time of Jilanting. It is likewise necessary to be careful

that the ground on which it is planted be all alike in

((uality, and not to have the roots of one piece luxuriating

in the rich soil of the kitohon-garden S(|iiarcs, and
another struggling for existence amongst the hungry
gravel and other substances the walk may be made of.

These matters are often neglected, and the edging

presents afterwards a diversity of growth not to be

wondered at, when we consider the circumstances in

which it was placed. It is scarcely necessary here to

point out the best season for this duty, for it rarely

happens that any regard can be had to that ; we have
jilanted it at all seasons, but prefer the month of April.

Whenever it is planted in dry weather, it should have
the advantage of water for some time afterwards, and it

will seldom fail to grow, even when its roots have been
much curtailed. In moist, cool districts, largo quantities

arc often put in without any root at all. The middle of

the growing season is the woi'st for planting, but we have
done that in a case of necessity, and been tolerably

successful.

Notwithstanding the reputed hardiliood of Box, we
have seen it show more signs of suffering from spring

frosts than inany things supposed to be more tender.

Some frosts we had in tlie early part of I\Ia.y, I'S^ri, fol-

lowed by a bright sun, " cut up " the tender growth of Box-
edging on the cast sides of those lines which run north

and south, and were exposed to the morning sun. This,

we suppose, to be owing to the cold air lloating nearest

the ground, and the sudden exposure to unclouded sun
shine after. Nevertheless, we need not be afraid to

plant it in exposed situations; for, though it suttered

severely, and for some days was quite bl.ack, still it

recovered itself without any portion falling a victim to

the ordeal to which it had been subjected.

We have heard it said, " There cannot be any good
gardening where Box-edging will not grow." From
this we entirely dissent, as we have seen an excellent

and well-ke])t garden, where, after repeated trials, in

which the Box perished piecemeal, its use was given np,

and a dead edging, we believe of timber, substituted in

its place. This was in a garden, the gardener of which
received medals at the London Horticultural Sliows;

and it proves that there are some soils which do not

possess in sufficient quantities the necessary ingre-

dients on which Box lives, or some which it dislikes; con-

sequently, after dragging out a miserable existence, it

dies, piece after piece, until the edging becomes no
edging. It would be difficult to describe the precise

kind of soil the Box dislikes, but we may say, that

where Sorrel is found veiy abundantly it is olten a proof

that the Box will not be at home there ; while we have

seen it thrive on a sandy soil that would almost drift

before the wind, and it thrives equally on a retentive

loam.

Though it cannot well be planted at this season, yet

it may be successfully trimmed into order, which is a

point equally necessary to its general appearance. For

this purpose, damp, dull weather is the most suitable

time. Its mutilated leaves are not then subjected to
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the scovcliiug iafliiouce of tlie sun until a piirtial reco-

very takes place ; and the same may be said of those

interior leaves wliich, having been long concealed, are

not able to bear exposure to hot sunshine with impu-
nity. By cutting 15ox at this season a part of its

summer's growth, also, will be retained, which will look-

well the remainder of the year.

As we have before said, every walk ought to have
some visible edging, or margin, whereby its outline is

distinguished from the ground which adjoins it. Even
tlie back paths, or tlioroughfares, ought to liave boun-

j

dary marks to denote how far they ought legitimately
1

to extend; these, however, had better be eitlier brick,
{

or stone of some sort, sunk in the ground. Common
bricks make a very good edging, laid either edge or end-

{

ways up, where traffic is supposed to pass over them
;

but they look best when laid angle-ways Tip, like tiie ridge
of a house, and, if doue carefully, they look remarkably
neat. Rough stones, or flints, will do in certain situa-

[

tions, where tliere is not much traffic to displace them ; i

but in a wilderness, or other romantic situation, they are
;

the most proper ; wliile in the precincts of the mansion,
or dressed grounds, a prepared kerb stone, or something
that represents it in the Terra eotta or plaster way, will,

doubtless, be jn-eferred, the increasing uses to which tlie
'

last of these has adapted itself will most likely lead to

many pleasing forms of odgiug, and other ornamental I

work, so that we have no doubt but the others will be
[

eventually driven out of tlie market. Slate may be used
in some places, and so, likewise, may cast-iron ; but the
first is too thin to look well, and the last liable to many
objections— not the least being its expence, where,
perhaps, a mile of it be wanted. ;

We are aware that in a kitchen-garden many live ,

edgings are turned to j)rofit, or intended to be so, but I

their disorderly appearance more than counterbalances
any good likely to be derived fi-oin them. We have
seen Thyme, Hyssop, Pennyroyal, Strawberries, Parsley, i

and many other things, all employed for that purpose ;
'

but, exoeptiug the last, it is seldom that any good is

derived from them. J. Piouson.

CULTIVATION OF TURNIPS.
{Conttinicd/rom p'ltjc 128.J

In a former article, having written upon the subject

of cultivation of the Swedish Turnip, I now propose to

treat of that of the Common Turnip, having found,

from experience, that this requires a somewhat different

and more particular mode of preparation of the soil.

Since the application of artificial manures, and the

use of the drill have become more general in the culti-

vation of Turnips, tliey have been more successfully

grown as a second crop after Tares, Trifoliuni, &c., than

formerly. I, therefore, propose to divide the subject

into two parts, first, the cultivation of Turnips by a
fallow preparation ; and secondly, their cultivation as a

second crop.

In fallowing land for this crop, it is not requisite in

most soils to commence ploughmg the land in the

autumn, as in the preparation for Swedes, for as the

varieties of Common Turnip do not require to be sown
very early, there is, in consequence, plenty of time to

make a clean fallow, in ordinary seasons, before the

time of sowing. The first, or fallow ploughiug, should

take place about the month of November, or the early

part of December; if the land is clean it should be

ploughed a good depth, say six or seven inches ; but if

foul, with couch grass, then comparatively shallow, that

is about four or five inches. After being properly

water-furrowed, the laud may remain iindisturbed during

the winter months, until the return of dry weather.

As soon as the ground shows dry on the surface give

the second jiloughing, the same depth as the first, by

turning the furrow back, after which, it is a common
practice to drag and harrow the land, and attempt to

clean it ; but I prefer cross-ploughing before making

any attempt to remove couch grass, and weeds, because

the land will work down much more level, and will lay

in a much better state for the action of the drags,

harrows, &c. Working the land should now be pro-

ceeded with during favourable weather, taking care to

remove or burn the grass and weeds, and obtain as fine

a surface as possible, in order that the seeds of small

weeds may vegetate, and be destroyed by the next

plougliing. The number of ploughings, after having

been once ploughed across, must be regulated by cir-

cumstances; if the land is infested with grass, as many
ploughings, followed by harrowings and rollings, must

he given as will be required to complete a clean fallow.

In case the laud is clean no more ploughing and

harrowing, &c., will be necessary than will suffice to

produce a perfectly pulverised state of the hind to tlie

full depth which it has been ])louglied.

The second division of our subject relates to preparing

the soil after a green crop. Under the present improved

state of agriculture, few Common Turnips are now grown

where the land is capable of being prepared sutEciently

early to produce a crop of Swedish Turnips.

The system adopted upon the best managed light

land farms, where a large stock of sheep are kept, is to

sow Tares, Eye, or Trifolium, upon a large portion of the

land intended for Turnips the following season.

The best plan is to sow the cleanest land with Rye,

or Trifolium, and feed ott' by sheep in time for sowing

Swedish Turnips, after one ploughing ; the remaining

portion, and the lightest soil, should be seeded with Tares,

and may be fed off later, and tilled for common Turnips.

As it is not advisable to sow Swedes after the first

week in July, the sowing of Common Turnips for the

main crop sliould take place as soon after that time as

the land can be brought into a good state.

After a green crop has been fed ofl', or removed,

commence the tillage immediately by scarifying, or

otherwise by ploughing rather shallow, and harrow,

roll, &c., until the soil is perfectly line, and remove or

burn all grass, weeds, or haulm: three ploughings, with

sundry harrowings, &c., will be generally required to

bring the land into a fit state to receive the seed.

After the tillage named has been done, the land will,

in some seasons, prove very dry ; we have, however, the

water drill, which may be used with great advantage in

this case ; and it must also be borne in mind, that the

cfl'ect of the application of artificial manure has been

to postpone the time of sowing at least a mouth, which

brings us nearer the time of the periodical or autumn

rains ])eculiar to our climate, thereby reducing the
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damaging ofloot of dry woatlicr, to wliich tliis crop is

always liable when sown at an early period. Tlio time

of sowing mnst depend, in a great measure, upon the

period the crop may he required for use. When required

for early feeding by slieep, or stalled beasts, the land

being intended for a crop of wheat afterwards, the

Turnips may be sown any time after the :20th of IMay^

without being liable to run to seed stalk ; and the reason

why this crop is preferred to that of the Swedish Turnip

for early feeding, is beeaiisc, ujuin most light laud, tlie

succeeding corn crop proves much better; for although

a greater weight of the Swedish Turnips may bo fed

upon the land, yet the land will be kinder, and in a

better state for Wheat, or Barley, after the feeding ofl' a

crop of Common Turnips.

Wlien this crop is required for general purposes, such

as feeding slieej) on the land during the winter months,

the best time for sowing is from the lith to the 24th of

July. If the main crop for winter feeding is sown much
before this period, the roots lose a great portion of their

nutrition, and become unpalatable to the stock ; and in

the same proportion tliat the roots lose tlieir nutrition,

so are they liable to decaj'.

Turnips sown after tlie middle of the month of July

are not so liable to be taken away by the fly, because,

in ordinary seasons, this insect is liatched, and dis-

appears previously to that time.

The quantity of seed sufficient for an acre of land is

about two pounds, the seed being somewhat smaller

than that of the Swedish Turnip. Wlien sown at the

last-named period. Turnips are best drilled at eigliteeu

inches apart between the rows, and left at about twelve

inches apart in the rows ; in this way roots of a mode-

rate size will be produced, which are always the most

nutritious, and least likely to decay.

Joseph Blundell.
(To be coniinued.)

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SILKWORMS
WITH COMMENTS AND ADDITIONS.

£1/ the Prior Jacopo Ricii.

( Continued from page :3-"U.

)

Healthy and vigorous worms will fonn tlieir cocoons in
about three days ; Init the time will be longer or shorter as
the temperature is liigher or lower, and according to whether
they are exposed to alternations of heat and cold, and to

sudden draughts of wind, and whether the atmosphere be
di'y or damp. The cocoons made by wonns treated upon
our plan may be removed the sixth or seventh day, includ-
ing the one on which the worm ascended. It may be
delayed till the eiglitli, but not beyond the ninth, as the
cocoons are every day losing weight. It must be confessed
that it is difficult fur the Imsbandman all at once to relin-

quish old plans and adopt others, tliough easy in them-
selves, and this may occasion some difference in the cocoons.
Tlie maturity of a cocoon is recognised by a certain hard-
ness to the touch, and the sound the cocoon makes when
shaken.
The gathering of tlie cocoons, like all other rustic har-

vests, is attended witli so much hilarity, that confusion
sometimes occurs, which renders a few precautions needful.
Those wonns should first be taken which first ascended the
bush. Eacli broom, as it is called, should be removed care-
fully, not tbroTMi from top to bottom in confusion, to tlie

danger of crushing and soihng the cocoons. It will be well

to begin with the lower hurdles, and go up regularly. Those
cocoons not f|uife finished, as well as those containing dead
worms, must be laid aside. A very few of these, mixed
with the others, will suffice to dejireciate the price of all,

psppi'ially if there be any putrid worms among them, which
soil many good cocoons if packed together. Also the coarse

silk, called Buva or I'luff, slimild be carefully removed, as

well as all impurities «Iiich, from want of care, or other

causes, may attach to thcni. In some countries, the Fluff

is not removed till they are taken to market; but expe-
rienced merchants prefer to see it taken off.

The boxes, or other receptacles being full, are placed on
the hurdles in layers not more than three inclies thick,

that the air may circulate among them. Without being

decei\cd by false ideas that the cocoons formed at a certain

time first diminish and then increase again in weight, it is

a good rule to take them to market as soon as they are ripe.

Experiments have proved that the cocoons lose 7^ per cent,

of weight in ten days, merely by the drying of the chrysalis.

Even now the cocoons may be injured hy want of care in

the ignorant .agriculturist. Care must bo taken that the

temperature does not exceed 1n° r.. (1:1^ f.) ; if so, the

windows in which the sun shines must be closed, and the

cocoons turned, especially if they are spread on the floor,

or if fermentation be feared among them.
The proper preparation of the seed, or eggs, is most

imijortant; and the best chance of our making progress in

an art liitberto neglected by masters and servants from the

very beginning, is the care and attention bestowed upon
procuring good seed. It is an universal law that, in the

production of all creatures, the better the seed, the more
perfect the fruit; but this seems to be lost sight of, as we
remarked at the beginning of this treatise.

The cocoons being gathered, after worms have been well

reared no scrupulous care is necessary in the selection

;

but if not, or if any accident should have happened, the best

must be chosen. It may be even necessary occasionally to

buy cocoons from other worm estabUshments. It is thought
that the most healthy and robust worms are those, who,
having eaten for eight days after the fourth change, are first

to make then- cocoon, and amongst these, those who mount
highest are strongest. It will be well to separate the co-

coons which are first ready for the purposes of propagation.

The cocoons should be examined, and those of a mid-
dling size taken, as the large produce coarse silk, and the

small ones no great (piantity. They must be firm to the

touch, especially at the two ends. They should be of even

texture, such as are called royal cocoons ; some prefer

those of a pale straw colour, and which have a little ring

indented round the middle.

There was a fancy, some years ago, for worms which spun

i

white, or, as it was called, Persian silk; but though the

merchant will give a higher price for it, it is not much cul-

tivated, as it is less abundant, and more liable to injury.

Although generally the red, green, and yellow cocoons ai'e

not chosen, they have been known to produce good silk, a

proof of tlie necessity of frequent experiments before any
particular practice is approved or condemned, as is often

the case in treating of different systems.

There are no certain indications by wliicb to distinguish a
male from a female cocoon, but those supposed to be tlie

least fallacious are the following :—They say that the

cocoons containing a male are pointed at one or both ends,

and are smaller in the middle, while the rounder ones

generally contain females. Experience has shown, how-
ever, that though the greater part of the cocoons thus

selected prove right, still, in so many instances they are

wrong, that no dependence can be placed on this test. Some
people place the male and female worms in separate bushes,

fancying that the male has bis eyes open, while the female

has merely a semicircular stripe for an eye.

As to the number of cocoons, it is usually reckoned that

a-pound-and-balf yield one ounce of seed. A good choice

must be made of the room where the moths are to issue

forth and deposit their eggs. The temperature must not be
lower than 15° n. (60° F.), and it must be warmed occasion-

ally if necessary. At 10° the moths will come forth in

fifteen days, at 10° 17° or IS'k (0H° 71° 7:i°r.), in eleven

in' twelve days. It will contribute to the health and strength

of the moths, and to the perfection of the seed, that the
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room Ije dry, and in the ac^joining apai'tments the tempera-

ture should be l(i° or IS".

Having taken the Fhiii'from the cocoons, they must be laid

upon hurdles, and examined one by one, that all containing

dead chrysalises may he thrown away, and ttiis may be ascer

taincd by shaliing the cocoon close to the ear. It will be well,

too,to separate those supposed to be the males from the females.

Whilst the heat is hastening the development of the

moth, the cloths or papers on which they are to lay their

eggs must be arranged. There should be a table in the

room on which the moths should be carefully placed,

separating the male from the female. The birth usually

takes place in the morning, about sunrise, except a few that

issue forth towards evening. They must l)0 lifted carefully

by the wings, placed in a little tray, and carried to the talile.

Tliere they eject a bloody fluid from tlie lower stomach,
whicli must be evacuated before the male and female aie

placed together. There must now be little light in the

apartment, tliat the males may not tlutter their wings.

^\'hen the number of males and females are not equal,

the weaker ones may be removed ; but if there be a super-

abundance of females, they may he reserved for a time, as

one male will suffice for two females. When the motlis have
coupleil, each pair must be taken gently by the wings and
placed on a paper or cloth, slightly inclined, and in a cool,

dark room, where air and light may not disturb tbeni. Tlie

cloths or papers must be regularly numbered, that the

insects may be separated at the proper time. They should

be carefully watched, using a candle in preference to ad-

mitting daylight, and any pah- that have separated should be

placed in another paper, and left in the dark, when they

will re unite. The union should be permitted for thirty six

hours at the longest, and then, placing the cloths on the

table, and holding tlie female with one hand, tlie male must
be removed with the other. Then place the females on
cloths fastened to the wall, and so arranged at the bottom
as to receive those which fall ; here the eggs are to be de-

posited, and the males which are not wanted again shoidd

be thrown away. Some people shape the cloths so as to
'

foriu a receptacle at the bottom.
Some thuik the moths should not he left on the cloths

more than six and-thu'ty hours, fancying the eggs laid after '

that time ai'e of an inferior quality ; but those who have .

most experience say that such precaution is useless, and
leave the moths till they have Hnished laying. I

The eggs may prove more or less fruitful, but it most
likely depends on tlie temperature of the room. Eight or

ten days after the eggs are laid they change from a dark to

a lighter, and in tlie course of three weeks assume the ashy

hue. Whether the eggs are good or not, they are all

roundish at first, and after a little become rather hollow at

the sides, which indicate that they are drying; hut there is

no sensible dift'erence even in weiglit between good aud well

kept ones and others. It will not hurt them to allow the

cloths to remain sjiread out where they are for some days,

if the room be not warmer than io" or l(j°, otherwise they

must be taken to a cooler place.

If any should have fallen, they may be put into bags or

papers by themselves. When the eggs have become of an
ashy colour, the cloths may he loosely rolled up, and put

into any dry place where the frost will not touch them; and
to protect them from mice and other vennin they should

be hung from the ceiling. Those who, without examination,

hang them from the root of their cellars, are not wise, as

damp is very prejudicial to the eggs. In tracing the dis-

eases of whole establishments of worms, it has been found
that the eggs have been kept in a damp place, the ignorant

agriculturist never thinking of the loss he may thus incur.

The hygrometer or salt should be used to test the moisture
of the apartment. If, in conseijuence of the heat of the

season, a few worms should hatch in the course of some
days, it does not matter ; there is, most likely, something
peculiar in the form of the embryn which hastens the birth

of the worm. As the eggs are sometimes infested by a

kind of moth which desU'oys them by sucking them, it is

necessary to examine the cloths at least once a-nionth, to

clear- them, if possible, of these miscbievou.-. animals. Tliis

monthly inspection will be usefid in remedying any other

accident which may happen to them.

(7*0 be continued.)

ORCHAIIDS.—No. 1.

Having occasion lately to visit a district celebrated for

the extent and quality of its fruit plantations, I need hardly

(explain the beautiful appearance the landscape had with

the large breadths of fruit-tree blossom displaying their

charms too often to the inclement atmosphere that recals

the general character of March to our memory, instead of

the middle of Jlay; however, much as I grieved, in common
with others more interested in the welfare of such products,

1 could not but admire the general state of cultivation by

which each individual fruit was brought into a profitable

condition, while, in many instances, individual species were
treated with a regard which showed that more than a "cur-

sory look-on" actuated the doings of those more especially

interested in their culttue. Now, when we reflect that there

are some districts or parishes wherein the proportion planted

with fruit-trees amoimts to something like one-tenth of the

whole, we may readily suppose that their various habits and
" points " would attract the attention of those whose welfare

is so intimately mixed-up with their well-being, that I was
not disappointed to find the peculiarities of individual

fruits had attracted that notice, even from the ordinaiy day-

laboiu-ers, which a more learned critic would have been at

a loss to find out ; not but that some of the ideas of the

former had now and then a little snatch of prejudice in it,

or, jirobably, an occasional antiquated notion derived from
a " bygone time ;" still, there was much to learn from, and
much that might be copied with efl'ect in other places.

Before proceeding farther, I may inform the reader that

the district I allude to is one of tliose undulated spots

situated in the county of Kent. The elevations were seldom

so inecipitous as to prevent the use of the plough thad tliat

been wanted), yet, ou the whole, it might, in common
phrase, be called a hilly country. The soil (for the orchards

which I allude to were all Idled) would not tempt a Mid-

land Counties' farmer by its appearance ; in fact, much of it

would excite an impression that it could nut be othenrise

than "barren,"—a sort of yellow, friable loam, mixed with

more or less of stone of the same dirty colour, and often

resting ou a subsoil that would seem not likely to add to its

fertility ; that the first general impression a stranger has of

it is certainly not favomable, and until he be otherwise in-

formed, he is apt to infer tliat the healthy trees and hedges

he sees around him are due to some artificial manure libe-

rally applied, or that the climate is peculiarly congenial to

such productions. Without doubting for a moment liut

that the latter has much to do with the success obtained, I

think it right to say, that but little arises from artificial

applications, not but that tlie best cultivators manure to

the full extent of their means, yet that alone would not

produce those splendid crops which are the admiration of

those who have not seen similar crops before, did not the

soil "naturally" possess the qualification for producing aud

maintaining the same. Now, though it wotdd be diflicult

for me to convey to the general reader an idea of what this

soil is, I may tell him that much of it is found forming the

crust over an extensive bed of limestone. Certain fruits

like to grow over "chalk," but these I now mention have

either a hmestone substratum, or otherwise a soft, porous

stone, called, in common phrase, " hassock," near the sur-

face, while, lower down, limestone is usually to be had in

more or less abundance ; at all events, the most of the

orchard-grounds ai-e dry, so tliat "di-aiuing" a friut- planta-

tion is of rare occurrence, and miless in the case of Blacli

Ciirraiils, and, it may be occasionally, Clierrirs, both of which

Uke a moister soil than most other fruits, it is seldom we
see an extensive plantation of fruits on land that has ever

w anted artificial draining ; therefore it will be fully under-

stood that the orchards of which we speak are usually dry.

An ordinary observer would, in many cases, be ecjually

surprised to see the crowded condition of some of our

orchards when different fruits are gathered together, which

is very often the case. Six feet standai-d Apples are planted

over the ground with mathematical precision,, as to ihs-

tances, Ac, which is from twelve to thirty feet, according to

circumstances. Midway between these Tilberts arc often

planted ; these ai-e trained with a severity of which 1 wiU

speak hereafter ; and the intervening spaces are filled-up

with Gooseberry or Cm-raut-bushes, so that the whole plot
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is expected to support a plnnt of one kind or otliei- on every

square of five or six feet.

At first planting', anil nliile tlie trees are little, tliis docs

not seem too nuioh; but wlien they grow up, nnil the Louglis

of the Appletroes touch each other, it seems wonderful how
the small fruits can grow at all ; and though it would be

preposterous saying they did not derive much injury from
such a position, yet I have seen good crops raised under
such shade, and an orchard was pointed out to me which
was parity shaded by standard Apple and other trees, yet

as many as two hundred Inishels of Gooseberries were ga
thered for market from an acre of it, besides the larger

fruit, of which I h<i\e an imperfect knowledge.
Now, all this to be done on laud that resembled a newly-

laid-down road, from the multitude of stones, rather than a

cultivated garden, may appear strange ; while the quantity

of Inrger fruits is almost marvellous at some seasons ; bitt,

be it remembered, these do not occur every year, that this

county is no more exempt than others from the general

uncertainly that hangs over such things ; however, here
we liave good crops of both large and small fruits from the
same ground, with the consoling reflection, that if one kind
fails it is likely another will prosper, so that the heavy
expense attending the culture of such a plan does not lack
its reward in some shape or other ; but I must leave my
notes on individual fruits, Xc, till another time. H. B.

rOULTRY-YARD REPORTS.
I OBSF.r.VE the return of a poultry-yard at page ICO of

your Journal, from "A.Z.," but I do not consider it quite

so good as mine. The return of eggs is nearly the same,
but his hens are all Cochin-China, and more than half of

mine are of inferior breeds.

I observe, too, that his fowls cost him upwards of !)d.

each per month, and I reckon mine at something under fid.

My return of eggs last month (May), from sixteen fowls,

was :JTO. My other ten hens wei'e sitting, or with chickens.

My present stock is twenty-nine full-grown fowls, ninety

chickens, and eighty-five ducks, of difterent ages, the whole
cost me, each day, something under Is. Od., viz. :

—

s. d.

ry lbs. of rice, boiled

8 quarterns of grains 2

i ditto of pollard, at Is 3

2 ditto of barley, or wheat 5

Food for chickens, say 2

1

This will come to a trirte less than " Smith's Mixture," at

the end of a year, and I have not a sign of any disease

amongst my stock. I may as well mention, that I am killing

my young ducks on this food, at six weeks old, weighing ujj-

wards of three pounds.
There was an error in the printing of my last report ; for

"hens and ducks eat in the month," it should have been
" hens and ducks snl in the month."—S. P.

With respect to the rottp not being contagious, I will just

mention, that we have kept Dorking fowls seven years, and
in that time have had no disease among them. Last Christ-

mas we unfortunately bought some fowls at the Birmingham
show, which an-ived with running eyes, and all the symptoms
of roup. We thoughtlessly let them go with the rest, think-

ing it might be only the confinement that attected them ; im-

mediately evuri/ one of our fowls caught it, one after another,

and had it severely, and a fine cock sent to us three months
after, when we hoped we liad pretty nearly got rid of the
complaint, caught it, but fortunately had it lightly. It is

curious that the only two that died were the two cocks,

though they appeared less ill then the hens, but they died

after two or three days illness. Tlie best remedy, after

trying all recommended in The Cottage Gaedenei!, was a

spoonful of castor-oil one day, and then feeding them with

bread or barleymeal sopped in beer ; this brought all round
which were not very bad in three or four days. We were
more than three months getting rid of it, and during that

time had scarcely any eggs. We had a sad loss in one of

our finest hens lately. She had just been let out with her
brood of chickens, and was bathering in the sand, when she
suddenly started up and fell down backwards, dead. Wo
can assign no cause, unless she got something in her wind-
pipe. We lost a I'owl once before in the same way, and
found a piece of grass in her windpipe.

I send you a summary of my potiltry-yard, in case you
like to insert it. All .January and February the fowls had
the roup, which accounts for so few eggs.

Month.
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}ia(l a secret ilesire to visit this iustitmion, catcliing, as we
proceed, a last fitrewell view of tlie procession dying away,

witli tlie men in the long black cloaks. How iiuiet, cool,

and refresliing it strikes us, as we enter the vaulted hase-

jnent of tlie library ; we feel incline to meditate—and surely

this is a spot well worthy of meditation—though, jjerhaps,

it is just as well for our readers that we resolve to ascend
after a different fashion ; but, by aU the noble institutions

that sun'ounds us, and cover us, the door is locked 1 Surely

they do not forbid strangers ; it is very unfortunate, x;(l,ni.l(i

I

vols, of books, i'C, and no access ? ^Ve are a working man,
and our liauds are brown and corny ; this circumstance may
not be in our lavour, but we do not intend to lea\e O.^ford

without seeing the interior of tlie library, if it is possible.

We will reconnoitre a little in the cnol, some one may appear
presently to unfold the mystery. Two young men now offer

their presence, tliey make for the door, and depart, merely
observing, " it is locked." A good feature, we breathe more
freely. I'arties now appear, aijd disappear, all express
themselves satisfied with the coolness. Now a man with a

key in his hand, he walks quickly to the door, unlocks it,

enters, and it closes again ; we rush up, it turns on its

hinges, and we eagerly enquire of the iiersou ascending the

stairs, if it is admissable for strangers to %iew the library '.'

"Yes, by paying a fee!" To pay, this is an Englishman's
privilege I AVithout further parley we mount the stone stair-

case buoyantly. I'pon the landing we expend a few glances

for the bust of Gibbs (the architect of the building), and
then dive at once into the area beneath the cupola. How
often we pirouetted and lifted the human countenance is

immaterial. There is a loveable rounded proportion in the

wliole thing, excepting the scjuareness about the window-;.

This feature apjieared to intrude uncomfortably, though we
dare say it is all very propar ; still we ai'e inclined to think,

where a style of architecture, or what not, is rounded as a

principle, the effect becomes marred by sufldenli/ intro-

ducing the square, and vice versa. The title pages of all the

books our eyes ran over would prove by far too great an
enterprise for om' pen. Amongst other objects we noticed
two drawings of those giants iu the flower way

—

ihti Safflesia

Ariiohli, and the Dori/anthcs excelsn,

A collection of rare and beautiful sculpture is arranged
around the area, embueing the senses with a classical

feeling. We particularly contemplated the statue of the
"cold and terrible goddess Diana;" more so, probably,
because we happen to know that her race is not extinct;

though we really and truly hope it may be scarce. Entering
by another door which leads us up to the gallery, we again
meet with an infinity of books orderly arranged, and " thick

as leaves in Vallembrosa ;
" statuary and sculpture also

adorn this circle. "We admired a very beautiful Cupid, and
•wished very much we dared alter his position a little, in

order to plaie an object, and so convey a meaning for his

aim—the marble heart of the " cold and tenible goddess "

below would thus be made to appear exactly in a line

for bis arrow's flight. "We strenuously advise the librarian
to consider this hint; morals resulting from such a tale

might weave incalculable influence in these times of nugget
hunting notoriety ! A beautifid panoramic view of Oxford,
and the siu'rounding country, unfolds itself from the top of

the building ; but our time is hinited ; being anxious to visit

the Botanic Gardens before we attend the Horticultural

Jete, we do not ascend there, but plunge once more into the

area to take a fiu'ewell look at the full-length oil painting

of Eadcliffo ; thus encouraging grateful sentiments towai-ds

the memory of a noble benefactor to his country. The
theory of the pendulum movement was nicely carried oiit

here in its day ; and what a capital place the smooth, un-
obstructed marble-iluor w ould i>rove for the table movement

!

now so popular. Apropos, we could point out to our readers

a cottage in Suti'olk (all covered with roses), where would
be found a bible lying ou a mahogany-table, and where, at

a particular verse— we think sumewhere iu Solomon's
Song—is the imprint of a door key, occasioned by the last-

mentioned article having formerly (twenty years since)
been secured in that spot, for the purpose of allowing two
individuals fore-fingers to pass through its eye, and the
suspended book spirited to turn either way, accordmg to the
magnetic wish of the operators! Is there anything new
under the sun ?

We depart from the librai7 with regret, with the image
of all we saw there indelibly stamped upon the mind, to

remain for us so long as our faculties endure. liow we
envy those fortunate people who have time and opportunity
to spend a few hours here occasionally. -Vfier a glance at

some fragments from the Giant's Causeway, at tlie bottom of

the stairs, we make our exit from the door, and continue
our admiring way down the High street, until anxsted in

our course at the handsome gateway (completed by Inigo
Jones; of the oldest Botanic tiarden in Britain; we ring

the bell, and are at once admitted, and will at once briefly

.,tate those ti'ees, shrubs, and plants displaying their floral

beauty at the time ; note also what other objects may strike

om- rapid attention, and start by, not soaring too high at the
outset : not a bad luinciple.

Turning to our right, the humble exotic annuals first

claim our attention. Those in bloom were

—

Adunis (pstivalh,

Collinaia ijrantlijlont, Calandfina LiiuUeyana, Gilia tricolor^

Ibcris yitnintu, Miilcomia vturitimn, Nemophila atamarin,

X. iitai/juh, N. 7naeiilala, Oxyura chrysanthemvides^ PUitys-

temoH Calijoniicum, Silcne j^eiidula, TriJ'olhnn incanialitm,

I

1'alcriaitella cywhivcftrpa, and J', formicopitc. The " British

j

hei'baceous plants classed according to the Linniean
' system," and the " Exotic herbaceous plants grouped ac-

!
cording to the natural system," came next iu order. The
most ijrominent of them iu bloom were the Asjdtodehts

aureus, Bnraijinacete, Euphorbias, Iris, Geraniacete, Pa-onias,

Illtcum, and Burner. Four ambulatory parallel strolls upon
the tuif thus exhaust themselves, and we find oiu-selves

entering the gi'avel-walk which contains the sun-dial. Dwarf
scarlet Geraniums, Petunias, A'erbenas, &e. (just recovering
from the excessive drought), occupy tlieh- respective beds

j

iu masses ; the Shrubland Rose Petunia taking a jilace of

{

houom'. Next we enter the walk, par excellence, which
contains the centre aquaiium, and contemplate with pity the
yomig water god on the top of the fountain, who has made
use of the liquid to a degree sufficient for the wearing
away his features beyond all expression ;

plainly evidencing,

to our mind, how too much of a good thing may become
prejudicial, whether imbibed internally or externally—water
not excepted.

The aquatic plants seemed cramped for room, though,
possibly, after having visited the aquarium in the Botanic
Gardens, Edinburgh, we may feel a little spoilt in this

respect. The third parallel walk now inrites our steps, its

margins ai'e studded with beds massed with popular
annuals, &c., which, by the time this description meets the
public eye, will be looking very gay and pretty. Now we
raise our head, and revel amongst the British and exotic

trees and shrubs. Those we noticed in bloom, were

—

Acer
moiispe.^sulauum (Maple); Cerasus pndus (Bird CheiTy) ;

Cerasus vuh/aris (Common Cherry) ; Cratieyus cocciuea

(Scarlet-fruited Thorn) ; Custanea (Horse Chestnut; pink
and common) ; Mespilus (Medlar) ; OrnusEurojica (Flower-
ing Ash) ; Si/riiii/a (Lilacs ; common and Persian) ;

Pi/rus aueuparia (Mountain Ash) ; Paria Jhtva (Yellow
I'avia) ; Pyrus arhuli/ulia, P. aria, P. Bolhrylleriaua, P.
sorhus, P. Pinnatijida peiidula, and P. speelahilis (Pear-tree
vai'ieties).

Having satisfied our vision thus far, wo proceed, by the
door at the noith-east end of the wall, into the " (irass

Gai'den," where an experimental process at once claims our
notice. A skeleton framework, covered with a finish net-
work material, enclosing eight square boxes plunged up to

their rims iu the ground, each box containing a crop of
bai'ley, sown in the following :—No. 1. Bed chalk ; No. ;i.

Oolite ; No. ti. Brighton chalk ; No. 4. Common ear'th
;

No. .'). Sand ; No. (i. Skiddaw slate ; No. 'i . Herefordshire
iron sand stone ; and No. s. A slate. The crops growing
in the common soU, and Herefordshire sand stone, had the

best of the race ; the Hereford beating by a neck. We
shall be curious to leai'u the result. 'We have had occulai'

proiif of some of the finest wheat grown ou the red clays

in Herefordshue ; but we do not think the soil ^taking it as
a county) is considered so favourable for barley. A proverb
they are rather proud cpf, thereabouts, proclaims the county
of Hereford to be famous for three thiugs (viz.)—" A\lieat,

Women, and Water." 'I'he first we have said; the latter we
can testify to ; as to the other more weighty att'air,—wo
know they are capital- hands at managing a dairy down
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there! Tlie " Clookmakei' " is in England! (or was very
lately) perhaps tnldng notes ; if so, " faith he'll i)rent them."
Look out hulies ! He says he has been "jjretty nmoh to

Slicliville lately, " for some reason which we leave the fair

sex to guess ; hut " lie must make another tour in the

provinces," for he " reckons they raise handsomer, and
stronger ladies" there than " they do in Connecticut, al-

though they do crack for everlastiu' about bcntin' all tho

world in Uocse, Gals, and (inions."

Ijut turn we to those I'ironia Afoiilans, floral monopolisers
here, comparatively, with the humble grasses, which arrange
themselves according to " Lindley's Synopsis." Medical
plants take a position around, upon recommendations for

their therapeutic virtues. From the boundary of this spot

we pause to enjoy a reflection, ^jrt^^f^/ and ilccp, as we view, at

one swoop, the colleges of CJhrist Church and Merton. The
lower aquai'ium is in this vicinity ; the gates are locked, so

we pass round, skirting the river (Jherwell, till the "new
houses" (ridge and furrow), open upon us, but not to us,

which proves a lucky circumstance, as it is after one o'clock,

and the J'ele at ^Vorcester College Gardens opens for the
public at two o'clock, so we will even contenijilate our first

love, and not trust to that dangerous expedient—" two
strings for our bow." We will, therefore, according to time,

cull a few conspicuous particulars, as seen through the
glass. In the "hothouse" we observed I'apaw trees in

fruit, Biiiiantts, iSc. The Cilnis, inhabitants within and
without the orangery, appeared to have recently undergone
a severe beheading process. We noticed there a collec-

tion of Frriis, &c. Next, the rictoria Li/;/ house and
tank, too over-crowded, we thought, with ilistant connec-

tions. Tliree of its lea\es had appeared, looking weakly,

each not more than a foot in diameter. Its alhed sisters,

around the margin of the tank-, in bloom, or thinking about
it, were

—

Nynijthfa cix^ridea^ N. ci/'fiwa, N. tleniata, and the

E(iypthni, Lotus. It would prove acceptable if the names
of the three water nymphs ^s•ere legibly suspended around
the tank for the benelit of outsiders ; few pass this house,

we suspect, without taking a peep at the beauties ; and now-
a-daj's, people feel sorry to turn away from a plant without

being able to learn its name. The orchid-house is well

stocked, and capable of affording quaintness, from Jcrnpo-a

to Zyyopctuliim. A glance at the Hoses, and a young col-

lection of Conifera; (both sutfering from the late drought),

warn us to proceed, and :ve iuid ourselves once more on
the space within the garden fronting the buildings ; the

first in order of which is the stove, whose chief occupants
are Gloxinias, in varieties, including an unfortunate monkey.
The Professor's house adjoins the stove. How nice to be

a Professor ! There are three greenhouses ; the first minus
its namesake varieties ; the second occupied with Ericas,

&c. ; and the third chietly with the Cactus species ; the

enti-ance gateway and lecture rooms intervene between
them, in architectural array, which brings us to the spot

where we stai'ted from. I'leased and instructed, we pocket
our pencil, take a peep at two uncomfortable-looking beans
experimentally suspended in two vials of liqirid, and decide

to depart, but become once more arrested by some menagerie
sounds proceeding from a cage-Uke opening in the wall.

Blonkeys again ! A brass plate informed us they were the
" Cercopithecus fuliynosns," Sootey Monkey, or Mangoley;
Africa ; and tho " Pnpio lllinsus," the Bhunder ; East
Indies. They appear on very amicable relations with each
other, Indian and African brothers literally shaking hands
through the wires. The electric wires are accomplishuig
this feature for all the world. The sooner the conclusion is

arrived at the better, \\hat a capital thing it would be, if

quarrelsome Emperors could be caged until they were
brought to acknowledge the same necessity ! By-the-by,

some year's since, a young gentleman, of facetious memory,
expounded for us a remarkable and rare piece of zoological

information (vi:) ; how men were {ormerly monkeys; but
from a habit of sitting they in later days contracted, all

semblance of tails became obliterated. Zoology is not to be
blamed for suppressing this subject, though some sanguine
people independently imagine, even now, they can discover

an occasional resemblance.

Outside the garden-gate the prospect is comfortable and
substantial. JMagdalen College, with its handsome tower,

adding reverence and majesty to the scene. AVe turn down

towards the river, and claim acquaintanceship with a fine
specimen of the Ctv/nis /)co(Z«;(( , also with a bright shoal
of minnows, rejoicing in the stream below, apparently quile
unconscious of the Triton which people are wont to infer
amongst them. Our thoughts wandered to the river Lossie
(Scotland). How many Tritons would appear amongst you,
little fishes, if the likes of you were to be found there '.'

Notwithstanding Lord Byron's anathema, we are sufliciently
evil-disposed to wish tlie power to sacrifice a score of your
tiny lives, place you amongst some dry bran in a box to
liurden, and to find oursehes arising by day-break, to-morrow
morning, at Lossie mouth (with our best trolling tackle), in
order to fish the river as far as tlie "goa-head" town of
Elgin. If we did not, under these circumstances, arrive
there by breakfast-time, with a good appetite, a clear con-
science, and a basket well filled witli sea, or any other
fronts, we are no disciples of Isaac A\'alton.

Transferring our steps up the High-street we forget all

about the fishes
;
quite different feelings possess us ; some-

thing—if we express ourselves as an Englishman—some
thing which makes us feel proud of our country, and her noble
timeworn institutions. A superior feeUng wo only to the
degree experienced in one place we ever visited, namely

—

Princess-street, EcUnburgb. A parallel superiority of mind
and spirit, we engage to predict for nine people out of ten,
whenever occasion may attord Lheiu opportimiiy to jud<^e of
this for themselves. Minerva, with her immortal -ligis,

appears to reside in these spots as their natural tributary
goddess. This superiority of feeling increases as wo ascend
i'rincess - street to the Calton-hill, iMlinburgh, So it

gradually decreases as we near the corn-market, Oxford,
it is curious; but it is a fact.

—

Upwaeds and OjiWAi;DS.
{To he continued.)

GAPES IN CHICKENS.
M. B. complains that he loses a great many chickens

from "the Gapes." I, too, find that immediately my chickens
are three weeks old tliej- are invariably attacked by this

disease. Having devoted a great deal of time to discover a

cure for it, I find that every (so called) remedy which I have
hitherto tried has failed, with the exception of the " feather
operation." By this, however, I have saved five out of every
six chickens on which I have operated. Having stripped a
feather in the manner described by Mr. Tegetmeier, I dip it

in spirit of turjientine, thrust it down the windpipe of the

chick, and give it a slight twist, after which, by pressing tlie

windijipe, I generally find that some of the worms are
" coughed " up.

I have tried smoking them, soaking their wheat in tur-

pentine, and numerous other e.xperiments, but found little

or no benefit from thern. Probably by smoking a chick

before tlie disease has weakened it, the smoke may cause

it to cough, and so expel the worms. I have likewise

opened the windpipe, and eflTected a cure in that way, but
this being too " nice " an operation, I should not recommend
it to be tried, except as a last resource. The worms are

found in all parts of the windpipe. I have e.xtracted as

many as sixteen from a chicken about a month old. But as

to how they get there, I shall not risk an opinion, as I know
of one yard in which last year not a single chicken died

from this disease, where now only two birds have been
reared from seven (fair) broods.

Some few months since you expressed a wish to hear
which sex predominated in broods of chickens bred from
last year's birds. I can now inform you that out of eighteen

Dorkings I have only five pullets.

—

William Poi-k.

ANATOMIZING LEAVES.
Skeletonizing leaves, ito., is effected by laying them in

rain-uater until the upi^er and under skins readily peel off,

and the pulp washes away; a little help to clear ott' the

pulp from leaves of stout fibre may be given by means of a
painter's foxu'penny bristle brush, held between the finger

and thumb, in a perpendicular position, and gently tapped

up and down upon the leaf, which must he tinder icalcr ul the
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limr. A common milk-pan is the best vessel to use for

soaking tlie loaves ami seed-poils in, as it gives a large sur-

face fi>r tlie action of air, and yet contains water enongli to

keep a double handful of leaves well-covered ; the time that

leaves require for soaking depends much on the situation

of the pans, and the kind of leaf ; a full south aspect, un-

shaded, is desirable, and the more fetid the water that

contains the leaves the better, except for the oak, and that

requires to have the water changed once a week, as it pos-

sesses some substance (Tannin) which presen-es rather

than decays other vegetable matter. The chief art in this

anatomizing, is to take your subjects irlieii their exlerinr in

fiilli/ (Irciii/ed, mid the. inlerinr iiiitoKchnI ; after well washing
them in several waters they should he bleached in a solution

of chloride of lime ; where tliat is not found powerful enough,

a few drops of oil of vitriol may he added. An ivy, or pear-

leaf, is about the easiest to skeletonize, and they do not

require more than four or five weeks' soaking; all begin-

ners of this work must remember to keep their leaves

under irntrr whilst taldng off the skin, or the fibre is apt to

tear. A Skeletonizee.

POULTRY SHOW AT SWA.FFHAM, NORFOLK.

Om Wednesday, .June 2'3nd, a good show of poultry, for a

first exhibition, took place under the auspices of the Norfolk

Agricultural Society. As in all first exhibitions of the kind,

a little experience is required, as was t!ie case at Swaffham,
for had the entry for pens been, as at other exhibitions,

three or four shillings, instead of being confined to members
and subscribers of £1 lis. Cd., a more numerous entry

would have been the result. There was little competition,

except in the Cochin chicken class, in which Messrs. Fairlie,

Pillans, Reynolds, H. Gilbert, P.. Gilbert, and other, ex-

hibitors of repute, sent beautiful specimens. The following

were the fortunate exhibitors in their respective classes.

.Judge, G. S. Andrews, Esq., Dorchester.

Class 72.—SPANISH. Cock and two Hens.

First prize, Rev. .T. Bulwer.

Class 75.—DORKINGS. Cock and two Hens.

First prize, F. L. Astley, Esq. Second prize, J. Fairlie, Ksq.

Class 77.—DORKING, Chickens.

First prize, W. P. Pillans, Esq.

Class 78.—SHANGHAE. Cock and two Hens.

First prize, .1. Fairlie, Esq. Second prize, W. P. Pillans, Esq.

Class 81.—GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGHS.
First prize, W. P. Pillans, Esq.

Class 84.—SILVER.PENCILLED HAMBURGHS. Cock .nnd two
Hens.

First prize, Mr. N. G. Barthropp. Second prize, Rev. G. L. Fellowes*

Class 86.—SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH CHICKENS.
Prize, R. Marsham, Esq.

TURKEYS. (Old).

First and second prizes, J. Fairlie, Esq.

TURKEY POULTS.
Prize, .1. Fairlie, Esq.

GOSLINGS.
Prize, J. Fairlie, Esq.

Class 96.—AYLESBURY DUCKS.
Prize, J. Fairlie, Esq.

Class 103.—BANTAMS (Whitel.

First prize, Rev. P. Gurdon.

Class 106.—BANTAMS (Black).

Prize, J. Fairlie, Esq.

THE OPERATION FOR CROP-BOUND.
I DEO to make known a more simple and easy, as well as

an equally efficacious, mode of relieving the condition of
crop-bound in Fowls. The plan usually adopted is unne-
cessarily complicated, and requires some nicety in its due
performance. I mean the laying open the crop to the
unwarrantable extent of two inches, at its lowest part (as
recommended in The Cottage G.uidenek), and afterwards
sewing up the wound. The washing out of the crop is also

quite uncalled for. The operation which I advise is, simply

the malang of a very small incision with a lancet, and that

at the upper part of the crop ; say, at least, two-thirds from
its most depending portion ; and then, by a very little mani-

pulation with tbe fingers, and with the occasional aid of a

pin, the turgid grain is readily extracted, and no sewing up
of the wound is required. It will be admitted that the

rendering unnecessary the use of the needle and thread is

a great simplification of the process ; and experience has
shewn me that the skin of the crop is a part that rapidly

unites when cut open.

The required conditions for the success of the operation

jii'e, that the wound be small, scarcely twice the length of a

barley corn ; that it be made at the upper part of the crop;

and that the food and drink he afterwards allowed but in

moderate quantities at a time, till the wound be healed.

The rationale of these conditions are sufiiciently obvious

;

the small wound soon heals of itself—its position secures it

from being distended or opened by the contents of the crop

—these contents being in moderate quantity do not extend
to the wound.

I last year, successfully, thus relieved a crop-bound
Sebright pullet; the facility of the plan, and the rapidity of

the cure were such as to induce me now to urge it upon the

notice of the readers of The Cot.wie Gardener.
If fowls are susceptible of gi-atitude, this case of the

Sebright pullet affords an illustration ; being an oddling
amongst a clutch of Polands, it was a good deal domineered
over, so that it became scared and wild as a Partridge ; after

the operation and cure an immediate change came o'er it,

and it became most docile and attached to me. So much
so that it generally perches on my shoulder as soon as I

visit the lawn ; nor will it feed with the rest of its com-
panions if I am present, but literally peeks at, and pulls my
ears, till I offer it some of the food in my hand, when, with

a gratified chuckle of success, it slides down my arm to the

cherished hand and handful.—F. R. Hoener, ffiill.

THE ROUP IN FOWLS CONTAGIOUS.
Seeing in your valuable Journal a letter from " Linas," in

favour of the roup being contagious, I can give you a little

of my experience on the matter. In the winter I got three
Polish hens and a cock from a dealer, one of the hens, on
arrival, had evident signs of the roup, and was very ill ; however,
she recovered ; during the illness of the Polish hen, I got,

at dirtertnt times, six or seven other hens, all of which had
i the roup, one or two of them died, and others I killed as a

I

means of ridding myself of the disease. The weather
' certainly was wet and stormy all the time, but no roup shewed
j
itself until the arrival of the Polish hen before mentioned.
I should certainly say that the roup is contagious.

T. K. A.

[ Jlr. Pioscoe, manager of Capt. Hornby's poultry, and who
has more jiersonal and ancestral experience than tmy one
living, has no doubt that roup is contagious. We shall be
glad of facts either for or against the opinion.

—

Ed. C. G.]

OUR MONTHLY CONTEMPORARIES.
The Scoltish Florist for May is an excellent number.

Among other amusing and instructive articles is one by
Mr. Cuthill, on Melon and Cucumber-rirowiiiii for Covent-

Gardeit. He says—"I was the first that ever had a Bank-
sian medal from the Horticultural Society for a Melon cut

on the loth of May, I«37, and exhibited on the l:!th. The
sort was Cuthill's Early Scarlet Flesh. This I have had
since lw;10. It is very hardy, very easy of growth, and most
productive of fruit, and is the first to be seen in Covent-

Garden at the present day. It gained a prize two years
ago at Pegent's Park, and one at Chiswick in July, so that

the flavour is not amiss. I do hope that gardeners will not

think that I am endeavoiu-ing to instruct them ; I merely
say what I have done with these two plants.

" Several mornings, at the dearest time, I have brought
home So for Cucumbers only, and the same for Blelons

;

but then the expense must be considered. Those very
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years it cost me, before T cut a fruit, upwnrds of C'lD for all

tilings wantcil. At tliat time, 5s. for a Ciicumbi'r was con-

sidered little; now, at the same season, sj. to Is. (iil. is all

that can be got. l[arket-gardoners all grow tJucuniliers

and llelons; many of the very large ones, riOl) lights, which

are all gi-own on beds of dung, and generally jdantedout

in JIarcb : the dnng is built up in splendid style by those

accustomed to it, four fool at back, three in front, leaving

about four feet between the beds, those intervals to he filled

up with dung, as the beat of the beds decline, and then to

remain all the sumniei'. This immense mass of fermenting

matter gives a good heat all the summer, as well as forms a

pathway. The sort grown some years hack was from six

to eiglit inches long; hut now tliey are growing the lllack

Spine, which, in frames, they grow to about ten to eleven

inches. Tliis lUack Spine of mine I have sent to mai'ket-

gardeners in F.ssex, and for ridge-growing it has answered

well. Since I have been a grower for my own profit, I never

could see the use of a long (Jucumher; they are, in my
opinion, less profitable eitlier for market or private purposes.

'•In conclusion, since I liave kept a brace of bantams in

tlie Melon ground and sheds, 1 have not been so raucli

annoyed by the wood-lice, as those birds are very eager

after wood-lice, as well as other insects. I think that even

in a private garden tliose birds might be kei)t within tlieir

proper bounds, as wire-netting is so cheap. Wood-Hoc are

the gardener's greatest enemy; nothing seems to disagree

with them—Melons, Strawberries, Cucumbers, Mushrooms
—they are always eating and always breeding. Their im-

mediate destruction can only be eflected by boiling water,

which cannot bo put in practice amongst crops. Tnads are

most useful animals; but ns they so often die in hot pits,

and, if not, creep away, they become expensive. I have

offered the Norwood and Sydenham carters four shillings

a-dozen this year, but they have not found one even up to

.\pnl. A toad is of immense value to a gardener or farmer,

and ought never to be destroyed."

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*# We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cott.\ge GAanENER. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed '^Ttit/if Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, Londu7i."

Grape Vine Pruning.—A. B. asks, "'Is it a good practice, after cut-

ting a bunch of Grapes, to cut back the shoot to about two or three
eyes? " It is a very good practice when the Vines are on the spurring
plan, and the gardener knows the exact ripeness of the wood. We have
occasionally followed the practice for twenty years, and almost every one
follows it with the very late Grapes—that is, those in use from November
to fllarch. The reason is, that as long as the sap is in motion it will

accumulate aifd strengthen the lower buds for next season's crop.

Roses (/. B. W.).—All the Rosea you name, Geant des Batailles.

Great AA'cstern, Persian Yellow, Prince Albert, Noisette .Taune d'Kpris,
Pourpre de Tyre, Due d'Orleans, Black Damask, Cabbage, White Bath
Moss, and Coloured Moss Rose, will dn very well budded on Ff/irite

Perpetual, Hinnpant, or Princess Maria, except the Persian Yellow.
Standard nf Marengo is the best dark crimson you can add to your stock,

after that La Heine, Duchess of Sutherland, Mrs. Klliot, Barron Prevost,

Paul's Queen Victoria, Pio Nono, Chenedole, Blairii No. 2. IJoquet de
Flora, Pierre de St. Cyr, William Jesse, Madame Lattay, and Souvenir
de la i\Ialmaison. This last, ami Queen Victoria, are all but white ; the
rest are different shades ot rose. Now and for the next five weeks is a
good time to bud all these. Do not: bud them on the strongest leaders,

only on side-shoots, which you can cut back to the new bufls. It is of
little use budding on these strong growers unless the parts liudded on
are thus cut in.

Cdriods Gallocide.—A Fancier, who sends us his address, says,
*' Some little time back a curious circumstance occurred, whicli resulted
in the d'^ath of .n fine young Spanish cock, belonging to Mr. Beesley, of
this city (0->:ftirdi, whiih I thiiik will illustrate Mr. Wingfield's remark
as to the " mill-like power" of the stomachs of fowl. A piece of silk
*^ twist" {sucli as tailor's use], doubled, and about seven or eight inches
in Icngih, with one end tied in a large complicated knot, aitout the size

of a horse bean, was swallowed by the bird. The knot passed into the
stomach, but the other end slipped its looped end over the barb of the
tongue, and held it firmly. Mr. Beesley noticed the bird moping about
in the evening, and gave it a small piece of sopped bread, put it in its

mouth, which it ate, and he then put it to roost with the others, but
found it dead on visiting his poultry in the morning. We had a post
mortem examination, and (hen found that tlie tongue of the bird had
been pulled completely down its throat, and regularly turn out by the
root by the force of its digestive organs."

Amarvli-is (ir. G.).—The bulb from Madeira is one of the numerous
yarieties of Hippeastriim Jofmsonii a,n English seedling, but now in nil

temperate parts of the world. Being in flower now (28th June) shows
that it was at rest last winter, that it liegan to grow very late this spring,
or else the situation was very coul for it. Keep on watering it till the
end of September, uidess Ihe leaves turn yellow before then. Keep it

dry and warm in the pot all tlie winter, and to the end of March, unless
you have means to force it, in which case you may begin with it as early
as January. When it begins to grow after a long rest is the right time
to take off the side bulbs, but leave three or four of these to make a large
s|)ecimeu,

Hardy Rhododendrons (C. J. Jl/.).—The best varieties for your
purjiose were mentioned last week, but if your nurseryman cannot pro-
vide them, tell him to send you the best dark purple, and the scarlet ;

seedlings from R. Catiiwhiensf. Be sure, however, to ask the prices
before you purchase, as some of these sell rather higli. We know '

nothing at pi.-scut among hardy evergreens " out of the common," except
StaniliNh's Sh-imia japonica and Veitch'a P/iilesiii bu.rifulia, unless the
Sihkini lihinltidrndrons should all turn out to be hardy.

pELARfiONiUMS.—il/. /)./•. asks—*' Is it Beck's or Drury's 'Pearl*
that The Cottage Gardener commends ? '* We cannot say whether
Pearl was raised by Drury, Beck, or whom. The Pearl we " commend"
is the same as that we have mentioned all along for three or four years,
and we know of no other. " Is it No. 1 or No. 2 ' Mont Blanc * that is

the winning flower ? " We repeat the last answer to this question also,
" Is the ' Znria ' described vol. viii., page lp3, and the ' Zaria' of page 26,
vol. 10, the same, or is it so sportive V " Yes, certainly, and the descrip-
tions are by a first-rate florist ; Imt whether tlie " ground colour " is " a
pleasing huff white," as first described, or "a warm pink ground colour,"
as in the shorter description, we cannot say ; lor, to tell the truth, Zaria
is not yet printed in our memory, but we shall have it there very shortly,
and you shall hear of it as a lady would describe it, and like to have it

described.

Hardier Orchids (Rev. J.N. IF.}.—Some of the more hardy orchids
may be grown in a glass ease, in a warm greenhouse. You mention
hops, or peat, as fermenting substances to give heat to the glass case.
We fear neither would answer ; why not use spent tanners' hark ? The
confined atmosphere of such a glass case, so situateil, 'vould be too
damp for Glo.rinins, unless you have means of giving plent / of air. The
following orchids would answer your purpose : — I, Bletia tiuarinthiflora ;

2, Cattleya Mossia^ ; 3, C. trispa ; 4, C. iiitcrmedia ; 5 Kpidendnim
mncrnchylum ; 6, Dendrobiavi nobile ; 7, D. deiisifiorum ; S, Onridium
Jieruosuni. Pfrisferia elata, we fear, would be too large for your case.
The flower-stem is three feet high, and the leaves are ver/ large. Your
queries about the Saffron plant of South America, and the Flowering
Cane from the same country, we will answer as soon as we ran ascertain
wimt kinds of plants produce tliem. Could you furnish some information
about them, and send a leaf of each ?

Balsam Culture f.4 Constant J?corff>-).—By no means pinch off the
tops of your Balsams. Grow them stout with numerous side-shnot^, and
they will form symmetrical plants. They will flower no sofiner by
pinching ofl' the tops. Give them weak manure-water every alternate
time of watering.

List of Roses (T. W. E.).—As the list is of no use to any one b\it

yourself, we cannot spare room to answer it in full ; but if you will num-
ber it, we shall put our classes to the numbers. We make only two
classes of all the dwarf Summer Roses—Moss and no RIoss ; of Autiuim
Roses, we make Chinas, Teas, Noisettes, Bourbons, and Hybrid Perpe-
tuals. Gallica, Alba, Provence, Hybrid Provence, Hybrid China, Hybrid
Bourbon, Damask, and the rest of such distinctions are an abomination
that we cannot leml our aid in explaining more than is being attempted
liy Mr. Appleby. Indeed, there are only three classes among all Roses

;

the first is Summer Roses, the second Climbers, and the third Autumnal
Roses ; and the sections of those classes are by far too numerous, and
only serve to puzzle the public.

Cape Bulbs (H. W.}.—This is a bad time of the year to receive Cape
bulbs. If the Tritonas, I.rias, Bahianas, and Norea, are not in growth,
keep (hem dry as they are till early in September, and then pot them
live bulbs in a forty-eight sized pot, except Morea, and three of them
will be enough in such a pot ; the soil to be all peat, except one-sixth of
sand ; and the front of the coldest vinery in Guernsey is your Ijest situa-
tion for them. If, on the other hand, any of these have leaves or new
roots, pot them, as above, at once, and keep them in a cold frame all the
summer, with no more water than will ju^t keep them going ; all of them
rest during our summers. The Gladiolus is not worth growing ; but you
may like to keep it, and you may pot it at o!ice ; also the Ornit/togaliim,
not worth much, and the Watso/iias, the three kinds, in one-half peat
and the other half light sandy loam, but they will do in neat or loam.
The Satyriifui roseum is worth all the rest, but is a most iiiHicult plant
to manage well ;

peat with a little sand is best for it, but do not pot it

until you see signs of life.

Names of Cross-bred Flowers.—Mr. A. Henderson, of the Wel-
lington Road Nursery, has written to flfr. Beaton as follows:— "I sec,

at page 218 in The Cottage Gardener, you must have mistaken the

name of Geranium glaucnm grandijlorum, as exhibited on the last

Chiswick ilay. The intermedium being inclosed in brackets ( ), was
intended to signify a synonymous name, caused by having been exhibited

as a seedling uniler that name, and again, by mistake, re-named and
exhibited under the name now offered for such." Mr. Beaton says, in

reply :
—" I apologise for this mistake ; and I am sorry that I should ever

make a mistake or mistatement about such names. The plan of inserting

synonyms within brackets, on a tally, was never practised before at an
exhibition, as far as I can recollect, and I protest against it at once, as a

very bad )ilan indeed, ^\'hatevc^ the intention may be, the practice ib

only calculated to mislead the public. Fvery plant that was shown that

day had as much right to have its secondary names given as this seed-

ling; and if that were so, it would juit take all our time to read them
off, without looking at the plants at all. Nurserymen and florists, I am
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quite sure, have not the slightest iden of how ridiculous, and even dis-
'

gusting, some of their pet names appear to ladies who are their best

patrons, because ladies do not speak of such things out of their own I

order, except to their gardeners. *' Dehance," for instance, is a favourite '

name with florists, but ladies invariably disapprove of it. Long, dog- '

latin names to garden setdlings arc quite out of place, while bastard '

French ones are silly or pedantic; and 1 shall continue to ridicule such
practices to the end of the chapter.—D. Beaton."

'

Glasgow Cattle and Poultry Show.—An anonymous Corres- 1

pendent says— '" They took place on 14th of June, and, expecting to see
i

a few good fowls, I went with the crowd, and certainly, if I was dis- .

!
appointed, it must have been my own fault, for all that was promised

j

was prizes for the best pair of fowls of uny breed, not even an attempt
,

i at distinction. Under these circumstances, it was not strange that only
i

mongrels made their appearance and carried ot}' the honours of the day.
Had they only offered a prize for the best horse of any breed, wlio, I

would ask, would have sent horses to compete? and who would have
been the impartial judges? and as that was the course pursued with
chiickij, as a matter of course, nobody thought of sending distinct breeds.
The poultry mania has, assuredly, not reached this city of the west, or
such a prize list would not have disgraced the members of the Glasgow
Agricultural Show. Let us hope, however, that at their next annual
meetinfj (which, in horses and cattle, could hardly be an improvement on
this), they will have obtained a little more insight into the ditlcrent and
distinct breed of poultry, now everywhere to be met with pure and
perfectly distinct, even as much so as the far-famed Clydesdale horse,
with his shaggy mane and legs, and the smooth, sleek racer.*'

Sea-kale Forcing {A Surrey Subscriber).— Tree-/e«i-'cs were apt to

heat too suddenly, and then rot, last season, owing to so much wet ; but,

nevertheless, we managed our Sea-kale with them, by not having a thick
layer, and turning them frefpiently. Every gardener has bis troubles
if he must depend on the f^mi-yard for manure. The garden and the
farm become separate interests ; and the less the two superintendents
have to do with each other the better. Tun is as good as dung for forcing

Sea-kale, and a two-light box will yield you a large supply ; half-a-!ight

would be enough at a time, if the roots arc closely packed ; and thus you
might fill your lights at four times a week between the times. You
would require at least from two-and-a-half to three feet of tan. Instead
of covering the tops with tan, or a thickness of ashes either, it would be
better to darken the box completely. In fact, a few boards, old doors,
iiC., so as you can exclude light, is just as good for the purpose as the

finest garden-frame in the world. Do not mix old and new tan together,

or the heat will be too violent, and of short continuance. You may place
old tan on the top fur the roots to be placed in. The same roots will not
do the following year, unless they are planted-out early, and well-attended
to in summer; but they will be fine plants for a second season. Al-
though involving :i little more trouble, this lifting and transplanting
mode is more economical and certain than forcing in the beds, unless
the beds are furni>>hed with pigeon-holed walls, and heated by linings
or hot water. The same beds will do for Potatoes and Carrots after-

wards, but you cannot mix the tan with advantage; and instead of
attempting to make a bed large enough to suit all these purposes at first,

it is much better to keep a supply of tan dry in a shed, and add a little,

and fresh stir the material every time you change your Sea-kale plants,

or when you turn them all out and bring in the bed for Potatoes. Of
course, for the late and early Carrots, light will be indispensible.

Bees Swarming—how to Prevent.—C. T. says—"This season I

possessed a strong hive of bees, and about two months back I cut a hole
in the top {being n common straw hii'e), for the purpose of giving more
room, and for filling glasses—the size of the glass was ten-and-a-half
inches high, and eighteen inches round—which they began about the
24th of Ulay, and have nearly filled it ; and I hoped,' by having it ven-
tilated at top. to prevent their swarminjr, but for some days they have
hung outside, and on Sunday morning they swarmed. Can you inform
me of any certain plan to prevent their svvarming?" Had you given
your bees a box of three-and-a-half or four inches deep between the
glass and the hive, or had you even raised the glass from the hive one-
eighth of an inch, swarming would, in all probability, have been pre-
vented. Room and ventilation, if /»-o/;er/^'attended to, will generally
prevent swarming.— J. H. P.

Inactive Bees.—.4« Amateur says:—" I have several hives of bees
which are doing well, with the exception of one. It was a new swarm
two years ago, and ia in one ot" Taylor's improved bar hives. Last year
it produced a tolerable stock of honey, and threw off a swarm. At pre-
sent the bees are inactive, and make no progress whatever It is not a
strong hive, and the numbers do not appear to increase." The inactivity
of your bees arises, in all probability, from the loss of the queen, or from
her not being a healthy one. Your remedy will be to join a cast to them,
either from your own, or your neighbour's apiary, and vigorous working
will immediately follow. Payne's " Beekeepers Guide " will direct you
in doing it.

Cat Nuisance (.-I Constant Subscriber, Ha}nmersmit/i].—\Ve can
only say that we know a gentleman who sets a large drop trap in his
garden, and when they sec it down, the gardener, without looking into
it, puts it under water for half an-hour. When taken out he is surprised
to find that a cat had got into it. If your Cockerel decreases in weight,
the weakness of the legs you describe is a verv bad svmptom. If he
keeps up his weight he may recover, if supplied 'frcelv uith nourishing
food.

^
Hatching Machines (TAowios).—Apply to Mr. Cantelo, Leicester

Square, London. Ask him if he knows of a single amateur who con-
tinues to use them*

Spanish Chickens ,ir, Curtis).—\Vc never knew these walk upon
their hocks, hut frequently have Shanghae Chickens done so. If fed
nounshingly, and kept out of the cold and damp, they recovered their
atrengtb, and walked on their feet when about a fortnight older.

Rose Cuttings ilOfli;.—Karly spring is the behi time for jdanting

these. Two buds under ground, and one above ground, are the best.

They do not require bottom-heat.

Directions [Rhyd-y-Gors].— The direction is Mr, John Turner*
Parkwood Springs, Neepsend, Sheffield.

Ferns in Glass Cases {Curiositns),—Wipe the in«ide of the glass

dry every morning, and let the foliage get dry once in the day, and the

mildew will disappear.

Unfruitful Trees (A'.'.—There is evidently a deficient supply of

sap to the blossom, as that where the return of the sap was checked by
a partial destruction of the bark has become productive. The KubsoU
requires draining, or some other cause renders the root-action of your
trees inefficient.

Pea Sowing i^Georgius).— It is useless to think of sowing any variety

of Peas now. The autumn night frosts and mildew would destroy them.

Dovble-yolked Fggs.—5Ir. Saunders, of Cowes, Isle of Wight,
says :

—" I placed a large speckled Dorking hen with a young white
Cochin cock, several of her eggs were double-yolked. One measured
seven inches in circumference, and weighed as nearly as jiossible a
quarter of a pound. I set one apparently double-yolked egg, but prior

to hatching accidentally broke it, finding two chickens alive in it. A
friend tells me that amongst his speckled Dorkings" he frequently finds

two live chicks in one t^^, but that they are either too weak to break the
shell, or kill each other in attempting to do so, as he never hatched any
alive."

Crocus-seed Sowing {G. U.).—Sow in October, in a light, rich,

open border. The seedlings will flower the second year. See very full

directions in The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary.

Rhubarb Wi^z [Rou-land B.).—As you have bottled it, we should
al'ow it to remain bottled until age reduces the sweetness, which will be
in another twelvemonth. Good wine cannot he made in a day.

Officers of Poultry Societies (J. D.).—The officers of these

Societies very usually exhibit at the Sho« s of the Societies to which they
belong. There is no reason against it, except such as would exclude the

officers of local Horticultural Societies from similarly exhibiting; yet
these almost always do so.

Gold and Silver Pheasants (.1. M.].—You may feed these and
their chicks just as you do common Pheasants and their broods. We
should not give them bread and milk, but all the other foods you mention
are unobjectionable.

Winter Barley {Cymro).—lt is a distinct variety, sown in the
autumn for early feed, or to be cut for soiling cattle in the spring. It may
be i)rocured of any seedsman in almost every district of England.—J. B,

Slugs {A Subscriber).—Dusting over the surface of the beds with
quick-lime is the only preventive.

Insect (Mary).— It is the Gordian Worm (Gordius aquaticus). There
is a drawing and description of it in our 93rd number.

Archangel Pigeons ;.4 Constant Reader'}.^The Archangel Pigeons
that we have had opportunities of observing have not been subject to
diarrlnfa, or other diseases, beyond the ordinary lot of the Columbidie
generally. We have, however, made inquiries of others who have kept
these birds, and will communicate the result. W.

Phloxes, &c. (H.).—Y'our plant enclosed to us is not a Phlox, but a
very pretty little rock plant, Helianthemum fomentosiim : the other
kind you mention is, probably, H. ntutabile. They all root readily from
cuttings, at the present season, if planted in the shade and,under a glass.

I'ltlox procumbens, and P. subulata, you can obtain of any respectable
nurseryman. Mr. Weaver tells us of the Gentianella, that he never sees
it do so well as when a small bed is allotted to it by itself, and the bed
made good previously to planting it out. The soil may be sandy loam,
mixed with a little leaf mould, or, if a little peat be mixed also all the
better. He does nothing more to his, in a low, wet situation, for years,
except giving a little top-dressing yearly, and taking care that the plants
are never over-shaded with weeds, or other flowers planted near them.

Names of Plants [Lajicnstriensis).—The h\wG ^owev Thymus serpyU
lum, or wild Thyme. The yellow flower Barbnrea vulgaris, or Herb St.
Barbara. A double variety of this is the garden plant Yellow Rocket.
ID. G. C.)—Your No. 1 is the Sotlya heterophylla : a green house plant
properly, though it may do out-of-d"oors under a warm wall, outside the
greenhouse. No. 2 is a hardy oi t-door plant, Saponnrta ocymoides, and
a very nice thing upon a rockery or lump of stones. No. 3, Lycopodium
ctrsium, a very pretty stove club IMoss. (>*. W. G.—i. Pelargonium
hybridum. 3. Pelargonium fulgidum. 4. Pyrcthrum parthcnium, var.
plenum. 8. Mesembryanthemum floribundum. We cannot undertake
to name florists' flowers from single flowers ; and the same answer applies
to your other specimens, sent under the reversed initials " G. W. F."
il'io/ctta).—Yours is Trigonella riithenica. [\V. \V. Ledger).—The
small white flower, Saxifruga cotyledon; the other a variety of Thymus
serpyllum. {C. H. G.}.—We cannot name specimens of Florists' Pelar-
goniums from such specimens. No. 2ii is Alyssum maritinum ; and 15
is Pelargonium dcntiatlatum.
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ducted by a committee of twenty-four membeis, and a

liouorary secretary and treasurer : five to form a

quorum. Sucli committee to be elected annually in

January.

" 3. Tliat a general meeting of the Society be called

by the honorary secretary to elect such committee.

" 4. That the committee meet on the days of the

Exhibition of the Botanic Society, at Regent's Park,

at eleven o'clock, and at such other times and places

as may be deemed necessary.

"5. That exhibitors wishing to become members of

the Society are requested to communicate the sauie in

writing to the honorary secretary.

" 0. That the subscription of the members be 2s. 6d.

annually, such subscription to be due the 1st of January

in each year.

" 7. That any member having a practical suggestion

for, or a complaint against, any Horticultural or Flori-

cultural Society, shall make the same personally on any

of the days fixed for the meeting of the committee, or

iu writing to the lionoraiy secretary.

" 8. That no complaint of any exhibitor can or will

be entertained by the committee, unless such exhibitor

shall have been a member at the time of the cause of

complaint taking place.

" 9. That if the committee consider the suggestion of

any member desirable, it shall be conveyed through the

honorary secretary to the Society or Societies to which

it may refer ; and likewise, in case of complaint against

any Society, if the committee shall think the member

entitled to redress, they shall use their best endeavours

to obtain the same for him.

" 10. That the secretai-y be empowered to call a

special general meeting of the Society on tlie receipt

of a requisition signed by twelve members, such requi-

sition to contain the distinct proposition or propositions

to be brought before such special general meeting, when

no other business than that contained in such requisi-

tion can or will be entered upon; seven days notice

to be given to each member.
" 11. That the rules of the Society shall not be

altered, except at the general annual or special general

meetings of tlie members of the Society. The com-

mittee for the time lieing shall be empowered to make

bye-laws, or alter tlicir bye-laws, as they may consider

necessary.
" 12. Every member, by his membersbip, binds him-

self to support the decisions of the committee on all

occasions when required.

" Such were the rules agreed to at the above meeting.

A committee of twenty-four was elected, and, therefore,

the Society may bo considered as formed ; and the

committee have power given them to act according to

the above rules forthwith. The meeting adjourned to

Saturday, the 9th of July next, to meet at the Crown

and Anchor, Turnham Green, near Chiswick."

We have taken some pains to ascertain the grievances

which have given birth to such a society, for we were

certain that no body of Englishmen would band

together for so apparently ungracious au object, unless

the grievances were felt very generally and severely.

We find that we were not mistaken in our conclusion;

but, as we intend scrupulously to avoid mixing up any

personalities with this subject, wo abstain from citing

cases, and from mentioning names.

Among the grievances complained of are the fol-

lowing :

—

1st. The want of tent-room ; flowers and plants havmg

to be placed on both sides of the tents, as well as on

the centre tables.

2nd. The unequal distribution of prizes; some plants

being rewarded more than they are worth, and others

not sufficiently so.

3rd. The exhibitors having no control over selecting

judges, especially at Chiswick; men being very fre-

quently chosen for the oflice who are not competent.

They are appointed by the Council, and have been for

several years, to judge orchids, and. other plants, of

which they have not sufficient knowledge. Also, judges

are appointed for other subjects who are exhibitors

themselves, though not in that particular class foi'

which tliey are appointed censors.

4th. Tlie otTicers of the different societies pay uo

attention to the representations of individuals, stating,

as a reason, that if they paid attention to the repre-

sentations of one they would offend others.

If these complaints are foiuided on truth they require

a prompt remedy, because they admit of suspicions that

favouritism and undue bias may be exercised ; and we

advise not only that the remedy should be applied, but

that the Councils of the Society should appoint a small

committee to ascertain, by evidence from " The Exhi-

bitors' Society," whether, at such Society's exhibitions,

there is that courtesy shown by their officers which is

not only due to exhibitors, but is absolutely needed for

the well-being of such societies.

We have spoken of "The Exhibitors' Society" as

" apparently ungracious," because, it does seem to those

who merely glance over such subjects to be rather too

bad that those who contend for prizes should endeavour

to control the mode and proportions in which they are

offijred and awarded. Those, however, who consider

the subject more deeply, at once admit that such con-

trol is desirable both for the societies and tlie exhibitors.

It is true that it is a severe censure upon such societies,

but, unfortunately, experience teaches that corporations

of all kinds, whether for scientific or for charitable

purposes, require periodically committees of enquiry

and censorial visitations. "The Exhibitors' Society"

may bring to the knowledge of the Councils of the

Societies giving prizes, practices and conduct, informa-

tion of which inight never reach them if sustained only

by individual remonstrance. Practices and conduct,

perhaps, which, if persisted in, might complete that fall

to which those practices and that conduct may have

been advancing them. Let not the Councils of such

Societies delude themselves, or allow themselves to be

deluded, by such streugthless exclamations as—"Have

we not a right to do what we like with our own?" For,

in tlie first place, the income of the Societies is not
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tlieir owu—is uot tlio iucomo of the Couucil—it is the

income of the subscribers, and they, the Council, nrc

bound to be sedulous that such income is disbursed in

such a way as to promote the objects and carry out the

intentions of the subscribers. " The Exhibitors' So-

ciety" may give them some information on this point;

and if they do, we confide in the Councils' not allowing

it to be pooh-poohed aside.

On the part of the exhibitors, let us observe that it

is unjust as well as otlensive to say—" You need uot

exhibit if you do not approve of our conditions and

prizes." It is unjust, because we all know that to ob-

tain prizes at such exhibitions, if those prizes are fairly

awarded, justly raises in the public estimation the skill

of the winners. Such prizes, therefore, should be so

proportioned and so awarded, that no one shall be

deterred from contending for those prizes either by

their disproportionod amount, or by thei-e being fair

grounds to fear that the awards may be not correct.

Wo have much more to say upon this subject, and

may recur to it, because we would ofi'er every suggestion

that we can to recover Societies which should set

an example in all that is useful and correct in horti-

culture from that decay of finances and of character

under which they are at present suffering.

We have received the Prize List of the Derbyshire and

Midland Counties Poultry Society, whose E.Khibition is

to take place at Derby on the 17th and 18th of Novem-

ber next.

Shanghaes are arranged in one class, sub-divided into

different sections for the various colours. There are

advantages, no doubt, in this deviation from the usual

system, since the different varieties of each breed are

placed in sections under a single class. But, though

abstractedly there may thus be an appearance of sim-

plicity, we question whether the number of the section

which must be added to that of the class will not more
than counterbalance the benefit fi-om the mere reduction

of the number of classes.

Each section, however, has but one class (or ohickens;

thus juvenile Shanghaes of all descriptions must com-

pete together, and so on with the Dorkings, Game,
Polands, and Hamburghs. Now, there are grave diifi-

culties to be encountered by the umpires when the

candidates for honours are thus thrown together, and
usually, also, more than ordinary dissatisfaction on the

I)art of those owners whose birds are unsuccessful ; and

all this occurs from the absence of the general standard

for merits and excellence, which is always at hand when
fowls of the same variety only are brought into com-

petition.

The classification of Oame fowls is good ; in this

neighbourhood, indeed, some of the best specimens of

the family might be looked for. In Polands we should

have suggested an extra class "for any other variety,"

as this might have aftbrded admission to the Yellow-

spangled, the Cuckoo, the White, and the Black birds

of this breed. These, with some other less - known

varieties, have had great attention paid to them lor the

last two or three years, and appear in every way likely

to repay the care that has been bestowed upon them.

Piyeons are excluded ; and, doubtless, they are a

somewhat troublesome class to both managers and
judges; but we regret their absence, as detracting from
the interest taken in these exhibitions by so many of

their owners, who possess poidtry of no other kind by
which they may attain the honours of the prize list.

Knowing the many expenses and difficulties of various

kinds that ever attend the foundation of these Societies,

the present prize list must certainly be accounted
liberal; the rules, too, wisely include some of those

alterations that have become necessary during tlie past

year; and our anticipations, therefore, of the success of

the undertaking must be sanguine ; and sincerely, also,

do we trust that its promoters may ultimately experience

a full recompence for their present labours.—W.

The Gold Medal, oflfered at the West Kent Poultry
Exhibition, for the best brood of six or more Chickens
hatched since Christmas, 1852, has been awarded to

Mr. Thomas Rider, of Boughton Place, Kent. We also

see it is stated in the "Western Luminary," that Mr.
Channing's, of Heavitree, Shaughae Cock was not
awarded the Medal solely on account of the absence of

one of the points of his comb. This point of the comb
he lost accidentally when a chicken.

GLEANINGS.
The following is extracted from a very excellent

American periodical, entitled The Western Horticultural

Review

:

—
"CiECLE or DEPENDExcrEs.—In answer to an inquiry by

R. L. Pell, before the New York Fai-mer's Club, as to the
restoration to the land of its fertility which is waslied away
by rivers, Professor Mapes said : That the fertile portions of
the continents are ever being carried to the ocean ; nor is
this confined to the soluble portions of the inorganic sub-
stances only, for soluble portions of the organic parts of
both vegetable and animal substances are carried from con-
tinents by our large rivers and conducted to the sea, and if
no means were provided for their return to the dry land, the
earth would long since have heea drained of its fertile
portions.

" The deltas of the Nile, of the Mississippi, and of many
other rivers, show conclusively the immense amount that is

daily cai-ried in mechanical suspension in their waters, the
heavier portions of which alone subside to form these deltas.
The woodland estate below New Orleans, belonging to Mr.
Johnson, of New York, was a few yeai'S since covered mth
water of sufficient depth to float the larger class of vessels.
In addition to these deposits, the under- currents of these
rivers are so imbued \vith these organic substances in me-
chanical suspension, as well as wiUi the more soluble por-
tions of the inorganic constituents of soil, that any substance
falling into the liver at or near New Orleans with sufficient
force to enter this cm-rent, will never again rise, and the
quantity thus propelled into the ocean each day, is one
JCSth part of the decay of vegetation, over a surface of
miUions of acres, added to which are the falling banks of
rivers, bars removed by change of channel, animal ex-
cretia, itc. That passing into the Gulf of Blexico, is subject
to gradual dilution, separating by tUfference in specific
gravity and various modifications of decay, these ultimates
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forming food for fisli of difi'erent latitudes, and causing
those fishing localities so well known on the coasts.

" The cod are fed on the banks of Newfoundland, while
the shad fatten south, and then travel to dejiosit tlieir spawn
where the greater dilution of food is more apiirojiriate for

the use of tlicir young. Large portions of these materials,

^\•ashed from the continents, go to feed tlie Algo', which,
unlike many of the hind plants, feed all over their sur-

faces, the principal office of their roots heing to detain

them in one particular spot, while their specific gravity

heing less than that of the sun'oundiug water, causes Ihera

to maintain their upriglit position. Wlien ripe, tliese Alga;

undergo decay, and either in their perfect or organised forms
furnish food for fishes, Crustacea, and bea-aninials. Many
of the vegetable products of the ocean are used as food for

birds, while others, in obedience to natme 'slaws assume the

kind of organism we notice, thus forming food for men and
birds. Many of these birds are themselves food for man,
while others deposit their excretia on the Guano Islands,

and eventually contnbute by the decay of then' bodies to

increase tlie biJk of these manurial deposits.
" The large amount of Algaj and sea grasses washed on

the eastern shores of continents is anotlier source for the
restoration to the land of its constituents from the sea.

The uprisings noted by geologists often present us with

immense deposits of shells ; and the greensand marls of

New Jersey are filled with shark's teeth and other oceanic

remains. The consumption of shell-fish is a prolific source

of restoration from the ocean. The lai-ge consumption of

fish, the amount of oil procured in the whale fisheries, seal

fisheries, etc., all tend to restore in large quantities these

prosimates, albumen and gelatine, large quantities of carbon,

phosphates, and all other constituents, which once or oftener

occupied the land in other forms.
" "The burning of kelp, the making of muriatic acid and

soda from sea-water, and various other chemical manufactm'es
of which the products of the ocean fonn a part, are an
active and immense means of restoration. The removal of

the Guano Islands to the contineaits are now restoring the

aggregations collected during a more sparse population of

the earth, for the use of an increased and more busy throng.

The nitrogenous portion of all matters carried to the oceans

as it assumes a gaseous form from decomposition, enters

nature's great storehouse, the atmosphere, and while being
blown across the continents, this ammonia is brought down
by rains and dews, and is received and retained by the

carbon and alumina of the soil, until nature in her economy
shall again solidify and appropriate this musch-mnldng
constituent."

Potato Murrain.—At a meeting of the Cliemico-

Agricultural Society of Ulster, a few weeks since, a

much fuller statement of Professor Bollman's views

relative to the prevention of this disease was made than

has previously appeared in our English journals.

"Dr. Hodges directed the attention of the meeting to the

following communications :

—

" ' Office of Co'mmittee of Privy Council for Trade,

•Whitehall, May --20, 1853.
"

' Sir,—I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of

Privy Council for Trade to transmit to you, for the informa-

tion of the Chemico-Agricultural Society, Belfast, the en-

closed copy of a work, by Trofossor Bollmau, on the potato

disease, forwarded to the Earl of Clarendon by Her Majesty's

minister at St. Petersburgh.
"

' I am. Sir, your obedient servant,
" 'J. Emekson TeNN-4NT.

"
' The Secretary of the Chemico-Agricultural Society.'

"Dr. Hodges said that a gentleman present (Mr. E.
JM'Crea), an agricultural student, had translated a portion

of Professor Bollman's pamphlet, and made an abstract of

the views contained in it. Sir. Bollman's method of pro-

tecting the potato from the ' disease ' consists in drying the

potatoes in a kiln or stove previous to planting. M. Boll-

man has grown potatoes by this method, during the years

1850-51-52, with perfect success. Another person, named
Losovsky, had practised this method with great success,

imlmown to M. Bollman, since 1847. Both these persons
discovered the method by accident. Losovsky brouglit a
potato home in his pocket in harvest, and laid it by accident
near a stove, where it remained until spring. Curiosity
induced him to plant it ; it grew well and the produce did
not show any trace of disease. He treated others in the
same way in the next season, and has continued to do so
since. Si. Bollmau, in his treatise, says—' With regard to

the physiological causes of this phenomenon, I agree with
Mr. Schleider in concluding that, in the drying of the potato,

a part of the starch is set free ; the young plants, profiting

by this food produced in the nick of time, are sti'eugthened
during a moist and warm season, and, when they attain their

growth, produce a good harvest.' In the Gei'man journal,
Uorfzeituug, September, 185'2, page ;jyi, a person writes the
following :—' Being assm'cd, by many carefully-conducted
experiments, that the principle of the disease did not lie in

the atmosphere, nor depend on any external infiuence—such
as mildew, insects, Arc, I tried to operate on the plant, im-
mediately that it begins to grow. The following is the
method which appears to me the best ;—A month before
planting, I spread the potatoes (picked for the pui-pose)

over a wide surface. 1 make beds one foot deep, and seven
verschoks in ckcumference, on a piece of clay land, diy, and
sufficiently elevated. I leave them there till the time of
planting, tiuming them occasionally (that the air may reach
them all), and rejecting any that appear tainted ; and when
the weather is cold I cover the beds with straw. At the end
of a month I plant these potatoes, slightly dried, in a field,

where they grow jiarticularly well, and give an abundant
harvest, without any trace of disease. The utility of this

simple method is proved by five years' experience.' M.
Bollman, in remarking on this method, thinks it strange
that they should have to reject those which appear tainted,

having previously employed the necessary means for pjro-

tectiug them from disease. ' The potatoes should be dried
quickly, because then the skin soon becomes hard and the
moistm'e is retained, which contributes to their develop-
ment. They should be dried immediately after the harvest
for two reasons :—1. The potatoes, when harvested, contain
the germ of the disease ; this increases more or less through
the winter, and the drying, however, destroys it. 2. It is

found that, dm-ing winter, a part of the starch is lost—this

does not happen when they are quickly dried. In spring
they should be planted as eoi'ly as possible.' Here follow

experiments:— Mr. ^Vasiliflsky (a distinguished agricul-

turist) dries the potatoes intended for planting in a smoki)ig-
house (where hams are dried). He raises them on a wooden
frame made for the purpose : these grow better, and, after

harvest, are but slightly tainted, while those not dried are

very much diseased. Decandolje considers the potato

disease to be a consequence of its artificial cultivation, and
attributes it to an excess of starch. This is not the fact ; it

being proved, by experiment, that potatoes grown on a fertile

soil contain less starch than those from a sandy and com-
paratively barren soil, and, probably, than those growing
naturally in America. It is not owing to the excess of

starch but to the excess of moistm-e, and hence the benefit

arising from drying— (potatoes contain three-fourths of their

weight of water). The drying desti'oys nnich of the watery
part, without altering the constituents, as starch, fibrin, and
albumen, and, for this reason, counteracts the disease in the

early stage of its growth, without any risk to tlie abundance
of tlie haiTest. The circumstances which I have found to

contribute to the formation of buds are—a waim tempera-
ture, moistirre, darkness, presence of carbonic acid, change
(variety) of temperature, and long-continued drying. The
way of drying them :—Expose the potatoes soon after har-

vest to a temperature of 45° to .')0'= e. (1.3-3" to 144° r.),

keeping them at this temperature for fom' days, avoiiling,

as much as possible, all exhalation, so that the external part

may be dried and not cooked. After this, keep them in a

dry place, whore the temperature is not less than 3° k.

(39° I'.), tiU the time for planting. You may prepare the

potatoes in spring before the time of planting. The potato

may be carbonized without losing the pi-oductive faculty, if

the bm-ning do not extend below the skin. By carbonization

the starch is changed into gum, anotlier part into dextrine,

a small part of the last forms sugar, hut these changes do
not at all hinder the future growth of the plant. To diy
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the potato gontly tho following may be adopled :—They are

put into a ilry, wcll-ligliteil chamber, in wliich no persons

live, or animals are liept, ami the temperature liept for two
months at •iO° u. (10(1° r.), anil afterwards gradually

lessened to :!' v.. (:)')" v.). Another method proposed by

M. liollmau (but which he has not yet tried) is to keep
the potatoes over till the second spring, drying them gently

that they may keej) belter. Some persons suppose that the

disease is caused by cryptogamia attached to the potatoes.

If we adopt this opinion we must coucludo that tho or-

ganisation of these parasites is weaker than that of the

plant uuurishing tliem, and that tliey are more easily de-

stroyed, and the high temperature may destroy these or-

ganisms which contain the germ of the disease. If we
adopt the opiuiou that the disease is analogous to gangrene
in animals, we shall see that it is of two kinds, one dry,

which is local and more dangerous ; the other, moist and
spread over the whole system. Some suppose that since

the epidemic of the potato has appeared, every luuwest

contains the germ of (lie moist gangrene; but this moist
gangrene is changed, by drying, into a species which, at so

elevated a temperature, entirely loses its contagious cha-

racter. Lastly, if the disease be an epidemic jjutrofaction

readily propagated in the new harvest, then it may be
similar to the contagious diseases of animals aud man
which are propagated by a putrid element This organic

matter is destroyed by the degree of heat which is applied.

He refers to the beneficial action of heat in the case of

syphilis, as remarked by Dr. Hosenherger. Dr. liosenbergcr
thinks that all animal epidemics are destroyed by heat.

M. BoUman mentions a person, named Kovalevsky, who
bought some potatoes that had been kept in a dwelling

house ; the crops wliich he grew from them had no disease.

The owner ascribed the benefit to the small size of the
potatoes, but afterwards found it to be owing to the drjing.

M. Bolliuau concludes his treatise by observing that a slight

drying may be useful, but only in certain localities and
under favourable circumstances, but that drying at a high
temperatm'e is the method always adopted for counteracting

the disease, everywhere aud under any circumstances.
Directions and Experiments.—I. Take in harvest two
bushels of potatoes, the one as they are, and the other
picked of sucli as are spoiled, and dry each separately in a

stove or bath, until the slcin of the potatoes is sufficiently

hardened: keep them separately in a dry cellar till Spring.

2. Take two other bushels, one of sound potatoes, the other
taiuted, and expose them in a warm apartment on plates,

the heaps to be S verschols (IC verschols—2.3:3 English
feet) thick, and leave them till the time of planting. ;3. A
week before jilanting, dry in kiln (?) or bath tw'o other
bushels—one sound, the other diseased. 4. In Spring (the

sooner the better) plant, in several pots, half- a bushel of

each class from the different processes of drying, and plant
the rest alternately with undried potatoes. 5. Lastly, ob-

serve the growth, produce, r^uality, and taste of each com-
partment with the potatoes springing from the undried seed.

The Chairman (.J. Anch-ews, Esq.), stated that the micro-
scopic illustrations which Dr. Hodges had afforded them,
some time ago, of the condition of the diseased potato, had
strengthened his conviction that the disease must be ascribed
to a fungus. He gave a curious and exceedingly interesting

history of a potato which had been rolled up and protected
from the air for the last fifteen or sixteen years. When
liberated, sound potatoes were rare, and it was cut up aud
planted, and, for two years, produced healthy potatoes, free

from all taint of disease. In the third year after its dia-

coveiy he had obtained some of the seed derived from it

;

but the produce was attacked by tho disease. The cuts of
tlie discovered potato were planted in a frame, and the
kind was found to be a variety of the apple potato, which
has now disappeai'ed, known as " Muuster Maids."

—

Irish

Farmers' Guzctlc.

COVENT GARDEN.
The supply of home-grown Fruit becomes more varied

as the season advances. Hitherto, Strawberries have

been most abundant ; but now there are, in addition.

Cherries, Oooseherries, Currants, and even A-pples.

Slraifberries are e.'iceediugly abiiudiint, aud very fine in

(juality. They are chiefly Keen's Seedlincj, British Queen,

and a few of the JjlUon. The prime qualities make Od.

to Is. per punnet, or (id. to 9d. per pottle. The varieties

of Cherries which are now in, are Blaclc Tartarian, a

delicious cherry; Muydulce, axii Birjarreau. There are

also a few foreign, of a variety called Montmorency,

which is somewhat similar to our Kentish, aud used

only for baking. Tho Maydulces make Od. to Is. per lb.

There is also another sort in at this time called Adams'
Crown, a small pale-coloured variety, belonging to the

Bigarrcau family, and rather extensively cultivated in

tlie Kentish orchards for its earliness. Tho Apples are

small, half- grown, aud unripe Carlisle Codiins, more

for curiosity than use, and which will, in all probability,

be purchased by somebody who likes to "say" they

have eaten an apple-pie, when the more plebeian part

of tho community can only fancy what it is like. Of
course, if such people will buy a whistle they have a

perfect right to blow it. I'be Orapes are remarkably

tiuo ; large bunches, large berries, and beautifully

coloured. Black lianibro' aud White Muscat are the

principal ; they make from Ss. to lOs. per lb. Melons,

also, are very plentiful and fine; they make from 2s. to

3s. each. Peaches consist of Grosse Miynonne, Royal
Oeorye, Bellegarde, and Noblesse. The Nectarines are

Elruge, Hative, and Murray, all of which are large and
well-grown ; tbey make from Is. Od. to 2s. per dozen

:

there have also been a few Red Masculine Apricots, but

only a few. Red and White Currants have made their

appearance, and make from 3s. to Ss. 6d. per half-sieve.

Vegetables, of all kinds, are very plentiful. Cabbages

make from 6d. to Is. per dozen. Cauliflowers, 2s. to

3s. Od. per dozen. Peas, 9s. per bushel. The peas

which are first in the market are from the neighbour-

hood of Iligham and Dartford, in Kent. They are the

variety called Early Kents, a single blossomed variety,

which is valued for its earliness. Rhubarb is out, or

nearly so. Asparagus may still be had in small

quantities. Lettuces are remarkably fine, large, close-

bearted, and crisp. The best sort is the Paris White

Cos, of which, however, there are numerous different

qualities. The finest which we have seen is that sup-

plied by Messrs. Beck, Henderson, and Co., seedsmen,
in tho Adelphi, and it bears as great superiority over

the old varieties as the old do over the lettuce in its

v?ild state. These fine lettuces make from Od. to 9d.,

and Is. per score. Potatoes continue as in our last

reports. H.

PERPETUAL ROSES.
AiioNCr the ntimerous complaints made by the sous of

the spade, how frequently do we hoar of Rose failures. In
one case, of the buds becoming " green-eyed monsters ;

"

in a second, of the leaf threatening premature decay in

the blossoms, with a debilitated constitution; in others,

of a weak growth, which all tho appliances of guano or
other waters cannot fairly remedy. It is my purpose
hero to endeavour to sliow how these evils may be re-
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medieil, and what plans should be adopted to secure as

much as possible the perpetual character.

By " perpetual," 1 do not here mean the class of

Roses known by that name alone. I include all that

have a tendency, under fortunate circumstances, to con-

tinue blossoming through the summer and autumn,
whether Bourbons, Teas, Perpetuals, or any others.

When we come to look closely into this subject, it

will appear astonishing how much blossom some kinds

of Boses will sustain ; wo wonder how such a slender,

wiry root, of so little volume, can cater for such a
wondrous mass of flowers. We naturally admire the

pi'ofusion of Wild Roses that grow around some old

clay-pit, tangling in endless festoons among the boughs
of alders, or other brushwood ; but fancy such buslies

equally laden with such blossoms as are produced by
Malmnison, Bnrioite Prevost, or Blairii, No. i ! But
there are limits to this fecundity : it is scarcely possible

that such enormous blossoms could be produced in such
quantities. 'J'aking mere weight to repi-esent quality,

doubtless many a tree Rose in our gardens would
furnish produce by far heavier in the aggregate than
the largest of our Dog Boses in a wild state; and that,

too, within the compass of a sjirucely pruned little

standard.

Boses " wear out," as it is termed ; that is to say, even
the Wild, or Dog Rose, under ordinary circumstances,

has a constant tendency to the reproduction of suckers;

these, in a short period, assisting in completing that

destiny to the older branches which assuredly awaits

themselves in due course. Still, if our friends who live

in districts celebrated for Wild Boses will carefully

examine into their habits, they will occasionally find

that some escape this destiny and become almost trees.

We have plenty close to where I write that have at-

tained a height of from ten to twenty feet, with stems
nearly as thick as my wrist, and which must be nearly

a score years old.

Now, whatever be the causes of this durability, it is

plain that the question of durability in our cultivated

kinds is identilied in a high degree with it. In order to

appreciate this enquiry, it is only necessary for our
readers, who feel interested in the subject, to take an
hour's ramble purposely ; and if I may be allowed the

honourable post of guide in the matter, T shall select

two localities to illustrate my subject; the one, the

margin of a pit, hole, or other excavation, in a district

noted for a deep and rich loam ; the other, the common
hedge-row, in a burning or sandy district ; the former a

low level, with, perhaps, a pond of water; the latter a

dry elevation. In the first case, we may find gigantic

specimens rambling, as before observed, some twenty
feet, and bearing every stamp of luxuriant durability in

producing suckers annually of a dozen feet in length.

In the sandy hedge bank, we find a race of stunted
bushes, the wood of which is discoloured, and carries

wearing-out symptoms before it is half-a-dozen years of

age. But the latter will be found to bloom more
profusel}', or will rather produce a greater body of

blossom at one period than the pit Roses, which, on
examination, will bo found to approach a stage nearer

to the perpetual character. In the pit case, we have a

more powerful absorption by the root, through a more
generous and abiding soil, with a much less amount of

perspu'ation from the foliage ; whilst, on the sandy soil,

the vigour is far beliind as to root power; and a free

exposure to sunshine causes the plants to expend the

chief of their powers in the production of blossoms.
I think that there can be little doubt that the foliage

of the Rose possesses high absorbent qualities, for I

have ever found them of a more vigorous character

where much atmospheric moisture prevailed. Be that

as it may, we may be well assured, that where a some-
what dry air prevails, and the object is to produce a

liberal amount of blossom, with as much of the perpetual
character as possible, some equivalent must be pro-
vided in order to meet such excessive demands. That
equivalent must be sought in the use of not only rich,

but enduring, soils. I liave tried Boses on the common
Dog Rose stock on sandy soils, and on those approaching
the clayey, or in sound loams ; but the latter have ever
been more satisfactory. One of my chief aims in thus
arguing the matter, is to endeavour to persuade those
who wish to excel in Roses to take proper pains ol' the
proper kind previous to planting. In this respect, I

have known much labour and valuable material mis-
applied, or wasted. Although I am as strenuous an
advocate as most for an abundant application of ma-
nui-e to the Rose in general, yet I must declare, from
experience, that not those who have used the most
manurial matter have excelled, but rather those who, in

taking a broader view of the question, bear also in

mind the propriety of studying durability in the com-
post ; in other words, the securiug a texture of soil, not
only beyond the drying of a week's hot weather, but
of the whole season.

I am quite aware, that in soils naturally pretty good
in character, little more is requisite to produce tine

Roses for a year or two than to use a very liberal

amount of rotten manure ; and, indeed, who shall de-

spise such liberal treatment? Still, I would fain have
those who plant standai-d Roses in situations considered
permanent, such, for instance, as the sides of a pro-

menade, to take extra pains, and if the labour appear
greater at first, sucli will be amply repaid in the end,
not only by the greater and more continuous success,

but in the economics of the atlair. There will be less

depredations from insects, less disease, and less necessity

for tampering with liquid-manui-es. Not that I by
any means condemn the use of the latter, but that I

would so establish my Roses at the first, as that they
would be in a position to endure extremes of weather,
and that I, too, might be in a position to take my
nightly slumbers, undisturbed by visions of Roses
covered with fading leaves and aphides.

I have omitted all ideas of pruning pui-posely, but of

that I shall say more by-and-by. I must confine myself
to root matters in this paper. And now let me suggest
a compost, such as I have found peculiarly adapted to

standard Roses on the Dog Rose stock. Bossibly some
of our readers cannot avail themselves of such, and
others, perhaps, will tliiuk it involves a good deal of

trouble ;—the tbrmcr I ]iity ; the latter I blush for.

Strong loamy turf from old clayey pastures forms
one-half, but this is obtained nearly two yeai'S before

used. The material I have found best, possesses a thick,

coarse sward, and is stacked or ridged until the sward
is fairly decayed—say nine months. It is then chopped
to pieces with a sharp spade, when dry, and in that

state is mixed into a conqiost with manurial and veget-

able matters, composed of cow manure and old horse
droppings; both the latter, being of some age, have lost

their original appearance, and look like good ordinary

rotten manure. To this is added sharp sand and some
burnt ashes, and the whole is stirred and turned until

j)erfectly mixed together. A heap like this should be
made annually, by ambitious Rose-growers, and my
practice is to thatch it with ordinary turf, in order to

throw off the rains, and to preserve all its qualities for

a length of time. I do not, however, rely on this mix-
ture alone ; depth of soil is, I find, a most important
point, and no wonder either.

Now, the dift'ereuce between this compost and one
composed of some ordinary garden soil, or sandy
loam, with manurial matters, is this—my compost
will supply every need during a three weeks' drought,

even though the waterpot is at rest; the same cannot
be said of the sandy soil. But depth is most ipi-
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portant lievc, as in many things liable to be affected

by dioughts, wbicb. in hot weather, not unfrequently

jieneti'ato some eiglit or ton inches in depth ; in com-

mon parlance—the supplies arc cut off. Of course,

liquid-manures can bo ndmiuisterod, and ought to be

occasionally ; but I have, in late years, met with so

many cases in wliicli such applications, even after a

thorough recognition of their importance, are either

forgotten or neglected, that 1 deem it of much more
importance to endeavour to lay down self-acting plans,

than to show how, with every appliance and lots of

labour, things may be carried to a high pitch.

In preparing holes for tree Koses, I advise an exca-

vation of two feet square by thirty inches in depth. If

the bottom be dry, no extra precautions will be needed
;

but if any ways damp, let half-a-score brick bats, or

crocks, bo thrown in the bottom ; if wet, draining must
be had recourse to. But bricks or not, 1 advise that

one-third of the depth receive some chopped turf, of the

same character as before described.

Turves cut in cubes of about three inches square are

capital ; and they should be moist when filled in. On
and amongst these a little rotten manure may bestrewn,

and over this the tree with the compost, leaving the

surface about four inches below the ground level.

When this is complete, I advise three inches of half-

rotten manure, rich in character : and this, if I could

manage it, [ would case over with. cinder ashes, from
which the dust had been ejected, or charcoal grit. Thus
finished, liquid-manures, or, indeed, ordinary water,

would percolate with the utmost h'eedem ; no stagnation

here—no puddling.

Thus much for my ideas on -the constitution of the

soil as a means to promote the production of Roses most
of the year. In another paper I must try and advise

about the management of the wood, both in a growiug
and in a rest condition; for, like the Peach, &c., it is

not all a matter of winter pruning ; flnger-and-thumb-

work is of eminent service with the Rose when in active

growth. R. Ekrinqton.

BRAZILIAN PLANTS.
At page 2lfl of the current volume, I iiromised to

give the names of some of the finest plants in Brazil

not yet introduced to this country, or, if introduced, tluit

are but very little known. The second name of the

Rhopala at that page, which brought the subject to my
memory, is not spelled right: C'orcovadensis is the right

way^the name is after the locality where the plaut

grows wild, the Corcovado mountain, a few miles to the

west of the town of Rio. It is from the Corcovado
moimtftin that the town of Rio is supplied with water

through an aqueduct, and some of the finest plants iu

all the Brazils might be seen iu a morning's walk along
the sides of this aqueduct, and up the slopes, to the

summit of Corcovado, which is 2000 feet above tlie

level of the sea ; and hei'O is the native place of our old

Cactus (Epiphyllum) truncatus, our old Bi(jnonia orgij-

rostigma, and our newer sanijiiiiwd, and the now common
Dipladenia crassinnda ; but the Rhopala Corcovadensis

grows, probably, at the bottom of the hill, as it is men-
tioned as early almost as the town of Rio was built.

It is from the Journals of the late Mr. Gardiner, as

published by the Horticultural Society, that I extract

the following ;—

•

1. Stifiia chrysantha (a name by Mikan, a German
botanist).—"This is one of the most beautiful shrubs
indigenous to Brazil. It is not uncommon by the

aqueduct, about half way up the Corcovado. It is a

shrnb from eight to fourteen feet high, elegant in habit,

and with dark green leaves, not unlike tliose of the

orange. It belongs to the Composite order, and to the

Mutisiaoeous division of it. The flowers are very largo,

and of a beautiful orange colour, which, when seen

from a distance, gives the plaut all the appearance of

an orange-tree loaded with fruit, it seems to prefer a

dry chiyoy-irouy soil." An active correspondent iu Rio
de tlanoiro might easily get seeds or young plants of

this beauty transmitted to England, and they will now
come from Rio in about the same length of time as my
first voi/aije from London to Edinburgh took in one of

the Leith " smacks."

2. Metternicliki Principis (Prince Metternieh— also

named by Mikan.) "This is also a shrub, but smaller

than the preceding, and grows in shuilar situations.

It produces an abundance of pure white flowers, about
two inches long, not unlike those of a Datura." I guess

this beautiful plant will require the same treatment

exactly as the Solandran, to which it is more like than
to Datura.

M. Simaba glandidifera (the first name by Aublet,

and the second by Gardiner himself.)—"A shrub, with a

simple stem (that is, not branched), from six to ten feet

high, and a cluster of spreading, pinnated leaves from
two to three feet long at the top, whicli gives it some-

wluit the appearance of a palm. C)Lit of the centre of

these leaves proceeds an immense panicle, sometimes
tlu'ce feet long, of yellow, highly odoriferous flowers."

You have only to take a long branch of the Kalrcuteria

paniculata, iu bloom, to catch the image of this fine

plant in the mind. Simaha is one of the bitter

Quassiads.

4. Ainphiro.v lontjifolia (Sprengel).—" This is one of

the many Violaceus shr\ibby phints which exist in

Brazil. It is rather rare iu the woods of the Corcovado,

grows to the height of eight to twelve feet, and produces

large panicles of pure white, violet-shaped, sweet-

smelling flowers." Talk about our tree-violets after all

this ! A regular pyramid of pure white violets from the

end of a shoot, carried iu the hand on a fete day, would
be enough to drive all the batchelors into matrimony,
or into the very middle of the Thames.

5. Diclidanthera laurifvUa (Martins.) — "A large,

climbing shrnb, which diffuses its branches among
those of the trees near which it grows. It belongs to

the Order of Sapotads, produces abundance of small,

yellowish-coloured flowers, and a black, eatable fruit, of

the size of a cherry." Here, then, is another stove

climber to be added to the long list of such from Rio.

0. MyrrhiIlium atropurpureum (named by Schott).

—

" A Myrtlebloom shrub, from four to six feet high, not

uncommon on the sandy shores of Rio. Its flowers,

which are of a dark purjile colour, are produced from

the older branches, and are remarkable in the order to

wliieh they belong for their long excerted and definite

stamens." Only think of a darle purple Myrtle flower,

with the stamens of a Qaleandra, alias Inya, of sorts

!

and all these to be had for the mere pleasure of a walk
on either side, or beyond the town of Rio. Then,
opposite the town, and on the east side of the bay, there

are thi'ee varieties of the BouijanviUea spcctahilis

scrambling up the trees, and covering them all over,

and making them as if on fire with their brilliant

colours ; one of these is the admiration of every one

who sees it bloom so well in Paris : but here, in

England, no one has ever yet won a single bloom from

it : but let us have the three varieties home from Rio,

and surely one or other of them will flower with us.

Any one writiug out to a correspondent at Rio for

any of these plants might, at the same lime, ask for

another fine plant which we know to bo common in

those pai-ls, a kind of tree Lily, called Vdlozia, by Mar-
iius ; " the lovely Vellozia cnndida," as Gardiner calls it.

This is the only species of the many Vellozias which

inhabit Brazil that are found down on the coast ;
" the

others, for the most part, inhabiting the mountains in
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tlie interior ;" also, Soutlieni Giiiaua and the ^Mascareu
Islands. Jlartius describes tliem as perennial Lilies,

'•with their trunlis closely covered bj' the withered re-

mains of leaves, branching by forks (dichotomoiis), and
bearing at their points tufts of leaves in the manner of a

Yitcca or Dracana ; some of them are from two to ten

feet high, with a trunk sometimes as thick as a man's
body." Tlicse I'ellozias, with the Barhitceniag, form a
distinct section of Blood Roots (Ma^modoracea;). ]'el-

lozia canduhi might easily be had within two miles of

the town of Rio ; it grows on the stecji sides of " a small
promontory, called ilorro-do-Flamingo, that juts into

the bay about two miles soutli of Rio." Tlie flowers of

Velhzla Candida arc not unlike our white Lily ( Lilium
caiididtim) ; plants of it have been raised from seeds,

both in Dublin and in Glasgow; but surely some of the

old plants on this promontory might be taken up and
sent over to England without any very great risk ; at

any rate, there it is next to our door, where our vessels

pass and repass every month in tlie year. Ten years

ago it was thought next to impossible to introduce, or

even cultivate, the great Indian Lily (Lilium Giganteutii),

but now Mr. Yeitch has it up to the mai-k as easily as

any of the other Lilies ; and so it will be some day or

other with these extremely curious tree Lilies from
Brazil. It is only a question of time and perseverance.

Again, Mr. Gardiner highly recommends the following

plants from the Organ Mountains, where they grow at

such an elevation as to entitle them to be considered
greenhouse plants, if even not more hardy. There is

really very little dilFiculty in reaching the Organs from
Rio; they are only about sixty miles to the north of it,

and one-third of the distance is by water U]) the bay,

and this is a common high-way every day in tlie year to

bring down the country produce to the market at Rio.

Mr. March, an English gentleman, of whom all who
reacli him speak in the highest terms, has a large farm
up half-way the Organ Mountains, whence he sends
fruit and vegetables, and, probably, butter and eggs,

every week to Rio; at this farm, the thermometer falls

to the freezing point, and never rises higher than it

does in England. Then, when we consider that all the

following plants inhabit a zone of from two to three

thousand feet higher than the farm-house of Mr. March,
we need not fear much about the half-hardiness of these

plants, or about any very great difficulty in getting

them down to the farm, and hence to Rio, along witli

the cabbages and otlier vegetables, in market-carts and
boats, and once at Rio, they ought to be as safe as if

they were at Liverpool or Southampton.
1 and i. Prepusa connata and Hooheriana.— The

genus is by Martins, and the two species were named
by Gardiner himself, and he sent them botli alive to

England, but they did not get over the fatigue of the
journey, and they both died. "Tliey are both beautiful

plants, belonging to the natural order of Gentians.
They will only succeed in tlie greenhouse in a peaty

soil, kept moist, but at the same time well-drained."

Prepusa Hoolceriana is figured iu the "Botanical Maga-
zine;" it is an herbaceous plant of the first water, and
connata is "a magnificent, somewhat-shrubby plant."

'A. iSalvia Benthamiana.—A very handsome, scarlet-

flowered species :
'• a fine shrub, about three feet high"

4. Salvia rivularis.—" Somewhat shrubby, and about
four feet high. Flowers large and scarlet."

0. Escalonia Organensis.— " A very handsome shrub,
about four feet high, producing dense panicles of rose-

coloured flowers."

0. Boumannia rerhascifoVui .
—"A fine herbaceous

plant, about four feet high, with a large, loose panicle
of orange flowers, belonging to the Mutisia group of

Composites."
7. Lavoisiera imbricata.—" This is one of tlie beau-

tiful Mclastomaceous shrubs, with small leaves and

largo flowers, which are so common iu the gold and
diamond districts of Brazil ; it grows in a moist, peaty

soil." And
8. Sipliocampylos duploserralus.—"A fine, subscan-

dcnt species, witli large flowers."

The following plants are less hardy than tlie above,

growing lower down :

—

9. Kapnsanthus Bratiliensis.—" A fine, little, sufTru-

ticose plant, belonging to the Cyrtandreous division of

Gesnerads. Iu appearance, it is not unlike a Streplo-

carpus.

10. Cilrosma ohovata.—"A small shrub, worthy of

being introduced, not only as a botanical curiosity, but

for tlie ricli lemon odour of all its parts."

11. I'alauma fragraiilissima.—" A fine large tree, be-

longing to the iS'atural Order of ilaguoliads. The
flowers are large, pule j'ellow, and powerfully odori-

ferous. A single tree may be discovered by the sense

of smell alone at a distance of more than half a mile,

when the wind blows in a direction from it." It is one
of the most striking trees Mr. Gardiner ever met with.

It grows naturally in moist, swam]iy places, and not
unfrequeutly flowers when not more than ten or twelve

feet high.

12. Passiflora speeiosa.—" A climber, with large scar-

let flowers from four to six inches iu diameter." This
last, of itself, would pay for a journey from London to

the very spot where it grows, taking it as a market spe-

culation ; and there are hundreds of clever young gar-

deners here who would jump at an oiTer of a run to Rio
de Janeiro, remain there at head-quarters for nine or

twelve months, and scour the country for miles along

the coast, on both sides of the bay, and up through the

whole of the Organ Mountains; and there arejustas
many half-hardy Pleromas on that same range, as would
pay for the whole journey, plants, seeds, and all back to

Loudon, to say nothing of Bignoniads, the finest climbers

on the face of the earth, ))urple and violet-flowered

Alamandas, with Ferns. Cinckonads, Composites, Myrtle-

blooms, Orehids, and a thousand besides, and all of the

most beautiful descriptions; but it is of no use to run
across the country once or so for them as if the whole

camp at Chobliam was running after you. Nothing

but a year's rambling is worth speaking of; and I would
invest a few hundreds in the speculation sooner even

than in shares in the Crystal Palace itself.

D. Beaton.

ORNAMENTING ECONOJIICALLY A
NEGLECTED GREENHOUSE.

{Cuntinucdfrom page 222.)

Caju'.axul.^ I'yiiAMiD.ttis.—Those who have a taste

for the beautiful can scarcely visit any of our great

Flower Shows without being alike gratified and bettered.

The authoress of the " Wide, Wide World," spoke both
eloquently and truly when she makes her hero say,
" a bunch of flowers seems to biing me very near the

j

Hand that made them. They are the work of His fingers,

and I cannot consider them without being joyfully as-

sured of the glory and the loveliness of their Creator.

It is written as plainly to me in their delicate painting,

I

and sweet breatli, and curious structure, as in tlie very

i
pages of the Bible," &c. I have heard expressions simi-

lar to these breathed by many as they looked at and
admired that noble novelty, the Lilium giganteum.

There is certainly something very striking in its ap-

penrauco, sending up a strong, tall, conical stem, with

its large tiowers coming out near the extremity of the

pointed cone, bloom tliere taking the place of foliage

below ; this very habit fitting it peculiarly for orna-

menting greonhouses, more especially wherever it is
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desirable to iatvoduco stiindanls—or blooin above nud
bloom below—as was lately adverted to by Mr. Beaton,
when speaking of the pretty standards o( Deutsia gracUis.

And yet, with all onr admiration of this spoudid and
singular Lily, and tliat was by no means small, I could
not but feel that when the interest of novelty was gone,
it could hardly bear comparison, as an object of beauty,

with a well-grown plant of that old Campaiuda with
which I have headed tliis article ; but for the seeing of

which in perfection now-a-days, we must iu general quit

the gardens of the wealthy, and seek for it, in all its

glory, in the window of the mechanic or the cottager.

Some time ago, I was taken up a back street to see a line

specimen ; the stem was little loss in thickness at the

base than that of the gigantic Lily. It was a perfect cone
of flowers, branched slightly at the base, and more than
eight feet in lioight; so high, that it had to be taken
from the window, and placed on a low stool a little

behind it. It was growing in a ten-inch pot, and set in

a largo saucer, where about half au inch of water was
then constantly kept, and when the sun shone upon it

very strong a thin window-curtain was drawn before it

to shade it. The owner had kept it for two years, re-

ceiving only a small bit at first, and potting it on as it

required it. No merit was assumed by the owner ; all

the credit was very delicately given to the plant that

icoiilil (/row so. I confess the sight of that plant, and
the Lily combined, pretty well confirmed me to take

back that old Bellwort again as one of my especial

favourites; and, that our small greenhouse and window
friends may have an equal start, I will here detail a few
of the points essential to its successful pot culture.

Some of my friends have spoken enthusiastically of

sjjecimens from ten to fourteen feet in height ; but I

suspect these must have been plants of several years

standing. With the best part of two years' manage-
ment, my general success rarely mounted higher than
from six to eight feet; but even at that height, and
well clothed to the base, whether they were the blue or

the white varieties, they constituted objects that few
things would rival, either in greenhouse, window, ve-

randa, or entrance-ball. As they cannot be bloomed
well under more than a twelvemonth's care, and as,

after blooming, the old plant is of no more use than
for furnishing a new set of young ones, an answer is at

once supplied to the query, why such fine old things

seldom appear at exhibition tables'? the exhibitors very

wisely running with the stream, and adopting as their

proti'gt's those plants which, with the necessary routine

of attention, will for a number of years be getting

better and better every year, without subjecting them to

the trouble of ever and anon commencing their plants
from a seed or a cutting.

As the time for sowing or making cuttings is now
past ; and as July will be here before this will see the
light; and as the purchasiug of a few plants will not
hurt those the most economically disposed ; and as

tradesmen will soon let us know where they are to be
found, if we raise a regular hue and cry for them ; I

would advise the securing a few nice young plants,

either in pots, or raised carefully from the nursery-beds,

so that, by careful attention, bloom may bs obtained
from them in spring and early summer.

Supposing, then, that you obtain a plant in a four

or five-inch pot, or a plant which you put into such a
sized pot, though the first would be the best, the first

thing is to encourage growth with plenty of water, &c.

By-and-by, by the end of the mouth, if the roots have
reached the side of the pot, give another shift, using a
pot three inches wider, if the plant is strong, and two
inches wider if the plant is not so robust. It is bad
policy to shift or pot after the middle or towards the

end of August, because the autumn sun is wanted to

mature the juices of the plant, and it will pass the

winter more easily witli a pot well crammed wilh roots.

After shifting, keep close for a few days, either by
]nitting the plant in a cold pit or frame, or under a

haudliglit. The latter utensil is very useful for all such

purposes in a corner of the greenhouse, when no other

structure is come-at-able. By the end of September,

water must be discontinued by degrees, giving no more
than will just keep the plant from flagging, and ex-

posing it to as much sunlight as possible. By the end
of October, the plant should be housed for the winter.

It will do well plunged in a dryish cold pit, and, with

the exception of air-giving in fine days to dispel damp,
&o., and securing from severe frost, it will want no
more attention until fresh leaves break round the

crown, as the sun gains strength in March. If in a

cool greenhouse, the plant wdl keep better if the pot

containing it is plunged in another, and the space

between filled with moss. In such a position, the plant

must not get so dry as it may be pernutted to be iu a

cold pit ; but the second pot will prevent the necessity

of much watering, and the less it will do with in winter

the better ic will thrive in the following season. As the

fresh growth thus proceeds, water gently several times,

until the whole ball is moistened with water at the tem-

perature of from Ga° to 70°. Then, if growth proceeds

nicely, and your plant is in a si.x or seven inch pot,

make up your mind to give it a shift into one several

inches wider. Give it a fair portion of drainage. "When
the ball is turned out of the pot, pick over the sides of

the ball gently with a fine pointed stick, so that the fibres

may run at once into the rough, rich, sandy loam.

Equal portions of old dung, and rough loam, a year old,

and then one portion more of sand, charcoal, and lime

rubbish, will grow this plant admirably ; but it does

well iu such soils as is got by the highway iu loamy
districts, mixed with a little sand, and then mulched
with rotten dung. After potting, keej) the plant close

for a few days, and with limited air, until the flower-

stem is showing itself Water carefully, and rather in a

niggardly way, until the roots ai'e taking bold of the

new soil, then give liberally, and, if alternately with

various kinds of manure-water, not strong, all the better.

If, while the stem is rising for the first foot or so, the

plant is kei)t slightly shaded from bright sun, and with

not too much air, the stem will rise more rapidly; but

this must not be carried to excess; for if air and light

are long withheld you will have length of stem at the

expense of compactness and robustness. The jilant

now becomes a regular toper, and, in a sunny day,

drinks amazingly. To avoid any sudden extreme, place

the plant in a saucer, and let it thus so far be treated as

a halfaquatic. The water, however, should not stand

high up in the saucer. When in full bloom, it will be

preserved longer imder a slight shade; but the least

extreme will cause the blue variety to lose its rich,

glossy colour. When done flowering, you may let the

plant ripen its seed, or cut it down and set it aside, for

the sake of dividing its roots, which may be done any
time in summer, but best of all in the spring.

Having thus described the culture necessary to be

followed with a young plant, I will now state shortly

how these young plants are to be obtained by those

who would raise and manage theni from first to last for

themselves ; and
First : From Seed.—If you can command a slight

hotbed, or a place in a cucumber box, sow in light

sandy soil early in March. If you must depend on
a greenhouse, sow there under a bell-glass at the end
of the month. The seed is very small, and must be

very slightly covered. After beiug watered, the bell-

glass, especially if shaded, will help to keep it so. As
soon as they are fairly up a little air must be given,

or they will damp oft'. When they have got three or

four small leaves, prick them oti' separately, a couple
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of inches apart ; and then, when they begin to meet,
pot them separately in small pots, and repot as they
require it. If kept in pots, tliat summer and tlie follow-

ing one will be chielly spent in ])reparation and grow-
ing ; but then, in the third, you may e.xpect splendid
blooming plants. But if planted out in a warm border,
five or six inches apart, when taken from the pans in
which they were first pricked out, and then placed in
rich light soil, and treated much as I mentioned for
perpetual Carnations, a few of the strongest might bo
potted in the beginning of September, in the hope of
their blooming the following season ; and the rest could
remain in the bed, protected from wet and severe frost

in winter, and ready to be potted the following April or
August, to be flowered in the succeeding summer.

Secondly: Bij Division of the Plant.—This is best
done in spring. Many shoots may show themselves

;

all should be rubbed off, except the strongest, and as
soon as tliat is rooting freely, let it be treated just as I

first mentioned for the bought in plant. This' division
is best done after the new growth is taking place from
the plant cut down. If the young plants could receive
a month's nursing in a slight hotbed they will thank
you for it.

Thirdly : By Cutting up the fleshy Roots into jneces

of about one inch in knylh.—These should be inserted in
sandy loam, and placed in a hotbed in March, as thus
much time is gained. Most of these will throw up
shoots from what is termed adventitious buds. Wlien
fairly growing they must be hardened off, and potted,
or pricked out, just as seedlings, or divisions ; but they
will be stronger than the first. To have a succession,
therefore, presupposes a considerable amount of atten-
tion, and stamjis the grower of a good plant as no care-

less, haphazard person. I have been too diffuse on this
subject for many readers, but many still tell us that we
take their knowledge too much for granted.
Campanula nobilts.—This is a native of China, more

spriggy and bushy than conical in its growth ; much
dwarfer than pymmiihilis, but having large blueish-
purplc flowers, three inches in length, and half as much
in diameter, and prettily spotted inside. This has been
spoken of highly to us, but I have never grown it. I

should say it would be easily cultivated by divisions, in
spring, large pieces blooming the current year, and
small pieces and cuttings of the root, as mentioned for

Xiyramiihtlis, blooming in the following year.

Campanula grandis.—This is another that is loss

strong in growth than the pyramidalis, requires con-
siderable care out-ofdoors, but will always command
attention when grown to one stem in a pot. Propagated
and attended to as recommended for that species, even
with less care, it will be sure to give satisfaction.

As companions to these, because flowering best when
grown in a conical shape, let me introduce the large
kinds of Lobelia for ornamenting a cool greenhouse in
summer. I should hardly have said companions, it

should have been successors, as the beauty of the Cam-
panulas will be on the wane before that many of the
flowers of tlie Lobelia will be thinking of opening.
Many of these make fine ornaments for the flower-

garden during the sunnner, and some, such as fiilgens,

have lived out-ofdoors, in dryjilaces, for several winters;
but individual plants rarely possess such an interest
out-ofdoors as they do when grown and bloomed under
glass. Thus treated, it is no uncommon thing to have
fulgens with its main spike six feet high, and nearly a
score of flowering shoots round it from the base— some
half that height, and others mucli loss. I will merely
mention a few of the best for this pot growth.

Lobelia canlinalis, fulgens, ignea, splendens, are all

rich scarlet; and L. pyramidalis, speciosa, and syphilitica,

blues. The general treatment of these was lately given.
Small plants of any of them obtained now will make

tidy little flowering plants by autumn, but need not
have a large pot. Now is as good a time as any to get

them. In the end of autumn, when done flowering, cut

all the stems away, and pliuige the pots anywliere, where
you can ];eep the frost out, and keep the roots rather

dry. Under the stage of the greenhouse will do as well

as anywhere, if you do not soak them while enjoying
their winter's rest. As the sun gains power in March,
the suckers will begin to rise through the soil, and be-

fore they are one incli in length, you must bring them to

the light, and water them gently with water at about 00°.

I By-aiid-by, before the shoots are above three inches in

j

length, you must think of potting them separately in

small pots, and in light rich soil, and then the position

i

for them is a hotbed, with a bottom heat of from 70° to

80°, and a medium top heat of from 5.j° to (Jh°. In
such a phmging medium, when large plants from these

single suckers are wanted, the plants must be replaced,

after their v.arious shiftings, until the end of May, when
they may have a saucer to stand in, in the warmest end
of the greenhouse, and have more air given to them by
degrees, until they are fully exposed to sun and all the

air ])ossible by the middle of June. The soil should be
richer each time of potting, until at last a third may
consist of old rotten cow dung, with plenty of sand. So
treated, a I'^-ineh pot will bloom a fine specimen. With-

[

out the hotbed, the end of March will be time enough
! to shift tliem in the greenhouse ; the plants, after being
potted, should be kept there under a handlight, at least

for the two or three first shiftings, and unless extra heat
is maintained for vines on the roof, &e. , a (i-inch or R-inch

pot will be large enough for a moderate specimen under
these circumstances. These plants, kept over the

winter, will afford a rich supply of plants the following

spring. When growing and blooming give them a fair

portion of manure-water and a saucer to stand in. In
fact, most of them will bear the treatment of an a(juatic

in summer, and in winter too, if the roots were deep
enough ; but if saved above ground they must be kept

rather dry.

Salvias.— I will just mention, for the pi'eseut. Salvia

splendens. Cuttings taken off now, inserted under a bell-

glass, potted when struck, kept close, potted again into

a five-inch pot, hardened off, and exposed to light and air

in the first part of September, will bloom in a cool green-

house in October, November, and part of December
Salvia fulgens, treated in tlie same ivay, from being

hardier, will bloom towards the new year.

Salvia Oesnera:Jlora. so treated, fairly supplied with

water, and an open airy place in the house in winter,

will begin to open its scarlet blooms in the middle of

February, and continue to do so for several mouths.
Salvia patens : the best mode to get nice flowering

plants of this delightful blue flower, for summer and
autumn, is to sow seeds in a cucumber box, or any-

where, so that there be a little beat in March. I'rick

off, and then pot.

Chinese Chrysanthemums. These are now cheap enough
and splendid for an autumn display. It is too late to strike

from cuttings ; but if you have access to any large plants

on stools, out-ofdoors, you may lay the points of these

shoots in small pots, giving the part inserted in the soil

a slight twist, and you may have as many nice little,

dwarf, flowering plants as you like; and then, it you
want a dwarf mass of bloom, you can turn a half or a

whole dozen of the little plants into one pot or vase.

R. Fish.

THK BOTANIC SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION IN

REGENT'S PARK.
Thk Royal Botanic Society have certainly been

favoured this vear with fine weather for all their three
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cxhibitious. Nolwitlistanding we have had lately boun-

tiful showers of rain, the iOlli was quite a fine day,

and, being the last exhibition of the season, tlie com-
pany was quite as numerous as on former occasions.

Like my friend, Mr. lieaton, at Chiswick, I was favoured

with a privilege ticket, which gives a good opportunity

of seeing the numerous objects exhibited quietly, and
of studying them to great advantage. This privilege

did more for me than for my friend, for it gave me the

opportunity of seeing my gracious Sovereign the Queen,
her Royal Husband, and their suite. Her Majesty
looked remarkably well, and appeared highly to enjoy

the sight of the beautiful flowers and fruits. It is well

known tlie Royal family visit the exhibitio)i before the

ordinary visitors are admitted, and thus have a better

opportunity of examining, without hurry or confusion,

the various productions put upon the tables.

The exhibition was above the average. There were
plenty of plants in good condition. The cut Roses
were very flue indeed, and the fruit excellent.

New Plants were scarce. Tbe very pretty Philesia

huxifolia, which so pleased Mr. Beaton, at Chiswick, was
here also, with seven or eight of its large crimson
flowers upon it. Close beside it was a little pigmy
]ilant of it, not more than four inches high, with one
hue flower upon it. I was told it was brought to show
liow freely it blooms, even on the tiniest plants. Messrs.

N'eitch also exhibited a new hardy Rhoilodendron, named
Due do Brabant, with several largo heads of flowers ;

ground colour pale flesh, with numerous spots of brown-
ish-crimson ; large size, and well formed. As this is

i]uite hardy, and flowers so late, it is a good addition to

this showy class of hardy evergreen flowering shrubs.

The same firm sent a good new Ixora, named Lobbii,

of a dwarf habit, with a large open cyme of orange-

scavlet blossoms, very showy, and quite distinct from
any other species. The nearest to it is /. Oriffithii,

but it is more dwarf than that fine species, and of

brighter colour. The leaves are fully six inches long,

and of a rich dark green. Messrs. Henderson had a
neat specimen of Stijlidium scandens, grown as a low
bush ; the flowers are produced in heads at the ends of

the shoots, and are of a pleasing purplish-lilac colour.

I think it the prettiest of its race. There was also a
new species, or perhaps a variety only, of Bhindfordia,
a genus of showy greenhouse evergreen perennials,

from New Holland. It had several spikes of bell-

shaped flowers of a beautiful sulphur colour, and is

certainly very elegant. It came from Mr. Hume,
gardener to R. Hanbury, Esq., of The Poles, near
Ware.
In the class, Plants of Economical Interest, there

was the Lagctta lintearia (the Lace Bark Tree), from
Jamaica; and also a plant of the species that produces
the wholesome Arrow-root, Maranla arundinacea. These
came from Sion House, Isleworth, and were very in-

teresting.

New Florists' Flowehs were numerous, and some
of first-rate quality. In Pelargoniums, there was one
that obtained a medal of merit ; it is named Cloth of
Gold, and was raised by Mr. Foster. The lower petals

glowing crimson ; upper petals nearly black, with a
clear margin of carmine ; foi-m excellent ; truss large,

and a free bloomer. Lucy: lower petal blush -rose;

upper, dark blotch, edged with rose; large white eye;
form and habit good. King of Hanover : remarkable
for the lower petals being striped with crimson. Nil
Jesperandum : a good variety in the way of optimum, hut
a shade or two lighter. Conqueror: dark scarlet, with
maroon blotch ; good form and habit. In Fancy Pelar-
goniums was Cloth of Silver. This is a great improve-
ment upon tlie light varieties. The flowers are large

;

lower petals pure white, upper petals the same, with
a distinct circle of rosy-lilac ; form good ; a beautiful,

good, and distinct variety. Crystal Bcaulg, one of the

best-formed flowers of its class ; colours well defined.

Seedling Fuchsia, Magnijica, a large flower, well-

rcflcxed; petals light scarlet; corolla bright jiurple ; a

noble flower.

Vkhbena, Elcgantissima.—This is (juite a gem ; colour

a rich deep purple, well contrasted with a large, pure

white eye It must be an universal favourite.

Pinks.—New good varieties were Cardinal, ground
pure white: dark licavy lacing; form excellent; full

size. Napoleon, ground pure white; lacing nearly

black ; a good flower, but rather thin. Purple Perfec-

tion, ground white ; lacing very broad, of a rich purple

colour ; form good.

There was also a seedling Calceolaria for bedding
purposes, of good quality, and of a rich crimson colour,

and yellow hood, very numerously bloomed ;

Also, one named Crimson King, much deeper in colour

than Sultan.

Collections.—Pelargoniums were in excellent bloom

;

the dark weather, no doubt, having assisted greatly in

keeping them so fresh. The following I noted as being
good varieties, in addition to those noted on a former
occasion :

Dark.—Dobsonii (very fine), Diadem, Pacha, Mar-
ginata, Flying Dutchman.

Light.—Elcetra, Exhibitor, Maid of Perth, Gany-
mede, Elise.

Purple.—Lord Qough.
Rose.—Ariadne, Enchantress, Vulcan.

White.—Mount Blanc. This colour needs improv-

ing ; the Virgin Queen is as yet the best.

Fancy, or smaller varieties :

Dark.—John Bull, Defiance, Hillianum, Vandyke,
Lady Alice Peel.

Light.—Delicatum (good). Purity, Emma.
Rose.—Alboni, Erubescens, Fairy Queen, Bellinzona,

Barbette, and Perfection.

Fuchsias.—There was only one collection exhibited,

and it wanted variety, though the plants wei's well

gi'own and finely bloomed ; Don Giovanni, especially, a

dark crimson flower, with purple corolla. The rest

were light varieties, namely, Speciosa, Princess Eliza-

beth, Madame Sontag, and Pearl of England.
Cut Flowers.—In this department the Boses took

the lead, and were both numerous and in fine condition;

tliough I cannot think that mode of exhibiting this

beautiful flower by any means so efl'ective as in pots,

growing, as it were, naturally out of the earth, and
showing branches, leaves, and blossoms, in their greatest

beauty; whereas, exhibited as cut flowers, three in a

bunch, they look like a large collection of bouquets for

sale. My ideas on this subject may be, perhaps, consi-

dered high treason; but I cannot help that. One advan-

tage there certainly is in this mode of exhibiting the

Rose—it enables the visitors to see a greater number
of varieties, and thus gives an opportunity of noting

the best. I picked out a goodly number different to

any I noted previously, and I give their names, with

the assurance, that, to the best of my judgment, they are

all worth growing where there is space enough for them.

Dark Bases.—Le Lion des Combats, a new and rich

dark crimson Rose, superior to the far-famed Geant des

Batailles ; General Castellane, Triomphe de Jaussans,

Triomphe de Paris, Paul Ricaut, Kean, Paul Joseph,

Duke of Richmond, new and fine; Hippocrates, BoiUe
de Nanteul, Vivid, Souchet, Deuil de Due d'Orleans.

Deep Rose.-—General Brea, Marquis Boeella, Jacques

Lafitte, La Villo Bruxelles, Cule, Las Casas, Mrs, Elliott,

La Syleure, Prince of Wales, Robin Hood, Comto Bou-

bert. General Cavaignac, Coup d'Amour, Louis Buona-
parte.

Light Base.—Caroline Sausal, Blairii, Anarella, Lady
Hamilton, Amardino la Calusieune, Caroline Walmer,
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La Jeune Reine, Duchess ile Montpeusier, Climene,
Charles Duval, Paul Perras, Reiue des D'leurs.

M'hitf.—Cointess Marinais (a moss), Madame Hardy,
Comtess de Lacepede, Princess Laraballo, Etoile de
MalmaisoD, Jladame Sol-tman, Count Plater, Princess
Clementine (globe, white hipj.

Yi'Uow.—Cloth of Gold (shown in great perfection),
Narcisse, Solfaterrc, Tea Queen Victoria.

PtNKS.—The cut collections of this elegant flower were
numerous, and in fine condition. I noted the following
as being particularly good :—Reubens, Lord C.Wellesley,
Sarah, Criterion, Beauty of Salt Hill, Ada, Hector, Per-

|

fection, Harry, Narborough Buck, Mrs. Maclean, Cou-
stan, Lord Valentia, Glory, Duke of Wellington, Her-
cules, Queen (ycry fine). President, Jenny Lind.

Pansies.—There were several collections in good con-
dition, but nothing new ov dillerent from those noted on
former occasions.

C.4i.cEOL.\Ri.4s.—There was only one collection, but
they were e.Kceedingly well grown and finely bloomed.
It came from Mr. Constantine, gardener to C. Mills,
Esq

, of Hilliugdon. Mr. Constantine has outstripped
everybody this year in Calceolaria growing. He has

I

taken the first prize at every sliow so far this season.
OncHiDS.—Though not quite so numerous as at the

last meeting, these singularly beautiful and deliciously-
scented flowers were in splendid condition. The follow-
ing were shown for the first time at these gardens this
year:

—

Aerides quinqucviilnorum, five spikes. Acncles !

Schmderi, new and fine. A. larpcnta, A. vireiis ; Gale- ',

cindra Bauerii, a fine jdant, well bloomed. Siiccolabium
Bhimei major, with very long spikes. Phaiiis albus,
twenty spikes. The rare Anrjuloa uniflom, with pure
white flowers, six blooms. C'l/cnoches veiitricosa. Cijc-

noches, sp , very rare, producing a very long, drooping
spike, thickly clothed with curious flowers. Odonto-
glosmm hastatmn, many spikes. Myanthus, .<j)., with

;

dark flowers; the lip fringed with white hairs. Ejnden-
jdrum maorocltilum, many spikes. Oncidium lanceaiium,
\

with twelve spikes, a very fine plant. Dendrobium
moschatuni, seven spikes. Fanda Roxhurghii cienika, a
very dwarf variety. CijmUdium jiendulum, very fine,
eight spikes. MilUmia speetabilis colorata and several
species of Stanhopea.

MiscELL.\NEons Collections of Stove and Greenhouse \

Plants. Of these there were a goodly number, con-
j

sistiug mostly of the usual species. I observed the
j

following as being seen for the first time this year :—
|

Gardenia Fortunii, a large plant, 3 ft. by 2 ft . with
numerous large white flowers. Ecldtes citropurpurea ;

'

this rarely -seen plant was shown by Mr. Green, well
grown, and finely-flowered. Pohigala cordifoUa, densely
flowered, 2^ ft. by 2\ ft. Kalosantlies miniata, 2h ft. by

!

2 ft. K. coccinea, S ft. by 2i ft. Ixora alba, S ft. by
24^ ft. Mediitilla Sieboldii, 2 ft. by 2 ft. Clerodendron'.
affine, with many spikes of fine scarlet flowers. Indigo-
fera decora, 2 ft. by 2 ft. Roella ciliata, 2i ft. by 2^ ft.

j

Ci/rluceras rejlexa. Gompbolobium splendens, a large ,

bush covered with bright yellow blossoms. Plmnocoma
i

proUfera, .3 ft. by 2i ft. Sollga Drummond'd, with many
j

blue flowers ; 5'. linearis, both trained to globular i

trellises, and had a pretty efleot. DracopltijUum gradle, \

with its pretty heads of piu-e white flowers. Leschenaultia
\

biloba siipcrha, with many deep blue flowers.
He.vths were in better condition than usual. Every

pliant was well grown and covered with bloom.
1

Generally speaking, they consisted of species I have '

already noted, e.KCopt the following :—7?Wi-a jasmini-
Jlora alba, 3 ft. by 3 ft. Tricolor elegans, H ft. by 2i- ft.

'

Aitoniana, 2 ft. by 2 ft. Halieocaba, 2^'ft. by il ft.

'

Juhata, a rare species, 2 ft. by 2 ft. ParmeiUiera rosea,
'

very beautiful, 3 ft. by 3 ft. Sarillea, 2-| ft. by 2^ ft. '

Injlata, 2 ft. by 2 ft. Perspieua rosea, very distinct,
j

2 ft. by 3 ft., and Ampullacea. These are all very fine

Heaths, and worthy of every care and attention. Where-
ever there is convenience to grow Heaths the above
ought to be in every collection.

SljscELL.iNEous.—-Under this he.ad was placed stove

and hardy Ferns, Lycopodiums, Variegated Plants,

and Alpine Plants. Of all these, there were collections

in fine condition, very creditable to the parties who ex-

hibited them.
Fruit.—The exhibition of various kinds of fruit was

greatly superior to the last, as the following summary
will show :—There were forty-sis Pine Apples, all very

respectable, and perfectly ripe ; the heaviest weighed
91b. 10 oz. Eleven baskets of Black Grapes, 12 lbs.

in each, all ripe and well-coloured. Twenty-one dishes

of Black O'rajies, three bunches in each, many of them
finer than I ever saw grapes before. Fourteen dishes of

JJ'hile Ora2)es, three bimches in each. Fifty-two Melons,

all very fine. Fourteen dishes of Peaches: thirteen of

A^ectarines—these were particularly fine. Twenty-three

dishes of Strauberries. Five dishes of Cherries ; and two
of Figs; besides three collections of various kinds of

fruit. There was also a collection of Exotic fruits, con-

sisting of fruit of Gamboge, Allspice, Nutmeg, Vanilla,

and Rose Apples (Eugenia jambos.) These came from
^[r. Ivison, gardener to the Duke of Northumberland,
Sion House, and attracted much attention. Vines in

Pots, with several bunches on each ; of these there were

two collections. T. Appleby.

ON THE FORMATION AND KEEPING OF
LAWNS.

When we consider the extent of surface, and the large

share a piece of well-kept turf contributes to the general

appearance of the pleasure ground, it affords no surprise

that its being kept in the best possible condition has
been insisted on from time immemorial by all writers

on horticultural subjects. As tliis good keeping is cer-

tainly more the result of labour than of skill, it may, at

first sight, appear superfluous to make it the subject of a

chapter in this publication ; but as there are points in

many cases open to improvements, and some erroneous

opinions abroad respecting " well-kept turf," and but
few instructions given regarding making it so, beyond
that of " rolling and mowdng," a few observations may
not be out of place here.

I confess not to have been the most successful in

every effort made to secure a good carpety lawn, but as

unsuccessful measures are scarcely less instructive than

those having a more fortunate issue, I have the less re-

luctance at reporting them.
It is no unusual thing ibr any one, on passing over

their lawn, and stamping tlicir foot on it, to exclaim

against it looking bad, in si)ite of all the mowing that

can be given to it, while that of a neighbour, only a
short distance oft', is as soft as a Turkey carpet, and as

beautiful a green as can be wished for, either on taking

a horizontal view of it, or the more close mspectiou
of looking down upon it ; each blade of grass seems
green and fresh to the ti]!, and there appears but little

there except grass, or such plants as are equally

agreeable to look upon—as Yarrow, Clover, Trefoil, &c. ;

there being no plantain, and the period for daisies we
suppose, to liave, in a manner, gone by. Now, this

view of the matter we shall suppose to have been taken

at the jn'csent time, the middle of July; let ns wait a

while longer, and take another look, and then see what
this piece of fine, well-kept turf looks like then ; and, to

complete our picture, we will suppose our visits of in-

spection to be repeated until the rains of October had
set in, and supposing our friend's turf not to have had
anything done to it for about a week or so. The first

impression, on discovering it, is one of dislike and dis-
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appoiutmcnt. Inuumerablo worm-casts have given it

tbe appcaranco of liaving rceoivcd a top-ilrossing

;

sweeping otT, will, of course, removo this uuisance ; but

it appears again in a day or two, and the evil is re-

peated ; whereas, sweeping at suoli a time more or loss

dirties the grass, wliicli it is then important to keep
clean, and before it recovers itself again, tbe oiieration

is very likely to be repeated. As this often liappcus

witli turf wliicli in summer is perfection itself it becomes
a matter of consideration, whetlier its good appearance
then is not purcliased at too expensive a rate. Let us
recall to memory tlie appearance tliat the lawn had last

autumn, which wc are complaining of as lookiug bad
now, wlien we may remember the absence of worm-casts
to any extent, and tlie green i'rcshuess it presented to

tbe eye, scarce a blade but was green to the tip, until

the setting in of severe weather gave it that brown cast

which is equally fatal to tlie herbage elsewliere.

Perhaps our readers will be saying, why not neutrali/e

the two, and obtain tbe benefits of both, as is done, or is

attempted to be done, in so many things. This, we are

aware of, is done both artificially and naturally, but in

neither case does it approach the extremes above-
named; besides which, in the formation of extensive

tracts of lawn grass, tbe materials at command may be
so limited as not to allow of all the best conceived ideas

being carried out; for, coeval with tbe formation of a

lawn, is very often that of the formation of ilower-beds,

shrubberies, stations for particular trees, &c., all of

which are supposed to have a greater claim on the good
soil at command than tlie turf, consequently, it is out of

what remains that the new lawn, if it be such, has to be
formed, and the operator is often glad if he only can
obtain good sound pasture turf to lay it with, wliicb he
cannot at all times do, and is consequently obliged to

make bis surface out of such materials as he has, and
depend on his seedsman giving him such a mixture of

grasses as he deems most suitable to form a bottom with-

in tbe shortest possible time. Now this plan answers
very well at times, and we have seen excellent lawns
prepared in this way, when the season, and other things,

conspire to their well doing; but this is not always the

case ; for besides the failures that often take place in

the getting of grass seeds to grow, it does not always
make a good sound bottom when it does succeed; how-
ever, when turf cannot be had, there seems no alterna-

tive but to adopt this plan, unless it happen there be a
small quantity of turf at command, when, by pulling it

(not cutting) into pieces about the size of a person's

baud, or less, it can be scattered, or rather carefully

placed over the sraoothened surface of the ground a
little way apart. This, when united, will form a toler-

ably good bottom, but seeds may be sown amongst it

likewise. This is called iniwculating ; and when a piece

of ground is wanted to be quickly turfed over, or ren-

dered green, this is, perhaps, the most economic way of

all, and if it be at a little distance from tbe observer it

speedily assumes all the characters of good turf A
more than ordinary amount of rolling must, however,
be given to it, for as the patches are all placed above
the surface level, they require to be pressed into it in

order to keej) them on a level with the interstices ; of

course, it would be proper to have the turf that is used
for such a purpose of as good a kind as possible, but
this may, perhaps, be more easily attained when it is

known that not more than one-tenth part of the surface

to be covered is wanted by this plan, although a greater

quantity may be planted over more advantageously, still

it is not absolutely necessary. Now, after all this, tlie

well-being of the turf is a matter more really due to the

quality of the soil than anything else; yet some few
points ought to be attended to, whatever kind of sub-

stance it is intended to be sown or planted on.

1st. The surface material, to at least the depth of six

inches or more, ought to bo of a uniform quality,

whether that be rich or poor, or any mixture between

the two ; a greater depth than six inches has often been
insisted on, but this will do in most cases, except on
slopes, of which wc will say something hereafter.

dudly. If seed lias to be sown, choose a damp day for

that purpose, and let it bo immediately raked in, and as

soon as the rain is supposed to be over, give the piece a

dressing of soot, or soot and limo, or something else

that way, in order to render the seeds distasteful to

birds who prey on this seed so destructively as often

leads to a belief that tbe seeds must have been bad,

when it is found that none make tlieir appearance; for

we have seen seeds, which on a trial (\\\ pots) seemed
very good, produce nothing but common annual weeds

when sown and left exposed to these depredators. Scarce

a pile escaped them, save here and there a plant of

Clover or Trefoil. The seedsmen in these cases often

get unjustly blamed, while an enemy has been silently

undoing all the work.

3rdly. In particular situations, as those exposed to

move than ordinary wear and tear from the traffic over

them, tbe ground must be more than ordinarily rich and
good in order to support tbe trying circumstances it is

placed in. The same observations also hold good in slopes

and other exposed situations, when a bright sunshine

is more apt to affect an inclined plane, or rounded bank,

than a place level, or nearly so. We urge particular

attention to this point, for in many instances, where it

has not been attended to, the slopes present a scorohed-

up appearance immediately a few hot days set in in

summer ; and as they are generally in such positions as

to present themselves always to view, it behoves tlie

operator, when preparing such things, to keep in mind
that more than the ordinary amount of good stuff is

wanted for slopes and other places presenting a steep

angle to any direction likely to be aflected by tbe sun.

Having said that slopes ought to be indulged with

good materials, we may as well give young amateurs a

hint, that in laying out or forming such banks, an incline

called "two to one," is steep enough for most purposes,

which is a base of two feet to every foot perpendicular;

we are aware that ground-work is often steeper than

that, but it is not so well, and, of course, it is more
exposed to droughts than when of more moderate in-

clination. Such places ought always to be carefully

turfed over, for nnless done so, it often happens the

loose earth gets displaced, and the feature of the plane

is broken at a place where it ought to be retained in

great exactness.

It is needless to add, that when it is determined to

sow seeds tbe stones must be carefully removed from

tbe top, and even those likely to work to the top ought

to be removed, for many which are a little below the

surface at sowing time get to it afterwards, by the soil

shrinking on all sides of them, and rolling is but an in-

effectual way of disposing of them afterwards ; certainly,

it must be rolled, and that frequently, but tbe roller

will never press the stone any lower than just level with

the earth-work, and, consequently, liable to obstruct the

scythe, &c., ever afterwards.

We may conclude this article by calling on the in-

genious friends of horticulture to set their inventive

wits to work, and see if a mowing or grass-cutting

machine cannot be contrived free from the defects com-

plained of in the machines we have ; for, while ingenuity

has been put to tbe test to furnish implements or

machines for objects which before required but little

labour, it certainly reflects but little credit to the me
chanical portion of tbe horticultural world that tbe

important and laborious duty of cutting a large breadth

of grass should have been so little studied—for while

rival "fumigators" and "budding knives" strive for

the honours of public patronage, the old scythe, scarcely
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altered since the days of our great gi'andfathers, has to

do the same work now as then. Assuredly, this imple-

ment has not reached the summit of perfection yet,

though mucli improved by Boyd ; so that we should
liiie to licar of some ingenious friend to horticulture
talcing up the matter, and presenting tlie world with a
something simple in its uses and construction, quicker
and more uniform than the scythe, and free from tlie

defects of the machines of " Budding and Shanks."
Probably, there may be some such instrument in use
in some remote district not known to the rest of the
world, tlio same as the Scotch reaping machine was,
and miglit perhaps have remained, had not tlie parade
by which another one was ushered into the world called
it forth, not only to vindicate its own merits, but to
defeat the much-talked-of machine of the " go-ahead
American." Doubtless, some of our readers will remem-
ber seeing a drawing of the Scotch machine in Loudon's
" Gardeners' INIagazine," some twenty-five years ago, or
more, when the inventor, Mr. ]3ell, explained its con-
structions with unassuming pretensions, and certainly,

without that clog to a useful contrivance, " a patent ;

"

for though, in some of the intricacies of mechanism,
when it is applied to manufacturing and other purposes
of an extensive nature, " a patent" may remunerate the
inventor, we question much whether any individual
who secured to himself the exclusive right of making
boilers of a certain shajie, or pipes, tanks, fumigators,
sulphurators, or glass walls, was ever benefited to the
extent of the outlay the patent right incurred ; besides
which, the science of horticulture has, of late years,

been freed from that description of secrecy and pro-
tective enactments, which, in oin' younger days, tended
to mystify the calling rather than to dignify it.

J. RoBSON.

CULTIVATION OF TURNIPS.
{CoiiliiiitctlJ'rom pnijc 265. _)

When Common Turnips are sown very early they

require as much, or more, space than Swedish Turnips;

and if plenty of room is allowed them, the former often,

under good cultivation, produce a greater weight per

acre than the latter. Therefore, when sown in the

first earliest season, it is best to drill them at twenty

inches apart between the rows, and set them out at

eighteen inches apart in the rows. After having ma-
naged a crop of early Turnips in this manner, they

will, in favourable seasons, generally produce a heavy
crop

; but they must be fed off, or pidled for use, at the

period of maturity, otherwise they soon lose their

nutrition, and get rotten.

The Common Turnip cannot be so successfully culti-

vated when the land is hard underneath as the Swedish

Turnip. In fact, as a general rule, the laud cannot be

made too light, an illustration of which is contained

in an old saying, " When the land is in good order,

plough once more to ensure a crop."

In choosing land for the growth of roots, I am in

favoia- of light land for Common Turnips, and strong

loam for Swedes.

In making the land up for drilling, I think it should

be ridgod-up into such sized lauds as the nature of the

soil requires, so as to lay it dry in the winter mouths ;

and I find this crop succeeds best when drilled upon
the flat. Upon very dry soils, the larger the lands the

better, there being fewer furrows left to make the crop

irregular in growth, or to induce the sheep to lay in

them to a disadvantage whilst feeding ofl' the roots.

Indeed, wlierever it is intended to feed the crop by

sheep on the land, as is often the case upon loamy land>

which becomes very dirty from treading during the

winter months, I find it answer a much better purpose

to make the land up into lauds of fourteen turns with

the plough, and leave a deep and decided furrow, than

to make up small lands of five or seven turns, for the

sheep will avoid lying in a deep furrow, whereas nume-

rous shallow furrows prove a complete trap for them,

by which many, in some seasons, are lost, by rolling

into the furrows on their backs.

It is unusual to make the land into stetches for

Common Turnips, although excellent crops may be

grown in that manner, the crop not requiring the depth

of soil which is necessary for the Swedish Turnip.

When this crop is drilled upon the stetch, it is not so

likely to keep sound during the winter, for the hoeing

and interculture serves to remove the soil from the

plants, and leave the roots exposed to the effects of

frost, &c.

In manuring for Common Turnips, I am aware there

is a general impression that artificial manures which

are best for Swedish Turnips are likewise best adapted

for the production of the common varieties ; and it is so,

to a certain extent ; that is, when they are sown at an

early period for forward consumption.

Having stated, in a former paper on manuring

for the Swedish Turnip, that I considered guano,

or any manures rich in ammonia, could not be advan-

tageously applied to that crop,. I beg now to state,

that the same rule applies to early-sown Turnips. But
in applying artificial manures for the main crop of

Turnips, for general purposes, and winter consumption,

for which purpose they are not usually sown until the

middle and latter end of the mouth of July, it becomes

a different case altogether ; for the Turnips, when sown

at this advanced period, scarcely ever arrive at full

maturity before they are consumed ; they will, there-

fore, bear the stimidating action of guano, and other

ammoniacal applications, without injury; nor does frost,

and alternate changes of tlie weather, affect the crop

seriously when sown at this late season, the roots being

generally in the vigour of growth, and fully covered with

leaf, during the early part of winter. It can, therefore,

be made advantageous to stimulate the plants for the

purpose of inducing a luxuriant foliage. This being

the case, I propose, as the best manures for the varieties

of Common Turnips, a mixture of two hundredweight of

superphosphate, and one hundredweight of Peruvian

guano, with twenty bushels of ashes per acre, upon land

in a fair state of tillage previously ; and in case any

extra maniue may be required, apply, as an addition,

a quarter of bone-dust by tlie drill, or two hundred-

weight of guano broadcast, harrowed in at the time of

sowing. I do not, however, recommend the use of the

ordinary drill with ashes, under all cu'cumstances, for, in

many instances, I have noticed the superiority of the
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growth of Turnips when tlio iiiamire has been apphecl

with the water drill. Many farmers are, no doubt, induced

to use the ordinary drill because they happen to ]iossess

it, rather than hire the liquid drill ; but I think the latter

is quietly making its way, iu preference to the ordinary

turnip and mamne drill ; nor is it all surprising, when
it is considered that in the generality of soils the only

use of drilling ashes with other manures is to effect an

equal distribution, for which, in labour, a much greater

e.\pense is incurred than by the use of water.

There is an advantage in using the liquid drill in a

dry season—the seeds will vegetate quickly: whereas,

using ashes iu a dry state, mixed with manures, has the

effect of retarding the vegetation of the seed. It is

further useftd in applying the manures in a soluble

state, which divides the particles of manure more
minutely, and therelbre accelerates the growth of the

young plant.

The best manures for Tiu'uips, to apply by the water-

drill, is from two to three hundredweight of super-

phosphate, and one hundredweight of Peruvian, or

Bolivian guano per acre, mixed with from 300 to 400

gallons of water per acre; the larger quantity will not

be too much in dry weather ; indeed, more may be

applied with advantage if it can be readily obtained.

I am of opinion that considerable improvements ai'e

required in the drills hitherto in use ; and I make no

doubt, as their advantages become better appreciated,

that the ingenuity of our implement makers, and the

scientific research of our chemical manure manu-
facturers, will soon supply the desirable improvements.

I have abstained from any remarks relating to the

cultivation and management of stubble Turnips in this

article, because I propose to make it the subject of a

separate paper at a future time.

Joseph Blundell.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SILKWORMS.
WITH COMMENTS AND ADDITIONS.

By the Prior Jacopo Ricii.

( Continued from page 2C6. )

Many writers have treated of the diseases of Silkworms,
hut have generally, especially the more ancient, attributed

them to natural causes in the constitution of the worm,
instead of to their real reason. Modern authors, amongst
whom the most remarkable is Count Daudolo, wishing to

reduce the treatment of Silkworms to a certain system,
have demonstrated that tliese diseases proceed almost
entu'ely from the carelessness of the owners, and may be
prevented, and even cured, especially at the commencement.
But to form a clear idea on this interesting subject, we must
revert to what we said before, that the worm is created to

li\'e in the open air, but that the cocoon being valuable to

man, he has made it a domestic animal, and on this circum-
stance depends the diseases to which it is liable.

If we examine the creatm'e's structure, we shall find it

perfectly adapted to fultil all the objects of its existence,
and man should assist it in the execution of those functions,
by an enhghtened system, and not destroy it through
ignorance, avarice, and prejudice. Not choosing to act thus,
the husbandman either gives up keeping the worms, or
deriving small profit from them.

Repeated experiments have shown, that from the time
the eggs are laid diseases of various kinds may be intro-
duced into the establishment. They may be occasioned by

keeping the room in whicli are the eggs either too hot, or
too cold, or too damp ; also by heaping the eggs upon each
other too thickly. If the temperature bo at 10° or 1^" r.
(0.0° or 50° I'.), the eggs will not acquire the ashy hue na-
lin-al to them when they have been laid three weeks, and
which shows they are likely to be generally prolific. Worms
hatched from such eggs contain the seed of diseases whicli
sooner or later prove fatal. If, on the contrary, the tempe-
rature bo too high, there is ei|ual danger of the eggs being
injured, and the worms unhealthy. Again, if the room be
damp, the embryo contracts disease, which develops itself
with the growth of the worm. If the eggs are so heaped
together that the air does not circulate freely around them,
even iu a dry room, they will ferment and spoil, both in a
high and low temperature, and disease is certain to appear
among the worms.
But sliould the eggs be properly cared for, the worms will

be liable to sickness, if proper precaution be not observed
in hatching them. If too hot they will hatch prematurely,
and the worm will be of a reddish colour. If too cold, and
the hatching be retarded, the tender creatures will suffer
more or less according to the time they are so treated.
But the agriculturist must not stup here.
Though the primary cause of disease may be found in

want of care in the management of the eggs, he must take
the greatest possible care of the worms diu-ing the first four
stages, or they will sufler. "We must take care they are not
crowded ; that want of ventilation does not occasion a stag-
nation of damp air ; and th.at they are not fed with wet
leaves. It wiU not be useless to repeat what has been
previously said.

If the worms be too close to each other they do not grow
erpially. Some are healthy and large, others small and
stunted; consequently they do not become torpid at the same
time. Those who eat most, sleep first, and are then exposed
to suffocation from the leaves given to those still awake,
and their health must suffer by being surrounded with
damp leaves and other filth.

Many become putrid and die ; others cease to eat, and
perish in a few days ; others continue to eat languidly ; while
some recover, but are small and imperfect. If the venti-
lation be neglected, as is too often the case, the air stagnates,
fermentation is generated, and the necessary exhalations
checked. The increase of heats, damp, and impure air,

make the creatures weak and ill. Damp leaves increase the
fermentation, and, unless the prescribed means be resorted
to, the health of the worms is quickly affected. Again,
leaves which have been frost-bitten or otherwise injured,
may occasion diseases in the worm, especially dm-ing the
four first stages. After the foiu'th stage, the insect is subject
to various fatal diseases. These are principally the spot,

the negrone, the calciuaccio, and the giallume. Many
waiters think these are merely modifications of the same
disease.

The Spot consists of black, brown, or red spots, which
coiTupt the skin.

The C'alcinaccio, or turning into Ume, shows itself by the
insect becoming hard, and on being opened is foimd fuU of
an earthy substance.

The worm is called Net/rone when, in forming the cocoon,
the creature becomes black and wrinkled like a mummy :

the French call this Lcs Druqh's.

The Criallume (called by the French Les bitches, Le Gras,
or La Sanne) is known by the worms becoming yellow

;

they lose their appetite, become transparent and swelled, or
shrunk and flabby, and at last die.

However, as these diseases are usually caused by care-
lessness or ill-treatment of the worms, and as it is necessary
that the most ignorant should imderstand that it is so, we
will trace them to theii- origin. Many, perhaps, will not
comprehend me, but if I set forth clearly the means whereby
disease may be avoided, some even of the most stupid may
derive advantage. We must remember that SUkworms, iu
consequence of their rapid growth, eat a quantity of green
food, which, in comparison with that consumed by other
animals, may be truly called enoi-mous. This moist food
contains many elements which do not nourish the worms,
such as water, besides alkaline, acid, and earthy particles,

which do not support hfe. Now, as the worm has no means
of expelling extraneous matter, but a cutaneous exlmdation
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or perspii-ation, it follows that, although the alkaUne, and
acid, and waterj elements are thus cairied OH', the earthy

particles must remain in the body, to he evacuated after

they become moths. If the perspii-ation he checked, all

these particles remaining in the hody of the -worm induce a

chemical jirocess which is the cause of all the diseases the

creature sivfl'ers from.

The disease of the seyno, or sjxit, is the highest degree of

this process which decomposes the animal and produces
one totally ditferent. The various elements engender what
chemists call reciprocal affinity, and destroy the animal
matter. The black or red spots, which appear at tu-st on the

under side of the worm, are caused by the check given to

the perspiration when they ai'e too crowded, and they indi-

cate that the worm is about to become hard and die. The
complaint is not infectious ; worms attacked by it ai-e found
amongst others perfectly healthy, and in the cocoons some
chrysalises are hard and others not so, wliicli proves that it

depends on accidental causes. The disease called Calci-

naccio is of the same description ; under its attack the worm
becomes more or less hard, and is called calcijied, because
it is covered with a substance like lime or chalk. This
disease occurs at every stage, but more commonly after the

fourth change, and upon the bush before tliey skin, and
sometimes to the chiysalis, and so, by a chemical process,

the creature from a soft and corruptible substance is

changed to one iiard and incorruptible. Sometimes the

chemical process reduces the worais to a mere mummy, and
it is then called Negronc. Sometimes the decomposition
takes another coiu'se, and the creature is changed into a

soapy sixbstance, extremely putrid and offensive. The
cocoons thus aflected must be wound immediately, or they
will be spoilt.

The GiuUiime is of various kinds, or rather the same
complaint assumes different forms, and is called by different

names, but the causes are the same. Sometimes the wonns
are attacked by the diarrha;a, which is fatal to those aflected,

and very injurious, by reason of the fetid smell produced by
it, to the others, unless they are promptly separated. There
is anotlier malady called soffuijameulo or suffocation, which
is entirely owing to want of care. It is iiroduced by damp,
and heat, and impure air, engendered by the fermentation

of the leaves, and which will soon destroy all the wonns

—

turning the establishment into a sepulchre. Tlie worm
\riU die sooner in damp air than in dry, even though impure,
if the temperature be equal.

Having thus glanced at the principal maladies of Silk-

worms, we pass over many others which are not so universal,

which do not prevail in all climates, nor with all food ; for

it would be tedious to enumerate those peculiar to different

localities. But the most trustworthy writers, in different

countries, have observed, that all disease usually proceeds

from the same cause—want of care in the management of

the Worm. The Silkworm, like other cateipiilhu's, is formed
for the open air, and if man, for his own advantage, brings
it from its own country and cultivates it, he should endeavour,
by every means in his power, to remedy tlie variations

of climate, and otlier circumstances which aflect its well-

being. It is veiy difficult to frame a system, and to adhere
practically to it, so as to avoid all these inconveniences

;

but unless this is done, the Worm must suffer more or less.

Of course, the best system of b-eatment is that which follows

as closely as possible the law of nature. And he must not

be surprised, it acting upon the old plans, and leaving the

superrision of the worms to ignorant bigoted people, the

produce of silk should be scanty, and that there should be

constant sickness among the insects. The only matter of

sui^prise is, that under such treatment any advantage at all

sliould accrue to the owner.

The eggs having been ill-kept, are liatched in an ill-re-

gulated atmosphere, and amongst fetid exhalations. The
little worms are first heaped together in suffocating heat,

then exposed to a cold temperature, whicli in time becomes
unwholesome, and unfit for respiration, they are left

crowded together amidst the fetid exhalations from their

beds, which if changed are not immediately removed, the

attendants not being sufficiently alive to the prejudicial

effects of the fermentation.

When the beds are to be changed, the whole family

assemble in the room, forgetting that the smell of the

human body injm-es the woi-ms, which they take up by hand-
fuls, throw upon plates or dishes, and aftenvai-ds return

to the new beds, with most likely some of the filth from the
old ones adhering to them. Ko care is taken to give them
light, that most valuable stimulant to animal life.

{7'o he continued.)

THE HISTORY Of FRANK RANDALL.
By the Authoress of " My Flowers."

{Concluded frum I'xiije 248.)

We have followed Frank Randall, my readers, from
steady respectabiUty to a state of confirmed drunkenness.
A short, but awful journey! We are now going to attend

him dming the remaining stages ; and it would be well for

us all to consider t/Kcways, as we mark his downward course.

We may not all be drunkards ; but we may be habitual

breakers of one of God's commandments, at least ; and " he
that shiill offend in one point is guilty of all." So let us
not lay false comfort to our hearts, or say to om'selves
" peace, when there is no peace."

" Frank Randall liecame a confii-med drunkard, so that at

last I told him that I could no longer keep him in my em-
ploy, and that he must look out for another situation ; but
his promises of amendment were so earnest, and his ajipeals

so pathetic, thai I resolved to give him another trial.

" Shortly after this I was called away for a few days, and
on my retm'n, was infonned by his fellow-workmen that he
had been taken ill in my absence, and was gone home—

a

distance of 3i.<c miles into the comitry—where he had taken
a cottage, and was in the habit of walking home on a

Satm'day night (staying dming the week in a lodging in the
town). I found, aftenvards, that immediately I left home
he rushed away to his dninkeu friends, and was seized with
illness during a state of intoxication. I understood he ex-
pressed a great wish to see me, and, accordingly, I took the
earliest opportunity of riding over to his house. .4s I ap-

proached his dwelling, I saw him seated upon a stile in the
lane, inhaling the breezes of thiit early summer day, hoping,
I suppose, to drink in renovated health by its invigorating

breath. But alas ! how greatly was he changed 1 I could
scarcely have credited that so short a time could have
effected an alteration so feai-ful ! Death, I felt persuaded,
was stamped upon his brow; he comjilained of a violent

pain in his side, and a constant and wearying cough ; decided
consumptive symptoms had shown themselves, and the only

medical man that had seen him was the club - doctor, when
first taken ill. A veiy able physician, was, I knew, a daily

visitor at a neighboming gentleman's seat, and I begged
him to call at the cottage, which he kindly did ; and, on his

retmTi, informed me, that the only chance for his life was
to get him into an Infii'mary as an inmate, where he could
have good nursing, and the best advice.

" On paying him another visit, I found his removal im-
possible, for he had become rapidly worse ; and I now asked
whether he would not wish to see a clergyman, to which,
with great readiness, he assented. Would that I could have
taken every intemperate man to his death-bed ; they tlien

would have seen to what wretchedness, both of mind and
body, this fearful sin reduces its victim! They would have
heai'd the self accusations of a broken heart ; the deep wail-

ing for opportunities lost, and a life mis-spent !
' Oh !

'

he said, 'that God would once more raise me up, what a
different life would I lead

;

' but it was evident that nothing
short of a miracle could restore him to health. Poor
Randall's cottage was situated in a distant hamlet of a

parish, whose vicai- was well known to me, and I lost no
time in begging him to call. In a day or two aftenvards, I
received a note, telling me that he had seen him several

times ; that he was much interested in his case ; tliat he
had discovered that lie had never been admitted into the
Christian Church by baptism; that he jiroposed administer-
ing that sacrament to him on the following day ; and as a

witness was required in cases of adult baptism, he begged
me to come over and be present on the occasion.

"I reached the cottage at the appointed hour, and found
the excellent clerg\Tnan arrived before me, preparing poor
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Randall for Iho service ; aud I shall not easily forget the
solemnity of the occasion. It was a bright, clear, summer's
day, and all was perfectly still in that isolated spot, except
the gentle murmuring of the fitful breeze as it quivered
through the branches of a large pear-tree that overhung tho
cottage. Beyond this, the only sounds were the deep tones
of the vicar's voice, and the laborious breathings of the
dying man, as he sat, propped with pillows, in an arm chair,

while his wife and I were the only audience present. The
vicar's voice and manner were deeply impressive, and the
wonls seemed to fall with double weight on the ear upon so
momentous an occasion.

"The service was concluded; and after paying a sad fare-

well to tho invalid we left the cottage. I only once saw him
again, and he was then almost insensible of my presence. A
few hours passed away, and his .spirit was before the throne
of the God who gave it; his wife a widow, and his children
fatherless I

" Often, when on a visit to tlie vicarage, have I stolen
away to the quiet cluu-chyard, and as I gazed upon the
green mound whicli covers his grave, I have pondered over
the life of poor Frank Bandall, and thought how full of
lessons and of warning w^as his melancholy cai'eer."

Let us ponder upon his life and death too. I have
already often laid before my readers the horrible sin of
drunkenness, and inged and implored them to lieo from it

as from a serpent. Hero is another instance of its awfid
consequences, one which passed under the very eye of the
writer, and which, indeed, is ''full of lessons," and full
" of wai'ning."

It speaks to members of benefit clubs very pointedly,

and very loudly. It shows the peril of holding their meet-
ing at public-houses. It warns tliem to avoid the haunts of
sin ; to keep their useful and desirable institutions lioly ; to

assemble together in places where there is no temptation to

commit sin ; and also to be strict in their rules, and tem-
perate in the refreshment they partake of; for such is the
heart of man, that the least liberty given to the flesh lets in

a flood of iniquity. AYhen the managers of benefit clubs
are men who renlli/ fear God, they do not dare to hold their

meetmgs even iienr tlie haunts of Satan.
It speaks pointedly and loudly to woman. It bids her be

sober, and a keeper at home; it bids her be clean, careful,

attentive to the comfort of her husband, careful of her
money, and watchful over herself. It bids her beware, lest

her own conduct drives her husband from liis own fireside
;

nothing is so likely to do this as an uncomfortable, ignorant,
dirty, quarrelsome, or talkiiuj wife. I do not mean, a chatty,

cheerful-spoken wife, but a i/rindiitg, tiresome, everlasting
tallcer. No excuse for sin will be admitted at the judgment
day ; but when we provoke one another, much of our
brother's blood will be asked for at our hands.

It speaks—oh I how loudly it speaks—to man ! It says,

flee from the very first approach of sin ;
" abstain from all

appearance of evil
;
" " sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth

death." It says, beware of a steady character, when it has
no root. It is a subtle snare. It " indeed appears beautiful
outward, but within is full of dead mens bones, and all un-
cleanness." Oh ! beware of every respectable appearance
that does not spring from _/'c((7/^ //i J"f5«s Christy and that is

not tlie fruit of His Spirit. It never can stand in the day
of trial. Satan walks and simpers beside respectable
worlilli/ people ; he is not a bit afraid of them. Oh ! let

him not walk softly and fearlessly beside you, dear readers !

Doubt, suspect yourselves, if you do not " count all things
but loss, for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ
Jesus ;

" and you can tell in a minute whether you do that
or not. xMl else is Satan's handiwork, and leads to death.

There is only one " sti'ong tower," and that is " tlie name
of the Lord." Fhi- into it, and leave your worldly respecta-
bility behind ; it will follow yon, depend upon it, and abide
with 3'ou too; but if you stay behind with it, you will mourn
the day that ever you were born. Eeadci's ! ponder much
over the grave of poor Frank Eaiidall I

ADVICE TO rOULTRY EXHIBITORS.
Having so much opportunity of observing tho health of

the poultry at the different lOxliibitions at which I am
engaged, I feel anxious to conuuunicafe the causes which I
fancy produce tlie evils of which wc ha\e so often heard
complaint. In the first place, I wish to say a few words on
the form and manner of sending poultry. Many of the
birds are placed in expensive baskets, but these ai-e badly
constructed for their comfort and health, some being too
tall, unwieldy, and unnecessarily large, witli the sides much
too close for the free circulation of air. I would recommend
an open-sided basket, without canvass ; for, from my obser-
vations, I am convinced that canvass is one of the worst of
all materials with which to surround a package; the birds,
sitting down low, are Icept by it in a heated and bad atmo-
sphere

;
and most of those appearing worse for the journey,

at the last I'lymouth, and other Shows, came in baskets lined
with canvass, boxes, or very close-sided pacl;ages. My own
White Bantams were in a close basket two days, and,
althoiigh well fed, were very ill, but easily recovered by
attention. 1 purchased two pens of " Hamburghs," all of
which showed evident symptoms of exhaustion, and 1 dis-
co\ered they came some distance in close or canvass-sided
baskets. The symptoms were those of what is called "Ex-
hibition fever ;

" swelled and pale faces, froth from the eyes,
a drooping tail, loss of appetite, and appearance of great
exhaustion ; but I find a careful attendance, with generous
diet, green food, <?-c., soon brings them round again ; and I
must state my belief that this complaint is not contagious,
having myself bought a AVhitc Cochin cockerel, from the
Birmingham Show, in which this disease was much de-
veloped, and although the bird was turned to run with all

my stock, the disease was not communicated to them.
I give a sketch of the best basket I have seen, which holds

two pens of birds ; the top of open-work ; apertures at each
end; a closely-wickered division ; and openwork doors, which
fasten in the middle. Let there be no canvass covering.

I will take this opportunity of requesting parties, gene-

rally, to be more careful, as they can hardly expect valuable

fowls to come safely .300 miles, packed, as I received them at

Plymouth, in orange boxes! and others in baskets barely

large enough to contain them if dead !

I would also wish to call attention to the very careless

manner the labels are attached ; I should say one out of each
ten is generally misplaced, causing much confusion in

penning the birds, and stUl more after the exhibition, in

replacing them in the baskets.

At the last June shows, I believe the sales have fallen off,

and this may be attributed to the fooUsh prices attached. I

do not allude to the reserve, or prohibitory, sums of a

hundred or a thousand pounds, but to three guineas on
a pen of Bantams, worth, at most, four-aud-sixpenco. In
this case, the owner, a poor woman, wished to sell, but I

suppose she had heard of high prices, and wishing to

participate, over-priced her birds, and so had to take them
back again. In many other instances, instead of fair market
prices, about double their value is mai'ked on them.

I am very anxious to see a better material used for

sprinkling over the bottoms of the pens. I have seen sand
used, as at Birmingham ; long straw, in the basket pens, at

Cheltenham ; and sawdust, at the late I'lymouth, shows, and
I observe great objections to all of them: sand, as dirting the

birds ; and sand, as well as tho saw-dust, mixes too much
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with their food. To the long straw is to be objected that

it is difficult to remove in the cleaning. Notwithstanding
my experience, it is ditlicult to propose a material that shall

be unobjectionable, and I can only suggest that straw cut in

four inch lengths be tried, as being a dry, clean, material
easily removed.—W. Cutter, Batluimptun, Buth.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House, in
Hanover Square, on ^\'ednesday, the U'Jth of June.
Sewerage Matter.— Professor Way, the consulting

chemist to the Society, favoured the Council with his views
on the management of the sewerage matter of towns, and
its agricultural application, reserving for the paper he was
preparing on the suliject, for tlie Society's .lom-nal, the full

details intended by him to illustrate and confirm the views
in question. He first referred to the fallacious pretensions
of many plans xiroposed for the extraction and concentration
of manuring matter ; and then explained the sanitary
management of excrementitious matter in Belgium and in
France, particularly noticing the recent valuable report made
to the Board of Health by Mr. Eammell, on the arrange-
ments on this sitbject in Paiis, and to the Poudrette manu-
facture in that capital. He then proceeded to explain the
diUerence in reference to the London sewerage, on account
of the large amount of water which entered into its com-
position. He estimated this supply of water at 44 J millUons
of gallons a day, and considered that all excrementitious
matter, sooner or later, found its way in a comminuted state
into this large mass of sewerage. He regarded rain-water,
too, as being highly charged with manuring matter; and
detailed some interesting results of experiments made on
street-water as it rushed to the gully-holes of the sewers,
which showed it to contain a much larger amount of soluble
salts, especially salts of potash, tlian sewerage water, and
proved that such washings from the streets improved rather
than impaired the manming quality of the sewerage water
generally. The sewerage matter was in two states :—1. In
solution ; 2. In suspension. He explained that the solid
matter in sewage was only the woody or fibrous refuse of
sohd excrement, while ammonia and the more valuable
substances were retained in the liquid fonn. At present he
was aware of no method to convert sewage into solid manure
that would pay. It had been said tliat the liquid left after
the removal of the insoluble portion of sewage, was " in-
odorous, tasteless," and might be thrown into the river;
such a result might fulfil sanitai-y but not agricultiu-al
conditions. The question, however, was a double sanitary
and agricultural one ; and the two interests combined would
greatly facihtate their general and special objects, which
were much retarded while each party stood aloof. Professor
Way then detailed the vaiious substances proposed for the
filtration of sewage, and the various precipitauts to effect
the subsidence of its grosser matters ; he referred to the
plans of Higgs, Moffat, Stothert, Wickstead, Herapath, and
Dover ; to the poat-chai-ooal iilter of the sewage manufactory
company at Fulham; and to gypsum, sulphates of u-on,
magnesia, and zinc ; the alum salts, burnt day, and peat
and animal charcoal, as precipitauts and filtering substances
respectively. But no plan was efficient that does not include,
in the solid matter obtained, the various salts dissolved in
the original hquid. The milk of lime employed in Higgs'
process deal's the sewage from colour, but leaves in it neai'ly
all the organic matter. London water, too, was hard, already
holding carbonate of lime in solution ; when quicklime was
added, a lai-ge precipitate, consisting of double the quantity
of clialk, was thrown down, and thus increased, by so much
comparatively inert substance, the soUd matter obtained,
30 grains of cbaU; being obtained in this manner from
every gallon of sewage liquor. He would prefer sepai-ating
the sewage matter by itself; but even tliat would only
contain from -jj to 3 per cent, of ammonia, and would not
pay. He recommended farmers to avail themselves of the
strongest and best manures, as occasioning less expense in
the original cost, can-iage, storing, and application. Many

methods had been proposed to facilitate the mechanical
separation of sewerage matter and to deodorise it; but m
all these, the valuable salts were left behind. Peat and
other cliarcoal did not arrest ammonia, as had been supposed,
but absorbed it as gas by a peculiar power of surface which
the charcoal exercised ; but water, having a tendency to
unite with ammonia, washed this gas out again; charcoal,
however, retained the solid matter, and deodorised it, but
did not separate the soluble salts. He then refen-ed to the
apphcation of bmnt clay on soils to the purpose of absorbing
manuring matter; but showed that the etfect of carrying
out manm-e to the field was very ditferent from tliat of
bringing a portion of soil to the maniu-e,the relative propor-
tion in this case deciding the result. Soil, in fact, could not
be used as a filter ; it could not economically be taken
into the town and then out again into the fields. No
plan, he believed, was at present known by which the
whole of the sewerage matter could be obtained in a soUd
state, excepting by evaporation ; and that of coturse was out
of the question. Prof. AVay was awai-e that every one who
took a deep interest in any subject, looked with a particular
favour on views which he himself entertained and bad
originated ; and accordingly he felt a natural interest in tlie

successful application of the sihcates, to which he had often
made reference in that room : he really beheved, however,
that these substances, or something analogous to them, were
the only likely means by whicli the potash and the other
saUne matters could be removed from the sewage liquor in
a solid state. But he considered it unwise for farmers to
make nianmes, while they could pm-chase them at a cheaper
rate than they could themselves manufacture them. Un-
fortunately those low lands that could most easily be reached
by water, were the very kuids that least required manm'e.
Liquid sewerage, as a whole, he thought ofl'ered the lai-gest

IJrospect of success, as the whole of the manuring matter
was, in that case, utiHsed. A disagreeable odour was
occasioned by its sulphm-etted hydrogen, but there was
no great loss of manuring value. The usual outlets of
sewers natm-ally occurred in those lower levels which, as he
had just remarked, least i-equired maniunng, being beds of
river alluvial deposits, consisting of day nicely tempered
with sand. The poor thin high grounds, particularly in
sandy districts, were those which most required the aid of
manm-e. Pumping the sewage up again was the only plan

;

but halfway measures would be a faOm-e. The farmer
should have the power of using it on levels as high as the
towns. In some of tliese, as Exeter, situated on a circuit of
hiUy ground, it would be waste of power to bring the sewage
down from them to the lower outfall, and then to pump it

up again ; but it might, he thought, be economically emijloyed
in contour lines around such towns. But generally speaking,
the distribution of liquid-manure, to be fully available,
should be efl'ected on an extensi\ e system ; it was ridiculous
for a place like Edmburgh, with its large amount of inhabit-
ants, to supply liquid-manure for only a few thousand acres;
such excrementitious matter ought toyieldmanuringelemests
for hundi-eds of thousands of acres, if applied at once to
the land.

POULTRY-YARD REPORT.
Yon ask for this yeai's experience in rearing and manage-

ment of poultiy. Mine is not very important in character,
neither, at present, have I a large number in the yai-d; but
such as it is, I give it you correctly, for the insertion in your
paper, if you please.

Eggs produced from the 5th of Februaiy to the 5th of
June, from

2 Cochin hens 108
5 White-faced, &c., Spanish 200
3 Spangled Hamburghs, from the 2.'Jth of

February to the 5th of June 181
The Cochin hens were in their nest, and with young, for

six weeks of the above time ; none of the others have been
broody.

Subsequent to the oth of June, ray Spanish have not been
so regulai-, and the Cochins have again been mothers ; but
the Hamburghs continue laying an egg each neai-ly every day.
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I vary tlie food very much— in grain, I give barley, wheat,

ami Iniliau com. 01' soft food, I give sopped bread,

potatoes, bai'ley-meal, and rice; plenty of cabbage-leaves,

grass, and other green food ; occasionally worma, but no
meat.

All have been healthy but my white-faced Spanish ; one of

those pines, looks sickly, ^ots off her food, and two of them
have lost feathers off the head.

I have sat 110 eggs, but have only hatched fifty-four

chickens; at the present time I only have forty, having lost

fourteen by death, casualties, &c. ; this is very bad luck, but

most of my friends have had the same. I cannot account

for it ; somo of my nests are near the ground, others on
shelves; that seems to make no ililference.

]\ly Cochin and White-faced are only fourteen months
old, but the Hamburghs are two yeai-s old.

Sat 24 Cochin ©ggs: now living, 7 chicks.

„ 46 "White-faced Spanisli „ ,, ^7 „

„ 38 Hamburgh . „ „ t) „
The casualties were confined to Spanish and Hamburghs,
no Cochin chicks having died. Thus, age of parents gives

no criterion to Judge by.

I find Cochin fowls, botli young and old, eat by far the
most food, and yield the fewest eggs; for had I given you
the results from the 1st of January to the present time, it

woidd have been far more imfavourable to the Cochins. 1

shall not increase, or, perhaps, even continue my stock of

Coebhis, both for the above reasons, and also because they
are ungainly table birds; and I find, by observation and
expei-ience, that there is no certainty in tlie plumage of

the young birds ; they as frequently differ from, as follow, the

plumage of the old birds from which they descend, tlius

making the production of good birds so uncertain. But
Spanislt always breed uniform ; Black Spanish and Hani-
bui'gh the same. These two breeds, also, never become
broody.—B. S. S., Redhuul, Bristol.

TO CORRESPONDENTS,

*,* We request that no one will write to the tlepartmental writers of

The Cottage Garbener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

eipense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener,^, Ameii Corner, Paternoster Row, Lo7i{lon,**

Sea Kale (A Surrei/ Sub/!crif>ey).—In your two-lijrht frame you may
produce the quantity of Kale you mention (two weekly cuttings). Tan
would give heat sufficient, and it would take two large cart loads ; place
a covering of littery dung, or fresh gathered leaves upon it, and upon
that nine inches of good loam to put the roots in. To obtain plants you
must devote a piece of ground for the purpose, and sow a portion
sufficient to fill tlie frame every year. Old roots that have forced are of
no use for forcing in that way. To blanch the Kale, all that jou would
require would be a dense covering of straw and mats to keep out the
light. V'uu should fill half a light at a time, in order to produce a
succession.

Bramah-Poutra Fowls,— iVr. /. J. Nolan informs us that he has
received some of these from America; and adds, that lie thinks them a
distinct race, although "a sub-division of the Shanghae." He also says
that they lay " as many eggs, but as near as [possible the size of a Turkey
egg." As we entertain grave doubts upon these points, we will say no
more upon the bubject, until a little more experience contirms or removes
those doubts.

Food for Young Sbanghaes (£?. S. Roier/s).—Barley, whole and
in the state of meal, wheat, boiled rice, Indian meal, with the scraps of
meat and bones from the house, and plenty of ffreen fond, such as grass,
cabbage and lettuce leaves, are a good varied diet for Shanghae cockerels
and pullets.

Blood-hound Puppies [B. H.).~We have a letter for you.

Lemon Balm Wine.—A Clergi/man has favoured us with this recipe
fur "J. F."— "To 10 gallons of water add 18 pounds of loaf-sugar,
and the whites of 12 eggs, well-beaten

;
put all into a large pan, and let

it boil till the scum rises ; take off the scum into a sieve, .ind return all

that runs through till all the scum is olT, then turn it into a vessel to
cool ; take 2^ pounds of lemon balm fpick the delicate tupa of the lemon
balm)

; put it into n well-seasoned cask } and when the liquor in sf cold

as summer water, pour it into the cank, and add a tablespoonful of beat

top yeast ; press down the lemon balm with a stick, and fill up the cask
with what runs over every night :md morning. It will work violently

for two or three days; let it work ten days; then bung it up close, and
that day month bottle, cork, and ifire it."

Erratum.—The small rods, mentioned near the bottom of the second
column, p. 241, should have been described as one-and-a-half inch,

instead of half-inch in diameter. The latter would not bear the weight.

Dormant Lime Tree.— TI'. H. says *' One of a row of limes, from 15

to 20 feet high, advanced with the others, this spring, to the point of the
full swelling of the buds, and there stopped. The others came into leaf;

this one alone has not burst a bud ; yet the buds appear ready to burst,

and are full of sap : the twigs are lithe, as usual, to the very extremity."
It is quite uncertain what ails the tree, but we liave little fear about its

making a midsummer start ; at any rate you can do no more to it than
you have. "The dwarf RUododf.7idvon bed you gave me some advice
about a month or two ago has just gone out of flower, and rather alarms
me by its vigorous growth. Should the plants be pruned back ?" The
Rhododendrons are doing remarkably well, and you must not touch a

shoot or a leaf of them this season, nor until they go out of flower next
year, and then you can cut them back to anywhere you like ; but our
other readers must be told that your plants were only lately put into the

bed, and that alone is the reason for sparing them from the pruning knife

this season.

Bella Donna Lily Bulbs (C. C ).—If you have a well-drained
border, of good soil, in the south front of your house, or any wall, you
may plant the bulbs at once, the sooner now the better. Place them six

inches below the surface, nine inches apart, and six inches from the wall

;

but, first of all, read what has been said about them at Claremont last

October. In the open ground they will grow in any soil that will carry

good cauliflower, or, indeed, any good kitchen-garden ground. They
are not very good bulbs for pots, and tlie chief reason is, that they receive

too much kindness that way. We only know one amateur who does
them well in |)0ts, and he certainly does them better that way than any
one in England, as far as we know, and so he does all the true Amaryllid
tribe, including the very rare Amtiri/Uis blnndn, from which he has
obtained crosses just at the time we all thought this fine bulb was lost to

Europe. He pots his Bella Donnas in the same kind of strong yellow
loam as we recommended, and without any mixture of leaf and peat,

with which so many fine bulbs have been sacrificed. He puts one bulb in

a number thirty-two pot, an upright one. and only half buries the bult>

in the soil, and he leaves an inch empty at top to receive copious water-

ings when the leaves are full grown ; he does not " shift" one of these

till they break the pot with their roots. He begins to water by the

middle of August. The flowers are up in a month ; after them come
the leaves, and the bulbs are kept as cool and airy all the winter as

possible, they often get two or three degrees of frost. In February,
RIarch, and April, they get abundance of water ; by the middle or end of

May they are at rest, and are kept dry in the sun till the time of watering

comes round in August ; or say strong loam, upright pots, no shifting, very

eool and very airy all winter, a large supply of water in the spring, and u

hot dry summer in the open air, will grow the Bella Donna, in pots, to

perfection ; but coddling and messing them about soon spoils them.

Flower Garden Plan (Stripling).—Remarkably well done for an
Italian garden on English soil. There is one small principle violated in

tbe'disposition of the beds d, both the small and large sizes ; these are

in the middle of grass figures, and the grass figures are bounded all

round by walks, therefore the outlines of the beds next the tvulk should
be an exact repetition of the lines of grass. The broad ends of the

smaller beds d should have two corners, with a very small curve between
them, to correspond with the green carpet—the rest of these beds are

quite right. The four large beds d should be altered on the same
principle; at least, we must say so when the pUn is engraved. In a
private way, if the " governor " approves of them as they are, he has a

perfect right to have them so. The chain pattern, all round, is not
original, of course, but none the worse for that—your own way of

planting it is quite original, and very good indeed ; some would object to

having the plants so high on the side next the housct

Bees— TO prevent Swarming (Aii Amateur Bee-keeper).—**I have
two stocks of bees in common cottage hives, which I nadired the begin-
ning of last month (May), one with a bee-boy. containing about 250 cubic
inches, the other with a large straw hive having a hole in the top. They
have now nearly filled these with comb, and in the bee-box I can see that

a considerable number of drone cells have been sealed over the last week.
They also give indications of swarming—that is, in the middle of the
day, whf-n the sun shines hot, they fly about the garden in an agitated

manner. What means should I use to prevent their swarming ? " Had
you S!//)L')'-hived your bees, instead of H«rfer-hiving, you could by this

time have had some fine honey from them. However, as it is, you had
better nadir-hive again, with a box not more than five inches deep, and
the size of the hive—that is, if they appear to want room.

Bees—Joining Casts to Swarm {J, W.),—"Canyon account for

the following result of uniting a cast to a swarm ; and can you tell me
how such a fatality is to be avoided ? On the 23rd I hived a swarm, which
in the evening weighed three pounds ; on the same day I hived a cast

weighing one-and-a-halfpounds in the evening, these I united by knocking
out the cast, and placing the swarm over it. On the following morning,
I found on the sheet spread under the mouth of the hive about 500 or

600 bees ; before twelve o'clock the whole left the hive, and settled within
a yard or two of the place on which the swarm had settled. 1 hived
them, and weighed them, and found they had lost one pound ten ounces,
so that my hive (swarm), after putting to it the cast, one-and-a-half pounds,
had lost two ounces by the experiment. Is not this a strong argument
against the practice ? Would it not be better to hive casta separately,

join bees to these in autumn, and feed them a little, they would have
young queens, and this fearful loss would be ftvoideU ? " We huve
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united casts tintl swarms, for the last forty years, and never in a sinple
instance has the like happened. Our method has been given in Tub
Cottage Gardeneb.—J, H. i*.

Bees.—7;?. H. says:— " Yesterday one of my hives sent forth a cast
about ten o'clock, a.m. The cast was put into one of Payne's Cottage
Hives (a new one\ and in haif-an-hour's time, the bees being quiet, the
old stock was removed from its position, its entrance closed, and the cast
jilaced on its stand, to receive the bees that happened to be out as they
returned from tlie fields. I should have said, that the cast, when it

settled, alighted in two clusters on the adjoining branches of a yew tree.
In about half-an-hour after they were placed on the stand there ivas
evidence of some confusion, which lasted till one o'clock, when all the
bees left the hive. After being in the air fullv ten minutes, they alishted
again (this time in one cluster), hut with cjnsiderahle hesitation, on the
hough where they had collected when they first swarmed. This time
many of the bees seemed very unsettled and would not cluster. I hived
thera in an old common hive, and left them under the tree. The bees
remained in it for about two hours, docking in and out all the while.
They a third time returned to the bough. I hived them once more, in
Payne's Cottager's Hive, and sprinkled the inside with honey and beer.
On returning to look at them in a short time they were all gone. I
should add, that each time they were hived not one single bee was left
upon the bough of the tree. M'liat became of the bees I do not know,
they may have returned to the old hive, which I had before this placed
upon Its stand. What was amiss in all this? What was the cause of
the bees declining to remain in the hive? Their confusion, and the un-
certamty of their movements, gave me the impression that they lost their
queen on their leaving the hive the first time after swarming." In all
probability they came out w ithout a queen, and would have returned in
the first instance to their parent hive, had it not been removed from its
place. They did ultimately return, no doubt. It is possible they might
have lost their queen, which would have produced the same result.

Cekasds seeotina (SfAotoiicMs).—This is the American Bird
Cherry. Hurts.—As you can obtain neither chalk nor gravel, make
them of coal tar and the finest portions of the silted coal ashes which you
say are abundant. The latter must be perfectly dry, and will then form
a concrete with the tar

; the addition of a Utile lime will improve the
hardness of the composition. Never mind whether vegetation is later or
earlier, plant deciduous trees when the leaves are becoming yellow ; and
vegetables in your kitchen garden about the times given in oiir calen.lars.
The concrete mentioned above, spread over clay, makes perfectly ti''ht
water tanks.

°

WooDLlcE (A Subscriljcr).—Ga-i lime drives them away, and they
may be trapped by having two tiles set over each ether one-eighth of ail
inch apart. Bo not put the gas lime too near the Carnations.

Spanish Fowls Kaas.—Ccipl. w. H. Snclt says that he had four
weighed last year by Mr. French, of High Holborn, and they weighed
402S. 3grs. each. From a subsequent letter, we find that they were double
yolked.

Balm of Gilead Seedlings (.1 Country Suiscrilier).~Yoxi do not
say where they are growing, 'I'oo much wet is the cause of their damp-
ing off; let them have less, and sprinkle dry saud among them.

YODNG TOEKEYS (G. L. Ee).—"Cm any of your readers give me
some information respecting the diseases of voung turkey chicks ? Last
summer I had twenty-nine hatched from two hens, and at about four or
five weeks old they began to droop, were affected with cramp, apparent
giddiness, blindness, &c , which at first was only at intervals duriii'^ the
day

; and, notwithstanding all the remedial measures of peppercorns,
hot wine, carraway-seeds. &c.. which I was advised to try, they drooped
and one by one died. Thinking either the farm they were at did not
suit them, or that the poultry woman who managed them was not skilful,
I this year removed the Turkcvs to another farm, with a very experienced,
good poultry woman. The Turkey only hatched out eight, but for six
weeks they were most thriving, but now one has died, and I fear that all
the rest will do the same, as three or four of the.ni are uow, at intervals
in the day, apparently quite giddy, with their head hanging down,
shaking with a kind of cramp, and always in the morning with a sort of
film over their eyes. They cat well .at interv.ils, when for a time it passes
quite oif. We have taken every care to keep thera dry and warm, and
house them every night in a dry, warm place ; but, as the disease seems
a very marked one, perhaps there may be some remedy for it, and. if so
I should feel very much obliged to vou if you could give me some in-
formation about It. The food they have had has been barley-meal and
chopped onions." We shall be glad if any one experienced in r.lising
Turkies will give us an account of their mode of treatment.

PODLTRT HoosE.—H. T. would be obliged by the plan of a house
calculated for keeping under one roof Ducks, Turkeys, Shanghacs, and
Dorkings.

Erecting Greenuouse {A Country Rector).—VriLy consult our fifth
and sixth volumes; you will there find abundant information on the
subject.

Bad-tasted Butter.— T. C. B. wishes us to state that he finds the
remedy recommended by us on the 12th of May completely successful.

X, y, Z., Morpeth,—T^iz party vou mention we believe to be re-
spectable.

Vine (/. H.).—\Ve should bend the stem down, and introduce it
through the brick-work just below the sash. This is the most desirable
plan, but It 18 impossible to advise positively without seeing the place
and the Vine.

HAMBURGns (Amatenr).—The coloured plate of these in No. 4 of
The Poultrii Book should have been " Golden-/i«i«7/erf'Hamburghs."
They took a first prize at the Metropolitan show last year.'

Half-drowned Chickens f.V. ilf.;.—Whvnot keep tbem in a wired
enclosure unlil old enough to be more careful ? Prevention in such
case is certainly better than having to cure. When a chicken does fall
into water, the best proceeding is to get it out again without delay and
to dry it before a fire.

Spot in Geranidms (Defon).—There is no doubt that your plants
are alfected with it.

Young Vines (Now a Constant Reader).—Yoa may prune them now.
Sec what we have said above about erecting a Greenhouse.

BniTisn Queen Strawderrt (PZk^o).—Apply to its raiser, Mr.
Myatt, nurseryman, Deptford.

Otto of Roses (jB. C.).—To obtain one drop of this would require,
probably, the flowers from every rose-tree in vour parish. To make rose
wattr from the flowers, requires distillation and a proper apparatus.

INSECT-NEST ON Wall (J. L., B'a.rforil).—Thc patch of dirt on the
wall enclosing thirteen cells, in winch were grubs, was the nest of one
of the Mason Wasps (Odynerus). The grubs ncre the store of food laid
up by the parent wasp, the builder of the nest, for the young wasp-grubs
when hatched.

Name op Insect iHenrictfe).—The caterpilhir in your Ayrshire Rose
is that of the Common Vapourer Moth.

Ventilation of Rooms (F. S.).—The best answer to your query is
the fullowing extract from a little work on "Domestic Economy" by
Mr. Tegetmeier :

—

" Ventil.ation.—The only ventilation practicable in the houses of
the working classes is that « hich is termed natural ventilation ; which is
caused by the ascent of heated air ; the air which becomes impure by
the action of the lungs, or hy the burninir of candles, lamps, gas, &c., or
by the fire, is heated, and rendered lighter than pure air, it therefore
rises to the top, and cold, pure air takes its )dacc.
"Thus, to ventilate a room well, it is essential that there should be

two openings
;
one above, hy means of which the impure, heated air can

pass out, and another below, for the entrance of pure, cold air.
" In dwelling rooms, as ordinarily constructed, the impure air is

iniperfectly carried away by the draught of the chimney ; it follows that
the whole of the room above the level of the fire-place remains filled with
air in a partially impure state ; and the openings by which air is admitted
are usually left to chance, the cracks around and under the doors and
window;^s being the means by which it gains an entrance. If these are
not sufficient to admit a proper quantity of air to supply the draught of
the chimney, the latter necessarily smokes.

" A much better plan is to admit the pure outer air, by means of a
plate of perforated zinc placed, instead of a pane of glass, in the upper
par' of one or more of the windows farthest from the fire ; the air
entering through the zinc in small streams, becomes so mingled with the
warm air of the room that a draught is prevented, and when the windows
are opposite the fire, the whole air of the room is gradually and imper-
ceptibly changed. If to this mode of admitting pure, cold air, be added
an opening in the chimney, near the ceiling, to allow the escape of the I

impure, warm air, much will be done for health and comfort: this
'

opening in the chimney, however, requires a chimney-valve to prevent
any downward draught of smoke; the utility of this mode of allowing
air to enter and escape for the purpose of ventilating rooms, is proved by
Its frequent and increasing adoption. Sheets of perforated zinc may be
obtained from Sd. upwards, and chimney valves from 4s. to as. Where
appearance is an object, glass perforated with circular holes or slits may
he employed instead of zinc, and chimney-valves are made of a very
ornamental character.
" Cold air, it may be added, should never be admitted under the doors

or at the bottom of a roam, unless it be close to the fire or stove, other-
wise it flows along the floor towards the fire-place, leaving the upper
foul air unchanged, and cooling most unpleasantly and injuriously the
feet and legs, which are most susceptible of injury by cold."

Names op Plants (/iifyuisi/o)-).-The only Fern which reached us
was a piece of the Common Potr/podium vut'^itre. The Damltia cana-
riensis is one of the Hare's Foot" Ferns, (iieii. R. M. £.)—Yours is the
Aloe variesatn, or Partridge breast Aloe. Our correspondent says " it
was out-of-doors the whole winter near Cloyne, in Ireland, it being only
covered with a hand-light during severe days, and it is now in bloom.
Eccremocarpus is hardy there, and bore the frost very well, as did
Gazuniit rifrens; hut Lophonpernum was killed." (W. Ledger}.—W'e
think Doronicum cuucasicum. (Carif^ Cathol).—We believe your bit of
Miffisritis to be the M. eivspitusa, which is so much like the patustris, but
ca^.yjitosa is considered a biennial, and palmtris a perennial. We see
nothing wrong with respect to your Scarlet Geranium ; plants often
exhibit a little sickly appearance until they become estalilished, either
from too much wet, cutting winds, or some other too great change.
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at any suitable distance from tlie glass. AVe have had

very nice ones made of pieces of wood one incli square,

four longitudinal oues for the size of a light, and two

end ones, and then the whole spaces thrown into small

squares, by taking tarred sinall cord across from one

longitudinal piece to another. We prefer all such

trellissing to be in pieces of the size of one light, as

then the whole arrangement is easily changed, according

to the crops required. The trellis is a safeguard against

damping, and, when insects appear, the smoke of

tobacco, and the syringe, tell moi'e decidedly upon them.

About fifteen inches from the glass, and from that to

twenty, will be most suitable at this season. Wliere

there is no trellis, the fruit must be carefully supported

above the ground.

Waterinij.—After growth has commenced, the less

water that will keep the plants in health the better will

be the fruit. Little should find its way to the surface of

the bed, even with a trellis, after the first of Sejitember. I

Without a trellis, the necessary waterings should be

given by ])ouring the liquid into boles, and thus keep- I

iug the surface soil dry. After the beginning of August

avoid putting any within six inches of the main stem.

In fine days, however, the plants and fruit will be

benefited with just a slight dewing over the foliage from

a fine syringe, shutting up early in an afternoon, and

giving a little air again in the evening.

Air giiing, Shmling, and Temperature.—If air is not

left on all night it should be given early in the morn-

ing. Too much must not be given during t)ie day, as a

high flavour greatly depends upon a high temperature

and a dry atmosphere. When growing, keep the atmos-

phere moist ; as the fruit approaches maturity, let it

become dryish. The more sun the plants will stand, the

better, other things being equal, will be the flavour of tlie

fruit. No shading should be given, therefore, unless

during sudden extremes of weather, fi'om dull to bright.

Melons that require shading every sunny day, in

August for instance, might just as well be cut green,

and used in place of Cucumbers. We have had good

autumn fruit with a bottom-heat ranging from 70° to

75°, and 80° ; an atmospheric night temperature of

from 00° to 65° ; and a day temperature ranging

from t)5° in the morning to 90" and 95° at noon.

Under such circumstances, the foliage becomes as stiff,

but also more brittle than glass, as the least touch in a

careless way will break and disfigure the best of the

leaves.

Slopping, Training, Setting, tC-c.—These, though men-
tioned last, will be the matters first demanding attention ;

and, perhaps, no points in ilelon culture are more im-

portant. The whole of the treatment we would re-

commend here is based chiefly on two facts; the first,

that a few healthy, largish leaves, exercise a more bene-

ficial elaborating power than a similar space occupied

with yoiuiger and smaller foliage. The second is, that

the Melon, in no stage of its growth, endures the

pruuings and loppings that a Cucumber may be sub-

jected to with advantage. This points out the propriety

of stopping and picking out buds with the point of a

penknife, or the thumb and finger, instead of having to

lop branches away with a pruning-knife. Success will

greatly depend in preventing, rather than removing,

useless gi-owtli.

Keeping in view, then, that a young Melon plant,

properly supported, would grow as upright as a Spruce

Fir, and that from the axil of every leaf on that young

stem would come a side-shoot, on the laterals of which

side-slioots fruit is generally formed, we are furnished

with the guide as to the time and modes of stopping.

Thus, when we wish a plant to fill a light, we do not

stop the plant until it has made some five or six joints,

so that we may have as may leading stems trained

along the ground. If we have two or three plants

in a light, two or three stems from each plant will be

sufiicient, and the others must be pinched out when

they show themselves peeping from the axils of the

leaves. The same rule holds good when the plants are

to be trained to a trellis ; only here, as the soil may be

one or two feet beneath the trellis, the young plant

should be trained to the requisite height without

stopping, and every bud below that height should bo

picked out with the point of a penknife, and care should

then be taken, that, in nipping out the point of the

shoot, as many small loaves should be left with the

bud in their axils untouched, as you wish for main

shoots to train across the allotted space. As soon as

these shoots are from six to twelve inches in length,

they should be fastened to the ground with pegs, or to

the trellis with string; and here the same disbudding

process must go on again, picking out each bud from

the axils of the leaves as the shoots advance, until the

shoots get to within a foot or so of their allotted space,

wlien the points of them are nipped out, leaving three

or four joints with the buds untouched. From these

buds lateral shoots will spring, most of which will show

fruit at the first joint, and a few at the second, and some

fewer may not show at all. As soon as the fruit shows,

stop the lateral shoot one joint above the fruit, or close

to the fniit, for we never found that either mode bad

any advantage over the other.

By this system it will he perceived that disbudding

takes the place of cutting and pruning; that the main

shoots obtain an equal start to secure something like

equality of growth ; that most of the lateral shoots show

fruit about the same time; that thus the fruit on a

plant set and begin to swell as nearly as possible co-

temporaneously, a matter of much importance in Melon

growing, as, if one fruit gets the start very much of the

rest, it will, ultimately, be too apt to drain all the

resources of the plant to itself, to the starvation of its

younger sisters.

AVe thought of altogether passing over the " setting,"'

or fecundating process, but we can never forget the fact

of an old jobbing gardener, who had served an appren-

ticeship, and lived under some notable gardeners,

asking us to explain the difierence between the

male and female flowers, and the Jioii's, why's, and

what's about the fecundating process. Now, this may
meet the eye of a few quite as ignorant. Well, the
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Melon aud tlie Cucumber have the peculiarity of having

distinct male and female flowers ; the female is always

known by having the embryo fruit behind it. Unless

when seed is wanted, it is of no consequence fecundating

a Cucumber ; nay, when line long fruit are wanted we

have found the object best secured by tying vip the

leniale flower, and thus preventing fecundation. But

we have seldom or never known a case of a Melon

swelling freely, and arriving at full maturity, that did

not contain fecundated seeds. Ileuco the importance

of the process in their case, which is thus ctl'ected :

—

On the same or the following day that a female blossom

opens, and the blossom is dry, and the stigmas in the

centre present a moistish appearance, take off a male

blossom, known at once from what we have said of its

opposite, and if you observe tliat the yellow dust or

pollen will scatter freely from tlie stamens, hold it

npright, pick olF the yellow " flower," or corolla, and

then, reversing it, gently touch the centre, or stigma, of

the female flower, and leave it there. Even with all

this care, fecundation, and the consequent free swelling

of the fruit, will frequently not take place. There is a

little secret here we have often tried with success, and

as such we freely surrender it to the denizens of The
Cottage Gardener. If the Melons are growing on the

ground the female blossom will generally look up to

the light. After inserting the male flower, as described,

draw the female corolla over it, bring its edges down to

a piece of tile or stone, and, when once there, place

another piece on their points, so as to keep tliem there.

If grown on a trellis, go through the operation in a

similar manner, but after bringing the points of the

petals together tie them there with a string, and then

from this string suspend a weight of from an ounce to

a quarter-of-a-pound. It is amazing what a weight

these petals will thus carry without being drawn ofT.

The object, in both cases, is to retain more nourishment

to the fruit by checking the return of the sap. We
have prastised the same mode for causing early Cucum-
bers to swell fast for more than twenty years. F.

pledge ourselves to use every exertion to prevent such
objectionablo appointments being continued."

Ot'R readers will remember that in connection with the

Blrmbujham Poiiltrt/ Show we have long and un-

flinchingly advocated as two amendments, that tlie

show shall be kept open for a less number of days than

at present; and that no dealer in poultry shall be em-

ployed as a judge. As evidences that these two recom-

mendations are sound, we publish two documents, every

signature to which we claim as a sustaining witness.

One memorial to the Committee of the Birmingham
Exhibition was as follows :

—
" We, tlie undersigned,

being Breeders and Exhibitors of Domestic Poultry,

are convinced that the practice of appointing dealers

(that is to say, persons who buy and sell exclusively for

profit or gain) as judges at public shows, must materially

tend to diminish the public conlideuce, and will even-

tually defeat the object for which such exhibitions were

instituted ; and feeling the necessity of taking some

steps for the prevention of the evil complained of, hereby

T. Sturgeon, Esq., Manor
House, Grays, Essex

G. C. Atkins, Esq., Edgbas-
ton, Birmingham

.T. Cattell, Esq., Moseley,
Birmingham

E. Bond, Esq., Leeds
E. George, Esq., Coulson,

Surrey
W. Van Wart, Esq., Selley

Grove, Northiield
C. S. Floyd, Esq., Holmfirth,

Yorkshire
V. W. Blake, Esq., Old

Square, Birmingham
W. A. Lyndon, Esq., Mose-

ley, Birmingham
T. B. Stead, Esq., Leeds
Mr. J. EisseU, Moseley, Bir-

mingham
Mr. .J. T. Wilson, Eedditch,

Worcestershire
Mr. Y. R. Graham, Y'^ardley,

ditto

Mr. W. Auderton, Spark

-

brook, ditto

Mr. H. Wildman, Birming-
ham

Mr. G. Lowe, Birmingliam
Mr. J. Ilardwick, Birming-
ham

Mr. G. Graham, Yardley
Mr. E. Lowe, Comberford

Mill

Mr. R. Cox, Highfield, Edg-
baston

Mr. G. Newark, Coventry
Mr.W.H.Smith, Handsworth
Mr. E. A. Lingard, Birming-
ham

Mr. W. Sutton, Handsworth
Mr. .r. B. Winder, Birming-
ham

Mr. H. Pai-ker, Church Lane,
Handsworth

Mr. T. Smith, Cheapside,
Birmingham

Mr. R. Glover, Holt Hall,

Fazeley
Mr. J. Gough, Birmingham
Mr. W. Chcatle, Slateley,

Fazeley
Mr. T. " Lowe, Whateley,

l''azeley

Mr. W. Parkes, Bii-miugham
Mr. J. H. Parkes, Highgate,
Birmingham

Mr. .J. Warden, Jun., Green
Lanes, Birmingham

Mr. E. Farmer, Greet
Mr. G. Oldham, Nether
Whitacre

Mr. J. Oldham, Long Eaton
Sir. .1. Avery, King's Norton
Mr. F. Cheatle, Dosthill,

Fazeley
Mr. .J. Huskin.s, Wilncote
Mr. ,T. Ball, Glasscots, Tam-

worth
Mr. Cr. Wlieeler, Southamp-

ton
Mr. T. r. Edwards, Lynd-

hnrst, Hants
Mr. ,T. Tye, Handsworth
Mr. Amphlet, ^Valsall

Mr. AVestwood, Walsall
Mr. Blackham, Handsworth
Blr. Lawton, Y'^oi'I;

Mr. .J. W. Ward, Repton,
Derbyshire

The Memorial to the Committee of the Birmingham
Exhibition, requesting that the show days may be fewer

in number, was signed by the following gentlemen :

—

Henry Gilbert, Kensington
Chai'les Punehard, Blunts'

Hall, Haverhill
Thomas Sturgeon, Manor
House, Grays, Essex

Captain Hornby, Ivnowsley,

Prescot, Lancashire
John H. Peck, Wigan
.Tohu FaMie, Cheveley Park,
Newmarket

Wm. Thos. Squire, Bai'ton

Place
John H. Sams, Clare, Suffolk

J. Button, Bury St. Edmunds
ElizabethWattSjMonliBarns,
Hampstead

Wm. Griggs, HoUoway
John Eason, Lower Norwood
Samuel Moody, Droxford
Thomas Atkins, Babbicombe,
Torquay

Wm. John Beeby, Chaldon
Thomas Bridges, Croydon
E. George, Chaldon
Harrison Weir, Peckham
John Cook, Homerton, Lon-
don

V.'m. W. Wingfield, Gulval,

Penzance
Rich. Healey Bowman, ditto

Wm. Cudlip Pennmgton,
ditto

Wm. J. LawTenee, ditto

Alfred Blee, ditto

P. Grenfell, Gulval
E. Bond, Middleton, Leeds
Titus Bennett, Stead, Leeds
J ohn Henton, St. John's Cot-

tage, Leeds
Geo. Lawton, Y'ork

T. H. Travis, ditto

Grace Strong, ditto

R. Hoggard, Clifton, York
John Hill Smith, ditto

C. S. Floyd, Siinds, Holmflrth
Joseph Brook, Huddersfield
Thos. J. Wrigney,St.George's

Square, lludderslield

W. H. Suell, Shiriey Cottage,

Norwood
H. Mills, Sparliam, Enfield,

Middlesex
John Bidwell, Guildford
T. H. Fox, 44, Skinner-st.

H. W. Collicson, 47, Castle-
st., Southwark

Thos. H. Potts, Kingswood
Lodge, Croydon

James Henry Catling, Kings-
st., Baker-st.

Casteels Cooper, Guildford,
Surrey

James Buckley, Llanelly,

Carmarthenshire
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Thos. Jas. Cottle, Pulteney
Villa, Cheltenham

Vf. H. Holcorabe, Campden,
Gloucestershire

George Cooper, Ward End,
Birminsham

Henry Herbert, Powiok, Wor-
cester

John Herbert, Leigh Tar-

sonage, near lleigal

James Leighton, Ih:), Higli-

st, Cheltenham

To this Memorial the loUowing reply has been re-

ceived :

—

" TO CIIAS. PUXCilAr.D, ESQ., HAVKEHILr..

'' Birmingham, June i'>th, IH5'1.

" Dear Sir,— I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your

favour of the l-'Uh instant, enclosing a raoraorial on the

subject of the time during which the Binninghara Ex-

hibition of Poultry is kept open, and I have taken the

earliest opportunity of submitting the same to the

General Purposes Committee of the Council.

"I am instructed in reply to inform you that it is

quite impossible that any change can be made in the

regulations to wliich the Memorialists refer. In order

to carry on the exhibition efficiently, and to accomplish

all tlio council have in view, it is absolutely necessary

that they should have large funds at their disposal. It

is now purposed to add a new compartment to Bingley

Hall, which shall be used solely for tliC poultry show,

and this addition will involve considerable expense in

new and improved fittings ; the council have moreover

increased the amounts oifered for prizes in the several

departments of their exhibition, tlie ])vizes for poultry

tliis year exceeding those awarded in December last, by

about J;'80.

" You will thus perceive that the council cannot con-

sent to any alterations which would lead to a diminution

of the society's revenue. (The private view which takes

place on Tuesday, produced last year no less than ^£427,

exclusive of subscriptions ; and many of the subscribers

only visited Bingley Hall on that day.)

"Were the proposition of the memorialists to be

adopted, the amount named would be almost entirely

lost, and the subsciiption list seriously diminished

:

while it is found that the four days are scarcely suffi-

cient to enable all who are interested in the exhibition

to make a careful examination of the specimens.

" At the same time, the council are most anxious to

take every possible care of the fowls sent to the show,

and to adopt the best modes of feeding, and managing

them, while in confinement. A committee was appointed

so early as the 27th of January last, 'To ascertain if

any and what alterations can be made in the arrange-

ment of the pens, so as to facilitate the inspection of the

specimens by the visitors; to decide upon the best mode

of conducting the sales; to engage a poultry salesman,

and other assistants ; and to make such regulations with

regard to feeding and the kinds of food whicli are to be

used, as shall, in their opinion, be calculated to insure

the preservation in good health of the birds sent for

exhibition.'

" This committee will be glad to receive and consider

any suggestions which you, or your friends, may be pre-

pared to make ; and I believe it is their intention to

perfect such arrangements as will enable them to send

off the fowls on I'riday niglit, or early on Saturday, so

that they may be received by their owners on the latter

day.

" From inquiries which have already been made, there

is no reason to suppose that birds which are sent to the

show in good liealth will suffer any material injury.

" Should it be your intention and that of the other

subscribers to publish the memorial, I am instructed to

request that the same publicity may be given to this

letter. "I am, &c.

"John Morgan, Jun., Sec."

As tlie proceedings of the London Entomologieul Society

often possess considerable interest botli to agricultiu'ists

and horticulturists, independently of their general claim

to notice as connected witli the most numerous, ubiqui-

tous, and, in many respects, singular tribes of animals,

we have resolved to give Reports of the Meetings of

this Society in our columns, trusting that by that means

the attention of many of our readers may be directed to

the subject, and that some of them, at least, may be

induced to add to their previous pursuits that of the

examination of the insect tribes with which they are so

extensively surrounded. It is not for us, in this place,

to write an encomium upon the study of Entomology,

because our pages have, from time to time, sufficiently

proved the deep interest with which the subject is

capable of being invested when a proper direction is

given to the mode of study, and when, instead of getting

together a case full of dried specimens of, it may indeed

be true, very beautiful butterflies, moths, or beetles, the

attention is directed to the investigation of their habits,

the examination of their economy, or the elucidation of

their natural relations with each other, or with the

world around.

Tlie Entomological Society has now been established

nearly twenty years. It is not of gi-eat extent as regards

the number of its members, but this is amply made up

by their activity. It holds its meetings on the first

Monday of every mouth throughout the year; it pos-

sesses an excellent collection of insects, both British

and Exotic, as well as an excellent library ; and it

publislies its Transactions quarterly, consisting of the

Memoirs read at the meetings, generally illustrated with

coloured plates. The President holds his seat for two

years consecutively, and among the past Presidents are

Messrs. Spence, F.R.S. ; W. W. Saunders, F.R.S. ; G. R.

Waterhousc ; and J. 0. Wostwood. The present Pre-

sident is Mr. Newman, author of various works on

Entomology, as well as upon British Ferns, and Editor

of the " Zoologist," and " Botanist."

The meeting for July was held on the 4th instant, at

tlie Society's new apartments in Bedford Row, with the

President in the chair. A number of Entomological

works, presented since the last meeting, were upon the

table, and a great number of rare insects, recently cap-

tured, wore exhibited by difierent members. Amongst

these was a box tilled with rarities, both of Coleoptera

(Beetles) and Lepidoptera (Butterflies and Moths), col-

lected in Perthshire by Mr. Foxcroft, and intended for
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distribution amongst tlio subsciibcrs to liis excursion,

he having for several years past made similar journies

on that plan. Last year, however, the weather proved

so unfavourable that the subscribers did not receive so

many novelties as had been expected, but they will be

amply remunerated this season. Amongst the Beetles

are numbers of the rare Lyetis aurora, Lamia adilis,

Boletopliagits crenatits, Pytho depressus, &c.

Mr. Jansen exhibited various rare Coleoptera, cap-

tured on tlie 2.')th ultimo, in the neighbourhood of

Mickleham, during the first annual excursions of the

Society. Unfortunately tlie weather was very adverse

to the pursuits of the Entomologist on that occasion,

but still several very rare species wei-e collected, such

as Claviger testaccus (the Blind Beetle, found in Ants'

nests), the little S2Jharosoma quercus, Pachetria leuco-

plum, &c.

Of other rare species exhibited may be mentioned

Kotodonta trep'uhi, captured at Highgate by Mr. Tebbs,

it having been attracted to a light after dusk; Aptola

palpella, reared by Mr. Weir, from larvee on the Oenista

tinctoria; the caterpillar and chrysalis of the White

Admiral Butterfly, Limenitis syliUa, which feeds on the

Honeysuckle, by Mr. Hunter; Hijdrella caliginosa, from

the New Forest, by Mr. F. Bond ; a bred specimen of

the splendid Koctua Delpldnii, by Mr. S. Stevens, as

well as Plinthus caliginosus—the latter from Wickham;

several living Mole Crickets, by Mr. Waring,—sis had

been placed in the box during the day preceding, but

only two remained, four having been devoured by their

voracious companions ; a specimen of CuonJlia itmhra-

tica, with a bundle of the pollen of some plant attached

to its head, by Mi: Carter; Aphelia pratana, a small

moth, infested iiy a thread-like worm (Goruius sp.),

which had protruded a considerable distance out from

the extremity of its body ; and the rare Larerna setra-

ceella, of Curtis, reared from caterpillars which fed upon

Epilohium hirsutiim, by Mr. Douglas, who also exhibited

specimens of a species of Bntchiis, in all its states,

which has recently done much damage in the London

Docks, by feeding on mace, the larvoe eating out the

interior, and leaving the skin entire. Mr. Edwin Shep-

herd exhibited Madopa salicalis, and Ketinia Turionana,

from Dareuth.

A note from Professor Hagen, the German entomolo-

gist, addressed to Mr. Staunton, was read, on the insects

figured in Hill's "Decade of Curious Insects," published

in 1773, and wliich had been stated by Fabricius to bo

entirely fictitious, but which the professor considered,

although extremely rude, might be recognised. Two of

them were evidently intended for species of Tltrips

(Linn.), and one was the more remarkable as the speci-

mens were said to have been ejected from the nostrils of

a person who had been suffering considerable pain for

some time previously. It was stated, further, that some

flowers of Mignonette were also in the room, and it

seems evident enough that the person in question had

been smelling at the flowers, which are often greatly

infested with these little Thripsid».

Mr. Samuel Stevens mentioned a circumstance whieli

he had recently observed whilst collecting moths, which

is likely to prove of much benefit to the moth collector.

Having sugared the trunks of various trees, in the usual

manner for enticing moths, he had noticed that, instead

of greedily frequenting the sugar, they assembled in

great numbers on a thistle growing near, which Mr.

Stevens found to be greatly infested with aphides, the

saccharine secretion from which (so much prized by the

ants) had proved a greater attraction than the sugar.

Honey dew, so eagerly sought after by the honey bees,

was also the same secretion ; and a French entomologist

has discovered that there is no better plan for enticiug

moths than to hang festoons of string, or rope, in

gardens, daubed over with honey water.

A note addressed to Mr. Westwood was read from

Mr. Lowell, Her Majesty's Inspector of Small Arms,

on the ravages of a small beetle on walnut-wood gun-

stocks kept in store in the Ordnance Depots, and

requesting information and advice on the subject. Some

of the beetles had been forwarded to !Mr. Westwood,

which proved to be Latridms poreatus. As the habits

ascribed to this insect by Mr. Lowell differed materially

from those recorded concerning it by De Geer and

others, further information was needed on the subject.

Mr. Westwood also exhibited a beautiful little Moth,

Xamproma corticella, which he had reared from a small

scarlet larva, which, in the spring, does much injury to

the young shoots and buds of the Easpbeng by gnawing

:
away the interior, and so causing the shoot to wither

;

also specimens of Hylohius ahietus, a large Weevil,

, ordinarily found on Fir trees, but which had this year

' done mucli injury in Scotland by gnawing the leaves

and shoots of Plums and Peaches; Astyages Luscini-

pennella, a little Moth reared from a case-bearing

Caterpillar, which infests Bases, and the chrysalis of the

I Swallow-tailed Moth, of which he described the peculiar

structure overlooked by Curtis and Hubner.

It was announced that the next field-day of the

Society would take place on the 9 th July, at West

: Wickham and Addington.

The prices for Shangliae Fowls continue as high as

\
heretofore. One cockerel, brother to Captain Snell's

prize chickens, sold, at Mr. Stevens' Auction Rooms, on

the .jth instant, for .flO, and a pullet of the same breed,

hatched April 15th, sold for £9. Some of the stock of

the Rev. J. G. Hodgson, of Croydon, fetched excellent

prices at the same sale. One very light buff cock,

hatched in August, 1853, and which took a first prize

at the West Kent Poultry Show, sold for ,t'5 iOs., and a

light hen, which shared in that prize, and in first prizes

at Bristol and the Great TMetropolitan Exhibitions, sold

for i'9 10s. A buff pullet, belonging to J. R. Rodbard,

Esq., Aldwick Court, Wriugton, near Bristol, and a

winner of the second prize at the Plymouth Show,

realized £\\. There were 17.') lots, and they were sold

for a total of i2S0.
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The wet weather dining the beginning of the mouth

has been veiy mifavonrable to the Potatoes in the

Bouthern districts. The murrain symptom has made its

appearance upon the leaves in many districts of Hamp-

shire, and the following is an extract from a letter

received ft-om the neighbourhood of Penzance, in Corn-

wall:—"The disease is spreading rapidly among the

Potatoes. At Helston (mentioned by us as yet safe

a fortnight since), they are still healthy; hut here

(Gulvall, we are a month or six weeks in advance of

them, which accounts for the difference. From Gulval

the earliest Potatoes and earliest Broooli reach Covent

Garden IMarket."

A correspondent writing from Ashhurton, July 10th,

says :
—" Potatoes here are looking remarkably well,

and not the least sign of the murrain at present ; but

we have had very strong winds on the 28th, 29tb, and

30th of June, so that in very exposed places the stalks

were broken off just as if they were cut ofi". The allot-

ment Potatoes here are looking splendidly. They have

taken some of them up, and they arc very fine, and

selling at IhA. per pound. We have an abundance of

Oooseherries, three quarts for 5d. ; and Currants are

very plentiful. Some of the early Apples are rather

scarce, but the orchard Apples are very abundant.

Pears are very fine ; the Oholuell Pear, especially, is

numerous. It is the sort that the late Dr. Soper sent

to the London Horticultural Society. I think that it is

a sort very little known, but if auy one would like a bud

or gi-aft I will send it to them from the same tree as

that of the Horticultural Society. Of most other fruits

there are a very fail' crop.

" Our allotments contain forty land yards each—sis-

teen of them are at a rent of i'l •'is. Od. each, free from

rates or taxes.

" Of Bees we have had very few swarms. The earliest

about here was on or about the 15th of May. That

swarm has swarmed again, and they are expecting that

swarm to swarm again. We liad a swarm on the 7th of

July ; and I think that, in general, they have not

swarmed yet, the weatlier has been so very unfavourable

for them."

The Oholwell Pear mentioned by our correspondent is

thus described in 1845, by Mr. R. Thompson, one of

our best authorities, in the Horticultural Society's

Journal.

"The fruit is about three inches in length, and one and
nine-tenths in diameter, at the widest part of the section,

whicli is about two-thirds of its length from the stalk. The
form is cur\eJ pyramidal. Eye small, hut open. Stalk

from lialf to three quarters of au iuch in length, slender and
obliquely attached. Skiu smooth, thin, yellowish-green on
the shaded side ; faintly tinged and obscurely streaked with

dull red next the stm, where it is also sprinkled with pale

dots. The tlesh is yellowish-white, melting, buttery, very

sugary, and rich, witli a musky Havoiu- resembling that of

the Seekel, or Henri Quatre ; on the whole it most resem-
bles the latter, but the skin is thinner and smoother, and
the eye is not so mucli plaited. Tlie end of September or
beginning of October appears to be the period of its matu-
rity. It will succeed as a standard, and is a good early

pear worthy of cidtivation, especially as it will fill up a blank
which occurs in the supply at the time it become.s fit."

Mr. Enington, writing from Cheshire, on the l.Stli

instant, says

—

" In all my experience I have never known such a

deluge of rain as we have bad for the last ten days or

so : we are enveloped in a sheet of mud.
" The Potato disease has began to a certainty.

" Cucumber disease is here also very virulent.

" We shall shortly hear accounts of Orapes shanking,

and no marvel."

We have the following from Sydney, in New South

Wales. Mr. Creswick's father is a nurseryman at Kint-

bury, in Berkshire.

" There is at present in full flower, in the hothouse of

T. Woolley, Esq., at the Glebe, a very beautifid speci-

men of the newly-discovered and rare Water Lily, the

Kympheva gigantea. It is believed to be the only culti-

vated specimen in existence. A dried specimen was

sent to England a short time ago, and created a great

sensation in the botanical world of London. The
flower, which is a rich rose colour, is about eight inches

across when fully expanded, springs from a stalk about

three feet long. The leaves are peltated, and about ten

inches in diameter, having the stalk in tlie centre, as is

common in the Nymphaea. This beautiful plant is be-

lieved to be a native of this continent, and perhaps

ranks next in beauty to that wonderful specimen of

God's handiwork the Victoria Regia. There are some

more buds npon the plant, and Mr. Woolley has kindly

thrown it open to the inspection of the curious, on

application to his gardener, Mr. Creswick. In the

beautiful grounds attached to his residence there is also

a small, and, we believe, a unique specimen in Sydney,

of the Bunga Bunga, a native of Wide Bay. It is a

healthy young plant, and somewhat resembles the

Araucaria imbricata, but we believe its timber is not

valuable, although it forms an ornamental tree."

SEA-KALE.—No. 3.

I FEEL that the remarks on Sea-kale, made at page
2.J7, are incomplete without a little addition, and that
chiefly about the cultural process out-doors; for, as
before observed, no forcing process can cause bad
crowns to produce good Kale. Deep digging or trench-
ing should, in all cases, be practised; and if the ground
is naturally shallow, a special coiu'se of culture should
be had recourse to, which I will presently describe.

I consider thirty inches in depth indispensable to the
production of first-rate crowns, though I do not say
that good cannot be obtained without this depth. My
recent practice is to manure the ground heavily with
old hotbed material, of which one-half, at least—gene-
rally three-parts—are tree leaves. 1 spoke, in a former
paper, of old celery-beds, in the Scotch fashion, being

At the Swafl'ham Potdtry Exhibition, H. Gilbert, Esq.,

of Kensington, had both the prizes awarded to him in

tlie Shanghae Chicken Class, being for the best pen in I

that Class, and for the best pen of Chickens at the

Show.
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extremely eligible ; of course, it' such are selected no

manuriug will be requisite,—a good salting, tlie salt

well-incorporated some weeks before planting-time, will

alone be necessary. In ordinary cases, the manure is

chopped to pieces out of the old beds with a sharp

spade: this jilan I practice with all sttch manure before

it is filled in the harrows, as it is double labour on the

ground, and is not half so well performed. Before

choppiug for the Sea-kale, however, a thick coating of

salt is spread over the manure to be chopped, and this

in order that it may blend thoroughly with the manure,

atibrdiug a ready means of dividing the particles of salt,

over which much care should bo taken, as it is by far

too powerful unless thus separated. The manure is

spread on the ground about three inches in thickness;

aud before trenching another tliin sprinkling of salt is

given. Our readers, even those who are not old gardeners,

nuiat know that the Sea-kale is a marine plant, thriving

in the saline sands and alluvium of the ocean ; this will

readily account, in their minds, for such a liberal appli-

cation of salt.

As to the trenching, I must hero protest, on general

grounds, against the too common practice of spreading

the manure, aud then paring, as it is called, the manure
in a thick coating into the bottom of the trench. Here
we have a stratum of mauurial matters buried, and it is,

of course, months before three-fourths of the roots of

almost any crop can reach the nourishing mass. My
general practice in trenching—the surface-soil being a

little over two feet in depth—is to trench three spits,

which may be said to average eight inches each. The
operator chops out his parallel lines for the trenches, at

oue yard apart, alter the manure is spread. The first

yard, or commencement of the trenching, is then, of

course, wheeled out to the other end, and he commences
by digging one spit (no paring) into the bottom of the

trench ; a little manure is then spread over the surface

before the second spit is taken, when it, in turn witli

its manure, is dug down. The last is g.3uerally dug up
without manure, but it is dug a little shallower—say

six inches—and this is in part subsoil, which, with us,

is about intermediate between red sand and clay, rather

adhesive, whilst the surface-soil can scarcely cohere.

The bringing-up this subsoil about every three or four

j'ears we flud of the utmost benefit to the crops, doubt-

less from ])lacing freslj inorganic materials within reach

of the roots.

Thus, then, is the Sea-kale ground prepared; and now
1 must stay a moment to show the position of the young
roots about to be planted. These are sown in drills

every spring, about the end of March, and thinned-out

to about three inches apart ; the drills, if parallel, being

about fifteen inches asunder. Good soil and clean cul-

ture are all that is requisite the tirst season; aud by the

approach of winter they are nice little crowns, with

roots a foot or more in length. Now, it is a well-known
fact, that you may propagate Kale abundantly with less

trouble than this; but! have so frequently found it to

canker when propagated from sections of the old roots,

that I found it expedient, years since, to adopt the seed-

ling plan. It is also well-known, that if a lot of old

Sea-kale roots are chopped to pieces, aud the pieces

inserted in soil, almost every section will grow. Seed-

lings, then, as above, I find make a much safer stock
;

and these trenched out in the end of February, which
is my planting period, are used.

The ground is marked out in lines, or drills are

drawn, at three feet apart, and the crowns are planted

in pairs instead of singly, the centre of each pair being
about thirty inches distant, and the pair within four

inches of each other on either side such centres. Now,
this may seem a good deal of room to those unaccus-

tomed to the production of fine crowns, but it is certain

that inferior crowns, which must be the result from a

crowding system, can never pay so well, nor give such a

degree of satisfaction.

Having alluded, in my former paper, to the pinching

away the blossoms, and the thiuning-out of tlie shoots

on the crowns, I may pass on, merely observing, that

it is seldom they produce too many shoots the year of

planting. We generally have a surplus of roots, how-

ever, and, consequently, have a row or two of roots in

hand which have stood a second year. The gist of the

plan, ne\'ertheless, is to produce first-rate crowns at two

years of age ; that is to say. Kale saved last March, and
transplanted next March, will be in lirst-rate order for

forcing in November twelvemonth. As a market specu-

lation, indeed, it would not prove sufficiently remunera-

tive if it stood longer.

With regard to the latter view of the question, it is

quite obvious that our market gardeners are not so

famous in the production of this delicious esculent as

in most of their other productions, or forced Sea-Kale

would be within reach of the middle classes of society,

which it cannot be said to be in January or February

at present. Not every tradesman, for instance, will

choose to give half-a-crown for a dish of Kale, and there

is really no reason why good Kale should not he obtain-

able at one shilling the disli at such periods. 1 will

endeavour some day to show how this could be effected

as a mercantile affair; for to accomplish this would
rec^uire a mode of procedure somewhat difi'erent from

the ordinary gardener ; not, however, in principle, but

in the relation which the mode of forcing should bear to

the rest of the system.

And now I may just advert to the best mode of

producing good Kale from those crowns which remain a

surplus after the forcing stock has been amply supplied.

When we reach the end of March, it is time to think of

bringing the forcing of Kale to a close ; and between

that period and the advent of Asparagus, good Kale is

still wanted, and tliis must mainly be supplied from the

open ground. As I before observed, I always take care

to have a surplus of roots, and haviug, by a calculation

based on experience, secured an ample stock of roots

"heeled" in November, 1 am in a position to know
what to do with the remainder.

Old tan is a material of which we have always had a

heap to spare, aud this 1 have ever found a capital

blanching material for the open ground Sea-kale. There
is little doubt, however, that fine cinder ashes, after

they have been weathered, and their caustic powers
reduced, would be as good a material, and, indeed, any
ordinary light soil; the chief conditions requisite being

that the material should ho in a reduced state—no
cohesion between the particles of it.

I cover all my surplus crowns in November, or as

soon as the foliage after natural decay has been cleared

away. And why so soon, it may be asked? Why, in

order to prevent any severe depression in tlie ground-

heat, which the departed summer has loft behind. If

any one doubt the importance of this little point, let

him try, in the ensuing winter, two portions on exactly

opposite principles ; the one portion of Kale roots

covered the moment the foliage can be honestly dis-

pensed with; the other left alone until the ground is

hard frozen ; then let him note which will sjirout first

in the ensuing spring.

However, the tiling is so obvious, that it need scarcely

raise a doubt ; and I name it here in order to show that

even our commercial gardeners, with whom early pro-

duce at a minimum amount of labour is of much im-

port, may possibly have something yet to learn, or at

least to consider car'efully. 'J'lie old tan then is wheeled

to the crowns, and heaped over them in a conical form
;

and as each of my kale patches—originally two crowns,

but now become some six or eight—are well worth cover-

ing, we apply at least half a barrowful to each patch,
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and beneath this the most intense frost has little power.

This covering remains untouched in conical heaps

until the early part of March, when, or in some years a

little earlier, cracks, or fissures, may be seen in these

tan hillocks, a warning that the kale buds are very

active, and that their arrival may be expected daily.

Henceforth, the only thing is to look at the Kale two
or three times a week ; for in dry weather the old tan

will trickle away from the crowns, and will require,

about once a week or so, to be drawn into compact
hillocks again. R. Ehrington.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.—
9th July.

The weather all this week was very uncertain. On
Tliursday night we had a fearful thunderstorm round
London, ami incessant sheet lightuing from all parts of

the compass for three hours or more. Friday was a hot,

liazy day, and Saturday morning, the morning of the

show day, was ushered in by a heavy rain, but the day
cleared up by the time the plants were staged, and kept

on improving till late in the afternoon ; the day was
not hot for tlie time of year, and damp grass in July
never frightens any one, so that the last show day
here for this season was as enjoyable as could be. The
plants wei'e not quite so numerous as on the two last

occasions, but they were extremely well grown, and in

greater variety than I recollect for a .July Show. The
fruit was in far greater quantities, and in much better

style, than it was ever seen befoi'e at tliis, or at any
other garden, including Covent Garden itself; for al-

though waggon loads of fruit may be seen there every

day in the week, very little of it is more tlian three-parts

ripe, and it used to be the same at these garden exhibi-

tions, but the.judges on fruit tightened the reins, and
here is the result. One hundred and seventy entries of

fruit were made here that day, and such fruit shall not

be seen again till this time next year at the same place.

Her Majesty and the Duehess of Sutherland were up to

the winning post close together. It is always an in-

structive sight to see such distinguished personages eon-

tending for such prizes at a public exhibition. Her
Grace was there, and saw how the prize went with great

good humour.
New Plants.—One would hardly believe that a plant

which has been under cultivation in this country for the

last thirty years could now be classed among new
plants, yet I must so class it, for I never saw it in flower

before, and I have seen as many flowers as most men.
Disn grancliflora, a ground Orchid from the Cape, is as

flue a thing of tlie kind as is to be met with anywhere
;

but, imfortunately, it is one of the most difficult plants

in the world to keep or to manage well. I have myself
gone so far with it as to send a scientific person

to the spot where it grows, on the summit of the

Table Mountain, behind Cape Town, to register the

weather, moisture, and other points, all the time it

was growing and flow-ering. I had plenty of ripe

tubers of it, with all that could be guessed about its

proper culture, and fresh tubers over and over again,

yet I never could keep it more than two years; and I

never saw a live flower of it till this day, and I have
known a German gardener, returning home from Baron
Ludwig's garden, bring a large box full of the roots of

this Disa to ])ay his travelliug expenses. One of our
first nurserymen bought them all, and sold them out, at

a high price, among some of the best gardeners in the

whole world, but not one out of the lot bad ever flowered.

I have seen many better looking, and much stronger
plants of it, than the one now in flower, and some day
or other I shall sketch out the way to keep it healthy

for a certain time, at least. It looks much like one of

our own common Orchids when not in flower, throws
up a stalk six to ten inches long, with the flower or

flowers on the top like our Bee Orchis, only a little

stronger. The flower is most beautiful, and unlike any
we know in cultivation. It comes nearest to a Cypripe-

dium flower, but has only three principal parts, two side

wings, as it were, and a central hood turned upside-

down, and opened in front so as to look like a hand-
scoop ; the wings or sepals are of a rich orange-scarlet,

and the scoop is French-white, lined, and veined all

over with bright pink, after the manner of an Abutilon
flower. There was only one flower on the plant.

Lapageria rosea.—There was a noble plant of this

splendid climber, from Mr. Veiteh, trained on a Laurel
trellis, four or five feet high. It had fifteen of its large,

rosy, drooping, Lily-like flowers open, and a finer hardy
climber was never seen. Some doubt its being quite

hardy, but knowing the very spot where it comes from,

and all about it for years past, I have not the smallest

doubt myself of its being perfectly hardy with us, in dry

soil, just like Bomarett (Alstrijmeria) aciitifolia, and the

same treatment will do for the two exactly. Besides, the

very first living plant of it I saw was three years ago,

with Mr. Low, at Clapton, after standing out that tre-

mendous hard spring, inider a common hand-light, in

the open border of the " American ground."

Treated as a hardy plant, this most lovely Liqingeria

rosea ought to be cut down in the autumn like a hop,

then for tlie first few years some coal-ashes should be laid

over the roots to save it from any very liard frost, until

the roots were old enough to stand any degree of cold.

None of the gardeners with whom 1 spoke pronounce
tliis name riglit, and it is very difficult for an English-

man to manage the right sound of g in this name. A
Scotclimau can catch it directly he hears it sounds like (/,

in geek, as Burns has it in " Tiby I hae seen the day :

"

" Ye geek at me beeause I am poor."

For geek, say geria, on the Calton Hill, and you have
Lajiageria to a T. The derivation of it is, that it was a

second or third name of the Empress .Tosephine, the

first wife of the first Napoleon, and the jilant is in every

respect worthy of the fame of that amiable woman.
The next plant is still newer, and by some will be

considered a better one than the last, for this is the first

time it has flowered in Europe; but it has been well

known to gardeners for the last five years by a figure of

it, with full descriptions, in the Oardenem' Chronicle for

1S48, page 87, where it is first called the Long-flowered

Hornberry, or Oeratostema Jongijionmi, from kerns, a

horn, and sterna, a stamen, as oiu- Dictionary gives the

derivation ; but it is not a stove plant, as there set forth,

for Mr. Lobb gathered the seeds at 12,0(10 feet elevation

on the Peruvian Andes. " The genus derives its botanic

name from the long horns which terminate the stamens.

The English word Hornberry may be taken as a fair

translation of it." All the Vacciniuiiis, or Cranberry

order, being called by some kind of berry, as Blaeberry,

Bilberry, Cranberry, and such like, Hornberry comes in

most fortunately. That is the way to name plants.

Everybody seems to know Hornberry already, and
before this long-flowered Hornberry is described. Well,

it is " one of the prettiest of evergreen shrubs (a little

out of the common, of course), witli the foliage of one

of the small evergreen Vaceiniums. Its long, trumpet-

shaped flowers are of a rich purple, and grow in loose

clusters at tlie end of the shoots." Such is the author's

account of it. My notes say—A bushy plant, with an
excellent habit for a specimen plant; the branches
growing close, but with a free stylo of growth ; the

leaves, small, thick, smooth, and blunt; the wood half-

succulent, indicating, with the thickness of the leaves, a

plant naturally liable to excessive drought at times, and
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able to bear it. The flowers purple-crimson towards

the mouth, and ornngo-scnrlet at tlic bottom, nearly the

same shape as the flower of Erica ventricosa, two iucbes

loug, and lool;iug not unliko a shrubby J'lschijnaiHk at

a little distance.

Veronica vauiegata.—A [hybrid plant and a beau-

tiful one. It was also in Mr. Veitch's collection of new
plants. This is a fine cross from salicifoUd, by the

pollen of sjiaciosii', and the variegata is seen in

the flowers, which ai-e in beads of long spikes ; the

bottom of the spike is of white flowers, the middle part

French-white flowers, and the ends bright pink, with

protruding stamens; the whole looking as much like

artificial flowers as anytliing could be. This is exactlj'

the kind of flower wliich looks so well in the hair, not

as wreaths, but as single spikes or bunches, and they

will stand all tossings about in a polka or fairy dance ;

and tlie new bonnets are now so open in front, that

flowers never had so much cliance to set oft" a fine-

looking face to the best advantage. What an open
contrast to the ugly, close bonnets which came out in

1848: the ladies bad to walk uiulfr them, but now they

can walk comfortably in front of their new bonnets !

In such a mode, tliey cannot have too many flowers,

and the Veronica variegata is a new style of flower to

suit the present fashion to the letter, besides being one
of the best exhibition plants, and a hardy greenhouse
plant to boot.

The new Philesia huxifulia was tbgre also : a small

plant, with seven large flowers open. What a beautiful

little plant it is!

Also six more pots of the new yellow Leptosijtlion, the

gayest of the lot. Tliere was a new Hoija, looking much
like the old Honey-plant, but the flowers are different-

pure white, with deep divisions or lobes to the corolla:

it is well worth having; the name is frateriia. There
was a cut flower of a very curious Arum, from Smyrna,
with a long, dark-purple spathe, and the spadix, or long
cylinder, on which the flowers come, was as black as my
hat, and as long nearly as my ann.

Begoni.\ Peestonessis,—A new cross seedling, of

! which I heard a good deal, was there also, but I confess

I

I was quite disappointed with it. I saw two crosses of

!
this family last autumn that are far superior to it, and

I

there is not a word of truth in the parentage given for

I this cross. There is nothing in wliich we are so far

behind as in the genealogy of our garden crosses. If

we said that so and so were a cross between Poppies
and Horseradish, we siiould be no whit behind some of

our genealogists. Kitida was said to be the pollen

parent of Prestonensis, but nothing even of the section

to which nitida belongs is manifest on the face of it.

Look at Mr. Ingram's seedlings by the pollen of nitida,

and a blind piper could tell tlie difference ; some may
think all this of little moment if they get a good
seedling, but the truth is, that false parentage stops

improvements on the threshold, for who would think of

crossing cinnaharina over again by nitida if this and
such stories are believed ; and when we know to a

certainty that nitida is the best pollen parent in the

whole family, is it to be endured that that cross should

stand in abeyance because some one lost a memorandum,
and believed that we bad the cross before him ?

Plectranthus coscolor riCTA, alias Coleus Bloomii.—
I described this new plant, from Mr. Low's collection,

last October. It is certainly a strange thing for a

blotcbedleaved plant, but not more so than the way
every succeeding writer tries to make out a difficult

,

plant before it comes into flower. My own opinion is, [

that it is neither a Plectranthus nor a Coleus ; but I think
j

it would make as good a border plant for the summer as
j

a Salvia, or, say, a wilderness plant.
j

There was a Iloga Sieboldii, but it is not so ditt'erent i

from the old one as to .justify a new name ; and we must,

in charity, suppose that these attempts at new names
for old things, or for trifling variations of them, are

made in ignorance of the existence of the old tilings

themselves; at any rate, the regular trade should set

their I'aces against such doiugs.

There were a great many novelties in two collections

of variegated plants, one of them from Mr. llollison's, of

Tooting, and the other from the ilessrs. Lee, of

Hammersmith ; but as I named most of them last year,

I shall not enter much on the variegated plants to-day.

JItvmndyclion venosum. is a beautiful leaved stove

climber, like an Echilcs in growth. The different

Eheodendrons, again, are elegant looking shrubs. A
dwarf one, called venosum, I would recommend to every

amateur who has a stove ; it takes up very little room,
and is always in beauty with its marked leaves. Mica-
nia scandens, a climber, is next to the Cissus discolor,

which is the king or queen of all the variegated plants.

There were two full-grown Pine-Apple jdants as va-

riegated as could be ; and a Euchsia glohosa as variegated

as that. This Fuchsia was shown before, five or si.x

years since. Eunlcia undulata, in the variegated form,

would make a nice rock-jibint. Oleanders, Hydrangeas,
Pit.tosporum unilulatum, and many more old things,

were in a variegated dress, and looked gay enough.
The next newest things were Seedlings, and among

the Pelargoniums and Fancies there was nothing better

than we had already, nor so good, or that promised a
new strain, except two pure, double. White Geraniums;
of the greenhouse kind, one, a dwarf-growing plant, with
ragged flowers, that would be a treasure, had it not
been far surpassed by another double, White, on the

same stand. This last is as white, all over, as the fresh

driven snow ; the petals are as flat and even as those of

an Oleander. Indeed, if the flowers were shown without

the plant, one would be apt to mistake them for a semi-

double Neriana. It was exhibited by Jlr. .Jackson, of

Kingston, who had another seedling, from an old seed-

ling of mine, the first that appeared in the Gloxinias,

more than twenty years ago, and named by Mr. Low, of

Clapton, Violacea. This new one is Jlolacea superha,

and is a very beautiful thing, and is the best of that

purple-violet colour in the genus. He also exhibited a

running Tropceolum, with a foreign name, Schewriana,

a very pretty summer addition to this tribe, with straw-

coloured flowers, blotched with purple inside. It will

be as hardy as the Canary plant, with a much better

foliage, and flowers six times the size. There were ten

or a dozen Fucltsia seedlings not better than the best of

the old ones. The two best whites were called Miss
Hanlntry and Clio. The two best red and jmrple were
Macbeth and Elegans. Pearl of England is reckoned
the best white Fuchsia of the old one, and there was
one called Duchess of Lancaster, in the seedling tent, of I

great promise. The Ixora javanica has turned out the
1

finest, and best-to-grow-plant in the family ; there was
j

one specimen of it from Mrs. Lawrence—the finest plant
j

that was ever exhibited. The Dipladenia atropurpurea I

is coming out again quite fashionable, and the old ,

Sensitive plant was there, and as large as the largest

currant-bush in the kingdom. The more ordinary things
'

will have to stand over to another week. D. Beaton. |

MANURE WATERINGS.
" What can be the matter with these Pelargoniums?"

said an inquirer, not long ago, respecting a lot of fine

plants that were fast shedding their leaves, and looking
as miserable as possible. " Nothing," continued he,
" has been done to them beyond the usual treatment,

except acting up to the recommendation of the writers of

Thk Cottage Gaudener, and giving them a Vi'eak

watering with Guano Water." Weak, eh! and a smell of
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the soil in the pot aflfordecl con6rmation strong that

something more than a solution of triple X had heen
given to thnni. The solution had been so long applied,

and so many waterings had been given afterwards, that

the only hope I could give, not of recovering the plants

during the present season, but of saving the stock, was
by advising the taking ofl' the cuttings directly, and
then shaking away the strongly-manured soil, and re-

potting in )ioor sandy earth, after washing the roots,

and keeping them in a close place until fresh roots were
freely lorniing. So strong, however, did the soil smell
of ammonia, that 1 must add, the chief hope was
founded in getting new plants from the cuttings, as the

young shoots seemed less inilueuced than the older

parts of the plant.

There are few things in which young amateurs make
more mistakes than thus supposing that their plants

cannot have too much of a good thing. We know that

even Prussic acid is useful for medical purposes, but we
also know how small a portion will destroy the most
robust constitution. Guano is valuable to the gardener
as well as to the farmer for its stimulating and nutritive

properties ; but its very concentrated richness renders

it necessary to use it upon tender plants with great

caution. Even those with considerable experience

will, at times, make a mistake with it when they

least expect it. I lost two or three tine Jb'uchsia plants

from this cause this season. 1 was setting some large

plants of these, and other things, in a veranda, where
it was unadvisable to use much manure-water, as the

smallest drop spilled would be seen on the white

stone pavement. 1 resolved, therefore, before moss-

ing the surface of the pots, to scatter just a pinch

of Guano on the soil, considering that each water-

ing would dissolve some of its nourishing proper-

ties. I took a little between my thumb and two fingers,

in fact, the quantity was not more than I have seen

many a devotee of tobacco-dust sniff' up into his nos-

trils at one jiinch, and the result, on the majority of the

Fuchsias, has been quite equal to my expectations. But
cither these two or three plants were less able to bear

this treatment, or, inadvertently, I had sprinkled over

their soil twice, which is not unlikely ; or some young
experimentalist, who, when the result is rnifavourable,

generally belongs to the wonderful family of " nobody,"

bad been imitating my example. Be this as it may,
the plants, tlie day after being watered, dropped a

number of their best leaves, and appeared as if they

would lose more. Suspecting the cause, an attempt

was made to keep the plants healthy by means of the

syringe, and to give little water, until the Guano, inti-

mately blended with the surface soil, had lost part of

its strength by exposure. This, persevered in, might
have saved tlic plants; but as they formed no agreeable

contrast to those other jdants beside them in luxuriant

health, they were removed, and then two or three good

waterings thoroughly finished them. This fact will

miss its aim if it does not lead to the practice of using

all maiuu'ial solutions in a weak state.

In the case of good Guano, one ounce will make a

strong-enough solution for four gallons, to lie used for

the generality of soft-wooded plants, and half of that

quantity will do for hard-wooded ones. In making up
repeated solutions in the same vessel, if the grounds are

retained a less quantity must be used each time.

Double the above quantity may be used safely of super-

phosphate of lime; and that, too, is one of the safest of

all the artilicial manures for top-dressing a pot plant, as

it is a long time before the water from a watering-pot

washes its virtues into the soil. As much as a common-
sized hand can take comfortably between the thumb
and the two first fingers may be spread on the surface

soil of a pot, six to eight inches in diameter, containing

any soft-wooded plant it is desirable to grow with great

rigour. Rhododendrons in pots, Camellias, &c., should
have about half that quantity; Azaleas and Epacris,
when making their wood, about one-fourth as much.
One quart of fresh soot, and a pint of lime, will make a

beautifid clear solution for thirty-six gallons, and half

the quantity for the next filling; and this will do ad-

mirably, now and then, for Geraniums, Calceolarias,

Fuchsias, &c., with alternate clear water waterings, but
at that strength it woidd ruin most hard-wooded plants.

In fact, the most of them prefer something cooler:;—as a
weak solution of one-year-old cow dung. All excre-

ments of animals must he used in solution with great

care, and after they have had time to ferment and clear

themselves when in a fresh state. There is less danger
when using them several months old. I mention the

case of these unfortunate Fuchsias as a warning, as,

though using manure-waterings largely, I have not been
caught for many a day previously. I would, therefore,

strongly advise all young beginners to err on the side

of weakness. In the place of manure-waterings, a top-

dressing of from six months to one-year-old cow dung,
horse dung, deer dung, or sheep dung, may be used
with advantage by the timid. According as the pot
ranges from six inches to twelve, the dressing may be
from a quarter to one-half, and two-thirds of an inch in

thickness. This will do admirably for all soft-wooded
quick-gi'owing plants, and dining the growing season
the top-dressing may be renewed in six weeks or two
months. In the case of such plants, and also with
Strawberries, Cucumbers, &c., I often combine this siir

face-dressing with weak manure-waterings.

One word more. Just like animals, fast-growing plants

like a change of food. I find, therefore, that it is ad
visablc to change often the liquid-manure imparted. If

atteutiou to uealiness is given, a small quantity of the

artificial kinds will serve a large establishment for a
twelvemonth.

PROTECTIXO GKEENHOUSE PLANTS OUT-OF-
DOOKS.

" I have several large plants of Azaleas, Camclhas, and
Rhododendrons, which J am obliged to set out-ol'-doors in

summer. I am aware that the pots and tubs would be

better plunged, but then the trouble and the bother are

so great. Cannot I let the heads have sunlight, and
keej) the roots from being roasted by any other means ?

"

Yes; but not, as one of our friends advises, by having

the pots painted of a slate-colour. This would only

make matters worse. The red pot occupies a middle

place, as an absorber and a radiator of heat. The dark

colour of the slate makes it both a first-class absorbent,

and a first-class radiatcr of heat. Hence, we shoiitd not

consider slate-tubs the best things in the world for

growing tender plants in out-of-doors. We should be

afraid that the roots close to the side would endure
something like scorching in warm days, and something
almost amounting to fieezing in cold nights. Had we
orange-trees in slate-tubs, that we were obliged to expose

to an unshaded sun, I shoidd be inclined to change the

dark colour to a light one. by painting the outside with

a stone-coloui-, and making it resemble stone, by throw-

ing on silver sand whilst the paint was wet. The vessel

would thus so far be changed into a reflector, instead of

an absorbent of lieat. A similar plan might be adopted
witli large plants in jiots. Those in wooden boxes

would take no harm. Where painting was considered

troublesome, a better plan still would be to cover the pot

on the sides exposed to sun and light, or even all round,

with a piece of light-coloured cloth. Anything would

do ; a piece of old mat ; a wrapper of hay or straw-

bands : a piece of tiu'f placed round it ; but the piece

of cloth would be as eflectual as any, and the lighter

By cooler is meant, less stimulating, owing to tliere being less am-
monia present.
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the colour, aiul tlie greater the body of air hetweou the

sides of the pot and the protcctiug covering, the better

it would bo. This simjile jirecautiou would save from
iujury many a valuable plant in summer, and would be

ciuilo as ell'ectual as placing the plant in a double pot.

The reason why plants tluivo better iu summer, when
standing in pits, with turf sides, than when standing

exposed, is chiefly owing to two I'aets; first, that the

walls protect the roots from the fierce action of the

sun's rays ; and, secondly, because the temperature is

more uniform, as the earth wall, comparatively speaking,

absorbs and radiates heat slowly.

CALGEOLAKIAS AFFECTKD WITH A
BLAGIv LEPROSY.

Many eom|ilaints of this have reached me. I men-
tion it prominently here to elicit cause and cure ; as I

aifi sorry to say, that whatever my ideas respecting the

former, I can offer nothing satisfactory as respects the

latter. The readers of this work are aware that some
time ago I highly praised the Kentish Hero Calceolaria,

and I did not say one word too much in its favour, for,

for early and late and continuotis blooming, few yet will

beat or equal it ; there was, in fine, something like

Hero uorship\\i all quarters, and, perhaps, none were more
ardent than myself. Well, I had, in a regular flower-

garden, in July last year, four as fine beds as the eye

could look upon, hut a thunder and hail storm settled

them for the season Many flowers were knocked ofl',

but that was of no consequence, as, if health had con-

tinued, there were plenty to come. But what was
worse, the fine foliage was riddled by the hail, and from

i

all these places a black decomposing gangrene sjiread,

until it arrived at the stems, notwithstanding appli-

cations of lime, sulphur, &c. , to prevent it. Anxious to

continue the stock, I propagated some earlier than
usual, as 1 saw the beds would have to be replaced for

tlie autumn ; and though some of these cuttings looked

pretty sound at first, they kept going and going, from
the same disease, during the winter and spring, so that

now I have not got one remaining ; although, after

always planting largely for several years, I generally

had some hundreds to spare for those who liked it. I

have now some six small plants in a bed, obtained from
my neighbour, Mr. Busby, and I am glad to say, that

his stock, as well as several others of my friends, is

sound, although many others complain of this black

disease. I have seen some traces of the same disease

among other Calceolarias, but nothing to signify. I

never saw any such thing until after the thunder-storm

in July. Frequently tlie leaves turn up, as if they were
infested with green fly, but seldom does the fly appear

in unison with this black disease. There is one satis-

faction ; in the case of the Hero, the malady seems
more constitutional than contagious. Every plant 1

had was more or less injured in July last year. Every
cutting taken from the soundest part exhibited, oven

when rooted or growing, the same malady, sooner or

later. These young plants were placed in the immediate
vicinity of those received from my neighbour, and were

even planted out with them. These latter are yet free

from the disease, while the first are all gone. The
purchasers of this plant bad, therefore, better be sure

that the stock is free from disease.

CALCEOLARIA SULTAN.

This is a fine, large, dark Calceolaria, suitable alike

for pot, balcony, or bed. It is a worthy neighbour of

the Hero. I confess I was prejudiced against it. It

has rather a wide opening for the slipper, and I judged
that the wet would get there and weigh it down. I had
several kinds and seedlings this season that I expected

great things from, and beautiful they looked out-of-

doors until the late rains, but then they were like bare

poles. The SuUan has been beautiful in beds for a

month past—over, in fact, since the first week in June ;

and though heavy rains have caused the large flowers

to bend, the first change of weather elevated them as

upright as ever. None but the smaller yellow flowers

have stood the weather so well. There are some good

things in its vicinity, but every lady seems to see

nothing else but SuUan. It has excelled the neighbour

beds of the group. I consider it, as a dark colour, quite

as indispensable as the Hero was for its orange-bronze.

Its wide mouth friglitencd many from enlisting it, as well

as myself, but first conclusions are frequently not sound

ones. R- f '**"

ROSE CLASSIFICATION.

( CoHtintiedfrom jmge y(i3.)

Class 10.

—

Climhinc, Roses.—These, on account of

their climbing, slender shoots, are easily known. I shall

include all that have this habit and are used for this

purpose, dividing them into sections.

See. 1. BoimauU Bones, a variety of R. miiltiflora.—

Fast growers and abundant bloomers. Pjxamples are:—

Amaclis, or Oriiitson : fioHCSrtH?;, deep purplish-crimson,

large, and semi-double.

Elegans, crimson-purple, streaked with white ; very

showy.
Oraeilis, bright rosy-red, superb, large, and full.

Sec. 2. Rosa Arvcnsis, the Ayrshire Rose.—This sec-

tion is remarkable for quick growth, very thorny

branches, and abundance of bloom. These qualities

recouunend them for covering lofty walls, stems of trees,

rough banks, or running up pillars, and covering ar-

bours. Examples are :

—

Ayrshire Queen, dark purplish-crimson; semi-double.

Dundee Rambler, white, edged with jiink ;
small and

double.

Ruga, pale flesh, changing to white; large and double.

i Sec. ;?. Rosa sempervirens. Evergreen Rose. This sec-

1
tiou is chiefly remarkable for retaining their dark green

shining foliage through a great part of winter. In mild

seasons, and in favoured localities, they are (piite ever-

i green. They have also the property of blooming in

large clusters, sometimes as many as fifty in each. There

arc nearly twenty varieties in this section. I select the

following as examples :

—

Alba plena, white, double; large and full.

Brunonii, bright purple ; small, but very showy.

Felecitc perpetuelle, creamy-white; beautil'ul, small,

and full.

Myrianthus renoncule, blush, edged with rose ;
nn-

mense clusters.

Spectabile, rosy-lilac ; large and double.

Sec. -t. Rosa Banlsia, Banksian Rose.—Distinguished

by their smooth stems, small bright leaves, and clusters

' of very smafl, elegant flowers. Examjiles are

—

/f/i(« (white), pure white; beautiful, small, and very

double.

Lutea (yellow), fine pale yellow.

Sec. h.—Rosa mullijiora. The Many-flowered Rose.—

This section may be distinguished by the abundance of

bloom, combined with extraordinary vigourous growth.

Unfortunately many of the varieties are rather tender,

requiring a south wall in a sheltered situation. Ex-

amples are

—

Be la Qrifferaie, fine large flowers, of a rosy-carmine

colour.

Oraulhie, pure white, often tinged with rose; very

double.

Sujierba, bright rose ; large and fine.

Trioniphe de Baijeux, white, with a straw-coloured

centre ; flowers arranged in flat heads or corymbs.
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Laura Davoust, pink, cLaDgiug to blush ; iuimense
clustei-s.

Russelliana, dark crimson ; superb, and very double.

These two last are hybrids, and are very hardy and
desirable.

Sec. 0. Rosa riibifolia, The Bramble-leaved Hose.

—

This section is the American Prairie Koses, remarkable
for their rapid growth and large bramble-like foliage.

They are of recent introduction, and, as yet, not much
known. Examples are

—

Baltimore Belle, white, tinged with pink.

Pallida or Superha, white ; blooming in large clusters.

Queen of the Prairies, bright pink ; large and double.

Autumnal Roses, Flowering frojiJult to November.

The whole family of the Rose has been divided by
the growers into two large divisions, characterised by
the seasons in which they Sower. The Summer-flowering
division I have already given, and now follows the

Autumn-llowering one. The line of distinction, however,
is not very exactly delined, for some said to be summer
Roses bloom frequently in autumn, and some few of the
late bloomers flower earlier than the great body of the

class
;

yet these, on account of their difficulty in other

respects, cannot be separated from the divisions to

which they belong.

Cl.vssII.—Bosa hraeteata, The ]\Iacartney Rose.

—

Very distinct Roses, easily known by having green
leaves or bractes close to the flower-cup ; also by their

bright, shining, small foliage. There are only two
varieties.

AWii si7iij)lex, wliite ; single flowers, but very pretty.

Maria Leonida, white with a creara-coloiu'ed centre

;

large and double.

Class 13.

—

Rosa microphylla. The Small-leaved Rose.
—A very distinct class, with numerous branches clothed
with the smallest leaves. Examples are

—

Rubra plena, deep red ; curious, large, and full.

Roujje de Luxembourg, reddish -purple ; large and
double.

These two classes are evergreen Roses, with bright
shining foliage. To cultivate them well they must be
grown against a warm wall, and the soil, or border,
should be thoroughly drained. They are so beautiful,

that this care and trouble will be amply repaid. They
are not vigorous in growth, and, therefore, ai-e suitable
for low walls.

Class 13.

—

Rosa moscliata. The Musk Rose.—Dis-
tinguished from all other Roses by their musky perfume.
They bloom in immense clusters at the emls of their

upright shoots, especially in the autumn. Examples
are

—

Blush, or Frusefs, pale red ; small and semi-double.
Double White, creamy-white ; small and double.
Eponine, yellowish, and double.

Class \i.—Rosamuscosa, Perpetual Moss.—Separated
from the Moss Roses on account of their blooming in
the autumn. Their mossy characteristic distinguishes

them. Examples are

—

Jean Bodin, rosy-blush ; very double.

Perpetual White, white; blooming in clusters, very
many and double.

Class 15.

—

Rosa damascena, The Damask Perpetual
Rose.—Distinguished from the Common Damask Piose

by flowering late : they arc exceedingly fragrant, and
perfectly hardy. Examples are :

—

Rose du Roi, or Crimson, very bright crimson ; beau-
tiful, large, and double.

Celina Dubois, white ; large and very double.

Josephine Antoinette, c\q»x rosy-h\a%\\; beautiful, large,

and full.

Mogador, rich purplish-crimson ; brilliant, large, and
fidl.

Class 16.

—

Hybrid Perpetual.—This is a very large

and useful class of Roses. They have been crossed

from the Chinese, Bourbon and other species, and are

to be distinguished by their perpetual flowering, and
being dift'erent in habit .ind bloom from the original

species. These hybrids are also more hardy, and stand

the smoke of large towns better than the Chinese and
Tea-scented Roses. From this class the forcing Roses
are mostly taken—at least, sucli as are exhibited at the

great Metropolitan shows. Growers in the country that

force Roses, and have hitherto conhned themselves to

force with such sorts as the old Provence, Common Moss,

and the Spong Rose, would do well to tiy a few out of

this class ; they force well, and bloom freely, and are

very fragrant. Amongst the examples I shall select

will bo found many well known Roses :

—

ylHZ*cr«o?i, bright rose, changing to red; very double

and large.

Baronne Prevost, pale rose ; superb, very huge, aud
double.

Baronne Hallez, dark red ; large and full ; very fine.

Caroline de Sansal, clear flesh-colour, edges blush

;

very large and full.

Comte de Montalivet, violet-red ; very large and
double.

Dnchesse de Praslin, blush, pink centre ; large and
full.

Duchess of Sutherland, pale rose ; magnificent.

Eduard Jesse, dark purple shaded with crimson

;

distinct, glowing, large, and double.

La Reine, rosy pink, tinged with lilac; magnificent.

Ocant des Batailes, brilliant crimson, shaded with

purple.

Queen Victoria, white, shaded with peach ; large and
full.

Robin Hood, rosy-carmine ; very largo and double.

William Griffiths, pale satin-like rose ; large and full.

Class 17.

—

Rosa indica. The Indian or China Rose.

—

China Roses are well known, and need no description.

They are mostly grown in pots in greenhouses, or

against walls. Kept in frames or pits through the

winter, and planted out in early spring, they are by
such treatment well adapted for beds on the lawn, or in

the jiarterre. Their small growth, and abundant almost

constant bloom through the summer and autumn, render

them very suitable to plant in masses. Examples are

—

Abbe il/o!7(j«(Z, ro.sy-purple, often streaked with white;

large and very double.

Aimee Plantier, white, tinted with orange; lai-ge and
double.

Beiiu Carmin, deep velvety purple, aud crimson-

shaded ; rich and very double.

Cramoise superieure, rich crimson.

Mrs. Bosanquct, delicate pale flesh, often white, clus-

tering ; beautiful, large, and very double.

Napoleon, bright pink ; fine, large, and double.

Prince Charles, brilliant carmine ; very double.

Tancrede, fine rosy-purple ; distinct, large, and full.

J'irgintde, delicate blush-pink ; large and full.

T. Ari'LEEY.

{To be continued.)

STOVE FERNS.
{Continued from page '203.)

Propagation : by Seed.—-I trust our readers, growers

of Ferns, have not forgotten my description of the moist

places in which they, or at least the greater part of them,

grow in a wild state. In these moist hot places they

shed their seeds, which come up by thousands around

the old plants. In our moist stoves, aud more especially

the Orchid-house, the more common kinds spring up
from seeds so much and so fieoly as to become trouble-

some. I remember a wall on the north side of an Orchid-
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house, at Pine Apple Place, wliioli, partly from its situa-

tion, and partly from being syringed every day to

moisten blocks of wood on which Orchids grew, was kept

constantly moist. On this wall the common Pteris

serndala grew so thickly from seed as completely to cover

it ; so much so, that it became necessary to pull them
away, aud whitewash the wall, to prevent the Ferns from
growing so much. And in Messrs. Loddige's Orchid-

house there was, and may be yet, growing on the walls

quantities of the AdiaiUum cajiillus veneris, chiefly seed-

ling plants. These facts point out forcibly how we
ought to propagate Ferns from seed.

I have raised great numbers of choice species by
placing a slightly moss-covered brick under a hand-
light, in a moist heat, or shady part of an Orchid-house,

or even common stove. On these bricks T scattered the

seeds, and soon had the pleasure to observe them grow-

ing ; the only care bestowed was surrounding the bricks

with coinmou green moss, aud keeping it moist by fre-

quent sprinklings of tepid water. I was careful, of

coiu'se, to sow seed, and uot dust ; for the capsules, or

seed-cases, soon burst, the seeds fly off, and leave nothing
but dust. The best way to be certain of real seed is to

frequently brush oft" on the brick the real seed before it

flies off from the fronds. The seed itself has much the

appearance of dust, and requires a strong magnilier to

distinguish it. If the desired species sown upon these

brinks do not vegetate, the operator may be sure that no
seed has been sown. Some kinds will not vegetate by
this method, but may be raised under a beU-glass. To
effect this, fill a pot with the compost described for

potting Ferns in, sift a portion througli a very fine sieve,

and place it about half-an-inch thick upon tlie compost;
then give it a good watering, so as thoroughly to wet
the whole of the soil. I'it a bell-glass to the pot, lift it

off again, and sow the seed upon the moist soil. The
best way to sow the seed is first to cut off two or three

fronds, and brush oft' the seed on to a white sheet of

paper, then, with the finger and thumb, sow the seed

evenly all over the surface of the moist earth. Place
upon it a bell-glass, and set the pot in a shady part of

the stove or Orchid-house. The sun must never be
allowed to shine upon the bell-glass.

F^ern seed will keep for an extraordinary length of

time. The late Mr. Shepherd, Curator of the Botanic
Garden, at Liverpool, obtained a crop of many kinds of

stove F^erns, the seeds of which were brushed off speci-

mens that had been brought from the tropics several

years previously to coming into JNIr. Shepherd's posses-

sion. He sowed them in pots filled with ]>eat earth,

covering each pot with a flat piece of common glass,

and where the cvdtivator has no bell-glasses he might
adopt the same method. To prevent drip from the

condensed water on the underside of the flat glass, all

that he would have to do would be to turn the glass

over when the vapour had condensed ; the air of the

house would take it up off the glass. If bell-glasses are

used (and I greatly prefer them) they will require wiping
dry occasionally. The bell-glass should be a little

smaller than the pot, so that water could be poured
gently upon it to wet the surface of the soil whenever it

appears dry. The seed is so minute, and so easily

perishes, that the finest rose-pot would infallibly destroy

it, but by applying the water over the bell-glass, the soil,

by capillary attraction, becomes gradually moistened,

and thus the delicate seed is preserved uninjured If

all goes on favourably the plants will soon make their

appearance probably mixed with several common
species. Some recommend baking the soil to prevent

these from gi'owing, but I always find seedlings of the

desired species did not come up so freely, if at all, in soil

so prepared. The experienced eye will soon detect the

kinds wanted to grow, and the rest may be weeded
out as soon as they are distinguished from the species

expected. When these liave attained their second

or third fronds they should be pricked-out, as it

is technically termed, thinly over the surface of fresh

pots, in fresh compost, at about an incli apart. In this

position they may bo allowed to grow till the leaves

touch each other, then pot them off singly into thumb-

pots, place them in a shady place till they are fairly

established, and tlien subject them to the same manage-

ment as the larger established plants.

By this method I have successfully raised some of the

more rare species, such, for instance, as the beautiful

Cheilantltes hndujera, and the Ot/mnor/ramma chryso-

phijlla, as well as the rare aud beautiful Ccmopteris

sqiuimala.

Pri>pa{/iitioii : hij Division.—Many kinds of Ferns can

be propagated successfully by division. Some send out

stolones or creeping root-shoots—the Adinntiim assimile

is a notable example—and these can be easily detached

from the parent pla.nt, potted and shaded for a few days,

and then soou make good plants. These suckers, as

they may be termed, are most conveniently detached at

the time of potting, or a pot well filled witli them may
be taken to the potting bench, the soil shook off, and

the plant divided into as many divfsions as it will make,

then potted separately, and shaded till established.

Others that do not send out these side-shoots, or suckers,

may he divided into several plants, care being taken

that eacli division has a good lot of roots to it. The
Adiantiim cmieatum, aud several others, may be divided

into several pieces, or plants, in this manner. One point

I must not forget to mention, and that is, young 2>lants

are most certain to grow nhen thus dieided. Old plants

I have divided into apparently well-rooted divisions,

and such I have often found to fail nearly entirely.

Plants of two years old, that have several crowns,

succeed almost every one ; but plants three or four

years old almost as generally fail to grow.
T. Appleby.

{To he continued.)

NOTES ON THE GOOSEBERRY.
Although it has been often said that Lancashire and

other north-western counties excel all other parts of

England in the production of this fruit, as far as size

and crop ai'e concerned, while it is also said that the

north of Scotland excels Lancashire in the flavour and

perfection to which they are brought ; nevertheless, we
opine that the great Metropolis would be poorly pro-

vided, did it depend on these localities for its supply

;

for we question very much if a single basket finds its

way iuto the London market from either of those

districts. Supposing, therefore, that the neighbourhood

where this fruit is extensively grown for that purjiose,

must not be altogether unsuited to its growth, a few ob-

servations on the treatment it receives there may not

be altogether out of place in a journal especially

adapted to convey just aud economical principles.

Although, doubtless, quantities of this fruit are cul-

tivated in the coimties bordering London, on the south

and west, and even some may be grown a little to the

north of it, still the great bulk are grown in the counties

of Surrey, Sussex, and Kent, or the parts of them which

lie to the south-east of the gi-eat market of the world

;

and as the last-named couuty is the one from which the

greatest supply is sent, we will confine om- observations

to the treatment the bushes receive there, as well as

other notices of the evils it is subject to.

Beginning with the last-named first, we will observe

that the Gooseberry-trees in Kent seem to sufier more
from the small birds, in early spring, than we have ever

known them to do anywhere else; as it is not unusual,

after being pruned, and left apparently all right, to find
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them stripped of almost all their buds some few days
after they begin to swell. The mischief is all done in a

day or two; and although the " Bullfincli " often gets

the blame of it all, yet other little " chirpers " assuredly
assist, but the celerity with which it is done, and the

quiet way, deceive many " old hands," who had pre-

viously determined to try and watch the movements of

their cunning enemy. Suffice to say that it is done, and
the careful pruner is mortified to find that the shoots he
left are totally denuded, except some two or three weak-

eyes at the tip, which are left either because they were
too insignificant objects for the depredators to notice, or

because they are most difficult of access, the spray
giving way beneath the weight of the depredator
perched near the end. This evil is difficult to contend
against. Some have endeavoured to meet it by watching
their grounds (where they are sufficiently extensive to

repay that trouble) for a few days ; others endeavour to

scare their birds away by some of the contrivances wliich

serve that purpose for a single day or so ; but after all, a
great deal of mischief is done about the end of February,
or beginning of March, by these little depredators ; and
though some have interlaced their trees with white and
coloured thread, or worsted, representing net-work,

still the effect is not always sufficient to keep away
these enemies ; and what makes the case somewhat
singular, certain kinds of Gooseberries, as the Yellow
Roughs, invariably escape their ravages. This induces
some parties to plant this kind more extensively than
others, where they are liable to so much injury.

We will not here enter into the merits of the various
kinds grown for market and private use, yet we may
observe that certain kinds have a preference shown
them on the same principle that has established the

Ribston Pippin Apple, the Green Gage Plum, Black
Hambro', and White Muscat Grapes, and some other
fruits, in the position " of the standard of e.xcellence " in

their respective classes. Perhaps the public are not so

agreed as to which has the claim in the Gooseberry
list, but the Warrington stands high, as a rough red
one. This Gooseberry our north country friends will

recognise under the name of Ashton ; while tboy
have another equally a favourite with them for table

use, whicli they call the Tiirkeg, a black-red, of peculiar

flavour, and the plant difl'erent in habit from most
others, by being upright in growth, &c. The berries

are rather globular thau long, and not very large. This
is called, in the south of p]ughind, tlie Champagne.
Other kinds are equally favourites with the above with
their respective admirers, but the general mass of buyers
enquire for tlie Warrington, when they meditate pre-

serving them.
We will now take the next misfortune to which the

tree is liable, and it is one more especially within the
means of the cottage gardener to control—wo mean the

Caterpillar, an enemy ibrmidable enough, yet certainly

more easy to combat with than the small birds. The
caterpillar requires to be energetically met, otherwise it

soon divests the trees of their leaves, and, consequently,
they are crippled for the season. The Kontisli fruit-

grower does not always attempt the most effectual means
to overcome this pest, which is hand-pickmg them oii',

but he does the next best thing, by scattering lime, or

lime and soot, over his trees on damp mornings, as soon
as these gentry have made their appeai-auce. This,

and, probably, some assistance from the same class of

birds which did the mischief in early sjiring, is often

sufficient to keep these enemies down, and, certainly,

there is no better antidote to the caterpillar than the
small birds which prey on them, but these are not the
same birds as those which destroyed the young buds.
Many years ago we tried hellebore powder, with a fair

share of success : and we have carried a pan of binning
brimstone over the square, or amongst the trees infested

with this pest, taking care to keep it so far from them
as to prevent its doing any harm to the foliage. Thun-
der, and the condition the atmosphere is in at the time,

is certainly fatal to many insects in the embryo state,

while the heavy showers which often accompany the

sauie are likewise beneficial, as cleansing the foliage

of impurities left them ; but as these are natural

agents, we have no right to claim any credit for what
assistance they afi'ord us. If the fruit-grower finds

his trees thus deprived of leaves, he generally picks off

the berries, and sends them to market, and thereby

relieves the tree of a burden which, under its then
weakened condition, it is no longer able to bear ; and it

generally makes such a second growth as enables it to

supply the pruner of the following season with a suffi-

ciency of shoots to choose from.

Though we have only mentioned these two evils as

coming within the scope of the cultivator, we may men-
tion one over which he has but little control—we mean
the spring frosts. We have seen extensive plantations

tliat were reported to suffer almost every year from this

cause, and others that are said always to escape. This
is owing to natural causes ; but our readeis will be
curious to know that some plantations, which would
seem to boast of some of the best soil to be found any-
where, and lying in some nice sheltered situation facing

the full south, almost annually become a victim to the

frosts at the end of April or first of May. Now, as we
beg to lay particular stress upon the cause of this, we
may mention, that it is the "apparent" fine situation

which is to blame for it ; as by far the best plantation

we know of is on ground inclining rather rapidly to the

south-west and west, and even the north is not without
its advantages. The reason is obvious: with a south
aspect the trees are forwardest in vegetating, and a

bright sun usually following a frost, the tender and
delicate organs of the plant become too suddenly thawed
to he able to bear the rapid changes it has undergone.
We know of a plantation of about two acres facing the

north-west, on rather a declivity ; this has always been
remarkable for escaping this evil, and not only that,

but has been so productive as to furnish several hundred
bushels of Gooseberries, although at the same time
standard trees, as Apple, &c., were amongst the occu-

pants of the ground, as well as the Gooseberries. We
hope some of our readers may take a lesson from this,

and before they be finally led away by the belief that

a slope facing the south must be early and safe.

As it requires some little discrimination to foresee

what is likely to he the most prolific trees to plant on
certain soils, wo will, at another occasion, take this

matter up, and then point out the culture and treatment
the plant receives at the hands of those who make it

their business to send several hundred bushels, or sieves,

to London market every week during the season.

J. RoBSON.

APPEARANCE OF CROPS IN HAMPSHIRE.

In the absence of any statistical returns of the appear-

ance of the crops of corn, grass, &c., in this coimtry, it

must be apparent that the interest of the community

requires that reports should be made upon the subject

from the difl'erent districts of England, in order that any

probable deficiency, or superabmidauce, of our agricul-

tural productions may be anticipated.

1 therefore propose to report upon the appearance of

the crops in Hampshire, based upon my own observa-

tions. After the very unusual and difficult season for

Wheat sowing, it might bo expected that a deficiency in

I
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tlie produce woukl be the result ; it is, therefore, a mat-

ter of importance if an estimate can bo made of the pro-

bable deficiency of so valuable a croj) as that of Wheat,

witli a near approach to accuracy.

Upon all dry soils, sown in good time, the Wheat loolts

likely to produce a fair crop ; the appearances up to the

middle of June were certainly in favour of an average

produce; but the wet and boisterous weather experienced

since that period forbids such anticipation ; it being

well known that our greatest crops of Wheat have oc-

curred when the weather in the month of June has been

dry and hot, without much wind. On the other hand,

it has been noticed that more or less deficiency of this

crop invariably follows when the weather, during the

blooming time of the Wheat plant, has proved cold, wet,

and windy.

Such has been the effect of the weather during the

past seed time, that a considerable portion of the driest

soils were seeded in bad condition ; the consequence is

a deficiency of plant ; the results of which, in all proba-

bility, will be a considerable diminution of the crop. It

is also to be observed that a portion of these soils have
not been sown with Wheat on account of the unfavour-

able season. The cold clay lands, and much of the

Wheat growing soils, as they are termed, even where
the land is in good condition, and was seeded in proper

time, wears a most unpromising aspect. The lengthened

period of wet weather has encouraged the growth of

grass and weeds to such an e.Kteut as to damage
seriously the crop ; and in most instances, where the

weeds have not been hoed out, the ears of Wheat are so

small that a light produce must be the result.

A portion of the heavy land, sown during the un-

toward season, cannot possibly produce a satisfactory

crop. A considerable quantity of land, intended for

Wheat, upon this soil, never could be seeded during the

usual season ; it has, therefore, been sown with spring

Wheat of different varieties, and it must be confessed

looks very well up to the present time ; but spring-sown

Wheat never can be depended on to produce a good
crop, much less to make up a deficiency arising from an
e.xceptional and unusual seed time. Large breadths of

cold land, intended for Wheat, could not be sown, and
has, therefore, been appropriated to other crops.

My opinion is, that there is twenty per cent, less laud

sown to Wheat than usual in this county, and that the

produce arising from that which has been sown, will,

under the most favourable circumstances, as regards the

yield and the harvest, prove at the least fifteen per cent.

per acre under an average crop.

Of Lent corn a great breadth has been sown; I should

say about as much more as the Wheat crop is less than
the usual quantity ; and the appearance of the crops of

Barley and Oats are good, and certainly bid fair to

produce more than an average crop of straw. The qua-

lity of the grain, however, is likely to be inferior, on
account of the late seed time, for the frost continued

until so late a period, that a great portion of the Barley

was not sown until a fortnight after the time usually

chosen for the purpose.

Both Barley and Oats are decidedly late in coming
into ear, wliich will nuike the harvest late, should the

weather prove ever so favourable. Winter Beans ai-e

very deficient in plant, although the crop has gone on
well, and made a veiy luxuriant growth until within

the past few days, during which time the haulm has
been attacked with blight ; but I have seen no instance

as yet where the crop is likely to suffer serious damage.
The Pea crop has also looked very promising until

lately
; since the dark, windy weather has sot in from the

south-west the green aphis has appeared upon the

plants in many fields, from the attack of which I fear

injury to the crop will ensue.

S])ring Beans are late, and do not show so much
haulm as in some seasons ; they are likely to blossom

well, and I do not at present see any black aphis upon
them, nor do I expect it unless we get a dry north or

east wind.

The crops of Clover, upon all soils, are decidedly over

an average produce, and having been cut nearly all at

one time previous to the late rains, I do not recollect

having seen the crop more generally and seiiously da-

maged for many yeai's than it is at present. The mea-

ilou-s, and upland pastures, also, have a good crop on
them, and as a fair proportion yet remains to be cut it

may be got up well, although much has been injured

where cut in the early season.

Of Potatoes, a short quantity has been planted this

season ; many growers having been heavy losers last

year have been deterred from planting. The season,

hitherto, has, however, been very favourable for this

crop, there having been no excess of moisture since

planting time. I have noticed a few instances of the

blight, although, generally, they are looking well.

Joseph Blundell.

OPERATION FOR CROP BOUND.
The remarks of Dr Horner, inserted in page 'JTO, on the

above operation, are so evidently intended to apply to my
coramunication which appeared at page 48 of the present
volume, that I do not hesitate to reply to them.
Dr Horner denounces "laying open the crop to the

unwarrantable extent of two inches at its lowest part, as
recommended in The Cottage GAnDENEn." Until Dr.
Horner can point out where the recommendation to open
the crop at its lowest part is to be found in The Cottage
Gaedeneh, he must be content to remain under the imputa-
tion of negligent misrepresentation. I fully agree i\ith him
on the extreme folly of making an incision at that part
where the food would, by its weight, tend to open it; but
until he can prove the suggestion to have been previously
published, tlie credit of originating it is entirely his own.

Dr. Horner, it appears, practices making an incision, two-
thirds of an inch in length, in the crop of a Sebright Bantam
pullet, which could scarcely have weighed three-qunrters-of-
a-pouud, whilst he condemns, as " unwarrantable," an inci-

sion three times as long (namely, two mches) in tlie crop of
a Cochin of ten pounds. I should have imagined that, in
proportion to the size of his patient, tlie Doctor's was by
far the more severe operation.

The suggestion to remove the swollen materials with a
pin is amusing ; in the case in question the quantity re-
moved was fourteen-and-a-half ounces, and by the muscular
contraction of the crop exercised on it for many days, it had
been compressed into a mass of such firmness as to be per-
fectly unyielding when pressed with the fingers, and was
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only i-emo\ed with considerable trouble by the use of a

sti-ong pail' of dissecting forceps.

The mass, from the length of time it had remained in

the crop, had become oti'ensive in tlie liighest degree ; it

was tliereforc desirable to remove every portion, an object

which was more leadily accomplished by washing out the
crop, which, therefore, I do not think "quite uncalled for."

I have since operated in several cases, and in every
instance my " imwarrantable " operation has been followed
with perfect recovery.

I mentioned Dr. Homer's criticism to one of the highest
living Zoologists, who stated, that on one occasion, when at

the celebrated anatomical school of Joshua Brooks, a vulture

swallowed a rat wliich had been killed by poison, and which
was immediately extracted by an operation, after which the

wound was sewn up, and with so little injury to the health

of the vulture, thatithved many years after Brookes's death,

in the Gardens of the Zoological Society.

In one of his letters in the present volume, Dr. Horner
states, that " Truth is his aim, and that he is always ready

to read the remarks of others, when expressed with a due
regard to com'tesy;" but the dogmatical employment of such
terms as " imwarrantable," " quite uncalled for," itc, are

scarcely consistent with the comtesy he expects from others.

W. B. Tegetheiek, Toilenham, Middlesex.

THE COTTAGE GAEDENER'S PONY.
(Continuedfrom page 170.)

THE DUilE SLAVE.

HiSTOEiAN's (not of little ponies, but of great people,)

have frequently endeavom'ed to mark out particular' ei^ochs

by inviting especial attention to certain notable improve-
ments in men's manners Thus the abolition of human
sacrifices ; the inti'oduction of alphabetic writiug ; the
mitigation, or abolition of aU the erils of personal slavery

;

and the respect paid to woman, and her acknowledged po-

sition in society, have each been used as land-mai-ks, or

guide-posts, in thek way, to note that one rough stage had
been got over, and another and a smoother one was about
to commence in the com'se of civilisation.

One test of this kind has been brought prominently for-

ward by a recent writer on Grecian history. He contends
that it is an infallible sign of an advance made in refine-

ment, when men have learnt to abstain from maiming,
disfiguring, and mutilating the persons of their slaves and
prisoners, and otherwise ill-treating them. Contending that

the conduct of the Greeks was humanity itself in this

respect, when contrasted nith that of their barbarian con-

temporai'ies, he lai'gely relies on this one established fact as

conclusive evidence of moral superiority. To me the remark
seems to carry with it much weight; and, if its truth cannot
be gainsayed, I almost think it will be found capable of a
larger and wider application.

When men no longer treat their wives like servants, their

servants like slaves, their slaves Uke brute-beasts, surely a
little further practical exercise of enlightened benevolence
should be expected to bring them to treat their very dogs,

horses, and cattle, with Icindness, and with a due respect to

the handiwork of Him who made us and them. Unusual
attention is now-a-days paid to the study of Natural History,

as illustrating the principles of natm'al religion ; one conse-

quence of which ought to be, a ready recognition of certain

natural rights as belonging to all living creatm'es, imder
one common superintending Proridence. I'he contempla-
tion of the great truths of natural religion {unaided hy better

and purer lights) would seem to have led some of the

gravest heathen doctors into inculcating, as religious duties,

certain preposterous and extreme attentions to be paid to

tlie lower animals. But, on the other hand, the specula-

tions of recent travellers woidd lead us to infer that the
oriental nations do many of them still preserve not a
few of the traditions of the pati'iarchal times, with many
manners, customs, and time-honoured institutions, which
have with them survived the weightier obligations of a pure
rehgion. Some explanation certainly is reqiui'ed for the
anomaly that, in this rehgious and enhghtened community
and century in which we live, a greater amount of barbarity

marks om- treatment of some of the lower animals (the I

horse in particular), than if we were li%ing in a Mahomedan
|

country, and in an earlier age. Not long ago, a Tm'k was
commenting on the miserable treatment which our horses

t

experienced in a great London thoroughfare, and being '

near Exeter Hall, he finished by remarking, " but I con-
clude there is nothing about them in yoiu' book." Here he
was wrong, however. Even in France, and generally in

cathohc countries on the continent, where the Bible is but
little read, men have, some how or other, learnt that tliere

is a limit (not very hard to be ascertained) providentially

set to the dominion which we exercise over the brute crea-

tion. Curier tells us, as I have already iufornied yom'
readers, that ten horses are used up in England for one on
the continent.

Seeing the immense populai'ity of Mrs. B. Stowe's philan-
thropic exposure of our neighbour's faults, one would hope
that a philippic on our own barbarities towards our own
DUMB SLAVES might be equally popular. Tlie writer of these
Pony Essays fully sympathises with much of the puhlie
indignation which is being continually directed against some
of the evils of our factory system ; and he laments the
needless waste of human life arising from oiu' operatives
being pent up the whole year in close alleys and unwhole-
some abodes, getting too little exercise, and doing too much
work. It is a gi'ave fact, that three factory children die
under age, for two of the children of the farm-labourer; and
that whilst many farm-labourers attain old age, few factory
hands are so fortunate. All this is vei7 bad ; and if emi-
gration should continue it will bo found to be very wasteful
too. But all this affords no excuse for the inhumanity
wherewith the poor cab-horse is treated in the sen-ice of the
same enlightened and humane public, whilst it is so pro-

i perly holding up its hands against negro slavery and the

i

factory system.

i
I have said that the factory system will turn out to be

I very wasteful, so soon as emigration shall have taught us

!
the real value of the labouring class. In respect to the
humbler "labourer," however, whom I immediately treat of,

there is less difficulty in ai'riving at a precise result, because
the deterioration of his frame, and his premature wasting
away, ai'e matters which can be directly made subjects of
calculation. A gentleman purchases a stout, sound, young
horse for about 1;'C0 ; after two years' tugging at that lum-
bering, ostentatious, half-ton of wood and iron, in which the
honourable gentleman's personal consequence is duly no-
tified to the world at lai'ge, the animal is found to be done-
up, from having been employed, in fact, doing the work of
two horses in his single person. He is tlien sold for about
i.lU, and forthwith is transferred to a hack-stable, and to a

life of unbroken toil and hard usage; this, too, with a frame
no longer sound and healthy, in consequence of ordinar}'

bad stable-management, and a postponement of all the
natural habits, instincts, and requirements of the animal to

the caprice of fashion, and the questionable sagacity of a

groom. Such an animal, if left in the fanner's hands, or
if in the possession of a foreigner (albeit the same were a
catholic, or a Turk), might last, say, twenty yeai's. In our
' bonoui'able' and humane friend's service he just lasted

I
two. Look at the difference— *C0, less .£iO, is £41 loss in

two years, or £'i'-l a-year. But i'UO, distributed over twenty
years, comes to but £:i a-year. The difference, ill) a-year,

or one shilling a-day, gives us the actual cost of our tyranny

:

the money we lose by treating the best of brute servants as
the most abject of slaves. This is the point from which I
woiild wish to commence a comparison of the expense of a
more natm'al and considerate treatment of our "pony" with
the costly bungUng which is all the fashion in this counUy.

I

If I can show that bad, unnatm'al, usage is expensive, people
may be inchned also to think it wi'ong.

—

Vibuvoe.
(To be continued,)

A EEW MORE PHLOXES.
PuLOX PANicuLATA (Pauicled-flowered Phlox).—This is

the oldest but one to be found in all our lists of Phloxes,
and it is one of the hardiest too. This good-natured plant
wUl live and flower in almost any situation ; either in the
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sliacle or in the auusliine ; in a rich soil, ami in a poor cue

;

anJ, wlint is no small acUlitional merit, I never Itnew the

slugs much to attack this kind. Of course, it is readily

increased by root-division, and it will stand in the same spot

and tlowcr well, yearly, for many years, if not too much root-

injured at the time the border is being dressed ofi". It is a

profuse bloomer, and its tlowers are of a liglit purple colour.

The stems rise from foiu- to five feet high, and flower iu

August and September. It is a native of Virginia and
Lower Caroliria, and was introduced to this country in ITi'l.

Phlox pnniculiitit ullin in a white variety of the preceding

species, and of the same liabit iu every respect. It forms a

nice contrast in the liower border, in arranging the plants

there ; and from the hardiness of these two plants, they are

found extremely useful for planting in gloomy situations,

under the shade of trees, or in the front of or among shrubs
in the plantations.

Phlox Wueeleeiana (Wheeler's PhloxJ.-—This is

another old garden variety, which rises from about three

feet to three feet six inches in height. It is very hardy, and,

like the preceding, almost any situation suits it. It is a free

bloomer, the llowers being purplish-red. It will stand for

years in the same spot if not root-injured.

1'm.ox PiiVERsu (Hivers's Phlox).—This rises about the

same height as the irheelerinnaj and is very much like it in

all its habits, from the first putting out of its leaves from
the ground to the very tip of its tlowers. It is also equally

hiirdy, and the flowers are of a deep reddish-purple. It

is a iirofuse bloomer, and flourishes in any situation, whether
in the open sunshine or in the shade.

Phlox cohdata (Heart-leaved Phlox).—A native of

Carolina, introduced to this counti-y in 18'-!7. The tlowers

are of a purplish colour. It rises fi-om three-and-half feet

to four "feet high, is a very hardy kind, and flowers in

August and September,
Phlox coidula (/riinilijiora is a variety of the above, and a

very beautiful plant, rising from three-and-half to four feet

high, and is very hardy. The flowers are somewhat paler

than the latter, larger, and better shaped, with a white eye.

It flowers in August and September.
Phlox cordafa rosea is another variety of the above, and a

sweet plant it is, rising from three-and-half to four feet high,

bearing flowers of a good shape, of a beautiful rosy-pink

eoloiu', in August and September.
Phlox speciosissima (Mostshowy Phlox).—This I had

many years ago under this name, but since which time I

I have received two others, one under the name of Lielti,

and the other Captivullon. I never could see any difference

in these three plants when growing almost side by side, there-

fore I have put them down for one and the same thing.

Perhaps it is P. liela of the books,' and of the other names
among nurserymen. It is a white-flowering kind ; flowers

large and of a good shape, and the plant being hardy and
a sti'ong grower, rising from three and-half to four feet high.

Phlox HVDnAXGEOiDES (Hydrangerlike Phlox).—This is

a very free bloomer of a pm-plish-red colour, the flowers

small but very numerous. It grows from about three to

three-and-half feet high. It has proved rather mifl'ey and
tender with me as yet, but it is pretty, and flowers in August
and September.

I'uLox toRYMOBSA (Corymb-bloomed Phlox).—This is

a native of North America; the flowers are pm-plish-lilac,

opening in August and September, and in height from three

to three-and-half feet. It is a very pi'etty, desirable, plant,

and is a free bloomer, and liardy.

Phlox acujiinata is a native of the mountains of Georgia
and South Carolina. It grows from tbree-and-half to four

feet high ; the flowers of a purplish colour, small, and the

plant rather mifl'ey iu low ground. It flowers in August and
September.
Phlox speciosissijia rubra.—This is one of the very best

of the tall kinds, it is from three to three-and-half feet

high, and the flowers purplish-red, and of good shape. It

appears, from its manner of growth, and shape of liower, to

be an improvement on the curdata graiidijiora.

Phlox molinensis is a good variety; the flowers of hght
streaky colour-, of good shape, rises from three to three-and-

half feet high: tlowers in August and September. A very

desirable kind,

Phlox scabra (Rough Phlox) has flowers of a light

lilac. It is a native of North America, and called Amtricona
by some. This rises from three to four feet high, and
flowers in August and September.
Phlox Peincesse Marlinne.—The flowers are striped

white and pink. The plant rises from two to two-and-half
feet high. With us it is rather a mifl'ey bloomer. —
T. Wean'ER, Gardener to the M'arden of Wiiirhcstcr Collci/e.

BEET-ROOT.
This garden produce was in high esteem both with the

Greeks and Romans, and the comparative estimate of such

roots by the former, appears from the fact that they offered

to Apollo, in his temple at Delphos, a Turnip of lead, a

Radish of gold, and a Beet-root of silver {Pliny, xix. v.).

It is not our purpose, however, to linger over the classic

history of this root, nor to while away even a quarter of an
hour whilst noting down what our earliest English writers

have recorded concerning its medicinal uses. We must,

however, remind our readers, that old Gerarde cultivated
" the greater red, or Roman Beet," in l.'JOfi, and that he had
it " from that courteous merchant Master Lete." It is, adds
our ancient botanist, " boiled and eaten with oil, vinegar,

and pepper, and is a most excellent and delicate salad ; but
what might be made of the red and beautiful root I refer

unto the curious and cunning cook, who, no doubt, when he
hath had the view thereof, and is assured that it is both

good and wholesome, will make thereof many and divers

dishes, both fair and good."

Gerai'de's anticipations have been more than realized, for

not only have cooks made of this root " dishes both fair and
good," but chemists have succeeded iu extracting from it a

rival to the produce of the sugai' cane.

Upon tills subject we have the following interesting notes

from the last number of The Gentleman's Magazine

:

—
" The last accounts from Ireland of the manufacture of

sugar from Beet root are very encouraging. As the subject

is likely to excite increased attention, the following par-

ticulars of the French manufacture during the late war
(when supplies from the colonies were prevented) are ofl'ered

as historical memoranda. If they are partly unfavourable,

it must be remembered that the knowledge of former failiures

is often necessary, as a guide to future success.
" The discovery of making sugar from Beet-root has been

attributed to JI. Achard, a Prussian, who published, at the

end of tlie last century, ' Instructions for making Sugar,

Blolasses, and ^'inous Spirit from Beet-root.' But the

original idea was suggested in 160.5, by Olivier de Serres,

the celebrated French agronomist. In 17H1 Marggraf, of

Berlin, arrived at a stage in the manufacture which has

obtained the name of discoveiy. Dr. Moseley, in his inform-

ing and amusing Treatise on Sugar, ('-iud ed. ISOO), has

copied several particulars from Neinnann's Chemisti-y, by
wliich it appears that in Canada sugar was made from the

maple-tree, and also in Sweden; that the common birch

yields a saccharine juice ; and that various vegetables, for

instance Beet-root, afford saccahrine concretes. It is also

attainable from grapes, particularly dried raisins, for large

grains of pure sugar are often found among Jlalaga raisins,

that have lam long compressed together, (p. 1.'12-.').)

" In March, IKOd, sugar made by Achard from Beet-root,

was received in Paris. The subject soon engaged the atten-

tion of Napoleon, who was so sanguine of his project, that

the celebrated Chaptal was dismissed from the ministry of

the interior in 180-t, because he did not enter sufficiently

into it in his report on the subject. (Diet, des SlinisU-es,

par M. Gallois, IM'-iS, p. (J.'j). In 1808, the sirup of raisins

(which however had been previously indicated) was dis-

covered (as the French say) by M. Proust. But up to that

period these inventions had little success. Lord Blayney,

who passed some time in France as a jnisoner of war on
parole, thus describes the result, iinder the date of I8II.
' Sugar, of which the French are immoderately fond, they

are obliged to forego ; for, though they have been amused
with the idea of extracting the article from raisins. Beet-

root, &c., the produce is only yet to bo found in the Monitcur,

not a grain having appeared in the market. It is true,

indeed, a sirup of grapes has been introduced into commerce,
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but those who have once made use of it will never he tiiken
in a second time ; for, independent of its possessing a very
small portion of the sweetening principle, which renders its

use as dear as sugar, it contains a powerful acid, that acts
most disagreeably on the bowels.' (Xarrative of a Forced
Journey, vol. i p. 483-4).

" Napoleon complained at St. Helena, that ' the old
aristocracy, those enemies to our prosperitj-, exhausted all

their wit in stupid jokes and frivolous caricatui-es.' (Las
Cases, part iii. p. 339). ^\liat reason he had for attributing
these squibs to the royalists in particular Joes not appear.
Two of them are described by Lord Blaj-ney at the same
place in his naiTative as the fonner extract. ' One repre-
sents George the Third and Napoleon on opposite sides of
a table, with a cup of coft'ee before each ; our king is dis-
solring tlie point of a great loaf of sugar- into his, while
Nap. is grinning most Iiombly in trying to squeeze a drop
of sweetening from a large Beet-root" A second eaiicature
on the same subject shows how deeply the French are
interested in it ; it represents the king of Kome sucking a
Beet-root, malcing wry faces, and exclaiming " Yoila un joli

raorceau de sucre que mon papa m'a donne."' (p. 48.').j

—

(Here's a jolly lump of sugar my papa has given me.)
" Nevertheless, the process continued, and other modes

were adopted alongwith it, which have been called inventions,
although, when compared with the passage quoted from
Neumann, it ivill be seen that they were only copies. In
1810 sugar was made from the maple-tree, and the prince of
Auersburg set up a manufactory of it. In April, Isll, the
impulse given to the culture of Beet-root in France had
extended itself to Germany; and on May -ij, Napoleon
ordered 3-J,000 hectares of land (about 04,000 acres) to be
devoted to it for making sugar. October I'i, Guerazzi, of
Florence, succeeded in extracting sugar from chesnuts; and
in November the fabrication of the article from Beet-root,
by Achard, was announced as being brought to perfection.
In December it was extracted from meal, and from the
arbutus. On Jan. 'i, l^l-i, Haiiy certified that the crystalline
forms of Beet-root sugar were the same as those of the cane.

" While scientific results were so favourable, poetry was
not silent. For instance, at the birth of the king of Rome,
M. Michaud, the celebrated .Academician, contributed to the
numerous congratulations some stanzas, in which he boasts
that at the signal given by a hero a new Flora ('une Flore
inconnue ') has appeared in the forests of France, and that
the honey of America ('le niiel Americain'') will grow in
her furrows. His note on this stanza is,

—
' S. M. I'Empereur

vient d'encoivrager la culture des plantes que peuvent suppleer
a I'indigo, a la cochenille, a la canne de sucre, etc.' By
forests he means particularly that of Fontainbleau, which
was devoted to the experiment.

" The subject is thus noticed by Alison in his History of
Europe :

' Beet-root was largely cultivated as a substitute for
the sugar-cane, and, though the saccharine matter obtained
from that useful vegetable was inferior in sweetness and
richness to that which the West India islands yielded, yet it

was superior in clearness and delicacy, and, as a native
production, was justly admu-ed.' (Vol vi. p. 396.)

" Napoleon asserted that the French nation were indebted
to him for the cultivation of sugar, indigo, and cotton. (.Las
Cases, part iii. p. 338.) He enumerated among his treasures
'funds accumiilated to establish upwards of 400 manu-
factories of sugar from Beet-root, for the consumption of
part of France, and which would have ftmiished sugar at
the same price as the West Indies, if they had continued to
receive encouragement for only four years longer.' (Ibid vi.

2ol.) But Lord Blaney, who paid some attention to the
subject, ascertained that it was not so successful as the
emperor wished it to be thought. ' The Duke of Eeggio
(Marshal OuiUnot) in order to please his master and ruin
Old England, almost riuned himself by speculations in the
preparation of Beet-root sugar.' (Vol. ii. p. 200.) When his
lordship visited the building, at Bar in Lorraine, where the
works had been carried on, it was converted to rearing cattle
of the Dutch and Flanders breed, 'fattening on the Beet-
root planted to make sugar, for which it seemed to be much
better calculated, and is besides said to give the meat a
delicious flavour.' At the Restoration, when West Indian
sugar could again be procured, the home manufacture
jleclined. M. Peignot (the eminent bibliographer) iu his

' Precis Chronologique de I'Histoire de France," 181.5, a work
not written in an anti-Corsican spirit), says significantly,
La decouverte du sucre de betteraves an 19e sitile n'a pas
en le succes qu'on en attendoit et qu'on faisoit esperer.' (p.
140.) The following stanza, in a ballad of M. Menetrier's,
on the accession of Louis XVHL, affords even a sti-onger,
because a popular-, evidence of the dechne :

—

" Qu'il naisse fille ou gar^on,
Les parrains, faisant les braves,
Poui-ront offrir an poupon
En confiture et bonbon

;

Bon, bon, grace a Bourbon,
Plus de ///.5 (le betteraves;

Bon, bon, car un Bourbon
Est toujom-s bon.*

" On Nov. 1-i, 1814, foreign refined sugars were prohibited
in France, which indicates the desue, with the retiuTiing
opportunity, of promoting colonial interests. Finally, in
General Ambert's pamphlet, ' De I'utilite des colonies p"ai' la
France,' 18-i-J, which advocates particularly the exclusion of
English sugar, there is no obnous allusion to the subject of
Beet-root, A-c, a silence which betokens that the sugar-cane
had resumed its place.
"M. Achard died in 1821, having seen the fall of his

expenment as well as its rise. What new prosperity may
now attend it, under cu-cumstances of competition, instead
of compulsion, is an interesting question, the solution of
which must be left to time, and awaited patiently."
We think that J. T. M., scarcely awards to M. Achard

his due proportion of merit for his reseaiches and eflbrts to
estabhsh this manufacture, for we find that "in 1799 he
pubhshed the first of a series of works on the subject of the
production of sugar from the Beet-root, entitled 'An especial
Description of the Mode in which the Cultiu-e of the Beet-
root must be managed in order to increase its Saccharine
Matter, and to render it profitable for the manufacture of
Sugar,' BerUn, 8vo. Marggraf had, as early as 1747, drawn
attention to the fact that the Beet-root or Mangel-wurzel was
capable of producing sugar, and had made known a process
by which it might be procured. -Aehai-d improved Marggraf's
processes, directed his labours to the cultivation of the Beet,
especially the species that might be most usefully employed
in the manufactiu-e, and drew attention to the subject as
aflbrding a means of increasing national wealth. At first
the subject did not excite much attention, and a report
unfavourabla to the adoption of this mode of obtaining
sugar was made by the Institute of France. The King of
Prussia, however, granted to Achard a small estate at
Ivuiiema, near Breslau, in Silesia, where he carried on the
cultivation of the Beet-root, and the making of sugar, and,
in 1812, estabhshed a school for the pm-pose of teacliing the
art of making this kmd of sugar. Although the Institute of
France had reported unfavourably on tliis subject, the
' continental system ' of Napoleon threw the French so
much upon their own resovuce.s, that they extensively
adopted this mode of obtaining sugar. In 1829, France
produced upwards of 10,000,000 pounds of Beet-root sugar,
and the manufactm-e was then increasing ; but the protection
that ensures the success of such a branch of manufactm-e,
in Em-ope can only be given at a great loss to the community.

" The remaining works of Achai-d on this subject are-^
' Proofs of the PossibiUty of extracting Sugar from Beet-
root,' Berhn, 8vo., 1800. ' How ought the Manufacture of
Sugar and Brandy from Beet-root to be conducted so as not
to diminish the Customs :" Berlin Svo., 1 800. 'Instructions
on the Slode of cultivating Beet-root for making Sugar.
Breslau, 8vo., 1803. ' On the influence of the Manufacture
of Beet-root Sugar on Domestic and Rural Economy.'
Glogau, 8vo., 1805. AU his works are iu German."

SHANGHAES AS NURSES.
I nA\-E read about Shanghae hens being good nm-sing

raothei-s, but, as I have seen nothing about the cocks being
good nursing fathers, perhaps mine is one by himself; but I

* The point of thU verse is, that now parents can give their children
real sweetmeats and bonbons, and, "thanks to the Bourbons, no more
juice of the Beet-root."
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shoiiUl like to know whether any of your reader!? have seen

the Uke. As soon as my first hatch of chickens were a fort-

night ohl, you may liave seen him brooding tlieni for liours, in

the day time, as well as ever you saw a hen brooding tlieni.

In one week more the lien began to lay, and, I supjjose, lie

then thought she had something else to do, so he took them
to the nest at night, and left her to sleep where sho likeil

;

and till such times as the next hatch was ready for him, ho
took them there every night, as well as every time there

^ame a storm of rain; indeed, taking as much cai'e of them
as any hen in England would have done. I thought I

should not have had his services as nurse to the next hatch,

as he was so fond of the first, but I was mistaken, for ho has
made no distinction of chickens ; and is now as carefnl of the
second lot as he was of the first; and I can take them from
luidcr him, or jmt them under him, just the same as you
could with an old hen that lias just hatched, and I should
not be afraid of trusting hira with a brood of chickens just

delivered from tlie shells.

—

The Poor Man's AVeli.-wisiiei!.

CONSUMPTION IN SHANGHAE FOWLS.
All animals, natives of warm climates, are more or less

subject to ctiiisumption, or ulceration of tlie respiratory

organs, when brought to this counti'y. The Slianghae cocks

are not exceptions, but it is rather singular lliat we have
never seen the same disease appai'ent in the hens.

When a Shanghae cock is observed moping, dispirited,

and the tail hanging down, though the appetite at first is

not affected, we liave seldom been deceived in concluduig

that he was diseased in the lungs. In such case tliere is

little chance of saving the bird's life ; weakness, despite the
most generous diet and cod-Uver oil, continues to increase,

though but slowly ; diarrhoea comes on, the bird loses the
use of its legs, and death soon follows.

We have known instances where the bird lingered on for

nearly three months, until wasted to a mere skeleton. One
especial symptom is the dullness and departure of all

glossiness fi'om the surface of the featliers.

One bird that thus died, and after exhibiting all the pre-

ceding symptoms, was examined, after death, by F. J.

Biitler, Esq., sui'geon, Winchester. Tlie following is his

report :

—

" Body much emaciated. Ujion the left tliigli was a hard,

moveable, conical tumour, confined to the skin. Upon
laying open the abdomen, a lai'ge, solid, light coloured
tumoui', as large as one's fist, jiresented itself, filling up the
cavity of the pelvis, and exhibiting an uneven and undulated
sm'face, adherent to the jieritoneum and intestines. On
cutting into the tumour, it displayed a firm, dense, cheesy
mass of uniform structure, and appeared to have had its

origin in the peritoneum, becoming adherent to the in-

testines and adjacent parts by the inflammation which it

excited. At one point, the mucous, or lining membrane of

the adherent intestine, had ulcerated and given way, thus
producing insuperable diarrhcea and exhaustion. The lungs
were also studded with tubercles of a similar character,

though not in an advanced or softened state ; a small
tumour also exhibited at the upper part of the chest. Upon
examining sections of the above deposits under the micros-
cope, they presented a uniform granular mass, witb a total

absence of cells, showing them to be of a genuine tubercular
or scrofulous nature, and, probably, the result of hereditai'y

transmission, called into development by some physical or
external circumstances, such as an excess of gallantry, cold,

damp sitaation, &c.
•' It would be interesting to ascertain whether the stock

from which this bird was descended are healthy and long-
lived, and if his immediate relatives are given to early

death, as this was a confirmed, though complicated case of

consmnption, and past all redemption. The only thing to

be done under similar circiunstances, would be, upon ob-

sennng the first symptoms of drooping, to remove him from
tlie hens, of which, when young, he ought to have but few,

say three; keep him moderately warm and dry, and give

cod -liver oil three times a day, mixed with meal or ground
rice."

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gabdbnbr. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.*'

CnicKBNS Poisoned dy Guuds (J. T.).—The grubs forwarded arc

those which are bred, and pass the first stage of their existence, in the

night-soil of garden closets. At this period of the year they come forth,

and pass into the second stage, that of a chrysalis, from which the perfect

insect issues. Your chickens have doubtless picked them up, and have

been poisoned by thera ; another proof, if one were wanting, that sulj-

stances of a putrid and offensive character are injurious to tlic health c>f

poultry.—W. B. T.

Potting Azaleas (Dan).—These, healthy and filling the pots with

roots, will no doubt harden at the points in a fortnight or three weeks,

and, in the circumstances, it would be better to give them a small shift

then. A large shift after the first of August, though it would not pre-

judicially affect the plants if well managed, would certainly affect the

bloom next spring. Keep rather shaded for a fortnight after shifting,

and then expose more to the sun, to finish the thorough consolidation of

the buds, while the roots are getting a little fresh pasture.

Giving Air to a Vinery {Ibid).—" Which is best, a sliding sash in

a lean-to roof, or a sash in the upper part of the back wall ?'* The first

will be best if the house is to be at all early, as thus the air will be some-

what heated by radiation from the glass before it enters the house. For

a late house it will signify less.

Lemon Balm Wine.—J. F. is greatly obliged for the kindness of the

Correspondent furnishing the recipe. It is presumed the " Lemon

Balm" is the Melissa officinalis, or Garden Balm. For anyone, but

especially for invalids, some tasted last season was very good indeed.

Aechangel Pigeons (^4 Constant Reader).—These birds do not

appear to be more subject to diarrhcea than pigeons of any other varieties,

But when they are suffering from an attack of this nature, we should

advise the placing some chalk in their water, and an allowance of hemp-

seed.—W.
Hebacleum giganteum.— T. J»/. if. says—"At Vol. VI., No. 143,

page 209, you mention having seen a very large plant of this species at

Maldon. I have one which I think exceeds it: it is more than eight

inches in circumference at the largest part, and is very near, if not quite,

ninefeet high, in full bloom. It attracts much attention from those who

are strangers to the plant. 1 have several which have not borne any

blossom ; it is their second year. Will they bloom at all in future, or

not ? '* Yes ; most probably nest year.

Bee Hives.—H. T. says—" I use Neighbour's Cottage Hives. About

a fortnight ago, to give more room, I joined on, as a side box, one of

Taylor's Bar Hives, which had been used last winter. The bees took

possession, and appeared to be doing well. Yesterday I looked at them,

and found the box full of dead bees ; I should say the board was covered

upwards of an inch thick, quite equal in quantity to a large cast. Can

you account for this? I cannot. I allowed no opening, except througli

the hive, and that was about two inches wide by half-an-inch high."

Had you used Neighbour's hive in the manner intended by the inventor

all would have been well. The bees died from suffocation.—J. H. P.

Kees in Bar Hive.— ,.4 CoHH^ry i?ec/nr asks— " Can anything bedone

to make bees build in the frames of a Bar Hive ? I have boxes fitted

with frames, but I cannot make the bees build on the frames. Neither

can I make them take to the bell-glasses. They work capitally, and go

in in scores, laden, but they deposit their load somewhere in the already-

filled hive, not in the glasses. AA'^hat can I do ? " A few pieces of guide-

comb nicely fixed upon each bar, or frame, and in the bell-glasses, never

fail to induce the bees to commence working in them.

Bee-keeping.—Another Country Rector says—"I have only this year

commenced bee-keeping, otherwise I should probably know how to act.

A stock, which I had thought too weak to survive the winter, swarmed

on June 21. Yesterday (July 2), a second swarm came off. The first

Bwarm was hived in a box of tolerable dimensions, and are working very

well, but the bees are very weak in number: ought I not to unite them

with the second swarm ^ The original stock is very light; would it not

be advisable to put all Mree together? The further question I have to

ask is, What about the qUeens ? Should I fumigate the second Bwarm
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and tho olil stock, extract the querns, and unite them with the first ?

Or ahould 1 drive all the bees, queens and all, into one hive, to fight it

out for themselves? \Vith regard to fumigation generally, how long

are the bees, when once stupified, under the influence of the fungus ?

And does the open air revive them immediately? Also, how ought one

to go to work to find the queen; for, among 15,000 or 20,000 bees, it is

easy to overlook one ; and if the bees are soon revived by the fresh air,

they may be all buzzing about before her majesty is discovered ? I sup-

pose the hive of stupified bees ought to be turned over on a large white

cloth, and the bees spread out and searched over till the right one is

found. Under these circumstances, the questions I have to put is as

follows :— 1. Whether the three stocks should be united, or only the two

swarms? 2. Whether fumigation alone should be resorted to for the

purpose of extracting the queens '' 3. If so, the readiest mode of dis-

covering the queens?" Vou should have joined your second swarm to

the fir*t on the day it swarmed ; it cannot be done now. Or you might

have placed the swarm in the place the old stock stood immediately upon

its being hived, and carried the old stock to a distance, then no second

swarm would have left it ; as it is, they must remain as they are fur some

time, at least. Full directions for joining swarms, and casts, queen, &e.,

have been given repeatedly in Tub Cottage Gardener. The time

that bees remain torpid under the influence of smoking fungus depends

upon the kind used, the quantity, and the time they are exposed to it.

WooDLiCE (E. P.).—Lime will not drive them away, nor destroy

them. You will have seen what we said about them last week.

Ward's Cases.—If you write to Mr. Appleby, Victoria Nursery,

Uxbridge, he will give you all the particulars you need. We cannot

recommend dealers in anything.

Black Fantail Pigeon (//. C. J.).—The cock of this breed falling

helpless whenever he attempts to fly is probably paralyzed from the

oozing of blood from a ruptured vessel of the brain. If this be the case,

the only chance of his recovering is by keeping him quietly confined by

himself, and feeding him moderately for some time. We shall be glad

of any information from you relative to the Rottp.

French Gardening {Viutur).— It may be true that our neighbours

are behind us very far in some branches of gardening, especially, as you

observe, in the culture of Strawberries. It is not the fact, however, as

you infer, that they have not improved at all for " more than two cen-

turies." So far U'inu this being the case, even in remote parts of France,

that we will quote one out of many evidences to the contrary, from a

recent number of the licvuc Horticole. It is there said, " Vegetable

culture at RoscofF dates a long time back. In the year l600, pretty good

onions, artichokes, and asparagus were produced there. In the early

part of the 18th century, a French naval captnin, M. Habasque, brought

from Holland some brocoli and cauliflower seed ; some were also received

from England at the same time. The cultivation of vegetables then

began to increase, though not in a very extraordinary degree ; but within

the last twelve or fifteen years it has increased prodigiously, and con-

tinues to ilo so. Twenty- five years ago the half-hectare of ground for

vegetable culture let for 25 francs, which at the present time lets for 200.

The Roscovite not only cultivates his vegetables for himself, but sends

them into both the French and English markets."

Kecently Removed Vine {A Novice).—The gardener who advised

you to pour half a pail of water containing two-thirds of a pint of guano,

over the soil above the roots of your A''ine, led you into the error which

Mr. Fish warns "novices " against to-day. Your Vine, you say, started

well, but then suddenly ceased to advance, and the half-opened leaves

are now withering. The check came so soon as the strong liquid-manure

reached the roots. If the Vine is not actually killed, the best chance to

save it will he to dig out all the soil from above the roots, and put in

some light turfy loam without manure of any kind.

Two Eggs in a Day.— C. ir. M, says—"Having read in "The
Poultry Book," and several numbers of your periodical, cases of Cochin-

China hens laying two eggs in one day, of which many are still doubtful,

now I have only one cock and hen ; the hen laid two eggs last Wednes-
day, and has laid every day since. She laid one egg early in the morn-
ing, and at one o'clock was again on the nest, and I removed her, and

found a perfect egg just laid under her. I can positively assert this as a

fact, being the only hen I have."

Plants in an Up-stairs Room, and in the Tool House of a
Mill {A Clerk), see p. 132.—We are pleased, but not surprised, you
have succeeded so well, as it merely illustrates the old adage, " Where
there ie a will, there is a way." In ordinary Beasone, we still think you
eould keep all >uch things in luch a room in wintcri by keeping the

plants in the centre of the room when severe frost came, and covering

them there with cloths, and keeping the window-shutters close at

night ; more especially, if, when very severe, you added a couple of stone

bottles filled with water as hot as they would stand it. The tool room

in the mill, however, having a skylight, and a hole in the wall with a

moveable board for air, will be a good auxiliary, provided you can keep

it cool enough. You say, that from the steam-pipe passing through it, it

now averages 80°. You will not succeed well with these plants in winter,

unless you can reduce it as low as 50°. This you could easily do if the

skylights opened more than one inch, as the hole in the wall would give

a nice circulation. Place the shelf more rather than less than a foot from

the skylight, if you can. Make as little dust as possible in the room. If

you require to admit much air in cold frosty weather in winter, put pans

of water, or a damp woollen cloth over the steam-pipe, or the atmosphere

will get too dry. If you can keep down the temperature by such means,

the plants may be moved there by the end of October; if you cannot do

so, you had better try some stove plants, such, as for instance, Ferns

and Mosses, as are now being treated on by Rlr. Appleby. See answers

on " Engine House Gardening." We know of no means of lowering the

temperature without giving air, unless you went to the expense of sur-

rounding the steam-pipe with wood, or some other non-conductor of

heat. If a body of air was enclosed between the pipe and the non-con-

ducting substance, it would be still more effectual. You might thus

manage the temperature to what you liked with a little trouble.

List of Hardy Plants (H. C).—We have given judgment over and

over again on your suggestion, which, if we were to comply with, you

would, as likely as not, be the first that " a list " would puzzle, and the

second to complain against the best that could be constructed. There is

not the least difficulty in filling whole pages with the names of plants

that flower in any of the summer mouths. What then ^ No two agree

about the value or beauty of nine-tenths of them ; and who is to make

the selection ? Suppose you would select for yourself, say twenty kinds,

out of nine-hundred plants in our list, that would flower between the

spring bulbs and the Roses ; or suppose we selected the ten best, in our

opinion, for'you; there would he just twenty chances against your having

suitable plants, or ten chances against tha high opinion you now enter-

tain of The Cottage Gardener. "When shall we have done with

Cochin fowls ? " We can only answer, when they cease to form so

generally interesting a part of our domestic economy.

Many Questions (M. F.).—A bed for Pinks should be eighteen

inches deep at least, and filled with good loamy soil, sucli as would grow

barley or cabbages. The Early Tulips and'Twrir/H Anemones are best

for the Verbena-bed. We approve of your planting, generally, and No.

12 we would plant with the Everlasting Tree Carnations, and a row of

alternate white and dark Cloves all round them, to suit No. 5; and for

the spring crop we would use the varieties of Polyanthus Narcissus, and

leave them in the bed all the year round. The white flower you sent is

not a Campanula at all, nor anything like it. There is nothing among

the ordinary Phloxes, Penstenwns, and Saponari^s, that will not flower

next year from seeds sown now "upon an old spring hotbed," but lose

no time, and do not ask for novelties in any of the families.

Theips (Tyro).—If you had given sufficient ventilation, and kept the

air of your melon pit thoroughly and regularly moist, you would not

have been so overwhelmed by this pest. Try dusting the leaves com-

pletely and repeatedly with Scotch snufl'; and keep the air moist.

Gooseberry Champagne.—Champagne will he much obliged to any

of our readers who will send us an approved receipt for making this

wine.

Fruit in Pots (A Subscriber, Cheltenham).— If your Apricots,

Peaches, and Nectarines, in pots, two years from the bud, have gross

laterals, continue to pinch the most consequential of them at intervals of

a week or so. If they are weak, let them ramble until the middle of

August. Your business is twofold—to equalise the distribution of the

sap to the young wood ; and to get the wood highly solidified. Your

pinching, therefore, must be done in due order.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridgb, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar ; and Published by William

Somerville Oer, of Church Hill, Walthamstow, in the County of
]

Essex, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of Chritt
j

Church, Cit7 of Londoa.-^Juljr Slit, 1868. >
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On the (itb of July took j)lace tlio annual letting of

Mr. Jonas Webb's Tups, at Babraham. Altbougb the

attendance was not larger than usual, the prices realised

were niucb higher. One Tup was hired by Mr. Roche,

an American agi'iculturist, for the unprecedented sum

of one -hundred -and -thirty guineas. The number of

Tups let were 71, and they netted i'lD80, being an

average of £22 Os. Previously to the commencement

of the sale, Mr. Webb put a reserved price upon each

lot ; and it is an honoui'able testimony to his judgment

and moderation, that in every instance, high as were

the reserved prices, the biddings exceeded them.

COVENT GARDEN.
It has no doubt been observed in other markets, as

in this, the very inferior quality of the summer fruits,

particularly Cherries and Strawberries, which have been

produced this season. The want of sun, and the heavy

and continued rains, have contributed towards such a

state of matters. Notwithstanding the large crop of

Cherries, and the abundant supplies, there are very

few of them that are worth eating. They also come in

very bad condition—being so much exposed to wet

before being gathered they are very much damaged
in the carriage. The sorts that are most abundant are

Bigarreau, Mat/duke, and Kentish. There is also

another variety called the Flemish, which is so similar

to the Kentish in the fruit that they cannot be told

apart ; but the habits of the trees are quite distinct

—

the Kentish being nearly twice as large, when fully

grown, as the Flemish, and the fruit being fully a week
or ten days earlier. It is by some supi)osed that the

Flemish is the same as a continental variety called Oros

(Johet, but no two varieties can be more different. The
prices Cherries ai-e now making in the market are 6d.

per pound, but where the finest fruit are picked out, as

is generally done, and made into a different sample,

they make as high as Is. and Is. (id. per pound. Stk.\w-

BERRiEs still continue a good supply at the former

quotations. The Elton Pine, which is one of the latest

vai-ieties, is now plentiful. Ripe Goo.sebereies are also

plentiful, at from 4d. to 6d. per quart. Curkasts, both

of Red, White, and Black varieties are very plentiful,

the latter not so much so as the two others ; they make
from 2s. Cd. to 3s. per half sieve. Pe.\ches and Nec-
tarines are very tine, at from 10s. to 20s. per dozen.

Foreign Pine Ai'ples are eommon, and of good quality;

they make Is. 6d., 2s. Od., and 3s. Gd each. Grapes
of home gi-owth are excellent, at 5s. per pound. Some,

however, of inferior qualities, may be had at 2s. and 3s.

Vegetables are abundant, and of good quality.

Cahhagcs make Od. to Is. per dozen. Kidney Beans are

Is. for a two-quart measure. Caulijlou-ers, 2s. per dozen.

Oreen Peas, 2s. 6d. per bushel. Potatoes, 8s. per cwt.

Lettuces, 8d. to Is. per score.

The Potato disease has appeared with as much if not

greater virulence than for several years past. We have
seen, in Essex, Cambridgeshire, and Kent, hundreds of

acres completely gone, and poisoning the atmosphere

for several miles along the roads. We never recollect,

at such an early period of the season, meeting with it

so bad as it appears to be now. H.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.—
July 9th.

Now for the more common things that were shown,
and what reflections, observations, and suggestions they
drew forth from ns this time ; for I had the assistance

of some of the highest heads on the turf tliat day.

Collections of African, or uikl species of Geraniums,
have had a short life of it, only one collection being
exhibited this season, but by a new competitor, Mr.
Bragg, of Slough, who sent O. lipinnatijidiim, fulgens,

Blandfordianum, ardens major, glaucmn, and glauci-

folium, the poorest of the lot—black petals edged with
greenish yellow, a very common form and colour at

the Cape. The contrast between glaucum and Mr. Hen-
derson's seedling from it by the old grandijlorum, now
called Olaucmn grandijlorum, shows the wisdom of per-

severing with the wild species to get new strains. This
new cross will give an entire new class of bedding Gera-
niums, for I saw Glaucum grandijlorum in seed, and
with abundance of pollen, and I have said already that

Countess is the best to cross with it. Tliere is now a
better chance with these two tlian any other two Gera-

niums whatever ; and I would recommend every cross-

breeder to get the two this season, and I would also

recommend neither of them to be touched with the

pollen of a large-leaved Geranium. Countess is the

work of years, by these very fingers, to get into a small
leaf strain for beds ; and the flower is all but white.

The grandmother of Countess (Flora), I think, is at Kew
Gardens, for I sent it there ; and it is as near the flower

of Glaucum grandijlorum as can be. Wiieu a perfectly

white flower is established in this strain, and all the

darlc colours are bleached out by three successive gene-

rations of selfs, or white seedlings not crossed, is the

proper time to turn to Africa for a long lost strain on
the part of the florist—I mean fulgens. Set J'ulgens on
to the pure white seedlings, and the first cross wiU be
a new strain tliat has never yet been seen in Geraniums,
and which no other two plants in the whole family are

so likely to produce as the issue of (jlaucum grandi-

jlorum and Countess. Jis individual flowers, the two
are of very little account, compared to whal they are

capable of doing between them under judicious manage-
ment, ifr. Fleming, one of our best authorities in

flower gardening, is of the same mind with me about
these crosses, and also about Mr. Jackson's new white
Pelargonium, which ought to be called the l]'hite

Oleander Geranium ; and he also agrees about Mr.
Salter's way of growing and training Fuchsias—three of

the best hits which the medals have brought out these

three years, always excepting new plants, and Mr.
Appleby's standards oi Deutzia gracilis, which, although

too weak in the stems yet for some of the judges, will

soon become not only great favourites with terrace-

garden people, but the very patterns which many
growers will have to imitate with many more plants

that are now caricatured among specimen plants.

There was a new dwari Pitcher 2]l(int, called HooJieri-

ana, with eleven large brown pitchers, apparently a

very good thing ; also a new white Brassavola. with

narrow sepals, and r large cupped lip. Tlie lai'ge Vanda
Batemanii had eleven flowers open, and Phaius alius

with eighteen flower spikes. This plant may be win-

tered as dry as Achimenes, and in the same way ; and
if the stems are cut into joints in the spring they will
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propacrate, like Vino eyes, to an infinite extent, and so

will bemlmbiiims, and, no doubt, all the Orchids with

stem-growth, wlieu the stems are jointed; but this new
way of propagating Orchids must be after the plants

have had a long, dry rest. Here wo see that Orchids,

like Geraniums, have invisible buds at every joint, from

which they will increase just as well us if the buds were

as prominent as those of the Vine or Rose.

There was a singularly curious Swan-neck Orchid

(Cycnoches), with two long spikes of greenish flowers,

after tlie manner of Oongora, but it was of no beauty

as a' garden plaut. Another very curious Orchid, but

more handsome, is Dendrolium fiUforme, the flowers

of which are not much bigger than a gnat's head, being

set in two rows along thread-like spikes of ten to twelve

inches, and hanging down gracefully on all sides, while

Bolhojih iillum Ilenshalli has cream-coloured flowers,

produced singly and quito at home.
Roses.—There were no pot Roses this time, but im-

mense quantities of out flowers, and they had a new
way of showing-oii' some of the best, as Oeant des Ba-
tailles, Paul Ricaut, a fine dark Rose, Ckeimlole, La
Reine, and Cotip d' Hebe. Of these, there was a

box devoted to one kind of Rose only, and the effect

was really very good; the plan is well worth encou-

raging. There was a lovely Rose, new to me, called

Augiiste Mie, a new hybrid perpetual, of a blush-rosy

hue, and very large. It is certainly very distinct, and
well wortli having. Pio Nono, again, is an e.\.cellent

newish Rose, and I can vouch for its being most con-

stant. There are some excellent Rose-gardens within

my reach, perhaps the finest in England; at any rate,

I shall give an account of one of them next week,

which I am quite sure will surprise some of us. A
Gallic, or summer Rose, called Old, is another splendid

dark Rose, finer, if any thing, than Boid€ de Nauteuil.

This, and the very curious Compte de MonUdivet, pei'-

petual Rose, I never saw exhibited before. A Bourbon
Rose, called Gezarine Souchet, is very much out of the

common : a kind of pale Rose, but, like Auguste Mie,

it must be seen to know the real tint. And, last of all,

there was a JIoss Rose, called Princess Alice, a tightish

thing, but I did not think much of it.

I have a word or two to say about the new perpetual

Rose Victoria, of which I spoke so highly from the

June show ; it is not at all such a good white as I took

it to be, and if the pot culture does not alter it alto-

gether, I am not a gardener. Out-of-doors it is as

red as La Reine, in the bud, and as rosy as the old

Cabbage Rose when it first opens ; and it is only when
it is far gone that it turns white. I have watched this

Rose in two first-rate collections, and seen it in ilr.

Jackson's nursery, and that is ray second thoughts

about it. Surely, they did not cook it for the exhi-

bitions ?

Pelargoniums.—Dohsonii was the newest to mo, and
the most marked kind among all the dark ones. It is

splendid, and beats Oiitimum. The front petals are of

a dark purple-crimson, a small, shaded, light eye, and
the back petals black, with a fiery ring along the outer

edges. Alibi, by Mr. Turner, is also a splendid orange-

scarlet ; after them I noted the following :

—

Magnet,
Prince Arthur, Salamander, imn scarlet; Alunzo, dark

purple ; Constance, very showy ; Mont Blanc, Star,

Magnificent, Virgin Queen, Eliza, Annie Laurie, rose

front, white eye, and dark back ; Celia, orange-scarlet

;

Exactum, half white ; Esther, half white also, but very

diil'ercnt from the preceding ; Plnntagancl , dark purple;

and Optimum, the next to Dobsonii. Add to these,

Jupiter, A}abassador, and Oanymede, and you have the

cream of the non-florists' flowers of all that were ex-

hibited that day. I failed to spy out Zaria, which I

regret ; and I missed Basilisk, and one or two more, all

the season.

Among Fancies, I marked none this time except one
or two seedlings ; and to let you see how diamond cuts

diamond, the Cloth of Silver is called in my notes " a

lovely queen fainting away in a ball room :

" then, if a

queen is not better than another mortal in a fainting

fit, this new queen will not stand three years' hard

rubbing in this wicked world (see page 283). Constance

is ])retty fair, after the fashion of the Hero of Surrey

group, but not nearly so good as some others in that

section ; and one called Panorama, from the sweet-

leaved breed, is not to be compared to seedlings of the

very same breed common enough in 1^2.0

!

Bedding Geraniums.—There were some beautiful

new varieties of these. Eliza Field is a real beauty—

a

horse-shoe leaf, and a little more pinky than Boule de

Niege, and yet not a real French-white. Princess, the

same breed, with the shade next to salmon-colour ; and
Kingsbury Pet, the third shade, something like orange-

salmon, if there is such a tint; and one called Sheltonii

is the same as Boule de Niege. All these, with a seedling

of mine called Shrublaml Cream, which is in the garden

of the Society, are all exceeding good pot plants, and
they will force in the sjn-ing for the conservatory. They
are, also, most useful in October and November for

in-door plants ; and, to my own knowledge, nine ladies

out of ten admire them. I took Mr. Fleming to the

front of the stage, and, besides backing all that I have

just said, he is sure that he, also, must get in all these

pretty flowers this very season, also Henderson's (Wel-

lington Road) Olaucum grandijiorum, and Jackson's

Oleander Oeranium, Alba iileno. I think Eliza Field,

Princess, the Kingsbury Pet, and Skeltonii, were shown
by Mr. Henderson, of Pine-apple Place, but of that I

am not quite sure. I think I saw a small plant of Eliza

Field there last season, but any London nurseryman
can find them out for country buyers.

Mrs. Conway sent a collection of Scarlet Geraniums,

and a variegated Geranium of the Golden Chain breed,

with a tiTJSS as good as Tom Thumb, which will heat

the Flou-er of the Day and the Mountain of Light,

if I am not very much mistaken. She, had, also a fine

Purple Petunia, blotched with deeper colour, a good pot

plant ; and there was a collection of seedling Petunias,

of which CameleoH and Prometheus were the two gayest.

There was also a collection of the dwarf Lobelias, of

which Ramosoides, a deep blue, was the best ; and in a

collection of Crassulas (ICalosanthes) a seedling called

Beauty of Gharonne, is really a good dark crimson

variety ; and Coccinea superba a good improvement on
miniata, or the sort with the white eye.

In a collection of seedling Gladioli, Rex Ruboruin, a

dark crimson flower ; Insignis, a fine orange-scarlet, as

if a cross by a Watsonia ; and Salmonius, a fine orange-

scarlet, with three beautiful marks in the front petals,

were the best; these were from the Messrs. Bass and
Brown, of Sudbury, in Sufi'olk, and the three are well

worth adding to any selection of this tribe.

Rclhamia squarrosa, an old-fashioned looking compo-
site-flowering little shrub, in Mrs. Lawrence's collection,

is well worth growing for a change. Her Roellia ciliata,

in a very good condition, is the most difficult plant to

grow well of all that were shown this season.

AcniMENEs.— These were select sorts, very well grown.

One box of Picta was a yard through, with shoots and
flowers ranging down over the sides of the box, and the

rest a mass of flowers. Coccinea grandijiora is the best

of the breed, except, perhaps, Escheri, which has the

flowers more in the way of Venusta. Patens major, fine,

as was Longiflora major ; Longiflora alba very good,

but Margareta the best white. I objected to that name
last year, as it comes too near to the French for China
Asters ; the name is after one of Mr. Skinner's daughters,

and anything from that quarter demands our respect.

The best grown specimen was called Bomnanii hirsuta.
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Mr. Salter, of Hammersmith, had his six trained

umbrella Fuchsias shown again ; real beauties ; two
whites and four red ones ; and among the other Fuchsias,

Pearl of England is still the best white, and Conspicuum
the next best. VoUigeur, l\^rio, and Cartoni, were the

three best scarlets, with reflex sepals and large purple
corollas. These three have a close style of growth and
slender habit, which render them most graceful. Orion
is an immense large scarlet Fuchsia, and Don Oiovanni
is <]uite as large, if not larger, but the habit is too strong

and loose to be flowered on any system but from very
old jjlants cut in very close every year. The best of

these Fuchsias were from Mr. Frasor, of the Lea Bridge
Nursery.

A small plant of Oayhissacia pulelirn, with crimson,

Andromeda-like flowers, was new to me ; and also a
Pentlandia grandijlora, or some Cyrtanthiform flower

of that bulbous section I never saw before ; the colours

are less showy in this than in the older kinds of Pent-

landias, and there seem but very slight differences in

this comparatively new genus from the old Stenomessons.

Fruit.—The fruit-tent was crowded all day, and the

judges would have an easier task thrashing in a barn.

I never saw such a fine display of fruit before. There
was a collection of tropical fruit from Sion House, con-

sisting of Vanilla pods, in the shape of long kidney
beans, of a dark brown colour; the green kind of tlie

Papaw-tree fruit, about the size and shape of lemons.

The Allspice (Pimcnta vulgaris), looking like strings of

Portugal laurel berries ; Oamboge and Rose Apples
.{Eiiffenia jamhos), looldng like cream-coloured medlars;
and Momordica halsamina, or, what is so called in

gardens, Oliarantica, a very pretty toy to hang up in

fruit-shops or conservatories. This fruit comes from a

slender, cucumber-like vine, is five or six inches long,

and half as much in cross diameter, of a beautifid

orange-colour, wartcd all over ; it splits when ripe, and
the parts roll.back against the stalk, showing a high-

coloured inside, lined with seeds of a still higher colour;

it does not last very long, but I have often caused
sudden surprises by it, and no stranger to it could tell

what kind of thing it was at first sight. If it could be
preserved in syrup, it would make a beautiful dish in a

fancy dessert, and as such lUshes are seldom ever tasted

at table, it would be safe enough : otherwise the whole
race of these Cucurbids are suspicious, and some of

them poisonous. Tliere was a dish of the purple Gra-
nadilla (Passijlora edulis), which makes a delicious

preserve.

Among Orapcs, there was an entire new kind of

Muscat-flavoured, from the Duchess of Sutherlan-d, and
Mr. Fleming told nie ho had it from Mr. Tillery, at

the Duke of Portland's, by the half-blasphemous name
of Muscat de Jesu. It is a middle-sized white berry,

like a Muscadine; the bunch is immense, and every

flower seems to set well ; it has long, loose shoulders,

in the way of the Mldte iVJcc, and every shoulder would
make an ordinary bunch. The two bunches of it exhi-

bited were from an eye put in last year ; and when the

vine comes to its full strength on its own roots, ordi-

nary bunches of it are expected to be regularly from
four to sis pounds in weight, so that they may ' cut and
come again." I tasted tiiis new Grape, and there is no
mistake about the Muscat flavour.

If I had lino, large bunches of Grapes of my own,
and had the Queen to dine, I would never place them
on flat dishes of any kind ; I would, in some way or

another, show the whole bunch as it hung upon the

tree, and no other v,'ay. The best thing I know of for

setting off grapes at dessert to the best advantage, is a
gold or silver vase, eighteen inches high, or higher, aud
ten or twelve inches in diameter over tlio lop, witli a

couple of inches just below the rim iu open scroll work;
the inside of this vase I would fill up to the brim with

something not to be seen—a block of wood to fit exactly

the inside of the vase is best, the top of it being level

;

let a row of small vine leaves, or part of leaves, stand
up between the top edge of the block and the open
scroll work of the vase ; they will hide the block from
the sides, and be guard leaves to others placed flat on
the block; on the centre of the block, place a ten pound
2)ine-apple, and a row of Boyal Qeorge peaches round
the bottom of the pine, with a row of leaves between
them and the pine-apple ; the block is now full covered,

or, il' it is not, Iringe the outside of it with a row of darU-

coloured cherries, and then put on the huge bunches of
grapes, and no painter could devise a more sumjjtuous
arrangement, as an emblem of the fruit of peace, to

set before the allied powers when they make up their

present quan-el.

But how are the gi'apes " put on " after the vase is

filled with the pine and pe&ches? As easily as the said

quarrel could be settled. Cut two inches of the vine-

shoot with each buuch, get this through the scroll work,
and the hunch will thus hang down outside the vase as"

it did on the tree
;
put another bunch of the same

colour on the opposite side of the vase, and take two
more bunches of a diflerent colour, and place them
opposite each other like the first two.

There are many other ways of hanging bunches of

grapes outside the dessert dish, and of filling up the
centre of it, all of which look better than placing them
on each other in the usual way; and there is an easier,

and even a better -looking way than the vase plan,

without gold or silver, or even porcelain dishes. Get
two figures of Bacchus, or of Cupid,—those they sell

in plaster of Paris will do—and ]jlace one before the
other, or back to back, as fancy leads, and let as

much wood be cut with a bmich of grapes as will

reach from shoulder to shoulder of the two figures,

and the bunch of grajjes will hang down between
them as if they were carrying it on a pole. This
device, in solid gold, and in jilated figures, is now in

use in some first-rate families for a " centre piece" on
the table. An Admiral would have a three-decker with
the grapes and other fruit hanging from or between the

masts, and so with other crafts. Two Cupids laughing
would do for a wedding dessert. D. Beaton.

NOTES SUGGESTED BY THE NORTHAMPTON
SHOW.

The Northampton Show has been steadily increasing

in resources and influence. Fi'om the largest room in

the principal hotel, the exhibition was taken to the
splendid new Corn Exchange. Even then the com-
mittee did not seem satisfied with their success, and the

honorary secretary stated he never coiild be, until

thousands, instead of hundreds, saw and admired such
gardening productions. I was not surprised, therefore,

to fiud that an out-door exhibition was determined on,

to be held in the beautiful, extensive, and tastefully

laid-out gardens, connected with the Hotel at the

Blisworth Station. Bands of music, aud other ac-

cessories, were in requisition, and mauy, for a good
number of miles round, were, in anticipation, already

enjoying the treat provided for them. Wednesday was
a deliglitful day : and having the satisfaction of seeing

some hundreds of happy faces here, I began counting
up how mueli more pleasiu'e I should have on the

ruorrow at Blisworth ; but in the afternoon the mercury
in tlie wcatlier-glass absolutely tumbled down, thick

clouds began to lower iu the evening, and by miduight
the rain descended in torrents, continuing to do so,

with but tritliug intermissions, until far on iu the after-

noon of Thursday. When riding and railing, it was
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rather a dismal sight for July to see gi-ain fields coni-

jiletely laid, rivulets turned into rivers, hay, and new-cut

grass carried away hy tlio current, and rich pasture

meadows transformed, for a time, into respectable sized

lakes. On gaining Blisworth matters were far from

mending; the pelting rain invoked no visions of sylph-

like forms, without whose presence even floral fetes

would lose their charms Sturdy Knights of the Blue

Apron, drenched, soused, and drenched again, since

three o'clock that morning, were cogitating whether
they should take their van loads of plants and garden

produce liome : and the lirst sight we saw, of others,

was carrying some splendid plants from the tents, the

low ground around, which, having been turned into a

pool, made all hope of showing the plants there an
impossibUity. Meanwhile, the indefatigable secretary

—

honorary is attached to the title—and, so far as honour

is concerned, he richly deserves it, as he has no notion

of being a secretai'y in name—convened a committee

meeting ; a new, low, unfinished building, intended as

a dancing room, was taken possession of; there most of

the plants, flowers, and fruit, found cramming room ;

messages were sent along the wires to stop tlie bands of

music, and to postpone the exhibition, and thus, after

much energy and exertion, Mr. Appleby, with whom I

had previously had some hours chat, and your humble
servant, were invited, just about the time the company
otherwise would have come, to jiass a hasty decision

upon the subjects exliibited. I understood that Tues-

day, the lilth., was the day agTeed on for the exhibition

— the hai'dier plants being kept in the room, and the

tender ones in the greenhouse, cut flowers, &o., to be
replaced ; and now, writing on the pi-evious evening, the
isth., I cannot help wishing that the sun may shine

bright to-morrow. Most of the ladies and gentlemen
who patronise the Society made a point of calling in

the afternoon, and expressed their approval of these

arrangements. A few other visitors came in tlio after-

noon, and it was quite as well that the rain deterred

others, for want of room would have prevented all

opportunity of inspection.

Now, the circumstances could scarcely have been
more unfavourable—seldom have we a night and a day,

not dropping, but pouring rain from the clouds in Jidy.

Other societies may take notes of warning, caution, and
encouragement. The " well alones " may crow ; but I

have formed a wi'ong estimate of the men of North-
ampton, of the gentry who surround it, and the

gardeners who send such admirable productions, if the

disajipointment of Thursday slioidd necessarily deter the

committee of management from making renewed efibrts

to bring the refining and humanising influence of

flowers to bear upon larger numbers of their neighbours,
confident that theii- own pleasures will be enhanced in

the very attempt to place rational happiness within the

reach of others. To deserve success is ultimately to

command it.

The exhibition, under even these unfavourable cir-

cumstances, was allowed to be superior to all its pre-

decessors, and yet several large exhibitors had not
appeared, and many present, owing to the morning,
had been unable to bring what they intended. Instead
of describing what generally appears in the local papers,

I will merely glance at a few of the prominent points. |

Veget.\bles.—These are always in first-rate condition

here, and were nothing behind upon the present occa-

sion. Tlio morning had merely lessened the quantity.

The spring and autumn shows are always the most
striking in this division, and the cottagers, as a class,

do strive worthily for the honours. The Slrap-leared

Turnip is much cultivated, having upi'ight, narrow
leaves, instead of the broad, recumbent ones of the
White Dutch. A first-rate Pea is always in great force,

sent out by Mr. Jeyet, named, I think, the Conqueror.

Fruit.—Owing to the reasons specified, there was
less variety, and much loss quantity, than usual ; but
what was thei'e was good. Some Melons would have
led some of our friends to admit that that fruit is worth
something more than looltiug at. The llaspherries,

the Falstoff kiuA, were splendid; and Strawberries were
good and plentiful, though only one prize was oflered,

1 noticed two kinds new to me, the Sharedeloos Pine, a
uiiddle-sized ICnglish fruit, with a superior flavour, and
the Conrteenhall, a fine-looking fruit, with an appear-
ance and flavour something midway, to our taste, between
a British Queen and an Eleanor. We know it to be
hardy, a strong grower, and a fertile producer, and
Mr. Gardiner says it forces well.

Wild Flowers.—Of these there wore a number of

collections. Two most interesting ones from one person
were overlooked—one representing the principal orders
in the Natural system, the other the classes in the
Linnasau system. The Committee will see that they are

duly noticed I have, at provincial shows, sometimes
seen peepings of dissatisfaction about the wild flowers.

To prevent this, several suggestions present themselves.
The terms for showing should be clearly defined—such
as the naming the plants correctly ; collecting them in

a wild state; gathering within a specified distance of a
given centre, and thus giving an idea of the wild flora

of that district; giving a preference to the rare and
pretty, over the merely beautiful but common ; and,
finally, if possible, getting a young botanist of the dis-

trict, who has ranged the meadows, bills, and glens, to

assist, in this department, the regular judges. I have
known instances of forty and sixty varieties being re-

gularly collected with as little trouble as it would take

to get half a-dozen of good Heartsease, because the exhi-

bitor had a "see-me-uot" corner of his own, where the
most of them were grown. I rather like the idea of a
garden composed solely of British plants; but then it is

doubtful if the term " wild " could then be properly
applied to them.

Cut Flowers.—These, in the shape of bouquets and
baskets of a defined size, were shown in great force, and
always present a fine feature at an exhibition, especially

if tastefully arranged. Considering the quantity of
flowers required, and the time necessary for the work,
e.vtras should be given here whenever the funds of tlie

society will admit of it. I think that disappointments
would be avoided, and the number of exhibitors greatly
increased, if the premiums were divided into two classes

:

Jirst, the best and rarest flowers ; and, secondly, the best
arranged to show the shading or the contrasting of
colour. The first may be arranged as the second, but
then the aim of the exhibitor would be dift'ereut Until
a revolution in taste and feeling take place, rare plants
will too often be judged as the best. The possessor of

a greenhouse will, therefore, have but little chance with
the possessor of a plant stove. W^hat is there in the
former to contend witli bunches of Passi^^/lora alata,

AUamandas, Dipladcnias, Gombretum, and Hoya, &o.,

brought from the latter? Make two classes, and every
one having a flower-garden may exhibit. In the one
case, wc would reward skill and a generous outlay, in
the other, we would rev^ard skill and refined taste.

Florists' Flowers.— Pinks, and Carnations, and
Picotees, were scarce, principally owing to the lateness

of the season. We gardeners should l;cep in mind that

fine, bold, sweet-scented flowers in this i'amily, that
would delight ninety-nine out of every hundred of our

i

employers, are of no uso for exhibition purposes, if

destitute of florist properties.

Roses, however, made ample amends by their number
and magnificence. There was one fine collection from
a local nurseryman. With the private growers, it was
a thorough ncck-and-neck race; not one gi'oup was
inferior. Though many were gathered in the wet that
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morning the}- bore no marks of injury, ilr. Lane had I

a splendid collection. He would have had a stifl' job if
I

competing with private gi-owers for quality ; but for
I

general excellence, numbers, and variety, they would
j

have constituted a grand attraction if the day had been
fine. Besides splendid blooms of Baronne Prevost, I

Ckenedolle, Duchess of Sutherland, Coupe de Hebe,

whole boxes of Geant des Bata'dles, lots of that elegant

hybrid Bourbon, Paul Eicaut, kc, I noticed the fol-

lowing in splendid condition:

—

Crested Moss, Dometclle

Blear, and Jladame Henriette, Prove.nce. Didon, Lu-
titia, Ohl, Shakesjyeare, and Triomjdie de Jamsens, '

among the Gallicas. Comptesse de Saf/ur, among the
j

Pro\t.xce. Elize Renou-, General Jacijuemlotot, Juno,
HvEKiD Chinas. Amandine, Apollon, Auguste Mie,
Caroline de Sansal, Chereaux, Enfant du J\[ont Carniel,

General Castellane, General de Brea, Inermis, Lady
Francis Waldegrave, Lame Itenuud, Le Lion de Corn-

hats, Louis Peromy, Madame Framiore, 2Iadame La-
moriciere, Madame Hirers, jS'eome, Pius tlui Ninth, and
Standard of Marengo, among the Hybrid Pep.petcals.

Plaxts.—I shall just do little more than name four

things shown in collections as veiy superior. Balsams,
Gloxinias, Fuchsias, and Achimenes; and these might
be described as very good, better, best, and very best,

making thus a double superlative for the occasion. The
culture of Balsams has several times been given to suit

diti'ereut circumstances, but few of our readers have had
the pleasure of seeing dense bushes, some three to four

feet in height, and almost as much in diameter at the

base, and every shoot and twig covered with bloom.
Other exhibitors showed denser and dwarfer plants in

good condition. Gloxinias were shown in excellent

condition, large plants, rich gi-eeu foliage, and abund-
ance of bloom. Some of the most striking kinds were
Grandis, Maxima alba, Carminata spjlendens, Victoria

regina, Fifiana, Worthy and Tenchlerii, Passingliamii,

and one something in the way of Handleyana, but much
better, in Mr. ilackie's collection.

Fcchsias were splendidly grown ; when looking at

them, some one was saying behind us, " Cotiage
Gardexer fashion." The two chief lots were very
equal in point of culture, but one had better and newer
kinds than the other, and, therefore, got the preference.

The plants were mostly fully six feet in height, trained

to one stick, pyramidal fashion, the base of the

pyramid being from two to three feet in diameter, the

outline of the sides being just enough broken to give a
relief of light and shade, and the whole supplied with
bloom, from near the base of the pot to the very summit
of the cone. Many would like to know the peculiai'ity

of treatment employed to produce such results, and I

do not think I shall oU'end Messrs. Mackie and Gardiner
if I tell.

The most striking plants were potted cuttings last

autumn ; these were kept slowly growing during winter,

shifted in spring as soon as they required it, and
training commenced from the first; side-shoots coming
strong were stopped, to give two or three shoots instead

of one, and thus throw sUength into the central leader.

If that leader went too far without throwing out side-

shoots, that was stopped too, and a fresh leader selected,

after the quiet buds had burst into young shoots. This
system persevered in, and generous treatment in soil

and waterings given, fine results may be obtained. The
frequent stoppings thus secures regularity of outline,

and great abundance of bloom, though the individual

blooms will not be so fine as when there are fewer
shoots. Some of the more striking kinds were Volti-

geuer, Don Giovanni, Commodore, Rajah, One in the Ring,
Pearl of England, and Matilda (Henderson's), a light

sepalled flower, in the way of Prince Arthur.
AcHiMEXEs.—I have already chronicled how fine this

tribe of plants were grown at Northampton. The

growers outdid themselves on the present occasion.

Such large, compact, densely-bloomed specimens are

rarely seen. They were thorougblj" and well supported
with small sticks, but they were next to invisible, as

unless the plant was closely examined near the rim of the

pot, not a tie or stick could be easily discernable. The race

was a dead heat between Messrs. Gai-diner and Mackie.
The specimen Achimenes were very nearly the same

:

one a large hush of Longijiora major, the other, quite

as large, of TiigicelUana. A few days more, and there

is every chance the second would have been first. Be-
sides these, the most interesting kinds were Longiflora
alba. Patens major, Venusta, Lijnnannii, Coccinea major,
Beaumanii hirsuta ; in the way of Grandifiora, Kleii

and Margueretta—a, beautiful white one, which every
grower should get that does not already possess it.

Prompted partly by Mr. Appleby's notice last year of

the Cassia corymbosa, used as a standard in the flower-

gai'den in summer, I paid a visit to Courteeu Hall ; but
the way in which standai-ds are used in flower-beds

there, and the cheapest, the most simple, and the most
effectual mode of securing the heads of standard roses,

and other things, as invented and practised by Mr. Gar-
diner, I must defer to " some other day." it. Fish.

CONIFERiE.

{Concludedfrom page iiZ.')

Propagation : by Grafting.—When seeds of any
I fine Conifer cannot be obtained, and it will not gi-ow

by cuttings, recourse must then be had to grafting. In
order to succeed in this operation the proper kind of

stock must be used. This is sometimes difiicult to find

out. "When the Cednis Deodar was first introduced, it

bad so much the appeai-ance of a Larch that several

eminent nui'serymen felt quite sure the Larch would be
the very sort of stock to graft it upoir : and the gi-afts

I

did take upon that stock, and giew well for a time, and
• then began to look sickly, and finally perished. Mr.
, Baron, the talented gardener at Elvaston Castle, with

bis usual sagacity, hit upon the right stock, and that

I
was the Cedrus Lebani. or Cedar of Lebanon. This

I

species, from its close atfinity to the Indian Cedar, he

I

rightly concluded would be the best stock on which to

graft it ; and he was quite correct in his conclusions.

I

The finest Deodars, perhaps, in Europe, are now gro%ving

at Elvaston, grafted upon the Cedar of Lebanon. This
is quite certain, for I have seen them, and a poiiion of

the lower parts of trees, the common Cedar, is still

growing, or at least was two or three years ago, when I

j

saw them. This incident shows the necessity of using
! the right kind of stock on which to graft.

All the Pine tribe will gi-ow upon the Finns syhestns,
' the common Scotch Fir, or upon the Pinus Austriaca,

the Austrian Pine. I prefer the latter for very strong

growers with long leaves—such, for instance, as P.
' Montezuma, or P. Gordonii : whilst the Scotch Fir is a
more suitable stock for such species as P. nohilis, P.
amahdis, and all such short-leaved Pines.

For such species as Abies Doughtsii the common
• Spruce Fir will be a right stock. These hints will be
sufficient to guide the amateur to select proper stocks

I

for the kinds he may yet feel disposed to increase by
• grafting.

I mentioned last year, in my " .Jottings by the Way,"
1 that there was, in the gardens at Finedon. near North-
ampton, the seat of ilichael Dolben, Esq., a very

remarkable variety of the Abies Douglasii, remarkable
from the fact that it is a decided weeper. I have been

informed that an eminent nurseryman, not a hundred
miles from Cheshuut, had fifty scions fi-om this tree
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to f;™fti nii^l 'lift tlicy liavo nil failed; and tluit failure,

I have not the sliadow of a doubt, arises from prai'tiiig

tlicm upon a stock too far removed from tlio original.

To shew tliat this uovol and rare plant may be propa-

gated by grafting, I need only mention, tluit tlie day

before I wiotc this paper I was in JMr. .Tayc's niu'sery,

at Nortliamjiton, and saw si.K establislied plants of it,

and these bad been grafted upon tlio original species,

Allies Doiiijlusil—anotlier lesson for the grafter of these

jilants to study.

Prqiariiifj the Stochs.—These should be potted very

early in the autumn, in as small pots as the roots can

be got into without cramping, in a good loamy, rather

sandy, soil. Plungo the pots in coal ashes, behind a

north wall or dense hedge, where no svui can reach

them ; hero they must remain till the graltiug season

arrives. The best season for that delicate operation is

llie latter end of September, though it may be per-

formed all through the wiiiter months, even up to the

growing season in spring, but autumn-grafting is the

most likely to succeed generally.

The mode of rjraft'mg is a rather peculiar one. Having
fixed upon a stock and a suitable-sized scion or graft

for it, then shorten in the top of the stock, and make a
cross section with a very sharp knife. Then cut a lon-

gitudinal incision on one side of the stock, correspond-

ing to the corner of the horizontal division; let this

npriglit cut be long enough to receive the graft, and cut

a parallel one to the first on the other side. These two
cuts will form each side of tlie graft when it is inserted.

Take ofl' the bark between the two cuts; and, if the

graft is rather a thick one, take out, also, a portion of

wood, enough to allow the scion to be put in e.\actly

level with the bark of the plants grafted : the scion will

then stand, as it were, upright, within a niche made
for its reception. There are various materials for tying:

some use the old material—the garden-mat; others use
the new Cuba matting; and others use cotton or worsted-

thread of a considerable thickness. I believe the two
last ore the best, and, perhaps, the cotton better than
the worsted ; whichever is used, let the scion he tied

in immediately after inserting it. That is an important
point; the scion then catches, as it were, the rising sap,

and iminediatcly receives life from it. I am ]n'etty

certain, that if a graft does not take in twenty-four hours
it will not take at all.

The Sitiialion in which to jilace the grafted Plants.—
If this work is done in September, they may be placed
in a cold frame or pit, and shaded from the sun. In
winter-grafting, a warmer place might be desirable;

and if delayed till spring, they ought to bo placed in a

temperature of .'j-'j" or 60°. When iNIessrs. Knight and
Perry held the Chelsea Exotic Nurseuy they had a
large collection of Conifcra;, and grafted great numbers
of the rare species. They were placed under a span-
roofed, glazed, frame, standing upon a platform in a
span-roofed propagating house. In this frame I have
seen almost everyone growing; but such complicated

machinery is not necessary; the close pit, or frame,

properly shaded, will answer this purpose equally well.

1 never tried to hud this tribe of plants, and I fear it

would not answer, because of the exudation that always
I takes place when a bud is broken ofl' accideutally, or
I cut off purposely. Some of the smaller-growing species

would, 1 have no doubt, grow from buds, because in

them the resinous sap is not so abundant, and the bud
inserted would, consequently, not bo drowned with it.

T. Ari'LEiiY.

.lOTTINGS BY THE WAY.
I'OR the last year or two I have had the privilege of

visiting various gardens ; and, whilst enjoying such a

treat, I took notes of the most remarkable objects.

These notes I embodied into short Essays, and sent

them to our Editor, to bo inserted in The Cottage
G,\[(DENEii. The ett'ect of their being published I feel

now. Whenever and wherever I call, I am welcome,
and every improvement in practice, or addition to tho

stock of plants, pointed out to me. In such I'jssays I

sometimes ventured to suggest improvements, and have
tho pleasure to find them often carried out and put in

practice. Such being the fact, and being now on a
short journey, the object of which will again give me an
opportiuiity of seeing gardens, I shall ibllow the same
]ilan, and send occasional notes, under my old title,

" Jottings by the Way."
I am now on a visit to my friend, Jlr. Catling, the

intelligent Curator of tho Botanic Oardeiis at Birming-
ham, and shall try to give a report on these gardens.

They are situated about two miles from Birmingham,
on a rather elevated part of the country ; the grounds,

generally, slope to the south-west, and there are very

fine views in that direction from the noble terrace-walk,

the country being clothed with wood, and studded with

country residences. The soil of the district is a red

sandy loam, with a subsoil of clear red sand. This is

the soil, also, of the IJotanic Gardens, which causes the

sm-faco to be always dry, and the turf of the lawn of a
fine character. Many trees and shrubs in this soil

appear to thrive well, and withstand tho frosts better

than on a more clayey soil or subsoil. The situation

of the gardens, in these respects is favourable. Eor
several years back they seemed to have lost favour in

the eyes of the inhabitants of Birmingham. The late

Curator, ilr. iJavid Cameron, was a very excellent bota-

nist, and endeavoured to keep the gardens subservient

entirely to grooving plants of a botanical character. He
had, with the exception of ICew, perhaps the finest col-

lection of Eerns in England.
Now, a public garden, conducted on such a method,

or principle, is not the establishment to induce tho

middle classes of a large manufacturing district, like this,

to subscribe and support it ; and wherever the .curators,

or committees, of Botanic Gardens confine themselves
strictly to keeping them as Botanic Gardens they fail,

or, at least, are not well kept, and cannot progress for

want of means. Several spirited gentlemen, subscribers

to these gardens, having, for some time, observed this to

bo the case, set themselves to work, obtained the services

of the young and talented present Curator, and, acting

by his advice, have endeavoured to give the gardens a
more popular character ; that is, instead of a great

number of starved examples of botanical curiosities,

handsome, free-Howering shrubs and jjlants aro culti-

vated throughout every department, preserving, of

course, all that were sufficiently interesting in character

to attract the mere lover of beautiful objects in a garden.
This system has been acted upon for the last six

years, and the consequence is, the funds have at least

trebled in amount ; and the committee, with a liberality

very connnendablo, have opened the gardens to the
public every Monday, during tho summer season, at the

small charge of one penny each person, for the working
classes only— thus giving them tho opportunity of

seeing the beautiful gardens, enjoying tho refreshing

and invigorating breezes, and, no doubt, improving
their taste ; and—for the time, at least—drawing them
away from the stifling workshop, and the more demoral-
ising boor-house. Such has been the attraction of the
gardens to the inhabitants of this largo town, that on
Monday last there was, as the Curator informs me, no
less than l,!)U visitors. This looks well; and the
liberality exercised in ojiening tho gardens to this class

of visitors has been rewarded, by adding considerably to

the funds, even at that very low charge of admission.
Such a practice is worthy of imitation ; and the Botanic
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Gardens nf Tifaucliester, Liverpool, Slieffield, Dublin,
Ediuburgli, and, I venture to say, I,ondon, would act
wisely, aud, I tliink, beneficially, to follow their cxam])le.

i\Ir. Catling says, tliat tbe gardens are not injured in
tlie least by admitting such a largo number of tlie lower
classes, excepting a little trampling among the shrubs,
which a few hours labour with the ruke sets to right
the morning following.

I find my space is becoming very small, and there-
fore I nnist Ijring these observations to an end. To
give such of our readers as have not seem them an idea
of tliese gardens, I may state, that the e.\.teiit is tweWe
acres, laid out in winding, broad walks. There is a
range of glass, consisting of a lofty greenhouse, conser-
vatory in the centre, a house lor stove plants on the east
end, and one for greenhouse plants on the west.
There has been lately erected a house, (iO feet by

40 feet, for an aquarium, the grand object in it being to
cultivate the far-lamed Victoria reijia. The plant in it

is making great progress, and will shortly flower. To
encourage its growth, j\Ir. Catling adds now aud then a
covering of rich soil to the liillock under the water in
which it is planted. He finds these additions beneficial,
and more serviceable than placing the whole of the soil

in at once. 1 saw, through the clear water, young,
strong roots j.rotruding through the last additional
layer, thus proving the beneficial effects of tbe applica-
tion. Behind these houses, there is a large house de-
voted to orchidaceous plants, and an arrangement of
pits ibr the protection of halfhardy plants through the
winter. There is also a Eosaiy, an American garden,
and a large space of gi-ound for the culture of herba-
ceous plants. T. Ai'PjjEBY.

(Tu be conliiiuiil.)

ALLOTMENT FARMING.—August.
Veellv, if ever there was one season more calculated than

otliers to' damp the ai-dour of allotment-men, it is that we
liave just passed, at least in this part of tbe country. Tbe
weather broke about the middle of June, up to which period
tbei-e had been a\ery considerable drought; and the advent
cf rain was bailed, on all sides, as an miusual boon. From
that period, until tbe time I am recording the matter, we
have had almost continual rains; and, latterly, a whole fort-

niglit of the most deluging character, tbe consequences of
which are disasti'ous indeed. Slost of the low distiicts in

Lancashire and Cheshire, to say notlnng of contiguous
counties, have become a complete ocean—some portions,
were it not for hedges and ti-ees, more resemljliug such
niudJy shoals as JMorecombe Bay, than high fai-miug dis-

tricts. Hay crops if early cut, and the Clovers, are nearly
all lost, or rendered valueless ; and, in many cases, floated
away for miles, the rivers, in parts, almost clicked -n-itb this
ill-spared and valuable material. In all du-ections, too, the

j

hay might be seen driven into tbe hedges as though placed

j

there. Some fanners hereabouts, to my knowledge, have

I
had their Clovers down a month or so, and our readers may

i
guess the loss and disappointment consequent on liaving

I them all but ready half a score of times, again to be doomed

I

to disappointment.

i

As for the root-crops, I never saw them so weedy in my
days, for although most farmers had sui-plus labour waiting
tbe hay, they could not be elSciently employed three hours
in the day, on an average. So our allotment friends who
have suffered must take heart, by remembering that it is the
common lot. " Never despair," must be an Englishman's
motto.

Our first enquiries now must be, what policy to adopt,
where crops have been thus injured, or arrested in their
progress, and choked with weeds. I must here point to

one great fact liearing on the futm-e—a fact I have often
adverted to—and that is, how important it is, with root or

!
green crops, to gain a good start in the spring. Let our

readers never forget this : there is enough before their eyes
to convince them ; and the aUotment-luilder, or cottager, who
was thus diligent in the spring, and wliose plot adjoins a
putoffor a standstilljwill enjoy a secret satisfaction, whilst
it may be feared the other burns \vith secret envy and
chagrin. Plots which had been early attended to may be
weedy, but the weeds ivill be mostly small, and scarcely
arrived at seeding jjoint; whUst the neglected crops will

appear irremediable ; and when a man, in any of tbe walks
of life, is thus overfaced, he but too often gives way to
despair.

If such crops as Swulcs, Turnips, jjonijoltl. Parsnips, ifcc,

are foul with small weeds, and the period is still showery,
it is tbe best plan to dig them in ; but at this advanced
period this requires some care. Tbe weeds should be
weeded by band first amomjst tlic plants, then tbe broad hoe
shoiUd draw tbe weeds from the sides towards the centre,

and, finally, one to two spits in width may be dug down
each centre, burying all the weeds. If they are foul with
gross seed-weeds, tlirough neglect in spring, nearly all the
process must be hand-weeding, and the owner must at once
count on double or treble labours for three succeeding
yedrs. According to the old saying, ''one year's seeds,
seven veal's' weeds ;

" and this is, indeed, neai' tbe truth.

But, iu all these iJrotracted operations, even when con-

ducted witli much care, tbe mischief to tbe haulm or foliage

of tbe plant is considerable. Every leaf or stem that is

damaged at this period is a certain loss to the plant it

belongs to, although that plant be but a Potato or a Carrot;
and such, multiplied through a whole crop in a perilous

position, will be found to produce residts which are suffi-

ciently alarming to caution sensible cultivators from tamper-
ing with, or neglecting, their crops in a succeeding spring.

Potatoes.—Up to this period, July ICth, there is little, if

any appearance of the dreaded Potato disease, and it is

much to be hoped that it is wearing away, for assiffedly the
weather has aflbrdcd every tendency to its ravages. Extra
care of tbe seed, a point so much urged by soimd, practical

writers for years, has at last prevailed, and to this may be
ascribed, in a high degree, the partial arrest of this dread
malady. Let me repeat the advice previously given in these
papers, to secure good seed, and to give it separate treat-

ment from the very first. There is, as our readers are
aware, a new project started as a cure, by a Jlr. Bolhnan,
aud which consists in subjecting the seed to a heat of from
i'i'i" to 1-14° for four days. AVe shall watch the results, and
try the plan also, and advise many of our readers to do like-

wise, and communicate genuine liicls to our Editor at the
close of another year. In the mean time, I advise that

the seed be kept constantly as dry as possible, henceforward,
until tlie next I'ebrtiary. I'otato crops will now require

little assistance ; wiiere the foot can be placed without

damaging tbe haulm let every weed be pulled.

\ViNiEK ( iKEENS.—Let every decaying and decayed sum-
mer crop be immediately cleared from the garden, every

weed rooted out, and all such places be filled immediately
with such of this family called Cabbageworts, as may be
most useful or ^ofitable to tbe cultivator. Of course it is

getting rather late, and the produce will not be full-sized;

but never mind that ; ti'y to make every blank assist in

paying the rental.

I have, in former papers, adverted to the profit which
might be derived from the crop called by our London
market-gardeners, Co/ch'o?'^s, which simply means, pecuUar
kinds of Cabbages, sown at peculiar seasons. Coleworts, as

supplied to the London markets, are generally tied in

bunches by tlie roots, about si.'C or eight in a bunch, I
believe, or it may be a dozen, aud they are in that state

which practicals term—"just forming beai't." These, as

before stated, should be sown from the middle of June to

tbe second week in July; any eaiiy-beaiting dwarf and
compact-growing Cabbage will do. The London market-
men are so particidar, that they secure tbeh owu kind, on
which they much pride themselves, and they are always of

kinds possessing thick and succulent veius or ribs in the
leaves, as such bm'st better, aud are altogether more profit-

able. Those who took my earlier adrice about these things .

will do well, especially if near a thriving town, to fill every

waste plot with their June sowings, and throw them into

market about Christmas.
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Onions.—These must bo looked to at the end, and all

those which have coniploled their growth at once bent

down, nud every endeavour iiuide to secure nn early harvest.

We always, although so far north, plant a crop of siiring

Coleworts in the Onion gi-ound after tliey are removed.
Tliese Coleworts we use in February and Slarch, and they

form tlie conneetinij; link between the autumn Coleworts

and the spring Cabbage, as fiu' as Cabbages arc concerned.

Cabb.vges, for the next summer, nuiy be sown from the

first week in August until the third; Cnulijlvwers, to go
through the winter, in the last week ; Oninns, to endure the

winter, about the middle : Spinach, for a full winter's crop,

in the first week. I have little more to add at present—
otlier ordinary matters will point to their own needs. Let
me direct attention to the muck heap ; I wish I could per-

suade my friends of tlie small gai-den the great importance
of increasing their attention in this important aiiair.

U. ElUUNOTON.

APIARIAN'S CALENDAR—August.

By J. H. Paijiif, Esq., Author of " The Bcc- Keeper's

Guide,'* d'c.

.ToiNiNo Swarms io Old Stocks.—A short time before

reading Mr. Desborougli's prize Essay on the longevity of

the honey-bee, I had seen a stock of two or three years

standing, to wljich a swarm from another stock bad just

been.joined, and I was astonished at the quantity of honey
it had collected only in a few days. This is one of the
things recommended in the prize Essay, and, perhaps, with

the advice of retaining stocks of one year old or upwiirds,

instead of swarms, when it is nhsolulebj necessnri/ to reduce the

number of hives in an apiaiy, may be considered the most
valuable pai't of it; for, instead of waiting to unite in the

autumn, how much better it appears to be able to unite and
strengthen stocks at swarming time. No feeding is needed,

for the bees will work mth double energy, apparently, when
thus united ; indeed, the stock above alluded to has done so,

for I have very lately had another opportunity of examining
it. The hive itself is full, and a box on the top filling very

fast. Altogether it weighs as nearly as possible./b;Vy pounds.

Dun.\TiON OF Life in the Honey-Bee.—It is pleasing to

find that Mr. Desborough has confirmed everything that Dr.

Bevan and others had akeady told us; it would be un-
reasonable to expect more than an approximation, for diu'a-

tion of life is cleai'ly not even always the same, for tjie

seasons and weather inlluence it.

Marking a Queen.—There is no other way of mai-ldng a

queen, that I am aware of, than either by cutting off one of

the antennae, or a small portion of the tip of one wing, which
has been done by Mr. Gelding and others. The hint given

by the Editor of The Cottage GARDENEn of the .'iOth ulto.,

of mai'lcing the queen witli a streak of white paint across

her wings, however ingeniovis, would, I fear, be found not to

answer the end intended, for any one who has witnessed the

devotion of her subjects to her, knows they are perpetually

licking her, and any colouring matter would not, I expect,

be tolerated for an instant.*

Taylor's Dividino Hr'e.—In my last calendar I gave a
description of this liive, and at the same time expressed a

hope, that in my next I should be able to give a favourable

account of tlie operation of divitling, which I am now fully

enabled to do, for it is, indeed, most simple. Wlien all

things were prepared, it did not occupy two minutes ; and so

little were the bees annoyed by it, that I used no protection

whatever, either for my face or hands, only taking tlje

precaution to take off my coat, and bare my arms to my
elbows, but even this was unnecessary, and so far from
having a sting, I did not even hear an angry note. The
nine dividers I did not use, neither did I drum upon the

boxes, both which might tend to ii'ritate the bees. The
queenless part very soon discovered itself by the greatest

bustle and confusion possible, which lasted till midniglit,

but the next morning all was qijiet, and they set to work in

* Would licking remove a streak of oil paiut ? However, cutting ofT

one antenna, if done in several liives, would be good evidence.

—
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right good earnest, caiTying in pollen most abundantly,

wliicli they have continued to do every favourable day since

;

but not so the half which has the queen, for they have
shown a degree oi' sliiggisiiness ever since the operation

;

but as they are rich in honey, as well as pretty numerous, it

may not be of much consequence.

The Season.—In some districts the honey harvest has
been very abundant, in others the reverse, but upon tlie

whole I think it may bo considered a tolerably good season.

DOING EVIL THAT GOOD MAY COME.
By the Authoress of " My Flowers."

Do any of my readers remember the sketch of the

bachelor, John M , his pretty cottage, and old-maidish

ways ? Well, I am now going to give them the reverse of

that pretty pictiire ; I am going to disenchant them as to

old bachelorism ; and, above all, to point out the sure and
certain consequences of sin. This is a subject that cannot
be too often, or too severely, handled. We may be kind to

our neighbour's little faults and foUies ; but we must not be
kind to their, or our own, sins ; and it is most striking to

observe, how invariably the absence of godliness in'epai'es

the way for the entrance of unhappiness, though it may be
" after many days."

For years, John M had gone quietly and happily on,

in his comfortable cottage, with nothing, as it seemed, to

interfere with him ; and, for some time after I sketched his

portrait, he went on in the same way. He v/as a quiet man
;

his voice, though a very loud and " craky " one, was never

heard, and be was so embowered in trees, and out of every-

I body's sight, that except one went dovvn to his little cottage,

and hunted him out, he was rarely to be met with.

There is, unhappily, upon the Common, near which
M 's little cottage is situated, a certain beer -house,

which has been a pitfall for many a poor, thoughtless soul.

It was a place, indeed, that never prospered ; first one man,
and then another took it, and went away ruined, or injured,

not because people did not drink, but because there was
another pitfall of grander pretensions very near it, which
drew off the bulk of the population. This beer-house was
again untenanted during the past year; and one day, to our

surprise, a rumour reached us, that John BI had taken

it. We were, for some lime quite sure that this was not

ti'ue ; but at last we were obliged to believe it. The fact was
known, and preparations were making for the event. M
was spoken to very strongly on the subject, but he was
resolute. " Times," he said, " were hard, and people must
do what they could to get a bit of bread." His little free-

hold was mortgaged, and he had to pay a heavy sum every

year. So he was tempted to " do evil that good might
come ; " to give up his quiet home, and worldly respectabihty,

to undertake the shocking traffic of a beer-house ; draw men
on to rnin ; become vile in the eyes of right-thinkers, and
defy every law of a pure and holy God! This, readers, is

the fruit of unbelief; the consequences of living very

decently, but "without God, in the world."

It made us quite sad to see the poor bees placed in their

new home. They were brought away from the shades, and
shelter, and flowers, and peace, of their former residence,

and stuck up in the middle of an untidy, unsheltered, beer-

house garden, with only an old straggling plum-tree or two
to swarm upon, and no screen, except a straw back, which

was placed to protect them from the cutting north-east

wind. Every one foretold the end of M , and his bees,

and he was already ashamed of himself, for he got out of

every one's way who was likely to speak out, and pretended

not to see, when he was obliged to meet them. I believe,

indeed, that no conscience ever needs an accuser; it speaks
plainly enough its own self; and if we would only do its

bidding, we should seldom have to sigh and cry for the evils

we now too often have to deplore.

M professed to enter upon his new career with some
spirit. He went about very cheerily at first, carried things

with rather a high hand, and established penny peep-shows,
in holiday time, which it was thought might ovei'power the

less enterprising beer-house in his vicinity. But very soon,
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Tery, very soon, M began to look dirty, and wliite in tlie

face. He seldom entered liis garden, but liis " cral<y " voice

was heard witliin, and a great deal of dirt and disorder

appeared without. It was plain to ho seen tliat all was not

gold that glittered ; and it was thought tliat things could not

go on long in this way.

In less than a twelyenionth from his first outset at the

heer-house, M—— , his hees, and his household goods dis-

appeared; the place was shut up, as if by magic, and dead
silence settled upon the scene. No one knew where, or how
he decamped ; but one morning he una not ; and there was
nothing for his landlord to do but to look out for a new
tenant without loss of time.

The little freehold cottage was in tlie possession of some
one else ; M liad uo home to return to ; and he took

i-efuge, no one knew where, until tlie stoi'in had blown over.

Within the last few months -M has appeared again

in the neighbourhood, with a yellow face, a dejected air, and
no smile on his countenance ; never w.as there a more
altered person. He Hits about the scene of hisformerhorae
like a restless ghost. He has neither wife, nor child, nor
hearth, to make him comfortable; and repentance is but a

melancholy companion to a disappointed worldly man.
Godly repentance has healing in its wings, but worldly

repentance is bitter and unbearable; it has no one to bear

its burden, or take it away, and every day increases its

bitterness.

51 can see the trees waving over the snug cottage

which is no longer his ; he can see its chimney peeping
through them ; and the smoke of what was once liis own
hearth curling up towards the blue sky. Had his thoughts
curled upwards too, in tlie ilays of prosperity, sorrow might
never have fallen upon him, or, at least, it would have visited

hira in mercy, and not in judgment. But as it is, there is

nothing to make it sweet. He sees and remembers former
days, only to grieve over his own folly. His honey-pots

—

his jars of plums—his rack full of bacon—and his shed full

of potatoes—are all a melancholy dream. ^Vithout God,
memory has no pleasures; without God, possession has no
security; without God, the future has no promise.

From M 's example, we may see what it is to " do evil

that good may come." He that tries to " build his house
by unrighteousness, and his chambers by wrong," will

inherit the "woe," that has been spoken against him. If

we cannot live by honest labour, it is far better to go quietly

and honoui'ably into the Union, than strive, like a potsherd,

against our Maker, doing evil, in the vain and wicked
hope, that good may come. The Union may come to be
the end of John JI after all, and then he will find it

doubly cutting, and painful, and distasteful, because he will

feel that his own fault, his own sin, hath found him out,and

brought him to ruin. Tliere is nothing so hai'd, so terrible

to bear, as self-condemnation. John M • has uo one i

to blame but himself, and the master he worked for. Had
he laboured iu the service of the Lord, he would not have

}

been forsaken in time of need ; "bread should be given him, !

his water should be sure." But we cannot work for a master
|

we do not know ; we cannot trust a master we do not know
;

(

and this is the reason why we do evil that good may come,
j

Satan makes us large promises, at such a cheap and easy i

rate, that we love to go after him. We need not break off

our snis, but continue in them, to please and serve him.

He takes possession of us from our cradle, and his service

is so pleasant to >is, that we refuse the calls of Him, who
" stretcheth out His hands all the day long " to us ; we are
" a rebellious and gainsaying people."

John M took not God for his master; and beluJd the

end! My dear readers, learn a lesson. Whoever you are,

and whatever is your path in life, serve and worship God

;

take Him for yom' master, and all will be ivel). Our duty is

our happiness, our safety, and our prosperity. The wages

of Satan are misery here and death hereafter; worse than
dealh^everlasting destruction ! Go to the Union witli a

peaceful conscience, and your sleep shall be sweet ; but

go to evil ways to get bread, and you shall " lie down in

sorrow."
' Itemcmbcr the history of John 51

, and never he
tempted to do evil that good may come.

MEETING OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY AT GLOUCESTER.

'J'uE Jleeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, recently

held at liloucester, has proved one of the most important

and valuable exhibitions, botli of cattle and agricultural im-

plements, ever held by the Society. The city of Gloucester

is well situated for an exhibition of the kind, being con-

tiguous to the fine grazing districts of the counties of Here-

ford, Oxford, Berks, Wilts, Somerset, and Worcester. The
railway, which connects the city of Gloucester ivith the Great

Western main line, runs through a remarkably picturesque

part of the county. The valley below the town of Stroud,

down to Brimscombe, although vei-y naiTow, exliibits some
fine scenery, and is intersected by a river of excellent water,

upon the banks of whicli are erected numerous mills and

factories for the making of cloth, for which tlie county is

celebrated. The hill-sides of this valley, are, in many parts,

thickly studded witli cottages, built of stone, for the accom-

modation of the numerous people engaged in the cloth

factories, and these, in contrast with the liill-tops covered

with thriving woods, render the prospect particularly attrac-

tive. Tlie numerous fine gorges, and wooded rarines, branch-

ing out on either side of the valley, give this part of the

county a delightful and beautiful aspect, which can scarcely

be surpassed by tlie scenery of any district in England.

As you approach nearer to Gloucester, the country is more
open, but, for the most part, consisting of grazing land,

even to the sides of the hills, which are exceedingly pic-

turesque, and bear evidence of having been, at a remote

period, the site of Roman encampments. To return, how-

ever, to our subject; tlie exhibition of cattle might have

been expected to be first-rate, and the Hmford breed being,

as it were, at home, were decidedly in the ascendency ; the

immense size, beautiful symmetry, and excellent quality, of

all ages, of the prize animals of this breed, has, in my
opinion, never been surpassed at any previous exhibition of

this Society. The show of Ihvon cattle was also a good

one, and I think many of the animals were somewhat larger

th.in on former occasions, which is very desirable ; the Devon
being rather a small beast, altliough very compact, and

possessing a good constitution. The Short-horn class did not

e.xhibit many animals; but, though theuumbers were limited,

their quality and size was unexceptionable; and I consider

the completest animal in the yard was shown in this class,

viz., a two-years and five-months-old heifer, No. 04, ex-

hibited by Jlr. Richard Booth, of AA'arlaby, Yorkshire. It

was easily to be discerned that the cattle were not so fat as

ripon some former occasions, and, no doubt, this arose from

the fear of being disqualified ; and public opinion is decidedly

in favour of the new rule of the Society, by which, animals

in a state too fat and helpless for breeding purposes may be

disqualified by a jury of inspection, previous to the ex-

amination and award of the judges. A few of the Welsh

breed of cattle were shown, and appeared to be useful

animals, and no doubt very hardy, and may answer very well

for a bleak, mountainous district. Several animals of the

old Loitij-lton breed of cattle were present, and were very

good specimens of their race ; but this breed will, in all

probability, very soon give place to one or other of the im-

proved breeds.

The show of Horses, upon the whole, was fair; the. two-

year-old animals were certainly very good. I was, however,

"somewhat disappointed by the exhibition of nag horses,

they being, for the most part, inferior.- The I'onies, from

Wales, were very limited in number, and not calculated to

produce an impression in favour of the breed.

i
A very important and interesting exhibition of Sheep

'; stock took place. The Long Wools and Lciccsters mustered

! in large numbers ; and, although there wore instances of dis-

qualification, yet, altogether, the animals showed improve-

ment in flesh and quality upon some past exhibitions ; and

I must not pass, unnoticed, one animal in particular'—

a

twenty-eight-niontlis-olil Cotswold ram, bred by Mr. William

Slatter, of Strattou, near Cirencester. It was a sheep of

rare merit, being of an immense size, beaiUiful symmetry,

and full of flesh, without fat. The Sliort Wools were also

a good show, but I do not consider the South Downs ex-

hibited any improvement upon former shows. The variety

of Short-wooUed sheep, called Shropshire Downs, were an
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inteiosting fcaluvo of the exliiliition, ami atlnii'tcil the

attention of jirnolioal fni-mers (who keep sheep for in-olit),

more than any Sliort-woollecl sheep in tlie jaril. Tlie pen
of Jiva sixleenmonths.ohl Shropshh-e Down Kwes, bred liy

Mr. Wni. I'oster, of Stonrliridge, Worcester, were decidedly

the most nseful SliortwoiUed sheep, for general purposes,

exhibited in the show.
In the cl;\ss of Pi'/s, some animals were disqualified, and

were quite useless as breeding animals, showing that the

aptitude to fatten in an animal may be a positive evil, for

all useful purposes, unless at the same time due regard be

paid to the maintaining a sufficiency of flesh of good quality.

The show of I'igs was an improvement upon some previous

displays, being calculated (with some few exceptions) to

produce auiiuals of immense size, and excellent iiuality, at

an early age ; a particular instance of this, was a large Sow,

shown by Mr. Thomaa Craven, of Manningham, near

Bradford, York, to which was awarded a prize of A'ld.

There was also an important display of PonUry, tliero

being some remarkable good specimens in nearly every

class. In fact, the breeding of poultry seems to be attract-

ing attention sufficient to raise it into an important branch
of farming economy. The show of Dorkings was certaiidy

unequalled.

In the Implfmciit ttfpartment of the Exhibition it may be
affirmed that great improvement was to be observed ; indeed,

so great is the ingenuity of our implement-makers, aud so

keen is the competition between them, that there does not

appear to be any limit to invention; and, therefore, we may
still, with confidence, look forward for great and extensive

improvement in machinery and implements. The large

Turnip, Coni, and JIannre Drills, manufactured by Jlessrs.

fian-ett and Son, and by Jlessrs. Hornsby and Son, which
received prizes, all exhibited, more or less, impirovement in

the practical detail of their construction. A new Drill for

small occupations, for which Messrs. Smith and Son received

a prize of .t'.'j, must be noted as a valuable addition to our
farming implements.
The Reaping Machines were an interesting and important

part of the show. Six of them were selected for further

trial, and, no doubt, all are capable of further improvement,
for all seem to differ in some detail of their construction.

The new Steel Tools exhibited by Winton aud Sons, ai-e well

worth more attention. The Plough for general purposes,

to which the prize was awarded, although it may be lightest

in draft when tested by the dynamometer, is much too

heavy. The principal of its construction is certainly good,

and it is strong enough in its make to plough the heaviest

land, and, therefore, over heavy and inconvenient for general
purposes. A new Water -driU, invented by Blr. W. C.

Spooner, of EUiig, near Southampton, and manufactured by
Jlessrs. Tasker and Fowle, attracted a great deal of attention,

and considerable surijrise was evinced by many parties, who
enquired into its merits, that it did not receive the prize

offered by Philip Pusey, Esq., for the best Water - drill,

instead of a commendation. This drill may be used either

as a dust or water-drill, is capable of applying either a large

or small quantity of bones, or any concentrated manure, as

also of water, either separate or mixed. The water and
manure apparatus being distinct, admits of the application
of almost any amount of water jier acre (from one to fifteen

hogsheads), which can be varied to any extent, whilst the
distribution of the manure may remain the same. As the
water is discharged upon the principle of gravitation, no
power is employed in raising it, whilst the simplicity of its

construction secures it from getting quickly out of repair-.

It is altogether a novelty, and we fear this fact has
operated unfavom-ably on the minds of the judges. Al-
though this drill liad not been previously tried in public, its

merits are, notwithstanding, observed at tirst sight ; its ad-
vantages are so self-evident, and so superior to that of the
drill which received the prize, exhibited by Messrs I!, and
J. Keeves, that I cannot but remain impressed with its

superiority until fui'ther trial shall prove the contrary.

Joseph Blundeix.

SHORT HORNS.
Judges.—BIcssrs. John Grey, Charles Stokes, andJoUN Wricut.

Class 1.—Bulls, calved previously to the 1st of July, 1851, and not
exceeding four years old.

First prlic of 40^ to No. II, viz., to Right Hon. Lord Bcmers, of

Keythorpe Hall, Tughy, Leicester. Second prize of 20/. to No. fi, viz.,

to kichard Stratton, ot Uroad Hinton, Swindon, Wilts.

Class 2.—Bulls, calved since the 1st of July, 1851, and
more than one year old.

First prize of 25/. to No. 21, viz., to Richard Booth, of \\'arlahy,

Northallerton, York. Second prize of I.l/. to No. 25, viz., to W'Uliani

Fletcher, of Radmanthwaite, lUansfichl, Notts.

Class 3.—Cows in-niilk or in-calf.

First prize of 20/. to No 33, viz., to Henry Smith, of the Grove, Crop-
well Butler, Bingham, Notts. Second prize of lu/. to No. 35, viz., to

Kichard Booth, ot Warlaby, Northallerton.

Choss 4.—Heifers in-milk or in-ealf, not exceeding three years old.

First prize of 15/. to No. 54, viz., to Richard Booth, of Warlaby,
Northallerton. Second prize of tO/. to No. 55, viz., to Richard Booth,
of Warlaby, Northallerton.

Class 5.—Yearling Heifers.

First prize of 10/. to No. 74, viz., to B. H. Allen, of Longcrofts Hall,

Lichfield. Second prize of 5/. to No. Tl, viz., to Richard Stratton, of

Broad Hinton, Swindon.

HF.REFORDS.
Judges.—BIessrs. William Cox, Thomas Hartshobne, and

John Williams.
Class 1.— Bulls, calved previously to the 1st of July, 1851, and not ex-

ceeding four years old.

First prize of 40/. to No. 77, viz., to Right Hon. Lord Berwick, of

Cronkhili, Shrewsbury. Second prize of 20/. to No. 82, viz., to John
Carwardine, of .Stockton Bury, Leominster.

Class2.—Bulls, calved since the 1st of July, 1851, and more than one
year old.

First prize of 25/. to No. SG, viz., to Kdward Price, of Courthouse,
Leominster. Second prize of 15/. to No. 88, viz., to Right Hon. Lord
Berwick, of Cronkhili, Shrewsbury.

Class 3.—Cows in-milk or in-calf.

First prize of 2(1/. to No. 99, viz., to John Monkhouse, of the Stow,
Hereford. Second prize ol 10/. to No. 91, viz., to James Ackers, of

Prinknash Park, Painswick, Gloucester.

Class 4.—Heifers in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three years old.

First prize of 15/. to No. I06, viz., to Right. Hon. Lord Berwick, of

Cronkhili, Shrewsbury. Second prize of 10/. to No. 108, viz., to Philip

Turner, of the Leen, Pembridge, Leominster.

Class 5.—Yearling Heifers.

First prize of 10/. to No. 114, viz., to Edward Price, of Courthouse,

Pembridge.
DEVONS.

Judges.—Messrs. Philip Halse, E. L. Franklin, and Henry
Trethewy.

Class 1.—Bulls, calved previously to the 1st of July, 1851, and not ex-

ceeding four years old.

First prize of 40/. to No. 121, viz., to George Turner, of Barton, near

Exeter. Second prize of 20/. to No. 120, viz., to Robert Wright, of

I Moor Farm, Taunton.

Class 2.—Bulls, calved since the 1st of July, 1351, and more than one

year old.

First prize ot 25/. to No. 123, viz., to George Turner, of Barton, near

I
Exeter. Second prize of 15/, to 132, viz., to Samuel Farthing, of Stowey

]

Court, Bridgwater.

Class 3.—Cows in-milk or in-calf.

First prize of 20/. to No. 142, viz., to George Turner, of Barton, near

E.xeter. Second prize of 10/. to No. 143, viz., to George Turner, of

Barton, near Exeter.

Class 4.— Heifers in-milk or in-ealf, not exceeding three years old.

First prize of 15/. to No. 152, viz., to George Turner, of Barton, near

Exeter. Second prize of 10/. to No. 158, viz., to James Hole, of Knowle
House, Dunster, Somerset.

Class 5.^Yearling Heifers.

First prize of 10/. to No. 163, viz., to James Quartley, of MoUand
House, South Molton. Second prize of 5/. to No. Itig, viz., to James
Quartley, of Jlolland House, South Wolton.

WELSH BREEDS.
Judges—Messrs. J. E. Jones and Thomas Hunt.

Class 1.—Bulls, calved previously to the 1st of July, 1851, and not

exceeding four years old.

No entry.

Clas!2.—Bulls, calved since the 1st of July, 1S51, and more than

one year old.

The prize of 10/. to No. 175, viz., to William Powell, of Eglwysnewydd
Margam, Taibach, Glamorgan.

Class 3.—Cows in-milk or in-calf.

First prize of 10/. to No. 177, viz., to William Powell, of Eglwysnewydd
Margam, Taibach, Glamorgan. Second prize of 5/. to No. 171), viz., to

George Goodc, of Croft Cottage, Carmarthen.

Class 4.—Heifers in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three years old.

Tlie prize of 10/. to No. 1/8, viz., to William Powell, of Eglwysnewydd,
Glamorgan.

Class 5.—Yearling Heifers.

The prize of 5/. to No. 179, viz., to George Goode, of Ciolt Cottfgc,

Carmarthen.
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OTHER BREEDS-NOT INCLUDING THE SHORT-HORN,
HEREFORD, DEVON, OR WELSH BREED.

Judges.—Messes. Thomas Hunt, John Edwaed Jones, and E. L.

Franklin.

Class I.—Bulls, calved previously to the 1st of July, 1851, and not

exceeding four years old.

The prize of 10/. to No. 181, viz., to Nathaniel G. Barthropp, of Cre-

tingham Rookery, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

Class 2.—Bulls, calved since the 1st of July, IS51, and more than

one year old.

ITie prize of 10/. to No. 183, viz., to Samuel Burbery, of Wroshall,
Warwick.

Class 3.—Cows in-milk or in-calf.

The prize of 10/. to No. 190, viz., to Captain Inge, of Thorpe, Tam-
worth, Staffordshire.

Class 4.— Heifers, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three years old.

The prize of 5/. to No. 194', viz., to Edward Cane, of Berwick Court,

AlfiistoD, Lewes, Susses.

Class 5.—Yearling Heifers.

The prize of 5/. to No. 19/, viz., to W. C. Cartwright, of Aynhoe Park,

Brackley, Northampton.

HORSES.
Judges.—Messrs. T. R. Colton, W. C. Spoonee, and William

Linton.

Class 1.—Stallions for agricultural purposes, foaled previously to the

1st of January, 1851.

First prize of 30/. to No. 219, viz., to Samuel Claydcn, of Little Linton,

Cambridge. Second prize of 15/. to No. 227, ^iz-. to William Wilson, of

Ashbocking, Ipswich.

Class 2.—Stallions for agricultural purposes, foaled since the 1st of

January, 1851.

First prize of 20/. to No. 246, to John Ward, of East Mersea, near
Colchester. Second prize, of 10/. to No. 238, uz., to George Sexton, of

Thorrington Hall, Wherstead, Ipswich.

Class 3.—Roadster Stallions.

The prize of 15/. to No. 26O, viz., to John Lister, of Addingham, near

Otley, Yorkshire.
Class 4.— Stallion Ponies.

Tlie prize of 10/. to No. 1103, viz., to W. B. Reed, of Victoria Square,

Clifton, near Bristol.

Class 5.—Mares and Foals for agricultural purposes.

First prize of 20/. to No. 2"6, viz.. to Henry Bailey, of Walgaston
Farm, near Berkeley, Gloucester. Second prize of 10/. to No. 277» viz.,

to T. B. Brown, of Hampen, Andoversford.

Class 6.—Mare Ponies.

The prize of 5/. to No. 1105, viz., to W. B. Reed, of Clifton, near
Bristol.

Class 7.—Two years old Fillies for agricultural purposes.

First prize of 15/. to No. 293, riz., to T. B. Brown, of Hampen,
Andoversford. Second prize of 5/. to No. 294, viz., to James E. Owen,
of Hodcott, West Ilsley, Newbury,

SHEEP.—LEICESTERS.
Judges.—Messrs. Hugh Aylmer, Samuel Bennett, and Henry

Chamberlain.

Class 1.— Shearling Rams.

First prize of 30/. to No. 308, viz., to William Sanday, of Holme
Pierrepoint, Nottinghamshire. Second prize of 15/. to No. 302, viz., to

T. E. Pawlett, of Beeston, Sandy, Bedfordshire.

Class 3,—Rams of any other age.

First prize of 30/. to No. 331, viz., to T. E. Pawlett, of Beestoni
Sandy, Bedfordshire. Second prize of 15/. to No. 340, viz., to William
Sanday, of Holme Pierrepoint, Nottinghamshire.

Class 3.— Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the same flock.

First prize of 20/. to No. 358, viz., to William Sanday, of Holme
Pierrepoint, Nottinghamshire. Second prize of 10/. to No. 359, viz., to

William Sanday, of Holme Pierrepoint, Nottinghamshire.

SOUTH-DOWN, OR OTHER SHORT-WOOLLED SHEEP.
Judges.—Messrs. Edward Teumper, John Waters, and Edward

Pope.

Class 1.—Shearling Rams.

First prize of 30/. to No. 404, viz., to Jonas Webb, of Babraham,
Cambridge. Second prize of 15/ to No. 408, viz., to Jonas Webb, of

Babraham, Cambridge.

Class 2.—Raras of any other age.

First prize of 30/. to No. 439, viz., to Henry Lugar, of Hengrave,

Bury St. Edmunds. Second prize of 15/. to No. 427, viz., to William
Rigden, of Hove, near Brighton.

Class 3.—Pens of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock.

First prize of 20/. to No. 453, viz., to Henry Lugar, of Hengrave, Bury
St. Edmunds. Second prize of 10/. to No. 455, viz., to Henry Lugar, of

Hengrave, Bury St. Edmunds.

LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP.
Not qualified to compete as Leicesters.

Judges.—Messbs. John Abbott, Charles Clarke, and N. C.

Stone.

Class 1.—Shearling Rams.

First prize of 30/. to No. 495, viz., to William Lane, of Broadfield

' Farm, Northleach. Second prize of 15/. to No, 468, viz., to William

Game, of Aldsworth, Northleach.

Class 2.—Rams of any other age.

i First prize of 30/. to No. 514, viz., to William Slatter, of Stratton.

; Cirencester. Second prize of 15/. to No. 512, viz., Edward Handy, of

I

Sevenhampton, Andoversford.

Class 3.—Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the same flock.

First prize of 20/. to No. .535, viz., to William Lane, of Broadfield

F.irm, Northleach. Sec6nd prize of 10/. to No. 534, viz., to William

Lane, of Broadfield Farm, Northleach.

PIGS.

Jddges.—Messes. John Clayden, William Hesseltine, and
Henry Eddison.

Class 1.—Boars of a large breed.

First prize of 15/. to No. 695, viz., to Robert Crosslcy, of Holland St.

MUes, Platting Newton, Manchester. Second prize of 5/. to No. 602,

viz., to Thomas Horsfall, of Burley Hill, Otley, Yorkshire.

Class 2,—Boars of a small breed.

First prize of 15/. to No. 626, viz., to William Northey, of Lake Liflon,

Devon. Second prize of 5/. to No. 638, viz., to John Moon, of Lapford,

Crediton.
Class 3.—Breeding Sows of a large breed.

The prize of 10/. to No. G56, viz., to Thomas Craven, of Whetlcy St.

Manningham, Bradford.

Class 4.—Breeding Sows of a small breed.

The prize of 10/. to No. 705, viz., to John Moon, of Lapford, Crediton,

Devon.

Class 5,-Pens of Three Breeding Sow-Pigs of a large breed, of the

same litter above four, and under eight months old.

The prize of 10/. to No. "24, viz., to WilUam James Sadler, of Ben-

tham Purton, Swindon.

Class 6.—Pens of Three Breeding Sow-Pigs of a small breed, of the

same litter, above four, and under eight months old.

The prize of 10/. to No. 737, viz., to the Right Hon. Lord Wenlock, of

Escrick Park, Yorkshire.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

SHROPSHIRE, OR OTHER GREY AND BLACK-FACED SHORT-
WOOLLED SHEEP.

Judges,—Messes. W. T. Haetshorne, W. Cox, and John
Williams.

Class 1.— Raras of any age.

First prize of 20/. to No. 537, viz., to John Gillett, of Brizc Norton,

Witney, Oxon. Second prize of 10/. to No. 546, viz., to Thomas Horton,

of Hamage Grange, Cressage, near Shrewsbury.

Class 2.—Pen of Five Ewes of any age, with their Lambs.

The prize of 10/. to No. 5/5, viz., to William Foster, of Kinver Hill

Farm, Stourbridge.

Class 3.—Pen of Five Shearling Ewes.

The prize of 10/. to No. 584, viz., to William Foster, of Kinver Hil

Farm, Stourbridge.

POULTRY AT THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION, GLOUCESTEE.

Those who attended tlie Exliibitiou of the Bath and

West of England Agricultural Society, at I'lymouth, in June

last, and were also present on the occasion of the late

Gloucester Meeting, enjoyed an admirable opportunity of

testing the relative chai-acters of the linie- stone, and the

clay formations, as to the amount of water that they may

severally hold in combination.

The early part of the week had given the despanng hay-

maker a few bright, warm days, and till noon, on Wednesday,

the 10th, making could not be better, but from that time

almost incessant rain fully developed the plastic n;nure of

Gloucestershire clay, and the vast prospective utility of the

numerous draining-tile machines that were at work among

the implements. The yards and then- approaches were, con-

sequently, in that state that induced one to seek the ankle-

deep mud as a safer path than the shppery surface of the

less-trodden groimd.
, ,. , <•

AVednesday, the 10th inst., was allotted to the display ot

implements, while the judges were occupied with then- awards

among the live stock. Their duties, however, were com-

pleted" at so early an horn- in the afternoon, that we were by

no means prepai-ed to hear the summary edict that excluded

aU from that department of the Exhibition untU the foUow-

ing day. On previous occasions, no difficulty had been ex-
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liorienced in giving admission after the ailjudicalions liad

boon concluded, and sincerely do we hope that a similar

arrangement may be again I'ouud practicable in I'nture

years. Those, indeed, on whom the task devolves of re-

cording the resulis of such meetings, can ill atl'ord to lose

the advantages which one or two quiet hours of such in-

' spection presents to them.
i On Thmsday, the 14th, the previously forbidden precincts

\ were opened at six a.m., and our steps were soon turned in

the direction of a long shed, where the presence of the

peculiar objects of our attention was self-proclaimed.

i

We were certainly prepared to lind the Dorlninjs in great

I

force at a meeting of the Koyal Agricultural Society, since,

I as a farmer's fowl, in suitable disti-icts, it must have ac-

I
knowledged pro-eminence. But oiu' anticipations, sanguine

I

as they were, from our knowledge of preparations for the

contest among those who have been most successful mth
j
the breed, were far, very far behind the actual result ; and,

without fear of contradiction, we hesitate not to say, in con-

currence with tlie judges, that " the Dorking classes were
never equalled at any exhibition in the kingdom." Fortu-

nately for the competitors on this occasion, tlie list of

poultry judges included names that would, at once, prevent

all cavilling and discussion as to the justice of the awards
;

for, otherwise, the contest ran so close, that points of com-
parative insignificance must have been brought into the

careful consideration of those who had to pronounce on the

merits of birds that could claim so little superiority over

their neighboms. The greater credit, therefore, to the

judges, and the higher honour to the winners ; for ti-iumnhs,

so achieved, are worth a host of minor \'ictories.

Tn Dnrkinij Chickens, the four first prizes fell in the

following succession :—1st. to Captain Hornby ; ^nd. and
Ord. to Mr. James Lewry; and the ith. to T. T. Parker,

Esq. The winning birds. No. 752, combined size, shape,

and feather, in that degree, that it would be dilficult to

select any point for improvement. The cockerel was a

black-breasted bu'd, and the pullets brown-spangled, with

the shaft of their feathers singularly clear, and in strong

contrast with the rest of their plumage. Mr. Lewry, who is

a very e.xtensive Sussex poultry dealer, won with one pen of

light, and another of dark birds ; and, as already observed,

he came very close in the steps of the winner. Pen 700,

belonging to Mr. E. TeiTy, of Aylesbury, met with deserved
commendation ; we should think it probable, that had they

been better matched they might have stood higher on the list.

In Dnrk'nigs exceedimj one year old the Knowsley birds

resumed the position that seems lately to he occupied by
them, as a matter of course, first and second jirizes having
been here allotted to them. There was no great distance,

liowever, between these and some of those behind ; and
though we certainly concur with the judgment that

assigned their relative positions, not a feather's advantage
could have been safely riskatl by the victors. Mr. Pai'ker,

though only fourth, must find no fault.with his bu-ds, for

even that position, in a contest like the present, conveys just

renown.
Where so many birds of the highest excellence were

exhibited, it would almost appear innduous to select in-

dividuals for special comment ; but the commendations
were as judicious as the higher rewards. Pen 800, among
others, belonging to Mr. Lewry, was thus honoured ; and,

so far as mere weight was concerned, the cock would have
probably borne down the scales against any other bu'd in

the yard, but shape was not so perfect.

Some of the darker red birds alone excepted, the coloured

Durkinff appeared in almost all his varieties of plumage

;

but wlien we speak of combs, the double or rosy-combed
were in a decided minority ; none, indeed, of the prize birds

were from this dirision of the family, though one pen was
highly commended, still no imputation must rest upon
them from this fact, since, though then outnumbered, tbey
will again, we imagine, he found in the foremost ranks
neck-and-neck with their single-combed I'elations.

Of Tlliile Dorkitigs little can be said ; some two or three
pens alone appearing in the catalogue, and none of any
merit. The points of tliis breed seem hardly known by
some of their owners, since in one pen we noticed a single-

combed cock with a cup-combed hen, ill-feathered, and
worse shaped.

The victors in the Spanish class, at the recent Cheltenham
and Plymouth Shows, were here also at the head of the list,

and well, indeed, did they become both their raidi and the

confidence of their owner. Captain Hornby; the Mrd and 4th

prizes, unlike the Dorking class, were far behind ; the cock,

in pen 8.33, had the white face very clearly developed, but

was deficient in figui'e ; and in pen .sa4, a well shaped fowl

was sadly impaired by a manifest redness about the eye.

The Shani/hac, or Cochin-China class, was of vei-y moderate
merit; many of the pens, indeed, were utterly unworthy of

the occasion, and could only bo referred to as what good
specimens ought ho* to be. Mr. Terry's prize pen, however,

were singularly compact birds, with such development of

their points and general character as is most unusual in

chickens of their age ; they were good in colour, also, but

did not strike us as likely to make largo birds. Mr.
Punchard came second with some birds, bred, as we imagine,

from his recently-imported stock ; they had, certainly, con-

siderable merit, but the mottled appearance, induced by the

occasional presence of white feathers, is not with us a point

of recommendation. Mrs. Herbert took a third prize for a

good pen of White Shani/haes, and Dr. Gwynne's Cfrey

Shan'jhacs, or Brahma Poutras, as they are sometimes called,

followed in their rear.

In Game, the Black-breasted Eed distanced their rivals,

though we should have been inclined to have given the

preference to the second over the first prize pen ; the latter

containing a tasselled cock, with one olive, and one blue-

legged hen. Captain Homby showed a pen of Derby red,

but the cock had injured his tail on the journey, and thus

cai'ried it on one side, placing him out of the race ; the

hens, however, were of faultless symmetry ; Duckwings
mustered strongly, and the many admirers of this family

had before them specimens of the black, brassy-mnged, white,

and some few piles ; the latter, however, we should have
expected in far greater numbers.

"As farmer's fowls, those we have enumerated are com-
monly thought to stand first, whilst Hambm'ghs, Polands,

and Malays, are usually held to be less fitted for that

pm'pose. W-e do not altogether assent to this view,

especially as regards the Hamhurghs, a fowl, as we believe,

well worthy of more general attention at the farmer's hand,
but such is the prevailing notion, and it is not, therefore,

to he wondered at, that the classes assigned to tlie latter

were Ijut indift'erently filled on an occasion which had
especial reference to the wants of the farmer and the

cottager.

If we except a pen of good Golden-spangled Hamburghs,
and some Golden-pencilled hens of fair merit, the remainder
need no comment.

Geese, as was most fitting, were both numerous and
excellent. Oui' ow'n views, as to the great importance of the
Toulouse Goose for crossing with the common breed, were
fully confirmed by the fact, that the first, second, and third

prizes were borne oflF by such cross-bred birds. Mr. Parker
was eminently successful in this class.

The Aylcshury Ducks should have been a better lot, for

—

the 1st prize pen excepted—there were none of great merit.

The successful birds were bred and exhibited by Mr. John
Weston, of Aylesbmy, and were among the best specimens
for their age, four mouths, we ever remember to liave seei:.

Rouen Ducks were in no condition for shelving. Drakes and
ducks being alike in deep moult. There were, also, two
good pens of the BlacJc East Indian Duck, which, the sooner
it ceases to be called the Labrador Duck, with which country

it has no jiossible connexion, the better for revising the
nomenclature of the poultry yard.

Of Turkeys few were very good: but among them Lord
Hill's .-Vmerican cock became the deseiTed object of general
attention. The brilliancy of this bird's plumage defied tho
gloomy eflects of weather, so important an auxiliary to

colour, and, without one gleam of sunshijie, he still re-

mained a radiant combination of all the prismatic hues.
Anything, indeed, more gorgeous, and at the same time more
striking, from the continued change of tint, as the bird

assumed a fresh position, could harLUy he conceived.

Our task is now done, so far, at least, as our comments
on the bu'ds themselves are concerned ; but, while sincerely

thanking the council and ollicers of the Royal Agricultural

Society for their acquiescence to the generally-expressed
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wish that poiiUry sliould be inchided in their list ot livp

stock, ami congratulating them on the great success of the

Gloucester Meeting in this respect, it may he permitted us

to offer some few suggestions for their consideration before

the ixrrangements of another year may he determined on.

A tin/, fur instance, will he found to afford a far better,

and more commodious shelter for the purposes of a poultry

exhibition, both as regards the birds themselves, and spec-

tators also, than the narrow shed in use at Gloucester,

where the birds are too much exposed to the weather for

the time during which tliey are required to he there; and,

furthermore, the supports of the shed itself sadly interfere

with tlie free progress of visitors ; a tent with entrances at

each end, and policemen to regulate ingress and egress in

different directions, would be found to answer every purpose,

and not only would it involve a smaller outlay, but also

afford an infinitely better position for the inspection of the

birds.

Again, let persons acquainted with poultiy he jilaeed in

charge of them ; several of those who there appeared in

this capacity were evidently imacquainted with their work;
nor were they provided with proper implements for removing
the eggs, and not only are the eggs thus liable to be carried

off unbroken, but if allowed to remain, are frequently cracked

and devoured by the birds themselves, an evil practice that

is afterwards with difficulty only, if ever, overcome. Evei-y

precaution should be talcen to ensure the fact that the eggs

are indeed broken, for exhibitors dread nothing more than
the mere probability that this should not be looked to.

Summer exhibitions, it will be evident, require more care in

respect of this than those which may he held in wintei'.

Thus far as regards the management of the show itself

;

and we feel confident, that in briefly alluding to another
subject, we are only expressing a very general feeling of

regret, that dealers were permitted to compete for the

Gloucester prizes. All om" principal, indeed, we believe it

might be said, nil our poultry societies, mthout exception,

have -nisely determined, that while space is assigned to such

dealers as may be desirous of exhibiting specimens, they
should be strictly delian'ed from competition. The reason

of this is obvious, since the dealer has only to pick and
choose, not out of his own yard, but from the yards of all

tlie farmers with whom he deals, and who, in frequent

instances, are restricted from selling to any other person

;

and thus, where the amateur may possibly pick from
hmidreds, the dealer has thousands awaiting his selection;

if he fails, tlierefore, it must probably so happen rather from
the error of his own judgment than any fault of the birds

themselves. So strongly, indeed, do many of those who have
done most towards promoting the interest of poultry societies

feel on tins subject, that few, we believe, will be henceforward
willing to enter the lists, without an assurance that so

unequal a contest may no longer be persisted in.

.TrDGES—Messrs. John Bailey, T. B. Wright, and Wm.
Torr.

Class 1.—DORKING FOWLS (Cocks and two Hens, Chickens of 1853;.

First prize of 5/. to No. 762, viz. to Capt. Hornby, K.N., of Knowsley
Cottage, Prescott. Second prize of 3/. to No. "57, viz. to James Lewry,
of Handcross, Crawley, trusses. Third prize of 2^ to No. 754, viz. to

James Lcwry, of Handcross, Crawley, Sussex. Fourth prize ot \t. to No.
772, viz., to T, T. Parker, of Astlcy Hall, Chorley, Ijancaster.

Class 2.—DORKING FOWLS, MORE THAN ONE VEAK OLD
[Cock and two Hens}.

First prize of 5^ to No. 795, viz., to Capt. Hornby, K.N., of Knowslpy
Cottage, Prescott. Second prize of 3/. to No. 796, viz., Capt. Hornby,
11. N., of Knowsley Cottage, Prescott. Third prize of 21. to No. 784,
viz., to llipht Hon. Viscount Hill, of Hawkstoue, Shrewsbury. Fourth
prize of 1/. to No. 815, viz., to T. T. Parker, of Astley Hall, Chorley.
Note.—The Judges unanimously agree that the Dorking classes were

never equalled at any exhibition in the kingdom.

Class 3.—SPANISH FOWLS (Cock and two Hens).

First prize of 5/. to No. 826. viz., to Capt. Hornby, R.N., of Knowsley
Cottage, Prescott. Second prize of 3/. to No. 825, viz., to Capt. Hornby,
R N., of Knowsley Cottage, Prescott. Third prize of 2/. to No. 833,

viz., to W. R. Ulapplebeck, Bull Ring. Birmingham. Fourth prize of II.

to No. 824, viz., to J. P. Adams, of Newland, near Walvcrn, Worcester.

Class 4.—COCHIN-CHINA FOWLS (Cock and two Hens, Chickens
of 1852).

First prize of ',1. to No. 864, viz.. to Edward Terry, of Aylesbury,
Bucks. Sfconti prize of 3^ to No. 856, viz., to Charles Punchard, of

Blunt Hall, Haverhill, Suffolk. Third prize of 2;. to No. S47, viz., to
DIrs. S. K. Herbert, of rov\ick, near Worcester. Fourth prize of It. to

No. 870, viz., to W. C. Gwjnne, of Sandback, Cheshire.

Class 5.—GAME FOWLS (Cock and two Hens).
1

First prize of 3/. to No. 887, viz., to N. N. Dyer, of Bredon Manor
House, Tewkesbury. Second prize of 2i. to No. 899, viz., to Edward
Lowe, of Coraberford Fiour Mills, Tamworth. Third prize of It. to No.
8y<t, viz., to Edward Glover, of Olton, near Solihull, Warwick.

Class 6.—HAMBURGH FOWLS—Golden and Silver-spangled, or

Golden and Silver-pencilled (Cock and two Heni;.

First prize of 3/. to No. 928, viz., to William Ludlam, of Bradford,

York. Second prize of 2/. to No. 923, viz., to J. Jennens, of Rloseley,

Birmingham. Third prize of 1/. to No. 913, viz., to Thomas Lowe, of

Whateley, Fazeley, Staffordshire.

Class 7.—MALAY' FOWLS (Cock and two Hens;.

First of 3(. to No. 844, viz., to A. C. Sayers, of Clanville House,

Andover. Second prize of 2^ to No. 1110, viz., to Henry Worrall, of

Knotty Ash House, near Liverpool. Third prize of It. to No. 949, viz.,

to W. B. Mapplebeck, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

Class 8.—POLAND FOWLS (Cock and two Hens).

First prize of 3/. to No. 965, viz., to Christopher Rawson, of the Hurst,

Walton-on-Thames. Second prize of 2t. to No. 966, viz., to William

Cox, of Brailsford Hall, Derby. Third prize of It. to No. 970, viz., to

W. G. Vivian, of Singleton, Swansea.

Class 9.—TURKEYS (Cock and two Hens).

First prize of 5t. to No. 976, viz., to Right Hon. Viscount Hill, Hawk-
stone, Shrewsbury. Second prize of 3/. to No. 975, viz., to John Fairlie,

of Cheveley Park, Newmarket. Third prize of 2;. to No. 98I, viz., to R.

T. Head, of the Briars, Alphington, Exeter. Fourth prize of 1/. With-
held.

Class 10.—GEESE (Gander and two Geese, hatched in 1853).

First prize of bl. to No. 1005, viz., to T. T. Parker, of Astley Hall,

Chorley, Lancashire. Second prize of 3/. to No. 1003, viz., to T. T.

Parker, of Astley Hall, Chorley, Lancashire. Third prize ot 2/. to No.

y93, viz., to Capt! Hornbv, R.N.. of Knowsley Cottage, Prescott. Fourth

prize of U. to No. 1004, viz., to T. T. Parker,'of Astley Hall, Chorley.

Class 11.—AYLESBURY DUCKS (Drake and two Ducks).

First prize of 3/. to No. 1013, viz., to John Weston, of Oxford Road,

Aylesbury. Second prize of 2t. to 1019, viz., to SIiss L. C. Stow, of

Bredon, Tewkesbury. Third prize of it. to No. 1026, viz., to Miss

Wilcox, of Naiisea Court, Bristol.

Class 12.—ROUEN DUCKS (Drake and two Ducks).

First prize of At. to No. 1112, viz., to Henry Worrall, of Knotty Ash
House, near Liverpool. Second prize of 2/. to No. 1033, viz., W. W.
Rowe, Longbrook, Milton Abbot, Devon. Third prize of 1/. to No.

1031, viz., to Capt. Hornby., R.N., of Knowsley Cottage, Prescott.

Class 13.—DUCKS OF ANY OTHER VARIETY (Drake and two
Ducks).

First prize of 3(. to No. 1035, viz., to H. S. Pigott, of Brockley Court,

Bristol. Second prize of 2/. to No. 1036, viz., to H. S. Pigott, of

Brockley Court, Bristol. Third prize of It. to No. 1040, viz., to Misa S.

Buckle, of Bloat House, Uckington, Cheltenham.

THE CULTURE OF A ROOD OF GROUND.
AUGUST.

The present being the principal harvest month, and
I thinking there are many growing a part of their rood of

1

ground with Wheat, as is the custom generally with allottees

in this pai-t of Suffolk, where I reside, I will endeavour to

j

give a brief description how I manage my own. On large

I occupations, different methods are practised in cutting

j
"Wheat—such as mowing, bagging, &c. ; but the plan I have

' always practised has been the old-fashioned one of reaping

I

with the reap-hook, and to cut it as close to the ground as I

1 can. As the work in this way can be performed much

{

cleaner and neater than in any other way, 1 recommend this

I plan to occupiers of a rood of ground, in preference to any

other, as being the best and most economical. The best

time I have found, by experience, for cutting, is as soon as

the kernel is sufficiently set, so that the inside cannot be

pressed out in a moist state. The general fault is in letting

I it stand too long before it is cut. .'Vs soon as the crop is

I

sufficiently harvested, I gather it into a heap, or stack it,

\
and cover it well with straw, to prevent the wet getting in

till I have an opportunity of thrashing it. I prefer this

' plan to housing it, as it may be got up earlier, and will be

tit to thrash sooner than if stored in a barn.

I
My plan of growing my "Wheat crop has always been (for

several year's) to sow it on the groimd where I have pre-

viously grown my root crops, either I'otatoes, Beet, or

Swedes, and that without digging the land, and 1 have

always in this way had good crops. My piece of "Wlieat, at

this present time, is groning on the ground where my crop
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of Swedes ami Sunflowers stooil. It was put in without

digging, and is (I thiulc I luay venture to say) as fine n piece

as can be seen in the neighbourhood.
The plan I pursue in preparing my land for a Wheat crop

I shall give an account of at the proper season. I am not
advocating tliis system merely for tlie object of saving the

labour of digging, but because I liavo found, from experience,

that it answers tlie purposu best, provided the ground where
tlie root crops were previously grown had been well cul-

tivated between the rows, and been kept thoroughly clean.

It is said, the best evidence of good farming is
—" to feed

the land before it is hungry, to give it rest before it is weary,

and to weed it before it becomes foul." I have proved, by
experience, the truth of the latter reniiuk, respecting the

impropriety of not attending to tlie cleaning the land im-

mediately after the 'Wheat is taken oif, the stubble being first

clear-ed away. I Imvo found the best treatment for cleaning

the land after a Wheat crop to be a thorougli good digging
with the fork, taking out the rubbish as you go along, and
then letting the gromid lie as rongli as it can be made
during the winter, lo get tlie benefit of the frost ; aird in the
spring, as early as the weather will permit, wheel on tlie

manure, and give it another good digging witli the fork, and
prepai'e it for receiving the spring crops. Mr. Errington,
in his excellent article on "Allotment Farming for June,"
says :

" I have repeatedly known as much time wasted in

lioeing and raking, as would have dug over the plot in

question ; and who can fur a moment place the two opera-

tions on a par as to their utility ? " I confess 1 have been
foolish enough to try this experiment of hoeing, instmid of

digging, thinking I should he saving labom', but I have
dearly paid for my folly, for instead of benefiting by the

operation, I have found it to be a serious disadvantage, more
pai'ticularly with a wheat stubble. I am perfectly convinced,

from dear hought experience, that there is no operation,

short of a thorough good digging, that will etlectually clean

the land after ^yheat to make it in a fit state to receive

future crops.

If a portion of the ground previously occupied with AVheat
be required for early spring Cuhhiujes, it must be supplied

with a liberal quantity of manure previous to digging. The
method I pmsue, in planting my spring Cahhages, and
arranging other crops between them, I shall give piarti-

cuUirs of at the proper season for planting them out. If a
jjorUon of the Wheat gi'ound be desired for a crop of Sloiie

Turn'qis, it must be prepared immediately after the Wheat
is cut, by giving it a dressing of manure, and a good
digging. The seed may be sown either broadcast, or in

drills eighteen inches apart. I prefer the latter plan, as

the ground can be kept clean much better, and the crop

produced more regular.

JMuch has been said and written respecting the advantages
of phwlinrj Potatoes early in the autumn, but from experi-

ments that I have made, I have not found any advantage
arising from the practice, particularly this last season ; the

wet being so incessant many of the tubers were entirely

rotted, and, in consequence, they did not come up so regularly

as those j)lanted early in the spring ; indeed, up to the
present time, I never saw my Potato crop looking hotter

than it is this season ; and, to all appearance, they jn'omise

to be an abundant crop. I have this year a crop of Potutocs

and Bed growing on the siune piece of ground, in alternate

rows, and, from present appearances, both crops promise to

be very productive. From the extra air and sunshine
each crop gets in this way, they appear to grow more
luxuriantly than they would if each were growing separately.

If the early Spnii'j Cuhha(jc seed have been omitted to he
sown the last week in July, they shoidd be sown the first

week in this month, in the way I have jjreviously stated for

July.

The laud being now occupied with all the principal crops,

the chief business to be attended to now is to hccp it fn-c

from ifccda.

\
Onions should be taken up the latter part of this month.

The plan I pursue in harvesting them is to spread them on

a board or canvass, for several days, till the tops are quite

withered, and then tie them up in bundles or ropes, and
hang them in a dry, cool place. They will keep sound in

this way through the winter, and free from shooting till late

in the spring.

BBAHMA POUTEA FOWLS.
Haying a pair of Brahma Poiitra fowds (one of the pairs

sent over by Dr. Bennett, U. S., to the Sleti-opolitan Show, at

the same time that he sent those for the Queen, Dr. Gwyune,
and ]\Irs. Hosier Williams), I have been anxious to ascertain

if they are distinct breeds. I have been in communication
with Dr. liennett, and, as he has gone to settle at Iowa, he
referred me to the gentleman who has succeeded him, and
this day I received a letter from him in which lie states :

" Dr. Bennett having gone to settle at Iowa, and that being
so i'ar back in the western country, he will not be able to

send you any Brahma Poutra fowls ; but he lias left all to

me. I am an old breeder of poultry. I keep the very best
breeds, and the best bloods, to be found in tliis country. I
keep a great variety of fowls, and I also liave free access

to all of the most careful breeders' stocks in this part of the
comitry; and I can get anything I want that is nice. I
know all about the Brahma Poutra fowls that Dr. Bennett
sent to Dr. (jwynne, and Mrs. Hosier Williams, for I went to

Boston and shipped them for the Doctoj'. They arc calainly

a diatinvt breed of foulsj and were imporfcd I'rom India, and
not Chinity as tnany suppose ; they breed from a light colour

to a dark grey ; feathered, and clean legs, but always yellow

;

pea and single comb, but the pea comb is the most preferred

Earth or road scrapings should be collected this month
for eompost heaps.

In my notes for Jidy iu The Cottage GAUDENEn, I in-

timated that I would give an account of my luind cnUivator.

It being an implement that 1 have found oi' great service, I

reconnnend it to all occupants of small holdings. The fol-

lowing is a brief description of it :—The head of it is formed
witli two iron plates, two feet long, two inches wide, and
half an-inch tliick. These two plates arc screwed together
at eacli end, sufticiently apart from each other to admit of
the prongs being iixed in. The teeth, or prongs, are made
with a screw and nut, so that they can be shifted to any i;

space reijuired. In the centre of the head, or two plates, is

fixed a strong iron, twelve inches long, with u socket at the
end to receive the handle, which is made of wood, four feet

long, with a cross-bar eighteen inches long, fixed in the end
to draw by. The iron in the centre, which the handle is

fixed to, is so formed that one of tlie prongs is fixed iu it

about six inches from the head. The number of prongs
that 1 have to fix to it are five, tmd the length of them are

fifteen inches. They ai'e made with chisel ends, and the
lower part of them are half circular, and the front of them
brought to an edge, so that they can cut through the soil

much easier. At each end of the head-iilates is fixed an
iron plate, the same width as the head ones, and fixed to

the centre iron, where the socket is made to receive the
handle. Thus the whole consists of iron, except the handle,
and in form resembles the horse cultivator. The cost of it

complete was 1.5s. I have also another set of prongs lo fix

to this implement to use as hoes, witli the ends made into a
flat triangular form, five inches wide, with sharp edges,

similar to those used with the horse-hoe. I am fearful,

from the imperfect description I have given of this imple-
ment, it will not be suflicient to be understood, but it is the
best account I am capable of giving. In using it, it is drawn
backwards with a leather strap fixed round the waist, and
by making a sudden pull at each step, a man may draw with
considerable force. I am indebted to a gentleman, who
lionoured me with a visit last summer, for a descrijition of

this implement, who had oneiiruse.

It ajjpears a similar instrument to the above is used in

America. The following is an extract from the " Working
Farmer" for June, (published in New York, and kindly

sent nie by a friend):—"The little instrument called the
hand-cultivator may be used after thorough weeding to

great advantage, and with superior economy, as compared
with the hand-hoe. In well tilled garden soils, one man,
with this little instrument, can do the work of twenty with
hand-hoes ; it is only useful, however, to pass between rows,

as it cannot remove the weeds which are resident in the
rows." John Sillett.
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in this countiy ; tbey are not the Chittagong fowl, they are
an entirely different looking fowl ; the Chittagong are worth
nothing to keep.

" With us Cochin-China and Shanghae fowls are distinct

;

Cochin-Cliina fowls have no feathers on their legs, always
smooth, close feathered, and of a diffei'ent form, and much
higher on their legs than the Shanghaes. The Shaughaes
are more feathery, then- feet and legs are heavily feathered,
and their legs ai-e much shorter than tlie Cochins; om-
Shanghaes are of all colours, from a pure white to jet black,

and the Cochins are red or brown ; all of these Chinese
fowls are known here by the importers names, such as
Marsh, &c."

Having given you the opinion of one of the best breeders
of poultry in the United States (and it must not be forgotten
that this gentleman assisted Dr. Bennett to write one of the
largest, if not one of the finest, works on poultry), I think
it may, in a measm-e, set at rest the question, whether the
Brahma Poutra fowls are a distinct breed.—W. B. S.

[It will require the experience of more than one season
to settle this question. If they continue to breed chickens
like to themselves, and these chickens jiroduce others
equally true, it will go far towai'ds estabhshiug them as a
distinct variety.

—

Ed. C. G.]

BEES 'CONSUMERS OF HONEY-DEW.
As I was looking over, the other day, a late number of

The Cottage Gakdenee for any notices as to the good or ill

success of your apiarian correspondents, Jiiy eye was arrested
by a note at tlie foot of one of the columns, acquainting
your readers with the (supposed! factof my having emigrated
to Australia. This reminded me of an intention I had
fonned of winding up my contributions to your paper with
a few words of "farewell," before my actual departure (an
event still /»^(ro) ; and I do it now with the more ivillingness,

as, within the last few days, I have become eye-witness to

the fact, which has been often doubted about in your
columns, and of which, it should seem, very few bee-keepers
have had personal knowledge ; I allude to the (piestion,

whether bees gather lioiicy-dew or not. I am happy now to

be able to reply to the question in the affirmative, though I

once doubted the fact as strongly as any one, never, till the
day before yesterday (July 12), having distinctly observed
hive bees collect the " dew."

I chanced to be wandering in tlie vicinity of St. Ereladg's
Bay, in the Island of Jersey, the day being bright with a hot
sun, when my attention was at once caught by a loud
humming in some pollard oaks, beneath whose shade I took
refuge from tlie heat. On looldng up, I was delighted to see
a large number of my old friends busily at work sucking a
sweet glutinous substance from the oal; leaves, some of
them being either so heavily laden, or so drunk, with their
feastings, that they found it difficult to fly away. On minute
inspection of the trees, I found that this substance was
none other than the common secretion ejected from the
stomach of a green aphis, which abounded on these oaks,

differing in no respect, so far as I could see, from the
common aphis (except that it seemed to be a small kind)

;

nor did the " dew " differ, either in taste or appearance, from
that which I have often seen every summer on almost
every kind of forest-tree in England, and which I knew to

be a similar secretion ejected by the aphis fly. There were
such vast quantities of aphides, and all so eager to discharge
the contents of their stomachs, that the " dew " might be
seen in the sunbeams dropping on all sides, very much as
if a fine Scotch mist were falUng.

I may observe, that this has been a singularly bad honey
year in this island, the hives hanng, tUl quite recently,

remained quite as light as tliey were months ago at the close
of winter. Query : Is tliis excrement of the aphis of a
more saccharine quality this summer than is ordinarily the
case? (for I maintain it is vcnj ran-hj that bees will touch
it) ; or else. Are the bees so hard pressed for food that they
find it is " Hobson's choice" with them this year—" this, or
none ?"

Were it not that I dispersed my apiary in February last,

and have been a stranger to the active work of a bee-master

this spring, with plenty other work on hand, I should,
doubtless, have continued to bore some, and to amuse others,
of your readers with notions of my bee-experience, as in
former seasons. I go now to a land where the honey-bee
is said to thrive amazingly ; doubtless, 1 shall resume my
favourite pursuit, as time and opportunity shall peirait
(please God to favour my voyage and its object), and I may,
with your permission, fonvard some account of the bees of
Australia, and my inilividual success in then- management,
from time to time, as occasion shall serve. In the mean-
wiiile, allow me to subcribe myself still a hearty good
wisher to your apiarian readers in particular, and in general
to all your subscribers. A Country Cup.ate.

[We are selfish enough, and very many of om- readers will
be equally so, to rejoice tliat the writer of this welcome letter
has not yet departed for the other side of oirr globe, because
there is yet a hope that some tempting preferment may
occm- to keep him among us. Should it be ordained other-
wise, and another sphere of usefulness is in store for him,
he will carry with him our sincere wishes for his welfare,
and we assure him that his handwriting will always be a
welcome sight.—En. C. G.J

POTATO CROPS—DUCKS.
You ask particular's respecting the Potato crop. In this

neighbourhood (on the Cotswold Hills), they are looking
very well, seldom better, with no appearance of disease, that
I have seen. A gentleman, however-, informed me that the
leaves of some of his had the appeaiance of the disease.

A plan that I have adopted for the last three years, and
with much success, is tlie following : I plant in rows, three
feet apart from row to row, rimning north and south ; and
when the sets are placed in the row, I have them well
covered with burnit ashes from weeds, etc., a layer of dung
being under-neath. In this way I have had very good crops,

and very free from disease. Mine are looking well now

;

about an acre; they are planted as I have described. I
have also some planted a yai'd apar't each way with single
sets, and others in clumps, four together, but a yard each
way from clump to clump. If you care to know the result,

I will send it you at digging time. ( Pray do.

)

A correspondent in yoin- paper (but I cannot put my
finger on the place) says, he finds that the iiwubalion of
ducks' egijs takes place with him in twenty-six days, though
thirty days is the time allowed. I have found the same; and
I should like to know whether the opinion I have formed is

correct. It is this : that when duck eggs ar'e put under a
hen they are hatched, on account of the greater warmth,
sooner than when under a duck. I have never seen such a
fact stated, but it has struck me as probable.

Clericus K.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SILKWORMS.
WITH COMMENTS AND ADDITIONS.

By the Prior Jacopo Hicii.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE PRECEDING TEEATISE.

( Concluded from page 288.

)

The Silkworm is an insect brought from the South of
China, as many writers teU us. There are various ti'adi

tions as to how and when the breeding of this useful
creature was introduced amongst us : but that which is of
most importance is, that the agriculturist should shut his
ears against all the old women's absurd stories regarding
the treatment of the worms in then own country, which may
lead to the belief, that in this our variable climate they do
not require the careful attention whicli is really essential,

and for lack of which, the worm now naturaUsed amongst
us lias been neglected as less valuable than under proper
management it will become.
Those who wish to cultivate the worm with success
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should begin by a good choice of seed or eggs, which they

shouhl keep cai-efuUy, having obtained it from their own
moths, in preference to buying of those who deal in it.

When, however, it is absolutely necessai-y to piu-chase seed,

let it be examined, to ascertain, by certain signs, whetber it is

likely to turn out good, and especially if it has been carefully

preserved according to the best rules. Again, as to the

([uantity of seed to be hatched—an exact calculation «f the

quantity of food you are likely to have should be mad e, for

it can never be to the interest of the owner to have so Tuany
worms as will oblige him to buy food day by day, or to hire

persons to tend them. The seed should not be hatched till

the leaves of the Mulberry appear ; and there need be no
hurry in bringing them to life eai-Iy, as should cold olieck

vegetation, tlie worms will sutler from want of food. The
system of hatching the eggs by means of the heat of the

body is not to be tolerated, as it exposes the worms to

many dangers and diseases. Till we, in Tuscany, imd-er-

stand the necessity of a well-regulated warmth for hatching
the worms, we can never expect a result proportionate io

the care and attention bestowed upon these creatures.,

namely, an abundant han-est of silk.

He who is to have the management of Silkworms should
take pains to leam the most approved method of treating

them, and should anxiously watch that the necessary care

be bestowed upon them, not only by day, but by night also.

Amongst ourselves, it appears that women only can be
trusted to tend the worm ; whereas, in other countries,

where the business is better understood, men are found
much more docile, and even the most stupid among them
are able to leam the use of the thermometer and other

necessary instnmients.

The hatching the eggs, and the treatment of the worms
the few subsequent days, influence greatly their future well-

doing. One of the commonest mistakes amongst us, is the

keeping the worms too closely crowded in ; and when the

beds are changed, it is surprising if multitudes as-e not

suffocated, in consequence of the mischievous custom of

removing tliem in handsful, and allowing tliem to remain
heaped together for no short space of time. The regular

clianges of the worm are not attended to ; they are disturbed

at all times, and the fatal result is atfaibuted to absurd
causes, instead of to the true one—want of proper care and
attention. Again, no rule is observed with regard to

feeding, either as to quantity or frequency, consequently

the leaves ai-e wasted and the worms injured. Besides the

most scrupulous attention to cleanliness, it is essential to

maintain the atmospheire of the apartment even and pure.

Those people who best understand the ait, and who derive

the greatest advantage from it, so tend the woims, that

whether the season be favourable, or otheiTvise, the harvest

is safe ; whilst with us, all depends upon fine weather.

Those who adopt tlie new plans do not remove their

worms from the hurdle when ready to spin, but form the

bush there for them, so aiTanging them that each may have
ample room for their work. These, and other new sug-

gestions, ^-ill excite the spleen of those women who consider

themselves adepts, and, if obliged by an absolute command
of the master to adopt them, they wUl most Ukely contrive

that they shall not answer ; for ignorance and obstinacy are

usually accompanied by malignity.

The time that the cocoons remain in the bush varies with

different circumstances, and an experienced eye is needed
to show when they are ripe. The taking them off too

soon, as well as leaving them too long, is injmious to the

silk.

No careless or ignorant person should be allowed to

gather the cocoons, for if the operation be not properly

attended to the silk may be very much damaged. The
cocoons having been placed where they will neither ferment
nor become too dry, should, as soon as possible, be taken to

market ; the unripe and imperfect ones havuig been care-

fully removed. It cannot be expected that the eggs should
be prolific if the cocoons which are to produce them be not

most carefully chosen. The husbandman seems to forget

that in this, as in other branches of agriculture, a fruitful

hal•ve^it must not be looked for if he neglects the seed. In
choosing the cocoons, some regard must be paid to the

texture of the silk, as well as to its colour; but as this diilers

in difl'erent localities, and under different circumstances, no

certain rule can be laid down, but experience will be found
the best guide.

As to the signs by which to distinguish the male from the
female cocoons, none are certain, but those which ai-e least

often wrong should be attended to ; as also the number of
cocoons necessai'y to produce a certain lieight of eggs.

The apartment where the eggs are to be laid requires
great care, that is, the temperature must be even ; a fact

which our people seem to forget, but which is sedulously
attended to in foreign countries where it is well understood
that the well-being of the worm depends on such precaution.

Care, too, must be taken of the cloths containing the eggs

—

the room where they are stored for the winter must be cool,

dry, and impervious to frost and vennin.
With regard to the diseases prevalent among the worms,

it is essential that all old women's tales should be rejected,

for they merely provide mendacious defences of obstinate

ignorance.

The SiUfworm, like other insects, was formed for liberty,

and, if for his own advantage, man breeds it in confinement,
he should keep in mind its natural constitution, and en-

deavour to accommodate his treatment to that of nature, by
giving it pure, warm, di-y air to breathe, remembering, that

the various diseases to which it is subject depend not so
much upon its physical constitution as upon want of
attention at the most important epochs of its life. It is

important to have good eggs, which must be cai-efuUy

preserved and hatched in uniform temperature.
In the four first stages, cleanliness, uniform warmth, and

vi'ntilation, are necessary. The changes, or moultings,
sh ould take place at the same tune in all the worms, and
this depends mainly on then- having plenty of room, a

rej:ular quantity of food, and fresh air in the apartment ; if

the se are wanting the creatures become languid and sick.

Th£ most fatal diseases appear after the foui-th change;
diftVreut writers caU them by different names, but none
havf been able to tell us their original cause ; however, it

appears hkely they are occasioned by the immense quantity

whicJi, in proportion to their size, these insects eat in a

state of confinement.

It will be well to conclude this interesting subject with

the following axioms of Count Dandolo. He says these
fatal diseases would be avoided, if

1st. The worms ai'e kept thinly scattered on the hurdles.

2nd. If the prescribed temperatm'e be carefully main-
tained.

;h-d. If the air be never permitted to stagnate.

4th. If, when the external air is damp, and the internal

evaporation copious, fires are lighted to purify and raiify

the atmosphere.

Gth. If the worms have plenty of hght, the most valuable

stimulus to animal life.

(ith. If the beds be changed sufficiently often to prevent

fermentation.

7th. If the leaves be given as dry as possible.

8th. If the sulphuric acid and nitre are frequently used
to destroy the various noxious exhalations generated in the

apartment, as we have before had reason to remark.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener,1, Amen Corner, Paternoster Roiv, LondonJ**

Seedling Potentillas (B. §- B.).—^^ were not aware, until we
received specimens of these, that there were so many beautiful varieties

at the command of the gardener. Nos. 32 and 46, orange, veined upwards
from the base with crimson. No. 21, deep blood colour; very large.

No. 19, a very pale clear yellow. No. 51, scarlet. No 21, light maroon,
with dark veins. Nos. 22 and 62, pale yellow, but not so good as IQ.

Nos. 22 and 49, dark maroon. No. 64, scarlet, with yellow rays rising
from the base. There are some others, all very rich and fine, but closely
resembling those we have specified.

TjiiKOLiUM iNCARNATUM SowiNG {Clcricus .R.).—It may be sown
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as late as the second week of September. The cheapest structure for

preserving plants in through the winter is a pit with sides made of turf.

GoosEBEERY [S. S.\—Thc derivation of this name is very uncertain.

In Dutch it is Krvisbes, or Gruis/»ef!, derived, perhaps, from Kruis, the

Cross, and lies, a berrv, because the fruit is ready for use just after the

Festival of the Invention of the Cross ;
just as, in the same language,

Kruis-hariiig is a herring caught after the same festival. Gooseberry

seems an easy corruption of Gruisbes. Some writers, however, consider

that Gooseberry is merely a corruption of Gorse-bcrnj ; hut this requires

that we should assume that gorse, means any kind of prickly bush,

whereas it seems to be confined to the furze.

Cold Feame (Ct/7nro).—A\\ the plants you name may be wintered in

a cold frame, if you keep it elevated, and keep frost and damp out of it.

The position of such a frame had better be south, if fixed ; if moveable,

east and west will do in spring and autumn, and to give shade you might 1

turn its high side to the south in summer. The window in the hall, with
\

a south aspect, will winter any of them well, if you can give air, and keep
^

out frost. The Fuchsias, Cupheas, and Calceolarias had better remain

in the cold frame; and, if you can secure these conditions to your
;

window, you misht keep the Cinerarias and Verbenas there. After thus,
;

by window and frame, securing nice plants, we would not advise you to
i

trust them at al! to the heat of a badly-managed greenhouse, with which

you cannot interfere, but we would keep them in windows, Sec, as you

would see, from some papers on a neglected greenhouse, lately, that in

the case of most of the things you name, air and coolness are essential to

their health and freedom from insects, as they come into and approach

the blooming state. i

WiREWORM IN A ViNE BORDER (A Subscriber).—We have never

found anything so effectual as trapping them. Cut several turnips into

slices, insert them all over the border, and go round and cxamme all the

baits every morning. If so numerous as you say, wc expect you wiU

find a number in each bait trap. Are you sure that withering and dymg

at the points of the shoots is not as much ov.mg to bun and deficient air

as to the wircworm ?

Standard Geraniums {Chas. F.. Litchfield).-^r. Fish will, pu o-

bablv, have something to say on this soon—meanwhile, the strou g-

growing scarlets will be easiest managed. After fairly come into sha' .e,

thevneed not have green leaves kept on them in winter. If you tr led

anv Florists' Pelargoniums, they must be kept growing slowly dur ing

1 winter. Your room, that you can command a temperature of from 70

to 80^ from march to October, will be a useful one ; but you musi
.
try

and give these standards some \\P less, at the most.

Fuchsias Preserved in Cold Rooms (7i("rf).—You may either cut

them down or not. You need not even prune them until they beg,in to

break in spring ; all they require is to be kept from frost, rather dr; than

otherwise. Your idea of plunging the pots or roots in a box is a capital

one. If the material is damp, tqu will want little water in winter. A
blanket to envelop the tops in frosty weather is another good idea. Cer-

tainly, we should not cut down such plants as you name. Glory, &c.,

being rather scarce, we would try and keep every twig from frost in

winter, in the way you propose, and then, in spring, you can easily get a

number of cuttings, without injuring your plants ; and won't your neigh-

bours be after them ! A'ery likely, the large plants you saw in green-

houses were not cut down, but the shoots merely pruned back in

spring ; but it is hard to say, without seeing, whether the wood was old

or young, as gardeners, from a cutting in August, ^vill have giants in full

bloom in July. See what is said of those at Northampton. In the room

you speak of, and the light it enjoys, you might do the same, if less

plants would not suit you better.

Rivalling Harry More's Geraniums f/Ai^^;.—The soil should be

light, and when comins into bloom top-dress with a little decayed

dung. This treatment will keep them good for a number of years.

Simflar treatment would answer your favourite Unique in summer, but it

must be kept green and grnoing in winter; if in a temperature httle

below 45", all the better. We have just now some nice plants of this

beautiful thing, some four feet in height, and ranging from two to three

feet in diameter, a mass of bloom ; and they have not been shifted for

several years, but top-dressed every season, and often more than once.

Cinerarias in a Cold Room (/iirf).—You can keep them there just

as you would do in a cold pit, but much frost must not come near them,

and you must keep them green, or nearly so. The keeping them dry,

and without light in a box, like scarlet Geraniums, mil not do ; but if

you can place them in small pots, and then plunge them in a bo.^, you

will keep them more easily during the winter, as the roots will be more

equal as respects moisture and heat.

Window Gardening (.4 Cottager).—\ou can grow all the plants

you mention in the large window, with a west aspect, but you must give

air in hot afternoons, and when very bright, interpose a muslin curtain

between the plants and the glass when the sun is brightest. In winter,

as you have a fire frequently, you would also require to light one on pur-

pose in very severe weather. In slight frosts it woiUd be sutficicnt to

remove the plants from the window, as so often recommended by l\Ir.

Fish. A little fire we consider better than no fire ; but if you should

happen to have a strong one, see that the plants stand in the coolest

place, and moisten their foliage with a sponge often.

Aunt Harriet's Geraniums (Ibid).—We are glad you have studied

that paper—one of IMr. Beaton's best hits. We reply to your questions

in turning out after flowering. Keep them in the sun ; in heavy rains, l.^y

them on their broadsides, and never give them more water than will

just keep them from drooping before pruning them. The kitchen win-

dow, without sun, will not do so well for keeping plants as the one
referred to. The plants will do very well at a bed-room window in sum-
mer, and in mild weather in winter, and in a moderate frost, with the

precaution of shutters and cloth covering, without fire ; but with your
first named window, three yards wide, you will be able to keep all you
require beat and easiest.

Fucns lA FOR Windows [7ii(f).—Mr. Fish has given full directions,
|

and lateVy. Something in answer to the previous correspondent will suit I

you; but the subject will obtain more attention, ere long, as such earnest
'

people v/e always feel a pleasure in obliging.

A VEEY pooE Garden (M. E. v. D.).—The oddest thing we ever
heard of is your garden, which you say is *' so poor and gravelly, that .

nothing ; will grow in it but Roses !
" Our own garden is made out of the I

least p romising materials on the face of this earth. A stone mason's
yard, 7- pond for eels, a wild bank for snails and slugs, a swamp, which '

produced nothing for years but mare's tails, and the old mare still

persists in throwing them up (Hippuris vulgaris), have been improved in
one year to grow any thing right well, except Roses, and it will be a
year or two before we can get it rich enough to grow them ! As for 1

slugs aud snails, we arc very near rid of them, after killing some thou- [

sand a, going about after rain, and always in the evening, when they arc >

on the move. The kind of gravelly soils which grow Roses only 'want '

to be trenched thirty inches, and the largest stones picked off, then old '

cow-Hlung, or at least very rotten dung of some sort, to be liberally
worged in, and in hot weather to put some mulch on the surface, to '

grew any plant worth growing ; but slugs, green-fly, and blights, will
destroy things in the best garden, unless they are prevented by a constant

!

warfare.
j

Stiftia chrvsantha iA Devonian).—Very likely this may be pur-
•cbaaed, as you say, and some more of the Brazilian selection have found '

their way here, and more especially to Ghent. M. Van Hout was once a
collector of plants out there, and he has kept up his correspondence ever
since with those ports. We hold it to be of very rare occurrence
to find such authentic accounts of a tithe of the new plants that
are offered every season, as those from Mr. Gardiner's journals. Messrs.
Henderson and Son, of the Wellington Road Nursery, sent us their very
rich catalogue but the other day, the only catalogue of J853 which we
have yet received. In it we see the Velozia Candida aud Uletemicfiia
prindpes, but not the Stiftia Chi-ysanlha. No doubt, some more of the
Brazilian plants in our lists are on sale, and our list will be a sure guide
to purchasers ; and the trade can always sell anything we recommend,
either here or in America ; and they are never slow to acknowledge to us,
and to their customers, that The Cottage Gardener is the surest
authority about new things, and the most independent of the garden
periodicals. To help to keep down frauds, we gave the authorities for
the most of the names, so that no other Stiftia but that by Mikan can be
a true one.

Chinese Azaleas {Indicus).— The Society never published Mr.
Green's way of putting new Azalea heads upon old shoulders

; perhaps
he forgot to keep the promise. Mr. Pitt, of Little London, in the parish
of Ledbury, Herefordshire, was in the habit of doing with Apple-trees in
that, and the surrounding parishes, for more than thirty years, and
probably to this day, the same as was done with the Azaleas in question.
Mr. Pitt, instead of cutting off the head from an old Apple-tree, and
putting on it two or three grafts of one-year-old wood, and hardly that,
sometimes went over the whole head and cut back all the leaders, and
grafted them with two or three years old wood, with flower buds on ; and
for the following three or four years would prone away so much of the
old head that none was left by that time.

Tkr Rose Blairii (.4 Kejitishman).—This very beautiful summer
Rose, like a great many others of the same breed of Hybrid Chinas, is too
strong a grower to do well as a standard for the first few years, and more
especially if it is pruned as standards usually are. It will not bear the
knife at all at first, nor until its natural vigour is curbed in some other
v.ay. The best way we know of to deal with this strong class at first, is to
nip off the point of every shoot that is made all through the season, the
moment it is six inches long ; to cut out entirely all new shoots that
come after the end of August ; then to let them alone till after the
flowering was past the following summer, and then to prune them, and
only then ; this pruning to be merely the cutting out of such wood as
is too crowded, or too old to produce good flowering shoots; but
after all, the finger and thumb through the growing season, and to get
rid of the unripcned, late wood, before the frost catches it, is the grand
secret. You shall hear more about Blairii very soon.

Trimming Sweet Briar Hedges (Goddess).—The best time of the
year to trim Sweet Briar hedges, and all other hedges made of deciduous
plants, in our climate, is the last half of September, but they will do
pretty well at any time, from September till the sap or bleeding makes
them dangerous to cut in the spring; and all these hedges, «/ier /Ae^
attain full size, ought to have another "trimming" in June, for ap-
pearance sake.

Co:uMON China Rose Cuttings (Ibid).— For cuttings in the open
air, the end of July, and the middle of October, are the best periods;
the former for little side-shoots taken otf with a heel, and ninety-nir.c
out of a hundred of such ought to root the same autumn. October is

the best time to put in " all sorts of wood" cuttings of the China Rose ;

that is, all pieces of the young wood that is ripe enough not to damp off.

EiGHT-PETALLED PrLARGONiuM (G , A.).—There will be little pro-
bability of its seed producing eight -petalled plants.

Cankered Apple Trees (Suburban).—The idea of curing canker by
merely cutting out the diseased part, and putting on a plaistcr, is very
erroneous. The origin of the evil should be removed, which is probably
an ungenial subsoil. Take up the young trees in October, and plant
them on stations, as recommended by Mr. Errington.

CAncAGES [Ibid^.— Hand-picking is the onlyraeans of removing cater-
pillars from the firm-hearted Cabbages.

Latticed Floor for Poultry House (A Subscriber).—Arrange
the bars parallel to each other, certainly not in squares ; the bars l^-inch
square, and the same distance apart ; the edges need not be rounded.
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The floor 3houUl be, at the least, two feet from the eround, iintl arches

left to introduce a hoc to remove tlie dung. The arclies to he closed by

doors in cold weather.

Potato Mubeain (S. Y'W/o/).—This ia no more caused by the em-
ployment of guano than it is by the employment of the electric telegraph.

The disease occurs in countries and places where guano never was used.

CoNtPEB.f: {A Sufisci'iber),—The prices we have named are those at

which they can be obtained of any large grower of them; but we cannot

recommend tradesmen.

Captain Hornby {Cochin-China).—T\iQ direction is, Capt. W. W.
Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, near Prescot. We are quite sure he will

answer the question if you write to him.

Ants in Fedit-tbees (E. L.).—The trees being much infested with

aphides, the ants go to eat the sweot excrementitious matter emitted by

these insectSi

Cuttings (W. H. O.).—Our offer was so ill-appreciated that we have

declined entirely to take upon ourselves the thankless trouble.

Bakbb Stbeet Podltry Show (A Country Cousin).— It will be open
from 8 A. M. to 9 p. m.

Quartern (K. H., Dublin).—By this term in England, a quarter of a

peck is intended. The weight of grain it will hold, varies, of course,

with the nature and quality of that grain.

William Adams (C)-— Your truly liberal and most acceptable

donation, and the announcement of your purpose to continue it weekly,

has been received. Wc wish that you would send us your address in a

sealed envelope, that we might send it to "The Authoress of My
Flowers."

Names of Plants {Rev. li. M. E.).—The good old Calnidala
officinalis \zr. plena, or Double Marigold. It is really one of the most
beautiful of our double-flowered Annuals, and is neglected only because

it is not rare. Your supposed Alonsoa, is, we think, a Silene; let us see

a flower. (Brentinffbt/ Cottuf^e).—No. !. Plntpstemon Californicus.

2. Erodium cicutariumy and .1, probably, a white variety of it. i.

Tencriuvi scorodonium, or Wood Sage. 5. Cotyledon timhUicns, Navel,

or Penny-wort. {An Old Subscriber).—We think it is Ostrya vulgaris,

or Hop Hornbean. {A.).—A small Nigella, probably N. coarctata,

(ff. F. ]p^.).—We cannot attempt to tell from specimens Nurserymen's
varieties of Florists' Flowers. Of your species of Geraniums, 7 is G.

lateripes ; 8. Calceolaria rugosa, and 9. Calceolaria refutgens,

Bramah Poutra Fowls.—Mr. Nolan says, " Had you applied to

any of the royal household, you could have been informed that the royal

table has been furnished with Bramah Poutra Eggs since December last,

and that their size, and that of their eggs, is as near as jjossible that of

an ordinary turkey. I know it by experience. In this particular they

are a decided improvement on the Cochins." It may be so; but we
again say, let us have the experience of another season or two.

Gladioli {W.J. F'f).—The Colvilii is now only a third-rate sort.

Insignis is very good, but, as you have only got the two, you had better

buy Gandnvensis (Jioribundus of the shops), Psitfacinvs, Victoria, and
iJex rubrorum, finer ones being still scarce and dear. Their treatment
now we cannot tell you, as we do not know how they have been treated

hitherto. If you have them in pots, plunge the pots in the open ground,
and keep them moist till the leaves turn yellow ; then take them up, dry
them, and house them just as you would so many potatoes, and, like

potatoes, you can plant them again in November or February, whichever
suits you best. The Cortusa MatthioU is a dwarf, hardy, late-spring-

flowering herbaceous plant, as old as Ireland itself, and as good, with

a little jjrotection in hard times, and a little coaxing at all times.

Laurel Hedge {A Half-pay Officer).—^o matter how high your
Laurel hedge is, you may cut it down to the height of six feet, or three

feet, or to the surface of the ground, with little or no harm to the roots ;

and you can keep it in future to any height you choose by summer
cutting only. To make a heavy onslaught on Laurels, however, the end
of April is the best time ; the end of July the next best time, promded
that all the very soft growth of the autumn is cut well back before the

frost sets in. We would not ourselves, for one moment, hesitate to cut

down a twenty feet high hedge of the kind any day from the end of March
to the end of July, and we would cut one foot lower than the desired

height of the future hedge, and allow that foot to be made up of stumpies,

the remains of close prunings, three or four times each summer for a

long time.

Fancy and Tom Thumb Geraniums (An Ainateur).—When the

Fancies cease blooming let them get a little dry, then cut them down,
and proceed as with greenhouse Geraniums. Tom Thumb, unless under
very bad management indeed, would not cease blooming till the end of

October ; but if he does, you must still suppose that he is in full bloom,

and treat him accordinely, till the frost comes, then reduce him to suit

your winter room. W'e can say nothing about the other part of your
letter. The man is in the hands of the lawyers ; hundreds of that class

are always on the verge of bankruptcy ; and it is a great temptation to

them when they receive money before the goods are delivered.

Chickens Dead in the Shell (W.).—This has been frequently

complained of this season ; and the disappointment is not confined to

any one particular breed. In general we have found it arise from the

nest not being warmly constructed.

Moles (G. T. S.).—We are quite certain that Moles are of more benefit

to the cultivator by destroying Wireworms and other underground
vermin than they are injurious by disturbing the roots of the crops.

The chief objection to them is the litter and iU-appearance made by their

mounds.

Cherries in Brandy (li. II. J.).—The best preparation of these we
ever met with was made by putting Morello Cherries into a jar, and
filling it with boiling water ; «hcn cold, draining and drying them ; and
putting them into biandy, in each pint of which had been dissolved

three-quarters of a pound of sugar. A little Cinnamon, and a few
Cloves, had been put in before bunging down the glass jar, and they were
kept in a cool dry place.

Rice and Date-stones (A Warm Subject).—Rice having been de-

prived of its outer skin will not grow ; Date-stones niight be induced to

do so ; but both Rice and Dates would rerjuire a very warm stove, and
the plants would not be worth the trouble bestowed upon them.

Mosses {Enquirer).—We find that Mr. Frederick Y. Brocaa, 4, Cum-
berland Place, Kew, is now prepared to send out his second set of British

Mosses, and to receive fresh orders for collections of Flowering Plants,

Ferns, and Mosses. Early applications, with full particulars as to what
is required, and the mode of sendipg tbe same, is desirable.

CALENDAR FOR AUGUST.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Anemones (common) sow. Annuals, stick; water; clear from de-

cayed leaves, &c. Auriculas, shift into fresh earth ; water ; seedlings

prick out; sow. Beds, in which bulbous flowers have grown, fill with

annuals from pots, to flower through autumn. Biennial seedlings,

transplant. BuLBOUS-rooted flower-seeds, as bulbous Iris, ike, to obtain

varieties, sow. Bulbous roots remove or transplant ; remove and plant

ott'sets ; plant. Carnation layers cut from old root and plant; water

freciucntly; layering may still be done, b.; card the flowers, and shade

from sun, e. Dahlias, stake; thin the flowers. Daisies propagate.

Put in Cuttings of all flower-garden Gerunimns early. Double-
blossomed perennials with fibrous roots, as fine double Larkspurs, &c.,

propagate by division, e. Dress borders as required. Edgings of box,

A:c., clip in wet weather. Evlrgrekns may be moved, e. if wet wea-

ther
;

plant cuttings. Grass, mow and roll weekly. Grass Seeds
may be sown, e. Gravel, weed and roll weekly. Hedges, clip in

moist weather, except laurel and holly hedges. Heliotropes, put in

cuttings under glass in a gentle heat b. Mignonette sow in frame, b.

Pelargoniums propagate by cuttings, b. Perennials, in pots and
elsewhere, will require water almost daily ; cut down flower-stalks as they

finish blooming ; seedlings transplant. Pipings of Pinks may be planted

out. Polyanthuses, sow. Ponds keep clear of green scum. Potted
Annuals will require water dady in dry weather. Ranunculuses,
sow ; plant in pots to bloom in November. Roses, bud ; prune in strong

straggling shoots ; cuttings of China and Tea-scented varieties plant

under hand-glasses. Roses may be budded to the end of September on
the Manctti and some Bourbon stocks. September is the best time to

bud, unless done at the end of May. Seeds, gather as they ripen. Even
those of Heliotropes and Verbenas will frequently be found to be fertile.

Shrubbery, cut otf the bunches of seeds of Laburnums and Lilacs, &c.,

to strengthen in the bloom next year ; also cut oif the seeds of Rhododen-
drons. Sowings, to obtain varieties, had better be done in boxes. Ten-
week Stock, sow, b. Tulips, and other bulbous-rooted flower-seeds,

sow. Turf may be laid, e. Vekbenas, put in cuttings of new kinds, e.

WATERI^G will be required generally in dry weather. Weeding, gene-

rally attend to. Cuttings of Penstemons, Snapdragons, double Lychnis,

and other herbaceous plants, will yet succeed, if planted and shaded
under hand-glasses. Of the China Asters, mark the finest, and save for

seed. D. Beaton.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas and Polyanthuses, finish potting, b. Cineeabias,

take off slips, transplant seedlings, sow, b., for the last time this year.

Carnations and Picotees, finish layering, ra.; seedlings transplant.

Chrysanthemums, layer those planted out for that purpose; pot off

cuttings
;
give the last potting to all intended for blooming ; water most

abundantly, and syringe daily. Dahlias, stake, tic, mulch and water

in dry weather; cuttings of new ones may yet be struck. Fuchsias
done blooming place out-of-doors; save seed. Hollyhocks, keep well

tied to the stakes ; cuttings of, put in heat under a frame, shade from
sun till rooted. Pansies, save seed of, put in cuttings, b., for the last

time this year; transplant seedlings. Pinks, cut down old flower-

stems; save seed of; transplant pipings already rooted, and also seed-

lings. Pelargoniums, cut down
;
give no water till they break again ;

put in cuttings; transplant seedlings; pot off" cuttings already rooted.

Petunias, save seed from; transplant seedlings of; put in cuttings.

Ranunculuses, take up and store without fail, b,, or they will

begin to grow again. Roses bud b.; put in cuttings of; save seed.

Tulips, if not all taken up, should be at once. Verbenas, peg
down ; water freely in dry weather ; put in cuttings of good kinds only ;

save seed. See that all plants in pots are duly supplied with water, and
keep a constant look out for all kinds of vermin. T. Appleby.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, give planty night and day, especially during the former. In very

hot weather, it is often advisable to keep rather close with a moist atmos-

phere during the day, even though the sashes should be entirely removed

in the evening, to be replaced in the morning. This treatment will apply

to Heaths, Axaleas, Camellias, &c., that are now making their growth.

Those which have set their buds may he removed to a sheltered place,

ftod have no glass protection for a time. Budding, of all things, finish
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before the wood gets hard. It may yet be done with Oranges, Camellias,

&c. Ci.^ERAKiAS, propagate by rooted slips, and transfer the earliest

to blooming: pots. Pelargoniums: those done flowering cut down,
and now pushing again may have the soil shaken from them, he placed
in light soil, and in a close moist pit, to encourage free growth. Until
that crowth has taken place, however, give little water at the roots. In
growing from cuttings, success will greatly depend in never allowing
them to stand still, hut keeping them constantly, but slowly, growing.
Cut down successional plants as they get out of bloom. The fancy hin-is,

if the points and old flowers are merely removed, ' will flower again
before winter. Greenhouse Plants in General, if healthy, and
their wood made, will be better out-of-doors in a sheltered place than
within; defending the pots from beiiig too much heated in sunshine is

even of more importance than shading the tops. All Youkg Stock
growing freely begin to harden by exposure by the end of the month.
Potting : finish shifting as soon as possible, that the plants may be
feeling the outside of the pots before winter. Chbysanthemcms,
Salvias, &c., for winter blooming, set in an open place fully exposed
to sun and air. The former must not be stopped any more. The latter

should alone receive final stopping and shifting. Propagation :

almost everything may now be successfully propagated. The whole of
the Succulent Geranium Family will do best on a south border.
Climbers, on the rafters, train when over rampant, but the more natural
looking the better. By and by they must be cut in to allow more light
to the plants. Gather Seeds of all desirable things as they ripen.
The propagating of half-hardy things, such as Calceolarias, may
commence about the end of the month. About the middle of the month,
sow seed of herbaceous kinds in a cool pit. Watering will not
be wanted quite so much, unless the days are very brieht. In such davs
use the syringe among growing plants freely in the afternoon. Dress,
tie, surface earth, and keep all neat and clean. R, Fish.

FRUIT-FORCING DEPARTMENT.
As long as the temperature will permit, admit Am day and night.

Allow the Temperature to range, with sun-heat, from 6.^'^ to 85°, and
during night from 55° to 65=*. Figs, water liberally- Give the last
shifting, early in the month, to those Pines intended for early fruiting
next season ; let others follow in succession ; keep down superfluous
suckers; use abundance of atmospheric moisture. Clear ripe Grapes
from all diseased and mouldy berries; admit abundance of air. Kf-ep
down, or, rather, keep away, the Red Spider, by lighting a fire on dull
days, and brushing the pipes or flues with a thin mixture of sulphur and
water. Thin freely the late crops, and water the Vines in dry weather
with liquid manure, also use mulchings. Give Peach-houses, from
which the fruit has been gathered, copious syringings ; and get the wood
hardened and ripened before removing the sashes. Regulate and stop
the shoots, and set the fruit on Melon plants; use manure-water
liberally. Strike cuttings, or sow seeds, of Cucumbers intended for a
late supply. Encourage the completion of growth of all Plants in Pots
intended for forcing, and place those fully matured at the back of a north
wall. Lay Strawberries in small pots, to be shifted into larger.
Turn Bark Beds, Paint, wash. Clear out furnaces, empty and rinse
out boilers, and have everything in readiness for a cold weather campaign.

R. Eruington,

moisture about the roots. Moistuee to the Intebnal Aie, continue

to supply daily, especially in the growing department. Peeisteria
elata, and all similar terrestrial species, keep moist as long as the bulbs
continue to swell, but not a moment longer. Plants in Baskets,
remove into a cooler house when in bloom, or as soon as the new growth
is perfected. All plants that have made their pseudo-bulbs quite up
should have the benefit of a lower and drier atmosphere. This point

must be strictly attended to, because if they are kept raoist they will

start to growth the second time, which will weaken stronger growth
and materially injure the blooms. The success^ of nest year's bloom
depends much upon the strength of the preceding year's growth, together

with a judicious period of rest, induced by a cool and dry treatment.

T. Apples .

PLANT STOVE.
Achimenes done flowering, set out-of-doors, laying the pots on one

side, to keep the bulbs at rest, and free from wet. Air, give liberally

through the whole month, unless cold wet days intervene toward the end.
Cuttings, pot ofl'as soon as struck, because the time is short for them to

acquire strength to carry them through the winter. Gloxinias and
Gesneeas, as they cease blooming, treat the same as Achimenes.
Heat, keep under as much as possible, but have the flues and pipes in

good order for working, as cold nights might come towards the latter

end. Insects, destroy as much as possible, or they will rapidly increase,

IxoRAS, specimens of, top-dress and tie out, so as to form handsome
bushes of a rather pyramidal form. Young plants give a shift to, b.

;

stop and tie out ; moisture, supply plentifully both to the roots of the
plants, and to the internal air. Passion-flowers, and other climbers,
trim in freely, and tie them so as to allow plenty of light to descend
amongst the plants. Plants in Frames, top dress and repot if

needful ; give plenty of air to, and water only in the mornings. Sponge,
use freely to clear the leaves from dust and insects ; this is preferable to

so much syringing. Water more moderately as the days shorten.

Weeds and decaying leaves remove daily. T. Appleby.

Budding, finish, and remove bandages from that done three weeks
since. Remove w.iste shoots from stocks, especially below the bud.
Bligdt (American), apply the brush once more, using spirits of turpen-
tine. Aphides, still try to extirpate them in peaches, plums, K'c. Red
Spider ; if this appears, dust flowers of sulphur on the back of the leaves.
Cherries, net carefully. Coccus, or scaly insect; if this appears, use
soap-suds. Figs, continue to disbud, and commence stopping rambling
shoots. Vines, follow up stopping of laterals, aud keep them thin ; also
thin the berries. Apricots, stop gross leaders, and keep down breast
shoots by pinching. Peaches and Nectarines, stop all gross shoo's,
and keep under breast wood by the same process ; where too thick,
remove shoots altogether. Pears, remove foreright spray, thinning or
stopping the wood freely, first selecting and tyingdown all short-jointed
and brown-looking wood. Protect fruit with nets &c. Wasps.
destroy nests. Lute Strawberries, water well. Alpines, reduce
runners from, and place slates or tiles beneath. Strawberries, make
plantations of early and strong runners. Raspberries (double-bear-
ing), remove all barren shoots from, and carefidly train those in blossom.
Tomatoes, thin, stop, and train. Commence and complete, as soon as
possible, all Nailing and Training, whether on walls, pales, or
espalier trellisses. Gooseberries, still continue the extirpation of
caterpillars. Busn Fedit, retard by shading with mats. Grafts,
remove stockshoots from, and protect from wind waving.

li. Errington.

ORCHID HOUSE.
Aie, give plentifully on ail fine days, to consolidate the now fast-

forming new pseudo-bulbs. Baskets, dip every week in tepid water.
Blocks, syringe twice a day. Barkerias now growing, keep very
moist till the annual growth is made ; allow the air to play freely upon
them, this will strengthen the plants much. Dendrobiums: many
will have made their new pseudo-bulbs, cease giving much water to these,
and remove them into a cooler house. Epidendrums in the same con-
dition, give a similar treatment to. Grammatophyllum, a noble
orchid, continue growing on yet. Huntley as, having no pseudo-bulbs,
continue to keep moderately moist and cool. Insects, diligently keep
under, or they wUl be a pest all the year, and he difficult to eradicate in
winter. Lielias will now be growing freely, be liberal, and use the
syringe frequently ; if on blocks, add a thin layer of moss to give and retain

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Particular attention should he paid to Sowing from the 1st up to the

12th of this month, as so many of our best vegetables and flowers are
produced for the next season from the sowing made at the above-men-
tioned time ; the Caulifiower only should be deferred until about the 21st
of the month. Alexanders and Angelica, sow, and attend to earth-
ing-up that in growth. Artichokes, cut away the heads of, whether
required for use or not, for if allowed to run to flower they will very
much exhaust the roots. Asparagus, attend to ; keep clear from weeds

;

should any branches be falling about over pathways let them be tied up
to sticks rather than cut away. Basil, attend to; cut and dry off

steadily when in bloom. Borage, sow, and thin out growing crops, or
earth-stir and look after seeds. Borecoles, Beocolis, and Brussels
Sprouts, plant out as early as possible; do not spare manure among
any of the cabbage tribe. Cabbages, sow of any favourite kinds ; also

a little Red Dutch for pickling; and prick out for planting out nest
month. Carrots (Early Horn), sow on dry warm borders for early
spring use : keep the growing crops clear from weeds. Capsicums en-
courage the growth of by earth-stirring. Cauliflowers, sow out in

open quarters, so as to have a stock of healthy sturdy plants about the
21st to the24th, to stand the winter ; also plant, and water well. Celert,
plant out in earnest, and attend to earthing-up advancing crops in dry
weather. Cress (American^ sow. Cucumbers, attend to thinning,
topping, and clearing away all decayed leaves, either in pits, frames, or
out-door crops ; cuttings may be struck of any favourite kinds for autumn
and winter growth. Endive, sow, plant, or prick in succession, and
tie up, or cover up, full grown tor blanching. Herbs of all kinds, cut and
dry when in flower. Hoeing, attend to at all favourable opportunities.
Leeks, plant out. Lettuces, sow Brown Cos and Hardy Hammer-
smith, the two best kinds for general culture. Melons, cive plenty of
air to ; be sparing of the water among those ripening ofi^ tiieir fruit

;

encourage the growth of the younger crops just swelling oft' their fruit

with about three liberal waterings of liquid manure-water; let it be given
steadily from the spout of the water-pot, and principally at the back
part of the beds, and not over the crowns of the plants ; and sprinkle
almost daily in hot, dry weather, at shutting-up time. Onions, sow of
the silver-skinned kind, being most hardy, to stand the winter ; kcpp the
advancing crops clear from weeds, and press down stifl'-necked towards
the end of the month, as cases may require. Parsley, cut down or
transplant, or sow, and collect seed. Potatoes, if early and ripe, may
be taken up and stored away in a cool situation, for present use, in par-
ticular where the ground is wanted for some other immediate crop.
Radishes, sow, if required. Savoys, plant out as early as possible.

Seeds of all kinds, collect as fast as they ripen, or the birds will make
sad havoc among them. Sorrels, keep flower-stems cut away.
Spinach, sow, of the prickly seeded kind, in well prepared borders;
and sow in drills ten inches apart. Sweet Marjoram, see Basil.
Turnips, sow, of the little early kinds, any time during the month, and
attend to thinning and hoeing advancing crops. Should the weather be
very hot and dry. Water thoroughly previously to sowing the various
seeds, and if a little shading could be given from ten to three in the
afternoon, until the plants are up, all the better. T. W£a.vee.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar ; and Published by William

Someeville Obr, of Church Hill, Walthamstow, in the County of

Essex, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Cornsr, in the Parish of Christ

Church, City of London.—July 28th, 1853.
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MATTinoLA siNUATA : Great Sea Stock ; rricklj-podded

Gilliflower.

Description.—It is a biennial. Boot long anil tapering.

Whole lu-rb clothed with densely intricate starry down, in-

termixed vrith sliort glandular rigid prickles, which abound
most on the pntlx. Stem branched, widely spreading, two
feet high, round, leafy. Lower leaves broad, spear-shaped,

alternately toothed, blunt ; upper spear-shaped, uniUvided and
entire. Flowers the size of the foregoing, but ^w^i/s of a more
dingy flesh-coloured hue ; not fragrant by day, but in the

evening very highly scented, with a kind of aromatic pun-

gency, rendering this species well worthy of a place in
gardens. Sliymu stalkless, bluntly protuberant at each side.

Polls three or four inches long, convex at each side, all over
hoary and glandular-. Seeils with a membranous border.
The taste of the whole herb is alkaline and bitterish.

riiues where foiiiul,—Sandy sea coast of Wales and Corn-
wall.

Time of flowering.—August.
History.—We have nothing to add to what lias been

stated relative to 'the preceding species. (Smith. Lindley.
Marty n. Withering, JJotloens. Gerarde.)

We fear that the Potato Murrain was promoted to a

very great e.Ktent by the rains and cold weather which

prevailed iu July. It is worthy of remark, however,

that although the haulm was the first to show "the

black spot" where growing on the clialk hills of Hamp-
shire and elsewhere, yet, on these well-drained situa-

tions the tubers have remained almost free from disease.

In the valleys around them the baulm remained the

longest green, and apparently unaffected, hut the tubers

are very e.Ktensively destroyed.

Wo hear also from Cheshire, that, " owing to the wet

and cold weather, the disease is spreading unmistake-

ably among the tubers."

Another correspondent (P.), writing from Meath, in

Ireland, on the 21st of July, says—"I observe to-day

the Potato disease has unmistakeably commenced in a

small plot of early Potatoes (GocTcneys) ; both the stalks

and tubers are affected. All other sorts are as yet

untouched in the garden and adjoining paddock. There

is invariably, on the underside of every diseased leaf, a

very small, yellowish insect, which hops like a Turnip-

fly if disturbed; it is not to be seen on any of the healthy

Potatoes, although they are covered with aphides which

do not hop."

COVENT GARDEN.
The supply of summer fruits continues unabated,

particularly as regards Cherries. Strawberries are less

lilentiful. Of CuEnaiEs, the sorts which are now in

are the Kentish, Bigarreaus, and Black Garoon. The
latter is a very old variety, extensively cultivated in

Bucliingbamshire and Herts, and is also known in other

parts of tlie country under the name of " Merries,"

which is a corruption of the French word Merisiers.

As an orchard vaiiety it is very profitable, as it gene-

rally produces most abundant crops, and, from its fine

uniform black colour, is attractive at the markets. It is

not, however, a variety worth cultivating in a garden

collection. The prices which these make are from 2d.

to 4d. per pound. Apricots from France are also

plentiful, and realise from Is. Od. to 2s. per dozen.

Peaches and Neotahines are very large, well-coloured,

and of excellent quality ; they still maintain the prices

we formerly quoted of 2s. each.*

During the last fortnight there have been large im-

portations of West India Pine Appi.es, of very excellent

quality and good size; and, were it not for the pro-

* Uy mistake, we said la. fid. to 25. per dozen.

fusion of scale with wliich the crowns are encrusted,

they might pass very well for home-grown fruit. Ripe

Gooseberries are now very common, and make 4d. per

quart. A few of the Margaret Ajrple, or, as it is some-

times called. Striped Joanneting, have made their

appearance. Except the old Joanneting, this is the

earliest eating Apple we have, but being so much more
coloured, and, consequently, more attractive to the

popular eye, it is better adapted for markets than the

old white variety ; it is also a better beaier. New
Potatoes continue to come in good condition, and

make from 2s. to 3s. per sieve. Green Walndts, for

pickling, have been offered very generally, during the

past week, at Is. 6d. per 100.

The Vegetables are very plentiful, and of good

quality. Tliey make very much the same prices as we

have quoted in former reports.

Flowers of all kinds are in abundance ; but the

bouquets are of a very ordinary description, both as

regards the flowers employed and the mode in which

they are made up, compared to what they are during

the winter months. H.

PERPETUAL ROSES.

(Continuedfrom page 37!).)

My fonner remarks were confined to root-culture ; I

now wish to offer a little advice to the uninformed about
the liranches, foliage, &c.

In the first place, let me pointedly observe, tliat as

with fruit-trees, so with Roses, tliose who wish to excel

in their cultui-e must not long permit the ravages of

insects.

The winter or s\>\m^ pruning of Roses is so well uu
derstood, and so much has been said about it, that I

may pa.ss it lightly by. As a general maxim, it may be
observed, tliat very coarse-growing kinds require to be
moderated in their habits, by pruning away the gi'osser

shoots ; whereas, in shy and delicate kinds the practice

should be reversed. Thinning-out is a most important
o]ieration ; miless this is duly performed, three-fourths

of the powers of the tree will be wasted iu the pro-

duction of crippled blossoms or abortive buds; or, if

perfect, they will be so crowded in the interior of the

tree as to jirodiice a confused and neglected appearance.

I fear that many, from whom better things might be
expected, neglect a proper degree of thinning. Thus,
such Roses as Beauty of BiUanl, which produces an
amazing quantit\' of weak shoots, is sometimes seen in

a smothered condition ; the interior full of Roses, which,

however they convey the idea of exuberance of growth,

only serve to starve each other, and to break up tlie

flowering period prematurely. Then, iu such as Coupe
d'Hche, Brennus, or General Jacijuemenot, the latter a
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Rose which ought to be better kuown, how diftcrent

the habit to such as "Bilhii-d!" lu tboir growth, we
have, perhaps, about a score or so of luoustrous slioots

to deal with, many of which look as likely to produce
watei-y wood (if the oultui-e lias been high) as blossoms.

Here wo may reserve wood of a medium character.

Anotlier point may first be adverted to iu Rose
pruning ; whenever the older wood assumes a sort of

dirty yellow colour, with, here and there, livid-looking

blotches, it may be taken as a symptom of " notice to

quit," and be removed in due time. The fact is, the Rose
is obviously made by our gracious Creator to adapt
itself to the various desires of our species. Here, we
may see a tree monster, thirty feet iu height; there, a

pigmy Cliina, or Fairy Rose, decorating the very edge of

a mimic bed or border, or the window-sill of the humble
cottager, together with all the intermediate grades of

shrub, climber, or the ordinary standard. Now, had
the Rose been a decided timber-tree, it could not have
possessed this amazing adaptability, neither if it had
been merely a little bush.

Now to my eliief ]iurpose in offering these remarks

—

the summer management. Many persons are absent
from their homes from early spring until past Mid-
summer : that is, during what is called the " London
season," for this regulates the movements of thousands
of persons in tolerable easy circumstances, and the

rising of Parliament is the usual signal for such
retreating to their country homesteads for a while.

Witli them, it becomes a desirable point so to retai'd

tbeir Roses as to ensure a full and strong bloom in

July and August ; as to the rest of the autumn, we are

constrained to fall back on special classes or kinds to

carry out the object well.

To allow Roses to exhaust their strength, irader such

circumstances, is bad policy; and before proceeding to

consider summer dressing, I may first state what practice

I consider it best to pursue. I hold it wrong to prune
under such a case, as iu ordinary practice, which is to

cut back, at once, to the length considered most proper.

Both the period of pruning, and the mode, may ditt'er

much with advantage. I have been in the habit of thus

retarding Floses for years, and have had a fair share of

success. I will, therefore, simply detail my practice.

At the end of autumn, say in the middle of November,
I ram the shears over them, merely dubbing off as much
as will prevent the possibility of wind waving, and pro-

mote a tidy appearance during winter. Now, according

to a law which influences the development of buds, i-e-

tarded Roses, as far as my observation carries me, show
an increasing dis])osition to sprout later annually, even
as we see in our fruit trees.

Our retarded Roses, in the main, show but little

disposition to grow until the early part of April, and
about that period I give a first pruning, which consists

in thinning out every twig not wanted. The remainder
of the head is then shortened, merely cutting away
those points which have begun to sprout. They now
appear almost stationary for two or tln-ee weeks, and at

the end of the month, or beginning of May, the final

pruning is given. This consists in cutting back to where
the young wood is required from, and iu this act grow-

ing points are again pruned away. By these proceed-

ings, I consider a whole month is gained iu point of re-

tardation, and this is a most material allair, where such

objects require to be carried out. It may be urged
that tliis must weaken the plant ; it may be so, but this

part of the argument is trivial, for on Moss Roses I

have i)ractiscd it for many years, and tlie bushes thus

oiierated on are now in the greatest of beauty, and will

be so until near September; and, indeed, of all the

other classes the same may be said iu the main.

Thus, it is nearly the beginning of June before tbe

trees are filled with young shoots, and now a little dis-

budding becomes requisite. Many small shoots may
be Ibimd springing from tho interior of some kinds, and
which, if sutl'ored to remain, only tend to confusion

;

where the tree is otherwise well supplied these are re-

moved. And ne.xt, in some kinds, very gross shoots
may be found which may prove only wood shoots; such,

if they can be spared, are totally removed also, but if

needed to sustain or complete the form of the tree, they
are simply pinelied to about three eyes.

Immediately on the heels of this the trees are

thoroughly cleaned by tobacco-water, applied in the
customary v/ay, two days iu succession.

Just before blooming commences, very coarse shoots
may be seen in some kinds overtopping the rest, and
mostly barren. I hold it a necessary procedure to cut
or pinch these back to a few eyes, for they not only
operate against a due equalisation of the sap, but they
give tho trees a coarse appearance, and are averse to

symmetry of fonn, which, as far as outline is concerned,
is, I think, of much importance.

Liquid manure is of great assistance, if given judi-

ciously ; but I would not advise its application long
before blooming time, unless the plants are weakly, for

it is apt to make robust kinds coarse, and, indeed, to

force them to a size which they cannot well maintain
afterwards. The strongest, however, will be benefited

with it when once they begin to flower ft-eely. I use a
liquid mixture of soot and guano clarified with lime

;

and for the information of those who wish to try its

eflect, I may observe, that two ounces of best Peruvian
guano will be sufficient for a gallon of water, adding
about halfa-piut of soot. We mix large quantities at

once, the soot-water in a vessel by itself, for it is best to

skim it clear before mixing with the guano-water.
In watering, care should be taken not to puddle or

derange the surface of the soil ; and large quantities

should be given at once, euougli to thoroughly soak
the soil ; we generally give two large pots full to a tree,

perhaps about six gallons. Without a liberal supply of

moisture, indeed, good Roses cannot be grown ; they
will speedily cease blooming, and suffer from the spot
in the leaf.

One thing is most desirable in tree Roses, and that is

a good stout stem, one almost capable of supporting its

own head. This is not merely for tbe sake of giving
consistency to tho whole, neither for appearance alone,

but the fate of the tree hangs in some degree, it would
ajqjear, on this point. Nobody can deny that a stem
with capacious sap vessels is in a condition to supply
the head with tbe necessary juices better than one of a
lean, contracted, or stinted character. How, then, are
these capacious sap vessels to be obtained ? Certainly,

we may meet with Dog Rose stems so stout, naturally,

as to leave little to bo desired ; but these are the ex-
ceptions. I am of opinion, that the ordi]iary course of
management as to pruning, whilst in the nursery,
is wrong. I cannot say what may now be the practice
with our nurserymen as to the reai'iug standard fruit-

trees for tho orchard, but in my younger days a very
dillerent practice from that applied to l{oses prevailed.

Having been originally trained to the nursery and
seed business, in the neighbourhood of London, and
having divided some seven years between the counter
and the grounds, 1 am, of course, quite familiar with
the practice of those times. For instance, in rearing
standard Apple-trees, with stems of about six feet, the
shoot from the graft was "headed" at that height.

During tlie next summer, a gi'eat number of side-shoots

were produced fi-om the head, nearly unto the ground,
and, of course, tlie prime object would now be to form
a head as speedily as possible.

Most persons unpossessed of a practical knowledge,
would at once remove every side-shoot, except those
really required to form the head ; but not so the knife-
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man of those days. These were suffered to grow freely

the whole summer, and at the next winter's pruning
were, according to nursery technicality, " spurred-in,'

that is to say. they were all, except the head, pruned
back to a single eye or so ; the head I'onued out into

about torn- shoots, as nearly as possible at right angles,

these shoots being shortened to some four or five eyes.

I well remember having a debate with our ground-
foreman about the propriety of the practice, in my
youthful conceit, I could not get rid of the idea that it

would strengthen the tiee to prune all side-shoots away.
I was, however, met with the answer, that they were
left one year longer to strengthen and give consistence

to the stem ; of which fact now I cannot possibly hold a
doubt. Now, why not apply this doctrine to the tree

Eose? I have seen it sometimes practised, and am
willing to promote it myself, but surely such does not
generally obtain. And, if a promoter of strength in the

main stem, is it not a promoter of durability of consti-

tution also? I think it a safe and certain inference.

My opinion is, that much of the shortness of life, com-
plained of occasionally in the tree Kose, is chargeable

here. Xo sooner is a stem produced than it is made a
mere vehicle, before half solidified, for the transmission
of juices between the root and branch : and I do think
that our fear of this spurring system would invest this

stem with very superior powers in regard of Airability

i of constitution.

We sometimes meet with tnijf)/ Hoses, and not in one
or two sections alone : that is, Boses which cannot be
induced to make wood freely, and which will, neverthe-

less, push wild shoots, in a free way, from the head, if

suffered so to do. Doubtless, it is customary to pnine
these clear away ; but I have found that, in many cases,

it is good practice to suffer the wild shoots to grow un-
molested until past Midsummer, when they may be
pruned. These wild shoots possess much greater re-

storing powers than the lean and debilitated old head
which it is sought to restore ; and I have found this

practice good enough to reconunend in severe cases.

It is almost unnecessary to advise that all suckers be
constantly kept under. E.. Eebisgiox.

BA2\K GROVE.
This mansion is near Kingston ; and when I called

|

here, last April, to see the extensive collection of
Camellias in bloom, and more particularly the finest

plant of them in the world. Camellia reticulata, I was
;

so struck with the Eosary, that I asked permission to

call again at the proper time to see the Eoses in bloom.
and to report on them and other things which I could
not then compass. This was readily granted by the

kind and liberal owner, W. Byam Martin, E=q. Bank
Grove was celebrated for Eoses in Sir John Broughtons
time ; and for specimen plants of them, it is, perhaps,
now the first Eose-garden in England. I never saw
such pillar Eoses before, or in such profusion, or better

bloomed. What would you say for a pillar Rose sixteen

feet high, clothed down to the grass, where it is eight

feet in diameter, as regular in outline as a pyramid,
and flowering from top to bottom, as regularly as if the

Eoses were put on by hand; every leaf in a whole
rosary as green and shining as could be. and not a fly

or bhght to be seen on a surface that would cover some
acres, if that surface were reduced down and divided to

'

the dimensions of plants in an ordinary rosary ! Coupe i

de Hebe, perhaps the best of all Boses for a pillar, is i

here in abundance, at from eight to twelve feet high,
and that is generally the common height of scores of
pillar Eoses, both in the regular rosarv, which is in
circular beds on the grass, and in avenues along some •

of the walks. In these avenues the pillar Eoses stand i

five feet from the walk, and twelve feet between pillar

and pillar, and in each case the pillar looks as if the
particular Eose was growing on its own roots; and there
is another form of piUar Eose that I never saw before,

and I believe was never yet mentioned in print ; but now,
after seeing how Eoses have been managed here, it is

diflicult to believe that the Eose world, so to speak, has
gone on so long without adopting the ])lan generally.

I think the introduction of the strong-growing hybrid
Chinas must have been the origin of this style. We
all know how difficult it was, at first, to get these to

bloom freely; if they were pruned, they flowered not;
when left aloue without pruning they went out of
shape, or there was no known shape into which they
could be trained so as to give the full complement of
flowers. At last, the great rose-growers themselves
suggested that they should not be pruned at all, farther

than cuttingoff mere points, and thinning-out old wood
with the very strongest and tlie weakest shoots ; and
something to that effect is a standing annual paragraph
in the Eose catalogues. Well, instead of this, these
hybrid Chinas, and all the other very strong-growing
Eoses that were brought in on tall standards, have
been given an original cast, and trained up as standard
pillars, wliich is the right name for them. Now, a
standard pillar Eose will not come in appropriately in

every situation, nor, generally, in any situation, I be-

lieve, except one, and that one is often repeated in this

garden, and the thing is managed so well, that I am
almost sure it will come to he universally adopted in all

good rosaries as soon as it is made known.
First of all, let us suppose a standard of the strong-

est of all hybrid Chinas, Blairii, No. 2. The stem
is from four to five feet high ; and what is to be done
with it after two or three years ? Nine people out of
ten say it cannot be grown as a standard at aU—it

is too tender, and must have a wall ; or it is too some-
thing else, or double that, and more to the bargain

;

but, somehow or other, it is in a bad plight in very

many places, and a short liver in others. Here, how-
ever, it is the healthiest of Bo^^es ; does not require a

wall or fence ; and lives as long as any of them ; it is

also the highest pillar Eose in the garden, being just

sixteen feet above the grass, and in magnificent bloom

;

and as a standard—that is a pillar standard^it is as ma-
nageable as a Spong's Eose. Now, if tliis Blairii can be
grown thus as a standard, and so live as long as other

Roses, and also look as healthy as it did in ]>^oO, when
it first came out, surely no one need fear trying any
of the hybrid Chinas, or any other strong grower just in

the same way, and that way is in the centre of a circle

bed of Eoses ; ten feet ought to be about the diameter
of the bed ; the height of the stem, or Wild Eose, is,

say five feet from this ; a regular pyramid Eose may
lawfully rise up to just twenty feet if one chooses; but
any height wiU do.

Here, where the subject has been studied with

great care, under all forms and governments for

some years, they have come to a final settlement

on the heights and diameters of pillar Eoses ; the

height, they say, must be governed by individual taste,

by the nature of the soil, and by the constitutional

habit or strength of your Eose, and may be anything
above eight feet; but there is a law to govern the
diameter at the bottom, and that says, whatever the

height of the Eose pillar may be, the diameter of it at

the bottom should be as nearly as possible one-half the

height ; then, on tliat principle, a bed ten feet in

diameter, as above, will carry a pillar Eose twenty feet

high. The circular beds in this rosary that are devoted
to this kind of pyramid are chiefly nine to ten feet in

diameter, and planted thus—a tall standard in the

centre, the head of it trimmed up as a pyramid, and the

highest of this class is twelve feet high ; then four or
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five other standards of such Roses ns are not so strong

as tho ecutre one, and only tlu'eo feet high in the stem,

are planted eighteen iuehcs from the grass; their heads
meet all round tlio bed, and form a bottom diameter, as

it were, to tho centre pillar elevated on the standard, so

that the stem part of the centre Rose is not seen ; after

them, a good growing dwarf Rose is planted between
each of the standards, and these must put their chief

strength on the outside next the grass, the inside being

so nuieh iu the shade of the standards, so tliat the bed
is soon (juiteas full as if it had been ])lanted, in the lirst

instance, with a full-grown pyramid, ten feet in diameter

;

tho bod, meanwhile, is the best disposition of Roses ever

yet thought upon ; indeed, it ought to be seen in full

beauty of flower, as I saw a dozen of them July 7th, to

bo fully appreciated.

Mr. Rage, the gardener, wlio manages theso Roses,

agrees with me, that that is the only way that their

standard pyramids are suitable for ; and also that

without a standard pyramid iu the centre, such beds
can never be made to tell so etfectively. Altogether,

I was highly pleased with this part of tlieir system
of growing Roses. It struck me, that if three kinds
of Roses were used for such a bed it would be still

more telling on a stranger, as he might think, natu-

rally enongl), that but one Rose was used, that it

was an immense pillar Rose, with tho Roso blooms in

threo stages of bloom, or development; or the jilantiug

might be with a view to show how best to shade any three

distinct varieties—say Madame Laffay, as a pyramid
for the middle standard, then five standards of Qeanl
dess Batailles, and standard of Marengo for a dwarf on
tl;u outside; also, Mrs. Elliot, {or the centre; If'iltiain

Jesse next; and Oomte de Montalivet to the outside

row; or any other three of the same class, and in one or

thi"ee shades, just as fancy may direct. In some of the

beds here there is the middle pyramid as above, then
the row of standards, and the surface of the bed below
with bedding plants, as Calceolarias, Verbenas, and the

like, all very rich and very gay. Some of the strong
growing Roses are in pyramids, but are brought up
nearly of the same diameter from the bottom ; these

might and ouglit to be called Rose-columns. Then
there are Rose-tents, ending in domes at the top ; a
climber in the centre, like the handle of an umbrella;
then six pyramids in a circle round that, and five, or

six, or more feet IVom tho centre, are carried up seven
feet high, an iron ring, at that height, connecting tliem

together ; from this ring the top of tlie pillars are trained

doom fashiou, to join tho centre climber. Here is a

regular Rose tent for a tea-party ; and when the tent is

on the lino of a walk, and you have to pass through it,

the effect is very good. Some of tho pyramids end in a

single shoot, and that is thought by some to be tho ne

plus ultra of Rose-training ; but the different forms of

pillars, pyramids, or colours, give a great variety, and,

I think, more richness to the scene.

Of tho ordinary standard and dwarf Roses there are

also as many forms and sizes as are to be seen else-

where, but being in general use, they need no particular

description. I noted the following as instances that

may be followed, however, with great advantage :—The
common, crimson, and other Moss Roses, on their own
roots, in pillars eight, ten, and twelve feet high, clothed

from the ground to the top; Fidgens, ditto, ten feet;
|

Cou]>e <le Hebe, eight, ten, and twelve feet, magnificent;

Paul Perms, ten feet ; Las Casses, ten feet ; Persian
j

Yelloiv, ten feet ! Bl/iirii, from twelve to sixteen feet ; ;

Boule de Nantieul, commonly a dwarf, and one of tho
j

darkest, seven, ten, and twelve feet high, and pro-
|

))ortionally in diameter! Oreat Western, ten feet;

Duchess of Sutherland, seven feet; La. JJaupJdn, a

fine, light, pillar Rose, ten feet ; Chcneilole, ten and
twelve feet, niagniiicent ; Ilenrg Bartict, eight and

ten feet ; Paul Itieaut, a splendid first-class dark
Rose, seven feet already; and selections from all

the classes running iu the same style, tho diameters
being from three to eight feet. The Malmaison Piose,

on its own roots, is five or six feet high, and from two
feet to a yard through. Auguste Mie, a splendid light

Rose, and a hybrid pcrpetuai, is ([uite a novelty in that

class. An old hybrid China, called Parigot, is fully as

good as the Standard of Marengo. Vesta, a semidouble
Rose, and the highest coloured one, I remember thirty

years ago, and which I have not seen theso twenty years,

is very line here ; another called Miralba is nearly as
black as jot Cumte Bobrinsltg isamorefirey Rose than
Ocant de Batailles : it is what I call the double 0/oire

de Kosamene, and would make a splendid bed, edged
with Pabvier, or perhaps better with Mrs. Bosanquet,
but it should be on its own roots. This is a good
time to put in cuttings of all such ; little side-shoots

taken off with a heel are almost sure to grow if put in

at all workmanlike; and after what I have seen at

Rank Grove, added to my old notions, I am quite

satisfied that nine-tenths of our best Roses would grow
better on their own roots than when worked.

All Roses require a rich soil , but two-thirds of them will

grow and do well in soil that would starve our own Dog
Rose, and I should not be sorry to see this hip Rose cast

to the dogs altogether, and be done with it; besides, there

are two or three like it growing in our hedge-rows,
which few can distinguish except when in leaf, and not
always then, and these are good for nothing. The soil

about Kingston is a very light sandy loam, on gravel or

sand, and not i'ar from water, yet, with good rotten

dung, it is surprising to see Roses bloom so well. I did
not enquire at Rank Orove how the rose-beds are made,
but I suspect they aro filled with the same loam from
Wimbledon which gives such a gloss to their Camellias,

and such stifthess and bloom to tlieir Geraniums.
[n bedding-out plants they are as rich as any of our ducal

gardens. They have two of the finest Tom Thumbs in
the world ; they are now out in two boxes large enough
for the largest American Aloe, and each of them will be
from five to six feet in diameter before the end of the
season ; they were as much last year, and all from one
root ; and they have lots in vases coming up to that size

as fast as they let them. A bed of Serise Unique was
very rich, also the Unique, Tom Thumb, Punch, and
Gompactum, and a new- Oonyjactum, I never saw or
lieard of before, with dark scarlet flowers, which must
get its way to all good gardens. Floucr of the Day,
Mountain of Light, and auotlier very good variegated
one, intermediate between the two. Punch or Tom
Tlmmb, in a bed, with a circle of the Flou'cr of the Day,
does weU. This variegated Geranium, being neither
scarlet or pink, and the white of the leaf is so soft, that
it will always toll better as an edging than as a whole
bed by itself; at least I think so, for I have not yet seen
a large bed of it, and one can hardly judge properly by
a small or moderate example. If the Mountain of
Light is a profuse bloomer, and that I am not yet sure
of it must make a good bcdder, and put down Ftouer of
the Day. Without flowers, you would not know the one
from the other ; but to balance the white and richness
of the leaves there must bo a blaze of good-coloured
bloom. I saw here a large plant of the new variegated
Geranium Prince of Orange—it is as sweet as the old
form, and a far more genteel-looking plant, being more
slender in all the parts. It makes a third shade in
variegated Geraniums, and if I was on the turf again
1 would take advantage of this, and be the first to have
a shaded bed of Variegatcds. JMy bed would be a circle-

of nine feet through ; the centre would be well raised,

and planted with this variegated Prince, a yard through,
then Mangles, two rows, and the outside of Floiccr <f
the Day.
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Shrubiand Rose Petunia makes a very good edge for

vase plants, if allowed to ramble as they have it here,

without much training. There is a beautiful bed of the

Mulberry, or Port Wine-coloured Verbena called Helen, a
very old one, but we must have it up again, if only on
my own authority ; it is a great favourite here, and also at

Chiswick House, but there they missed it this season
through its being a bad oue to winter, although a very
strong grower. After having it in mixtures at Shrub-
laud Park, arid seeing it last year in perfection by itself

at Chiswick House, aud this year at Bank Grove,
equally good, I made up my mind that we can no
more discard it than the Emma Verbena.
There is a large massive fountain finished in the end of

the American ground this season, and, notwithstanding
this wet summer, I saw they were watering this garden
whenever two or tliree dry days intervened, and all the

plants look aud grow remarkably well aud fast Liboce-

driis Ghilenm was twenty-niue inches high that day, and
only nineteen inches when I called in April. Some of

the best of the new Sikkim Pihododendrons are put out

in this garden, and I saw the usually little dwarf
Ciliaium grown aud trained up to standard height ou its

own roots

!

D. Beaton.

CHISWICK HOUSE.
His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, President of the

Horticultural Society of London, allows his beautiful

gardens at Chiswick House to be seen by visitors to

the Society's July shows, year alter year ; and a

beautiful grass walk through the orchard of the

Society leads straight to tlie Duke's garden on the

north side of it. On entering by the north gate, the

green walk is continued southward for about 170 yards,

to the centre of a long glass range of plant houses, and
through the centre house of this range the company
pass on to one of the very finest flower-gardens near
London. On the last show day, July 9, the Coldstream's

band struck up " Bundle aud Go," a little before two
o'clock, in the Society's garden ; and away we went, by
the green walks, as merrily as the " Camp " folks, down
to Chiswick House—a regular procession, in fact, all

the way ; aud no one durst break rank any more than
if Lord Seaton himself were riding by our side. Here
nothing about the fashions could be seen, however,
unless one happened to fall into the procession behind
four ladies, as some did, to my own knowledge.
On entering the north gate, the first note of preparation

was ou a grand scale ; from the gate to the hothouses is

about 170 yards, as I have just said, and there is a wide
border ou each side of the walk the whole of the way,

and as straiglit as an arrow. Each of these long

borders are planted with two rows of Calceolaria angus-

tifolia, a clear yellow, and two rows of the Compactum
Horseshoe Geranium—the two kinds in alternate rows
on both sides. I cannot say whether it was i'rom the

great length of these borders, the simplicity of the

arrangement, the music, the soldiers, or the new bon-

nets; but sure I am that I never saw a more telling

scene in all my ti'avels. No doubt a good deal of the

impression was owing to the great concourse of people

passing at the time ; the endless variations and tints in

the ladies' dresses in the full sun ; and the freshness of

the plants and borders from the continuous rains the

whole preceding night ; but still, with all these aids, 1

do not believe there are two other bedding plants that

would give anything near the rich glow which was here

produced. The thing is a regular hit, and will last as

long as terrace walks ; but nothing less than a hundred
yards long will do justice to it, and no other Geranium
but Compactum will answer. This I learned from ilr.

Edmoud, his Grace's gardener, whom I was fortunate

enough to meet with in the crowd. The reason is, that
Compactum keeps the trusses as regular and upright as
soldiers on parade ; you might look on from one end
and not discover a single blossom or truss out of the
true line. Compared with Compactum. in regularity of
flowering, Tom Tliumh and the rest of them aj-e mere
ramblers ; and, as pot plants, Compactum and Amazon
are by far the best, as they carry the best ti-usses of the
whole family. The finest Compaclums I ever saw or
heard of were fi-oiii scores of pot plants distributed

along the front shelves in this same glass range. There
was not a single plant shown in the Chiswick garden
this season that indicated a better style of gardening
than these very Compactums.

Unique Cerise is another very good pot plant for

summer decoration indoors ; in a bed, out-of-doors, it

it is not nearly so effective. My seedling. Lady
Middleton, is the nearest tint to Unique Cerise : the two
are on a par for in-doors, but Lad;/ Middleton makes
one of the gayest beds in tlie garden, and stands all

weathers. Some ladies are passionately fond ofgood tints

in this class of Geraniums, and most ladies like to see

them. I had a seedling six or seven years back—the
tint is betweeu pink, salmon, and cheiTy colour

—

and I recollect two ladies falling in love with it

at first sight, and both declared it was the richest tint

for a ball dress, for a young lady, of all they had ever
seen in flowers ; but, unfortunately, the shape of the
flower is so much out of the fashion, that it would not
do for a trade plant ; however, after seeing the nice tints

brought out in -27/(^61 Field, Princess, and Kingshui-y
Pet, at the last show, I began to cross it with Lcuhj
MiddUton, Clierry Cheek, and Unique Cerise, for

newer tints, and better habit, if possible.

As Mr. Edmoud has had gieat experience in

this beautiful garden, and is at the fountain head
of all that is new and good for the flower-bed, I

noted down the principal vai'ieties he used this season,

as a guide for those far away, who have not such
opportunities to select from. His scarlet Geraniums
are principally Compactum, Punch, and Tom Thumb,
aud he uses them in about equal proportion ; he likes

Punch best for autumn, but liuds it not so early as the
other two, without a little extra encouragement in the

spring before plauting-out time. He uses four Petunias
—the Shrubiand Hose, Shrubiand Wldte, an excellent

puqile, called Superb—this seems the best purple I

have yet seen for beds ; and a very gay, sti'eaked one

—

purple streaks on a light pink gi-ound—called Eclipse :

I think these are the best four in cultivation. Superb
lias a large dark eye, and an excellent habit for a

bedder. Mont Blanc is his chief white J'erbena, and
his scarlets are Oem of the TJ'cst and St. Margaret ; two
that are much alike in habit and truss, but the former
has a light eye, the other a purplish eye. Barkerii is

his dark crimson, and it is a better grower than Inglejield

Seedling, the next nearest to it in colour. Emma is still

the best dark purple. Leonica is his best purple ; and
[mperatrice Josephine he still uses for tho best apology
for a blue Verbena; and Hamlet is his next best blueish

tint ; and Compte de Paris is an improvement ou
Heloise, or blueish-purple. For low, long beds he has
Tu'eediana. The second week in July being the gi-and

day of the season with him for the reception of tlie

visitors to the Society's Garden, experience has taught
him that these varieties establish themselves sooner,

and come earlier into bloom with him than others

that are equally good later in the season.

JntcyrifoUa and Eugosa are the two best earliest Cal-

ceolarias, and he uses them abundantly. Kaijii does
not answer on this soil, nor on many other soils; aud
Ampjlcvicaulis is too late altogether for this garden.

Of variegated Geraniums, he has beds of i^^ojc^r q/'

the Dag, Queen of Summer, and Mangle's Variegated;
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but Queen of Summer is a poor thing indeed in most
places.

He lias beautiful beds of Lnbelia ramosoides. This
was first mentioned and recommended in The Cottage
Gardener, and it has turned out just what 1 said from
a single plant of it I saw exhibited from the Pine-Apple
Place Nursery : it is the best of all the little blue tribe.

Beds of the /'nj/yHc Geranium are made here from old,

stinted [ilants ; young plants of it run too much to leaf,

and give fewer tlowcrs, and they come much later than
from old, straggling plants. The best way to do this

i-'nique is to strike it from cuttings in February, in

smai't heat, when it will root like Verbenas; and when
the beds are planted in May, the young Uniques sliould

bo potted singly in small pots, kept a fortnight or three

weeks in a close, cold frame, and then turned out into a

bed of sand, saw-dust, or coal-ashes, and the pots to be
plunged to the rim, there to remain to the end of Sep-

tember; they will root out through the bottom of the
pots, and make a free growth, and produce flowers for

nosegays, or glasses, all the autumn ; but they are not
to be cut back at all, oven wore any of them a yard
long ; the out-roots are trimmed off when the plants are

housed, and the plants are staked, and kept in tlio same
pots all that winter. The very tops are taken otf next
February for a fresh batch of cuttings, and the old
plants are kept as cool as possible all through the
spring, and turned out in ilay into the beds, and the
shoots are trained at fnll length close to the surface of

the bed ; and, after such a long cramping at the roots,

the old wood is so ripe that, on the first move of growth,
tlowcrs are up from every joint. Some such manage-
ment is certainly necessary to get this beautiful flower
in anything like profusion all over a bed.

Under very large old Cedars of Lebanon, in the plea-

sure-ground, they plant Inj where grass will not grow,
and caunot thrive, and it answers remarkably well, and
so it will under any trees, where it is difficult to get grass.

About the end of September would be a good time to

fork up under Cedar-trees, and to wheel on some fresh

earth, and plant young Ivy plants at about a foot apart
each way; then, if they were to be well attended to the
following summer, with a good soaking of water now
and then, both the Cedars and under them would be
much improved. We often have complaints about such
things, and that is one of the best and least expensive
ways I know of. I do not know any forest or orna-
mental tree that is sooner improved by a good top-

dressing than the Cedar of Lebanon, and no manure or
strong water is so good for it as three or four inches
deep of any fresh earth from a common or road-side bank,
after first scraping ofl" tho dry loose surface caused by
the fallen leaves.

In tlie experimental ground of the Horticultural So-
ciety, I saw two or three very nice things for the first

time :—-A white variety of Seliiie Pendula, a most useful
annual to come in at the end of Api'il, and so on to

Midsummer ; and it may be sown now or any time be-

tween this and the end of August, on any rough spare
piece of ground, or among shrubs, the plants will shift

for themselves through the winter, and will remove in
the spring as easily as cabbage plant.

Dlanthus Qardnerii, a rich, piu'ple flower, very good
indeed, and propagated like other pinks. Cenia turbinata,

a low, yellow-flowering annual, with leaves and growth
like Chamomile, was newtp me; it is more curious than
otherwise, but may be useful for rock-work. Venidiuin
eximium, another very curious rock-plant, a composite,
and I suppose an annual, with yellow flowers, not un-
like a Gasania; and Monolopia californica, a nice grower,
and full of yellow flowers, a capital bedder, if it lasts

long enough. It comes nearest to Oalichroa platiglossa

in growth and looks, but is altogether a more genteel

looking thing ; an annual, of course, and one of the

newest from California, except Mr. Veitch's new yellow

Leptosiphoii, of which seeds will be advertised im-

mediately for autumn sowing. D. Beaton.

STANDARD FLOWERING SHRUBS—THEIR
UTILITY AND MODE OF SUPPOKT.

Take one of our great men—a recognised arbiter in

gardening taste—and before you could fix upou his very

opinion, would you not, and with no great success, be
under the necessity of comparing his past and present

views, and how these, again, were influenced by circum-

stances'? F'or instance, accompany him to the splendid

gardens in front of the mansion at Trentham. l^or a

moment, the beautiful ground-work is shaded by the large,

beautiful, standard Laurels, that, as it were, lift up the

ground, and give to it massiveness and dignity. Our critic

is in ecstacios. In his musings he is transported to the

gardens of Italy, and tho warmer parts of F'rance. In
these Laurels he sees nothing but Orange-trees, and the

clever mode in which the deception is accomplished
yields an additional pleasure. Hint that they look very

artificial, and you are told the more they look so the

bettor—everything in their vicinity being stamped with

art and design. Ask if they would not have done as

well planted out, instead of being raised above ground
in tubs; and you are told. No. The tubs serve two pur-

poses—completing the illusion as to the Orange-trees,

and giving to all a bolder stamp of the artistic in design,

as opposed to the more natural in style. With such
ideas of standards seeking a comfortable lodging in

your brain, you enter an exhibition room, or walk be-

neath the awning that shelters exhibition plants. Almost
the first things that stril;e your eye are some pretty stand-

ards of plants you had been accustomed to looli upon as

low-growing bushes. You cannot conceal your ad miration,

but what is your surprise, to hear your mentur ejacidate,

"What taste! unnatural! such stiltedness ! regular

mops ! ! a little longer handle, and what excellent fly

and spider flappers for the housemaid!!!" But while

you listen, thoughts are galloping through your mind

—

such as, that in the northern parts of the Island the

Portugal Laurel is naturally more of a bush than a
standard tree; that there is a difiereuee in the beauty
of the fine standard thorn on your lawn, aud the brake

of those bushes in your meadow;—that your favourite

Rose-tree, with a head some two yards in diameter,

has attractions which a bush on tho gi'ound, which
you must stoop to examine, does not possess; and
then, glancing along the tables, evincing such won-
drous cultural skill, the idea will pop itself forward,

in the Geranium group, for instance, that the level uni-

formity in size and height detracts from their beauty,

merely because there is little opportunity for light

and shade, and no conspicuous point, uplifting as it

were, on which the eye can repose, and which some
beautiful standards raised above the common level

would unquestionably give. But the words of the

great arbiter in taste are ringing in your ears; and,

amid conflicting feelings, you hardly know whether to

give up the understanding this matter of taste in de-

spair, or quietly follow the windings of an aclvuowledged

genius in the matter, or manfully resolve, after taking

a few prominent principles for land-marks, to follow out

the promptings of your own perceptions of tlie beautiful.

I believe that somewhere in this work I have said

something of small, isolated standards, such as Rose-

trees, with heads a few inches in diameter, as having
too much of the mop style to be truly beautiful. It is

true, they must have small heads before they have large

ones ; but that, though it should give us patience, need
not interfere with the decision of the present. The
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consciousness tliat we avn Availing for sizi' Viill not

remove, tlioiigli it will niodil'y, tlie raoppisli ap|iearance.

To realize the greatest amount of pleasure from standard

flowering-plants several rcipiisites seem necessary, such

as the following:
—

'J'he object intended should be appa-

rent; they are hetter ada])ted for lines and avenues
tlian for groups hy tliemselves; if isolated, the pdant

sliould be large enougli to command attention for itself

alone; grouped witli dwarfer things, they give to the

group vai-iety, size, elevation, and dignity. Mr. Beaton
lately mentioned how this was done with a collection of

plants in a room: how tlie standard increased in height

without lessening the quantity of the bloom below. I

lately saw this nicely carried oiit in a garden over which
a friend presides. Two Rose clumps, at a distance from
each other, had just enough of standards to give the

clump elevation, without shading tlie more numerous
dwarfs below. No ])lanting of standards, or of dwarfs
iiIo7ie, could produce such an effect. As if to illustrate

the fact more forcibly, in the same garden, jnesidcd

over by a man of iirst-rate talent, was a gi'oup of stand-

ard Hoses, and in a jirominent place, too ; each standard
had its little circle of earth on the beautiful lav.u, and
these were so close to each other, that 1 thought how
careful the workmen must be in wielding their scythes

among so many stems so near to each other; and how
much time must bo re(juired in clipping and cleaning

round every individual f lose-tree ; and yet, after all, how
humpy-dumpy, meaningless, and unsatisfactory the

whole aflair looked, with only one redeeming quality

about them—the beautiful Roses with which tliey were
furnished. Had these standards been made into two
gi'oups instead of one, the ground dug between them,
and planted with dwarfs, though they might have as-

similated the other two beds, the satisfaction would
have been greater, and the labour, for a season, con-

siderably abridged. I have several times noticed Rose-

trees planted avenue fashion by the side of walks, as

they are with good effect at Courteen Hall, but the result,

in such cases, will be striking, in proportion to all the

plants presenting a similar outline, and all marked by
largeness rather thandiminutiveness in their dimensions.
But almost equal in importance to the first postscript

of a lady's letter is the principal flower group at Cour-

teen Hall, for demonstrating how a few standards,

breaking the otherwise uniform level of flower-beds,

gives to the group extended size and elevation, " lifting

the beds up," as Mr. Gardiner expressed it, and thus
forming permanent points for the eye to rest upon. I

can speak feehngly and experimentally on this subject.

Several years ago, I removed a group of beds of Roses,
but left a number of large standards of early-floweriug

kinds, the same beds being filled with bedding-plants.

The Roses left were attractive before the beds beneath
were full, and by that time, annual climbers, such as

MauraniJyas, and the small-leaved Tropccolums, &o., were
planted against, and by the autumn covered the heads
of the Rose-trees after their wood was ripened.

The same group has been changed several times since,

but it has never been so engaging as it was for several

years, when masses of bloom from these creepers stood

prominently above the general colour of the bed, and
thus gave to the whole elevation and space. Mr.
Gardiner does not, by any means, place these standards
thickly—generally one in a moderate-sized bed ; and then,

the standards themselves are not of equal height, as

here variety again is felt to be valuable. They chiefly

consist of Tuchsias, strong plants of the giant Scarlet

Geranium, and there is one very fine old plant of the

Cassia conjmbosa, some five or six feet in height, with
its head about a yard in diameter, and quite a mass,
the other week, with its bright orange flowers.

Any one who tries how fast the whole tribe of Fuchsias
grow with a little extra heat in tim spring, will have

little trouble in making good standards out of even tiny

plants, the diief thing being to direct all the energies of

the jil.i-nt into one leader ; to jiick out the buds from the

axils of the lower leaves as the stem advances ; to pinch
out its point, after it is high enough ; and then remove
every bud, except what you want at the points, to be
developed into shoots. When once formed, taking them
uj) before winter, and protecting roots, stem, and head,
from frost, in any ont-of-tlie-way jjlace. giving them light

as the buds break in spring, and what pruning they
need, and planting out again in May, is most of the
trouble they require. Among others was a fine j'lant of
Cori/mliijlora, just coming into full bloom. Scarlet

Geraniums require similar treatment. The stem will

look best if the young plant was never stopped until it

gained the height of from three-and-a-half to five feet,

but i-ubbing out the buds as the stem adv.anced. Mr.
Gardiner raises and pots his plants before winter, and
keeps them at the back of the greenhouse, or under the
stage, until fresh growth commences in the spring.

The C'lmsia Cori/mhosa is generally treated as a stove

plant, and it looks sjdcndid in such a position during
winter, when in bloom ; but 1 believe that Mr. Gardiner,
after lifting it in the end of autumn, and potting it,

keeps it in the warm end of his greenhouse during the

winter. He will be sure to inform us, if I am in error.

He recommends it strongly for bed culture, and I have
no doubt that old jdauts, hard jiruned in, would do
well in sheltered places. Cuttings of young shoots
strike easily in spring in a mild bottom-heat.

And now ibr the mode of supporting these Standards,
Hoses, ih: The means adopted have been legion, and
each amateur has his favourite mode. I am not quite

certain how JNIr. Gardiner's plan will apply in very
exposed and windy places, though I am rather sanguine;
but, in common places, moderately sheltered, it is alike

the most simple and most efl'ectual. Just allow me to

contrast it for a moment with a pet plan of my own for

standard Roses. Iron rods were used, with three long
and wide-s)n-ead prongs at its base, for going into the

ground. The small upper end was square-shaped.
Two rods of iron, f of an inch in diameter, fiom 24 to

3(j inches, or more, in length, according to the size of

the Rose-tree, were welded together at the middle, at

right angles; and, at the point of junction, a square
hole was there formed to go upon the top of the iron

stake. Previously to placing it there, the four ends of

the rods were bent downwards—these ends Avere then
connected with a circular band of wire, and, if the

dimensions of the frame were large, one or more circles

of wire would be fastened between the outside and the

central point of junction. When this frame was placed
upon the stake it resembled the skeleton of a parasol
with a good long handle. The shoots of the Roses were
fastened to this frame, and, iu tolerable weather, all

went riglit and merry as a marriage bell ; but, after a

rough night, f have found, iu the morning, fine plants

nearly prostrate, roots and iron supporter being alike

next to out of the ground ; while, in several cases, I have
found both the stem of the plant, and the stout iron rod,

broken completely through. To remedy this, at the

four ends of the stout pieces of iron of tliis circular

frame, I fastened one end of a stout string of wire, and
the other end to a stout pin of wood inserted in the

ground, and as long as these strings were fast to their

moorings there could be nij danger. But when the

wind blew loud and long from one direction, the severe

strain on one side was apt either to pull the wire right

through the wood, or pull up the wooden stake alto-

gether, and then I was no better off than before, though
this last happened very seldom. Now 1 can see that

one great error I committed was connecting the support
for the head with the main supjiort to the stem, and
thus, the larger the head of the plant, the greater would
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be its leverage power, in disturbiug alilje roots and stem
suiiporter. Almost every system I have sccti or hoard
of lias more or less of this fault. Now, this is what
ilr. Gardiner next to completely gets rid of, and will

get rid of altogether, if it succeed perfectly in exposed
places; and, 1 must say, reasoning from analogy, I have
great hopes that it will. Most, if not all of Mr.
Gardiner's standards are supported, as far as the point

wliere the head forms, by a single stout, green painted
stake.

A (;iivular hoop of stout trire is placed over the head of
the plant, the diameter of the circle heiiuj in jiroportion to

tlic diameter (f the 2Jlant : one man holds it level on. one
side, and another on the opposite side, and vhile they re-

spcctirehj hold it, each ties a. stout branch to the hoop, and
so the process goes on, iinlil all are secured. In the case

of Itoses, the hoop is held rather lower than where the

head is formed; this admits of the shoots being slightly

bent as they are secured, which causes the buds to break
more regularly, and affords more room for strong slioots

to grow in the centre of the plant, to be brought down
again next season. When wanted, several hoops may
be used. A file, and a pair of nippers that cuts wire,

will enable any labourer to make them with great
rapidity. Cottagers, to whom wire might be an object,

I

could form them of bramble, or hazel, &c. It will be
seen there is no connection whatever between the hoop
and the sialic: in fact, the hoop supports the brandies,
and the branches hold up the hoop. When the wind
blows on one side, the very strain produces a reaction

on the other, and thus the balance is restored without
greatly intluenciug thesupportingstake, or, consequently,

,

the security of the plant. Some of our friends may i

burst out— " i\Iuch-a-do about nothing — any body*
might have devised such a Sf'm/i/e thing as that." Aye !

but why was it not done'? There is nothing difficult

when known. There is always a connection between !

the simply cUective and the truly great and generally i

beneficial. I am mistaken, if this Gardiuerian mode ,

will not give an impulse to standard growing, for orna-

ment, as the supporting of them efficiently and neatly
was the chief hindrance. R. Fish.

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.
( Continued from pat/e 088. )

Botanic Gardens, Birniiwjkam.—The lower part of

these gardens is occupied witli American plants, of
' which there is a good collection. There is also a small
))ond for hardy Aquatics. I observed in it large patolies

of Calla palustris, Ti/pha latifolia, and T. anguslifolia,

Menijanthes trifoliata, and others. Indeed, they have
grown so freely, and spread so rapidly, that the ))ond is

in danger of being filled up witli them. There is also

a conservative wall, against which gi-ow admirably,
Eduiirdsia microphijlla, Arundinaria falcata, Forsijtlua,

viridissinia. Magnolia, Photenias, &c. In front of this

wall there is a large piece of ground occupied with a
llosary, forming three sides of a parallelogram, the
centre being occupied with several beds on turf, in the
modern style of ma.ssiug in coloui-s. This Kosary is quite
concealed from public gaze, being in a retired corner,
hidden with belts of shrubs. The visitor comes upon it

unexpectedly, and is most agreeably surprised. The
trees and shrubs are planted in their natural orders, but
many of the labels are unfortunately defaced or ob-

literated, Init it is iuteuded to renew them shortly.

By natural orders, I mean, all the various species of

Oaks that are planted near each other, and also the

Conifers, the Ash, the Prnnus, or riurns, the Thorn I

(Cnitiegus), the Spirea, &c ; thus rendering great'
assistance to the unlearned, as well as the well-informed, I

botanist. This massing principle is also carried out
with the annual flowers— largo patches of one kind
forming a bed quite showy and attractive, even at a

considerable distance. This massing is far better, and
more etfectivc, than if the annuals wore sown in small

patches, dispersed all over the ground. I was parti-

cularly pleased with the Ncniophila insignis, and Col-

linsia hicolor, and several others grown in that style.

On the lawn I observed a large clump of variegated

Hollies, at least, there were twenty distinct varieties of

them, and the greater part of them were handsome
specimens, from twelve to fifteen feet high. On a
sloping bank, still lower down the garden, there is a
largo bed of Scotch Eoses (Rosa spinosissima). The
garden abounds in fine specimens of both deciduous

and evergreen trees and shrubs. I particularly noted

the following;

—

The Weeping Beech, Fagus si/lvatiea var. piendula.

This is a very curious variety, it both weeps and grows
upright. The leading shoot at first droops, but gradually

recovers, or attains an upright position, but all the side-

shoots droop downward almost perpendicularly. It was
thirty feet high, and the lowest tier of branches swept
the ground.
Two majestic, handsome Oaks, that were on the

ground many years before the gardens were formed, are

now more than sixty feet high, with trunks in pro-

portion. These trunks have circular, neat, iron seats

placed around thom, and a more agreeable, shady
resting place, on a warm day, can scarcely be conceived.

That rare variety, the (Jratu-gus stricla, or Upright
Thorn, has attained the height of thirty feet.

I noticed, also, that rare tree, the Cerasus mahaleh, or

Perfumed Cherry, the top of which covered a space of

twenty-five feet diameter, and its height was about the

same in diameter.

The Cotoneaster a.fline, an immense bush, was in full

flower, and, as Mr. Catling informed me, the blossoms
are succeeded by handsome blackberries. .Justin the

front of the Victoria House there is a very large speci-

men of Garri/a elliptica, fifteen feet diameter, and seven

feet high, aud the rare Betnla Jorolensis.

The garden is rich in Conifera: ; they were planted

originally on a bank facing the west, and, consequently,

many of tliem are bent forwards from the quarter, espe-

cially such heavy-branched species as Pinus jiinca and
P. Austriaca. Others, with smaller foliage, and light

branches, keep their upright position. Here I observed

the evil of keeping Coniferse too long in pots. A good
specimen of P. Pallasiana, 20 feet high, was blown so

much on one side, evidently from wanting spreading

roots to retain firm hold of the soil, that had it not been

timely propped up with strong, forked branches of trees,

it must have beeu torn up by the roots long ago.

Araucaria imhricata, a handsome tree, clothed with

branches down to the ground, 2:' feet high.

Cniiressus tornlosus, in an exposed situation, had
suttered from last winter's frosts, but, in a siieltered

place, was uninjured.

O. Lamhcrtiana, uninjured; 21 feet high.

G. seinjjerrirens, is feet; uninjured.

Cedrus Deodar, V) feet.

Crijptomeria Japoniea, 1-i feet ; very dense and unique.

Abies morinda, uninjured ; 211 feet high ; a very hand-
some symmetrical tree.

Picca nohilis, a very fine specimen of this rare pine
;

quite uninjured ; 12 feet high.

P. Wcbtiiana, is feet ; injured to a considerable

extent.

Pinus ceinhra, 21) feet; a haud.sonie tree.

P. jiouderosa, a fine, upright tree, 2a feet high.

P. Austriaca, a densely clothed tree ; 2.) feet high, and
the branches covering a space li- feet diameter.

P. cxcelsa, a young tiourivhiug tree ; J 8 feet high.
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P. macrocarpa. This fine pine is decidetlly hardy.

The one here is i-i feet high, without an injured slioot.

P. Sahiniaua, a nice young tree, l.") feet, but a pigmy
compared with a specimen 1 saw tlie day following at

Rolleston Park, Sir Oswald Mosely, Bart.

P. taurica, a spreading, handsome tree, 22 feet by in

feet diameter.

Taxus fasliijiata (The Irish Yew).—Of this handsome
evergreen tree there were several fine specimens, Irom
12 to 1.^ feet high.

INIr. Catling, last autumn, tried the somewhat hazard-

ous experiment of removing some large Conifers, espe-

cially the Picea nobilis, mentioned al)ove, and a P.
Wehbiana ; the Gedrus deodara, and tlie Onjptumeria
japonica ; all these have grown and are doing well.

These gardens have been long celebrated for an
unique collection of hardy Ferns. I saw a fine speci-

men of that very rare variety, the Asphiihim Goldidnmn

:

this is planted in a peat-border in the American Garden.
Taking a bird's-eye view of the whole garden, I must
say, that considering the wet season, which, as is well

known, greatly encourages the growtli of weeds, the

garden throughout is in good keeping; the turf is close

and dense, and the walks lirm and dry.

The next place I visited was Armltage ParTi, about
three miles from Rugby, in Statlbrdshii'e, the scat of

•Josiah Spode, Esq. Very unexpectedly, 1 tbund here a

curious, interesting, and beautiful place ; the country

is undulated, and the views from the mansion extensive

and diversified. The grand attraction of this place is

the Victoria House, and Stove Aquarium, each a square

of thirty-five feet diameter. There is a peculiarity about
heating the water for the Victoria that I have not ob-

served elsewhere. The tank containing the water is

about three feet deep, and the pipe to heat it with is but
two inches in bore ; and, what is more remarkable, is the

position in which this pijie of hot water is jilaoed ; instead

of being, as is usual, laid at the bottom of the tanks, it is

placed near the sides, and within six inches of the surface,

Mr. Bolass, the clever, intelligent gardener, assured mo
this pipe heated tlie water quite sufficiently even for tlie

Victoria. When 1 saw it it was in perlect health, leaves

large and finely turued up at the sides, showing the un-

derside of a fine crimson colour. One flower was finely

expanded and another in bud ^Ir. 13. says, he finds

the soil for this Queen of Lilies requires to be of the

strongest textiu'e, such as a good gardener would use

for Melons ; and certainly he is an authority, for

his plant showed that it liked the soil he had planted

it in.

In the other tank, which I have named the Stove
Aquarium (though it is in the same house as tlie Vic-

toria, tho walk in the centre separating the two tanks)

there was in flower a rare and highly-coloured Niiiiipluea,

a variety of N. Devoniana. Tlie largest leaves measured
fifteen inches across ; tliey were nearly round, and
deeply dentated at the edges. The flowers are about
the size of our common Water Lily, but more cupped,
and the colour is rich briglit crimson. I have no doubt
this high colour was brightened very tnuch by being so

near the glass, the house being so constructed (a low
span), together with the tanks standing three feet above
the walks, as to bring the plants in tlie water within

six feet of the glass. Tliere were several oilier species

of Nympliaa, but only this crimson one in bloom ; a

large, long tank on one side of the hou.se is filled with

Nelmnhiuin specioaum. Ou the kerb stone round tiie

tanks, as well as on a broad shelf next the doors, Lijco-

podiums were placed, and in this moist, warm atmos-
phere, grew with surprising luxuriance, as did also the

Pitcher plants, and many species of ^Escliijuanthus

flowered profusely. The gardener tried an experiment
this spring ol forcing Melons in tliis Aquarium, and
succeeded perfectly. I saw the plants, but the fruit

had all been cut. They were planted in a large box, I

and trained up to the roof '

Leaving the Victoria House, which, by-the-by, was not
so hot as I have usually felt such houses, we passed in

front of a range of glass houses devoted to the eultiu'e

of the Grape, the Peach, and the Nectarine, and more
than 1011 yards long. A door at the end of the walk
admitted us into the jileasure ground. Taking a short

turn, a rising ground came in view, with a kind ol pass,

or hallow ; into this the walk led us along till we came
to a tunnel cut through the hill. Through this covered

way we jmsscd, and at the end a view hurst ujion me
surprisingly beautiful. Imagine a large hollow, or kind

of crater, in the to]) of a hill, in the centre of which,

standing upon a rock, a beautiful circular greenhouse,

with rocks of various sizes dispersed about and around
it, and all covered with my favourite hardy Ferns, with

here and there patches of Ehododcndrous, Heaths, and
other appropriate shrubs, and rough blocks of stone

scattered amongst them. The scene was truly surprising

and beautiful. The gi'eenhouse is a unique thing, set

upon walls hewn out of the solid rock ; a flat rock for

the central stage, the sides of which are covered with

more tender Ferns, and elegant mosses and Lycopods.

The Heaths and other plants were in pots, set upon the

rocky stage and platforms (I should have preferred them
in rustic vases) : it looked like fairy land. We emerged
from this hollow ou the opposite side to that we entered, '

and again came out into the dressed ground, the eon-
|

trast between the two being very striking and com-
plete. A winding walk between mimic hills brought us

in view of the mansion, a solid stone-built structure.

1 strongly suspect the hollow we had just left was made
j

by getting out of it tho stone to build this house with.
,

On one front of the house are terraces ; the first, beds
|

of flowers on turf; the second, turf, without beds; and t

the third, beds of flowers in a difl'ercnt style to the
j

first. The beds were well furnished, and blooming pro-

fusely. In fact, the best show of. flowers in the open
air I have seen yet this season was there. Beyond these

terraces there is a circular space, in the centre of which
is a fountain. A walk surrounds it, and an arbour of

climbing Roses^the sort used is an evergreen variety

uamed Felicite perpetm. It is a pretty medium-sized

Rose, and a most jirodigious bloomer in largo clusters.

The way from this cool arbour of sweet Roses led us

into a rocky glen, the sides of which were covered with

the larger-growing I'erns, forming " a gloomy shade ;

"

this way is winding, and brings the visitor to a door,

which opens, and reveals a view of Orchids and moss-

covered pillars. This is another wonderful change.

Passing through this Orchid house, in which I observed

some good Slanlwpeas in bloom, we came to the

vineries, &c., noticed previously. A more interesting

and varied place I never had the pleasure of seeing.

Mr. Spode allows his beautiful grounds, gardens, &c., to

be seen twice a week during the summer season—

I

think the gardener said on Tuesday and Thursday.

A greater treat to lovers of gardening in various styles

cannot be imagined. T. ArrLEisy.

NEGLECTED PLANTS.

It cannot have escaped the notice of those whose
memory will carry them back a few years, how many
useful and ornamental ]dants have been ushered before

the world in such flattering terms as would seem to

leave little more to desire in the way of improvement in

their respective species ; a new variety of vegetable, a

week or ten days earlier than any that jireceded it, and
another one earlier still than tho last one, and so on,

until the gardener woidd be inclined to suppose that if
|
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the stateraonts were all tnie, the variety in riuestion,

must be ready for use by the time (if not before) it was
sown.
As a counterpart to this, Florists have been equally

industrious iu mulliplyiug the numerous fiuuilies they

have, of late years, taken under their patronage, and,

consequently, adapted to themselves the same spirit of

rivalry in eulogising their respective favourites. To a

certain extent, this is not only e.Kcusable, but higldy

laudable. The censorship lying with that all-powerful

agent, " the British public ;" hut John Hull is not
infallible any more than other mortals: and though his

opinion in horticultural matters may often be dictated

by judgment rather than by caprice, yet there are cases

iu which the latter prevails, as will be seen by the

singular conclusions he now and then arrives at.

Certain favourite plants of his, as well as certain

schemes, seem to him to be indispensable to the well-

being of society, and ho rarely abandons anything be
takes iu hand, bo that the planting of a potato, or the
discovery of a north-west passage.

It would be unjust to horticulturists to say that their

endeavours, the last few years, have not thrown any light

on the sad disease which has been devastating the
Potato, season after season, with some slightly varied

results, the crops of our cottagers, as well as the more
e.Ktensivo growers who have embarked in the trade
honest John Bull so much clings to. This tenacity has,

of course, led to many experiments in the way of

remedying the evil, and many useful, and apparently
practical, modes of treatment have been pointed out, as

well by the experimentalist as by the theorist, but all of

them have, in their turn, fallen into oblivion, or been
found not to be efiectual, save under the treatment of the

originator; and many ludicrous notions regarding the
cause, as well as the remedy, of this curious disease, have
been before the world, and yet the disorder rages with
all its violence, and, in all probability, will be worse
this season than for many that are past. It becomes a
matter of serious import whether the many ingenious
contrivances to counteract it have not been misapplied

;

yet nothing is to bo had without enquiry, and we do
not find fault with John Bull's tenacity to an old-

established favourite, still less do we attempt to suggest
any better remedy than some of those already before the
world. In fact, it would require a considerable amount
of study to devise any scheme or idea that had not
either been tried or presented to the world in some
shape or other long ago.

Leaving the Potato, which, I am sony to say, threatens
to become much diseased in the neighbourhood I write
from, I will take a glance at one or two things which
John Bull, in his capricious mood, has thought fit to

neglect or abandon ; and, taking advantage of his ver-

satile character in the matter, will hazard the invasion
of another one's province.

Whenever a new plant or flower is first " sent out,"

it is usually announced in terms such as makes every
one fain to obtain possession of it, provided it emanates
from reputable hands. Now, it not unfrequeutly hap-
pens that the public, after having witnessed it once or
twice, and seen it, perhaps, have a place on some
winning stand, take a dislike to it, in consequence of
its habit, or some other point, not confirming to the
standard they had laid down as the one of excellence.

Why they should be so difficult to please in some cases,

and so easy in otiiers, is not for me to define ; but it is

a matter of notoriety, that many valuable and beautiful

plants fall into neglect in consequence of the fashion-

able world not caring for them, or giving an adverse
opinion on them.

It would be easy to mention several of this class ; but,
first of all, let me name the Willow -leaved Veronica,

which, blooming in autumn in such profusion, assuredly

deserves more attention than it receives, while, in point
of habit and healthiness of foliage, there is little left

to wish for; yet this pretty plant is seldom seen ; and
since the first year or two of its introduction, it has
fallen into such a statu of neglect as makes it almost
unknown, except amongst the growers of old plants,

which it certainly is not. As young plants are easily

obtained by cutting, and as they stand the winter with
but slight protection, and in many seasons require none
at all, it becomes a matter of astonishment whether its

neglect arises from mere caprice or ignorance of its

merits. The latter, we hope, is the case with many who
have not seen it in good condition in their ttower-

borders at a time when little but late Dahlias and Chry-
santhemums presented anything of " a show."

Thougli this Veronica is not an old plant with us,

yet it has been established long enough to be known far

and wide, and it is increased with so mucli ease as to

be in every cottage garden in the kingdom, for seeds are

produced in numbers scarcely excelled by any plant
whatever, and it strikes as freely from cuttings as a
Willow, that there is no excuse for it not being in every
collection, however meagre; and although bard winters

will kill it, still it is only hard winters that so affect it,

and it may be regarded as hardy as the Tea-rose, and
similar things ; being of itself a shrub, or tree, it is not
right to compare it with anything but plants of a
similar habit, and we have no doubt but the same
amount of protection will preserve the Veronica that is

wanted for the Tea-rose ; and as our readers are aware
this is only a sort of slight covering of fern, furze, or

other evergreen boughs, the amount of protective matter
will not be much. When in a mixed flower-border, it is

customary to leave the plants to their fate until the

prospect of severe weather renders some covering neces-

sary, in order to protect them against the evils of a frost

so much sharper than they were accustomed to endure
in their native place.

Another neglected plant, though of much older in

troduction, in fact, so old and well known that it would
be difficult to find any one who has not some knowledge
of its existence, is the Hydrangea hortensis, or old

variety. The more recent introduction, " Japonica," is

far from being as pretty.

This fine old plant is to be found in many positions

;

at one time adorning the parterre of the nobleman ; at

others, growing in an old make-shift-of-a-fiower-pot in

some humble cottager's window ; while, at other times,

it is seen growing in some shrubbery border, when
respect for its appearance has led to its being allowed

to ramble, not only over the small fry in front of it, but
also to usurp a good part of the walk, or grass plot, by
which such border is bounded. We do not, by any
means, find fault with the license granted it ; on the

contrary, it richly deserves it ; and we hope to see it

more extensively grown in the latter way, for it is

tolerably hardy, and not at all likely to give way to the

frosts, or other inclemencies of any ordinary season,

although we now and then have one like that of 18;37-38,

which makes this, as well as many other plants (including

natives), sufi'er by its violence; however, in general,

the Hijdranijea will thrive, and produce abundance of

tiower-buds)in a fine season, and on adry soil ; which buds
are also certain to produce blooms the ensuing season,

unless in the mean time some unexpected severity has
deprived the shoot of vitality. Moreover, the jilant is

also so accommodating as to root freely from ripened

wood in spring, as well as from young shoots in summer,
that it deserves our acknowledgments on that score

;

and as these ripened shoots strike root, and, where the

embryo root had been formed, bloom likewise, it is from
thence that we so often see such nice heads of bloom on
plants in five or six-inch pots. Now, this is very easily

accomplished, by all having a good plant to cut from

;
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for a very little experience will enable the operator to

ascertain v.hicli is a flower-bnd and which only wood,
tlie former being more plump and bulky. Cuttings five

or si.x; iuclies long root freely with very indifierent
treatment

; and a number of tliem may he depended on
as being likely to grow to a certain height, and no
fnrther, so that the Uower-gardener has no difficulty in
giving tliem tlieir allotted place.

While calling attention to neglected plants, I may as
well, also, remind our flower-gardening friends, that in
the many improvements certain favourites have under-
gone, there are some woitliy ones which are but little

improved, more especially in the points which make
tbem desirable as ornaments in the flower-garden.
Chrysanthemums, for instance, have been described as
having to possess a certain number of good qualities to
approach to anything Lke excellence : but one point of
the most vital importance to flower-gardening is omitted, I

we mean " eai-liness ;" for however good the qualities of I

the flower may be, they are valueless for out-door pur-
poses unless tliey be sufficiently early to display them-
selves before severe weather sets in. 'We should, there-

i

fore, like to see varieties introduced that would flower
|

without any extraordinary attention some considerable
i

time before the period ai'rives for their being cut off. If
tliey could be got to expand their blooms by the middle
of September in the common flower-border, they would
have a better chance to serve the season ; whereas, most
of the varieties now in use too frequently have to sue-

,

cumb to King Frost just as they are beginning to bloom, i

to the no small disappointment of young cultivators,
I

who may have prided themselves on the healthiness of
their plants, and their prospects of sujierb blooms ; and
even if the autumn frosts should keep away, the amount
of moisture with which the air is charged is equally
fatal to their appearauce ; besides which, the season is

'<

in a manner gone wherein out-door flowers are regarded
with interest. J. Robson.

!

HARVESTING OF WHEAT.
A GRE.\T change in the opinion of farmers has taken

place, within a few years, as regards the best time for

commencing the cutting of Wheat; it is now cut much
earlier than formerly. It is, however, often delayed

beyond the best period by many farmers, even at the

present time, after all the experience they have had as

to the advantage of early cutting. I often hear it said

by parties, that their Wheat is quite fit for the sickle,

but they have other important work to do before they

can commence harvest ; but this, although a very com-
mon occurrence, is a most objectionable practice, and
usually attended with more or less loss, and goes far to

prove that sufficient foresight has not been used in order

to anticipate the time of harvest, and thereby arrange

other important farming operations, and complete them
in due time.

AVhen Wheat is fit to cut, it is the best practice to

bring all the ]iower that can be mustered to hear upon
the cutting of the crop, for it is of immense importance

;

and if any proof of the fact were necessary, it is only to

refer to past seasons, and it wiU then be remembered
that the best quality of Wheat was that portion of the

crop first cut.

The colour of the straw generally indicates the time

when this crop may be safely cut, but the best guide is

the examination of the grain itself; for if found not to

yield any moisture when pressed between the finger and

thumb, it is then in the best state for cutting. The

grain soon becomes of less value if allowed to remain

uncut; for although the effect of the sun is all-important

towards ripening the corn, and bringing it to maturity

and perfection, yet, after tliat period, it has a damaging

influence, and gradually changes the colour of the gi"ain,

and reduces its weight and quality.

Several difl"erent modes of cutting are in use at pre-

sent. Reaping is the old method, but not much in

practice now. The straw lies so very straight in the

sheaf, that after taking a heavy rain it does not readily

get dry again without untying the sheaves, which is at-

tended with loss and waste ; the only advantage in

reaping is by cutting above the weeds or clover, in case

the crop is foul, or seeded for a clover crop the following

season.

Mowing is advocated by many, and it certainly an-

swers very well with a good standing crop without

many weeds amongst it ; but in case the crop is lodged,

and beaten down by wind and rain, mowing is im-

practicable, or attended with great loss and waste. It

is, however, the cheapest method by which Wheat can

be cut by hand-labour, and secures the greatest portion

of straw, it being cut closer to the ground than by any

other mode. The best plan in mowing is to throw the

swarth to the standing com, women or boys following

to separate the swarth, and bind it into sheaves.

The third and last method of cutting by hand-labour

is called bagging, or fagging, which has advantages, to

some extent, over the other modes before alluded to.

When the crop is very stout and lieavy, or much laid

by the weather, this is by far the best plan of cutting,

it being most expeditious and least wasteful. By this

method, the corn sustains but little injury whilst ex-

posed in the field, for the sheaves being loose and

uneven at the bottom, in case they take rain, they

are soon dry again ; and, from the same reason, should

a portion of grass or weeds be tied-up in the sheaves,

they are soon dry and fit for carting. It has always

appeared to me that, as a general method, fagging

affords nearly all the advantages attained by either

reaping or mowing, without the disadvantages.

Having said thus much relative to cutting Wheat by

hand-labour, I propose to consider how it may be cut

most beneficially by machinery. As labour becomes

more scarce and dear, the reaping machines will, no

doubt, be brought more into requisition ; and although

instances may be adduced of these machines being used

with some advantage during the last year or two, I am
still of opinion that great improvements must be made

in them before they will become of general utility.

The manner of proceeding with the crop after being

cut is the next thing to be considered; and the old
[

method of allowing the crop to lie in grip, thus remain-

ing upon the ground for some days, is the worst possible
i

plan, involving, as it does, more or less damage to the

gi'ain, either in rainy or sunny weather
j

As soon as the corn is cut it is desirable to have it
'

tied into sheaves of a moderate size imm'.diately, and
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set up into stooks, or shocks, containing ten sheaves

encli; and, as a general rule, the corn should not be cut

unless it is dry enough to tie up iu sheaf. The manner

of setting-up tlie stooks is of some consequence ; and, to

provide against wind and rain, the sheaves should he

set in a sloping position, hy placing them wide a])art at

the bottom ; the ears will then settle well togctlier at

the top, and, in a great measure, prevent the access of

rain into the sheaves. Some parties prefer setting up

the sheaves in a small circle, each top leaning to the

centre, and then take a slieaf, spreading it out in a

reversed position over the jiile of sheaves in the form

of a liood, wliicli serves to keep ofi' the rain, and make

the pile stand firmer against the wind. Sut this method,

unless carried out with gi-eat care, is of but little service,

and it being more expensive is not likely to come into

general use; besides which, tlie wet harvests, which

render any unusual precautions necessary, do not occur

oftener tliaii once in seven years, upon the average

of seasons.

In carting Wheat to the stack, or barn, I believe many
parties are not aware bow soon this may be done with

advantage, after being cut and set up into stook. Should

the crop be free from weeds, and the weather hot and

dry, the sooner the Wheat is carted to stack, or barn,

the better, provided tlio straw is sufficiently ripe and

dead, so as not to heat in the stack. When the sun

shines, and the weather is hot, without rain, the Wheat
will be fit to carry to stack about the third or fourth

day after cutting, provided it is free from weeds, and

has not taken rain.

It is not necessary, as some farmer imagine, that the

grain should be quite hard before it is stacked. I have

often carted Wheat in dry, hot weather, when the grain

has been comparatively soft, and have thrashed and
delivered the grain to the miller at the end of twenty

days from the time of carting, the corn being iu a liard

and brittle state, and the weight of the grain being

greater than at any after period of the year. The fact

is, that Wheat, by remaining in tlie field after it is once

fit to cart, if the weather be ever so fine, receives

damage by the action of the sun ; it loses its bright,

blooming colour, becomes thick iu bran, and weighs

light; iu proof of which, if a sample is taken from the

inside of the sheaf, where it has never been exposed to

the sun, it will prove much better than one selected

from the ears on the outside of the sheaf. I would

here observe, that carting of Wheat is often delayed

unnecessarily, from some circumstances iu the business

of farming, such as the sowing of backward Turnips,

and other comparatively unimportant work ; and it is

often delayed by waiting for a large quantity, or the

produce of a particular field to be ready at the same
time ; but to show the bad policy of this manner of

proceeding, 1 would call attention to the seasons of

18i8, and 18r)2, in both of which, after the rains began,

the whole crop of Wheat not carted was seriously

damaged ; and I remarked, in both seasons, that some
farmers got into stack and barn a large portion of their

Wheat crop before rain set in ; whilst others, upon ad-

joining farms, never carted any Wlieat without being

greatly injured. These circumstances show at once ,

the propriety of carting Wheat as soon as it is ready, !

without regard to other compai'atively trifling farm

operations.

I prefer stacks of a moderate si/.e—those containing

about tliirty or ibrty (piavtcrs of grain are best, tliey are

easier got in or thrashed out on a short winter day, and

the corn is not so likely to heat in the stack. Stacks

made round are generally best, and when intended to

be kept or held over a year, should always bo built upon

a stand to secure them from vermin.

Joseph 1?t,undei,i..

LONDON ANNUAL SUMMER POULTRY SHOW.
Tins fir.st Summer Metropolitan Exhibition of Poultry

was held on the 27th, SSth, and idih of July, al, the Bazaar,

King Street, Portman Square ; and wlietlier we view it with

reference to the aggregate amount and merits of the birds,

or the excellence of the arratigeraents, we have no hesita-

tion in pronouncing it to be the best summer poultiy show
that has yet been held. Nur will we pass over, in this

tribute of praise, the Secretary, Mr. Cathug ; and most sin-

cerely do we ^'ish that all secretaries of similar institutions

would not only imitate his iinweariable industry, Irat liis

uudisturbable good-humom- and courtesy. We hope that

the attendance throughout was good; but, liowever nume-
rous the visitors may have been, they will be still more
numerous next year, when the cabmen's strike will not
prevent many from visiting the Bazaai' wiio were so pre-

venteel on the present occasion.

Our praise must not be withheld from the attention paid

to supplying the birds witli food, dry, moist, and green ; nor
from the sedulous care bestowed upon removing and break-

ing the eggs as soon as laid. Praise is equally merited for

restricting the show to three days, and for avoiding alto-

gether exhibiting by gas light These humane considera-

tions for the comfort and health of the birds we yet hope to

see imitated at Birmingham, for they are far more worthy
of consideration than the increase in the value of the
prizes.

The Silver Champion Gup was fairly won by Mr. G. C.

Adkins, of Birmingham ; for, according to the terms upon
which it was oifered, he was " successful in carrying off the

greatest number of prizes in classes 1 to 4S." Another
year, we think, those terms should be somewhat modified

;

and as the object is to encourage the breed of the most
serriceable kinds of poidti'y, it might be offered to " the

I

winner of the greatest number of first and second prizes in

i
Spanish, Dorking, Shanghae, Game, Turkeys, Geese, and
Ducks." A smaller cup might be given upon the same
terms for "Hamburghs, Polands, Silks, Eumpless, Frizzled,

Guinea fowls, and Bantams."
Let us now pass on to the Exhibition Piooms, and in the

first place give a few comments on the Dhlincl Brccih. We
hoped to find couriction here that our first impression rela-

tive to the Bramah Poiitrus was eri'oneous, but the pens ex-

hiljited rather confirm us in that impression, and we still

think theru a mottley mixture, or mixtures with the ilalay.

The chickens vary from their parents, and the parents are

not uniform. Mr. Eawson's widely differ from Dr. Gwynnc's,
and Dr. Gwynne's chickens are neither like their parents,

nor like those exhibited by Mr. Sheehan. We are told that

the eggs are larger, and tlie breasts more fleshy than those

of the Shanghae, whicli Dr. Gwynne's mucli resemble. If

these characteristics are inherited, then so far the breed is

an improvement.
Tlie greatest novelty here were the I'larmitjaii, or Grovse-

fvofcd I'ulands, exhibited by Dr. Burney. The old birds are

almost as small as Dumpies ; white, with slightly yellowed
hackle, white top-linots, and remarkably sliort sUghtly-

feathered or booted legs. The combs are cupped, and the

cocks tail well sickled. The chickens exhibited of this
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breed were eminently attractive. They were of the purest
dead white, light, and sylphid in fonn, remaikably deeply
viilture-hocked, and booted. They were very rapid and
gliding in their movements, and very timid, we should
think from being frequently limited up to shew themselves,
for the parents are suihciently sedate. Dr. Biirney informs
us that they do not care for corn and the usual food of
chickens, but prefer ant's eggs, and the insect food of a pas-
ture. They were imported by a relative of Dr. Bumey, but
at present he cannot state from whence.
The Alijerian Silk Fnu-h have a dull brownish - yellow

plumage, very much resembling the under fui' of a hare.
They are single combed, with neck hackle grizzled with
black, and ai'e almost tailless.

The Chamois Polaiuh aie the same as the Yellow Spangled.
The Jerusalem Fowls seem to he a cross between the

Malay and the Silver-pencUled Hamburgh ; and the Eussiait
look like a heaided cross between a Jlalay and Lemon-
coloured Shanghae. Though bearded, they have no top-
knots.

The While Pohutds ivith black top-knots are only an
approach to that much-coveted variety; the top-knot and
hackle being faintly laced with black.

The Silk Slmnyhae Hen, or, as it is now called, the Emu
fowl, which we described when exhibited at Famingham,
was also here, and some chickens bred from her by a
Shanghae cock. They were in no respect diiJereiit from
buffShanghae chickens, mth black hackle andfeathered legs.

We made some notes upon the crosses between vaiious of
the old varieties, which we shall place before our readers at

another opportunity.

The Spanish classes were the best we ever saw gathered
together in one arena. Captain Hornby, most deservedly, as
usual, carried off the first and second prizes. The birds,

however, were not in such tine condition as we have seen
them, which is not a matter for surprise, when we remember
the nearness of moulting, the badness of the weather, and
their recent exhibition in an open shed at Gloucester. "We
must observe, that in pen 26, belonging to Mr. Jones, the
cock was highly excellent in form and other points, but was
very out of condition. The Spanish chickens were not pre-
eminently good, but we must except the cockerel in Captain
Hornby's prize pen. It is a most promising bird, and the
white face is developing unusually eai'ly and well.

The Dorkinijs were all eminentjy good. Captain Hornby
here, also, took the first and second prizes. His birds had
a breadth and size unapproached by tlieir competitors. The
cock in Mr. I'aiker's pen, which took the thud prize, was a
very stylish bird, but the whole were below the oUier two
pens both in size and substance. The Dorking chickens
were all good, and some were as large as the full-grown
fowls in some of the pens of old birds. The While Dorkings
were as good as they usuaDy ai'e now, but we feel assui'ed

that they are much degenerated in size from what they
possessed in former years. They seem to want fresh blood ;

and who can answer the rejoinder, Where is it to come
from?
With tlie exception of the three prize pens, tlie fuU-grown

light-coloured Slmnghues were below an average in merit
and number, which might be on account of the earHness of
the moulting season. In chickens of the light varieties

there were no less than lot! pens ; and either we are become
more fastidious, or the whole of them were far from very
superior. In the darker varieties, and among the White,
there were some very superior birds—indeed, Mi-s. Her-
bert's and Mr. Peter's White chickens were the best we have
ever seen. It must have somewhat puzzled the judges to

decide which should be first.

Game fowls were very few in number, but there were some
very good bu-ds among them. Mr. Buckley's prize chickens,
though not uniform, were as good as any we ever saw. The
chickens wliich Mr. Adkins put the highest value on took
only the thii-d prize, whilst his lower-priced birds obtained
the second. He will not be surprised at this, when he
notices what a bad mixture there is in the colour of the
former's plumage.
The Hamburghs, as a whole, were inferior, with the ex-

ception of the Golden-spangled. The birds which took the
first prize belonged to Mr. Adkins, and wei-e eminently rich
in their colour and markings.

The Polands were good in all the classes ; and we would
observe, as bearing upon a recent contioversy, that in evei"y

instance of which we took a note the prizes were awarded
to bearded specimens. We ventme to observe that, when
the judges awarded the third prize to Pen 1, in Class 38,

they must have overlooked the total want of unifoimity of

colour in their beards. We never saw Black Polands in

much worse condition.

In Bantams, could we have seen coirectly that the combs
of the hens in Pen 4'.i had been trimmed? Pens 33 and 35,

While Bantams, belonging to the Kev. G. F. Hodson and
Jlr. Moncey, were very good.

Geese and Bucks were also very good ; but Turkeys were
few, and not first-rate.

The total number of pens occupied by the different

varieties was as follows ;

—

48 Spanish. 31 Bantams.
98 Dorking. 62 Distinct Breeds.

35.5 Shanghae. 12 Geese.
33 Malay. 4(i Ducks.
33 Game. 4 Turkeys.
103 Hamburghs. 8 Guinea Fowl.
47 Polands. 1.54 Pigeons.

Altogether, amounting to 1053 pens.
The judges were Edward Hewitt, Esq., Eden Cottage,

Sparbrook, Birmingham ; WiUiam Symonds, Esq., Rodwell,

'\Ve)-mouth ; and Mr. John Baily, Mount Street, Grosvenor
Square. The prizes they awarded were as follows :

—

Class I SPANISH. (Cock aud two Hens.)

10. First prize, Captain W. W. Honiby, R.N., Knowsley, Prescot.
9. Second prize. Captain \V. \V. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley, Prescot.
2. Third prize, T. H. Fos, 44, Skinner-street, Snow. hill.

! Class II.—SPANISH. (Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

4. First prize, Captain W. \X. Hornby, K.N., Knowsley, Prescot.

j
0. Second prize, Edward Owen, High-street, Shadwell. 7. Third prize,

' Edward Owen, High-street, Shadwell.

Class III.—SPANISH. (Cock and one Pullet, Chickens of 1653.)

4. First prize, J. G. Ramsden, Ivy Lodge, Twickenham. 9. Second
prize, James Buckley, Llanelly, Carmarthenshire.

Class IV.—DORKING-COLOURED. (Cock and two Hens.)

12. First prize. Captain W, W. Hornby, Knowsley, Prescot. 13.

Second prize. Captain W. W. Hornby, Knowsley, Prescot. 29. Third
prize, nirs. T. T. Parker, Astley Hall, Chorley, Lancashire.

Class v.—DORKING—COLOURED. (Cock and three Pullets,

Chickens of 1853.)

17. First prize. Rev. James Boys, Biddenden. 8. Second prize, Capt.
W. W. Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, Prescot. 9. Third prize, Captain
W. W. Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, Prescot.

Class VI.—DORKING. (Cock and one Pullet, Chickens of 1853.)

4. First prize, Captain W. W. Hornby, K.N., Knowsley Cottage,
Prescot. 21. Second prize, Mrs. T. T. Parker, Aslley-hall, Chorley.

Class VII DORKING—WHITE. >Cock and two Hens.)

6. First prize, Joseph Jennens, Moseley, Birmingham. 1. Second
prize, Mrs. Mills, Bisteme, Ringwood, Hants. 3. Third prize, John
Fairlic, Cheveley Park, Newmarket.

Class VIII.—DORKING (Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

7. First prize, Nathaniel -\ntell, Portsea, Hants. 10. Second prize,

Mrs. Ann Wilcox, Nailsea Court, Bristol. 3. Third prize, John Fairlie,

Cheveley Park, Newmarket.

Class IX.—COCHIN-CHINA-CINNAMON, BUFF, or LEMON.
(Cock and two Hens.)

43. First prize, T. H. Potts, Kingswood Lodge, Croydon. 40. Second
prize, Lord Berwick, CronkhiU, Shrewsbury. 38. Third prize, Charles
Punchard, Blunt's Hall, Haverhill.

^"This class not meritorious.;

Class X.—COCHIN-CHINA—CINNAMON, BUFF, or LEMON.
(Cock and three Pullets.)

56. First prize, Edward Terry, Aylesbury. 90. Second prize, H. M.
Sparham, Brigadier-hill, Enfield. 126. Third prize, Henry Gilbert, 47,

Upper Phillimore-place, Kensington.

Class XI.—COCHIN-CHINA—BROWN, PARTRIDGE, or GROUSE.
(Cock and two Hens.)

6. First prize, C. Punchard, Blunt's Hall, Haverhill. 1. Second prize,

John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket.

ClassXII.—COCHlN-CHINA-BROWN, PARTRIDGE, orGROUSE.
(Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

11. First prize, W. B. Wapplebeck, Bull-ring, Birmingham. 19.

Second prize, Charles Punchard, Blunt's Hall, HaverhUl.

Class XIII.—COCHIN.CHIN.\—CINNA.MON, BUFF, LEMON,
BROWN, P.\RTRIDGE or GROUSE. Cock and one Pullet.)

5g. First prize, John Harrison, jun., Snelston Hall, Ashbourne. 67.

Second prize, Charles Punchard, Blunt's Hall, Haverhill.
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Class XIV.—COCHIN-CHINA—WHITE. (Cock and two Hens.)

6. First prixe, G. C. Peters, near Moseley, Birmingham. S. Second
prize, Benjnmiu Holmes, 112, Hcw-street, Birmingham.

Class XV.-COCHIN-CHINA—WHITE. (Cockand three Pullets,

Chickens of 1833.)

13. First prize, Mrs. Edmund Herbert, Powick, Worcestershire. 17.

Second prize, G. C. Peters, Moseley, near Birmingham. S. Third prize,

E. H. L. Meston, Great Yarmouth.

Clasa XVI.—COCHIN-CHINA—BLACK. (Cockand two Hens.)

15. First pri?;e, Henry Parker, Church-lane, HanswortU. 2. Second
prize, Jacob Crawther, Isleworth. 3. Third prize, G. C. Adkina, Edg-
baaton, Birmingham.

Class XVII.—COCHIN-CHINA—BLACK. (Cock and one Pullet,

Chickens of 1853.)

5. First prize, Rev. George Calvert, Rceby, near Leicester. 12. Second
prize, C, J. Braine, Abbotsley, Newton Abbot.

Class XVHI.—MALAY. (Cock and two Hens.)

14. First prize, Manstone and Goodman, High-street, Tottenham. 10.

Second prize, Cyrus Clark, Street, near Glastonbury, y. Third prize,

Charles Ballance, 5. fliount-torrace, Taunton.

Class XIX.—MALAY. (Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

2. First prize, James Leighton, 183, High-street, Cheltenham. 3.

Second prize, W. \V. Hayne, Sutton, Surrey.

Class XX.—GAME FOWLS—WHITE and PILES. (Cock and two
Hens.)

1. First prize, Edward Farmer, Great Sparkbrook, Birmingham. S.

Second prize, J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick Court, Wrington. 5. Third prize,

R. W. Wilson, Stamford-le-Hope, Romford, Essex.

Class XXI.—GAME FOWLS—WHITE and PILES. (Cock and three
Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

1. First prize, John Buckley, Desford, Leicester.

Class XXII. — GAME FOWLS — BLACK-BREASTED and other
REDS, (Cock and two Hens.)

2. First prize, G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham, 9. Second
prize, F. Poweil, Hillingdon, near Uxbridge. 5, Third prize, Captain
W. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage, Prescot.

Class XXIII.—GAME FOWLS, BLACK-BREASTED, and other
REDS. (Cock and three PuUeta, Chickens of 1853.)

3. First prize, John Buckley, Desford. Leicester. 4. Second prize, R.
W. Wilson, Stamford-le-Hope, Romford, Esses.

Class XXV.—GAME FOWLS—BLACK and BRASSY-WINGED,
except GREYS. (Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

1. First prize, R. W. Wilson, Stamford-le-Hope, Romford, Essex.

Class XXVI.—GAME FOWLS—DUCKWINGS, andotherGREYS
and BLUES. (Cock and two Hens.)

". First prize, F. H. Powell, Hillingdon, Uxbridge. 3. Second prize,
E. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 2. Third-prize, E. C. Adkins,
Edgbaston, Birmingham.

Class XXVII.—GAME FOWLS—DUCKWINGS, and other GREYS
and BLUES. (Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

I. First prize, G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 2. Second
prize, G. W. Wilson, Stamford-le-Hope, Romford.

Class XXVIII GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. (Cock
and two Hens.)

4. First prize, C. Edwards, Brislington, Bristol. 14. Second prize,
W. Page, Sutton-within, near Dartford, 13. Third prize, C. J. Mold,
Wingfield Park, Bclper.

Class XXIX,—GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGH, (Cock and
three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

8. First prize, J. B. Chune, Coalbrookdale, Shropshire. 6. Second
prize, W. B. Mapplebeck, Bull-ring. Birmingham. 5. Third prize. Rev,
T. L. Fellowes, Beighton Rectory, Acle, Norfolk.

Class XXX.—SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. (Cock and
two Hens.)

15. First prize, Mrs. Mills, Bisternc, Ringwood, Hants. 6. Second
prize, G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 25, Third prize, Hon.
Mrs. Astley, Swanton-house, Thetford.

Class XXXI,—SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGH, (Cockand
three Pullets, Chickens of 1353.)

12. First prize, Miss Rachel Walker, Clipstone Rectory, Northampton.
3. Second prize, G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 15, Third
prize, Mrs. Helen Ker Seymer, Haiiford, Blandford.

Class XXXII.—GOLDEN-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. (Cock
and two Hens.)

2. First prize, G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 6. Second
prize, Joseph Jorden, Waterfall-cottage, Birmingham. 3. Third prize,
G, C. Adkins, Edgbaston, near Birmingham.

£This class meritorious.]

Class XXXIII.—GOLDEN-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. (Cock
and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

5. Second prize, T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst.

Class XXXIV.—SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. (Cockand
two Hens.)

II. First prize, Joseph Jennens, Moseley, Birmingham. 14, Second
prize, Thomas MacCann, Graham-bouse, Malvern. 7. Third prize,
G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

Class XXXV.—SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. (Cockand
three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

9. First prize, R.S.Thomson, 1, Adelaide-terrace, Windsor. S. Se-
cond prize, G. C. Adkins. Edgbaston. Birmingham, 3, Third prize,
John Fairlie, Cheveley-park, Newmarket.

[This class meritorious,]

Class XXXVI.—BLACK POLAND WITH WHITE CRESTS.
(Cock and two Hens.)

5. First prize, G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 9. Second
prize. A. Balls, Nazing, Essex. 15. Third prize, Mrs. G. C. Peters,
Moseley, Birmingham.

Class XXXVII.—BLACK POLAND WITH WHITE CRESTS.
(Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

3. First prize, G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. I. Second
prize, C. Rawson, Walton-on-Thames.

Class XXXVIII.—GOLDEN POLANDS. (Cock and two Hens.)

5. First prize, W. G. Vivian, Singleton, 4, Second prize, W. G,
Vivian, Singleton. 1. Third prize, C. Rawson, The Hurst, Watton-on-
Thames.

Class XXXIX.—GOLDEN POLANDS. (Cock and three PuUets,
Chickens of 1853.)

3 Third prize, W. B. Mapplebeck, Bull-ring, Birmingham-

Class XL. SILVER POLANDS. (Cock and two Hens.)

1. First prize, C. Rawson, Walton-on-Thames. 4. Second prize, G. C>
Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 8. Third prize, Thomas H. Potts,
Kingswood Lodge, Croydon.

Class XLI.—SILVER POLANDS. (Cock and three Pullets, Chickens
of 1853.)

5. First prize, T. H. Potts, Kingswood Lodge, Croydon. 2. Second
prize, C. Edwards, Bristlington, Bristol. 0. Third prize, T. H. Potts,
Kingswood Lodge, Croydon.

Class XLII.—BANTAMS, GOLD LACED. (Cock and two Hens.)

1. First prize, C. Rawson, Walton-on-Thames. 2. Second prize, C.
Rawson, M'alton-on-Thames.

Class XLII.—BANTAMS, SILVER LACED.
19. First prize, Frank Redmond, Swiss Cottage, St. John's-wood.

1 7- Second prize, James Bissell, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

Class XLII.—BANTAMS, WHITE. (Cock and two Hens.)

33. First prize, Rev. G, F. Hodson, Chew Magna. 35. First prize.
James Moncey, Norwich.

Class XLII.—BANTAMS, BLACK. (Cock and two Hens.)

42. First prize, George Jackson, jun., Hitchen, Herts. 37, Second
prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley-park, Newmarket.

Class XLII.—BANTAMS, BLACK-BREASTED RED. (Cock and
two Hens.)

49. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley-park, Newmarket. 4?. Second
prize. T. H. Fox, 44, Skinner-street, Snow-hill. 51. Second prize,
Joseph Dutton, Bury St. Edmunds.

Class XLIIL—DISTINCT BREED. (Old Birds.)

18. First prize, John Franklin, Bexley Heath, Kent. (Emu hen.)
41. First prize, T. H. Potts, Kingswood Lodge. Croydon. (White
Poland.) 6. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket.
(Chamois Poland Fowl.) 2. Second prize, Dr. Burney, Brockhurst
Lodge, Gosport. (Ptarmigan or Grouse-footed Poland Fowls.) 3. Second
prize, C. Rawson, Walton-on-Thames. (Algerian Silk Fowl.) 4.
Second prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket. (Dumpies.)
9. Second prize, G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. (China Silk
Fowl.) 16. Second prize, W, G. Vivian, Singleton. (Frizzle Fowls.)
17- Second prize, John Buckley, Desford, Leicester. (Rumpkin Fowls.;
28. Second prize, A. Williams. Reading. (Blue Polands.) 37. Second
prize, T. Lyne, Malmsbury. (Booted Bantams.)

Class XLIV.—DISTINCT BREED. (Chickens.)

2. First prize. Dr. Burney, Brockhurst Lodge, Gosport, (Ptarmigan,
or Grouse-footed Poland Fowl.) d. First prize, W. G. Vivian, Singleton.
(White Poland). 7. Second prize, W. G. Vivian, Singleton. (White
Poland.) 8. Second prize, W. G. Vivian, Singleton. (Normandy.)
U. Second prize, Isaac Jecks, Trowse, Norwich. (China Silk Chickens.)
15. Second prize, W. C. Gwynne, M.D., Sandbach. (Bramah Pootra.)

Class XLV.—GEESE, (Gander and two Geese.)

8. First prize, Austin Williams, 8, Broad-street, Reading. 6. Second
prize, W. G. K. Breavington, Vicarage Farm, Sutton, Hounslow.

Class XLVI.—DUCKS. (Drake and 2 Ducks.)

19 First prize, W. G. K. Breavington, Sutton, Hounslow. (MTiite
Aylesbury.) 34. First prize, B. Heywood, BrooksbanU, Tickhill.
(Rouen.) 42. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley-park, Newmarket.
(Muscovy.) 43. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley-park, Newmarket.
(Black Bombay.) 29. Second prize, Mrs. Ann Wilcox, Nailsea-court.
(White Aylesbury.) 35. Second prize, Captain W. W. Hornby, Knows-
ley. (Rouen.) 41. Second prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley-park, New-
market. (Muscovy.) 45. Second prize, W. Horton, Birmingham.
(Labrador.)

Class XLVII.—TUKKEYS. (Cock and two Hens.)

2. First prize, John Fairiie, Cheveley-park, Newmarket. 4. Second
prize, John Rodbard, Aldwick-court, Wrington.

Class XLVIII.—GUINEA FOWL,
4. First prize, W. G. Vivian, Singleton. Second prize, John Rodbard,

Wrington, Bristol.
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The SiLvr.R Champion Cur, value .-^iS, was awarded to Mr. G. C.

Adltins, Edgba3ton, near Birmingham.

The Dealeks' Pkize, of £5 53,, w.as awarded to Jlr. P. Caatang.of

Leadcnhall Blarket.

PIGEONS.

Judges: Mr. Dean, of Wolstenholme ; assisted by Blr. J. DI. Eato.v.

1. Kcd Pouter-G. C. Adliins. 121. Blue Pouter—A. Balls. 3. Black

Pouter—Edward Farmer. 122. Yellow Pouter—A. Balls. 13. Black

Carriers—A. Balls. 18. Dun Carriers—A Balls. 17- Blue Carriers-

A. Balls. 11. Black Dragons—Edward Farmer. 22. Blue Dragons—.A.

Balls. 25. Yellow Dragons—A. Balls. 28. White Dragons-\V. Woods.
27. Yellow Mottle—W.Woods. 40. ,\lmondTuml)lers—Jones Percivall.

34. Almond Tumblers (2nd prize)—A. Balls. 42. 8hort-faced Mottles—
.1. Porcivall. 41. Red-faced Mottles—A. Balls. 43. Short-faced, Beards
Black, Mottles—A. Balls. 44. Short-faced, Beards Blue, Mottles—A.
Halls. 45. Short-faced. Beards Red, Mottles—A. Balls. 47. Short-

faced, Beards Yellow, Mottles—A. Balls. 49. Short-faced Tumblers,
Red—G. C. Adkins. 52. Jacobins, Red—C. Rawson. 53. Jacobins,

Y'ellow-G. C. Adkins. (il. Owls, Silver—W. H. Goddard. 62. Owls,

Blue— G. C. Adkins. (it. Owls, Yellow—O. C. Adkins. 70. Nuns,
Black—G. C. Adkins. 73. Turbits, Vcllow—G. C. Adkins. 76. Turbits,

Red—C. Rawson. 82. Fautails, Black— G. C. Adkins. 85. Fantails,

White—C. Rawson. 90. Fantails, Blue— G. C. Adkins. 92. Burbes,

Yellow—C. Kawson. 94. Barbes. Red—A. Balls. 95. Barbes. White—
A. Balls. 97. Barbes, Black—A. Balls, llll. Magpies, Black—C.
Jlawson. 106. Trumpeters— J. B. Chune. 111. Runts, Spanish—C.

Rawson. I19. Runts, Leghorn—G. C. Adkins. 124. Good Feathered

Flying Baldheads—W. R. Rose. 125. Good Feathered Flying Bald-

heads, Red— G. C. Adkins. 126 Good Feathered Flying Baldheads,

Blue—W. ^\'ood^. 127. Good Feathered Flying Baldheads, Black—
G. C. Adkins. 133. Feathered Flying Beards, Black—A. Balls. 134.

Feathered Flying Beards, Blue — A. Balls. 135. Feathered Flying

Beards, Red—A. Balls. 139. Feathered Flying Motts, Bed—W. Woods.
140. Feathered Flying Motts, 'Vellow—W. Woods. 144. Australian

Crested—G. C. Adkins. 145. Australian Bronze Wing Crested—G. C.

I Adkins, 146. Australian Passenger—G. C. Adkins. 151. Porcelain

—

J. B. Chune, 152. Archangels—John Bailey, jun. 153. Brunswickers—
John Bailey, jun.

ZINGAHI POULTRY SHOW, IN YORK.

The first sliow of ijoitltry in this cily, under the auspices

of the members of what is called the " Zingari Society,"

was held on July vilst. For the purposes of explanatiou, it

is perhaps necessary to state that the merahers of the

Ziugari Society have been iu the hahit, for the last few

years, of meeting annually for a short period, for the pm'poses

of recreation. Their head-iiuarters have been at their

Gardens near the York County Hospital, in Moukgate, and

it speaks well for the exertit)us of those to whom has been

entrusted the responsibility of making arrangements for, and
obtaining subscribers to, this show, that only about a month
or five weeks have elapsed since the idea was suggested of

holding the exhibition. There never has been in York
before a show of poultry to any considerable extent, not-

withstanding the attention which has been directed to the

subject, and therefore when it was determined to have a

show, to promote the improvement of the breed of poultry,

it was never thought that it would be on any very extensive

scale. The result, however, has proved what can be effected

by properly directed and zealous efforts, and the show was

of such a character as surpassed any previous one we have

ever seen, and exceeded, we may also observe, tlie most san-

guine anticipations of its promoters. In the first instance, a

spirited worldng committee was appointed, which was assisted

by an able and industrious secretai'y, Mr. Henry i'rcston,

upon whom has devolved a large amount of labour and

anxiety, which can be best appreciated by the persons who
were ijrescnt at the show. The object was, to bring together

tlie best poultry that could be exhibited from the neighbour-

liood of York, the schedule of prizes being sufficient to

allow every person who had a good bird of any of the breeds

mentioned, to exhibit it in any class that was suited for it,

the prizes oft'ered amounting in tlie whole to nearly .i'iiO.

Tlie site chosen for the exhibition was a field conveniently

and i^leasantly situated adjoining the Zingari Gardens. It is

commodious and l^ell adapted for such a purpose, and the

arrangements made were such as to reflect the higlicst credit

upon the committee for their taste and judgment. To a

person entering the field lliey presented a novel yet pleasing

and neat appearance, and we may, without hesitation, affirm

that a similar design has not anywhere else been seen. The
pens extended continuously round the field, forming a

circle of fifty yards diameter. Their number amounted to

101. Tliey were each three feet long, two feet ten inches high,

and the same in d^'ptli, and as there were about 'i'M entries,

space in the centre had to be devoted to a portion of the

poultry exhibited. The show was open from shortly after

eleven o'clock until six in the evening.

The judges were the Hon. and Itev. S. W. Lawley, E, Bond,
lOsij., and T. H. Travis, Esq., names which fonu a sufficient

guarantee for the impartiality of the decisions arrived at,

and gentlemen well qualified to perforin the duties of such
au office. They awarded the following

PRIZES.

COCHIN-CHINA. Cock and Hen. (Buff or Vellow.)

First prize, Rlr. Braddock, York. Second prize, l\Ir. Woodhouse,
York. Third prize. Rev. G. Hustler, Applcton. Eight entries.

COCHIN-CHINA. Cock and Hen. (Cinnamon or Pencilled light or
dark.)

First prize, Rev. G. Hustler, Appleton. Seven entries

COCHIN-CHINA. Cock and Hen. (White.)

P'irst i)rize, S, C. Floyd, Esq., Sands, Holnifrith. Second prize, Mr.
Braddock, York. Sis entries.

COCHIN-CHINA. Cock and Hen. (Any colour or mixed colour.)

First prize, Miss Thompson, Fairfield. Second prize, Mr. G. Snow,
York. Seven entries.

COCHIN-CHINA. Cock of any age. (Buff or Yellow.)

First prize, T. B. SLead, Esq., Leeds. Second prize, Mr. G. Bumby,
Acomb. Five entries.

COCHIN-CHINA. Hen of any age. (Buff or Yellow.)

First prize, Mr. G. Bumby, Acomb. Second prize, John Hill Smith,
Esq. Six entries.

COCHIN-CHINA. Cock. (Any colour.)

First prize, John Hill Smith, Esq. Second prize, Miss H. C. Preston,
fiulmer. Six entries.

COCHIN-CHINA. Chickens. (Buff or Yellow.)

First prize, Mr. Woodhouse, Y'ork. Thirteen entries.

COCHIN-CHINA. Cock and two Pullets. (Cinnamon or Pencilled
light or dark.)

First prize, Mr. G, Snow, York. Second prize. Miss E. Tuke, York.
Six entries.

COCHIN-CHINA. Cockerell. (Buff or Y'ellow.)

First prize, John Hill Smith, Esq., Skelton. Second prize, Mr. J.
Braddock, Y'ork.

COCHIN-CHINA. Pullet. (Buff or Yellow.)

First prize. JMr. Braddock, York. Second prize, C. S. Floyd, Esq.
Twelve entries.

COCHIN-CHINA. Cockerell. (Cinnamon or Pencilled).

First prize, Mr. Braddock, Y'ork. Second prize, Mr. W. Green, Bolton
Percy. Ten entries.

COCHIN-CHINA. Chickens under ten weeks old. (Buff or Y'ellow.)

First prize,' Rlr. G. Buniby, Acomb. Second prize, Mr. G. Jackson,
York. Highly commended. Rev. W. Parsons, Midge Hall. Fifteen
entries.

COCHIN-CHINA. Three Chickens, (Cinnamon or Pencilled light
or dark.)

First prize, Mr. G. Bnmby, Acomb. Second prize. Rev. G. Hustler,
Applcton. Si.x entries.

COCHIN-CHINA. Clutch of Chickens, with Hen.

First and Third prizes, Mr. G. Bumby, Acomb. Second prize, Mr. J.

Braddock, York. Six entries.

SPANISH. Cock and Hen.

Second prize, Mrs. Garforth, Wigginthorpc. Second prize, C. S.

Floyd, Esip, Sands Holmfritb. No first prize. Eight entries.

SPANISH. Three Chickens.

First prize, T. B. Stead, Esq., Leeds. Second prize, Jas. Pratt, Esq.,
York. Three entries.

DORKING. Cock and Hen.

First prize, T. B. Stead, Esq. Second prize, Rev. W. W. Parsons,
I\Iidge Hill, fliossley. Nine entries.

DORKING. Three Chickens.

First prize, T. B, Stead, Esq. No second prize. Four entries.

GAME. Cock and Hen.

First prize, Mr. J. Nicholson, York. Second prize, T. C. Constable,
Esq., Burton Constable. Seven entries.

MALAY. Cock and Hen.

First prize, l\Ir. G. Jackson, York. One entry.

POLAND. Cock and Hen.

Second prize, T. C. Constable, Esq. No first prize. Three entries.

PHEASANTS. Cock and Hen. (Gold.)

First prize, Mr. Taylor, Groves. Second prize, Mr. George Snow,
York. Commended, Mr. Robinson, York. Seven entries.

BANTAMS. Cock and Hen. (Black.)

First prize, flir. Braddock. Second prize, Mr. Jackson. Two entries.
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BANTAJIS. Cock and Hen. (tlolJ-lace.
|

Second xiTw.c, T. C. Constable, Ksii- No first prize. Fourteen entries.

DUCKS. (Muscovy.)

First prize, Ed. Allen, Esq., York, One entry.

DUCKS. (Aylesbury.)

First prize, Ed. Allen, Esq. Second prize, tir. G. .Tackson. Four
tntrics.

DUCKS. (Koucn.)

First prize, Mr. G. Jackson. Three entries.

GARDENER. 3i0

SEA WEEDS.—No. 0.

( Continuedfrom page 230.)

OP.DEE 2.—SrOEOGHNACE^. !

" Olu'e-colouked, inai'ticiilate Sea Weeds, \vIiose spores

are attached to external, jointed filaments, which are either
;

free or compacted together into liiioh-hke masses."
" A small group," says Dr. Harvey, " containing five

genera, comprising twenty-four species."

It is a ciu'ious fact that they destroy other Ahjic.

DESMAUESTIA.
Name in honour of A. G. Uesmai'est, a celebrated French

naturaUst.

1. DEsji.iT.ESTiA i.icuLATA (Sti'ap-shaped).— " (ienerally

in deep water ; frequent on the southern shores of England
and south auJ we.^t of Ireland. The frond is from two to

six feet long; substance at first cartilaginous, becoming
flaccid when exposed to the air; colour, when growing,

olive brown, becoming green in the air. The fructification

is unknown."
i. D. \TEiDis (Green).—"In the sea, on stones, and the

larger AUjie. Not uncommon. The whole plant has a

feathery and delicate appearance."

3. D. ACULEATA (Pointed).—' Stem short, throwing forth

numerous slender branches, which are repeatedly irregularly

pinnate." When young the branches are fringed with fine

green filaments ; these after a time fall oft', and iU'e suc-

ceeded by stifl' spines, so that it looks like another plant.

In its young state it presents a beautiful object in the water.

If other Alijie are put into a bason of water with the Spo-
rucknoklcie they change colom' and decompose. (The cut at

page '-i-iO, hi of D. amleatn.)

AETHEOCL.\.DIA.
" Frond thread-like, cellular, with an articulated tubular

axis, nodose ; the nodes producing whorls of delicate-jointed

filaments. Fructification, pedicellate moniliform j)ods, borne
on the filaments, and containing, at maturity, a string of

elliptic spores. Name, from two words signifying a joint

and a branch."

Aethhocladia viiiOSA (Hairy).—" Eather rare ; summer
and autumn. It is an elegant weed, slender and gracefvd,

baring " several fronds from the same base ; six mches to

nearly three feet long. Jlr. HassaU, who discovered it in

Scotland, observed, that fresh specimens, when spread upon
paper, rendered it transparent, as if it had been touched
with oil. It adheres well to paper, and, wiien gracefully

arranged, makes an elegant specimen for the herbarium

;

one which was sent to me from Devonshire looks like a

Weeping WiUow."

SPOEOCHUUS.
"Frond filiform, cellular. Fructification, lateral-crested,

stalked receptacles. Name, from a seed and wool, because
tufts of fibres accompany the fructification."

SronocHUUS pedunculatus (Flower-stalked).—On rocks
in deep water; rare; annual; summer and a^itumn. A
beautiful and curious - looking weed, mth its light and
graceful branches.

CAEPOMITEA.
" Frond linear, dichotomous, flat- ribbed, olivaceous.

Fructification, mitriform ; receptacles terminating the
branches, composed of horizontal brauchiug filaments,

whorled round a vertical axis, and producing elliptic oblong
seeds. The name is J'rom two Greek words signifying

mitre-fruit."

Cap.pomitiia C.vcr.En.E.—"Thrown up from deep water;

very rare. It is found not only on the south of England and
Ireland, and of Spain, but it is also a native of New
Zealand. It seems to be rare iu all its recorded stations "

—

Ilarveij.

Though the British species of Sporoi-hmtcece are so few,

and none of them common, save tlie BvsnumsHd, yet they

make up in beauty what is wanting in i>umbers. The
yomig D. actileala, with its beautiful soft, green, silky fringe,

is a lovely weed ; and AillifDclmliu villnsa, adorned by its

small "joint-like swellings and filaments of delicate green,"

wins our admiration. Tho endless variety of the works ot

God is most astonishing, even as regards what is known to

us ; but how much is still hidden from our view, for God
" Doeth great things and unsearchable; marvellous things

without number." Job v. 'J.

OEDiai 3.—LAMINAEIACE^.
" Olive-eoloured Sea Weeds, whose spores are superficial,

either forming indefinite cloud-Uke patches, or covering the
whole surface of the frond."

1. ALAEIA ESCULENTA (Eatable).

" Name, atn, a wing, from the winged base of the frond

;

on rocks ; common in Scotland and Ireland, also in the

West of England. The midrib is eaten in Ireland, Scot-

land, and the Faroe Islands."

i. LAMINAKIA.
Laminaeia digitata (Finger-like).—"Stem woody, cy-

lindrical, gradually tapering, expanding into a leathery,

roundish, oblong frond, deeply cleft into many linear seg-

ments. In deep water, common." It is very striking, after

a storm, to see the coast for miles strewed with these large

plants ; their woody stems and long tufts of shhiing fronds
are so foreign looking. They come ashore laden with

treasures for the diligent naturalist ; so many of the smaller
Alf/tfi are parasitic upon them, and especially -i^t'/cs.serirt aialu,

whose crimson tufts must make a beautiful contrast wiUi

the dark weed winch bears them when both are lioating in

some deep recess of ocean. Zoophytes, too, abound upon
the stalks and roots of L. iligiliita. I have seen SerlulnriK

opcrailala so clustering upon them that the original stalk

was lost sight of, and the Zoophytes gave it the appearance
of a brush for cleaning bottles. Shells, too, are often to be
found amongst the roots. The way in which the perennial

species of Lumintuia grow is very remarkable ; they yearly

change their fronds. " The young frond arises at the base

of the old one, and, as it enlai-ges, pushes it oflV The rapid

growth of some of the large weeds is astonishing, and proofs

of it are recorded by Dr. P. Neill, in an article on Fiici. A
beacon was about to be erected upon the Carr Eock, in the

Frith of Forth. Mr. Stephenson, Civil Engineer, made the

observations for Dr. Neill, and sent specimens of the weeds
to him. " The Carr Eock is at the enti'ance of the Frith ;

it is about twenty feet wide and sixty long, and it is un-
covered only at the lowest ebb of spring-tide. When the

operations were begun it was clothed with large Sea Weeds,
especially the Great Tangle, L. iligilulri, and Alaria cscu/entu,

or Uadderlocks. In the com-se of lsl:|, the workmen suc-

ceeded in clearing and levelhng a corjsiderable XJortiou of

the foundation of the intended building, but in tho beginning
of November, operations were abandoned for the winter.

At this time the rocks, by pick and axe, had been made
quite bare ; the Sea Weeds had been cut away, the roots

trampled, and much of the rocks chiselled, so that the very

stumps had been cleared away. On returning to the rock,

in May, 1S14, to resume ojjerations, it was matter of no
small surprise to find the rock as completely covered with

large Sea Weeds as when they first landed on it, though
little more than six months had elapsed since they left it

quite bare. Many specimens of Alaria esciikntu measured
six feet in length ; the specimens of common Tangle were
about two feet in length. The specimens of both were taken
from that part of the rock which had been dressed with the

picl; and chisel before the workmen left it in autumn, so

that they had evidently grown from the seeds which must
have attached themselves to the roclc after the middle of

November, during a whiter which was one of great severity."

i. L. Bui.BOSA (Bulbed).—On rocky shores, in deep
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water. The bulb, in a specimen measured by Mrs. Griffiths,

from deep water in Torbay, was a foot in diameter, and

sujjported a frond, which, when spread out upon the ground,

formed a circle of at least 1'^ feet in diameter."

:1. L. S.iccH.VKisA (Sweet).—"On rocks between tide-

mailcs; veiy common."
i. L. PiTiXLiTis.—" Growing either on stones, or the

stems of other Algte." This plant, when gathered young,

makes very prettj' specimens for the herbarium, adhering

closely to paper.

5. ii. Fascia.—" Frond 4 feet 12 inches long, and from
two lines to an inch in breadth ; of a delicate membranous
substance, and olivaceous colour."

CHORDA.
"Root scutate; frond simple, cylindrical, tubular. Its

cavity divided by transverse membranous septa into separate

chambers. Fructification, a sti'atum of obconical spores,

much attenuated at the base, covering the whole external

surface of the frond. The name signifies a cord."-

—

Hari-e;/.

Chokda rn.uH (Thread-like).—In the sea, on stones and
rocks ; very common ; the length to which it grows is sur-

prising, being some times foity feet long. Dr. P. Neill says,

" In Orloiey we have sailed through meadows of it in a

pinnace, not without some difficulty, when tbe water was

between three and four fathoms deep, and where the waving

weed must have been from twenty to thirty feet long. This,

too, was the growth of one summer, for the storms of winter

completely sweep it from the bay every year."

'i. C. L05IKNTAKIA.—'' Rocks in the sea ; common. Fronds
8—16 inches long, consti'icted at regular intervals into a

series of bag-like articulations."

—

Harveii.

S. B.

{To be continued.)

POULTRY YARD REPORT.
If you think the following of any use, in furtherance of

your pui'pose in publishing the accounts of poidtry keeping,

i shall be glad to have sent it : you may rely upon its cor-

rectness. I have ten Poland Hens, hatched last August

;

seven of these commenced laying in December at eighteen

weeks old, the others in January ; and to the 30th of .Tune

they had laid, in

December - - - - 24
January - - - • 125
February - - - - 1.51

Mai-eh - - - - - 181

April - - - - 185

May - - - - - 20a

June - - - - 169

Total 1010

They were fed on barley and oata, ground oats and bran,

with cabbage leaves and the run of grass, at a cost of £i Ss.,

or l%d. per week each, for ten hens, two cocks, and six

ducks, wholly confined to tbe yard with the fowls, from the

olst of -August to the :^Oth of June, being forty-three weeks.

I have neither set hens nor ducks, but when the hens were

broody shut them up olone two or three days ; they generally

laid during the time, and continued to do so aftenvards.

The gi-eatest number laid by one hen was 138 eggs in lUO

days ; and the fewest, 67 eggs in 154 days. They are still

laving well.—J. S.

PLANT COLLECTING IN BRAZIL.

I AM quite sure that your excellent conespondent, Mr. D.
Beaton, would be the last man to lead any one astray, or to

take the part of the goat, in the Fable of " tlie Goat and
Sheep at the well." so well told by ^Fsop ; yet, reading his

most atti-active article on " Brazilian plants," in The Cottage
G.ARDENER of the 14th July, would almost tempt any one to

take a trip out to Eio to see the floral wondei-s of that

most beautifid couiiti-y. Ha^ing resided there myself, I

must, in j^^ace, give a few words of warning before any
ardent Florist rashes off to secm-e the tallvcd-of prizes.

The aqueduct, truly, does run from the Corcovado to Eio
;

but let not the innocent stranger imagine that he can sb'ay
away a few yards from it to secure some admired prize. If
he did, he would soon find himself faster secured than
Abram's ram in the thicket, and will be only too glad to be
cut out of the wood by his companion, if he is so fortunate
as to have one. I have seen a friend, who endeavoured to

secure a bird that he had shot, so entangled, in trnng to get
through ten yai'ds of the underwood, that he, literally, could
not stu- hand or foot.

Besides, the countiy for miles and miles, or rather leagues
and leagues, about Eio, has been thoroughly pilfered by
professional botanists, of whom there are plenty, both black
and white, to provide the unwary sti'anger mth any plant he
will ask for ; or something as like it as they dare tender as

such! Then, again, poor Marsh, alas! is no longer in the
land of the living to gladden his Eio friends with a hearty
welcome, or to assist an enterprising botanist mth his
valuable adWce and serrices. He has been dead some yeai's,

and his place is not what it was.

Let all your readers beware of sending orders to corres-

pondents for cases of plants. Such a venture will not
answer, as too many know already to theu- cost.

The MoiTO de Flamingo is no longer open to the botanist

;

for it was so plundered of its floral treasm'es, that the old

lady to whom the estate belonged would allow no trespassers

;

but I feai' she was only locking the stable after the steed
was stolen.

Last, but not least, that deadly scourge, the yellow fever,

attacks all new arrivers, and but too few return to tell the
sufferings they undergo.—W. X. W.

COCHIN-CHINA COCKERELS AS NURSES.
In last week's Cottage Gardener, your correspondent, "A

Poor Man's Well-wisher" mentions having a Cochin-China
cockbird which makes a capital nurse for young chickens.

He seems desirous of having a confirmation of the fact. I

have two young cockerels, both of which brood chickens as
well as any hen can do, and also forage about for insects for

them ; they ai'e not particular as to the breed of the chickens

;

they are at present brooding Dorking, Chittiprat, Spanish,
and Cochin chickens, from three weeks to two months old

;

during rainy weather the cockerels take the chicks under
shelter and brood them, and will not eat themselves any
food which I give them until they first see that tlie chickens
have sufficient ; when I give the cockerels any bread crumbs
to eat they immediately call all the chickens, and break the
large crumbs for the little chickens to eat, and will not suffer

any of tbe hens to ill-treat any of the chickens under their

care. I have had about 200 chickens this season, and find

the brooding propensities of the Cochin cockerels veiy
useful, as my hens leave their chickens too early.

Practical Man.

THE SHARP-SHOOTER BUSH.
Vrlicu serpyVifolia, alias Dasyphylla, alias " The Bmiiing

Bush." This is the best looking, and the most harmless
plant among aU the Nettleworts, and yet, in some resjjects,

it is the most formidable plant in the vegetable kingdom, or

any other kingdom or st.ate. When I was at the Oxford
Botanic Garden, last autumn, I saw this Uttle wonderful
plant for the fii'St time, and when 1 heard that one could
leam all the mannuvers and sb'atagems of war from its

naturiil disposition, and now being past the age at which
they cease to enUst for militia senice, and, also, havuig then
not had the slightest idea of there ever being a camp at

Chobham, or Cobham either, which is stiU nearer to me, I
had but a slight chance of ever learning much about soldier-

ing ; but StiU, having the fear of invasion before my eyes, I

thought 1 could do no better than ask for a cutting of the
war-Uhe plant from Mr. Baxter, gi'ow it at home, and leam
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from it, in secret, how to face tlie French, the Russians, or

any of tliem.

Well, Mr. Baxter very kindly gave me a cutting, aUhough

he could very ill atTord it, his own only plant bein^ then not

more than three inches high. I must now tell, that it is a

stove phint, and looks much more like a tree Lycopod than

the climber whicli goes by that erroneous name, and I had

no stove to grow it in, nor any convenience at nil for such a

cutting at such a late period of an usually cutting season, so

I begged very hard of Mr. Jackson to do the thing for me,

and help to save London from the French, if they really

should come over in the spring. Our fli'st grand tield-day

was early last week, and the precision and regidarity of our

firing was perfectly wonderful ; the earnestness of our mimic

battles made my very sides ache again ; I would not give a

groat to see the sham tights on the Common, after seeing

the thing so naturally, and so easdy, and so much better,

done at home by this pretty plant, which, although they call

it "The Biu-ning Bush," never burns anything whatever;

all the battles end in smoke, hut the tiring all over the plant

is as fair and steady as possible, only more in the sharp-

shooter's way than they do it at the Camp.
Now, as we live in such critical and troublesome times, I

shall give up my share in this irar-like plant for the good of

the country, and at balf-piice ; it cannot surely come too

dear from Mr. Jackson ; and I engage that any of om- readers,

by following out the insU'uctions herewith sent, may give a

good battle on the dining table any evening during this and
the next month. The plant has made a great stir lately

down at AVinchester; for two ladies, who called to see me from
that city, told me so; hut om' worthy Editor was not in

the contest, and there is no cause to make a fuss about it

anywhei-e. It is quite enough to see the wonderful mechan-
ism by which the flring is sustained so long, by means
appai'ently so slight.

The plant has gone under several wrong names, as Pilea

mvscosK, or sugar cane weed, so troublesome to the West
India planter; quite a different thing, but still a Nettlewort;

and Tlieiyguniim Ci/nocrnmbe, to which it is not at all like.

I am assured by Mr. Baxter, who is a good authority, that

the real name is Vrtica serpypliylhim, or serpylifolia. It will

need the help of a stove, and is easily increased by cuttings,

and is a fit associate to a collection of Lycopods, and requires

the same ti'eatment, in every respect. What causes the war-
like sliooting is the bursting of the pollen anthers, which are

thickly set all over the plant, on the application of water

after a dry day. The way that Mr. Jackson and I got up
review was by plunging the plant in a tank of water, and
after .shaking otT the wet the shooting began in right earnest,

just like a company of skirmishers or sharp-shooters sent

out before a regular battle. The smoke from the pop, pop,

firing is seen as distinctly as on a field-day, without the
noise and bustle of fighting, and altogether the proceeding
is as curious and interesting as any thing that has ever

been recorded from the vegetable kingdom.—D. Beaton.

SCRAPS FROM JERSEY.
PuTKnips sown in December are now (July '21) heing dug

up for use.

Peas.—I saw the plants full three inches high on the
'.JSth of June, sown on ground from which the New Potatoes
had been dug up five or six weeks before.

PolaliKs planted in November and December are dug up,
when ripe, in the August following, and the ground planted
with Vahhfiije of .lune sowing, which are cut with good
hearts (ir heads in November and December, and the ground
again planted with Potatoes. A good half an-acre of ground
attached to a cottage has had this cabbage and potato
routine, without any variation, for the last eight years ; a
mixture of manures being used for the cabbages, and sea-
weed to the potatoes.—J. N.

PRODUCE OF A SHANGHAK HEN.
As you have lately published, in your valuable periodical,

the number of eggs obtained from some Cochin or Shanghae
hens, I have taken the hherty of sending you a statement

of the number of eggs laid by a Cochiu-China hen in my
possession. She was given to me by my respected friend

and minister, June !Hh, I8f).'i ; was hatched in the spring of

IH.ri. I beg to state that several of my neighbours are

witnesses to the truth of the following statement.
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Potato mtm-ain i^ no otherwise coniiPCte>l with KU.-h appear-
I

I^arly and Late Geapes (/. A'. CampUlD.-For :in mrij/ home.

ancCH than that it is exflsperalecl by tlie same weather.— 1
lake fo^r Hambros, Uxo Muscadhies, aud one >*•e^.^«;pr. Tor a late

T> n C 1

'

houBC—three West's St, Peters, two Muscats of Alexandria, and one

I Ilambro, and one Barharossa. It is not material whether you plant

under tlie rafter ; the latter is the ordinary plan. As the season is so

far advanced, we advise you to plant next IHarch.

Work on Poultry [W. W. H.).—Richardson's Domestic Fowl, if

cheapness is your chief consideration ; otherwise, "The Poultry Hook."

Calceolarias, &c. (.4 Young Ga>-dener).—All those you mention

require no more than the usual culture of Calceolarias. This is given in

our seventh volume. You may make cuttings of Tom Thumli Geranium

now. The best time for sitting S/iang/tae hens is March.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*,* We reque!>t that no one will write to the departmental writers of

Thk Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addteasei " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Cotmer, Paternoster Row, London."

Blue Verdkna (H. C.)-—Can you refer us to where the Verbena,

Le CUlnargo, " was so highly recommended,^' as we do not happen to

know it. We see it in some catalogues marked as "a good blue, light

eye," that means, as we take it, good blue for a Verbena ; but the truth

is, there is no blue Verbena at all ; and you will see, to-day, in the report on

Chiswick House, that Imperatrice Josephine is still preferred there as the

best approach tu the colour.

Tarts irom Unripe Apples.—At page 3"? of the current volume,

II., in describing things in Covent Garden Market, said *' the Apples are i

small, half-grown, and unripe Carlltilc Codlhis, more for curiosity than

use, and which will, in all probability, be purchased by some ladies who
,

like to say, they have eaten an apple-pie. * * * Of course, if such

people will buy a whistle, tln^y have a perfect right to blow it." To this,

A. 11. answers,—" I think ' H.' is quite mistaken about the applc-tarts.
'

The people who 'blow that whistle' know what they arc up tn, I run

assure you. I got the wrinkle myself about a month ago. Take the

apples when the trees arc thinned, cut off the stalk and eye, but do not

peel them ; stew them well, till soft, then put them into a dish and bake,

as for an oidiunry tart. They are getting rather old now, and may re-

quire peeling. Peihaps you will tell ' H.' to try that whistle, and I do

not think he will pay too dear for it."

Bu^BS {A. /i,).—The bulb list is only interrupted by more urgent and
|

more generally useful matter. Mr. Beaton will continue it, at every

favourable opportunity, down to Xephyranthes, and lower still, if we meet I

with suitable bulbs.
|

I

DiELYTRA sPECTABiLis (/A(rf).—Our correspondent has a plant of
i

this "nearly, or quite, four feet high, and three feet across, with some '

seed pods on," and he ia, probably, quite right in considering that " this

may be all the culture it requires to seed it." Many of our new plants

arc kept from seeding by over excitement in propagating them for the

first few years. Others do not seed, because something is wanted that is
\

natural to them in a wild state ; the want of that sometliing, however, is
j

sometimes overcome, as when the species happens to seed, and is repro-
|

duccd under cultivation. Whether your surmise be right, or otherwise,
!

take care of all this seed, and the plants reared from them, as in all pro- '

bability some of tlicm may seed freely under all circumstances, and some
i

may be easily crossed, although no outward sign of difference from the
^

old parent may be seen in any of them.

AvLEsnuRY Docks {F.I.B., S.ve^er)-—The bill of the Aylesbury

Duck should be of a pale flesh colour ; and on this point, as a charac-

teristic of the breed, judges have universally and wisely laid great stress.

In conjunction with this, weight and figure,—the latter, including a wide

breast and back, with orange-red legs and feet, would carry the day.—W.

Pure Breeding ok Fowls {Ibid).—We do not believe that "a

separation of five or six weeks, after fowls of different breeds have been

pel mitted to run together," would " secure " the purity of their progeny.

Ik the case of a pullet, it has been argued, that the first impressiou may

be permanent ; and, although unconvinced by any facts as to this being

really the case, wc are yet strongly of opinion, that eight or ten weeks, at

least, should intervene between the periods of promiscuous intercourse

and the selection of eggs for hatching. Whenever practicable, we should

always wish to keep the separate races apart from each other.—W,

Spanish Fowls (Ibid).—" First-rate Spanish chickens, at .£5 5s.

each," is very cheap, according to the present market value of such

birds as would answer your description of excellence. Birds of inferior

grades of merit are procurable at a much lower figure ; but when speaking

! of "first-rate birds," hundreds, and probably thousands, would find a

I ready sale at the price you mention.—W.

Worms in Flower Box (M. Y. C).—Water the soil with lime-water,

and remove the worms as it drives them out.

Silver-pencilled Hambuughs (Z. V.).-The tail of the cock should

be black.

Raspberry Seedling {J. Keighley).—The berries were so mashed

that we could form no judgment upon them. They arc not above the

average sine.

Tenant and uis Plants (Twig).—If your Landlord claims all that

the law gives him, you cannot remove your Roses, nor any other shrubs,

plants, or trees, unless there was either a covenant in your lease per-

I

mittting you to do so, or unless you are a dealer in plants.

I Taking vv Potatoes (J. R. — Eeerton'^. ~Vor\i them up as soon as !

the haulm is dead, or nearly so. Select dry weather for the operation,

i
and store them in a dry shed, in layers, alternating with coal ashes, sand,

or earth.

Fkuit ok Cvdoma Japomca (J. C.)—This sometimes weighs five

ounces and more. It is said to malce a preserve more spirited and

superior in flavour to that made from Quinces. It may be preserved

I

precisely as they are, only requiring a little longer stewing. This shrub

;
ia better known as the Pyrus japunica.

Yolkless Eggs {G. H. W.).—The occurrence of eggs without yolks,

I

in your Bantam Hen, proves that the ovary is not in action, and that the

i eggs arc the formation of the egg-passage only. As the hen is not de-

scribed as being ill, I should recommend trying the effect of a total

change of diet ; scalded rice would, most probably, put a stop to the

laying, if given for three ur four days ; and when the hen resumes laying

the eggs will most likely be natural ; if they should not, give half-a-grain

of calomel audonc-tweuticth-of-a-grain of tartar emetic.— \\'. B. Teget-

MEIER.

Loudon's Hoktds Brittasicds {A Constant Reader).—There have

been/y«c iupplementa, but the last, iu 1850, embodies all of them.

Gold Fish.— G. W. would be obliged by information relative to the

proper management of Gold Fish.

Cod-liver Oil kor Fowls (L. A.).—A large teaspoonful twice a

day is not too much for a fowl showing consumptive symptoms. Dryness

and warmth, with generous, but not stimulating, diet, are essential to giTe

a chance of the bird's recovery. Pour the oil down the bird's throat,

and this is facilitated by passing the tube of a small funnel into the bird's

throat. Do not be uneasy about the noise in the hen's windpipe.

Kitcuen-garden Seeds for Australia (T. F. J.).—All good

kinds will be acceptable there. When correspondents enquire abou''

Australia they should name some part of it. There is nearly as much

diff'erence between the climates of the north and south as in the north and

south of Europe.

Names of Plants (C. 5. /I.).—No. 1. Loasa lateritia. No. 2. Se-

dinn Sieboldii. No. 3. Sejuperviviim tortuosum. No. 4. Ltnaria cpm-

balaria, or Ivy-leaved Toad-flas; an English Plant. {Lancastriensis)*—
I

The yellow flower is Lysimachia verticitlata ; the other, Reseda alba, or

. Upright White Mignonette. (Rea. R. M. E.).—I:codia achiH^oides,

London: Printed by Haeet Wooldridge, ^Vinchcster High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William

SoMERViLLE Oer, of ChuTch Hill, Walthamstow, in the County of

Essex, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of Christ

Church, City of London.—August 4Cb, 1863.
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tions of the beds according to their own ideas of prettiness,

if there is such a word, and not according to the different

sizes of the plants to he put into them, or as the different

colours can be harmoniously aiTanged in them.

What I have so enforced is the true principle of laying

down any flower-garden. In Scarlet Geraniums, for in-

stance, we have three sizes of plants, and the best of each

size is, perhaps, the Amnzmi (Low's), for the tallest; Fundi

the middle size, and Tom Thumb the third size. Then, if

you were to have only three Scarlet Geranium-beds in a

design, is it better to have the three beds of the same size,

and plant them all with one kind of Geraniums ; or to have

them of three different sizes, and plant with three distinct

kinds and sizes of Scarlet Geraniums ? The answer to this

question will be a key to all the other colours, and distinct

shades, which make up a good flower-garden. If any body

chooses to have only one plant, or one size for each colour,

he or she has a perfect right to have it so, but not to push
that out into the world as an example for others.

In the above plan, Turn Thumb, as in an outside belt, in

beds 5, intersected at the four comers, with beds C, in

crimson, and the outward end of (i at '), in white, to cut off

the blue and yellow in « and T, is as cleverly and as simply
executed as any thing I ever saw on paper. Wlien we began
to discuss tliis subject in The Cottage Gardener, half the
world would put all the Tom Thumbs in the central bed, 10,

and the •''I's would be in white, as likely as not, just diminish-
ing the effect to more than one-half.

Besides, notwithstanding the elegant simplicity of the
whole of this design, you cannot enter the garden at a single

point where you can walk up straight to the centre, to

admire the splendid tall Fuchsias in the middle. Eveiy one
of these points are good fundamentals, and will never
change or alter. D. Beaton.

The London Hortioultiu-al Society tardily, and, there-

fore, not so benelicialiy to itself as if done with alacrity

and at once, is altering its course to that towards which

for some years we have urged its attention. Long ago

we pointed out that utility should be more the Society's

object ; and it has this year offered rewards for Salads

and other kitchen-garden produce. AVe have pointed

out that the charter of the Society established it for

something more important than attracting together

ladies and gentlemen to look at flowers, and listen to

military music ; and now it purposes to send out a plant

collector, as it began to do in its palmy days, some

thirty years ago, and continued to do until ten years

since.

We know it is not palatable to some of the Society

to be told by us that it is walking in the ways of error,

but wo must perform the disagreeable duty, notwith-

standing ; and we must now warn the Society, that it

will become embarrassed, as it did in the days of Mr.

Sabine, if it does not very promptly adopt measures to

render its expenditure less than its income.

Divested of all extraneous statements, the income of

the Society, during the last twelvemonths, was i'G,315,

and its expenditure f7,009. We are quite aware that

this deficiency of ^£700 arose from the falling off of the

receipts for admission to the Exhibitions ; but we are

quite sure, also, that not one member of the Society

but must feel its degradation at being dependant for

its very existence to such a source of income—a soiirce

of income, too, so uncertain, as to be decided upon by

the absence of rain and cold winds.

It is not our pro\'ince to go through the Society's

items of expenditure, but there is one so apparently

j
undesirable, that we cannot but recommend its abo-

lition. We mean the publication of its Journal. There

is an annual loss of more than ±'200 upon its pub-

lication, and every reader of it feels painfully that a

work usually made up from translations of Foreign

periodicals is unworthy of a leading English Society,

and is not deserving of such an annual money saerilice.

It is more within our province to point out how tlie

Society might increase its funds, and this might be

achieved by having a general reduction of the annual

Fellowship payment to one guinea. We would also

admit the public on certain days to the Gardens upon

the payment of a very small entrance fee. The re-

duction of the annual payment ought to be more than

compensated by the increase of Fellows, and certainly

would be, if the Society, acting up to the words of its

Charter, " improves horticulture in all its branches,

ornamental as well as useful." To admit the public to

the Society's Gardens would be so acting, unless the

Society is conscious that there is nothing in the Garden

that anyone woidd be benefited by inspecting.

We have been led ft'om our subject, however, which

was to express our pleasure that the Society, recurring

to its early proceeding, has appointed a plant collector.

We wish that an Englishman had been so appointed,

not fi-om any jealousy of foreigners, but because, as we

agree with those who thought a British Sovereign

should employ British troops, so a liritish Horticultural

Society should be served by British gardeners. The

gentleman selected is j\I. Matteo Botteri, a native of

Dalmatia, and a naturalist of high attainments, and we

sincerely wish him every success in the southern de-

partments of Mexico, which he is purposed first to

explore.

We anticipate to him good success, because the

Society can command government aid and introduc-

tions in the land to which M. Botteri is proceeding,

and because his predecessors reaped good harvests in

the difl'erent fields selected for them. In 1821, Mr.

Juhn Potts obtained, in China, the Chrysanthemums

which were the originals of our present collections. In

1822, Mr. George Don was despatched to the west coast

of Africa, who would not have been sent in vain, had he

done no more, to use the words of Mr. Sabine, than

" lay before the Society a more ample account of the

fruits than bad hitherto been given to the public." In

the same year, Mr. John Forbes was sent to Brazil, and

his collections of bulbs, orchids, and other tropical

plants, was an ample promise of even better things, had

not death arrested him at his post in 1823. He died at

Senna, in the August of that year, whilst making his

way up the Zambezi River, on the east coast of Africa.

It was a loss, said Mr. Sabine, "which botanical science

will long deplore." Mr. Potts may also be said to have

died during his mission, for be contracted a disease,

which terminated his life in the October of 1822, only a

few weeks after his return.
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Still foUowiug Mr. Sabine's naviativo, we liiid, tliat as

the garden stores of Cliinii woie known to be still un-

exhausted, the Society sent thither, in the spring of

I8d:3, Mr. John Damper Parks. " The success of this

second mission was great ; tlie plants obtained by it

being, for the most jmrt, of great novelty and interest,

and nearly all of llicm having been received in excellent

health." Ho returned in 18:^4. lu the spring of 18^3,

Mr. David Doutjlas was also taken into the Society's

service, and from New York and Canada " obtained

many plants which were much wanted, and greatly

increased our collection of fruit trees by the acquisition

of sorts previously known to us only by uauic." So

entirely satisfied was the Society with his services, that

in the summer of 1824 he was despatched to the north-

west coast of America. " His return," said Mr. Sabine,

" is e.xpected in 1 820 ; and when we consider how rich in

plants is tlie country to which he is gone, we may

indulge the hope that most valuable additions will bo

made by him to the hardy inhabitants of our gardens."

That hope was fully realized, as it was again when he

was sent to California in 1830-33, and the gardener,

when he looks upon the Rlhes sangu'wea, which Mr.

Douglas introduced, may accept the specific name as a

memento of his sanguinary death in tiic last-named of

those years.

In 1824, Blr. James Mc. Rae, " a practical gardener

of considerable experience," was sent on a similar

mission to South America and tlie Sandwich Islands.

We are indebted to him for PhyccUa corusca, and

several other plants. Mr. Mc. Hae returned in tlie

March of 1820, having visited various parts of Brazil,

Chile, and Peru, botanizing among the stiil-too-little-

known vegetation of the Cordilleras. He would have

done well if he had efi'ected no other good than bringing

home living nuts of the Araucaria; but, in addition, liis

valuable collections of seeds and plants were very large,

and he introduced to the Sandwich Islands not only a

large supply of European fruits and vegetables, hut

most of the Brazilian valuable productions of the same

kind. So efficient were his services, that, on the re-

commendation of the Society, our government appointed

him Curator of the public Garden at Colombo, in the

Island of Ceylon.

In 1830, Mr. Theodore Hartweg, a German, and at

that time clerk of the Society's garden, was sent to

explore the elevated regions of Mexico. He remained

there until 1843, and the Society agreed " that the

coniferous seeds alone, which were so abundantly raised

and extensively distributed, amply compensated for the

expense of the mission, iudependantly of the great

variety of Epiphytes and Cactaceae, besides the con-

siderable number of miscellaneous greenhouse, hardy

and half-hardy plants, introduced to the country by this

means."

In 184'^, Mr. Robert Fortune wiis delegated to ex-

amine the vegetable riches of China : but the success of

his researches are too fresh upon our memories to re-

quire more particular detail.

We have thus enumerated the explorators employed

by the Society, and have dwelt upon their unilbrm

success for the purpose of justifying, if justification be

necessary, the heavy expenditure it is again about to

incur. From this new expedition we anticipate very

considerable success ; for we have no doubt that the

Society will say to M. Bottcri, as it said to Mr.

Hartweg—" Pray bear constantly in mind, that the

great object of the Society is hardy and half-hardy

plants, and that your efforts must be most particularly

addressed to the collection of such species. We are

glad to receive Epiphytes, Cacti, and other things, if

thoy come in your way, or even if they are procured

without too great a loss of time ; but the mountain

plants. Pines, Shrubs, and Herbaceous Plants, arc what

wo chiefly want."

The following letter is from Dr. Gwynne, one of our

most persevering and successful poultry exhibitors. It

is dated at Sandbach, August 2nd.

" ' There's sometliing rotten in the state of Denmark.' I

am once more—for it is of periodical recurrence afler exliibi-

tions to which I send birds—thoroughly out of love with

I'oulU-y Shows and then- incidentals. Jly birds from the

Baker Street Bazaar have only just retm'ned (to-day being

the tcirlh of their confinement), two-thirds of them having

that abominable and infectious running at the nostrils

which has been so prevalent this season, hut which, by an
infinity of care and trouble, I have happily hitherto escaped.

You know Iiow full one's yards are of young birds at this

season, and the almost impossibility, to say nothing of the

amount of trouble involved in the attempt to do so, of pre-

Yonting infectious disease, once introduced, from spreading

throuEjh the whole stud. Truly, it is paying deal' for one's

ambition of Exhibition honours, to run even a chance of

sucli a foul catastroplie. Time after time have I sent some
of my most valued birds to shows, and alway.s in the hopeful

belief that this time they would 'manage things better;'

but on almost every occasion have my not unreasonable

j
expectations been disappointed ; for scarcely ever are my

\ poor birds returned to me until the thud, or, as in the

! present instance, tlie fourth, day after the close of the show.

I

Ml-. Catling, in reply to a note from me, begging that my
I

fowls might be sent ofl' as early as possible on Saturday,

and otTering to pay anything that might be necessaiy to

secure this object, by employing some one to attend to it,

kindly wrote tliat all that man could do should be done to

comply with my wishes. I make no doubt of the sincerity

of this promise, and am convinced that the utmost that

could be effected, with the aid at his disposal, was done ; but

I appeal to the fact of my birds having only returned on
Tuesday, instead of Saturday, for proof of the inefiiciency ot

the arrangement for the prompt despatch of the birds at

the close of the show—a matter of at least eijual importance

with any of the other appointments necessary to the success

and reputation of the undertaking, and which latter, were, I

believe, on this occasion very good. Of what avail are some
three or four men, under the direction of a secretary and an

assistant, to the amount of work to be got thrnugli after the

clearance of visitors on Friday evening and the next morn-
ing / If it is not made a question of expense, which, if the

consequences to tlie owners of even an hour's avoidable

delay in the return of their birds is at all considered, it

certainly ought not to be, then, I cannot believe but tliat by

employing a sufficient number of bands, under the super-

intendence of a few members of the committee (if committee

there is, and if not, there ought to be, and for important

shows, responsible ones), cvcrif bird hi Ihc cxhihllhm mhjht

lie on ils wai/ home before middle-dny on. Satnrdny. There
arc, doubtless, ditliculties in the way, but none, I submit, of

an insuperable nature ; and, ns an oxiiibitor, and, with many
others, a frequent sufl'erer from the evils which obtain

under the present system of delay, 1 would earnestly m-ge

—
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. or may I not, in the names of such hufTerers, and tlicir name
Legion, in all fairness, demand—tbat tlie committees of

our large shows employ every possible means in their power
to avoid the constant jecurrence of the evils of which there

is so much reason to complain.

"Pray do, Sir, agitate this matter, and use your personal
and extended editorial intiuence with the view of effecting

for us a better management of these things.—W. G. G.
" JJ''i'dn€sday.

" The above was written too late for yesterday's post ; and
I open my letter to say—-and I greatly rejoice to be able to

do so— that the watery ruiniing from the nostrils of ray

returned Ijirds has to-day almost disappeared, but in one,

which on its arrival seemed to be the worst sufferer, there is

still some thick discharge from one nostril."

To the preceding letter we ask the eftective attention

of every comniitteo man of every poultry exhibition.

If such eliective attention be not given, then will come

the inevitable conclusions—no valuable birds will be

exhibited, and poultry exhibitions will then deservedly

close. There is not a word in Dr. Gwynne's letter but

should find an applauding echo from Bingley Hall to

Baker Street, for every word is a word of friendly

warning—unesaggoratiuR the error it condemns, and

uttered "more in sorrow tlian in anger." It points out,

what, indeed, needs uo enforcing—that justice to ex-

hibitors, humanity to the birds, and self-interest, all

require that as much energy should be employed iu

shortening the period of the birds imprisonment, and

getting them, without the loss of an hour, back to their

owners, as tliere was in tempting those owners to

exhibit them. \'ebicle3 should be pre-hired to be ready

to convey the birds to the several railway stations the

very afternoon that the show closes; a.nd it would be

no more expense to have the force requisite to do so in

a few Ituurs, than to employ a weaker force for a few

days. Efficient supervisors should be provided for this

depiirtment ; and if it be not provided and organised

against other great shows wliich are approaching, the

respective committees will be culpably negligent of all

the interests confided to their care. Valid excuses

readily suggest themselves for Mr. Catling, but none

can be admissible for any experienced Society.

The Meeting of the Entomological Society, on the

evening of the 1st of August, was held in the Society's

new apartments in Bedford How; and, by an arrange-

ment concluded since the last meeting, the Council,

Tea, and Museum Rooms, arc now on the same floor as

that for the general meeting.

Sam. Stevens, Esq., F.R.S., was in the chair. As
usual, at this season of the year, the exhibition of new
and rare species of insects, captured during the past

month, were numerous, including a large collection of

minute beetles, beautifully mounted on card boards, by

Vernon Wollaston, Esq., and a largo collection of Perth-

shire beetles and moths, sent up by Mr. I'oxcroft for

distribution among the subscribers to his excursion. It

was mentioned, that amongst the beetles, Mr. i'oxcroft

bad been so fortunate as to capture a species of firefly

new to these islands— namely, the Lumpy ris splen-

didula. Mr. i'oxcroft also sent up several species of

large Fungi, inhabited by the larvae of the two rare

kinds of beetles, Boletophagus crenatus and Thymalua

limhatus.

Mr. Stevens exhibited two very rare moths, Paclietria

Jeucopluta and Hadena cleniina, recently taken at Mickle-

ham ; and Mr. Wilkinson, the cases of caterpillars of

the curious little Tinea mascubeUa, the caterpillars of

which have the instinct to form moveable cases, within'

which they reside, consisting of small oval bits of leaves,

which they cut out with their jaws, and fasten side by

side in pairs ; so that the case has the appearance of a

miniatiu'c oyster, the caterpillar residing within, and

thrusting out its head when it wants to eat. These in-

teresting oases wei'e found on the Beech and Hornbeam.

Mr. Douglas exhibited several rare moths taken at

I

Cheltenham, including Heliotlds mnrginata, Ino globu-

larice, &c., all of which be had found flying round the

flowers of Silene inflata, which has proved very at-

tractive to the niglit-flying moths.

Mr. Bond exhibited some Parsnip leaves which had

the a])pearance of having been scorched, thus resem-

bling that of Potatoes infested by the blight. It was

impossible to attribute the disease to the attacks of

insects, as he had found only a very few minute aphides

of Ichneumons on the plants. Mr. Westwood stated,

tbat the Potatoes iu his garden, at Hammersmith, had

been struck with the disease on the Sunday before^

althougli previously nothing could he stronger and

cleaner than they were.

Mr. Edwin Shepherd exhibited a curious variety of

the common moth, Anticlea ruhUhiria, in which the two

bands on the fore-wings are partially confluent. Mr.

Douglas read an extract from the volume of Layard's

"Nineveh," recently published, relative to the use of

locusts as food by the Assyrians—one of the sculptured

stones representing a jirocession of servants beai'ing

fruits, dates, pomegranates, gi'apes, &c., whilst others

carried sticks to which locusts were attached in rows.

Mr. i'rederick Smith read a paper on the habits of
:

Ponipilus pimctum, and other bunowing Hymenoptera.

He had received, from Mr. W. Thompson, a number of ,

small oval mud cells at the beginning of last November,
j

which bad been found at the top of a straw hive, as well

as at the back of a mirror iu a house in the neighbour-

hood of Canterbury ; having placed these in a box,

several males of Ponqiilus punctuvfwein' disclosed in the

middle of the month of June, and shortly afterwards,

the female, which proved to be the insect which bad

been described as a distinct species, P. petiolatus

;

whilst the insect described by Mr. Shuckard as the true

female of P. punctmn, was, evidently, only a variety of

the male of that species. Tlie feuude of this sjiecies is

destitute of the rows of small bristles on the fore legs,

which are found in most of the species of the passorial

species, and hence, such spineless species had been

regarded by St. Eargeau as unable to form cells for

themselves, and were, in fact, parasites in the nests of

other species ; but Mr. Smith's observation jiroved that

the want of spines w.as owing to the ditference of the

material of which the nests are formed, this species
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making use of claj', whilst tlio others fonn burrows in

sand, for which purpose they have need of brushes on

their legs to brush nway the fine particles of sand.

This enables us also to account for the habits of the

singular genus Feloprciis, so interestingly described by

Mr. Gosso,in his work on the Natural History of Jamaica,

recently iniblished. Sajiypa jninctuta. and Trupoxylnn

figulus, also regarded as parasites, had been descried by

Mr. Smith in the fact of carrying oflf the small caterpillars

of moths for the purpose of provisioning their nests

;

whilst Odijherus parieliiin, also destitute of bristles ou

the legs, makes its cells in bi-amble sticks, but generally

selects those which have been previously burrowed into

by other insects. He also opposed the opinion that

some species of HymcnojUera pass the winter in the

pupa state. This he had never found to be the case, as

they either go through the winter as larva), or as perfect

insects ready to burst forth at the lirst approach of

spring. The idea that tlie cold is destructive of these

insects is uutenable, as he had seen larviD of the Wild

Bee, Anthopliora HawortJmna, frozen so hard that they

might be broken in two, and yet these had been the

first to arrive at the perfect state in the following spring.

An extract was read, from Tke OanJencrs' Chronicle,

on the employment of chloroform for stupifying bees

when it was desired to take the honey, the fumes from

which were more efficacious than those of puff-balls.

Extracts were also read, from au American newspaper,

of the great ravages committed iu the United States

upon all kinds of trees by the caterpillars of some small

kinds of moths, most probably belonging to the family

Tortrxcidw. This pest had not been before noticed by

American horticulturists and agriculturists. A letter

was also read, addressed by Dr. Schaum to Mr. Wol-

laston, announcing the death of his uncle. Professor

Germar, of Halle, the distinguished Entomologist. Mr.

Westwood exhibited specimens of a new kind of Silh-,

in difTerent stages of manufacture, recently imported

from western tropical Africa, communicated to him by

the Rev. Mr. ^'enn. In its manufactured state it forms,

when mixed with cotton, a very strong texture, and is

the produce of the caterpillars of a small moth, which,

unlike the Silkworm caterpillar, spin their cocoons in a

mass as large as a man's double fist. Mr. Douglas read

a translation of a report by Dr. Goeppert, of Silesia,

ou the recent progress iii our knowledge of the history of

the singular insects composing the order Shqisiptera, and

in this supposed relationship with the beetles, first sug-

gested by Dr. liurmeister, and subsequently by Newman.
A discussion took place on this subject, in which Herr

Schrodte, of Copenhagen (who had also maintained the

same view in the introduction to his work on the

Colcoptcra of Denmark), and Messrs. Westwood and

Watcrhouso took part. Lord Goderich, Captain Cox,

and several other gentlemen, were elected members of

the Society.

COVENT GARDEN.
We have seen, when journeying through the pro-

vinces, and at a distance of seventy and eighty miles

from the Metropolis, cart loads of potted plants in full

bloom being hawked from town to town, village to

village, and house to house. These carts professed, by

the name and address on the sides, to have travelled

with this load all the way from London, and the owners

disposed of these plants at prices which sometimes

astonished the country nurseryman, considering the

distance they had been brought. It is true, the un-

guarded ones were sometimes taken in, and, yielding to

the oratory of the vendor, paid double and treble the

price they could have obtained the same article for at an

adjoining nursery. Indulging the charitable belief that

these were come honestly by, we never could understand

how it was that these men coidd travel so far, paying

travelling expenses, and keep themselves and horse out

of the profit arising from the sale of the plants. Some,

to whom they were opponents in trade, were less cha-

ritable, .and, with gesticulations adapted to the verbal

expression, declared, they must have got them in a way,

or from a source, which honest men, like themselves,

would have been afraid of. We, too, we must own, had

many surmises on this subject; but within these last

few days we had facts brought to our eyes and ears

which have for ever dispelled any misgivings on the

subject.

It was but the other day we saw a eostermonger's

truck laden with Oeraidiims, Heliotropes, Petunias,

Fuchsias, Lemon-scented Verbena, and many other flowers

of that class, all well-grown, and potted in what are

called -48-pots. A donkey did the mechanical part, and

the man did the vocal, and that, too, almost as well as

the donkey himself could have done. The burthen of

the vocal part was—" Buy my flowers a-blowing, a-

growing; live a-shilling, five a-shilling ; all one price !"

We listened while the echo of " five a-shilling" played

upon and around us, and again the same vocal parts,

louder than before, was performed. We could hardly

believe we had heard aright, and, turning to our tiger,

who was sitting beside us, euquired—" What does that

man say, boy?" "Plants five a-shilling, sir," was the

reply ; and five a-shilling it was, for we pulled up to

hear a repetition of the vocal part. The great mystery of

the perambulatifig florists was at last solved, and then

we understood how it was that they paid expenses, and

kept themselves and horse by selling potted plants at

Is., and sometimes is. (id. a-piece ; for, on inquiry, we

find they Imij tiiem at from lOd. to Is. Ud., and ;23. per

dozen, pots and all—a fact for country nurserymen.

The supply, both of Veget.\bi.es and Fruit, continues

in abundance. Peaches and Nectarines make from 7s. 6d.

to 21s. per dozen, and are of very superior qualities.

Grapes are from Is. to 2s (id. per pound; and, in some

instances, when very tine, os. (id. Straaberries arc

nearly over, and are small and indifferent. Cherries are

still plentiful, particularly the Black Caroon; but Bigar-

reaiis are over, or nearly so. Currants are plentiful, at
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from 2s. to 2s. Od. jier half sieve. Apples are now

general, and consist of the Old Joanneting and Mar-

garet. Of the former, we have not seea so many in

the markets for several years: they make 4s. to 5s.

per bushel. There are windfalls of other and later

sorts, which are used and only fit for cooking. Pears

have also made their appearance ; some from the conti-

nent, whicli consist of the Long-stalked Blanquet, or, as

the French call it, " Blanquet a long queue," and the Petit

Muscat Of English growth, we have the Oreen Chisel,

and a few unripe Lammas. Plums from the continent

have arrived, imripe, and in had condition, as usual.

Tliey seem to be the Orleans, or, as they call it, " Pmne

Monsieur."

YEGET.\ni.ES, as we have already said, are abundant,

and make the same prices as we have quoted in former

reports. H.

THE LILY OF THE VALLEY.

Pn.^isEs may be published of recent introductions,

but wliich of them may ever supplant this, or the Moss

Hose, or Mignonette? Some things, therefore, in gar-

dening, are beyond the caprice of fashion, and nobody

doubts tlie continuance of their influence. For the

bridal, or any other, bouquet, who shall despise this

lovely and chaste flower, whether as a denizen of our

forcing houses from December until March, or as yield-

ing its charming groups of little snowy and fragrant

bells in our borders and woodland walks in May and

Juue? Some account of its culture, from one wlio lias

grown it in various forms for the last twenty years, may,

I trust, prove useful to the readers of The Cottage

Gakdenek.
We gardeners arc placed in a somewhat singular

position, in some respects—a "thrice told tale" comes

with a tolerable good grace from a talkative gardener,

providing he can throw any new matter into his subject;

aud what gardening topic is it into which new litU can-

not be infused ? The out-door culture of this Lily is

the first consideration ; for, like the Sea-kale, its style

aud quality, when forced, depends much on its high

culture during the growing season. The Lily of tbe

Valley will grow pretty well in any good garden soil
;

but to grow it in the highest perfection of which it is

capable, some extra consideration must be given to the

compost. It succeeds to admiration with us iu a dark

and unctuous loamy soil; and we have a north border

here in which I have grown my whole stock for twenty-

two vears, merely changing from one end to tlie other

in making uew plantations. But this border is exceed-

ingly rich in decayed vegetable matter; and those who
wish to excel in I-,ily of tbe Valley culture, must not

fancy, that because this plant is found growing tolerably

well iu neglected situations it is averse to manures and

bi"h culture. We have seen them grow in woods in

great breadths, and iu tolerable style ; hut then tlie two

chief conditions were present—partial shade, and abund-

ance of the decayed leaves of many years.

As to the staple soil, then, for Lilies of tbe Valley, I

am of opinion that a darkish and somewhat stiff soil

will produce the finest buds : and one essential is, that

tbe ground be not liable to droughts, for they love a

permanent moisture. As to shade, I have ever found

tliem finest on a north border ; but, be it understood,

tiiey are not within five leet of the wall, consequently,

the sun shines freely on their foliage; but then tlie

border surface inclines considerably to the north, and,

of course, the ground is much cooler aud damper than

it would be on a southern incline. It is very probable

that an east or west border would be superior still.

There are, at least, three distinct modes of cultivating

Lilies of the Valley for forcing. The first, growing them
in patches in the open ground, and potting such patches

when two years old. A second is, to grow them in pots

;

the latter plunged in a rich medium ; and a third, to

take up the roots, and single them out in November,
sorting all the finest eyes, and placing them thickly in

pots adapted to the purpose. I think, that for very

early forcing, those grown in pots will be found the

best, inasmuch as it is necessary that the roots should

not be distui'bed, and that the crowns should go to rest

betimes. For succession crops they may be cultivated

by the first mode; and for the latest tbe third mode may
be best adopted. Let it, however, be distinctly under-

stood, that I do not by any means desire to " hedge in
"

any of our readers by this course alone ; tliey will do well

by any of the above modes, if the roots be strong ; if

they are badly grown, the forcer will be defeated in his

aim. 1 may now detail the planting process, together

with the preparation of the soil.

Let a plot of ground be selected in the beginning of

March ; a plot possessing the conditions before named.

It must be deeply dug, and the parts well broken, and
dining the process means must be taken to introduce as

much as four inches in depth of very old manure ; the

kind I prefer is old hotbed linings, composed of about

equal parts manure and tree leaves, but which have

crumbled to pieces with age and turning. To those who
cannot obtain such a valuable article, 1 say, lay hold of

any old black residue, whether of the wood-pile, the

rubbish-heap, old thatch, or old rotten weeds ; anything

which has once been living vegetables, and has become
a black residuum, through age and exposure to the air,

is eligible. This, however, I address to the needy ; for,

after all, there are few things so good as the hotbed

linings. The ground being thus prepared, stations may
be marked out for tbe Lily patches, if to be forced in

pots, according to our first mode. We force them in

pots of about nine to eleven inches diameter, and it is

necessary so to plant the patches, as that they may
readily fit the proper sized pot when taken up.

The ground is marked out in lines of two feet dis-

tance ; these lines to receive the patches of Lilies at

about fourteen inches apart ; therefore, pegs put down
at that distance form points around which a thick

cluster of Lily-buds has to be planted. This done, a

pot of about seven inches in diameter is used to stamp

circles around eacli peg, and on this circle, and within

it, the Lily-buds are dibbled as thick as they can be

placed. Each patch will thus he made to contain from

twelve to fifteen eyes or buds, which is as many as are

necessary to form a good potful of blooms ; and when
planted, a top-dressing ol' rotten manure, in a mellow

state, is sprpad nearly three inches thick all over the

surface of the Lilies. Through the ensuing summer
they are kept clear of weeds ; and after a second summer's

growth they are first-rale buds, and will give every satis-

faction to the forcer.

I may now advert to the second mode ; grouing them in

pots. 1 will not say what has been done, or what may be

the general practice ; but rather point to what I con-

ceive would be a superior practice. I would advise that

jjots of a peculiar character be " made to order" tor

them ; and that for two reasons—one, that none of oui-

ordinary pots are well adapted to set oli' their character

to the best advantage : and the other, that pots difiVring

somewhat from the common rim will facilitate high

culture. They need a pot wide and shallow, rather than

narrow and deep ; and 1 think we may say, pots about

ten inches in diameter, and about seven to eight in

depth, would be highly eligible. But as I have to re-

commend a plunging mode of culture, in order that the
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roots may avail themselves of a richly -preiiared soil

outside their pots, the pots should have jilenty of holes

all over their bottoms, and even round the side, about a

couple ol' iiiohos above the bottoms of the pots.

The crowns, or biids, should he planted as thickly as

they can be sot iu the hcsinnin.t,' of March ; and tlie

compost must ho of the most generous description.

About half of an unctions loam, and the other half old

diuig and leaves, almost hcconio a mould, with a little

silver sand, will grow them well in pots, putting some
coarser nnxnnrial matters over the drainage ; and if

crocks are used, they should he very coarse, iu order

that the fibres may get through with facility. These
things done, I have to recommend a jirepared bed to

plunge them in. Nothing would be better than a bed

of half-decayed leaves, or anytliing of similar te.\ture,

even mauurial matters. Tliis should bo quite above the

ground level, in order to avoid swamping. As bel'ore

observed, a situation where they would get only half-a-

day's sun would he well, only there must be no trees

overhead. Tbey would require regular waterings

through the season, and, when in active growth, liquid-

niamne.
Now, it will require a second season's growth to pro-

duce stroiii/ hliioins, although, with every appliance, they

may he bloomed tlie tirst season, providing the roots

were very strong. A second season's culture, however,

will amply repay the exercise of p.aticnce. In November
of the first year they had better all be moved, and those

roots which are through the jiots trimmed away; for if

suffered to proceed unprotected, 1 fear the check would
be too great in the second autumn. Being turned

round, therefore, or replunged, they will be ready for

another sununer's culture ; and about the second week
in October, or as soon as the foliage begins to assume
an autiunual tint, those which are required (or I'eri/ eaiii/

forcing;' may be unplunged, the side fibres outside the

pots cut ott', and the pots placed in a very sunny corner,

to hurry their buds to a state of rest. Before the sharp

frosts set in they may have their decayed foliage cut

away, and be plunged overhead.

About the third practice little need be said. The soil

will, of course, be prepared as advised in the first

detailed practice, and iu planting, the roots may he

either dibbled thickly iu rows, or planted all over the

bed. In all other respects they may be treated as the

others ; and at the end of the second summer they will

be fit for forcing. The buds intended for selecting from

must he taken up in the beginning of November, and
the roots sorted carefully—all the largest crowns being

reserved for potting. These may be singled out and
dibbled into any size of pot or box desired, and protected

as reconunended tor the others.

Thus much for culture out-doors. Now a few words
about the forcing. There is no difficulty in this pro-

cedure if plenty of time he given ; for they would,

doubtless, blossom much before the usual period, if only

placed beneath the greenhouse stage ; but to obtain

good blooms iu December and January is altogether
|

another all'air. To accomplish this, it is neeessai-y to

resort to bottom-heat, and I have found from 70° to 75°

most congenial. My practice is to plunge them over-
!

head in warm tan or leaves ; but care must be taken to
j

uncover them as soon as tliey have sprouted about two
inches in length, or they will become so weak as not to I

bo able to sustain their weight. It is necessary to place

a lighter or finer nuiterial over their crowns when .

plunged, or the pressure of the leaves or tan will bind
them down and spoil tlieir character. I always ]iile up
a mound of finely-riddled old tan over them, and this

answers admirably. We sometimes force them in the

mushroom-house ; sometimes in front of a pine pit ; I

and, indeed, tlie structure is quite immaterial, as dark-

ness is essential until tiiey have sprouted a coujde of '

inches. Care must be taken, on their first introduction

to light, that it be done gradually; and it is best to

place tliem in a shady part of the greenhouse or other

structure for awhile, protected equally from cold cur-

rents of air and from sunshine ; and they sliould be
frequently syringed ; iu fact, a ratlier moist atmosphere
is indispensable ; and a temperature I'rom 50° to (10°

will be amply sutflcicnt until in blossom, when the

cooler they are kept the finer will the blooms be ; the

longer they will endure ; and the higlier will be their

scent.

When the foliage becomes green, by exposure to light

and air, tbey will be improved by sunshine at an early

period ; hut as tlie spring advances little sunshine will

be necessary. They will require water liberally whilst

in blos.som. The ireer the cu'culation of air the higher

will the scent be ; and I should ])refer, at the blooming
period, a temperature of from -10° to 55° to a higher one,

and lliey will thus continue much longer in blossouf

It. P]rringto'n.

BULBS.
[Coiithiiitdjyom jutifi- 198.)

HYDROT.KNIA MELE.-UiRIS.

This is one of the most curious flowers belonging to

the natural order of Irids, and is as easy to grow as

a Tigridia. to which it is very nearly related, looking

just as if it were a cross between Tigridia and I'ri-

tillaria. if that were possible, which it is not, the two
being in two different natural orders.

The flowers are purple, chiefly spotted with yellow,

and shaded or marked with grey and violet ; one of

those exquisite pencillings which must be brought close

to the eye before the real beauty can be seen or appre-

ciated Dr. Lindley, who named this plant (Fluid

Band) a few years since, from a triangular band at the

bottom of the petals, from which honey is secreted,

goes on to say, that " the curious watery band which
glitters as if covered with dew, or as if constructed out
of broken rock crystal, is one of the most curious I

know." The bulb is a native of Mexico, from the

nmnntains near the Real del Monte mines, and, there-

fore, is a hardy frame bulb in this country ; but the
right way to treat it is in every respect the same as with
the common Tigridia, only that it will not stand forcing

into early growth iu tlie spring like Tigridia. It will

grow in any good, light, garden soil, and ought to be
taken up late in October, kept dry all the winter, and
planted four inches deep any time in March or April,

and then it flowers iu a good long succession in July
and August, on rigid stems rising eighteen inches high,

and, if the weather is not too wet at the time, seeds will

ripen before the end of the season. The colour of this

flower is mistakenly said to be yellow in our Dictionary ;

but there is a yellow-flowering kind from Lima, called

Inhala, said to be in our gardens, but i know nothing
about it.

HYMENOCALLIS.
This is one of the most expressive names we have

among all the bulbs, the literal translation of it being
Tlie heaulifid union cup. It was a happy idea of the
late Mr. Salisbury, to compare the union of the snow-
white neelarimn, or coronet or centre-cup to the bottom
of this flower, itself equally white and pure, to the
union on the hymeneal altar.

In the last volume, at page S^o, I w-ent a little out of
the way to question the validity of the genus Chorefis,

and showed the very small way it difl'ered from a true

Hymenocallis, hut I shall go much farther to-day in
quest of other branches of the family. The head-
quarters of Hymenocallis are in the hottest part of the
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globe, along the coast Lotwoen Cai'accas aud Carllia-

gena, wIhto tlie speoies attaiu their liif;lu^t;t develop-
,

meut; lari,'e, pure wliite tloweis, witli voiy large coronets,

bi'oad, strongly-veined leaves that rise on distinct loot-

stalks, as sjieciosa, Git'mnen.'ih, and inntrita, alias Pan-
cralium (itnceinim, of onr old stoves, with tlieir niimeions
varieties, lint as they travel either to the south or to the

north, they take such dilferent i'ornis aud colours to suit !

the peculiarities of the countries and climates tlicy

inhabit as have misled the most learned, and hence
such names as Cltoretis, Eliscna, Vitll'ithdimia, Isincne,

and, probably, J^Juri/chs, with Eucrosia. ]f we, then,

add to these the attempt recently made by Dr. Liudley.

to unite Hymonocallis to the Pancratiums of the Old
World, we shall have an assemblage of such beautiful

and graceful forms, such delicious perliimes, and such
varied colours, as the Tuli|) presents. For the present,

however, it is sufficient for our jturpose to kuow tliat

the true Hymeuocallises reach as fur north as Virginia;

that these hardy bulbs will cross freely, aud have been
so crossed with the Quest and roost perfect of the stove

species, iimccna. and sjieciosa, and thus, like the Cape
Ci'inum lonijitloritm. aud the great Columnar Asiatic

species produce half-hardy, and much improved races

;

and that, although hitherto no Isniciie has been got to

cross with any of the true Hymenocallis, there does

not appear any impediment to such a cross, since

EUsene and ilioretis have been discovered, both of

which seem to be as much related to the old Amancas
ou the one baud, as to liymeuoeallis ou the other ; in

fact, the intervening links through which the most per-

fectly yellow, aud the best yellow bulb [Ismene aman-
cas) of the whole American continent, seem destined

to unite witli the most beantifnl aud fragrant white

flowers of either the Old or New World, for the jjro-

ductiou of new, valuable, half-hardy races, as varied in

their aspects as those of Xarcissus itself. Besides, if it

should turn out that Callithnuma is really au Ismene,

dressed in emerald-green, see what endless variations are

yet locked up from us in a few wild flowers, and these

capable of being rendered more hardy at every turn of
j

the cross.

AU the old gardeners must recollect the dozens and
dozens of them called Pancratium ama'iiiim,frtiijrcins, or

siieciosum, that used to be grown iu No. l(j pots, in the

pine stoves, five-and-twenty years ago. That beautiful
^

and most fragrant flower is still the best iu the genus,

which is now called Hymenocallis, and Spcciosa is the

ti'ue name for it.

AU the Pi-incrutiums belong to the Old World, all of

them prefer dry to wet ground in a state of nature, aud
all of them have dry, lilack, shelly seeds. In these

particulars they diiler widely from Jlymenucallis, which
. are all natives of the New \V'orld, ju'efer damj) and even

|

swampy soil to dry, and their seeds are more like soft

round beans than anything else : hut, notwithstanding
all that, and even witli the knowledge of the habit aud
the habitation of a bulb in either genus, there is uot a
man who can tell the one from the other in the absence
of the seed. No wonder, therefore, that some of our
best living authors, having had to deal with new plants,

without a knowledge of the seeds, have made wide mis-
takes iu Hymenocallis and its allied branches, as we
shall see under the description of some of the species.

All the species of Hi/iitcnocallis proper will do better

in rich, heavy laud, such as would grow beans well ; and
the stove ones will endure, and even enjoy, a stronger i

heat than the riuc-ajiple. if tl)ey have a constant supjily
|

of water at the roots, by having the pots kept iu saucers
of water all the suuuner; aud the greenhouse ones from
Guatemala, Jlexico, aud Florida, will thrive better if

the pots and bulbs are plunged iu water for three or
four months iu the summer ; and I am half convinced
that most of them might be grown in w'ater-glasses, like !

Hyacinths, and would flower as freely as possible during

the summer that way. 1 had more than enough of

H. Harrisiuna direct from IMexieo, and the lirst of

them that flowered in England was iu pure water iu a

succulent house, by way of experiment, and with the

great force of growth the seed pods split almost before

tlie flowers faded, v.bicli was thought at the tinic to be a

peculiarity belonging only to this one species, as is

stated iu the " Botanical J'egister," where U is lirst de-

scribed ; but I suspect tlia.t the water culture iu summer
would stimulate all of them to freer growth—at least. I

never iound one of the family that would refuse to grow
with a saucer of water under the pot.

From the limited knowledge we possess of many new
plants, when they are first described iu botanical works,

especially those from the north of India from Me.\ieo, and
Peru, where stove, gi'eeubouse, and almost hardy plants,

grow within short distances of each other, we are often led

astray iu which department to register our new plaut.

Stove plants are thus called greenhouse plants, and
some that ai-e all but hardy are referred to the stove,

only because it so happened that the plaut succeeded so

far in the stove—then, when a compiler wishes to make
out a catalogue or dictionary of plants, he must take

them as they were first described in books of authority,

whether they were right or wrong, except where he
happens to know more of them than the first authors.

All the greenhouse species of Hi/mcnocallis iu our Dic-

tionary are right, except orali/oliti, which is a high
stove kind, that has been lost for years ; but among the

stove species are some that are as hardy as to have
stood out-of-doors in Flngland for nearly twenty years,

flowered every summer, .aud ripened seeds in abundance,

yet they were marked as stove plants ou their first

coming. I shall not mention one, however, which I do
not know would live in a greenhouse all the year round.

flY.MENOc.ii.i.is ADXAT.i.—This Is the head of a race

of very beautiful hardy bulbs, or all but hardy, natives

of the more temperate parts ot Mexico, aud all aquatic,

or half-aiinatic bulbs—that is, if they are cultivated iu

])ots, they ought to be plunged iii water from the eud
of April to October, aud only receive couimou pot cul-

ture iu a frame or greenhouse through the v.inter ; but

the best way would be to plant them by the side of

shallow water, setting them as low iu the mud as that

the frost would uot hurt them. The way to kuow the

varieties of adnata—and perhaps there are many more
of them to be introduced—is very simple: the bottom

of the coronet adheres (adnata) to the flower or Hmb in.

every one of them, while iu all the others it is free.

A stove species, called e.vpansa, is the very ojiposite to

adnata—the flower of c.ipansd opens so wide that it

seems as if it were going to roll backwards, and the

coronet stands out in the centre, looking more like the

real flower than a nectarian appendage; in adnata tlie

two cannot be separated, because they are glued toge-

ther, as it were, all round the bottom. The usual name
by which adnata is known iu oiu' gardens is Jlcxicana ;

the flower is all white, aud the coronet is divided by

deep slits. Dr. Herbert had it planted out in front of a

stove, where the snow lay on it for some weeks, the first

winter, without killing the leaves, and it blossomed iu a

large tuit foi- iiearly twenty years, without any covering

in winter all that lime, hut it had large doses of water

in the summer. As many as sixteen flowers would

come on a scape.

Hy.menoc,\llis AcuTiroi.i.i.—This is but a variety of

adnata, alias Mexicana, with narrow leaves, and the

coronet uot so much cut. It is a hardy greenhouse

aquatic, that would flower out-of-doors plunged in a

cisteru, where it likes to remain all the year round,

whether in or out. This beautiful bulb would grow
and flower in a sitting-room, iu a jar or glass of water,

half filled with moss, aud look very iutore=ting.
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Htmemolai.i-is Staplesfana.—Named after Mr. Sta-

ples, who sent it, and many other novelties, to Mr. H.

Tate, of Sloane Street. U is the hardiest of all the

adiuites, and dillers from tlie others only in the relative

length of the tube of the fiower, and by the long leaves

being mneh narrower at tlio bottom. It makes as many I

otlsets as a Coburgia. A bulb of it, halfa-yard from
the front wall of the stove, standing before adnata,

No. 1, grew for years witli such hixuriance as to almost
overpower the bulbs behind it, the leaves vising two I

feet high, the plant flowering and ripening seeds every
j

year. Another bulb of it in a pot, set in a pond, grew
still more vigorously, indicating the preference of tliese

bulbs to water.

IIymenocali.is distyoiia and muANURi are two
other varieties of adnata, to be distinguislied only by
botanists by slight marks of wliich gardeners take no
account. The truth is, that if any two of these were
crossed together, the produce would furnish all these

varieties, and any one may he content who can now
get a true Hijmenoeallis Americana in the nurseries;
in botanic gardens, disti/cka, adnata, or Staplesiana,

are the only names by w-hich they are known.
Hymexocallis roiata.—This is a very old species, of

which there are two varieties in cultivation, one from
Florida, and the other from Virginia, where it grows in

deep bogs ; both have the coronet much wider than is

usual, with a little green at the bottom, and the edges
cut into teeth ; in short, approacliing as near to Clioret'ts

glauca, from Te.Kas, as tlie ditfereuce of localities may
be supposed to admit of, in a genus that ranges from
Virginia to Buenos Ayres, on the one hand, and on the
other up the Jlagdalena, across the great chain into

Peru, and hack again into the valley of Cusco, under
some guise or other. If rotata will not cross with
Choretis, let natural seedlings of both be reared, and

j

they will cross, no doubt; then we shall get into Ismeue
by a side wind. In a very c.-icellent work, got up at

Birmingham, some few years ago, called " The L'lori-

cultural Cabinet," this rotata is well flgured as a new
plant called Ismcne Kmijhtii ; so difficult it is to decide
when we approach the edges of allied sections of a great
family like this. The only work in which the true name
is given, is Loddige's " Jiotanical Cabinet," plate lO.
" The Botanical Magazine " calls it Pancratium rotatnm,
and surely by one or other of these names, it could be

hunted out, for we cannot do much good in crossing
without it (see Choretis).

Hyjienocai.lis Caroliniaxum is only a name, by
Catesby, for rotata. Then we liave another called Pana-
mensis, which is the nearest to JJurrisiana, and both like

a little treat to get up their Bowers, for they are not
quite so hardy as tliose named above ; but Panamensis
is very sweet, and a great flowerer, and the segments
iuto which all of them run from the limb of the iiower
are as long in this as in any species from within the
tropics, full four inches long, and curving beautifully

all round the outside of the flower ; the misfortune is,

that all tliese half-hardy bulbs have been subjected to a
stove culture, by uine growers out of ten, because they
looked so much like the old I'ancratiuins ; the con-
seipienco was, that they were soon lost, and gardeners
got sick of bulbs, and of all other plants that were not
encouraged at e.xhibilions.

Hy-iie.s-ocai.i.is Ski.nneeiana.—This is the last and
newest oms I believe ; but how far it may ditJer from the
other Me.Kican flowers I cannot say, for I never saw it,

and I have no description of it by me to see if it belongs
to the adnata section.

HvroxiA.

This is the next genus in the order of the alphabet;
but I shall lake the liberty to jump over it to-day, to get
to Ismene, whicli [ have said all along is but a limb of

Ili/niniocaUis, and it seems a pity to separate so useful
a limb from the main body, now that [ am only speaking
of the cold extremities, which remind me tliat sjiedosa,

alias J'rai/rans, ammia and Carihmi, are the best pot
limbs either for pot or crossing purposes.

ISMENE.
Nothing could he more to the point than to give the

name Ismene to this section of Pancratioid plants. Tlio
name is that of a beautiful woman of Romance, whose
father, G'xlipus, a king's son, married his own mother,
in a mistake, neither of them knowing each other. Two
brothers to Ismene slew each other, and her mother
committed suicide. The affinity of these with allied

bulbs was so suspicious to the mind of Dr. Herbert, at

the time he instituted this genus, that ho expected,
sooner or later, that, at least, some of the members of

the family should be torn asunder, and come to a tragic

end, just such a work as we are bent upon this very day.

The genus is altogether Peruvian ; those of them marked
as natives of Brazil were only garden plants cultivated

in Buenos Ayres ; there is no record of one of them
being found wild in Brazil. Every one of them, without
exception, will do better with the same kind of treatment
as the old Jacobcea lily (Sprekelia formosissima) than
any other way; that is to say, to be planted out in front

of a hothouse in April, and to be taken up about the
end of October, and kept dry all the winter. Pediin-
culatum, and more especially Calathimim, will live out-

ofdoors, winter and summer, just like the Belladonnas,
and flower quite as freely and much earlier; but still,

they are much improved by occasional dryings and a
change of soil. The great yellow Peruvian Dafibdil,

Ismene Amanca:s, does certainly better by being taken
up every year. None of them like peat or leaf mould,
but they would live in pure sand for a generation if

they were well supplied with water during the summer ;

and it is best to put in a potful of sand, and put each
bulb in the middle of the sand at planting time.
Another very great peculiarity belonging to them, and to

Choretis as well, is that their seeds vegetate in ten or
lifteeu days, but never throw up a leaf the first season

;

a fang starts away from the seed, like as from the bulb
of some kinds of Oxalis, and at the end of this fang a
bulb will fomi as large as a wren's egg, without any sign
of leaf at all the first season ; and that is very likely the
reason why these beautiful bulbs are not as common as

the Belladonna; and the next reason for their being so

scarce may be, that their cultivation has not been treated

of in popular works since Sweet's time, and that most
people turned them into the stove, where they soon
dwindle and perish.

IsjiEXE Amasces (The Peruvian Dafibdil).—This is

the oldest and best known of the genus : a large, clear,

yellow flower, the coronet or cup is also yellow, and
nearly fills the inside of the flower, it has six green
mid-ribs, and is jagged on the edges, the tube of the
flower is also green, the leaves sheath at the bottom,
and form a round column over the bulb. There is a
beautiful sulphur-coloured cross between it and Cala-

thina, which is figured in " The Botanical Register,"

vol. 20, plate 1(505; and in "The Botanical Magazine,"
the species is called Pancratium Anuinctes, vol. oO, plate

\:i'ii. It should always grow in the middle of a lieap of

sand, and out-ofdoors, and not be planted till the be-

ginning of May, but it will grow in a pot, and even
force to flower a month earlier.

Ismene oalathina.—The bulb, leaf, and growth, are

very much like the last, hut the plant is stronger; the
flower and cup are large, and pure white ; the flower is

full four inches across ; the tube is green, and there are

six greenish stripes in the cup, as in that of Amancccs.
No one knows where it is a native of, but it is more
hardy and less fastidious about sand than the last. It
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was first introcliicod from the gardens about Buenos
Ayres. The seedling between it and the last is fertile,

and has crossed iigain with the pollen of Amnncds, and
a much hardier phuit with a better flower is the result

(see FAineim). Then, if OeiUithiiiimit is really an Ismene,

as ]Jr. Ijindley thinks, we have emerald-green, golden-

yellow, and the most silvery-white, to mix and vary into

all possible hues, for the front borders of our green-

houses, and soutli walls. Add to this the delicious odours

in the half-hardy, white Hymenocallis, not to mention
the exquisite fragrance of H. sjieciosii, from the stove,

and surely it is worth while to make a fresh start with

the Pancriitium-like bulbs, and not go on for everlasting

with sucli trumpery things as common Tulips, and
Poppy Anemones. We are all so accustomed to Latin

fipecific names, that not one out of a thousand pro-

nounces Cahilhina right ; the word is of Greek origin,

meaning, beautiful, and should be accented on the

middle a instead of the i.

Ismene defu.e.x.^.—Another Peruvian species, with

white reflexed flowers (not green), which comes tlie

nearest to Eliseiie, being, as it were, the connecting

link between the two genera, but in truth, Choretis

glititca, and Hi/nienocallis rotata, are just as true links as

tleflexa, only we must not say so botanically ; but let the

cross-breeder go to work, and all these links will snap
asunder like anything.

IsMENE Knightii.—Tliis is the old, beautiful, glitter-

ing, white Hi/menocalUs rolata, from I'lorida, where it

grows, near iVlobile, in swamps aiul ditches, very deep

indeed in the iiuid ; bulbs of it have been dug out

from the depth of two feet.

IsMESE Macleana.—Named after a very worthy man,
.John Macleau, Esq., then in Lima. This is another

large white flower, which Mr. Maclean says is one of the

plants, celebrated by the PiM'Uvians, under tlie name of

Amancips, and at the foot of the mountain on which it

grows is held one of the greatest festivals of the Por-

tuguese Church, at Lima, called the Festival of the

Amanoffis ; at this festival they all wear nosegays and
other ornaments made of this flower ; but they put it

into the stove, as usual, in the Botanic Garden, at

Glasgow, to where Mr. Maclean sent it, and the proba-

bilities are that they killed it outright. None of the

family can bear the stove with impunity ; they might
just as well put tlie Scotch Thistle into the (Jrcliid-house.

I3:mene nutans.—This is a book plant all over

;

there is not one of it in Europe, and there is not a man
in Europe who knows where it came from, so tlie less

said about it the sooner rectified, if it should not be the

real thing.

Ismene proi.iiera of our Dictionary is only a

seedling of the old Aiitntica^ii, which, under good

cultivation, was supposed to be an improvement, and
there are two or three more variations of it.

Ismene vireslens.—We missed this pretty little

flower in the Dictionary, but it flowered with the

Horticultural Society in the summer of 1H40. It was
sent to them from Cusco by Mr. Pentland. Many
things that were sent by Mr. Pentland, from the

highlands of Peru, have been lost through not knowing
what temperature to give them : and very likely, some of

the Kellows of the Horticultural Society, to whom
Ismena vircscens had been sent, soon lost it by placing

it in the stove. When the flowers are in the bed they

are green all over, look like so many green C'ohuiyias,

but when they open tliey are wliitish, or greenish-white

inside ; rather small for this genus, but very neat, and

they emit an agreeable lemon-like scent ; the bulb

spawns well, and is thus easily multiplied by oft'sets.

Ismene viridiei.oruji. — Notwithstanding tlie great

authority of Dr. Herbert, I quite agree with Dr. Liudley,

in considering Oallithaumas as so many Ismeiies ; and
here I register the type species of that green section, for

the looks of the thing, and as being the species for

crossing in green, while I warn the cross-breeder against
viriilijluniin, except by way of experiment, on Cubnrijias.

D, Beaton.

FUCHSIAS FOR WINDOWS.
It is next to impossible to say anything fresh on this

universally-admired tribe of plants. It is, nevertheless,

quite evident, that many of our readers, from the en-
([uiries constantly made, look upon the statements given
as not at all applicable to them. If they are possessed
merely of a window, the slightest allusion to a pit,

frame, or greenhouse, leads them at once to skip over
the subject, as one about which they need not trouble

themselves. Until we and our readers together get
more into the habit ol' generalising, we must often
advert to the mode of doing certiiin things in certain

circumstances : and, therefore, to-day I will confine
myself to the Fuchsia in windows, where the proprietor

has no other glass whatever to help him, and has
merely the storing room of a shed, di-y cellar, or gan-et.

Let me premise, however, that the instructions and
hints given are such as I have seen followed out in

numerous instances with very good success, and without
having recourse to any materials except what can be
very easily and economically obtained in country or
in town.

1. i'arieties suitable for tlie Windoic-—Taste in this,

as well as other matters, is continually changing. The
(v((/(> just now is for kinds with reflexed sepals, though
many with stiff, firm flowers are well fitted for the

window, though destitute of the reflexing ]n-operty. As
a general rule, kinds should be chosen liaving twiggy
shoots, small foliage, short joints, and flowers coming
from most of them as the shoots grow. What ap]iears

very handsome in a large conservatory would often be
out of place in a window. For instance, Don Uiooaimi
suits the former ; but, to have large flowers from it in a
window, the shoots and foliage would require to be so

luxuriant as to monopolise the best part of a fair-sized

window for itself; and, beautiful though it might be, it

would be beauty deficient in contrast and variety. Of
course, the size of the plants may range in proportion

to the size of the window; but, in general, plants from
eighteen inches to four feet in lieigbt will be amply
large. For low windows, the first size will present a

pretty appearance, when the plants ai'e robust and
covered with bloom. To keep such a plant healthy
would require from a four-and-a-half to a five-inch pot,

and a four-foot plant an eight-inch pot— keeping in

mind, however, that under-]iotting will always have a
tendency to produce abundance of bloom, and large

potting, large-sized leaves; while, when the flower-buds

are swelling, size can always be given to the bloom in

under-potted plants by mulching and manure waterings.

Keeping these jioints in view, few sorts answer better

lor window culture than the old Glohosn, with its im-
proved varieties, h'lubnsii miijor and Atkinsunia : the

old Cocoineu, audits comrades, Tlinmpsoiiii and viryata

;

Ricartonii, Biiistii, and that splendid dark - petalled

variety, Formosii eier/iins, a variety sujierior to nine-

tentlis of those lately launched on the floral world to

sink or swim after the first season.

Some time ago I saw a plant of Olotiosa major in a

window, which a good grower would make a Sir John
Falstafl'. A variety with large, round, orbicular flowers,

but disposed to be a little too luxuriant and long jointed

for a window, though if grown cool it would do. When,
however, we receive lists of Fuchsias from window-
gardeners containing such kinds as Glory of Enylaml,
and Banlis's Olory, we may rest assured that such
florists arc not to be satisfied with the old varieties that
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pleased their siios, Leaving, therefore, the full-tide

progress men to got tlie novelties as they come out,

the following lisl will ho useful to those who desire to

have something really heautifiil, and who are under the

necessity of eonsnUing their pocket as well as novelty.

Plants icilli moir or less of the habit of the original

CoociNEA.'—Abundant bloomers, twiggy in tlieir growtli,

reflexed sepals, and dark piu'ple corollas. In point of

suitability they will stand as they are named

—

1'olti-

geur. Dr. Smith. Scarletina rejlexa elcganlismna, Ne
jjlns ultra, I 'ivitl, Diadem, and Black Prince.

Plants of robust habit; free blooming ; flowers pink,

crimson, or rose, but no striking dill'erenee between

sepals and petals, and the former not reflexed. E.v-

tliiisile, Rose d'Amonr, Shylock, Confidence, Crimson

King, Qoldjinch, Eliza, Micllez, and Orion, but tlie

latter must not be over )iotted.

Plants with irhite rejle.ced sepals ; corolla rosy-pinkisli-

orimson

—

Prince Arthur. Matilda (Henderson's).

Plant u-ith light, rejlexed sejials : beautiful light violet

blossoms

—

Gem of the ]\'est. Tube and sepals a pure

white, and approaching to it; tlie sepals not reflexed,

hut standing boldly; the corolla rose and crimson.

Pearl of England, Une in the Ring, Purity, Snotvdroji,

Dr. Jephson, and, as a neat little thing, though without

white sepals, the Venus Victrix. If, in addition, any of

our readers slionld covet such stronger-growing kinds as

Don Oioranni, Alpha. Lord Nelson, Dulie of Cambridge,

&c., they will do well to grow them in poor soil, and
under pot, and then use inanure-water when the flower-

buds begin to swell.

•i. Compost.—Two parts rougli loam, and one of peat,

will grow the whole tribe admirably ; but so will the

soil obtained from nineteen-twentieths of the roadsides

in the country. If, however, yon could get the turf

instead of the soil, and keep it until next March or

April, it will be better than the under soil. In se-

lecting a spot, do not choose it where the grass is soft

and line, but stitf aud hard, the blades resembling so

many needles. You will find, in the latter case, the

turf is full of fibres. Choose it where the soil heueath
is of a hazel-brown colour, instead of dark or black.

Take off the turf from one to one-and-a-half inch in

thickness; aud whether you get a barrow-load, or a cart-

load, take it up when dry, build it, one turf on another,

gi-ass side downwards, either in a shed, wliere it can be
kept dry, or out-of doors, where you can keep out wet.

It will contain a sufficiency of moisture to cause the

grass to decompose, aud the air will sweeten the fibre

without wasting it. Bat this soil may be a too strong
loam for some jilants, or you may wish some means of

lightening it, aud rendering it more porous, without
going to the expense of having silver sand sent to you
for fifty or an liundred miles. Well, the old road will

stand your friend again. If made or mended with
stone or flint, after each heavy rain a quantity of these

pounded flints will be washed into the hollows in the

shape of rongli sand, and that as it is will be capital

stuff for lightening heavy soil intended for Fuchsias
and Geraniums ; and if well-washed several times in a
tub, and passed through a fine sieve, the finer particles

would be admirably suited as a casing when propagating
from cuttings ; the middlemost, for roughness, would do
for mixing witli soil to keep it open ; and tlie rough
bits of pebble would do well over the drainage. A
basket or barrow-load of this sand is, therefore, very
valuable, and should always be kept dry. But the soil

may be naturally ]ipor, or may he rendered too much so,

by an addition of a sixth or seventh part in bulk of

this sand, and you want a safe, enriching agent, without
undergoing any risk from artificial manures. Well, let

us to the old road again ; ton to one but there are trees
,

in its vicinity, the leaves from these will fall in autumn,
j

and, if collected in a heap, and turned several times the !

ensuing season, they will be a safe enricher of the soil

some twelve or eighteen months after they are gathered,

and constituting then about one-sixth of the compost.
But there is something better than these. By the side

of that road, most likely cows and oxen will now and
then be driven, or if such a thing, for a wonder, should
never take place, you will not he far from an obliging

neighbour, aud somehow, very queer, selfish people, uill

oblige a flower grower sooner than any body else ; and
that neighbour would not object to your having a

basket full, or even a barrow full, of dried cakes of cow-
dung from his meadow. Now these, put in a heap, and
kept dry during the winter, might be broken into small
pieces, the sizo of a field-hean, and incorporated with
the compost in about the proportion of one-twelfth, or,

better still, rubbed through a rough sieve, may be used
with great advantage as surface mulchings, as soon as

the flower-buds appear ; and if tliere you did not like its

appearance, you could scatter over it a little sandy soil.

A little charcoal, broken into little bits, to keep the soil

open, or used above the main draining tile, will also be
an advantage. Its very lightness gives it a superiority,

for the latter purpose, over everything else. Even town
growers should try and get the turfy soil, and then, with
sand, a little charcoal and artilieial manures, they will

be able, even without cakes of cow dung and old leaves,

to get on very well. The best of these manures that we
have used for the Fuchsia, either scattered on the

surface of the pot, or used in solution, is the super-

phosphate of lime ; but see what was lately said on
using it weak enough

3. Propagation.—'Wis is best done in the spring,

when the young shoots are from two to three inches in

length ; but, as even for a window it will be desirable to

have two, if not three, sets of plants for the season, it

will be advisable to propagate, even in this month of

August, though June or July would have been better,

and April or May better still. We speak not now of
the best mode of doing so, but the most successful in a
window. Prepare some small pots, from three to four
inches in diameter; fill them half-full of drainage, three-

parts of the remainder with light sandy soil, and the
one part next the top with the purest sand. Go over
your plants even now, and you will find some little

stubby pieces, from two to three inches in length ; slip

them off close to the stem with a sharp knife, dress
away any bit of bark, remove a couple or so of the
lower leaves, shorteirone or two of the others, if long,
and insert three or four of these cuttings round the sides

of the small pot, and then water them, and when diy
cover with a bell-glass. Previously to all this, however,
the small pot should be inserted inside of a larger one,
and the space between the sides stufl'ed with moss, or
filled with earth and sand on the surface. If the glass
will stand between the rims of the two pots, so much
the better, as the drip will go there instead of on the
plants if a conical glass is used. If this intermediate
space is kept moist, the pot containing the cuttings will

want little watering until they are struck. The ad-
vantage of this double pot in a window is, that extremes
of moisture and dryness, and even of heat and cold, are
avoided. Shade with a piece of paper when the sun
shines upon them, but no more than is necessary to
prevent flagging. After a few days, give a little air at

night, and press down the glass firm in the morning.
As soon as the rooting process is fairly commenced, leave
a little air on, except in the heat of the day, aud by-and-
by leave it on constantly a few days before removing the
glass. But you say, you have no bell-glass. Well, go to
the cupboard, and borrow some ale-glasses or tumblers.
" Oh ! there will be such grumbling." JJo, then, as I

did with some of my first propagating. Get a stout
hazel or willow wand, or any other piece of wood that
will bend in a circle for a base ; take two other smaller
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pieces, from twelve to eighteen inches long; tie tliem at

right angles iu the middle ; bend them there, so as to

form a conical, circular top, and fasten the four ends,

at equal distances, to the circular hoop ; cover this

fi'ame-work with fine tissue paper, previously hrushed
witli oil or grease, and then allowed to dry hefore being
used, and you get a first-rate propagating help, that will

require less shading during the day than glass, and
more air when the days are cloudy, and during the

night. Propagated iu spring, pot as soon as struck,

and they will make nice little flowering plants in the

autumn. Propagated noiv. they had better remain in

the propagating pots during the winter, or merely be
shifted into a pot a size larger, without dividing them.
If you can keep tliem in the window during the winter,

so as to keep tliem growing and green, tliey will malce

nice plants by Midsummer, if repotted in spring. If

stored past in a dormant state in winter, tlie fuller the

pots are of roots tlie better, and they will make nice

plants for the end of summer and autumn.
4. General Treatment.—I have left little room for

this. Keep the plants in the window noii:, with

plenty of air, until they begin to get shabby ; mulch,
and use manure-water judiciously ; smoke, or wash,
if you see the appearance of a fly ; never let a

withered leaf or a decayed bloom be seen twice. By-
and-by, the plants will get a little leggy, the leaves

will be so-and-so, and a few flowers at the points of the

shoots may tempt you to keep them where they are

until every flower is gone. But resist the temjitation ;

turn the plant out-of doors, in a somewhat shady place,

for a few days, and then right in the sun, and tliis will

harden and ripen the wood, unless you adopt with a lew
the standard or umbrella fashion, train to one stem, and
in the shape of an acute or an obtuse-headed cone.

Give no more water when out-of-doors th.in will just

keep the plant from flagging. Strive to have almost
every leaf oil' before they feel a frosty night. Before

tliat frost is so powerful as to injure a bud get them
under shelter—anywhere will do whore the frost cannot
reach them—and if there is no li.ght, the cooler the

better, so that there shall be no excitement to growth
before March, or thereabouts. If the soil is moderately

moist, and the pots were plunged in damp moss, or iu

saw-dust, &c , there would be little occasion for the

water-pot during winter. If allowed to get dusty dry,

tlie buds will break weak and irregularly iu spring. If

too wet, they will break gouty and irregnlai'ly. Before

wintering, prune ofl' a good portion of the more twiggy
matter of the plant, but do not cut close to one, or even
a few buds. To have a mass of early bloom, iu such
circumstances, it is necesiary to have as many shoots as

you want in the spring as equal as possible in point of

sti'engtli, without being obliged to stop any, or only a

few, of the strongest. If you spurred back in the

autumn many of tlie buds would not break at all. As
it is, when vegetation commences, it will often be ne-

cessaiy to damp all the stems, and lay the plant down
so as to get it to break equally all over. I may mention
that a blanket, sheet, or mats, or dry hay, &c., for

protecting the tops of the plants iu the winter, as men-
tioned by one of our correspondents, is a capital idea.

As soon as vegetation commences sprinkle tlie heads
;

by the time the buds are halfau-inch iu length the

plants must be brought to the light, and sligiitly watered

if they required it, shading them slightly in a briglit

day at first. When the thoots ai'e three-quarters-of-an-

incli long, repot them, by shaking away the most of tlie

old soil, prune away any old roots, dip the remainder
for a few minutes in a pail of water, about (i.j° to ^0°,

allow these to drain, and then repot in a clean pot of a

similar size, or rather a smaller one than the plant

occu])ied before—in the latter case resolving to give the

plants another shift, some si.K or eight weeks hence.

The saturating the roots with water is to prevent the

necessity of soaking the new soil nntil tlie fresh roots

are working freely in it. Until that takes place the

plants will want the sliade, in the heat of the day, of a

muslin curtain, and the stems, or foliage, to be fre-

quently refreshed with the sponge, or syringe. We
til us get new shoots pushed from the old roots in the

old soil, and then we cajole these shoots, by a relative

action, to produce new roots in the new soil. We act

exactly on the same principle as we do iu striking a

cutting. When the balance is getting restored, as the

appearance of the plant will testify, we finally prune
back, or rather thin out, the shoots that will not be
necessary, and these are just the very thing for cuttings.

By thus keeping up a young stock, the plants need never
be more than two summers old. The young plants,

either from spring or autumn striking, if wanted to

come in after the others, must be pruned later and
closer in the spring, be kept in the same or another

window, be turned out-of-doors in April or ilay. with

a little protection, such as a cloth thrown over them,

and stand exposed by the end of the last-named month.
They will make fine plants to bring in in the end of

summer, wlien the older ones are past their best.

Kotbing will better pay extra attention, in the shape of

cleanliness, and judicious manure-waterings, and surface-

mulchings. After May, and right on to the end of

September, air must be given, and gradually increased,

to keep the plants bushy. Well supplied with water,

and pans to stand in, after the middle of June, they

will do as well outside the window as within it. In
jjotting, if you are fortunate to have such turfy soil as I

have recommended, 1 would keep spades and riddles at

a distance ; break or chop off a piece of the heap, re-

duce it to fragments witli my fingers, having most of

the pieces the size of peas, for a four-inch pot, and from
that to walnuts for an eight-inch one, and when the

specified proportion of gritty and manuring ])ortion, if

deemed necessary, were added, trundle it all, nicely in-

corporated, among the roots, and pack as firmly as

possible. In using such soil see that it is not too dry.

if it will adhere slightly, when gi-asped in the fist, it

will do. If it leaves the marks of the fingeis pro-

minently it is too wet. What I have said, as to soaking

ihe roots and not watering soon afterwards, applies to

plants potted early in spring. Those potted in the

summer may be soused directly. II. Tish.

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.

( CoiUinucd from pa^e .'Ui. )

Thenth.im (the Duke of Sutherland's).—The lake in

front of the house at Trentham is of considerable

extent, and part of its borders reaching close to the

hanging wood, which so greatly adds to the beauty of

the view from the mansion. Through' this lake the

river Trent wouud its way. This mansion is, then,

situated on the banks of the Trent; and hence its name,
Trentham

—

Juini, or Iiolin, meauiug a dwelling. The
river, in passing through the lake, deposited the muddy
part of its waters, thus filling it up, and, in addition,

whenever there was a flood, discoloui'cd the water of the

lake, so as to render it very unsightly. To remedy this,

Mr. Fleming proposed the extraordinary ex]jedient of

changing the course of the river, and supplying the

lake with clear water from the springs in the neigh-

bouring hills. This startling scheme, alter some delay,

the Duke consented to carry into effect, and it is now
completed. I saw the river flowing on its quiet, even

way, in its new path ; and I was informed, that the ex-

pense had been much less than had been anticipated.

The lake is iu the course of being cleansed out of the
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I

(Jejiosited mml, mul will tlieu be filled with elcav water,

wliich will greatly add to its lipanty, and, consequently,

add to the lieaaly as well as salubrity of the place.

j

Tlie kept giouiuls here have, partly in consequence of

Ijie change of the river's course, been greatly enlarged,

and that very Judiciously ; so that the visitor, it every

1 step, is meeting with fresh objects at band to admire,

j

and now views in the distance, llr. Fleming has
! earned out the planting masses of shrubs of one colour ;

with good eflect, especially w-ith the Rhododeudion.

I

Of this charming tribe, so varied in colour, there is,

]

ct Trentbam, an enormous number, and in particular

1
situations may be seen a large mass of the white varie-

]

ties—in another, a mass of purple, another of rose,

I another of scarlet. These, at the part where they come

j
in contact, are judiciously intermixed, so as to soften

and blend the two colours together. This attention to

I

idanting trees and shrubs, so as to give masses of 1

breadth and colour, is a mark of the ouvinrd nuirch of

I

a higher taste in laying out and planting pleasure

j

grounds ; and such men as Mr. Fleming, ]ilaced in a

!

position to be able to cany suoli novel vieviS into efl'ect,

I
may be considered as the benefactors of landscape gar-

]
deniug, es]jecially when backed by such intelligent and
liberal possessors of large landed property as the present

owner of Trentbam.
lu the pleasure ground there are, several plants of

Ctqrressus tlnjioides, which has proved perfectly hardy,
!

the late severe winter having not injured them in the
|

\
least. As this is a very ornamental species, the fact of

j

( its being hardy so far north as Trentbam greatly adds

j

to its value. Not far from these (Jyprosses i observed a

1 fine plant of that rare Conifer, tiie Pinus Bauksiana.

It apiiears to be quite hardy, also, and is forming a

I

handsome specimen. A remarkable shrub grows near
I to the same spot. It is a variety of our good, hardy,

I

Useful Box tree, and was named Buxim sjiindis, from
the spiral character of its branches.

I

In the conservatory there was pointed out to me a

I seedling Fuchsia of a most extraordinary character.

The stem was eight feet high, and very stout; the leaves

I

broad and large, and flowers very large indeed. As an
! addition to the ornamental plants lor the conservatory

! it will be admirable.

I
Since I was bore, two years ago, the plants in the :

conservatory have been greatly improved both in

arrangement and training. They are all planted out in i

beds, (not one jilant in a pot was visible) with paved
j

walks between them, sufficiently wide to allow one to
|

walk comfortably iqjon theui. The pipes form the
j

i
edging of these walks, and to hide them, hardy Lyco-

i
poditims, and other trailers, are planted. On these beds,

;

j

the various shrubs suitable for the temperature of a i

1

greenhouse are arranged at such distances as to allow
j

the outline of each plant to be seen distinctly from its

neighbour ; and, to prevent them growing into each
o'.ber, the knife is freely used, and the jjyramidal form,

as much as possible, is given to them. Hy this pruning
and forming, a much greater number, and, consequently,

variety of plants, can be placed in the beds. Susi)euded I

from the roof I noticed a considerable number of orna-
I

mental baskets filled with trailing plants, the best of i

which was the 1 oi/-leared Geranium, in two or three

varieties. Thus hanging, they seemed to mo to flower

more freely than by any other mode of growing '

them.
At one end of this conservatory I observed a fine

specimen of the Treu!ham Scarlet Oeraidnm, a free-
j

llowenng, bright scarlet variety. For covering a pillar,
'

or a wall, as in this case, this variety seems admirably
adapted. A blaid; wall on one side of the bouse is

covered with Camellias, in fine health, and full of buds
for next season. This plant is also made use oil' as a

covering for an arbour in the house. Its dark green

foliage make a shade, dark and impervious to the rays of

the sinnmer sun.

In another part of the gardens, there has lately been

erected a considerable range of glassdiouse to cultivate

stove and greenhouse plants in pots, and most admirably

they are grown. Near the same place is an aquarium
for stove aquatics, and n span-roofed, low house, of

considerable length, for Heaths. The grand improve-

ment, however, in a gardening point of view, at this

]ilace, is the covering the walls with glass ; as ^Ir.

F'leming remarked, these are not glass walls, hvX glass-

covered walls. As I observed on a former occasion, the

gardens at Trentbam are in a low situation, with a cold,

dry subsoil, and, in consequence of these unfavom-able

circumstances, the Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot, did

not thrive as was desirable, nor ]n'oduce good fruit.

To remedy this serious defect, Mr. Fleming had a short

length ofwall covered with glass, that is, a framework
of cast-iron was set upright, parallel with the wall, and
about three feet from it. Into this framework glazed

sashes were fitted and made, so as to slide within each

other. The top, or space between the w.iU and this

glass front, was covered in with a curvilinear roof,

glazed ; also from this roof, at wide intervals. Grapes

are bauging down, the vines being planted and trained

up for this purpose. This experiment has answered so

well, that now most of the walls are covered, or going

to be covered, in the same manner. I consider this

invention, or, perhaps, I ought to say adoption, of glass-

covered walls, an onward step in gardening.

The fruit houses were, as usual, in excellent order

;

grapes and jiines abundant, and of first quality. I

saw the Barbarossa Vine bearing several enormous
bunches. I was assured this new variety is excellent,

and will keep sound till the cud of March. T'he readers

of The Cottage Gaedenek will remember, that two

years ago I described, as having seen here, standard

Currants, trollised Gooseberries, dwarf Apples, trained

goblet fashion, Pears trained downwards, &c. All these

I found now thriving well and producing fruit most

abundantly. I noticed, also, on the wall, some Peach

trees grafted with last year's wood. The end of each

scion was left long enough to reach into a bottle kept

constantly full of water. This keeps the scion alive till

it unites to the tree, and then the bottle is dispensed

with. This is not new; I used bottles many years

ago for the Camellia, but its application to fill up vacant

spaces in a Peach or Nectarine is new.
T. ArPLEBY.

ROSE CLASSIFICATION.

(CunLinned frum page 004.)

Class 18.

—

Tea-scented China Hoses (Rusa indica

odorata).—The difference between this class and the

17tl), consists in the delicious fragrance of the flowers

of this class. Like the China Eoses, they are rather

tender, and require protection from the severe frosts of

winter when grown in the open air. The best sort of

protection are loose branches of the Spruce Fir, or

branches of the common Whin or Gorse, stuck in

amongst them. They require li.gbt, weU-draiued soil, to

keep their roots alive and healthy. .For jjot-culture, or

for forcing, there are no Roses superior to them, lix-

amides are :

—

Ahr icote, colowv fawn, with an orange centre; large

and double.

Adam, blush-rose ; beautiful, lai-ge, and double.

.CraZt'o/ yii(/(/os, creamy-white, tinted with rose; de-

licately beautii'ul ; large and full.

Devoniensis, a weU-knowrr, fine Rose, of a pale yellow

colour.
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Madame df St. Joseph, salmon-pink ; large and full.

iVip/if/oj. pale lemon, often snowj- wliite ; large and
full.

Sofrano, bright apricot, in a bud state, changing to

buff.

Cl.-iss 10.

—

The Tsi.e of Bourbon "Rose (Rosa indica

Bourhonieiisis).—This class may be distinguished by
their stout habit, and thick, shining foliage; by the

hriglit colours of the flowers, and fine-shaped blooms,

combined witli their autumnal season of blooming.

They are very hardy and free in growth. Examples
are :

—

AcidaUe, blush-white ; superb ; largo and full.

Cornice de Seine, vivid crimson, clianging to purple;

superb, and very double.

Goup d'Hehe, pale rose ; form excellent ; full, and
very double.

Oloire de Paris, bright crimson ; large and full.

Madame Angelina, delicately beautiful; rich cre.ini,

with a fawn centre ; large and double.

Patd Joseph, dark velvety crimson ; superb ; large

and full.

Souvenir de Malmaison, clear flesh, edged with blush
;

very large and double.

Class M.—The Noisette Rose (Rom Indica Xoi-

settiana).—The Noisette Roses may be known chiefly

by their blooming in large terminal clusters tln-oughout

the summer and autunni months ; by their free growth,

and large, rather than thin, foliage. A small section of

this class, of which the Cloth of Gold is an example;

are rather tender, and require to be grown against a

wall. Examples of the liardy kinds are :

—

Aimee Vibert, pure white; beautiful and full.

Cerise, rosy-puqile, sometimes cherry; large and
double.

Eclair de Jupiter, bright crimson, scarlet ; large and
double.

Miss Olegg, beautiful ; pure white; large and full.

Pumila alba, white, small and double. (The two last

are suitable for bedding).

The tender A^oi'se^ps have been produced by hybridising

with the tea-scented Roses. Though rather tender, they

are beautiful sweet Roses, and are well adapted for

covering walls in sheltered situations. The following is

a list of them :

—

Clara Wendell, pale-yellow ; large and full.

Cleopatra, yellow ; large and full.

Cloth uf Gold, yellow, edged with sulphur; large and
double.

Desprez afleur jaune, red, buff, and sulphur; variable;

very sweet ; large and full.

Euphrostjne, pale rose, and yellow ; abundant bloomer;

very sweet ; large and double.

La Biche, fine, pale flesh ; very large ; and very

double.

La Victorieuse, white, shaded with rose ; beautiful

;

very large ; and double.

La Pactole, fine ;
yellow ; large and full.

Lamarqve, sulphur-yellow, changing to white ; very

large aud very double.

il/r.s. Siddons, clear yellow ; and very double.

Ophirie, nankeen and copper ; distinct and full.

Similar, deep sulphur, changing to yellow ; very

double.

Solfatare, fine sulphur-yellow ; large and double.

Yellow .A^'oJscMe (Smith's), straw colour ; large and full.

Those rather tender hybridised Noisettes are, as the

reader will have observed, mostly either yellow, or

colours approaching to it. They are all very beautiful;

and for covering a warui w.all, or jilantiug in a con-

servatory to train against pillars, no Roses are so suit-

able. I have only now to give a few remarks on
pruning, as our correspondent requested, but uuist defer

it to another opportunity. T. Ai'pledy.

REMARKS ON THE SEASON.
In a pojndar work like The Cottage Gardener,

which is read by parties widely separated from each
other, much good is done by occasionally recording tlie

state of the weather, and the crops of various kinds,

which differ much even in districts not so far apart;

while, of course, those further removed, may, in certain

cases, be widely at variance ; and as it is always in-

teresting to know how things go on at other places, I

shall devote the present chapter to the detail of such
peculiarities as the present season has furnished ns with,

and the success or failure of the various produce which
may be traced to that cause ; for though much is, doubt-
less, due to care, cultivation, and management, yet.

Dame Nature exercises so much more powerl'ul influence

on the progress of everything in the vegetable kingdom,
that I will restrict my remarks to such things as ai'e

supposed to be eft'ceted entirely by her, and report the

result as if the ordinary means usually taken to obtain

success had been put in operation, and the issue, whe-
ther for better or worse, due entirely to the vicissitudes

of the season.

Commencing my observations with the Flower Garden,
I may state, that in the district I write from the sjjring

had been unusually wet, and though fi-osts have been
botli later and more severe in other seasons, yet the

coldness of the ground, and the absence of sunshine,
rendered vegetation mucli later than in the majority of

seasons ; while it is needless to observe the deluges of

rain in early winter, with the severe weather we had at

the end of February and March, completely destroyed

many plants whicli had stood the two or three preceding
winters, and which up to then looked likely to gi'ow

another season. In fact, the weather had been so mild
through autumn, and up to the middle of February, that

many plants considered very tender, had stood (cer-

tainly not unhurt) but unkilled, and some of them
flourishing in a manner more like the early part of

October than midwinter, only without their flowers ;

suffice it to say, that on the 1 iith of February I took

cuttings ft'om out-door plants, which had not the slightest

protection, of Mangle's variegated Geranium, aud some
scarlet and sweet-scented kinds ; the Double Purple
Senecio and Blue Anagallis, with all the kinds of Cal-

ceolaria, aud such I'erbenas as had not been lost by the

decay-causing rains when they had been growing
thickly together. This last cause destroyed all the

Petunias, and some other plants, including a great

number of the Geraniums. However, isolated plants

escaped, and many others, not necessary to mention,
remained unhurt up to the period here noticed, when, it

is needless to say, the setting-in of hard weather anni-

hilated them completely ; even the partial covering-up

which I gave to some Calceolarias has seemed unable

to save them from the severity of the season and the

long confinement they had to endure under snow, so

that when spring did set in, and the eft'cets of winter

could be fairly seen, it was found that scarcely a single

plant of Calceolaria remained, while Verbenas. Anagallis,

&o., remained but a mass of putrid matter ; and even
hard-wooded plants, not decidedly " hardy," in the com-
mon acceptance of the word, had also succumbed to tlie

sharp usage of the icy king, so that large bushes of

Veronica Lindleyana were destroyed, as well as Coronilla

and Ci/tisus. One plant of the latter, ten feet high, and
proportionably bushy, had just beguu to expand its

flowers in a rather sheltered part of the shrubbery,

and gave forth promise of being a truly noble object,

but it was, like many less aspiring objects, laid pros-

trate, so that but little remained of what is usually termed
" beddiug-out" plants, except a portion of a bed
o( Kiereinberyia, which, without any covering, save the

snow, withstood the winter, and flourished afterwards.
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If to this be added some large bushes of Fuchsia Ricar-

innii, which liad stood some three or four years, and
iittttiiK'tl a largo growtli and thickness of stem, tlic luim-

hei' of phints not decidedly hardy, which escaped, was
'if^vi ; and in regard to these Fticlisias, it is only right to

observe, that the tips of all the shoots were killed, and
the shoots which have been produced the ]ircsent sum-

mer did not tlower any earlier than those from plants

which had been cut down ; but, as I have remarked the

same on other seasons, I do not blame the present sea-

son as the cause of it, but only mention it in order to

remove any erroneous impression that may bo abroad of

Fuchsias Howering earlier by their stems being pre-

served through the winter. It is almost needless here

to state that they stood quite unprotected.

I may observe that the loss of hardy plants through the

extreme wet has been less here than in many places ; for

oveusonieplantsof <Sa?i;!apnYfns have survived wlien they

had a sulHcient covering of snow, or other matter, to save
them I'rom the frost; but this now belongs to the class

of hardy herbaceous plants, tliat I can hardly enume-
rate it as an exception ; but it is not in every place that

the Ciiphea strigiihsa lived through, and in one or two
beds we did not lose a plant, but these were very dry,

and slightly sheltered. Plumbayo Larpenta: was also

unscathed, as well as the Diehjtra sjjectabitis, the latter

flowering beautilully afterwards ; the former, of course,

not begun to do so yet. With these observations, I

therefore conclude my list of casualities in the flower-

garden way up to the last spring, and shall now tiu'n

to the duty of recording the various notes of the present

season, and its effects on flower-garden plants in general,

as compared with the last and jjrevious year.

I have said that the spring of 18.5-! was much later

than usual, owing to the dull, wet weather, rather than
to any serious amount of frost late in the season. This
state of things had so retarded all tillage operations,

and so neutralised it when it had been accomplished,

that when the period arrived usually called " bedding-

out time," the beds were in anything but a suitable

condition to receive the plants ; for, independent of the

coldness of the ground from perishing rains, its surface

had scarcely even been exposed to the action of frost or

drying winds, so that the pi-ocess of mellowing had been
but little effected ; while, on the other hand, the contrary

efl'ect had been going on, in spite of what efforts were
made to arrest it ; and many bods, which on other

occasions were thought to be dry as dust and icorkablc,

were sour, unkind, and all but unmanageable ; other

work coming on at the same time necessarily restricted

what might have been advisable here, to what could not
absolutely be done without. The " planting-out," was,

perhaps, a less careful matter than at other times

;

nevertheless, some little attention was paid ; and when
the ground refused to pulverise to that nice mellow
state so necessary to the well-doing of plants in general,

a small quantity of imported soil was allotted to each
plant of a kind supposed to be favourable to its growth,

and to " set it a-going." 'J'he appearance of dry weather

at the time, and the possibility of its being likely to

continue so for some time, rendered it advisable to

hasten the work, lest the dry weather should set in

before tlie plants had taken any hold of the ground,

and which, on former years, we have suftered so much
from. That this was not the case, has been proved by
the succeeding deluges we have had ; but it is only right

to observe, that the jieriod which was at all dry for any-

thing like a whole week at a time was just the middle

of May, when the planting-out was in course of opera-

tion, so that, so far as its utility was concerned at that

important time, the weather was uupropitious rather

than otherwise ; and that it has poured, &e., since, will

be seen by the list of failures, and partial failures with

some few cases of more than ordinary success, all of

which I am, however, for want of space, compelled to

defer until another week, when 1 will report the whole,

with sncli comments as each individual section seems to

call for ; and hope others, more distantly situated, will

record the same from their respective localities, in order

to bo able to compare notes, and benefit accordingly.

J. lloiiSON.

CULTIVATION OF STUBBLE TURNIPS.

The mode of management required for the cultivation

of Stubble Turnips diflers materially from that of the

early sowings of Turnips after a fallow preparation, or,

indeed, after those sown late as a second crop after

Tares, Trifolium, &c. ; for although, in many instances,

the time for preparation of the land after green crops

is very limited, yet it is still more limited when Turnips

are intended to be sown as a stubble crop after Wheat,

Oats, &c. Under ordinary circumstances, there being

no lime for cleaning, or otherwise preparing the land

for this crop, it is desirable to select land clean, and

free from weeds and couch grass ; and it is also im-

portant that the driest and kindest land be chosen for

it, in order that the Turnips may have the advantage

of a kind, quick growth whilst the plants are young,

and also that they might be enabled to continue their

growth until the latest period in the winter, which they

are most likely to do upon dry, warm, and sheltered

land.

The stubbles first ready will be those of winter Oats

and
, autumn-sown Talavera Wheat ; indeed, it is the

in'aetice of some parties to sow this variety of Wheat
in the autumn, for the purpose of appropriating the

land to a crop of Turnips; but I cannot approve of the

plan, being of opinion that Talavera Wheat is best cal-

culated for spring sowing, and that when put in in the

ordinary Wheat season it is less productive than most

of the ordinary autumn Wheats.

Corn of any sort, intended to be followed by Turnips,

should be mown or reaped very close to the ground, in

order that as little stubble as possible may be left to

impede the work of ploughing, harrowing, &c. It is

likewise necessary that the crop should be tied into

sheaves, and set up to dry upon a portion of the land,

the remainder being then free and open for the plough

to commence work.

This operation is best effected in the following

manner:—When the corn is sufBeiently ripe to be cut

without loss, proceed at once, with as many hands as

can bo obtained, to cut and tie it ; and when this work

is done at so much per acre, a party of women or boys

are set to remove the sheaves, as fast as they are tied,

and place them upon every third land, or third portion

of a given space—it being the work, and part of the

contract of the company who cut and tie the corn, to

set up the sheaves into stook upon that portion of the

land set out for the purpose.

In this manner two-thirds of the land may be sown

with Turnips before the corn is fit to remove from the

field ; and after the first day's reaping, or mowing, two-

thirds of the land, from whicli the crop has been cut,
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may be plouglied, han-owed, and sowu, each succeeding

day, until the whole of the field has been sown, except

that portion whereon the com is left to dry. When
the corn is ready for carting to the stack, proceed as

quickly as possible to clear the field, and sow the

remaining portion of the land with Turnips.

Those who have never tried the plan of ploughing

and sowing the land between the rows of corn in stook,

may be disposed to think it it is not worth doing, but

having adopted the plan myself for some years past, the

result has been that the portion of land sown before the

carting of the corn, has, invariably, produced double the

weight of Turnips, although the difference in the time of

sowing has not been more than from seven to nine

days.

When the land is dry, the portion first ploughed is

softer and kinder, requiring but little labour to produce

a fine and favourable tilth, so essential to the quick

gi-Qwth of the Turnip plant ; the remaining portion, of a

dry season, having been exposed to the sun and wind

for eight or nine days before the removal of the corn,

becomes hard, and requires more labour to reduce it

fine enough for seeding.

I would observe, that the latest period at which

Turnips may be sown as a stubble crop, with any
cliance of a useful produce, is about the lltli of August.

This, however, applies to the eastern and soutliern

counties of England, for this crop is hardly worth notice

in the northern counties, and in bleak and exposed

situations.

In manuring for stubble Turnips, the use of super-

phosphate is most desirable, its effect being notorious

for inducing quick growth, and early maturity. Two
cwt. of tliis manure, per acre, is a fair quantity, but one

cwt. of Peruvian, or Bolivian guano, per acre, in ad-

dition, with about twenty bushels of ashes, may be

used, if the land requires it.

It lias been said that so unimportant a crop will not

repay such an application of manures as I have here

recommended : but it must be remembered, that it is a

preparatory crop, and, therefore, whether succeeded by

a crop of Barley, or other grain, this would receive tlie

full benefit of any extra application of manure as well

as the Turnip crop.

Turnips sown at this late period ought, of course, to

be drilled at a less distance between the rows than all

the early sowings ; horse-hoeing being scarcely required,

the rows may be placed at fourteen inches apart, and

the plants set out at ten inches in the rows. It is,

however, advisable, when this crop is sown unusually

late, and intended for feeding late in the spring, to sow

the seed broadcast ; and in this case, tlie best manure

is two hundredweight of guano per acre, sown broadcast

also, and haiTowed in ; the plants in this case should

be left very thick when hoed ; it is sometimes best not

to hpc them at all, but to constantly thin-out the plants

by the use of drag or harrow. When the weather is

very dry, and the seed not likely to vegetate regularly,

it is best to use the water-drill ; and I am inclined to

believe that it would be the most advantageous mode

of drilling, under any circumstances, for this late crop.

In selecting a sort of Turnips for sowing after a crop I

of corn, it is most important to procure a quick-growing, t

yet hai'dy, variety, which throws plenty of leaf, and is

of early maturity. ,

It is unnecessary to sow more than two pounds of
\

seed per acre, for the fly, wirewonn, and grub, hardly

ever attack the plants at so late a period of the season.

The only enemy of any consequence to contend with,

is the small white slug, and the best thing to stop its

ravages is an application of lime sown over the field,

occasionally, early in the morning, or late in the evening.

Two bushels per acre are sufficient for each a])pli-

catiou. Joseph Blundkll

SEA WEEDS.—No. fi.

( Cnnthiiied from page .350.)

ORDER 4.—DieTYOLACE.-F,.
" OLn'E.roi.orr.ED, inarticulate Sea Weeds, whose spores

are superficial, disposed in definite spots or lines."

—

Harvey.

1. CUTLERIA.
"Root n mass of woolly filaments ; frond flat, veinless,

somewhat fan-shaped, irregularly cleft; fractification minute
tufts of capsules, pedicellate, containing several distinct

granules. Named Vutleria in honour of iliss Cutler, ft

distinguished Eritisli algologist."

CuTi.Ei;i.\ jrrLTrFin.i (Mucli-Cnt).—"Dn roclcs and shells

in deep water. Rare. Yen- rare in Scotland. Dredged in

Lamlash Hay, Isle of Airan."

I. H.YLISERIS.
" Frond flat, lineai', memhi-anaceous, with a mid-rib ; root

a mass of woolly filaments ; fruit ovate seeds, fonning dis-

tinct son or groups, mostly arranged in longitudinal lines.

Named from two Greek words, signifying the sea and
endive."

—

Onville.

1. Hai.iseris roLYPODioroES (Polypodium-lil;e).— " On
rocks and stones in the sea. South of England ; West and
Soutli of Ireland. Colour brownish - olive. SmeU, when
fresh gatliered, very powerful and offensive."

3. PADINA.
" Root coated vitli woolly fibres ; fiond fiat, rib-iess, fan-

shaped, marked at regular distances with conceutric lines,

triuged with articiUate filaments, the apex involute ; fructi-

fication fiLear, concentric sori, bursting through the cuticle

of the upper surface of the fi'ond, consisting, at maturity,

of numerous obovate spores, ti.xed by tlieir bases, each
spore coutauiing four sporules. Name invented by Adan-
son, wlio has not explained its meaning."

—

Harvey.

Padi.na r.*voNiA.—" On rocks, in shaliow pools, at half-

tide level. Annual ; summer and autumn. This very
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beautiful weeJ, ko nbundant on tlie shores of the Mediter-

ranean, is riu-e on ours, and only found in the South of

England. The fronds grow in tufts, from 2—') inches high,

and are all fan-shaiied, which gives the plant a very striking

appearance. The whole frond is marked with numerous

concentric zones, and mostly covered with awhitisli powdery

substance on the under side; tlie margin is rolled back-

wards, and fringed with extremely delicate reddish-brown

filaments."

—

Harvey.

1. ZONARIA.

"Root coated with woolly fibres; frond flat, ribless, fan-

shaped, entire or cleft, marked with concentric lines ; the

cells radiating. Name from the Greek word for a girdle or

zone.

ZoN.VKiA r.wvtTjA (Very small).

-

olivaceous-green."

5. TAONIA.

' On rocks ; colour

Taonia ATorjAiiiA (Dolled).— " I'rond membranaceous,
broadly wedge-shaped, deeply and ii-regularly cleft and
liicineated ; spores forming waved transverse lines, with

intermediate scattered ones."

—

Hni-vei/.

A rare and very beautiful weed, found on rocks in the

sea. East and South of England. Tlie specimen from
which our plate is taken came from Uevoiishire. The rich

shades of olive-green, zoned with the dark marks, in waving

lines, composed of the spores, form an unusually beautiful

object.

fi. DICTYOTA.
" Frond flat, reticulated, membranaceous ; root a mass of

woolly filaments ; fructification composed of scattered or

variously aggregated, somewhat prominent, seeds, on both
surfaces of the frond. The name signifies network."

—

Grcville.

Common. Summer. Varying much in colour and in the

breadth of the fronds, which are from .'1— I'-i inches long.

The handsomest specimens I have seen were from the Isle

of Man, a rich yellow-olive.

7. STILOPHORA.
" Root a small naked disk ; frond filiform, solid or tu-

bular, branched ; fructification convex wai-t - like sori

sc.rttered over the surface. Name, from two Greek words
signifying a point, and to hear, in allusion to the dot-lilie

fructification."

—

Harvey.
Stilophoua khizodes (Rooted).—"Common in the South

of England. Colour yellowisli-brown."

S. LvNGBVET.—Generally obtained by dredging. "When
fresh it is crisp and rigid, soon becoming soft. Colour

olive-brown."

S. DICTYOSIPHOX.
" Frond filiform, tubular, continuous, branched ; root

minutely scutate, naked; fructification solitary or aggre-

gated naked spores, scattered in'cgularly over the surface.

Name from two Greek words, signifying network and a

tube."

—

Grevillr.

PiCTYOsipnoN FcEXicri.ACEfs (Fenuellike).—Vei7 com-
mon. The fronds are often many feet long, yellowisli when
young, of a rusty brown, and rather coarse, when old.

fl. STRIARIA.
''Frond fiUfonn, tubular, continuous, membranaceous,

branched; fructification groups of roundish spores, forming
transparent lines."

—

Greville.

STr.iAmA ATTEXUATA (Thin).—" Growing on other Alytc.

Rare. Found all round the coast. This plant is also a

native of the Meditorrauenn."

—

Harvey.

10. PUNCTARIA.
" Frond simple, membranaceous, flat, with a naked

scutate root; fructification scattered over the whole frond

in niiinite distinct spots, composed of roundish prominent
seeds, intermixed with cluhshaped filaments. The name
from punclimi, a dot, from the dot-like fructification."

—

Grvvill,:

1. PuNCTARti I.ATITOLIA (Broad-lcaved).—"On rocks in

the sea. Annual."
2. P. ri.AXTAGixEA (I'lantaiu-lilieJ.—Frond olive-browu,

thin, lanceolate, attenuated at the base, more or less waved,

entire, dotted."

—

Grevillc.

Tliis weed, when young, makes ver}' pretty specimens for

the herbarium, the olivaceous tints are so rich and soft

;

when older it becomes darker, and does not adhere to

paper.
>. P. TEXMssijiA (Thinnest).—"In the sea parasitic on

Zostera marina."

11. ASPEROCOCCUS.
" Frond unbranched, tubular, cylindrical, continuous,

membranaceous ; root minutely scutate, naked ; fructifica-

tion scattered over the whole frond in minute distinct dots.

Name from two words, rough and seed."

—

Harvey.
1. AsPEKOcoocus coHPKESsus (Flattened).—Rare. South

of England.
3. A. TuENEPvi.—" On stones and the larger Alijic, also in

tide pools. Semi-transparent
;
pale ohve."

3. A. ECHINATUS (Hedgehog-like).—Darker and smaller

than the preceding. Common.

li. LITOSIPHON.
" Frond unbranched, cylindrical, filiform ; fructification

naked spores scattered over the surface." Name signifying

a slender tube.

1. LiTosiPHON pusiLLUs (Dwarf).— "In the sea para-

sitical."

3. L. Laminarlt:.—"Growing on Alarm esciilenla and Ulva

j

lacliicu." Dull olive-brown.

I

Dr. Harvey remarks, that there is great variety amongst
the plants of this ordei\ Some are simple flat expansions ;

I
in others tlie I'rond is a simple bag, closed at both ends ;

1 while others have a fan-shaped outline ; some are hollow
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ami some are solid; nnd many of tbein arc cloUied witli

line liaii's, which rollect prismatic colonrs—tliis is especially

remarkaljle in the beautiful Pa'liiia pnvoitin, wliicli shows its

love of sunshine hy "rowing in shallow pools of warm tem-
perature, and its fronds are twice the size in warm summers.
May not we learn a lesson from tliis liumble weed ? The
more it basks in the wai'm rays of the sun, the more it

improves in beauty and approaches to perfection. The
more humbly and closely we walk with God, the more we
shall grow in grace and increase in the knowledge and love

of tlie Sa\-iour, the Sun of Kighteousuess. ^Vith respect to

the minute works of God, Dr. Clialmers remarks, that

"About the time of the invention of the telescope another
instrument was formed, which laid open a scene no less

wonderful, and rewarded the inquisitive spirit of man. This
was the microscope. The one led me to see a system in

every star, the other leads me to see a world in every atom.
The one taught me tliat this mighty globe, witli the whole
burden of its people, and of its countries, is but a grain of

sand in the high field of immensity; the otlier teaches me
that every grain of sand may harbour within it the tribes

and families of a busy population. The one told me of the

insignificance of the world I tread upon ; the other redeems
it from all its insignificance, for it tells me that in the leaves

of every forest, and in the flowers of every garden, and in

the waters of every rivulet, tliere are worlds teeming with

life, and numberless as are the glories of the firmament."

—S. B.

( To be conlinucd.)

BRAHMA POUTRA FOWLS.
In your number of July 14th, you notice, that Mr. Nolan,

of Dublin, had received some Brahma Poutra fowls from
.\merica, and tliat " lie considers them a distinct race,

althougli a subdivision of Shanghae ; that tliey lay as many
eggs, and as near as possible the size of Turkeys." You
add, " As we entertain grave doubts on these points, we will

say no more upon the subject."

Haring some Brahma Poutra fowls imported direct from
.\merica, from Dr. Bennett and Mr. Bitrman, the principal

breeders and amateurs of that country, 1 beg to offer my
opinion and experience on the subject of their being a

distinct race, in addition to the evidence of the American
gentlemen wiio introduced tliem here.

When I first saw the Bralima Poutra fowls sent by Dr.

Bennett to Mrs. Hosier Williams, and exhiliited at the

Great Metropolit.in I'oult.ry Exhibition, I thought (most
erroneously, with many others) that they were cross-bred

birds, but I am )iow conxnnced to tlie contrary, having seen

the produce of several of the pairs imported, whicli are

exactly like the parent birds to a feather; further confirmed
by the old adage, " Like begets lilve."

Were they cross-bred liirds, as at first supposed, their

very peculiar and regularly-marked colouring ( black and
white) would be sure to be more or less predominant in

their produce, for no party-coloured bird is so certain of

sporting or producing too ranch of the one colom' or the

other ; whereas, the fact is, all their chickens are beautifully

marked like the pai'ent birds, almost similar to the Silver-

Pencilled Hamburghs. I quite, therefore, agree with Mr.
Xolan, that they are a pure nnd distinct race, and that they

will be a most valuable addition to our poultry yai-ds ; they

are larger and heavier than the Shangbae, have all their

sood qualities, are better layers, liave more flesh on their

breasts, but, not having tasted any, cannot say liow far

their flesh is white, juicy, and well-flavoured.

As I have said before, there are a few more Brahma
Poutra's beside my own in England, I shall, therefore, be

much obliged to those wlio possess them to be so good as

to give us tiieir opinion on their bmls, and have no doubt

that both you ami many of yom- readers will be equally so.

Dr. Bennett, I think, presented Her Majesty with a pair.

Dr. Gwynne, of Sandbach, Cheshire, has some ; also, Mr.
Bowman, of Penzance ; and Mr. Paul G.irbonati, •ll?.^,

Oxford Street, London. To the latter gentleman I am
much obliged for valuable information on the subject, he
having been in communication with Dr. Bennett, and, I

believe, other American amateurs.

—

Henky Gilbeet, Ken-
sington.

[We shall most readily insert any communication of facts

relative to tliese birds. At present our opinion that they

are cross-fireds, or a variety of the Shanghae, remains un-

shaken, and tlie variations in those exhibited at tlie London
Summer Show strengthens our opinion. Still, whether
cross-breds, or a distinct breed, if they have permanent good
qualities, we shall be glad to publish the result of any one's

experience concerning them.

—

Ed. C. G.]

You state, in your .Journal of the 4th instant, that the

chickens of Brahma Poutras vary from their paieuts, and
the parents are not uniform: that Mr. Bawson's widely

differ from Dr. Gwynnes ; and Dr. Gn-ynne's chickens are

neither like their pai'ents, nor like those exhibited by Mr.
Sheehan.

I certainly agree with you, that Mr. Rawson's birds widely

differ from Dr. Gwyiine's. Dr. Gwynne's and my own birds

are pure Brahma Poutra fowls, but as to any other bu'ds that

were in that exhibition, called Brahma Poutras (except a

pan- of chickens, the property of Mr. .fones, pen 1!), e.xtra

class), I should be sorry to Undertake to say what they

were.

As to Dr. Gwynne's Brahma chickens not being like their

parents, that is a mistake, for they are exactly alike, and
so are my chickens precisely like the old birds. You will

please to understand that T'r. Gwynne's parent birds were

not at the exhibition; whereas the remarks read as if a

comparison bad been made between the Doctors chickens

and their parents.

You state that Dr. Gwynne's Brahma chickens were not

like those exhibited by myself. This is an error; they are

as much alike as any chickens possilily can be. so much so,

that I question if any one could pick out the Doctor's from

mine if they were all running together.—W. B. Sheehan.

[AH that was meant to be conveyed by the comment on
the 4tli, is that the old and young Brahma Poutras ex-

hibited are strangely varying, if all are Bramali Poutras.

We are aware that Dr. Gwynne's old birds were not at the

exhibition, and that the young ones there do, in his opinion,

resemble their parents ; hut we are also aware that in his

opinion they are only a variety of tlie Shanghae.

—

Ed. C. G.]

When I saw, in your notices to correspondents, a fortnight

ago, Mr. Nolan's statement that Brahma Poutra fowls' eggs

were as nearly as possible the size of those of a turkey, it

was so conb'aiy to my own experience with several hens of

the breed, that I imagined that possibly, when he wrote, his

birds had only just arrived, and had been presenting him
with a few double-yolked eggs ; the consequence, probably,

of a too stimulating diet, after the exhaustion induced by

the long voyage ; and I thought it not unlikely, that when
they had recovered their normal condition of laying, you

might have to contradict this interesting piece of intelli-

gence by another communication from Mr. Nolan. So far

from such a contradiction, however, I was not a little

startled at finding, in your present number, a similar asser-

tion by the same gentleman, respecting the eggs laid by her

Majesty's gray Shanghaes. He says, " Had you applied to

any of the Eoyal Household, you could Iiave been informed

that the Royal table has been furnished with Brahma
Poutra eggs since December last, and that their size, and

that of their eggs, is as near- as possible that of our ordinary

turkey. I know it by experience. In this particular, they

are a decided improvement on the Cochins." I do not know
what may have been the nature or extent of Jlr. Nolans

experience of the Queen's Grays, nor of his coirespondence

with the Royal Household; but I beg to assure him, that

I

the above assertion is quite incorrect, so fiu-, at least, as

I

regards the size of the eggs laid by these p.articular birds.

I happen to have been favoureil with some of these eggs, in

exchange for some from my own Brahma's, which, although

said to be from a ditt'erent strain, are, with her Jtajesty's

birds, I am well assured, from the only strains in .America

of any repute under the titles of Gray Shanghae and

Brahma Poutra. The eggs sent me (and as they were sent

at three different times, with an interval of a few weeks

between each, I may fairly presume I had some from most

of the bens in question) differed neither in size nor appear-

ance from those of the more common varieties of Shanghae
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hens ; and with regard to ray own birds, aUhougli, when as

puUots thi'y commenced laying, their eggs were certainly

somewhat larger than the average of Shanghae iniUet's eggs,

they did not, owing, probably, to incessant laying from the

tune they commenced, increase m size, as is often the case

with other varieties ; and they were never in so marked a

degree larger than the iisnal run of my other eggs as to

entitle the birds to the marked distinction claimed for the

breed, on tliis score, by Mr. Nolan and some American

dealers; indeed, I have had exceptional birds of the black,

and more particiUarly of the white, varieties, wliich have

habitually laid larger eggs. There is a lai-ge, lazy fowl, of a

nondescript character, and, I believe, of mixed origin, well

known in America as the Gray Chittagong. This fowl,

though an iuditierent layer, is said to lay unusually large

eggs. May not Mr. Nolan's birds be of this genus ? Such a

cii'cumstance is not very unlikely, as, from all I heai', some
of the United States poidtiy fanciers are not behind others

of theii' counti'ymen in doing " smart " things by unwary
piu-chasers, and pai-ticularly in foisting as genuine birds that

are not ; and the demand for Brahmas and Gray Shanghaes
being very great, it may not be always convenient to supply

specimens of the sti'ains most in estimation. I suggest the
possibility of this in Mr. Nolan's case, simply from the

alleged size of the eggs laid by his bu'ds being so much
larger than those of tlie most approved Brahma fowls, as I

shall be happy to convince him by sending him a few, both
from the Queen's birds and my own, which have proved
failures in the hatching. At any rate, and without any
uncharitable wish either to impugn Mr. Nolan's veracity, or

to prejudice his birds, I am quite of opinion, that the large

size, and striking beauty of the plumage of the best strains

of these novel members of the Shanghae family, wiD, with

the other good qualities common to them and all good
varieties of the same family, sufficiently recommend them
to the notice of amateurs, without resorting to tlie very

questionable expedient of comting for them an unreal
celebrity, by assigning to them qualities which they do not
possess.—W. C. G.

I enclose my full name, in case Mr. Nolan should request
to be informed of it.

POTATO CULTURE.
As your journal contains all the most useful and econo-

mical hints to cottagers and others in the cultivation of

their produce, I venture to send you the result of an ex-

periment (althoiigh, perhaps, already known and employed)
with regard to early potatoes. I dug the walnut-leaved, and
an early round potato, somewhat like "Foxes," the be-

ginning of this month CJuly), grown in the open but shel-

tered ground, and instead of throwing away the haidms I

replanted them, i. c, those which had even the most minute
tuber, say the size of a pea, left upon them. I simply laid

them in the tivnch formed between the two adjoining rows
of potatoes, and threw the earth over them; they remained
about three weeks, when, on taking them up, I found a very
fair crop of tubers had been reproduced, many fully equal in

size to the largest taken on the first digging.

I am not prepared to say that in a very dry season this

result would have been attained, but this year I have un-
doubtedly had a most successful harvest from the replanted
haulms. Your cottage friends who sell, perhaps, their

earliest sorts of potatoes, would find it worth the trial, as

they could keep up, by this means, a second supply for

their owii table.

By laying the haulms in the trenches, and covering with

earth from the ridge, the ground is levelled, and there is no
reason why cabbages should not be planted wliere the ridges

first e-xisted, at the same time deriving the benefit of the
manure left by the potatoes.

P.S.—Some of the haulms had tubers left on them pur-

posely, say as large as a musket ball.

—

Beynadda.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

•«• We request that no one will write to tlic departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

ctpense. All communicatioDS should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Ron.', London**

GREENnoDsB "V^iNERY {Co. Corlc).— In reference to previous direc-

tions, page 172, we add, in reply to your last note, that scantting tor

rafters should be five inches by three inches. Scantling for front uprights,

three inches by two inches ; for sash bars, three-quarters-of-an-inch by
two inches, tapered off to a quarter-of-an-inch in width, inside the bouse ;

but the nearest carpenter will tell you all about it. The cheapest mode
is to have all the wood prepared by machinery. The top liglits had
better open, unless you have ventilators, eitlier to slide or move in pivot

hinges. The wood for the frames may be two-and-a-half inches, by one-

and-a-half inches, and stronger if you like. The pipes should go all

round. If there is a difficulty, owing to the doors at the ends, have the

heating apparatus at one end ; have a letter X dow and return pipe from
the boder, which would bring the pipes above ground at tlie sides of the

first door-way, and then, traversing the space under the shelf, it could go
as far as the other door, and then return. If even this was not suitable,

you might place your heating power under the central platform. But
hot-water fitters, who know what they are doing, would have no difficulty

in either case. If the central platform of four feet is too narrow, add one
foot to it, by making the shelves eighteen inches round the front. This

is all a mere matter of taste, and to be regulated by the size of the plants

you wish to grow.

Moles Burrowing (An Old Subscriber).—They are fond of going

often and often through the same runs, and one run is almost as good as

another for setting a trap in. One traversed, this season, some hundreds
of feet under a wall, got underneath large flag stones, and underneath
foundations, and at last luxuriated in a Peach-house, where, at length, he
was snugly caught. We know of no other mode.

Ked Currants on South Wall (/iirf) .—These are afl'ected by
honey dew. Any other aspect would have been better. A thorough and
forcible application of the syringe, or garden engine, would have been the

remedy.

Old Neglected Garden (B. H. (?. Jl/.).—Never give us the trouble

to refer to indexes it you can help it ; always state the page. It requires

a great amount of time to answer queries, even when correspondents

state their views and wants so as to give as little trouble as possible.

The Peach, Pimn, and Pear-trees, will want root-pruning in October.

Rojipberrics, give now some soakings of manure-water to, and a good

mulclling of rotten dung, which will give you strong canes and good fruit

next season. This season we have lost many canes by spring frosts.

Strawberries, in a deep, rich soil, give plenty of watering in summer,

and thin enough to have the buds ripened in autumn. Gooseberries

and Currants seem also to be in want of more genial nourishment ; very

likely the bushes are too thick, or not sufficiently taken with the ground.

If you want fine, large kinds, see the advertisements of the Lancashire

kinds, which seem to bid defiance to every one else. For ourselves, we use

chiefly the Earl;/ Sulphur, the Champagne, the Keen's Seedling, and

the Warrington, for Gooseberries ; and the White Dutch, and the Dutch
Red, and Grape Red, Currants. The Rabi/ Castle is also a good one. The
Pear-trees on the trellis will be all right by-and-by. We have little

notion of making stations of stiflf yellow clay and stones, but would

choose the latter rather. As to the arrangement of the ground, instead

of having the fruit scattered, as now, wc would collect it in the depart-

ment nearest the entrance from the flower-garden ; and at the south side,

near the pigstye, we would have all our Sea-kale, Asparagus, Rhubarb,
Artichokes, Horseradish, Herbs, &c. This could be separated from the

rest by a row of low standards, or a trellis, where now you have the

dotted line I. You could then carry on the walk from the stable-yard,

right across, and then, from near the middle, marked n, take another

walk to the south side, or take a walk round the piece, leaving a border

all round against your neighbour's wall, and against the hedge on the

opposite side. Had you not made some of the walks, from what we see

of the place, we would have taken a main walk right across from the

entrance from the flower-garden, and then another, letter T fashion,

down the middle of the longer, but narrower part; and then wc would

have had small walks for the side borders, on the walk from the stable-

yard, and the one leading at right angles from it. You could increase

your espalier room with good efi'ect. and if you arched these walks over

with apple and pear-trees, they would look well, and thrive well.

Snails and Slugs (1001).—These are not "plagues," but natural

enemies to Larkspurs, and all other green thing.s on the face of the

earth ; and you might just as well have written to Lord Hardinge, as to

any gardener or editor, for information about how to deal with such. To
keep up the national defences of soot and lime, all round the coast, in

such a season as this, would require a man, or rather t'AO men, one for

the nights, and one for the days, going round and round, and laying

down the powders as required, for as soon as the next shower was over,

the effect of every train would be over likewise. Rlr. Barnes had given

sufficient instructions for the destruction of all the snails and slugs in

Europe, in our previous volumes. We, ourselves, have proved his plans

this very season, and after killing many thousands of these quiet, harm-
less-looking creatures, all those that infected the gardens on each side of

us ran in to take their places, and their leave of this world, almost at

tlie same time ; and if more come they must go the same road, for in our

warfare we give " no quarter," and that is the only sure and certain way
of getting rid of snails and slugs.

Hybridising Geraniums (/Sirf).— Here we can be of service to you.

We had hoped that The Cottage Gardener had put down the

pedantry and mischief of the camel-hair brush doctors for everj but
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suppose you had cro^F.ed Dobsonii with the pollen of BasUish-, by the best
cainel-hair brush that ever was made, that brush vaa no better than a
fox's brush for the rest uf the season, or rather for the rest of your life-

time, unless you kept it in boiling^ water, or in spirits of wine for a certain
time, to kill all the pollen of Bnsilish- that stuck to it. before tou could
calculate on the ne.U cross. All pistils do not become glutinous when
ready fur the pollen ; in the Rhododendron and White I-ily, very much
so ; in the Geranium, never. If you look at a Geranium flower just
openint;, you M-ill see the pistil ail in one ; a few hours after that it begins
to divide at the point, into five divisions, and, finally, each division rolls
back, so as nearly to embrace the style ; in that state it is tit to receive
the pollen for one, two, or three "days, according to the state of the
weather. When the pollen parent is scarce, take only one sfamen, and
dust all over the fine turned parts their whole length, and the work is

finished. When we haveplenty of flowers, we pull one off for the pollen,
cut away the petals, and apply all the anthers at once. Thus about eigiit
or ten flowers can be crossed in one minute.

Roses rre)-o.r).—We can suggest no remedy for the want of colours
in your TF.a and Xoisetle Roses, which, we think, is caused by so much
wet and want of sun. Vour Cloth of Gold, 25 feet high, with trusses of
IS and 20 flowers each, is just as it should be. We murder half our
Rosea by too much cutting. Can you not turn it right or left, or back on
itself, horizontally, rather than cat it at 25 feet, ^^hich ia not a quarter of
the space it will fill, and ought to fill now that you have allowed it so
much strength? Jii^ni Desprez tree rose—if you mean a standard, it

ouyht to be pruned in the spring, like a hybrid China; that is, the oldest
wood shouhi be thinned out, very weak branches cut away altogether,
and the rest left at full length, or merely taking ofl" a fen points to regu-
late the shape. It is during the summer that such roses ought to lie

pruned, by stopping them occcasionally. The best time to prune the
Persian Vel/oiv is just at the moment it has done flowering, and at no
other time; the same as with Rhododendrons and Azaleas, then you can
cut it when you like, so as to keep it to any shape you please.

lIoLLV Hedges (Ibid).—It is not at all good practice to plant hedges
of Holly with plants five or sU inches high, unless in dressed ground,
where no mud is allowed ; but now is a very good time to plant them,
and so on to the end of September.

Bees (fl?w^V,v.9, A. B.).—" About the middle of June a strong hive
swarmed, and was hived in my absence, nnd after two or three hours
appeared to return to the hive. The next day we observed about fifty or
sixty bees all day Ions clustering on the grass near where the swarm'had
alighted. On examining the spot, I found what I believe was a dead
f^ueen bee—the hive to which the bees were suppo'ied to return was as
uU of bees as before. Is it likely that the queen bee was killed by acci-
dent, and that the bees, in consequence, returned to the hive? I put a
cap, or ' super,* on the original hive, with some guide-comb, and the
bees worked into it well. In about a fortnight the^sarae hive swarmed
again, and the swarm settled in two clusters, one much larger than the
other. The larger one I Iiived in a new hive, and the other into a hive
full of old comb, and both settled very well till evening, when the bees
left the hive full of comb, and joined the other, which continued to settle
and work very well. What was the cause of their settling at first in two
sets? Was there a queen to each? If so, why should the bees desert
the hive full of comb, and join the other? A few davs after, when
staving with a friend, a hive of his swarmed at two o'clock, which I

hived, with some trouble, from a lofty branch, and 1 left them well
settled: it was a very large swarm. After they had been hived about
twenty minutes, a neighouring hive swarmed, and settled down on the
chair on which I had set the first swarm. I swept the main body into
another hive, and set this hive close by the other, that the bees miiht
ascend, which they did in great numbers. I then set the first hive on

hunch a plate of the sulphur flowers, dipping the fingers am' thumb
into the sulphur, and rubbing between them each berry.

DiSEASKn MiG>ONETTE.

—

Mi\ H. Rew, Gardener to the Karl of
Caledon, writes to us as follows :—" The first year that the potato disea.ie
made its appearance in this country (the North of Ireland] I lost, in the
month of June, nearly all my Miguonettp ; the potato disease appearing
in the middle of .luly, with a disease so rapid in its eft'ects, that plants in
robust health were destroyed in 24 hours. I enclose a plant atfected v ith
the disease. I\Iy attention was particularly directed to it this season. I

first observed the Miffitonettf attacked on the 20th of .Tune and on the
UJth of July, the Potato leaves in the garden were affected with the black
spot on the upper surface, and the white mildew underneath, which, I nm
sorry to say, is quite general through the Potato fields in this neighbour-
hood. Should it prove general, it might be of some service having such
a warning ; as it would enable many a one to plant Cabbages, or other
vegetables, between their Potatoes, who might not have the opportunity
to do 30 in July. Should yru detect any disease, and know a remedy,
you would greatly oblige by inserting the same in The Cottape Gar-
dener."—Mignonette is verj' liable to gangreened roots ; but the disease
has no similarity to the Potato JIurrain, beyond the fact, that both the
diseases .ire most frequent and most severe in seasons when excessive wet
occurs during the hottest season of the year. Therefore, so far, when
one is prevalent, the other may be anticipated. The decay of the root of
Mignonette, however, will occur even in the driest season. In soil con-
taining limy rubbish we do not think we ever knew it to cccur.

Diseased HAMBURr.n Cock [W. L. T.,.—The swol.en comb, and
eyes blinded with rheum, are symptoms of roup. Separate him entirely
from your other fowls. Wash his head and eyes, once or twice daily
with milk and water, and t;ive him every morning fifty drops of iodide
of potassium. Keep him in a dry, moderately warm situation.

j

Market-gardf.tjing (S, B. B).—\Ve are not aware of any publica-
tion on this subject. Can any of our readers furnish us with some essays

j

on combining " Farming with Vegetable-growing for Covent-Gardcn ?'*

I

Succession Crop {One who is no hardener),—T&ke up your Potatoes
I at once, and plant Scotch Kale and Brocolis. In September, plant
Cabbages for spring use.

'I

William Adams (C.)-—The stamps are received.

the ground, but in an hour or two I found that the bees were gradually
leaving the second hive, and drawing into the first, which was quite full",

though it was a very Inrgc hive. At nicht, the bees all drew up into the
hive ; but for several days after, even though we put an ' eke ' under the
hive, the bees clustered very thickly on the outside, and all round the
base of the hive. The weather was cloudy, but close and warm. There
was no fighting of the bees, and no dead bees about. \Vhat became of
the two queens? Was one killed? Each swarm was very large ; but in
July, I thought it a happy junction. When I came away, the bees were
still clustering outside, though there was much rain, and the weather
was much cooler. Another hive of mine, on which I put a cap, worked
up well into the cap, but swarmed in a week or ten days after." The
queen, in all probability, was old, and not able to fly, and died from
cold. It was the cast that came out in a fortnight, and with a j/oung
queen; it is very usual for two, or even more, queens to go out with a
cast. Their leaving the hive with comb might arise from its having had
bees die in it, or from moths. It is very common for two swarms to join
when coming out the same day; it is, therefore, advisable always to
remove a swarm from the place in which it alighted within five minutes
after its being hived. The bees clustered outside the hive from want of
room. One of the queens was killed.—J. H. P.

Spabeows {A Sitl/scnbcr).~\Ve never advise poison for destroying
cither these or other animals. The small spring steel trap, or gin, used
for mouse-catchinff, if a hard crust is tied on to the fall, catches them
readily. We had dozens destroyed thus this sUmmer.

Exhibiting ForLTRY (P.).— It is one of the usual conditions, that
the fowls exhibited shall be the property of the party exhibiting them;
but there is no such condition in the regulations of the Royal Atrricul-
tural Society's Show at Gloucester, consequently, Mr. HI. shewing, in
his own name, fowls belonging to Mr. A., committed no offence.

Diseased Grapes (G. M a).—The Grapes were destroyed by
the Mhite Mildew [Oidiiun Tiiakeri) which has-been, and is, ravaging the
vineyards of Europe, as well as the vines in our greenhouses and stoves.
The only remedy is flowers of sulphur. We know a greenhouse
severely attacked, but the Grapes arc saved by holding under each

Oleander Scale CPeccAm).—Brush the Oleanders all over with a
mixture of soft-soap, 2lbs, ; flowers of sulphur, 2lbs. ; tobacco, lib.;
and a wine-glass of spirit of turpentine. Mix the turpentine, soap, and
sulphur, into a paste, with warm water ; boil the tobacco for an hour in
more water, in a covered saucepan ; strain ; mix with the soapy mixture,
and add water enough to make five gallons. Do not cut down the plants.

Bees (Jiirf).—" Having a Hive (full of Bees, iko..) which requires
.something done to it, I wish to drive them into another, according to the
directions given in TnE CcTTAfiE Gardener by a " Country Curate."
Should I do so immediately, or as soon as the drones have been killed,
or wait until quite the autumn ; and should I put any of the comb into
the fresh hive with them? I intend, also, persuading some of my poor
neighbours to let me have their bees out of the hives which they are
going to plunder. If 1 put two or three lots of them into a hive together,
will they live throuch the winter without having any comb in the hive,
but merely with my feeding them ns described in Tde Cottage
Gardener, volume 6, page 311; and -rhould this be given in a liquid
state, and at the top or bottom, and all at once : or would Barley-sugar
be equally good for them ?" Drive your Bees as soon as the drones are
killed. Put none of the combs into the fresh hive ; you cannot secure
them firmly. Feed th?m liberally, and they will make combs very
quickly

; give the food in a liquid state, and at the top of the hive
;
give

two or three pounds at a time, according to the siic of your feeder. For
making the syrup, see Cottage Gardener, volume 6, page 311.
Barley-sugar would not do fsr this purpose ; the stock must be made to
weigh 20 lbs. at least.—J. H. P.

Rabbits (G. Evcrton).^A. dog having the range of your garden might
keep them away ; but the best remedy is to exclude them by running
wire netting round within your fence.

PorLTRY Queries (F. J. B., i>n*o«).—:\rr. Bailey's Famitain is as
good as any, but dear; the smallest, we think, 8s.*6d. Tiie cheapest
and simplest contrivance for water is given at p. 135 of " The Poultry

i Book." The best PouUrt/ Murk is to file a notch or notches on the

j

beak. Vour previous letter was not received. Are you sure it was sent ?

j

Names of Plants (W. X. If.).—Vour Tre.^oil is TrifnUvm fragi-
i
ferian. The Solanum-like plant is the *' Deadly Nightshade," Atrnptt

I bctladonna. (Z>. G. C.).— \. Erodiinn Rtchardi. 2. Rumex sanguineus.
3. Buptisia Aastralis. [T. M. W.).-~Agatfiosma ciUuta. Send the

' moth to us at Winchester. The other did not reach us. !F. G. W.j.—
I

1. Some species of Hahrofh'iynnns. 5. Probably JMeseml/ryanthenuim
pomeriditimim. We cannot tell Florists' Flowers from mere single
flowers and leaves. {W. P. L.).~Liatris spicuta, a very desirable, hardy,
herbaceous plant, from North America.
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tnrous maiden clianged to this form, who was lolled in en-

deavoui-ing to steal an inteniew with her lover

—

" Up she got upon a wall,

'Temptintr down to slide withal.

But the silken twist untied,

So she fell, and bruis'd, she died.

Love, in pity of the deed,

And her loving, luckless speed.

Turned her to this plant, we call

Now, the Flower of the Wuft."

Herrick and Barton are among the dead, and we were

about to say—now, for what a li\ing poet says—bnt we re-

member tliat he, Delta, is also gone before, and that the

Howcr of wliich ho thus sings is above the grave of him
who thus addressed it :

—

Sweet Wall-flower ! Sweet Wall-flower

!

Thou conjurest up to me
Full many a soft and sunny hour
Of boyhood's thoughtless glee ;

When joy from out the daisies grew
In woodland pastures green.

And summer skies were far more blue
Than since they e'er have been.

Rich is the Pink, the Lily gay.
The Rose is summer's guest.

Bland are thy charms, when these decav,-
Of flowers first, last, and best

!

There may be gaudier in the bower.
And statelier on the tree ;

But Wall-flower, loved Wall-flower,
Thou art the flower for me !

—(Smith. Witlieriiuj. Gcirarilf.)

Some time since we replied to a correspondent that we

did not agree wltii him in thinking that the Potato

llurrain, Vine Mildew, and some other phenomena

which he mentioned, are "signs that the world is grow-

ing old." We have now before us another letter fiom

the same respectable and respected coi-respondent ; and

he asks whether we do not " think that fungoid diseases

are on the increase ? " We think they are ; but we

must leave for others to answer whether it is a chas-

tisement like that spoken of by the prophet—" I have

smitten you with blasting and mildew;" "And in all

vineyards shall be waOing."

—

(Amos iv. n ; v. 17).

Even if it be a visitation for our sinfulness, still, as

in these days effects are wrought out by natural means

rather than by direct interpositions, it will not bo use-

less to point out what are, probably, the causes of the

increase of fungoid diseases in vegetables.

First among these causes are the increase of moisture

in the air and soil, and a decrease in their temperature

during the growing periods. It is quite true, that taking

the average of the entire year no such changes are

perceptible ; but if the growing period, by which we

mean from April to June, both inclusive, be taken,

then such an increase of moisture and decrease of tem-

perature will be found apparent. We have not all onr

notes and references ; but let us take one town, Liver-

pool, for example, of which we have the meteorological

returns since 1843, and we shall find that it has had

since no April so warm as that of 1843, and no May
or June so warm, except in two years, and those years

were 1847 and 1849 : years, if we remember correctly,

in which fungoid diseases much abated.

The following table shews the average temperature in

the three growing months of every year since 1843 :

—

Liverpool.
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the actual age aud the ago declnrcd. lu one case, I

pointed out to an eminent amateur a prize pen of

birds evidently six or seven weeks (not to say more)

older than was stated ; and the remark my friend made

was, ' If the owner were to swear they are not older, I

could not believe him.' I noticed some chickens, in

another pen, wliioh I knew to be upwards of twelve

weeks older than appeared in the catalogue. Now, I

would acquit gentlemen (and 1 trust I should be right

in so doing) of intentional mis-statements—tlie errors I

have noticed were possibly the result of cai-elessness

;

but something is necessary to prevent such blunders,

and to ensure exactness. If the ages had to be declared

upon honour, or verified by declaration, greater attention

would be given while preparing the statements, and

any mistake then occurring might fairly be deemed

intentional and premeditated. Some plan is evidently

necessary to protect the interests of honest competitors

who truly declare the ages of their birds; and I am
content with having called the attention of your com-

mittee to so important a question.—W. H. Snell, Shir-

ley Cottage, Norwood."

There can be no doubt that there is much truth in

this charge of error in the statement of the age of

chickens ; and we think no one would object—certainly,

no one ought to object— to sign a declaration in this

form

—

"I hereby declare that my Dorking chickens now

sent for exhibition were hatched on or about the 10th

day of April, 1853. " A B ."

A printed form might be furnished to each exhibitor,

blanks being left for the words printed iu italics.

Supposing that any one is base enougli intentionally

to allege an erroneous age as being that of his chickens,

even one so dishonest would be checked iu his course

;

for, if proof established the falsehood, his own hand-

writing would prevent the shuffling plea that it was a

mistake being available.

This leads us to observe upon another case in wliich

no plea of mistake should be permitted to prevail—we

mean the price affixed at which birds exhibited are to

be sold. Whatever sum is stated iu the handwriting of

the exhibitor, or of his servant, in the form of entry,

should be rigidly adhered to. If an exhibitor is so

careless as not to acquaint himself with the require-

ments of the Society whose form he fills up, he ought

not to complain if he suffers from the consequences of

Buch carelessness. To be lax in the enforcement of this

rule is to open a door for inconvenient shuffling.

We know a very recent case where a pen of birds

was marked in the exhibition catalogue at i;lO. We
thought the cockerel in the pen worth all the money,

and so thought the most successfiil breeder of the

variety. He claimed the pen, but was told it was a

mistake, the price was £'iO ; and he eventuaUy gave

^20. We do not for a moment intend to insinuate that

it was not a mistake, because we have no evidence

either to sustain or to forbid such an insinuation ; but

we do say, that if an exhibitor is allowed to increase

his price, under any circumstances, then is a door

opened which too many will take advantage of so soon

as they find their birds arc sought for ; and it will be

worse tlian foolish to append prices at all. It ^\ill be

worse than foolish, because it will be evaded by the

shuflling, and adhered to only by the strictly honourable.

Thebe is some reason to hope that the Potato Murrain

is much ai-rested in its course by the hot, dry weather

at the beginning of this month. A gentleman, travelling

from Penzance to Plymouth, says,—" Mile by mile, as I

journeyed, was the blight less severe in the Potatoes,

though even here bad enough. Hay is now (August 3)

cutting in large breadths, but so long delayed that the

bottom is quite blanched." From the neighbourhood

of Penzance we hear as follows,
—" Potatoes are here

rotting fast iu the gi'ound ; hardly a tuber fit to eat;

never, in fact, worse in any previous year." From the

north of Ireland, on the contrary, we hear,—" The crop

of Potatoes will not be very much injured. The haulm

looks very bad, but the tubers are not proportionately

injured." We think no reliance is to be placed on

reports which do not show that the tubers have been

examined.

Some of our contemporaries are labouriug to ridicule

the increased attention now being paid to Poultry-

culture, and they chuckle over the idea that the prices

of fowls are declining. This is rejoicing at an imaginary

result ; for we know of prices recently given which are

quite equal to those we have had to record. For in-

stance, we know of £20 being paid for a Spanish cockerel

and two pullets ; and we also know tliat Capt. Hornby

refused i'&O for his Spanish cockerel exhibited, aud the

same simi for a pen of Dorkings, at the London Summer
Exhibition. This reminds us, that at that Exhibi-

tion, Dr. Gwynne received a prize for Black Shanghae

Chickens, but his name was accidentally omitted in the

published prize list.

THE WEATHER, THE ORCHARD, AND
GARDEN CROPS.

To say tliat the past has been one of the most extra-

ordinary seasons on record, is, I sup)iose, simply to

affirm what every Englishman knew befoi'ehand.

After one of the wettest autumns wo ever knew,

and an open winter during part of December and

January, we came to the hai-dest weather just at the

very period when tlie spring is expected to advance.

Then, during the third and last weeks in March, we
had a thermometer, for several nights, indicating from

10 to 20 degrees of frost. This was, iudeed, most

unusual, and well it was for fruit-growers tliat the past

had been of a retarding character, or there had been

little fruit in the kingdom; thus fairly shewing the

value of retarding principles in covering matters which

I was the first to insist on, although J had to fight the

battle single-lianded at one period. Since then we have

had numerous converts.

In the second week of Jlay we had repeated snow-
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storms, of such a cliavactcr as to block up roads, aiul

to call endless shovels aud brooms into request. If

\ve have had anything worth calling summer, it was
from about the middle of May to the middle of June:
during which time we experienced severe droughts

;

but even this, although prejudicial to many crops, was
clieerfully endured as a thing in the main desirable,

especially after tlie autumn aud winter rains.

In order to show the bcariug of tlje whole summer on
fruits and vegetables, I must take the liberty of directing

Kttention to the late extraordinary six wcelcs, or more,
through wliich we have lately passed—such a period as

I have never experienced since the memorable IRlfi.

I, for one, well remember the character of tliat sad

summer ; for i was engaged in tlic seed business in the

ueighbom'hood of the metropolis. J.Iy father, under
whom I then served, in conjunction with the nursery

business, grew seeds of various kinds extensively, to

supply the trade, as well as for retail ; and, at that

period, I remember great breadths of Lettuces, Onions,

and other such things, being, day after day, thrown
prostrate, until nearly all destroyed. Such was the

devastation amongst our tender vegetables, that Bath
Cos Lettuce seed was sold for five guineas the pound,
ti'ade price; and if iny memory serves me correctly,

Windsor, or the Broad Bean, at eight guineas the busliel.

Our Brown Cos Lettuce seed was made up in dainty little

half-crown packets, each of which miglit yield two or

three score good seeds. So much for a comparison of

seasons, witli their effects ; and the chief difference, as

far as I remember, between that summer and tlie

present is. that ISKl was not quite so wet, but by far

colder and more windy. People, that summer, were

constantly seen at haymaking and harvest work with

gi'eat coats on, and that fact was matter of daily

comment.
I will now state tlie character and condition of fruit

and vegetable crops as they are and have been with tis,

in order to sliow the influence of weather on the pro-

ducts of the garden.

In wall fnuts. Peaches and Nectarines, here (Cheshire)

are far beyond an average croj); strange to say, in spite

of the absence of sunshine for many weeks they were

nevermore healthy or more abundant: but it is many
years since we missed a crop of these things out-doors.

Apricots are scarcely b.slf a crop ; the wondrously low

temperature of the last week in Jlarch, before quoted,

was their bane, no doubt ; or else thoy bloomed, or rather

would liave bloomed, in excellent style, but that frost

desti-oyed them in a halfdeveloped state. Pears, on
walls, trcllisses, &c., are, on the whole, a capital crop.

We have them in all forms, and I am not aware that any
particular mode of training bears the bell. Marie
Louise, so much complained of by Jlr. Rivers and our

metropolitan friends in general, has set abundantly both

on walls and on my table trelUsscs. Winter Xeilis. too,

on walls, every tree is uniformly covered; this is an
invaluable Pear. Apples arc the heaviest crop I ever

knew, whether referring to dessert or to table kinds. It

is unpleasant to contemplate the mischief tliis v.-ill

cause next season, in all probabilily, by exhausting the

trees. Plums are a partial crop, especially tlie Grcen-

yaije : but those of the Maijmmi honum class are an
unusually large crop ; Damsons, pcrhajis a little below

the average. As to Raspberries, 1 have not seen any-

thing equal to them but once in my life ; and that was
more than thirty years ago. We luive been gathering

daily, for tlic most ordinary uses, fruit of the Folstnjf'

kind, any one gathering of which would be considered a

picked sample for any exhibition table in tlic kiugdom ;

and I have a row treated 01,1 a peculiar jilan, which will

continue bearing for a luonth yet, or more. This plan

1 consider so uselul, that I must inform our readeis of

it in due tune. Gooseberries, aud Red and White

Currants, are as heavy a crop as the Raspberries ; and
as for Black Currants, they are splendid. Cherries are

an inferior crop; they did not set well, and have been
sadly ))lagued by the fly. Strawberries bloomed and set

as v,ell as I ever knew them, but at least three-fourths

have been lost. It was impossible to gather tliera so as

to be usable, aud they became a prey to wireworras,

sings, &c., and rotted away piecemeal.

As to vegetables, Peas have run much to haulm, but
the crop, nevertheless, has been far above an averaige,

hitlinrto ; but I do not, by any means, admire the crops

of British Queens, which we always sow in A)iril and
Jlay, for late autumn use. They are aU cankered in the

stems, or are what our old gardeners used to tei-m

"shanked." These arc a pi'ecarioiis crop on our sandy
and hard-worn soils in general, but I verily had thought,

that by making trenches, as for Celery, and using much
charred « eeds, aud rubbish, in the compost, I should

have had success; but 1 feiu'them much, and have been
sowing several rows of the Prince Albert, and Prussian,

as a speculation. The 2'hurston's Reliance is a very

useful Pea, and with us this summer has been about
seven feet in height. It has a tendency to branch like

tlie Kni<jht's Marrow section. The Lmpeiial is one of

the most useful still, especially for those who are scant

of labour and sticks : and the Woodford Marrow, of

similar habit, for those who arc very pai-tiotdar as to

colour. They are much liked for bottling. The Broad
Bean class are very fine this year, but they have been
visited lierc with the fungus which has been much
complained of, and which invests the whole plant,

speedily, with a chocolate lint, especially the under side

of the leaf. As soon as this prevails, there is an end to

both "setting" and "swelling" in the pods. Those
who are learned in cryptogamous matters, would do
well to pay extra attention to this, which threatens,

some time, to rival the potato disease.

C'aulijiowers hiivo been unusually fine. Some years have
passed since I saw such large, white, and close heads.

Tlie Asiatic variety, which sliould be a week or two later,

if true, has, for three years, proved neither more nor less

than the old Cauliflower. So much for otu- modem
seedsmen, who write, " superb," " choice," " extra," &c.,

on their packets, but to which, in many cases, might be

superadded, "Fudge."
Spring Broceolis were fine, too, but very late ; and the

latest whites run fairly up to the Cauliflower season, as

they should do. The loss by severe weather, in Broceolis,

I consider about twenty ])cr cent.

Asparagus has been abundant, but scarcely so large

as in some years, owing, doubtless, to the drought which
occurred dtiring the whole period in which it should be
in its prime. It was, however, first-rate in quahty, as

it always is here. We do not grow what is called

drumstick Asparagus.
Kidneij Beans, raised iu heat, liardened ofl", and trans-

planted, only came to band about the -JOth of July, and
Tomatoes, which were in blossom when turned out of

pots, in the middle of June, do not appear to be one
week advanced since that period. This will serve to

show our friends of the south what sort of a climate we
have in the north. Scarlet Runners, sown in the last

week of April, have been in blossom for three weeks, at

least, but not a jiod is to be seen yet, aud it is now the

1st of August.
1'ho early crops of Potatoes, out-doors, chiefly the

Ash-leaved Kidneij, have been very fine, and free from
disease until about the lith of July, when it gave un-

mistakable signs of its approach. I took up ;i lot

(under ripe, of course) before the least taint could be
discovered iu the foliage, but I regret to report, that

nearly one-thii"d are since decayed, although they are

placed singly on a dry, boarded-floor. At this period

(August I st) the complaints from the farmers are con-
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siderable. The disease, in fact, lias attained its usual

universality, but certainly not with that degree of viru-

leuce which it assumed in somo I'onner years, especially,

cousidering the extremely favourable oouditiou of soil

and atmosphere to its extension. Unmanured, frosli,

and dry soils, with a constant care over the seed, seem,

at present, to offer the best chances of lightening its

ravages.

And, now, as to Salads. Never before did I find i<!^

iMccs so much in perfection ; they have been full-sized,

crisp, and teudcr, in the highest degree, and possessing

very little tendency to run to seed. Ciwumbers in the

open ridge are all destroyed by the what is termed
" the Cucumber disease." This appears to bo some
minute fungus, which in a tev/ days paralyses the whole
energies of the plants, and iu another week or so

utterly destroys them. We have had an annual visitation

of this sad pest for some five years, and, as it presents

some features resembling the potato disease, especially

as to the rapidity and amount of the devastation, it is

deserving close consideration by those highly scientific

men whose peculiar province it is to prosecute such in-

vestigations. I have been informed, by most respect-

able persons, that districts in England, formerly noted

for the production of field or garden Cucumbers, are no
longer so, and that many have entirely relinquished

their culture iu despair. As with tlie potato disease at

its commencement, I have tried various remedial and
preventive plans, but with no ellect worthy of consi-

deration. In-door fruits I pass by as getting wide of my
subject. And now for fair inferences, deduced from
the foregoing features of the season.

In the first place—Fruits. Who could have expected

siu:li fortunate results, after so extraordinary a spring ?

I know not liow to account for this, except on the re-

tarding principle. We in the north are colder than our

gardeners southwards, and there are those who better

carry out retarding principles, i conceive, in the former

case. It appears to me, from reports I have read, that we
are more fortunate in fruits than those farther south.

I have understood from Mr. Rivers that he has had. for

many years, very indiflerent success with the Marie
Louise Pear, a favourite of tliousauds; and who knows
much more about fruits than Mr. R. ? But those

Quince stocks, I fear, and, certainly, the precocious

climate upwards, as we north-countrymen say, are not
altogether favourable to superior crops. And to tViis

may be traced the enormous crops of what are termed
bush fruits, such, indeed, as seldom occurs. The partial

failures in Plums and Cherries, in our quarter, may
fairly be placed to early excitability, without the means
of retardation.

Apples, too, a monstrous crop ; and here, again, the

retarding principle meets us full in the face. During
the twenty-five years that I have seen Apples blossom
in this district, I never but once knew tliem bloom so

late ; they had, indeed, scarcely finished blossoming in

the second week of June. Here, again, a singular

season accomplished what, as I believe, the art of the

gardener should attempt in ordinary seasons, as far as

his means reach. In bush fruits, wo find enormous
crops of Black Currants and Raspberries, thus evincing,

as i have often suggested iu Tue Cott.^ge GAr.uEXER,
their identity of habit in regard of moisture ; at least, of

these two useful fruits.

To conclude: a few words on vegetables. Salads,

especially Lettuces, unusually crisp, fat, and tender.

Here a wet summer may teach young gardeners that not
manures alone may accomplish all this, but a liberal

amount of moisture must be added ; they may also take

into consideration the assistance of a damp atmosphere,

with an air temperatui'e in an inferior ratio to tliat of

ordinary seasons, especially in its relation to ground
warmth. Cauliflowers unusually hue, too : here we

have an illustration of the beneficial effect of the con-
ditions alluded to in the case of the Lettuces. Peas,
good crops, but I never know them so slow in filling.

Most gardeners know, that oven Peas will' not fill fast

unless they have a certain amount of warmth as well as
moisture ; hence noble-lookiug crops, but slow filling.

To talk about Cahhaijcs, i£c., wti-c almost needless. I

may just say tliat I have not seen a blue Cabbage this

summer ; and that the Cabbage Bullei-Jli/ has been
unusually scarce. I have not seen half-a-dozen since

Midsummer, ll'asps must have had a long nap, for I

have not seen one for si.K weeks. R. EniiiNaTON.

MEETING OF THE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY, REGENT STREET, July 20tii.

DiSA GKANDiFLor.A.—All rouud the room, tables were
loaded with the finest fruits, vegetables, and salad plants

that possibly could be, and we had flowers which were
not siu'passed iu health, beauty, or rarity, at any of the

shows for the last twenty years— to wit, those of a very
fine Lisa grandijiora, sent by C. Leach, Esq., of

Clapham Park. I have known of Mr. Leach's doings
for many years, and I have been imder obligations to

him long before I ever saw him, and now I may as well

say, that be has crowned his complete success in a
difi'erent line, where ninety-nine out of every hundred
gardeners that made the attemjit failed ; namelv, he can
grow, flower, aud cross all the most difiicult bulbs in

Ai'rica, with tlie greatest ease, and very likely he does
not think that any greenhouse or hali-hardy bulb is

nearly so difficult to grow as the potato.

The Lisa grandijiora, in all probability, is an ever-

green ! like Valotta purpurea, which inhabits the same
kind of locality, only not so higli up; and here is where
we have been all wrong with it. This plant of it has
been green, and never died down these three years past;

it is as healthy as a plant could be, and throwiug up
strong healthy shoots from, what you would suppose,
underground stolons. There were two flower stems,

twenty inches high, and each of them had several flowers

in bud, and one open on eacli, so that tliis charming
hardy orchid flowers more like a Tigridia than any
thing else. It was in a large Oi-pot, and in very, verg
sandy peat, and had nothing done to it out of the
ordinary run of greenliouse culture these three years.

Dr. Burchell said that Valotta 2)urpurea was the only
bulb of the order of Amaryllids that he found growing iu

boggy peat in Africa; and we know that f'«/oMrt was lost,

over and over again, while it was treated like the rest of

the family, and not as an evergreen, but now a cottager

can grow it in a window as easily as a Crocus, and more
so. It will be exactly the same, some day or other,

with Lisa grandijiora.

Who could have thought, the other day, when I pro-

mised to tell how it could be kept, at least for a time,

that I should have been so fortunate as to learn the
cause of our failure with it for years, aud how simple
the apparently most difiicult culture seems when we
know how to pursue it ! I am indebted to Mr. Leach
for tliis information.

It is well known to some of our readers that I am
not at liberty to give the name of the gentleman who
studied the plant for me on Table Mountain, but that is

of no moment, as we have a very lucid statement of the
situation and circumstances from the pen of Sir John
Herschel, on his return from the Cape. Sir John jdaced
a registering thermometer on the sunnnit of Table
Mountain, and left it there for three years, and the
lowest temperature was lU^", and the highest OO-i'

during that time. I well recollect the sensation caused
in tliis room, in Regent-street, at the end of 1S3«, by
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some very rare Cape plants, exhibited from Sir John
Herschol, who flowered them in liis open garden, in

Loudon ; tliey were

—

Satyriinns, Cuanellas, and a rai'e

Vieusseuxia, and it was in answer to an inquiry by the

Society, as to the circumstances under which these and
such plants are naturally found, tliat we first heard
about those of Disa. "Its habitat," replies Sir John,
" is on the margin of pools of standing water, on or

near the summit of Table Mountain, the drainage of the

boggy slopes of the mountain, where its roots are im-

mersed. These are dry, or nearly so, in summer. In
such localities, it is, of course, Irequently involved in

the dense mist of the clouds, which even in the hottest

months often cover the whole summit of the mountain
for a week or a fortnight uninten'uptedly. I presume, a

moderately warm, habitually damp, atmosphere, would
suit it." This, ten years after tliis suggestion, twelve

months of " moderately warm, and habitually damp,
atmosphere," may have helped the flowering of Ilisa

graiuli-flora. When I say that Ixins may be growing on
the dry banks of these boggy " pools," and only a few
yards from the Bisa, whose roots are immersed in water

all the year round, it will give some idea of the difiiculty

of knowing how to deal even with two plants from the

same locality, without a precise knowledge of their na-

tural habitats. The sailors give the name of " table-

cloth," to those white, misty clouds, which envelope the

inoiuitain toj) so often, and for so many weeks at a

time. Tlie high winds which sweep over the mountain,
are, for nine months in the year, loaded with vapours
from the South Pacific, aud although they may affect

the vegetation on the summit, generally, such jilants as

grow low down in hollows, like this Disa, may not
require, under cultivation, such ciu-rents of ventilation,

as we know to be highly essential to Cape Bulbs in

general. These data, tlierefore, would imply the follow-

ing, as a rational mode of cultivating the Disa:—
The tuberous roots to be planted rather deep in pots

of sandy peat, very well drained, so as to allow of large

supplies of water during the summer, without fear of

any stagnation at the roots ; from April to October, a

damp atmosphere and free ventilation would be secured

easiest by plunging the pots in moss, in a cold pit,

which should be open, or ventilated at back and front,

and the moss kept constantly moist. A greenhouse
would be quite damp enough for it in winter, De-
cember, January, February, and March, being the hot,

diy months at the Cape ; and there can be no doubt now
but the plant must be kept growing nil the year i-ound,

else what is to become of those healthy young shoots

which are now pushing up all round the flowering parts

of Mr. Leach's beautiful plant. 1 shall not lose sight

of this plant ; and as Mr. Leach is seldom absent irom
our meetings in Regent-street, I shall have no difficulty

in learning all about it. Meantime, if tlie trade cannot
supply a sufficient niunber of plants of it for others to

experiment upon, let us send out a vessel to Simon's
Bay, with a dozen or two of Wardian cases, and let the

butler or head-steward of the vessel go up to " remove
the cloth," without any harm to the mountaineers, or to

the new constitution sent out at last, and we shall soon
have Disas enough, Ilersclielias, too, as well as all the

Satyriums, of which cnndidum, cnrncum, cuculliitum , and
chrijsostacliijum, will need very sandy peat, and j)apil-

losum good, rich loam, the same as for Valotla. Tlie

Satyrimns all require large doses of water in summer,
and complete rest after flowering, and as much sun-heat,

while at rest, as can be obtained.

I am afraid to mention one-half of the Kitchen
Vegetables exhibited on this occasion, for fear of setting

the young gardeners and the cooks at loggerheads ; for

I have had some hard scratches that way myself in my
day. I may state, in round numbers, however, that

Mr. Burns, gardener to Lord Stanhope, at Chevening,

had the best of it; Mr. Smith, gardener to Mrs. Keay,
of Little Blake Hall, Wanstead, second best ; and Mr.
Spivey, gardener to J. A. Houblon, Esq., of Halling-
bury, near Bishop's Strotford, third best ;—that Mr.
Burns had 70 kinds of things from the kitchen garden
that day, or in the whole competition, I forget which

;

that Mr. Smith had C3 kinds, and Mr. Spivey 51 kinds.

Mr. Burns won all the best prizes of the last winter
season ofl'ered by the Society, and Jlr. Smith the second
best—besides. Dr. Lindley gave ,f f) to be fought for as

well. These two giants, however, swept off every far-

thing of them ; but, unless we are all at war among the

Cossacks next winter, IMr. Burns and other garden
poets must look to their laurels, for I hear there is to

be a tremendous rush for these prizes next winter. In
a collection of Peas from Mr. Wrench, of London
Bridge, was the tall Sugar Pea, about which Mr.
Charles Dickens tickled the readers of " Household
Words " a year or two since. That is the pea they eat

in Germany, and all over the continent, as we do Kidney
beans ; we saw pods of it snapping like glass, to illus-

trate the lecture, showing it had none ol' the glore-

leatber-lining like other peas. In a large collection

from the Society's garden, was a Cahhage called Sutton's

Cornish, which we were told was one of the best and
most useful, as the ribs of the leaves were as tender as

maiTOw. In this garden tliey still prefer Knight's

different Marrow Peas as the most sugary ; and I agree

with them ; but I think their Raspberry gi-ound is quite

worn out, for they showed a dish of Rivers' Large-

fruited Raspberry, which were certainly the smallest I

have seen these ten years ; it would just take four of

them to make one of the Faslolf exhibited by Mr.
Youell, of Yarmouth. I tasted six kinds of the little

old-fashioned Gooseberries from our garden, and I won-
dered that people so run after the great pudding-bags of

berries from the Great North Westerns. Of these six,

the Oval Red and the old Rough Red were the two best.

Wiimot's white and red Currants were particularly good.

The)' always show new things from Paris, and other

parts of France, from this garden; but they still keep
up the useless pedantry of sending the French names
with them, as if there was nobody about London who
coifld translate the French labels. When shall the
" Mysteries of Paris" be done away with in our EngHsh
gardening ?

New S.^I.PIGLossIs and Lobelh.— There were six

plants of the new scarlet Salpiglossis from Mr. Hen-
derson, of the Pine-Apple Place Nursei-y; and six of

a new white variety of Lobelia ramosa. The Salpi-

glossis is orange-scarlet, and would make a most beau-
tiful bed. The white Lobelia will be very useful, but
not so gay as the blue racemosa.

Fruit.—There was a cut branch of a Red-berried
Elder, loaded with clusters of red currant-looking fruit;

very pretty indeed. The sort is named Sambucus race-

[

mosa. There was a Black Prince Pine, from Mr.
!
Fleming ; a kind I never recollect seeing before ; it

was a beautiful-looking fruit, with a purplish-red cast,

and the crown rather that way ; the weight was above
.) lbs. There was a Queen Pine, from the Bisho])

of Salisbury, about the same weight. There were several

other good samples of this fruit, and .ill the other fruits

i

in season ; but the only fruit more pointedly alluded to

in the lectiu'e was a dish of Figs, from IMr. Fleming,
out of a new kind of fig-house erected last April twelve-

months, and which is now imitated in first-rate situa-

j

tions for fruit, as at the Duke of Bedford's, Mr. Peto's,

1

&c. This new house is only six feet wide, and as much
like the new glass walls as we could make out.

There was a beautiful Forget-me-not (Myosotis azorica)

from the Society ; and I was told, coming home, that it

is no more than a biennial, and ought to be constantly

kept from cuttings. There were jots of other plants
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from the Society, autl tlio new auuuals mentioued last

week, to wliieli aJtl a SchhmtlhKS viulacciis, a dark violet

flower, a very unusual tint iu soft things, and a white

Nolaiia ijranilitli)nt, at wliicli all the fancy flower gar-

deners will juMH)—low wliito beds being scarce. i\Ir.

Koynes, from Salisbury, had a box of PUvtirs, and
another of Cdnialloiia, wliich looked very large and
well marked ; but 1 am no scholar iu that way at all.

Mr. Ayres had two Geraniums, crosses by the fancies

and Willi Africans; they were not named. Oue is iu

the way, and a good improveinont ou Guralc, the beddcr,

and Curate must now go the wall. This is a cross IVoiii

Ftihjiduni, by tlic pollen of a dark fancy Geranium, and
it tells, as plainly as A H G, where the florists lirst went
wrong with Fahjiihuii, the only scarlet within their reach.

The scarlet is so muddled at the first cross with the

overwhelming black of the larger flower as to be as

good as lost at the first start. 'I'o make the best of Ful-

gidum now, all we can do is to get its scarlet ou a while

ground, then wc shall keep the scarlet iu its purity

;

but the moment you touch it with any of the race that

is not descended from a pure white, or is so woi'ked as

to become pure white itself, it is taruislied directly.

This variety is quite sterile, although only a first cross

from a wilding. The nest oue is a beautiful, large,

glistening while flowei% with a little black in the back
petals. It is a cross from a wild white oue called Formo-
sUsimum, by the pollen of a light fancy one, and here

the cross is fertile in seed and ijollen: as much as setting

at defiance all the philoso[ihy that has been spent in ac-

counting for such and such dilfercnces in cross seedlings.

There was a cut flower of a ncv bulb from Mr. Pince,

of Exeter, and wo were told that it was a Htcinantlius,

allied to //. coarctatus and hyalocarpus ; I think, how-
ever, it was not quite new to every one in the room, and
the afiinity given is questionable ; but this is the most
difficult genus iu Africa to make out in the absence of

the whole plant. I havo only coloured figures (of the

flowers) of the two species mentioned, and, therefore,

cannot say positively from this cut flower that the plants

are near each other in this genus, but I think they are

j

not, and I do not think they belong to the same section

,
of the genus as this new one. Then, to see who is

I
right, I shall attempt to describe the whole plant, of

I

which Mr. I'inco sent only one scape and oue flower-

' head, i'irst of all, iho roots are numerous, and as

much like Asparagus roots as possible ; the old bulb is

broad at bottom and very flat, and the top of it is very

uneven from the marks of the old leaves. The flowers

j
come before the leaves : the top of the scape is dull red,

without marking, as iu lujahearpus ; the bottom of it,

j

which we did not sec, ought to be very light green ; the

I

leaves ai'e not recumbent, as in the section of coarctatus

;

' they must vaginate, or sheath into a column, cou-

! siderably above the bulb, if I am right, and then spread

out into large and wrinkled upright blades between the

column and the expansion of the several leaves to their

tip ; the plant would stand from a foot to eighteen

inches high out of the pot or border, according to the

strength of the bulb. Also, if I am right, it is a hardy
border plant that will stand the winter, at Exeter, with

a little coal-ashes over it. The plant, whose flower we
saw, will not have ripened its leaves in the open border

;
before next February, or, if the winter is very hard, it

will be very loth to " yield to circumstances " then.

After it is one month perfectly dry in a pot, if you water

the pot and put it into the stove to force, the ttower-bud

I

shows in ten days, and this at any season of the year.

Now it would be worth while to buy this new bulb in

order to check it with my account of it. I am almost

sure there is not a man iu London who knows much
about it, if it comes up to my description ; but I had two
dozens of it from the Zula country many years ago, and
it is the easiest bulb in all Africa to grow. D. Beaton.

CASSIA CORYMBOSA CULTURE.
Since writing a passing notice of the above boautifnl

plant, that has been an inmate of our gardens for more
than half-a-century, several inquiries have reached nie

as to the peculiar treatment it requires to suit it for

diirercut circumstances ; and oue of our greatest gar-

deners, from a large establishment, expressed his sur-

prise that a plant from Biu^nos Ayres should thrive so

well out-ofdoors iu summer; as, under his care, il had

been treated as a favourite denizen of the plant-stove,

and even there, at all times, and especially in winter,

was worthy all the labour bestowed upon it. Leaving,

then, the notice of the fine standard at Courteeu Hall

to shift for itself, merely premising, that without graft-

ing on any allied strong-growing stock, there will be

no difticulty in growing a good standard in two years,

or three, atniost, if there is any chance of giving a little

more heat iu the spring thau a common greenhouse

can supply.

I will iirst notice the general treatment the plant

requires ; and then glance at the peculiar culture

necessary for certain circumstances ; adducing, not only

our own limited experience, but what has been picked

up by observing the experience of others, and noting

the peculiarities of the plant.

1. Propagation.— This may be effected any time

during the summer, as, by closely examining the plant,

some short pieces, about three inches in length, and
rather stubby thau otherwise, will generally be found,

though the mass of the shoots be from eighteen inches

to twenty-four inches in length. But the best time for

obtaining such shoots is iu the spring, when the plant

begins to grovif freely after being pruned, and when,

generally, there are more shoots than it would be de-

sii'able to retain. These, as soon as a little firm, should

be cut off' close to the stem, with a heel ; have any
small scaly parts removed, and one or two of tho larger

leaflets shortened, and then be inserted round the side

of a small pot, in sandy peat and loam, with a quarter-

ofan-inch of white sand on the surface. Tho nearer

the base of the cutting comes to the drainage, and the

closer it is to the side of tho pot, if the cutting is at all

firm in its consistence, the sooner will roots bo formed.

Place the cutting pot into another pot two sizes larger,

fill tho space between with moss, or sand, and then set

a conical glass over the larger pot, so that the drip will

fall into tlic space between them, and not where the

cuttings are, and then plunge in a stout hotbed, with a

bottom-heat of from /•j'', and a top-heat averaging 60°.

Attention to watering, giving a little air at night, and
shading from bright sun during the day, arc all that

will be required until the cuttings are struck, when
they should be freed from the bell-glass entirely for

several days ; be potted separately in four or five-inch

pots; kept close and warm imtil growth is freely pro-

gressing; bo hardened off", by more air, by degrees, and
inured to the ti'eatment they are to receive during tho

summer as in-doors or out-doors plants.

Soil.—A mixture of two parts good fibry loam, one of

peat, and a little charcoal, with good drainage, and a

little manure watering, will grow them well.

Watering.—This will be wanted liberally in summer,
hut very little will be needed in winter, more especially

if kept in almost a dormant state. Of course, if kept

growing then, as much water must be given as will keep

them healthy.

Temperature.—When in almost a dormant state, the

plants will not be injured in a medium temperature of

from 43° to 45°
; but, as noted above, the vital powers

then must be next to dormant. To bloom, the tem-

perature must not be lower than from 50° to 60°, with a

rise from sunsliine. In summer it may safely range
from 70° to 80°.
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Prmr'wg.—-This is a matter of considerable moment,
as the flowers arc produced in little bunclies on the end
of a long flower-stalk that comes fronr the axil of the

leaf-stalk, tliat supports tlie pinnated leaflets on young
shoots of the current seasons growth. The better that

the shoots of this season are matured, the better will the

young shoots that come from their buds the following

season bloom. The ])lants, therefore, when established,

and when wanted for a particular season, will stand
liard pruning; that is, being cut back, so as only to

leave two or three buds at the base of tlie shoots. I

have had nice flowering plants in summer and autumn
in tlie greenhouse, from cuttings struck in the mode
mentioned above in the spring, but, ol' coiu-se, these

received no pruning that season, i have bad plants in

a stove-bouse flowering nearly all the year round,
liccause, as the shoots grow, the flower-biids will be pro-

duced ; and this is more especially the case when a
strong, lanky shoot is now and then cut clean out, to

make way for, and give strength to, the smaller shoots

] have mentioned as generally clustering near the base,

and so suitable for cuttings when young stubby shoots

in the spring arc not to be bad. But to have nice

balanced plants flowering equally all over, it will be
necessary to prune and grow for the purpose aimed at.

For instance, here is a largo plant tliat I wish to go
out-of-doors, or to ornament a greenhouse in summer
and autumn—that 1 would prune back in tlie end of

i\larch, keep it in the warmest end of the greenhouse,

if I bad uothiug else ; but in a slight hotbed, or

moderate hothouse, if I had them, until it was growing,

shifting it into frcsli soil wlien tlie young shoots were
several inches in length, hardening the plant off by
exposing to more and move air by degrees ; and then

taking the plant to the greenhouse in May, or planting

it out-of-doors in June. But here is another plant

I wish to yield its golden blossoms in winter and
early spring in a plant stove. By April, I would
give it all the air and sun there that I coifld. I

would give it a more exposed place in a cold pit or

greenhouse, and lessen the quantity of watering. In
June, place it out-of-doors, under similar treatment, and
towards the end of that month, or beginning of July,

the wood having lost all its sponginess, 1 would prune
it back ; allow it to remain for two or three weeks in a

shady place ; and then place it in a close pit and frame,

where growth could bo encouraged by atmospheric
moisture and a little shade. As soon as growth was
freely progi-essing, I woxdd either shift or liberally top-

dress the plant ; keep close, as before ; give more air by
degrees, until, by September, it had the full play of the

sun during the day, and the glasses closed at night,

and then, by October, the plant v/ould be moved to the

coolest part of a stove, or the warmest end of a green-

house. The same rule as to pruning will apply whether
the plant be grown as a standard, a S(|uat, dense bush,

or a conical, one-stemmed plant, such as is a favourite

mode with Fuchsias. In the latter case, to have the

])lant all alike, the shoots must be pretty freely spurred-

in, and care taken, as in the ease of an old Fuchsia,

that the s))urs break freely, by adopting modes such as

those suggested last week.

3. Particidar treatment to suit different purposes.—
I have noted the most of these under the above parti-

culars. It will be seen, that to have a plant continuously

in bloom, or to have the same plant much finer, for a

certain period only, a diU'ereut course must be pursued.

It will also be seen, that for flowering in a plant-stove

in winter, the ripening and resting must take place in

spring and summer, and then is the time that water
should bo given, in quantity so as merely to keep the

plant from flngging. In grouimj for the yreenJioiise in

summer, whatever position the plant may have when in

bloom, it will be advisable to give it a very open, airy

position by September; and if the plant was placed out-

ofdoors, against a south-aspected fence, until the middle
of October, the wood would he all the firmer. Compa-
rative dryness, at this time, will assist the hardening of

the wood. In housing cither upon, or beneath, the

stage of a house of the siieciCed temjicrature, the softer

parts of the shoots may be removed, but the final prun-
ing and thinning should be left until the buds are

swelling in spring, in winter, the roots should neither

be wet nor dry. A sprinkle over the stems in a sunny
day, with tepid water, will do them more good.
For Beds out-of-doors.—This I have not tried, and

would only recommend it to those in warm, sheltered

places, merely on the strength of the fact of seeing

plants in pots blooming freely out-ofdoors when used
in a very rough manner. I throw out this caution,

because, in an exposed place, I have had but little

success with plants from a similar latitude, that do very
well with several of my friends considerably north of

London. In these matters, position often goes farther

than latitude. But, as many may like to try, I would
offer the following suggestions :—Let the plants be at

least rising two years old from the cutting. Try a few
plants for a season before you trust a bed. Be-read
what was said of Erythriiia cristagalli, treated in

similar circumstances. Choose an open, and yet a shel-

tered, position for the bed ; let it be deep dug, and
drained, and consist of sandy loam, with a little peat

added round the ball of the plant. Keep the plants as

backward in the spring as possible ; let them be pruned,
started, and potted, before the middle of jNlay—that is,

if potting be necessary. Sec they have no check when
planted out in June; a slight protection may then be

necessary for a short time Thin out the shoots if too

numerous, as they should stand upright separately, and
have air and light playing round them. A few leaves

may be removed, if found too dense, taking those away
that have no flowers in their axils, or from which
the flower-stalks have dropped. This thinning will

be more requisite for ripening the bottom of the shoots

by the middle of September. In October, cover the

base of the shoots with moss, to prevent injury from
a sudden irost. Take the plants up, and pot them
when they get shabby. Place them in a cool, shady
place, that the remaining vital energies in the stems
may go to cause fresh roots to be produced. Part of

these stems may be cut away, as they fade in winter,

until they are stumped-iu like a willow stool in spring.

During the winter, the roots should be moistish, but
rather dry than otherwise—and thus treated, the stools

will become stronger and stronger every year. It will

be seen, that preserving the vital powers in a rather

torpid state during winter, and yet safe, will constitute

no little part of the success.

Insects.—The Green Fly sometimes appears, when
tobacco smoke must be used. The Pied Spider is a

worse enemy. The chief preventive is a liberal use of

the syringe over the foliage, for which syringing the

plant is always grateful.

Peculiar Characteristics.—Like others of the allied

groups, the plant furnishes a pretty example of the vital

phenomena of the sleep of plants. In the evening, the

opposite leaflets not only collapse, and meet each other,

but the surface of the leaflets is changed, the under
sides becoming the uppermost. Before many of our

readers have left their couch in the morning tlie leaves

have regained their usual position. 11. Fish.

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.
( Coniiniu'd /mm pnr/c ufi5. )

Our.ToN Paek, near Leeds, in Yorkshire (the seat of

John Calverley, Esq.).—The mansion, at this place, was
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unfortunately consuiiioil liy fire some two or tliroe yoars

ago. In rclniiUiing it, it was tlionglit advisalile to re-

move the kitchenganlons, viuerieH, &«. ; and this, so

far as the gardens arc concerned, is an advantageous

change. 1'lie site chosen is considerahly chivatcd, wil)i

a good, deep, open soil. There are tln-eo vineries ol'

considorahlc extent. '.L'his summer the Vinos were

planted, the border having been properly prepared, and
well-drained. The Vines had been started in pots, and
had made shoots. They were carefully planted ; the

ball.s at as far a di'^tauce from the front wall as the old

shoots would allow. 'J'heso wore buried Ihree or I'our

inches deep iu the border, for the ]inrposc nf emittin.g

roots from the joints. All this care was taken, and a

good watering given, yet the Vines have not grown
satisfactorily, and 1 cannot satisfy myself why tliey

have not done so. In order to prevent the heavy
plashing rains from falling upon the border, a four-inch

wall has been built next the border, and three inches

from the front wall of the houses, leaving a cavity that

width, all the length. Tho stems of the Vinos ueeessarily

have to cross this cavity before entering the houses,

and that portion of the stem is exposed to a constant

cold current of air. This may be the cause why the

Vines have not .grown as well as they ought. I advised

the fillin,g-np this cavity with pebbly gravel, and the

stems to bo covered with it also. I trust they will now
improve in growth. I mention this peculiar case of

failure in Vine-culture, for the purpose of asking any
practical readers of TuE Conwct; G.vr.nF.NEU if su.::h a

case evci' came under their notice, and 1 shonbl be

ranch obliged if my friend, Jlr. I'^rrington, woidd .give

his opinion as to the cause why these Vines have not

grown properly. The new mansion is a fine building

of Yorkshire stone, and is nearly liuisbed. Tlie intended

pleasure-,grounds around it are as yet covered with the

debris from the building materials ; but there is a line

space for a tlowcr garden, rosary, American garden, and
a conservatory, which I shall hope to see all laid out

judiciously by the time I may visit this linely-situated

place next year.

WooDLESFonn House, the residence of I\[rs. Bentley.

This pretty villa is just one mile from the preceding—

I

visited it the same day. There is a Vine-wall here

sixty-nine feet long, and eleven feet high. It is covered

the whole length with one Vine. The gai'dener in-

formed me there are ;i.j(( bunches of grapes upon it, aiul

in order to ripen them and the wood for the succeeding

years, a glass front has been erected, something similar

to those I mentioned at Trentham. I was told they

ripened well, and avera.ged nearly a pound weight each
1 bunch. No artilicial heat is used—the heat of the sun
only being fomid sufficient to ripen the fruit. The tree

j

was perfectly healthy, foliage large, and of a good colour.

I

Of course, the grapes do not ripen till late, but then

they bang on the tree for a long season, and supply the

family with grapes all through the winter. Now that

.glass is chca]i, 1 expect we shall shortly see most of our
fruit-walls covered with it to protect the early blossoms,

and ripen the wood iu the autumn.
! ilrs. Bentley is a judicious lover of flowers, and has
a good collection of Carnations, Picotces, Pansies, and

' Pinks. The ground before one front of the bouse is laid

I

out in beds cut out on the turf. Here were masses of

I

scarlet Geraniums, Verbenas, Petunias, Calceolarias,

I

&c. One large bed was planted with the old common
:
China, or as it is commonly called, the Monthly Kose ;

,

and it was completely covered with flowers of a much
higher colour tliau usual. I am quite certain this is a

desirable and useful plant for the bedding-ont system.

I was delighted with it, and almost longed that my
friend jDcaton had been with me to join iu my admira-

;
tion. I never saw so ell'ecttve a bed of flowers. In

: another part of the grounds, I met with a considerable

hollow, the sides of which have been formed into a

rockery, and with good effect. It is a cool, glen-like

retreat, .and there are the usual Alpine plants occupying

Ibe interstices between the fissures of the rocks. Several

Saxifrages and Sedums were in good bloom.

In the kitchen garden a new kind of Celery was

pointed out to me, and the name given was Jackson's

Nuliil Jietl. It was the finest Celery I have seen on my
journey.

JilniDLKTON II.M.r., the seat of T. iMubleton, Esq.

—

This place is about live miles south of Leeds. Here I

was gratified to find a tolerable collection of Orchids

thriving well, but sadly crowded. There is, however, a

new house erecting to give more space for them. I

noted a nice jdant of ^Iciides crispum. This species, us

is well known, does not branch out IVecly, and, to cause

it to do so, the gardener here bent the plant down, and

has succeeded in inducing it to throw up a young shoot

from tho bottom, which has attained now some four or

live leaves. A hint to the wise is enough; this is a

notch to be added to the culture of Aerides.

Against the back wall of a stove house there is a

largo specimen of the i\ighthhwinii Ccreus. or Cactus.

It bad grown several years, and did not flower. To
iniluce it either to grow better or Hower, a wire trellis

was affixed to the wall, and behind it was stuffed a

layer of moss: during the summer this was freijuently

syringed. The consequence of this treatment was, the

Cereus threv/ out roots among the moss, which caused it

to grow strong. In the winter Ibllowing the water was

witldield, to give it a degree of rest, which bad the

effect of causing these strong shoots to show flower tho

summer following : and it has flowered freely every year

since this plan was adopted. On one part of the plant,

a branch of the pretty Cereus Jlaijijeliforme has been

grafted, and trained to the moss likewise. It has grown

rajudly and strongly, and flowers most abundantly.

This pbin is a good one for both species, and might be

practised with many other species of the tribe. Grown
m pots, in the shade, here is a fine collection of Lyco-

]iods in the highest health and luxuriance. I noted,

especially, a fine specimen of that beautiful species, the

Lijcojioditim Icqiidophylluin. It was the finest plant i

ever saw, measuring full five inches in diameter—a large

size for the tiniest of all Lycopodiums.
T. Appleby.

{To he coiitiiinctl.)

ROSE CULTURE.
{Cunliimed from page 300.)

PnuxixG.—Having given our readers, to the best of

our knowledge, the characteristics by which the various

classes of Hoses may be distinguished, I shall, in this

paper, give iustruetiou how to prune them. This ope-

ration is an important one, inasmuch, that if the pruning

is improjierly i)erlbrmed. or at the wrong season, the

plant will not produce flowers so abundantly, and, in

some instances, not at all. In order that the iiruning of

the Hose iu every class may be perfectly understood, J

shall run through the classes as I have already given

them, and for "this reason, that some of the classes

required different modes of pruning, and a difli3reiit

season, in some cases, for the operation.

Class I.—Rosa &((«icyt.—The whole of this class

should bo pruned in early spring. If auy of them
produce a strong shoot dinang the summer, that is evi-

dently robbing the rest of their due share of strength,

it sho"uld be cut out entirely, even during that season,

in order to divide equally, amongst the rest of the

branches, the support tho roots have drawn from tho

soil for that purpose. Towards the end of I'ebruary, or
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beginning of Miircli, wliRU tbere is no frost, proceed to

give them the annual regular pruning. Examine the

beads of each, and, in proportion to the strength of the

'shoots, cut them in. Tije best instrument for this work
is a strong, sharp knife. Some use pruning scissors, hut
even the best of these, instead of a clean cut, only bruise

or crush the slioots, and thus injure the bud next to the

cut, besides leaving an ugly snag, tliat scarcely ever

becomes healed over. Place the knil'e just under and
beyond a bud, and draw it tVirough the shoot upwards
in a slanting direction. Cut so that wet cannot get into

the severed vessels or cells of the wood. As the gi'eater

part of this class are moderate growers, they should
be pruned moderately close ; strong shoots, to within

lour or five buds of the last year's shoots ; very weak
shoots should be cut away entirely, and the bead left

so open as to allow room for the summer shoots to have
room enough to grow and expand their bloom.

Class 2.

—

liosa oenti/aUa.—Provence Hose; and
Class '?>.—Rosa centifolia, variety muscosa, the Moss

Rose.—The pruning of these tvv'o classes is the same.
To produce fine flowers, they must, with some ex-

ceptions, be pruned-in close, that is, tlio preceding

shoots should be cut to within two or three buds of

their starting point. The season for pruning these is,

the same as the last, in spring. Cut away the very

small spray, and if the rest are very much crowded, thin

tbom out also, leaving the head open. The vigorous
growers, such, for instance, as Moss Dtt Luxemhourg
and Moss Princess Adelaide, should be pruned very little

;

that is, some of the branches sliould be cut clean out,

and the remaining ones just the weak ends cut off;

then tie the shoots downwards ; the buds will break all

the length, and produce abundance of bloom.
Cl.\ss 4.

—

Rosa alba.—The season for pruning this

class is the spring. There are some very vigorous
growers amongst them. All of this liabit should be
pruned moderately ; that is, not out in close to the old

wood, but left six, or eight, or even twelve inches long.

The weak growers should be cut in close, only leaving

one or two buds.

Class .j.

—

liusa damascena, the Damask Rose.—Many
of this class produce slioots very numerously, and, con-

sequently, the lower part of the shoots is very imper-
fectly ripened. To remedy this, the branches should be
tbinned-out about Midsummer, cutting away all that are

weak, or not flowering, and all that are so strong as to

overpower the rest. This mode will enable the plants
to produce moderate-sized shoots, well-ripened through-
out. The regular spring-pruning should be done about
Mai'ch, and the shoots cut in to witliin four or five buds.

Class 0.

—

Hybrid Provence.—This class is of such
moderate growth that no summer pruning is requisite.

In the spring they should be pruned-in closely.

Class 7.

—

Hybrids of Chinese, Bourbon, and Noisette
Roses.—This is a large class of Roses of various habits,

some growing very vigorously, and others moderately
so. The vigorous grower should be well thinned-out,
and the shouts left for flowering be out in very little

:

such shoots should be tied downwards, to cause them to

break freely, and then every shoot wfll be covered with
flowers. Many of these may be used as pillar Roses, or
to plant against walls. The moderate growers may be
pruned-in more closely. 1 should recommend the
pruning of this class to be done rather later than the
preceding classes, because they are more tender, and
late spring frosts will injure the early shoots.

Class 8.

—

Rosa spinosissima (The Scotch Rose).—The
only pruning these require is to tliin out the shoots,
and shorten in any that may overgrow the rest.

Classes 9, 10, 11.—The Austrian, Sidphurea, and
Sweet Briar Roses.—These all require care in pruning,
especially that great lavourite, the best of yellow Roses,
the Persian. If this is shortened-in much, a fine head

will be formed, at the expense of loss of flowers. Let
the branches bo tbinned-out, and the shoots that are

left sulfered to remain long. Generally each bud on
these long shoots will produce flowers, whereas, if they

were shorteued-in much, there would be no bloom.

Class 12.

—

Glimbing Hoses.—-AH the Climbing Roses,

except the Banksian, should be pruned in March. Then
cut away all old, weak shoots, and tie or nail the young,
strong ones to the pillars or walls against which they

grow, shortening them very little. T'he side-shoots

from these strong branches are what produce the large

bunches of flowers, for which this class is so remark-

able. The Banksian Climbing Rose.—Where this Rose
grows freely, the only pruning it requires is to cut out

thu late strong shoots about the end of July. The
flowers are produced on the short shoots made the pre-

vious year—hence these must be carefully preserved,

or there will be no flowers.

Classes 13 and 14.

—

The Macartney Rose.—The
branches of these Roses are produced pretty equal

in strength—hence very little pruning is necessary.

Should they be too thickly placed on the tree, so as to

prevent them being trained without crowding, then they

should be thinned enough so as to have sufficient to

cover the wall, and allow space for each leaf to have
its due share of light. T. Atpleby.

(To l)e contiuvfid.)

REMARKS ON THE SEASON.
[Continuedfrom page 367.)

Having, in my last, promised to report of such oropsi

the success or failure justly attributed to the season,

and beginning with that most important class the Fruits,

it is proper to observe, that of the small fruits Black

Currants have been least plentiful. A partial blight

took them in May, whereby each bunch or cluster was
reduced to h.alf its usual proportion. This unusual

visitation of a fruit wliich is considered the most hai'dy

one we have, created no little surprise and loss in a

neighbourhood where considerable quantities are grown
for market : but the evil did not extend any farther

than to the loss of the fruit, tho plants remaining

healthy, and the proportion gathered at last exceeded

what was once expected. The Red and White Currants,

as well as Raspberries and Oooseberries, have been most

abundant, and in no way aflected by the cause, what-

ever it may have been, which diminished the Black

Currant crop. Raspberries have been everywhere very

fine and ]dentiful; not the same, however, with Straw-

berries, v/bieb, at first, promised to be very abundant

;

but after the first gatherings were over, the successional

fruit did not swell out to anything like the extent that

was expected, while, in many cases, it was all but a

complete failure. This seemed the more inexplicable,

because the natural agent, rain, which is expected to

command a crop, was certainly not wanting in the present

season ;
perhaps its too great abundance might be as-

signed as the cause of failure ; certain it is, that the after-

crop oi' Strawberries was anything but plentiful : while

the absence of sunshine told on the flavour of all. I may
likewise here observe, that the British Queen, which had

never been in a healthy condition with me, died ofl'

entirely, or nearly so, the last winter ; and one or two

other kinds of a somewhat kindred habit suffered a

similar fate—the most useful ones being Keen's and

Hooper's Seedling, Bank of England, Princess Alice

Maude, and one or two others, all partaking more or

less of the characters of the first-named. Even the

Elton was not so useful as it was wont to be, and the

other kinds were all similarly disposed to cease bearing

after the first fruit was gathered. This state of things
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rendered tlio Striiwberry crop less productive, on the

wliolo, tban it promised to be, yet it was cortaiuly C(iunl

to hist year, and on soils more suited ^o its growth than
that on whicli it is planted on here the residt has been
tolerably good.

Of hardy orrhard fruits there is much diversity

;

Pears are cortaiuly not so plentiful as last year, neither

on the open standard nor on the walls. Neither
are Plums so abundant, yet these fruits cannot be
called general failures. Cherries have been indif-

ferent ; the dull, ungenial weather, no doubt, acting

on them, so as to cause many to drop or become
abortive, that in a fine season might have been good.

Apples are also vai-iable ; some trees, or rather, certain

kinds, seemingly tolerably good, while others are a

complete failure : but few fruits are so closely noticed

as tlie Apple is in a country where it forms one of the

staple products of the district ; it is in such localities

that we ai'e told, with something more than prophetic
assurance, that such aud such a kind bears each
alternate year, barring very severe weather at blossoming
time, &o. ; while other kinds do not bear so often as
that ; and others are either capriciously disposed, or are

more induenced by the season, so that their hearing
cannot be depended on at all, unless aided by the
favourable circumstances above - mentioned. In the
present instance, there certainly was less absolute frost

in the month of May than is usually the case, and yet
there was but a very small fraction of the blossom
became fruit, owing partly, no doubt, to the absence
of sunshine: all these things acting together have
lessened the crop so much, that the produce will be
under that of the average of seasons. Filberts, an
important crop here, are certainly as good as last year,

and perhaps less diseased ; and Walnuts are very
plentiful.

Tender Wall-fruits are not all abundant ; on the con-
trary, Peaches, Apricots, and Nectarines, are thin, while
Fi(/s are good and plentiful. From some cause or other,

and, no doubt, wisely ordained, the Fig-crop has, for

several years, been most abundant when the others
were scarce. The failure this season has not, however,
been accompanied by any disease in the trees, wliiob,

on other occasions, has appeared sufficient to account
for it; but it would seem to have been something
defective in the embryo buds, for the blooming season,
though not without some severity, was certainly not
remarkably so, and we have often enough had a good
crop of fruit set in weather certainly more unpropitious

;

but the other agents of success were, doubtless, present
then. In making these observations on the Peach, &c., it

must not be inferred that no protection is used ; on the
contrary, it is used, and, no doubt, sei-ves an important
purpose on cold nights; still, its presence will not secure
a crop, when, by some natural infirmity, the organs of
fructification are unable to perform their part. A
failure, under such circumstances, is sure to follow.

Turning from fruits to Floaers, and omitting all those
of a potted kind, we find a considerable difterence in

the habit and character of the various flowering plants
which ornament the parterre and mixed border. Amongst
the former a rank growth has been perceived in some,
at variance with their flowering; while with others, this

has been reversed, and not a few failures ; and, with us,

one which seems most surprising is Petunia, which has
certainly not done so well as might have been expected
of it; neither has Gallarilia, Cuphea 2ilati/centra, Lobe-
lias, nor some of the Salvias; while the Scarlet Gera-
niums made such progress as to fill their beds before

the usual time, and if dry weather should set in we
have no doubt but they would flower pretty well. The
most successful of all the bedding plants, and the one
which, above all others, we most admire for its many
useful properties, is Mangles' Variegated Oeranium.

This worthy plant seems fitted either to stand the

withering influence of unclouded sunshine, or the chilly

coldness of continued rain, or dull weather. That we
have had the latter to deal with is so much more the

pity, but it has not marred the beauty of this inte-

resting object; and not one amongst the beds I have

of it, or the edgings which it forms around others, but

has fully answered the piu'pose intended for it. This,

certainly, has not been the case with the Ity-leaved

kinds, while the mixed kinds of Geranium, better

known as the greenhouse flowering ones, have been

anything but good, but a mass of coarse leaves, in

most instances without any flower; while in others,

as the fancy kinds, the growth has been more limited

still—on that account not the less successful because

uneven, aud the general appearance of tlie whole not

pleasing. Calceolarias have been better ; the frequent

raius have I'avoured their growth, although, now and
then, we have seen one die ; but we have not noticed

anything analagous to the disease which Mr. Fish says

has preyed on his Kentish Hero. Certainly, this kind

never has been so great a favourite with me as its

former merits seem to have made it with Mr. Fish, and

others, for it has always refused to make any progress

during the middle summer months ; so that it is only the

first large trusses of bloom, and the growth which takes

place after the middle of ^August, which it has to recom-

mend it ; and the present season, though presenting

more the features of an autumn than a summer, has not

induced this Calceolaria to depart from its usual course

of taking a " summer's rest.'' Its half-herbaceous habit

would seem to account for this, yet it ought to have

been more successful this season, when a moist soil and
atmosphere must have supplied it with the food most

in accordance with its wants. Anagallis has been good,

though occasionally a plant would die ott', and that

often when most wanted, to the disfiguring of the bed.

Ageratums have been more prosperous, and less ram-

bling than might have been expected; but Verbenas

have been very variable ; some plants dying oft' near to

others in the most robust health. However, as a whole,

this class has been tolerably good, and they only need

dry weather now to enable them to flower abundantly.

I may, however, observe, that amongst the many plants

which rabbits seem more especially fond of, this stands

about first, and, consequently, I have suffered much
that way in places where these vermin have access ;

and the best preventive I have been able to adopt

is to frequently scatter the plants over with soot, or

soot and sulphur. The caustic properties of the former

of these ingredients makes the plant distasteful to the

rabbit, while it accelerates its growth rather than other-

wise. Most of the other bedding plants present a

rankness of growth instead of abundant blooming; and
such things as Dahlias, Chrtjsanthevtums, and the like,

are more than usually tall in consequence ; and the

same may be said of many herbaceous plants ; but Roses

have been, on the whole, good, except such tender kinds

as had sufl'ered from the extreme weather in winter, but

this, as well as some observations on the vegetable

garden, must be put ofl" until another occasion.

J. ROBSON.

HARVESTING OF OATS.

The harvesting of all kinds of grain is a most im-

portant part of farm management ; although the Oat

may be considered a somewhat inferior kind, as com-

pared with Wheat, yet, upon some poor and bleak soils,

it is almost the only sort of corn crop taken, and, imder

any circumstances, it ought to receive a due share of

attention as regards securing the produce, in order to
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preserve the greatest quantity of grain of tlie best

quality, and to gather in the straw in tlie best cou-

ditioD, as fodder for cattle.

Sufficient attention is not paid, in very many in

stances, in selecting the sort of Oat best suited to the

locality, for, if the ])roliiic character of the sort is made
the only consideration, and the early varieties are thus

sown upon exposed situations, it is almost impossible to

secure the crop without more or less loss, from sliaking

off the corn by tlio wind.

All the early sorts of Oat, such as the Potato Uat, the

Hnpetoun, the Devon, the Black Siberian, and Winter
Oat, are prone to shed in the field, and require to be
cut proportionably early on that account. The best

guide is the colour of the straw ; when this is for the

most part tinged with yellow, the sooner the crop is

cut the better—the grain will weigh heaviest, and the

straw will make the best fodder, when there is a portion

of sap still left, which, being dried in this state, adds to

its nutritive value.

On the other hand, when the crop is allowed to

remain uncut till the corn is quite ripe, and the straw
white and brittle, loss must ensue, not only in the

process of cutting and harvesting, but from other cir-

cumstances before alluded to.

The later varieties of Oat— viz., the Black or White
Tartarian, or the Coj)per-coloured French, with some
others—may be allowed to stand uncut, without any
serious loss from shedding of the grain, for a consider-

able time after they appear to be ripe, and on this

account they are often selected for growth upon soils

exposed to the wind from the sea, and also upon hilly

land in the midland districts.
I

I have found, upon some occasions, when labourers '

have been scarce, or engaged upon the more important
j

work of cutting the Wheat crop, that the mowing these
'

late sorts may be delayed, without great loss, until the
'

workmen are at liberty; but, in these cases, there is
I

always a diminution in the value of the straw as fodder,
!

although not to the same extent as in that of the early

varieties, for, although the straw of the late sorts may be '

quite yellow before cutting, yet there is always a greater !

deposit of sap, indicated by its deep-yellow colour when
|

ripe. Hence, in some degree, we can account for

its well-known superior value for feeding purposes.

This crop often goes by the appellation of " loose corn,"

arising, no doubt, from the circumstance of its being
out and harvested in a loose state, which method, in

some seasons when tlie crop is light and cut early,

may answer the purpose, and the produce be secured

without loss. But imder ordinary circumstances, with
a good crop of straw, it is the best plan, and one which
is coming more into use every year, to cut and tie the

Oats into sheaves, in the same manner as is adopted
for the wheat crop. If the crop is stout, and not laid or

lodged by the weather, it is best to cut with tho scythe,

throwing the swarth to the standing corn ; in this case,

a sufficient number of women or boys should follow,

separating the swarth into grips, which ought to be
imiuediately tied and set up, thus allowing the mowers

to continue the work of cutting. When the crop is very

bulky, and lodged and twisted together, it cannot be

mown without Mss ; it is then desirable to cut it with

the fudging hook, in the same way as is usually adopted

for a heavy and laid crop of wheat, for there is less

danger of shaking out the grain when the hook cuts

away from the crop, which is also in a much better

state for tying.

After being tied into sheaves of a moderate size, say

I about twelve inches in diameter, they should be set up;

about twenty sheaves together is the best number, the

I

shocks being more liable to blow over with the wind

when they contain a less number.

AV'heu the crop has been managed in this manner it

will take an immense quantity of rain and rough

weather without much loss or damage. I have known
Oats remain in the field, set up in this way, from three

weeks to a month, without receiving any damage worth

notice.

Whereas, had the crop been lying in swarth, it must

have received great injury, not only by sprouted corn,

but in the loss of grain, from constant turning of the

swarth. And the straw at tho same time liaviug been

exposed to the alternate changes of tlie weather would

prove valueless as fodder.

I am aware that objections are raised by some parties

against this mode of cutting and tying the crop, because

it is said to be more expensive ; but this applies to the

manual labour alone, for if the cost of the whole opera-

tions of harvesting be reckoned, it will be found to be

quite as cheap a method, for although cutting and tying

will cost as much again as mowing and forking the

crop, yet the tied corn may be carted at half the cost of

that in a loose state, which will make the expenses

about the same, entirely irrespective of other advan-

tages.

It must, however, be borne in mind, that loose corn

is generally in a fit state for carting several days earlier

than it is when tied into sheaves, and it will require

some care and attention to prevent heating in tho stack,

for it must be admitted that no kind of corn is so liable

to heat as sheaved Oats, more especially where clover is

found amongst the crop ; and as it is usual to sow clover

seeds with this crop, care must be taken to give the

clover sufficient time to get quite dry previous to carting.

Much will depend upon the time the crop will be

required for thrashing, as to the size, &c., of the ricks,

small ones being most convenient, and earliest in con-

dition. When Oats are intended to be kept till the

following year, the rick should he placed upon a stand,

for mice do more in.jury to Oats than to any other corn.

Joseph Blundkll.

SEEKING BEST AND FINDING NONE.
Bij the Anthoruss of '' Mtj Fhtcers"

Surrosixo, for one moment, Ihat tlicre was no .iudgmcnt
to cume; supposiug, for one moment, that wc sliall not be
called to render up an account of our time, our money, and
our works— supposing this; yet is there anything here
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below wortli tciiling for? Is tlicve anything in itself worth '

tl)e labour ami sorrow, and wear and tear of mind and
body, tliat we see so many jieople bestow on them ? Is

there anything in itself that recompenses us when wo have
gained possession ? Do we not either lay it down, and turn

oft' after something else; or else sit down and sigh over it?

A great many years ago. a young man, a stranger, entered

the village, and asked the first person he met if there was
any chance of getting work at the mill ? Ho was a miller's

man by trade, out of employment ; he was very hungry, and
had no money to buy a meal. The answer was, that he was
very likely to be successful at tlie mill ; and the man liindly

gave him twopence, out of his little pittance, to buy him a

crust of bread and cheese. The young man was fortunate

enough to obtain work at the mill ; he was a useful, active

labourer, and soon got comfortably on.

About the same time, a young woman, of mean appearance,

I stopped "tlie widow indeed "—then a middle-aged wife and
niothei'—and asked her if she could tell her where a cheap

I

lodging might be had. Her husband was taken on to work
! at the null, they were very poor, and she should be thankful

to get one httle room to live in, and support herself with

needle-work.

When uv lirst remember Eoberts, he was the head miller

of the village—a stirring, bustling, rich, prosperous, grind-

ing, money-making man. His wife was all over Hour, with

a keen eye, a clear, sharp voice, and a wit, or rather a

worldly spuit, shai-per still. Tltey kept a little shop, and it

was curious, and very painful, too, to see how she weighed
and measured. The single raisin, the crumb of lard, the

shaving of cheese and bacon that turned the scale, was
taken carefully away from the poor customer, and put hack.

There was no fa\our shown to the poor destitute—he had
his right, to be sure, but lie paid dearly for it ; and if there

was au error between them it was not on his side.

The consequence of all this hard work, pinching, grinding,

and saving, was, that Roberts and his wife had raised them-
selves up into worldly plenty. They had no children, and
nothing to do but take care of themselves. He never, by

any chance, went to church, and, therefore, probably never

read God's Word ; so that he was little likely to know what
manner of man he was in the sight of a holy God.

Mrs. Iloberts was, after a few years, attacked frequently

with soreness in her legs. She used to limp and hobble

about when she ought to have laid by; but money and gain

was her idol, and she would not give in as long as she could

drag herself from the parlour to the shop. AVhen she was
fairly compelled to sit still, she sat with the doors open, so

that she could scream at the people as they stood at the

counter; and I have often heard her shrUl voice directing

ali'airs of state, while she sat unwillingly retired.

Roberts himself, in time, became the victim of some in-

ternal complaint, which was tedious, and very painful. He
sufl'ered greatly in body, and in mind, too, for he was a wor-

shipper of mammon, and mammon speaks no word of peace

to a sick bed. The visits of his clergyman were frequent

and anxious, but no fniit was to be seen. Eoberts was
restless and unquiet ; he was earned about from one place

to another, but nothing, of course, satisfied him. He could

not stay in his own house, but when he was gone he wanted
dii-ectly to be brought back again. Poor fellow ! How
terrible it is to be " seeking rest, and finding none." His
bread and Hour had been his gods ; and now, like Baal,

when he called upon them in time of need they did not hear.

The last time he desired a change he was lifted into the

cart, propped with pillows, and wrapped up in a blanket.

They got him to a town about twenty miles off, but there

the trumpet call was heard ! Eoberts was called to a
drearier journey still, from which he would never return.

Another small shop-keeper, in the same village, died some-
where about the same period ; but how difl'erent liis end !

It was awfully sudden; yet evidently blessed. He was a

man of real and deep piety ; he had known and served God
in the sight of men for years, and his character was proved
and known. He had not prospered much in worldly cir-

cumstances, but he had a large family, and since tliuir

father's death they have gone steadily and quietly on, aud
are all doing tolerably well. Reynolds had been sitting

with a few friends cue evening; they had all joined in

prayer together, as they were accustomed to do; and on

again talcing their seats they were speaking on spiritual

subjects. Reynolds turned to his nearest neighbour to

make a remark, and as he placed his hand on his friend's

knee, to enforce what he was about to sny, the hand of death

was laid upon his lips. JIc, too, heard the trumpet call,

and his spirit sprang to oljoy it. Without one instant's pre-

paration, he passed from prayer to everlasting praise !

Perhaps, no two deaths cnnld be more strildng in tlieir

dilferent ways than those of Roberts and Reynolds. Sudden
death is always awful ; but to a good man—that is to sny, to

one who is clothed in a righteousness not his own—it comes
Avilhont any terror. Reynolds' treasure was in heaven; his

bags had been moth-eaten on earth ; but his Ircasiirc was

sale. Poor Roberts had nothing but eai-thly bags to look

to. They ivere all ,/'«// of flour, but there was no IrccisKrc in

them. He did not oven find worldly comfort in them;

there was no " money in the mouth of tlie sack " to reward

him, even on this side the grave, for ,nll his laliour and toil.

He could rest no-where—he could enjoy nothing—he could

only go wearily about, " seeking rest, and finding none."

Reader : we are directed to be " not slothful in business ;

"

but there are two directions that come with it
—

" be ferveut

in spirit, serving the Lord." He is a ilaster who pays with

usury—He doubles, and trebles, and quadruples that which

He promised to pay ; but matmmm cheats us of every penny.

Work as we will for him, he scoffs and sends us empty

away. All the possessions, all the good things of this

world, are nothing in themselves. Without God's blessing

we cannot enjoy them. What is food to a loathiog stomach?

What is mirth to a broken lieart? What is silver and gold

to a dying sinner? It cannot buy an hour in which to

repent; it cannot buy the peace of God, which can alone

smooth the pillow. " It is iu vain for you to rise up early,

to sit up late, to eat the bread of soitows ; for so he giveth

his beloved sleep." To poor Roberts it was indeed " bread

of sorrows; " so will it be to every one who is a slave to

mammon. He had grasped and clutched everything ; he
had plenty of silver and gold ; but all they did for him was

to take him about in a cart, propped with pillows, " seeking

rest, and finding none."

Reader: be " not slothful in business ; fervent in spirit,

serving the Lord ; rejoicing in hope
;
patient in tribulation

;

continnintj instant in lintycr.'^

DEVON AND CORNWALL POULTIIY
EXHIBITION.

The West of England cannot now be reproached as

being backward in the poultry cause, for, notwithstanding

the large gathering that took place, under the auspices of

the Bath and AVest of England Agricultm-al Society, at

Pennycomeciuick, near Plymouth, in June last, another

meeting -was held at the same town, on the 3rd and ith

inst.

The committee were most fortunate in securing an ad-

mirable site for their Exhibition, which included a depart-

ment for horticultural produce, to which IMessrs. Lucombe
and Puree, and Veitch, of Exeter, contributed largely, and

among their collections, we need hardly add, were many of

the most recent introductions, admirably grown, and most
effectively an-anged.

A glance at the Dorking pens at once proclaimed the

absence of Capt. Hornby's name from the list of exhibitors

in that class. The old birds were but indiflferent, but

among the chickens there appeared a singularly good pen

of "White Dorkings," belonging to Miss Newman, of Mam-
head, with which it would, indeed, be diflicult to find fault.

SjMnlsIt do not appear on the prize list, eitlrer in the

I
classes for old buds or chickens.

I

In Shani/httcs, the entries were numerous, and several

I very good pens of both old and young birds were present,

iu their respective classes. Mr. Channing, of Heavitree,

near Exeter, exhibited birds that would have stood high

among any competitors, both with respect to form and
colom-. Tiieir condition, also, considering the season of the

year, was remarkably good. The hens in pen 17, belonging

to Mr. Eastlake, of Mannamead, near Plymouth, which took
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the second prize ia the older class, were fai' above an

average degree of merit. They deserved, indeed, a better

male companion.
With the Shanghae chickens, the judges must have cai-e-

fully investigated the relative excellence of the competing

pens, for seldom have we seen a better collection. Here,

also, the first prize again fell to Mr. Chanuing ;
whilst equal

second prizes were awarded to R. Daw, Esq., and E. T.

Head, Esq., both from tlie neighbourhood of Exeter. The

more genial weather of the last ten days has done much
for the growth of all chickens, and Shanghaes, especially,

liave not been backward in profiting by this change from

the previous unusual cold and wet of the present summer.

Among the dark Shaughaesj were some good birds, but

the class was below the mark of their Ughter relatives. The

old error of placing emnamon cocks with partridge- coloured

hens was repeated in more than one instance.

Mr. Treby had some good " black red " Game chickens,

and pen 81, belonging to Mr. E. Bui'ton, of Truro, con-

tained a very promising young lot of Silver-spangled Ham-
burgh chickens.

lilr. E. Vivian, of Torquay, had some good Black Polaiids,

but the season of tlie year was so against their appearance,

that the hens' topknots were sadly denuded, and it would

have been impossible to pronounce an opinion on tlieii'

merits as they were then subjected to inspection. The

others in this class were below pai'.

The Silver Polands were rather spotted than spangled,

and in one pen the comb was infinitely too lai'ge and coarse.

Bantams, at least in the laced varieties, exceeded the

proper standai'd of weight, and great merit must exist to

counterbalance any excess above seventeen ounces for the

male, and fourteen ounces for the female bird. With such

energetic poulti-y fanciers as the inhabitants of riymouth

have now shown themselves, these, and other similar, failings

will, doubtless, be rectified before another season brings

them again into competition.

In Ayleshnry Bucks, Mr. William Brown, of Shute,

Devonshire, had some very good specimens, and those be-

longing to E. Vivian, Esq., were most deservedly com-

mended. Tlie admirers of these birds should cai-efuUy

bear in mind, tliat a clean flesh-coloured bill is an essential

characteristic of this variety, and its absence will always

suggest either some departure from the pure breed, or tlie

selection of parents that have transmitted this defect to

then- progeny. \ perfectly clean-billed Aylesbury, having

access to water flowing from peat or moss, usually manifests

its discolouring influence at an early period, but occasionally

it is also tlie result of age. Nevertheless, an Aylesbury

duck, to stand "A 1," must have a spotless bill, under any

circumstances.

However favourable our opinion of the Aylesbury duck,

we would gladly persuade oui- Plymouth friends to make
trial of tlie Rouen, and Buenos Ayres varieties, both of

which are excellent in their way, the former, especially, in

regard of weight, the latter with respect to flavom-.

Among "extra stock," we noticed a pen entered as

"Brahma Poutra" chickens; one only of its occupants,

however, had the distinctive feather-markings of that race

—

the silvery ground and dark pencillings on the hackle,

breast, and wings ; the other two had a yellow tinge, unlike

the usual character of those birds. Pen Hi, contained
" Turkey fowls," why, or wherefore, so called, we know not,

for so far as resemblance to the former bird might be sup-

posed to confer the designation, they certainly had no claim

whatever to it. More extraordinaiT products of the poulti-y-

yard, it must bo confessed, we never witnessed. Let us

picture to ourselves one of Mr. Eairlie's Dumpies, with a

vei-}- full lark crest, and a comb either rose, cupped, or

smgle, for all those foi-ms were here present, and the occu-

pants of this pen are there faithfully pourtrayed. I'lxb-erae

singularity, we presume, is the sole foundation for their

claims to notice, and, if what we hear be true, that they

are sometimes seen witli heavily-feathered legs, they must,

in this respect, leave all competitors far behind.

We regretted tlie smooth legs of Miss Dyott's Black

Shdnijluic : for her birds, the cock in particulai-, have much
to recommend them ; rai"ely, indeed, have we seen a male

bird of this colour so free from a stained hackle, and his

figure also was in good form.

The Pii/eons were very good, and shewn, moreover, in good

order. The Black Can-iers of Sir. Square, were objects of

general admiration ; and White Fantails, Pouters, Jacobines,

Trumpeters, and Almond Tumblers, had admirable repre-

sentatives of their respective families.

We may certainly congratulate tlie officers of the " South

Devon and East Cornwall Poulti-y Association," on the result

of their first exhibition ; although, as ever happens in these

first essays, there were some points in which exhibitors fell

short of what was required of them ; but even these mishaps

servo a good purpose, and point out errors tliat might not

othenvise have been so soon detected. Another year, bh-ds

will be better matched, and the recrn'rence of faulty

specimens will not mar the appearance of companions of

higher caste. Condition, too, will be more studied, and

much is imiilied in this term; for, if it be supposed that

mere weight, increased by high feeding, is here alluded to,

iiotliiug can be further from our intention, for birds so

fatted, ought, in our opinion, to suft'er immediate banishment,

and even" the extreme sentence of the law—a fate which

their owners would thus seem to have especially in view for

tliem. Though growth and feather are all concerned with

this word " condition," as applied to the poultry-yard, and

though the intenal may be great between its particular

application to a fowl, or a horse, there is yet much in

common, which will, day by day, become more apparent to

those who really study poultry as a subject deserving of

their serious attention.

Judges of poultry must pronounce their sentence, on such

occasions, according to the state in which the various classes

ai-e ranged before them. Now triumphs are too often

anticipated, because a pen has proved successful some short

time previously, or because assurances of their excellence

have been too readily received ; but how unwise to reckon on

such an argument. Possibly the birds may have passed

into the hands of another owner, whose system of manage-

ment is far- behind that under which former victones were

achieved : then, again, although in this interim equal atten-

tion has been paid to their wants, still, their lorni and

feathers may have sutlered some retrograde movement,

cither disease may have been at work, or a severe moult

may have reduced them to a tattered state, unfitting them

for competition; or again, as sometimes happens, feathers

and markings have been permanently injured. Hence dis-

appoiiitment, although they stand alone without competiliou

in their class.

August is by no means a season for poulUy to appeal- to

advantage ; we would suggest, therefore, to the Committee of

the Society, whose recent meeting we have now recorded,

liowfar their an-angements may another year permit the selec-

tion of a more appropriate month for theii- annual meetmg.

Whatever may be decided on in this respect, the public ai-e

greatly indebted to Messrs. Hiuit and Hancock, the secre-

taries, as well as to those gentlemen of the Committee by

whose continued exertions the late exhibition at the Green

Bank has been cai'ried out. In their scheme for l«o4 they

have our hearty wishes for success.

Judges, it will be allowed, occupy no enviable post
;
and

when it is asserted that then- standard has been too high,

and that some classes have been harshly passed by without

mention, it should also be remembered, how unwise a step

it has ever proved to stamp with the verdict of approval

such birds as cannot be held forth as models for general

imitation. Thus, where any one material deficiency exists, we

shall still think that the honours of the prize-list are unwisely

bestowed. In following out such a course, errors and defects

are certainly noticed, but at the same time remedied, and

the lessons thus gained ai-e the surest foundaUon lor

ultimate success.—W.
„ ^ ,

JuDUES.—The Rev. W. W. Wuigfield, Kector of GtUval,

and Editor of "The Poultiy Book." James lurneaux,

Esq., SwUly, near- Plymouth.

Class II.—DORKING CHICKEN. (For the best Cockereland two

Pullets.)

First prize. Miss Caroline Newman, Mamhcad Park, Starcross, Devon.

(White.) Ase. two months and twenty-two days. Second prize, mr.

D.Hosldns, Bristol and Eseter Railway Station, Esetcr, Devon. Age,

seven months.

Class V.-COCHIN-CHINA.-BUFF OR CINNAMON. (For the

best Cock and two Hens of any age.)

First prize, Mr. W. I-. Cbanning, Heavitree, near Eieter. Age, cock
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and hen, one year each ; hen, age unknown. Second prize, W. Kastlakc,

Ksq., Mannamead, Plymouth. Cock antl hens. Age, eight months and

two weeks.

ClassVl.-(COCHIN-CHINA CHICKEN.-BITFF OR CINNAMON.
For the best Cockerel and two PuUcts of 1853.)

First prize, Rlr. W, L. Channinp, Heavitree, near Kxeter. Age, five

months. Second prize. R. Daw. Esq., Mount Kadford, Exeter. Age,

four months. Second prize, R. T. Head, Esq., The Briars, Alphmgton,

near Exeter, Devon. Age, six months.

Class VIII.-COCHIN-CHINA CHICKENS.—DARK. (For the best

Cockerel and two Pullets.)

First prize, Mr. John O. Backwell, 99, Nav-y Row, Devonport. Age,

four months and two weeks. Second prize, Mr. William Brown, Redgate

Farm, Shute, Devon. Age, four months and two weeks.

Class XII.—GAME CHICKEN. iForthe beat Cockerel and two
Pullets of 1S53.)

First prize. Paul Ourry Treby, Esq., Goodamoor, near Plyinpton,

Devon. Age, three mouths and three days. (Black red.)

Class XIX.—SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. (For the best

Cock and two Hens of any age.)

Second prize, W. C. Hodge, Esq., Crescent, Plymouth, Devon. Age,

one year and two months.

Class XXIV. — SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH CHICKEN.
(For the best Cockerel and two Pullets.)

Second prize, Mr. Edward Burton, TregoUs Cottage, Truro, Cornwall.

Age, two months.

Class XXVIII.—SILVER-SPANGLED POLAND CHICKEN. (For
the best Cockerel and two Pullets of 1853.)

Second prize, Mr. W. George Courtis, 4, Lipaon Terrace, Plymouth.
Age, two months and twentj--one days.

Class XXXIX.—BLACK BANTAMS.
Second prize, l\Ir. W. Connett, Magdalene Bridge, Exeter. Age, two

years.

Class XLI.—DUCKS.—WHITE AYLESBURY. (For the best Drake
and two Ducks of any age.)

First prize, Mr. William Brown, Redgate Farm, Shute, Devonshire.
Age, Drake nineteen weeks. Ducks, each two years. Second prize, Mr.
William Brown, Redgate Farm, Shute, Devonshire. Age, two months.

Class XLIII.—DUCKS.—MUSCOVY. (For the best Drake and two
Ducks of any age.)

Second prize, Mrs. St. John, Ideford Rectory, Chudleigh, Devon. Age,
Drake three years. Ducks, eighteen months.

Class XLVII.—PIGEONS.—CARRIERS. (For the best Pair.)

First prize, W. J. Square, Esq., 14, Portland Square, Plymouth.

Class XLIX.—BEST PAIR OF POUTERS OR'.CROPPERS.
First prize, Thomas JefFry, Bath Street, Plymouth. Age, two years.

Class LI.-BEST PAIR OF FANTAILS.
First prize, Frederick C. Bryant, Esq., 2, Lipson Terrace, Plymouth.

Age unknown.

Class LII.—BEST PAIR OF JACOBINS, OR CAPPERS.
First prize, Mr. William Beer, 20, Tanstock Street, Stoke. Age,

eighteen months.

Class LIII.—BEST PAIR OF TRUMPETERS.
First prize, Mr. Edward Burton, Tregolls Cottage, Truro, Cornwall.

(White.) Age, two years.

Class LIV.—BEST PAIR OF ALMOND OR ERMINE TUMBLERS.
First prize, Mr. W. L. ChaunJng, Heavitree, near Exeter. (Almond.)

Age, one year.

SHRUBLAND PET GERANIUM.
I HAVE had twelve plants of " Shrublaud Pet" Geranium

turned out about two months. The plants are strong,

compact, and vigorous ; very healthy, and the foUage is very
beautiful, but at present there is no blossom ; there may be
one or two buds, but not more, ou all the plants.

There are two or three dozen plants now at the nursery
whence mhie were procured, wliich have been kept in pots,

and on which there ai-e about a dozen blossoms. Can you
explain this?

From Mr Beaton's account of his pet, I expected, at

least, to have plenty of bloom, although each flower might
be small. I loolced, in short, for a diminutive Unique.
Ought there not to be an agreable scent in the leaves ?

Will you oblige me mth your opinion on the above, with
a short description of the genuine plant, as it may be that
mine is only an imitation, although, from the respectability

of the place whence I had it, such is hardly likely to be the
case. Indeed. I believe the original plant came from
Messrs. Hendersons'.

The flower on those I have seen is very small and
insignificant.—II. P., Norwich,

[I am rather pleased tlmu not, that I have this opportunity

of winding up the story about the Sliruhlaiul Pet, and more
so, as the above letter is from a Norwidi Correspondent,
because it was named by a lady in that quarter, who saw it

at Shrublaud, in the littlo bod where it was the gom of that
season, and was admired by every one who saw it. Still, if

I had remained longer in that garden, no one had ever

heard a complaint about this plant, as no one who did not
adruire it on the spot would have received a cutting of it as

long as it was in my hands. .\11 who Icnow me must know
that every one of my seedlings were given away without
money, or any other consideration whatever, and that if ever

I recommended any of my pets it was always with this pro-

vision—" Unless yon liki' it whim ymi see tin' flowers, I shall

take it back again." Sm'ely, tlien.iuider such circumstances,

I coiUd do just what 1 liked, as if the plants were my own,
as they certainly were not, but the property of my worthy
employers, who never interfered with me in the least about

all my seedlings, further than showing their pleasure when
I had anything new or good, or that any one of their friends

adnrired, wliether it was good or not, so that they could give

or promise cuttings of them to such friends or visitors.

"Well, then, in one of my appeals to amateitrs and young
gardeners on the subject of cross-breeding, not on the

subject of Hower-gardening, I mentioned the Shmhlaml Pet

as much and more for the purpose of stimulating them in

piu'suit of a very different cross, that of Ca]>itatnm and
Unique (see vol. vii., jjage 23!l) ; and I had no more idea

then that what I said would have been turned to an un-

woitliy purpose, for the sake of worldly gain, than that I

should dine with the man in the moon. The worst that I

could anticipate then was, that the plant would bo retmned
on my hands if I gave away a cutting of it on my own
recommendation; and even tliat I could hai-dly expect. No
one returned Punch, but many could do no good with it, and
still I maintain it is the best of that strain where the soU
suits it ; and I do the same about the Shrnhland Pet in its

particular strain. But when I saw that four persons, in

different parts of the country, came forward to claim the
credit of having had Shrablnnd Pet from seeds before me,
I mentioned the fact in these pages, and washed my hands
of it, and now I am too old and too independent to allow it to

be even supposed that I ever said a word about it, or about

any other seedling or plant, upon selfish motives. Surely,

I may be excused, therefore, for not volvmteering a gratui-

tous opinion of it as a trade plant last year, after learning

that BIr. Henderson, of the Wellington lload Kursery, had
given twenty guineas for the stock of it. I may now say,

that four distinct plants go under the name of Shrubland

Pet ; that three of them are not true. The true one is a

rosy-purple small flower: and if the kind is planted in poor

di'y soil it wUl give as much satisfaction, '" those who like

thai style, as Punch, on similar- soil, gives to others. But it

was as one link in the great chain of hybridizing that I

looked favourably on the Shrubland Pet, and I shall always

back it in the strain to which it belongs until we have a

better one.

We refuse in these pages lists of plants, over and over

again, to correspondents, because we have no standard

whereby we can be sure to please all tastes, or to suit all

soils. Here is H. P., for instance, at Norwich, wlio de-

scribes this flower as "small and insignificant;" yet I could

give him the names of a lady and a gardener, who take

many prizes at that very place, and who called a bed of it

" the most charming htUe thing of the season," and the two

had cuttings of it from me long before Mr. Henderson
bought it. Perhaps we are all right.—D. Beaton.]

CROSS BETWEEN SHANGHAE AND SPANISH
FOWLS.

In page 114 of The Poultry Book, I find the words, "it

has been proposed to try a cross between the Spanish and
Shanghae; " and, in consequence, I beg to forward you the

result of the cross ; I having, on the 21st of August, 1852,

purchased from a poulterer in this island, three birds, one
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cock and two hens, bred Ly a Mr. Pope (now in Ausb-alia),

between a Shanghae cock iind pm-e Spanish hen. Tlie cock

is a black red, about Nib. Jersfj weight; one hen is black

entirely, about the same weight, and the other hen about

Tib. Jersey weight, with a jiartridge breast. No. 1 has laid

;>30 eggs, and attempted to sit for the first time to-day

(July vlbth). No. 2 commenced laying three days after I

purchased them, and has laid -'lOO eggs without attempting

to sit, both having laid diu'in<; their moult and the winter.

In fact, they are never idle ; tliey both lay fine eggs ; No. 1,

perfectly white eggs ; No. "J, pale chocolate coloured.

I have tried to breed them back, that is, the hens with a

Shanghae cock, but at present without success. The cock
with a Spanish hen has bred freely, but not with a Shanghae
hen as yet. However, they (the three) will breed together,

and have produced fine chickens, which liave attained a

lai'ge size early, and of good flavour and colom', equal to a

pure Spanish.
As regai'ds the Sbanghaes, of which I have several

varieties (and amongst them a magnificent grey or varie-

gated breed direct from Shanghae), I may say, I am at pre-

sent unable to find their match as sitters and good layers,

with tlie exception of the white birds, most of their eggs
being bad, and hard to leax the chickens.

I feed all my poultry, which are about 200 and over, on
bailey-raeal twice a day, and on oats once, with a good run
of grass, itc, and for the last year- have had but one sick, a

Punchai'd cock with white comb, and from the receipt in

the book, he is perfectly cured ah'eady.

jUy birds direct from China have not suffered at all,

though such a severe winter. Should this be of any ser-

vice to the poulti'y fancy now, or should I at any future
time be able to assist, I shall be but too happy.—W. "tt'ooD-

FOED, I'pton House, Jciseij.

We could have sold two thousand dollars worth if we had
had the fowls to lay them."

[We emphatically warn our readers against following this

American foUy. We have just received a narrative of the

history of some of the so-called Brahma Poutras now in

England. We will publish it nest week.

—

Ed. C. G.]

BRAHMA POUTKAS.
The pai'ents of the chickens which I exhibited in Baker-

street, are not the same as those which I exhibited at Bir-

mingham. I very soon discarded the latter ijair, from a

conviction that they were not of the pure, uncrossed stock

of the original American birds, and from a further belief

that the original birds were neither more nor less than a
new variety of Shanghae, and not a new and distinct breed,

as had been represented, and which, from the anomalous
appearance of the combs, .tc, of the birds I exhibited at

Bu-mingham, I was then, and for some short time after I

had received the lot of ten birds i'rom America, rather
disposed to think might be the case. I do not at all wonder
at the opinion you express of then- being Shanghae, " with

a slight cross of JIalay." Such would be my own opinion,

had I nothing to judge from but the medley of shape,
points, and colour in the bmls represented as genuine. It

is, howevar, my lioncsl conviction, that there is, in the original

birds in America, how, or whencesoever introduced there, a
bona fide variety of Gray Shintfjhney as distinct from others

as is the White Shanghae, and without the smallest cross

of Malay or any other fowl. Moreover, I think that they
are very superior to many of our strains of this breed.

It is but an opinion, however, and the arguments
j

which have led me to it might not suffice to jiroduce the
|

same belief in others. There is, no doubt, a similarity
\

between the Chittagong and these birds, but there are dis-

tinctive dift'erences in each ; and so well is it recognised in

.4meiica, that more than double the price is paid for what
j

are called the true Brahmas. In fact, the rage there for
I

these birds is unprecedented, now, partly, no doubt, owing '

to the noise made about those sent to the Queen, but long
before that the rage had begun, and they were then generally

acknowledged to be the best fowl going. The subjoined is

an extract from a paper received only yesterday, from the i

United States.—W. CusT Gwynne. I

EXTKACT I'KOM THE " NoETHEEU F.tRjrEr.."—" How the '

public are to avoid being cheated in the sale of crosses we
are at a loss to divine. We fear that thousands of dollars

j

will be paid for spurious fowls, next fall, under the name of
|

Brahma Poutra. The excitement in regard to tliese fowls i

is immense, and the demand for eggs at six dollars (twice

the price of eggs of any other breed there) is enormous. I

SEA WEEDS.—No. 7.

( Continuedfrom piiye .37tK)

I stood upon a smooth and sandy shore.

On one of autumn's bright and sunny days;

The sea was clear as crystal—hush'd its roar,

And distant mountains softened by the haze.

Green were the waters, and the sky so blue,

Keflected in them, caused a lovely hue.

Hu{;e porpoises were rolling o'er and o'er,

And fishermen were busy on the shore

^lending their nets, to " Cast into the deep,"

That they of Ocean's stores their share might reap
;

While dove-like Mews were hovering o'er the sea.

Dipping their wings and feet luxuriously.

OEDER 5.—GHOEDAEIACE-E.
" OLTVE-coLotjEED, with a gelatinous frond ; spores at-

tached to the filaments, concealed within the substance of

the frond."

—

Harvey.

\. CHOEDAELV.—4y.
1. Choedaria FLACF.ujFOEjas (Whipshapcd).—Frond

thread-like ; branches alternate ; colotir dark olive. In the

water this plant appears to be fringed \vith very fine fibres,

which malce it feel slimy.

3. C. DFSAKICATA (Outspread).—Fronds vary in length,

from one to three feet; the branches spreading from a

centre ; like C. JiageUiformis it is sHmy, but of a lighter

olive. In deep water. Xt Cairickfergits.

2. MESOGLOIA.—^3.

" Frond thread-shaped, much branched, gelatinous ; fruc-

tification eUiptical spores; name sigoifying middle and
viscid, from the gelatinous axis."

1. Mesogi.oia VEEiiictri..iEis (Worm-like).—A clumsy-

looking plant, the frond thick, very like greenish worms.
Common. One to two feet high. On rocks.

2. M. Getffithsiaxa (Ciritliths).— " Eare. South of

England and West of Ireland. Of a pale olive-green;

fronds from 8—10 inches high."
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3. M. viEF.scEKS (GreeuislO.—A bet utiful but not un-

common plant, growing on rocks or on other Ahj,v. Colour

a pale yellow-green ; frond tender, sIJmhm-.v, and much
branched. Dr. Landsboiough sjjeahs ol' it as being very

common in tlie West of Scotland, and saystliuit a brunch of

it under the microscope is very iutoresting.. Tlio plant

from which the accompinyiug iilato is taken: is from the

Ayrshire coast.

.'1. LEATHESIA.—Grwy.

" Frond globose ; fructification oval spores. Name in

honour of tlie llev. G. 1!. Leathes."

1. Le.vtiif.sia TVEEr.iFOEMis (Tuberform).— "Fronds
olive-eoloin-ed and tuberous, when yoimg, tilled with cottony

fibres."

—

Tlarvei/.

"After a breeze in summer it may be seen in heaps in

tlie little bays, not unlike bixnches of liops."

—

I)r. Latuls-

horotff/i.

a. L. Beekleyi (Berkley's).—A small and curious plant,

but not a pretty one. Found by tho Kev. M. J. Berkeley,

at Torfjuay. On rocks.

4. EALFSIA.
" Frond coriaceo-crustaceous, fixed by its interior surface,

concentrically zoned ; fructification depressed warts, scat

tered over the surface." Name in honour of John Ralfs,

Ksij., of I'enziince, the well-known author of a work on
British Desmidie£e, itc.

1. K.vusiA VEEKUCOSA (Warted).—Growing en rocks, in

lichen-like patches ; covered with warts. The frnit is rare,

and not easily discovered. Colour dark brown, and tho

substance leathery.

0. EL.\CHISTEA.
" Fronds parasitical, consisting of a dense tuft of free,

simple .irticulated, olivaceous filaments, rising from a

common tubercular- base : fructification pear-like spores."

"Name from a word signifying the least, from tho small

size of the plants."

—

Harvey.

1. Elachistea euciola.—Very common on Funis t-esicii-

losus and Fumis iiodosus ; tlie tufts are about an inch long,

and of a brownish-olive colour.

3. E. FLACuiDA (Flaccid).—Common.
;l. E. ouETA (Cut-short).—Parasitic on fuci. Not a well-

known plant.

i. E. pui,\'iN.\.TA (Powdered).—Very small round tufts.

Parasitical on Cytuscira crlcoUles. A beautiful object for the

microscope.

D. E. STELLLi.ATA (Small starred).—A rare parasite, grow-

ing on Dirti/ola dlchotoma. Very small star-like tufts.

Found in great abundance by Professor Balfour surd the

Kev. Dr. Landsborough when dredging in LanilasU Bay,
Arran.

0. E. SCUTU1.1TA (Shield-bearing).

—

On Hiinnnlluiliii lomi.

7. E. VEI.UTIN'A (Velvety).—"It often accompanies the

last species, to which it is closely allied."

—

Harccy.

0. MYPJONEMA.—GiTw.

" jMass gelatinous (exceedingly minute), efiused; com-
posed of very short, clavate, erect, mostly simple filaments.

Fruit, capsules at the base among the filaments. Name
from two Greek words, signifying ten tliousand filaments."

— Gn'ville.

1. JIvEiONEHA STEANGixAxs.—This minute parasite grows
on Viva and Eidcrumorpha; on the foniicr it has the ap-

pearanco of a small brown patch, and on tho latter forming
a ring round it.

a. M. LECi.AucnEEii.—Round patches on decaying fronds

oi Rhnlymenia palmnla and Viva luihslma,

;). M. ruNCTiFoiniE (Puncture-shaped). — On Ccrniiiiim

rtihruin and ChylocUttlia vlavcUosa, A fine object for tho

microscope.
4. M. cLAVATUJi f Clubbed).—" On a thin purplish crust,

which covers the pebbles at the half-tide level. The piu'a-

sito is so much of the colour of the crust that it requires

a microscope to detect it."

—

Oajd. Carmichicl.

Before proceeding to the next order of Mdavosperms, or

ohve-colom'od plants, it has occurred to me that at this

season of the year, when so many of the Algio are in fall

beauty, it might not be unacceptable to some of my readers

to be told an excellent mcllwcl nf fioaling these plants, and
preparing them for the herbarium. So much of their
bi'iuity depends upon the manner in which they are spread
out, ttc, that it seems better to describe it.

Place on the table a basin of fresh wa'.er to cleanse the
weeds from sand or other impurities. I'ut only a small
portion of specimens into the basin at once, as some of the
more delicate kinds soon decompose and are spoiled. Have
ready a good-sized white dish or plate. T'ake a plant out
uf the basin and let it lloat in the dish uf water; with a
silver fruit-knife, or camels' hair pencil, spread the Se.n

"Weed in the Avay in which it most naturally falls, cutting oil'

old or ugly bi-anches witli a knife or small scissors. Tlien,
having diflerent sized pieces of good paper ready cut (and

;

this is tlie best done at the stationer's, as tlio edges are

J better cut with his shai-p knife), place the paper imder
tho specimen, and bold it witli the left hand while you
anange the plant witli your Iruit-kuife in the right. With-
draw it gradually from the water, and place it iu a slanting
position, to allow the escape of the fluid ; during this pait
of the process other specimens may be jirepared in the
same way. Before any part of the paper is quite dry, lay it

upon a sheet of blotting-paper, doubled up into four
; put

as many pieces as will lie fiat upon it, and then cover it

with old muslin or eahco, and then more folds of blotting-
paper ; repeat this, laying sheet upon sheet until you have
finished all you have to do. Lay the heap upon a piece of
millboard, and place another upon the top, tying a sti-iug

round to keep them in their places ; leave them thus for a
few liours, then carefully remove them, and put them into
dry blotting-paper and mushn. Now you may subject them
to a gentle pressure until the next day, when tlie jiapers

and muslin must again be renewed, and heavier pressure
applied. This must bo repeated until the plants are per-
fectly dry, when the more delicate ones will look hke beau-
tiful paintings. Let me again remind my readers of the
importance of having good paper ; that which is most like

card-board, i.e., not porous, is the best. The name, date,

and locality, should be written on the papers with the speci-

mens. All this sounds rather troublesome, but there is

nothing done well without, and the beauty of the specimens
will be an ample recompense. It is useful, too, to have our
patience kept in exercise, even by little things. Like the
muscles in tlie arm of a blacksmith, patience becomes
stronger by exercise, and perseverance in the pursuit of
what is useful is sure to have its reward. Things which
seem difficult, or almost impossible, at first, become easy
after repeated attempts, and there is great pleasure in over-

coming a dilfieulty,—S. B.

(To he continued.)

HEN COCKS, AND CROWING HENS.
It has long been known to naturalists, that hen birds, of

various species, occasionally change their plumage and
voice, becoming in both these particulars more or less like

the males. This occurrence frequently talies place in the
case of the common Pheasant. Some years ago, Mr.
Tan'ell made a series of dissections, and found, in every
instance in which a hen I'heasant had assumed the male
plumage, that there was disease of the ovary, which some-
times extended to the egg passage. Tlie report of those

cases was published by him in the Transactions of the
Koyal Society.

Not uufrequently, common hens, after laying well for one,

two, or three year's, suddenly cease laying, and at tlie same
time their habits and carriage change, and their voice alters

to a distinct crow, which closely resembles tli.at of the cock.

In these cases of crowing hens, there will always be found,
on examination, a disease of the ovary.

The peculiarity which constitutes what is termed a hen
cock, I regard as totally distinct from that above described.

The phenomenon occms not in old hens, but iu young birds

w Iiich have never laid ; the most striking peculiaiity being
that the head, comb, wattles, and general habits of the cock
lU'e associated with the idumage of a hen.
By the kindness of one of your subscribers, I am in

possession of a specimen of these remarkable birds, and, as

.1
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it may be interesting to have its history, I vrill relate it as

fai' as it is loiown to me.
Last Christmas I forwarded to this gentleman a dai-k

Dorking cockerel, and in acknowledging its receipt, he
stated—" We have received the cockerel safely, he is truly a

magnificent fellow, and has oui' unqualified admu'ation. We
have ordered thiee pulkls from Bailey's to mate %vith him."

Some time after, in March, he wrote to me, stating that one
of these three pullets had become very red and lai-ge in the

comb and wattles, and had not laid ; that he suspected some
disease, and had, therefore, forwarded the bird to me.
On receiving the fowl, I found that it was not ill, but was

of the most \i\id brightness in the comb. Its present
appearance may be briefly described. The shape and
carriage of the body, the plumage of the hackle and tail,

ai'e precisely those of a hen. The head, which is extremely
beautiful, resembles tliat of the cock, being furnished with a

single comb nearly fom- inches in length, from front to back,

and wattles two inches long. The general bearing is that of a

male bird ; he calls the hens when he finds a worm, which is

immediately suiTendered to them, and he chases the young
cockerels about the yard, where he reigns paramount.
Formerly he was the object of persecution of a heavy
Dorking cock, which has latterly been removed from the run.

My own opinion of his internal structure is, that he is a

male bird, with some peculiar' arrest of development in the
plumage, and that he is, therefore, totally distinct from a
crowing hen. I regard him as somewhat aldn to those
varieties of Game cocks formerly tenned Hennies, and I

intend to try whether the breed is capable of continuance,

and am anxiously looking for the period of moulting, to

see what change it will effect in his plumage.
Thinldng that some of your readers may be interested in

the case, I have entered him in the Surrey show, and will

forward with him a hen, with that condition of the ovary

before alluded to, so that what I regard as a trae hen cock,

may be compared with a mere crowing hen. I would
mention, that the plumage of the hen cook is not in the

cleanest possible condition, as during the time he was in

town to be daguerreotyped, by Mr. Sheehan, of Bramah
Poutra notoriety, he stepped into a paint-pot, the contents

of which have harcUy worn ofl'.

Another point which I may .lUude to, is the condition of

these two birds ; should they continue in tlie state in which
they are at present, it may, perhaps, prove to some who are

sceptical on the point, that neither meat, peas, hemp seed,

or greaves, are necessar\' to keep fowls in the highest

possible health and condition.—W. B. Tegeimeiek, Tot-

tenham,

clearly distinguished by its two spurs." Now, in the middle
of the nineteenth, besides giving in to the true name, I
would add, " especially," that it would be right and proper
to have a law to compel the manufacturers of hard names
to give out the derivation of them, as Dr. Borckhausen, of
Darmstadt, did with this, in 1797.—D. Ce.\tox.

DICLYTRA, NOT DIELYTBA.
I RECOLLECT, some twenty years since, seeing, in cor-

rections for the first edition of the "Encyclopedia of

Plants," which were sent to Mr. Loudon, that this genus
ought to be spelled Diclytru, with the accent on the ; (see

Gardeners' Magazine, 18.33, page 307). Mr. Loudon de-

fended the former reading, by stating that Sir William
Hooker, "iu his ' Botanical Magazine,' No. 3031, remarks :—Diclijlra is from dis, twice, and elijtron, a cover ; in allusion

to the two petals terminating in a bos or pouch. It is by
mistake often spelled Diclytra." The question about the

light spelhng was again mooted two or three times since,

but a con'espondent, in a recent number of the Gardener's

Chronicle has set the question at rest, by a tianscription

from the original paper in which the genus was proposed.
This shows that we were all wTOng, and that Diclytra is the

proper name ; but let me give the pai'agraph in firll.

" The (juestio vcxala is solved beyond all possibility of

doubt on reference to the original paper in which the genus
was proposed. In the second pait of the first volimie of

Iliimer's Archiv.Jur die Botnn'ilc, page 43, 1707, is a paper on
the genus Fnmaria, by Dr. Moritz Balthazar' Borckhausen,
of Darmstadt. Amongst other genera, he proposes that of

D'lclytra, for Fnmaria aicularia, L., resting its characters on
the peculiar structtire of the corolla, and the six distinct

stamens." He adds, especially—" I have named the genus
from <rts, two, and K\vrpov, a spur, because the flower is so

CRYSTAL PALACE IN NEW YORK.
PiESERvoLR Square, on wliich it is erected, lies at the

northern extremity ofthe city, west of tiie Croton Distributing

Eeservoir, and between that mighty mass of stone and the

Sixth avenue. The precise distance from the Eeservoir to

the Sixth avenue is Hi) feet, and the width, north and south,

from Fortieth to Forty-second sti-eet, is 455 feet.

The main featiu'es of the building are as follows :—It is,

with the exception of the floor, roof, and a portion of the

dome, entirely constnicted of iron and glass. The general
idea of the edifice is a Greek cross, smiuoimted by a dome
at the intersection. Each diameter of the cross will be 365
feet five inches long. There are three similar entrances

—

one on the Sixth avenue, one on Fortieth, and one on Foily-

second sti'eet. Each entrance is 4.7 feet ^vide, and that on
the Sixth avenue is approached by a flight of eight steps

;

over each front is a large semi-cu'cular fanhght, 41 feet wide
and ai feet high, answeiing to the ai'ch of the nave. Each
arm of the cross is on the ground plan 14'.) feet broad.

This is di\ided into a central nave and two aisles, one on
each side ; the nave 41 feet wide, each aisle 54 feet wide.

The central portion or nave is carried up to the height of

C7 feet, and the semi-circular arch by which it is spanned is

41 feet broad. There are thus in eft'ect two arched naves
crossing each other at right angles, 41 feet broad, C7 feet

high to the crown of the ai'ch, and 305 feet long ; and on
each side of these naves is an aisle .54 feet broad, and 40
feet high. The exterior of the ridgeway of the nave is 71

feet. Each aisle is covered by a gallery of its own width,

and 34 feet from the floor. The centi-al dome is 100 feet in

diameter, OS feet inside from the floor to the spring of tlie

arch, and IIS feet to the crown ; and on the outside, with

the lantern, 149 feet. The exterior angles of the building

ai'e ingeniously filled up with a triangular lean-to 34 feet

high, which gives the ground plan an octagonal shape, each
side or face being 149 feet wide. At each angle is an
octagonal tower eight feet in diameter and 75 feet high.

Ten large, and eight winding, stah'cases connect the

principal floor with the gallery, which opens on the three

balconies that ai'e situated over the enti'ance-halls, and
afford ample space for flower decorations, statues, vases, <S;c.

The ten piincipal staircases consist of two flights of steps

with two landing places to each ; the eight winding staircases

ai-e placed in the octagonal towers, which lead also to small

balconies on the tops of tlie towers and to the roof of the

building.

The building contains on the ground floor 11,000 square

feet of space, and in its galleries, which are 54 feet wide,

62,000 square feet more, making a total ai'ea 173,000 square

feet for the purposes of exhibition. There are thus on the

ground floor two acres and a half, or exactiy 3 03-100 ; in

the gaUeiies one acre and 44-100; total, mthin an incon-

siderable fraction, four acres.

There are on the ground floor 190 octagonal cast iron

columns 31 feet above the floor, and eight inches diameter,

cast hollow, of difterent thicknesses, from half an inch to

one inch. These columns receive the cast iron girders.

These are 36^ feet long and 3 feet high, and serve to sustais^

the galleries and the wronght iron consti'uction of the roof,

as well as to brace the whole structm-e in every direction.

The girders, as well as the second story columns, are

fastened to the columns in the fii'st stoiw by connecting

pieces of the same octagonal shape as the columns, 3 feet

fom' inches high, having proper flanges and lugs to fasten

all pieces together by bolts. The number of lower floor

gu'ders is 352, besides 12 wrought iron girders of the same
height, and 41 feet span over a pai't of the nave. The
second story contains 148 columns, of the same shape as

those below, and 17 feet 7 inches high. These receive

another tier of girders, numbering 100, for the support of
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the roofs of the aisles, each uave beiaig covered by 10 cast

iron semi-oirciilar arches, each composeJ of four pieces.

The dome is supported by 24 colums, which go up above

tlie second story to a lieiglit of 6J feet above tlie Hoor, and
sxipport a combination of wrouglit iron arches and girders,

on which rests a cast iron bed plate, so constructed as to

receive the ;1'2 ribs of the dome. The light is communicated
to the dome through the lantern, as well as from the sides,

on which S2 escutcheons, in colored glass, representing the

arms of the Union and its several States, or the emblems of

the different nations, will form a part of the decorations.

The immense space on the interior of the dome will be

painted in imitation of fresco, the principal colors used

being red, white, blue, and yellow. The ceilings are painted

somewhat after the Moresque style, and the guards of the

galleries and stairs are constructed of iron. They are very

light and beautiful, and in fine liarmouy with the general

.appearance of the building.

The quantity of iron to be used for the building wiU
amount to about 1,2.50 tons. The roof will cover an area of

li4,(IOO square feet. The glass for the building will amount
to 30,000 squai-e feet, 0,027 panes, 10 by ;U or ;3S inches.

On entering the building, the observer's eye mil be greeted

by the vista of an arched nave, 41 feet wide, 07 feet high,

and :^6b feet long ; while on approaching the centre, he will

find himself under a dome 100 feet across, and 118 feet high.

The general mode of erection by base pieces, columns, con-

necting pieces, and gu-ders, is the same mth that of the great

Hyde Park building. Buttheconstruction of the arched nave

and of the dome is of course entirely peculiar, and the general

efiect of the building is completely difiereut. The London
building was certainly deficient in arcliitectural efiect. The
form of the New York edifice aftords the requisite scope

for a pleasing variety of embellishment, by which all

monotony can be avoided, and allows a very economical use

of the ground. The dome, independent of its efiect in the

interior arrangement of the edifice, will give lieight and
majesty to the exterior.

The following are tlie objects which the architects appeal'

to have striven to combine in then' plan :—

•

1 The greatest possible area compatible ivith the ground
employed.

2 Perfect safety and elegance of construction.

!t A well calculated and pleasing admission of light.

4 A variety of coup d'tvil in the interior.

This building will compare, in point of size, and it is

thought of beauty, with some of tlie greatest edifices of the

old world; and until the extension of tlie Capitol at

Washington is completed, it will be altogether the largest in

this country. It is hoped that it will bo a great permanent
architectural ornament to the city.

THE BEE SEASON.
Perhaps tlie present season lias been the most remarkable

for Bees known in this district for many years, the honey
season having ceased on the 18th of June, the Bees having

only worked and accumulated any honey on six days since

that time. I have only had 5 swarms from 18 hives, and
those tietween the 7tli and 1.0th of June, thougli there were
many May swarms about here, within a circuit of a few

miles. In three of the swarms, at the present time there

may be ten pounds of honey altogether ; the other two have
died this week of starvation ; the hives being full of Bees
and comb, but not a particle of honey.—A Country Eector,
Tadcuster, Yorkshire.

DISEASES OF POULTRY.
EXHIBITION FEVEK.

Now tliat tlie season for poultry shows has recnn-ed, we
may expect to hear frequently of the eUects of this much
and deservedly dreaded disease : its causes are evident—

a

large number of animals, fed previously to the highest
possible condition, are crowded together under very unnatu-
ral circumstances for many days, and kept in a constant

state of excitement by the presence of visitors whose breath
adds greatly to the impurities of the air. The result is a

low fever of a typhoid chai'acter, similar to those formerly
known as gaol fever, hospital fever, and diseases, whicli

improved management, and ventilation Ac., have almost
banished from the dire catalogue of human ills. It may be

asked, what are the conditions which would tend to pre\eut
the recurrence of this formidable disease? They are, 1

believe, as follows;

—

Firstly. The refusal to admit diseased birds, and their

immediate removal on the first symptom of illness. At the
late London show thei'e were birds with chronic skin diseases

admitted, and others labouring under profuse diavrhcea,

which were not removed.
Secondly. The shortening of the time the birds are kept

at the shows. A reform has partially been eflected in this

particular : that it was needed, those who have noticed the
difl'erence in the appeai'ance of the birds on the first and
last days of any show can testify,

Thu-dly. A less stimulating system of feeding prior to

their exhibition. This, however, is a matter which rests

exclusively with the owners. If animal food, and, in

particular, putrid greaves are employed, the degree of
irritabiUty set up must greatly predispose to disease. The
owners may defend themselves on the principle that a man
may do what he likes with his own; but not so the managers,
who, during the time of exhibition, give the birds the
strongest ale, in order to keep up their appearance to the
end of the show, careless, whether or not they die the week
afterwards. I am not alleging that ale was given to the
fowls at the late London summer show, for I have not taken
the trouble to enquire ; but I am fully prepared to prove that
the plan has been followed extensively at previous exhibi-

tions. I regard it as a good feature in the Surrey Gardens
approaching show, that the owners are requested to state

what food they wish given to the birds ; and if they would
follow my advice, they would interdict animal food and beer,

and stipulate for a supply of grain, meal, and fi-esh green
vegetables.

Conceive, for an instant, the condition of a fowl accustom-
ed to piu'e air and water, a green run, and nothing stronger
than unnialted barley, suddenly plunged in a heated and
impure atmosphere, fed on most stimulating food, and, to

crown all, forced to undergo a three or four days debauch on
bread and ale; and the surprjze will be, not that any birds
become diseased, but that all do not.

The investigations which I have been making in the
matter of poultry diseases have attracted the attention of
several of our leading pathologists ; one in particular, who is

well-known for his most patient researches into the nature
of typhus, and other similar fevers, is desirous of ascertain-

ing the microscopic morbid .appearance in fowls suflering

from exhibition fever, as it may throw some light upon
human pathology ; I am sure, therefore, I need no excuse in

requesting any of our readers, who are near, soon to furnish

me with a case or two, and, as the obligation is on my side,

I may state that a fee will neither be expected or received.

2'ottenham Middlesex. W. B. Teoetheiee.

r.S. Would the gentleman, who lately forwarded me a

crowing sUver-peiicilled Hamburgh hen oblige me with his

address, as I wish to communicate with him.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*** We requeBt that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gaedeneb. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

e,Tpense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner^ Paternoster Row, London.**

Taking Honey from an Old Stock (A Constant Reader).~-Thc

best time will be, perhaps, about the middle of September. If taken

before that time the brood may not all be batched. It may be done

either by driving or fumigating the bees.— J. H. P.

MoRTALiTT AMONG Bbes.—A Country Rector SQJ5, *' On my return

home, after a week's absence, I find two of my stocks of bees dead . Can
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you explain it? One was a first swarm this year, hived in a box on

Midsummer day. The other was a cast, hived in a straw skip in my

absence, about ten days after that date. Both were working very well

when I left home on the 25th of July; on my return, on the 30th, both

were dead. On lifting up the hives the bees were lying dead on the floor-

board, an inch thick ; a few wretched survivors were crawling stupidly

about the combs. The queens were alive. There was not a particle of

honey in the comb. The swarm and the cast were from the same parent

stock." Your bees died from starvation most certainly. We have heard

of several similar cases where the bee pasturage is not good.

WiNTEEiNG Cuttings (S. 1'.).—You can winter cuttings of all the

bedding Geraniums in the room you mention quite well ; also hundreds

of old Fuchsias, Scarlet Geraniums, Salvias, Lobelias, and, in short, any-

thing in a dormant state, with the cuttings on the stage facing the

window ; that is, on the supposition that the room is perfectly dry, and

that you can guard it against frost. The room of our correspondent is

an outhouse, with a window facing the south, three feet six inches by

four feet. It is about eight feet by ten feet, and seven feet high, with a

fire-place in it, and a flower-stand close to the window.

Tree Pceony (M. C. E.).—The plan you propose, of cutting down a

straggling Tree Polony is hardly ever adopted, but there is no question

about its being the best plan in the long run. We often see these plants,

under ten years of age, straggling on the tops of hide-bound stag-horn

sticks, that would not be allowed one day in any other plant in the

garden. As far as the proper culture of these Jloutan Polonies go, we

Britishers are just as indifferent to common sense as the Chinese gar-

dener is in using his chopsticlts in preference to knives, forks, and

spoons. Cut them down by all means, and let the bottom throv/ up

strong shoots instead, as they are now offering to do ; but recollect, this

cutting, or any kind of pruning to Moutans, nm^t be done in March, and

at no other time. A starved Gooseberry bush should be pruned at the

end of September; a starved Apple, Plum, and Cherry, at the same

season, but these are not eaiii/ 7-isers like Moutans, which move by the

first sun of the new year, and move the sooner the earlier they are

pruned ; and so sure as they move before the proper time in the spring,

so sure arc they to be nipped by the late frosts ; therefore, it is best to

delay pruning them until they begin to move in the spring.

Paralysed Ducks (A Constant SubscriOer^ Exeter). ~D\ic\i5 hatched

in June and July are constantly liable to the spasmodic attacks you

complain of, and the greater the degree of heat, the more numerous the

cases. In Cornwall this malady is commonly spoken of as tJie sprawls,

a name sufBciently indicative of the symptoms. Recovery rarely happens,

and the exact nature of the attack is not cle.ir, but since ducklings

hatched before and after tliis period suffer comparatively little from these

seizures, it would be fair to presume that the heat of that period of the
,

year is the main cause.—

W

Beak of the Aylesbdry Dock (/ii'd).—We have seen some of the

best Aylesbury ducks injured in the colour of their bills by being placed

in situations where they had access to water flowing from peat and moss.

In other cases the failing is hereditary. Young birds are less subject to

these stained bills than the older ones, and the blemish does not manifest

itself, in some instances, till the second year. The parent of your's might

be thus faulty; but occasionally, in the best breeds, this failing shows

itself with age. The drake's bill is more difficult to obtain of the right

colour than those of the ducks; its yellowish tinge, indeed, has often

marred the appearance of otherwise good pens.—W.

Qin>-CE Tkees (Amateiit; Queen's Cou7iti/).^They rarely bear well

except by the side of water, or where the soil is always cool and moist.

It prefers a rather shaded situation to an open sunny exposure. We will

recur to the subject.

Eaely Vinery (T.).—Have a ridgc-and-furrow roof by all means.

The roof may be fixed, as you propose to have ample ventilation at the

back and front. We should have it at the ends also.

Raising Varieties [Caroline).—As you wish only for hardy flowers,

none will be so easy for you to practice upon as the Pansey. Y'ou may

move your large Lilacs as soon as their leaves begin to change colour in

the autumn.

Fruit Synonymies (R. S.).—We have heard of the Ladt/ Lennox

apple, which is thus described in Hogg's British Pomology:—"Large

and handsome; lemon-coloured, pale red next the sun, and striped with

deeper red. An excellent culinary apple, in use from November to

April. Raised from the Rj/mer, and is a favourite about Nottingham.*'

We will enquire about the Lord Lennox. Your King of the Pippins U
also called Hampshire Yellow, Hampshire Yeltou; Pippin, and Jones's

Southampton Pippin. Your Vicar of Wakefield Pear ia also called

SIoTisieur le Cure and Dumas. You may obtain the Lamb Ahhey and

the Claygate Pearmains of any nurseryman near London. Use your

Qvrti Asparagus seed; some will certainly ripen. The strength of your

seedlings will depend upon the liberal culture you bestow upon them.

Tar-barrel system of Planting (Ro«^s).—The reference made

to this at page 422 alludes to a mode of planting climbers beneath trees.

The roots of tlie trees soon destroy the climbers by robbing them of the

nutriment in the soil. To prevent this, the climbers are planted in tar

or other barrels, which exclude the roots of the trees. Any light rich

garden sod suits the Staitntonia. If planted in a barrel, the fertility of

the soil must be maintnined by top-dressings and mulchings.

Fancy Geraniums (J. R.).—You may make cuttings now. They

must be preserved through the winter in a cool greenhouse, or room,

from which frost is excluded. For an excellent list, just refer to page

253. Pompune Chrysanthemums will bloom in October and November.

On no account stop them if you wish them to bloom. Ducks would nut

thrive in your small yard.

Diseased Poultry.—G. M. H, says—"I have suddenly lost two

hens, and have now two more affected with the same disease, which

appears to be infectious, as a duck has now got it. It appears to seize

them in the back and legs, as they cannot stand, and their backs become

j.ounded, and the tail droops. One or two hens have all had great

giddiness and staggering, with loss of appetite." We think that these

symptoms intimate excess of feeding. Try a lower diet
;
give them only

soft food, such as boiled potatoes and a little barley-meal, and keep in

a cool place.

Beer Houses (A. C).—The evil is in their abuse; and surely it is

not wrong to raise a warning voice against this ?

Seedling Paxsey {J. C).—It is curiously splashed with blue and

white, something like Harleqitin, and the form is good; the petals,

however, are thin, and it would not do for a show flower.

Rose-cdltdee {Rhodophilos).—There is no good separate treatise on

this subject. There is a translation from the French full of inaccuracies.

Have you seen the directions given in The Cottage Gardeners' Die-

tiunarij ?

I\Iortality among Chickens (.V. G. Morris),—You must have

mismanaged them in some way ; but as wc neither know the variety, nor

the food, nor the treatment, we cannot say where the error lies.

Grubs on Pear-tree Leaves {An Old Suiscn'ier).—The curious

insects you enclosed are not uncommon. The upper surface of pear-

tree leaves during the months of July, August, and September, are liable

to be destroyed by what is very characteristically named the slimy grub.

Of these yours are specimens. These grubs are nearly half-an-inch

long, cylindrical, but thicker towards the head than at the other ei-

trcmity. The whole body, except at the time of skin-casting, is covered

with a sticky, greenish-black matter, and from this they have been named.

Whilst feeding, the fore part of the body is so swollen that the vermin

looks somewhat like a small tadpole. If the slimy matter is removed

from the body, this is found to be a grub or caterpillar with twenty feet,

and of a pitchy brown colour. At the last-but-one casting of its skin,

the sliminess no longer appears, and the grubs become of a clayey colour.

They finally form a brown cocoon about October, and remain in the

pupa state until the following June or July, when the perfect insect comes

forth as the Selandriu ^thiops. LinniPus called it the Cherry Saw-

fly (Tew ^/irerfo ccruyfl, from the mistaken opinion that it attacked the

leaves of that tree only, whereas its grubs are more frequently found on

the leaves of the pear. This fly is shining black, and the tips of the legs

yellowish. The female lays her eggs on the upper surface of the leaves.

The slime on the grub is of a peculiar nature, not being dried by ex-

posure to the hottest sunshine. The best mode of destroying it, is by

dusting it with quick-lime whilst the grub is in a slimy state. A drawing

of the Saw-fly is in our 58th number.

William Adams (C.).—Stamps received.

Calceolaria Seedlings {M. J/.).—All dried up. Flowers in such

hot weather should be in a tin box, and laid upon damp moss.

Name of Tree {L. M. J.).—We think Py)-us edulis. You may graft

the Pear upon it.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridgb, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William

SoMERViLLE Orr, of Church Hill, Walthamstow, in the County of

Essex, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of Christ

Church, City of London.—August ISth, 1853.
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Some eighteen centuries ago, Pliny wrote as liis con-

viction that the remedies for our diseases should be

derived from the plants which are growing around lis.

This, says the Roman naturalist, is the origin of medi-

cine, and nature ordained that remedies should be
prepared only from those things upon which we live,

and which are common, easily found, and without
price.* We confess ourselves to bo disciples of Pliny.

We plead guilty—if guilt be upon the opinion—to a

conviction, that they are not mere meaningless words
and acts when we are told that the Tree of Life was in

the midst of the garden, and when Moses healed the
waters of Mai'a by throwing into them the branch of a

plant. In short, as wo think that in ancient days they
employed no otlier remedies than were derived from
vegetables, and that " balm in Gilead " was the type of

all pharmaceutical preparations, so we think now, that
in Medical Botany we ought to seek chiefly for our
remedies.

No one is more conscious than we arc ourselves of

the debt we owe to the alchemists. We readily acknow-
ledge that among their crucibles was the birth-place of

chemistry
; but we regret, that in their search for the

eli.'dr of life they brought into repute mineral medicines
so much to the exclusion of those derivable from plants

Within the present century we hoped that a contrary

course had been permanently adopted ; and wo rejoiced

to read of every fresh addition to the vegetable portion

of the Pharmacopseia, from the day when Withering
ventured to administer the Foxglove, down to that when
Berra dared to give doses of the deadly Nightshade.
We hoped, and still hope, that year after year fresh

discoveries may be made in the same fair field ; and we
would have our readers feel, as we feel, that this hope
has a cloud of evidence from the past to sustain it.

Debar the modern medical practitioner from the use
of Opium, Digitalis, Rhubarb, Ipecacuanha, Veratrine,

Elaterium, Hyoscyamus, Quinine, and a hundred others

we coidd name, and you deprive him of the cliief of
his most active medicaments. Now, those are all of

vegetable origin, and almost all the results of researches
within the last century. Is this a time, then, fitting for

relaxing in our cftbrts to promote such researches ? Not
a reader but will respond in the negative. Is it not
rather a time to increase those efforts, and to incur
further expenses, and to strengthen present institutions

intended for such researches? Not a reader but will

agree with us that it is.

Peeling all this, we read, with no small astonishment
and regret, that the Ajiothecaries' Company have re-

solved to render their Chelsea Botanic Garden more
inefficient than it is even at present. Why is this?
Does the Company consider that it achieves too much
good ? Does it think that it already is too promotive
of the pharmacy of England ? Does it labour under
the impression that it too much excels foreign kindred
institutions ? If such opiate delusions are in operation

tu'lnl.'if
?..'","';"' '^O'ltidence, that the prophet, when dcscnbing his

,w" ?; , !'"'? ''^'"*. elates that of the trees grovvinE bv their bide,

cine
"?.''"" ',''?.'''=°' sl'a" be i°' meat, and the leaf thereof for medi-

cine. —h/xelc, xlvu. 12,

at Apothecaries' Hall, we advise thetn to arouse betimes

to a sense of the truth that the opinion is fast gaining

ground that the Company performs a too-inefhcicnt part

in the medical education of the present day.

It may be true that the Chelsea Garden costs annually

some hundreds of pounds. It may be that it efl'ects

little good in comparison with the outlay; but these

are not reasons for its abolition, or for its depreciation.

They are only reasons for a more liberal outlay, and for

better directed efforts. There can be no pica of a want

of funds, for, to name but one source of income which

might be more legitimately employed, why is not the

profit derived from the sale of drugs at Apothecaries'

Hall devoted to the support of the Physic Garden,

instead of being transferred, as it is, into the pockets of

certain old medical practitioners, who ought to blush

when they acknowledge the receipt of money so mis-

appropriated ?

Let it not be supposed that such an institution as a

garden devoted to medical botany is useless ; for, if

this bo abolished, whither can the medical student

proceed to obtain an inspection of the plants useful in

his profession ? Indeed, so far are auch gardens from

being useless, if properly organised and liberally sus-

tained, that not a medical school of eminence on the

continent but has such a garden, to which its pupils are

called upon to resort.

We are quite aware that the Chelsea Garden is not

to be abolished, and that, probably, for the best of

reasons—the Company would forfeit all title to the

property if they were to attempt such a perversion.

The garden is not to be abolished, it is only to be

curtailed and reduced in its efficiency—in its green-

house and hardy plants we laiow not how much ; but

wo learn from its present able curator that " The Apo-

thecaries' Society have authorised him to preserve a

selection of the more important tropical medicinal

plants." A selection!— why not all?—why not an

inci'ease?—why not a greater outlay to establish a

museum of medical plants and their products, a more

worthy library, and more efficient lectures ?

We have said that tho Company would forfeit the

possession of tlie garden were they to attempt to pervert

it from its legitimate purpose ; and we so say, because,

when Sir Hans Sloane conveyed tho garden to the

Company, he had the conveyance preambled and cove-

nanted ns follows :
—" That to the end the said garden

may, at all times hereafter, be continued as a Physic

Garden, and for the better encouraging and enabling

the said Society to support the charge thereof, for the

manifestation of the power, wisdom, and glory of God

in tho works of the creation, and tliat their apprentices,

and others, may better distinguish good and useful

plants from those that bear resemblance to them, and

yet are hurtful, and other the like good pin-poses ; the

said Sir Hans Sloane grants," &c., to the Society the

said garden, " provided, that if these conditions be not

fulfilled, or if the Society shall, at any time, convert the

garden into habitations, or to any other uses, save such

as are necessary for a Physic Garden, for the culture,
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lilauting aud presorvint; of trees, plants, luid llovvcrs,

iiud such-like purposes," tlieu the giu-deu shall revert to

Sir Haus Sloanc, his heirs and assigns, lor the use of

(he Hoyal Society, &c.

Eor the reasons wo have assigned, and lor many

others, wo hope that instead of decreasing the efficiency

of the Chelsea Garden, that the Apothecaries' Company,

inspired for once with the spirit of tlio age, will strive

to render the Physic Garden more useful. To pursue a

deteriorating course will bo a dereliction of duty, and

strangely contrasting with the spirit of their prede-

cessors, who, at the expense of some i;300 erected a

statue in honour of its donor. Sir Hans Sloano. We are

iputc sure that the garden might be rendered of very

great utility, and tlio value in which it is hold by the

profession for whoso benefit it is especially intended is

shewn by this published record, sanctioned by the

Company :
—" It is a most gratifying feature in the

memoirs of this garden, that the members of tbo Society

have stepped forward with the utmost alacrity in every

period of that history wliere pecuniary exertions were

necessary for the support of this valuable establishment."

Vahious applications have been made to us, having for

their object enhancing the value of the so-called

Brahma Poutra fowls. Some of these applications

contain statements of their having recently been sold

for enormous ]uices ; others contain statements of the

alleged mania for them in America; and a third set of

communications endeavour to convince us that they are

a distinct breed.

We cannot be influenced by any of these commu-

nications, for they may be all, and, to a certain extent,

some we know to be, incorreet. Brahma Poutras we

believe to bo neither more nor less than Grey Shang-

haes ; and we do not yet swerve from this very first

opinion we expressed of them, and that they have a

tinge of Malay blood. This opinion is confirmed by

the following letter from a party whose name is com-

municated to us ; and wo again warn our readers not to

be deceived into giving high prices, unless they prefer

Grey Shangbaes to Shanghaos of any other colour :

—

" I am pleased to find tliat you are still incredulous

enough to disbelieve all that is said about the rarity and

increased advantage of the new breed that has lately

been brought into notice and trumpeted up by the name

of Brahma Poutra fowls, fcut which are, in reality, no-

thing but the Grey Shangbaes, and a very coarse variety

of the ugliest of them. They are no better layers, are

not larger, and do not possess one single advantage in

any other respect, though very deficient in many of the

beauties we arc now aceustomed to look for in Buffs

aud other colours. It appears there is some intention

of bringing these ugly birds into notice, with the view

of making a high price of them—a purpose you will, I

am sure, not lend yourself to serve.

" Having had very considerable experience with all

poultry matters for the last few years, I beg to inform

you tliat I have known these Grey Shangbaes for years,

and 1 will tell you how they first sprung into n(»tico.

"A poor gardener, named Williaiu 'I'urnor, who lived

in a small house in the 'J'ull'ucl Park Road, Holloway,

near London, received a grey cock from Mr. Griggs, of

Tollington Park, in payment for his services. This

bird was called a Grey Shaughae by all wlio saw it, and

I believe 73. Od. or 10s. was allowed for hiui. Turner,

in addition, got two of Mr. Stainton's pullets—tlio then

(Is.jO) sweepings of his yard, but they svcro two bulfs,

and from these and the grey cock bo bred the next

season. He sold three of the chickens to Mrs. Hosier

Williams, for 10s. each; and these were all greys,

although the chickens were almost in equal (juantities

of grey, buH', red, &c. No ono valued them one jot,

until, in December, IS'il.Mrs. Hosier Williams received

an extra prize for them at Birmingham, and sold them

for a large price, whon she presented Turner with £1,

on informing him of the news. These birds wore

identical with the Brahma Poutras of this time, and

I have seen very many of them since bred by Mr.

Stainton, of tho Hornsey-road, from birds derived from

the same source as Mr. Griggs— the cock he gave to

Turner—but they were interbred with the buffs ; and

neither Stainton, Griggs, nor Turner, ever entertained

any other idea but they were tho same breed, although

they discarded them as they appeared, on account of

their bad aud unsaleable colour.

"Tho Brahma Poutras sent by Dr. Bennett were

precisely tlic same as those above alluded to, and which

he exhibited at our Show last December, and where also

was exhibited, in the extra Class 2, splendid grey cooks,

bred by Mr. Stainton. The birds sold to Mrs. Hosier

Williams, by Dr. Bennett, were not exhibited there at

all (as Mr. Gilbert says), as they were then out of her

possession, having been sold to Mr. Bowman ; but Mr.

Stainton's were there ; and tho only diflereuce between

his and Dr. Bennett's was, that Mr. Stainton's were the

largest. I know this subject well, and can vouch for

every syllable I have stated.

" Although poor Turner was successful in selling his

greys to Mrs. H. Williams, yet nobody else would then

look at them ; and many were sold in Mr. Steven's

Auction-room, last autumn, for a mere trille. 'There

were six or seven lots of handsome grey cockerels put

up successively while I stood by, and there was not one

bidder, and that was not one year since.

" 'These grey birds are not rare, by any means, about

London, as Mr. Stainton has given away some at

various times, and which I have since seen ; and, no

doubt, if Turner has not eaten his, be has yet some in

his new abode in the country ; but, judging from Mr.

Gilbert's birds, which I have seen, nothing can bo more

ugly nor common-looking. The two hens appear to

have a Malay cross in them, as they are hawk-headed,

and one has a tendency to a double comb. One hen

has, also, nearly a green log. They both are nearly

clean-legged, and the cock by no means handsome."
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Two Societies have lately added their prize-lists to those

already "published tor the Poultry Exhibitions of .1853.

" Tlie Dorsetshire Association tor the improvement of

Domestic Poultry," will hold its second Annual Meeting

in Dorchester, on the 19th and 20th of October next

;

and the list of paU'ous and patronesses would sufficiently

indicate the activity of those to whom tlie management

of this Society has been entrusted. But beyond the

mere formal announcement of such patronage, a most

unusual circumstance appears in the fact, that no less

than eight pieces of plate are offered, as extra prizes, for

diiferent breeds of fowls, by noblemen and gentlemen

resident in the county. The prize-list is well-arranged,

and liberal premiums are offered ; the regulations,

moreover, are excellent, being short, yet explicit and

intelligible. Under such favourable circumstances, a

brilliant meeting may, doubtless, be anticipated ; and

heartily do we congratulate Mr. Andrews, the Honorary

Secretary, on his well-merited success.

The second list to which we alluded is that of the

" Cornwall Society," which we notice has gi-eatly ex-

tended its classes for Geese and Turkeys, in both of

which the old birds and those hatched in 1853 will

contend separately. We certainly regard this as an

improvement, especially as it may bring into the field

more of those farmers and cottagers whose benefit is

one of the main objects of such institutions. The
number of distinct Poland varieties that have been

recently introduced have caused the addition of a fourth

Poland class. Such birds were previously forced to

compete at comparative disadvantage among " those of

any other distinct breed." The exhibitor and the public

will, therefore, both gain by this alteration.

The 27th and 28th of December next are appointed

for this meeting, which will be held in the Corn Market,

Penzance.

Several more letters from Exhibitors at the late Baker

Street Poultry Exhibition have reached us, complaining

of the delay in receiving back their birds, and, in one

instance (Silver-pencilled Hamburghs) they have not

been received at all. The letters complain, also, that the

writers can obtain no reply. This, we think, arises

fi'oin !Mr. Catling's absence, for we know that at the

time the letters were written he was acting as Judge at

the Great Yarmouth Show. Nevertheless, we must

again call his attention, and the attention of all persons

connected with similar exhibitions, to the imperative

necessity of having better regulations for the earliest

possible and secure restoration of the birds to their

owners. Because, as one correspondent justly remarks
—" if such carelessness and inattention were general,

there would soon be an end of Poultry Exhibitions."

Committees of such Exhibitions, if honourable men,

consider that their most important duties commence

when the show finally closes ; for then comes the pay-

ment of the prizes, and the restoration of the birds.

The man who becomes careless so soon as his object

—

a successful exhibition—has been obtained, is totally

unfitted for any office connected with such an exhibition,

and is guilty of an offence morally not less an ofience

than would be a malicious injury to the fowls.

We are very glad to find that our recent observations

upon this point has been taken in good part, and acted

ujiou, by the Committee of the Malvern Poultry Exhibi-

tion. The Honorary Secretary, Mr. T. Davis, says :

—

" I have just read Dr. Gwynue's letter. I am a fellow-

sufferer from the same Exliibition. I have also read

your notes, and have, fortunately, made all the arrange-

ments suggested by you, viz. : own carriages to and

from the station, &c. ; and although we do not expect

more than 300 pens, I have three committee-men, and

nine assistants. Every bird sent to our Show will leave

in eight hours after the Show closes, on Thursday night.

" We have also Farmers' Classes for this county ; and

i£12 to be given to the Cottagers of this locality."

AH this is as it should be, and we have reason to

believe the Exhibition will be a good one. The Bristol

and Birmingham Railway will only charge for taking

the birds to the Sliow—bringing them back gratuitously.

I

WHAT SHALL WE DO FOR OUR TENDER
FRUIT-TREES IN SEPTEMBER?

For my own part. I consider this month as exercising

a most potent influence on the prospects of the following
j

year. The farmer knows that plenty of sunshine is

requisite to his wheat crop during the month of August
especially ; and the gardener may know, that what a

sunny August is to wlieat, a sunny September is to

fruit-trees in general. If, then, sunshine be really so

essential to the embryo buds of fniits—to say nothing
of the ripening process in late fruits—who can justify

the retention of superfluous spray, the result of neglect

in early summer ? Besides, if tliis be true in ordinary

seasons, how much more weight must it carry after

such a summer as we have passed, during which a

double amount of sap has been called into play, as

regards trained fruit-trees '?

Talk of blind blossoms, indeed, and about severe

springs, and bad localities! any locality may be bad, .

if principles are ill understood, or practices absolutely i

essential are suffered to fall through for want of labour. ;

There is an old saying, that " a bad shearer never gets I

a good hook
;

" and this will apply occasionally to tlio

cultivators of ft'uit-trees.

The analogy between the buds of plants, or trees, and
seeds, appears so strong, that any person who can com-
prehend wliat conditions are necessary to perfect seeds

is in a proper position to understand the needs of the

ripening bud, more especially if both seed and bud be
the oti'spring of plants or trees from warmer climes.

Look, for instance, at our Lettuces, Cauliflowers, and
such garden esculents, originally from warmer climates

than Britain—what is the known consequence arising

from badly organised or ripened seeds in imtoward
seasons'.' Why, not only a bad crop, but a badly con-

stituted plant. Hence, shanking, fogging -ofl', mon-
strosities, and imperfect developments in the seed-bud.

People look astonished, and say, " It is very odd that

these plants do not get on, and I used to have such

good luck with them;" but such anomalies are rarely

placed to the right cause, and the thing being, in the

main, apparently shrouded in mystery, misconceptions

are continued from generation to generation.

The Cottage Gardeneh, they say, has done much to
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remove these ambiguities, and the veil which covered

the fair face of horticulture ; and I believe it. Tlie time

draws near, I am persuaded, when the great principles

—

which, though few and simple, are grand and abiding

as to their influence on gardening affairs—will bo as

patent as the air we breathe; and processes hitherto

considered necessarily doubtful be reduced to almost

mathematical precision.

So much for an exordium to a very simple tale
;

which, after all, lies, as they say, in a nutshell. Lot me
repeat now my text, " What shall we do for our tender

fruit-trees in September '.'" The wood must be ripened,

and that, too, through the influence of solar light and
warmth ; shade, therefore, of any and every liind is

averse to this process. There are, of course, several

kinds of shade, such as the shade of trees overhead ; the

shade of adjacent standard fruit-trees; the shade of

walls, buildings, projections, &c. ; and last, the shade of

the tree itself, a sort of suicidal affair. It will be seen,

that in the latter case, I mean principally the shade

created by neglect of timely dressing in our trained

fruit-trees.

It will be well, I think, for those of our readers, who
are not fully imbued with the importance of this subject,

to go over some of our fruits ;
pointing to their probable

or possible position after one of the wettest and cloudiest

summers on record ; strong and healthy fruit-trees, not
oppressed of late with much bearing

;
young trees which

have not commenced; and many of those planted in

soils rich in humus or manurial matters, will, in con-

sequence of the vast amount of both grouud and air-

moisture, during part of June and .luly, have shown a

constant disposition to produce a profusion of laterals,

as well as great extension in the leading shoots.

Laterals, as before observed, jjroduce shade, and the

latter ever has a tendency to produce barrenness.

The season has been somewhat unusual, and will justify

om- resorting to extra means in order to jiromote

fertility.

The Apricot.—Here we have a subject which difiers

somewhat in habit from most of our fruit-trees: to

which shall we compare it ? Perhaps the Plum ; indeed,

if there were not some kind of affinity, our nurserymen
would not " work" tlie Apricot on tlie Plum stock.

Apricots possess a singularity of habit in this respect

;

they grow rather impulsively. A healthy Moor-park,

during the end of July and the early part of August,
will produce two or three generations of laterals, stop

or pinch how you may. But no sooner does the out-of-

doors thermometer descend somewhat below IJ0°, on the

average, than our hitherto fast friend becomes paralysed,

for Apricots cannot endure a low temperature whilst

in a growing state. Every breast-shoot which is not
wanted should be pruned to within about three eyes by
the tlurd week in August, at latest ; for evei^ ray of sun-

light after that period is needed to complete and ripen

the newly-formed buds on the fruit-spur on the young
shoots, if any gross leading shoots are still making
way, off with their heads in true Chinese style—let

there be no hesitation. All growths made after this

period only serve to increase pruning in winter; to

waste the true energies of the trees ; and to interfere

with that high course of concentration and elaboration,

so essential to tender fruits, and so conducive to a

healthily-developed blossom in the ensuing spring.

Peaks.—Little need bo said as to Pear treatment in

addition to the Apricot. One thing I would especially

refer to, as a particular feature in Pears, and it is this

:

wo frequently find trained branches, some ten or twelve

feet from the bole, totally bare of extending shoots, and
at the same time no lack of breast-shoots in their lower

portion. Now, as I have to advise that a general stop-

ping he practised immediately, I at the same time claim

an exception for any growing shoots towards tlie

extremities of such branches. The fact is, that such
branches have generally been too much emptied of the
true Slip towards their extremities by former crops to

leave sufficient energies for the production of a liberal

amount of new wood. The sap-vessels thereby become
constricted, and hence Nature speedily forms other and
more reciprocal channels lower down. This is merely
a topical affair, and simply requires that every rambling
shoot be left growing to the end of the season ; and thus,

after the breast-wood is all stopped in other portions,
any growing action remaining in such parts will appro-
priate much of the proceeds of the remaining root-

action ; the vessels will again expand, and both fruit

and buds will receive their proper amount of sap. This,
at least, is my view of the matter, based on much ex-

perience, and annually confirmed by continual observa-
tion. But, it may be remembered, that this view of the
sap-action in trees is not confined to the Pear alone;
neither to fruits: the whole vegetable kingdom, with
few exceptions, is liable to be thus affected.

I do, therefore, think that it is of immense benefit to

trained Pears to stop every growing point, with the ex-

ception of those at the extreme end of each branch, by
the middle of August; and not only this, but to remove
as much of all lateral wood as casts a shadow on the

embryo or would-be bloom-spurs. I had verily intended
to go over each of our hardy fruits, but, as I proceed,

I feel that there is little occasion; such would, of neces-

sity he, in the main, repetition. With a little modifica-

tion, based on the individual characteristics of the kind,

the same principles will apply to all, at least, all from
milder climates.

And now, as the summer has been of a special cha-

racter, our advice must be special too ; and here 1 must
give a turn to our chat, and advert to root-pruning. Some
people may think that it is a strange time of year to refer

to this, commonly a winter procedure ; but I have met
with cases in which it has proved of much benefit in

the month of August or September. I certainly am not
disposed to advocate root-pruning to subjects already

oppressed with fruit-bearing : such need it not; indeed,

it would prove ruinous. But, where trees are troubled

with an almost invincible coarseness or exuberance of

sjiray and foliage, in consequence of much ground
moisture and humidity of air during the chief summer
months, then, I say, root-prune betimes, especially if

tlie early autumn present untoward symptoms, and
cloudy weather prevail. I have, years since, root-pruned,

in September, subjects of gross habits, until the very
foliage of the tree flagged, and have noticed good results

from tlie practice; some moderation, however, must be
observed.

Those who are disposed to follow this advice, may
excavate a trencli at a good distance from the tree, so

as simply to cut the very extremities of the roots ; this

will give an instant cheek, in a moderated way, to the

growth, and cause, through an early cessation of the

active principle, a somewhat early rest, and a conse-

quent solidifying of the wood—the chief point aimed at.

If the subject be very gross indeed, they may steal a
further march on the roots in the first week of No-
vember, by digging and cutting a foot or more nearer
to the stem of the tree ; this will tame, for a year or two,

the most unruly fruit tree, and speedily induce a fruit-

ful habit. In fine, as the summer has liad a decided

tendency to produce a coarse habit in young or un-
fruitful trees, a watchful eye should be had over them,
for a timely procedure, as here suggested, will assuredly

be more profitable and convenient than the let-alone-

plan. Even if all our fruit-trees were planted by men
who really thoroughly understood them, yet still would
some disa))pointments ensue. If the preparations were
made to suit hot summers, wet ones would set at nought
the skill exercised, and vice vend. And even if a middle
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course were steered, that happy medium so well known
to everybody, and practiced by few, 1 much i'ear that

faults would occasioually occur. R. Erkington.

BULBS.
(Conlimiedfrom page 362.)

As the time is fast drawing on for pottins Cape Inilhs,

I shall break through the rules of the alphabetical order,

and group together a few other geuera, as well as those

which we most generally mean when we speak about

Cape bulbs, because all these require much about the

same kind of treatment throughout. Last week, I

slipped over Hypoxls in order to get Ismcne in with

Hymenocallis, and other sections requiring similar treat-

ment. By following the order of the alphabet wo seldom
miss any plants that are worth having ; but that is not

at all the best way to treat of large sections of plants

like that composed of bulbs. Besides, Cape bulbs are

more recognised, as a whole, in our gardens and cata-

logues than any other set of bulbs in this series, and
those belonging to the Ixia tribe, or Irids. more parti-

cularly. Of Irids in general, wo shall therefore treat

in a group.

HYPOXLS.

This is a genus of plants that are neither bulbs, nor

L'ids, nor altogether from the Cape, but, as the leaves

and the flowers look as if they ought to be borne by a

set of bulbous plants, the little difference in their cul-

ture from that of Irids need not separate them from our

group. The handsomest kinds' of Hypoans are from the

Cape of Good Hope, where, as far as I could ever learn,

they are by no means very common, or in large numbers
where they are met with, in a list, now before me, ol

a general consignment of all the kinds of bulbs that

could be met with in our Cape territories during a resi-

dence of three years, and not many years since, there

are only two species of Jlyjioxis, oue of whicli only

came to hand, and only three roots, or, rather, tubers

of it, while as many as fifty bulbs were sent of some
other kinds. The youngest gaidcner in the cotmtry

knows an Jxia as soon as he sees one in flower : the

oldest gardener, however, knows but a very few of the

Hypoxids, in or out of flower ; while a common ob-

server could see no difference between the two flowers

;

only, perhaps, that the Hypoxids are more generally

like stars than the Ixias. Each sort has six divisions

in the flower,—three sepals and three petals, as they are

called. When these divisions spread out wide in the

full sun, if they are sharji-jjoiuted, as in most of the

Hypoxids they are, they look much in the form of a

star, and like each other, yet they belong to two very

different natural orders. Ilypoxis, Forhcsia, and Cur-

culigo, form an order by themselves, called Hypoxids,
coming very near to Amai-yllids. and, like Amaryllis,

they have six stamens in the flower, while all Irids

have only three stamens. Then, if you flower a Cape
bulb, or what they send home as such, with starry

flowers, either white, orange, or yellow, with a black

eye, and it has six stamens, and the looks of an Lxia,

you may rest assured that it is some kind o( Hypoxis.
Sandy peat, with a little loam with it, suits them all.

The different kinds flower from April to September,

—

some early, some late, and some between; and if they

are grown in pots with Ixias or Gladioli, they may all

be potted in the autumn, for the sake of convenience
and keeping the stock together, but, otherwise, the end
of February is time enough to pot them ; they do better,

however, out in front of a house or wall.

Hypoxis stell.\t.4.—Tins and the next are the two
best and gayest of the family. Slellata is very showy.

as white as snow, with a dark spot at the bottom of each
petal. It is a native of the Cape of Good Hope,
flowering in April and May.

PIvpoxis Ki.EOANS has beautiful white flowers, like

the preceding, with a dark eye. Its flowers appear
early in May, and continue a long time. It is a native

of the Cape.

Hvroxis LiNKARis.—Another Capo specics, and pcrhaps

the next best, or, at least, the best of the light yellow

ones. 1 1 is a brilliant orange colour, and the plant is

all but hardy. I think these three could be bought in

the bulb shops in London.
Hvroxis SERRATA comcs nearest to the preceding, but

the flowers are smaller, and keep on in succession much
longer.

Hypoxis STELLiPiLis.—A Cape species, with small,

golden-yellow flowers, which blow almost all the summer.
Hypoxis Rooperii.— A very strong kind from the

Cape, with large, golden-yellow flowers. This is on a

par with linearis in beauty, and is the newest of the

genus, being made known since the genus was printed

for our Dictionary. It was sent home by Captain

Rooper, in 1S4^, and flow'ered first by the Rev. T.

Rooper, of Wick Hill, near Brighton. There is a very

good figure of it, with all its history and descriptions,

in the Garden Govipanion for last year.

Hypoxis erecta.—This is quite hardy, being a native

of North America. It is not uncommon in peat bor

ders, and large patches of it will look well, and keep a

long time in flower. The flowers are yellow, aud are

produced in great abundance. The tubers of this plant

are in repute among the North American natives for

several cures.

Hypoxis Cakolinea and juncea are two more
North Americans, with yellow flowers, which appear

in June and duly.

Hypoxis vii.losa, sobolifeka, and obliqda—all yellow

stars from the Cape, and agreeing in points of resem-

blance. H. vERATRiiOLiA is like them, with a harsh,

hairy leaf; and H. hygrometrica is from New Holland,

aud also with yellow flowers. Tliere are many more of

them running in the same yellow strain

—

elegans and
stellata. witli iiiiearis and Enojierii, are the best. Eveiy
one who grows Ixias and Oxaliscs ought to possess

these four.

IXIA.

There has been a sad carnage among the Ixias since

I first remember them, but to this day most of the old

gardeners hold by tlie names that were in use thirty

years back. Bahianas, Sparaxis, and Tritonias were

all called Ixias in my younger days, but these divisions

do not imply any diti'erence in the cultivation of them,

for they all do under the same general treatment. Yet,

we must go with the tide, and learn these names, else

we come short of our shares when we go to market for

them. The insertion of the stamens is the only generic

distinction between Ixia and Tr/toniVt—those of Ixia

being inserted at the base of the segments, while in

Trilnnid they rise from within the tube—a great and
marked difi'ereuce in the eyes of a botanist, and in his

eyes only.

When they are grown in pots, nothing is so good for

them as rough peat with a little sand, but in an open
border, outside, very little peat is needed, if the soil is

naturally light, and a little sand is put round the bulbs;

the pots called 48's are the proper kinds for them ; and
of the largest bulbs, three may bo planted in each pot,

and five of the more ordinary bulbs—one in the middle

of the pot, and the rest at equal distances at the sides.

Any time in October will do to pot them ; a cold frame

is best for those in pots all the winter, aud to be taken

to the gieenhouse, or other place, when they begin to throw

lip their flower stems. Some people pot them in autumn,
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keep them in frames till February or March, tlioa plant

them out in the balls to flower iu the south borders ;
and

tliHt ia a sale way for gardeners, but a most dangerous

}ilati for amateurs, who may not understand if they are

lit to be turned out at a particular time, or how to

manage them in bad weather aiterwards; therefore, upon

wliatever plan such people begin with them, that same

plan ought ti)be followed out that season. Ilalf-an-ineli

of soil is enough to cover them iu pots, but in a border

they ought to be at least four inches deep in the ground.

Then, if a couple of inches of tan, leaf mould, or sifted

ashes, is put over the whole as a security from frost, tlie

depth is as much as they will safely endure.

JxiA AMffiX.\.—This is less showy than most of the

species, therefore is not much cultivated.

IxiA AnisTATA.—A very pretty little Hower, ol a pale

pink colour, streaked with dark purple.

IxtA AULiCA.—A very handsome and desirable sort,

witli large I'ose-coloured flowers, and a strong habit.

IxiA CAiMr.i.ARis.—A botanical jdaut, with greyish

streaked flowers, called also morphexia.

IxiA cAPiTATA.—There are many sorts nnder this

name, all of them from cross seedlings; they grow taller

than the generality of the family except./icavwstf, indeed,

there are two distinct sections of Jxia, hut 1 regret my
inaliility to make a clear, useful synopsis of them.

Capilala and flexuosa, with their allies, grow much like

oats, having long wiry stalks to support the flowers, and

all such ought to stand in the hack row in a border.

Tlie true capiUita has white flowers, iu a cluster, on the

top of the long stalk.

IxiA coi.u.MEi.LARis—A prctty variegated flower, with

a distinct ring in the centre ; a dwarf species.

IxiA coNioA.—A very pretty, tuU sort, with bright

orange Howei'S inside, and crimson on the outside.

When this (lower is iu bud, or closed, iu dull weather,

it forms a little crimson cone— hence the name.

IxiA CRATEttoiuES.—Another beauty, with light crim-

son flowers of the largest size for the genus.

IxiA ciiispA and Ixia dubia and ereota, botanical

flowers, allied to scillaris.

Ixia I'Lexuosa.—There are several varieties of this ;

they are all beautiful, and range from white to rose and
purple, iu dense racemes along the top of a long flexible

stalk.

Ixia hybrida.—One of the varieties oijiexuosa, and a

good one.

Ixia incarnata.—A very handsome species, with large

pink flowers, sometimes strongly veined.

Ixia linearis.—A slender botanical plant.

Ixia i,il.\cina.—This is a shop name for some of the

varieties oijiexiiosa, which are very pretty.

Ixia maculata.—A very handsome sort ; light grey

colour, witli green spots at the base of the segments, or

divisions of the flower, not much uulike viridijiura.

Ixia ociiroi.euca.—A beautiful creamy-white flower,

witli a dark eye on long spikes.

Ixia monadelphia.—A very beautiful, early kind,

with flowers that vary much in colour, from light blue

to orange, but all of them marked with a ring in the

centre ; the stamens grow into a column, or mona-

delphous—hence the name.
Ixia ouorata.—A fine, bright yellow, sweet-scented

flower.

Ixia patens.—One of the very best of tliem, with

large, bright crimson flowers; it comes in early, and

lasts a long time.

Ixia scili.aris.—A small, pink, botanical flower.

Ixia viriuiflora.—This is the most beautiful flower

in all the Irids, or, at least, the most nnique ; it belongs

to the iM Jlexiwsa section. I have seen it aViove twenty

inches high ; it is a rare shade of green all over. It is

the only one of the genus I ever attempted to cross and

failed; but, under good management, 1 think the whole

family ought to be as much improved as the Sparaxis
have been in Jersey. Olacina, and other varieties of

Jlexuosa, ought, certainly, to cross with viridiflora.

TItlTONIA.

Tliis name means weather-cock, in allusion to the

versatile anthers, which swing about anyway ; but tlie

bottom of the stamens being fixed inside of the tube

is the great characteristic of the Tritonias, which, in all

other respects, are notliiug else hui Ixiits ; but, in the

absence oK fads brought out by crossing, I must leave

them as I lind them ; they are too numerous, and too

near each other, in every respect, I'or me to occupy space

with a short description of each, therefore I shall only

make a selection from them.
TniTONiA CKOCATA.—Tliis is the most common of all

the Jxia tribe, because there is hardly such a thing as

killing it, and it is nearly as hardy as a Crocus, and,

like the Crocus, would make a nice dwarf edging to a

border of Irids. If there was a good demand ibr it,

they could grow it so as to be able to sell flowering

roots at a farthing each, and still realise .i'iUO on an
acre of them, after paying a good rent. It is the old

Ixia crocata, with large, orange-coloured flowers, and a

transparent tube.

Tritonia squai.ida—The most inappropriate name
iu the whole Dictionary for so handsome a flower. It

is large, deep-red in the centre, and whitish near the

margin, also beautifully veined with pink, and having
a sweet smell.

Tkitonia deusta.—A handsome flower, of a deeper
colour than crocata, with a " black rock," or protu-

berance, at the bottom of every other segment; it is,

likewise, as hardy as crocata.

Tritonia fenestrata.—A handsome kind, as hardy
as crocata, with orange-red flowers, of a glossy cast all

over, but more particulai'ly over the iiindows (fenes-

trata), or thin transparent blotch on the segments, from
which the name is taken.

Tritonia fuoata.—Another beautiful, long flower,

scarlet and orange, but more shy to bloom than the

others.

Tritonia rosea.—A handsome, but rather delicate

plant, with long, tubular, pink flowers, with broad
limbs, veined with pink, and some yellow spots.

Tritonia i.ineata.—A delicate-looking flower ; straw
colour, tinged with orange, and veined with dark lines.

Such is the cream skimmed off a score or more of them.

SPAK.-VXIS.

From a few wild roots, this section has been mul-
tiplied, by crossing, to such an extent, as that nobody
knows where they begin or end. I once ordered

twenty-four kinds of thein from a shop, and I flowered

twenty-one out of tlie lot, but I could not describe

one-half of them. They were exceedingly beautiful,

and not a bad flower in the whole, but I found most
of them to be very impatient of water in pots, and
I never tried any of these very dwarf things iu an
out border; but in Jersey, where tliey cross them, or

let them cross tliemselves, they grow, and flower, and
seed, out in the open garden, as freely as Crocuses; and
I think the Dutch growers look them up, and send them
over witli tlie Hyacinths. The best way to begin them
is to order six or a dozen of the most distinct sorts from
your London nurseryman, and leave the choice to his

better skill ; but, first of all, ask what be will charge

for them, as, if he sends very scarce ones, he can make
you pay highly.

Sparaxis eioolor, tricolor, versicolor, and grandi-

FLORA, the foundations of the recent tribes, are to be
had in every shop as cheap as old Ixias, They also are

beautiful large flowers, on dwarf plants, rich purple,

with streaks and shades of lighter hues. The whole of
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this race, in pots, require MI one-third wliite sand added
to the best peat, niul a tliorongh drainage. There are a
dozen more s|iceios ol'tliem Ironi the Cape; but, like tlie

wild Gladioli i'roni the same quarter, the new J"au-opcaii

seedlings have rendered them of no use as garden
plants.

EABI.\N.\.

This is another section of Ixias which seem to he
extremely abundant at the Cape, as one sees whole
handfuls of the small bulbs of the different species come
home in the usiinl collections. The Cajie is infested
with rogues, like all other foreign stations, who will sell

you any plant yon name; hut there are people there,

also, who can furnish jilants and names as true as any
London nurseryman.

In the list which is mentioned above, there are niuety-
fivo species of Cape bulbs and tubers, most of which!
have flowered, and found as true as if the plants came
from tlio best nursery in London. In that list, Mr.
Pince's new Hamanthus is called corijmhosa—a Cape
manufacture, certainly ; and there are a few others
equally absurd. There is, also, a major and minor
Biihiana piirpureii, which we do not recognise here ; but
they are so in reality at the Cape, and very distinct too.

Bahiand rubra, and a rubra variety of this list, is our
Babinna Thunhergii : and that is all the diflisrence

between the English and this Cape list out of all the
plants named above.

Babux.v Thu.nuergii.—A bright purplish-red flower,

and
Babi.in.a. nuBEo-CYANEA, with dull red, and pale blue

flowei's, are the two best, and most distinct of them.
Then

Babiana ruRPUHEA, a purple ; hingens, purple also,

and viLLosA, another shade of purple, are the next best

;

and
I

Babiana disticha, a had blue, the last that is fit for a
selection of them.
When we know the vast improvement made in g!a-

cliohi!:, and the endless variation in the Iris, we need
not doubt but all these little Cape bulbs may be im-

|

proved by similar means, but never having operated on
Irids, except in Ghidinli, I feel no confidence to re-

commend what kinds ought to be brought togetlior; and
to go by hearsay, or by what I or anybody else may
think, is no better than the blind leading the blind ; so

the whole Ixia family may be said to be still an open
field for crossing, except what has been done in t^jm-

\

raxis, about which I am not aware of any authentic
J

report being on record, or anything at all to guide the
young beginner in this race. D. Beaton.

I

COMPAEING NOTES—TINGIRTH GARDENS.
There are few of us blue-aproners who are not

humbled and bettered by having a peep, at least, of
one great flower and gardening show in London during
the season. Next to that, is the opportunity, now and
then, of seeing some of the prettiest and best kept
gardens in the country.

Though at no inaccessible distance, it is more than a
dozen of years since I saw the above beautiful little

place, which then, as well as now, I visited in con-
junction with Woburn Abbey. Anything like a descrip-
tion of the latter place would, as in the case of a
Trentham, or a Chatswortli, demand more time than 1

could spare, and more space than the Editor might
wish ; and yet a few salient points, which struck my
own mind in visiting Tingirth, might not he without
interest to many of our readers, and especially those
who may have enthusiasm enough to rival any mode-
rate-sized place, and yet might slirink from competing
ia anything with a princely establishment.

When I last saw Tingirth, the gardens were presided

over by Mr. Phillips, a man of strong, herculean Ijuild,

but who, notwithstanding, has long since paid the debt
of nature. Visions of him and the place have often

risen before me since. It was, decidedly, the best kept
garden I had then ever witnessed, and I have never
forgotten Mr. Pliilli])s offering me half-a-crown for every
weed, an inch in height, I could find upon the premises,

and then gracefidly adding—"It was no honour to liiui,

as his kind employers, the Misses Trevors, stinted him
i in nothing." Since Mr. Phillips' death, after some
changes, Mr. Manning, the house -steward, who had
long been a fellow-servant, and carried out Mr. Philliiis'

' desires during a long and painful illness, was desired to

take the management of both departments; and though,

,
in these days of the division of labour, such an arrauge-

I
ment might not be often desirable, there are few who
could find any fault with it on the present occasion.

I Cottages.—By going a different road, and getting
I some half-mile or so out of my way, a good opportunity
was given for seeing how much the village was im-

;

proved, by the .addition of clean, commodious cottages,

in almost every case accompanied with gardens, well

stocked with vegetables and flowers. It came out, acci-

dentally, that in this departuient Miss 'J'revor was her
own architect. It was evident that mere ornament
never stood in the way of solid utility. I also saw
some beautiful blocks of cottages belonging to his Grace
the Duke of Bedford. Many of our lauded proprietors

have been the first to act out the principle, that
" property has its duties as well as its rights," not so

much by giving charitable donations to the labouring
classes around them, as by suitable dwellings and good-
sized gardens, thus inspiring tliem with the desire and
attempt to secure for themselves, by their own efforts,

comparative independence of character and feeling.

Lodge.—The one at which we entered was alike pic-

turesque and simple. Imagine a common, parallelo-

g]-am, square-walled cottage, with the gable ends some
two or three feet higher than usual; at the end, next
the road, a rustic bay window below and one also

above, the latter with a hood of thatch, so neatly done :

—

the roof projects over the end, and is nicely thatched,

but, instead of stopping at the side-walls, it descends in
the same slope four or five feet beyond them, being
supported there by rustic wood columns, and thus fur-

nishing a dry veranda round the house.
STABi.E-yAr.i).—Here was rather an uncommon fea-

ture. It is surrounded by a bank of Laurels, partly to

conceal it from the liousc, to which it was contiguous.
In some ])laccs these Laurels approached the gravel;
hut, in others, tliere were spaces of several yards in
width, and these spaces wcio all filled with beautiful
flowers—many of them our best bedding ]ilants.

All these plants are chiefly managed by the groom in

his spare time. On expressing to liiiri our warm ap-
jiroval. he replied, "That they certainly looked better

than the nettles and thistles that unuhl grow," and
wliich are too often found nestling in such situa-

tions. An attempt at the artistic had even been made,
by cooking-up some broken and discarded crockei-y ware
into shells and vases, and filling them with flowers. A
few hollow pollards, and rough roots, would come in
well in such circumstances. If we do not mistake, the
chief and only entrance to the servants' ofBces is

through this yard, and thus our fellow-labourer, the
groom, will daily not only increase in himself, but
difi'use around him, a taste and love for the beautiful.

Last season, at several places, I noticed the windows of
living and sleeping-rooms, in several noblemen's stable-

yards, well supplied with flourishing plants in pots.
'This is a stop in the right direction. Who will under-
take to say that the most attentive gardener would here
prove the less faithful and attentive to his peculiar duties?
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Lawn', Flower-Garden, and SiiRUDUEnY, — Wlieu
last J saw these, a man was rolling tlic lawn to dispei'se

the dew, tliat it might sooner be lit lor walking on;

another was picking up any stray leaf upon the walks

;

and a third, witli a large sponge, was drying np, on
the paths, tho water that had been left from a copious

syringing of tho houses in the morning. If there was
less attention to some of these minutiae on the present

occasion, we do not think that the general effect was at

all injured. I could fancy how fine the masses and
clumps of shrubbery had been—supplied with splendid

groups of the best kinds of Rhododendrons, with wide

open glades of velvet turf between them. Mr. Manning
showed us a patriarch Solaniim crispnm, covering a
largo space, and producing innumerable flowers. It was
the same plant, though moved from its first position,

that Mr. Phillips had taken me to see, some sixteen

years ago, as the finest out-door plant of that Solanum
then in England.

Mr. Manning here pointed out to me one of those

clever adaptations of ground scenery wliicli combine
into " a unity of expression," what would, otherwise,

have been associated with the discordant in taste, or the

limited in extent. At the south side of tlie pleasure-

ground was a sloping bank, cropped with vegetables
;

at the bottom of it a dell, planted with Spruce firs

;

beyond these, separated by a fence, the public road, by
whicli we had passed; and on the other side the ground
sloped upwards, until the eye rested on a fine meadow,
or park, on the same level as the platform on which
the house and pleasure-grounds were situated. Now,
the boundary of the pleasure-ground was so planted, the

Spruce trees were so prevented obtruding their spire-like

tops, to suggest anything like a boundary line, or an
obstruction to the view, that, as you walked through the

flowerbeds on the lawn, you could not but take the

park-like ground referred to as part of the ])remises, or

separated from the more dressed part by au invisible

wire fence, or something of tliat kind ; and if not

actually pointed out to you, the vegetable bank, the

trees and the road, would, so far as you were concerned,

have had no existence.

The lawn was, perhaps, rather liberally and regularly

supplied witli largish beds, filled to overflowing with

luxuriant plants in full bloom, such as Ai/cratuiHS ; a

good white Petunia; Flower-of-tlie-Dai/ Genmimn; my
old favourite, Kentish Hero, Calceohiria, in full feather,

without a diseased leaf. A splendid bed of the CEno-

thera macrocarpa, quite dazzling with its laige yellow

flowers ; another bed of Lobelia gramlijlora
; plenty of

Scarlet Geraniums, and various kinds of Calceolarias,

and some fine old plants of Punch in baskets. Verbenas,

witli the exception of Barkerii (which seems to have

done badly ahnost everywhere this season) were in fine

condition, and chiefly arranged in a group of small beds

by thcmselres. Now, this very group seemed to strike

a keynote as to how the flower-beds might be changed;

I will not say improved, for the whole thing is very

beautiful. Imagine a very neat, small mansion, with

a prettv conservatory at its east eud, and the boundary

of oflices aud kitchen garden at the west end. Close

to the western end is the entrance to the garden-

front of the mansion, and thence proceeds the main
gravel-walk. In the middle of tho building is a large

I

bay-window, commanding the sweep of tho whole of

I

the flower-beds, backed as these are with the masses of

j
shrubs, with bold glades of turf between. Now,

I the question is, whether it would be better to leave

[

the beds as they are — largish in size, with cor-

j
responding widths of turf between, or to have the

beds individually smaller, and placed closer toge-

ther in several separate groups, which would thus

permit of bolder and wider glades of turf between

them. For instance, some might wish a group near the

window—well, tliis would permit of a space of ojien turf

on each side, and, considerably farther on, another
group might be placed right and left. Or, again, others

might wish to have a wide, winding glade of velvet

turf opposite the window, and, in this case, tlie groups

might be arranged on either side, and so as to give a

bold outline, without uniformity or tanieness. I hope
all parties will pardon these remarks, as questions on
these matters I find to be very puzzling. The whole
all'ttir wants ventilating. In opposition to some of my
friends, I am of opinion, that in grouping beds with

separate colours, the beds sliould not be far apart.

Here, the contrasting or blending of colour should be
the chief object. I would have the green chiefly en-

joyed in open spaces and glades by itself.

Rosary.—This is large, but the beauty was gone.

Starting with a circle, the narrow beds are arranged

one after the other in the circular form, with gravel

paths between, thus aflbrding room for a great many
plants in the space, and an opportunity of easily exa-

mining them individually.

Preserving Currants on the Bitshes.—This mode,
adopted by Mr. Phillips, is still persevered in. Mr.
Alanuing says they keep good until Cln-istmas, and often

later. A slight circular frame of iron is formed, largo

enough to stand over the bush ; this is neatly sur-

rounded with gauze netting. A tin or zinc lid, some-
what raised in the centre, like one for a large copper,

covers the top. and projects an inch or so over the edge.

This admits of easily examining and gathering, and
keeps the fruit dry. The gauze admits plenty of air,

and yet prevents even a small fly intruding. How soon
would the annual outlay for mats, &c., for such a pur-

pose, amount to the first cost of such convenient articles,

and yet, after all, make but a sorry substitute. There
are many penny savings the reverse of economy.

Houses.—These, whatever may have been the ori-

ginal intention with respect to them, are all obliged to

take their turn as plant-houses. I have mentioned for-

merly, somewhere, how they used to clothe the back
walls of these fruit-houses. In a poach-houso, trees

right up tho glass, were some fine old greenhouse plants

against the wall ; and when the leaves of the peach
fall, the house becomes a greenhouse. A vinery was
ornamented with Camellias, well set for buds, on the

wall, and this, too, was only a tributary to the plant
departments.

Plants.—The Lantana crocea was used very success-

fully in the flower garden as a bedding plant, though in

this exposed place I have been beaten with it several

times. Chinese Chrysanthemums : there was a long row
of these, in largish pots, plunged in coal ashes, close to

a shaded south wall, all raised from cuttings in spring,

each with three or more shoots one foot or fifteen inches
in length, already neatly tied out, and the leaves so

healthy and fine as not to leave a doubt as to their

splendour in the beginning of winter. As soon as the

nights get cold, a shelter from the top of the wall will

be provided for them. Compelled to let this tribe alone

for a season, I felt anything but like Reynard and the

grapes, in looking at that beautiful row of plants. Tho
conservatory was showy with Achimcnes and Liliums

;

among the latter, macranthum seemed to bo richer and
finer than the older rubrum. In the same house was a
fine basliet of Sianhopea oeulata, with seven large

bunches of flowers. On tho roof of a small stove,

Bignonia venusta was showing signs of soon being a

mass of bloom. In ono house was a beautiful plant of

Azalea variegata, in a large pot, but the pot next to bid
by the dependent branches; the plant some five feet

through in diameter, and from three to four feet in

height. Such a plant could neither be moved nor turned
easily, so it has been furnished with a small stand for

itself, and the top of it supplied with a pivot circular
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wheel—so that the plant can he moved round with the

•Greatest ease, and no doubt many a whirl it gets, to

lieep it from getting the least one-sided.

In trout of the houses, several Yiwa ijloriosa were in

hloom ; and on the borders I noticed two veiy dwarf,

jiretty, new annuals

—

Sedum aziirenm and Nijctarimi

uiiffinoides.

Having rarely spent a hour in a small compact garden

with so mucli pleasure, I havetried, from recollection, to

place the elements of that pleasure witliin reach of many
who wish to make their small gardens interesting ; and,

if 1 have made any mistai;e, 1 trust to Mr. Manning's
kindness to correct or explain. li. Fish.

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.

( Cuiiliiiverl from pmiir 381. )

Ch.mswohth (The Duke of Devonshire). — This

princely residence, sometimes denominated " the Palace

of tlie Peak," is famous for its gardening. The genius

of Sir Jose))h Paxton lias made it so. When he first

obtained the appointment it was a very mediocre aftiiir.

I have been assured there was nothing there then biit

the commonest of plants. The Piliododendron was tlicn

scarcely found there, but t am sure I sjiealc witliiu

bounds, when I state that Sir Josepli has phinted tliere

.'iO.ODO of this ornamental shrub. In various other

points the place has been brought to the high state of

culture in whieli we now see it.

I have been in tlie habit of visiting it almost annually

for tlio last twenty years, and have watclied the progress

of the gardens with the greatest interest. I well remem-

ber calling one day and meetiugwith Sir Joseph Paxton

at home. Ho showed me a model of the large conser-

vatory that he had made, and very kindly pointed out

his intentions and tlic objects in view. I recollect, that

he told me why tlie Duke had wished to have alarge house

built. In a hothouse, not far from the mansion, there

was growing a Ficus ehistioa ; it had readied the roof,

and was forcing its way through. The Duke said he

should like to liave a house built for it large enough to

show it to advantage. Sometime previous to this, a

ridge-and-fiirrow greenhouse ol' some extent had been

put up near Sir Joseph's house in the lower gardens.

The ridge-and-furrow system allows of any extent of

ground to bo covered witli glass, and, therefore, that

system was adopted in lorming the roof of tlie large

conservatory at Cliatsworth, which again led to tlie

erection of the Crystal Palace in Hyde Parle, and event-

ually to that now in progress at Sydehnam. From
such apparently trilling causes arise effects, the magni-

tude of which the imagination could not possibly con-

ceive or anticipate.

With these brief reminiscences of my first visits to

Cliatsworth, I sliall now turn to my notes made on my
last visit. There has been a new house built for Sir

Joseph to live in; and in forming a lawn and flower-

garden in front of it, it was necessary to remove the old

carriage-road to the back. This road is very cleverly

concealed from the house by raised banks, planted

with evergreens ; and the soil between tliem is covered

with turf brought from the Derbyshire moors. This

turf is not grass, but very dwarf plants of wild heath,

bilberry, cranberry, and other low, wild British shrubs.

This turf answers several purposes—it prevents weeds

growing—it keeps the soil moist and cool in summer,

and warm in winter : hence the Rhododendrons, Lau-

rustinuses, &c., have grown surprisingly, and are now
well set with flowers for next year.

Walking round from the entrance-gate, the visitors

are conducted to a pair of large Iblding-doors. When
these are opened, the first ohject that is seen is the new

Victoria House—a square building, with a ridge-and-

furrow roof. I did not learn the exact size, but I judge
it must be at least ninety feet across. In the centre,

there is a large circular tank, for the far-i'amed Victoria

regia, which first flowered in Europe here. It was in

flower tlie day I was there. Now, a circular tank, in

the centre of a square house, leaves a considerable
space at each corner. These spaces are filled up with
smaller tanks, in which are planted the various species

of Nymphu'd, Nclumliiiims, and other stove aquatics.

I noted the followiug in flower:

—

Nijmphmi ca-rulea,

many (lowers, and highly-coloured ; Nijwphcea Devo-
niniue, a crimson-flowered species, very fine, with dark-

eoloured, deeply-indented leaves ;=:= Ni/iiipluca alba,

many blooms, sweetly -scented; Nehimbitim Injhritlum,

very distinct; the flower was extraordinarily large, being
nine inches in diameter; it is white, delicately tinted

with pink ; the foliage, though large, is not much dis-

similar to Neliimhiiim spcciosum. In one corner of one
of these smaller tanks was a species of Pontederia in

flower, with spikes of bloom, of the richest bhie colour.

In the spaces between tlie leaves of the Victoria, there

was placed, upon pots, several pots of Achiuienes nicely

in bloom, and also several of the rarer kinds of Eerus.

These had a good eflect, making a gay appearance.
From this very interesting house, I was shown into

the Orchid bouses, filled with plants in great health,

and mnny in bloom. I believe, conscientiously, there

are a suflicient number of plants to fill as much more
space as they are now placed in. The following were
in fine bloom :

—

Oncidimn Lanceaniim, several plants.

Oncidium p)apiUo, with many blooms, and the best

variety. Uncidiiim leuchocliilum superlntm, a beautiful

good variety. Aerides quiiiijiicvidiieniui, a good plant.

Demlrohium chrysanthum, two very large plants, well

bloomed. 0( Oatlleyas, several species. Milloiiia spec

tithilc, a good batch. Stanliopeas, various species. Plia-

lunnpsis, several plants. Calanthc masuoa, five spikes;

and many other species. In the same house, I saw a
most extraordinary specimen of .that curious plant, the

Sarraccnia jiiirjnirea. It had very large pitchers, and
was in flower. 'J'be size of the ]ilant, bowever, was its

chief attraction. It was fully one and-a-half feet in dia-

meter, and completely filled the largo pot in which it

grew. Near it stood a good plant of Harracenia Drum-
mondi, with its long-necked, spotted pitchers. I noted,

also, an excellent specimen of the rare, New Holland,
pitcher plant, the C'ephalotcs follicidaris, with a goodly

number of its curiously-bordered, pitcher-shaped leaves.

T. Appleby.
{To he rout'nntfil,)

PvOSE CULTURE
{Cuniiimed from page 3S2,)

Pruning.—Class ITi.

—

Rosa mosohata (The ^lusk-

scented Roses).—This class of Roses grows strong and
upright, and blooms most profusely during the latter

part of the year. Should any one or more strong

shoots take the lead of the rest, I always cut them
clean out about the end of July. The season for the

general pruning is in spring ; and, as they are free

bloomers, they will bear heavy pruning—that is, cut-in

to three or four buds i'rom the old wood. If the head

is thin, the summer shoots may have the ends nipped

oft', which will cause the same year's buds to break, and
form a comp.act, dense head of shoots, each of which

are sure to flower well.

Class ID.

—

Pekpktual Moss.—Requires pruning at

the same time as the summer-blooming Moss Rose.

* This is said to be liardy. 1 saw it growing and flowering in a small

pond in these gardens; but a hot water pipe was carried round the pond.
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Should there be a tendency to pioduce flowers early, it

should be counteracted by nipping oft' the buds as soon

as they appear. Indeed, all Roses called perpetual

should be ooufincd to bloom only after the bulk of the

sumraor-bloonicrs are out of bloom. The very object

for which the pei-potuals are valued is the property of

bloomin;^ in the autumn ; but if they are allowed to

bloom early, that property will be in great measure
destroyed, and then the amateur says the term perpetual

is all deception ! I beard one say the very words only

a few days ago. His perpotuals had been allowed to

bear the iirst crop of bloom along with the Provence,

Gallicas, and Damask summer Roses ; and, conse-

quently, he will have to wait a month, or more, before

he has any Roses on the true perpetuals, or autumn-
bloomers. Now, had the iirst buds been nipped oft', as

I have suggested, they would have immediately made
fresh shoots, and formed flower-buds ready to burst

forth in primeval beauty as soon as tbo early bloomers

had finished their work.
Cf..\ss 17.

—

Perpetdal Damask.—Prune these at the

same season as the summer Damask, and attend to the

remarks just given above about the nipping off the

first buds.

Class 18.

—

Hybrid Perpetuals.—This large class of

Roses requires jn-nning with great care. Many of them
are hybrids of China and Bourbon Roses, and are, con-

sequently, rather tender. I would reconnnend, in con-

sequence, the pruning to be delayed till the severer part

of the weather in eai'ly spring has passed away. This,

I think, generally happens about the beginning of

April, and then is the best time to prune tiie Chinese

hybrids. They require close jn-uuing, thougli the very

vigorous growers may be left a little longer—such, for

instance, as the Duchess of Suthcrhiml, Jacques Lajilte,

Madame Laffay, or Soliel d' Austerlitz Roses. T^et me
be distinctly understood: by close pruning, I mean the

previous year's shoots should be cut into within two, or,

at most, three, buds of the old wood ; but with such free

growers as I have just mentioned, leave as many as five

buds, or oven, in very vigorous growths, seven buds
would not be too many. Let the pruning, then, be

regulated according to the habit of each variety in

gi'owth.

Class 10.

—

China Roses.—These Roses are, as is

well known, most abundant bloomers, and, consequently,

require severe pruning, as well as plenty of encourage-

ment at the roots. Wherever they are planted out in

beds, the soil should be rich and rather lighter than for

other classes of Roses. The season for pruning is the

time recommended for the last class, namely, the first

week or so in April. It is well known they flower in

large open bunches ; now, as soon as any one of these

bunches has dropped all, or nearly all, its flowers, the

shoot that has produced it sliould be immediately cut

close in. If that is done to eacli shoot in succession,

there will be, as a matter of course, a succession of

flowers all through the season until the frost stops their

gi-owtli.

Classes -20, 21, 2i.—The Bourbon, Noisette, and
Tea-scented Roses all require the same treatment

when grown in the border of beds as is described for

China Roses.

I will now, as briefly as possible, bring to the con-

sideration of our readers, a few remarks on Prunimj
Roses in pots, more especially tliose intended to

force. The season for this work, in this case, depends
upon the season they are desired to be in bloom. For
early work, they sboidd be pruned as soon as the leaves

turn yellow. The mode of doing it must be considered

and attended to. If the kinds to be forced are vigorous
growers, such as Brenus and Fulgens, and others of

similar habit, the shoots should be well thinned-out

;

and those intended for flowering only, just shortened-iu

a little ; but weak growers, suck as most of the Tea-
scented, should be shortened-in to two or three buds, in

fact, cut down almost to the ground ; that is, when grown
on their own roots. The pruning of other classes of

Roses in pots should be carried on through the summer,
in regard to tliinuing the roots and ))runing oil' the

flower-buds ; the latter point, especially, should be
attented to in all weak growers. I saw an instance, very
lately, near Liverpool, in a zealous cultivator's garden.

He never could get the Bourbon Rose, Paid Joseph, to

grow well in a pot, until he adopted the plan of nipping
oft' all the blossom-buds as they appeared diu'ing the
summer training for forcing the following season, but
by doing so diligently, the plants, when I saw them, had
made numerous mcdium-si/.ed shoots, and the plant was
quite healthy.

The season for pruning Roses in pots, will be, for

early bloom, about the middle of November; and for

late bloom, the middle of March. Autumnal Roses, in

pots, may be had iii full bloom as late as September, or

even December, by pruning off the rose-buds as they

appear, till within si.K weeks or two months of the time
the floweis are wished for. By paying due attention to

pruning, indeed, Roses may be h,ad all the year, with tbe

aid of a pit heated with hot water and a greenhouse.
T. Appleby.

REMARKS ON THE SEASON.
{Continuedfrom page .'1.83.)

Continuing the remarks on the various productions
of tbe season, we now come to that queen of flowers,

the Hose, of whose qualifications so much has been said

of late, and so much diversity of opinion regarding the
well or ill blooming of the many sections into which
this interesting family is divided ; but without going
much into that matter, we may premise, that in many
instances the late severe winter made sad havoc
amongst the more tender kinds, especially the "Tea,"
some being said to be killed outright, others so much
injured as to render it impossible for them to bloom
well in the early part of tbe season ; and as many
growers pay much attention to this section, the dis

appointment their failure causes, will, no doubt, account
for the outcry against the season in general. I believe
I liave mentioned before, that what Tea-Roses I have
here suft'ered but little from the eftects of tbe winter

;

but I am no particular advocate for this variety, and
have but very few. The absence of a healthy foliage,

or, in some cases, almost total want of any, which this

variety universaUy presents, seems to me to more than
counterbalance the fragrance and fine blooms which
they undoubtedly possess to a degree superior to that of
many other perpetual blooming Roses ; but when we
can obtain the scent of the " Tea " Rose imparted to a
variety having the form, &c., of Coup d'Hehe, and others,

and the glossy foliage of the Yclloio Banksian added
thereto, we will then begin to curtail the long array of
names into which our Rose lists are paraded forth.

This desideratum, however, I leave to those having
more leisure and a more extended knowledge of tbe
famUy ; at the same time, I cannot but wish that
some of the great growers would pay a little more
attention to foliage than has hitherto been the case.

Assuredly, all Roses are not grown to be cut into small
bunches for " flower shows," irrespective of the cha-

racter of tbo plant they come from. Some are neces-

sarily left at home, and when there present a pleasing
feature by their habit of growth, and healthy, unspotted
foliage. Now, it cannot be denied but that Horticultural

Societies, in giving prizes for Roses in pots, have done
much to encourage a healthier state of things, in so far as
regards cultivating only those of good habit, i&o. ; but,
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we think, that sufficient has not yet been done to ex-

clude those of shabliy foliage from such stands.

Keturniug to the subject of Roses blooming this

season, I certainly have no reason to complain
; per-

haps the " Gallica," were less proliQc than on some
yeai'S, but this has been amply made up by the " Per-

petiials," which have bloomed more abundantly than
usual ; and the blank which, more or less, takes place in

August, between the early and autumn-blooming kinds,

is certainly less this season than I ever remember
witnessing. This I attribute to the abundant rains

which fell in the usual bloouiing season invigorating

the plant, so as to enable it to continue forming fresh

buds, while a hot season and heavy crop of flowers too

often leave the plant exhausted, that a partial rest is

necessary before another blooming season can be
effected. Whether the general autumn display be
diminished or not, in consequence of this intermediate

period being better furnished than in general, time
alone will determine; but I do not expect it will, the secre-

tions necessary to furnish a supply of blooms at that

period ai-e generally produced at the time, and not laid

up in store months before, like the embryo buds of a

fruit-tree, or the trusses of a Strawberry. Autunni
Roses are the creature of the season, and may generally

be depended upon, in tolerable abundance, where tlie

plant has maintained anything like a healthy character

up to the period of its blooming ; so that if the void

common in August can be made up, there is little or no
danger of not having Roses in September. However, as

the subject of Roses has been dealt with by other hands,
I shall say no more than again repeat, that, in a general

way, the present season has been, with me, a successful

one in their flowering.

Coming next to vegetables, we fear mucli diversity of

opinion will exist. The cold, wet spring occasioned

many things to perish, which the severe winter had left

vmkilled ; that Oaulifloiver plants were, in some districts,

at a premium ; even Cabhaijes were much hurt ; and the

absence of anything like mild weather checked their

growth, so that the "first cut" was much later than is

common amongst those noticing such things. Potatoes

were as much diseased, with me, in the fi-ame, in April,

as they are in the open ground in August ; and that

is worse than on any preceding season—1846 and
1840 perhaps excepted. This unfortunate subject I,

however, leave, and shall he glad to hear of cases

wherein cultivation and treatment of a practical kind

has been able to keep this invidious enemy at adistance,

but for the present 1 leave it. Pcds have been difficuft

to preserve from the slugs, which are more than usually

numerous this year, so that many crops h<ad to be sown
over again, and that repeatedly ; where they did succeed,

there has been an abundance of hauhu, perhaps too

much on cool damp soils ; but as tlie soil licre is the

reverse to that the summer has suited them well. A
similar difficulty existed in rearing Kidney Beans, but
these once got up, and a fair start made, have done well

since; while the Salad crops, of all kinds, have derived

the full benefit wliich a showery season is expected to

impart to them, not, however, without the usual draw-

backs of having a difficulty to obtain " a plant," in

many instances, owing to the number aud voracity of

their enemies ; however, Uadislies have been less liot,

and Lettuce less inclined to " run," than usual ; and
though we may have a period of dry weather, yet still

the autumn dews, and long evenings, will, in a measure,
protect most crops from suHering rauch from drought.

Broad Beans have been more prolific in haulm than
of pods, and, in some places, complaints have been
made of their not setting well, or of being blighted in

foliage afterwards. Last year, nuuiy fields of Beans
wei-e ploughed up after blossoming, the latter becom-
ing abortive or useless. This season the injury is from

other causes, and certainly not so general in its eflects.

One thing, the quantity of moisture, aud excess of

haulm, must account for the deficiency of air with
which the blooms were surrounded, and hence the
failure is not greater than might reasonably he ex-

pected. Onions have been good ; and though at the
period at which I write are not yet ripe, yet they pro-

mise well, but they were with difficulty saved from the
enemies of young vegetation, who, however, preyed with
more violence on Carrots at that early period ; in fact,

this vegetable is a more especial favourite with the

numbers of the lower orders of creation than most
things, and even at an advanced period, rabbits prefer

its tops to that of anything else. The crop, this season,

certainly does not look well, yet it may be a fair average
one, as the district I write from, is not, by any means,
a good one for this vegetable.

The more tender productions, as ridge Cucumbers,
Veijetahle Marroic, &c., have certainly failed to furnish
their usual contingent to the " bill of fare" so early as

on more sunny seasons, but they are as little atlected

by mildew as common, and may continue to bear toler-

ably well yet ; but 'Tomatoes will assuredly be late, and
may, possibly, not ripen at all, except in favoured situ-

ations ; the same may be said of Chilies, &o., v/hile

amongst the smaller things, as the tender sweet herbs,

there has been a difficulty to preserve them against the
attacks of vermin, which existed in such numbers where
the ground was so much below the temperature these

delicate plants delight in. However, where care has
been exercised, the necessary quantity of these may
also be forthcoming, as there is a wide difiereuce be-

tween growing a plant and perfecting its fruit; an herb
may be brought into use when it is impossible to ripen

a Capsicum, or a Love-apple, that, on the whole, we
have some doubts of the latter being brought into plen-

tiful use this season at all.

In concluding these notices of the season, 1 must not
omit to mention the extra amount of labour that con-

tinued wet weather has created, iiL the shape of innu-
merable needs, as well the unceasing growth of gniss on
lawns, and other places kept short; while, as will be
seen by every one, the destruction of weeds is a more
difficult matter in a wet season than in a dry one—hence
the difficulty of preserving the proper degree of order,

&c., so necessary in all departments. However, we may,
perhaps, have a flue autumn, and the plants which have
hitherto been retarded in growtli may make more progress

in such time as is yet left for them ; while we may reason-

ably expect those which have been rambling away to an
almost reckless extent may have exhausted themselves,

and remain more at home, flowering or consolidating

themselves so as to resist cold when it approaches, if

they have it to endure. It is, therefore, on this prin-

cipfe, that we ex])cct the autumn produce of grass to

bo less tlian the majority of ])ast seasons. If the latter

should be dry and unpropitious, more especially in those

districts where dry weather does affect the growth,
which it hardly will do on cold, stiff soils in some
latitudes ; in fact, in such, warm sunshine will be bene-

ficial to its growth, as well as to more tender productions.

J. RoBSON.

HARVESTING BARLEY.
Barley must be considered as one of the most valu-

able of our grain products, not only on account of its

supplying a beverage to a large portion of our popula-

tion, but also as being, next to Wheat, the most valuable

of the farmer's grain produce upon a considerable pro-

portion of the land of this kingdom; indeed, upon many
light land farms, in different parts of the country, it is
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tlie only grain crop grown for sale, "Wheat being rejected

i (ts too uncertain.

It is, tlierelbro, liiglily desirable that Barley should

be harvested with gi'eat care and judgment, from the

fact that the value of the grain will depend, in a great

measure, upon its having been out and harvested

at the pro])er period ; for, although the time of sowing,

the nature of the soil, and the climate, will have their

influence upon the quality of the grain, yet its value for

malting purposes may be greatly all'octed by the method,

as well as the time selected for harvesting.

The superiority of the Barley grown in England over

that of foreign countries, may be attributed, in a great

measure, to the mode of managing the crop at harvest

time. Most of the foreign samples ai'o steely and

unkind, attributable, in some measure, perhaps, to the

soil, and partly to premature ripening, caused by the

excessive heat of the climate ; but, in most instances, it

may be traced to the effect of too early cutting.

Barley differs from all other kinds of grain in being

depi-eciateJ by early cutting. It should always be

allowed to stand until dead ripe, if required for malting

purposes. The corn will then become mellow and kind

;

a common rule, as regards ripeness, is indicated by a

wi-inkled and shrivelled appearance of the skin of the

grain, and the ear drooping and pointing to the earth.

The mode of harvesting Barley varies in different

districts. In some counties, it is a common practice to

cut this crop with the scythe, and tie it into sheaves,

the same as for the Oat crop, but this mode is not

general, it being found to require longer e.Kposure in

the field, thereby increasing the risk of damage by rain;

and as it is usual to grow Clover amongst the crop, it

is not, on this account also, desirable to tie into sheaves.

In general harvest-work, tying the crop is not attended

with advantages, for although the carting is less expen-

sive, yet the labour of tying increases the expenses.

The best, and, it may be said, the most usual, method

of managing the Barley crop is to cut with the scythe,

and allow it to remain in swarth until it is fit to carry

to the barn, or stack,—taking care to have the swarths

turned, when clover is found amongst the crop, as often

as may be requii-cd, to prevent heating in the mow or

stack, as no grain is so worthless as that which has

been over-heated iu the stack, having had imparted

to it thereby a taste so objectionable as to render it

almost valueless, even for mealing purposes. There

is, also, another advantage when Barley is mown and

carted as loose corn : that is, it can remain in swarth,

and take the dews of nigbt ; and, in some very dry, hot

simiraers, when the grain is inclined to be flinty and

unkind, it will be wonderfully improved for malting

purposes by the alternate action of dews and sunshine

upon the grain.

The value of Barley straw, as fodder, is a great con-

sideration (particularly in seasons when the Hay crop

has been damaged), and when Clover is found amongst

the corn it adds greatly to the value of the fodder, if

secured in a dry state ; and this is certainly doue best

and quickest when the crop is harvested in a loose form.

It is a common practice, as soon as the corn is fit to

carry to the stack, to have it forked into pook, and the

land raked, and the crop allowed to remain a day, or

several days, previous to carting; but I object to this

mode of proceeding, for iu case rain intervenes, the corn

in pook does not dry so quickly, and the grain is liable to

waste in opening and separating the pooks for the pur-

pose of drying. I prefer to pook the crop, and rake tho

land, just before the approach of the waggons for carry-

ing the crop ; for when tho corn is fit to pook, it is fit

to bo carted also. It is, therefore, better, in case of

rain, that the ei'op should receive it in swarth, as it

may then, by one turning, become in condition for

carting without loss. It should, also, at the time of

harvest, be considered at what time it may be desirable

to thrash the corn; and the crop should be stacked,

or placed iu the barn accordingly. It is generally the

best method to put the loose corn into barn, there

being less waste; whilst Wheat and sheaved Oats are

best adapted for ricks, as being less wasteful.

Wlien it is necessary to make the Barley crop into

ricks, being the produce of outlying fields, or from other

circumstances, it is desirable to make the stacks small,

or, otherwise, long and narrow, iu order that a portion

may be out across, and carted as required (about as

much as may be secured in a short winter day), this

crop being mostly required during the winter months,

both as regards the grain and the fodder. After the

stacks have been made up, and properly thatched, let

the outsides be thrashed with sticks, to beat out the

corn exposed on the outside, which may be saved by

laying a sail-cloth upon the ground to receive the grain

as it falls during the process of thrashing : if this

operation be not attended to at the proper time the

birds will be sure to take all the gi'aiu which may be

exposed. Joseph Blujjdell.

ALLOTMENT FARMING.—Septembek.
At last, real summer weather; and what a charming duty

it is to record it after months of qnerulousuess. But much
damage has occurred which may not be recovered by any
means; .and what with tfje immense National loss which lias

accrued iu things connected with the soil, togetlier with the
chances of a war of no ti-ifling character, it is to be feared,

on behalf of snch classes as those for whom our labours are
intended, that the ensuing winter may be one of high price.

This, iu one respect, will suit our landlords, who think that
tliey have encountered, one time or other, sufiieicut depres-
sions ; but even to them, there are other hearings of this

subject which point to prospective ]natters of serious con-
siderations.

Whatever may be the prices of animal diet, cheese, &a
;

there is one thing that concerns the humbler classes of
society far more; and that is, what are termed oiu' bread-
stuffs.

As to wlient, there can be little doubt, that it can neither
reach tho average quantity or finality, unless it can be shown
that much greater breadths have been sown, or that Foreign
hai-vests have been good in the aggregate. There is, how-
ever, some reason to doubt both one and the other.

It behoves, then, the allotment man, and the gardening
cottager, to look well after tlieir winter roots, as being the
next in point of importance to our liread-stuil's, and, in-

deed, to every other little article in their plot, which may
tend to produce winter comforts, and to keep the shopkeeper's
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hand oilt of their pockets ; and, we may indeed add, to pi-o-

duce a few shillings in the market. The first thing I will

allude to, then, is the Potato.
Kverybody knows, too well, that the disease lias been at

work again ; and in earnest. Nevertheless, I do not tliiuk that

it by any means increases, but rather the contrary. It does
not present exactly the same features now as when it first

paid its afflicting visitation. To be sure, from the high prices

occasionally realised, in consequence of scarcity,much greater
breadths have been planted than we wei'e ever accustomed
to previously. The history of the Potato is, indeed, some-
what extraordinary in this respect: disease, or no disease,

the increase of breadth, annually, since its first recognition
as a useful vegetable, has been, perhaps, greater than that of

any of our corn or root-crops. If any thing can match it in

this respect, it is probably the Swede Turnip. High culture
of tliis invaluable root has been very generally recognised, in

later year's, as the basis of good husbandry ; as leading to

increase of stock, and a consequent increase of the mildew

;

and about the importance of the latter consideration we
shall find very little difference of opinion, providing it in-

creased as a necessary consequence of improved systems.
But the Potato : what shall we say is the difl'erence in

the character of the disease now, as compai-ed with some
half-do/en years since? It is, 1 think, in this; tliat the
decay once commenced, in its early visitations it ran on in

a more continuous way, and for a much longer period : we
now seem to reach a crisis betimes, and one of a much more
favourable character than occurred in its fii'st developments.
That crisis, I do hope, is now at hand, August P-ith, for it

certainly has not proceeded with the virulence with which it

commenced for tlie last week or so. If this be correct, it

would seem to point to its entire cess.ation in another year
or two, providing all parties will look well to their seed, and
be not so eager to force the crop to an unusual degree of

luxuriance, which looks, indeed, most flattering whilst tlie

plant is young, but is altogether deception.
t>ur friends, like ourselves, will be puzzled to know how

to make the best of their Potatoes ; they will come to hand
too fast for them. Perhaps, the very best plan is to make
them into pork. This is my plan, and that of many in these
quarters. It is only buying another pig or two, according to

needs ; but these pigs should be of the prick-eared kind

—

half-bred China, or NeapoUt.an, are capital, as they lay on
tlesh directly, at any age ; and this is a most essential pomt
at this period, especially as an extra pig, to a poor man,
tends to compromise the feeding of his principal hog, and
many depend on this for paying their rents. Oert.ain it is,

that much of the Potato stock, unless speedily worked up,
is lost. Fowls are particularly partial to these half-decayed
Potatoes ; and it is common jiractice, in this ijuarter, to let

them have the run of the worst Potatoes, which they will be
const.antly picking at. But such, steamed or boiled, and
crashed with a little meal of any kind, or bran, mixed,
makes a capital diet for them. I do still think, that where
Potatoes are a strong crop, and the haulm much injured by
disease, that it is good practice to cut off the haulm at once,
and to leave them in the ground until the soil is dusty, antl

the weather dry, and then to dig them, and, after carefully
sorting them, to spread them on a dry floor. I practised
this last year, and I never had Potatoes kept better in my
days ; they were the astonishment of those who saw them.
They were spread over a boarded floor in an upstaivs room

;

they lay there for nearly three weeks, at the end of which
time they were looked over, and any decaying ones removed

;

they were then bagged or pitted, but not hdow Hit: (/round

level. A high and dry piece of ground was selected, and a
little dry wheat straw placed beneath and around them;
tlie Potatoes were piled to a sharp ridge of three feet; they
were then soiled over tno inches in thickness, the soil

being tal;en from eaidi side the; pit caused them to appear
quite above the ground level. In the beginning of De-
cember, nine inches more soil was laid on, and this was all

the trouble they caused. I diil not lose five per cent, and
they remained some time in the pit—until April.

I must now turn my attention to other root-crops in
succession, for these, as I have often obsei-ved, ai-e the
allotment man's chief consideration in ordin.ary cases.

Mangold.— Little can be done beyond a thorough clean-
ing, if any weeds remain. I like to di-aw a little soil to the

long red kind, in order to preserve the surface roots, but
our farmers have been against the practice, though why, I

cannot tell.

Swedes.—Those transplanted after Potatoes, or other
summer craps, will require the hoe through them, to break
the crust, and, of course, all weeds thoroughly subdued.
Those sown in April, to remain, will now be bulbing fast;

let weeds be removed here also.

Common Turnips.—Those sown in July and the eai'ly

part of .Vugust will need a careful liueing and thinning, and
if there be any coarse weeds they had belter be hand-
picked. Turnips ai'e generally hoed at twice. At the first

they are merely " singled or roughed," and at the second,
about a fortnight after, set out at final distance. The Earli/

Dutch may still be sown in the first week, on wai'ni plots,

for spring Turnips.

Cabbots.—If the grub has taken these, then- ground will

offer a good chance for a crop of Coleworts, from a sowing
in the end of .(une. Those, as before observed, will imy
well in market at fjhristraas. Carrot crops will requii'e

hand-weeding, and, in some cases, a final thinning. If any
of the Earlij Hum kind are left, they will be ripe enough to

remove.
Parsnh^s.—Weed and thin, if requisite.

Onions.— By the time this reaches our readers our
Unions will be housed, their ground manured, and a crop of

Coleworts, at about one foot apart, iilanted. We liave the

finest crop, this year, I oversaw; the admiration of every-

body. The bulbs neai'ly touch each other over the bed ; and
I have three beds, each fifty yards long, by fom' feet in

width, uniformly covered in this way, without a blank,

and this, too, on soil fearl'uUy liable to grub. The soil was
trenched three feet deep, bringing up subsoil, and they were
dressed with soot twice—once in the beginning, and once in

the end of June. They are sown in beds raised one foot

above the surface by throwing up the alleys, and this

always gives us an earlier harvest Ijy a fortnight or three
weeks than any we see.

Caeeageworts.—Coleworts I before alluded to. It is still

time to plant a breadth for late purposes. They should,

however, be got out in the first week, and the ground
niiinured. Such, if an early-heiU'ting and dwarf kmd, will

come into use in February and March. Sncolis, Kiile,

Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, itc, have, of course, been got out
long since. They will require cleaning of weeds, and, of

course, the hoe plied liberally. It is a common practice to

heap soil up their stems, but this jiractice must not be
carried too far. It certainly is a very off-hand and con-

venient plan to do so, in order to prevent storms from
throwing them iirostrate. I must confess, that I was once
of opinion, that liberal earthings were of much advantage,

buti have seen reasons to doubt any extreme application

of the pirinciple. Nevertheless, I still think, that when
deep hoeing, and a thorough extirpation of weeds can be

effected, that in the end of August, or first week of Sep-

tember, tlie drawing a little soil to the stems will be a real

benefit—all things duly considered. Such things as Brussels

Sprouts, Green Kiile, and Bmcolis, sufl'er much at times, by
the storms of old October, and the high level of fibres en-

gendered by this soiling is a pretty good safeguard.

Those who desire to have early spring Lettuces must sow
some Butk Cns, and JIummrrsruith Culibatjc Lettuce, on a
high, dry, and warm bed, in the first week. Jjittle else

will be needed now. As concluding remarks, I will say, let

extra diligence, during the fnrmer jiortion of the autumn, go
far to compensate tlie industrious iur the saddening efl'ects

of a bad summer; and let us all t.ake heai't, by feeling

assured there may yet be excellent seasons in store for us,

when, by the blessing of God, we shall feel as much reason

for warmheai'tedness, as but too many have, tlirougli the

past weather, for depression of feelings and gloom.

li. Ekmngton.

APIARIAN'S CALENDAR-Sei'iemkek.
By J. TI. I'tnjne, Esq., Author of " The Bee-Keeper's

Guide," lie.

Removing Supers.—It is now quite time to remove glasses

and supers of eveiy kind from hives intended for stocks, surd

to see th at each one contains at least twenty pounds of honey,
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if not — they hail boiler al onco be made up to thai

weight by feeding. At tliis time of year, 1 would rcoom-

mend syru)!, in jirefercucc to biirley-susar, because it cim bo

given in larger ciuautities, and stored more quickly. The
proportions should lie one pound of loaf sugar', one quarter

pint of water, and one quni'ter of a pound of honey, sim

mered togetlicr for five minutes over a slow fire, or lill

the sugar is raehed.

Uniting Stocks.
—

'Wliero this is desired, it may bo done

either by driving, fumigating, or cutting out the combs, and

treating the bees so deprived like a fresh-hivod second

swarm that is going to he united lo another. Killing the

queen is quite unnecessary, for the bees themselves will do

that.

Fumigating.—For those who prefer fumigating to driving,

the Eacoilhim crllarc,ov monse-sldn byssus, mil he found the

best material for the purpose. It abounds in the wine-

vaults of the London docks, and in almost evei7 wino and
beer vault in London, and it is sold also by Messrs.

Neighboiu- and Sons, 1'27, High Holhorn, London.
NoETH Aspect vor Beks.—The request 1 made to have

the opinion of those persons, who, at my suggestion, placed

their bees in a nortli aspect, has been very kindly responded

to from several quarters, and, upon the whole, the report-s

are in its favour. One letter, signed " J. S.," 1 will give at

length :

—

'• I have much pleasure in complying with your request for

information with respect to a north aspect for bees. The
following notes were made during the late disasb-ous winter

and spring, at least to ns Southerns. I should premise, that

my hives and boxes stand, with one exception, in a house

capable of being opened on all sides, aud the top raised, and
facing the nortli. Jauitary—The bees actively at work in

pollen. Fchniary—Except on the 7th, confined by cold

weather until March 4lh, when they set to briskly tUl

the lith, when the weather confined them lill the ^8th.

April—After the lUlh, at work vciy much, and not so many
blown down as in a south aspect. Muij—Until the L5th not

a drone appeared, on the 21st made three artificial swarms,

fl la CouiUnj Curati; which ai'e doing as well as the season

will admit ; one is now, Jidy the 13th, working in three

caps, two others made on the 11th of June are doing as

well, as are all tho old stocks. They have, m each case,

become very populous, from all I hear ot losses, and late

swarms ; and in numerous cases, not any swarms at all. The
earliest was on the 2(jth of May, and that only m one in-

stance. The lateness is attributed to the season ; much
as this may have to do witli the subject, aspect will he found

to have more. Every one must have observed that in a

south aspect the bees are tempted out by a warm sun, when
a cold north-east wind is blowing, aud, in consequence, they

are blown down, benumbed, and perish, decreasing tlieir

numbers at the most critical time. How difli?rent in a north

aspect I The bees are not tempted out by the sun, but are

kept at home by the cold wind, the warmth of the sun being

just suHicient to increase the heat of the hives, and to put

the bees in motion, which excites the queen, and the popu-

lation increases. Notwithstanding the unfavourable weather

for work, I have never yet seen a cottager take the precau-

tion to screen his bees from the winter sun ; but induce

them to change the aspect, and that precaution is unneces-

sary. In confirmation of a north aspect being the best, in

October last I had one hive, which weighed only sixteen

pounds, hive, bees, and honey ; this I placed out of tlie

house, covered simply with a milk-pan, and facing the north,

screened from the east by a privet hedge, and within six

feet of it ; had this hive faced the south, with such a winter,

I have no doubt I should have lost it, or fed it very much
;

instead of which, I gave it only one poimd of barley-sugar

in the spring, and it gave me an excellent swarm on the

11th of June, which, with the pai-ent, are doing well.—J. S."

Kitchener's ventilated passage.—This has not been a

year for using this appendage to the apiaiy. In a good

honey season it may be used with great advantage.

SEA WEEDS.—No. «.

( Goniinuedfrom page 389.)]

We come now to the sixth and last order of Mclano-

sperms.
ECTOCARPACE/E.

" Olive-coloured, articulated fihform Sea weeds, whose

spores are (generally) external, attached to the pointed

ramuli."

—

lini-vcy.

Though the Eclocarpacea) are the lowest of the olive-

coloured Ahjii; as regards organization, yet among them
may he found elegant and beautiful structure, requiiing the

help of the microscope to display it to advantage.

" Not a tree,

A plant, a leaf, a blossom, but contains

A folio volume."

SUB-OEDEE 1.—SrHACELAURIEyE.
1. CLADOSTEl'HUS.

" Frond inarticulate, rigid, cellular, whorled, with short,

articulated, sub-simple ramuli. Fruit elliptical, pedicellate.

Name from two words, signifying a branch and a crown."

—

Harvey.
1. Oladostephds verticlllatus (Whorled). — The

branches aie slender, and forked at the ends ; whorled at

short intervals; colour olive green or brown, becoming

darker when dried ;
3— 1) inches high.

'.;. G. ponviosus.^Somewhat thick and clumsy, rather

like Chenille, thickly imbricated ; colour dull olive-green,

but when young the tips are of a full rich green. Common.

2. SFHACELARIA.
" Filaments jointed, rigid, pinnated. Apices of the

branches distended, membranous, containing a dark gra-

nular mass ; fructification oval spores, borne on the ramuli.

Name from a word signifying gangrene, from the withered

tips of the branches.".

—

Harvey.

1. Sphacelakia eiliciua (Fern-like).— This beautiful

Fern-like Sphacelaria is very rare, and found only on otu'

southern shores. I have had beautiful specimens of it

from Guernsey, where it seems to be found in some abund-

ance. These specimens were hoary, with tlie rare little

Zoophyte, Anyninaria spatulata. Tlie plants are from 2— -1

inches high ; from the tips of the stallis numerous small

branches spread like a fan ; vei'y delicate and beautiful

;

colour pale olive-green.

2. S. sertulaeia.—Smaller than tlie last ; very rare.

South of England, Jersey, and Ireland.

3. S. scoPARiA.—On rocks under water, and in tide pools.

A coarse-looking plant of a dark brown colour, witli woolly

fibres on the lower part ; very bushy. "South of England,
frequent." " Frith of Forth, but not common." From
2—1 inches high.

4. S. PLUMOSA (Feathered).— On' rocks, and in rock

pools. Hai'vey says that this is a northern plant. I have

found it at Flimby, on the Cumberland coast ; it is ex-

tremely pretty, resembling small feathers. My specimen
was very dark, almost black. IJr. Landsborough speaks of

it as of a light olive, and almost as broatl as the feathers of

a robin's wing. I have one of this colour from the Isle of

Man.
.^). S. ciREHOSA.—A very common kind, growing on other

Alyif ; a variable plant; sometimes "detached and floating

about in little balls."

—

Rev. Dr. Laiuhhnrouyh.

(i. S. FUSCA.— "FUaments brown; branches long and
simple ; spores globose."

—

Harvey.

Very rare. The only specimen I have seen is from Es-
moiUh. It has been found at Sidmouth, and St. Michael's

Mount, Cornwall.

7. S. RADicANS (Rooting).—In the sea, on rocks covered

with sand ; colour dull olive ; rigid. Rather rare.

8. S. EACEMOSA (Branched).—"Allied to the last, but
larger." Firth of Forth.

—

Sir John Hieharrlsoii.

SUB-ORDER a.—ectocaepe.f;.

Filaments capillary, jointed, olive or brown, flaccid, single-

tubed. Fruit either spherical, or lanceolate capsules, borne

on the ramuli, or imbedded in their substance. Name from
two Greek words, meaning external fniit.

—

Harvey.
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"In

small

ECTOCAEPUS.

1 EcTocAKPUS siLicuLOsus (roilded). — Pale yellow-

olive tufts ; soft, slender, and much branched
;
common

;

6—18 inches long ; soon decomposing in fresh water.

•2. E. AMPHiBius.—Short, soft, pale olive tufts.

tide ditches."

3. E. FENESTKATUS.—Of a pale green; slender;

4. E. FAscicuLATUS.— Thick olive tufts; 1—2 inches

higii ;
parasitic on the larger AIdce. Not uncommon.

5. E. Hiscksi;e.—First noticed by Miss Hincks, at Bally-

castle, Giant's Causeway. Parasitical on Lamiiiaria biilbosa.

Dark olive, and tufted.

C. E. TOMENT03ts(Downy).—With a sponge-like branch-

ing frond, olive or brownish. On rocks and larger Alij<e.

Not uncommon. .

7 E CEINITUS (Tressed).—"Muddy sea-shores,mfleeces

of a bright bay." Found by Mrs. Griffith, in Devonsbu'e.

8. E. PTTsiLLUS (Dwarf).—"Like a tuft of pale brown

wool." Torquay, Mrs. Griffiths; and Land's End, Mr.

RslSs. _ , , ..1
9. E. DISTORTUS (Deformed).—Tufts deep brown; matted;

4—8 inches long. On Zostera.
-r, x j

10. E. LANDSBURon.—In honour of the Piev. Dr. Lands-

boroiigh, who dredged it in Lamlash Bay, and says—" It

has not much beauty to recommend it, but it is a little

curiosity." Like the Scotcli Thistle, it is armed at all points,

and says, as plainly as a hundred dirks can say it—"^^ha

daur meddle wi' me ?
"

11. E. LiTORALis.—Thick tufts of a dirty brown colom-.

Very commoh all the year round.

I'i. E. LONGiPRUCTUs (Long-frulted).-Much resembhng

E. lilomlts, but the fruit larger.

which increase in length upwards, and make the frond look

club-shaped. Discovered by Miss Hutchins forty years ago.

2. M. FiLiFORMis (Tliread-like).—Stem thread-lilie, some-

times curled. On Chorda lomenlaria. Not uncommon in

England and Ireland.

How surprising the variety in form of the plants con-

tained in tirs large order of Melanosperma; ; some of them

surpassing in length the tallest forest trees, while others

require the aid of a microscope to develope their dehcate

beauty !
" In the deep bays of the southern hemisphere,

along the shores of the Falklands, and among the Archi-

pelago of Cape Horn, the species of Lessimia and Durvillcea

resemble submarine trees, with gigantic leaves pendant

from the tips of robust branches."—(fforeey.) The works

of God are wonderful ; their variety is endless ; their beauty

sm-passing; they present a boundless supply of food for

interestmg meditation to the most cultivated mind, and also

to those, who, having been deprived by poverty or other

circumstances of much education, are still permitted to

read, page after page, in nature's own large volume, feeling

the mind expanded by the revelations of wisdom, some-

thing of the mind of God made known to ns in His wonder-

ful worlvs. " All thy works shall praise thee, and thy saints

shall bless thee."—S. B.
(To be continued.)

13. E. GBAKULOSDS ( Grained).—Of a green or yellow

colour ; the branches featlierv, and graceful. The one from

which our plate is taken, t found on the tine sliores of

Bamborough, Northumberland, of wliich I pm-pose saying

something in another paper.

14. E. spHjEROPHORus.-l—3 inches long. Parasitical on

Plilola sericm, and Cludnphora rvpestris. Not common, but

in various places, says Hai-vey, from Orkney to Cornwall.

Ih. E. BRACHIATUS (Branched ).—" Tufted, feathery, and

much branched." Rare. On Rhodomcniapalmnla.

10. E. Merteksh.—" On mud-covered rocks and stones.

The branches resembling delicate feathers. Colour fine

olive green. A very beautiful species."

4. MYEIOTRICHIA.
" Filaments capillary, fiaccid -jointed (simple), beset on

all sides with a simple spine -like ramidi, clothed with

byssoid fibres. Fructification elliptical spores containing a

dark-coloured, granular mass, within a transparent perispore.

Name from two Greek words, signifying numberless and a

hair.".

—

Harvey.
1. Myriotr'ichia clav^foemis (Club-shaped).—Growing

Clmrda lomentaria. The stem is thickly set with branches

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AT THE
NEW YORK CRYSTAL PALACE.

We are truly an agricultural people. If there was no

other proof of this fact, the display of the products of peace

made by our countrymen in the present industrial exhi-

bitions would be in itself a sufficient vindication of the

assertion. Other nations represented in the great fair may

excel in other departments of the peaceful arts, but the

United States is first in everything pertaining to agriculture.

The ingenuity of our people has met every necessity for

husbanding the productions of our fruitful domains witli

macliinery which almost defies the powers ot the most

skilful to improve or supersede. Invention in our country

has been made to do more labour upon the farm than,

perhaps, in any other nation on the globe. Among tlie

many cm-ious aud valuable inventions which are worthy tbe

examination of all interested in the progress of our people,

is one from the Old Dominion, called •'The Farmers Lubmir-

savimj Machine;' invented by Elisha S. Synder. This is a

new machine, and never, we believe, before the present

time, was exhibited to the pubUc. It looks some like a

winnowing mill, excepting that it is much larger. Every

farmer in the land will hail it as his best fnend, if it accom-

plislies, what it promises, which we have no reason to doubt.

It is designed to thresh, clean, measm'e, and bag one

hundred bushels of grain per day. It also throws off smut,

cheat, and other impurities, and prepares the grain ready

cleaned and sacked for market, all by the same operation.

The one on exhibition is of two horse power, but they may

be made of any power wished, the amount of work they are

able to accompUsh being dependent upon their size. If

needed, they may be made for hand power, and used m place

of the common fanning-mill for cleaning rye, oats, com, &c.,

A machine of six-horse power, and attended by seven hands,

will thresh, clean, and bag the very large amount of two hun-

dred and fifty bushels of wheat, ready for the mill, m one day.

It can require no argument to prove the supenonty of this

invention, it it acts as it purports. AVhat its greatest powers

are has not yet been decided, as it has not been m use for a

period long enough to properiy test it. But it is stated, that

one of these machines of one-eighth horse power, has

akeady threshed, cleaned, and bagged forty thousand bushels

of grain, and the cost of repairs in the separating and clean-

in" appai-atus did not exceed five dollars in dmng Ibis

amount of work. We can suggest no improvement to this

invention, unless it be the addition of other powers, making

it capable, also, of grinding the grain, mixing the dough, and

baking the bread, which improvements would not asloniali

us, owing to the ingenuity already manifested by the won-

derful inventions of our countrymen. Farmers and scien-

tific men should examine Mr. Snyder's mvention.
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G'Ms' rotary spade, made in the District of Columbifl, is

another mnchine in the agricultural department which is niucli

praised l>y those competent to judge as to the merits of new

inventions. This is designed to supersede tlie plough in

many instances. It is not intended for breaking up new or

lieavy sward ground, hut more pai-ticularly for tilled land.

It consists of a very simple arrangement, by which a sort of

trowel-shaped spade is thrust into the earth, throwing it up

behind a revolving wlieel, in which these spades are fixed.

Two heavy iron wheels, of about two feet in diameter, stand

upright in a simple frame, and projecting around the edges

of these wlieels are the diggers, if we may so call them,

which the weight of the machine presses into the gi'ound.

These diggers are slightly curved, and will break the earth

a few inclies on each side. The two wheels of this machine

are placed about six inches apai-t ; they meet each other in

breaking the ground between them, and together will plough

a width of two feet. 'WTieels can be added to these, cutting

the earth as to width according to one's pleasure. They are

somewhat more costly than the ordinary plough, but much
more durable. We should think them heavy to draw, and

unwieldly; but they ai-e reported otherwise by those who
have seen them used. It is well for those interested in

farming implements to exanune them ; but we would rather

see them in operatian before we more fully speak of their

efficacy or superiority.

—

Kew York Herald.

GREAT YARMOUTH AND EASTERN
COUNTIES' POULTRY SHOW.

This was on the Ifith, 17th, and 18th instant. The
attendance was very good, and we have no doubt that it will

be a profitable Show. The old birds were sadly out of con-

dition in nearly all the adult classes. In Class 2, Cochiii-

China ChicUens, there were 80 pens, and in them some very

first-rate birds, rendering it difficult for the Judges to make
their awards, so many having great merit. In Spanish full-

grown birds, Mr. Fox, in the absence of Capt. Hornby, took

1st and '2nd prizes. Some of the Dorking Chickens were

very good ; and all otlier classes, but especially Ducks, well

represented. Mr. Fau-lie, Mr. Potts, and Mr. Adkins, oame
in for their share of the spoil.

.JuDGKS.—Samuel Nutt, Esq., London, late of York

;

James Henry Catling, Escj., King-street, Portman-square,

London.

Class I.—COCHIN-CHINA.-CINNAMON AND BUFF. {Cock and
t«o Hens.)

12. First prize, John Fairlie. Cheveley Park, Newmarket, two years.

6. Second prize, T. H. Potts, Kingswood Lodge, Croydon, various.

Class II.—CINNAMON AND BUFF. (Cock and two Pullets of 1S53.;

42. First prize, J. Eason, Thurlow Lodge, Norwood, six-and-half

months. 2S. Second prize. H. Sparham, Brigadier Hill, Enticld, five

months. 31. Third prize, H. Gilhcrt, 17, Upper Phillimore-place, Ken-
sington, twenty weeks. 45. Third prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park,

Newmarket, six months.
(This class very meritorious.)

Class III.-BROWN AND PAIITRIDGE-COLOURED. (Cock
and two Hens.)

6. First prize, John F. Chater, Haverhill, eighteen months. 5. Second
prize, Charles Punchard, Blunts Hall, Haverhill, above one year.

Class IV.—BROWN AND PARTBIDGE-COLOUUED. (Cock and
two Pullets of 1S53,)

10. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket, six months.

H. Second prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket, four months.

Class v.—WHITE. (Cock and tWQ Hens.)

5. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket, eighteen

months. 6. Second prize, W^. C. Reynolds, Great Yarmouth, one year.

Class VI WHITE. (Cock and two Pullets of 1653.)

1. First prize, Christopher Rawson, The Hurst, Walton-on-Thamcs,
seventeen weeks. 2. Second prize, Christopher Rawson, The Hurst,

W^alton-on-Thames, sevcnt-en weeks.

Class 7.—BLACK. (Cock and two Hens.)

2. First prize, T. II. Fox, 44, Skinner-street, London, various. 1.

Second prize, Christopher Rawson, Walton-on-Thames, one year.

Class 8.—BLACK. (Cock and two Pullets of 1853.)

9. First prize, E. H. L. Preston, Great Yarmouth, three months. 6.

Second prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket, five months.

Class IX.— SPANISH. (Cock and two Hens.)

8. First prize, T. H. Fox, 44, Skinner-street. London, various. ~.

Second prize, T. H. Fox, 44, Skinner-street, London, various.

Class X.—(Cock and two Pullets of 1963.)

6. First prize, Rev. Philip Gurdon, Cranworth Rectory, Shipdham,

four months and two months. 4. Second prize. Rev. Philip Gurdon,

Cranworth Rectory, Shipdham, four-and-a-half months.

Class XI.—DORKING. (Cock and two Hens.)

8. First prize, George Tredcroft, Sennowe Guest, two years. II. Second

prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket, two years.

Class XII. (Cock and two Pullets of 1853.)

9. First prize, T. H. Potts, Kingswood Lodge, Croydon, six months.

6 Second prize, Rev. Philip Gurdon, Cranworth Rectory, Shipdham,

five months.

Class XIII.—MALAY. (Cock and two Hens.)

2. First prize, Isaac C. Dowsing, North-end, Great Y'armouth, four-

teen months. Second prize withheld.

Class XV.—GAME FOWL.—BLACK-BREASTED AND OTHER
REDS. (Cock and two Hens.)

1. First prize, Capt. F. Alexander, Reydon, Suffolk, full ope. 3.

Second prize, Abraham Cannell, Cringleford, Norfolk, two years.

Class XVI.—BLACK-BREASTED AND OTHER REDS. (Cock

and two Pullets of 1853.)

1. Second prize, Gent Wigg, Acle, Norfolk, eleven weeks. First prize

withheld.

Class XVII.—WHITE AND PILE. (Cock and two Hens.)

1. Second prize, George Groom, Norwich, two years.

Class XVIII.—WHITE AND PILE. (Cock and two Pullets of 1853.)

1. First prize, John Buckley, Desford, Leicester, twelve weeks.

Class XXL—POLAND FOWL.—BLACK WITH WHITE CRESTS.
(Cock and two Hens.)

4. First prize, Augustus Balls, Harold's Park, Nazing, Essex. 3.

Second prize, Rev. Clement Gilbert, Bramerton Lodge, Norwich, eleven

months.

Class XXII.—BLACK WITH WHITE CRESTS. (Cock and two
Pullets of 1853.)

1. Second prize, Christopher Rawson, Walton-on-Thames, fifteen

weeks. First prize withheld.

Class XXIII.—GOLDEN. (Cock and two Hens.)

2. First prize. T. H. Potts, Kingswood Lodge, Croydon, various. 1.

Second prize, Christopher Rawson, AValton-on-Thamcs, aged.

Class XXIV.—GOLDEN. (Cock and two Pullets o 1853.)

1. Second prize, Christopher Rawson, Walton-on-Thames, eleven

weeks. First prize withheld.

Class XXV.—SILVER. (Cock and two Hens.)

1. First prize, Christopher Rawson, Walton-on-Thames, aged. 2.

Second prize, T. H. Potts, Kingswood Lodge, Croydon, various.

(This class meritorious.)

Class XXVI.—SILVER. (Cock and two Pullets of 1853.)

5. First prize, Henry Y'ouell, Y'armouth, three months. 4. Second

prize, r. H. Potts, Kingswood Lodge, Croydon, eleven weeks.

Class XXVII.—HAMBURGH.-GOLDEN-PENCILLED. (Cock and
two Hens.)

4. First prize, Rev. T. L. Fellowes, Beighton Rectory, full. 5. Second

prize, T. Thorpe, Norwich, full.

Class XXVIII.—GOLDEN-PENCILLED. (Cock and two Pullets

of 1853.)

4. First prize, Rev. T. L. Fellowes, Beighton Rectory, Acle, three and

four months. 1. Second prize, Christopher Rawson, Walton-on-Thames,
three months.

Class XXIX.—GOLDEN-SPANGLED. (Cock and two hens.)

6. First prize. Rev. T. L. Fellowes, Beighton Rectory, full. 4. Second

prize, G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham, not known.
(This class not meritorious.)

Class XXX.— GOLDEN-SPANGLED. (Cock and two Pullets of 1853.)

3. First prize, Thomas Church, Acle, Norfolk, four months. Second

prize withheld.

Class XXXI.—SILVER-PENCILLED. (Cock and two Hens.)

2. First prize, Charles Thurnall. Whittlesford, Cambridge, eighteen

months. 5. Second prize, G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham, not

known.

Class XXXII.—SILVER-PENCILLED. (Cock and two Pullets of 1853.)

2 First prize, Ch'istopher Rawson, Walton-on-Thames, six months.

4. Second prize, Charles Thurnall, \\'hittlesford, Cambridge, four-and-a-

half months.

C1.1SS XXXIII.—SILVER-SPANGLED. (Cock and two Hens.)

1. First prize, Christopher Rawson, Walton-on-Thames, aged. 5.

Second prize, Thomas fllcCann, Graham House, Slalvern, not known.

Class XXXIV.—SILVER-SPANGLED. (Cock and two Pullets of

1853.)

4. First prize, Henry P. Dowson. Gcldeston, 14 weeks. 2. Second

prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket, five months.

Class XXXV.- FOB ANY OTHER DISTINCT BREED. (Cock

and two Hens.)

7. First prize, T. H. Potts, Kingswood Lodge, Croydon, various.

^\'hite Polands. 4. Second prize. Lady Paget, Sennowe Guist, two

years. Scotch Bakics.
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Class XXXVI. (Cock and two Pullets of 1853,)

10. First prize, John Fairlie, Clicvelry Park. Brahma Poutras. Twenty
weeks. 2. Second prize, Rev. J. N. Dlicklcthwait, Horstead, Norwich.
Andalusians. Four and three months.

Class XXXVII.—BANTAMS.—GOLU-LACEU OR PENCILLED.
(Cock and two Hens.)

7. First prize, Henry D. Palmer, Southtown, Yarmouth, two years.

8> Second prize, Ileury V. Palmer, Southtown, Yarmouth, two years.

ClassXXXVIH.—SILVER-LACED OR PENCILLED. (Cock and
two Hens.)

1. First prize, Christopher Rawson, Walton-on-Thamcs. one year. 2,

Second prize, .Tames filonsey, Tborne Lane, Norwich, eighteen months.

Class XXXIX.—BLACK. (Cock and two Hens.)

10. First prize, James Monspy, Thome Lane, Norwich, eighteen
months. G. Second prize, John Fairlie, Chcvelev Park, one-ycar-and-a-
half.

Class XL.—WHITE. (Cock and two Hens.)

4. First prize, James Monscy, Thome Lane, Norwich, eighteen
months. 8. Second prize, Arthur Pratt, Sprowston Lodge, one year.

Class XLI.—GEESE. (Gander and two Gecsc)

1. First prize, Christopher Rawson, Walton-on-Thamcs, one year.

4. Second prize, John Fairlie, Chcvcley Park, one-ycar-and-a-half.

Class XLII. (Three Goslings of 1853.)

2. First prize. John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, fivc-and-a-half weeks. I.

Second jjrize, Christopher Rawson, M'alton-on-Thames, sixteen weeks.

Class XLIII.—DUCKS.—AYLESBURY. (Drake and two Ducks.)

6. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, two years. 1, Second
prize, Christopher Rawson, Walton-on-Thamcs, not known.

Class XLIV.—ROUEN. (Drake and two Ducks.)

2. First prize, John Henry Sams, Clare, three months.

Class XLV.—ANY OTHER VARIETY. (Drake and two Ducks.)

5. First prize, John Henry Saras, Clare. Wliite Muscovy. Full.

8. Second prize, W- Woods, 26, Park-place, Kensington, London.
Gigantic Domestic Duck.

Class XLVI.—FOR ANY OTHER VARIETY. (Three Ducklings.)

3. Second prize. Rev. E. H. Kittoe, Chadwell Rectory, Gray's, Essex,
ten weeks.

Class XLVIII.—TURKEYS.—WHITE. (Cock and two Hens.)

1. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, onc-year-and-a-halL

Class XLIX.—ANY OTHER COLOUR. (Cock and two Hens).

3. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, sixteen months.

Class L. (Three Poults of 1853.)

I. First prize, John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, sis months.

Class LI.—PIGEONS.
4. Augustus Balls, Nazing, Essex. Black Carriers, 6. AukusIus Balls,

Nazinp, Essex. Red Pouters. 5. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaslon, Biraiinghani.
Carriers. 10. Augustus Balls, Nazing, Essex. Red Tumblers. 1(1.

John Playford, Great Yarmouth. Short-faced, Black. Mottled Tumblers.
18. G, C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Barbs. IJ). Christopher
Rawson, Walton-on-Thames. Runts. 21. Augustus Balls, Nazing,
Essex. Blue Dragoons. 26. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Owls, 25. W. H. Goddard, Edgbaslon, Birmingham. White Fantails.
One year. 31. W. H. Goddnrd, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Black Fan-
t^Is. One year. :i3. Christopher llawsun, Walton-on-Thamcs. Turbits.
One year. 40. G. C, Adkins, Kdgbastou, Birmingham. Jacobins. 42,

W. H. Goddard, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Mottled Trumpeters. 45.

G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Porcelains,

SCRAPS FROM MY NOTE BOOK
Horseradish—In taking a short walk in the neighboiir-

hood of Uxbridge, 1 saw, in the garden of one of the cottagers,

a number of drainmj;- pipes, standing erect, i\ith tbe leaves

of the horseradish protruding through the top: the sight

exciting my curiosity, 1 called iipon the occupier to learn the
why and because. I will, as shortly as possible, state his

explanation. Horseradish, Sir, is generally planted in

trenches from one to two feet deep, and you will observe,

that unlike a carrot, instead of growing down into the earth,

its growth has an upward tendency; but then it is dilhcultto

get really good, thick. straight sticks, they ai'e generally forked
and small. They ai'e also veiy ditiicult afterwards to eradicate,

and, therefore, become troublesome weeds. My plan is to

get draining-tiles one foot long, and about li} or 2 inches
diameter (costing here ;*s. per lOn); the ground is well

manured, and trenched two spits deep, and the crowns are

planted in rows, and are only just covered with mould, and
the pipes placed immediately over them and slightly earthed
up to prevent their falling. I plant in November, and by
the following year, at about Christmas, eacli pipe will be
tilled wiiii a straight, solid Stick of horseradish. No digging
is requh'ed to gather the roots, the pipes and roots have merely
to be pulled np,and the crown again planted in a similar man-

ner. My informant was a respectable man, and I have no
reason to doubt his statement. I intend to try his jdan.

Some of your readers may also, perhaps, do likewise.

Cheap Trellis for Cucumbers or Melons—As soon as

the plants have had titeii" last moulding-up of earth, place

pea sticks at the bottom of the pit or frame, laid one across

the other, and let the vines be trained over them ( the sticks

are laid pretty thickly). This plan will be found far superior

to growing them on the ground, and, by creating a kind of

hollow chamber under the vines, causes a nice genial heat;

indeed, it possesses nearly all the advantages of the trellis.

FiLTERiiiG Paper—The following, though, perhaps, not
strictly appropriate to a Gardening Periodical, may prove
useful to some of yovu* readers. The writer, some time since,

upon taking the tap out of a cask of bitter ale, wliich had
been tilted till all the beer was supposed to have been
drawn, discovered a considerable quantity of dregs and hops
remaining ; they were emptied out through the bung-hole,

and the hops were squeezed out, and the muddy-looking
liquor put into a funnel, lined witli filtering paper in the

usual manner; the end of the fimnel being placed into a

glass bottle, the quantity of good beer, as line a;? crystal,

obtained, consisted of nearly liiroe iso called) quart bottles,

which were corked, and in three weeks were very excellent:

the cost of the sheet of fdtering paper (obtainable at any
stationer's) was one halfpenny; the beer, if it had been
purchased in the bottle, would have cost at least two shillings.

—J.M.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We reriuest that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottagb Gasdeneb. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor 0/

the Cottage Gardener, 2, Arncn Corner, Paternoster Row, London.*'

CiNEEAEiA Sport {A. HI. ^.).—This is a very singular and uncommon
sport indeed—" instead of the usual rays round the circumference of the

6ower, there arc a number of small, distinct, double flowers, something
like the hen and chicken Daisy." We saw a double blue Cineraria in

1S45; and a correspondent, at Durham, scut us word of a double one he
had raised in I8J9, or 1850, but we know nothing more of either, and we
suppose they died without increase. Pray take good care of your sport

;

if possible, get a few cuttings from it, as no reliance can be placed on
saving the old plant after seeding. The seeds are likely to produce the

sport in a more developed form, judging by analogy. The order of Com-
posites is more prone to give double flowers, ao to speak, than any other

in the vegetable kingdom.

HvMENopHYLLtiM TuNBEiDGENSE.

—

We hear from Messrs. Weeks
and Co., King's Road, Chelsea, that they have a large patch of Hymeno-
phyUum Tuvhridgcnse measuring eighteen inches by twelve inches,

which is certainly an extraordinary fine specimen of this rare Fern.

Fancy and Scarlet Oeranidms {.in Amateur, see pngr 331).— It

was meant that stress should be laid on the words, a little dry. They
arc not so succulent, and, therefore, should not be dried so much as the

strong-growing old florist kinds ; neither should the plants be kept so

dry for a week or so afterwards, but, instead of watering them much,
syringe the stems, and moisten the ground or material on which they

stand, and only water rather freely when the shoots have broken regu-

larly, and then you need not be long in shifting. Vour frame will do
very well for standing these skeleton plants in, but we very often let

them break out-of-doors. We seldom cut back the slow-growing, hard-

wooded fancies so freely as we do a succulent florist Pelargonium; and
not only in this, but in every part of their growth, they require rather

more care, but they repay it all by the long time they delight us with

their bloom. Scarlet Geniniums that we mean for pots, ^c, in summer
and autumn, we prune as we pot for the winter, being guided by the

room we can spare, and the size we wish to have them.

Tea Roses {Ibid).—These done blooming, plunge out-of-doors, they

will probably then bloom in winter, or autumn, if taken in-doors. If kept

out, protect frnm frost, and prune and mulch in April or May. The
closer you cut them, the finer will be your flowers ; but you will have to

wait longer lor them. They are well deserving of house room in spring

and early summer, as the flowers are delicious then. When kept in beds,

out-of-doors, they generally require to be cut-in rather close in AprU,
and then, it the place is warm enough, they will yield strong shoots and
good bloom in July and August.
Calceolarias Cut Down {Ibid).—These, you say, show no symptom

(if life. You should have looked after the cuttings, fliost of these fine,

large kinds are nest to impossible to keep otherwise than by cuttings
;

and some defy the best attempts then, and, therefore, most people raise

every year from seeds. You would see full directions about this lately.

Flowers in a Greenhouse at Christmas {Sarah).—Let the

house average at night from 45° to SO^"". Then have bulbs, such as Tulips

and Hiiacinths, potted as soon as they can be got, and lielped with a

hotbed, after being rooted. Chinese Primroses, Perpetual Vanuttions,

Salvia splendens and fulgens ; Epacris impressa, and kindred aorta ;

Erica hyemalis, E. LinncBOides, E» Witlmoreana, &c. ; Genista lini-
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folia, Cptisus proUfenis, and canariensis ; Coronilla fflauca. Daphne
odont indica ; Cinerarias, potted early in nutumn ; Scarlet Geraniums,

allowetl to bloom but little in summer; Camellias, MignonvUe, sow
wow; late-flowering Chrysanthemums, &c.

Bottom-heat to Pines, by Pipes {A Constant Reader).—See an

article by Mr. Fish lately. For a pit ten feet wide, two four-inch pipes
|

will be nnii»ly sufficient io the chamber: but you had better have two
other pipes tor top-heat. You will see, in the article referred to, how
Mr. Fleming: mauapcs, by bringing the return-pipe under the bed.

Very likely you would choose to have the top and bottom-heat separate.

Have means of getting water to this chamber when you wish at any time

a moist, bottom-heat. Have the top pipe supplied with evaporating

pans, or troughs, by all means.

Marking Queen Bees (.4.).—Mr. Payne has never marlted a queen
in any way, but it has been done very successfully by Mr. Golding and
others. It should be the queen of a cast, or second swarm, which is

always a //o(/«g- queen, and done instantly after hiving. Taking a small

piece off the antcnme would be better than the wing.

Bees.—C. J. B, " wishes to know where feeding-troughs can be
bought, and for information in the following ease :—A very strong May
swarm, weighing now over 30 lb., and too numerous for the hive ; will

they have time to collect sufficient for the winter if put on a hive stool,

and the old hive taken ? The hive has been covered externally with

dense masses of bees for the last three weeks, and little or no working
appears to be going on." All kinds of feeding-troughs may be pur-

chased of Messrs. Neighbour, and Marriott, London. Your hive

weighing 30 lb. must remain as it is, unless you break it up entirely, and
unite the bees to another stock ; the population will now be decreasing

rapidly, by the killing of drones and the death of workers, so that these

will have room in plenty within the hive.

Quinces [An Amateur, Queen's Cormty),—We sent your letter to Mr,
Erriogton, he replies:— 'W'q can scarcely imagine what can be the

reason of your Quinces not 'setting' their blossoms. It cannot he a

matter of soil, as you have one in moist ground, and the other dry.

Neither can it be deep roots, as one has been transplanted two years'

since. The Quince is rather precocious as to blossoming ; try and retard

one next spring, so as to make it blossom a fortnight later, at least. You
will find advice in back numbers about retardation.

PiNus iNSTGNis {No Signature).— "Wq never said that Finns insigrtis

was grown 6ft. Sin. in a season, anywhere ; and we do not know how to

grow it so rapidly, or believe one word of the story.

Clabifving Liquid-^iianure {Ibid).—This process does not add to,

or reduce, the stren[;th of liquid-manure, only reduces its value a little ;

but lime is not at all the best clarifier—garden soil is by far the best for

the purpose. The question is one of those convenient ones that will suit

cither side of an argument. If you believe that clarification will improve
the liquid, it is quite sure to turn out your way, under your own manage-
ment ; but if you bottle some of it, and give it to a friend who has no
faith in it, you will soon hear that a whole crop was spoiled by your
nostrum ; but the literal meaning is—it does neither good nor harm.

Vine Border (7^. H. N.).—Oyster-shells, brolvcn into small pieces,

will be a good mixture with the soil of your vine border. All chalky
matters, in a small proportion, are useful in sueh borders, and oyater-
shells arc nearly pure chalk (carbonate of lime).

Verbena vknosa {W. P. B.).—You can obtain this of any of the
large London Florists.

Bagging Grapes (A Young Vine).—Bag them as soon as nearly ripe.

We know of no other mode of keeping flies from them. It is too late to
hatch Shanghae chickens this year.

Scalding Leaves (A. M. L.).—If the brown marks on leaves are
caused by the sun's rays falling on them, it is the excessive heat of those
rays which does the mischief. This is proved by the fact, that no injury
occurs, however fast the moisture is evaporated, if the bright rays of the
sun are absent.

Carman's Stoves {F. J. L.).—Never having used them to exclude
cold from plaTits, \vc can give no evidence either in favour of or against
their efficiency.

Gapes in Ciuckens.—M, R. says—"I am very much obliged to
your correspondents for their information as to curing the gapes in
chicken, though 1 am sorry to say I have not benefited by it. As to the
drawing-up the worms with a feather, I cannot manage it all ; I think I

push them lower down in the wind-pipe. But as precaution is better
than cure, I write to say, that I have succeeded in rearing a brood of
twenty chicken without the complaint, by placing them, as soon as
hatched, with the hen, in a room in an outhouse, and giving them water
that had been boiled to drink. This room has an open window exposed
to the sun ; but, as I found that when they were four weeks old they
began to droop from the vrant of more fresh air, as I supposed, I turned
them out, when they soon revived, and have continued quite well. They
arc now about seven weeks old."

Silver Polish Fowls (T. K. A.).—Their topknots ought to be
white entirely. The white variety, with a perfectly black topknot, is

still a desideratum.

Mildew o^ Melon Plants (/. i?.).— Dusting with flowers of sulphur,
and keeping the air in the frame as dry as is compatible with growth, arc
your only remedies.

Blight on Verbenas C^*-«^«).—-What you call the blight is really
a case of long neglected attack of the red spider. Dust fretiuently under
the leaves, with a mixture of two parts soot, two parts flowers of sulphur,
and one part Scotch snuff.

Tail ok Silver-pencilled Hambuegu Cock [Z. V.).—"When we
said the tail should he black, we spoke of its ground colour. If it had
not some of its feathers partly marked, or edged with white, the bird
would be rejected by the judges.

Unbearded Polands (Sci-u^i^or).—The very fact which you state,

of there being only one pen of unbearded Polands at the Baker-street
Exhibition, is a strong evidence that the breeders of Polands consider

the beards dcsirftble. Our coTrcspondent adds—" 1 also rctnarkcd, that

laeing was always rewarded with a prize, and that although no really

laced birds were exhibited, there was a very great improvement in this

respect. The question why Black Polands with ivhitc rn-sts have no
beards, if they be so essential, has not yet been answered ? " The only

answer to this is, that this variety of Polands never have them.

Feeding Ducks (.4. B.)—To keep ducks from trampling in their

food, put it into a trough behind a railing, through which they can only

put their head and neck. Cutting off the head is the most speedy and
least painful mode of killing either ducks or chickens.

MoTn (T. Jlf. }K.)— It is a very common one, the Drinker (Odoneatis

potatoria).

Orleans Plum (S. O. L.1—The withering away of the tree imme-
diately after the cutting away of the watery side-shoots was a curious

coincidence, but nothing more. The death of the tree arose probably
from its roots perishing, and this occasioned by their being in an un-
favourable subsoil, saturated with wet during the late winter and
summer. At all events, nothing would be more likely to kill it.

Brahma Pocteas (IK.).—We cannot plead guilty to having not
declared our opinion of these birds.

Landlord and Tenant {Amateur).—We fear you have no right to

remove your greenhouse ; and we are quite sure that you were wrong in

cutting-down the Apple and Walnut-trees, ivithnut permission, to make
room for the erection. We should not be lenient if wc were your land-

lord. If tenants would but do as they would be done by in these matters
there would not be so many after-complaints. Why not obtain a land-

lord's consent beforehand ?

Names of Plants {W. P, Hume).—No. 1. Veronica clegans. No. 2.

V. orchidea. No. 3. V. neglecta. No. 4. Cistopteris fragile. It is

always desirable a lower leaf should accompany the specimens of the

flowers.

CALENDAR FOE SEPTEMBER.

FRUIT FORCING.
Air, give freely in all houses. Air-moistdre, reduce the amount
gradually. Bottom-iieat must gradually decline; say at least one
degree weekly until November. Cucumbers, for winter work, must be
got forward with similar attention as in spring. Cherries for forcing

may be potted or shifted. Cleaning : let all glass be thoroughly cleaned
this month ; all painting, lime-washing, done also. Figs, water late

crops. Forcing (Early), prepare for by getting things to rest. Flues,
clean, Grapes, watch ripe berries, use the scissors, remove laterals from.
Insects, of all kinds subdue. Linings, attend to. Melons, late, give

spring culture to ; beware of damps. Nectarines, see Peaches, Pines,
continue forward culture ; water late swcllers ; repot last successions ; and
harden off the latter class in snug pits. Peaches, remove late laterals

;

stop remaining leaders ; syringe freely ; and water at root moderately.
Painting, carry out. Kepaiks, complete. Red Spider, subdue.
Strawberries, in pots, give high culture to ; keep them plunged above
ground level. Ventilation, attend well to. Vines

;
progressively

remove laterals from late crops ; apply fire heat daily in all dull weather.
Vermin, destroy. Wasps, destroy nests. R. Erringtoh.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Apples, gather as they are ready. Apricots, stop all growing wood,

and remove all spray which shades the buds. Berberries, gather.

Budding, slacken bandages. Currants, cover to preserve. Cherries,
late, beware of birds and wasps. Cranberries, collect. Damsons,
gather. Figs, stop all shoots, and thin out spray. Gooseberries,
destroy caterpillars, and retard late kinds. Insects, subdue. Mul-
berries, gather. Nuts, gather and store. Nectarines, see Peaches.
Plums, protect from wasps. Pears, stop all shoots, reduce coarse l)reast

wood. Peaches, stop all shoots, remove fnliage from rijiening fruit.

Strawberries, plant; destroy runners. Tomatoes, stop growing.
Vines, stop every shoot and reduce laterals. Vermin, destroy.

R. ErringtoNi

FLOWER GARDEN.
Aconite (Winter), plant e. Anemones, plant best, e.; sow, b.

Annuals (Hardy), sow, b. Auriculas not shifted in August now
remove ; water and shade

;
prepare awning to protect in autumn and

winter; sow, b. Bud perpetual Roses to the end of the month. Bulbous-
roots, plant for early blooming, e. Carnation layers remove, b.
Chrysanthemums, plant cuttings, Sec, b. Cut round the roots
of large specimens intended to be taken up next month, b. Cut in large
sjiecimens of geraniums &e., in the beds to be potted, as soon as they
break, to make specimens of, b. Cuttings of evergreens, put in, b.
Dahlias, number and make list of, while in perfection, descriljing their

colour, height, &c. Dress borders assiduously. Edgings, trim, plant.

Evergreens, plant, b.; make layers. Fibrous-rooted perennials,

propagate by slips, parting roots, &e. Grass, mow and roll ; sow, b.
Gravel, weed and roll. Guernsey Lilies, pot. Heartsease, plant
cuttings; trim old. Hedges, clip, c; it is the best time. Mignonette,
sow in pots, to shelter in frames. Rooted Pipings, of pinks, A-c.,

plant out for blooming. Planting Evergreens, generally, commence,
e. Polyanthuses, plant. Ranunculuses, plant, best, e. ; sow, b.

Double Rockets, divide and transplant. Roses, cut down, which must
be removed at 1^1 ichaclmas, ten days before taking up. Seedlings, iilant

out. Seeds, gather as ripe, and keep down seed-pods in flower-beds.
Transplant perennials, e. Tuberous-rooted plants, transplant.

Turk, lay. Verbenas, cut the roots of favourite sorts six inches from
the stem ; water them, and in three weeks they may be removed safely
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to be kept in pots ; a few plants thus treated are better than many cuttings.
Water Annuals and other plants in dry weather. Yuccas in, or showing
for, bloom, give abundance of water to. D. Ijeaton.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, give freely night and day, unless when very stormy. Annuals,

such as CoHinsia, Nemophila, Schizanthiis, of sorts, sow towards the
end of the month, for blooming in spring and early summer. Bulbs,
pot !or early blooming, such as K//nc-i>i^/(S, Xarcissus, Tulips, &c., also
Ln/:henalins, Erodiums, &c Camellias, still expose, but defend from
heavy rains. Cuttings may still be made, and buddings proceeded with.
Cinerarias, sow for late blooming; prick off seedlings for spring
flowering ; shift into flower-pots for winter flowering. Calceolarias.
sow seed ; propagate by cuttings under hand-lights, and shift small plants
already struck ; shrubby kinds for the flower-garden will be time enough
after the middle of the month. Ericas and Azaleas, get under shelter,
ready to be housed by the end of the month. Geraniums, 3Itktles,
Salvias, &c., propagate by cuttings, shift into larger puts, to be esta-
blished before winter, and prepare for taking up out of the open border
by cutting round the roots, doing only one half at a time. Where there
is not plenty of room, cuttings struck early will answer better than old
plants taken up, and will also save much labour. Glass, Flues &c.,
clean and repair. Plants, clean, tie, arrange. Pots, free from moss
and filth, and fresh surface with suitable compost. In using new pots
for hard-wooded plants, let them all be soaked, and then dried, before
using. Seedlings of all kinds, prick out as soon as they can be handled.
Propagate all half-hardy things, such as Geraniums, Fuchsias, Salvias,
and especially Calceolarias, Petunias, Verbenus, &c. ; the last three-
named will do better than if struck earlier, the smallest pieces will do
best. They may either be planted in light sandy compost, in pots or in
a bed on a shady border ; if on a north aspect, no shading will be required.
Water will still be abundantly required for plants growing freely, and
those intended to bloom in winter, such as Primroses, Cinerarias, and
Chrysanthemums, should have manure-water given freely. Whenever
you observe the first flower-bud of a Chrysanthemum, though no larger
than a pin's head, you may give the clear manure-water freely. Water
should be given sparingly to plants that are to be put into a state of rest,
just keeping them from flagging. All Succulents will now do better next
season the less water they receive, provided their stems are not rendered
very limp and soft. Tbopceolums, with tuberous roots, pot whenever
they begin to vegetate ; they do not like shifting, therefore give a good-
sized pot at once; give very little water until the pot is getting filled

with roots, as they cannot bear sour sodden soil; let the pots be well
drained. Climbers will soon require cutting that have been growing
rather naturally, in order that more light may be given to the plants
below. If the house plants can be kept out of the house for a month
longer, the creepers, to be beautiful, will require aaiple waterings.

K. Fish.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Anemones, plant in rich light soil. Auriculas and PoLVANTnusES,

remove towards the end of the month into winter shelter ; take the op-
portunity to cleanse and top-dress slightly. Carnations and Picotees,
take off layers, and pot them in pairs in fotir-and-a-half inch pots ; such
layers as have not rooted, pot, and place in a frame, kept close, till they
root. CnRVSANTHEMUMs, give liquid-manure to; place in the green-
house a few that show bloom, to flower early ; protect from early frosts,

should an* occur. Cinerarias, pot, and advance a stage. Dahlias,
continue to protect the blooms from sun, rain, and insects; keep them
well tied in, to prevent the autumnal winds from breaking off the side

shoots. Fuchsias, in pots, gone out of. bloom, remove out of the green-
house, and place in a situation where severe frost will not reach them;
under a stage in the greenhouse, or in a cold pit, will do. Ieis bulbous),
plant latter end of the month, in rich borders or beds. Layers, of Car-
nations, Pansies, and Pinks, take off as soon as rooted and pot. Pinks,
prepare the bed or beds to plant out layers in ; mix freely the soil with
well-decomposed littery dung and leaf-mould, plant the pipings or young
plants out towards the end of the month. Ranunculuses, if not all taken
up must be done instantly, or the autumn rains will start them into

growth prematurely ; examine roots of, taken up previously, and if

mouldy lay them in the sun to dry more effectually. Roses cutoff all

decayed blooms as they occur. Tulip-bed, prepare, by adding dung to

the soil, if not exhausted, or by making an entire new bed ; see that it is

well drained, and place two inches of cow-dung over the drainage.

T. Appleby,

ORCHID HOUSE.
Air, give only on bright sunny days, from 10 o'clock till 3. Blocks,

continue to syringe morning and evening, the first half of the month ;

the latter end in the mornings only. Baskets may be kept rather drier,

excepting such as S(unAo/>ea5 that are growing; let these be dipped in
tepid water once a-week, at least, using discretion, according to the state
they are in as to being wet or dry. Dendrobiums: many species will now
have perfected their pseudo-bulbs for the season ; let such be immediately
removed into a cooler house, and have no water given them. Other kinds
will require the same treatment as soon as the full growth is attained.
Growing Plants may still be retained in the warm, moist atmosphere
of the orchid-house, and be kept moist at the roots. Heat in this

month may be reduced a few degrees. Sudden changes are always
dangerous ; by gradually reducing the heat, the plan's become inured to
the change. Insects, search tor diligently, and destroy; every one
destroyed now will prevent myriads from being bred next year. L.elia
AUTUMNALis Will be growing rapidly; keep it well supplied with water,
as, upon the strength it acquires during this month, will depend the
number of flowers on the spike in October or November. Rest, give to
all plants that have made their annual growth ; without this they would
continue to grow and never flower. Suade may be much reduced now,
except on very bright days during the beginning of the month. U'ater,
continue to give to growing plants till the year's growth is completed,
then withhold it, excepting from a few species with pseudo-bulbs, which,
not having that storehouse of food laid up, must have occasional damp-
ings and sprinkUngs. T. Appleby.

PLANT STOVE.
Air, give abundantly on all favourable occasions. Achimenes going

out of bloom, place in a cold pit, giving water to induce them to go
early to rest. Achimenes picta, continue to grow on, to flower at
Christmas. Climbers, on the rafters, commence to reduce greatly, by
pruning off all superfluous shoots, tying the rest in neatly. In pots
trained on trellises, these would be greatly benefited by being placed out-
of-doors, in some sheltered nook, for a week or two at "the commencement
of this month ; when set out, lay them on one side on a grass plot, and
give the leaves on the under side a severe syringing. This would clear
them of the red spider, at all events. Frames containing stove plants
must now be covered up every night with double mats ; uncover early,
and lift up the light for a minute or two to let out foul air, and let in
fresh and sweet: give these jilants water only in the morning. Ges-
NERA zebrina: tbosc Started early will now be in flower; keep the
rest growing by keeping up a heat of 72° or 75^, and supply water in a
tepid state in due proportion. Other kinds of Gesneras and Glox-
inias gone out of bloom place in cool frames, and withhold water, to
cause them to go gradually to rest ; plants of this kind struck in the
spring w\W now be in flower; keep them in the stove, and gi\-e water.
Plants, generally, that have bloomed, give less water and heat to.
Winter-blooming Plants, give every encouragement to, to cause a
fine bloom. Soils, procure and prepare for use by frequently turning
them over; keep them clear of weeds at all times. T. Appleby.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Angelica, thin out, and earth-stir in the seed-bed, where the plants

may remain until the spring. Aromatic Pot Herbs, finish gathering.
Artichokes, break down stems, and keep clear of weeds. Asparagus-
beds, weed. Balm, cut, and dry. Beans, keep clear of weeds, and
seed collect, and dry off well ; store them away in the pods. Beet, take
up as wanted. Borage, earth-stir amongst, and collect seed. Bore-
cole, plant out, and use the hoe freely amongst. Bbocoli, plant,

and keep the earth stirred in fine dry days. Burnet, plant. Cabbages,
plant out; keep the seed-beds free from weeds, and earth-stir. Red
Dutch Cabbages are ready for pickling. Cardoons. earth up well in
dry weather Carrots, attend to thinning and earth-stirring the Au-
gust sown crops. Cauliflower Plants, prictt out in rich, open, warm
borders, so as to have a good choice of plants to stand the winter. Ce-
lery, earth-up freely in dry weather; let the earth be well forked-up
and broken to pieces previously to spading it up to the rows, and plant
out successional crops which will be found very useful to the cook during
the winter and spring months. Chervil, sow. Coleworts, plant
out. Coriander, sow. Corn Salad, sow. Cress, (American^, sow
and plant. Cucumbers, attend to in pits and frames, top and clear
away all decayed leaves, &c. ; strike cuttings of favourite kinds, or sow
seeds for winter and spring growth. Endive, plant out plentifully;
tie up, or otherwise cover up to blanch. Fennel, plant and cut down.
Hoeing, attend to in all cases in dry weather, and be the more attentive
to this between heavy showers. Hyssop, plant. Jerusalem Arti-
chokes, keep clear of weeds; do not injure the stems; take up roots
if required for use. Kidney^-beans, earth-stir among, and collect seeds;
put away dry in pods. Leeks, plant and earth-stir. Lettuces may
still be sown in warm borders, but attend to those which were sown at

proper time
; prick out from the seed-beds ; keep them clear from weeds,

so as to have a good winter supply of sturdy plants ; tie up full grown.
Melons, be sparing with water at this season; give plenty of air to
ripening fruit; keep up warmth by backing up with linings, &c. ; shut
up early. Mint, still cut and dry. Mushroom Spawn, collect; this

is often found when breaking up old hotbeds; put it away in close dry
sheds until wanted. Mushroum-beds, make; this is the best season
in the whole year for making mushroom-beds in any way, from the
proper mu.ihroom-house to the common span-roof bed in the open air

to be covered with straw. Nasturtiums, gather as they become fit

for use. Onions, press down to promote their bulbing, and take up
those that are ripe; dry well before storing away for winter; attend
to the August-sown; weed and earth-stir. Potatoes, take up and
store away, and should be looked over shortly and often, after being
taken in until all the diseased ones are removed. Parsley, cut down
and transplant in some warm corner for winter supply. Peas, look
after birds, and collect seed of, dry them well, and store them away
in their pods. Pennyroyal, cut and dry. BIarjorum. the same.
Radishes, sow in warm borders. Rhubarb, clear from weeds. Sage
AND Savory may be planted. Savoys, plant and earth-stir. Sea-
kale-beds, keep clear from weeds. Seeds, gather of all kinds as
they ripen. Small Salading, sow. Sorrel, plant. Spinach, sow
in warm border; attend to thinning-out the August-sown crops from
six to eight inches apart in the rows. Tansy and Tarragon, attend
to if required. Thyme, plant. Turnips, sow of the best little early kinds;
thin and hoe advancing crops. Watercress, plant. Watering, in

dry weather, must be particularly attended to previous to planting, or
pricking out any kind of young plants, or sowing the same. Water well
both before and after. Attend to earthing-up, eartli-stirring, and
hoeing in general, in dry weather; the rake may be advantageously used
in many cases after the hoe at this catching season of the year. Many
good managers only plant Cabbages in one week of the whole year, and
that in the first week in September, and from plants sown about the 21st

of July; the soil to receive them should be made thoroughly rich.

Others make a good planting at this time, and another in fliareh, which
will give an excellent supply for the whole year. T. Weaver.
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12 feet 8^ iuclies, and theu divided into fifteen large,

ascending bvauclies, which, in very numerous and

crowded subdivisions, spreads at the top in a circular

form, not unlike the apjiearance of a shady oak, in-

clining a little towards the east. The circumference

of the trunk, at the bottom, was 15 feet iH inches;

in the middle, 11 feet 10 inches ; and at the top, imme-

diately below the branches, 13 feet. The entire height

of the tree was -U» feet, and tlie circumference of the

branches, at their extremities, upwards of 200 feet

—

overshading a plane not far short of 4000 feet. The

most moderate computatioa of its age was, at that time,

near fourscore years (this would bring the date of its

being planted to the year 1 700—Johnson was born

1709). Several views of this fine tree have been already

published. There are two portraits of it in the Qar-

dener's Magazine for 1785. These were taken before

the tree had ai-rived at its full growth ; for, in 1810, Dr.

Withering measured the tree, and found the trunk to

girth 21 feet, at feet from the ground; and to extend

30 feet in height, before dividing into enormous ramifi-

cations ; the trunk and branches were then perfectly

round; but, in November in that yeaf, a tiolent storm

swept away many of the branches ; ftnd nearly half of

what remained fell to the ground in August, 1815. At

the time of Mr. Westwood's acijuaintaneo with it, about

1822, it exhibited the appearance given in the above

woodcut—the ti-unk being hollow, having a deep rent

on the south-west side (shown in the cut) ; and a far

greater hole in the east feifle, into which toys used often

to creep; in fact, in 1825, the trunk wai^ milch burnt, by

some urchins who had made a fire in the interior, biit

the town fire-engine having been brought into requisi-

tion the flames were subdued ; but, in April, 1820, the

tree was blown down in a violent storm. A lithograph

sketch of its appearance shortly before its fall was

published, which has been copied in Loudoli's Arbo-

retum, iii. p. 1521, in which work wo further read, that,

after the tree was blown down, Mr. Holmes, a coach-

maker, residing in Lichfield, and the proprietor of the

ground on which Johnson's Willow stood, regretting

that there was no young tree to plant in its stead,

recollected that the year before a large branch had been

blown down, part of which had been used as pea-sticks

in his garden ; and examined them, to see if any of

them had taken root. Finding that one had, he had it

removed to the site of the old tree, and planted there in

fresh soil ; a band of music, and a number of persons

attending its removal, and a dinner afterwards being

given, by Mr. Holmes, to his friends and the admirers

of Johnson. The young tree is now thriving.

At the time of its fall, Johnson's Willow was esti-

mated to be of the age of l;10 years, aud its greatest

height appears to have been about sixty feet. After it

was blown down, some of Johnson's admirers, at Lich-

field, had its remains converted into snuft'-boxes and
similar articles.

There is a circumstance connected with this tree

which bears strongly upon its connexion with Dr.

Johnson, that it seems surprising that none of Dr.

Johnson's biographers should have mentioned it. The
little cottage shewn in our engraving (shorn, indeed, of

its fair proportions by the artist, who has also omitted

the row of windows beneath the arched eaves in the

thatched roof) is called " the Parchment House," or

Cottage. It is now converted into two dwellings.

Now, it happens, that Johnson's father, who was a

bookseller at Lichfield, engaged imsuccessfuUy in the

manufacture of pai'chment, and it was in this cottage,

doubtless, that the manufacture was carried on up to at

least 1725, at which time Dr. Johnson was sixteen years

old. It was in this year that the father was proceeded

against by the E.xcise Office for duties levied on the

parchment, aud it is this circumstauce that led Johnson,
in his Dictionary, to give so violent a definition of the

word Excise, namely, " a hateful tax, levied upon com-
modities, and adjudged not by the common judges of

projierty, but by wretches hired by those to whom excise

is ])aid." See further, Boswell's Life of Johnson, hy

Croher, 1. p. ;il, note.

from the close proximity of the tree to the " Parch-

ment" Cottage, we can easily conceive that Johnson's

interest was excited long before it became famous on
account of its size, for, if not planted before 1700, it

would theu have possessed no interest on that account,

whereas, if it had been planted cither hy the father

(who was born in 1G5C, and who certainly was a resident

at Lichfield in 1687), or by the son, or had attracted

the attention of the latter when a hoy, from living close

to the spot, we can easily understand his statement, that

"it was the delight both of his early and waning life;"

and, in fact, since the above lines were written, an aged

relation, who was well acquainted with the late Rev.

H. White, the clergyman of Stow Church, and the

friend and great admirer of Johnson, has stated that

she was told by INfrs. White, that the twig, which

grew to be Johnson's tree, was struck into the ground

by Johnson himself Supposing this to have been done

when he was a lad of ten years old, the tree was not

more than 105 years old at the time of its destruction,

which gives us 100 years as the ordinary duration of a

tree of this kind.

A botanical friend writes to us thus—" I have cer-

tainly met with several Willows of larger dimensions

than Dr. Johnson's tree. There is a large Willow close

to Stratford, which, I think, might well be dedicated to

Shakspere, since it is the only tree of any magnitude

I could find near Stratford. Tliere was also a Willow

of some size, a dozen years since, in the grounds were

Mrs. Thrale lived (Johnson's friend), somewhere near

London (at Streatham), but whether in e.xistence now,

I cannot say. I remember that Blyth, who is now
curator to the R. A. S., at Calcutta, took me to it." As

Johnson was constantly at Mrs. Thrale's house, the

Streatham tree ma}' have been planted by Johnson

himself, from a cutting of his Lichfield tree.—I. 0. W.
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" What kind of poultry do yo\i really advise mo to

keep? " Tljis question hag been so frequently heard of

late, that the reasons on which an answer may be

given will, probably, interest many of the readers of

The Cottage Gardener.

First, however, let us distinctly understand the class

of persons to whom the following observations may be

applicable.

Now, with those that breed fowls for exhibition we

liave nothing to do in the present instance, which

regards simply the value, in an economical point of

view, of the several breeds of our domestic poultry ; for

though at present limiting our remarks to "fowls" only,

properly so called, it may be advisable, on another occa-

sion, to refer to geese, ducks, and the other ordinary

members of the poultry-yard.

On the supposition, therefore, that the enquirer is of

the class of those country gentlemen, or clergymen, to

whom the pages of The Cottage Gardener are so

especially dedicated, and that some few acr'es of land

are occupied by him, with tlie view of supplying his

household with milk, butter, pork, or corn, as the case

may be, we shall now proceed to explain our opinions

as to the choice and management of his poultry. This

arrangement, it will be seen, at once excludes the

famier and the cottager, whose object may probably

be better served on a different plan.

The occupier of some fifteen or twenty acres of land

under the usual course of farming has many advantages

in the small corn and the steamed food prepared for his

cattle and pigs, both of which contribiUe to lessen the

expense of the keep of poultry from the amount that it

must reach when every article of their food has to be

purchased. More, probably, may thus be made of what

is so bestowed than is attainable by sale, or any other

purpose for which it is commonly employed. Under

ordinary circumstances, indeed, we strongly recommend

the adoption of a system, on such occupations, that

may provide whatever is required for household wants

rather than growing or reai'iug for sale. Such occu-

pants of land ai'e not in the habit of attending markets,

and, consequently, all such transactions must pass

through the medium of a third person, whose interest,

to say the least, is not identical with his employer's.

In poultry, no less than the other live and dead stock

of a farm, however small, will attention to this fact be

found prudent.

Persons thus circumstanced will require a "conti-

nuous " supply of both eggs and poultry throughout the

year, and not, as too often happens, to find themselves

with abundance one month, and scarcity the next.

Taking the numbers of the family fi-om ten to twelve,

servants and children included—and eggs ai'e often

good economy elsewhere than at your own table

—

I'rora twelve to fifteen hens should give a constant

supply throughout the year ; and if, in the winter

months, there is too heavy a run on that branch of the

products of the poultry-house, the eggs that in summer

have been stored in lime, or placed in a baa-rel with

salt, will provide what may be required for pastry, and

similar purposes. But, at the risk of the penalties of

digression, let us here suggest the prohibition of eggs

to the cook when employed on a rice piidding; their

presence renders it too hard and dry, while their absence

leaves it, if the work of a competent artiste, exactly of

that consistency that finds favour with most palates.

But the cart is now before the horse, since a recom-

mendation is given when to use eggs before their pro-

duction has been seen to. Now, of those twelve to

fifteen hens above-mentioned, one-half should be Bor-

kings, the remainder ShangJtaes. In this selection, we
have regard to tho incubation no less than the mere

production of eggs. During summer, both varieties

will contribute .jointly to the egg-basket ; and when, later

in the year, the Dorkings fall oft', the Slianghaes will be

at hand, and fully justify their great merits as winter

layers. Early in the spring, the Dorkings only should

be employed as mothers, remaining, as they do, so much
longer with their chickens ; but from April, the Shan-

ghaes may safely be entrusted with the responsibilities

of maternity. The older hens of both varieties will be

at their worst time as egg-producers during Autumn
and their moulting season ; early-hatched pullets, there-

fore, especially Shanghaes, must then be ready to take

their place. And thus, with a little forethought and

anticipation of what may be necessary, the eggs need

never bo wanting.

But persons, situated as those by whom we have pre-

sumed the question that heads this paper has been put,

require " ^00(2 chiclcens" no less than fresh eggs: this

leads to the consideration of what male birds should be

the companions of the before-mentioned hens.

In such establishments we have no reason to expect

enclosed yards for separate birds; such arrangements

carrying us out of our proper limits, and introducing us,

probably, to those who regard their- fowls as special pets

and favourites, with a possible view to an occasional

exhibition.

We reckon, however, on a good, airy, clean, poultry-

house, and the run of a meadow, with a earefi.d provision

of fresh water.

The hens being of two separate breeds, the cocks—^for

we would have two—should belong to one or other of

those breeds. Which, then, shall wo take? To Dor-

kings, wo think, must the preference bo given ; or those

who trust to our advice may not be so fully satisfied

with the chickens that appear on their dining-tables.

"A reluctant confession, at last, in favour of Dor-

kings versus Shanghaes," is an exclamation that, doubt-

less, will be here raised by some reader mindful of

former papers in The Cottage Gardener. No ; we de-

cidedly reply. What we then said, still continues our

opinion, and this is it—that a heavier weight of poultry

may be raised within a given time, and on a certain

quantity of food, from Shanghaes, than from fowls of any

other breed. In " quality," we repeat our former admis-

sion, that they may be exceeded by others, especially by

Game and Dorkings. But a "young" Shanghae—for a

cockerel of that race, destined for the kitchen, should

never live beyond five, nor a pullet beyond six, months

—
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is of fail- .average quality as compared with nine-tentlis

of the fowls procurable at country markets. The fault,

indeed, is in the fact, that they produce meat on inferior

parts; thus; the breast is too often prominent, while the

leg is unusually developed ; the latter, however, is by

no means so apt to prove tough as in other fowls. The

limit above referred to must, however, be kept in view,

or our advocacy falls to the ground.

But let us here anticipate another objection that may

be taken to this advice—" You say that such persons

as you now refer to will, probably, be willing to pay

something extra for the superior character of Ids

poultry, from having them bred by Dorking rather than

Shaughae cocks ; why, therefore, do you not recommend

that the male birds should be of the ' Game' family, as

you have placed these birds at the head of the list for

cidiuary excellence, and term the Dorkings constitu-

tionally delicate?" To those whose experience has

rendered them familiar with Game fowls the answer

may seem unnecessary, but they form but a small

portion of those into whose hands this paper may fall

;

we reply, therefore, that in localities such as we have

now described, Game fowls would be too troublesome,

and thus, not merely the male birds, but as to avoid the

production of mongi-els only we should have to sub-

stitute Game hens for those of the Dorking breed, these

latter would never consent to be at peace with them-

selves or their neighbours ; they cannot, in fact, be kept

in large numbers; and though an old Game cock will

certainly preserve a certain degree of order in his walk,

there will still exist so jealous a feeling, that combats,

to the detriment of old and young alike, will ever be

recurring. A well-fed Game chicken is, unquestionably,

the best of all poxilti-y, but, then, although when allowed

a wide range, and kept in small numbers, their con-

stant activity procures so large a quantity of their food

without cost to their owner, they attain no great size ;

and without such advantages in their run, the calcula-

tion of comparative " cost and produce" would finally

be against them. No ; however suitable in some cases

for " farm" stock, they are not calculated for the econo-

mical production of eggs and chickens under the cir-

cumstances that are now before us.

But, says the objector, all tliis may be very true, and

the Game fowl may bo imsuitable for the wants of those

who have solicited your advice, but still, since you

declare the Dorking to be a delicate bird, why not then

take some other breed ? Tor the sound reason, that we

do not yet know where to lay our hand on a better bird

for our purpose. This year has, certainly, been un-

usually destnictive to them, and north, south, east, and

west, wherever, indeed, curiosity on poultry matters has

led us, do we hear the reiteration of the same complaints.

Fowls, indeed, of all kinds, have suflered from the low

temperature and continued wet of this summer, and

Shanghaes have evinced their hardy nature by sustaining

these trials with far less mortality than other races ; but

such conditions as to weather are exceptions to the

general course of the seasons, and it cannot be supposed

that it could have been found profitable to rear Dor-

kings for the London, and other markets, throughout

the long period that it has been done, if, on the average,

they had proved so commonly deficient in vigour of con-

stitution as would be indicated by the recent records of

so many yards throughout the whole of the United

Kingdom. We may even allow the Dorking race to be

somewhat deficient in constitutional strength, and this

we believe to be the case, but when the Dorking

chicken does grow, it grows fast, lays on meat in the

right place, and, after death, seldom fails, under fair

treatment, of proving both tender and well-flavoured.

If their owner may wish to breed pure chickens only,

the eggs of the Dorkings only may be taken for the

purposes of incubation, the ditjei-ence of coloiu- proving

a sm-e means of distinction. If, again, on the other

hand, it may be desired to test the merits of the half-

bred race, there is gi-eat encouragement in the large-

sized, useful fowls that have been lately exhibited as the

produce of a similar union. Hitherto, the members of

the different families of fowls, of pui'e descent and un-

stained lineage, have appeared to us as best calculated

for the several purposes of poultry-keepers, but these

experiments on crossing the different races, even if they

fail to guide us to any improved composite race, may

still serve to confirm the merits of the several distinct

varieties.

'•Where should we get our birds to start with?"

may now be asked. In respect of Dorkings, wherever

obtained, we should certainly advise as near an approach

as possible to the character of Captain Hornby's birds,

their excellence, in an economical point of view, being

equal to the beauty of their appearance. In Shanghaes,

as no exhibition display is intended, a piu-chase may
easily be effected at small cost ; for there ai-e few yards

where, at this season, pullets of indifferent feather, but,

in other respects, possessing all tlie good qualities of

their family, may not be obtained at a very reason-

able rate.

It will be necessaiy to provide yearly a supply of

pullets equal to one-third of the whole number of hens,

to supply casualties, and replace those that are become

too aged for profit. The Dorkings may be reared, sup-

posing that every second year a cock of fresh blood is

. introduced ; and an annual purchase of a nest of

I Shanghac eggs would supply the requisite number of

those birds. For management, &c., reference may be

;
made to tlie pages of The Polltry Book.

I Many points, we are aware, have been very cursorily

1 glanced at in these observations, and very many matters

which woidd materially influence the success of the

I

exhibitor have met with compar-atively little attention.

All that we had in view was how to recommend a plan

by which the query that caused these notes may best

be answered—that is, how an individual, in the ciicum-

stances that we have pre-supposed, may most econo-

mically provide his household with eggs and chickens.

—W.
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No duty presses more imperatively upon a public

journalist than the exposure of frauds ; and, however

unpalatable the duty may bo, it is one from which we

have not, and will not shrink. Two cases of deception

have recently been brought to our notice in poultry

transactions, and wo lose uo time in recording them as

warnings to our readers.

The prevailing taste dictates that those bufl'Shanghae

pullets arc to be preferred which have no black feathers

in their hackle. One was bought recently in which no

such black marks appeared, but, after being kept a short

time, some spots began to peep forth. Upon a closer

examination, it w'as then found that many of the ob-

jectionable feathers had been plucked away, and that

the black points of others had been ingeniously re-

moved. The scissors had been employed in this

instance; but we are told that in some other cases the

blackness had been removed, or mellowed down, by the

gentle but repeated use of the pumice stone.

The next instance of fraudulent deception was in

the case of a Spanish cockerel. His white face was

unusually large and welldevelojied for so young a bird;

indeed, so much so, that a good judge of this breed of

fowls gave for him a large price. Since the purchase,

it is discovered that the bird's checks had been shaved

and painted white

!

We know dishonesty is so prevalent among horse-

dealers, that any fraudulent iniquity among them is

considered customary and unexceptiouablo ; indeed, we

know of an old horse that was so metamorphosed by

one of the profession, that its former proprietor bought

it as a young horse a few months after selling it. Such

deceptions, we hope, will not prevail among poultry

fanciers ; but we fear that the only safeguard is vigil-

ance on the part of the purchaser, lie must not only

be vigilant in examining birds before buying them, but

he should be well acquainted with the character of their

vendors. Sorry are we to have the conviction forced

upon us, that there are among these some from whom
we are entitled to expect purer conduct than evidence

now before us permits us to think really characterizes

them.

THE PLANTING SEASON.

We are now approaching that period of the year

when most good and experienced planters like best to

carry out planting operations ; more especially of large

evergreens. A few years since, the questions of autumn
and spring-planting were much mooted, and, at tlie

commencement of these debates, the advocates on either

side seemed to be nearly equal ; since then, however,

there can be little doubt that a vast number of the

spring planters have either come over to the supporters

of the autumn side of the question, or have ceased to

press their own views.

For my own part, I confess to a decided prepossession

in favour of autumn-planting ; I caunot remember the

time when I could feel a bias in favour of the operation

in spring. I have been in the habit of removing trees

and shrubs annually for some thirty years, at least, and,
therefore, must lay claim to a fair share of experience

;

and having moved them at various periods, the spring,

generally only as a matter of necessity, I have been

able to mark the various degress of success.

In order to understand the true bearing of this

question, it may be well to chat over the atmospheric

conditions prevalent at the respective periods of autumn
and spring ; to examine what the probabilities are, and
what the conditions most suitable to the planter ; after

this, I will take the liberty of pointing to a few import-

ant practical facts.

One feature, of no small consequence in autumn-
planting, presents itself on the very face of the subject;

and altliough not involving, by itself, any great principle

connected with the well-being of the tree, is worth

placing in relief—it is the economical bearing of the

matter. If I can show that the chances are in iavour of

autumn-planting, I can also show that such recommend-
ation comes with double force in tlic eyes of practical

men ; and to hint that the out-door demands on labour

is by far greater in the month of March than in Sep-

tember or October, is to point to a mere truism.

Perhaps this may be thought to account for the ))redi-

lection our old practioals have, in the main, for getting

such work a-head.

But now to the arguments in favour of autumn-plant-

ing, or rather to the pros and cons in the atl'air; for we
must look both sides full in the face. What, then, are

the conditions most favourable to the speedy rooting of

a shrub or tree, be the period of the year what it may?
First, bottom warmth, equal to keeping up the vital or

active forces of the tree ; and not only that, but one

superior, by a few degrees in the average, to the heat of

the surrounding air. Secondly, a rather moist condition

of the atmosphere, if not for the purposes of absorption,

at least, in order to act as a check on the perspiratory

organs of the suffering tree, which is now in a condition

ill qualilied to afjbrd tlie copious perspirations of estab-

lished trees. And, tliirdly, a steady ground moisture, to

which may bo added, the absence, as far as possible, of

drying winds.

Any one who will take into consideration, fully, the

respective characters of the autumn months and those

of the spring, will at once see the vast superiority of the

former as to planting. That the desirable conditions

enumerated are correct, in the main, our first-rate

gardeners will, I am persuaded, bear a ready witness.

Men who have been familiar with the art of propagation

by cuttings, &c., for many years, both in a scieutiljc and

practical point of view, are, it must be admitted, in a

good position to ascertain the value of such, consider-

ations. It may appear strange to some to talk of

propagation by cuttings, as bearing on the subject of

transplantation ; but, probably, a familiarity with such

gardening necessities is better calculated to create a

correct judgment as to planting matters than most

gardening processes.

The argument concerning the great utility of ground-

heat, lias been, in my opinion, too much neglected in

this question. Mere novices in horticulture, would,

perhaps, wonder at a practical for making a fuss about

some four or five degrees of ground-heat, when the

subject to be planted is nothing but a huge Holly or

Laurel. But such should learn, that it is with Hollies

or Laurels, as with Turnips and Cabbages. He is the

best planter who can, in the most speedy way, coax the

tree or plant to become familiar with its new locality.

Now, it is quite clear that September and October

possess considerable advantages, iu this respect, over

February and March, or, indeed, any intermediate

month. It is perfectly superfluous to go over argu-

ments to prove this; and I proceed on the assumption

tliat I have made the case out.

The second consideration is about the average

amount of air-moisture, taking it for granted that dry-

ness in the air, by robbing the newly-planted tree of
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juices it can ill spare, is one of the planter's gi-eatest

enemies. We are all familiar with the vast amount of

humidity the air generally contains during llie late

autumn months. Sunshine, moreover, is a scarce

article ; and 1 need scarcely add, that sunlight is of

no utility to newly-planted trees, but, rather, the reverse.

It will be evident, tlieu, that the chances are much
in favour of the declining autumn months as to air-

moisture, or, at least, there is less dissipation.

The next consideration urged, is a steady or per-

manent grouud-moistiu-e, the necessity of which, to

new planting, is obvious to the most uninformed reader.

I think it will he found that betimes in September, and
generally in " old October," rain falls pretty liberally,

in other words, we are not accustomed to expatiate on
di-onghts after the middle of September has faii'ly passed.

But who has not heai-d of "^larch dust?" Not that

it is an annual affair, however ; but when it does

occur, which is sufliciently frequent to gain it a time-

honoured name amongst fanners, it is dust in earnest.

I think that little more need be said, on the present

occasion, to prove the advantages, on the average, of

autumn-planting over that of the spring ; and 1 will

proceed to handle a few points of a merely practical

character, which should be well thought over by young
planter's. In the first place, What about balls of earth ?

I am persuaded, from experience, that too much fuss by
half is made about the ball. I do not deny that a

certain amount of it is not only beneficial, but really

necessaiT, under certain circumstances ; but, it may be

remembered, that such is too often obtained at the cost

of hundreds of valuable fibres. A ball, too, loses half

its importance in October planting ; whilst in spring,

the planter having the fear of March winds and sun-

shine in his eye, feels that under the heavy demand
that will be made on the Ibliage during such weather,

the tree will need some instant resources to fall back

on. My advice is, do not sacrifice your fibres for the

sake of the ball ; get a moderate share if you can, but

be sure to take care of the fibrous roots. Great care

should be taken to avoid galling the roots; many a

good tree is thus spoiled in the act of removal ; the

bipeds, called planters, may do more hann by half

than the sun and wind.

Some people are very fond of planting on a rainy

day : tins is not such sound doctrine as it would, at

first sight, appear. In the first place, no operation con-

nected with the soil can be caiTied out so well when
the soil is wet as when it is sound ; and secondly, it is

ten to one your men are secretly displeased, and an
under current of ill-feeling not unfrequently mars im-

portant processes. Besides, what does a wet day for the

fibres any more than can be done by a water-pot V Some
good-natured persons hold a fancy that tlie tree will

" get hold ' directly if planted on a showery day—every-

thing looks so gi'een and exuberant. But this is pre-

posterous as applied to shrubs or trees ; be the day as

it will, many days must elapse before the disturbed

fibres can resume their functions. In these operations

it is by far the best plan to station one man at the

water-pot—not to move on any account, and then—with

a syringe almost constantly at work, lie can keep a con-

stant dew on all naked portions of the roots. Our
nninlbrmed readers may rest assured that there will be
no need of rain if this be done ; and as to the expense,

why, if the tree is of any consequence, hesitate not on
this ])oint. Who would risk losing a valuable Holly, of

ten or twelve feet in height, for the sake of a man's
labour for three or four hours '?

We have heard much about " puddling," from some
quarters. Now, I do not altogether condemn the prac-

tice, for it is sometimes of benefit ; but it is by no
means of general application. Puddling is sometimes
of benefit where the planter's ground is coarse, and not

over moist ; inasmuch, as cases arise where it is difficult

to get the interstices of the soil filled in ; but where the
|

soil is made friable, as it ought to be by manual labour

previous, no puddling for me. It is, however, a very
|

good plan to apply a good flooding of water when the
|

soil is only half filled in, so that every cievice may be .

filled, and then to leave the upper portion of the soil

rather loose, unless dry, when another good watering

should be given. :

About the mode of filling in the soil, one remark is
]

here necessary—the filling in trees or shrubs with and
without balls. It is just so with the repotting of plants

;

the two processes have many points of agieement. If

a gardener is shifting a hard-wooded plant, say a Camel-

lia, which has a firm ball, he will not leave the soil

loose round the ball, but press it close, if not tight, in

tiie act of filling. If, however, the subject were a Gera-

nium, which had been disrooted, and all the soil shaken

away, he would pot in a very difl'erent way—very little

l)ressing needed here. The reasons are obvious. If

the Camellia with a ball were treated as the Geranium,

the subsequent waterings would only saturate the new
soil, whilst the ball within would be dry as dust, and
the plant would be starving in the midst of plenty.

And thus liavo hundreds of pot plants perished, and
thence so many queries about such mishaps. Where-
ever there is a" ball, and that tolerably firm, press the

filling in, I say, firmly ; and this is one reason for my
preferring a mellow state of soil to one that is wet

—

mellow soil will bear the foot, wet soil not so; it would,

indeed, be " puddling
"

Good j)lauter3 exercise a prudent forethought where-

ever circumstances require it, and such can be met by
the amoimt of labour. If they have a harsh, lumpy, or

adhesive soil to deal with, means must be taken to

pulverise at least as much soil as will be requisite to

fill up the interstices betwixt the fibres ; and, of course,

the holes are excavated beforehand. In many cases, in

which the plant or ti'ee is of much importance, and
where it is necessary to carry speedy effect, the ex-

perienced planter will have some superior soil adapted

to the tree in question provided from the comixjst yard,

where all the refuse of the potting bench and surplus

mixtures should ever be preserved for such purposes.

I-astly, as of gi-eat importance to large specimens, I

would urge the propriety, on all sound soils, of forming

what is termed a basin over the surface of the newly-

jilanted ti'ee's roots. I am aware, that in dress-ground

this is somewhat averse to smartness of appearance, but

the latter ought to concede half-a-point in so material

an aft'air. It often happens, that a large evergi-een,

although planted in October, and well rooted during the

same autumn, will require liberal waterings in the

following May, in order to prevent leaf-.shedding. In
such cases, it is best to give a score of large water-cans-

full at a watering : dribbling is of little use here. How
convenient, then, is it to have a capacious basin to

retain and equalise the water, as also to conduct rains

to the roots at aU times.

Those who have quantities of very small shrubs or

evergreens to transplant, will find it a good plan to

make a clayey puddle on the spot where they are re-

moved from, and dip their roots in before placing them
in the cart or other vehicle which is to convey them to

the planter. In this county, I have seen Hollies tied

in bunches, and thrown on the top of coal or other

carts, without the least precautions, and after travelling

half a score of miles in a March wind, planted as

hedges, or otherwise; and after nine-tenths failing, the

farmers gravely asking the gardener, how it was they

could not grow Hollies. If the planter can choose his

dav, by all means let him avoid a sunny one with a

drying'wind. 11. Errisgtox.
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ROCK-PLANTS.

I HAVE been pushed up into a corner lor a long wliile,

but hitherto 1 havo boon able to hold out against

writiuf; bare lists of plants without some descriptions,

however short; hut, late last eveniup^, I have been

thrust right over the hedge, 1 had adopted, by a

strong-headed Iiishmau, from Watcrl'ord, who signs

himscll' " X. Y. Z.," and who nnist have, not only " a

list of such plants as aro most applicable for outside

rock-work," but also " the names of such rock-plants as

may be raised from seeds." To this I replied, on the

instant, "That is Waterford all over, anyhow, for all

the rock-plants in the world can be raised from seeds, if

you can get them !
" He laughed right out, and his

hroad humoiu' made mo laugh too ; although 1 was
little in the humour of laughing at tlio time, seeing that

I lost my footing and ray steadiness of purpose at tlie

same push. However, the upshot of the thing was, that

1 consented, at last, to give the two lists—one of roek-

plauts, and one of the roek-plants of which seeds

oau be procured in London—upon tlie understanding,

that I must not have blame, nor any charge whatever,

about whether all the plants and seeds, or any of them,
would suit him or not.

I have taken the list of rock-plants chiefly from tlie

newest catalogues witiiin my reach, and the list of seeds

of rook-plants I took froui Mr. Carter's catalogue.

Li making my selection, i have presumed that no one
in bis senses would make a rock-work where the roots

of large trees or shrubs could j-each them ; that the

rock-work was rather intended for the cultivation of

choice plants, either as botanical rarities, or delicate

alpines, requiring special treatment ; or as showy dwarf
plants, or plants that hold on a long time in flower, or

keep green most parts of the year. I could make a
narrow border by the side of a high lerraco-v/alk, or by
a low wall or hank, in which all rock-plants whatsoever
could he as easily grown as on a made rock-work for

tlie purpose ; and there is not one single plant that I

know of which would grow out with us in a mi.\ed

border, that would not grow just as well, and often

better, ou a rock-work that was properly executed,

llollj'hocks and Daiilias will grow on such a rock-work

as well as in the best border that ever was made ; hut
are they fit objects for rock-work? The question must be
settled by individual taste. All I wish to be understood
is, that when jilants and seeds were distributed over the

face of the earth after tlie Flood, there was no such a
thing as a collection of plants set apart for growing
specially on rocks in any jiart of the world. I have
been as much among rocks as any gardener in the

kingdom—perhaps more so. I have studied the botany
of our own rocks, even to the eagle's nest and the ptar-

migan's gizzard, and I can affirm, positively, that ninety-

nine plants out of every hundred, which they call rock-

plants, do not grow upon roclis at all in a state of

natm'e. It is true, that some, yea, many, plants grow ou
rocks against their will, so to speak ; they were so over-

whelmed in tlie plains by a stronger race of plants, that

they would have become extinct ages ago, were it not
that birds carried their seed to the higher regions of the

country, and there sowed them high and dry above tho
ordinary vegetation, where, in their turn, they became
the strongest, and ever since they confined themselves
to that locality, and kept possession of the higher
grounds, whether rocks or ridges : not from choice,

however, as we have just seen, and as half the world
believe to this very day, but from sheer necessity, as the
gardener has found out long, long ago, when they were
brought down to him, where ho gave thera equal chances
and fair play in his rich and screened borders. Other
plants, again, that would clothe the bai-e hiU-side, or the
open fields, to this day, were itnot for the intrusion of

a rouglier state of vegetation, have been carried to the

recesses of tho forest by the same agency, where they

struggled on for a time, until they, or their descendants,

acquired the habit of seclusion, and that degree of

change in constitution, which enables them now to

flourish under circumstances tho very opposite to those

first assigned to them by nature; tliis, too, has been

proved, over and over again, to the satisfaction of the

gardener, as well as many other changes of constitution

and habitation, equally at variance witli his own e.iperi-

ments. Hence his surprise at meeting witli, in the

world, such a general want of a knowledge of the first

elements of Natural History as would assign to every

border, bank, brae, or hollow in or about the garden, a

definite set of plants, purposed for such a place, and
for such only, by the band of Nature ; to say nothing

of his rockeries, for which uatiu'o does not seem to have

provided liberally, or very specially, at the time of the

general distribution ; and hence it is that we cannot

very well violate natural laws, by planting such plants

on our rock-works as please our own fancies.

There is a rock-work round the pond from wliich

Mr. Appleby used to draw water for the (_)rchids, at the

I'ine Apple Hace Nursery, when tlie tanks got low; and
there, of an afternoon, and six days in tho week, during

the summer, you might sec some of the ladies, from the

West End, botanisiug after the novelties of the season,

where they would be sure to find them—hardy, half-

hardy, greenhouse, frame and conservative, annuals,

biennials, and |)crennials, bulbs as well, with hero and

] there a weedy, botanical curiosity, or a full -blown

I florists' flower as round as my hat, and may-be as sweet

j

as a Clove or a Carnation. All that 1 have seen myself,

' for the last twenty years ; also, 1 met with ladies there,

• who govern and control the fashions of the age, and

never did 1 hear a single observation against that par-

ticular way of planting rock-work during the whole time.
* If we call that No. 1, I could go on and count to ten or

twelve kinds of ways for planting such rockeries, and,

as likely as not. No. 12 would be planted all over with

sucli jdauts as you might bide in the palm of your

hand—though, in fufl flower, and with names as long as

would take an ordinary memory to store iqi in a life-

time, and with flowers so small and so curiously formed,

that one would need a good eye-glass to make out the

jiarts properly. There would be no need to get dill'erent

mixtures or composts to suit the most rare and delicate

plants as would be indispensable for No. 1 and No. 12.

Any good, light garden soil, and a good depth of it, will

do for all the plants and seeds in these lists; or, if not,

I shall state the ditl'erenco when I come to the 2)articular

name.

Hardy HiiKu.vcEous akd Alpine Plants suitable for

planting on a properly-made rockery.

Acorus graraineus, and variegated; A. japoiiious.

Acouituin chinense, many varieties of.

Agrostcmuia coronaria, single, and double, and intermedia.

Ajuga pyramidalis, reptans, and white var.

AlfliemiUa sericea, alpina, and lissa; tine -leaved dwarf

Jilants.

Alyssum deltoidum, moutauum, podolicum, olynipicum,

saxatile, and its variegated form ; all these are eminently

suited for rockwork.

AuL'uione apenuina, japouica aud its cross (both swamp
plants, hut equally good on rockwork), apemuna, ne-

morosa, single and double, Pulsatilla, thalictroides, and
pahiiata.

.Autirrhinum, or Snapdragons, without end or beginning.

Aquilegia californica, canadensis, formosa, glandulosa, lep-

toccras, and Skinneri.

Arabis alpestre, ciliata, collina, procumbeus, aud rosea; all

veiy dwarf rock plants, requiring good sites and better

attention.

Arenaria csespitosa, grandiflora, longifolia, nardifolia.

Ai-nica niontanum.
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Artemisia nipestris.

Aster amellus aiid teuellus.

Aubretia purpurea and deltoides ; dwai'f favourites.

Asperula odorata ; one of our sweetest natives, and retains

tbe scent after drying.

Beliis, or Daisies—so numerous, that one should select

them when in flower. It is much to he regretted that all

ruljbish has been mixed up together, on the continent,

to make a large collection of them, seven or eight out of

the whole number being extremely pretty and interesting.

Eetonica otlicinalis.

Campanula agregata, carpatica, blue and white ; garganica,

glomerata, puUa, very dwai'f ; prmiila, blue and white.

Cardamine asarifoha and macrophylla. All the Cardamines
are excellent food for chickens, particulai-ly early in the

spring.

Gentaurea pui'purea, montana, and alpina.

Cheiranthus alpinus, Delilianus, JMar.shallii, ochroleucus,

and splendidissimus ; all of them fine and suitable.

Cineraria maintima, the frosted silver plant again ; C. Fis-

cherii.

Circaia alpina.

Coronilla ibirica, coronata, niiniriia, and montana.
Cortusa Mathioli ; requires 2)articular care.

Corydalis (Dielytra) formosa.
Cynoglossum montanum.
Dactylis glomerata, variegated ; this is a very pretty, strong

tuft of variegated Cocks-foot grass.

Dianthus alpinu'^, .\tkinsonii, Barkerii, fimbriatus, fulgens,

hispanicus, montanus, mutabilis, iieti-crjus, Napolconis, iis.

;

polymorphus, Victoria, '2s. (id. ; and speciosissimus : all

fine, and most suitable for rockwork. See the seed-list,

also, for more of them.
Dictamnus, the puiple and white Fraxiiiillux—two of the

most endming plants known to gardeners on rockwork or

in a border.

Dodecatheon meadia, elegans, giganteum, integii folia, and
others : all these American Cowslips are far safer on
rockwork, as the ground is not disturbed when they are

at rest and not seen.

Draba aizoides and hesperidifolia ; both requii'e parliculiu-

attention.

Dryas Drummondi, integi-ifolia, and octopetala; they should
have peat, and the surface over the roots be covered

with small pebbles.

Epimedium alpinum, atroviolacea, diphyllum, grandiflonim,

macranthum, rubrum, very fine, :3s. (id. ; violaceum and
violaceum eamea. The Barrenworts re<iuire very good
light soil, notwithstanding the name.

Erpetion reniforme would do for children's rockwork ; some
ought to be kept in pots over the winter.

Erodium alpinum, a wild kind of Geranium.
Ei"inus alpinus, very dwarf. I once saw the top of an old

wall in a blaze with it for yards together.

Eryngium alpinum, planum, ciimleum, and maritimum.
Erylln'oLTna conspicua

;
perhaps the finest of all the true

thistles, only a biennial, hut will lipen seeds on a rock-

work as far north as Perth, perhaps as far as Dingwall

;

they also call it the Scarlet Mexican Thistle. AVe had it

splendidly in a peat border in Edinburgh, in ] 8'-!T ; neTer

saw it half so fine in England.
Fragraria ; the variegated Strawberries, particularly the

yellow one, are excellent rock plants.

Fritillaria melcagris and varieties ; rich yellow bulbs th at

would like a life-time on rockwork.

Fumaria (Dielytra) uobilis.

Galax apbylla.

Genista tinctoria and saxatilis.

Gentiana asclepiadea, alpina, cruciata, pneumonanthe, Cau-
casica, :is. fid. ; cruciata, gelida, saponaria, suptemfida,

and verna ; with the exception of the last, they prefer

the north side, where the ground is cool, and partially

shaded.

Geranium argenteum, grandiflorum, ihericum, Lambertiana,
lancastriense, lividum, nodosum, olympicum, orientalis.

pratense double, sanguineum, and Wallichianum ; all

capital rock and block plants ; they are the real true

Geraniums.

Geuni montanum, trifioruni.

Gnaphalium ;U'enarium and dioicuni.

Glaux maritima.

Gypsophylla elegans and sibirica.

Helleborus abschasius, atrorubens, fragrans, olympicus, and
trifoliatus ; all deserving of an open, airy place, as they

fiower in winter, and very eaily in the spring, though not

so gay as nigtr, the common Clirislmns Rose. I only see

them in the catalogue of Henderson and Son, of the

Wellington Eoad Nursery.

Hencheria Drmnmondi.
Hieraceimi eriophyllum, Lawsouii, and pusillum.

Hippocrepis comosa.

Hypoxis stellata and canadensis ; bulb like plants, that

ought to be much better known.
Iberis Gibraltarica, saxatilis, sempervirens, sempeiwirens

variegata, and Tenoreana; the first and last are liable

to be cut off by a hard winter, and some of each should

be kept in pots in a cold frame.

Iris ; all the family will grow on rockwork.

Linaria origanifolia, hepaticifolia, pilosa, and purpurea.

Lotus cornioulatus, the double variety.

Lychnis Bungeana, diorca, double white, fulgens, coronata,

and viscaria; all of them want good rich soil, and to be
often renewed by cuttings.

Lysimachia nnnmuilaiia, capitata, stricta, and verticillata

;

the first a favourite with us all.

Lythrum roseimi superbum; in the dampest pai'ts behind;

a fine thing.

Jlatricaria grandiflora.

llelitti-; grandiflora, melissaphyUa, and speciosa.

Jlimulus ; a collection of them where tlie rockwork is bor-

dered by watei-.

Mitchelha repens.

llitella dipliylla and pentandra.

Myosotis azorica, alpestris, montana, palustris-rosea ; the

Forget-me-not family.

Nuttalia gi-andiflora ; requires to be constantly renewed
from seeds.

CEnothera acaulis, Fraserii, macrocaqia, missouiiensis,

ripaiia or repeus or prostrata, speciosa and tai'axifoha.

Omphalodes vema.
Ononis rotundifolia and speciosa.

Orobus canescens, flaccidus, Gordouii, lobatus, and venius.

Oxalis floribunda, and elegans.

Phlox nivalis, repens, and verna.

Plumbago Larpentre.

Polemonium pumilum, and pulchellum.

Polygonium Brunouii, and vaccinifoliuni.

PotentiUa alpestris, and all the fancy ones, but they take up
a good deal of room, if the soil is good, and if not, they

will not answer.

Primula alpina, altaica, calycina, ciliata, and cortusoides,

which requu-es to be often renewed by seed; decora,

denticulata, farinosa, glaiicescens, glumacea, helvetica,

hirsuta, integrifolia, marginata, llunroeana, nivaUs, Pal-

lasii, violacea, and viscosa. Slugs and snails delight to

feed on all these, which is a great drawback to their cul-

tivation.

Pyrola rotundifolia.

Hamondia pyrenaica.

P^animculus aconitifolius, double ; aniplesdcaulis, nioutantis,

and double repens.

Rhodiola rosea.

Saponaria ocymoides ; requii-es to be often renewed from

cuttings ; a nice thing.

Saxifraga ; every one of the species and varieties, to the

number of thirty-two.

Sedum ; all the species and varieties also ; they run from
twelve to fifteen kinds.

Sempcrvivum arachnoideum, califomicum, globiferura, mon-
tanum, sediforme.

Sibthorpia europea; apt to go off in a hard winter, but one

of our best evergreen trailing gems.
Silene acaulis ;

pink and wliite varieties ; alpestris, mari-

tima, and double, Schafti and Zavadskii rosea; slugs ai'e

fond of them also.

Soldanella alpina, Clusii, minima, pusilla; they require par-

ticulai- attention, and some to be kept in pots, being

among the smallest plants we grow.

Slalico ; all the species ;md v aricties ; a dozen at least.

Stipa pinnata.
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Stillaria snaiiigorii.

SilPiie acanlis, ornata, Seliafti, pcuilula; an aiinnal, bill as

good as perennial nn rocI;\vork.

Statiee pseiulo-aniioria, anil lliroo or four other kiuifs.

Stipa pinnata.

Tournerortia lipliotropioides.

On the supposition that tho roolcwovk is to be free

froin the roots of trees, and that ordinary garden soil is

made use of. tho whole ol' these will succeed very well

treated as rock plants, and all of them may be reared

from seed in the spring, with the help of a cold iVamc,

or some hand-glasses.

-Rock Pi,.\nts that m\y 1!K uaised ip.o.m Seeds to

be sown in tho spring, say about the middla of April

—

selections to be made according to individual taste.

AlysBum saxatilo.

Antirrhinum raajus, and end-
less varieties.

.\rabis caiicasica.

Aster tenellus.

Campanula peulagoua.

„ carpatica.

Centam'ea depressa.

Cistus ; five or six kinds.

Crucianella stylosa.

Diantlnis atrorubens.

„ cauc.asieus.

,, deltoides.

hispanicus ; three
or four varieties.

„ iraperialis.

„ japonious.

,, moschatus.

„ plumarius.

„ pulchellus.

„ suavis.

„ superbus.
Krinus alpinus.

Eschschcltzia crocea.

G-entiana Amarella.

,, cruciata

Geranium; six to ten kinds,

or all the species in stock.

Cieum coccineum.

„ atrosanguineum.

„ splendens.

„ superbum.
Helianthemum ; twelve to

fifteen kinds.

Hieraceum speciosum.
Iberis Teuoreana.
Lathyrus latifolius, and

others.

Linaria alpina.

„ spartea.

Linaria speciosa.

,, versicolor.

Lychnis Corsica.

„ Flos-jovis.

Meoonopsis cambrica.

(Jinotliera acaulis.

,, macvocarpa.

„ prostrata.

Ononis rotuncUfolia.

Orobus Fisclieri.

I'otentilla formosa.

,, atrosanguinea.

Ramondia pj'renaica.

Scutellaria macrautha.
Sedum cieruleum.

'Thymus azurus.

„ corsicus.

„ caucasicus.

„ variegatus.

(Jvularia grandiUora.

Veronica chama^drys, varie-

gated and plain
;
prostrata,

or repens, very pretty, but

apt to perish in hard
winters.

Vinca; the dwarf jjurple, tlie

white, and the variegated,

and they must be cons-

tantly kept within bounds,
else they overrun every-

thing around them.
Viola ; all the sweet violets,

and the following ; calca-

rata, cnnina, alba, and
ruV)ra, lutea, or pyrnhv-

folia, i^almata, and Peuu-
sylvaniea.

Waldsteinia geoides.

Wulfenia carinthaica.

Zausclmeria Californica.

There are a few more, and some new ones, whicli I do
not happen to know, both in Mr. Low's, and in Mr. Hen-
derson's catalogue of this season, which would do on a
rockwork as well as the rest, but surely there are

enough here, and to spare. As far as I could make out,

they sell them at from lis. to ISs., and 18s. a dozen,
according to the selection ordered ; but a very good way
for a new beginner would bo to write and ask how
many a uiu'serymau would give lor one, two, or three

sovereigns, of the rock plants mentioned in TriE Cot-
tage GAimENER, at such a page, and as all the best
nurserymen take in tliis work, that would simplify tho
business one-lmlf.—D. Beaton.

llEMEMBRANCEliS.
Poixt.NG AND Tor-Dt!EssiNG.

—

Azuleus and Camellias
that were not examined in spring, jtist when tho young
wood was forming, will require to be looked to now,
more especially if they liave been standing out-of-doors.

] ,arge jdants will bloom very well in the samo pots, or

tubs, for years, with the removal of ii jjortion of surfaco

soil, luid adding a similar ([uantity of suitable material.

In all moderate-sized plants tho drainage should bo
examined, worms looked after, and, if the soil appear
at all worn-out, sour, or sodden, tho worst of it removed,
and fresh soil, and a clean pot given ; hearing in mind,
at this season, with all hard wooded plants, to give a
rallior small shift, timt tho roots may be getting to the

sides of the pot before winter. Both of these tribes of

plants will stand more sun out-of-doors now than they
would do iir the middle of sunnnor. Though the

Camellia be hardy enough, tho green of the foliage

looks best when wintered before the shoots are at all

alFected by frost, or the roots sattn-ated by cold rains.

'I'he Azalea, though nearly as hardy, suiters more when
the roots are immoderately cooled, either by radiation,

or cold rains ; and, therefore, after September, if the

plant lie exposed, the pot and roots should be protected,

'i'he white Azalea. Iiulica stands in the open air, when
planted out unsheltered, in several places; but I would
have little faith in its flowering if so kept in a jiot

above ground All of these partaking of the habit of

the above white Azalea become senn-deciduotis, or a
little more than that in winter; and, therefore, many
good growers allow such plants to remain longer in a
cool place, that the leaves may fall before removing to

the ])lant-hou3e, or forcing-house, that there may be
less trouble in picking withered foliage afterwards.

Voung beginners had better house early in October,

even though they be troubled with the fading foliage in

winter.

In any sliifting now, endeavour to keep the plants
' close, and if that is unattainable, in a shady place,

; until the roots are freely growing. Bo particular with

the drainage ; a little clean moss spread over it keeps

[

the soil from clogging it up. Any spare time should

bo devoted to tying and training ; and if scaly insects

a[ipcar on the Camellia, or thrip on the Azalea, wash
with soap and water in the one case, and fumigate and
syringe with with weak laurel-water in the other, turn-

ing the plant over, so that the liquid does not fall on
i the soil.

}

GiiEENHOUSE Plants should now be looked over, as

j

to top-dressing and pot-room ; and all kinds, sucli as

Cijtisus, &c., subject to red spider, should receive a good
syringing with soap-water, and often, using clean water

,
soon afterwards. It is of importance that no plant
should he housed with a worm in the soil, as nothing
so soon disarranges the foundation of all good pot-

culture—the drainage: and many things cannot have
lime-water applied witli impunity so strong as to

dislodge them.
Calceoi.auias.— Large-flowering, florist kinds ma,y

still be propagated, by inserting the cuttings, under a
bell-glass, in a shady, north aspect, the place being
thoroughly drained and secured i'rom worms. This
mode, and cutting an old plant into pieces, with or

wilhout much root attached, is the only way to preserve

favourite line kinds. No disrooting, or shaking the

soil from a large, old plant, and again repotting, will

often bo eti'ectual in taking such plants through the

w'inter; nor is it necessary, as a cutting in August may
be grown as large as any strong man can lift by May
or dune. Seed of tliese large kinds should also now bo
sown; be careful, as often advised, that the seeds are

not buried. Shrubby kinds, for the borders, will be
propagated early enough towards the middle and end
of September, choosing pieces i'rom two to three incites

in length, and placing them under glass, on a north
border, in sandy soil. These, if grown on, will make
better plants in May than any old plants that might bo :

saved over the winter.
[

CiNERAiUAS.—Pot ofl' ticedliugs lor early blooming. '
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A SIX inch pot will grow a nice busby plant. Dinde
the old stools of last spring's plants, or take up tlie

strongest suckers and pot them, and put both in a trame
or pit, kept rather close lor a time, to encourage growth.
Seed may also be sown for spring blooming.
Chrysamhemujis —Where these are wanted fine they

should be carefully tied out, and the light and air

allowed to play round and upon every leaf No stopping
of shoots must now be thought about, as that would just
deprive you of the bloom, But as the shoots e.\lend, all

small ofl'sets appearing in the axils of the leaves of the
lower parts may be nipped out with the point of a
knife, and that will tlu'ow more strength into the end
buds, wliere flowers are to come from. Liquid-manure
may also be given alternately with clear water, and the
pots may be top-dressed with rotten- cow-dung. No
shifting should be given bow, unless the plants have
been growing in the ground, or plunged out in smallish
pots. Even these should be potted linally before the
flower-buds show much. I'ly and thrip will be deteiTed
from feasting on the foUagc if they are well syringed
occasionally with weak soot and lime-water, holding a
small portion of sulphur iu solution. Tlie points of
shoots iu the border may yet be layered in small pots,
for obtaining flowers on dwarf-lilliputian plants. The
best mode is to have a very narrow sharp-pointed
knife, to insert that in the middle of the shoot, say six
or eight inches from its point, draw the knife then
carefully either upwards or downwards for an inch or
two, and before withdrawing, place a chip of wood, a
pebble, or even a piece of earth, in the opening : cover
this part an inch over witli earth as it is placed on the
surface of the pot; and if likely to be disturbed there,
hook it down, or place a stone over it. If well watered,
the pot will soon bo filled with roots, when the plant
may be cut otl', and kept slightly shaded for a time.
Heaths, Epackises, and hard-icooded plants, in

general, now requu-ing more pot-room, should have it

without delay, that the soil may be getting appropriated
before winter. Those intended to blow early, as Ejiaciis,
should now receive plenty of light, that the wood may
be hardened, and the flower-buds set. Heavy drenching
rains must, in all cases, be avoided, as they either wash
the virtues out of tlie soil, or render it soured and caked,
so that air cannot penetrate. To be secure tiom wonns,
the best plants should stand on boards, slates, kc, so
that the wrigglers cannot get at the bottom of the ])ot.

It is amazing how very thin a fat fellow can make him-
self when he has a particular object in view.
Scarlet Gekaxiujis ix Pots should be well supplied

with liquid-manure, or be liberally top-dressed, which
will give size and number to the flower-tnisses. A\'hen
a few flowretsfade in the centre of a truss of bloom, nip
tbem out, and the truss may go on for weeks afterwards.
Those intended for blooming in winter shoidd not now
be encouraged to flower, but should receive their last
shifting, and when rooted be kept rather diy.

Florists' Pelargoniums lately pruned down, and
standing out-of-doors, should be turned on their broad-
sides, if heavy rains ai;p frequent, or they will not
break kindly. Tender kinds, and slender growers, as
many of the Fancies, had better be moved under glass,
where sucli a conveniency exists ; as, if irequeutly
soaked, when pruned-in, young shoots will come irre-

gularly, and somewhat gouty. Cuttings of all tliese

may now be made of the Scarlets and strong-growing
Pelargoniums, in pots, boxes, or the open border ; but
the small Fancies will ho the better by the protection
of glass, whether planted out, or placed' round the sides
of a pot.

Cacicses, standing in sunny places out-of-doors, will
soon want protecting from autumn rains. In fact, as
far as they aie concerned, the water-pot may now be
locked-up until the spring.

Creepers axd Twikers, in the greenhouse, will now,
and frequently to come, require thinning, to give suffi-

cient light to Fuchs'uis. Aclumciics. Cockscunibs, Bal-

sams, Geraniums, Begonias, Thunhcrgim, Clcroden-

drons, Lanlenas, &c., whicli will now constitute the

principal attractions of such places. Few things, at

j

this season, look better than nice little Fuchsias from

I

cuttings propagated in spring.

I Pkopag.wing.— Many comparatively haidy things

should now be looked after without delay, as, if propa-

gated »iO(c in a cold pit or frame, they will require much
;
less attention than they will do a month hence, and

i
also bo much stronger and hardier in consequence. 1

allude to such things as AnagulUs, Heliotrope, small

Lobelias, variegated Abjssum, Petunias, finer kinds of

Phlox, and a few of the more tender J'erbenas, though
; tlie middle of September will do lor most of the latter.

Of all these, small, stubby pieces should be chosen.

The choosing the cutting is three parts out of five of

the success. E. Fish.

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.

( Coiitiniicdjrom patje 4('3.)

Chatsworth. — On leaving the Orchid houses, as

mentioned in my last, I was ushered into the Pineries,

the plants in which I found iu gieat luxuriance, with

numbers of fine large fruit. One long pit was filled

entirely with the Smooth Cayenne, which I was told

averaged from 4 to (i lbs. weight each, and had an
excellent flavour. Probably, at Chatsworth, there is

the largest stock of this new, line Pine-apple, in Great

Britain.

The mode by which the Pine is cultivated here

appears to be an improvement upon what is called the

Hamiltonian system, which, our readers are aware, is

tliat of planting them out in the soil of the bed, and
allowing tbem to fruit, and the suckers to remain and
fruit also. At Chatsworth, the plants are grown in pots,

plunged in bark, in the usual way, until they are nearly

large enough to fruit. Then they are planted out iu a

heated bed of rich loam, and allowed to fruit, which
fruit attains, iu consequence, a large size. After they

have fruited, they are taken up, the suckers removed od"

them, and the old plants are thrown away. I believe

this same method is practised also at Trentham. To
me it appears this way of growing the fruit is better

than when the old plants are allowed to remain, year

after year, in the old exhausted soil. By thus gi'owing

the plants in pots, with the requisite number of re-

pottiugs, and when large enough, to plant them out in

a bed of fresh, rich soil, the plants are more certain to

produce fine, perfect ftuit, than by either the old method
of gi'owing and fruiting them in pots entirelj", or by Mr.
Hamilton's method. The best qualities or jioints of

each method are combined hereby.

fineries.—The Grapes at Chatsworth ai'e, as usual,

of excellent quality, though 1 did observe a few that

were shanked. Probably this excessively wet season

has been the cause. Iu one of the Peach-houses there

is a very remarkable Peach-tree. Its extreme length is

seventy-five feet, and its width very nearly twenty feet.

This immense tree is in perfect health, and when 1 saw
it, August l.)th, it was full of the finest fruit I have
seen this season.

One point of culture, at Chatsworth, I consider good,
'• and worthy of imitation wherever the space under glass

I will allow it, and that is, in the old Pine Stoves,

Vineries, and Peach-houses, there are no plants in pots

of any kind whatever grown. It is tnie. it is only at

such large places or gardens, as Chatsworth and Tren-

tham, that houses are numerous enough to allow such

a practice to be fully carried out, but I have seen some
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places wlipro siinLi a metliod iiiiglit bo followed, if il

was thought propci- by the inanagci'.

Another ])oiiit of good luauageraont lioro is worthy
of mention, and that is the extreme cleanliness main-
tained in tlio liouses. es|iceinlly in tlio fruit department.
All the walls and lines, and, .1 believe, the hot-water

pipes, were as white as snow, having been carefully

whitewashed with the whitest of whitening. Even the

stems of the Vines and l^each-trecs had had a white
coat put on them. This gives the houses a cheerful,

clean appearance, and, no tloubt, has a sanitory effect

upon the trees. I could not detect a single insect on
Ibcm, and iu that respect the whitewashing had, no
doubt, been useful.

There is here a long, narrow house devoted to the

growth of the Ciicitmhcr. Tho man who had the charge
of it, said the plants then iu hearing were planted the

6th of August the year previously, and, for ought I

could see, they were healthy and vigorous enough to

bear till the August of ue.Kt year. The plan of the

house is, first, a walk, two feet wide, down the centre,

then a border of soil, two feet wide, on each side of the

walk. In these borders tho plants are put out at regular

distances, singly, and are trained up tho back wall on
the one hand, and on a trellis next the glass on the

other. The roof is a ridgc-and-furrow. The crop I saw
growing was most enormous ; but the variety grown is

(in preference) not a very long one.

1 perceive I have another note on Vine-cidture, which
1 had nearly overlooked. One house is devoted to tho

variety raised at, and known as the Canon Hall Muscat.
This sort is very apt to blister and decay in spots on
some of tlie finest berries. To prevent this, the house
here is (as soon as the berries begin to change for

ripening) shaded constantly every day, so that the sun
never afterwards shines upon the fruit until it is per-

fectly ripe. By thus shading them tlie blistering is

prevented, and I am an eye-witness to the fact, for I

could not find a single berry spotted.

Tho Kitchen and Fruit Oankns at Chatsworth are on
a low flat, a considerable distance from the jmlace.

This low situation is anything but favourable to the

growth of vegetables, but the care and ability ol' the

manager prevents any ill efi'ect, or, rather, he takes

methods to counteract such. 1 was jiarticularly struck

with the Onions and Cclenj, both of which were exceed-
ingly fine. Tlio Onions were cultivated by the trans-

planting system, that is, they are sown very early in a

warm corner, and transplanted as soon as possible.

Many of them (sown this spring and transplanted) were
three inches diameter.

Erom the Kitchen-garden I walked up to the house,
and the first thing 1 saw was the Conservative wall,

about wliich I have written so much previously, that

I need scarcely db more than just allude to it, and say
that the plants have grown prodigiously. I must just
mention what I saw on it iu flower:

—

Indigo/era decora,

several plants, very fine ; Rhododendron javanicum, very
high coloured ; several tall Cacti ; two very large Fuchsia
corymhosa

,
fuhjens , and scrratifolia, besides the common

varieties ; Brugmansias, three species ; Orange and
Lemon-trees, in fruit ; and a very large, far-spreading

specimen of the Citrus dceumana, or Shaddock, with
many of its large fruit upon it.

In front of this wall, but at a sufficient distance not
to shade, is the liousc where the Indian-rubber Eig-tree

(Ficus elasticus) grew too largo. It is now filled with
healthy Camellias. On tho front of this Camellia house
is a small geometrical garden, which might be done
away with without much regret.

Passing from this, I came in sight of a fine row of

Araucaria imljricatu, planted on the side of a walk pa-

rallel with the house. These were planted ten years ago,

and average now fifteen feet high, all well furnished

with branches down to the ground. Passing those, tho

visitor is brought to the front of the grand cascade,

which is generally played to every party, at a great

expense or waste of water. From this the walk leads

to some gigantic rocks, over one of which (tho Welling-

ton) is a fall of water constantly flowing. Though these

rocks were all artificially put together, they are so well

done that it requires a quick eye to detect the art of

eonstructiou in forming them. One is said to bo a

facsimile of a natural fissure iu a rock at Bolton, in

Yorkshire, named the Strid. These rocks are inter-

mixed with sloping banks, which are planted with low

shrubs in large masses. I was much i)leased with two

or three large masses of tho Tutsan (Hypericum), com-
monly called tho " Piose of Sharon." These were in

full flower, and cast quite a golden glow over the scene.

1 thought of Mr. Beaton, and wished ho had been with

me ; I think he would iiave added this lovely flower to

his stock list of plants suitable for bedding purposes.

Another favoiu'ite of mine, the Cotoneaster microjthylla,

is grown on these banks very profusely, as is also the

dwarf Rhododendrons ferrugincum and hirsutum, and
Daphne cneorum.

These rocks and rook-plants beguile the eye and
engage the attention, till, wandering on a little further,

a turning in the walk brings you in full view of the

front entrance to the Grand Conservatory, rising to the

height of seventy feet, with its wavey ridge-and-lurrow

roof. No one that has never seen this noble edifice

can possibly conceive the surprising effect it has upon
the mind on this first view of its magnificence ; I give

it up, and say to all the readers of The Cottage Gar-
dener—go and see it, for I cannot describe it suffi-

ciently to give you an adequate idea of its grandeur.

On this occasion I was much gratified to find the plants

inside were nearly equal in size to the building, espe-

cially the Bananas of India. Truly, it is an Indian

forest, looking across where these Bananas grow. Tlie

species I mean are Musa sapientum and Musa Fara-
disiaca. At one corner of the house there is a large

gi'ove of the dwarf Musa Devoniana. I have seen

this grove for the last seven years in bearing, but
never in so fine a state as this year ; and I think I

observed the cause. In the midst of them there is a

fountain of water springing up and overrunning the soil.

This feeds the plants, and causes, no doubt, the great

luxuriance in foliage, as well as in the long, extra-large

racemes of fruits now growing on them. The Jambosa,
or Rose-apple, was also in fruit, as was also a large

plant of the Aloe tribe, called Furcroya gigantea.

Tho fruit of this had changed, without falling off', into

plants, of which this single tree might produce, were

each planted, several thousands. This transformation I

consider one of the greatest of vegetable curiosities ever

seen. The plants in flower in this house were not

numerous, excepting those in pots on a platform, that

runs round the inside of the front windows. I noted
the following :

—

Musa coccinea, many blooms ; Renanthera
coccinea, growing on a branch of a tree, very fine; some
Hibiscuses, and several of the Melastoma iamily. This
want of flowers, however, was not perceptible, for the

beauty of the foliage of the Zamias, Aloes, Pcdms, and
other ])lants, amply took tho attention, and called forth

the admiration of the visitors.

In one place on the platform, I noticed a large

collection of the exceedingly curious genus Sarracenias

;

I am quite sure there is not such another collection in

any other garden in the world. Eormerly, there was a

large rockery at one corner of the house visible, but now
it is completely hid by the trailing fig ( Ficus prostrataj

and Ferns. This rockery is intended to mask the steps

(formal things) that lead up to the gallery, and now it

is covered with these plants, it is most effective.

From the gallery, we have a fine view of the plants
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below, aud also the tops of some that ave level with it.

The gallery siirroiind.<5 the liouse, and it took me full

five minutes to walk quietly round it. This will give

tlie reader some idea of the size of this truly grand con-

servatory. ]''or tlie first time, I had a [leep into the

heating department: tliere is a long tunnel and iron

railway under tlie floor of tlie house. Tlio entrance is

concealed by rockwork. I was told there are seven
miles of iron piping to heat it. T. Applkby.

CAULIFLOWER, AND OTHER PLANTS, TO
STAND THE WINTER.

It is somewhat strange that the gardening works of

the last century, which went into the details of cropping
and other routine work, should difl'er so little from the

practice of the present day. This fact speaks, in an
unmistakeable manner, that our lioasted improvements,
in vegetable and other produce, is much less than we
often assume it to be, since the sowing of a certain crop,

on a particular day, was just as likely to ensure that

crop's perfection, in a given time, as the same operation
done now would do ; that this absence of improve-
ment is owing to the want of a judicious selection of

seeding plants, we hardly believe ; on the contrary,

much has been done to obtain as many " good points"
in each family as could be done, while other qualities

have been aimed at as well ; nevertheless, the total

of these acquisitions seem to have accomplished little

but what had been done an hundred years ago in many
things. True it is that the great agent of all vegetation
remains but little altered; or, if we regard the evidence
of aged people, the change is for the worse—we mean
the " seasons"—since we are told, over aud over again,
that finer and brighter summers existed in the last

century than we are favoured with ; and if the " old-

fashioned" winters were severe, tliey might not be
without their benefits; as we often now have the earliest

springs after hard winters. However, as this subject
has, in a measure, been treated of in former chapters,

I introduce it no further than to e.\emplify the fact, that
with the " superb varieties" of Cauliflower wliicli are

placed before us, all assuming to come in earlier than
its forerunner, we have not deviated more than a week
in the time of sowing since the days of our grandfathers

;

neither do we believe that the period of their coming
into use has been at all accelerated.

Now, as a good early Cauliflower is wanted to follow
in succession the late spring JJroccoli without any in-

termission, it behoves the careful cultivator to give what
attention he can to the means likely to produce such a
result ; but sowing too soon is not the most likely to do
so, for the plant getting so far advanced during the cold
weather, it prematurely starts into flower, or, in more
practical phrase, " buttons in ilarch." This, of course,

renders it useless. Sowing too late is equally bad ; for

very small plants being liable to the many mishaps
they have to encounter during a long winter, too often
perish during its continuance; it is, therefore, more
important to have this work performed at a certain time
tlian many others of a gardening kind. Abercromby
tells us, from the 21st to the doth of August was the
period most successful in his day. We have but little to

advance against that date, beyond that another sowing
may be made something later ; say the last few days in

the mouth. We have, for many years, sown Cauliflowers
on the 1st of September with a fair portion of success,
and depended on them for the principal spring crop

;

nevertheless, it is advisable to sow a few about a week
earlier, in order to try a quantity of each, for it may
happen tliat the backwardness of the season may be
such as will keep the earliest cues from progressing, so

far as to endanger their buttoning, while they may come
into use a few days sooner than the others, but this is

uncertain; and we do not, by any means, advise large

plants as being the most serviceable. However, both
may be tried ; and, as tlie importance of the crop is

such as warrauts the use of auy and all means for its

well-being, it is advisable, in the first instance, to as-

certain tliat the seed be good ; this we suppose to have
been done before, as well in its vitality as in its

other quality, as producing good useful heads. The
ground, too, ought to be in the best position that can
be obtained ; and though it need not be altogether

like a dunghill or compost-heap, yet it ought to be in

tolerable " good heart ;

" and if it has been R.^posed in

a dry state to the action of the sun, &c., for some time,

so as to dry, and, perhaps, harden its tops to an unusual
degree, so much the better. A good beating with the

back of a spade ought to break it into fine particles,

and the seed may be at once sown in beds as desired.

If, liowever, the ground should be tuo rougli to break
easily, water might be applied ; and if still obstinate,

another piece ouglit to be selected, or, in default of that,

a quantity of finer soil brought, to make a bed for the

seed to lay on, as well as to cover it, and the beds
sown accordingly.

Although the seeds of this and the other members of

the Cabbage family vegetate quickly in the hot, moist
weather of .luly, if such should occur then, yet they do
not so rapidly obey the call now, and later on are more
tardy still, so that it is sometimes necessary to give them
some assistance should the weather not be favourable.

This assistance may be a glass covering in a cold, wet
season, or a covering of some slight material in a very

dry, hot one ; the latter, to save them from the drying

influence of the weather, while the delicate process of

germination is going on; and the former, to protect that

process from an opposite cause. This care, with the

modes of directing it, will best show itself to the atten-

tive cultivator as the season advances, so that the wants
of the case can only be guessed at by the description of

weather, state of the ground, and other local influences.

Sultice it to say, that the bed of Cauliflower plants must
be e.\amined daily, so as to make sure tliat everything

is going on well ; and if the fly or other enemy to this

tribe of plants makes its appearance, let it be instantly

met by tlie remedies so often given in the case. Water-
ing, of course, will have to be performed, if the weather

be dry, but if ttiat be necessary, some slight shading

must also be adopted, to prevent that hardening of the

surface so opposed to the iree ventilation of small seeds.

As a homely covering, and one that answers every

purpose, wo cover the beds with old pea-stakes, and
occasionally scatter, very thinly, over them a little of the

haulm also ; these are removed in dull weather, so soon

as ever they can be dispensed with, aud the plants

thrive well so treated. Watering, in such cases, is

hut little necessary.

Another plant, whose wants in early spring make it

almost as necessary as the Cauliflower, may also be
sown now in quantity—we mean the hardy varieties of

Mlnter Lettuce. Usually, the small, green, cabbaging
varieties, of which that called the Hammersmith is the

type, may be sown now to a considerable extent. Pre-

vious sowings of the same we suppose to have been
made; these, though equally liable to the mishaps
common at this season, are not so much aft'ected by a
too early, or a too late sowiug ; on the contrary, it is

advisable to continue sowings of these until a late

)ieriod, in order to make sure of plants necessary for

the successional uses this salad is wanted for; aud if the

last crop of this was sown under glass, its chances of

success would be much increased, and as Melon frames,

&c., are sometimes at liberty thou, the difficulty of

getting this indulgence is much less than might be ex-
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peoteil. Resides tlie Imvdy llummersmilh, a brown aud
green Cos might Ijc sowu, and tlie Inowii Dutch is also

a good one to stand the winter; but the white Cabbaging
kinds, so usclul in a hot summer, are too delicate for the

season. We need luirdly add, tluit care nnist be taken
to preserve the young seedlings from such mishaps as

occasionally befal such crops at this season.

We will presume that a ijuantity of M'inter Spinacli

had been sown about the middle of the month, and
that winter Omom, and, it might he, a few Carrots, were
sown about the same time ; these must all be looked to,

in order tliat notliing be omitted caloulated to ensure

their vegetation or preservation afterwards. Another
crop of Spinach may also be put in, and the first crops

thinned a little at the proper time. Keeping down weeds,

and loosening the ground as may be wanted, and not
forgetting that in such crops as have to stand nil the

winter, in a condition almost stationary, appearances

are of much consequence, therefore, strive to make them
uniformly as neat as possible, by having no jagged line,

no blanks, or other bad places, and though it does not
always happen thus, seedlings will come up with that

degree of regularity so mucli wished for
;
yet, with a

little care and forethought, much may be done that way,
which during a long season will give forth tokens that

good workmanship had been exercised. J. Robson.

CULTIVATION OF TRIFOLIUM.
TrifoUum incaniatum, or Italian Clover, has now

become one of the most valuable of all green crops

usually cultivated for early spring food ; and whether

it is used for soiling cattle in their stalls, or for the

folding of sheep in the open field, there is no sort of

gi'een crop which will afford so heavy a crop of the

most nutritious food, as an acreable produce, to compare

with Italian Clover.

It is worthy of remark, also, that this crop furnishes

one of the safest kinds of green food which can be

obtained—the cattle and sheep, whilst feeding on it,

being generally remarkably healthy, and much less

subject to scouring, and other disorders incidental to

the use of early spring crops in general. The cultivation

is far more difficult than that of other sorts of Clover, or

gi-eeu crops in general, in proof of which, for some years

after its first introduction, it got into disfavour with a

large majority of farmers, and its cultivation was well-nigh

abandoned. Some few, however, who knew how to cul-

tivate the crop, were very successful, obtaining immense

crops, year after year : by them it was appreciated ; and,

from perseverance in its culture, it has at length become

a favourite kind of early spring food, is justly appre-

ciated, and not likely to recede in general estimation

until some more valuable crop can be discovered to

supersede it.

The time of sowing is of more consequence in the

growth of TrifoUum than that of almost any crop under

cultivation. In Belgium, and other continental states,

it is sown as early as the last week in July, and the

first week in August ; and 1 have noticed the best crops

produced in this country have been sown at the earliest

period. It generally succeeds well when sowu after

Tares which have been fed on the land by sheep ; but

it will also do well sowu after a crop of winter Oats,

Rye, Wheat, or other grain, provided it be sown as soon

as the crop of corn is removed.

The land should not be ploughed previously to

sowing; for although t have known good crops grown

after ploughing, it is quite the exception ; and the best

rule in its cultivation will bo found to be, to sow the

seed upon the stubble, or bare ground, and then work

the land with the drags, or harrows, sufficient to produce

a good tilth, and bury the seed, leaving the land rolled.

The only insect enemy from which the crop suflfers

is a small white slug ; and it is desirable to sow early in

oi-der to avoid its depredations, which are always most

destnictive late in the season, wlien the sun has less

power, and the nights become lengthened.

The soil best adapted for the growth of TrifoUum is

a good sandy or clay loam, yet excellent crops may be

grown upon almost all kinds of land in good condition.

The quantity of seed sown per acre shoidd never be

less than 20 lbs., and, in case the time of sowing is

delayed beyond the usual period, 2-) lbs. or 30 lbs. per

acre will be no more than sufficient.

TrifoUum seed being usually cheap, not more than

-Id. or 5d. per pound, although a large quantity of seed

is necessary, yet the acreable cost is not gi'eat, being

much less than the cost of seeding for other green crops.

This crop, if fed upon the land, and managed in a

proper manner, is certainly the best preparatory green

crop with which I am acquainted. Swedish Turnips,

as well as other varieties, generally take well after this

crop ; for, not only does it furnish a large bulk of food

for the consumption of stock, which will return a pro-

portionate quantity of manure, but the land will be

found in an exceedingly mellow and kind state, from

the effect of the gross and luxuriant foliage peculiar to

the TrifoUum plant.

It must, however, be borne in mind, that this crop

is very short-lived, the season for feeding or soiling

being limited to about a month at the farthest; it is,

therefore, desirable not to sow a greater number of

acres than can be consumed within that period, the

stalks being very wiry, and showing much woody fibre,

when the seed begins to form.

As a seed crop, although the produce sells generally

at a low price, yet the large quantity obtained makes it

a remunerative crop upon some soils. I have known

TrifoUum saved for seed upon some light, gravel soils,

and taken instead of a Wheat crop, and the return has

proved satisfactory, as compared with the crop of Wheat

usually obtained upon such soils, and the crop has also

been removed from the land in time for sowing Turnips.

When the seed is sown at the first season, here re-

commended, it becomes very gross towards the month

of November; it does not, however, sutler from the

effect of frost on this account, and it may sometimes be

fed by sheep in the autumn, if not eaten off too close

;

yet it is not generally so forward in the spring by a

week or ten days when thus fed ; but although it may

bo somewhat later in the spring Irom the cficct of feed-

ing, it does not diminish the bulk of the crop ultimately.

Sometimes this crop is mown lor the purpose of con-
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version into Hay; it is not, however, to be recommended
as a system, but may be attempted in case the crop

proves to be more than can be consumed as green food

within the usual period. It should be cut very early

when intended for Hay ; and the risk is always very

gi'eat, as a comparatively small quantity of rain will

seriously damage it.

This crop will be found an excellent substitute for

broad Clover upon those soils which have become what
is called clover-sick ; and I have known instances where
such land had been cropjjed with TnfoUum, on which
Red Clover has afterwards succeeded admirably.

Joseph Bluxdjill.

THE PATH OF PEACE.
By Ihe Authoress of " Mij Flowers."

It is a very great encouragement to British industry that
there is, in our hitherto highly-favoured land, no bar to the
success and advancement of men of talent and dihgence,
however humble their bu-th may be. In other coimUies
there is no scope for such persons. They may get rich

;

but they cannot rise. There is a wall of partition between
the high-boi-n and tlie humble that can never be climbed
over; and talents and energies, of the highest and noblest
order, ai-e crushed and chained down, so that they can never
aim at anything beyond the lowly sphere in which they
were born. In Great Britain a man may be anything. If
he has talent and determination, there is nothiug in our
laws and customs to prevent his becoming bead and front
of any profession he may choose. Circumstances, tliat is
to say, the providence of Gorf, may order it otherwise; he
paay lack Mends, opportunities, means, to get on ; but there
is no legal, or social, or pohtical reason, why he should not
sit on the Woolsack ; or lead a party in the country; or
become the greatest pliysician, mathematician, ciril en-
gineer, painter, or poet of the day. Tliis is a great spin- to
talent and energy; a great inducement to yoimg men to
press forward and do all that they find in theu- hearts to do

;

and a great benefit to the countiy too; because power and
place is not confined to the well-born, but is freely open
to the well-fitted; and this is a wonderful safety-valve
to our hitherto prosperous land. I have been supphed with
the following interesting particulars by the kindness of a
a friend, and I request my cottage readei-s' particulai-
attention to the character of the man ; to the path he walked
in

;
and to the truth of the Lord's own AVord :

" In all thy
ways acknowledge God, and he shall dii-ect thy paths."
"James Smith was born in a small town, of very humble

parents. His father was employed in the manufactm-e of
an article of general use, and was esteemed by his master
as a man of sonnd judgment and skiU in his business. In
his early age he was removed, with his parents, to another
county, and hu continued to assist his father in his
laborious employment uutU the age of manhood, when he I

returned to his native county. The education he received I

was sUght indeed ; but his acute mind led him at once to
\

leel his deficiencies; and, in maturer years, by his own i

exertions, he overcame many of the dilficuUies which a
defective education entails. Located a^iaiu in the place of
liis birth, be entered into tlie ser\ice of an eminent tiim,

|

and was, after a time, selected, on account of bis ability and
skill as a workman, to superintend a iiart of his employers' I

works. Here he continued until twenty-six years of age,
|when he was enabled, by prudent habits and self-denial, to

begin a small business on his own accoimt. It was at this
time that the eminently practical and energetic character
of James Smith was more fully developed. Hrs manufactoiy
gradually increased, as the superiority of liis workmanship
became more fully known; and his integrity and unbending
truthfulness became better appreciated. But, more than
this (let mij readers mark!), " he was a man who acknow-
ledged God in all his ways ;

" and, therefore, God blessed
him m worldly things, as well as spuitually.

" I ought, perhaps, to have slated, at the outset, the kind
of work James Smith was called upon to do, as soon as his
hands were strong enough to wield an instrument at all.

And let the cottage gardener remai-k, it was not the com-
paratively light manual labom' which occupies their time,
but heavy, laborious, and overwhebning work, from which
the village blacksmith himself would shrink ; for he had to

work under extreme heat, which the strongest cannot bear
long together, and which too often forms an excuse for

excessive drinking. This temptation, by God's help, James
Smith was enabled to withstand ; and he remained a liring

example, that strong Annk is not necessary to sustain hard
work.

" From the manufactmc of a small quantity of an article

weekly, by degrees he made more and more ; he still hved
with great care ; and the increase of his capital he employed
in enlarging his works, until, in a few years, he became a
man of independent property; looked-up to by Ins fcUow-
townsmen ; respected by his compeers ; and often selected

to arbiti'ate in matters of commercial difficulty by men
themselves of high stancUng and abihty. I remember well

hearing him relate an encom-aging incident on the platform
at a missionai-y meeting. The place of worship to which he
was attached had a he&wy debt upon it. This htmg hea-vily

on his mind—he could not bear the thoughts of God's
bouse being encumbered. It kept him awake the whole of

one night; in the morning he rose early, took stock of his

business, b.ilanced his accounts, and paid over the excess at

once to the fund for the liquidation of the debt, which, as it

' was at an early period of his business, involved great per-

sonal sacrifice. "Was be the poorer for this ? By no means

;

for, as he himself obseiTcd, God blessed his store in an
extraordinary way, and he seemed, from that moment, to

prosper. Eventually, from being a man of independent
property, he became a man of ijrcat ucallh, which he most
birgely distributed. He became first a borough magisti'ate,

then a county magistrate, then a magistrate for another
county ; was selected to till the ciric chair, the first time
the privilege was granted to llie town in which he resided

;

and had he lived a little longer, would, no doubt, have filled

the office of high sherifl' of his native comity. But a short
time ago he was borne to the grave amidst a sorrowing
people, followed by more than oue thousand of his own
workpeople ( who have since erected a monument to his

memory, at the expense of several hundred poimds), while
the public business of the large town in which he lived was
altogether suspended, and the shops closed.

" Xot very long before that lamented day, he had made a
lasting provision for the poor, by investing the sum of one
thousand pounds, the interest of which was to be thstributed

annually in blankets ; so that a blessing will belong to his
memoiy among generations to come, who know not their

benefactor. "Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord
and their works do follow them.'

" Such was the career of James Smith ; and it aiibrds great
reasons for encouragement to the hmicst working man, and
great cause of thankfulness to Englishmen, that they live

in a hm.d where the poorest man can, by his own exertions,
win his way to wealth and power."

Headers I this is a true tale. But if it was invented, it

could not be made more instructive or encouraging. It is

veiy Uke the story that everj- one knows of " Wittinglon, '.

Lord Mayor of London." It is like the history of David, I

who was tiikeu from the sheepfold to be Idng over Israel.
I

It proves what God can do for those wlio honour Him. He
j

does not always see fit to do it. for He knows om- frame,
and He preserves the weak from great temptations ; but it

shows what He can do, and how He blesses liouest and
lawful endcavom-s, when they are dedicated and used to His
senice and plor)-. Iteaders, do not " make haste to be rich,"

for then you shall " not be innocent ;
" but " be not slntb/ulm

business, ' and theu, while you " lend to the Lord," you will

receive it all back vritli usiuy.

This narrative comes well after that of jioor Boberts, in
my last paper, who was also a man of humble birth, and
of considerable gains. It shows the cUfierence between
" sening the Lord," and " serving him not." Eoberts coiUd
find uo rest, even for the sole of his foot ; but James
Smith's sleep was sweet. I close this true tale with a
" faithfid saying," " He that tHleth his land shall have
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plenty of bread; Init he tbat followeth nftev vaiu persons
shall have poverly enough. A faithful man shall aliountl

with blessings ; hut he that maketh lia?;te to he rich shall

noL be innocent."

CULTURE OF A ROOD 01-' GliOUND.

,
SEPTEMBER.

Tn my notes for August, I stated that my Potato crop was
loolung very luxuriant, and promised to be an abundant
crop. Three days after I had written the above article, I

noticed thoy began to show symptoms of the disease, and
on examining them closely, I found it was spreading rapidly

;

and, from inquiries that I made in the neighbourhood, I

soon learnt that it was becoming very general. From obser-

vations that I made, it appeared to be as virulent and rapid

in its progress as it was the first year it commenced. As
the disease cannot be prevented, I shall endeavour to give

a description how they may be saved from being entu'ely

lost, by making flour, or arrow-root from them.
In lai-O, the first year of the disease attacking the Potato,

I had a considerable portion of my ground inider crop with
them. As soon as the disease made its appearance, T

adopted the plan of my neighbours, in taking them up,
which they said would prevent the disease getting to the

tubers. I, therefore, took them up as quicldy as I possibly
could, and put them in heaps, with the intention of covering
them with earth, to preserve them from frost during the
winter; but I thought I would not be too hasty in doing so.

I therefore covered them with some straw for a few days, to

keep the air and rain from them ; a few days afterwaids I
had occasion to uncover them, to get some for sale, and, to

my astonishment, they were decaying rapidly, although they
appeai-ed, when 1 took them up, to be perfectly sound ; and,
with the exception of my present crop this season, thoy were
the finest Potatoes, in size, that I have ever grown. As
they were going so fast, I was anxious, if possible, to pre-

vent the entire loss. Having noticed, in that excellent

work, " British Husbandry," some account of making potato-
flour, I was determined to try the experiment, and 1 am
happy to say I was well rewarded for my pains, for had I
not resolved upon this plan, they would in a vei'y short time,

have been a complete heap of miinure.
The following, as near' as I can recollect, is the way I

went to work:—The process (by hand) is by grating the
potato, on a bread-grater, into a pulp. This plan being very
slow and tedious, I got a piece of block-tin, at the tininan's,

about a foot square, pierced with holes, and fixed it on the
centre of a small jjair of brewing-tongs I had by me, I

then set one end of tliese tongs into a tub, and rested the
other end, when sitting, against my chest, and grated the
potatoes into the tub. xVfter having grated as many as the

tub would hold, I had another tub half-fdled witli water, and
a fine hair sieve, which I placed in the water with one hand,
and with the other put the pulp into the sieve, not too much
at a time, and kept stirring it till all the flour was washed out,

which was in two or three minutes, and was settled at the

bottom of the tub lilce sand. I continued in this way to wash
all the pulp that I had grated, and as I washed it, I threw it

aside for manure. In order to get the flour perfectly clean
and white, it must pass through several washings in clean
water, by stirring it with the hand. As soon as the water
remains perfectly free from any coloiu- or sediments it will

be suUlciently waslied. It must then be spread thinly on
clean cloths, and laid in the sun till it becomes perfectly

dry
;
great caution is necessary iu drying it. If it were dried

too quick before the fire, or in an oven, it would balie into a
hard cake, and would be entirely spoiled, as it would not
keep. "When quite dry, it will be as white as snow, and will

keep for several year's ; in proof of which, we have a small
quantity by us made at the above time, and, to appearance, it

will not be known from the so-called arrow-root nf the shops.
In this way wo made more than fifty-six pounds of flour,

which, if wo had not done, the potatoes would have been
entirely lost to us, excepting for manure. It proved very
valuable to us for vai'ious pm-poses ; such as mixing a portion
with wheaten flom' for making bread, or mixing with boiling-

water; or with milk, sweetened with sugar or treacle, it is

delicious. It may be said to he a tedious process, but the
value of the Hour will well compensate for the trouble.
Altliough the jjotatocs were in a very forward state ai
decay, the flour was not the least afl'ected by it.

In the year 18-lN, when I found my potatoes were decay-
ing, I cooked them to feed my pigs with, mashing tliem with
meal, ie., which I found to be excellent for fattening ; the
particulars of which I have given in my little work on pig
feeding, i-c. But the decay being so rapid this present
season, I dare not venture to use them for that purpose. At
the present, we are using some of them that are not too far
gone, to feed oar fowls witli, by boiling them, and mash
them with pollard and barley-meal, which they appear to do
well with, and ai-e very fond of them.
In IS-L.'i, a person in this neighbourhood was simple

enough to put liis potatoes in a heap, or clamp, and cover
them with straw and e.arth, to keep till the spring, as he
said they would then be worth :!0s. a sack ; and although
tliey showed symptoms of decay when he took them up, he
was sure, by keeping them from the air, they would go no
further. The consequence was, when he opened the heap
in the spring they were a complete heap of raanm-e.
Where a portion of the rood of ground has been

occupied with wheat, no time should be lost, after the crop
has been cleared ofl", in giving it a thorough digging and
cleaning, and if any portion of it be required for early
spring Cabbages it must be well manured. I have found
the present month to be the best time for sowiihj Dnim
Cattle Cabbage seed, the pkauts to remain on the beds till

the spring, and to be set out in May where they are in-

tended to stand. In tliis way they will grow to a much
larger size then when the seed is sown in the month of
March, as they can be transplanted a month earlier. I have
grown Cabbages from the seed somi at this time that have
weighed as much as Ji.") lbs. each.

Winter Beans have of late been grown to a considerable
extent in this part of the country (Suflblk), and the crops
are, generally, more abundant than those sown in the spring.
If a portion of the wheat ground be desired for this crop,
the latter part of tins month is the proper time to put them
in. The distance I dibble my Beans in is sixteen inches,
from row to row, and six inches apart in the rows, which I
find quite close enough on good land, and the produce
more abundant than it would he if the rows were closer,

particularly with the winter Beans, as they grow more
luxniiantly than those sown in the spring.

No time must be lost in digging and cleaning the land as
it becomes vacant, that it may be fit to receive future crops.
The way in which I sow my Wheat, preparing the land, etc.,

I shall give in my notes for next month, that beurg the time
I always put mine in.

In The Cottage G.U!Denek of .Tune 9th, I stated that
our SImm/luic Pullet (hatched the middle of .Tuly, I80i) had
produced us sixty living chickens, which we have reared,
and up to the present time, August 10th, that I am now
writing, we have hatched altogether from her eggs, one
hundred and eleven chickens, which are all living, and
strong, healthy birds, and she is now sitting on her last

batch of thirteen eggs. How we manage our fowds, in
hatching, rearing, feeding, *c., I shall give in a future
paper.

—

John Sh.lett.

POULTRY VARIETIES.
Havino observed, in the review of the London Summer

Poultry Show, in The Cottage Gardener of the 5th
ultimo, a statement, that the Jerusalem and Rassian (or more
properly Bengal) fowls, exhibited by me tlierc, appeared to
be cross-bred birds ; I must beg leave to correct this error,
having, as I consider, the very best proofs of their being
both as pure and distinct breeds as any of the more
generally known sorts ; viz.—that for three generations every
chick has appeared in colour, shape, and general character-
istics, precisely lilio the parents ; and I have, at this moment,
a flock of thu"ty-eight Bussiau or Bengal fowls, and twenty-
six Jerusalem, old and young, aU hearing every mark of
purity of race ; in fact, all alike.

The Jerusalem were brought from the Holy Land, some
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six years since ; the Siissiaii were, I believe, imported from
Bengal.

I may mention, tliat in addition to the above, I liave five

otiier distinct breeds in my possession (besides three breeds

of Polands, viz., the perfectly Black-hicirdvtl Poland, the

Yellow, and the Ciicltoo), as yet scarcely, if at all, known in

this country.

The Brcdit Fowl ; black birds, with no combs whatever,

but long wattles ; very long in shape, and feathered-legged.

The Bniz'ditin ; very much like the ilalay, but bearded.

The Nonnandy ; speckled black and white, with small

topknots, and five claws. Obtained a prize at the London
summer show.
The Biuyes ; a very lai'ge, slaty-blue fowl.

The C'rive-caux ; two varieties, one rather like inferior

Silver Polands in colour' ; tlie other variety, the hens black,

and the cocks black, with yellow backs and necks, small

topknots, and beards, and very cmious combs, like two
homs, which is the great peculiarity of this breed.—W. G.
^ I\TAX, Sinijlilun, Cornwall.

THE IIHODIAN VINE.

The Trebiana, a little-known Grape, it will we remem-
bered, was adverted to at page -177, as a most important
white Grape for the late dessert ; and I here beg to caU
attention to the " Ithodiau Vine," which at least possesses

merit, it would appear, sufficient to recommend it to those

who like a httle variety.

A jjlaut here, given to my worthy employer as a choice

variety, last yeai', has grown surprisingly, and evinces a

very strong habit. As I felt an interest in the plant, I at

once wrote to a gentleman, scarcely second to any authority

in the country, as to its merits; knowing, also, that he had
seen a fair specimen. He kindly answered as follows :

—

" Ehodian Geai'E.—Specimen taken from a Ijunch of

about five pounds weight. On the slioulder received, the

berries are loose, on long and ratlier slender pedicels. The
berries ar-e middle-sized, roundish-oval. Skin green, very

thin. Pulp green, melting, juicy, tolerably sweet, but not

equal in flavom' to the Chasselas dv Fontaiiwhh-au, The
specimen, however, was scar-cely ripe. Some leaves accom-
panying the above were fifteen inches by thirteen inches

across."

Thus much as to my friend's opinion made in l^Vi, on
which tlie utmost reliance may be placed. Now, I happen
to know that the Grapes in question were slightly unripe in

tire most of that year, for wliat reason I cannot decisively

say ; but it is a tolerably fair inference, tliat this kind re-

quu'es much heat, as most, naturally, late Grapes do ; and
now the question wiD arise—Is it a keeper ? If so, we
shall add anotlier white berry to our Tokaij section, and a

companion to the Trebiana, with this agreeable diversity,

that the skin and pulp are green ; and evei'yone knows that

the green of a gr-een grape is most delicate.

My plant, in its present condition, might fairly be taken
for the Assyrian Vine. The foliage, it may be added, has a

glaucous or downy tint beneath.—K. EniaNOTOX.

POTATOES AND OTHER CROPS.

LiST year 1 remember to have expressed myself strongly

on behalf of the Potato, stating, m the face of all depre-

ciatory, foreboding conclusions, that I, for one, most
certainly intended to persevere in its cultivation ; a deter-

mination I have no eausc to regret, nor from which do I

intend to cry—I have erred. I cannot further the cause
better than by affording you ocular and gastronomic e\idence
of my success. The tubers I send are neither the largest,

nor tile smallest, but from the medium-sized portion of my
crop, averaging 140 sacks for an acre.

They were sufficiently ripe for lifting, on a ca-e of emer-
gency, in the fourth week of .July ; but the London Poultry
Show claiming my presence, I deferred the operation to the
fir'st week in August. I cannot say either that the haulm was
not aftected, nor that the tubers are peil'ectly free from disease.

for I have had ten so infected up to the present time. I

am sanguine enough to think the remainder will escape it.

In order not to encroach upon your space, I refer, for my
system of cropping and storing, to The Cott.^oe Gar-
dener, vol. vi., page 40C : and vol. is., page 48 ; also to

Numbers 10 and 11. of Tin' Cottayc La»ip.

The uncongenial state of the weather prevented my
planting in the autumn of last year, in fact, from this cir-

cumstance, the season had advanced to the last week in

Mai'ch before I could do so ; a convincing proof that tliere

is no royal rule for planting Potatoes ; and I am not quite

sure, from what Mr. Erringtou said in the spring, and the

force of circumstances working out for me the very same
plan, whether I shall not adopt the system in future. It is

this :—From the first, my seed are always placed in single

layers on shallow, wooden ti'ays, in a subdued light, where
no frost can reach them ; and on no consideration whatever
is the first shoot allowed to become maimed or bruised.

Agreeably to the size of the tuber I allow two shoots, but
never more ; all others are rubbed off in then- infancy.

This has always been my practice with my first early Pota-

toes, though last year, from reasons stated above, early and
second earUes tmderwent the same process. When I

planted them the tubers were wrinkled, with sturdy shoots

about three inches long attached to them as firm as the

limpets to the rock. It is quite necessary that the trays or

fioor whereon the tubers rest should be perfectly drv', other-

wise the roots which strike from the base of the shoots,

instead of remaining strong and wiry, grow away weak, and
become matted together, deteriorating the set. Of course

the soil, from remaining unoccupied during the winter,

underwent as thorough pulverizations as opportunity

occurred, and it was in capital tilth when planted. To
accommodate the young shoots, I adopted the Shropshire
method of planting. The gi'ound being entirely dug over,

I strained a line, and cast out the soil about four inches

deep, with the back of the spade bearing against the hne
longitudinally ; I placed the sets in this trench, the shoots

leaning against the upright side; shifted the line for the

second row, and the soil next removed cast over, covering

the first row of sets, and so on. It is a very expeditious

plan. I do not use a particle of dung, the ground being
sufficiently hearty after the root-crops. When the green
tops appear above ground, which they did this year remark-
ably regularly, the groimd is well forked between the rows,
and the young shoots slightly covered with mould, to protect

them from frost. A moulding-up is allowed them in due
time, and nothmg more is required until they are ready for

taking-up, unless, peradventure, they incline to form seed-

balls : these, of coiu"se, are instantly removed.
The first early sorts I forward you, are the Walnut-leaved

Kidney, and Mitchel's Early Albion Kidney (very like the
Walnut-leaf—an excellent Potato). The second eaiiies are

the Prince of Wales Kidney, Red Ash-leaved Kidney, the

Forty/old, and Martin's Seedliny. Mitchel's Albion, the
Red Ash-leaf, and Martin's Seedliny aj'e fresh varieties to

me this year ; there is no mistake about them, the latter,

especially, is a poor man's Potato. It also unites the good
property of forming its tubers close to the stalk. The
Forty fold and Prince of Wales I distributed some years ago,

as something worth having, to many parts of the country,

though I trust I have not been guilty of pei'petuating a

synonym for the latter. How I became acquainted with its

liighness was as follows .-—Upon finding that my neighbour,
Mr. .John Pritchett, was cimning in Potatoes, I applied to

him for some seed ; the result was, the Prince, and a later

variety, which I have given up, one year's trial convinced
me oi his highness's worth ; and I inquired of Mr.
Pritchett, where he got it from, a-s the name was new to

me / He said he coidd not tell; but having formerly
observed its earliness, comparatively with his other sorts,

the idea struck him, that as the Prince of Wales was to

become a very forward person, be would christen it after

him. It is a production worthy of its day and title. The
sample I send is from ]\Ir. P.'s crop ; and he informs me,
he never had a better one.

Now, how is tills ? It convinces me, more and more, that

suflicient care is not allowed for the preservation of seed,

and preparing the soil to receive it. My neighbour adopts

the same method as myself, and we get good sound crops.
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His soil is quite of an opposite nature to my own, and the

situation also ditferent—lying open and exposed, whereas
mine is neai-ly surrounded and shaded by trees.

I could go on with instances, and write for a month upon
the subject ; but the real fact is, it depends entirely upon
people themselves; and the only preventive for the mur-
rain is to use diligence, keep the soil well-drained, in good
heart, and tilth ; use no raw material at the time of planting

;

take proper core of the seed; sow only the early ripening

varieties, and store the produce in layers never more tlian

six or eight inches in thickness, in a dry, dark place.

Thus, the tubers are out of the soil sutHciently early for the

ground to become occupied with the winter cabbage tribe,

or sown with early turnips, or transplanted with Swedes,
&c. ; and so, instead of the disease proving itself a curse, it

is made to become a blessing to mankind, through instruct-

ing him to secure two crops from his ground in the place

of one.

In order to fill up the hamper, I will enter two or three

other productions. The Pea is a variety called the
" Biilcc Maijtiii." A few were presented to me, three years

ago, by a Suffolk gardener, as a great favour. I thought I

had arrived at the acme of I'ea cultivation with Tliiastoii's

Reliance, but I liave astonished myself with this great sweet

Pea. I allow the sample and flavour to speak for them-
selves, when I have no doubt you will second my anxiety

that it should be known through the length and breadth of

the laud, as a Pea well worthy of cultivation. The single

haulm you may perceive measures feet <i inches in height,

has six offsets or branches, numbering 40 pods and In

blossoms. I do not generally allow them to attain this

height, for by stopping so soon as the first blossom appears,

they seldom much exceed the stature of six feet.

The Goosehcriies and t'lirruiils are frum a ueighbom''s
garden (Mr. Jolm Fardon, Watchmaker). They ai-e not

specimens got up for show, but gathered from bushes bear-

ing very heavy crops. Mr. F. has shown some first-rate

fruit in his day ; and, if it came to the point, ye men of

Lancashire, be it known, there are very largo Gooseberries
grown in Oxfordshire, even, and Currants too. The most
ardent sticklers for making the most of a small piece of

ground would be satisfied to their heart's content if they
saw Mr. F.'s garden. He has the best collection of Genoau
Stocks, now in bloom, that I have seen this year. As I

parted from him to-day, he obseiwed, " Tl'e can garden a

little you see, as well as make watches, and set diamonds !

"

I have had some very fine Gooseberries myself this year,

but they would nut ^\•ait ! for the Potatoes. My Straw-
beiTies, also, were abundant and excellent, thanks to the

"faggots" (see vol. vi., page ^78; and The Gardener's

Almanac for 1803). Scarcely any were soiled or spoiled by
the rain, nor preyed upon by slugs, wii-eworms, etc. The
Hasiiberries were an excellent crop, so were the Currants, as

the preseiTe jars testify. Curranls I shall be enabled to

gather for some time to come, as I have some imder Ihelr

protectors.

My wall-fruit-trees are too young to expect much from
;

still I have a sprinkling of Pears, a good crop of Morello
Cherries, and a capital show of Grapes ; Apricots about liere

are a failure, and Apples are partial; ray Peach tree is a
failure, both in crop and kind; for the nurseryman, instead
of sending mo a Grosse Mujnonne, which I ordered, sent
me—the first thing ; no matter what. • • • My kitchen
garden crops are as flourishing as I could wish for—the
result of good drainage and liquid-manm'c ; and, consider-

ing the season, I think a fail' amount of honey will instantly

be forthcoming from the bees.

By the fragment of stalk i Hieraclcum ijiijatdenin), you
will perceive I am up to the circumference, with July 21st,

page :ill. The entire plant measured feet (J inches in

height. Mine, like .'ill's plants, were lions in the flower-

way here; they are, certainly, majestic looking fellows,

though too many of them would soon cloy, and appear
common. One of ray plants, just before the side branches
opened for bloom, would have formed the most perfect

model for an epergne, or candelabrum, of anything I ever
saw. I advise Messrs. Hunt and Eoskell, when they com-
mission their artists next year, to study nature, to caution
them to give an eye for these graceful plants.

I have allowed my observations to take a course over the

TAN TREVENTIVE OF CATERPILLARS.
At page 300 of The Cottage Gakdener, inquiry is made

relative to the best mode of preventing the ravages of cater-

pillar's on Gooseberry-trees. I think I have a remedy more
simple and efficacious than that referred to. I can spealc

from experience, having used it above ten years, and instead

of having my trees infested, as they formerly were, I

hardly ever see one on them. Every year I scatter the old

spent Tan under the trees, and I suppose it may be that

the butterflies do not like the smell of it, as afterwards

they hardly ever come near. It will have the same ett'ect.

sprinkled between rows of greens and cabbages. I have
found it so useful, that it ought to be luiiversally known.
It renders that (old Tan) valuable, which is often valueless.

E. C.

SI'RREY ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS POULTRY
SHOW—August i23, 24, and 25.

The Show of Birds was not good on the whole ; but
Class '.!, Shaiirihaes, were a good class, and Ai/lcsburtj Ducks
were very tirst-rate. Our reporter thinks these were the
only two worth particularizing. The weather was bad, and
the attendance, consequently, small.

Judges.—Edward Hewitt, Esq., Eden Cottage, Sparlbook,

crops in this vicinity (Woodstock), and, generally speaking,
farmers will not be far short of their reckonings. The
breadth of land under Wheat is not so extensive as usual,

but the wheat is good in quality. Barley and Oats are
especially flue, I never saw better : all of them are fast

assuming their yellow harvest livery, and the sickle and the
scythe are in full operation. (A good-natured farmer who
brought us a present of two couple of young pigeons, said,

if it had not been for the rain of yesterday, August l8th,
]

he should have completed carting his wheat to day.) Beans I

and Peas are good for these parts ; 1 have witnessed no
]

blight. Cows and beasts are luxuriating in a rich afterhitc, '

and what deficiency of sample may have happened to the
Hay and Clover, on account of the weather, will be amply
compensated for by the superior crops of Turnips ; the last-

mentioned of which will reap wonderful benefit by a tho-

rough soaking of rain mentioned above.
The late variety of Potatoes, which people rvill doggedly

cultivate, ai-e, of comse, a failure ; the medium sorts are
blighted in the haulm, not so their tubers ; comparatively,
for late years, their crops are sound and encouraging.

Upwakds and Onwards.

[ Most readily and unreservedly do we bear testimony to

the excellence of the samples sent to us. Eveiy one of the
Potatoes is of that average size most suitable for table use,

perfectly free from disease, and every one is dBvoted to be
used for planting. The Peas (Dulce Magna) are as good as

any we have ever tasted, very large and very prolific. In all

these qualities, they at least equal the iCnight's JMaiTOw,
and we do strongly recommend our correspondent to adopt
means for its general introduction. The other garden
products were all first-rate, and bear uumistakeable testi-

mony to the good gardening at Woodstock.

—

Ed. C. G.]

SOWING GERANIUM SEED.
Mv seedling Geraniums of this year are some of them

stout plants already. Life is much too short for that old

plan of keeping the seeds till next spring. I never suffer

the seed to ripen so thoroughly as to make the awn curl up
and show the seed, but remove it while yet a little immature,
never letting it get dry. I thus save many days. I also

germinate them by half-tilling a tin-box with damp sand,

placing the seeds on it. I then shut the box and put it in

the stove till they sprout. Thus I avoid the pei'petual risk

of dryiug-up in the sunshine, which will often delay the
germination for mouths, if not altogether.

—

Ignescens.
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Birraiugham ; IMr. John Baily, Mount Street, Grosvenor
Squai-e ; Mr. -T. II. Catling, King Street, Portman Square.

Class 1.—COCHIN-CHINA.—BUFF, LEMON, or CINNAMON. (For
the best Cock and two Hens of any age."*

7- First prize, Mr. John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarlcet. 23,

Second prize, Mr. Thomas H. Potts, KingswooJ Lodge, Croydon. 2.

Third prize, Mr. Thomas Rawson, **The Hurst," Walton-on-Thames.

Class 2.—COCHIN-CHINA. (For the best Cockerel and three PuUets,
Chickens of IS53.)

98. First prize. I\Ir. J. Eason, Thurlow Lodge, Lower Norwood. 51.

Second prize, Mr. William Henry Snell, Shirley Cottage, Norwood.
50. Third prize, Mr, Henry Gilbert, 1", Upper PhilUmore-place, Ken-
sington.
Highh/ Co}nme}ided.— 25. Mr. Christopher Rawson. 44. Mr. W.

Plummer, Brislington, near Bristol, ij. Mrs. Sarah Fookes, Wliit-

church, Blandford, Dorset. 49- Mr. Henry Gilbert. 113. Mr. John
Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newnitirket.

Class 3.—COCHIN-CHINA.—WHITE. (For the best Cock and two
Hens of any age.)

121. Second prize, Mr. W, Hodgkinson, Gough-hill, Birmingham.
First and third prize withheld. Class not meritorious.

Class 4.—COCHIN-CHINA.—WHITE. (For the best Cockerel and
three Pullets, Chickens of 1353.;^

133. First prize, Mr. B. Holmes, 112, New-street, Birmingham. 126.

Second prize, Mr Thomas Elomiield Fairhead, Cressing, Esses. 132,

Third prize, Mr. W. Hodgkinson, Birmingham.

Class 5.—COCHIN-CHINA.-BROWN, PARTRIDGE, or GROUSE.
{For the best Cock and two Hens of any age.)

142. First prize, I\Ir. John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket. 143.

Second prize, Mr. John F. Chater, Haverhill. 138. Third prize, Dlr.

G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, near Birmingham.

Class 6.—COCHIN-CHINA.—EROWTST, PARTRIDGE, or GROUSE.
(For the best Cockerel and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

154. First prize, Bfr. W. B. Slapplebeck. Bullring, Birmingham. 156.

Second prize, Mr. John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket. 150. Third
prize, Mr. John Chater, Haverhill, Suffolk.

Class;.—COCHIN-CHINA. (For the best Cockerel and one Pullet,

Chickens of 1853, of any of the previous colours.)

158. First prize, Mr. T. Rider, Staplehurst, 206. Second prize, Mr.
John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket,

Class not meritorious.

Class 8.—COCHIN-CHINA.—BLACK. (For the best Cock and two
Hens of any age.)

212. First Prize, Mr. T. H. Fox, Skinner-street. 213. Second Prize,

Mr. H. Parker, Handsworth, near Birmingham.

Class 9.—COCHIN-CHINA.—BLACK. (For the best Cockerel and two
PuUets, Chickens of 1853.)

21". First prize, Mr. E. H. L. Preston. Great Yarmouth. 226. Second
prize, Mr. John Fairlie, Cheveley Park. Newmarket. 214. Third prize,

Mr. Christopher Rawson, Walton-on-Thames.

Class 10.—SPANISH. (For the best Cock and two Hens of any age.)

23". First prize, Mrs. Lydia C. Stow, Breedon, near Tewkesbury.
235. Second prize, Capt. W. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage,
Prescott, Lancashire. 239. Third prize, Mr. T. H. Fox.

Class 11.—SPANISH. (For the best Cockerel and three Pullets,

Chickens of IS53.)

258. First prize, Captain W. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage.
245. Second prize, Mr. Nathan Nathaniel Dyer, Manor House, Breedon,
near Tewkesbury. 243. Third prize, Mr. Christopher Rawson, Wal-
ton-on-Thames.

Class 12.—SPANISH. (For the best Cockerel and one Pullet, Chickens
of 1853.)

258. First prize, Mr. E. Simons, Dale-end, Birmingham. 259. Second
prize, Captain W. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage.

Class 13. DORKING.—COLOURED. (For the best Cock and two
Hens of any age.)

9/1. First prize, Captain W. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage.
273. Second prize, the Hon. Mrs. D. Astley. 263. Third prize, the
Rev. and Hon. H. Noel Hill, Berrington, Shrewsbury.

Class 14.—DORKING.—COLOURED. (For the best Cockerel and

j

three Pullets, Chickens of 1S53.)

'

2/8. First prize. Mr. J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick Court, near Bristol. 284,

;
Second prize, Mr. T. H. Potts, Croydon. 2S3. Third prize. The Hon.

I Mrs. I). Astley, Swanton House, Thetford.

!
Class 15.—DORKING.—COLOURED. (For thebest Cockerel and one

I Pullet, Chickens of 1353.)

289- First prize, Captain W. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage.
290. Second prize, Mr. W. G. K. Breavinglon. Vicarage Farm, Sutton,
near Hounslow. 235. Highly commendeil, Mr, Christopher Rawson,

I Walton-on-Thames.

Class 16.—DORKING.—M''HITE. (For the best Cock and two Hens

Class l/.-^DORKING.—WHITE. (For the best Cockerel and three

Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

301. First prize, Mr. Joseph Jennens, Moseley, Birmingham. 300,

Second prize, Mr. Joseph Jennens, Bloseley, Birmingham.

Class 18.—POLANDS.—BLACK WITH WHITE CRESTS, f For the
best Cock and two Hens of any age.i

309. First prize, Mr. G. C. Adkins. Edgbaston. 310. Second prire,

Mr. T. P. Edwards, Railway Station, Lj-ndhurst.

Class 19.—P0LANDS.—BLACK WITH WHITE CREPTS. (For the
best Cockerel and three Pallets, Chickens of 1853.)

314. First prize, Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 3l6. Second prize,

Mr. T. P. Edwards, Railway Station, Lyndhurst.
Class meritorious.

Class 20.—POLANDS,—GOLDEN. (For the best Cock and two Hens
of any age.)

321. First prize, Mr. W. G. Vivian, Singleton, near Swansea. SIQ.

Second prize, Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston.

Class2I,—P0LANDS.—GOLDEN. (For the best Cockerel and three

Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

326. First prize. Mr. R, H. Bush, Ashton Lodge, near Bath. 32/.

Second prize, JMr. W. P. Mapplebeck, Bull-ring, Binningham.

Class22.—P0LANDS.—SILVER. (For the best Cock and two Hens
of any age.

)

332. First prize, Mr.- G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 329. Second prize,

Mr. Christopher Rawson.

Class23.—POLANDS.—SILVER. (For the best Cockerel and three

Pullets, Chickens of 1853,

>

33;. First prize, Mr. Henry Nye, Eostal-road, Rochester. 338.

Second prize, Mr. T. H. Potts, Croydon.

Class 24. GAME FOWLS.—BLACK-BREASTED AND OTHER
REDS. I, For the best Cock and two Hens of any age.)

342. First prize, Mr. G. C, Adkins, Edgbaston. 346. Second prize,

Mr. J. Monsey.

Class 25.—GAME FOWLS.—BLACK-BREASTED AND OTHER
REDS. (For the best Cockerel and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

343. First prize, Mr. John Buckley, Desford, near Leicester. 349.

Second prize, Mr. N. N. Dyer, Manor House, Breedon, near Tewkesbury.

Class 23.—GAME FOWLS OP ANV OTHER COLOUR. (For the

best Cock and two Hens of any age.)

353. First prize, Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 354. Second prize*

Mr. J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick Court, near Bristol.

Class 27.—GAME FOWLS OF ANY OTHER COLOUR. (For the

best Cockerel and three Pullets, Chickens of 1S53.)

355. First prize, Mr. John Buckley, Desford, near Leicester.

Class 28.—MALAY. (For the best Cock and two Hens of any age.)

363. First prize, Mr. T. J. Cottle, Pulteney Villa, Cheltenham. 360.

Second prize, Messrs. Mayston and Goodman, High-street, Tottenham.

Class 29.—MALAY. (For the best Cockerel and three Pullets, Chickens
of 1853.)

369. First prize, Mr. Leighton, Cheltenham. 368. Second prize,

Messrs. Mayston and Goodman, High-street, Tottenham.

Class 30.—HAMBURGH.—GOLDEN-SPANGLED, (For the best Cock
and two Hens of any age.)

372. First prize. Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 3^5. Second prize,

Mr. Joseph Jordan, Waterfall Cottage, Birmingham.

Class 31.—HAMBURGH.—GOLDEN- SPANGLED. (For the best
Cockerel and three PuUets, Chickens of 1853.)

378. First prize, Mr. T. P. Edwards, Railway Station, Lyndhurst.

Class 32. HAMBURGH- SILVER-SPANGLED. (For the best Cocfc

and two Hens of any age.)

381. First prize, Mr. Christopher Rawson, Walton-on-Thames.
389. Second prize, Mr. J. Jordan, Waterfall Cottage, Birmingham.
3S6. Highly commended, Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston.

Class33.—HAMBURGH.—SILVER-SPANGLED. (For the best

Cockerel and three Pullets, Chickens ot 1S53.)

394. First prize, Mr. Matthew Leno, jun., Hemel- Hempstead, Herts.

392. Second prize, Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston.

Class 34.—HAMBURGH.—GOLD-PENCILLED. (For the best Cock
and two Hens of any age.)

396. First prize, Mr. John Nickols, Southlee House, Datchet. 397.

Second prize, Mr. W. G. Vivian, Singleton, near Swansea.

Class 35.—HAMBURGH.—GOLD-PENCILLED (For the best

Cockerel and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

399. First prize, Mr, J. B. Chune, Coalbrookdale. 398. Second prize,

Mr. C. Rawson, Walton-on-Thames.

Class 36.—HAMBURGH.—SILVER.PENCILLED. (For the best
Cock and Hen of any age.)

40". First prize. The Hon. Sfrs. D. Astley, Swanton House, Thetford.
405. Second prize, Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston.

ClassS?.—HAMBURGH.—SILVER-PENCILLED. (For the best

Cockerel and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)
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Class SS.-BANTAMS.—GOLD-LACED. (For the best Cock and
two Hena.)

429. First prize, IMr, Uriah Sparey, Marltyate-street, Dunstahle. 426.

Second prize, Mr. Francis Kedraond, Swiss Cottage, St. John's Wood.

BANTAMS.—SILVER-LACED. (For the best Cock and two Hens.)

434, First prize, Mr. Uriah Sparey, Markynte-street, Dunstable. 433.

Second prize, Mr. F. Redmond, Swiss Cottage.

BANTAMS.—GINGER OR BUFF. (For the best Cock and two
Hens.)

437. First prize, Mr. John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket. 4/t5.

Second prize, Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston,

BANTAMS.—BLACK. (For the best Cock and'two Hens.l

441. First prize. The Hon. ivrrs. D. Astley. 438. Serond prize, Mr. T.
Oliver, Thorpe Hamlet, near Norwich.

BANTAMS.—WHITE. (For the best Cock and two Hens.)

44p. First prize, Rev. Greiiville Prodsham Hodson, Chew I\Iagna, near
Bristol. 445. Second price, flir. W. G. Vivian, Singleton, near Swansea.

Class 39.—FOR ANY OTHER DISTINCT BREED. (A Cock and
two Hens of any age.)

462 Prize ,^2. Mr. E. Simons, Dale-end, Birminpham. (Ancnnas,
pure breed.) 475. Prize ^'2, ]\Ir. John Fairlie. Cheveley Park, New-
market. (Chamois Polands ) 478. Prize .*'2, Mr. T. H. Potts, Croy-
don. (White Polands.) 452. Prize lOs., Mr. C. Rawson, Walton-on-
Thames. (Alp^erine Silk Fowl.l 470. Prize lOs., Mr. J. Taylor, jun.,
Cressy House, Shepherd'a-bush. ; Andalusian.) 476. Prize lOs., Rlr.

John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket. (Dumpies or Scotch Baltics.)

Class 40.—FOR ANV OTHER DISTINCT BREED. (For deserving
specimens of a Cockerel and three Pullets, Chickens of 1853.)

490 Prize j£2., Mr. John Fairlie, Cheveley Park. (Bramah Poutrns.)
492. Prize .£'2., Dr. Burney, Brockhurst-lodge, near Gosport. (The
Ptarmigan.)

Class 41.—GEESE. (For the best Gander and two Geese.)

493. Fir<;t prize, Mr. C. Rawson, Waltnu-on-Thamcs. (Toulouse
Geese.) 50i>. Second prize, Mr. W. G. K. Breavington, Sutton, Houn-
alow. 498. Commended, Rlr. J. Thorne, Mawby House, South Lambeth.

Class 42.—DUCKS.—AYLESBURY.—WHITE. (For the best Drake
and two Ducks.)

517 First prize, Mr. W. G. K. Breavington, Sutton, Hounslow. 523.
Second prize, Mr. John Weston, Aylesbury. The whole class highly
meritorious.

DUCKS. -MUSCOVY. (For the best Drake and two Ducks.)

532 First prize, Mr. W, Hodgkinson, Gough-hill, HoUoway-head,
Birmingham.

DUCKS.—ANY OTHER VARIETY. (For the best Drake and two
Ducks.)

536 Firfjt prize, Miss Steele Perkins, Sutton Coldfield. (Black Buenos
Ayres, or Labrador.) Second prize withheld.

Class 43.—TURKEYS. (For the best Cock and two Hens.)

541. First prize, Mr. John Fairlie, Cheveley Park, Newmarket. 540.

Second prize, Mr. J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick Court, near Bristol. (Wild
American.)

Class 4i.—GUINEA FOWLS. (For the best pair.)

549. First prize, Rlr. John Fairley, Cheveley Park, Newmarket. 547.

Second prize, Mr. J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick Court.
The Dealers' Prize awarded to Mr. Philip Castang, Lcadenhall Market.

THE POTATO MURRAIN.
Seeing so many contradictory reports in the papers

relative to the i*otato disease, some asserting that it does,

and some tliat it does not, exist, even to a slight extent

;

this year I have tal;en pains, not only to make inquiries, but
also to see some taken up in different gardens. The tops

in all the gardens, and in many fields in this district, show
the presence, more or less, of the disease ; and, in one
garden T was in last week, at many of the roots there
actually did not exist a single Potato, all having rotted

away, and tliat in a soil by no means either heavy or wet.

Having myself, for several years, been my own working
gardener, I paid great attention to Potato-setting, earthing-

up, and stoiing them for use; and, haWng tried different

manures, some of the richest and rankest description,

namely, h.alf decayed animal matter, in addition to common
manure and guano, I was never able to distinguish, except
in the produce (which, of course, was much greater where
the strongest manure was applied), any variation in the
quantity of diseased Fotatoes per row.

IMany people assert that autumn planted ones are freer
from the disease, which I attribute uot to the limp of nlant.

idoa of protecting tliem from frost; for I have proved,
beyond all doubt, that the deeper the sets are put into the
ground, provided the soil is not of a heavy description, and
the greater quantity of earth that is thrown up against them
when they are eartlied-up, the freer they are from the
disease; and, by strict observation, tliis opinion is more
strongly confirmed by hundreds of instances, where the
Potatoes attached to the stem, and deep in the ground, are
sound, bnt those that have sprung from the other Potatoes,
and como near the surface, are I'otten.

The disease, no doubt, comes in close, hot weather, when
the air is charged with electric fluid, and is caused by atmo-
splicric influence ; and the Aphis i'ustator is not tlie cause,
as many have supposed, but the effect of the disease.

Titih-asfcr. A Phacticai. AflUTEm.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should he addressed '^ To t/ie Editnr 0/

the Cotliige Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Pattrnoxtfr Raw, London.'*
I

Panset Seedlincs (M. Weig-hilD.—The yellow with the broad

purple edg;e, is in good form and substance, but oommon-looking. The
pale straw with purple, delicate-looking, and good form, but thin petaled.

We cannot writcletters at all, much less *' by return of post/' on such

subjects.

British Perns (B. B.).—Moore's //anrfioofr of British Ferns will

exactly suit you. It is very cheap, and very full of information.

Hot-water Pipe ~ff^^~'^'^^ ^""^ greenhouse, eighteen feet long by

nine feet wide, use three-inch cast-iron piping.

Seedling Verbenas CBiz/iir).-^These seedlings vary, more ov leas,

from the parent plants. The toad you employ in your frame will become
torpid in the winter. We have had Grapes affected with the white

mildew (Oit/iKm TMrA-eW) cured by rubbing them ))etween the fingers

and thumb covered with flowers of sulphur.

Shrivellkd Peach Shoots (One Puzzled}.—We have seen cases

like yours, and feel disposed to consider it a form of mildew, perhaps
the Oidimn erysiphoides. Flowers of sulphur seem to be generally re-

cognised as the best antagonist to mildews in general. Such things

are very liable to be generated in damp seasons, on trees growing in rich

soils, and this is one of the reasons why we prefer planting in simple

loam, and using manurial matters as surface-dressings. We should take

such trees up in October, make the soil drier and more simple, and re-

plant at a higher level.

Peacues and Plums planted too close {A Country Rector).—
You may prune them hack a little closer than in ordinary pruning,

before moving them. There is no necessity for such very severe pruning.

Your transplanting will bring the gross trees into bearing, if proper

sorts, and not utterly diseased. Rhododcndrona and ArJiiteas want little

pruning besides occasionally removing straggling growths; keep, how-

ever, all seed-pods removed. Let us advise you to root-prune all your

g^rossfruit-trees :it the end of September; never mind their flagging a

little. You should have attended to our directions about summer pinch-

ing long since.

Orchids {Cattleya Loddigesii).—You say your Catileya LoddigesH

made twelve bloom-spikes, but only one flowered
; you kept it in a house

heated to "0° by day, and 60'= by niglit, whilst growing, with rather dry

air, but moist at the roots. We imagine your soil is too wet, and not

raised sufficiently above the pot edge; the heat is light, and the atmo-

spheric moisture is right. It is very surprising that many orchid growers

do not succeed in blooming their plants, for it is a fact, there is no class

of jilants so easy to cultivate if all the proper means and appliances are

brought into play in growing them. Consult Mr. Appleby's papers on

Orchid culture, in back numbers of The Cottage Gardener. Why
treat Catileya crispa differently to Caft/eya LoddigesH? They are from

the same country. We have seen them bloom in very indifferent treat-

ment. Your Oncidium pictum has too much soil at the root. When the
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and the rest with rough peat an,l sphagnum. Treat your Cullle;),,!! so,

also, and they will all be sure to flower.

Names of Plants (.Tive:-lon).—i. Pteris serruliita. 2. Admntum

nssimile. 3. Lycopodium cirsium. 4. Lpcopodiiim drntii-ulalum. 5.

I.iieopodmm npodum. We have waited some time previously to answer-

ing your multifarious questions, in order to procure some certain infor-

mation on some of thera. Vou ask where the best Wardian cases are to

be seen. This we cannot tell ; formerly there were goodl ones, ready made,

at Laurence and Co., 55, Parliament-street, Westminster. The makers

of these things should advertise. Neither can we recommend nursery-

men. Such questions as these—What is the price of Ferns, and where

are they to be obtained ? must he answered by a nurseryman. Apply to

any that advertise in our columns. The window kind of Wardian cases

you allude to, would answer for Ferns and Lycopods, but not for

Fuchsias or Roses.

THE COTTAGE GARDENEn. Sf.ptf.mukb 1.

SiiANGiiAE Fowls (Ibid).—There are two opinions as to the com-

parative beauty of these and Spanish fowls. Many, and we agree with

them, think the buff Shanghaes the handsomer of the two. Shanghaes

are certainly the better layers, though their eggs are smaller than those

of the Spanish. See what is said to-day, in answer to the question—

" What kind of poultry ought I to keep ?
"

Peolificacy of SnANGiiAKS.—" Some few weeks since, a corres-

pondent gave an account, in The Cottage Gardenee, of the proli-

ficacy of some of his hens. In support of such statement, I beg to add a

similar fact that has occurred with me, and may be confidently relied on.

I have a cinnamon pullet in my possession which was hatched in August,

1852, and commenced laying early in February, and has continued laying,

upon an average, four days out of five, until about a fortnight since,

when she began to moult; since that time she has laid eicry alternate

day, without any inclination to sit. The heu is also the best I have, in

point of shape, consequently I have bred many chickens from her,

hoping they may prove a3 prolific—T. J. Saltmarsh, Chelmsford."

Where to Buv Plants (.'Iti Old Subscrilier).—We know perfectly

well where all the plants you want could be bought, quite true to name,

also the prices, except one, Hi/iiienociillis afutifoliu, or Sir Alexander

.Johnson's Mexican Pancratium ; but if we were dead to all conscience and

reason, and tell you iiliere, we should inflict an injury on many others

equally respectable, and entitled to confidence. It is a different thing,

when a plant is very scarce, or only in the hands of one man or firm. It

is possible that this particular variety of HymeuiicnlUs was never in the

trade. Sir Alexander received it direct from Mexico, but any of the

Mnale varieties will grow in a glass, jar, or cistern, tliat would hold „n

less than two quarts of water, and the whole bulb may be under water, l

or not, according to taste or convenience. Thu-ty years since that Hymen-

ocallis was sold at Lee's Nursery, and at Loddigc's, under the name of
|

Pancriitium Me.rieanum. Sweet had it at Colvill's, and calls it Pan-

iratium acutl/ulium, in his " Hortus Britanicus." It is also Aciiti/olin

in the " Botanical Magazine," volume 53, with a good representation at

plate 2621. We have not the least idea where it can be bought now.

The Horticultural Society could get it and all this race home by the

bushel through their new collector.

Angle ok a GKEENnouSE Roof (.4. B.l.-Thc "discrepancies"

rise from the different ways of applying the quadrant to the rafter. The

gardener's angle is not a true angle ; they generally t.ake the angle formed

by the rafter and the plumb line, and call that the angle of thereof;

therefore, their quadrant should be numbered both ways, to show the

proper angle, which is that between the rafter and a horizontal line.

^Vhen you apply the quadrant for finding the gardener's angle, the side

with the highest number should stand against the lower part of the

rafter. It is all the same for greenhouse plants to be secured by a good

working flue, or hot-water pipes ; it is only a ([uestion of convenience

and expense ; of course, hot-water pipes are more convenient, and leas

likely to go out of tune.

William Adams (C.).—Stamps received.

Shanchae Pollet {.in old Subscriber).—T\i\3 pullet, with " appa-

rently cramp in her claws," we fear is partly paralysed. A small blood

vessel has, probably, burst on the brain. Separate her from her com-

panions ; '.leep her quite cool and quiet ; supply her with soft, unfatten-

ing food, sueh as boiled and mashed potatoes, and give her a dessert

spoonful of castor oil. It will be some weeks before you notice any

amendment, if she recovers at all. We lost the grub you found on the

Turnips, but we think it was the caterpillar of the Turnip Saw-fly

(Athalia spinarum\ It is fully described in The Cottage Gabdenees'

Flies in \'inery (H. L.).—We know of no mode of excluding them

but hanging fine gauze before any opened window.

CucUMBEE FOR GREENHOUSE {Greenhom). —The variety coming

quickest to a useful size is the Short Green Prickly. Answer to other

query next week.

Wax feom Sogar.—A. writes to us as follows :
—" Should ' Pecrhia*

furnish the empty hive with comb, as proposed at page 372 of The Cot-

tage Gardener, perhaps also he would wish much to know the

quantity of syrup required to form the combs, and also the dimensions

of the hive. In the experiments of Huber, the largest quantity of wax

yielded by a pound of sugar was two ounces and three-quarters.

Cockeeel Ceowing.—Mademoiselle enquires, *' 'What is the earliest

age at which a cock generally crows ? I have a crossbred Spanish and

Golden-spangled Poland cock, hatched June 4th, this year: and the Ist

of August I was astonished to hear him crow for his breakfast ; so that

being only eight weeks and three days old, I thought it a sufficiently

remarkable circumstance to trouble you with my query."—Cockerells

rarely crow before they are four months old, and usually not so soon.

Your's is a precocious fellow. The charge for an advertisement depends

upon its length. A short one is 48. fid.

SoSFENDED Baskets, &c. (TroMWesome).—We are glad that the

article by Mr. Fish pleased you so well. As you are so near Trentham,

you will have seen how nicely all the Ivy-leaved Geraniums do when so

treated.

Glass-covered Walls at Trentham (7«W).—There can be no

question as to their utility. We saw a house nearly finished at Woburn

the other day, for Figs on the wall ; and we think Peaches or Plums iu

fruit. Kither for late or early houses, they will answer admirably ; one

thing peculiarly fitting them for the latter is, that you get rid of the drip,

the inseparable attendant of flat-roofed houses,

ViNEEY AND Peacheuy fJAfrf).-Thts, if six feet wide, and ten feet

six inches high, with the Vines at the back wall, and Peaches in front,

no doubt it will answer ; but see your trellis is not higher than Mr.

Fleming's. Vour nail underground, five feet from the back wall, to

prevent the roots mingling, is a capital idea, and will render your success

more certain, as you can change and chop without injuring what is left.

Width of border—Do not be alarmed ; five feet is quite ample ; but

secure abundant drainage, two feet of soil, and be liberal with surface-

dressings and manure-waterings. Think of one thing, however
; in such

a house you can do ytothing with pot plants. Will it suit your lady as

well as a lean. to house, in which, after giving Peaches the go-by, you

might have plants undergoing a preparing process during seven or eight

months in the year ; in fact, fnmi the time the Grapes are cut, until they

are colouring again ' If you can settle that matter satisfactorily, then

we would decidedly vote for a Trentham^ house. Vou mean the roots of

the Peaches to have access to the outside border, as at Trentham.

Tail of Grey Doekincs (.'I Subscriber).—There is great uncer-

tainty in all attempts to breed the Grey Dorkings true to a particular

colour, but the tail of the Cock should be iridescent black ; if white,

indeed, appears in that part of his plumage, it can only be permitted in

very small proportion to the former colour, to which our preference, other

merits being equal, would certainly be given.—W.

Names of Plants (Ati Old Subscriber).—Qmte impossible to be

certain of the name of your "weed," from such a specimen, but it is

probably Polygonum umphibinm. (J. Jl/.).—Vours is Chennpodium

bonus- flenricus, Good Henry, or Goosefoot, sometimes used as Spinach,

and, as in your district, is often applied as a healer to wounds and

ulcers. (Law(istrieims).—Atriiile.r hortensis, var. rulira. Garden Orach,

or Jlountain Spinach. (F. W. S., Jl/eHon).—The twisted seed-pod is that

of Streptneaprm Rexii, and the Marjoram, we believe, is Origanum

Tourneforte,

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
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Essex, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of Christ
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the regulai- style, and yet each and all of them be placed on
a wrons principle oftor all.

There are only two more violations of principle in this

plan, and one of them is very common in the best laid-out

places. The first is the four flower-beds, marked d.w.
;

they are in regular pairs, but their outlines do not cor-

respond irilh the outlines of the figm'es of grass in which
they stand—an unpardonable offence in the eye of a critic.

Tlie smaller beds next to D.w. also on a regular piece of

grass, have the lai-ger end rounded—a repetition of the
same error on a sm.aller scale. These beds should have
their broad ends nearly squared.

The way of gettuig from the side terrace-walks to the

middle foimtain is very good indeed, as it gives an oppor-

tunity of dividing your company, instead of " following the

rest like sheep, " as is too often met with.

At the middle of the cune behind each of the four beds,

D.W., the breadth of grass is too narrow to the principal

ten-ace-walk, and, therefore, too tempting to avoid being

made use of to pass across the grass from one walk to the
other. This is a very common error, and, in the present

instance, it could not be avoided, except in two ways ; first,

by opening a walk from the centre of the ends of the walks
on each side a.a. ; and secondly, by having some appropriate

edging along the sides of the teirace-walk not lower than
afoot orfifleen inches, so as to make it unlawful to step over
it, however easily that may be done. Every other part of

the plan is exceedingly good.
I know a class of short-frock critics, in "tights," who

could not stoop to pick up their white kids if they had
dropped, who would object, at once, to the curved w'allis all

througli the centi'e of this garden ; but I have no sjTnpathy
for white gloves, except at wedding parties and polkas.

Every curve here has its fellow in the opposite part, and

then the principle of regularity is earned throughout, and
that, too, in a better style for our Enghsh notions than if the
most perfect design in aU Italy or France were ti'ansplanted

entire into any of our parks or pleasure-grounds. The four
little triangular beds next to and round the foimtain need
not he in grass, although they are so in the plan.

The chain pattern, which sm-rounds the whole, is very
much approved of by many ladies, and I have seen it in

many places, liut never heard a word against it. The way
the two end chains are planted here is new to me. Irish

Yews and IJumeas alternately, with flowers round each,

must look very pretty indeed, but there is a good deal of
gardening difficulty to be encountered in this planting.
Evei-y one of the Yews ought to be exactly either of the
same height throughout, or rising in a progressive ratio

from the outside comers to the middle ; Humeus the same,
(imoiiy Ihemseh'es, but tlioy need not be proportioned to the
Yews, as an architect might wish them, although he might
not know the growth of one plant from another.
In the four grass plots where beds d.w. stand, there

ought to he three beds in each, instead of one, if not four

;

two angle beds, one in each comer of the plot, with a circle

just in the middle between them ; if only for some standai'd

plant; but if that is not approved of, nor the walks sug-
gested on each side A.a., the place is open to a lialf-raoon-

shaped bed, and the line " between her horns " may be a
fancy scroll, if the real shape of a half-moon is an objection.

We now see, in this series, how variedly different minds
work out the self-same prmciple, or rule, that what is very
well suited for one place may Ije the very conti-ary in another
place ; and that no mind, be it of the highest order, can ever
be so useful in suggestions, as a great multitude of
mmds, even of every-day run, when they ai'e thus brought
in contact for comparison. D. Beaton.

Every profession has a tribunal before which those

who adopt it as their life's occupation are obliged to

appear, and to receive from that tribunal a certificate

that they are worthy of being trusted with the spiritual,

physical, or pecuniary interests of those who desire

their aid. In England, our Universities, Medical Col-

leges, and Inns of Court, are the tribunals from whom
our clergy, men of medicine, and lawyers, receive their

licenses to practice. Whether they efficiently and satis-

factorily perform their duties as examiners and licensers,

it is not our province to enquire ; but this we do know,

that they do so far secure those professions from having

scandalously inefficient characters among their mem-
bers, that, when one such is detected, it is wondered
and clamoured at as an exception.

This fact suggests that over some other occupations a

similar examining and licensing tribunal might be

established advantageously ; and, among these, the

first to arise before us is Gardening.

We consider it quite possible to have a body of

examiners incorporated, whose certificate should be the

liest testimonial a gardener could tender to any one
desirous of obtaining his services ; but it is not every

selfeoustituted body of examiners whose certificate

would deserve, much less command, such influence.

Whilst pondering over this subject, we observed that

at Liverpool was formed what is called the United Gar-

deners' Registration Society; and, having applied for

further information, we readily were furnished with tlie

following;

—

Officers' Names for 18.'J3-54.— Chairman, William

RULES AND REGULATIONS.

I. This Society shall be called the " United G,up.deners'

Registration Society."

II. The object of this Society is to investigate and register

the capabilities and requirements of members in want of

situations as Gardeners, so that employers, who may honour
us with their favours, may readily fix upon tlie person to

suit them, and be put into immediate communication with
the same.

III. No person be considered eligible for membership in

this Society wlio is not a jirofession.al and practical Gar-
dener, or in training for the same.

IV. Each Gardener, on becoming a member of the above
Society, is expected to exert his influence, in a judicious

manner, to promote the objects of it, and do all that he can
to elevate and protect the profession from being encroached
upon by persons of inferior capabilities, who may take upon
themselves the duties of a Gardener in connection with
some other trade or calling. He must encourage, wdienever
practicable, the employment of under Gai'deners in prefer-
ence to ordinary labom'ers.

V. To facilitate the operations of the above Society, each
member must give notice to the Secretary wiien about to

leave his situation. If he desires to be placed on the
Register, he must forward a statement of his capabilities

and requirements, signed by the Committee of the locality

in which he resides.

VI. If anytliing reflecting dishonour or discredit on any
member of the above Society be known to another member
of the same body, the latter must not hesitate to communi-
cate the intelligence to the Committee, or any member
thereof.

VII. The business of the Society shall bo conducted by a
Chairman, Vice-Ch airman, two Treasurers, Secretai-y, and
Committee, consisting of as many as may be deemed neces-
sary for the time being, with power to add to their number
when required. There shall be a general election of oflicers

every twelve months, in which the retii'ing officers are eligible

for re-election.

VIII. fA\ documents or property held by out-going
oflicers, in virtue of their office, shall lie dehNcred ui) to the
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Society, up to the first day of September, 1853, shall pay

the sum of sixpence, for which he wiU receive a copy of tlie

printed Rules of the Society ; but after that period thrro

will be charged a Eegistration fee of two shillings for a

head Gardener, and one shilling for au under Gardener, in

addition to the price of the Eules.

X. All members, who receive situations through the

efibrts of the Society, shall pay to the funds of the Society

as follows:—For the situation of head Gardener, if his

wages do not exceed twenty-two shilUngs per week, the sum
of five shilUngs ; if twenty-three shillings and upwai-ds, the

sum of ten shillings. For all under Gai-deners, the sum
of two shillings and sixpence.

Not willing to rely upou our own unaided judgment,

we applied for au opinion to a head-gardener, upon

whose clear-sightedness, and long connection with the

employment, we place great reliance. The following is

liis very just reply :

—

" Many men of honourable feeling would desire that

Bomething were done in this direction, and yet cannot

see their way clearly. I have had something to do in

liindred matters; and it grieves me to say, that hitherto

gardeners have been too envious, narrow-minded, or

selfish, to guarantee success to any object emanating

from, and conducted by, themselves alone. I do not,

by any means, think that the present plan of filling

gardener's places is at all like perfection ; but yet I do

not think it has sent more unsuitable men to places than

the proposed one would be likely to do. The best

places are now filled by applications to gentlemens'

gardeners, or to first-rate nurserymen, both of whom
take a trouble in investigating matters, so as to secure,

as far as possible, their own character for fidelity and

discernment. Even under such a Society, the matter,

at length, must be left with an acting secretary. The

great advantage to such a system, to all minds of inde-

pendent feeling, is, that you would pay a stipulated sum

on receiving a place through them, while, in the case

of a nurseryman, unless something of the same sort

were done, you never know when the obligation of

gratitude should bo considered as discharged. The

prospectus seems to go no farther than the registry at

Mr. Week's, and, perhaps, not so far as the qualification-

paper of the firm of Knight and Perry. I had my
doubts of the propriety of some of the last gentlemens'

tests; inasmuch as I saw that it was wholly an em-

ployer's qiiestion, every care being taken to obtain a

good gardener; hut nothing whatever to secure that

deserving man a good master; whilst the implied re-

fusal of the firm to give their countenance to those

whose late employers did not satisfactorily sign a quali-

fication-paper, might easily ,be turned into an instru-

ment of wrong. I only gave up the idea of noticing

these matters publicly, when the firm told me, that

when a qualification-test could not be obtained, they

would be satisfied with the verdict of several of the best

gardeners in the neighbourhood. Now, this seems to

be the principal object of the Eegistration Society.

There is nothing at all of the nature of a trade protec-

tion society mooted ; and yet I fear that the employers of

gardeners would be too apt to look upon it as such,

than in that of professional gardeners. Besides, the

Society seems to go on the assumption that places are

filled by unsuitable persons ; but I have always found

that really good places are generally occupied by men
of fair professional reputation, and that the causes of

discomfort too often lie deeper—namely, in moral con-

duct^than such a Society can well attempt to cure. I

know not of one uncomfortable collision, but other

matters than gardening were generally the cause.

" Wishing to act in a straightforward, independent

manner, I would, however, sooner pay a trifle, than

incur a lasting obligation. But let us just cursorily

enquire, if the prospectus before us is all that is wanted.

" 1st. It should unhesitatingly command our confidence.

But where has the Society met? Who constituted the

committee? Who are the committee? The names of

most of them are known to me, and all known honour-

able men; but we have often more than one person of

the same name ; then why withhold the full address of

the committee, with a preamble as to when and how

constituted, and the address, for further information ?

" 2nd. The title of the Society stiould he suitable.

Then what is the use of the word united ? Many

knew the ill-eflfects of the title of the ' United Gar-

deners' and Land Stewards' Journal,' though started for

a truly benevolent object. There is much ' in a name.'

The very word united kept gentlemen from patronising

it. Visions of tenure clubs, united Irishmen, &o.,

floated through their mind, and they left the concern to

sink ; as many gardeners, though professing adherence

to the object, allowed it to sink, so far as the primary

object was concerned. Will it be believed, that the

very class to be benefited became the most callous.

Preserve this name, and no prophesy is needed to

chronicle the number of applications for gardeners.

" Now for a few comments on the Eules :—II. Treats

of investigating and registering the capabilities of gar-

deners. This is done already in many establishments.

How is it to be done better ?

" IV. Has reference to protect the profession being

encroached upon by pretenders. But will not this smack

a little of the tenure club, that would attempt to regulate

free trade in labour ? Also, he must encourage, where-

ever practicable, the employment of under gardeners,

in preference to ordinary laboiu'ers. Now, have the

framers thought of this in relation to social economics?

Why are there so many gardeners wanting places, even

now, when most trades are brisk? Is it not because

the supply greatly exceeds the demand—and what is

the remedy ? Increase the blue aproners; employ none

but young gardeners, to bring down still fai-ther the

wages of a good gardener in the market; and because

for every good place there are so many candidates, it

is desirable to have still more. / would reduce the

number of gardeners, by making it more difficult, in a

pecuniary view, to bo got. The striking young gar-

deners by cuttings, as it were, as they do in some parts

of the north, employing scarcely any but apprentices,
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not bring down our profession by overstocking it, nor

belong to an institution tliat savs, we 7/iust, in this

respect, run counter to the wishes of employers, to give

labour to the people among whom the}- live.

" VI. If one member knows anything to the discredit

of another member, he must not hesitate to commu-

nicate the same to the committee, or any member

thereof. Kow, as I said, we inust thoroughly kuow

all the antecedents of men to whom wo would give a

power like the Inquisition, on the one hand ; and yet, we

fear, not strong enough to protect us from such a thing

as the law of libel, on the other.

" The other rules relate to the management, money to

be paid, &c. ; the latter seeming to be too low to defray

expenses, unless the demand for places was very great.

In a private note, the secretary speaks of the Society as

a means of elevating the gardening profession; and,

that ' we mean to have local visiting committees, and

be, as it were, personally acquainted one with another.'

And how is this ftiendly visiting to be conducted ? on

the water system, or the free-and-easy mode? Company,

be it remarked, having proved the bane of many a good

gardener. There is a good idea in the concern, but I

cannot see how it is to be carried out ; and I should

like to see it ventilated before it receives an uncon

ditional approval in The Cott.\ge G-vedexer."

The comments we made some, few weeks since, upon

the eiToneous ages asserted to be those of some of the

chickens competing for prizes at our poidti-y exhibitions,
1

has thrown a spark upon a train which we hope will

lead to the utter explosion of a practice so inescuseable,
!

even if only the result of carelessness. It is inescuse-

able, because it leads to iujustice. If birds really only
j

four months old arc equalled in si/.e, as well as other
[

points of merit, by other birds falsely stated to be four-

teen weeks (though, in reality, they are four-and-a-half

months), the latter would receive the prize, though, if

their true age had been acknowledged, that prize would

have justly been awarded to their competitors.

To aid our readers to some guide by which they may
avoid being deceived by ages erroneously reduced, they '

may take as a rule, that a Shangliae Cockerel or Pullet \

never weighs much more than one pound for every

month of age until they are about eight months old. '

Confirmatory of our statement, is a letter just received

from a correspondent, whose address we have, but who
adopts the masquerade one of " Hose.v." He says :

—

" I quite agree with Capt. Snell, of Norwood, as to the

age of chickens, or the age represented by the owners. =:

On the l.jth inst. (August), I saw a butf cockerel (which

was purchased at Yarmouth) weighing over 7 lbs. ; age

guaranteed, fourteen weeks. I herewith send you the

weight of three birds, from Puuchard eggs, hatched

* Some one has taken the trouble, from what motives we eare not, to

the 11th of April last, and are considered to be fine

birds.
lbs. ozs.

Cinnamon Pullet 4 .">

Partridge do 4 4

Dark Cinnamon Cockerel, weighed the

ioth of .June, age 10 weeks 2 G

27th „ U „ a 13

4th of July 12 3 3

11th „ 13 3 8

18th „ 14 4 2

25th „ 15 , 4 7

1st of August 1() „ 4 13

8th „ 17 ,
rj n

l.ith „ IS „ r, 2

22nd (this day) 10 5 7

" This may be a guide to amateur's who are about

purchasing stock. It will show them that birds at ten,

eleven, or twelve weeks old, are not likely to weigh

seven or eight pounds each."

To check the insertion of an erroneous age, every

loop-hole for the admission of plausible excuse shoidd

be taken away, and to this end, the following letter from

a gentleman at ilalvern contains some very useful

suggestions :

—

" I am glad to see that attention has been called to

the fact, that the ages of chickens exhibited at the

different shows have not been stated, in all cases,

correctly.

" I, in common with Capt. Snell's friend, have felt

that
—

' if the owner were to swear they are not older, I

could not believe him.' But I think the public are not

altogether to blame in the matter, and that the neg-

ligence of the committees and secretaries of the dif-

ferent shows is the main cause of the grievance. For

instance—I will lly at high game, and take the late Me-

tio))olitan Show, in Baker-street (and I think the Bir-

mingham one might also be included)—in no one of

their advertisements, lists of prizes, cei-tificates of enti-y,

or under the head of regulations, as far as I have been

able to see, was the day stated up to which the ages of

chickens were to be reckoned ; consequently, one may.

have entered his birds a month before the closing day,

and given the ages they were on that day. Another,

more experienced, may have reckoned the age his would

he on the first day of the show, and stated that. In

the absence of any positive instructions, dishonesty

cannot be attributed in all cases. i

" I do not know whether they have taken means to

have the ages of chickens stated more correctly at the

Surrey Gardens Show, but they have in this town, and

I think their certificate of entry meets the case as far as

possible. (I will enclose you one.) It appears to me
that the exhibitor's honour is the only security you can

have. Another step in the right dii'cction has been

made by the Malvern Committee—the giving of .flu, in

different prizes, to the cottagers, whose rents are under
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The Malveru Certificate of Eutvy is tliis:

—

g° This Certiftcfile mvst be filled tip and returned before

the 'i/A (;/' Heptember.

WALYiaiN POULTRY EXHIBITIOX,
185:J.

ci;r,Tn-icAT£ or kniey.

BESCKU'TION, AGE.

Outlje-:;UthofSept.»

I hereby ceriy'i/ that the entered above, are

honajide my 2>roperly, and of the aye staled.

Name of Exhibitor,

Jddress,

All S^iccimens mnsl be delivered in the Gardens by 7 p.m.,
Monday, the I'Jth of September.

To Mr. Thomas Davis, Hon. See.,

2, Holyrood Terrace, Malvei-n.

• The day tlicy are judged.

No language is too strong with wliich condemnation

could he hurled against those Committees of Poultry

Exhibitions which are careless as to the immediate

return of the birds confided to their care. We have

already spoken warningly and strongly upon this

subieot ; and now wo have " another and another

"

instance, claiming, as deservedly, that the wrong should

be proclaimed, and warning again uttered.

We are as anxious as any of the public to sustain

Poultry Exhibitions, but, if subjected to such mishaps,

fall into dissuetude they must; for no owner of valuable

fowls will run the risk of their being subjected to such

ill-treatment, for ill-treiitmeut it is to liavo them penned

up for so many days, with an entire uncertainty as to

their feeding and roosting. Upon the reprehensible

inefficiency of the arrangements at the Surrey Zoolo-

gical Society's Show to protect the poultry from the in-

clement weather, we have lieard most grave statements,

and we should not be surprised if the fowls complained

of in the following letter, as missing, really died there,

from the consequences of such exposure.

If Committees are not scrupulously careful to avoid

such cruel errors, we repeat, that Poultry Exhibitions

will decline into total disuse, for no one will send to

them valuable poultry, and no one will go to look at

those which are merely second-rate. The only alter-

native will be for exhibitors to require a guarantee, with

a penalty assigned, from the Committee of each Ex-

hibition, that the birds shall be delivered at a certain

place for conveyance on a day named.

The w)iter of the following letter is the owner and

exhibitor of birds that have taken more prizes, we
believe, than the birds of any other exhibitor:

—

" The signature which I attach to my letter will

remind any of your readers, who have visited Gosport,

of the words by which the boatmen there intimate

their readiness to take a boat-load of nassciirfpi-s nr-rnoQ

" It is said (I believe, with truth), that these naval
worthies no sooner see a soldier approaching (likely to

prove a passenger), than they assail him with cries of
' Now, gallant Serjeant

;

'
' Here, noble Captain,' ' step

onboard,' 'just going across,' &c. But when once the

victim is secured, and his penny pocketed, than he is

told (if he ventures a remonstrance at not ' shoving
off') 'to sit doicn and he as a luhherhj lobster.'

(The space not being tilled with a blessing.)

" Now, I am really beginning to think that we poultry

exhibitors are very much like tlic poor innocent recruits

;

while the boatman is well personated by the Secretary

of ' The Groat Annual Timbuctoo Poultry Association.'

" To induce us to send our fowls to the show, no per-

suasions are wanting. ' Such feeders,' and ' accommo-
dation,' and ' such cJioice of food,' are provided, as even

the poor dear fowls themselves never dreamed of. ' Such
arrangements' have been made, to restore the fowls to

their (as in my case, and Dr. Gwynne's) desponding

owners, ' when the show is over, as must please."

"The trap is well baited. No difficulty occurs in

getting the fowls into the Show, but to get them out,

is quite another thing ; and if the imfortuuato owner

ventures to complain, he either gets no answer, or is

civilly told that he is finding fault most unreasonably.

"I forget how long Dr. Gwynne was kept waiting,

but I have a letter to-day (August 28), from a friend, to

enquire ' whether 1 have yet got my birds back from

the London Poultry Show, as ho has not? ' Luckily, I

have got mine ; but I cannot say the same as regards

those at the Surrey Zoological Garden Show.

'•This was over on Thursday evening (August 25),

and there can be no reason why (if there had been any-

thing like common management) every exhibitor in

England should not have had his poultry sale at home
on Saturday morning, but iqi to this time (Sunday

night), August 28th, I have not got my birds.

" I do not think this is entirely the Secretary's fault,

though, of course, everybody blames liini. But even

Mr. Catling, with his imperturbable good temper, and

untiring energy, has only one head, and one pair of

eyes. The fault is, in there not being a committee re-

sponsible for the early removal of the different pens.

If proper arrangements had been made beforehand,

every pen might have been cleared away by eight

o'clock on the Priday morning.

" But the worst part of the thing is, that the Secretary

seems the only person to attend to everybody, and he

thinks that when the soldier is once in the boat (that is,

tlie show is well filled with choice poultry), his duty to

the exhibitors is to give way to looking after the

interest of his employers.

" That ' ten or five per cent. ' charged on the sales

must be looked after ; and ' filthy lucre ' is much moi'e

considered, than a speedy restoration to Mr. Snook's,

of Snook Cottage, of his prize pen of white Cochin-

Chiua chickens.

" It is the system I find fault with, not the individual.

T (Ini-o C;H7 Ar,- TT/iefov A'.A l.Ic Kncf .-,,,,1 ,V,,1 if „„ .,.„11 „„
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the eating. My poultry left me a week ago. I ask where

are they ? and echo answers, ' where.'

" The evil speaks for itself, more especially now, when

old hirds are more or less weak from monlt, and require

more care. I hope yon, or some of your many readers,

may be able, not only to point out, but to insist on, a

better system. As it is, great discontent on this point

prevails, and I am quite sure, that unless a change

takes place, the most persuasive Secretaries may find

that e.-chibitors have become ' old soldiers,' and are not

to be tempted into the boat, however civilly their

tempters, the boatmen, may cry out—
Over ! Over !

"

Part of the stock of fowls belonging to T. H. Potts,

Esq., of Kingswood Lodge, near Croydon, were sold by

auction by Mr. Straflbrd on the last day of August, and

realised prices which are evidence of no depreciation of

the value of this description of live stock. There were

130 lots sold, and the gross sum paid for them was

^301 lis.

In Skangluies, Lot 21, bufl' cockerel, purchased of

Captain Snell, J5 10s. Lot 27, Mr. Andrews' well-

known imported hen, weight, when in condition, 11 lbs.,

£17 ITs. I;Ot 30, silver cinnamon hen, Annie, bred by

Mr. George, and a taker of many prizes, JJ18 18s.

Lot 31, butr cock, Orson, also a sharer in several prizes,

£22 Is. Lot 32, silver cinnamon hen, match bird to

Lot 30, J16 IGs. The cockerels and pullets of any

merit fetched prices varying between one and four

pounds. In Ooldeii Polamls, the cock sold for two

guineas, and the best hen for £1. In Silver Polands,

the cock sold for .fl 7s., and the best hen for i'l. In

Spanish Fowls, the cock (Lot 121) sold for £b 15s., and

the best hen (Lot 122) for ,£3 5s.

THE PERSIAN CYCLAMEN.
The rapid decline of the season at this period forcibly

reminds plantsmeu, that although the mind has been

almost satiated, at times, with rich colours through the

summer months, both iu-doors and out, yet that a

dormant season awaits them, when every little addition

to the stock of winter-flowering plants will bo hailed

witli delight.

Our readers are aware that most good gardeners cul-

tivate a distinct section of winter-flowering things, and

that such require special treatment ; and amongst these

our present subject, the Oychimen Persicitm, introduced,

according to " our Dictionary," from Cyprus, in 1731.

Most of our friends are acquainted with this charm-

ing flower, but, for all this, I will venture to affii'ra, that

not one in a score of them have the most remote idea

of the beauty this plant can be made to attain under
the very highest order of culture.

To point to its merits were almost superfluous—its

neat and dressy habit; the singularity and special cha-

racter of its foliage ; its long period of blooming, and
that, too, in tho dull season ; together with its delicious

fragrance ; all conspire to ensure it a welcome where

bouquet ; and I wonder much that it is not much more
extensively cultivated for the supply of our markets.

I think it was the late ]\Ir. Wilhnot who first dis-

covered, about twenty-four years since, that its previous

culture had been very imperfectly understood ; that it

had been regarded too much in the light of an ordinary

bulb ; and that it by no means required so decided a

rest as most of that portion of the vegetable world. In
those days, they might he seen in April or May almost

devoured by aphides, potted away out of sight on
some neglectled shelf, the foliage perishing prematurely

through sheer neglect. This plant is peculiarly liable

to tho attacks of the aphis, or plant louse, and fumi-

gation should occasionally be resorted to, especially

whilst the new foliage is starting, and before the blos-

soms expand.
The Persian Cyclamen is readily produced from seed

;

but it must be borne in mind, that although the seed is

saved from highly-scented kinds, not all the produce

will he equally fragrant.

To begin at the beginning, I must beg to detail the

practice of raising and nurturing seedlings. The seed

of the Cyclamen is a most curious production ; imme-
diately on the heels of flowering, the seed-stalk with-

draws itself from public gaze, and lies half- coiled,

snugly around, or by the side of the crown or corm, as

the root is called. Here they lie in little round halls,

somewhat like Potato-apples, only smaller, for many
weeks, when the sly little rogues will all of a sudden

burst, and sow themselves, if not watched closely. The
moment the seed-balls are about to Inirst they must
be picked, and also sown, for theie is no occasion for

much ceremony, except that it will be well to let them
lie a few days, in order that they may burst their bonds

by a natural process. Their seeds. will he ripe, usually,

in April or May, and a seed-pan should be most care-

fully preserved for them, as they will not benefit by
transplanting during the first summer.

'I'he Cyclamen enjoys much fibrous, vegetable matter,

containing a liberal amount of sand ; and if I were to

pick a compost for them, it would be fibrous and sandy
heath soil, a year old, chopped to atoms, two parts ; leaf

mould and manurial matters from old liotbed linirigs,

one part ; and a free and light sandy-loam turf, one part

;

the latter a year old, and chopped very fine, as tho

heath soil, but not riddled. Ou this heap I would
throw a little of my charred rubbish, and add sQver

sand in proportion to the requirements of the compost.

But, as Mr. Fish well observed, the other day, chopped
turf from our road sides, such as may he often found,

containing much vegetable remains, and the debris of

the road, would, perhaps, grow them equally well, and
would, assuredly, in the main, prove a safe compost.

The seed-pan 1 prepare as follows :—One seven inches

deep, by about nine in diameter, is cleverly crocked at

the bottom, which has several holes. Charcoal, in about
half-inch lumps, is strewed over the crocks in a half-

negligent way, and a mistiu-e of broken lumps of sandy
heath soil and leaf mould, not half-decayed, covers the

former drainage to the depth of an inch or so. Over
this is placed the compost, which is riddled tolerably

fine, and composed as suggested for general culture.

Tho whole is pressed down tolerably firm, so as not to

settle any, and the soil being rather dry bears pressing.

The seed is carefully covered, and pressed close, the

seeds just out of sight, and then the surface is covered

with sphagmun moss, to supersede the necessity of

much watering, and of capricious alterations of drought.

The pan is now placed in a warm corner of a shelf over

some flue or pipes, and will require light sprinklings

about twice a week. The young plants will begin to

appear in about five weeks, and the sphagnum must bo
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water regularly, but lightly. When these bulbs are ro-

jiottetl, in the following February, it will be fouud that

thoy have struek their delicate fibres into the drainage

material liberally, and much time will bo gained by their

ra))id increases of strength in the coarse medium
liclow. Nothing would be gained by potting-ott" or

|u-icking-out, as it is termed, but the contrary ; and
heuce the propriety of so couslilutiug the soil iu the

seed-pan, as that no derangement of its particles can

possibly take place. In all Cyclamen culture, every

care must be taken to avoid the earthworm.
These seedlings will go to rest about November,

and may be put ou a cool shelf, and kept dry until

the following February ; not, however, quite dried

up as a bulb. About that period, the bulbs, or,

rather, corms, must be potted in single pots,—the kinds

called no's, or three-inch pots ; and towards May, when
they are filled with roots, they will, if well-haudled,

require a shift into 48's, or five-incii pots. 1 need
add little farther about compost, except to observe,

that, as iu other pottings, as shifts increase iu regard

of size, in like manner should size increase in the par-

ticles of the compost. These newly-potted soedhnga

then must be placed ou some shelf in-doors, close to

the light, and receive most kindly attention constantly.

As to heat, nothing more is necessary than a comfort-

able structure, where extremes of heat and cold are

alike unknown. By the ensuing autumn they will be

strong oorms, each possessing six or eight strong leaves;

and those, about September, will evince a disposition for

a partial rest, and they may be allowed to enjoy it.

Again then withhold water for awhile, or, perhaps, I

ought to say, give them a little grudgingly ; for as far

as my observation goes, the Cyclamen root ought not to

shrivel np, although the loaves will necessarily assume
a shrivelled condition. Towards the middle of Feb-

ruary, or sooner, these two-year-old corms will show
flower ; and the moment the flower-buds are seen to be
forming, a slight increase must take place both in heat

and moisture. These yonng aspirants will produce

about a dozen or so flowers this season ; but in the next

autumn, they will, with the best of culture, produce two
or three scores each at least. I may here observe, that

the corms, in the month of November of the seedling

year, should be about half-au-inch diameter ; in the

November of the second year, they will be more than

one inch ; and in the third season, they will be nearly

three inches. They will, under good culture, con-

tinuously increase ; but after they become six or seven

years of age they become more sluggish, apt to rot,

liable to take very long slumbers, &c., until at last it is

scarcely possible to awaken them. I really cannot say

how long a Persian Cyclamen might be kept a-going,

but it becomes the Cyclamen man to raise fresh seed-

lings about once in three years, at least.

1 now revert to the management of the two-year-old

plants, from which we have but just parted, in the

condition of blooming. After flowering, the foliage

will, perhaps, appear rather the worse for wear; never

mind this: we must now see if we cannot apply the

course of practice first pointed to by Mi'. Willmot, as

before remarked. It is now some twenty years and
more since I first tested Mr. Willmot's plan ; I used

then to grow e.Kcellent Cyclamens. Having proved

that Willmot was right, I, to use a Manchester phrase,
" put the big pot on." I raised a famous batch of seed-

lings, aud these, with the addition of a few very good
old pliints, set me up iu this business. The old plants

I at once worked on in the Willmot style, and the

young ones I coaxed up to the flowering point.

I must now state how I earned out the Willmot idea:

I hope 1 am right in the name, for I write from memory
alone. The iilants being past blooming, the leaves

the middle of April,—a bed was prepared in one of the

warmest parts of the kitchen-garden, on a dry bottom.

A few inches of halfrotten leaves were dug in roughly

;

no " pointing," or making fine the surface. Over tliis,

a compost was levelled, nine inches iu thickness, of the

very soil Cyclamens love, viz., sandy loam, heath soil,

and half-decayed hotbed linings, the latter containing

dung in tlie mixture. This, thoroughly blended, after

being spread, was compressed with the spade, and in

this the Cyclamens were planted, with their balls of

earth entire, the soil being pressed firmly to them side-

ways. L ought here to observe, tliat previously to plant-

ing them out they were subjected to fumigation, for they

almost invariably become infested with aphides by the

time they are exhausted by hard blossoming. After
|

this they were merely kept free of weeds, and watered

when dry; and, by the end of August, these stout corms
would begin to form scores of blossom-buds. At this

period they were potted; and if good practice had
been pursued, wide-mouthed pots become requisite.

I suppose I have been what some persons would, in

a hasty fancy, term a revolutionist, for 1 have been in

the habit of breaking through the conventionalities of

our potters. I never could discover why we are for

ever to be men of UU's, 4S's, '.I2's, and 24's, especially

seeing that no act of parliament infringes on this ques-

tion. A well-grown Cyclamen, like a well-grown cluster

of Achimenes, requires what our gardening gents term

a pan, or, as we generally find it characterized, " a

seed-pan."

A pan for a very strong specimen should bo barely

seven inches deep, by nearly nine in diameter ; no-

thing looks worse than to see a plant, lone aud tufty in

character, stuck in a tall and narrow pot. J\loreover, iu

deep pots the drainage is more apt to become deranged.

About the end of August, then, they may be potted,

great care being taken over the dramage, and, hence-

forth, they will require to stand ou some comfortable

greenhouse shelf, near the light ; if over a flue or pipe,

so much the better, unless the heat be very strong.

They will require regular waterings, moderate at first,

but advanciug with the increase of foliage, and by
November they will be beautifully in blossom, and
continue so through the winter. If along succession

is required, some may be kept back in a cool frame,

for they will endure halfa-dozen degrees of frost toler-

ably well if kept hardy previously.

Thus, then, may proceed their culture annually ; and
those who have been accustomed to starve them in pots

will be surprised at the freedom and vigour of the

fibres when they repot them from the open bed.

Those who are comuienciug this kind of culture

should be particular in selecting highly fragrant kinds

to breed from. There is a spurious kind abroad, having

poor wliite flowers, quite scentless. The best way will

be to purchase when iu blossom. 11. Eiikington.

BULBS.
(CoiUiiitwclJ'rom paijc 40U,)

IBIDS.

TuE remainiug genera of Ir'uh, usually called Cape
Bulbs, are less generally known and cultivated than
those treated of in my last paper

;
yet, as some of them

come home iu all the collections made up from Cape
Town, I group them liere together for more ready re-

ference, aud to point them out, now that it is time to

prepare them for potting.

GEISSOllHIZ.A..

The bulbs, or bulb-like roots of this genus are small

—

all of them nroduce but four leaves to the plant, and the
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as tliat of tlio smaller Ixins ; tliat is, live or seven of tlip

roots ai-o put in a No. 4S-pot, iu a soil of two-thirds

good roLi^h ])eat and one-third sand. They are too

small, aud apt to be lost in an open border outside, so

that they are seldom treated but as pot plants. Any
time in October will do to pot them, and a nold frame

will do to winter them. They require very little water

till the leaves are three or four inches high.

Geissoriiiza obtl'sata.—One of the best of them, and
a very pretty flower ; cream-coloured, and streaked with

pink lines or veins on the outside. It is usually met
with in shops where they sell I.vias, and is well worth
having in. a collection of the tribe.

Geissotihiza vaginata.—This is the next best, and
will be preferred to the last by some. It is the strongest

of the genus that are good for anything. There are

three colours in the flower ; the bottom, or eye, being dark

purple, tlien a soft yellow middle, .and the tips of the

segments, or six divisions of the flower, are marked with

a large dark blotch.

Geissoriiiza secunda.—There are three varieties of

this ; two are white, and one blue. Tlie blue is the

best, and is the only one of the tlu-ee that is the most
likely to be in the trade. It is a sky-blue, and a rather

delicate plant; but it is as old and as well known as

Ixia crocata, and is reckoned the best blue flower among
the Ixias.

Geissokhiza excisa.—White flowers, rather small and
somewhat mottled ; a very distinct species.

Geissorhiza Larociiei and setacea are the only

other two worth potting. Setacea is of a sulphur-yellow

in the flower; and Roclicana, or Larochci, is a very

curious little thing, with variegated flowers, which for-

merly went by the name of the " Plaid Ixia."

STKEFTANTHEEA.

There are only two species known in this genus, but
these are extremely beautiful, and more hardy than the

common Txias. 'They are from somewhere in the interior

of the Cape Colony, but I never learned from what part.

It is questionable if they can be bought hero at all, for

few people knew how to grow them when they were
introduced, and I recollect when they both first came
over. They will only grow well and last out in a com-
post of two-thirds sandy loam and one-third peat with a

little sand. The great mistake with them was placing

them in sandy peat, which suited the swarms of little

bulbs found down near tlie coast. If these beautiful

flowers had come to ns first from Mexico, or Peru, we
have them now as common as any of the Ixias, because
few good growers like to give much peat, or haidly any,

to small American bulbs. The anthers twist round the

style in these flowers; hence the name.
Streptantiiera ei.eoans.—One of the most beautiful

of Cape bulbs, with large Ixia-like flowers. The main
colour is suow-white, but at the bottom each of the

segments is richly marked with a velvety blotoli of

purple, reddish-brown, gold. In our Dictionary it is

inadvertently stated that this genus had lapsed into

Gladiolus. Theie is no afhnity between the two families,

further than they belong to the same order.

Strettanthera ciirrea.—A coppery tinge in theflowcr
is the only diii'sreuce between this and the preceding.

T'hey flower at the same season as Ixias; that is, from
the middle of April to Midsummer; and I should think
they might be got somewhere iu the colony, as they are

such marked flowers, that shepherds could find them
from the description of elegans. At all events, they are

not found within the range of the Cape Town collectors,

as I never heard of one of them coming home through
them.

SPATALANTHUS SPECIOSUS.
Whether this is really a truthful genus of itself, or

now say, for the plant has been lost more than twenty
years, and has never ap])envcd in any collection from
the Cape, that we know of, from that day to this, so that

it is supposed to be native of some jilacc far away in the

interior. I have heard, lufire than once, that it was
growing not very far from Cape Town, down near the

sea, to the northeast; but it is difficult to believe that

any one interested in plants could pass it in flower and
uol; wisli to have it. It is fully as handsome as Strep-

tanthera det/ans, and produces abundance of flowers

that are bright red, marked with a star of yellow aud
black in the bottom. The flower is nearly transpa-

rent, and there are three or four straw-ooloured bauds,

or stripes, on the outside, aud they shine through the red

on the iuside like gay ribbons. This, also, ought to be
diligently sought out. It flowered with us later than

the Ixias in July and August ; and the probability is,

that it likewise would require more than half loam iu

the compost ; but of that I am not quite so sure as I am
with the Slreptaiithers.

All the Tricluinemas do very well iu loam. Indeed,

the little Italian Trichnnema Colummc flowered with me,
last spring, in an open border that would grow Cauli-

flowers ; and as this Spatalanthns difi'ers very little

indeed from Tnchoncina, the probability is that it

should have more exposure than Ixias, and a light

sandy loam without any peat. I am quite certain that

the best peat is rank poison to a great number of deli-

cate bulbs. Peat and leaf-mould have been the ruin of

English bulb-growing for many-a-day. If you are iu

doubt about any delicate, rare bulb, put it into pure sand
for a while, till you learn more about it. I never knew
a bulb yet refuse to grow in sand for a while. Just pot

a few of the best early Hyacinths in silver sand, and if

they do not blossom as well as they ever did before,

never try the experiment again, nor believe me, even
when I tell the truth.

TRICHONEMA.
This name means hair-like filaments, in reference to

the hair-like stamens. The leaves are equally slender iu

proportion, and you might take a cluster of them in the

spring for a bunch of some kind of wiry grass. There
is only one flower on a scape, and it is the same with

Spatalanthns sjieciosus, but the scapes and flowers are

numerous. Some of this genus are natives of the south

of Europe; aud one of them, Ceelestium, is from South
Carolina, in America.

Triciionejia jiULBocoDiuii,—This is a very old and
well-known hardy little bulb, which flowers a little after

the spring Crocus, and it requires no more care than
that does. The flowers are purplish, and so heavy that

they bend the stalks to the ground ; therefore, when they

first rise, the little tuft ought to be staked by thrusting

down three small sticks triangle-ways, and running a
thread from stick to stick, This will show the flowers

much better than letting them peep up from the surface

of the border, as we often see them. It is a native of

Spain aud Italy.

Trichonejia koseuji.—A very ju-etty little Cape bulb,

with dark crimson flowers, coming in June and July,

and with very long grass-like leaves. It will do iu peat

and sand, like Ixias, or in sandy loam alone. In other

respects treat it as Ixias.

'Triciionejia si'EciosuM.—The flowers are light car-

mine, aud come early in the spring, on very slender

grass-like stalks, before the leaves. It requires the same
treatment as the preceding.

Trichonema caulescens.—A very handsome summer
flower; bright yellow, with a metalic lustre

Trichonema PURPtRAscENs.—A neat little purple
flower from Naples. This and the following are quite

hardy in a light border. They are fit associates ibr
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TiucnoxE;\iA column.k,—A iiicc lilncy-pui'plo iiowcr,

said to bo a cross-bred plant raised in Italy. It is quite

hardy.

XuicnoxE.MA cwLESTirM.—This is all but lost, if not

lost altogctlior. It was the rarest bulb we had at

Altyre, near I'orros, in lS:i7, and I have not seen it

since. It comes early in the spring, along with the

Crocuses, and, like them, Howers before the leaves. It is

a bright sl;y-blne tlowcr, and lasts a long while ; is per-

fectly hardy, and ought to be ro-introduced. It is a

native of South Carolina, growing there with the

Atamascolily [Zcy!i;/riinth<s Atnmm'cci), and anybody
might send it over if there was a call for it. There are

several more of them natives of the Cape, but I think

they are out of cultivation. I had a nice batch of

Cohtmna from jNlr. Sims, nurseryman, at Foot's Cray, in

Kent, the spring beibre last, and I think he has all the

hardy ones, at least.

WACHENDOEFIA.
If anybody doubted that some of tlie little Cape bulbs

would prel'er sandy loam to peat, let them try any of this

genus, and they will lind they will grow very freely in

loam that is rather less sandy than is generally used ;

but they are not true bulbs, although they always come
homo as such. Their Hower scapes branch out into

strong pauicles of showy flowers, very unlike the way
most other bulbous and tuberous-rooted plants show
their flowers.

W.\cHF,.\-Dor.Fr.v p.vnioulata.—Although this may be
had in every bulb shop, and is all but hardy, and as

gay and beautiful as any flower cau be, no one asks for

it out of a hundred, merely because the plant is not
generally known. It is one of the deciduous ones, and
requires rest after flowering, like Ixias, and to be potted
in October, like them. It blooms in great abundance
in July, or earlier ; and the flowers look at a distance
like some gay Wallflowers.

\Y.KUENnoiiiiA HiBHEKTi, not Herhcrti, as it is often
called.

—
'I'his is also deciduous, and is related to the

preceding. It has pale yellow flowers on close lateral

racemes—panicled, in fact. The leaves are very long
for this genus. It requires the same treatment as

the last.

WACHENDonriA iir.Eviioi.iA.—This is an evergreen,
and requires to he kept watered all the year round, and
for not knowing this many lose it the first year. It has
a largo panicle of curious dingy-coloured flowers, but is

well worth having, nevertheless.

WAcHENuor.FtA HiRSCTA.—Hairy all over. A deci-

duous plant, with flowers not unlike those o'i iianiculata,

but fewer, and not quite so gay.
There aro many other species, but they are not so

common, or so suitable for placing along with a col-

lection of bulbs.

•\V.VTSOXIA.

All the species of this genus are gay-looking things.

Some of them are as tall, or taller, than common
Ohidioli, and all of them are as hardy as the new
Oladioli. They are better litted for growing out in

ojicu borders, in front of walls, or houses. Formerly,
and before the Uludioli became so general, these Wat-
sonias took their places, but now wo see less of them ;

still, they are sent home in all collections from the

Cape. They are the most uniform in form and colour

of all the Cape genera, the flowers being some tinge of

pink or flesh colour, with a little white, in some tevi

species. They will grow in peat borders, but they do
not require any peat, as a general rule : good, rich, light

loaui, or the same compost of loam, leaf mould, or very
rotten dung, with a little pent and sand, as they mix lor

the Gladioli, will do very well for them. The difl'erent

species flower from j\Iav to October, and ffenerallv keen

WATSONtA Fni.GiDA.—Ouc of the most stately of the

genus, rising three or four feet, and producing long
spikes of bright reddish-iiink blossoms, which hold on
a long time. This, and also the tall ones, are very

thirsty, and require large doses of water in summer,
unless the bed is rich enough for Cauliflowers.

Watsonia MAEGiNATA.—This is tlio ucxt tallsst of

them, and there is a variety of it called minor equally

tall, but with the flowers not quite so large. The
flowers are of great substance, light pink, and bloom on
to the end of the season if the bed is kept moist.

Watson'ia Mafjanw.—A very common ono in the

shops, with thin, broad. Gladiolus-like leaves, and flesh-

coloured flowers.

W.vTsoNiA nosEA.—Much like the last-named, but
redder in the flower.

Watsonia Hu:Mir.is.—There is no humility about it,

save that it is the most tractable for a pot. The flowers

are very pale red.

Watsonia ^picata.—A very rare bidb, even at tlie

Cape. It is the humilis of the whole family, if dwarf-

ness was meant by that name. It is a nice pot plant,

flowering with the Ixias under the same treatment.

There are many more of this genus, but there is such

a family likeness among them all that the above will

give a fair insight into them, besides being the best and

the easiest to be got from the Cape dealers.

ANTHOLYZA AND ANIS.\NTHUS.

AsTnoLvz\ jF.THToptcA and jiontana come very near

to the M'atsoiiias in leaf and colour of the flowers, and

so do Anisanthus speendens and cdnonia. These all

run in the manner of Gladioli, and always are sent

home in collections from the Cope. They are also to be

had in bulb shops.

I think that some members of the three genera would

cross and produce self-coloiu-ed seedlings that would

vie with the very best of the new Ghidioli. There is a

great mystery in many of the Irid genera, and some are

founded on such trifling distinctions that it is hard to

believe them real marks of family separation. Synnotia

broke down under the pollen test, and lapsed into Gla-

diolus ; and there is a much greater lookiiif/ difference

between ]Vatsonias, AnlhoUjzas, and Anisantlts. The
whole race want revisiug by a patient cross breeder. I

would no more trust a botanist with this work than I

would a lawyer to revise the conditions of a lease for a

framing ground.

MOIi.EA.

These do not often now come from the Cape ; are not

much cultivated ; and it is very difficult to make out

some of the kinds one from another. They generally

run with light blue flowers, like Sisjriiiclnums, or yellow

1
flowers with Sisyrinchium-like leaves and growth. The

j

same treatment as Watsonias will best suit them in an

\
outside border.

1

YIEUSSEUXI.V.

Some of these are sent over in every box of Cape
bulbs. The bulbs are small in comparison to the long,

^ slender shoots they throw up. Were it not for the very

short time the flowers keep open this family would be
'

in much repute. The " Peacock Iris," a favourite with

every one who ever saw it, is one of them, being V.

paviinia.

ViEussEDXiA oi.Ai'corsis is the next greatest favourite.

These two are kept in the bulh-shops, aud are always

grown with Ixias ; but with the peat for Ixias they

soon dwindle away and die. A very light, sandy loam
suits them much better, aud very little water serves

them at all times.

Vieusseuxia villosa, LUi'.iDA, and TRiruspis, are the

next best of them. The rest are numerous, ill-defined, and
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seuxias, Sisyriuchiums, and Maricas, are among the most
difficult bulbs in the world to classify. Many of them
have their flowers come and go in a day : so that,

although some of them are exquisitely marked in the

flowers, they have never gained much ground in culti-

vation. It is not at all improbable but some of thom
from all the four families would unite by the pollen; and
if so, they would outdo the bulbous Irises, and look

much in the same way. I never found peat to agree

with any of this race.

ALBUCA AND OKNITHOGALUM.
Some of these often come over from the Gape, but

there is not the least reliance to be placed on the names.
They flower like wild Hyacinths, and chiefly have white

flowers. I once had a large yellow-flowering OrnUho-

gahim from the Cape, but 1 never heard the right name
of it. Tlie bulbs are tender-skiuned, and want plenty

of sand put in round them, and they dislike peat.

LACHENALIA.
There are but very few good kinds come over of this

genus, but at the Cape some of them are said to look

very fine indeed. The only two of them that can be

obtained in the trade, I believe, are the old L. tricolor,

and a new one called aurea. Both are very good plants.

The latter was bought lately by the Horticultural Society

from an African traveller, who brought over several

curiosities, among which was said to be the Yellow Gera-

nium ; but the " Golden Yellow Geranium," mentioned

by Sweet, is yet to come.
Of all the bidbs in Africa, these Lachenalias are the

worst to keep, the skin of the bulbs being so thin and
tender. They ought to nestle in pure white sand, and
the rest to be of pure sandy loam, which keeps them
longer than peat. Tricolor is as hardy as a Crocus in

constitution, and will do in any peat or loam for years.

Flava, purpurea, peiulula major, and minor, aiir/ustifoliu,

and orchioidcs, I have seen, more than once, come bouu!

in a general collection of Cape bulbs ; and I expect

flava is the same as the Society's aurea. Six or seven

of their bulbs could be grown in a 48-sized pot, under
the same treatment as Ixias.

TEITONIA.

At page 399, I see I missed Trltonia aurea, the

newest and best of the -whole family, and )iow a general

favourite in all the Nurseries. The flower scape is

branched, or panicled, and produces abundance of large

golden-yellow or yolk-ofegg-coloured flowers. In pots

it is often half murdered. It would require sucir a bed
as the Ghent Alstrijmerias out-of-doors, and it would
follow them in flowei-ing through July and August.

There are several odds and ends of Cape bulbs yet to

mention; but these, and what are given at page 398,

comprise the great bulk of the small Cape bulbs. The
large sorts have been treated of in the order of the

alphabet, except Nerinc, and a few more, which must
now stand over for their turn in the alphabetical

arrangement.
As a general rule, all bulbs from the Capo that aro

bigger than a pullet's egg should each have a pot for

itself, and that only largo enough to leave liulf-an-incli

or so between the Ijulb and the side of tho pot. The
first year, one-half of each of such bulbs may safely be
left out of the soil; but after that, unless it were in the

bauds of good gardeners, or practical amateiu's, I think
all bulbs are safer to be just covered up to the neck with
the soil. All these large bulbs ought to have good
friable loam, and no peat or leaf mould, nor, indeed, any
mixture whatever. 'The siu'faoe soil from an old onion
bed in the kitchen garden, is far safer and better for

them than tlie best compost one could make. I have

great error was committed in treating them all, in former

days, in peat, like Ixias.

People going to reside at the Cape, or in any part of

the Colony, and who are fond of gardening, should take

with them as many of the Mexican or South American
half-hardy bulbs as they can procure—for bulbs will

carry from place to place like potatoes oi' onions, and
would bo safe if planted at once in the open soil. All those

who have friends out there, and of whom they would ask

bulbs, ought to point to the north-west of the country

between Cape 'Town and the mouth of the Grange River.

The whole of that country is all but unexplored, as far

as this generation is concerned. There is one bulb
' soruewhore in that country worth anything to a cross-

breeder at Sidney—I mean the AmarijUis marginata of

.Tacijuin ; or Nerine marfpnata, as it is supposed to be

by modern botanists. This is kuown from all other

bulbs by a red margin to the leaves. I'rom the south-

east, along the banks of the Delagoa liivcr, wc once had

a Grinum, with from thirty to forty flowers on a scape,

of most beautiful purple. 'This is lost, and is now vei-y

much wanted to increase tho beauty of our half-hardy

Crinums.

'The Ooldcn Yellow Geranium wc want, too, as bad as

!
anything, but not the pale straw-coloured, gaping weeds

j
which are not worth cultivating. l3, Beaton.

SEASONABLE NOTES.

M.\KiNG Cuttings of Pel.\egonidms.— " I have just

cut down my plants, after the stems have been well

hardened by standing in tho sun ; and two correspond-

ents, who know all this, have sent requesting some

cuttings; but what puzzles me, oven though it makes

it more easy to suit them both, is, that one wishes to

have nice vigorous pieces, witli tho leaves fresh and

green, from the points of the cut shoots; aud the other

wishes the fine hard pieces from whicli the loaves have

fallen. Now, will you tell me which of my friends has

most science and practical utility on his side, as then I

may learn something as to what method I should adont

in future'?" This is one of those questions on which

much may be said on both sides. Where conveniences
' exist for preventing rapid evaporation from the cutting,

j

and quick rooting is an object, then the first-mentioned

1 mode would be tlie best ; but where the cuttings are to

post, coaeli, or rail, for a number of miles, then the
|

second sort of cuttings will bo best, as they may travel i

safely, hundreds of miles, wrapped in wadding and
' covered with brown paper. It is also preferalile in

every case, where a little patience can be exercised in
'

I

producing a future eti'ect, as that effect, ultimately, will

be better, more quickly reached, aud attended with much

I

less trouble and care, than in the case of tho seemingly

more healthy and luxuriant rival. How is this'? say

some of our young readers. Just thus: these green

points have been carrying on an claborating-of-juice

process—the older part of the stem first gets the ad-

vantage of this, as the next-to-invisible biids are formed

1 iu the axils of the leaves before they drop; but at the

points of the shoots these buds are only thinking about

;

Ibnniug. You get a nice rooted plant quickly, it is true,

I

and we by no means speak lightly of its pretensions

—

! nay, if you wished to get it as liigh as possible iu the

i

shortest time there might be something to say in its

favour : but if you wish to give the plant a bush form, it

1 is evident that you must pick out the point of your

aspiring shoot to force the almost imperceptible buds

to break into young shoots ; while, in the cutting of the

older wood, ciit across at a joint, and with two or three

joints above, you would have a young shoot from each
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fonuation of roots ; while the best of it for cottage

,s»ai-deuers is, tliat such wellriijeucd pieces of florists'

Polargoniums require no more trouble iu the mouths of

July, August, aud the lirst part of t^eptember, than a
leafless gooseberry or currant cutting inserted iu the
open ground iu spriug. So far as 1 have noted, such
Ijlauts are generally more robust aud bardy through
lite than their more soft, luxuriant brethren. First

appearances, therefore, howcTcr pleasing they may be,

are no sure test, either of economy or I'uturc superiority,

tlerc, liowever, as well as in many other matters, the
middle path is the most advisable. The point of a
well-ripened shoot has, as we have seen, its buds yet to

form ; the base of the shoot may be as indurated as a
piece of oak, its buds will come, but you must give

them and the rooting process time. Shoots, or parts

moderately indurated, will yield most advantages, with
fewest drawbacks.
Ripening Siioois befoue Peunixg.—The reason will

now be obvious why we recommend hardening Gera-
niums in the sun before pruning them. Independently
of the cuttings, the young shoots on the old plant are

much more robust than when they break from softer

wood. A lady, fond of flowers, held up her hands, the
other day, as she looked on the bare-boned skeletons of

what had been large Pelargoniums, and yet a good
grower would have seen nothing particular about them.
Another window gardener cannot think for a moment
of subjecting a favourite Puchsia plant to the rough
hardening process alluded tg the other week, while it

continues to yield a single liower. Need there bo any
wonder, that part of the shoots of such a plant should
die in winter, or when pruned, either in winter or

spring, that the buds will break so irregularly, that you
know not how you can bring it into sha]ie iu any other
way than allowing it to dangle as carelessly as the

Clematis on the way-side hedge? ft has been so

arranged in the affairs of this world, that striking

results sboidd generally be the consequence of thought,
looking after, and self-sacrifice, even though the casual
observer may fail to note it. The sacrificing of the pre-

sent apjiearance of the pot-plants, so as to ensure their

ripeuiug and hardening, is often the foundation of all

future excellence. Thus, in the case of the Fuchsia
referred to the other week. When the plant is to be cut

down to the ground, it is of less moment, as the buds
then aro likely to be matured. Thus, again, in the case

of the Scarlet Geranium, now so luxuriant in beds and
baskets. Who would not wish to save a number of

them over the winter for future display? WeU, the

ease with which this may be done, and their future

early and full blooming next year, depend greatly on
removing many of the larger leaves, so that a bright

autumn sun, and a free current of air, may play upon
and harden and consolidate the stems. Two other
familiar cases strike me at this moment, and to which I

will allude, as lurnibhiug an answer to

SoJiE C0.MFL.1IXTS Of w.\NT OF SfccEss.—The Ctero-

dendrons have previously been recommended for green-

house display in summer, whei-ever there is the

opportunity of giving a higher temperature when
growing. They are always interesting when grown as

largo plants, as seen at the great exhibitions ; or merely
with a single bead of bloom, in a small pot, from very

small cuttings of the spring of the same summer. But
fine flowers, and great success in either ease, depend on
the hardening and ripening of the wood before storing

the plants for the winter ; and then they will bear
an amount of cold tliat would kill them outright when
more spongy and soft. Then, again, who has not
admired the beautiful Aphclatidra crbstata, aud its rela-

tives, which, some friends say, they cannot get to

bloom, even tlioiifrii. arcordintt tn the liiut.s thev bave

oven stinted the plant of water, but not a flower would
come ; while tiny plants, in their neighbour's garden,
from cuttings of the same season, have each its head of

bloom. The secret is to be found iu the unripeness of

the wood, in the one case ; aud the ripeness in the

other, before pruniug, making cuttings, and starting

into growth. In the case of the plant that will not
flower, let it have plenty of heat, light, and air, now,
with a gradual lessening of water, and kept cool in

winter ; and then, when pruned back, I should expect
each shoot to be loaded with its head of bloom next
season.

Potting Haik-rooted Plants.—" Neighbour A. gi-ows

Heaths, Epacris, Azaleas, &c., very well ; but I observe
that, iu almost every ease, he keeps the centre of the

ball, where the collar' of the plant is, as high as the rim
of the pot ; and, in many instances, where the plants

are large, an inch or two above it. Neighbour B. gi-ows

his plants equally well, and yet his balls of roots are all

beneath the rim of the ])ot ; in fact, in this respect, he
pots a Pleath just as he would a Cineraria or a Gera-
nium. Now, both give me their reasons, and both
seem conclusive enough ; but they leave me in a perfect

quandary what mode to adopt as the best, and as en-

tailing least care and labour." This is just another
example of what a great poet said about governments

—

" That which is best administered is best." 'There may
be many roads to the same town, and diflerent travellers

may have their taste respecting them, and, provided each
keeps to his favourite road, they may reach the market-
place at no great distance of time from each other.

We see this verified every day in gardening. Appa-
rently opposite systems are crowned with equal success;

but, in such cases, that success depends upon minutisB
too apt to bo overlooked, though, without these minutiee,

each might try the scheme of the other, only to be dis-

satisfied with the result, and revert again to his more
accustomed practice. Now, at the risk, iu these days
of extremes, of being called " a canny moderate," I

would here again, for all such plants of any size, advo-
cate a raiddlo comse, neither lifting the ball above, or

equal to the rim of the jiot, nor potting it as deep as I

would a common Geranium. The elevating the ball of

the plant was a good enough idea, when, from using
fine-sifted soil, and insufficient drainage, there was little

security against the reckless wielder of the watering-pot.

But then, it must have been apparent that the only mois-
ture obtained by the elevated roots must have got there

by some process of capillary attraction ; while, iu every
case of fresh potting, the fresh soil would cither be
saturated, or the water passing there too freely would
leave the centre of the ball much too dry. Now, the
practisers of this mode had their own minutia3. Such
as dipping, &c., now and then, for avoiding all these

results; but want of attention to these minutiffl would
be ruinous to a beginner. Then, on the other hand, by
potting the surface of your ball level, at a certain dis-

tance beneath the rim of the pot, you would, in the

case of a specimen you intended to bo getting larger

and better every year, detract from its dignity, inas-

much, as if left to itself it would be most likely to form
a little elevated mound where the collar' of the plant is

situated, and which can never be much buried iu plants

of this nature with impunity. But this is not aU. By
using, now and then, siuface-dressings, it is probable
that the centre of the ball, instead of being the highest,

would be likely to become the lowest, and unless the
watering was done very carefully indeed, it would be
difficult to avoid having the collar of the plant either

constantly wet, or exposed to sudden extiemes of wet-
ness and dryness ; and the changes of temperature,
produced in this manner at the collar of the plant, not
nnW hv iiiiincT i\'ntPT nf difTp.rpjit tpmnfii'n tnrpu l-mt l^^r
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would, more than lialf cultivators are aware of, lie apt

to carry otf sucli a fine plant without any apparent
cause. lu watering; all such plants, especially in bright
weather, it is advisable to avoid wetting the stem at tlie

collar, and yet secure the thorough moistening of the

roots. Now, this can be thoroughly secured without
either raising the ball above the pot, or taking away the
natural gracefulness of having tlie collar of the plant
sliowing its little elevated mound. For iustance, here
is an 8-inch pot we wish to transfer a favourite

plant to. Well-arrange the drainage and soil at the
bottom, so th.at the centre of the ball at the collar of
the plant shall he three-quarters-of an-iuch below the
rim, and the outside of the ball from an inch to an inch-

aud-balf. Then pack firmly with the open compost,
hut raise the soil at the edges of the pot as high as the
mound in the middle. ]Jo this for two ]iurposes—the
new soil, by being well watered, will become more com-
pressed, and will sink, when a little more may be added,
but before it does so, or becomes filled with roots, the
little ridge there will send the water where it is most
wanted—into the surface of the ball. A rose may be
used for several waterings at first. But to save time,
aud preserve the bottom of the steui from being wetted,
tlia spout of the pot may afterwards be used, taldug the
precaution, however, to pour the water, not on the soil,

but on a potsherd, an oyster-shell, or anything of that
kind, so that the water will flow equally all round,
without disturbing the soil in auy part. Need I add,
that no plant should be shifted in a dry state. As some
of our young beginners complain of the want of
minutiae, these notes are especially for their use, and
simple as they are, attention to them will secure against
several causes of failures. 11. Fisu.

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.
( Continued from page 424.

)

WoRTi.EY Hall, near Sheffield, the seat of Lord
Wharncliffe.—At this place there are considerable im-
provements in garden matters going on. The plant-
bouses formerly stood at a considerable distance from
the mansion ; and, besides that, were from old age
becoming in a decayiug state, so that it would have
been necessary to almost rebuild them, even had they
been allowed to remain on the same spot. They are
now bciug put up in a situation nearer the mansion,
aud also a new and handsome conservatory is building
in the midst of the flower-gardens. Lady Wharnclitie
has a gi-cat love for jjlants, and very good taste in
flower-gardening, and, therefore (as might have been
expected when the lady delights in flowers), there is

hero a good collection of stove and greenhouse plants,
as also a neat, well-furnished flower-garden on the
bedding-out system.

Here I saw a good bed or two of that fiee-flowering
plant, the CEjinthcra riparia. syn. (7?. jnoslrata. Mr.
Law, the clever, intelligent gardener, assured me that it

was perfectly hardy, having stood tlie wiuter for several
years in the place where I saw it growing and blooming
freely. It makes a good yellow bed, and does not grow
more than sis inches high. The beautiful shrub, AheUa
floribunda, also is hardy here. It was plauted-out in
IHOO, and has grown well, and had no protection.
Worlley Hall stands upon a considerable elevation, and,
perhaps, that fact has something to do with giving
power to plants (in other situations found tender) to

endure the winter cold. In a rather sheltered corner,

,
there are two large Camellias, planted thirty years ago,

i tliat have had no protection. They are the old Double-
striped. Formerlv there was a hircn tree nf flip Dmible-

that it seems there is a difference in the constitution of

Camellias; for these two double-striped ones escaped,

or, ratlicr, endured that severe frost, while the while
one was killed, the situation, soil, kc, being alike.

There are scattered through the extensive pleasure-

grounds a considerable number of the better kinds of

Conifero!. I noticed that Juniperus Goieiiiana had suf-

fered greatly last winter ; in fact, it was killed to within

a ibot of the ground ; the rest were scarcely injured.

Cnipiomma Jnpnnira was not even browned in its

foliage— a circumstance that often happens with plants

]ilaced in more favourable situations as regards the

amount of cold.

The Wallix in this place are all in the course of being
concreted. In the neighbourhood of Sheffield, the

walks in gardens, and even the public footpaths, are

nearly all concreted, and are exceedingly beautiful.

I'he beauty consists, in a greater measure, from tlie

sprinkling of Derbyshire spar, broken small, over the

surface, upon the concreted mass of rough cinders and
coal-tar. Many persons object to concreted walks made
with asphalt, or coal-tar ; but, if properly done, the

suiell soon ev.aporates. and is not perceived afterwards.

I particularly inquired of Mr. Law, if the conl-tar was
oflensive to the nose ? and his answer was, " Decidedly
not, after the first four or five days." The Shelfiek!

garden-walks are most excellent—I may venture to say

the best in the world. They are dry almost always;

they are firoi and smooth ; and, when clean swept, look

like black marble, sjiotted with white. No moss, or

weeds, ever grow upon them, and they will hist a man's
lifetime without any repairs. Are not these walks, then,

possessing such admirable properties, the best in the

world? When I arrive at home, I shall certainly con-

crete some of my walks, a-la-Shefp^eld, as far as possible,

though I fear the Derbyshire spar will be too expensive;

fortunately, it is not absolutely necessary, for small, light-

coloured pebbles from a river's-bed will answer the same
purpose.

In the Hothouses here I observed several new, or

apparently new, stove climbers. Lord WharncliSe's
health last year having been indifferent, be was ordered

by his physicians to travel into a warm climate, to

recover a healthy state. The West Indies was fixed

upon, and, hap^iy am 1 to say, with the best results.

Lady Wharucliife accompanied him, and her active love

of flowers led to collecting seeds and orchidaceous plants.

Under the fostering care of her gardener the seeds

quickly germinated, and many of them prove to be
climbers. One has flowered, and is a singular plant

—

a double-blossomed CHtoria ternatea, with large blue

flowers. The petals are multiplied, so as to form what
is called a semi-double flower. It is very handsome,
and, at the time I called, had several flowers expanded.
The rest of these climbers appear to be species of

Gli/cinc, and other papilionaceous genera. The Orchids
are growing well; and I observed several new Ferns
that have sprung up among them.
The Kitchen and Fruit Gardens here are, at present,

not in first-rate order, owing partly to the wet season,

and partly to the family being from home so long a

period ; but I trust they will now be put into good
repair.

In these gardens, as is well-known, the late Joseph
Harrison practised the art of pruning so successfully,

that he was induced to publish his experience ; and. to

this day, his book is a text-guide to the art of pruning
fruit-trees on walls.

From Wortley I went by rail to Liverpool. The line

of railway runs through a mountainous district. The
cuttings, consequently, ai-e in some places most ter-

rific ; but the sides of the split rocks are fast becoming
covered with Fpi-ns nnil nthpr Alnine iilnufs. Ill the
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of the rarest British plants. This railway givos great;

lacilify to tlie botanical collector, bringing him, in a

few honrs, to the very locality where these rare plauls

arc growing wiUl. 1 longed to stay for ii while in these

solitudes; but bnsiness, business! called, and I could

not disregard tlio summons.
Between Wortley and JJanchester, not far from tho

secluded town of Glossop, there is a very long tunnel,

through which the railway-train and engine rush
over, in some places, unseen depths of water, which
causes a very i)eculiar loud sound, very terril'ying to

the nerves of tho ladies, aye, and of many of the

stronger sex too. I have travelled some thousands of

miles on railways, both on level ground and ou lofty

arches, as well as through the bowels of mountains, but
I never heard such fearful noises anywhere else as in

the long tunnel of the Sheffield and Mancliester Rail-

way, which said rail runs through the so-called " back-
bone of England." T. ArPLEBY.

(To be continued.)

THE HYACINTH.
As the season for potting, glassing, and planting this

lovely spring flower is fast approaching, I tliink a few
remarks on its culture will be acceptable, and, possibly,

useful, to many of the readers of The Cottage G.\u-

DENEii. It is grown by all ranks of people, from the

window of the cottage to the conservatory of the royal

palace. It is a somewhat remarkable fact, that with all

our skill in gardening we are obliged to send to our
neighbours, the Dutch, for an annual supply, not
only of this root, but also of the Narcissus, and many
others. The soil and climate of Holland seems to be
peculiarly favourable to the culture of bulbs. Tliere

they are quite a commercial affair, just as much as

the Carnation, the Pink, and Piootee, are here. The
sums of money drawn from this country, for bulbs
alone, are very considerable. I have been credibly

informed, that one house alono receipts between si.K and
seven thousands a-year. Whelher some of our flat lands,

near the seashore, would grow these roots, is, as yet,

unknown; but, in a proper situation, with proper soil,

and a due attention to management, I have no doubt
they might be grown quite as well here as in Holland.
At all events it is worth a triij.

In describing my experience in the culture of the

Hyaointli, I shall, for the sake of perspicuity, divide the

suliject into three sections:— 1st. Culture in glass, ind.

Culture in pots. ord. Culture in beds. This arrange-

ment will meet the wants of all classes of growers.

In Glasses.—Bulbs, as our friend Beaton tells us,

form their flower buds on spikes tlie previous season.

Hence, if this is properly etiected, they are sure to

flower; hence, any bulb so perfected will flower either in

or out of the earth, or even in water. This, in the case

of the Hyacinth, is well known, and practised every-

where, and has, in course, led to a large uuiuufacture in

the shape of glasses, popularly and pro|)erly known by
the name of Hyacinth-glasses. They are so well known
that I need not describe them ; but I may just mention,

that last year I observed some made of various coloured

glass, and with the lower part blown out a little wider.

This is an improvement, for, in the ordinary shape, the

bottom of the glass is crowded with roots, which cannot
be so well as if there was in that part a little more
room. I have also remarked that short glasses are, for

the same reason, objectionable; and, for another, when
the roots are strong in a short glass, they will lift up
the bulb, and, if in flower, very likely destroy it, by
tumbling it over out of the glass. The glasses, then,

The bulbs should be put into the glasses at two or

three times, if a lengthened season of bloom is desired;

the glasses shoidd be iilled with soft clean water, just

up to the neck, but not actually to touch the bulb. The
time to do this depends upon the wishes or wants of the

cultivator. If wanted early, tliey should be put into

the glasses as soon as the bulbs arrive from Holland.

When they are so placed, and at whatever time, they

should be put into a dark, cold room for a fortnight, to

cause roots to be Ibrnied previously to the bloom-buds
appearing, by which care the sui^cess will be more
certain. E.xamine them occasionally, and remove gently

any scales that may be decaying, but be very careful

not to injure the young roots, which will soon bo seen

breaking through the skin at the base of each bulb.

Should the water become foul, let it be changed, keep-

ing each glass tilled up to within a quarter-of-an-inch of

the bulbs, but do not let it actually touch them. When
the buds and leaves have made a little growth, they

should be brought into the full light of the window,

but even then, if possible, avoid a window facing tho

mid-day sun, or one in a room where there is a fire.

These precautious are to be attended to for the purpose

of inducing a gradual growth, and, consequently, a

mucli stronger foliage and liner bloom.

When tho roots have nearly reached the bottom of

each glass, if they are carefully observed, tfjere will be

seen, at the e.xtremity of each, a pellicle or covering ot

j

mucous matter. This soon stops up the spongelets, or,

I as I may say, the mouths of the roots, by which the

j

food of the plant is conveyed to the leaves; these

I spongelets, benig thus prevented from performing their

j

functions, perish, and often the whole set of roots are

destroyed also. To prevent this serious disaster and

I
destruction of plants (for I consider the clear white

roots of the Hyacinth, in glasses, are exceedingly beau-

tiful), the roots should be drawn carefully out of the

glasses, a wide vessel should bo placed hardly filled with

clean water. In this immerse the roots of a bulb, and

draw the mass carefully through the hand, pressing

them gently. Do this two or three times until the roots

1
appear quite clean, and perfectly white. Whilst one

person is doing this, let another be washing out the

glass, and wiping it quite clean and dry. Then gra-

dually work the clean-washed roots into the clean-

v^ashed glass, before putting in any water, without, if

possible, breaking one. To get them in when they are

numerous, it will be found necess.ary to twist them
round and round till they reach their old quarters at

the bottom, and the bulb rests upon the neck of the

glass. Then fill the glass with clean water, and replace

it in the window. It will generally be found that once

washing will be sufficient to carry the bloom through.

After this no more care will be necessary, excepting

occasionally changing the water. Bulbs bloomed in

glasses afterwards are only fit for the border; the roots

[
do not take up sufficient nutriment to perfect strong

' leaves and blooms for the next year. As soon as tho

bloom is over, the bulbs should be taken out of the

f glasses, preserving all the roots. Lay them in a border

in the garden, and give a good watering. Here they

will gradually ripen the bulbs, and the leaves will as

gradually turn yellow and decay. Then take them up
and keep them dry and cool until October, and they

may then be planted in the borders in the flower-garden.

T. ArPLEBY.
{To be coiiltniicd,')

OCCUPATION OF VACANT GROUND.
As the season has now ai'rived in which many ci'ops
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geously cropped again, so as to have the full benefit of

what growiug weather is yet to come, and to have as
many substitutes as possible for that important pro-

duction, the Po/ato, which is, too truly, all but a general
failure. In every district that I have been able to hear
from, it is worse diseased than on any occasion, e.xcept

the lirst year of its introduction, and one subsequently.
Now, as large breadtlis of ground, rendered vacant by
the taking up of this root, will necessarily be at liberty
for other crops, it is highly advisable to sow or plant
the same without delay, in oi-der to obtain some recom-
pense for the loss the failure in the recent crop has
caused. Every day's delay in the performance of this

work is just so much loss, by abstracting so much from
the best part of the growing season ; as one day now
will tend more to advance a plant than a week will do
in October. It is needless to urge on the cultivators to

be up and stirring, for though much progress, doubtless,
has taken place, in the latter month, with plants of the
Cahbage tribe, yet it must bo remembered, that such
progress is more in the large plants than in the smaller
ones. The later ones seem not to be possessed with
that vital energy necessaiy to lu'ge them on against the
cold, and other difficulties of the season ; it is, therefore,

of much importance that they be sufficiently advanced,
before the advent of that cold season, so that their growth
be not then arrested. In fact, we hope, long before this

paper reaches our readers, tliat large breadths of useful
autumn and winter vegetables will be occupying the
spaces which, in July, presented the desolating appear-
ance of the diseased Potato-fields.

As many people dug up the crop at the time, or very
soon afterwards, it is likely that the ground so cleared
was at once planted with some or other of the Broccoli
crops; others, which have only been cleared more
recently, might also, perhaps, have received a later

planting of the same useful production ; and even now,
plants put in, may, in all likelihood, become useful in
spring, provided the winter be not too severe; but even
in that case, small plants sometimes struggle through as
well as larger ones; and though fine, large heads cannot
be expected from such, yet they arc generally accept-
able, so that it behoves the skilful cultivator to make the
most of his ground that circumstances will allow; and a
little extra exertion, at this time, will enable him to '

accomplish this in a much better way than he will at

first be led to imagine.
In addition to planting larger breadths of the winter

stufl' mentioned above, certain crops may yet be sown,
with a fair chance of becoming of gi'eat service in
spring

; of these. Turnips stand first, as being the most
useful as well as most hardy. Seed, therelbre, of some
good, hardy, autumn sort ought to be sown ; and in

due time the crop must be thinned, and weeds, &.a.,

destroyed; and although the bulbs will not get large,

yet they often become nice and firm ; and, in mild
winters, they keep growing until the advance of spring
sends tliem to seed, prior to which, however, they often
furnish many useful dishes of greens, in the shape of
those little sprouts they furnish iu such numbers. The
best kind is certainly one partaking of the characters of
the "obi Stone;" most probably some of its progeny
may liave improved in some of its points ; at all events,
sow a quantitity, and the produce, though small, will

amply repay you for the trouble and seed made use of
This crop may occupy some exposed or out-ofthe-way
place, where it would be imprudent to sow or plant a
more delicate one ; in fact, it is in fields that such crops
are often both best and most profitable, and it is there
that we advise its being done now, beUeving, that before
this the bulk of Turnips wanted in gardens will have
been sown, and, perhaps, thinned.

It is onlv in those less-favonred snots tlmt can be

often planted or sown with something else, less robust
than the Turnij); and first in the list, for general useful-

ness, is the Cabbaije, or Colewort, as the earliest are

called in the London market. These last-named pro-

ductions, wliich many cultivators in distant counties are

unable to comprehend, are neither more nor less than
ordinary Spring Cabbages ; but, being sown earlier than
is usual for this class, arrive at a size, iu autumn, at

which they might then be cut, if wanted, but arc left so,

and cut very early in sijring, they having grown con-

siderably during the winter, if it has been at all mild,

but if severe, their size, instead of being the means of

saving them, lias a reverse tendency, so that they lose

considerably of their outside leaves besides being
crippled in other respects; however, they usually-

constitute an important crop to all who cater for

the public taste; and iu order that they should be
as serviceable as possible, care is taken to sow only
such kinds as are not likely to run to seed. This jioint

in Cabbage cultiu'e has certainly been much improved
upon of late years ; yet, now and then, a batch will be
seen possessing the flowering character of their original

parents. These, of course, must be abandoned, or

rather discarded, immediately, and only those sown
which possess the requisite qualities ; and although it

cannot always be depended on, sowing the same kinds
year after year, yet, for the above purpose, we have found
the varieties called Eartham, Dounham, and Fulham,
all good, and less liable to run to seed than some
others ; but for early use they must be sown by
the middle or about the 20th of July ; while, for the

principal spring crop of Cabbages, the tJth of August
is soon enough iu the south of England—making, of

course, that difference for latitude, and other circum-
stances, which individual cases call for.

Another useful winter, or early spring crop, is Spinach,
which, if sown the last week in August, will grow away
during the mild weeks in autumn, and produce leaves
in abundance for use in winter and early spring. This
may be sown in continuous rows, a foot apart, and
though they are seldom thinned iu autumn, yet a little

help that way will not be without its merits. Keeping
them cleai- from weeds, i^c , must, of course, be strictly

adhered to; and if the wants of the family require it, a
certain portion might be slightly covered np in severe

weather, to save it from the frost and other mishaps
common at that time. Ground that has had a crop of

potatoes is often sown with this crop, which may be
done without any additional manure, for too much of

the latter induces a grossness of habit incompatible
with its enduring the rigours of winter.

Large breadths of Lettuce may be planted out, as

also of Endive; but these ought to be honoured with a
border or other sheltered position, for although they will

grow tolerably well in the open ground, and are often

planted there, yet they do not come so soon into

use as when favoured by some sheltering wall or

other object. The kinds most proper to plant now are

the hardy i/a»iWi(;rs»(iZ/( and i^foH-n /)«/(/! Lettuce, witli a
little of the Brown aud Green Cons : and of the Batavian
Endive. These last had better be planted more spa-

ringly than the Lettuce, because, being less favourites,

are not so mucli wanted, except in very severe winters
they may withstand it better than the others. Now, in

planting these last care must be taken to have the

ground made fine, and dry weather is, on the whole,
better than moist, as the latter encourages the slug, and
other enemies, to prey on the young plants, which are

sometimes to plant over several times in consequence.
Even if the ground was made tolerably firm on the

top, it is better so than if in the rough clods of ordi-

nary digging; for the interstices between the latter

are inst so mflnv dwellincr-iilnces for the ennmies of
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difficult to put in force, until, by repeated treading,

tlic ground becomes more solid. Of course, this con-

solidation must be effected when it is tolerably dry,

otherwise the injury done in another way will be

e([UHl to the benefits expected. Where a choice can be

made, dry sandy soil is the best for such crops; but,

ordinarily, they will endured most of our winters in

the common garden soil of disti-icts on a stiff, retentive

loam, and we are not quite sure but the latter descrip-

tion of soil suits them best in summer; and if they can

be saved through the winter, such a soil will produce

the best heads in spring, too, if everything else be

favourable for their well-being.

Many things will now require a little assistance to

enable them to perfect their growth this season, as

Tomatoes, Capsicums, and other tender sweet herbs. In

the first-named, close pruning-in, and limiting the

number of fr\iit, will hasten the perfection of what
remains. The same may be said of Capsicums, which

may bo induced to ripen faster, by part of the foliage

being removed, &c. J. Robson.

CULTIVATION OF TARES.

T.iREs, or Vetches, are of two kinds—Winter and

Summer—the former being usually sown in the autumn,

and the latter in the spring. There are also two varieties

of the Winter Tare, one coming to feed early, the otiier

late. This crop furnishes a very important and useful

produce of green food, and, in the economy of farming,

it is desirable that the cultivation of Tares should re-

ceive its due share of attention, for in many parts of tho

country it is the most valuable green crop witli which

we are acquainted, being available as food for sheep as

well as for the soiling of cattle, when sown in succes-

sion, during the whole of the summer months.

It is desirable, in selecting land for sowing Tares, to

take that which is clean and free from couch grass, for

it rarely happens that sufficient time can be had, or that

the weather is favourable for clearing tlie land, after the

crop has been fed or removed, to be followed by a crop

of Turnips.

It is, however, seldom that all the land intended to be

appropriated to this crop can be found quite clean; it is,

therefore, necessary, when the land is foul, that a course

of tillage should be commenced before sowing the seed.

To effect this, I recommend to begin as soon as possible

after harvest, and rafter, or half-plough the land, rather

shallow, then scarify across the ploughing, which pro-

cess will move all the surface, and lay the land light

aud loose, and in a favourable state (supposing the

weather to be dry) for the drags, harrows, &e., to work

out the grass and weeds, to be collected upon the sur-

face, in order that they may be burnt or carted away

from the land.

Then plough tho land a good depth, into ridges of

such size as the nature of the soil may require ; for this

crop, when sown in the autumn, is very liable to be in-

jured by the alternate action of the heavy rains and

frost; it is, therefore, highly necessary that the land

should lie as dry as ridges can make it, taking care, at

the same time, that a sufficiency of water-furrows be

moflii fnv tlie nnrnosn of reniovin!/ the water from tho

Winter Tai-e is the first week in September, although in

some seasons, upon a dry soil in good condition, they

come on and give a fair produce when sown as late as

the month of November ; but in this case the crop is

much more uncertain, being liable to be carried off by

tho slug, or damaged by frost.

From two to three bushels of seed per acre will be

sufficient for an aci'o; the latter quantity is preferable if

sown rather late, and it is a good plan to sow about

three or four gallons of Oats or Winter Barley mi.xed

with them, or, in case of tho early sort, tho lilic quantity

of Rye. The advantage of this mi.xture will be found

at the time of feeding or cutting, as well as during the

period of growth. The flag of tlie Oats, or other grain

sown amongst them, shelters the Tares from the effect

of frost, and at the time of using the produce, either for

feeding sheep or the soiling of cattle, a much larger

portion of the crop will be available, the strong stalks

of the corn holding up tho Tares, and preventing the

bottom part of the haulm becoming partially decayed.

To this result it is very liable on good land, in a favour-

able season—in which case it becomes quite useless as

food for cattle, and when cut for soiling tho whole crop

is unpalatable. Tares are usually sown broadcast; it is,

however, a good plan to drOl the seed at about seven or

eight inches space between the drills, and this method

is more in use than formerly, as it gives an opportunity,

in some seasons, to use the hoe, and destroy Charlock,

and other weeds which often infest tliis crop.

Formerly, manin-e used generally to be applied to the

laud previously to sowing Tares, in order that an abund-

ant crop may be obtained, and that when followed by

Turnips it may prevent the necessity of applying ma-

nure at the busy period of Turnip-sowing. It is, however,

now only needful to apply manure where the land is too

poor to bear a good crop ; for, after the land is free of the

Tai'c crop, any amount of artificial manure requisite

may be applied with the Turnip-seed, without the de-

lay consequent upon the application of yard or town

manure.

Previously to the introduction of artificial manures,

aud the use of the Turnip drill. Tares were not con-

sidered a good preparation for a Turnip crop upon

some soils; for when Turnips were sown broadcast,

after a crop of Tares fed by sheep, and without other

manure, although the land might be rich enough to

produce a crop, yet the young Turnip-plant does not

thrive well upon the generality of soils, and it often

became a prey to the grub, wireworm, &c. This is,

however, now become an almost obsolete practice, and

is only mentioned here to caution cultivators against

the use of anything except artificial maniu'es.

The method of consuming the crop varies, and should

depend, in a great measure, upon the rotation intended.

Wlien the object is to grow Turnips after the Tares, the

crop should be fed whilst young, in order that tho land

may be left with a clean surface; or, in case of being cut

for cattle, the whole of tho haulm should be taken away,

it bfiinj? iniurions to the Tnrnin cron wlieu a.nv nortion
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Tlie best time for feeding Tares with sheep is just

before they begin to bloom, and up to the period of full

bloora, and after that they are valuable to out for

soiling horses, &o., as long as the haulm is gi-een. 1

must hero observe, that in case of feeding with sheep,

when the crop is very abundant, or getting old, it is the

best plan to cut with tlie scythe, and put into racks or

cages, in order that any portion not eaten by the stock

may bo easily removed.

When the land is intended for Wheat (particularly

upon heavy soils), a portion of the crop being left uncon-

sumed may be ploughed in and buried with advantage
;

and if the land be sown with White Mustard, and fed on

the land, not too late in the season, it will prove an ex-

cellent jireparation for a Wheat crop.

Joseph Blundell.

BRAHMA POUTRA FOWLS.

I TEL"ST you M'jll be able to spare ii little space for me on

the subject of Brahma Poutra Fowls, so much discussed of

late.

I can scarcely understand your merciless condemnation

of these so-called ]3rahraa Poutras, and think that, in the

absence of direct evidence of their being tlie result of a cross,

you should pause before knocking them down in the manner
you hove done. I contend that no evidence calculated to

stamp them as mongrels has yet been before the public ; on

the contrary, all we hear and see, if well looked into, leads

to the fact of tlieir being, at least, a distinct variety of the

Shanghae, as distinct and pure as arc the Bufl's, Whites, or

any other colour. I am aware that several persons have

accidentally (as was imagined) produced birds resembling

these iu plumage ; but on enquiring, you will find, as I

have, that eitlicr the father or motlier were of this de-

scription, and have come from some of ilr. Stainton's Greys.

This I can prove to be the case in several instances ; and

with reference to some of the chicks being Buif, and others

Grey, some have taken after one point, and some after the

other ; and do we not see the same thing continually among
Buffs and Partridge birds, where there is oven the slightest

tinge of a cross ; and f liave no doulit that the birds thus

produced, would throw back, even if mated with birds of the

same colour as themselves and ptire breed, and some of the

chickens would show unmistakeable symptoms of nion-

grelism : but I iirmly believe that birds bred irom her

Majesty's, Dr. Gwynne's, or 3Ir. Sheehan's stocks, will pro-

duce birds as true to feather, the next and the next genera-

tions, as they have tliis ; and that they have done so this year is

an undeniable fact, and of which I have evidence as regards

the first two strains running in my yard, and shall be happy
to shew yon, or any other pcr.^on wishing to see them.

I must beg to be allowed to say a few words on tlie com-
munication of your correspondent in this week's number of

The Cottage O.uidexeu. He says, " a poor gardener, by

name Turner, received a grey cock in payment of his services

from jMr. Griggs," but he does not say where Mr. Griggs

obtained liim. If I am not mistalien, I think you will find

that Mr. Griggs imported hiin : he describes him as a re-

markably fine bird, but not liking the colour, be suld him to

Turner for a fair i>iice ; btit no such bargain as your cor-

resjiondent states was made for him. He also lays great

stress on the fact of so small a sum as 10s. cash being paid

for the chickens (which be acknowledges were only half-

bred, being between the Grey cock and Bufl' bens.) If I

mistake not, 10s. each was not considered such a ver;/ low

price for chickens three or four years back, particularly for

birds which were not known. I have seen first-rate birds

sold for quite as little ; in fact, I think the price was a good
one, and quite sufficient to establisli the fact that some one

had discrimination enough to see tliuir good points. The
fact of Mr. Staiuton, and others, discarding them on account

of their colour, ought not to condemn tlicm ; because you

may find plenty of people now who prefer Partridge birds to

Butt's, but that does not make the latter any worse ; it is

merely a matter of taste ; and if you have your taste, in

fairness you should let me have mine
;
yours may be black

;

mine, white.

Again, your correspondent says, with reference to the sale

of some of these birds last year, " that nobody would look

at them ; and that many were sold for a trifle ; and that be
stood by and saw six or seven lots put up without a bidder."

It is very easy to make assertions, but not always so easy to

prove them. I happen to have marked catalogues of nearly

every sale at Stevens's since last September ; and only on
tv/o occasions do I remember seeing any of these Greys put

up. The first was on the '-i'Jnd September, when lots 28 to

y7, all Greys, and most of tb'im only chickens, fetched

respectively the foUowhig prices, namely ;—Si2s., Tos., (i-'is.,

-tfis., :Us., 30s., iiiS; 4-.'s., -tls., and :<!:3s. I think for that

time these were not very bad prices ; and lot 30, 7.js.,

has since, I believe, been sold for £f> 1 js. The next time

any of these were sold was November 0th., when five lots

were put up. They were very inferior to tlie others, and all

appeared to have liad a sort of tuft plucl:ed out of the back

of the bead ; they were, buwevur, all sold, at prices varying

from IDs. to 1-ts. ; they were all chickens a few months ohL
Your correspondent also says of these birds, " tliat

nothing can be more common or ugly-looking;" but it appears

he is speaking of only one lot of birds, and which are

acknowledged, even by their owner, to be but inferior

speciiuens. If he wotdd take the trouble to pay me a visit,

lie can see some chickens from the (^lueen's and Dr.

Gwynne's stocks, which, I am sure, can neither be set down
as ugly or common looking, in fact, they are the admiration

of all who see them. I should like him to see them running,

as they look much better on the grottnd than in a pen. If be
thinks it worth wliilc, and would let me know when be would
come, I sboidd bo happy to receive him.

1'. Jones, Jun., Hii/k Street, Fulhain.

[Where is our " merciless condemnation " of Brahma
Poutras? Our condemnation, and merciless too, is of the

attempts to give them a value to which they are not entitled,

if they are admitted to be mere .Grey Shanghaes, and that

they do 11"/ lay eggs as large as Turkies ; and that they are

not superior to all other Shanghaes; then have we done
some service in preventing the public being duped.

—

En. 0. G.]

CULTURE OF BRITISH ORCHISES.

As I have never yet beard of anybody who has succeeded

in growing our native Chalk Orchises, which failure ajipears

to me to proceed from a want of knowledge of their likings

and dislikings, and having no means of trying them properly

myself, I venture to send you the following remarks, hoping
to induce some enterprising botanist to enter on the

attempt. " Grow the Chalk Orchises ! Nonsense 1 You'U
never get them to do; they may live one year, or perhaps
two, if you're lucky, but they will all die off after that."

These are the sort of remarks with which these suggestions,

and with which any one who attempts to grow these

beautiful and singular plants, is greeted on all sides; and
some Mr. A. or Mr. ]!. is always brought forward " who dug
out a flower-bed, several feet, and filled it witli chalky soil,

and having put in the bulbs in the autumn with great care,

waited for the spring to see the result, and not one of them
flowered !"

Astonishing fact ! Having been put in a situation which
was about tlie last they would have chosen, it was v^arvcltuus

that they did not thrive. 'I'ho Chalk t>rchises (by which I

ilo not mean tlie three or four to wdiicli modern science has
restricted the class, but the tribes of Ophri/s, Hcihoiaria,

Oymniiileiiia, and Aceras as v\ell^ are infected with a sort of

liydrnphuhia. Not content with keeping out the rain by
means of a close chalky soil, they require (at least, so I

bolieve) a decuhd slope to grow upon, that the heavy rain

may run down and leave them dry. Tiiis I take to bo imich

more important than the cliall;y soil. I have in a flower-bed

a row of X!ee Orchises which have lived and flowered (though

not in jierfection) four years. Bee Orchises have been

planted iu the front and middle of the same bed; and in
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another bed far more chalk}- and more in the sun, hut none

have lived but this row at the back. The position is shady,

and the ground nearly free from chall; ; they were taken up

infou-cr, and yet they did not die. The fact is, tliat a little

pr'o.jcctin;^ bit of the roof of the house keeps off the heavy

rain, and this one advantage appeal's to compensate for

everything.

My advice, then, is—plant them on a sloping bank which

has been " made" for them, and in a good sunny position,

and if they irUt not do then, I will believe that they aiiiiwt be

grown ; but (/// then, I shall still believe it practicable.

Some of the Orchises leijuu'e a different soil and position;

perhaps, in auotlier letter, I may say something about them
;

but Ojihrt/s aptferii, Ophrys miisdfera, Accrns auLliropo-

phnru, Gymniiilenia tonopsca, and Orchis pi/ramidalis, will

all enjoy the sunny chalky bank. AV. P.

[We had expunged the "perliaps " from the above half-

promise, but leave it that we may append this expression of

our hope that you will favour us with your remarks upon
other British Orchids.

—

Ed. C. G.]

SHANGHAE COCKEREL AS A NURSE.
Perhats some of yom' readers may feel interested in the

following, as a fm-ther illustration of the docility of the

Shanghne Cocks as niu-ses :

—

I have a White Shanghae Cockerel, of Mrs. Herbert's

breed, hatched in January last, whose usefulness well repays

me for the care requisite in rearing so early in the year.

A few weeks ago, I had four hens, with each a brood of

chickens, and I wished to have their eggs before the usual

time for them to lay again. How could I manage this ? I

had observed this young cockerel to be very kind among
chickens. Was it possible that lie would nurse them ? I

determined to tiy, and placed them with him, in a wann,

large, dry pen, and he appeared perfectly to understand the

importance of the trust committed to his care. For an hour

or two, some of the chicks were fretful for their mothers

;

he seemed to interpret then- feeUugs, and chuckled, and

called, scratched, broke bits of soft bread placed for their

food, and, in short, did everything to comfort and amuse
his youug charge until they became tranquil, walking about

the pen willi the utmost caution, lest he should tread upon
any of them. They soon became quite famiUar with him,

and he will can-y four or five on his back at once. At night,

the youngest of his large family sleep under his wings, and

he looks most pateruaUy anxious until they are all housed

and settled.

Thus, tlirough the docility and care of this cockerel, I

am receiving four extra eggs eveiy day, one from each of

the mothers, and ho is nursing forty-five healthy chickens.

Two or three times, I have put him into another pen, to

see what would be the result, when he showed the greatest

uneasiness to return to his broods, and they gave the most
cordial signs of welcome when he was restored to them.

I have two other Shaughae cocks which, though I have

never tried them as nm'ses, are also very good mth chickens.

—M. C, Allriiwham.

the camphor tree, very finely-powdered (called Fangti).

During the breeding season the eggs of certain insects are

liberally supplied.

Piaiu-water agrees better with them than the spring-water,

for, if there is iron in the soil, they gradually lose their

brilliancy, and become of an ashy-brown colour ; or, if chalk

abounds, or porcelain clay, they become blind, the scales

throw out a cottony exudation, like the American blight on
an apple tree, and they die.

It is a singular circumstance attending gold fish, that

under certain dispositions of their temperament they are

seized with a sort of fm'or, and devour each other; the

stronger preying on the more feeble. The Chinese call this

disease Cbang-poo-Ching. I do not know whether it occurs

in our latitude. T. Wekthein.

MANAGEMENT OF GOLD FISH.

In one of your recent numbers, you noticed that a cor-

respondent had made enquiries respecting the proper treat-

ment of Uold Fish. The following remarks, made by a person

long resident at Shanghae, may, therefore, be acceptable.

The Chinese say that these fish were tii-st brought to Amoy
from Japan, where they are indigenous, being found in a

tepid lake on the summit of the Laconie Mountains, pro-

bably the crater of an extinct volcano.

Tlie Mandaiins avail themselves of this fau-y family as

garden ornaments, frequently introducing them between

plates of glass in the interstices of their favourite rockwork,

which they render water-tight by a varnish, which they call

Tamfoo ; or retaining them in porcelain vases, symmetrically

disposed on the balustrades of their houses.

They are generally fed on a sort of biscuit made of rice,

with, iu the colder season, a small quantity of the bark of

GAPES IN CHICKENS.
I UAVE endeavom-ed to follow out the excellent sug-

gestions of Mr. Tegetmeier with regard tu the " Gapes,"

hitherto so destructive to om" best breeds of chickens ; and,

in enumerating the restilts, I will indicate a mode of ope-

rating which may prove of value. I took six iDcU-murked

cases, and determined to treat three of them with the

turpentine fumigation, and three with the direct application

of the turpentine by means of a feather passed down the

windpipe.

The three to which the tm'pentine was directly applied

lived and did well. To fumigate the other three. I used a

case, containing the bird, and a piece of saturated llannel to

create an atmosphere of turpentine, and this atmosphere

was respired, {aX short interrals) for several hours, and two

of the cases with success, but the third bird died ; and, on
examination, I found one large worm and five small ones,

which were still adherent to the windpipe, and were not at

all disturbed from their position.

You can imagine, that I rather hold to the superiority of

the direct apphcation of the turpentine, and I have thought

much of the best mode of applying this worm poison. It

seems to me that there would be an advantage gained, in

addition to the application of the turpentine, by causing a

small mechanical disturbance to the wonns themselves, by

some mode which would not wound the windpipe ; this

could be done, I fancy, by means of a slender bit of whale-

bone, having left at the end a small button, on to which a

small sponge is tied; the instrument is easily made after

the manner of a siu-geon's "probang." The sponge may
be cut away, little and little, till the proper size and shape

are obtained, and will have this advantage, that the tur-

pentine will not drop from it into the limgs ; but will be

necessarily distributed, by the round or conical sponge, on
every part of the windpipe to- which worms may be atfixed,

and wliich would not obtain, in many cases, by the use of

the Jlut featlier. I do not know if I have made my sug-

gestion clear; but it seems to me, that it will render the

operation more certain and uniform ; and if so, it is worth a

few minutes' trouble in preparing the little instrument. I
uitend to use it myself, and shall be glad to hear how it

answers to otliers.

I may mention, as the result of obseiwations I have made,
that all my breeds of fancy fowls ore equally subject to the

disease of Gapes, except the Blalays, and in no case have I

ever found them afl'ected ; this is curious ; and I should

lil<e to hear if it be a fact confirmed by other observers, or

only a ciu'ious coincidence.

W. LoET, Great Heath, near Tcnburt/.

GREAT SALE OF STOCK AT TORTWORTH.
AUGfST 24th and 2.5th.

TuE sale of the magnificent stock of the late Karl Ducie
took place at Tortworth Court, the scene of the late lamented
nobleman's exertions in the cause of agriculture. The
fame of the stock had long since spread beyond the shores

of England, and we were not surprised to see an immense
assemblage, amongst them being many American breeders

—

men who spore neither money nor trouble to improve their
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cattle and horses. Not many years since they bought from

Glocestershire, Mr. Hewer's Hereford bull, " Major," and a

number of Cotswold ewes from tlie flocks of Messrs.

Hewer and Cother. It was certain tbat tlie sale was nest

in importance to those of the Messrs. CoUings's stock which

took place many yeai-s ago, and the prices obtained at which

are still pointed at by the shallow as evidences of tbe

agricultural folly of the time, but as the summary will

show, tbe prices then obtained were exceeded. In fact it

was known that the best short-horns in the world were to be

I

sold at Tortworth, and parties came prepared to have them
at any price. Many of the animals are going to America,

amongst them the bull, Duke of Glo'ster, for which the

American party were prepared to give 1 200 guineas—that is

to say, they were determined to have him.
The various prices vrill be found below, therefore we need

not say more on that head here. Mr. Strafford, of London,

was the auctioneer; a gentleman of great tact and abihty,

and wliose business connections extend to the agricultural

communities of America, France, and other countries. The
company numbered some two or three thousand, and it may
be supposed that this large number of persons consumed
no little quantity of the luncheon provided for a smaller

number. Tiie catalogue gave full details of the pedigree of

the animals. In his iuti-oductory remarks on opening the

sale, Mr. Strafford stated that it was the wish of tbe late

much lamented and noble owner that the whole of the live

stock should be sold for the benefit of the estate, and that

his successor was so determined to can'y out this intention

and to act faU-ly by the public, that he would not suffer a

single liead tobe bought in for him. The following is a

Ust of the prices

:

COWS AND HEIFERS.

Lot 1.—Bessy, roan, calved .Tanuary 11, 1S40, got by Helicon, (2107

in Coates's Herd Book,) hrougrht 41 guineas. This fine old animal,

which came from the stock of the Rev. H. Berry, was bought by Mr.

John Morton, for Colonel Cator, of Parkhurst, and we have reason

to know that Jlr. Morton was subsequently offered 200 guineas for the

purchase.
2.—Stella, roan, calved April 13, 1S4I, got by Rockingham (2550);

bought for 35 guineas by Mr. Isaac Niblett.

3.—Challenge, red and white, calved March 4, 1843, got by Morpeth

(r254) ; bought for 44 guineas by Mr. I. N'iblctt.

4.—Duchess 55th, red, calved Oct. 31, 1S44, got by Fourth Duke of

Northumberland (3649) ; bought for 50 guineas by Mr. Tanqucray, of

Hendon, Middlesex, a gentleman who has probably the finest herd in

the country, and is a large exporter.

5.—Victoria, roan, caKed April 20, 1S45, got by Second Duke of

York (5Q59) ; 44 guineas; Mr. Allen. Longcroft Hall, near Lichfield.

6.—Princess Fairfax, roan, calved Oct. 3, 184S, got by Lord Adolphus

Fairfax (4249)); 77 guineas ; Mr. Grenfell.

7.—Nonsuch, white, calved Nov. 1, 1845, got by Duke of Cornwall

(5947) ; 50 guineas ; Lord Burlington.

8.—Chaff, red and white, calved Feb. 14, 1S46, got by Duke of Com-
wall (5947) ; 42 guineas ; Col. Kingscote.

9.—Minstrel, red roan, calved March 14, 1846, pot by Count Conrad

(3510) ; 100 guineas; Mr. Tanqueray, Hendon, Middlesex.

10.— Oxford 6th, red, calved Nov. 6. 18)0, got by Second Duke of

Northumberland (3646) ; 205 guineas; Mr. Tanqueray.

11.—Duchess 59th, roan, calved Nov. 21, 1847. got by Second Duke of

Oxford (9046) ; 350 guineas ; Jlr. Thorne, of New York, U.S.

12.—Mantilla, red and white, calved Nov. 22, 1847, got by Cramer

(6907); 1 10 guineas: Mr. Foljambe.

13.—Virginia, white, calved Feb. 6, 1648, got by Petrarch (7329);

73 guineas ; Mr. Hall.

14.—Pomp, white, calvtd April 3, 1848, got by the Duke of Cornwall

(5947) , 65 guineas ; Mr. Grenfell.

15.—Louisa, roan, calved .luly 12, 1843, got by Cramer (6907) ;

78 euineas ; J. H. Langston, Esq. M.P.
16.—Beatrice, red, calved August 1, 1813, got by Cramer (6907); 87

guineas; Mr. Grenfell.

17.—Chaplet, roan, calved April 6, 1849, got by Usurer (9763) j 54

guineas; J. H. Laogston, Esq.
18.—Victorine, red and white, calved July 4, 1849, got by Usurer

(9763) ; 46 guineas ; Mr. Grenfell.

19.—Horatia, red, calved July 27, 1849, got by Usurer (9753); 30

guineas; J. H. Langston, Esq.

20 Duchess 64th, red, calved Aug. 10, 1849, got by Second Duke of

Oxford (9046) ; 600 GClNE.is; Mr. Thorne, of New York.

21.—Oxford nth, red roan, calved Aug. 25, 1849, got by Fourth Duke

of York (10167) ; 250 guineas; Mr. Tanqueray.

22.—Florence, roan, calved Oct. 12, 1849, got by Usurer (9763); 62

guineas ; Mr. Robinson.
23.—Fatima, red and white, calved Nov. 27, 1S49, got by Victor

(8739) ; 70 guineas ; Rlr. Carr.

24.—Mystery, red, calved May 24, 1850, got by Usurer (97c3) ; 200

guineas ; Mr. Tanqueray.
25.—Boddice. red, calved June 29, 1850, got by Usurer (9703) ; 115

guineas ; Mr. Jonas Webb, of Babraham.
26.—Flourish, white, calved Oct. 21, 1850, got by Usurer (9763); 71

guineas ; Mr. Rich, of Didmarton.
37.—Duchess 66th, rich roan, calved Oct. 25, 1S50, got by Fourth

Duke of York (IOI67) ; 700 ghikeas. There was great competition for

this beautiful animal, which was ultimately knocked down to Col.

Morris, President of the New York State Agricultural Society.

28.— Victory, white, calved Nov. 25, 1850, got by Usurer ;9763; ; 80

guineas ; Major Blathwayt.
29.—Chintz, roan, calved Jan. 24, 1351, got by Usurer (9763) ; 70

guineas ; Mr. Grenfell.

30.— Finance, roan, calved April 20, 1851, got by Usurer (976') i 90

guineas ; I\Ir. Crawley.

31.—China, roan, calved Dec. 25, 1851, got by Fourth Duke of York

(10167); 90 guineas ; Lord Feversham.
32.—Bodkin, red and white, calved Feb. 12, 1852, got by Fourth

Duke of York (IOI67) ; 50 guineas ; Mr. Robertson.

33.—Lucy, white, calved March 19. 1852, got by Usurer (9763) : 40

guineas; Mr. H. Hall, of Barton, near Woodstock.
34.—Hornet, roan, calved April 16, 1852, got by Contract (1OO71) ; 43

guineas ; Lord Howe.
35.— Durhess 67th, calved May 16, 1352, got by Usurer (9763); 350

guineas ; Mr. Gunter.
36.—Parliament, roan, calved June 5, 1852, got by Fourth Duke of

York (10167); 56 guineas ; Mr. Grenfell.

37.— Oxford 15tb, red, calved June 12, 1852, got by Fourth Duke of

York (10167); 200 guineas. ; Lord Burlington.

33.—Bibby, white, calved Aug. 21, 1852, got by Fourth Duke of

York (10167); 51 guineas; Mr. Grenfell.

39.—Pride, roan, calved Sept. 6, 1852, got by Fovirth Duke of York

(IOI67) ; 165 guineas ; Mr. Grenfell.

40.—Duchess 68th, red, calved Sept. 13, 1852, got by Duke of Glo'ster

(11382); 300 guineas; Mr. Thorne, of New York.

41.—Chance, red and white, calved Jan. 6, 1853, got by Duke of

Glos'ter (11332); 56 guineas ; Mr. Robinson.
42.—Violet, red, calved Feb. 26, 1853, got by Fourth Duke of York

(10167); 48 guineas; Mr. Barthropp.
43.—Snowdrop, white, calved Feb. 26, 1853; got by Fourth Duke of

York (10167) ; 120 guineas; Lord Spencer.
44.—Duchess 6tlth, white, c.ilved March 19, 1853 (daughter of lot 11),

got by Fourth Duke of York (10167); 400 g:uineas. Lord Spencer and
the American party competed strongly for this five-months'-old calf, but

it was ultlmatelv knocked down to jMr. Tanqueray.
45.—Lizzy, red and white, calved April 29, 1853, got by Fourth Duke

of York (10167); 81 guineas; Mr. Grenfell.

46.— Oxford 16th, red roan, calved May 17, 1853, got by Fourth Duke
of York (10167) ; 180 guineas: Mr. Tanqueray.
47.—Duchess 70th, red and white, calved July 8, 1853 (daughter of lot

27), got by Dukeof Glos'ter (11382) ; 310 guineas; Mr. Gunter
48.—Parade, roan, calved Aug. 7, 1853 (daughter of lot 14), got by

Dukeof Glos'ter (11382) ; 73 guineas ; Mr. Grenfell.

49.—Vanquish, red and white, calved Aug. 8, 1S53 (daughter of lot 18),

got by Fourth Duke of York (10167); 30 guineas ; Mr. Phillips.

The total produced by the sale of the Cows and Cow Calves was 6867/.

giving an average of 140^ 2s. lOd. each.

BULLS AND BULL CALVES.
1.—Duke of Glo'ster (11382), red, calved Sept. !4, 1850, got by Grand

Duke (10284 , dam lot 11 at the present sale. After some competition,

this splendid animal, which is described as the most perfect of its kind

and combining the best blood in the kingdom, was knocked down to the

American party for 650 guineas. We understand he is become the pro-

perty of Mr. "Tanqueray, Col. Morris, and DIr. Becar, and we have the

best authority for stating that these gentlemen, rather than lose him,

were prepared to bid to the extent of 1200 guineas to secure the pur-

chase.

2.—Fourth Duke of York (10167), roan, calved Dec. 22, 1846. got by
Second Duke of Oxford (9046), dam Duchess 5lst, by Cleveland Lad
(3407'. This w.as anoth'?r noble animal, which, after a spirited com-
petition, was knocked down at 500 guineas to Mr. Bell, formerly bailifi'

to the late Mr. Bates. This bull was purchased at Mr. Bates's sale, in

1850, by the late Earl Ducie. for two hundred guineas, his lordship

having given a commission to go as far as si.x hundred for him. The
justly celebrated "Duchess" and "Oxford" cows were purchased at

the same s,ile.

3.—Cornwall, white, calved"Way 30, 1852, got by Contract (10071\dam
Nonsuch (lot 7) ; 61 guineas; DIr. Mace.
4.— Uncle Tom, white, calved June 15, 1852, got by Fourth Duke of

York, dam Ursula, by Usurer; 37 guineas ; Mr. Saunders.

5.—Vampire, roan, calved July IS, 1852, got by Fourth Duke of York,

dam Victorine (lot 18) ; 120 guineas; Sir. Booth.
6.—Franklin, red, calved Oct. 20, 1852, pot by Fourth Duke of York,

dam Fatima (lot 23) ; 80 guineas ; W. P. Miles, Esq.

7.—Cheltenham, red and white, calved Dec. 18, 1S52. got by Duke of

Glo'ster, dam Chaff ;lot 8) ; 125 guineas ; 3Ir. Jonas Webb.
8.— Florian, white, calved Dec. 28, 1852, got by Fourth Duke of York,

dam Florentia by Zenith ; 58 guineas : Mr. Dickinson.

9.—Fifth Duke of Oxford, red, calved March 6, 1853, got by Duke of

Glo'ster, dam Oxford 11th (lot 21) ; 300 guineas ; Lord Feversham.
10.— Gloucester, red and white, calved April 3, 1853, got by Duke of

Glo'ster. dam Beatrice (lot 16); 120 guineas; Lord Feversham.
11.—Francisco, roan, calved April 3(i, 1853, got by Fourth Duke of

York, dam Florence (lot 22). A spirited competition for this lot

between the Marquis of Exeter and Lord Feversham, ended in favour of

the former at 150 guineas.

12.—Norman, white, calved May 8, 1853, got by Fourth Duke of York,

dam Nonsuch (lot 7) ; 100 guineas; I\lr. Robinson, of Clifton, Bucks.

13.— Marquis, red and white, calved June 14, 1S53. pot by Dukeof
Glo'ster, dam Mantilla (lot 12) ; 75 guineas; Earl Fitzwilliam.

The total amount for Bulls and Bull Calves was 2494/. I6s. being an

average of I91/. 18s. each.
PIGS.

The sale of Cattle having been thus signally concluded, i\Ir. Strafford

next proceeded with the Pigs, which, though not large in size, are said to

be unrivalled in qualitv. Thev are a combination of the small white

breeds of the Earl of Carlisle, Lord Wenlock. Messrs. Brown, Watson,

Wiley, &e. and are remarkable for their peculiar aptitude to fatten. We
have not space to enumerate the several lots, but we may say that the
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S0W9, of which there were 30, sold at vftrloiia prices from 5 gs. to 55 ga.

each, and seven boiu's went off at 21, 14, 30, G2, 27, 10, and 9 guineas.

The prineimil buyTs were Lord Lisburn, Col. Kingscote, Messrs. Field,

Thursby, Booth, Barthropp, Gunter, Frver. Wilson, Niblett, Uobinson,

Blathwait, Bengough, Cnrr, Hyatt, S:c. i^r. The whole lot of IMgs

realized 722^ Ss. and this closed a day which will long be remembered
in the annals of the sales of live stock.

SECOND DAY.
The unfavourable state of the weather, (heavy rain having set in about

two o'clock in the morning, and continuing at intervals throughout the

day, terminating in a perfect torrent at night,) had a very visible influence

upon the attendance of company, which was tliin in comparison with the

crowds of the previous day, and which no doubt put almost ;i complete
stop to the visit of the numerous ladies who had entertained the intention

of being present at the sale of the Cochin-Chinas. For the company who
were there, however, a luncheon was laid out with characteristic liberality,

and that over, the business commenced with the sale of the

SHEEP;
which were described as being descended from the renowned Flocks of

the D\die of Richmond, Col. Kingscote, Capt. Pelham, Ulessrs. Elman,
Barclay, Harris, Rigden, and Webb. There were seventy-five lots of
Ewes and Wethers, and eighteen Rams, but we are compelleil to

generalize the price they fetched. The full-mouthed ewes sold at from
50s. to 130s. each ; the six-tooth ewes, from 553. to ISOs. each ; the fom'-
tooth ewes, from 56s. to 68s. each; the two-tooth ewes, from 56s. to I40s.

each ; some mixed owes at 46s. each ; ewe lambs, from 27s. to 54s, each
;

the two-tooth wethers, from 3Ps. to 47s. each; and the wether lambs,
from 193. to 26s. each. Among the buyers were Lord Lisburn, Messrs.
J. Webb, Anderson, Little, M'ells. Berrington, Bengough, Blathwait,
Carr, &c. &c.

Pure South Down Rams.—The best South Down ram, a four-tooth,
was knocked down to Lord Lisburn at 60/. ; a full mouth ram, Ellman's
No. 10. to Mr. Hart, at 21/.; a two-tooth to Mr. Grenfield, at 11/.;
another to Mr. Crisp at 26/, ; another to "Mr. Clifford at "/.; and another
to Mr. Holmes at 30/. The ram lambs sold at prices from 10/. to 25/.
each, the buyers being Lord Lisburn, Colonel Kingscote, Messrs. Bell.
Holmes. Carr, Karney, Clifford, Sec.

The sale of the ewes and lambs produced 2176/. 5a-., and the rams
326/. lOs., making a total for the sheep of 2502/. I5s.

COCHIN-CHINA FOWLS.
The last feature of this remakable sale now commenced, and appeared

to excite as great a spirit of competition as those which had preceded it

;

but we will only instance a few of the lots, which were 64 in number.
"Sir Robert," a celebrated prize bird, bought at Mr. Potts's sale
for forty guineas, was knocked down to Lord Ducie at 2/ guineas ; a
cockerel, falcon-hocked, and two beautiful pullets, 23/. ; a cockerel and
two pullets, clear and fine, 20/. ; three chickens, hatched 18th June, I6/.

;

cockerel and two pullets, 14/. ; ditto, 12/.; ditto, 15/. 10s. ; eum muliis
aliis, i)roducing, in the aggregate, no less than 340/. 4s. for the poultry.

So ended the sale of this far-famed stock ; and aU,hongh
it was gratifying to many a man there to witness, in the
prices realized, an amx)le vindication of the spii-it and en-
terprise of the deeply lamented nobleman wJio liad devoted
so much of his time and attention to its collection, yet
was there withal a predominant feeling of melancholy at its

dispersion, and of abiding regret for its sorrowful occasion.
That tbe name of Ducie udll long be held in desei-ved venera-
tion by the agricultural world was strikingly evinced in the
expression of many a countenance on Wednesday last, at
the sale at Tortwortli Coiut.

At the sale of Mr. C. Collings's short horns, on the llth of October.
1810, six cows brought 1.^96/.; one, (Lady) 14 years old, brought 2ft6

guineas ; her daughter, (Countess) 9 years, 400 guineas; a bull, [Comet!
1(100 guineas; seven bull calves, under a year old. 655 guineas; seven
heifers, 808 guineas.—At the sale of his brother's stock, a two-year-old
cow brought 331 guineas; a five-year-old, 3/0; a year-old bull calf, 2/0.

SCMMAItY OF THE TORTWOETII SALE.

^. s. d. £. s. d.

49 Cows and Heifers .

.

. . 6867
13 Bulls .. .. .. .. 2494 16

9361 16
62

30 Sows
8 Boars

79 Lots Sheep
18 Rams

97

64 Cochin Fowls

534 9

187 19

722 8

2176 5
320 10

340 4

jfi'12,9-27 3

SUMMARV OP THE CATTLE SALE AT MR. C. COLLING's, ON
OCTOUEE 1 I, ISIO.

47 Head .. .. .. .. 7115 17

SUMMARY OF SALE AT MR. R. COLLING'S, SEPT. 1818.

61 Head .. .. 7484

Gloucester Journal.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*#* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

Tub Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.*^

Roses to blow at Christmas (71/. ./).—Our correspondent has
Tea, China, and Hybrid Perpetuals, "now breaking fast," and they arc
not yet pruned or potted. These, therefore, must have been started
early last spring, and kept up to their work till late in May, and early in
July the season's work was finished. They then went to rest, and by
the middle of August they are thus "breaking fast," or starting into
new growth. Now, tu get these to bloom by next Christmas do not
prune them nearly so close as you would for spring planting; cut the
very small twigs out altogether, and only shorten the best shoots one-
half their length ; and. unless the roots are very much cramped indeed,
you had better not repot them—all the feeding they require may be given
in liquid-manure. It requires a great deal of care and long forethought
to get Roses to bloom well at Christmas,

.Strawberries {Ibid).—You "want Strawberries at the same time"
(Christmasl, and you have Alice Maud, Keen's Seedling, and Black
Prince. When you wish j'our Strawberries to be ripe, and tit for table,
is about the usual time to begin forcing them; therefore, it will be of
more interest to let us first hear of your own plans for forcing Straw-
berries.

Seakale Forcing (75irf).—A cucumber-hnuse will be ten or fifteen
degrees too hot for Seakale at Christmas—at all events, too hot for one
who does not know the right time to introduce the roots. Take our
word for it, you ^\ill burn your fingers with the three articles, and in
each of them— Roses, Seakale, and Strawberries—for the Christmas
dinner-table. In attempting to outstrip tl:e globe you will break down,
we fear. Read Mr. Errmgton's papers again.

Diseased Cochin {An Ainatiur).~'T\xe symptoms described, trem-
bling of the legs, Mcc, are those of a disease which may be termed leg
weakness, and which is very difficult of relief, from the inability to rest
the alfected parts. I have tried various remedies with but little advan-
tage, and am now giving small doses (one grain) of citrate of iron twice
a-day, with apparently some benefit. If there is any feverishness, the
citrate had better be preceded by a single dose of calomel—about two
grains.—W. B. Tegetmeier,
Packing Cape Bdlbs {Constantia).—i:\\e way to pack these, and all

other bulbs, is quite easy. Let them be looked after when they are in
flower, and marks put to them ; and at the end of the rainy season, and
before the leaves are quite dead, let them be dug up, taken home, and
laid out to dry for a week or ten days, just as wc do with oniona ; then
tie each sort in a piece of coarse brown paper, and put numbers, or
nanies, inside with them

;
put the whole into a strong wooden box, and

write the address on the wood, or lid of the box. Your box would be a
good windfall to some people out there-so many choice things would do
to di\ide, and set off lots of common rubhish. Be sure, therefore, and
see it safe on board, and charge the captain to give it into the care of a
respectable ship broker at this end of the journey.

Pillar Rose (Ti/d}.—Pray be advised not to use any of the Roses as
a pillar decoration in the conservatory. They are so liable to insects
that they will smother your other plants with tobacco-smoke or green
fly. The Clnth of Gold flowers well in large houses, but we hardly know
" a deep red one " that would.

Valotta purpurea (Iffid).—" I have a fine Amaryllis Valotta pur-
purea, now going out of bloom ; should I repot it and" keep it warm till

the leaves turn yellow, as you recommend for bulbs in general ? or shoiild
I take it out of the pot, and bag it up in wadding, or paper? " Gar-
deners were just puzzled in the same way when the bulb was first intro-
duced ; and the best of them could not grow it more than three seasons,
and hardly that. It was then thought as diflicult to manage as Disa
grandifiora has been these last twenty years ; but now, as we have
learned the kind of places in which they grow—the margins of peaty
bogs, where the leaves keep green all the year round—there is no sort of

,

difficulty about them. You may turn your Valotta out-of-doors, give it

plenty of water till the frost comes, and then keep it in a cold frame,
with laias or Gladioli, till the middle of next May, never letting the soil
get quite dry. When you plant out the Dahlias, next fliay, you may
plant the Valotta out too; put it under a south wall, with a saucer of
water under it, till it shows for bloom in July or August ; then take it to
the parlour, and when done flowering repeat the same mode of treat-
ment. It will keep healthier by being out a few months in summer.
Blood in a Cow's 1\Iilk.— Gre/'»/iorn says—" There is a degree of

blood in my cow's milk, leaving a pink appearance at the bottom of the
pail after the rest of the milk has been poured off. Sometimes it is more
apparent than at other times. I parted with a cow 1 had before for the
same reason. BIy cow had the felon during the wet season. She looks
well, but fell off in her milk after she had the felon." Give her one
pound of Epsom salts as a draught ; foment the udder with warm water,
and apply a little camphor ointment to the teats.

Magnolia grandifloea not flowering (it/, it/).—A plant, four-
teen years' old, and nearly twenty feet high, against a south wall, and
never flowers, cannot be the real Exmouth variety of Magnolia grandi-
flora. Probably it is a seedling, or one of the kinds with the underside of
tlie leaf pale green, and they are very shy indeed, and not worth grow-
ing. The true flowering M. grandifiora is quite a rusty-brown colour on
the underside of the leaf. It this fine specimen were our's, we would
give it a severe root-pruning about the end of September. Wc would
measure oflT a yard all round the front of the stem, and dig out a trench
on the outside of the mark, as deep as we could find roots, cutting off
every morsel of a root that was more than a yard from the stem ; and we
would fill the trench with poor, light, sandy earth. If that did not cause
it to flower all over in two years, we would cut it down to near the ground,
in April, and inarch three or four of the best shoots that issue from the
stool with the true E.\mouth M. grandifiora, and the strength of the old
roots, with fresh soil put into the trench, would aoon make as good a
plant as the present.
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Slugs again (lonll.— Invite them to a feast, and betray them while
they arc at dinner, ftlr. Barns faund bicwtr's grains the most enticing;
liL' laid little heaps of it alontr tlie walks, and went out in the evenings,
sometimes at niplit, with a liijht, and dustel them with lime. Fresh
cabhage leaves dipped, one after the other, in a pail of preasy water

—

that in which a ham had been boiled in is best—and laid down in their

tracts, is a temptation they cannot withstand; they clina; to such leaves
like bees. Now pick up the leaves, and carry thum to somewhere and
scrape otr the quests, and do as you like with them. The leaves will do
again two or three times.

Gebamvm Cuttings {Ibid).—Had you been an old subscriber you
would have learned, long ago, that the open border, and full in the sun, is

the best place to root bedding Geraniums and all other Geraniums in
;

and that plass frames, lights, and such helps, are only really useful in

the hands of cood gardeners and pructical amateurs. You have been
reading the best book only for thirteen months, and you expect your
cuttings to look well I Where did you hear of shading Geranium
cuttings in the summer, or autumn; or of lowering the temperature at

night for any cuttings whatsoever? It is only one in a thousand who
can err in these siuiplc matters. In future, put in your bedding cuttings
when you can spare them, any time from Blidsuuimer to tlie end of
August, on a south border, in rov.s sis inches apart, and three inches
from one to one in the row, and as shallow as you can get them to stand
firm. AU through September such cuttings wdl do in the liottom of a
cold frame, if there is glass at hand to put over them when the weather
pets cold. Cuttings of Verhenas and PetiniUis must be put under con-
tinement, as they are soon shrivelled by sun or dry winds. October is a
good time to put in cuttings, in a rough way, of bedding Fuchsias ; cut
strong pieces six inches long, open a spit trench across a dry border, aud
place the cuttings an inch or so apart against the cut-side of the opening.
Let full five inches of the cuttings be covered with the soil, aud in hard
weather, or before winter, mulch round them, or all over the border, with
snmc short dunp, and next fliay they will push up as strong almost as if

they had roots when they were first planted. We know those, who, in

October, JS22, were three days cutting common broom tops, about
eighteen inches long, placiue them round newly-planted young trees on
a sandy bank, to save theni from hares and rabbits ; the soil being sand,
and rpcently trenched, the broom had to be thrust well into the ground,
and nine out of ten of tlie pieces rooted so firmly before np-xt April, that
it required a good pull to get them up. Five hundred kinds of plants,
includinp apples, pears, and plums, ike, will th'.is root in a nice, moist,
soft sandy burder, if the winter is anything like mild, and every one in a
thousand-and-one may prove this next winter.

Crossing {M. A.).—There is no treatise on the subject ; but most of
our books and periodicals now give explanations and directions on cross-

breeding. The subject (s ??o^ *' thoroughly understood" by any one ; it

was practised both here and on the continent two hundred years ago
certain, and some one let the secret die with him ; the " great impulse *'

is of recent date, comparatively. You shall hear something of it after

awhile.

Heating a Small GREENnorsE (T. il/.)-—The house is nine feet

by six feet, seven feet high at back, and three at front. It is to be heated
to 55" in winter, and so as to have bottom-heat. It strikes us that your
cheapest plan would be to have a small boiler, costing, with two flanges,

and an iron-pipe about two feet in length, somewhere about £2. Join
these iron-pipes with leaden ones, and conduct these into a tank, as wide
and as long as you can make it convenient, made of deal, like a brewer's
cooler, some four inches deep, and covered with slate ; or run tlie four-

inch pioes through a small chamber formed of marble, and so as you can
shut off or on atmospheric heat. In either case, in severe weather in

winter, if you do not give attendance late at night, you must be at the
fire early in the morning. For the purpose you mention, such a heat
would not be necessary until March or April ; though, to be sure to have
Achimenes at Christmas, or even after the end of October, you would
want the heat specified. Is there no mode you could heat such a small
house from the kitchen-range ? Of course position will determine that.

Greenhouse and Stove under One Roof, wiTn a Partition
BETWEEN THEM (.4 Learner).—You can do no harm in filling the pit in

the hothouse with tan, in the middle of February. But, though that

will greatly increase the temperature of the house, still it will not
he sufficient to grow things generally requiring hothouse treatment,
unless you give more fire-heat than will be necessary in the greenhouse
department merely to exclude frost. If the same pipes pass through
both, without stop-cocks, your only alternative is to give more heat,
and then give more air to the greenhouse.

Pruning Vines {Ibid).—Do this any time after the leaves turn yellow.

If well managed on the spur system, you may safely prune to one eye;
if at a!l doubtful, to two.

Camellias Pot-dodnd (/iirf).—See an article by Mr. Fish last week,
and also to-day. lio not give a large shift now, unless you can take the
plant into the house, and keep it closish for a fortnight afterwards

;

gently pick out the pot-bound roots, and trundle the new soil among
them. If the plants are large, we would use manure-waterings, and
shift next April or I^Iay, when the young wood was pushing; but a mode-
rate shift will do no harm, if done early in September.

Flower-beds (IK. H. 0.].—An entrance gate, between two nice lodges,
opens on a level circle of gravel, or nearly a circle, with the front of the
house just opposite the lodge-gate ; in the middle of the gravel, and
between the gate aud the front-door, is an oval piece of grass, sixty feet

long by thirty feet across, in the direction of the front-door. The car-
riage-way, or " coach-ring," is all round the oval of grass ; but there is

" a short cut" between the lodge and the front-door—an eight-foot walk
through the centre of the oval of grass ! We have often heard it objected
to make two halves of a cherrj- ; but the idea of making two hiilves of an
egg, even of a grass egg, we beheve never entered the brains of man till

that very oval was cut through, giving one the idea of the parish fire-

engine being kept in the house, for then, the shortest cut to get at it, on
an emergency, is certainly the best, and across the grass. The owner now
wishes to do away with the grass oval altogether, and to make flower-
beds on the space ; and he inquires if it is in character to make atone-
cdginga to the beds, instead of grass. This is a very good idea. The

front flowcr-pirden will he on gravel, as we gardeners say, and then it

will b3 niucli better looking, and more in character, with-iut turf-edgings
round the beds ; box, wood, stone, slate, or Hogg's tiles— anything, in
short, is jjrefcrable to grass-edgings for flower-beds on gravel. Pray
arrange the beds so that no one may pass from the front-door to the gate
easier than round the outline of the beds. A concenic/tt walk, or path, in
such a place as this, is just as much violence to the principle of taste, if

ever there was any such, as allowing a public path to run straight through
a parish church.

A Dealer Exhibiting.—.4 LooA-er-on says that a party who took a
prize for ducks, at the Baker-street Exhibition, is a dealer. Before we
say more, our informant must furnish us, confidentially, with his real
name and address.

Mangles's Variegated Geranium 'W. S.).— It is not unusual for
thia and other Geraniums to produce white leaves. In all probability, a
change of season and change of soil will render the leaves of their
original colour. Your Pansey seedling is very ordinary.

ilKRACLEUM GIGANTEUM.— f/. 1'. W. wi:-hes lo kuow whether this
]ilant is of any use, or is merely curious and ornament^il? We hnow of
no use to which it has been applied, except that we have seen the stems
employed as light poles for various purposes in garden work. It is pro-
bable th:it rabbits, goats, and swine, would cat the leaves, for they are
very fund of those of the common Cow Parsnip (llcraclcmn Rpondti-
liiim). The footstalks of this, and of the Siberian Cow Parsnip (//.

Sibericnm), are also peeled, dried in the sun, and stored in bags, in some
dry place ; they bcconic very sweet, and arc considered a groat delicacy
by the inhabitants of Kamschatka, &c. A strong spirit is obtained from
the stalks.

Club-boot fG. Waters).—This di-fcase will not attack your Cabbage-
worts if you ri'-ise the seedlings on a plot where they have not recently
been grown; keep them well watered, giving liquid-nir.nure m.-.dc fi'om
soot occasionally, and sprinlile a little spent bark amongst thsm. and
over the surface, between the rows, after planting-out. Slow growth aud
deficient moisture are great promoters of this disease.

Shanghak Fowls {E. W. M.).—The two first numbers of The
Ponltri/ Booh contain full answers to all your queries.

Poultry House (Poi(/?rv).— It would be impossible to give all the
details for erecting one such as you r-.-quire, without plans, &c. lu the
first number of Tht Poultry ISoul: you will find these.

Suangdae Hen {M. A. B..—There is nothing the matter with your
hen. Let her remain on her nest for three weeKs, for she is onlr broody.
Her system requires a rest from egg-producing. At the end of that time
shut her out from her nest, and in a few days she will again begin lajing.

Vine in Pots (.4 deader).—Apply to fliessrs. Hall, Virtue, and Co.,
Paternoster Row. The shoots cut brck to two or three eyes will usually
recjuire no further pruning.

Calceolaria Seedlings (jl/. H.).—They arrived in excellent con-
dition. No. 43, Good form; rich mottled-crimson. No. 29. Ton flat;

colours confused. No- 10. Good form; crimson, with cream-coloured
edge. No. 35. Too flat ; straw-coloured, spancled with small, crimson,
kidney-shaped spots. No. 27 was crushed." No. 23. Too flat and small.
No. 5. Form good, colour creamy, with lartie, regular spots of plum-
colour ; a very good flower. No. 15. Good form ; very pnle straw, with
a few round spots of pink; an excellent flower. No. 33. Too flat; creamy,
with plum-coloured markioss. No. 11. Yellow, with crimson, small
s|iots. If No. 32 is a very dark crimson, slightly Tariegated with paler
crimson, it is a very beautiful, good-formed flower. \Vc say if, because
the number was between that and two other flowers.

Cooking the VEGETAr.LE-MARitow {B. le 2?.).—How can we say
which is "the best mode." since, as Sam Weller assures us, "tastes
wary?" It maybe boiled whole, and eaten as Asparagus; it may he
boiled, and mashed Idic the Turnip ; it may be boiled, and scrved-up
with white sauce ; and it may be made into soup, according to the recipe
we gave for so cooking the Himalayah Pumpkin.

Omon Weed [J.B.H.).—We have no experience of the efficacy of
soaper's waste in destroying this weed. VCc should do as you propose ;

fork it out, and cover the places with salt so thickly as to destroy all

vegetation.

To construct a Greenhouse so as not to be a Fixture
(S. 0. L.).— Let it be a span-roofed one, and the pillars of its sides
merely fitting into sockets in the foundation, so that they may be moved
as easily as posts for drying linen. Umbrella trtllises will do for climb-
ing Roses, or any other plant with long pendulous branches.

Botany ^Medicus).—We cannot undertake to teach the rudiments of
sciences connected with Gardening and Natural Historv. There are
series of papers which will probably suit you in The Family Tutor, now
publishing in fortnightly numbers.

Names of Plants (J. O. P.).—Achillea ptai-micn plena. The
prettiest of all the Achilleas. {A New Subscriber).— Cryptntiicria Ja-
ponira Lobbii is a dwarf. Your specimen is of Jiinipertiti Derimiensis.
You may rely perfectly on SIcssrs. Veitch. (.1 Surrey Subscritier).—All
the fruit crushed and fermenting. Three plants had no numbers attached.
No. 1 appears to us to be the Magnolia conspicua. 2. Chimnnanthus
frng^rans. 4. Spiraea Dou^lassii. 5. Spiraea liyperirifoUii. /. Sedum
I'lfifolium. 8. Tajcodium distirhvm. No, 9 appears to us to be the
Ciipresaus seinpercirens, and No. II the common Red Virginian Cedar,
Juniperas Virginiana. The three without numbers, are as follows:

—

Andromeda floribunda. The other two without numbers ; are Rhodo-
dendrons the smallest is the Rhododendron ferrvgencum^Xhz Qi\itT H
R. dattricum.

Error: No. 254. page 372 (TT. X. F.).—Your Trefoil is TrifoUum
elegans, notfragife}'UTn,

London: Printed by Habry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by M"illiam
SoMERViLLE Orr, of Church Hill, Waltharastow, in the County of

Esses, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of Christ

Church, City of Loudon.—September 8th, 1853.
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would be, while, at the same time, there might be Cucumbers
at the contrary end throughout the winter; and should there

be any feiu-of frost affecting the bedding plants, or whatever
else might be there, the valves would only require to be
withdrawn, and there would be the preventive.

But to return to other remarks in the plan (the section),

in which is shown the chamber on each side of the passage,

and also the position of the piping therein, and the bed for

soil above. The side of the bed next to the outside wall is

fonned by slates, set up edgewise, wliich are supported by
projecting brieJjs, left a foot apart in the outside wall, and
thereby leaving a cavity between the bed and wall for the
hot air to ascend into the house wlien required ; but at

the top of the cavity there is a narrow slip of board, hung
with hinges, and opens as the lid of a box, so that by this

means we can confine the hot air in the chamber, or admit
it into the house, which we find a great advantage ; for it is

evident, that in bright, sunny weather the interior of the
house would be better without artificial heat. And, as

another advantage, when tlie chamber is confined, it re-

quires VC17 little fuel indeed to produce sufficient bottom-
heat ; for when the pipes are once heated, and so confined,

they retaui the heat a long time. The waDs beside tlie

passage have also projecting bricks to support the slates

which form the bottom of the bed ; and in the same com'se

of bricks there are others left out for tlie hot air to enter

the house when reqiured. But these ai'e aU imder control,

as well as the cavity, though on a different principle. They
are regulated by sliding shutters, which cover or uncover
half the length of the house at once. Tlie ventilators, as

shown in the outside wall, ai'e exactly on the same principle.

Those immediately under the wall -plate are intended to

carry ofi' any damp that might lodge about the stems of the

Melons, and also to cause a more active cu-culation of air

when the fruit is ripening, and in case of bedding plants

being deposited there in autumn or winter. The bottom
ventilators communicate with the heat chamber, which, of

course, warms the air as it passes through into the house,

so that air may be safely admitted there at any time. The
plan of admittuig air at the top is shown in the section,

which is nothing else but two naiTow boai'ds hung by hinges
to tlio ridge-piece, and are set open by U'ons attached to

them, and which hang just within reach up the pass!> •-.

Tliey have in each four holes, an inch apart, which
admit of an iron pin that is screwed horizontally to the

underside of the ridge-piece, so that, by Ufting up the

shutter by the iron handle, and at the same time pushing it

on to tlie horizontal pin, you may expose a space for the
admission of ah', from one to six inches, at the top of five

lights, which is half the length of the house ; and the same
may be given on one side of the ridge-piece or the other, as the

lights are all six inches shorter than the rafters. The rain

is prevented from entering the house at the ridge by two
grooves in the ridge-iiin, which is cut through at every

rafter, and conveys what few drops enter down to the wall-

plate, and from thence is carried with the surface water to a

cistern at the north end, which supphes the boiler through
the wall. Upon the whole, nothing can be more simple, or

more compact.
I may add, lastly, that as an experiment, we placed about

sLx inches thick of broken stone at the bottom of one bed,

and the other we filled entirely with soil, and we have not
been able to perceive any cUfference, either in the growth of

the plants, or crop of fruit, as they seem all good, and few

plants present a more pleasing efl'ect than a good crop of

Cuciunbers and Melons danghng from the roof of a house.

—J. Thoeougood, Latham House, Omiskirk.

We have numerous accounts on record of seeds having

vegetated after long periods of rest, away from atmos-

pheric changes, after being boiled for diflerent lengths

of time, and after resisting the pestilential influence of

sewer and soil-drains for many years. Plants have been

raised from seeds which ripened in the Jierharium of the

botanist, and remained tliere for a life-lime ; and there

is hardly any other way of transmitting the seeds of

Ferns from one country to another than that of cutting

off specimens, or pieces of the Fern-leaves, before the

seeds are quite ripe, to dry them, and then pack them
where no moisture will reach them, and they are safe

for many years, the dust-lUte seeds of Ferns being even

more tenacious of life than the larger kinds of seeds

;

but to retain its power, it must be in the seed-vessels,

and on the leaf which bore them, and the leaf must be
gathered and dried like bay, before the seed-vessels are

ripe enough to open and discharge the seeds.

In the same way, and under similar circumstances,

we have presumptive evidence that pollen may be

gathered, and harvested so as to retain its subtle power
of impregnation for any definite period, or, at least, as

long as Fern-seeds retain their powers to vegetate. This
is a new field of inquiry into which we would lead the

young gardener and tlie amateur.

The improvement of races of plants is not destined to

stand still more than other impi-ovements, and notliing

would tend more to the speedy termination of an ex-

periment than that we had control over the supply of

pollen, so that we might use it when and where it was
most convenient to ourselves. The power which we
now acknowledge in conducting experiments, extends

no further than getting the two parents into flower at

the same time, or within short periods of each other.

In anything beyond that, we are, at present, powerless

;

but we see no just reason wliy we should be so confined

with pollen more than with Fern-seeds
;
preserve them,

or say, at once harvest them, exactly on the same

principle, and the one will keep just as long as the

other. Mr. Beaton once said, many years since, that

he believed pollen of Rhododendrons might be gathered

on the Alps of Tibet, and sent over to fertilize our best

seedlings here. After hearing all that could be said for,

or against, this view of the subject, he remains still just

of the very same opinion. We have had reports of

failures in trying to keep or harvest pollen from

Australia, India, North America, and from many people

in this country, but from none of them have we heard

one word about the process of ripening and drying

pollen ; therefore, we shall assume that no one has yet

mastered the seeming difficulty of harvesting pollen for

future use, and that the failures recorded were not due

to the impracticabUity of the thing, but rather to the

want of a knowledge of how pollen ought to be harvested,

and that want is what we now propose to supply.

Pollen, fi% years old, in a herbaiium. was found, under

the microscope, to yield to moisture exactly as fresh-

gathered pollen would do—the little bags distending till

they hurst; the matter discharged differed in no way

from that from a recent anther. The seeds of Ferns

have been brushed off" from a specimen dried for, and

kept in, the herbarium for more than fifty years, and

produced plants. Who can describe the difi'erence in

size and weight between a poUen-giain and a Fern-seed ;
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and who can belicvo it possible tbat the seed would keep

fifty years, and that the pollen-grain would not, under

similar circumstances?

The failures in saving pollen arose entirely and alto-

gether for want of thought in the harvest-men who

undertook the experiment ; they allowed the anthers to

become ripe before they gathered them, or so near to

ripeness that tbey opened during the process of drying.

Now, if wo allow a Fern-seed to break its case and get

into the open air, or the anther is allowed to open its

valves, as the case may be, we might just as well attempt

to lock up electricity as to secure the Eern-seed, or

the pollen-grain, from destruction. The case of the

Eern-seed must never open until it is rent asunder by

the swelling of the seed itself, under the bell-glass of

the gardener, on the damp sand. The anther must be

equally guarded from every influence tbat would excite

it to open until it is wanted, or rather its contents, for

the stigma of tlie recently opened flower. All that we

have actually proved on the subject is this, that if we

extracted anthers and stamens long before the anthers

were ripe, that the pollen in them would ripen, and be

in use, and fit to cross, after the lapse of six months;

and that pollen, gathered when ripe and flying out of

the anthers, though kept with the greatest care, would

not fertilise the stigma of the parent plant at the end of

a month. We believe the driest atmosphere we can

keep in our rooms and drawers is far too moist for the

preservation of pollen for any length of tirao after

being actually exposed to it; and we also believe that

an anther would keep as long as a piece of bladder

under the same influences, and that it is as impervious

to moisture as the bladder, and, therefore, as capable of

preserving pollen as is the seed vessel of the Fern in

retaining the vitality of the seed—a fact that no one

now questions.

If the flower of a Gcraninm is picked off as soon as it

opens, although the anthers may appear to be only half

ripe, there is sutficient moisture in the flower to feed the

anthers and cause them to burst in two or three days.

Therefore, if it was intended to dry that pollen for pre-

serving, it could not be done, as no method could be

adopted to save it if once it is in contact with the air
;

that flower was too far gone to be harvested for pollen,

and it wordd be much about the same with nine flowers

out of ten from other plants.

Then, it follows, that when we wish to make dry speci-

mens of flowers, with a view to save the pollen, we must

gather them a short time before the flower opens ; or when

there is more than one flower on a stalk, and they are

known to open in succession, it will be as well to let the

first of them just open before you cut the stalk, and let it

take its chance ; if we can get it and tiie anthers dried

in such a manner as that the latter do not burst, so far

so good ; but, if not, the loss of the former flower will

not be much, and we can reckon on some, or all the rest,

to ripen the pollen without reaching that point of

ripeness when the anther should burst.

Here we are met by a wise provision of nature, which

is familiar to any one who has been in the habit of dis-

secting flowers, and which greatly assists us m th is work, i

The anther is the first part of a flower which comes to

its full si/.o, the stamens lengthen out very gradually,

the petals no less so, and the stigma is hardly ever up

to its full-size so soon as the other parts; but the an-

thers, on the contrary, are of full-size when the flower is
\

only in the bud. In some plants they arc fidl-grown
]

ten days before the flower opens. Wheat, for instance,

is impregnated by its own pollen before the top of the

ear issues from the sheath, and before stamens come

into existence, or nearly so ; therefore, it is impossible

that one kind of wheat shoidd naturally fertilise another

wheat in the field. The moment the wheat pollen is

shed, the stamens begin to lengthen, carrying up the

empty bags on their summits, till, at last, they push

them right into the open air; then the farmers believe

the plant is in blossom.

We have met with a hundred instances in which the

anthers were in full-size, and all but sessile ; that is,

without a sign of stamen below, while the flower is a

mere bud. To cut a full-sized anther at that stage of

the flower would give one no signs that anything like

dry dust should ever be formed by it. It is a solid mass

of tissue, apparently like any other soft portion of the

plant. Now, supposing that one of these flowers were

cut oft' ten days before the pollen would be ripe, and

that it was dried very slowly, after the manner of speci-

mens for the herbarium, if there were sufficient moisture

in tlie stalk and surrounding parts to keep tlie anthers

from shrivelling, there is no question about the pollen

ripening during the process of drying. The full-sized

anther requires no more room when the flower is quite

opened than it occupied some days before ; hence, the

greater facility of getting the pollen well-ripened after

the flower is cut, without causing the anthers to burst

open.

Siqipose, now, that we have a truss of Geranium

flowers well up in the bud, dried, and ready for the

herbarium, with the pollen ripe, but the anthers not

likely to burst or open ; is there anything in reason, or

philosophy, which can contradict our surmise, tliat that

pollen may be kept in that state for many yeai's, and

be as good when the anther was cut as it was the first

day ? We think not.

The next question is about the best way to dry the

flowers ; and here it must branch into wide-spread diver-

sities. Some flowers, with thick substance in the parts,

say a Olcxbtia flower, will require to be dried as fast as

it can safely be done, or the great store of sap will,

assuredly, run the anther to the bursting point before

all is suflPiciently dried. Another, say some slender

llcath flower, with hardly any substance in it, or round

about it, in the leaves or the shoots, must be dried as

slowly as possible, in order to give time to the full

development of the pollen ; and all intermediate flowers

must be dealt with according to the best of our judg-

ment, until, by practice, we come to understand more of

the subject than anyone can lay claim to at present.

What we have to bear in mind, is, that if the anther

oucc opens there is no more safety to the pollen; that
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tlie juico in tlio parts is sufiBcient to ripen the pollen

after tlio flower-buds and flower-stalks are separated

from tlio plant; and that it is not safe to trust to the

anthers getting too near the ripe stage before the flowers

are cut off, lest they go on to bursting before the spe-

cimen is dried. If all this is kept in view, the rest,

about the length of time, and best ways of drying, will

easily be found out in the course of practice.

We know of nothing now to be ascertained, from the

whole circle of botany and gardening, of so much im-

portance to mankind, as the affirmative to all these

suggestions ; for, let us be under-stood only as suggesting

the probability of the subject being within our reach.

The way they di'y botanical specimens for the herbarium

seems as good as any for drying pollen specimens. The

first day or two the specimens are spread out, and held

between sheets of blotting-paper in a book, the

sheets or the position of the specimens being often

changed, so that the blotting-paper does not get wet or

damp. After a certain degi-ee of drying, some pi'cssurc

is applied, but this we must not indulge in too far for

pollen-drying ; the least weight might SQiieeze a ripe

anther to the bursting point, when all would be lost.

When the jirocess is complete, the flower -buds, the

flower-stalk, and the branch, if any, ought to look as

natural and free from stains as an car of corn, or a

grass-stalk from the hay-rick. There is hardly a plant

known of which a dried specimen is not kept by some

one. Weeds are kept with as much zeal as the most

gaudy flowers, and new names are now often determined

by old speoiraeus that have been preserved hundreds of

years ago. It was from an old flower thus dried that

we first took up the idea of saving pollen; on the appli-

cation of moisture to the old dried pollen it exhibited

all the symptoms of vitality, nnder a lens, that fresh

pollen from the garden could do ; and knowing the vast

stride in the improvement of races, whicli pollen ready

at all seasons would give us, we arc anxious to press

candidates into the field.

Suppose, again, that we have dried pollen at Iiand,

and that fresh flowers are ready lor dusting—take the

dried flower, and, with the point of a pin, tear the anther

open, then stick the pin through it, and carry it on the

point of the pin to the stigma to be fertilised, and draw

it two or three times across it, then give your hand a

gentle touch to dust oiF the remaining part of the pollen,

and the work is done. The plant may require to be

kept out of the draught for some hours, as the old pollen

may have to lie longer on the stigma than fresh pollen,

before it effects the mysterious process. Who that has

a Japan Lily now in bloom, that would not wisli to have

a ripe anther of some spring or summer lily to try his

first experiment in crossing? Autumn and spring

Crocuses, if they could thus be crossed, would give us

flowers for the whole winter, and so on through all the

families in the catalogue.

There is one more branch of this subject, a most

simple one, and yet it seems to have been a stumbling-

block to every cross-breeder, here and abroad, who has

I recorded his exploits. Notwithstanding tlie utmost jue-

cnution in guarding against the access of its own pollen

into a flower—and even going so far as forcing two plants

in the spring, in order to make more sure of a cross

—

they tell us, one after the other, that the produce was in

nowise different from a natural seedling. We have no

record, however, from anyone, of how ho destroyed the

natural pollen, more than we have from those who failed

to harvest pollen, how they managed or rather mis-

managed the experiment; therefore, we must presume

that they merely extracted the anthers, the moment the

flower opened, or just the day previous to tlie opening,

and let them (the anthers) take their chance. Here is

just where the mistake lies—the anther, or rather, the

pollen, is all but ripe in any flower when that flower is

fit to open—or, if the extraction is done some days

previous, we have seen that the juice in the stamen, or

even in the anther itself, may be sufficient to ripen the

pollen after the anthers are cut off; and we know the

least breath of air will disperse ripe pollen in clouds

like dust. Suppose, then, that you had extracted all the

anthers from a Geranium flower this morning, and let

them drop down on the surface of the pot or border,

that was not the least security against that vei^ pollen

entering the same flower from which it was extracted,

and neutralizing the effect of another pollen; the air, or

wind, the bees and ants, had the same power, and the

insects the same will, to disperse tlie pollen from the

fallen anthers, as they had when the pollen was allowed to

ripen side-by-sidc with the stigma. We have often seen

an ant carry a discarded anther a long distance in its

month, up and down, through all parts of a plant, across

the stage, and ofl' to its nest. We never did see an insect

carry u)i the pollen from a fallen antlier back to the

flower, and actually dust it on its sister stigma; but we

see nothing to prevent tlic possibility of access in some

such way, unless the anthers are actually squeezed to

death between the finger and thumb the moment they

arc cut out. One can never rely on success if a single

anther has dropped where we cannot find it, so as to

have it destroyed on the instant. The fact of letting

a single anther escape destruction accounts, j^lainly

enough, for the failure of any single experiment.

D. B.

•July, August, and September, may be suitable seasons

for Poultry Exhibitions, so far as the projectors and

their receipts only are concerned; but we have grave

reasons for doubting how far the intei-est of poultry-

keepers generally are served by the selection of these

months. In fact, the season, and the condition of the

birds themselves, so far, at least, as regards all beyond

the chickens of tlie year, are both unl'avourablc.

With the uncertainty peculiar to our English climate,

we know not, especially during the last-named mouth,

whether the weather may prove too hot for a room, or

too cold and wet for the partial shelter of canvass. The

latter case, we imagine, was very practically exemplified

during the late Show at the Surrey I^oological Gardens.

There are but few rooms in England, apj.'licabie to tliis
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purpose, that are calculated to contain a large number

of fowls and their spectators should the weather prove

hot ; nud the means of shelter usually had recourse to

are certainly insufficient when wet or cold opposes us.

Autumn, indeed, is not to be trusted to, in this country,

for schemes that depend so much on weather. Inde-

pendently, however, of our own comfort, and that of our

birds, the latter, we must remember, are then by no means

so well able to resist the effect of sudden atmospheric

change of intense heat and want of ventilation, or

otherwise of cold and damp, as at other times. Nine-

tenths of our birds are either in the stage prepara-

tory to moulting, or actually moulting, or else recovering

from its efl'ects. The constitution, therefore, as is well-

known, is then greatly debilitated ; everything should

be administered that is likely to invigorate and recniit

their system, and all risk from cold and exposure should

be carefully guarded against; yet this is the very season

when our unfortunate, hardly-treated, favourites are

dragged from their retirement, and exposed to all the

evil consequences we have referred to.

Again, should it happen that a bird has begun to

moult early, and, when called upon to appear in the

exhibition-pen, has acquired some considerable portion

of its new feathers, is it made matter of sufficient con-

sideration as to what amount of injury may he thus

done to the plumage itself, placing the mere health of

the bird beyond our calculations? Now, our belief is,

that an injury to a young and growing feather is fatal

to its future perfect development; and arejournies, we

would ask, by rail or otherwise, such as the candidates

for poulti'y fame must ever encounter, to be performed

without such hazards from rough baskets, and the mer-

ciless handling of railway and exhibition officials'?

But bo the weather fair or foul (and who can form cal-

culations, or reckon on ]irobabilities with respect to an

English autumn), the old birds, we repeat, are neither

in health nor looks for exhibition, and far more wisely

should we have kept them at home, in training for the

Birmingham, or some otlier great arena.

Let it not be said, " Nuhoilj is forced to exhibit; the:/

need not do so, unless they like it." Many, it is true, are

sufficiently prudent to foresee and avoid the risk; but

many others, again, are thus induced to seek either a

continuance of past victories, or to atone for past defeats.

The committees and managers of these autumnal poultry

exhibitions, therefore, are those most in fault ; without

their prizo-list the evil would not happen ; and earnestly

we would ask them to give their best attention to the

means by which a better season may henceforth be

selected.

Much more might be said on this topic, for which our

present remarks can find no place ; to one of these

subjects only will we, therefore, now refer. Judges

have, at all times, a sufficiently difficult task when they

are called upon to pronounce on the relative merits of

the poultry submitted to their inspection. Is it wise,

therefore, to render their duties still more arduous, by

placing the birds before them at a season of the year

when many of the points, on which their decisions must

be grounded, are obscured by the naturally imperfect

condition of the birds; often, indeed, affecting their form

as well as feather ? We think that the labours of those

who are called upon to undertake the office of arbitrators,

on such occasions, are quite sulBcient without this

additional responsibility, even supposing that allowances

for such drawbacks can be accurately made. But how
stands the case with exhibitors? Their now ragged and

dishevelled, often tail-less, specimens, may have been

deservedly honoured in a different form, but, as they are,

defeat, disappointment, and discontent, quickly succeed

each other in the mind of their owners. Doubtless, a

really good bird, however draggled its plumage, and ill-

conditioned its present appearance, has that which, in

the eyes of an experienced judge, obtains an award of

honour ; but oftentimes the most favourable recollection

of the past, or even anticipation of the future, is unable

to atone for its present woful plight. Now, to decide

on birds thus circumstanced, is equally unfair to tlie

fowls, and unsatisfactory to the arbitrator.

The legitimate season for poultry shows might range

from November to the middle or end of January; since,

earlier than the former date, birds cannot be relied on

for their recovery from moulting; and after the latter,

it becomes inconvenient to send them, on account of

the approach of the breeding season. Where summer

and autumn exhibitions are desired, goslings, turkey,

poults, ducklings, pigeons, and chickens of every race

and every name, may occupy the pens, but the older

birds will either not be in proper condition to attend, or

otherwise occupied at home.

The periods of the year at which their shows should

be held are among many matters which poultry-keepers,

generally, should give their best attention to ; but there

are, also, other topics connected with this subject, upon

which wo may hope that a better understanding may
soon prevail.

A rule that heads every prize list is to this effect,

—

" I'hat the Judges are empoivered to withhold prizes should

they consider that the specimens are of inferior quality." No
regulation, we believe, can be more necessary, and none,

we feel convinced, can be neglected with greater injury

to any society, its exhibitors, and the public.

A gentleman, whose efficient performance of this

thankless task of arbitrator has again and again been

recognised by exhibitoi's, no less than committees and

their officers, thus writes to us:—"Your remarks on

Poultry Shows and Judges find a ready echo in my own

experience : I still more especially concur in the state,

ment of the utter want of policy in awarding a prize to

indifferent, and, in some cases, even bad, specimens; for

they immediately become extolled by their owners as the

very standard of perfection ; while the simple fact is, that

the competition was at the lowest possible ebb ; and prob-

ably, also, two or three over-anxious committee-men have

thus pleaded :
' / trust, gentlemen, you will excuse our sug-

gestion, but it'« must indeed keepfaith with the public, andso

theprizes must be awarded, and not withheld: if these, there-

fore, are the best birds here, they must have, and, according

to our rules (t), are entitled to theprizes.' The inevitable
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consequence is, that a set of fowls go forth for public

approval tliat were entitled only to be rejected from the

exhibition as worthless apologies of the birds they were

intended to represent. The owners, of course, then

claim for them the highest consideration, as being the

very acme of perfection. This has, to myself and others

also, been the unenviable position into which we have

been thrust—viz., either to offend the committee, on the

one hand, by withholding the prizes ; or, on the other

hand, to award them to such poultiy as the judges must,

at heart, have disapproved of: and this has again and

again been done in defiance of the rule that ' the judges

are emjiowered to uithhold, &c.,' to satisfy exhibitors, and

to prevent their thinking that ' we are endeavouring to
\

keep baek prizes that we ourselves have offered.' It
;

also tends to bring into discredit the opinions of the

judges themselves, and to intioduce to the public,

at high figures, truly worthless specimens. But, if

I mention the evil, the remedy also must not be

forgotten ; and this I have twice proved to be a most

efficacious one. Whenever again requested, however

earnestly, to award prizes to undeserving specimens, my
reply and position will simply be, ' That, convinted of

their ivant of mmt, T have already declined doing so

;

hut, if the party making this request thinks proper to

print on the list of prises, that such and such prizes being

leithlield by the judges from leant of merit, were after-

wards awarded by Mr. , on his otvn responsibility.

without the approbation of the judges, my opposition shall

he uithdraun. hut certainly not otherwise.' The prompti-

tude and decision with which such responsibility is

declined is singular.

" If those, who, in future years may be called upon

to fulfil such judicial labour, should adopt a similar

course, the bane will find its antidote, and things will

go on smoothly. Every one eventually will regret that

indifierent poultry should receive enconiums they do

not deserve, simply, as it is said, ' to keep faith with tlie

public' (in tiuly Hibernian style), by misleadiug them."

W.

It has long been a matter of dispute whether iloles

cause more of benefit than of injury to the cultivator

of the soil which they frequent. In some places, where

neatness must prevail, it is impossible that they can be

allowed to remain ; but in others, where their hillocks

can be levelled occasionally, and in some, where even

this cannot be done, we have always considered that the

destnictiou of Wireworms, and other vermin which they

etfect, is more than compensatory for any trouble or

injury they may occasion, in this opinion we are very

far from singular, and we could quote fiom the Quarterly

Journal of Agriculture, and other authorities, many
evidences sustaining our opinion.

On the other hand, many practical cultivators of the

soil are decidedly of a contrary opinion, and there is no
doubt tliat the general practice throughout the length

and breadth of the laud is to wage war against the

Moles. In justification of this warfare we have many

evidences : and we readily publish the two following, and

must leave the question to be decided by the experiments

and judgment of our readers.

The following is from the Bailiff of one of our corres-

pondents (G. T. S.) :

—

" I beg to send you my opinion on the subject of

Moles. You say that moles do more good to the land

than injury; I cannot say I agiee with you. I will

give you my owu experience. I remember well cutting

afield of oats that was completely undermined, that broke

in and sunk with us at each step we took, like a half-

frozen pond ; and the sickle would not cut above one-

half, and tlie rest it tore up by the roots. This may be

depended upou. I was relating my story, when a re-

spectable farmer, living near, declared that he had a field

of wheat in the same way ; it came up by the roots. At

this present time there is a field of grass not two miles

from here, two-and-a-half acres of which are covered with

mole-hills. What man can mow this meadow ; or what

pi'ofit is there in not catching the moles ? They not

only make the corn come up by the roots, but they would

make the walls also come down. Om- Derbyshire walls,

being made of stones loosely piled together, are easily

blown down, without the assistance of the moles. Again,

the moles always choose the best and driest parts of the

laud, where the cattle would otherwise like to lie down,

but cannot, as they find every step they take burst

beneath the surface, in pasture-lands. Black, boggy,

light soil, in my opinion, may, at all events, he more

iujured by moles than other soils."

We look upou these examples as veiy extreme cases;

and, at the same time, we feel convinced, that if there

had not been a vast number of predatory vermin in

those soils the moles would never have so thoroughly

traversed them. Then comes the question—Were the

crops injured ; or did any worse result than inconveni-

ence arise from the moles' visitations?

The other note is from Mr. Joseph Bkmdell. He
says :

—" The only instance in which moles do good is

in coppice land ; their digging and general disturbance

of the soil, as well as the numerous small runs made by

them, serve to drain away superfluous water, the com-

bined effect of which is decidedly beneficial to the

growth of timber and underwood. Upon arable and

pasture land, although they destroy worms and other

insects prejudicial to the gi-owth of farm produce in

general, yet the injury done by them in undermining

the crops of corn, \-c., by rendering them root-false, and

the impossibility of cutting crops of clover, pasture-

grass, &c., on account of the hills of earth raised by

them, far outweighs any advantages to be derived by

allowing them to increase imdisturbed. It is, therefore,

the general practice, upon well-managed farms (especially

where decency of appearance is cai-ed for), to pay for

killing them at so much per dozen, or at so much for

the season."
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CELERY CULTURE.

OuB Celery cultivators may lie iliviJed into two classes

at least ; the two most prominent being tliose wlio

sacrifice everything to size, and wiio have taken their

cue from tlie exhibition table ; the other, tbose who,

althougli they know full well tliat a certain degree of

size, or succulence, is necessary to constitute it a good

salad, know, also, that it ought to be tender; and lliat

tenderness and crispness is not a necessary concomitant

of size.

Although ( should be amongst the very last to attempt

to throw a slur on our exhibitions, which, in the main,

are capable of much good ; yet it becomes necessary for

some friendly hand, now and then, to point to extremes

iu culture, wiiicli manifestly sacrifice quality to quantity.

It is quite naturiil for our commercial friends in towns,

or about tlieir suburbs, to ))refer monstrous Celery ; if

they purchase it in the market, they are so accustomed

to esteem things according to their bulk arid weight,

that they are but too apt to overlook quality ; and if

they possess a little suburban garden desire to astonish

their visiting friends; and monstrous Celery may form

a legitimate topic for after-dinner chat.

Now, without despising sucli harmless amusement,

I must claim for the old aristocracy of our land a some-

what higher order of taste. I say not this invidiously ;

for the least reflection will show that they are ever in a

better position to appreciate quality for its own sake

;

fashion is less tyrannous witb tbem than with tbe

middle classes. I think it will be admitted that our

higher order of gentry seldom make a fuss about prize

Celery; at least, I have never found it thus ; and if it

be so, I have established a foundation for the recom-

mendations I have to give, as to the best mode of com-

bining quality, heavy crops, and individual size. These

characters I place in the order of that importance I

would fain assign them.
Of course, iu taking this, the most convenient and

profitable view of the matter, [ shall not now entertain

the question of exhibition Celery : this is another aliair.

Rotation of crops is a most important matter tor con-

sideration in all vegetable culture, and so is what is

termed mixed cropping. These two questions not un-

frequeutly stand in antagonism to each other ; for mixed
cropping, however convenient, however profitable, and
however proper to many people on certain occasions,

has this fault,—that it meddles seriously with a sys-

tematic rotation. I repudiate neitlier ; for they are

each at times expedient, according to cii'curastances

:

it merely remains for the cultivator well to determine

the objects he ought to keep in view, and to shape his

course accordingly. I do think it necessary thus to

separate matters, iu order to arrive at distinct views of

business.

Tlie kind of Celery-culture, then, that 1 now intend to

advocate and to e.xplain, has reference to that mode of

working laud which is termed a rotation system. Such

is what has been termed the " bed system
;

" or, as I

have heard it called, " the Scotch mode ;" but, whether

the plan originated with our northern friends, I am
ignorant. The chief advantages of the bed mode, are,

in my ojiiuion—first, greater produce from a given

space of probably some thirty per cent. ; secondly, extra

facilities attbrded for protection during severe frosts

;

and, lastly, a furtherance of rotations.

That there is a greater produce from a given space a
moment's consideration will prove. I really must, to

save space, take this for granted. I think it will be

found that forty per cent, more may be tluis produced.

As to tlie facilities alibrded for covering late or winter

Celery from frost, I may observe, that a single row will

require nearly as much straw or litter as a live-feet bed,

and this is a consideration ; for clean straw, which is

best, is often grudged for such purposes ; and, whatever
market-gardeners may do, those who supply tlie tables

of the gentry must not talk of losing 'their Celery by
frost.

The furtherance of a rotation system will also appear
plain on the slightest consideration. I have frequently

seen strange mixtures of crops combined with Celery-

culture by the single-row system ; strange miscalcula-

tions as to time, &c. ; and some years since, when I

used to practice the single-row system, 1 also resorted to

the practice of cropping between the lines, generally

growing there Endive or Lettuce, which, of course, was
got out betimes, for fear of imneding tbe cultural opera-

tions necessary for the Celery. 1 could, however, never

tlioroughly reconcde myself to tlie practice, and it is one
which I have relinquished for eighteen years. Those
gentlemen who recommend so strenuously " liiggledy

piggledy cropping," do not, I perceive, always take into

consideration the difficulty of lunidUng some of those

mixtures, or the condition in which the soil will be left

for future operations. Many a time have I seen crops

alternately with rows of Potatoes, which were so inju-

diciously disposed of as to compel the cultivator either

to neglect their proper culture, or in pursuing it to

trample his potato-haulm in the middle of June. Such
practices look very specious in the face of them, but

they are seldom so profitable as at first sight they

appear. Whatever very small gardeners may be com-

pelled to resort to, as to mixture, I, for one, cannot
think of giving up the rotation-cropping ; although we
are all, at present, ill-informed of the principles on
which such should be conducted in a scientific point of

view.

I can, however, as I think, see thus far, that rotation,

or system-cropping, must advance with the times, to the

progressive restriction of the higgledy-piggledy mode.

I am prepared to admit, that a firstrate gardener, one

of great experience, can combine many crops with

profit, and without detracting from his general system.

Thus much of mixed cropping I frequently pursue

myself; but the combination must he based on the most
perfect knowledge of the crops, the culture they will

need, the period of doing so, and their clearance ulti-

mately. Tliese things, to a veteran gardener, are, as it

were, of an intuitive character; but such cannot be ex-

pected i'rom every one wlio can dig a plot of ground, or

plant Cabbages.
As a rotation-plan, I do think this bed-system in

Celery-culture ought to recommend itself to every market-

gardener iu the kingdom. 1 have before adverted to

the fact, that a Celery-bed of this description proves an
excellent preparative for Asparagus. I have planted by
no other mode during the last ten years, and I do not

think that any one can excel us, quantity and quality

taken together. But this is not the only crop which the

bed-system is a capital preparer for ; take, for instance,

Cauliflowers, Brocolis, Leeks, Rhubarb, &c., crops

which cannot be rendered too succulent, and it will

be found that the bed-system is highly subservient to

future crops of importance. AVe are at this period (the

middle of August) planting our main crops on ground
which has carried this summer some of the finest crops

imaginable of I'eas of tiie ]\'ooclford Green Marrow,
Inyjerial, and Thurston's Reliance, and as our practice

may prove interesting to some of our readers I \yill

give a slight detail of it.

The Peas clean picked, and the sticks all sorted and
removed, the ground is marked-out into beds, varying

from four to five feet; any precise width is not essential,

but when circumstances permit, I prefer a five-feet bed,

wliich, at our distances, holds seven plants in a cross

row, the plants eight inches apart, and six inches for

the two outsides. The rows crosswise are planted at

two feet three inches apart, in the early part of July

;
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and as we plant later, we plant closer: the last plant-

ing—say in the last week of August—about twenty-one

inches between the rows; the plants being put still at the

the same distn-nce in the row. Tlie line being placed to

form an outside edge, an old practitioner goes along with

a spade, and tlirusts it full depth in a very slanting direc-

tion, the spade edge inclining much inwards, in order to

produce a side which will not readily crumble. The
soil is now excavated a moderate spit in depth, and

lodged on spaces between the beds, which are in jiarallel

lines. Five feet beds require about three feet spaces.

A good dressing of coarse maiunial matter is now
spread nearly three inches in thickness, and the ground

dug, turning the manure well down. On this surface

we spread another coat of manure, about an inch or

more in tliickness ; and as the latter is somewhat pecu-

liar in character I will describe it. We use great

quantities of tree-leaves as linings to frames, pits, &c.,

for dung is precious, and we do not possess a bottom-

heat of piping in these structures. After a summer's

use, and the occasional introduction of a little hot dung
in the linings, this material becomes veiy niellow, and

it is my practice to have it cliopped into suuiU particles

with a sharp spade. It is thus line enougli for potting

purposes without riddling, and this, spread on the sur-

face, falls into the soil around the plant in tlie act of

planting. So, then, it is not in ijuality alone, but in

te.xture, that this material is peculiar; audit is astonish-

ing how quickly the plants thrive in the mixture. The
plants which are very strong are removed, with balls of

earth, by the trowel, and when inserted are well-watered

in, using guano-water, and a sprinkling of clean water

after.

When the plants lirst begin to grow rather freely, they

have one or two good sousings of liipiid-manure ; this

hurries them on in earnest ; after this they need little

but earthing up, and water occasionally.

I must now describe the soiling process. The first

soiling, or earthing, is done by hand in the most careful

way ; the operator gathers everi/ laif into its pUiee, and
holding the plant close and tight, draws the loose soil

close to the plant, some three or four inches in depth,

squeezing it to the stem ; the soil should be rather

moist, but the plant dry ; the spade must instantly

follow this operation, and as much soil must be levelled

in between the rows as will support that squeezed to

the stems. Nearly all subsequent soilings are done by
the spade, a couple of light feather-edged boards being
used ; two men perform this best, one on each side the

bed; the boards are set up with a little nicety, care being

taken so to introduce and set them up as to enclose

everij leaf as upright as possible. A board being thus

placed on each side, the soil is introduced, made firm,

and levelled; the boards are then withdrawn, and the

workmen proceed to the next row, and so on tfjrough

the bed.

Now, in all this there is no difficulty whatever ; less

trouble than in tlie single-row system; and as to

quality, 1 can only say that I rarely meet with a com-
plaint—I had almost said, never ; but the contrary.

But, doubtless, hundreds grow it thus, and can, if tliey

like, bear testimony to the value of tlie plan.

1 will now beg to otter a few remarks on the seed-bed,

for this is a most important altUir. Most jicoplo raise

their earliest Celery on a geutle hotbed, and very
I necessary it is to do so ; but, for all main crops, give

me out-door Celery. A bed, in a warm situation,

elevated one foot above the ground level—taking care that

no water can stagnate, and well sheltered from the wind
—if sowed towards the middle of j\] arch, will, with jiroper

I

attention, produce tirst-rate plants for final planting by

j
the end of June ; which I consider a capital planting
time, by the bed system, for crops to come to use fi'om

! the middle of September until the early part of April,

after which few care to use it as salad. My practice is

this: the bed is dug deep; on its surface afterwards is

spread six inches of very old manure ; the best, if at

hand, is the surface of last year's melon beds— if the

melons have been grown in strong loam—this material,

half dung, half loam, chopped as fine as if riddled, is

spread and forked into the surface of the dug bed until

intimately mixed ; the whole is then levelled carefully,

and jiatted tolerably firm with the spade. The seed is

sown on this surface, and again lightly patted, and is

then covered witli finely-riddled strong ijiilow loam, about
the thickness of a dollar. I have rafts, about nine feet

long by four feet in width, tor general protective ]iur-

poses , these rafts are liglit, and a mat is stretched and
n.ailed tight over them. These I use considerably every

spring over such beds ; and as our way of making them
to work on hinges is worthy of a backwoodsman, and
quite efficient, I will exhibit it. At the two north
corners a stitt" garden pot is placed, mouth downwards,
and through the hole in the pot a sliort, strong stake is

driven, against whicli the outer rail of the raft works as

by a hinge. The raft is placed abutting against these

two stakes ; it cannot slip, and the front to the south is

pro]iped up by a stake or two capable of graduation ac-

cording to season and weather.

Such are used for the Celery seed-bed ; and now I may
observe, that all the seed-bed requires is regular water-

ings when dry. As soon as the plants are getting a little .

strength, and are well developed, liquid-manure is sup-

plied, and a degree of robustness ensues which is

surprising.

Pricking-out is a process known to everybody ; but I

may point to two or three matters whicli demand atten-

tion. The reason I cover the seed-bed with a stiff" loam '

is, tliat the young plant may have permanent moisture:

those who try this plan fairly once will never again
change it, I am persuaded. It is of much importance -

that the young plant, at the period of pricking-out, be

as sturdy as a young oak. Indeed, in all Celery-culture,

from the seed-bed upwards, no severe check or stand-

still should be known ; it is these capricious handlings

that cause the " bolting" complained of. Those who
desire deliciously crisp, yet tender. Celery, without

fibre, must sow late and gi'ow it quick ; it is not the age

of Celery which constitutes quality, but speedy growth.

Of course, our great market-gardeners, and, perhaps,

exhibition-men, pass lightly by these considerations

;

they are what I fancy Lord Pahnerston would term men
of tarifls and per centages ; but it behoves those who pro-

vide for dainty and nicely-distinguishing palates, to look

to quality.

As to market-gardening, if I was in the line, and had
,
a score acres to crop with Cclei'y, 1 woidd go boldly into

the bed-system. J may observe here, tliat I always dust

quick-lime into the hearts of the plants previously to the

i

first earthing. This is applied liberally, and well intro-

duced to every part of the plant when very dry ; it will

\
so make havoc of the little slugs, and render tlie Celery

so distasteful to them for many weeks, as to stave ofl' all

;

com])laints about what is commonly termed " worm-
I eaten" Celery. 'This season I shall try soot also.

PlOIiEBT EeIUNGTON.

STRAWBEIUIY-PLANTS IN POTS.

Within the last twelvemonths a new race of growers

has appeared. It is such a pleasure to have even a few

Strawberries three weeks or a month in advance of those

in the open ground, that many, with even a very little

glass, seeing how easily the thing might be done, have
resolved to attempt it. The very different modes in

which this can be successfully attempted seems to

puzzle and perplex many of our readers. " In the mul-
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titude of counsel there is safety;" but, in the com-

mingliug of ii number of modes, it is often found that

tli8 experience thus obtained is tliat of a uKoi'ul, but

seven', schoobnastei'. I will endeavour to resolve the

doubts, and answer the inquiries, of many, by replies to

the following questions :

—

1.
—'• I liave a greenhouse-vinery. I moan to put

Strawberries in it in March, but I had no pots in sum-

mer. I laid the runners on the ground, lifted them, and
planted them on a rich border, and they are now nice

plants. Should I pot them now, or wait until spring?"

Pot them now, supposing you have got no glass protec-

tion in winter, or the assistance of a slight liotbed in

spring. By referring to instructions last year, you would
see, that the ri|)eniug of the bud of the Strawberry-

plant, and the lilliug the pot with roots, were ne.Kt to

essential to success. If your plants were on a border

commanding a fair amount of sunshine, the first essen-

tial would be progressing satisfactorily, and would be

exiiedited by the check given in lifting the plants with a

ball. To secure the second, the pots should be as small

as convenient, if a single plant is used. A large pot,

say seven or eight inches, might have two or three

plants, instead of one, each placed near the side of the

pot, at equal distances from each other, and with the

collar of each plant rather above than below the rim.

Such plants, set full in the sun, will yet fill their pots

with roots moderately before winter; and, protected

from the severity of tlie frost, will continue to root on
till required to be placed in the liouse.

With the assistance of a slight hotbed in spring, I

have used this border-planting system for succession

crops, to be taken into the house after March, allowing

tlie plants to stand in the border all the winter. But
tlie plan will not do for early work, as for this it is neces-

sary to have the maturing and rooting process finished

in autumn, that the plants may rest in the first months
of winter. In lifting fiom the border, in spring, and
placing iu a hotbed, to cause the ]ilants to root freely

before removing them to a shelf iu the house to set

their fruit and ripen, three things are necessary:—-Ist,

tlio bottom-heat, in which the pots are plunged, should

not e.\cccd 75°
; ;2nd, air should be on, night and day,

the object being to have tlie pots filled witli fresli roots

before much excitement is given to the top of tlie plant;

and, ;)rd, the bottom-heat shoidd decline, or the pot be

moved out of it, some time before it is removed to a slielf,

tliat no check whatever may be given. Under tliese

conditions, I have often been very successful, without

potting any plants, except the earliest ones, during the

preceding season; but the method is to be recom-

mended only when pots are scarce, and cannot be got at

tlio time. Many, who at one season of the year see a

large pile of pots in a gentleman's garden, could hardly

believe how often these are washed, for diti'erent pur-

jioses, in one season ; and tlie many shifts that must be

resorted to to prevent a too-frequent bill for tlie brittle

ware.
2.—" Would it not be advisable to have plants in such

a south border, say one foot apart, ii.nd covered with

iVamos in spring ; and would not the fruit bo as early,

and certain, as under glass in a house, where no great

advantage of artificial heat could be given?" Quite as

certain, and rather more so; but the earliness would bo

dependaut on the nature of the season, and tho means
employed. l-'or instance; tlie importance of "little

mutters" would, in such a case, at once be seen. Place

nice clean straw between your plants, as you do in the

open air, and in a bright sun—the straw will so reflect

the light and the heat along with it, that, without plenty

of air, there will be a danger of your plants being

scorched; while the straw will neither permit of much
heat passing into the soil, nor be in itself a reservoir of

heat to be given ott' by radiation during the coldness of

the night. But floor your border, between the plants,

with slates, or tiles, or chips of stone tinged with a dark
colour, and these will not only absorb beat and coiii-

muuicate it to the border beneath them duriug the day,

but will radiate it at night, to prevent the enclosed at-

mosphere being unduly cooled then. But even with all

this trouble, you will be, more than in a lieated house, at

tho mercy of the sun. In bright weather, I have gathered

three weeks or a month before fruit could he obtained iy

tlie open air. A friend of mine, who has long practised

the system, is loud in its praise, and, as he says, it helps

to prevent cramming his houses; and he frequently thus

accelerates the natural gathering from a month to five

weeks. But then, in my own exiierience, I have found,

that iu a dull spring the crop thus under glass was very
little forwarder than that in a similar border in the open
air. To gain the most from such a system tho border
should be rather steep, so that the rays of the sun may
strike as little obliquely as possible.

y.—"What is the best compost?" A good hazel-

coloured loam; and for tender kinds, a little road-drift,

or lime-rubbish, or small charcoal added. This loam,
chopped up in a roughish state, and with little or no
manure incorporated, trusting for strength mainly to

manure waterings, will yield great satisfaction. When
composts are greatly enriched with manures, unless they
are in a dry state, and perfectly free from v/orms, the

slightest disarrangement in the drainage will cause the

soil to become a sour, soapy mass, and the plant diseased

and gouty. Besides, with much rotten dung it is diffi-

cult to pot them so firmly as is desirable.

i.—"What sized pot is best? In this vicinity, I

see single plants in five, six, seven, and seven-and a-lialf-

inch pots, and two plants in seven and eight-inch pots."

This entirely depends on circumstances. If I were to

judge from my own experience, I would say, five-inch

pots for early work, six-inch pots ibr tho general and
successional crops, and seven inches for a few very late,

fine plants. This, however, it must be perceived, will

greatly depend on the time at which good runners can
be obtained. In early places, it would be as possible to

mature a plant, and fill its pot with roots, in a seven-inch

pot, as I could do here in a five or a six. Boar in mind,
that extra luxuriance is onb/ an advantage when there

is time to mature it.

b.—" What is the reason for keeping the plant so high

up iu the middle of the pot? Mr. A. has large plants,

looking so healthy and strong, and they are as much as

from one to one-and-a-half-iiich below the rim of the pot,

and he grows fine fruit?" Nodoubt of it; and so might
you, witli the same care ; but we wish to diminish care,

and lessen the chances of failures to beginners. I recom-

mend the collar of a Strawberry-plant to stand boldly

above the soil, on a level, or slightly above the level of

the pot's rim, because it thus becomes more hardened
by exposure to the sun and air ; because it is safer from

damp, &c., in winter; and because the fruit-bud is loss

liable to injury from alternations of moisture and dry-

ness in spring

(i.
—" Why place the plants full in the sun shortly after

being potted? Mr. B. has very strong plants, much
more luxuriant than our's, but they arc hcliiud a hedge,

enjoying a north-west aspect, and though his arc yet so

vigorous, many of the lower leaves of my plants are

getting spotted, and a yellow cast?" 1 wish mine were.

I got my runners late this season. The appearance of

your plants, if they are strong, shows that you have
treated them well. Ask Mr. Errington which he would
prefer in October—a peach-shoot, of moderate strength,

with its leaves getting yellow; or a robust shoot, tearing

and growing away, with wood and leaves as green as

leeks ?

7.
—"Though wanting the fine second-year plants at

Treuthain and Chatsworth, you seemed to prefer young
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runners, wlien they coiilcl be had early enough. Now,
which is really the best mode : placing the runner in

the small pot, to he repotted in the IVuiting pot ; or fixing

the runner in the fruiting pot at once?" The best

gardeners would tell you it was a matter of no import-
ance. My neighbour, Mr. Snow, used to lay tlie runners
in the fruiting pot at once. Mr. Bushy used to do the

same ; but has next to entirely adopted the small-pot and
repotting system this season; and when so many of ns
could not get a runner of British Queens this summer,
because the plants had all gone, his young plants from
runners are magnificent. I have followed the repotting

system myself, and for three reasons. There is less trouble

in preparing the small ])0t for the larger, than is neces-

sary for a permanent pot. A ligliter soil may he \ised

than would be suKablc for fruiting the plant, a matter
of some moment in cold late places, as encouraging
roots to grow more quickly. Another, though it may he

mere fancy, 1 imagine that this re])ntting gives me a ball,

ultimately, more crammed, and thoroughly interlaced

with roots, than when the layer is placed in the pot at

once. More, however, depends on tlie judgment of the

grower than upon the mere system followed, in this re-

spect. When lately at Wohurn Abbey, Mr Forbes kindly

showed me his Strawberry-phmts, and it required no
prophetic vision to see that they would bear insnection at

fruiting time. They then were ready to be removed irom
the Strawberry quarter, the strings of the runners being
cut. Each plant had been placed in the centre of its

fruitiug-]iot. The soil was beautiful, fibry. lumpy loam,

and the plant stood on a cone nearly an inch above the

riu\ of the pot. However firmly jjacked, that cone
would sink to the rim, and beneath it, before next

spring ; in fact, would become more compressible as

the fihry matter decomposed. A cursory glance was
sufflcieut to tell that the ground-work of j\Ir. Forbes's

system was rapid growth ; and then early and full matu-
ration of the buds; and the precaution that these buds
should not be injured by moisture.

8,
—" Last season you mentioned that at Chatsworth,

and Treutham, instead of depending on runners, they

used many of the plants of the previous year a second

time, after repotting them ; but you also mentioned, what
I have heard to be correct, the wonderi'id prolificacy,

this season, of plants turned out of pots last sunnuer.

Cannot people, in the far north, derive both advantages,

by some peculiar mode of management?" Yes. 1

think so. There can bo no question of the prolificacy

of such rising two-year-old plants, either for out-doors,

or in-doors work ; but the individual fruit is not often

so fine, unless care is taken to thin the fruit severely.

Now, a sort of medium mode of acting will give you
plants that will produce rather abundantly, and fine

fruit likewise. Tn former years I have tried it, and
will merely mention how I Jiave reverted to it again.

Last season, my Keens, from runners, were the admired
of all beholders, and they did not disappoint me ; but

after seeiug the older plants of Queens, under the care

of Messrs. Mackie and Fleming, I was much dissatisfied

with my Queens ; for I could not get them early enough,
though the}' did, on trial, better than 1 expected. L
therefore, raised, and potted afresh, a number of plants

that had been transferi-ed to the border, after being
forced in spring, and these did tolerably well, producing
some very fine fruit; but in the process of lifting them,

a number of small runners had to be cut off—the largest

leaves scarcely averaging the size of a halfpenny—and
these were carefully pricked out in a border, and were
lifted and potted some seven weeks ago, and now look

pretty well, as if they would do good next spring.

Now, these young little things are the only Queens I

saved out-of-doors last spring ; when so young, the

vital principle is stronger than when older ; these

])lants hatl merely the protection of a few branches

stuck among them. Now, from my turned-out forced

British Queens, I intend, by-and-by, to select a ninnber
of small runners, prick them on a border, and |>ot them
the following summer; and this will entail less trouble

under the circumstances than layering each plant, and be
attended with more certainty. I may mention here,

though I cannot tell clearly how it is, that I never can
get runners, from early-forced |ilants, at all or anything
earlier than from the |dants in the open air. It is very
rare, indeed, that one of my plants produces a runner iu

the house. Some people have them as thick as the

runners of the Saxifrage, called Aaron's Beard (scirmen-

tosii). I cannot say whether the mode of potting, &c.,

has anything to do with it ; but so it is. The runners,

even now, on these forced Queens, are very small ; and
the smallest of these I intend potting next summer,
after being in a few days pricked-out in a border.

0.—" What sorts are best for forcing ? " Foj- large

fruit, early, and plenty of them. Keen's Seedling is yet

unrivalled. For an earlier fruit, very prolific, ralhorsmall
in size, and good-flavoured, though some people cannot
he made to like it, choose CuthiU's Black Prince. Some
learned folks say it is an old thing, fresh furbished. Of
this I am too ignorant to pass an opinion ; biU, sup-

posing it to be old, there is no little credit due to the

man wlio made a way for it as really deserving notice.

Then for late work — though not very prolific, but
splendid in the individual specimens, and next to un-

approachable in flavour—tliere is the British Queen.

lU.
—" What are the best sorts forgetting an autumn

crop after forcing in spring '.'

" You must force early,

so as to gather, at farthest, by the eud of March, before

you can do very great things this way. From merely

]iutting plants in a house in Februai'}- and March, you
can only expect to get a few at the end of August, and
onwards. For this purpose, I would place Black Prince

first, and Keen's Seedling second ; the fine Queens no-

where ; for, as it is a poor early forcer, it is also a poor

autumn producer. During the whole of August, I have
gathered, alternately, from Ellons. on a north border;

and autumn crops of Prince and Keen. I could cou-

tinue every day with Keen, if the weather prove bright,

until it becomes too cold to ripen them; and, with all

this, the crop next season will not be impaired. I miglit

have gone on obtaining fruit from the Prince, but lor a

circumstance which I will nu^ution, as a hint to others.

I had but few plants of the Prince last season ; but I saw,

in a moment, what it could be. both for early forcing and
autumn beariug; I, therefore, turned out the whole,

and but few riumers were made. Several liiends

oilered me abundance ; but time went on, and never

showed the opportunity of sending or going for them :

and here i am, on the tUh of September, destitute of

them. Well, the small runners have been selected, and
pricked on a border ; the best, potted at once into fonr-

aud-a-half-inch pots, and tlie old ]ilanls taken u)) and
potted in six-inch pots; and all the pots plunged into

a slight hotbed, under a ricketty frame. The plants

have stood open ; the crowns, therefore, will not want
so much maturing ; while the little heat below, and
plenty of air above, will fill the pots with ro(]ts by the

first week in October ; after which, there will be plenty

of time for resting and wintering.

11.—" What is the best plan for wintering the plants

in pots?" Any mode that will keep the pots from

worms, from deluging raius, and very severe frosts. I

have plunged them on a bank of ashes, above the level

of the ground, the tops defended with fern, straw, or

branches. I have built the one iqion the other, iu

ashes and eartli, against a wall, the top of the ]danl

looking out to the light; but the best mode, after j.ilung-

ing the pots, is to have a waterproof covering ; and, best

of all, glass sashes, which let in light, while the heat is

excluded. By the middle of October the ripest should
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be selected and put by tbeniselves, on theiv broadsides.

Bol'oro tbe t'ud of tlie month nil may receive that treat-

ment, to save tbem I'rom heavy raius ; and the sooner,

al'terwards, they are placed in their winter quarters, the

better. Generally speakinff, they will want no water

there from November to Marcli ; but of course, though

it is advisable to have the plants dryisli, they should not

be allowed to flag. H. F[sh.

THE HYACINTH.
( Continued from page 44.'). ')

Culture in Pots.—Soil.—This should be rich and
not over light. I last year had a fine bloom potted in

good, sound loam, of rather a strong texture, mixed
with about one fourth of horse-dropping gatliered from
the roads in uiy neighbourhood. I purchase this of an
old, almost bhnd, industrious man, who, with praise-

woi-thy industry, is np early and late collecting it. I

tind this dung very excellent for potting purposes for

various plants, s>ich as Geraniums, Cinerarias, Chry-

santhemums, and even the finer lunds ol' Florists'

flowers, such as Auriculas and Polyanthuses. No
doubt, the sand and debris of the stones used for the

road are iisel'ul ingredients in the compost. If, how-
ever, this article cannot be procured, well-rotted cow-

dung will be a good substitute, provided the compost

has a liberal addition of sharp sand added to it.

Site of Pols. — The kind denominated "Hyacinth
pots," which are at least one-third deeper than the

ordinary ones, are the best for these bulbs, as, also,

for the Pohjanthus Narcissus ; but they are not abso-

lutely necessary, because the flowers are formed in the

bulb the year previously. I use, when one bulb only is

put in a pot, the size called large 4S's, which are nearly

five inches diameter at the top, and for two bulbs I use

the small 02's, which are six inches in diameter. In

these sizes I have had very splendid blooms. No doubt,

three, or even five, bulbs might be planted in pots large

enough to contain them, with a good effect, where they

are to bloom in a greenhouse or a conservatory.

Last year I had some large, ornamental vases filled

with the following bulbs :—In the centre, three Pohj-

anthus Narcissus; next, five Hyacinths : then, about a

dozen yellow, white, and blue Crocuses, and, lastly, a

border of Snowdrops. These all flowered well, and
were very much admired. They stood on the lawn, and
were protected whenever there was any frost by mats.

For a large conservatory tliese vases would have been
very ornamental.

Potting. — Wliatever kind of pots are used they

1 must be well drained. I find an oyster-shell or two

I very useful to cover the lioles at the bottom of the pots,

I and I tliink they afford a considerable amount of nutri-

j
ment to the jdauts ; over these place a thin layer of

[
broken potsherds. Then, upon this drainage place a

thin covering of very fibrous turf, broken into pieces.

I have used this with great success in a green state
;

the decaying turf constantly gave out nourishment to

the plants. Then put a layer of the compost, and pi'ess

it down very firmly, only take care that it is in a proper

state, neither too wet nor too dry. Keep adding more
i

soil, and pressing it down till the pots are full enough
to receive the bulbs. This pressing the soil so hard
is to juevent tbe roots running down too quickly to

the bottom of the pot, and thus, as it were, compelling

them to draw the nourishment out of the soil as they

descend. This is a very important point, and should

be carefully attended to. When the bulb is placed in

the pot upon this firm bed of soil, the top should be

about a quai terof-an inch below the level of the pot-

rim ; then fill in more soil around it, pressing it also

firm and close to the bulb. If this is not properly done.

when the roots begin to push they will lift the bulb out

of its place, and these roots will be liable to be broken if

the bulb is carelessly thrust forcibly down to its proper

position. When this (the rising of the bulb) does

liappen, the bulb should be carefully lifted >ip, and a

little soil taken out to make room for the roots, the bulb

replaced gently, and the soil pressed again firmly around

it. Some prefer leaving the very point of the bulb just

out of the soil, but I ])refer covering it entirely, about

the eighth-of-aniuch, there is not then so much danger

of the bulb being lifted out of its place when the first

roots are forming. The season for potting these bulbs

is the last week of September, or the first week in

October, for early blooms; but they may be potted even

to the end of November, if not forced too bard at first.

As soon as the whole are potted, a position must be

sought to place them in till they push forth roots and
begin to show the buds. A bed, four feet wide, in an

open place in the garden, will be suitable. If the situa-

tion is dry, the soil may be excavated about four inches

deep, and a layer of coal-ashes spread over the bottom,

to keep worms out of the pots. If it is desired to pre-

serve their names, they should be written upon labels of

wood, painted with white lead, and written upon with a

black-lead pencil, or, what is better, on zinc labels, with

prepared ink ; then place the pots containing the bulbs

on the bed, and cover them over with spent tanner's

bark, or coal-ashes, about two inches above the pots.

Hei-e they may remain till they are required, either for

forcing into flower, or till the spring.

Take a portion of them into a warm pit, heated by

some means as hot-water, dung, or tanner's hark, to

bring them on into flower early, only let the forcing

process be gentle, especially for the first three or four

weeks, when it may be increased five or ten degrees.

Begin, say with .50°, and then increase it to riij° or 00",

with sun heat.

To get them into flower at Christmas they should be

placed in heat about the middle of October, so that the

forcing may be gi-adual. If forced too quickly, or with

too much power, the flower-stems will be weak, and the

colours will be anything but bright. Whereas, if they

are brought on gradually, the flower-stems will be
strong, the flowers large, and the colour better. Here
I may remark, that some sorts of Hyacinths are

better ada])ted for either growing in glasses or forcing

in pots. In most catalogues, such varieties are marked
with an asterisk (thus *), and such should be ordered

for this purpose, though for growing in pots, to flower

late in the spring, almost any variety will answer.

When the bloom is in full perfection the pots should

he taken into a cool greenhouse, or window, and plenty

of air given. By that means they will last much longer

in bloom than if kept in heat. After the blooming is

over the pots may be placed behind a wall, and duly

watered to pei-fect the bulbs. They will not answer

again for forcing, but may be planted in the borders

the October following. T. Appleby.
{To be continued.

)

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.
{Ccnliinit'dfrom paijf -tin.)

Heaton Park, near Manchester, the seat of the Earl

Wilton.—In this place, though near to the great cotton-

manufacturing town of Manchester, I tbund a well-

managed garden. The mansion is placed in a beautiful,

well-wooded, and considerably undulated ])ark of large

extent. The views from the terrace-walk, in front,

are extensive and beautiful ; and the woods in the

distance nearly conceal the disagreeable, long, smoky
chimneys.

There is a lofty conservatory near to the mansion, in

which I noted some well-grown and profusely-bloomed
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Fuchsias, m the pyramidal form. Many of them were
fuUy twelve feet high, with branches down to the edge
of the pots, and each branch well-bloomed. This is, J

am quite sure, the best and most elegant form of training

this summer-tlowering greenhouse plant. Our green-

house would be sadly deficient in bloom in the months
of .Inly and August if the Fuchsias were absent.

In a recess, at one end of the conservatory, I noted
several pots of tlie winter-flowering Tree Carnation ;

many of them were dense plants, four feet high, and
nearly three feet through, well furnished witli buds;
they were growing in Id-iueh pots, and liad been
stopped constantly, to induce the bushy growth they
had made. My friend, Mr. Fish, has lately written

excellent directions how to grow these useful plants

;

and the examples I saw here prove that fine plants

may be grown if his directions are followed. I noted, in

the borders, a new. self-coloured Garnation, which, I

understood. Lady Wilton liad brought from the con-

tinent. 1 believe some of it was grown in pots, and
prevented from flowering by nipping oft' the early buds.

Its colour is a singular kind of orange-buft'.

Tlie Orange Trees here are grown in large boxes, and
are set out-ofdoors every summer. The consequence is

a fine autumnal bloom as soon as they are taken in.

Tlie summer's exposure appears to give them a rest, and
by that means induces plenty of flowers. I observed
abundance of buds forming. This may not be new, but
it is a practice seldom followed. Tliere seems to he a
fear of placing the Orange-tree in the open air, but I

think, and am pretty certain, from the example I saw
here, that with the ))roper jireoautiou of not placing tliem

in the hot, Idazing sun, they may be safely set out-of-doors.

I remember seeing some extraordinary flue sjiecimens

of this tribe exposed, in a similar manner, at Clievden,

a seat of the Duke of Sutherland, near iMaidenhead, not
only without any ill effects, but, on the contrary, with

manifest advantage.
Tliough Heaton Park is situated so near to the smoke

of the manufactories, yet I found here a good collection

of Heaths well-grown, and several in flower. As many
of our readers may wish to Icnow what Heaths flower at

tliis time of tlie year, I noted the following:

—

Erica
Buwicnna, E. Irlii/ana, E. Juliana, E. Savileana,

E. ruhens, E. mnhellata, and E. intermedia.

In the pleasure grounds, I was particularly struck

with the great number of healthy likodoihndrons. They
form tlie underwood of a large jilantation, on a rising

ground, a walk through which leads to the kitchen

gardens. Mr. Shuter, the gardener, informed me that

he plants them in a very small portion of a compost of

peat and leafmould to each, and they thrive well

without my further trouble. !

There is here a good range of hothouses devoted to

the culture of the Pine Apjile, the Vine, and Peaches,

and Nectarines. The Grapes were excellent ; the Black
lliimhurfjhs were as black as could bo desired, and the

Muscats \\eY(^. eipially well coloured. ThcPincs are grown
in the old fashion, in pots, and fruited in them, and the

fruit was as good as need be; showing, that whatever '

metliod is adopted, if careful, judicious management
j

attends it, success will follow.
'

The Peaches and Nectarines in the houses had borne
their crop of fruit, and were in a state of rest. On the

walls, the Peaches do not thrive hero, on account of the

moist climate, and, very probably, the smoky atmosphere,

also. It is intended to jdace glass against theui in order

to protect tlie trees, and so insure a crop of fruit. The
idea that a covering of glass is necessary for the certain

production of these luscious fruits is becoming very

general. In my progress through tlie gardens in the

north, I find this practice adopting frequently. Peach-
houses are common enough, but they are for the purpose

offorcing the fruit early; but these glass-covered walls

are put up merely to protect the blossoms in early spring,

and to ripen tlie wood more perfectly in autumn, without ,

any expence of fuel; the intention being merely to i

secure a certain crop of i'ruit in the usual season. I l

may mention, that this plan has been adopted at Tren- i

tham, the Duke of Sutherland's; at Welbeck, the Duke
of Portland's ; at Kinniel Park, the late Lord Diuorben's,

in North Wales; and at Thornycroft Hall, in Cheshire;
i

and no doubt in many other places that I have not seen.

At all these places the success has amply reimbursed
the expence. I am aware, the same eft'ect has been
sought for by having the walls flued, the great objection

to whicli is the number of necessary smoky chimneys,
making the gardens, on a fine spring evening, more like

a manufactory of some kind or other than a pleasant

abode of Flora and Pomona; and even with this

nuisance, inefi'ectual for the purpose, without protection

of some kind, in the shape of curtains of canvass, or

branches of evergreens. Now that glass is cheap the

walls may be covered with it, and all these disagreeables,

in the shape of smoke, littery covering of branches, or

expensive protection of canvass, done away with ; and,

what is better, a certain crop of fruit insured.

I think that sooner or later every Peach wall, in at

least the more northern parts of tlie kingdom, will be
covered with glass, oi', if not, the culture of these fruits

will be dispensed with, and the finer varieties of the

Flemish Pears planted instead. No doubt, in some places

good Peaches and Nectarines are pi-oduced occasionally

on south walls ; but the success is always precarious in

our uncertain clime, and no one but a gardener can
believe the anxiety and ti'ouble this crop always gives

the cultivator, even in the most favoured localities.

Cover his wall with glass, and all this care will be done
away with. There is another advantage in such a struc-

ture, and that is the destruction of the green fly, which
always attacks the trees in spring. The universal remedy
of tobacco-smoke can be applied with unfailing success;

and, also, the fruit can be protected from the destructive

ravages of the wasp and the large bottle fly. by covering

the air opening with canvass to prevent their ingress.

T. AprLEBY.
{To he continued,)

A FEW WORDS ON TOMATOES.

This member of a very suspicious family has been

long established in our gardens, and, like many other

productions of a minor kind, is regarded as a great

delicacy by some, while others dislike it Without
enquiring the reasons for the latter conclusion, we be-

lieve there are few but are offended at the smell given

oH'by the foliage and plant in general. This, perhaps,

lias some influence in determining the condemnation

of the fruit, which is a widely dilfereut tiling.

The young plants, reared in liotbeds, or otiierwise,

should be brought forward so as to occujiy six or seven-

iucli pots by the middle of JNlay, when it is time to plant

them out; at the same time, it is better if they have

been stunted a little, or, rather, jiot-bound, so as to in-

duce their shewing flower ; if so, they are so much the

better; for although a speedy and luxuriant growth

usually does take place immediately after, yet, the ad-

vance made is not lost, and they keep going on apace,

in the way of making rampant shoots, until checked by

the fruiting process, and that judicious pruning, &c.,

we have so often recommended. Now, this is not exactly

sufficient ; all this may be done, and yet no ripe fruit

by the middle of September, at which time it ought to

be in, consequently some other means must be adopted.

The most common positions given to this plant, in

most private gardens, are in those vacancies which

occur in most fruit-walls where the trees do not cover
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them. On these places, and with nn cast, west, or south

aspect, it is jihintccl auJ traiuctl witli a fair prospect of

success; perhaps, the only fault, iu many instances,

being the too lavish expenditure of rich materials in

the planting, and the too sparing use of tlie knife in the

pruning. This we herewith beg to call particular attention

to, because we conceive it to be the error against which
most cultivators stumble ; not, perhaps, with a just

knowledge of the cause which governs their doing so,

yet, nevertheless, such is the case.

It would be idle to afiii'in, that cutting ofi' large por-

tions from a luxuriant annual plant, like the Tomato,
did not, iu some measure, injure it, iu so far as its

health and constitutional energy are concerned. This,

however, is true no further than the elongation of the

vine and production of foliage is concerned ; and, as

nature has intended it to furnish the means ofreproducing
itself, it follows, that means taken to give unwonted
vigour to the plant must be at variance with the general

purpose of fruitfulness, by diverting the channels which
ought to support the one, into the wildness which the

other gives rise to ; this, naturally, points out that some
" check" must be given. One mode is by curtailing the

top, as above; and the oilier, is doing the same to the

root: with these two agents at work, and the use of

what other advantages the place possesses, this fruit; is

often ripened in a way that gives little to wish for.

Observe, iu the pruning or curtailing of the roots, care

must be taken to do that simultaneously with the top.

In general, a spade thrust down, so as to cut tlirough

all the roots that ramify more than a foot from the

collar of the plant is often deemed sufficient ; but it

would not be bad practice to plant them on ground less

rich than the usual class of waU-horders are in England

;

supposing that stones, brickbats, sand, and other rubbish,

were substituted for dung, and other enriching matters,

and the above surrounded hy an impenetrable clay-

band, to keep the roots, which, I have no donht, would
relish the stones, &c,, from going further from home in

search of more unctuous food ; whichever way it was,

certainly there would bo less tendency to produce rank,

irseless wood, than is now the case in such deep garden
soils ; and the best fruit that we have ever seen has
been iu gardens where the soil approaches somewhat to

that described, as a less rampant growth would assuredly

become more proliJic, as far as fruit is concerned ; and
there is little reason to fear that the plant would suil'er

from lack of moisture.

As, however, it is too late to prepare stations for plants

of the present year, let those which do exist have all

the loose and useless shoots cut away, and, if needs be,

a part of the smaller fruit thinned oil' likewise, and the

larger ones fully ex]iosed to the sun ; and, to check that

undue supply of the good things with which the border
is composed of, let a sjiade be thrust in all around the

plant, severing its roots to the compass of a good
large pot. This will check tho production of laterals

and spray ; and it is likely the sunshine, which wo may
yet have, will suffice to give that rich colour, witliout

which this fruit is not much regarded. The flavour which
a bright sun can only give must not bo looked for ; but,

in a season like tho present one, wherein we have here,

in a manner, removed some four or five degrees nortli-

ward, we must adopt the means made use of there to

perfect tender produce, and be content with its meagre-
ness as well; at the same time, when facilities do exist

of giving some protection to the plant in cold nights, let

that he at once done ; warding otl' heavy dews will be
also beneficial ; but to be continually under glass is

seldom so good as out-doors, the propensity of the
plant being then the ])roduction of viue, rather than
fruit; hence the evil; but in autumn, glass lights are very
beneficial, for it is then that we derive the warmth and
shelter after the growing season is in a measure gone.

Although Tomatoes are grown on trellises, and some-
times tied to single stakes, like Raspborrios, &o., and
often ripen in tolerable perfection in such places, yet
they are generally favoured with other circumstaneea
which the private grower cannot command.

J. ROBSOX.

CULTIVATION OF RYE.
Rye is an inferior kind of grain, and much grown iu

many of tlie Continental states, as a staple produce,

upon certain districts of poor laud, where it forms the

chief crop of corn cultivated for sale.

It also enters largely into consumption as a food of

the poorer sort of people in Russia, and other parts of

the Continent; being converted, either wholly or

partly, into a very coarse kind of bread ; but it is very

dark iu colour, and unpalatable, being also very defi-

cient in nutrition, as compared with wheaten bread.

In this country it is grown chiefly for feeding sheep

in early spriug, or for the soihng of cattle ; the grain is,

howovei', often used for mealing purposes, being ground

with Barley, in the proportion of two parts Barley and

one part Rye ; this mixture is used only when the re-

lative price of the grain renders it advisable. The
poorer soils of England, and those only which are too

barren, or too much out of condition to produce the

better kinds of grain, are usually cropped with this

gi-ain for the purpose of sale; yet, in some instances,

land capable of yielding a good return of other grain is

sown with Rye, by reason of its coming so early to the

harvest that a heavy crop may be taken from the land,

and the stubble ploughed down, and succeeded by a

crop of Turnips, for which purpose it answers well; the

llyc crop being removed from the laud from ten days to

a fortnight earlier than the Wheat crop, gives good time

and opportunity for the obtaining a full crop of AVhite

Turnips.

Upon tho best soils it is more usual to grow Rye for

early feeding of sheep, to be followed by a crop of

Swedish Turnips, and tho land is certainly remarkably

kiud for that crop after Rye has been fed by sheep.

This plan should, however, be only adopted upon laud

dry, clean, and free from couch grass, iu order that the

Turnips may be sown after one ploughing.

When Rye is cut for soiling cattle and horses, for

which purpose it comes very early, and before other

green crops, the writer has found it answer to sow

about as much as may be required to feed the cattle

for a period of ten days previous to the Trifolium being

ready to cut for the same purpose

To insiu'e a succession of these green crops, it is best

to select a field intended for Turnips the next season,

and to sow a part with Rye, part with Trilblium, and

part with Tares, and about as much as will furnish a

supply of each kind of food in their season, having re-

gard to the quantity of stock to be fed.

A few years since, the St. John's Buy Rije, so called

because the proper period of sowing was about that day,

was much written up; but, altbough the produce is

somewhat earlier, and much more valuable as green
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food than the ordinary sorts, yet the long period it occu-

pies the ground (eleven mouths), proved fatal to its

general introduction. It is, therefore, now seldom met

with.

No kind of grain requires so little preparation of tlie

soil, and so little manui'e to be applied, as the Rye crop,

and at the same time it must be admitted, that no kind

of corn yields so small a return in money-value.

It is generally sown after a crop of Wlieat when
grown for feeding purposes, yet it is not important as

to the previous crop. The sooner it is sown after

harvest, the better, particularly if required for feeding

pui'poses; the quantity of seed required for an acre to

produce feed, is from three to four bushels ; if the crop

is intended for seed and sale, from two to three bushels

will prove sufficient; and when intended for the latter

purpose, the time of sowing iiiny be delayed with

advantage for about three weeks.

In preparing the laud for this crop, uo more ploughing

than is necessary to render the land clean will be re-

quired; yet the land should be lighter and more pul-

verised than is necessary in cultivating for Wheat ; in

fact, it should be more like cultivating for Barley ; it is,

however, not practicable, in ordinary seasons, to obtain

a highly-pulverised surface in the autumnal period of

the year.

The tillage described as necessary is best attained by

the scarifier, harrow, and roller—more than one plough-

ing not being generally required.

The crop does best when the seed is drilled, if in-

tended to produce grain for sale, as it may be hoed at

the proper period, and the land kept clean ; at the same

time, the sample will be more free from the seeds of the

weeds, which will enhance the value of the grain, the

e.'itra value depending, in a great measure, upon its

fitness for seeding purposes.

It is, however, better to sow broadcast when the crop

is required for early feeding or cutting, as it can thus be

more equally distributed over the land, and it is ren-

dered thicker whilst young, and in the feeding leaf, than

it can be when drilled.

If manure is required, two cwt, of Peruvian Guauo
per aci'e is a suitable application, and should be

harrowed in with the seed, if the crop is intended for

spring feeding; but in case it is left to produce grain,

the same quantity ol' manure should be applied as a top-

dressing, and harrowed in during the njouth.s of Feb-

ruary or March.

In the selection of Rye for seed, it is particularly

desirable that it should be clean, and free from the

seeds of weeds; for whether the crop is intended for seed

or feeding, it is alike injured by the presence of weeds-

A rather dry and warm climate is most suitable for

this crop ; it is, therefore, not much grown in cold,

backwai-d, and exposed situations; because, if cvdtivated

for the grain, it would produce less value than the Oat

crop, and if grown for feeding purposes, it would come
too late, as the chief value of the crop depends upon its

adaptation for early feeding. Joseph Bi.unuell.

PHILLIPS' FIRE ANNIHILATOR.
To farmers and others whose dwellings are far from a town,

this invention, if ell'ectual, is of more value than to those
even wlio reside nearer to the aid affurded by a fire-engine.

To all, however, it is most important, because the most
powerful fire-engine has little nitluence over a conflagration

establi.sbed, as it usually is, belore tlifit engine can be
brought into operation, whereas, the "Fire AnnihUator"
being always at hand can be employed the instant the lire is

discovered. This is no imaginary case, for we have it upon
the authority of a near relative of Mr. Masterman, the well-

known banker, that a sbort time since a fire broke out in one
of tlie Yorkshire Woollen Mills, threatening destruction to

a large mass of property of very combustible nature, and the
mill was three miles from the nearest fire-engine. The
proprietors bad two fire anuibilators on the premises, and
one of them being brought into operation, the tii-e was
speedily extinguished, and thus a large amount of property

saved.

Then, again, we read the following rejiort of some recent

experiments tried at Gravesend :—
" With a view of aflbrding the fidlest opportunity to the

public of witnessing the merits of Phillips's Fire ,4nnihi-

lator, or vapour engine, in suppressing fire, the directors of
the company gave a ' demonstration ' last night, in the
Terrace Gai'dens, which attiacted one of the laigest gather-

ings ever seen, perhaps, in the neighbourhood of the town.
The pier and grounds were literally crowded, while the river

in front was studded with craft of all descriptions, loaded
with people. The police took possession of the approaches
to the grounds, and, under the direction of Mr. Superin-
tendent White, of the town force, did nuich service in pre-

venting accidents. In order tliat the real value of the in-

vention to a ship on fire might be correctly appreciated by
those who have the supervision of emigrant ships on the
part of government, and whose duty it is to see that every
precaution is taken against the possibility of confiagration,

T. W. C. Murdoch, Esq., the Chairman of her Majesty's

Emigration Commissioners ; Sir Frederick Kogers, another
of the conmiission ; Mr. Walcot, the secretary ; Captain
Lean, E.N. , the inspecting officer for the port of Loudon;
and Dr. Sparks, the medical ofiicer of the board, attended to

witness the trials. A number of eminent shipowners were
also attracted to view the result of the experiments.

Amongst them we noticed ^Ir. Duncan Dunbar, jMr. An-
thony Ridley, the deputy chairnuin of the Local Marine
Board, London ; Captains Drew and Hall, of the same
body ; Mr. John Chapman, and Mr. .lohn Smith, Capt.

Gilmore, Capt. Temperley, Blr. Moxon, JMr. Ferguson, iUr.

Wheeler, Capt. Rowland, the harbour-nuister of the port

of London, M. Glaisher, of the lioyal Observatory, Green-
wich, — Barnard, Esq., agent for the Crown Colonies, the

Mayor of Gravesend, and most of tlie corporation and lead-

ing inhabitants of the place ; the company altogether form-
ing a jury of no trifling importance to detfrmiue the

efScacy and worth of the annilnlator.
" The demonsti'atiou commenced shortly before rune, in a

way that must have satisfied the most doubtful as to the ex-

traordinary influence of the vapour emitted by the machines.
Along the promenade of the gardens, facmg the Thames,
was laid a tank, fifty feet long by five feet wide. This con-

tained 3.'J0 gallons of tar, over the surface of which was dis-

tributed a quantify of shavuigs, which, being well saturated

in the infiammaljle liiiuid, rendered their ignition most
fierce and rapid. Being lighted, the flames quickly ex-

tended along the whole length of fifty feet of the tank, pre-

senting a body of fire rarely seen at any of tlie conflagra-

tions which occur in the raeti-opolis. Wlule the multitude

were wondering as to the way tliis mass of flame was to be
extinguished, two men, each bearing a machine, appeared at

tbn windwai'd end of the blazing tank, and liaviug directed

the vapour upon the flanu's, they followed tliera up the

extent of the tank, and, within halt a minute from the time

of the annihilator being first employed, the entu-e body of

fire, as if by magic, was extinguished, not a spni'k being ob-

servable. Tremendous cheers from all pai-ts of the gardens
followed the close of this successful and highly-interesting

experiment. It was then suggested to have an ' amateur

'

trial by the police, so as to show how the machine might be
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used by that body, or by strangers. AnotherlByer of shavings

was thrown over the tar tank, and, being lighted, two officers

in the tiravesend I'orce, aided by Mr. White, the superin^

tendent, faced tlie devouring element, and, throwing in the

vapour, subdued the conflagration abuost as promptly as in

the tirst trial. 'J'liis also elicited much applause, the utter

extinction of tho smallest particle of burning ember ex-

citing general surprise and admiration.
" The next experiment was upon tlie hold of a ship, a

trial which attracted the special observation of the erai-

gi'ation eouiraissioners and the many shipowners present.

The hulk of an old vessel, named the AVear, was moored
alongside the garden wall or quay, and in the forehold,

moasuring some 2(1 feet long, 17 feet wide, and II feet high,

were stowed Vi sugar hogsheads, 06 resin and turpentine
barrels, ii. saltpeti'e bags, :lfi sacks of shavings, J cwt of

resin, and S gallons of turpentine—as highly inflammable a

character of ciu-go as perhaps was ever heai'd of being stowed
in so limited a space. It was said that the directors were
desirous of puflmg astrong and extreme case before the com-
missioners, in order to exhibit the full power of the invention,

an anxiety which we fancy was fully answered ; for, in truth,

with such a cargo, a vessel would be really a "fire-ship."

Previous to the contents of the hold being ignited, the com-
missioners, with Captain Lean, and several other gentlemen,
went on board, and devoted some ten minutes view about
the bulk. V.'ith the exception of two or three annihilators,

which stood upon the deck, no arrangement was observable
for subduing tlie approaching conflagration. The signal

being given, the hold was tired, and in a few minutes a body
of flame shot up through tiie hatchway which must have
teen seen for miles round. The entire mass of inflam-

mable materials having been allowed to get firmly alight,

the machines were applied, and, after about half a minute's
streaming of the vaprous cloud, the fire, which threatened
the immediate destruction of tlae vessel, was subdued. A
quantity of smoke kept rising for some few minutes after-

wards, but that was quickly suppressed, and the hulk soon
assumed its former safe appearance, indicating but little of

having been the scene of so fierce a conflagration a few
minutes previously. The result of this test formed the

subject of a very interesting discussion amongst the nautical

and scientific gentlemen present. It is ah'eady known that

her Majesty's commissioners have already approved of the
annihilators for use in passenger ships, whenever the owners
can be induced to put them on board instead of fire-engines ;

and doubtless this satisfactory and confirmatory proof of

their great value, as a protection against the ravages of fire,

will tend much to their being more generally kept on boai'd

vessels, foreign or coasters.

" The machines were next brought to bear upon a wooden
house, erected upon the promenade, the frontage looking to

the pier. It was '-!.") feet high, contained 70 spruce deal

boards, and a cart-load of shavings and reeds, with six

gallons of tai' and turpentine, and 2k lb. of resin. The
exterior had the appearance of an orcUnary private dwell-

ing, but we question whether any goods atid chattels could

ever burn like the combustible stufi" which was stowed in

this doomed house. A fire was kindled on the basement
floor, and, as may be imagined, quickly extended to the roof.

Huge volumes of flames shot from every window ami aper-

tiu-e in the building, presenting the appearance of an un-
controllable conflagration, and illuminating the river and
district for many miles. The whole being literally one body
of fire, the annihilators were brought forward, and the

acid gas and steam which they emitted being directed

into tho flaming jiile, in less than a minute the fire was
extinguished, a feat that drew forth the most enthusiastic

plaudits.

" This closed the demonstration a.s far as regards the an-

nihilator, the great value and efficacy of which was fully

borne out by the severe tests to which it was applied, and
which excited the satisfaction of all present. A very beautiful

display of Kobson's rockets and signal lights then took place,

some of the former reaching a very great altitude. The more
elile portion of the visitors then withdrew to the Clarendon
Hotel, and afterwards returned to town by a special train,

which left at eleven o'clock. We should not forget to men-
tion that the general an'angemeut of the demonstration

was under the direction of Mr. Ciutis, the secretary of the

company, whose courtesy in affording us the fullest informal
tion we have to acknowledge."

Now, we should not have thought ourselves justified in

publishing this report, if we had not had the additional testi-

mony of some gentleman who was present, and on whom we
can place full reliance. Such a witness is Mr. Moxon, sen.,

and he writes to us as follows ;

—

" Haring witnessed the experiments myself with this

machine, I think it due to the cause of humanity to send you
the above brief account of the proceedings, taken from a
daily paper. At the dinner, there were many of the very
lai-gest ship-owners of this port; who, after witnessing the
experiments, were requested by the Chau'raan to state frankly

and freely if they had any doubts as to its practical utility,

while all parties were face to face. So far from there being
a dissentient voice, all agreed that they were entirely satis-

fied of its utility and practicability. Such being the case, I

hope yoit will give currency to an invention of such moment
to us all.—The Amazon, with two of the small-sized machines,
would have been safe ; cost to the shipowner, .30s."

THE RICH WIDOW.
By the Authoress of " My Floicers."

In one of my last papers I gave a sketch of one who was
" seeking rest and finding none." It was an instructive

lesson, and I hope very many of my readers are laying it

closely to heart. I will now give a slighter glance at the
dechniug days of poor Eobert's widow, who still lives, but

whose rest is little better than his own. It is said by an
old proverb, that "two of a trade seldom agree." However,
the trade of Eoberts and his wife was the same, and they
agreed admirably ; they loved tho world, money, and gain;
they strove for it in the same way, and used it in the same
way, too. Indeed, unless people of tliis particular trade do
get together, it is certain death to tlie open hearted one ;

the " liberal soul " would pine and sink under the horror of

perpetual money-scraping. It is a feeling most difficult to

change ; a spendthrift mai/ be taught prudence in time, but
a lover of gain can scai'cely ever be made liberal ; and so, in

the face of the old proverb, Eoberts and his wife went on
very comfortably together.

After her husband's death, Mrs. Eoberts retked from the

shop, and settled herself in a very nice cottage in the same
village. The front of the house was all covered over with

monthly roses, jasmine, and other ci'eepers, and there was
a good garden at the back. She was rich ; her scraping

husband had provided handsomely for her, and she had
nothing to do but enjoy it. There she sat, in handsome
motirning, without children to provide for or be anxious

about, and nothing to disturb her; but she was grasping

still. She possessed several cottages, which she let at high
rents, fai" beyond their merits, and gained the name of a

very hard landlady. I know there is much to be said for

owners of cottages ; there is a great deal of quiet, respect-

able dishonesty among the poor, if my readers can under-

stand my meaning. There is a great backwardness as to

rent among those who have very good characters; and great

dispositions to defraud the landlord of his light, in many
who profess to abhor debt, and to walk lionestly before men.
This I know from observation and experience; but still,

among landlords, tliere is a hard way, and a soft way, of

doing things; and Mrs. Eoberts went the hard way to work.

She gained a hard name ; and there was no one prepared to

come forward and explain matters so as to clear her from
the charge.

She was an alllicted woman in her health. She sufl'ered

constantly from soreness in the legs ; and for months she
would be confined to the house in this way, so that her
money, though it enabled her to procure comforts, could not
deliver licr in the day of trouble ; and when people are

niggardly, they will deny themselves what they want, rather

than p.ai't with the idol they worship. When she was well

she was clothed in gay attire, and looked smart and comely ;

but this deep-seated disease, like the leprosy of sin, rankled
within, and broke out continually. A farmer in the neigh-
bourhood, a money-lover Uke herself, wished to make her
his wife, but she dreaded giving up her idol into any one
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else's power, and she loitered so much on the road to a
second jnarriiigo, tliat her suiter faded and died, and she
remains still a widow. I have already sketched the melan-
choly tale of J. B., whose hoarded stacks were devoured with
mice and rats. He was the man.
Some months ago, Mrs. Roberts became seriously ill, so

much so that she kept her bed. An inward fever devoured
her; she was racked with pain, exhausted with weakness,
and her life was despaired of. In this condition, it was
natural to suppose her poor worldly mind would be aroused
to call upon God ; when perishing things were passing
away, she might be anxious to possess riches which could
not be snatched from her. But no ; she could not be aroused
to feel the state of her soul ; she could not see its darkness,
or its disease ; she was satisfied that all was well. She was
very desu-ous to recover, very dissatisfied with the doctor,
and not pleased with what she thought neglect on the part
of some other persons ; but she had no higher considerations
than these on her sick bed ; and some kind neighbours, who
waited upon her, were pained and grieved to find all their
efl'orts to awaken her to spiritual things were utterly vain.

Nothing marks more clearly the character of a person
than the way they are spoken of in sickness and death. A
man may pass without much notice while he is alive and
well, but let him he down in a sick-bed, and yon find out his
worth in public estimation dii-ectly. The sorrow, or the iu-

dilference of his neighbours, lets you into his real character
at once ; and nothing is more sad than to hear of sickness
without a blessing breathed over it.

No one lamented the probable loss of poor Mrs. Roberts.
Many were son-y for her, but no one was sorry for them-
selves or others. There were no widows to make lamen-
tations, or to " show the coats and gannents " she had
made. There was, really, only one individual who spoke of
her kindly. It is not necessary that a person should do
more than their means waiTant ; it is not necessai-y tliat

alms should be given, and gifts multiplied, to buy an
honoured name ; because, nine times out of ten, such things
cannot be done, even by those whose hearts are full of love
to men. But when a person is really kind and benevolent,
a thousand kindnesses and benevolences will flow daily
around tbem, and make them pleasant to their fellow-
creatures, so that their loss will be felt and lamented by all.

Poor Jlrs. Rubcrts ! her good things had not been scattered
around ; her heart had not been enlarged towards her poorer
bretln-cu

; and she had even requited the attentions of her
superiors very unhandsomely.

It has pleased the Lord of mercy to raise her again from
her sick bed ! The day of grace has not yet closed upon
her; she has time afforded her, and those who have most
kindly waited upon her, without fee or reward, are well fitted

to set before her " the things that belong unto her peace,"
if she will but hear them. She is able again to creep out
into the world, but the very people she has lived among did
not know her again when they lirst saw her ; lier face was
that of a stranger to them, so greatly is she changed.

Headers ! can this be called rest, or peace ? It is a proof
of the long-suflering of the Lord, but it is not happiness.
Oh ! that the raising up of the body may lead to the raising
np of the soul, and then her " peace wiU be as a river."

Money can give no comfort, nor, indeed, can all the works
of the law give pardon and peace, if we laboured ever so
liard to do them. There is but one work which can give us
peace, and rest, and save our souls alive. May it please the
God of all grace to enable us, readers, as well as her, to do
it. What is this one work ? The Word of tlie Lord shall
tell us.

" Jesus answered and said unto them, This is the work of
God, that ye believe on Him whom He hath sent.

'

SEA WEEDS.—No. 9.

SUB-GLASS 2.

RHODOsPEnjiES on Ceh-Uiiales.

{ Continuedfrom pnge 408.)

The exquisitely beautiful plants contained in this second
great division of the Marine Alga; are very numerous and
form a large proportion of the whole. They vary in colour,

from the finest rose, or even scarlet, to piu-ple and reddish-
brown ; and it is a curious fact, that the finest colotirs are

developed in deep pools, or where the plants are shaded by
the large Melanosperms. A labouring man, who is much
interested in all branches of Natural History, and is now de-

voting some of his leisure hours to the study of sea plants,

gives me an interesting account of his having discovered the
beautiful rosy Belesseria sunrjiihica growing on rocks covered
by about five or six fathoms of water when the tide is full.

He can only visit these rocks at very low ebb tides, and even
then he has to wade in water about three feet deep. He
describes the rocks as covered by a crust of sand resembling
a honey-comb, and filled with a kind of worm, with many feet

or suckers. He says, that the Delesserin looks beautiful when
waving to and fro in the water, contrasted with the dark

green and oUve weeds. The shell-fish moving about in all

directions, so numerous as to remind him of the people in a

large town, aU seeming to have a portion of work to do, and
all in the greatest hurry imaginable. Then it struck this

energetic naturahst that it was a strange thing how many
men had lived all their lives in the neighbourhood of these

wonders of the creation without once looking aside to notice

tbem ; and he thanked God for givmg him a desire to in-

vestigate the works of His hands.

He speaks of another of the red weeds, whose habitation

is also in deep water, growing on very soft sand, or rather

mud—this is Griffilhsia setiicca; and it must be in great pro-

fusion, for he says, that when covered by the sea the bank
looked like blood ! It is of a full, rich red, and has some
remarkable properties, which I shall mention when I des-

cribe it. I now proceed to

ORDER 7.—RHODOMELACE^.
" Red or bro\vn sea-weeds, witli a leafy or fihform areolated

or fiUform frond, composed of polygonal cells."

—

Harveij.

ODONTHALIA.—Xyn(/6.
From two words signifying a tooth and a branch.

]. Odonthaix^ dextata (Toothed).—Root a hard disk,

with irregularly branching winged fronds of a deep red,

becoming almost black as the plant advances in age, but
forming very beautiful specimens when young, and adhering
well to paper, which it does not do late in the season.

" Frond branching, spreading, the branches distichous,

alternately pinuatifid, pinnula; toothed at their apex ; cap-
sules ovate, pedunculate, panicled, iu axillarj' clusters."

—

Grcv, I believe this may he considered as a northern weed.
I have beautiful specimens from AiTan and Saltcoats.

a. EHODOMELA.—Jj.

From two words signifying red and black.

1. Rhodo:.iela LvcoronoiDES (Lycopodium - like).

—

" Frond cylindrical, elongated, mostly simple, densely clothed
with finely divided bushy ramuh, intermixed with the seta

ceous remains of a former series at their base."

—

Grerillc.
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This plnut is common ia Scotland and the north of

England and Ireland ; it is from four to eighteen inches long.

3. IxHODOMELA suEFUscA (Slightly-brown).— " Frond
cylindrical, very much branched; branches alternate."

Frequent; four to ten inches high ; colour red-brown, be-

coming almost black when di-ied, and in winter becoming so

coarse and shaggy that it could only be recognised by those

who are aciiuainted with it.

BOSTRYCHIA.—.1/oH(.

1. BosTRYcniA scoKnoiDEs (Scorpion-like). — "Frond
cylindrical, slender, attenuated, three or four times pinnated

witli horizontal branches, the uppermost involute at the ex-

tremity."

—

Haivfy. This curious little plant of which I have
specimens from tlie south of England, grows both on rocks

in the sea, and in saltwater ditclies, in tufts somewliat
entangled. It is of a purple colom', black when di-y ; the

name is from a word which signifies a ringlet or cm'l of hair,

which this fantastic little plant somewhat resembles.

4. EYTIPHLCEA.—.4y.

" Frond thread-shaped, pinnate, transversely striate, reticu-

lated ; the axis articulated, composed of a circle of large,

tubular', elongated cells (siphons) surrounding a central cell.

Name from two words signifjing a wrinkle and bark, because
the surface is transversely wrinkled when dry."

—

Hamy.
1. RvTiPHLCFA piNASTROiDEs.—On rocks near low water,

frequent on the south coaxt of England; fourto eight inches
high ; cartilaginous and of a dull red colour, which changes
to black in drying.

2. E. coMPLAN.iTA.—Veij rare ; on rocky beds of shallow
tide-pools ; colour a dark brown-red.

3. Pi. THUYOIDES.—Frequent in tide-pools ; three to four
inches high; mucli branched; colour brown or brownish-
yellow.

4. K. FEUTicui.osA.—On rocks covered with sand, common,
substance cartilaginous; colour dull reddish-brown.

.'^i. rOLYSIPHONIA.— Grcu.

" Frond filamentous, partially or generally articulate
;
joints

longitudinally striate, composed of numerous radiating cells

(siphous) disposed round a central cavity. Fructification

two-fold on distinct plants ; 1, ceramidia containing a tuft

of pear-shaped spores ; 'J, tetraspores imliedded in swollen

branchlets; name from ;)o/i<s, many, and .s/^jAon, a tube. A
vast genus, of which nearly ^idO species, from all parts of the
world, have been described ; many probably more than once
under different names."

—

Ilarvci/.

SUB-GENUS 1.—OLIGOSIPHONIA.
Primary tubes ; four, rarely five.

POLYSIPIIOXIA.
1. P. URCEOIATA.—.inelegant little plant, growing on rocks,

and often on Laminaria dii/ilalit, and other algte; from three

to nine inches high, the stem at tlie base the thickness of

horse-hair; dark red, and in large bmiches ; rigid.

2. P. F0E3I0SA.—Verj' slender and soft, mucli divided and
resembling P. viceohUa in some respects, but more slender ;

from six to ten inches high. Not uncommon, but extremely
beautiful.

y. P. STRICTA.—Much tufted and bristly.

4. P. ruLMXATA.—Growing on rocks and alg:v, not un-

common, in thick tufts, about an inch high ; colour red or

purplish.

!>. P. FiBEATA.—On rocks and other algre. I found it

growing abundantly in small rock pools at Bamborough,
forming a delicate and beautiful fringe round their margin

;

stem two to ten iuclies long, of a dark brown ; tender, and
soon decomposing in fresh water.

C. P. spiKixosA.—" Dark red ; branches divaricate, some-

what rigid; the ramuli short, straight, subulate ; articulations

about equal in length and breadth, three-tubed."

—

Grev.

Extremely rai-e ; found at Appin by Captain Carmichael,

who only discovered one specimen.
7. P. PacnAi:i>soNi.—"At Colvend, Dumfries, by Sir John

Richardson. Of this species riothing is known beyoud a

single specimen preserved in the Hookerian Herbarium, and
figured in ' I'hycologia Britanica.'"

—

Ilnrvcy.

IS. P. Grifiitiisiaxa.—Very rare. " Parasitical on Po/yWis
roliindiis, at Torquay."

—

Mrs. Griffiths.

fl P. Ei.ONGEr.r.A.—Growing on rocks between tide marks;

rather rare ; stems two to four inches high ; the ramuli

sometimes thickly tufted, and of a beautiful rose-red. Isle

of Man, Ayrshire coast, and, indeed, Harvey says, generally

distrilrated round the British shores.

10. P. EI.ONGATA.—Stems six to twelve inches high, as

thick as whipcord, robust and cartilaginous; on stones and

shells ; the ramuli form tufts of crimson at the tips of the

branches.

11. P. GRE^ILLII.—Found by Dr. Greville on the shores

of Bute, on the larger algse.

12. P. viOLACEA.—Brown, red, or purple ; bushy, six to

eight inches high.

I:!. P. C.AnMicH.Ei.icrH.— "Filaments tufted; rigid;

branched from the base ; foimd parasitical on Dvsmareslia

iiailalcii, at Appin, by Captain Carmichael."

—

Harvey.

14. P. FiERiLLOSA.—" Pale straw-colour ; six to ten inches

long ; stem thicker than a bristle ; a tender and fragile plant."

S. B.

(^To he continued.)

DISEASES OF POULTRY.
LEG WEAKNESS.

The symptoms of this disease require, imfortunatcly, but

a brief description, as there are but few breeders of choice

birds who have not seen, at one time or other, some of then-

most promising cockerels and pullets " go down on their

legs," becoming unable to stand except for a very short

time, and then suddenly sinking down up on tlieir hocks : this

state of tilings is not necessarily accompanied with any

evident illness, as ttie birds eat with their usual appetites,

and continue to grow. I regard the disease as being occa-

sioned by weakness, either constitutional, or caused by very

rapid growth ; and on looldng over my notes of cases, I find

that it is more frequent in the chickens of young than in

those of old parents ; that it is much more common among
cockerels than pullets ; and tlie greatest number of p.atients

have been Cocliins, next Spanisli, then Dorkings, and hut

few among the other varieties.

Originally (being over-intluenced by a medical friend,

who took a diftei-ent view of tlie disease) I treated it locally,

applying mustai-d plaisters, blisters, tincture of iodine, &q.,

to the liocks, Viut without any good efl'ect. Lately, I have

adopted a totally different system of treatment, and witli the

most marked and permanent benefit. Ilcgarding it as

muscular weakness, I have endeavoured to remedy it by

giving the birds a fair quantity of flesh-forming food, such

as oatmeal, with a supply of worms, snails, &c., and a daily

dose of three to eiglit grains of citrate of iron, and at tlie

same time have kept them out of the wet, and at night

housed them woruily. Under this treatment, I have found

that the appetite improves, the bird becomes stronger, the

comb reddens, an:l the power of standing and walking

returns. I exceedingly regret that 1 did not pursue this

plan with my earlier patients, as I am confident I should

have saved many birds by adopting it. One case, in par-

ticular, I well remember, as it was that of a splendid Cochin

cock, which was forwarded mo from a celebrated stock at

"Wigan; the value of the bird prompted me to use every

care as to housing, feeding it, Ac. ; but, as it frequently

occurs in these cases, it caught cold, from want of exercise

became rheumatic, and died suddenly from inflammation of

the heart. I have now under treatment a Cochin pullet,

which could not stand when I received her six days ago,

and which now walks voluntai-ily thirty or forty yards at a

time, and stands to feed.

In those cases of leg weakness which I have examined

after death, I have found nothing more than an imusual

paleness and laxity of the muscles and tendons ; this cir-

cumstance, and the fact that the disease more frequently

occurs in the chickens of young birds, and that it is more
common in the heavier cockerels than in the lighter and

more slowly-growing pullets, I think fully prove that my
suggestion as to its being merely muscular weakness is

correct; but whatever view may be taken of the disease, I

can state, most confidently, the beneficial action of the

citrate of iron. The doses I have found most effectual are
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about three or four grains daily to liirds of two months' age,
and a larger proportion to those which are more mature ; the
most convenient mode of giving it being to mix in with a
small quantity of meal. Although more expensive, I much
prefer the citrate to the other preparations of iron in these
cases, as it is milder in its action, and is destitute of the
powerful (and, in this disease, injurious) astringent effect

of the sulphate. The diet should be moderate in quantity,
and nutritious, but not fattening; for it is certain that there
is no more frequent cause of the disease than the forcing
process which is constantly followed with valuable birds,

which causes them to grow more rapidly tlian is consistent
with a due development of muscular strength.

W. B. Tegetmeiek, Tulleiiliam.

THE COTTAGE GARDENER'S PONY.
(Co)illii lied from page 308.)

EvEKY other department of riu-al economy, connected
with the humane and enlightened care of the ordinary
domestic animals, may be made a source of interest and
enjoyment of the most refined liind. But just step from
the rabbit-hutch, the poultry-house, the cow house, and
dairy, and the greenhouse, into the stable, and what a dif-

ferent moral atmosphere you begin to breathe ! To be
knowing about horses has always been considered an equi-
vocal sort of distinction : no wonder that all the best modern
essays on the subject have been anonymous. It is to be
hoped that better times are coming ; even as it is now com-
petent to any gentlemen to speak of his personal e.xpe
riences in our Australian colonies without seeing every
breeches' pocket at once buttoned-up, and an evident un- I

willingness in any gentleman or lady present to allude to
convictions—of tlicir minds, or transporls—of the heart.
The first question which stares you in the face when i

proposing to live in the country, is the expense, and annoy- i

auce, and dread of having anything whatever to do with
horses, or carriages, or grooms, on the one hand ; and on the '

other, the inconvenience of doing without something of the
j

sort. In the course of my desidtory scampers in your
|colunms (remembering all the while that my Pegasus is not
{

very lofty, although I believe he is long-winded enough) I
;

have endeavoured to show that much of the charge of horse-
1

keeping is unnecessary, self-imposed, and conventional ; and
the whole system too clever and artificial by half; being
almost peculiar to our own happy but somewhat prejudiced
and vainglorious land.

In the old-fashioned countries where birth, rank, and
station, claim an almost slavish deference, anything like our
prevaiUng passion for ostentatious rivalry in equipage is not
suftered to pervade the middle classes. Your kindness per-
mitted me to take up no small jportion of yotu pages, on a
former occasion, with a critical inquiry into the " carnage,"
considered as a means of making a certain appearance, and
maintaining a person's station, in society ; a thing tliat I have
nothing particular to object to. If no better way can be
found out for advertising a man's rank, this one is a very
ancient and approved method, no doubt. But the status of
a cottage gardener does not require to be set forth with much
varnish and a profusion of lace and silver-plated furniture

:

he just wishes to pass on his way quietly and pleasantly ; not
vainly loitering on purpose to be stared' at ; having no ambi-
tion to drive or cut his way into a more exalted sphere, he
has no professed cook ; neither has he a professed groom.
Caleb Balderston and the pony, by their honest toil on the
laud during a portion of their time, contrive to replace no
little of what they consume of the earth's produce. Rely
upon it, the ' dapes inempta; ' or good things which are of
home production, are highly digestible both for man and
beast.

The change which has just been made in our assessed tax
gives me an opportunity of referring to a former remission of
duty, and its results, on men's maimers.
A quarter of a century ago, a witness in a celebrated trial

spoke of a noted gambler and scamp as a respectable man.
" What do you mean by a respectable man," thundered the
majesty of the law. " He kept a gig, my lord," was the con-
clusive answer. A gig of that day was no light afl'aii-. It

weighed five hundred weight ; cost fifty guinea.s
;
paid a

heavy tax ; required a sound, clever, valuable horse to draw
it; and was maintained at a total cliarge of XTO to i^isn a
year. It only carried two passengers after all, and afforded
no protection from tlie rain beyond a leather apron and a gig
umbrella. But then, it made a bagman, or a blackleg, respect-

able. But wl]en Lord Althorp took the duty off bi-rotals* under
£2(1 value, thinking, good easy man, to benetit,here and there,

a few butcliers and parish doctors, small farmers and such
hke people ; it was discovered by the coach-builder, that he
could, at twenty pounds, turn out a far lighter, and more
commodious vehicle, carrying four people.

Immediately after the introduction of \Vhitechapels,market-
carts, and drags, respectability took refuge in a four-wheeled
phaeton ; with much weight and polish about the same; mov-
ing slowly, from place to place, as if half-conscious of the duty
imposed upon it. Now that this duty is reduced from £!) to £i,
I fear the phaeton will be not quite so grand a thing as before,

though it may possibly become rather more generally useful.

Our transcendental finance minister, in reducing the car-

riage duties, characterised the old restriction scale as a
sumptuary law. No doubt about the matter. Its operation
was the same as the wine duty of one shilling per bottle

still is. This amounts to an actual prolubition on any but
the superior descriptions of wine ; and on all but the more
opulent class of imbibers. Thus, one of the choicest gifts of
a bountiful Providence, " to comfort the heart of man," in

England only "comforts the heart" of those who ai'e least

in want of consolation ; and its use is, by our laws, decreed
to form a sort of standard of social position and liberal

means and luxurious hving. Thus, the better kinds of wine
only are drunk, and that by the better classes. So it used
to be in the case immediately before us. People said,—as

this heavy duty must be paid, we may as well pay it on a fine

carriage as on a plain one. At one time, very poor, plain,

cheap conveyances, were buUt, except for the post-masters;
and it is curious enough that postmasters, by curtailing

much that was unnecessary ; by aiming at nothing beyond a

certain neatness ; and especially by attending to the light-

ness of the build of their vehicles ; have always been able to

pay a duty of three-halfpence per mile, and tjct jwst you
thcaper fhan i/oii could Inivtl bij your own corriaye.

A posting conveyance is built at about three-quarters the
expense of one of a similar description buik for private use

;

and the lightness of build of the latter is usually altogether
made secondary to appearance; while, in the former, ap
pearance is made secondary to lightness of draught.

In the following calculations, the compendium of horse-
flesh supposed to be kept, is such an animal as it is not
uncommon to find at a country inn, or belonging to a country
butcher, or cattle-dealer. These .sort of people will usually
put you into the way of procuring, at from X'ls to .£'<!.5, exactly
the beast you require— about 14! hands high; not very
fascinating in appearance at first, but capable of wonderful
improvement in the course of one or two years. Where a
full-sized, handsome, clever horse is ke)>t, whether for more
extended farm operatious, or to draw a large family carriage,

he will cost Is. aweek more in hay, and Is. lid. in corn. The
man's time, and other variable expenses, wiU be greatly

more or greatly less, as business or pleasure is the main
object. A smaller pony may, of course, be kept at, say one-
quarter less ; but then his services on the garden-farm must
be wholly inconsiderable as a set-ofl'.

A stout pony may be made to cover the whole of his ex-
penses by confining him altogether to farm work, except
when he takes you to chiu-ch or market. I certainly think
he should ease the man of so much of the laborious part of
cultivating and manuring a few acres of farm-garden, as
will be a complete set-off against the charge of grooming

;

but I have no sort of confidence that tlie whole of my
system will be always canied out. Thcrtjhri^. I have put
down grooming at X'lO 1:3s. per annum. (We should grow
our own oats, but we <lon't). But, where an elderly gentle-
man or lady requires driring out every fine day, this wages
must be at least doubled, and five guineas added for livery.

The cost of a carriage, also, of one description, is about four
times that of another. Thus

—

1. A two-wheel conveyance, whether marketcai't. White-

* Two-wheeled vehiclel.

—

Printer'n Devil.
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chapel, insiile or outsiile car, or diag, need only cost from
.£10 to £2r>.

'i. The same, somewhat stronger, with a light moveable

head, and axletrec beat to keep the whole neai'er to the

ground, from ,l'i2^^ to X'oli.

n. A very li^ht, plain, open pony-phaeton, with a servant's

or child's seat l)ehiud, comes to about the same price.

4. A. double-bodied headed pbaelon, with driver's seat in

front, for timid ladies, or grave, elderly gentlemen, £bb, and
upwards. The latter, also, will take a full-sized horse.

The duly on a two-wheel carriage is l.')s, ; on a four-

wheel, willi one horse, 40s. ; weai", 2fls. ; man, 'JOs.

Rent of an acre of summer pasture-land, in which
the pony runs out at night, for, say '20 weeks, £ s. d.

from sunset to (i A.M. .. .. .. o

Cost of two feeds of coiii, weighing 5 lbs., given

in summer, during the daytime, which feeding

is kept in a loose box, 35 lbs. per week, for '20

weeks, at Jd. a pound .

.

.

.

..250
N.E. When the pony and man work

enough ground to grow yoiu' oats this

figure would be less.

Man's time—an hom--and-a-half to two hours per
day, or 1 day in the week in summer, at 2s. 6d.

per day .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..260
Rent of J of an acre of meadow - groimd for

winter's keep, at i.'4 per acre .

.

..30
Corn, 10 lbs. per day, for 32 weeks in winter, or

100 stone, at ^d. per pound .

.

..700
Man's time 2.J hours per day, or 1^ days per
week ; 32 winter weeks, at 4s. .

.

..880
Straw, l{d. per day, for 32 winter weeks . . 18
Shoeing, £2 ; sadlery, harness, S:e., £2 ; tax, XI 5

Roots for winter use; hiiing of haymaJcers;
groom's time in leading out mamu'e, itc, are

put down as nothing, in consideration of pony's

services in and about the allotment .

.

..000
£32 6

An ordinary carriage, with care, should last five

years, and be worth, at the end of that time,

the amount spent in keeping it in repair. This
gives £3 7s. for the annual use of the very

plainest veliicle, and 1.5s. tax on the same . . 4 2

Pony's annual deterioration, say .

.

..2120

£30

Extra for wear and tear, and
tax, of double-bodied j)haeton

(driven by Caleb) £10
Horse extra .

.

..500 annual loss

Ditto .

.

..680 aanual keep
Man's wages .

.

. . 10 extra
Do. livery .

.

..500
30 8 extra

80

£75 8

Thus, a serviceable nag, and light conveyance, need not

cost you more in the country than fifty pounds or guineas

a-yeai- ; and, where a good deal of farm-labour is got

through, the cliarge may be reduced again by one-third. But,

where a lai-ge portion of Caleb's time is taken up in driving,

and a very complete little equipage is kept, the expense is

greatly increased indeed.

In a shilling Hand-book, recently written, in London, for

the guidance of paities living in the country, the cost of a

horse for a year is set down at £120. This is not made to

include either the expense of the carriage, or tlie wear and
tear and loss from buying and selling horses. On the con-

ti-ary, in Flanders it is calcidated that a small farm of fifteen

acres, pa} ing £40 a-year rent, will maintain an industrious

family, employ one horse, and leave a profit for the fai-mer !

My own calculation is between the two ; I have partly

pointed out, however, the secret sources of expense in the

one extreme, and of economy in the other. Vibgvoe.

(2*0 be continued.)

BRAHMA POUTRA, OR GREY SHANGHAE
FOWLS.

I TRUST you will kindly allow mo space in yoiu' columns
for a few remarks in reply to your correspondent's rather

sweeping denunciation uf (Irey Shanghaes in general, and
Brahma I'outras in particular, which I have just read,

prefaced by a few remarks by yourself, in the present

number (August 25th.) of The Coii.vge Gakdeneb.
I am fortunate enough to agree with your correspondent

in the opinion that what are called Brahma Poutras, or,

rather, the genuine birds of the strain known by that name,
are " nothing but Grey Shanghaes ;" but from the imqualifled

assertion he makes that they are " a very coarse variety of

the ugliest of them," and very deficient in many of the

beauties we are accustomed to look for in buffs and other

colom's," I beg entu-ely to dissent. I might, indeed, with

equal assm'ance, mal^e a du'ectly opposite assertion ; for,

without even knowing your correspondent's name, I will

ventm'e to claim, at least, an equal amount of experience

with himself as regards this particular strain ; but our

respective views on these points being merely a matter of

individual opinion, you will, probably, attach as much weight

to my simply expressing a contrary opinion, as to the

strongest assertion unsupported by argument or proof. I

think, however, " it will not bo diflicidt to find arguments
that will, if not disprove yom' correspondent's assertion,

at least, show that his estimate of these birds is quite at

variance with the opinion of all who have had the best

opportunities of forming a correct one ;

" but before I

attempt this, I must beg again to differ from him in another

statement he makes, namely, that the Brahma Poutras sent

by Dr. Bennett " are precisely the same " as the strain of

Greys, known previously in this country, of whose history

he gives, I believe, a correct sketch. I have had good
opportmiities of knowing Mr. Stainton's breed of Greys, and
must confess my own opinion to be, that they differ as much
in character from the American birds as almost any two

strains of Shanghae of somewhat similar plumage well can.

I am here speaking only of the best samples of either strain,

and do not, of course, include in the comparison any of the

so-called Brahmas, and 1 believe there are not a few such

that ai-e of mixed origin. But if I am ^vrong in this opinion,

and if, as your correspondent affirms, the two strains are
" identical," there is sometViing very inconsistent in the

strong terras of disparagement in which he speaks of them
in the first part of his letter, and in his afterwards de-

scribing some male birds of one of the strains (exhibited by

Mr. Stainton) "as splendid Grey Cocks;" nor is it easy to

reconcile with iiis very unfavotirable estimate of them, the

fact he incidentally mentions, that a pen of the same
variety, exhibited at Birmingham, 1851, the first show in the

kingdom, were held by the judges of that show to have

sufficient merit to entitle them to an extra prize, which

prize birds, I may add, were afterwards pm-chased by one

of oiu' most experienced amatem- judges, an undoubted

connoisseiu' in poultry matters. So far, then, by your cor-

respondent's own showing, there must, I submit, be no
inconsiderable merit in these birds. But to take the

Brahma Poutras separately, against which strain, doubtless,

your correspondent's censure is intended more particularly

to apply, if they are really so " coarse a variety of the

ngUest " of Shanghaes, and so " deficient in the beauties we
are accustomed to look for in other varieties," it certainly

seems passing strange that one of the best known fanciers

in the United States of -America should have selected

specimens of this, in preference to every other variety of

which America, equally with oiu'selves, can boast, as an
appropriate present to her Majesty, and that, let it be

imderstood, not under tlie pretence of their being a new
breed, for they were presented to her Majesty simply as
" Grey Shanghaes," but chietly owing to their being held by

the common consent of American fanciers (and I say this

advisedly) to possess, in a pre-eminent degree, most of the

very qualities which yom' correspondent so expressly denies

to them ; for their being, in fact, a strain of such rare beauty

as to be deemed a fitting and a " dainty " gift " to set before

tlie Queen."
1 wiU only further add, as some confirmation of this

approval by transatlantic fanciers, that at all the recent
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large shows in this country, where really good specimens of
the breed were exhibited, piizes liave been awarded them
by our own jutl.L^es, namely, at the " Royal Agricultural,"
the London " Baker Street," the " Great Yarmouth," and
the '* Surrey Zoological Gardens " Shows. W. C. G.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Begonia cinnabarina Seedlings (Tro?(ft/es(*mc).—If of the nature

of the rinnahnrina the plants will die down in winter. Previously to that
time do not let the temperature be much below 50^, if you can help it

;

but a pure atmosphere, a few degrees below that, will be better than a
higher one contaminated with gas, unless you have abundance of air.
When the leaves and stalks fade, a temperature not below 45"^, and dry-
ness, will do. If they are so small now as to continue growing all winter,
then you had better keep them in the gas-hcatcd room, but near a
window, 30 that they may have fresh air.

Co.N-cRETiNG SuBPACE OF ViNE-BORUERS AT Trentham {A Con-
stant Reader).—W'htn there last autumn, I observed that Mr. Fleming
had canvass over the borders of hia early houses to keep them dry. I
forgot to ask him how the concreting answered, and did not notice it.

Perhaps he will oblige us by stating. I covered a border of vines, for
three years, with a thin coating of tar, and a little road drift thrown on
it. The vines have borne most abundantly. I removed it this season,
because I thought the wood was getting rather weak. Though no water
had entered, the moisture was quite sutficient ; but the turfy matter near
the surface was not decomposed, owing to the absence of air. The roots
were very near the surface. If anything, the vines were too fruitful.
We have no doubt of the system of concreting answering, even though it

should be required to be broken away in several years.— R. F.
Cost of a GKEENnousE, Heating, &c. (J.T. J»/.)—You do not tell

us anything as to height of fruit, sashes, &c. ; and after having, last
. season, given the average price of wood, bricks, glass, iron-piping, &c.,
I we do not wish to specify what such things should cost at a great

distance from us. Near Liverpool, you can have everything in the way of
wood-work cut by machinery, which reduces price to the lowest.
Suppose you allow so much for bricks and wood, and then take your rule
and count the square-feet of glass surface, and allow tenpence, or a
shilling, for each foot, you will come near the mark for a fair price of
work. For a house twelve feet by ten. you would require from twenty-
four to thirty feet of four-inch pipe and a small boiler. You would see
how Mr. Fish heated such a small house bv a small flue beneath the floor.
Improving a Neglecteo Garden {R. H. G. .V.J.—Your alterations

are in excellent taste, and will render the garden economical in its
management. The pear-trees, on a low trellis, are rather near the wall,
but will do, if you keep them small by root-pruning every other year.
Their removal next month, or root-pruning, would accelerate their
fruitfulness. As your walk is only five feet wide, the trees should be
planted eighteen inches or two feet from the side that you intend for
arching over it ; and to have the matter perfect, it were as well, if by
means of a wall, or concrete, you prevented the roots getting beneath the
path, though, considering its width, this is a matter of no great moment.
For arching, a north and south walk would be preferable, as receiving
most sun to the two sides. In looking over the lists of trees referred to,
we advise you to place considerable reliance on the opinion of a local
nurseryman. He is likely to have the best stock of what will thrive best
in the neighbourhood. You cannot do better than follow Mr. Errington
to the very letter. Sis feet square is an average distance for Gooseberry
trees in a quarter. When he wrote of their being too thick, he had
reference chiefly to the branches of the bushes not being thinned-out.
We cannot, just now, lay our hands on the Lancashire grower's advertise-
ments, but very likely your nurseryman has ^ot all the best.
Ivv [L. A. r.)-—The large, broad-leaved^ Ivy, called '* Irish Ivy,*' is

by far the best plant you can use to cover your walls as you propose.
Ivy is too often a most ill-used plant ; because it grows wild anywhere
and anyhow, people take no pains to set it ofi" at first as it ought, and
then go about wondering why it does not cling to the wall. If we were
intending to plant young Ivy to-morrow, we would dress the border with
rotten dung as heavily as wc would for a crop of Cauliflowers, and for
the first two or three summers we would water it once in ten days with
rich liquid-manure, even if it rained all the time. No plant pays for
kind treatment so soon as Ivy.
CiSTUS (Ji-trf;.—Pray take special care of these beautiful trailing rock-

plants. They should have been pruned, more or less, every summer, im-
mediately after flowering; but you might prune away about one-half of
your plants now, as they arc so woody. The way to do it is this—turn up
the whole side of a plant, and you will see the undershoots the most
woody. If they grow very crowded, cut ofl one-half of the longest and
more woody very near the bottom ; after doing so all round, let the bush
take the right shape ; now select one-half of the shoots left, and cut them
in half their length ; and, after this, regulate the plants every year alter
flowering. When you w.int to confine them, lyut out the bottom-shoots

;

for flowering, cut only one-half of the shoots, or cut to different lengths
;

they come from cuttings easily enough in the spring, before they make
flower-buds.
Indian Rhododendrons (H.).—The new Sikkim Rhododendrons

are probably what you mean
; if so, I\Iay is the right time to plant them

out; the situation a sheltered one. There are other kinds from India
which are so hardy that they may be turned out at any season of the year.
Grapes Splitting 'J. jV'C.;.—Are you quite sure the Grape which

"cracks a fortnight before ripening," is the White i\ruscadine ? If it
is, the roots are past recovery, and the border is unfit for any known
Grape, for that is the very last Grape that will crack " in a high green-
house." Probably your vine is the St. Alban's Seedling, or^CAussc/o*

;
Musfme; and, if so, it will always crack, do what you will. If your
border is good, and well drained, the shortest method will be to plant a
true Hambro' or Muscadine ; and, as it comes to bear fruit, cut out that
which cracks. The brown spots on the fruit is never a sign of disease.
It is beheved to be caused at the time of thinning the Grapes, when the
akm IS so tender that the least rough touch will cause brown spots on
white bemes.

Feathers of Red Game Hkn (P. P.).—White feathers would be
highly objectionable on the wing of any red Game Hen.
Spanish Fowls {One in the Ring,

.

—We feel assured that the sen-
tence you have referred to v.as not written with any intention to de-
preciate Mr. Fo^'s birds, but solely to imply the absence of Capt.
Hornby's. The continued course of triumphs that has attended the
latter for eighteen months, has almost rendered it a matter of course
that his name should appear on the prize list with all the honours, and
thus the comparatively unusual occurrence of other names, as winners,
would induce the mention of his absence. No one, we perfectly agree
with you, can safely venture to rest on his oars, either in poultry or
graver matters ; and to maintain superiority is certainly not less difficult

than originally to acquire it. In fact, the vast number of eggs and birds

sent out by Capt. Hornby himself, must call for every possible exertion

on his part that he may not now be beaten by his own stock. We will

again assure you, that no tarnish was thus designed to be cast on Mr.
Fox.'s birds, and none, we are convinced, would more regret such an
interpretation of the passage in question than the gallant Captain
himself.— \\'.

Cropping for Pig-kee?ing 'A Cotistant Render).—The best crops
to grow for a breeding-sow are Swedish turnips, mangel wurzel, cabbages,
and beans. Your land being a light, poor soil, it must be supplied with
an abundance of manure, and dug a good depth, to grow these crops to

perfection. Each of them should be sown in rows two feet apart. The
best Cabbages to grow would be the Early Battersea, or York, which
would produce food for the sow till the Swedes are fit to use in the
autumn. In the beginning of August, the leaves may be stripped off

the mangel, not too close, which will produce an abundance of food ; and
may be continued till they are fit to take up in October. The Swedes
should be used first, as the mangel will keep well till the spring. The
beans could be grown in double rows, between every third row of the
above crops, which, from having plenty of space, would yield well

without occupying any extra ground ; or they could be grown on a portion

of the ground alternately, as a change for the other crops.
Keeping Floir

'

M. S.).—Small quantities are best kept in a covered
earthern pan, in a dry, warm closet. No judgment can be formed of a
dry, flattened Calceolaria bloom.
S.moking with burning Sawdust (S.).—The only consequence of

smoking with sawdust soaked in nitre will he that you will injure your
plants.

HoTEiA .Taponica {TAiVsAt).—This is now called Spirma barbata. It

is a hardy herbaceous plant, from Nepaul, blooms in the early part of
summer, has white flowers, and was introduced in 1S35.
Our First Four Volumes [Odd Fellow).—You can have them in

any form you prefer by applying to our publishers.
Begoma Zebrina and Thwaitii.—Any one having plants of these

to dispose of will find it answer to advertise in our pages.
i\IrsTY Flavour in Eggs (J. Sieicard].— It must arise from the food

the hens get. Although they have had the same run in the brewery-
yard for years, yet we are clearly of opinion that, in some way or other,
they obtain now stale and musty grains, which, in former years, they did
not obtain.

Melilotus leucantha.—" Having a lairge quantity of Melilotus
leucantha seed, I shall be happy to send a little to any bee-keeper re-
quiring the same, who will send me a directed and stamped envelope. As
I originally received mine through the kindness of a gentleman who
made an announcement in The Cottage Gardener, similar to the
above, I thir.k it my duty to f:»vour others in my turn. Can any of your ,

correspondents favour me with a little of the yellow 3IeIiIotus ? mine is

the xchite.—John Hudson, 12, Nevill-street, Souihport."
Topknot of Silver Poland (C. E.).—We were asked what we

considered the model of a Silver Poland's topknot, and our own taste, as
we replied at page 411,13 in favour of one perfectly white. This, how-
ever, is mere matter of taste ; for many, and amongst them Mr. Wingfleld,
prefer a white topknot spangled with black, and think it most in harmony
with the rest of their plumage. It is quite certain that a perfectly white
topknot is of very rare occurrence, and it is usually more or less marked
with black. When so marked, the most perfectly spangled is to be
preferred.

Wintering Greenhouse Plants. (J. T.).—Some plants, such as
Pelargoniums and Fuchsias, may be wintered in such a cold pit as you
mention, but not the more tender species.
Planting Potatoes (F. C. L.%— If j-ou intend only to plough the

grass-lands once, we should d^fcr planting until March; then plough,
and insert the sets, by the dibble, on the tops of every other furrow-slice ;

but under any mode it is bad husbandry.
Dead Swarms (T. A'. ^.).—They died of starvation. When very

wet weather occurs in June or July, soon after swarming, the Bee-
keeper should CT.amine his hives, to see whether they increase in weight.
If they do not, but rather dimmish, the Bees should be fed bountifully.
Unfruitful Vines {H. L. Z».).—The excessive luxuriance of your

Vines suflicicntly tells why they produce no Grapes; and the cause of
that over-luxuriance is " the border, 5 firet deep, composed of loam, rich
manure, and tan." This border would do to grow Asparagus and Cauli-
flowers, but not Grapes. Take up your Vines this autumn ; remove all the
soil, putin three feet of brickbata for drainage, and have the remaining
two feet filled with common turfy loam four parts, and one part limy
rubbish. Plant your Vines in this and they will he fruitful.

Heating Small Greenhouse [F. J. 'L.}—If you can have a supply
of gas, have a small hot-water apparatus heated by ga-*, as we have on
several occubions described. If you cannot have this, have a common
furnace and brick flue. The Five Sisters Rose is the old Grcvillea Rose
'Rosa mnltifiorir) . It is also called, sometimes, "The Seven Sisters."
Tiiese names are applied because there are so many difl'erent tints in the
flowers composing one bunch.
CocniN-CniNA Fowls {A poor itfan).—Send us your real address,

and we can aid you.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldeidgb, Winchester High-street,
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Someeville Oer, of Church Hill, Walthamstow, in the County of
Essex, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of Christ
Church, City of London.—September I5th, 1853.
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volume of " Memoirs of tlie Smithsouiau Institute,"

contains a curious paper on the parasitic species of

plants and animals growing in the bodies of animals.

Mr. Stainton presented a Catalogue of the library ol'

the late Mr, Stephens, preceded by a very interesting

biographical notice of that distinguished Entomologist.

A work by Messrs. Candeze and Cliapuis, entirely

devoted to the hirvfp of Coleojitcrous insects, was also

presented, being a valuable contribution towards the

science. Tlie first part, also, of a new projected work

by M. .lekel, of Paris, was also upon the table, remark-

able for having the text entirely written in Roman
cliaracters, in lithogra])b, by the author himself This

novel plan has been adopted with the view of issuing

at a much lower price than could otherwise be done,

works of a limited circulation. The title of this work

is " Eabricia Entomologica," and it is chiefly devoted

to the description of new species of Curndiomda. M.

Candeze, of Liege, communicated a request to be

favoured by English Entomologists witli species of

Elatcrida: in their collections, being engaged upon a

monograph of that family. It was also announced

that a new part of the " Transactions of the Society
"

(vol. ii. N.s
,
part 0), with two coloured plates, repre-

senting the transformations of various small species of

Lepidoplera, was ready for distribution among the
}

members. Mr. E. Bond presented a series of fine
i

specimens of the rare Pyralis farinalis, captured in

Cambridgeshire, in an outhouse attached to an oil mill.

The business of the Meeting consisted almost entirely

of notices of the captures of rare and new species of

minute f.epidoplerd, and of their b.abits and economy.

M. Weir exhibited specimens of the rare little Moth,

Coleophora Woelieella, and tlie cases formed by its

larVcB, as well as specimens illustrating the history of

another species which feeds in the inside of the capsules

of Sihne htflola. M\\ Edwin Siipphcrd exhibited some

very fine specimens of C.jnada denlalU, which had

been immersed in turpentine, and then covered with

powdered pipe-clay, to jirevent them from greasing.

This is an excellent plan, which should bo adopted with

all specimens liable to grease, as it docs not injure the

most delicate-scaled species. These, with specimens of

the rare C'oleophnni vulneraria, were taken near Dover,

on the coast. Mr. Sam. Stevens exhibited an extraor-

dinary variety of Limenitis sihUIa, the white markings

of the wings being almost sufl'used with black, taken

at St. Osyth ; and a new Simaelhis, from Arundel. Mr.

Westwood mentioned that he had reared a species of

Gnlenphora, from a cased larva found on Asparagus.

Mr. Edicston exhibited a specimen of Plusia bnicten,

to the eyes of which were attached the anthers of a

Honeysuckle-blossom. He likewise offered specimens

of this Moth to the members. Mr. W. Wing exhibited

specimens of a new British Ypsolophus (Y. verhascelliis),

from Korl'olk, found on Verhnseiim Jloccosmn ; and Jlr.

Waring a new British Eudorea {K. pdiaoleucaj. ilr.

Douglas mentioned tliat he had observed a remarkable
larva iu the leaves of the Dogwood, which was destitute

of true legs, and had only four rudimental prolegs.

When full grown it forms a flattened case for itself, by

cutting the two surfaces of the leaf in an oval form,

between which it is enclosed. A species, with nearly

similar habits, had been described by Reaumur, as

feeding upon the Vine, iu Italy. Mr. Douglas also

exhibited Oeleclda hrhella, from the Slutice armeria,

near Brighton, and read a note from ilr. John Scott, of

Renfrew, on tlie supposed indigenousness of Qeleclaa

rerealella ; a single specimen only of this most de-

structive Moth having been taken two years ago, at

Renfrew. Mr. Stainton exhibited the cased larvae of

Oracilaria pliasiampennella, Oosmopteryx eximiii, and

Elachista testiweelhi, the last of which had been well

described by De Geer. A note from Mr. Weaver was

also read, on the claims of Lasiocnmpa eaUiime to be

considered a species distinct from L. (juerciis ; the periods

of the year at which the two supposed species undergo

their different transformations being very different ; the

former requiring two years, and the latter only one, to

complete" its changes. Mr. Westwood mentioned a ])lau

which he bad adopted for partially depriving hives of

honey, and which be considered superior either to

fungus or chloroform ; it consisted simply in driving

the bees into an empty hive, by drumming on the out-

side of the full hive, when the combs may be cut out at

pleasure, and the bees returned in the same manner as

before.

On the Orey Shanghaes, misciiWei Brahnui Pniitra fowls,

we have had many letters. One from Mr. Sheehan we

have declined to insert, because he advertises attacks

upon us iu other papers, and his letters to us are

advertisements of his own birds.

Mr. J. M. Bryan, of Ingress House, Miltou-on-

Thanies, says :

—

" In jour Number of the 8tli inst., you justly condemn
the want of good regulation in returning the birds from
shows. 1 was a sutlerer at the late shows in London. In
your report of the sliow at tireat Yarniontli, you omitted to

say tliat I took the first prize for ^Vllite Avlesbury Duck-
lings, ten-weeks old. Tlie_v were good, and fetched .t"i 10s. by

auction. I am of your opinion, th-it the sn-cnlled liraluua

Poutras are unli/ Grey Shangliaes. I received, direct from
Slianghae, lust mrmth, by the Duke of Portland, a very tine

grey hen. I enclose a few featiiers frnra Iier fur your in-

spection ; tliey are a fair average of lier plumage. She
ai'rived in very good condition, and is now laying eggs, daily,

two and-a-i|uartcr-ounces eacli ; sliC is low nn the leg, and
a squaie, well-shaped bird, over seven pounds weight.

"I am not aware that a dealer took a prize for Ducks at

the Baker-Street Sliow, as your correspondent, " Looker On,"
states; but I certainly think Jlr. J. Weston, of Oxford-road,

Aylesbury, that took tlie first prize at tiloucester, and the

second at the Surrey Gardens, ought to be considered as a

dufk-deiilcr, for he sends about o,(jnO to the London market
yearly."

The feathers sent are precisely like those on the

Brahma Poutras. A clergyman also writes to us, tliat

Mr. Weston is a jioultry-dealer, and ought not to

exhibit as an amateur.

Another correspondent, signing as Vertix, but who is

known to us, writes as follows :

—

" The pulilic are niucli indebted to you for exposing the

humbug of P,rahnia J'ouUm fi'wls. JIauy persons, myself

among others, Lave received pulleUs, above oDc-liall' or two-
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tliirds Cocliin-Cliina, for pure bred birds. Good Game lions,

crossed witli apiiif bred Cochiu-Clnna coek, produce chiclvons

scarcely to be distinguished; and these, ai;ain, with a Cochin-

China code, would deceive some of our best .judges ; and I

observe that feathered legs are one of the features which

they aei|uirf and retain. They are excellent for the table

;

perhaps better than the whole blood."

C. H. I?, informs us, " There is already a split

between the Dr. Bennett clique and the Burnbani

adherents. By each advocating his own opinion (single

versus double-comb) they will soon expose all their

follies.

" Seeing some remai'lcs as to the weight of Shanghao
fowls, I send you the weights, at different ages, of three

cockerels, hatched from eggs received from BIr. Punchai'd

on March II.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

June 17. weights •'5 lbs. .0 lbs. 4^-lbs.

July 11 CJlbs. Cilbs. 5 J lbs.

Aug. 18 8 lbs. TJlbs. 7 lbs.

Sept. U 9 lbs. 8 lbs. 7|lb3.

These birds were fed solely on common meal, and had no
greaves or meat. If yon would wish for any infonnation

as to weights of liirds not unnaturally fed, I have some of all

ages, and would give you the most correct particulars in my
power.—W. C. B."

Wo wish others of our readers would similarly weigh

and furnish us with a record of the progressive increase

of specimens—pullets as well as cockerels—of other pure

breeds.

Potatoes and other Crops neab Thetford.—" This year

has been, and is now, an unparalleled one. Early in the

yeai- the temperature was mild, and the vegetable produce

of Broccoli, t'abbafies, dc, most luxuriant. Potatoes were

veiT scai'ce, reaching as high as (is. per sack; which, I

believe, arose more from the lessened cpiantity grown than

from the disease. The common fruits are abundant. I

never had more ; and my Strairberries in pi-ofusion, viz., the

Alice Maud ; but the continued wet spoiled very many, desti-oy-

ing theu- flavour, ic. In this locality, the Potato tops (Aug.

31 ) are dead, as at Michaelmas time ; the whole of mine
quite dead ; and I at first thought, from such prematm-o
ripeness, that they were diseased. I was, however, agreeably

disappointed. They are all taken up and prove very fine ; they

are a mealy sort, and rise up abundantly ; we eat them daily. I

only gi-ew about .'JO rods ; and have only seen about a quarter-

of-a-peck of slightly diseased ones ; none from a light and
sandy soil; those in vallies rise up very small, but not many
diseased ones ; on the bills they are quite sound. Among
my ash-leareil early ones, which rose well, and from eight to

fourteen at a root, none diseased; but I observed there

were several raisplanted, and, upon digging the spot, I found

the potato which was diseased had from three to five small

ones growing and attached to the old potato, but no stem. I

never saw this before ; perhaps your experience can account

for it. They were very good when boiled. The old potato

assumed the precise appearance of a thorough diseased one,

and was probably so when planted. Why should it throw out

young potatoes attached to it, and not a stem ? The present

mode of manuring the land for potatoes, probably witli arti-

ficial manure, may be one cause of the disease. We find

the best potatoes grow on light sandy soil allotted to the

poor, who have not the means of giving it more than

the scrapings of dung from the roads, induces mo to

think that the soil should be light and mixed ; and the best

manure is stable dung just from the stable—long as it

keeps the land light, and allows the roots to traverse and
obtain nourishment. This observation is founded upon a

piece of land, well trenched, and a large quantity of rotten

manure dug in, which I intended for Lucem, but I planted

it with Potatoes. They ran to top, which never died off;

and, upon taking the tubers up, they were very few and ex-

ceedingly small, and several cUseased ; this piece was not

included in the .30 rods before mentioned. 1 am glad to say

the Tines here have escaped the blight, and no blight is on

the Wheat, itc. Wa have a most abundant harvest, and
never better housed or stacked.—H. W. B."

Potatoes frequently pi-oduce young tubers from their

sides if forced in tbo dark during winter, but philosophy

lias not explained why. We recently saw au old

Potatoo which had produced two tubers internalhj, and

the young oues were forcing their way out through

clefts iu the parent's side. It was in the possession of

the Rev. F. Wickham, at Winchester.

Detention of Poultry at Shows.—The Rev. G. F.

Hodson, of Chew Jlagna Vicarage, wrote to us as

follows, on the 30th of August :

—

" Allow me a few lines to state my grievances on the mis
management, oi-, rather, gross carelessness, of the secretaries

of the vai-ious poultry shows. I sent a pen of fowls to the
late Surrey Zoological Gardens' Exhibition, on Monday
week, fully expecting to see my pets again on the Saturday
night (as the show, 1 believe, closed on the Thm'sday night

previously); but Sunday passed, and part of Monday, when
I betook myself to the Bristol Station of the Great Western
Railway, to make enquiries respecting my birds, when I was
told no birds had yet arrived for any parties in or about
Bristol, and that I was not the only one who had made ap-

plication for then- birds. Having waited, fruitlessly, the

arrival of a couple of trains, I took my departiu'e ; and this

morning (Tuesday), at nine o'clock, ray birds made their

appearance, having taken fourdtiys-nnil-a-half to reach

home (a distance of 120 miles) after the close of the ex-

hibition. I am sure, for my own part, and I know many who
hold the same opinion, that if secretaiies will not give

themselves the trouble to secure a suflicient staff of packers,

so as to ensure the bu'ds under their care being dispatched

as quickly as possible, we must declhie contributing to their

exhibitions."

We publish the preceding for the purpose of sus-

taining the attention of the committees of all ap-

proaching Poultry Shows to the great grievance Mr.

Hodson complains of. We most earnestly warn them

to make special arrangements for tlie imdelayed return

of the birds exhibited. Exhibitions of Poultry are

gradually rising in importance and in conferring

benefit by improving and increasing the cultivation of

domestic fowls; thei-efore, it is the duty, as well as the

interest, of every Committee presiding over such Exhi-

bitions, to be sedulously careful to have every just ground

of complaint avoided.

EooNOiiy IN Tobacco.—We have known rents paid

by " a pint of ale " being drank less daily than iu

preceding years ; and tliis, as well as the following, are

only illustrations of that old fragment of economical

wisdom,—"A pin a-day is fourpence a year."

" Hints are useful things, and I am going to give one.

I am a smoker, and so are the majority of men that have

to do with gardens. When smoking, but few people bum
the whole of the contents of a pipe, in consequence of the

bottom-layer of tobacco becoming wet. Now, these remains

of the contents of the pipe ai-e iuvai-iably thrown away. I,

on the contrary, put them into a tin box, where it gets

tolerably dry, and comes in very useful for fumigating, or

making tobacco-water (and the tips of cigars are similarly

useful). I have, just now, about a pound of this, what

some people call, waste, which I have been carefully col-

lecting for a few months passed, besides what I have used for

my plants. The cottage gai'dener, being thus cai-efid, would

save a few shillings in the year.—R. Hodson, Liverjmol:'
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HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. LIVERPOOL—
MANCHESTER.

On the :nst of August came off the last Manclicster

exhibition ; and, on the following day, tbe last Liverpool.

As I had the honour of ofBciating as judge on botli occa-

sions, I may be permitted to offer a few remarks on these

societies. Tlie Liverpool was held, as usual, at tbe

Botanic Gardens, Edge Hill; the delightful grounds

and capacious promenades of which offer every facility

and advantage for carrying out such an object in a

style worthy of so influential and important a town as

Liverpool.

The day was most inauspicious from its commence-
ment, which was gloomy and foreboding ; and the huge

cumulous clouds which had bedimmed tlie horizon soon

began to discharge their contents over these previously

interesting gardens. It rained, indeed, incessantly most

of the day, and at last, certain portions of the tents were

complete pools ; the ladies requiring to pay more atten-

tion by far to the selection of their route, than to tbe fine

flowers, fruits, and vegetables by which they were

surrounded.

Of course the company was scant, and what ladies came
might be seen scampering away in about ten minutes after

their arriv:il. This society, however, has no reason to com-

plain of this untoward circumstance ; for during tbe last

few years tbe niunber of line days for their show have

greatly preponderated ; so much so, indeed, as to be

matter of common remark. These shows have pro-

gressed very considerably of late years, but one thing

will strike an observer who is acquainted with the

locality, scarcely second to any other but the Metropolis

itself, and that is the absence of e.\hibition matters from

many of tlie best gardens in that district ; for, notwitli-

stauding the present imposing and attractive appear-

ance of the e.xhibitions, it is obvious that with a " long

pull," and " a pull altogether," their character might
be augmented very considerably. How is it that such

high gardening, as is carried out at such places as Mr.
Fairrie's, Mr. Littledale's, and several other places, does

not appear for honourable competition? When people

live some two or three score miles from a great e.\hibition

one may readily excuse the absence of the valuable stock

of higli cultivators, who, very natmally, dread having a

ten guinea plant injured for the sake of a twenty-shilling

prize. Jiut in tbe immediate suburbs of our great

towns, there needs but a liandbarrow and a couple of

men, and thus transferred, no damage can possibly

occur, with ordinary care.

This last show of the season was not. as might be

expected, so attractive as the May and .June shows, for

many reasons. In the first ])lace, Liverpool is like the

great I^letropolis, " out of town," in some degree; and,

secondly, we have bad one of the most trying summers
on recoid, if summer we must call it; as an instance

of its extreme lateness, only fancy a score dishes, or

nearly so, of Jargonelles, and not one ripe enough for

table; a Pear that is generally to be had in the be-

ginning of August, only haif-ripe on the 1st of Sep-
tember ; there is, indeed, scarcely a reason why our
JargoupUes should not this year continue up to the
Marie Louise se.asou.

As matters of ordinary exhibition, the Fuchsias may
be pointed to as good ibv tbe season. Some of the

plants, however, bore the appearance of having been
" drawn," probably through the heavy shade of a
vinery. There were some respectable Genuiiiimsiov the

season, a few nice sets of Verbenas, and, indeed, sundry
other groups of things, which, although somewhat hard
worn, nevertheless bore the appearance of care and high
culture.

Collections of Slove-plmits, in eights, were remarkable

for good culture, although not up to the London mark ;

some of the specimens exhibited well deserve special

notice, but I woidd rather point to the general features

and impress of the shows of the season. It is some-
what remark'able that such a neighbourhood as Liver-

pool, the merchants of which have lieeu long notorious
for importing Orchids, through the medium of the cap-

tains of tlieir vessels, which are found in all climes,

should not ]u-oduce a liberal amount of these interest-

ing plants at their shows; but the Orchids jjlaced

on the tables are few indeed, and by no means remark-
able for high character. The greatest advance has,

perhaps, been in pot Rf)ses, Geraniums, Fuchsias, and
Azaleas : the latter are grown quite in the London style

at our last May show. Another group may be adverted
to as not perfectly satisfactory ; that is the Gesnerace-
ous plants. Every body will admit that a choice selec-

tion from the genera Glo.rinia, Sinnimjia, Gesnera, Achi-
iiienes, &c., forms a group by no means unimportant on
the e.\hibition table ; but it would appear these things
do not take well here, for it is rare to see such a lot of

specimens as one might fairly expect.

As extra featiu'es of tliis exhibition, I would point to

the very laudable encouragement given to Perns, Lyco-
pods, British plants, &c. Doctor Dickinson, a medical
gentleman of high repute in Liverpool, is very partial

to indigenous plants, and annually oflers a prize for the

best collection. Mosses, too, tbe Doctor has endeavoured
to bring out, but hitherto with small success ; the

public, however, may rest assured that such will one
day be the case ; as those who can appreciate mere
form, unconnected with floral beauty, in a Fern, are at

any time in a position to appreciate similar qualities

in Mosses, which, however, in addition, possess much
eccentricity of character. In Lycopods, the exhibition

has been of late tolersibly rich ; this is a charming
section of the Fern tribe. There is, generally, a good
display of Tropical Ferns too ; and, although the

ordinary observer passes by them, being decoyed by the

gaudy colour of flowers, or the rich aroma of fruits, yet

it is easy to see that the public mind is expanding in

this respect.

In Fruits, the Liverpool men have been noted as

Grape-f/rowers for many years ; consequently, very fine

black Hambros, and some good Muscats, may be met
with here, which would not disgrace the Cliiswick table.

Whether true or no, an impression has long existed

amongst certain practicals in this quarter, that the
London Grape-growers, in their improved practice dur-
ing the last twenty years, have stolen a leaf out of the

Liverpool men's book. Some good specimens of Melon
culture may here be seen ; and speaking of these, re-

minds me that a kind of reaction has come over these

good jjeople ; for, some four or five years since, we
might see abundance of hybrid Persians in their vari-

ous grades, plainly manifesting the Trentham strain

;

but these, it woidd appear, have by no means in-

creased ; the old Egy])tian Green-flesh, with more or

less of purity, is again in the ascendant, and no marvel,

either. Without seeking to disparage the Persian sec-

tion, w-e have nothing finer than tlio true Egyptian when
well grown ; that is to say, grown, as ifr. Barns used to

observe as to bis Pines, with live roots, to which I will

add, and with foliage free from iusects and green when the

fruit is ripe. In Fines we bad two monstrous specimens of

the Black Prince, which originated in this quarter, and
appears as though a cross between the Enville and
Black Jamaica. This Pine has been of late becoming
a favourite, but I cannot think it is long destined to

continue so, as it has faults wliicb outweigh any merits
it may possess; the latter consisting chiefly in size.

These Pines might be some nine pounds in weight, and
on examination the prevailing fault of tbe kind miglit

be readily seen ; the upper portion was not thoroughly
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ripeneJ, and, indeed, ncvei- could be, whilst decay Imd
alreiidy commenced at tlie huge pips near the sialic.

]l'(i.v Fluwers form a prominent olijcct at the Liver-

pool show. Miss Xewton, a ))rol'essionaI of the Min-
tornc school, and Miss I.eatherbarrow, daughter ol' the

very indolatigablc secretary, being the chief exhibitors.

It will he no disparagement to say, that Miss L.'s flowers

are perfectly worthy to occupy tlie same bunch with

those of the professional, who is, I believe, understood

to be " well up " in the art.

In taking a hasty glance, therefore, 'over tlie I>iver

pool exhibition, which I have attended as judge for

many years, I can but pronounce it one of steady

progress, as to the past, and one from which great

things may be expected in future. The administrative

department is conducted with vigoin-, and in a manner
tending to avoid all confusion, and qualified to give the

utmost confidence to the exhibitors ; indeed, it is rare

to hear of dissatisfied exhibitors. I may now, with duo
deference, offer a few suggestions as to future progress,

j

which I do the more readily, inasmuch, as if my re-
j

marks carry any weight, they will apply to other

Societies equally. It is well known, that not all the
]

visitors to these exhibitions are botanists, florists, or

fruitists ; the majority care not a fig about the progress

of horticulture, which, after all, is, or ought to be, the

grand basis and aim of all such Societies. It is all i

very well for other parties to use exhibitions occasionally f

for other purposes, hut our great central societies must
not allow their grand purpose to bo warped by tem- I

porary expedients. But then, the question is, how best
j

to "jiromote so high a purpose? how to draw down
aliuiidancc of visitors, in order that flourishing funds

]

may enable the executive to act with vigour, without

which, vitality cannot long be preserved ? I am pre-

pared to aflinn, then, that the majority of visitors take

their impressions, and feel their chief interest, in the

general richness, gaiety, and freshness of the general

impress. There should be something, in fact, in the

accompaniments which may serve both to attract and i

to relieve the eye. Plants in pots, however well grown,
however rare, are not capable of cari-yiug out the prin-

ciple in its full sense. I speak, of course, with regard

to the ordinary observer. As matters calculated to in-

crease such interest, there are Ferns, Mosses, basket-

plants, floral devices, bouquets, and wax flowers; and
for an August or September show, choice fruits in ])ots.

As to Ferns, they must continue to advance, in a bo-

tanical sense, but they are of much use in the show-

rooms as a relief; by their beautiful green unaccom-
panied by any glare of colour, they throw power on the

coloured tribes, and create a zest in the perambulator
as he paces the tents. Mosses—here we have untrodden
ground, and if Mosses should advance in public favour

one day, which I do not doubt, the Fungi will not long

remain in the back ground. Simple as these things may
be considered, individually, they constitute a feature,

.and it need scarcely he urged, with regard to public

exhibitions, that variety is essential, and that the

greater it is—other matters of interest being in due
proportion—the more attractive will they prove, and
the greater tlie inducement to visit succeeding ones.

By Baslcet-plants, I do not mean simply pots dressed up
in baskets, with moss, &c., although these are all very

well in their way, but I mean pendulous forms, grown
in baskets, and suspended, here and there, from the

roof of the exhibition tents. Very little has been done
this way, but our worthy friend and clever coadjutor,

Mr. Fish, recently devoted a chapter to those things, in

which the matter is set in bold relief Those who are

interested in the mode of cultui-e will do well to study

Mr. Fish's paper in 'The Cottage Gardener.
Floral Devices, too, are a source of uuich attraction,

as well they may be ; but I must say that we seldom

meet with a high order of taste in these things. Where
prizes are given for them, I think it would be well

to make it understood that tasto in design would, in

the eyes of the judges, go before nicety in execution.

These floral devices arc, of course, generally very

rich in colour, and in that respect alone much pro-

mote the end in view. Bouquets arc, perhaps, tho

worst done things at our exhibitions ; somehow there

seems a natural inaptitude in John Bull for bouquet
making ; there is too much packing ; they look as

though the maker had only one object, viz., to get as

many flowers as possible crammed into a small .space.

Cut flowers, in glasses, may be made a matter of separate

interest ; but tliey require a different arrangement to

what we have been accustomed.
It is a difficult matter for the judges to make their

award, where annuals, shrubs, stove-plants, and orchids,

mingle together pell-mell ; these should be shown in sepa-

rate classes. The most important classes for this section

would bo, I think, hardy annuals, herbaceotis plants, and
hardy shrubs, as the other classes are tolerably well repre-

sented in pots, &c. Now, to bring out these objects in

a style worthy of such important towns as Liverpool

and Manchester, the prizes should be pretty good : and
I do think that the councils of such societies would do
well to attach more importance to first prizes, and less

to second and third. Thus, to give, as I saw in the

Liverpool schedule (now before me}, ten shillings for

the best floral device, seven shillings for the second,

and tbree-and-six-peiicc for the third, is only to encou-

rage mediocrity. If the aggregate of twenty one-and-

sixpence only must be gicen, I would give sixteen shil-

lings to the first, and the remainder to a second. But
a good floral device requires much skill in design, and
much of trouble in execution ; and, [ should say, that a

sovereign would not be too much for a first, and, per-

haps, seven shillings for a second; a third being out

of the question.

Having disposed of the Liverpool, I may now be per-

mitted, perhaps, to ofl'er a few remarks on the Man-
chester Shotv. These, however, must be few, as I have
but a very limited experience of afi'airs in that quarter.

The day of exhibition was very auspicious, and a great

deal of good materials were gathered together, consider-

ing the lateness of the season, and the fearful amount
of rain which ^Manchester, with its environs, is so

notorious for, even in ordinary seasons. It must be
confessed that neither in quantity nor quality of

exhibition matters were they quite equal to Liverpool;

at least, to speak more guardedly, they were not so

at the last show, which is the only one I have been
present at for some time. But, if this be correct, it is

not to be wondered at ; as, probably, there are more
good gardens about Liverpool. The Manchester folks

are more of the utilitarian class. But provision is being
made which will go far to establish it in a first-rate

position. Hitherto, the meetings, like Liverpool, have

been held in tents; but, henceforth, it is intended to

hold them in a permanent building, to bo built for the

purpose; a kind of crystal palace. The drawings are

provided, and, I believe, all but concluded on. 'There

is to be a very extensive and lofty nave, with, I believe,

a dome centre, as a rallying point, and in order to give

effect to tho sky outline ; and a handsome transept, with

crescent terminations. Those who are familiar with the

interesting gardens of this Society at Old Traflbrd, will

remember the bold promenade which runs east and
west before the range of lofty plant-houses. The nave
then, I understand, is to run in a continuous lino with

this promenade, at some distance from its termination ;

and thus a charming perspective will be aflbrded through
the nave as part of the promenade. If I have anyways
misunderstood the affair, I have no doubt some one will

set mo right, as I merely received a hasty verbal
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information. The society is also going to add an April
show to the forthcoming schedule ; and I will venture
to predict, that with the energetic council which now
rules the destinies of the exliibition, next year will

prove one of considerable advance. Our old friend,

Mr. Campbell, is curator hei'e ; a man of lengthened
experience, and liighly esteemed. T knew iiim thirtj'-

four years ago ; he was then gardener to the Compte de
Vandes, at Hayswater ; and as for myself, I was passing
a year at Jenkins' nursery, in the New Road. Campbell
is, tluis, a man of great experience, and his services are,

it appears, well appreciated by the council, as well they
may be, for ho has done much for these gardens,

especially considering the enormous dilTieulties ho
laboured imder ibr years. It is not many years since

this society passed through a very severe ordeal ; it was
well nigh dissolution. A few choice spirits, however,
real enthusiasts, prominent amongst whom I may
name Mr. Potter, stepped forward, and by the prompt
adoption of a judicious, guarded, and energetic course
of procedure, rallied its constitution: and it speedily

became in a convalescent state ; and may be quoted
now as carrying all the marks of a sound constitution.

Amongst other choice things exhibited at the last

show, I may name a beautilnl plant of the sby-llowering

Renaiithem cnccinen. 'J'his was contributed by ]\Ir.

Yates, the great Manchester fruiterer, of St. Anne's
Square. This was an extraordinary plant of its kind,

and only about eighteen inches high, with a splendid

raceme of its singularly coloured and highly Chinese-

looking flowers 'J'his, very worthily, took the best prize.

Having paid a visit to tlie extensive gardens of Mr.
Yati'B, at Sale Moor, and examined his stock and mode
of conducting business, which is somewhat peculiar,

and possessed of many features, 1 may, in a future

paper, give a sketch of it to my readers, who, I feel

persuaded, will feel mucli interest in its perusal

It. JiimiNGTON.

BULBS.
(Coiilinucdfrom par/e 44'i.)

IXIOLIRION.

Ixiov.iHiON MONWNUif.—Thisisamost beautiful hardy
bulb I'rom Syria, but being yet so scarce in Knrope, it

deserves the treatment and care of the halfdiardy race.

Tt goes to rest in winter, rises in the spring, and tlowei-s

with us in May, under the same treatment as the Squills;

that is, in any light, rich border. The bulb is not much
larger than that of a strong Dutch-grown Crocus; the

stalk is from a foot to eighteen inches high, bearing long
narrow leaves and bracts; the flower-stalk, or peduncle,

rises I'rom these bracts near the top, and some of them
are terminal fi'om a cluster of bracts, and they generally

come in twos ; the colour is a brilliant blue. Altogether,

it is a flne thing for the borders in May. Col. Chesney
met with it in great abundance in Palestine, and other

jilftces in the east, flowering in Ajnil, and his account of

it led to the supposition, in this country, that it must
have been the " Lily of the Field" referred to in the

Sermon on tho Mount. The while Lily {L. cnndidum)
could not bo the one alluded to, as was long believed,

because none of the multitude could know that plant, it

not being a native of any part of Syria. Tho " Lily of

the Field" is now, by couunon consent, believed to bo
the scarlet (7/('(/[r(Zr;n/((ii //(/)/, which grows in abundance
about (ialiloe, and all around those parts. Our Ixiolirhm

iniiiitnnum was sent to Or. Herbert, from Oiunaseus or

Aleppo, by Mr. Cartwright, and flowered with him in

May IS-l I or IS l-'i, I forget which, but he told me, with as

much pleasure ns a schoolboy would, that he left it in

bloom at homo, when he oauie up to the May show at

Chiswiek, whore ho sometimes assisted the judges; it

also seeded with him ; hut I have not heard of it since,

and I much doubt whether we have it now or not.

Ixwi.ir.roN T.\nTARrcuM.—This is rather smaller in all

the parts than montanum, and tliere are slight difl'erences

of botanical separation between the two
;
yet all that

may have been owing to the ditferenee of soil and situa-

tion where this was found on the Altai range.

Ixroi.iRuiN sOYiHicuM is another of them, but a much
smaller plant than the other two. They were all refciTed

to Amaryllis by those botanists who flrst discovered

them ; but Or. Fischer, of St. Petersburgh, divided them
from that group and named the genus. 'J'he three are

probably in the Russian botanic eollcctiiuis; they are

well worth inquiring after. Some of our consuls in the

east might fisli them out of the troubled waters after

political storms subside What a nice group these

Jxiolirions would make in a border, with such blue

flowers as Camassin csculcnta. from North America; the

Cmmitini/i/is, from Chili ; the DiiinelUis, from New Holland,
and the Si/itills, of our own land.

LACHENALL\.

Very few of them are now grown, or worth growing.

Tiiey do not pay for their keep, being so touchy and
liable to rot oft'; but as seme of them are sent home
occasionally in collections from the Cape, and as they

require much about the same pot-treatment as Lxias, I

thought it as well to name a few of them among the

Ixia tribe, and I would further add here, that the more
bulbs of them one can cram into a pot the safer they

are ; and that the rare kinds should be surrounded with

the best silver sand, and not be deep planted.

LEUCOCOnYNE.

This genus was separated I'rom Brod'uea, by Or.

Tiindley, chiefly on account of three of the stamens
being barren. Two of them, odoratn and aUincea, liave

white flowers, about the size of Crocus flowers, and
Ixioides is a light blue flower, as pretty as any one could

wish for. They are natives of the south of Chili, and
all but hardy, and also all but impracticable to keep any
length of time luider ordinary cultivation. There are

some flowers from Texas which seem on a par with

them, the Cohan and Pentsiemon, for instance. Extreme
cold at the roots when they are growing, very warm
overhead at the same time, and a scorching heat both

for top and bottom when at rest, are the conditions

under which they flourish in a state of nature. ^h\

W. Rae, the collector sent out by the Horticultural

Society, found odnrata in bloom high up in the south

of Chili, where the snow bad melted only a few days

before. I have seen the Cloudberry myself in flower

by the thousands, with a collar of snow about the

flower-stalks, in May, and the sun so hot that the top of

the snow felt quite warm ; there was a rush of water

I'rom the snow at the time, and for the next month,
which made the ground next thing to a swamp, and as

cold as ico. Yet those flowers will not stand more frost

overhead than Strawberries, if so much.
No gardener has ever yet been able to cultivate the

ChudJicrri/ as a fruit jdant. The fruit is about the same
size, shape, and colour as the Roseberry Strawberry.

Few gardeners can manage Pentstemou and Colicca

;

and, ] believe, fewer still the Lcucocori/iies, and bulbs

of such habits. 1 have grown Ixioides myself as well as

it ever was or will be, by )ihicing the bare bulbs on a

slate shelf, covered with an inch of sand all over, and
from end to end, the sand being constantly irel all the

summer from watering the pots of other plants which
stood on tho stage.

I think I have mentioned already having flowered

Cohurgicis, and other bulbs, that are very sliy to bloom,

on this shelf.
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LEDEBOUIUA HYACINTHINA.

This is a vei-y pretty nortli-of- Iiulin liulb ; a li;ilf-

Ixia, halt' Amaryllis plant, lilie I>roiIiinta\id Leucdcdri/tic,

1 to both of which it is voiy nearly related, ami will grow

{

as easily as tlie now common BruiHieii ijrandijlora ; hut

i
I cannot trace it to any collection, and 1 am not sure

if it is now in Iho country. Can any one tell me ?

LIBKRTIA.

These are not actually hulhs, but they look as if they

ought to ho bulbs, and might be grown in a border,

without prejudice to a collection of bulbs. They are I ris-

looliing plants, with the Mowers shaped as in the Pea-

cock-Iris, or Sisi/rhu'liiums and Ci/pellas. They grow in

either peat or sandy loam ; formo.ia, the Chilian plant,

is all but hardy, if not (|uito so. The Australian ones,

frame plants, lluit would grow and Ilowcr out-of-doors

during the summer. Mr. Anderson, who sent home
Fuchsia microphyUa, found Lihcrlia formum in tlic

Island of Chiloo, growing down to the edge of the tide,

whence he sent it, and other curiosities, to Mr. Low,
of the Clapton nursery, more than twenty years ago.

Orandtjlora is an older plant from New Zealand; ])(ini-

culata, fine, and pnlcheUa, from New Holland, arc quite

as gay as any of tlieir allies, the Moraas, from the Cape ;

jmnicuhita, and the snow-wliite flowers oiformosa, woidd
make a desirable cross, besides rendering the paniclcd

breed more hardy. It will be difhcidt to find them in

collections, as tliey go under various names, as Sisy-

riuchium, Mora-a, Marica, aud Iris.

LILIUM.

The true Lilies are so well known, and their proper

cultivation so generally understood, that I need not

dwell on them particularly as hardy bulbs. The Japan
lonijithnim and twiinitiiii. with the varieties o( speciosum,

now called the .Japan Lilies, and the great Indian Lily,

giijanUnmi, which are the chief that would fall into my
province, have all lieen treated of already in these pages ;

besides, Mr. Appleby has a very good paper on Lilies in

general, in a former volume, so that I am forstalled in

that direction.

MAKICA.

This genus, with its beautiful ephemeral flowers of a

day, is also out of my beat here. They are neither

bulbs nor half-hardy, hut stove-plants, with the habits

of the common Iris; yet I have seen them growing
out-of-doors in summer, and I believe the greenhouse

is the proper place for them during seven or eight

months in the year. They all require strong, rich loam,

and in that the greenhouse is too cold for them iu

winter; and in the spring they delight in the strong

moist heat of the stove, up to May. Mtirka cirnilea

and Northiami, are two as beautiful flowers as wo can

grow, but, unfortunately, they only last a few hours, and
only two or three in a day ; although, strong, old plants

of them keep throwing up a daily succession of them
for some weeks.

JIASSONL\.

The only beauty in all the Massonias is in their

broad recumbent leaves, two of them only coming at a

growth, or in one season. These lie Hat on tlie pot or

border, right and left, and troui between them rise a

host of small white flowers in a cluster, with hardly the

semblance of a scape or stalk. AngusiifoUa, an odd

one we missed iu Tue Dictioxauv, has the leaves upright,

and not so broad as in the others. Dauhentjas are only

coloured Massonias, as far as gardeners are concerned.

All of them delight in rich sandy loam, and grow iu

winter with us.

MELANTHIUiU.
This has been an ill-used genus ; after being named

from the dark aud dingy flowers, the species with such
tints have Ijcen weeded out of it, aud named VVurmbea,
yet no one sees Melanths iu cultivation in these days

;

at best, they aro only botanical plants, with Ixia-liko

leaves, short spikes, of small inconspicuous llowers, and
slender bulbs, requiring about e(jual parts of peat, and
loam, and pot-culture.

MILLIA.

Mir.i.i.v nii'Loiu.— This is really a very beautiful

plant, with largo white llowers as ]uire white as snow;
they last a long time, aud come in succession, and they

are as hardy as to live out-of doors with a slight pro-

tection. The name Bijiora is a very great mistake, by
Cavauillos, 1 believe. 1 never saw one without lour

flowers iu the umbel, aud the peduncle is three or four

inches long. The Horticultural Society introduced it from
Mexico, and spread it far and wide among the fellows;

aud if ever a bulb was worth caring for this is one ; it

lasts a long time iu bloom, aud is more fitted for a

south border than a pot, being long-legged and the parts

slender: it will grow in any good light soil all the

summer, and go to rest for five months in the winter.

The other one, called unijlura, [ think, has not been
much tried. I uever saw it, and I think there is some
mistake about the naming of it.

MONTBKETTLV.
MoNTUKETTiA I'XEXUosA aiul viKOATA are two little

flowers from the Capo, with exactly the sanio habit and
constitution as Ixias, and require the very same kind of

treatment. The genus is in dispute, no two iigreeiug as

to what it is, or should be. The Bolanicid ISltKjiizine

calls Jlexuosa a Morica. It is a little bright yellow

flower ; the other is a slender plant, with a purplish

bloom, and was also called a Muraa by Jaequin, who
first discovered it. Sweet and Bon, however, place them
both as Homcrias ; I believe on account of their mona-
delphous stamens.

NEIUNE.
This is a small group of true African bulbs, with the

same habit and constitution as the Bclladonas, or true

Amaryflis All those who have studied African bulbs

believe Ncrine to be only a well-defined section of the

Amaryllis, and numy attempts have been made to get

crosses between the two, but, hitherto, with no success,

although they readily crossed one witli the other, and
produc(;d some fine flowers. Like the M'atsoiiias, there

is a great family likeness between the species; the

flowers of some of them are wavy, stamens aud all, but

growing upwards ; and about half of the species, iu

addition to this wavyness in the sepals, roll back like a

reflexed Fuchsia, or Tiger Lily. Tlio (Juernsey Lily,

Ncrine sariiicnsis, is one of these reflexed ones ; they all

flower in the autumn, alter a rest of tour mouths,

chiefly before the leaf, but some of lliem show the

leaves and flowers simultaneously. Manjiiiala is of

this habit, and is the one with a red margin to the leaf

that we want so much, liom the west coast of the Cape
colony, as it is all iuit certain to be the one that will

cross vi\l\\ Amari/Uis, and so join the two sections. They
grow from Heptembcr to May, require abundauco of air

all the winter, and ivheii mice llic leaves arc full groan.

by the end of February, they rciiuirc to be well pushed

on for the rest of the spring, with additional warmth
;

hut they are not so thirsty as Amari/llis, nor do they

like such strons; loam, but in peat some of them spawn
so much with ollset bulbs, that they will not flower at

all; a soft, yellow loam, well-reduced with white sand,

is best ior tlicm in pots; if they are plaulod out in a

Irame, or turf-pit, along with Brunsvigias, which is the

best mode of growing them, the soil is not so particular,

so that it is not too strong to set hard about them. Iu

Australia, the Nerines are us hardy as Crocuses, and
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there tbey multiply by seeds and oflsets prodigiously,

as Bailie Nicol Oarvie would say.

Nekine cordsca.—A beautiful, shining, deep pink

flower,tlie segments not much waved, butretlexed. This,

and tindulata, onglit to have tiieir ollsets taken ofl' every

year, as they produce tbera so numerously as to binder
the old bulb from flowering.

Nerixe curvifolia.—A most beautiful thing, and
the best in the genus. If people would but grow it,

instead of the Guernsey Lily, they would have some-
thing worth looking at ; d.ark crimson flowers of great

substance, shining like glass; the segments roll back,

but do not wave much ; this is the best to cross from ;

flowers very freely, and the leaf comes with the flower.

lSiERi>,-E FLEXuoSA.—A vcry pale pink flower, much
distorted, waved, and curved upwards, witli si.K or seven
flowers in t!ie umbel. As easy to grow as a Crocus

;

but, like umhdata and sarniemis, it cannot bear the least

confinement.

Neein'e humtlis.—This is very near flexuosa in all

the parts, and m constitution, but the flowers are of a
dee]ier colour. No plant is more easy to grow.

Nerixe lccida.—Although curvij'ulid has the richest

coloured flower, this is by far the finest Ncriiie ever

introduced. Prince Leopold, who was on intimate terms
witli Dr. Herbert, with whom he corresponded about
bulbs, after ho was exalted to be King of the fjclginns.

was the first to flower this beautiful b\db, at Claremont,
in 1820. The flowers are bright pink and wlnte, wav-
ing upwards, 12 to ID of them forming a large spreading
umbel ; laticoma, as some have called it, was a well-

conceived name for such a fine furnished head of flowers;

luit hicida, by Rurchell, bad the priority. Dr. Burchell
found this plant rjear the snow mountains in South
Africa, between Gattikamma and Akaap, in latitude 21-i°

50' (iO" south, and 2Jl° 13' east, 22 miles from Kloarwater,
so that it can easily be traced; for I believe it is lost

long since, through the foolish habit of subjecting such
bulbs to artificial heat. This bulb is certainly all but
liardy, and the leaves are often killed down by frost, iu

Africa.

Nerine puLOHEi.r.A.—This is a slender, well-defined

species, with pale jiink, waved flowers, which are striped

with red veins, and six or seven of them in each umbel
or head; the leaves are a little glaucous, and the bulb
is easily known, iu a dry state, from its being tinged
with purple and green.

Nerine rosea.—This also is a well-marked species, or

rather a variety of venusla, very nearly related to the
Guernsey Lily, but the flowers are larger, and of a

more brilliant rosy-colour. It is the only one of the
!

genus that has the leaves flat on the ground.
|

Nerine SARNiENsis (The Guernsey Lily).—Itisstrange
j

that this, the least showy of the genus, except inidiilatn,

should obtain such notoriety in cultivation, while the

others are hardly ever sought after. There is not the
'

slightest doubt but that both iu Holland and Guernsey
the whole family might be raised to the same dignity

and importance as the Hyacinth, and by crossing them
they would run into improved varieties, just as much as

j

the Hyacinths do. The Guernsey Lily has baflled us, I

more than the Hyacinth, to flower it yearly in succession '

—the reason seems to be, that we force it into premature
leaf by close confinement while in flower—a practice

which all the Amaryllises never fail to resent ; what they

all want is a very slow movement at first ; a sparing of

water, till the leaf is nearly full grown, and then an in-

crease of warmth and water, and a constant current of

fresh air.

Nerine c.NDi'i.ATA.—TIlis bulb is a drug in the Cape
market. I never knew a collection come home without
it, and one can always make it out, on opening the box,

without looking at the name, from the clusters of white,

soft-skinned ott'sets which crowd round the old bulbs

;

in short, it spawns as freely as a Caithness herring, but

the worst of it is, that it is not worth growing at all for

itsheauly; it has been proved, however, to be the most
useful of the family ; in the first place, there is no such

thing as killing it, and, in the second place, it will cross

with the others, and render the ofls]niug all but hardy,

without reducing the size of their flowers in the least.

A cross between it and currifolia, called versicolor, or

MilcJumiia:, after Mitcbam, in Surrey, has sixteen flowers

in the umbel ; rosy-purple, with the midribs of the seg-

ments red. A beautiful thing, which, if crossed again

with lucida, would give us one of the most beautiful

flowers.

Nerine venusta.—This is the type of the section of

the Guernsey Lily, and is longer and deeper-coloured

than it, and is a much better plant, and more desirable,

from the leaves coming at the same time as the flowers,

of which there aie five or six in the umbel. There is a

beautiful miuiature one called minor, that has never

been figured or described, making the fourth variety,

rosea and sarniensis being the other two ; but let lucida,

currifolia, and reiiusla. be brought together and crossed,

and let the despised uiidulala add hardness and numerical

strength to the otfspriug, providing lucida is not quite

so hardy as nndidata, and then let the disposition to an

earlier leaf be encouraged among the seedlings when-

ever it is noticed, until the most delicate tints, from

crimson to French-white, are blended on umbels of

from twelve to twenty flowers in each, having, at the

same time, dceii green foliage at least half as high as

the scape when the flowers are iu full beauty, and
nothing finer can be e.xjiected from bulbs until they

find out hosv to breed the Hippeasters with Habranthus.
D. Beaton.

i^To he coiitiituc(L)

HARDINESS OF THE WHITE INDIAN
AZALEA.

JIucu has already been said of this tribe of plants iu

our pages. For utility as an ornamental plant, few can
outshine this fine old A/alea, whether forced into bloom
at Christmas, coming naturally into bloom in the green-

house iu spi'iug, or, by being retarded, ornamenting
rooms and cool greenhouses in summer. A dozen of

years ago, our attention was directed to its comparative

hardiness. A friend of ours had several huge plants,

in giant pots and tubs, wliich had outgrown the winter-

ing space be could ailbrd them, and after rusticating

several winters in stables, wood-barns, &c., tbey were
finally consigned to such shelter as a large deciduous

tree could give them. Here they survived several

W'inters, and bloomed less or more the following summer,
and I believe iiou- might have survived to this day, and
constituted, by their large size, an ornament to the

shrubbery, if, instead of standing in their pots and tubs,

they had at once been planted out, and received a slight

protection for the first year or two. Jlany of our readers

seem as yet unaware of the greater security enjoyed by
any plant with its roots secured in the earth, instead of

being exposed to the sudden alternations of beat and
cold, dryness and moisture, likely to be the consequence

of keeping plants in pots.

For the full elucidation of the hardiness of this plant,

we are indebted, so lar as I am aware, to Mr. Fraser,

giirdener to — Leigh, Esq , of Luton Hoo Park, a place

which, after years of comparative neglect, is now being
improved with such princely liberality, that it will far

outrival what it was in the days of the first Earl of

Bute, when it had received the finishing touches from

Capahilittj Brown, assisted by the experience and the

enthusiasm of Peter Collinson. Some "ither day," I
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may givo an outliuo of tliis place, but, passing for llie

pi-esont IVom such tempting subjects as Orcliiilo;c in

bloom, and Ferns of such size us would delight our
friend, Mr. Appleby, and sucli huge bunches and large

berries of the lilaclc Morocco Grape, so ditlicult at times

to set regularly, as would make lovers of line fruit gaze

more than a second time, I confess that line, lieaUhy

]dants of this White Azalea, growing inoro freely in tlie

American plant clumps than ever 1 saw it in a pot

niuler glass, and which, Mr. Eraser stated, bloomed
liuely lliis summer, and had already stood uninjured
for several winter,s, without the slightest protection,

pleased me exceedingly, as bringing at least one plant

within reach of the nnllion, tljat used only to be asso-

ciated with the aristocracy of glass houses. The shoots

were luxuriant, Ibliage as yet of a vicli green, and yet

tlie points of the shoots were rounded, prominent, and
lirm, showing that already the tlower-buds were fully

formed. Most of the ])lants were from a foot to eighteen

inches in height, and with heads rather more in dia-

meter, and had thus stood, uninjured, iu an undulating
valley, where many things generally considered hardy
had been uipjied or killed to the ground by the frost of

last spring. Mr. Eraser has hundreds of young plants

raised from cuttings this spring, which lie means to

turn out next season.

LOAM.—SOIL FOll HAIR -ROOTED AMERICAN
PLANTS, &c.

It is not to be wondered at that so nniob uncertainty

should exist amongst the uninitiated respecting soils.

Many are the encpiiries from ladies as to wliat gardeners

mean by the loam they are always talking ahout, and
more especially that very precious commodity, " iiinidcn

loam." By the latter, is merely meant soil that has been
growing no crops but herbage, and which is full of

fibrous roots, which cause it to adhere closely together,

such as nniy be found by taking up a sod from any old

pasture, or from a highway side, as was recommended
the other week. Eoam, in fact, is merely good soil, iu

opposition to sand, clay, chalk, peat, &c. ; and its

qualities are defined according to the preponderance of

these various matters associated with it,—as a sandy
loam, a calcareous loam, a clayey loam; and thus, a free

loam, or a stiff loam, a close loam, a fibry loam; and
then as to colour, a dark loam, a hazel-brown loam,

&c. ; the last, in general, being preferable to all others

for pot-plaut cultivation.

Other readers comi)lain, and with more reason, that

we gardeners seem to use synonymously the terms

heath-soil and peat-soil, and that thus vexatious dis-

apijointments are the result. Witness the unuiy direc-

tions as to composts, in which loam and 2>^"t are the

constituents, and yet we would as soon attempt to fly,

without the appendage of wings, as give to such plants

a particle of that soil usually denominated pc/it, and
which, from the vast quantity of decaying woody fibre

it contains, is used so largely for fuel ; and also, in

certain eu'cumstances, as manure, especially when partly

deoonqiosed by the action of lime. In every case, then,

iu which a proviso is not given to the contrary, the

term peat should merely he considered as healh mould.

For the want of knowing this, I have known several

instances of enthusiastic beginners carrying home
baskets and handkerchiefs full of bog or ])cat earth,

only to insure, by its astringeucy, the decay and death

of the favourite plant to which it was presented. If

possible, tlie term hog is even more inappropriate than

peat, as the word is associated with a low position ; and
water, or quagmires more or less prevalent. Now, all

three terms, unless expressly mentioned to the contrary,

mean the same thing ; and tliat not the rich decom-

posing matter, formed, and forming tinder water, or in

damp places, and, therefore, full of astringent, vegetable

lihro; but a dark, sharp, sandy soil, full of vegetable

lihiv, found on high grounds, beneath a surface covered

with heath and other herbage, such as occurs on
Wimbledon Common. No one coni|iariug the two
could form any mistake between them. If we could

agree to use the term henth mould, all obscurity would
vanish. T'he moss, the sphagnum, and even the fibry

matter, found in natural peat bogs, when hard-pressed,

and thoroughly dried, become rather useful ingredients

in the culture of Orchidcrc.

For Heaths, Azaleas, aud Ithododcndrons. this heath

soil is still invaluaVilc ; but tlie strange part of the allkir

is, tliat when that kind cannot be got, they will then do
the best in the very ojiposite,—a very clayey loam. The
natural hog-earth, obtained from the cleanings of stag-

nant jiools and ditches, well acated, and lull of vege-

table tihre, has at times done well in growing the hardier

Kliododendrons and Azaleas, aud yet there is so much
uncertainty about it, that a prudent jierson would hardly

be justified in going to any extent without previous

experiment. There was a wonderful quantity of the

best of this material collected before making the Ame-
rican clumps at Luton Huo, aud Mr. Eraser used it

rather liberally, after being certified, by many persons

of great experience, that it could not fail to grow Ame-
rican plants in splendid condition, some of these being

the leading mercantile professionals of the day. I con-

fess myself to being guilty to a spice of covetousness

when handling and smelling the beautiful stufl', it being

im])Ossiljle to procure any such material, with any
approach to economy, in this quarter. But, to the dis-

aiijiointment of all concerned, a great many of the best

plants, and whole groups of lihododendroiis and Aza-

leas, refused to budge onwards ; they stood still, if they

did not go a few steps backwards; their very attitude

saying as peremptorily as possible, " No; we wont have

your fine stufl'; let others have it who like it better-."

Fertile in resources, as gardeners should be, Mr. Eraser

looked and grumbled; but he did not stop there; a

quantity of marly, clayey loam was procured, looking

for all the world as if it bad come deep down from the

foundation of a house, and having lilted a number of

plants last season, a good dose of this clayey loam was
given to each of them. A large pile of the same
material is collected for farther use. A glance will

tell you where the loam has been—Azaleas healthy

and luxuriant, full of flower-buds, and Kliododendrons

with buds equally prominent, and foliage of a deep rich

green. Only yesterday, Mr. E'raser juilled up a young
plant, and there was the unctuous loam adhering to the

original ball, and already occupied and jierforated by
myriads of fibres. The addition of this loam will, no
doubt, give solidity in time to the boggy material.

The above will so far illustrate the statement above,

that when henth-soil cannot be obtained for American
plants, then the opposite, in the shape of a rich, adhesive,

clayey loam, would seem the next best alternative.

1 may mention another case in addition. I had seen

the Rhododendron growing in almost all kinds of loam,

in various parts of the Island; but, some twelve years

ago, I had not learned that it had a particular dislike

to soils containing any quantity of chalky calcareous

111 atter.

I never attempted to form an Azalea group out-of-

doors here, as the distance from heath-soil was next to

an insurmountable objection. The surface soil was a

stiUish loam, with a portion of calcareous matter; this

loam resting on clay, and that again on chalk, at a
greater or lesser depth. In forming the pleasure-ground,

a quantity of turf was taken off very thinly, piled in a

heap, chopped and turned several times; had leaf-mould

and sand added, and with this I hoped to grow Rhodo-
dendrons to perfection. But 1 counted without my host,

for few of them ever made much wood ; never became
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large and vi<,'orous; and some died outright. So tlmt

what were intended for Rhododendron groups are now a
sort of omnium ijatherums.

Years later, the levelling of the soil had left, where a
clump was deemed necessary, scarcely anything hut clay.

This was broken up, hut not finely, a little leaf mould
was incorporated with it, that had previously been well

aerated. Smalhsh plants were planted, with such balls

as they came in from the nursery ; the soil was squeezed
firmly aboutthem. and, to prevent such adliesive material
cracking in summer, short grass, or leaf mould was
spread over the beds in spring; and though they have
not done anytliing remarkably, they have yet grown and
bloomed in very fair condition. J believe the failure

after the careful preparation, in the circumstances, was
owing to the presence of chalk or lime, and to the material
not being sufficiently dense, and to the fibre in the turf

not being sufficiently shortened and disinfected. The
small roots seem to delight in wreathing themselves
round the adhesive clay. Those who wish to try a clayey
soO would do well to have tlie plants in a young vigorous
state. Hardy Heaths seemed to ilourish in this reddish
clayey loam, at Luton Hoo, just as well as the Rliodo-
dendron and Ghent Azaleas, and they presented every
appearance of being easily moved, if ever it would be
desirable to lift tliem tor forcing. Some of the smaller
Rhododendrons, such as fernitjineum, had foliage so

large as to lead me to ask what it was. Rly chief object

in mentioning these matters is to elicit the result of

comparative experiments. R. Fish.

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.
{Continuedfrom page 401.)

Heaion Norris, near Stockport, the seat of —
Phillips, Esq.—I visited this place for the purpose of

seeing my old friend, Mr. Hamilton, the gardener, who,
as is well known, has caused quite a revolution in pine
culture, he being the first to adoiit tlie method of plant-

ing them out of the pots into a bed of earth ; and (hat

method he still follows with perfect success. I saw them
growing in all stages with the utmost vigour and health,

and plenty of fine, well-swelled fruit. One stool, or plant,

was pointed out to me, that had borne, without shifting,

twelve fruit in five years; and these not small ill-

favoured things, but respectable-sized fruit, averaging
four pounds weight. These pines are kept in health,

and strength, and size, by frequent additions of fresh,

rich earth, and waterings with liquid-manure. The air of

the houses is kept very moist durnig the spring and sum-
mer, and the ]ilauts are frequently syringed over head,
excepting wlieu the fruit is ripening. Round the curb-
stones, and on the back shelves, there are several plants
of the Orchid tribe thriving luxuriantly ; which was
proof suflRcient for mo that the air had been surcharged
with moisture as well as heat.

Mount ri.E.\s.\NT, the residence of W. Cruttenden,
Esq. This place adjoins Mr. Phillips's. There is a
very fair collection of OrchiJacaius jilcuils grown here,

and a house devoted entirely to the Heath tribe. It is a
very neat, well-kept place. The back wall of the Orchid-
house presented to me a singularly beautiful appearance,
being covered with the better kind of Ferns and Li/co-

podiums, growing in baskets, shaped like large swallow
nests. They were flourishing most luxuriantly, the
drooping kinds hanging down gracefully, and covering
the otherwise naked wall with living verdure. Where
there was plenty of liglit, near the glass and opposite
the end walks, several species of the beautiful tlowcring
JEschjnanths were planted in the baskets, which huug
down and tlowered profusely. These nest-like baskets
are formed with cement, and appear to be very lasting.

This method is worthy of imitation; many a blank, un-

sightly wall, that 1 have noticed in various places in

hothouses, might be rendered very interesting if clothed

in a similar manner.
The Fence, near Macclesfield, the residence of Thos.

Brocklchurst, Esq. This place is noted for a collection

of my favourite plants, the Orchiih. Here 1 spent many
happy years as gardener, studying the habits, and culti-

vating successfully, these most interesting jilauts. 1 was
happy to find them doing well under the fostering care

of Jlr. Pass, who succeeded me. It is now nearly ten

years since I left, and during tliat time there have been

numbers of new splendid species introduced. 'I'heso Mr.
Brocklehurst, with his usual spirit and liberal allowance

to his garden, has purchased, and thus keeping pace
with other growers, the collection is most unique.

I noticed the following in flower on the day I visited

the place:

—

Cycnochcs jientadactiilon, a rare species, and
a fine strong plant, with three spikes of its curious

flowers. Aerides quinqucvuhierum, a noble plant, with

two loug spikes; each flower large and distinctly spotted.

Acincla Barkerii, with a long spike of rich golden

flowers. Anijriccmn caudatum, the Ivory plant, three

spikes, showing very strong. Bolboplnjllum Lobhii,

very pretty; live flowers. C'allleya Candida, a large

plant with many flowers. This species is delicately

beautiful, and ought to be in every collection. Ccelo-

i/ijnc speciosa, very large dark lipped flowers. Dcndro-
liium aduiicum: this delicately coloured Dendrobe flowers

at this time of the year, and on that account is

desirable. It is a beautiful free-flowering species. Qongora
Batcmannii, the best of the genus. Marniodes lineata,

curious and prettily-streaked flowers. Miltonia Candida

superha. a decidedly superior variety ; the flowers ai-e

much larger, and brighter colours than the species.

Miltonia spiectahilis, two large masses in bloom. Miltunia

spectnbilis bicolor, remarkable for its rather small, but
highly-coloured distinct spot on the tip. Oncidium in-

curvum and O. incurvum major, both beautiful, the latter

especially, on account of its much larger blossoms.

O. pajyilio, the larger variety. This butterfly-like flower

is handsome, and especially worthy of cultivation wliere-

ever there is a stove, for it does not require so much beat

and moisture as any other Oncid. Peristeria data, the

beautiful Dove plant, so named by the Spaniards, who
first discovered it in South America ; here it was produc-

ing numerously its cup-sha])ed blossoms, with an exact

resemblance of a small dove, witii beak and exjninded

wings complete. Pbalanopsis amabilis, and F. ijrandi-

Jiora, good strong plants; the best bloom over, but yet

many flowers on them. ]'anda tricolor, a long, good
spike on a strong plant. Vanda (new species) with a

rich purple tip. I suspect this to be a fine variety of

V. Iioxburijhii. Sobraliamacrantha, with high-coloured

flowers ; and of Slanhopea many species.

The above list will show what plants of this tribe
' flower in August, and so far will be useful. Since I

j

left this place, there has been a considerable addition to

I the glass structures, for growing the Vine, the Melon,
and Cucumber. In a large pit, occupying one-half of

I one of the Orchid-houses, there are some good Pines
' growing, proving that the heat for the Orchids suits the

Pine-apple.

Chester House, Chester Road, Macclesfield, the

I residence of AV. Barnctt, Esq. This gentleman, whom
]
I have had tlie jilcasure of knowing for nearly twenty

years, is a most ardent lover of flowers. His greenhouse

is not large, but is always full of bloom ail the year

round. I'his is managed by having reserve pits in

his kitchen-garden. When I called, there was in flower

many of the choicest Oeraniums, even so late as the 18th

of August, besides of Fuchsias. Petunias, and Verbenas,

the best; Lilium lancifolium, three varieties, and " many
others, too numerous to mention," as the auctioneers
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say. Ill a vinery, I noticed somo fine Black Hamlno'
Grapes on vines planted, I believe, two years ago.

Near tlio vinery, 1 saw some vvell-srowu Clirysantlic-

mums sliowin;; llowei-luuls, as well as a nice collcetion

ol' Camellias. These are to siieeeed tho other groon-

house iilanls as soon as they are out of bloom.

That which most interested nio at this (ilace, was
an e.\iieriment in cultivating tlie I'atiito, with a view to

prevent the dire disease from all'ecting tlie bulbs. I re-

member reading, some time snicc, an extract of an experi-

ment of a similar nature. It is to plant some other plant

amongst them. Mr. IJarnett plauted the eommon garden
Bean for tiiat purpose, and his gardener assured me he
had not found a single diseased bulb np to tho day 1

was llierc, though the foliage and stems had evidently

sull'ered greatly witli the disease. As 1 know Mr.
Barnett is a reader of The Cottage Gardener, let me
add, that 1 am sure both the Editor, myself, and our

readers, would bo much obliged by bis sending tho

(iual result of the experiment. If successful, it will

be one of tho most important discoveries in horticulture

for many years. T. Appleby

THE HYACINTH.

( Continued from page H)3.

)

Culture in Beds.—Soil.—To grow Hyacinths well

in beds tho soil should bo rich, light, and deep,

su)iposing the soil of the garden is a sound loam, and
well-drained. Then fi.x upon the beds intended for these

bulbs, and excavate it to the doptli of fifteen inches.

Level tho bottom, and place a layer of small stones, or

brick-ends broken small, two inches thick. Cover this

drainage with two inches of littery dung ; then mix the

soil that has been thrown out with some well-decom-

posed cow-dung, some leaf-mould, and plenty of river or

sea-sand, well screened. The proportions to be one part

cow-dung, one part leaf-mould, to six parts of loam.
kShould the substratum be clayey, or gravelly, that part

must be wheeled away, and as much good loam added
as will replace it ; then mix the compost well together,

and fill the bed with it ; let it be four or five inches
above the former level, to allow lor settling: lay it

perfectly level, so tliat it may have tlie full benefit of

tlio rain that falls upon it. Tliis jneparation of the

beds should be done immediately. If there is time, it

would be all the better for a turn over before planting.

J may just remark, that if cow-dung cannot be procured,

hotbed dung, well-rotted, will do; but I greatly prefer

the former, because it is of a cooler nature, and,
generally, has less straw amongst it. I have used cow-

dung gathered out of a pasture with cai)ital success.

Plantinij.—The best lime for planting is the first

week in October; though, if the wealher is mild, they

may be ]ilantod as late as the middle of November.
Much depends u])0ii tho weather and the state of tho

ground. It should, by all means, be moderately dry,

and, therelbre, it is better to wait a week or two should
the season at the right time of planting be wet. To
prevent treading upon the bed at that time, lay n|)0U it

a narrow piece of board long enough to reach across it,

or have the board strong enough to bear the planter's

weight, and raise it up at each end high enough to clear

the bed ; then procure a dibber to plant them with,

which should be thick enough to make a hole as wide as

the largest Hyacinth is in duimeter, and the end that is

thrust into the soil should bo cut across, and a mark
made just as I'ar from tlie bottom as the bulbs should he
covered with soil ; the jiroper depth is three inches from
the top of the bulb. Anybody, with a saw and a knil'c,

could make such a one. Having a fine day, and the board
and the dibber ready, then bring out the bulbs and
place them on the bed just where they are to be

planted. Each Hyacinth should havo at least five

inches to grow in, but six inches would not be loo much
space lor the leaves to expand, es|ieeiiilly if the same
buUis are to bo plantinl again the following scascjn. If

tho colours are to bo mi.xed, place them so that the

coloiu's will succeed each other in rotation, as, for in-

stance, l,red; y, blue; ;j, white ; t, yellow; then 5,

rod, and so on, till the bed is full; or, if there arc

several bods, aud it is desirable to k'oep the colours

separate, so that one bed shall be red, another blue, an-

other white, and .another yellow, then plant them accord-

ingly. I'or a geometrical Uower-garden, tho latter mode
will be preferable. As soon as one bed is placed with

bulbs, then fix the board across at one end, and proceed

to plant them. As the planting ])roceeds, havo some of

the com])ost ready, sifted through a coarse sieve, aud
fill up tho holes with it. This is much better than
levelling the holes with a rake, because they are, when
so covered, sure to be at the right depth. When all is

planted, then rako the bed very lightly, and the opera-

tion is complete.

Shelters.—-The Hyacinth is hardy enough to bear a

moderate degree of frost; but it is advisable to cover

the bed with about two inches of spent tanner's bark,

to be removed early in spring, before the shoots appear
above ground. Where this is scarce, half-decayed leaves

would answer the same purpose, or a mat or two thrown
over the bed would be protection sulRcient. These
shelters are for sucli Hyacinth beds as may be in an
ordinary flower-garden on llie lawn, or in beds, in a geome-
trical Uower-garden, with box, or other edgings, and gravel

walks. If an amateur, or florist, cultivates the Hyacinth
in long, common beds, like Tulips, a perniaucnt shelter

should be put up in tlie form of the bed, or the beds
might be sheltered with hoops and mats. These kind

of shelters can be used wlien the bulbs are in flower as

a protection from sun, wind, aud heavy rains. If so

protected, the season of bloom will be considerably

prolonged.

Water.—As the season of the Hyacinth's growth takes

place during winter and early spring, it very seldom hap-

jions that they require much water at the roots, but, during

dry, narehing winds, which, sometimes occur in March, a

slight sprinkling over the beds will be acceptable to the

rising buds. In I'rosty weather, this should ho applied

in the mornings only ; but, if there is no appearance of

frost, then water in the evenings also, previously to put-

ting on tho shutters forthe night. This sprinkling may be
continued with advantage till the blooms begin to expand.

As soon as the bloom is over, the old flower steins should

be cut oil', but not quite down to the ground, the covers

removed, and as soon as the leaves turn yellow, the bulbs

should bo taken np and laid upon a mat to dry. By being

laid up oil a mat they can be lifted easily under shelter

in heavy rains, which would injure llieni much if allowed

to fall upon them. When the leaves are all quite

decayed dress them oft' carefully, without bruising tho

bulbs, and then )uit tliem away in a dry, cool room till

tho planting season eonies roinid again.

T. Appleby.

STRAY NOTES ON PLANTING SHRUBS.
Altiiougu, in the general routine of gardening opera-

tions, each season has its peculiar duties, which, if not
done then, often tell for the remainder of the year, or

rather until the return of the same period again, yet
there are periods in which certain operations seem to

call for more special attention than others, as those re-

lating to the spring and early summer. The progress

then making renders it imperative for good cultivation

that every seed or jdant then requisite to commit to the

earth should be done without delay, in order to meet
the requirements of after-times; and a little more than
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the usual energy displayed at that time, will, in most
instances, bo rewarded with corresponding success, and
more after-leisure. Now, though it would be wrong to

say that the present season, September, has not iuijiort-

ant duties o! its own to be performed, and these enhanced,
too, by the long succession of wet weather we have had,

and may still have, yet, when circumstances render any
extensive out-door alteration necessary, this is not a bad
season to get on with it ; for the most of our shrubs,

especially the evergreen ones, move and plant with the

best chance of success just now ; and when we consider
the many advantages wliich early operations have over
late ones, it behoves all those contemplating such change
to be on the alert, in order to avail themselves of all the

advantages fine weather commands, wliicb is certainly

more likely to occur in this month than the two succeed-

ing ones.

Wherever, therefore, new shrubberies are to be made,
old ones altered or remodelled, or solitary specimens taken
up and replanted, tlie present is certainly better than a

later season.

TnRF may also be included in the same category.

Flower-beds, however, tliat are periiaps under a heavy
crop of plants, still ornamental, must be left alone for

some time, unless under special care, when they might
be sacriliced to the sweeping effects of ii cliange ; how-
ever, tlie arrangement of them, and tlie remodelling of a

iiower-giirden, whether on the geometric or desultory

plan, I willingly leave to others; suffice it to say, that

the more formidable job of making new walks, roads,

shrubberies, or ol' levelling and laying down turf, cannot
be done at a more suitable time thau the present ; besides

which, the commencement of such things sufficiently

early in the season gives gi'eater hopes of their being
finished in time, should adverse weather or other circum-
stances intervene ; but it certainly is advisable to get all

the planting of shrubs and trees done as early as

possible, in order to gain all the benefits which the

autumn afibrds to their attaining fresh roots : and being,

in other respects, established in their proper quarter

before winter sets in. In addition to this, turf that is

laid down now will unite and grow before winter pre-

vents it, and present that uniform appearance so much
desired. Deciduous trees had, however, better remain
until their foliage be a little more ripe ; it is not necessary

that it should all have fallen oil', but sulficieutly matured
to drop oft' without force ; hut the whole class of luu'dy ever-

green shrubs might be planted now witli a better pros-

pect of their doing well, than if the operation was done
at any other time ; other things being the same.

Prior to the commencement of any large alteration, it

would be advisable to consider well the various points

on which such alterations bear; as it would be gross

mismanagement to bury all the good soil in a large hole,

or hollow place, merely for the purpose of rendering a

certain spot of ground level, or otherwise agreeable to

the eye ; such an alteration might suit the purposes of

a road surveyor or builder, but not the cultivator of

plants. This point must, therefore, be borne in mind
at the beginning, so that, by arranging the trenching,

&c , all the good soil bo retained at top, and if it be in

turf or pasture, some of the bulk might be preserved for

any jnu'pose it may be wanted for, whether that be to

re-lay again, or decay for the use of the potting bench ;

of course its removal is so much loss to the ground it

came from, and it need not be done so in those places

where it is wanted for the benefit of the plants, &o. in-

tended to bring there. However, these matters must be
deteimined by the nature of each respective case; only

one thing we would strongly urge, that when it is removed
for any purpose, its place ought to be supplied by some-
thing else that is good added to the ground ; for, if the

well-being of the shrubs, &c. be an important point (and
it often is so) a liberal allowance of substantial food must

be allowed them to grow in ; this may often be secured

to them without the importation of much fresh material,

when the most is made of what is there ; this we there-

fore strongly urge on our young friends to see to with-

out delay, and before they commence operations, for it

will often happen that ill-directed labour buries and
destroys much valuable matter before it bo aware of the

uses it might be a]iplied to ; however, on ground ap-

proaching the extremes of stiffness, or dry, hungry lauds,

the addition of matter of a contrary description will be
attended with a beneficial result; w-hile in these extreme
cases, the selection of ])lants suitable to each ought also

to be carefully studied, in order that the best may bo
made to meet the individual cases.

Thus, certain plants delight in a dry, gravelly, or

chalky soil; others preferring a stiff loam ; while the

beautiful class called American plants like moist peat,

but do not object to grow in a cool soil of another descrip-

tion, but have a decided objection to chalk, or soil in

which lime predominates. Tliis latter substauce, being

directly opposed to that in wdiich they thrive, ought
never to form an item in the same mixture as peat, for,

though a peat bog may be ploughed up, and the admix-
ture of lime may do much for destroying that fibrous

matter with which it is bound together, yet we are far

from certain whether this is not aflected by the anni-

hilation of some of its properties most necessary to re-

tain for the ])urposes of plant culture ; if, therefore,

your gardening operations extend over any tract of

ground of this description, you may rest assured that

you have found out the best possible site for the most
beautiful class of fiowering shrubs we possess; and, be-

fore anything else is done, consider well how much of it

you can allot to this section, for you will find that some
expensive alterations will be necessary to make it avail-

able for other things, which, alter all, would not look so

well.

Turning from the peat-bog, or morass, to one of a

decidedly opposite nature, " the sand-bank," the number
of plants available here is limited ; yet we have seen a

large embankment, formed by a radway cutting, ren-

dered very interesting by such plants as Box, Eurze,

Yew, common Laurel, certain Privets, &c.. Not that

they all presented a thriving appearance, ibr, excepting

the wild Juniper, few did not give signs of wishing for

more nutritious food; yet they grew and looked tolerably

well; and which would, in any other case, have been a

barren mound, became an interesting clump; for even

grass would not have grown on it in anything like a

satisfactory manner, for the least drought would have

tinned it brown and unsightly.

There are, also, certain herbaceous plants which will

not even grow on such a position, but the 'J'ropceoliim

tuberosum will make a tolerable show there, at certain

times i)resenting a mass of healthy foliage, and in

such situation, is more likely to flower, also, thau in

the rich borders of the ordinary flower-garden. Even
hills of entire chalk are scarcely sterile, as the common
Yew and Juniper are found wild there where the coat-

ing of earth is very slight indeed ; while such a posi-

tion would be instant death to the numerous family

of Pthododendron. Now, as each class presents ample

variety, it behoves the careful cultivator, iiUenduig alter-

ations, or adding new features to his grounds, to con-

sider well the various plants adapted to each particular

case, and to act accordingly ; for, be assured that no

after-management, however skilful, can so far alter the

condition of a plant as to reverse its constitutional

habits and wants. J. Eoiisos.
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CULTIVATION OF WHITE MUSTARD.
The gi'owth of White Mustard, as grecu food for

sheep, is very mucli on tlio increase, and is certainly an

excellent siilistituto for many other green crops usually

considered of more importance. Although it is not so

nutritious, nor productive of so heavy a weight of food

as many other kinds of green crop, such as Trifolium,

Tares, &c., it can be sown much later in the season, and

as it comes to matnrily for feeding in the course of five

or si.K weeks, it is much nsed for sowing after Tares, and

other green crops, thus filling up a vacuum in the rota-

tion, furnishing food for stock, and saving the tillage

whicli the land must otherwise receive, to keep it in the

fallow state, and prevent tlie growth of weeds.

This crop also answers the purpose of manuring ; in

some districts, and where green crops are ploughed

down and buried in the soil for mauui'e, it is better for

the purpose than any other, as it grows so rapidly, that,

in case it may be thought desirable, several crops can

be grown in succession during the summer months, and

all may be used for the same purpose, with advantage,

upon heavy soils, instead of the naked or bare fallow.

The practice of ploughing-iu green crops is, however,

nearly obsolete, it being found more advantageous to

consume the green food with sheep, and take the profit

arising from feeding the stock, in addition to its value

as manure.

Mustard may bo grown upon almost any kind of soil;

but the crop will be in proportion to the condition and

state of the laud, good soil not only growing the best

ci-op, but producing it fit for feeding twelve or fourteen

days earlier; its rapid growth completely overpowering

the ordinary weeds of the farm, and saving the expense

both of weeding and hoeing.

Tlie land docs not require much tillage before sowing

the seed, it being only necessary to make the soil fine

upon the surface, previous to sowing, in order that all

the seed may vegetate at once, and not lie in the ground

and come up amongst other crops at a future time, which

it would be very liable to do, in case the seed was buried

deep by sowing upon the bare furrow in a rough state.

From twelve to sixteen pounds of seed per acre will

be suflScient ; if sown much thicker the plants will come

small and weak, producing but little food.

The seed may be sown as early as April, for it is

hardy, and a slight frost will not iujure the plant whilst

in the seed-leaf, and it may be sown as late as the first

week in September, and ju'oduce a fair crop for feeding

in November.

It is said that this crop is vci-y obnoxious to the wire-

worms; it is, at all events, a good preparatory crop for

Turnips ; upon chalky, and other light soils, the Turnip

crop generally thrives well after it, and seldom suffers

loss of plant by the wireworm.

It is also a good crop to precede Wheat, for I have

found (particularly upon strong soils) that abundant

crops of Wheat are grown after a luxuriant crop of

Mustard eaten off' by sheep.

The sheep always do well upon it, particularly stock,

or store sheep, it being safe and healthy, rather than

forcing and fattening ; and I have found it very suitable

food for ewes in lamb duriug any stage of pregnancy.

JoSEPli Bllndeli..

CULTIVATION OF WINTER BEANS.

The cultivation of winter Beans dittcrs very materially

from that of the spring Beans, and they may bo grown with

success upon a variety of soils, which, it is well known,

cannot be advantageously crojiped with the latter kind.

The ordinary sorts of spring Beans require to be sown

upon a clay or strong loamy soil, whereas, the winter

variety will succeed and produce good crops, when the

season is favourable, tipon soils in general, supposing

the land is in a good state of cultivation.

In selecting land for the growth of this crop, it is

essential that it shall be comparatively free from couch

grass, for although Beans are considered a fallow crop>

yet there are few seasons when couch grass can be

entirely destroyed by the hoeing usually given to the

Bean crop
;
yet the destruction of ordinary root and

summer weeds may be effected by proper application of

the interculture necessary for its success.

In preparing the land, it is unnecessary to incur great

expenses, one ploughing, with harrowing and rolling

sufficient to produce a fine surface and firmness of

subsoil, being all that is required. The best mode of

planting is by the dibble, one man using two dibbles,

followed by women or boys to drop the Beans two in

each hole. Tho most expeditious and cheapest mode is

to drill them ; the quantity of seed required, when,

dibbled, will be two bushels per acre ; b ut when drilled

a halfbushel extra,

I advocate wide drilling, with not less than two feet,

or twenty-seven inches space between the drills, the full

advantage of interculture may then bo obtained ; and

winter Beans, being more inclined to stalk and branch-

out than tho summer varieties, they soon fill up the

wide space ; indeed, if drilled closer, they become so

crowded as to exclude the sun and free circulation of

air, which cause certain damage to the crop, and render it

more susceptible to blight.

I It is very important to consider how this crop is placed

j

in the rotation; for, although it does not usually yield

more profit than a crop of Oats, yet it can be more

advantageously followed by a crop of Wheat. Indeed,

there is no other crop so good to precede Wheat as winter

Beans, for not only is the land peculiarly kind and mellow

I where winter Beans have been well cultivated, but being

]
earlier to the harvest than the spring sorts, there is, in

ordinary seasons, time to make a tolerable fallow after

the crop is removed.

The ploughing of the land may be partly effected

before the crop is carted away, by placing the produce

upon every other land, or every third land, according to

the bulk of the crop. The growth of Turnips, and other

roots, between the rows of Beans, is advocated by some

parties, but I am of opinion that it does not answer as

a system. I would sooner take the advantage of a bare

fallow, between the crops of Beans and Wheat; for
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althougli I have seen very useful crops of Turnips, Rape,

&c., grown amongst Beans, yet it requires groat nicety

of culture, and is atteuded with expenses which are not

repaid. The rotations best suited to this crop are, 1st,

Fallow, or Turnips; :ind, Oats, or Barley; :3rd, Clover

Grass; ith. Wheat; 5th, Beans; (Jtli, Wheat; or Beans

may be put fourth in the rotation, followed by Wheat.

Laud intended for Beans should always be ploughed at

least a month before drilling, but for dibbling, a fresh

furrow is preferable. The best time for sowing the

winter Beans is from the second to the last week in

October.

Farm-yard manure can be applied with much advan-

tage to this crop ; but, if the laud is out of condition,

and sufficient yard-dung cannot bo obtained, artificial

manures may bo sown upon the bare furrow, and

harrowed in previous to drilling; the combination of

bones and guano, or the Buenos Ayres, or dried llesh-

manure, with a little superphosphate of lime, is a suit-

able admixture. The spring management, and inter-

culture, is a very important point in the cultivation,

not only as regards the benefit to be derived by the

Beans, but also by the following process which is going

on during the working of the soil between tlie rows.

The first thing to be done, as soon as the small weeds

begin to vegetate iii early spring, is to horse-hoe the

intervals rather shallow ; and a day or two afterwards,

when the weather is dry, use the harrows freely across

the rows of Beans, which will not only destroy the small

weeds, but will break the shell or crust of the land

around the plants, and greatly facilitate their growth.

The operation of horse-hoeing should be repeated as

often as the small weeds vegetate, each time hoeing a

little deeper, and so continuing until the plants meet

across the intervals. Joseph Blundell.

DISEASES OF POULTRY.

These troublesome pests, which, hy the constant inita

tion they maintain, tend very greatly to ineveiit a healthy

condition in poultry, are more frequent among (Jochius thnn

any other variety. My own birds are remarkably free from
them ; but I know, that in the yards of several of the most
successful exhibitors they abciund, in spile of every care as

to cleanliness, and abundance of lime rubbish. In the

cases of invalids which .arc sent to me, I often find thoiu

present iu thousands, and 1 am inclined to attribute their

presence in such numbers to an unhealthy condition of the

system ; but, whatever be the caiise of their abundance, 1

am quite sure that tbey very much injure the health of the

buds, and prevent their recovery when ill.

In bad cases, tbey may be found on looldng at the base

of the feathers on any part of the body; but they are always

present in the largest numlier below the vent, and among
the quill feathers of the wings. The eggs, also, may be

observed clustered round the base of the fealliers, so as to

form a sort of sbeatb to the lower part of each one ; and,

though small, yet their number and briglit crystalline

appearance renders them very conspicuous. TJieso clusters

may be seen around the base of the feathers on the bead,

ami other parts where the bird is unable to preen itself with

its beak.

Feeling the importance of being able to destroy these

vermin, in a manner which should be at once economical,

effectual, and harmless to the fowl, I made a series of ex-

periments with diflFerent substances ; the results of which

I will brielly state :

—

Mercmial iireparations, such as white precipitate and a

very dilute solution of corrosive suljlimate, are elfectual

:

but there are two insuperable objections to their use—tliey

are very expensive when required in quantity, and are so

exceedingly poisonous, that when applied tu such an ex-

tensive surface as the whole body of the l)Lrd tliey produce

serious results.

Vegetable poisons, as tobaccO-water, snuU', stavesacre,

ifcc, arc open to the same objection.

Lime, in fine powder, dusted into the feathers, is only

partially effectual ; and the same remark applies to plaster

of I'aiis.

The last substance I tried was flowers of sidplmr. I took

a Cocliin pullet, just received as an in-patient, into my
saualarium, which was literally alive with lice, and dusted

the ]iowdered sulphur among the roots of tlie feathers over

the whole body, so that every part of tlie skin was covered.

On examination, next morning, I was most agreeably sur-

prised to find that the whole nf the vermin bad emigrated;

and it was only after very patient research that I succeeded

in discovering a single specimen, which was by no means in

a lively condition. The eggs, of course, were not destroyed

;

and it was necessary, therefore, to continue the application

for a few days, to destroy the lice afterwards hatched.

Flowers of sulphur, or, as it is termed by the druggists,

sublimed stdphm', will, I am convinced, become Ihv remedy

for this annoyance. It is perfectly harmless to the fowl,

does not (bsfigure the plumage, is ea,,ily applied, and per-

fectly effectual. Moreover, it is exceedingly cheap; many
pounds should be sold for a shiUing ; and, although 1

have not tried the experiment, I shoidd thin); it would be

e(jually ellicacious if a quantity wore added to the dusting-

box of ashes, &c., that is usually kept for the use of the

fowls.

I have the vanity to look upon this result with con-

siderable complacency ; feeling confident, that the remedy

will be found most valuable I have, unfortunately, a heavy

counterpoise to any overweening confidence in my own

researches, in the great loss that I have experienced in

pursuing some investigations into the nature and cure of

roup. This, however, must form the matter of another

communication. I will only slate, that I have ascertained,

by the most carefully-conducted experiments, that roup is

contagious in the highest possible degree.

W. B. Tegetmeiek, Tottenham.

CULTURE OF BRITISH ORCHISES.

I NOW fulfil my promise to give your readers some
account of the British Orchises, and I think, perhaps, the

best way will bo to pass the dift'erent sorts in review, with

a few words of comment upon each. There are fourteen

plants which 1 include in the general term ' Orchises," and

these do not include Orchis laxijitira, which is, I believe,

only found in Jersey. The earliest of them is

1. Okchis MAscui.A, the "Field (irchis," :is it is generally

termed. The Uower of this vai'ies from palo lilac to dark

purple ; the stem is ordinarily thirteen, but sometimes

seventeen or eighteen, inches, in height; the leaves ai'e

sometimes thickly spotted with dark purple, and sometimes

perfectly green and glossy. Indeed, I think it very possible,

that when botanists turn their attention more to these

jilants, Orchis mascnlri may be split up into two or three

dirterent varieties, one of which will be, I think. Orchis

masciila, var. alha, a pure white flower, with plain leaves,

which it grows more erect than mascula genemlly does. 1

have not seen enough of this variety to give a more lengthy

description of it. Orchis iiiiisciila will grow anywhere. It

does not require chalk, and, perhaps, a dry, elevated posi-

tion, iu a light soil, will suit it best, Tliis year it bloomed

about the second week in May.
•,'. Okchis JMorio.— .V pretty, little, purple dwarf (Ircbis,

which grows "in moist meadows," as Sir .T. Smith says;

thcaigb where I have seen it growing finest was on a dry,

grassy slope in the sun. This Orchis appears about a fort-

night after O. masciiln, and a very pretty, flesh-coloured

variety of it may be found in most places.
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•1. Orchis fusca.—This is tlio most splendij of tlio wliole

ti'ibe, bnt it is ditiicult to iloscriln^ it accurately in words. It

readies two feet in lieiglil, and its durk-brown calyx, and
brown-spotted corolla, togellier willi tlic immense mass of
flowers on the stem, comliine to nial<e it a most beaulifnl

object. I had forgotten, too, llie hirj^'e, plain, broad, shining
leaves, which are by no means to he overlooked. O. fusca
loves the shade, and generally is found in a thicket of under-
wood (not growing too close to keep out the sun entirely)

and on a chalky soil. It has several varieties, and two of
them, O. Hii/iVd/is and O. Irphrosnitlhos, have been favoured
with distinct names. It reijuires a slope.

4. Oriinvs iioscrFEr.A.—" The I'ly Orchis." This is too well
known to reipiire description, liive it a hot, dry, chalky
slope, with a httle thin gr.ass growing on it. Sir .1. Smith
talks of ]-J inches as its extreme height; hut it is found in

tliis neighbourhood about half as high ag.iin.

0. AcERAs ANiiiRoropiioitA.—A curious-lookiug, yellow-

flowered Orchis, which is always to he found on any chalky
slope. Baxter, in his " Floweiing Plants," nmrks it " very
rare ;" though what makes it so I cannot conceive. This,
and the two preceding Orchises, flower at the same time as
Orchis Morio.

(i. Orchis iatifoi.ia.—A short, thick-set, purple Orchis,
which grows in swampy meadows. It grows often in the
same field with Orcliis mnciilula, and hybiidizes with it.

The hybrid is taller than (). Itilijuliti, has more colour than
O. iiKicu.'iila, and neither has the hollow stalk of O. Inli/'alid,

nor the solid stem of O. maciihila ; but a solid stalk, with a
little gimlethole through it.

7. Haeenaria mfoi.ia. —• Plain, broad leaves ; flower
white, and erect ; the stem apparently very still', as the
flower of tlie old year frequently remains standing till the
bulb of the new year has grown to some height, it has a
smaller variety, found on iieaths, and called //. vhlomnllia.

It appeai-s to gi-ow anywhere, as Captain Inglelield, the
Arctic voyager, found it blooming in the Polar regions !

Having now described half the Orchises, I must not
trespass on your space any longer, as I am afraid that I
have already exceeded the bounds.—W. P.

[Wo should readily have given up double the space. You
will oblige many readers by giving any information about
the best time of transplanting and treating each species.

—

Ed. C. G.]

slight signs of life ; it will, however, after the lapse of a few
minutes, recover, and will rarely re(|uiro to be fumigated a
second time.— II. L.

THE GAPES.

L

I HAVE read with interest the different modes of treat-

ment detailed in The Cottaoe G.\Ri>ENEr. for the cure
of chickens attacked with this " pest of the poultry-yard."

The plan adopted by your eoixespondent, Mr. Port, is

good, bnt the patient must be oper.ited upon with great care,

for the delicate formation of the windpipe renders it ditii-

cult to insert a feather into that organ without injuring it;

unless performed by an experienced hand, the attempted
cure proves as bad as the disease.

In a recent number (2-l.'<), Mr. Tegetmeier states, that
" the old plan was to nearly suffocate the chickens with
tobacco ; hut this was only partially successful." Now I
feel unwilling to doubt such an authority as Mr. T., and,
had I not proved the eflicacy of tobacco-smoke as a cure ;

for the gapes, should have at once coincided with him. The '

old i)lan alluded to, was, I .judge, to confine the chicken in

a box with Imrning tob.acco, causing it to inhale the vapour.
This mode might have been only partially successful ; but,

if ])roperly administered, it is cijiinlhj siicccssf'iit as turjien-

tine, either applied with a featlier, or inhaled by the patient.

The following plan I can recommend to the readers of The
i

Cottage Ctardeser, judging that many of them are not
averse to the smoke of that fragrant weed, Nicnllfinu tnha-

ciim ; even if they should be, the gardener, or poultry

attendant, wiU require but slight persuasion to aid, fitted

by the experience he has gained in this fashionable accom-
plishment. Let a pipe be prepared as usual for smoking ;

when lighted, take the chicken, and holding the mouth
open let a cun'cnt of smoke he blown into it and the nos-
trils ; after being repeated three or four times in quick

succession, the chick will become insensible, and show but

EXPRPilMENTS IN POT.VTO PLANTING.
I PROMISED to send you the result of my experiments in

Potato |)lanting, I divided a jiiece of ground into three
equal parts; in the first, the I'utatoes were planted in rows
a yard apart, and about nine inches from set to sot; in the
second, the same distance from row to row, but single sets,

a yard apart in the row; in the third, with four sets in a
clump, a yard apart from centre to centre of the clumps

;

all wei-e co\.jred with burnt earth. On taking them uj), I
find that those planted in the last manner are much
superior to the others, in size and quantity, being, at least,

in the proportion of five to foiu'.

They are all remarkably free from disease, considering
the season. All the other Potatoes which I havo dug, and
which were covered with burnt earth, from weeds and
rubbish, are also a veiy fair crop, considering, as I have said,

the season.

And now. Sir, when every one is trying to find ont a
remedy against this disease, allow me to suggest an idea
which has struck me, and on which I shoidd wish for your
opinion. I see it stated in yoin- Magazine, that it is now
generally considered that tlu! disease arises from a fungus
attached to the potato; and, I liave thought, that if we were
to dip our potatoes in some pickle before planting, just as
we do for wheat, it would be a good plan. I should recom-
mend the following :—Have a cask of brine with strength
enough to float an egg, in this let the potatoes be dipped ibr

a certain time, and when planted, covered with superphos-
phate of lime. Now, if you see nothing to object to in this

plan, nothing that is at all likely to do injury, I shall adopt
it if I plant potatoes again.

Pray let me know your opinion on the subject.

Ci.ERICUS Pi.

[We believe the experiment of putting the sets into a brine
before planting has been tried unsuccessfully—but this need
not discourage others from repeating the experiment. We
ai'e not sanguine in hoping that it may he beneficial, because
if it be admitted that the murrain is caused by a fungus,
still the spores of that fungus may be in the soil, just as
a similar pai'asite is thence communicated to wheat.
Our own obsen-.ations, and tlie facts communicated to us,

all agree in favouring the opinion that the potato murrain
appears with a new phase this year. We mean, that although
the haulm decayed earlier, and more virulently than it did
even in the worst of former years, yet the tubers have not
decayed in the same proportion. This, probably, arose from
eai-ly-ripening varieties ha\ing their tubers advanced to a
stage of ripeness that is safe from the infection.

—

Ed. C.G.]

MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

The second annual exhibition of poultry, connected with
this Society, was held at Warrington, September Uh, and
from the crowded state of the tent in which the pens were
an-anged, it was evident how great was the interest which
the jjoultry excited.

A convenient tent was pitched in a field close to the Rail-

way Station, and great praise is due to the Secretaiy for the

manner in which the poultry were there arranged. AN'ould

that we could add more, but here, we regret to say, our
encomiums must end.

Notliing could be worse than the manner in which the
proceedings, as far as the judging was concerned, were
caiTied out. Had the regulation been adhered to, which
decided that all stock should be in the yard by eight o'clock,

the judges might have proceeded at once to their duties,

and by ten o'clock, at which hour the public was admitted,
the prizes would all have been apportioned ; instead of which,
at half-past twelve, in a crowded tent, the judges were still

occupied. This, of course, gave room for dissatisfaction
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and comment, more especially, as before judgment was pro-

nounced everybody who cbose to ti7 was in possession of

a catalogue.

V.'e would recommend greater punctuality, and more

attention to tliese matters, in next year's sliow, and would

suggest, wbetlier sucli a Society as the :Manchester and

Liverpool, holding its meetings in a country so wealthy, and

where the love of poulti-y so strongly exists, might not well

afford to offer better prizes than a paltry sum of Ids. for

the best pair of chickens, as well as genoriiUy to enlarge

their prize list. That the offer of poultry prizes has already

done good, is evident from the great improvement in the

piinllry sliown now, compared with what was exhibited in

IM.Tj.

The prizes in the classes for adult DorKmjs and Spanish,

fell, as usual, to Capt. Hornby. The former, as .a class,

were remarkably good, worthy even of London or Birming-

ham. The latter were badly represented, except by the

winning birds. Of the SIir,)iiih<ies we cannot speak witli

praise, nor, indeed, of the Jlamhiir^hs, with the exception

of the Silver-laced, which class was well represented.

The same may generally be said of the Gccxc and Dnr/.s,

old and young. The geese exhibited by Mrs. Townlcy

I'arker possessed great merit.

The young poultry were good, but especially the Cochin-

China chickens.

In th.o extra stock we observed some very good Black

Bniitnms belonging to Mr. Gilbert Moss, which we think we

saw in lleccmber, at Birmingham ; and for premium 73, a

very good pen of Silvcr-laccd Bniitnms, belonging to Capt.

Horuliy, to wlioin was also awarded the Society's Medal for

" the best pen of poultiy exhibited."

The judges were Mr. Machin, of Trcntham, and Mr.

Green, of Longton, Staffordshire.

Premium C4.—Seven claimants. For the best white, speckled, or grey

Durkin/;, Captain W. W. Hornby, Knowsley CottaKO, near Prescot.

Premium 6.i.—Three claimants. For the best Spmiiah, Captain \V.

W. Hornhy, Knowslev Cottage, near Prescot.

Premium fiS.—Five claimants. For the best Game Fowl, Mr. E.

Alison, jun., Park Hall, near Cliorley.

Premium C?.—Five claimants. For the best Citchin-Cliina, Mr. T.

Leph, Golborne Park, Newton, near Warrington.

Premium 68.—Two claimants. For the best Gnldm-penciUed Ham-
burgh. Capt. W. W. Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, near Preseot,

Premium 69.—Five clairnants. For the best Silrn'r-jicncilled Ham-
biirirh, Mr. J. Taylor, HaUhaw Moor. Kearslcy, near Bolton.

Premium Ti),— Four claimants. For the liest Gold-spangled Ham-
hurgh, I\Ir. G. Fell, Warrington.
Premium ;'>.—two claimants. For the best Poland, Capt. W. W.

Hornliv, Knowslev Cottage, near Prescot.

Premium 73.—Three claimants. For the best of iimi other breed or

a-oss, Capt. W. W. Hornby, Knowsley Cottege, near Prescot.

GEESE.
Premium 74.—Three claimants. For the best Geese, Mr. T. T.

Parker, Astley Hall, Chorley.

DUCKS.
Premium 75.—Five claimants. For the best Aylesbury, Mr. H.

Worrall, Knotty-ash House, near Liverpool.

Premium 76.-Three claimants. For the best Rouen, Mr. H. Worrall,

Knotty-ash House. Liverpool.

Premium 77.— Five claimants. For the best of any other variety,

Mr. H. Worrall, Knotty-.ish House, near Liverpool.

TUKKEVS.
Premium 78.—Two claimants. For the best Turkeys, Mr. E. W.

Wilmot, Hulme, WalfielJ, near Congleton.

YOUNG POULTRY.
Premium 79.—Four claimants. For the best four Goslings, Btra. T.

T. Parker, Astley Hall, Chorley.

Premium SO.— Five claimants. For the best four Dncklings, Mr. H.
AVorrall, Knotty-ash House, near Liverpool.

Premium 81.—Eleven claimants. For the best four Chickens (one

cockerel and three pullets), of the Dorking breed, Mr. E. Lister,

Cassin Lodge, Over.
Premium 82.— Four claimants. For the best four chickeni! (one

cockerel and tliree pullets) of the Spanish breed. Captain W. W.
Hornby. Knowsley Cottage, near Prescot.

Premium S3 —Seventeen claimants. For the best fou' chickens (one

cockerel and three pullets) of the Cochin-China breed, Captain \V. W.
Hornlty, Knowsley Cottage, near Preseot.

Premium 84.— Five claimants. For the best four chickens (one

cockerel and three pullets) of the Bolton Grey breed, Mr. E. Alison,

jun., (right to prize disputed,) Park Hall, near Cliorley.

Premium 8,5.

—

Vot the best pen of iwultry in the show, the Society's

Silver Medal, Capt. Hornby.

A PLEA FOR HERBACEOUS PL.\NTS.

I OBSEKVED, in The Cottage G.uidenee, a few weeks
since, some remarks, by Mr. Apideby, upon the grounds and
gardens of Mrs. Bentley, of Wooddlesford House (Ksholt

House), which place I laid out some years ago. One point,

in particular, in his remarks, reminds me of what I have long

thought an eiTor, and onewhiclj, in ray opinion, is becoming
far too fashionable—I mean the " bedding-out system." I

quite agree with tlie high eulogium which Sir. Appleby has
passed ujion the display of certain beds of llowers in these

grounds, for which great credit is due to Sir. Pearson, the

fiower-gardener. These, I have more than once, taken

occasion to compliment him upon ; and, therefore, I do not

wish it to be understood that I disapprove of the " bedding-

out," or group system ; for, to a certain extent, I quite

approve of it, and think the introduction of masses and
groups of Geraniums, monthly or other perpetual Eoses,

I'etunias, etc., A'c, here and there, in a iiower-garden, indis-

pensable for producing a breadth of blight coloiu, and
giving force and variety to the scene ; but what I am anxious

to caution the floricultural world against, is, the encourage-

ment of the bedding system to tlie almost total exclusion

of herbaceous or border-flowers. It is a lamentable fact,

that nitmbers of our most lovely and beautiful border-

ilowers are neglected, though such flowers would well bear

inspection, anil produce both interest and admiration at

every step, were they more freely and properly introduced.

Now, having had opportunities of knowing Jlr. .Vppleby's

good taste and general knowledge, not only in tropical, but
also in herbaceous plants, I am induced to hope he will take

the subject up, and tiy to produce, or rather revive, a taste

for tlie cultivation of liardy flowers of general interest, by
giving us a paper, now and then, on their management, with

the names of a few of the most pleasing kinds, in The
CoTT.iGE G.vr.DENER, and thus be a means of preventing

the dress of our flower-gardens from being confined to a

few dozens of showy varieties of flowers, to the total omis-

sion of others of equal interest, aiul with even stronger

claims to cm' admiration.—JosuuA Maioe, ICnoslhorjic, near

Leeds,

GREY SHANGHAES.
Ix Jlr. .Jones's reply to my letter, the material facts are

not questioned, but he states, Mr. Griggs "so/rf " the gi-ey

cock to Turner, at a fair price, and he was not given in

exchange for his services. In my letter to you, I simply

expressed a belief on this subject ; and, as the price was so

small, it was scarcely worth while to disturb the position I

had assigned to jMi-. Griggs ; for, if a gentleman had
allowed so poor a man to work, or took his roots and

flowers in return for tlie bird, instead of receiving so small

a sum in money, I take it, the matter would have stood no
less favourably, as Tm-ner was a laboming gardener, with

a wife, and six little cliildren.

All the lots enumerated by Mr. Jones, as being sold by

Mr. Stevens, at prices varying from 10s. to lis., were not so.

As he is so regular an attendant at the sale-room, he cannot

surely have failed to observe, that all the lots are supposed

to be knocked down at some price; but he should remember,

that in many cases (as in those alluded to) an imaginary

bidding only, emanating with the auctioneer, or a friend of

the seller, is made witliout any bonu-Jide offer at all. The
10s., then, must have been the reserved price ; and, after

deducting expenses, if they actnally \vere sold, the clear

residue for the owner of the birds, could not have exceeded

7s. Od. each.

If the Brahma Poutras, instead of being the extraor-

dinary new American breed, so much vaunted as possessing

such rare merits, are allowed by their owners to be no more
than Grey Shanghaos, no one does, or ever will, dispute it.

I simply addressed those few remarks to you, to shew that

they were not only not a new and distinct bird as averred,

but, in fact, not even a novelty ; and that the colom-, on
which a main argument rested in faviiur of their being a

new breed, was obtained as piu-e and distinct out of buff, or

other coloured parents, as from grey. It is worse than idle to

pretend that they possess merits to which they are not en-
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titled, nnd cannot ha shown to have ; ami being a perni-
cions system of exagseraliou, iu common fairness to tlie

readers of The Cottaoe Gakdknui!, it should lie exposed,
llr. Stainton, and otliers, used to say of these. Grey

Shangliaes, yeai'S ago, that they were fine birds, but a b.iil

colour ; and large birds, but tlie coloiu' against Iheni ; and
yet we ai-e now to beliovo it is a new breed Jhs( imported
from Amtrica I— C. H. 13.

GOLDEN DROP WHEAT.
In Tue Cottage Gakpener, about twelve months ago,

you recommended the " Golden Drop " variety as the best

kind of wheat, and I have tned it in tlie same field this year,

side-by-side with the " 'White C'hcddam." The seed for botli

was procured for me by a respectable tradesman, and I am
satisfied it was good and genuine.

The " Golden Drop " lias produced a much heavier crop

than the "White Cheddam," which iias not corned well

;

indeed, there are many failing and defective corns iu every

ear. Both were sown early iu November.
I shall grow tlie " Golden Drop " again; but as the bread

from it is of a dark colour, and the " White Cheddam " seems
to be a tender variety, I shall he greatly obliged by your
recommending a hardy wliile wheat i'or sowing the last week
in October, or the first week in November. My ground is

situated within one and-a half-mile of the sea, but sheltered

from its winds ; the soil, a light loam ; the subsoil, iir some
parts of the same field, sand; and, in others, gravel; but
the upper soil has a tolerably good depth, s.ay twelve or

fourteen inches. It does iiol require draining.

Syonica.

SOME MINOR POULTRY SHOWS.
NonTH Lancashike Agkiculttiral Society.—The show

of this Society took place at Blackburn, on the 2Cth of

August.
Class 7.—POULTRY.—Hatched previous to 185."!.

Best white, speckled, or prey Dorking (single comb), William Ellison,

junior, Lnw Sizertih, Kendal.
Best white, speckled, or srey Dovking (double comb), Captain Wynd-

hara Hornby. Knowsley Cotta[;:e.

Best Spanish. Captain Wyndham Hornby. Knowsley Cottage.

Best GrtmHf Captain Wvndham Hornby, Knowsley Cottage.
Best C<tchin~Cltiii't, "William Wanklyn, jun.. Bury.
Best Sitner-peTicitteil Hninliuygli, Di^niel Parsons, Cuerden.
Best Gfilden-spitngled Hiimbiiyi^h, Jonathan Haene. Lower Darwen.
Best Silvev-spangled Ham/myg/i, Frederick Townley Parker, Astley

Hall.
Best Poland. William Binder, Whalley.
Best Bontavis, Captain Windham Hornby, Knowsley Cottage.

GEESE.
Best Geese, Ilrs. T. Townley P.arker, Astley H.iU.

DUCKS.
Best Avhshury, Thomas Leigh. Blackburn.
Best Iltiuen, Thomas Leigh. Blackburn.
Best of any othcf variety, Frederick Townley Parker, Astley Hall.

TURKEYS.
Best Turkeys, Joseph Feilden, Witton Park.

YOUNG POULTRY.—Hatched in 1853.

Best three Goslings. Mrs. T. Townlcv Parker. Astlev Hall.

Best six Aylesliurii Daektings. Captain Wyndham Hornby, Knowsley
Cottage. Those shown by the Rev. John Kitton, of Hutton, were highly
commended.

Best six iio7/en D//c/t'/in^.?. Edward Alison, jun.. Park Hall. Chorley.
Best sis Ducklings of any other variety, William Henry Hornby,

Blackburn.
Best sis Dorking Chirkens (single comb), Daniel Parsons, Cuerden.
Best sis Dorking Cliiefcen-t (double comb). Daniel Parsons, Cuerden.
Best six Spanish Chickens, John Ambler, Preston.

Best six Game Chirkens, Kdwanl Alison, jun.. Park Hall. Chorley.
Best six Conhin-China Chicken.'.; Capt. Wyndham Hornby, Knowsley

Cottage. Those shown by the Rev. J. Kitton, Hutton, were commended
by the judges ; and those shown by Michael Carter, of Preston, were
highly commended.

Best six Chickens of uny other variety, Edward Alison, jun.. Park
Hall.

r.ADGEE PotTi.TP.Y Show.—Badger is the seat of Robert
Cheney. Esq., near Bridgenorth, and the show took place
on the 2"iih of August.

It was held in two tents, one appropriated exclusively to

amateur's stock, the otiier to fowls e>;lnhited by cottagers
;

whilst in two other tents the Floral Society o.xlubitcd the
results of their labours.

It was, undoubtedly, a very creditable exhibition for a
" first attempt

;
" and though no minteii prizes wHATE\Er.

were awarded to mimteiirs (the credit of winning a first, a
second, or third prize, being the only inducement held out
to eontributorsj, the entries thus obtained wi:ve upwards of
1(10 pens

; some having been forwarded fi oni distant loca-
lities. Although the day was the very reverse of propitious
(for it rained incessantly, and iu torrents), many hundreds
of visitors attended, amongst whom were not a few Indies.
The birds were exhibited in baskets, as at Cheltenham

;

and a rather singular feature of this show was the total
absence of diseased specimens.

^

The most successful exhibitors were Mr. Thos. Smith, of
Stapleford, and Edward W'm. llaslewood, Esq., of Bridge-
north, as between them they took sixteen prizes and two
commendations. In the old Cochin classes (as the season
of tlie year naturally predisposes), the worst of plumage
was "the order of the day; " not so in Cochin chicks. In
this class (2) there have rarely been exhibited a more me-
ritorious assemblage of competing pens. The first prize
(jien 14, belonging to Wm. Latham, Esq., of Sandbach,
Cheshire,) soon changed ownership, as did several other
pens iu this class. 'Whcro so much real merit exists, it

would be invidious to particularise. The wliole class would
have done credit to any exhibition. A pen of Silver Poland
cliicks (pen T, prize first, class l:l) were soon purchased,
and were certainly one of the most promising lots in the
whole show; if all goes on well, they will prove themselves
dangerous competitors at some of our largest shows. The
Bantams, as a whole, were evidently a very neglected variety.
In tlie extra class (pen 7, JIalays), were of the very best

birds of their class ; whilst the Egyptian and Canadian
Geese, belonging to Eobert Cheney, l';sq. ( the owner of the
grounds on whicli the show was held), were exhibited in
the most creditable condition. In tlie 1 Hicks, the Aylesbury
can-ied away all the laurels, the other varieties being very
indift'erently represented.
The most interesting, and, perhaps, the best contested

part of the exhibition, was in the "cottagers' tent; " here
the display of " Hamburglis, of any variety," much ex-
celled the general run of exhibitions ; the first, second, and
third prizes, in class 20 (section 1), and again the third
and fourth pens, in class 20 (section 2), and I must add,
the Golden-spangled Hamburgli, in pen 2, cottagers' extra
stock, and which obtained the pair of Cochin chicks, for
"best cock of any variety shown," would have proved no
disgrace to a Birmingham or a Meti-opolitan exhibition.
The gift of live fancy poultry to cottagers, for prizes,

seems a step in tlie right direction, and will, no doubt,
eventually prove most beneficial to the lucky competitors

;

whilst the birds sliown on this occasion by them prove,
distinctly, that a cottager can breed, and compete, too, in
poulti-y lists, with his more favoured employer, and will
stimulate the labouring class to still greater exertions.

It would be well were the like class of prizes offered at
our fidly.estahlished poultry exhibitions, and would prevent
many a labourer from wasting his time and wages in the
degrading haunts of a pot-house kitchen.

Wetheeuy Pori.TEY Snow.—This show (Sept. Dth) was
considered superior to that of former years. The bufl' mid
white Cochins were very much admired. The Dorking and
Spanish classes were much in advance of last year.

Judges.—Jonathan Pickard, Bardscy; W. S. Gill, Boston
Spa ; and T. T. Tipling, Boston Spa.

Best two Geese and Ganrfer, to J. Tonilinson, Cowthorpe, Wetherby;
second, to Thomas Dunwell, Burnbridge, Harrogate.

Best two Ducks and Drake, to John Buniiston, Follifoot, Wetherby
;

se.'ond, to Thomas Dunwell, Burnbridge, Harrogate.
Best three Ducklings, to David Hume, Marton, jMiddlesborough.
Best two Turkey hens and cock, to Hon. Albert Stourton, AUerton

Hall.

Best three young Turkeys, to Thomas Groves, Plonipton Hall.
Best two iVo)7.i;i5- hens and cock, to T. B. Stead, Leeds; second, to

John Whincup, Walshford.
Best two Malay hens and cock, to Thomas Cartledge, Knaresborough

;

second, to David Hume, Marton, Middlesborougli.
Best two Spanish hens and cock, to J. H. Smith, Skelton Grange,

York
; second, to Hon. A. Stourton, AMerton Hall.

Best two Coehin-China hens and cock, to T. B. Stead, Leeds; second, I

to J. H. Smith, Skelton Grange, York.
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Best two tv?iitr Cochiii-C/ihia her\a and coc\i, to John Noble, Boston
Sp;i ; second, to Jolin Nulile, Boston Spa.

Best two Silri-f I'/ieusfint hens and cock, to ^\'illiam Pitts, Wctherby ;

second, to Thonisis Lofthouse, Wethcrhy.
Best two Chtttfprnt hens and cock, to J. Thompson, Wetherbj'.
Best two Golden Phcasavt Bantam hens and cock, to Jolni Thomas

Tipling, Boston Spa ; second, to the Hon. A. Stourton, AUerton Hall.

Best two wkitc liimtiim hens and cock, to Hon. A. Stourton, Allerton
Hall; second, to David Hume, IVIarton, Middlcsborough.

Best two ItUtcIc Bantuni hens and cock, to 'I'nomas L'artledge, Knares-
borough.

Best two hens and cock of any breed not before mentioned, to John
.Iu(|ues, Knaresborough ; second, to — Watson, Knaresborou^'h.

Best i\ir&cpoiini^ Bantams, to Thomas Cartlcdge, Knaresboroue;h.
Best ttiree young fowls of the Doi-kinf^ breed, to T. B. Stead, Leeds.
Best three young fowls of the Sjnrnish breed, to T. B. Stead, Leeds.
Best three young fowls of the Cochin-Chinn breed, to Benjamin

Bhiydea Thompson, jun., Tadcaster ; awarded to Mrs Saynor, W'etherby.
Best three fowls of ani/ other ftrecd, to George Lane Fox, Bowclili'e

House ; awarded to James Beaumont, Wetherby.

Bttuy and Radcltffe ActRiculthtiaj-. Show.—This was on
September '.'th. The poultry portion was very good collective-

ly. The Spnnhh fowls were excellent, as ivero the Shanrjhar

vhickfus and Gi-csc, Tlie judges were Mr. Bissell, of Bir-

mingliam, and I\[r. Nutt, of London. They awarded Capt.

Hornby the Society's Silver Medal for the best pen of fowls

exhibited.

SpANisn.—Best cock and three hens, chickens of 1S53, Captain W.
Hornby, Knowsley. Second best, Mr. Peter Eden, Salford. Best cock
and two hens of any age. Captain Hornby.
Dorking.—Best cock avul three hens, chickens of 1S53, Captain

Hornby. Second best, Mirhafl Potter, Esq., Prcstwich. Best cock and
two hens of any n^e. Captain Hornby.
CociiiN-CiiiNA {Cinnamon or BulT).— Best cock and three hens,

chickens of 185H, Captain Hornby. Second best. C. Rawson, Esq., The
j

Hurst, Walton-on Tiiames. Best cock anil two hens of any age, I^lr.
!

William Wanklyn, jun.. Bury. Best cock and two hens of any age.
,

Mr. Charles L. Clare, and Rlr. William Wanklyn. (Black or White).
I

Best cock and three hens, chickens of lfi53, C. Uiuvson, Esq., Walton- ,

on-Thames. Second best, Mr. W'm. Wanklyn. I

Game.—Second best cock and three hens, chickens of 1853, Mr.
James P'letcher, Ringley. Best cock and two hens of any age, Mrs.
Wyndham Hornby, Knowsley.
GoLDKN HAMBUKGn.— Best cock and three hens, chickens of 185o,

Mr. U. E. Ashton, Ramsbottom. Second best, Mr. James Fletcher,

Ringley. Best cock and two hens of any age. Captain Hornby.
Silver Hamburgh.—Best cock and three hens, chickens of 1853.

Mr. D. Leeming, Halifax. Second best, IVIr. J. Taylor, Kearsley. Best
cock and two hens of any age, Mrs. D. Henderson, Shuttleworth.

Poland.— Best cock and three hens, chickens of IS.'iS, Mr. James
Fletcher, Ringley. Best cock and two hens of any age, Mr. C. Rawson.
Bantams.—Second best cock and three hens, chickens of 1853, Mrs.

Wyndham Hornby. Best cock and two hens of any age, Mr. C. Rawson. '

Turkeys.—Best cock and two hens of any age, Mr. John R. Farn- i

worth, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.
I

Geese.—Best gander and two geese of any age, Mr. C. Rawson.
Second best ditto, Mrs. Wm. Ashton, Oaklands.
Ducks.—Best drake and two ducks, of any age, I\Ir. D. Leeming.

Second best ditto, Mrs. Mally Partington, Whittle. Best hatch of
ducklings, not less than four, Mr. J. R. Kay. (Rouen and other dark
variety).—Best drake and two ducks, of any age, Mr. Thomas Statter.

Second best ditto, Rlrs. 1). Henderson, Shuttleworth. Best hatch of
ducklings, not less than four, I\Irs. Henderson.

GLEANINGS
JussiEU.—Tlic Inst of the illustrious Botanists of tliis

name is gone from us, and gardeners owe so much both to

liira and his ancestors that we must honoiu- their memory
with the eulogium delivered at this last of Uieir funerals, by
M. A. Erongniart. Wo copy it from the Gardeners' Jotirnnl

:

—
" Gentlemen : A few months only have elapsed, when I have

again the mournful duly of expressing hero our deep soitow

over the tomb of one of our colleagues. Within less than a

year, Richard and Jussieu—friends from their youth—have

died, both at an age when science might have hoped from
tliem for more important labom-s, and friendship a long suc-

cession of happy days. Aiiricn- de Jitasiett^ the worthy heir

of this illusti'ious name in science, has fallen at the age of

fifty-five, in all the vigour of his powers, when the accumu-
lated researches of many years, and the maturity of his

judgment, encouraged the hope tliat he would still contribute,

by liis excellent memoirs, to the progress of science. It is

not in these mournful cicumstances, when om' feelings are

so deeply aficcted, that I would expound to you the value of

labours long since appreciated by the learned world. A few

words on the simple but well filled up life of our colleague

will announce our grief and regret to the world.

Tlio only son of Antoine-Laurent do Jnssieu, delicate in his

health from chUdhood, his education was shared between
his father's house and the public school. He had brilliant

success in his literary studies, which was rewarded by the

prize of honour of the Coneuurs tjenerule. His taste inclined

him rather towards literature than science ; but having—in

obedience to the wishes of his father, and to render himself
worthy the name he bore—commenced the study of medicine,

tlie most solid basis of the natural sciences, his active and
diligent mind readily jierccived their interest; and ere long,

it was not from duty, but from taste, that he devoted himself

especially to the study of botany. The first publication of

the young botanist was an excellent memoir on the family

of Eiipliurbiaccir, which he gave as a medical thesis, and in

winch his observant raind and clear judgment were already

remarkable, and announced a worthy successor to the name
of Jussieu. It showed, especially, that while inheriting the

principles which constituted the glory of the French school

of botany at the close of the eighteenth centiuy, he tnew
how to enlarge the field in conformity with the progress of

the science. His memoirs on the Rutueeiv, Meliactr, and
MdlpigliificciP, showed the successive development of his

miud, which was at once sagacious and profound. The last

of these, especially, a considerable work, and the result of

long researches, may be cited as a perfect monograph of a

vast family. In it nothing is passed over ; the anatomy of

the different organs of the stems and leaves, as well as of

the flowers and fruit, is treated with a care not often found
in wxrlis of this nature ; and, along witli this, the task of

classifying the genera and species is performed with that

precision and judicious criticism which form one of the chief

merits of works of this description. It is seen, that by
Adrion Jussieu descriptive botany was not confined to generic

and specific distinctions, but became a veritalde anatomical,

and often physiological study, the only real basis of the

natural method. He fixed his attention especially on the

examination of the most important organs, and the vege-

table embryo in particular became the oliject of his stucUes.

Ill a first memoir, published in 1830, on that of the Mono-
cotyledons, he announced others in which he proposed to

search deeply into this important subject. Since then,

numerous researches have enriched his portfolios, and much
was ready for publication ; but, as with all minds ardent for

truth, he found his results yet incomplete, while his enfeebled

health did not permit him to coiitimie the minute micros-

copical studies nccessai'y for such a subject. Let us hope
that friendly hands will not allow these precious documents
to perish. In IH-ifl he was called, in the lifetime of his

fatlier, to succeed him at the Museum of Natural History in

that chair, the inheritance of his father and gruat-uncles,

where, imder a simple style and in familiar conversations, he
knew so well how to give impulse to, and direct for the best,

the studies of young naturalists. In isfll, his father had
the happiness to see him sit by his side in the Academy, in

that same botanical section where Antoine and Bernard de

Jussieu had preceded him. Finally, after baring long

assisted M. Auguste Saint-Hilairc at the Faculty of Sciences,

ho was nomuiated professor in INuO. The regular teaching

of botany led him to the publication of an elementary

botanical work, a resume of his lessons, which in a small

volume contains the essence of the science, and in which
the superior mind is easily recognised by the manner in

which questions, the most difiicult and profound, are treated

with clearness and precision. Such was the scientific life of

Adrieii de Jussieu. The administrative direction of the

Museum of Natural History, to which lie was called many
times, could alone divert him from his studies. But the

affection—it might be termed filial and hereditary—which he
had for this establishment ( the theatre of the laboiu-s of his

father and uncles, and in which he had been brought up)
could only attach him to his iiabits of calm and regular

work. His eaily taste for the belles lellres, which he had
extended to foreign literature, occupied his leisure. Tours
with friends, to whom his cbai'acter and disposition doubled

the enjoyment of these excursions, were his principal relaxa-

tion. The improvement of his rich library was his only

passion. His taste andhabits, which we liave just mentioned,

will suliice to enable those who were acquainted with him to

appreciate his cbai'acter. Full of kindness, benevolence,

aniiabiUty, and good nature in the ordinary aiiairs of life,

his cbai'acter displayed all its firmness in the most import-

ant questions; and his amiability never led him to the

indulgence or approbation of what he considered wrong.
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Such a clinraoter, such sinipk' Imliits of life, n wai-mlj'

attaelieil I'niiiily, liis iiuitlioi', liis sisters, liis two ilanglitprs,

espociivlly the. objects of liis ulli'ctioii. wonlil Imvu iviulci'tiJ

liim iii'i-fcctly liftppy if his lifiiltli Imd not mailo his work
ilillioult, iiTiil often almost impossible. Yet such was liis

iittaehnu'iil to his iliUios, that last spring—when already

aftecteil by the malady to which lie at length succuinhcd

—

lie commenced his lectures and demonstration, which he

only suspended when his bodily strength completely failed.

His death leaves an immense void in sciencu and in the

ostablishments with which he was connected. With him is

oxtinct the illustrious name of .Inssieu, which during three

generations has been the glory of the Academy and the

.Tardin des I'lantes. The heavy burden of a name borne by

Bernard and Aiitoine-Laurent de Jiissieu, Adrien sustained

without Hinching—he evc^n gave to the namo an additional

splendour ; and it is when the Academy of Sciences had
called him to the honour of presiding over it, that we have
lost at the same time a colleague, beloved by all, and the

president who in a few days hence would have directed our

deliberations. In addition to the regret which will be felt

by scientific men of all countries, tliere is in our case—and
especially in his who is here the exponent of your sentiments

—the bitter sorrow of the heart. No man was more worthy

to be loved—no one more devoted and constant in friendship

—no one who will inspire attachment more deep and lasting,

and excite more regret among those who bnew him
intimately, and who here join with me to bid him a last

.adieu."

AnTii-iciAT. PEorAGATiON oi.' Sai.mon.—A meeting of the

s.almon fishing proprietors in the River Tay was lield on
Friday last, at I'erth, for the purpose of considering the

question of the artificial propagation of salmon. The chief

speaker was Mr. Thomas Asbworth, from Ireland, who
stated that his brother and he have, at the present time,

about 'Jtl,(Hiil young salmon in ponds, produced by artiticial

means, which are daily fed with suitable food. His brother

and himself having purchased the Galway salmon fishery,

in Ireland, they determined to try an experiment there for

the artificial propagation of salmon. A suitable place hav-

ing been fixed upon at Outerard, operations were commenced
between the 'JOlh of Hecember and the 1st of January last,

which was about a month too late, yet boxes were prepared

in which the spawn of the salmon were deposited. These
boxes were about 18 inches square, and 6 feet in length, with

a zinc grating in the sluice at either end. There were 20
boxes in all, which were filled with gravel or small stones

to the depth of six inches. To procure the ova and milt of

the female and male salmon, the fish were taken by small

nets on the spawn fords at night, and instantly and without

injury put into a tub one fmrth full of water. The female

fish was fir-;t turned on her back, one man holding the tail,

and another running his hands down eacli side from the

heail, and pressing lightly with his thumbs, the ova was
readily discharged into the tub ; a similar course readily

discharged the milt. About :!70 salmon were treated in the

above manner, and again returned ti:i the river. Mr. Ash-

worth explained bow the ova and milt were mixed in tlie

tub, and then taken out of it with a cup and deposited in

tile boxes, when it was covered with additional gravel.

There were at present about 211,(10(1 young salmon alive, and
thriving in these ponds, from two inches to three inches in

length. The fine zinc gratings were used to prevent both

trout and insects from getting into the ponds, as they were
very destructive to the salmon-fry. The ponds were about

1 20 yards in length, and 12 to l-l yards in breadth, and it was
intended to keep the young salmon in them for 10 months,

i

when they will have grown to about four indies in length.

I
They would then be able to lake care of themselves on their

way to the sea. He stated, also, that it was indispensable

the young salmon should be fed daily with cho))))ed flesh

meat. The current of water running through the boxes
must be pure and free from mud, and great care was required

to be taken during the periods of inculiation, when the rivers

were Hooded by heavy rains, to divert the mmldy water from
the boxes. It took about 100 days until the spawn gave
indication of life. Tlie expense of this plan of artificial pro-

pagation he did not estimate to exceed a pound a thousand,
which was at the rate of one failhing for eacli salmon. After

soroo discussion it was resolved that the experiment should

be tried in the Tay ; and a committee was appointed to adopt

the requisite measures.

—

Ediiihiiryh CoiiikiiI.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
RoskCuttings (J. /?. I—These will give least trouble umirr hand-

glasses. They may lie put in noM-.

(^RRANiuM Cuttings (/Airf).— You made your outtinga too small

—

two or three joints would have been iietter ; and. if we uiidrrstand the
case, the wood was tuo spongy. Spe what Rlr. Fish said the other week.

Soils, \-(:. (M/irf^'iirft).—Vour luum is a lipht-eoloured clayey loam.
See part of Rlr. Fish's article to-day. Hiia-liinf must be used with very
greatcaution ; we would not advise you to have anything to do with it.

It would be a capital thing to place at the bottom of walks. Fruit trees

will do well in the ground mentioned. The deep treneliing and the new
soil gave strengtli to the Fuchxias. Cut down after frost ; they will, pro-
bably, do better next year. The Trnpu'oluin bulb had not been old
enough; let it alone until the foliage is quite yellow; then leave it dry
in the pot, or take it out, and place in dry earth, free from frost, and
repot next spring, as soon as the growth commences. When growing,
and after Jilaj/, you must give it air in your window. The Lemon Ver-
bena (Aloi/siu citrindora) is easily propagated from cuttings in spring,

and as easily kept in -t window. U'c saw two huge bushes yesterday, at
the side of a gardener's door. Tliey are cut down every autumn, like a
Fuchsia, and protected with ashes and a mat during winter.

NiGiiT-scENTKU Stock {/iiJ).—Takc cuttings also in spring, so that
young plants are established befoie winter. Nothing will make the plant
look beautiful; its scent, at night, from its dull-looking (lowers is the
greateharni. It must have little water in winter, and the cuttings in

spring should not have a damp place, unless there is artificial dry heat to

drive it oft".

Tank foe heating Greenhouse {.7. B. C.).—Thia house is 20 feet

long, 12 feet wide, and {) feet high at back, and 5 feet in front. The
position, of course, must be beneath your stage ; but your plan will only
be edectual for plunging po[s above the tank, to secure bottom-heat, by
having all the plants on the stage supplied with saucers. Even tlien, of

course, you could have no bottom-heat of any consequence, unless in very
cold weather. You may make the tank as long and as wide as convenient—
say 14 feet by 6 feet, and four inches deep. Well-managed, you would find

it useful; the plunging material above the tank being used chiefly for

propagating purposes.

Rose-cuds not started, but alive (Flora).—Do not stop the
shoots now, that might start them into growth, to be killed by the frost.

Cut liack when tliey have grown a little next spring. It is usual to pinch
the point of a shoot that has a bud inserted at its base, to cut it hack
farther when it is growing, but not to cut to the bud until it has gained
some strength. This on priiici/i/f, but frequently we have had a shoot
broken off near a strong bud, and it immediately went ort at railroad

pace, with all the sap that went to the slioot appropriated. In your
case, we would cut back nearly to the inserted liud when growth was
proceeding in sjiring.

Banana—Thinning Fru it (B/^/Zimw).—We should think there would
be no danger, if the plant was rather dry, but we have not had much
practice.

Cherrv-trees and Pear-trees f.r. B. B.).—These bloom freely,

but do not fruit, though Apple-trees do well near them. Are you near
the smoke of a town ? that will account for it, as the soot clogs the parts

of fructification. Does your grass lawn slope at all ; ur does it allow
enough of water to get to the roots while the trees are in bloom ? They
seem to be dry enough, and near the surface enough, when they bloom
so freely. If you think none of these are the reason, hnish the blossoms
next season with a feather, or a camel's-hair Inush.

Vineries, &c. (1/tid). — Better *' let well alone." Either in a pit,

or on the door, in such a house, with Vines up the rafters merely, good
gardeners will grow Peaches, \'ines, Oranges, Cucumbers, and Melons,
in pots or boxes, provided there is heat for the two latter ; but recollect,

that attention to Peaches, Figs, &c., will interfere with what the Vine
reijuires. We know many instances of gardeners obtaining u wonderful
amount out of such houses, but then iiualiti/ has in some, if not all, the
things, to be sacrificed to (|uantity. For Cucumbers, a little bottom-heat
would he desirable. Rhubarb can be grown anywhere in winter and
spring, where you can command a temperature of from .'lO'^ to 60°. We
have grown that and Sen-knft on tlie bottom of an early Vinery, keeping
the Kale from the light. Of course, the well-matured roots were brought
from the open air, and taken out when done with. You will do no good
with permanent plants in such a house unless they have unobstructed
light.

Pillar Roses—fifteen or sixteen feet high (Jtf. S,).—See the
description, and consult the section of that kind of Roses in a nursery-
man's catalogue. You cannot expect such things in a day. The ground
must be deeply trenched; consist of good mellow loam, well drained,
with abundance of dung and manure waterings; and proceed just as if

you wished a symetrical bush a yard high, and eighteen inches in

diameter. The pruning must regulate the shape ; and, provided soil and
manurings are suitable, time will produce the liesircd result. Of roursc,

you arc aware that when one shoot is selected for a leader, and other

subordinates to stand round it, the lower shoots must be trained nearly

horizontally, to give the greatest width at the base Hue.

Geraniums for Box outside the Window (Ibid).—Compncfum
is rather strong growing. We would prefer Tu7n Thumb, or Improved
Frngniore.

Fuchsias booted in Spring {Ibid).—Keep them in the pots in which
they are ; if in the ground, protect them there, or lift and pack them in

pots and boxes when the leaves fall, giving them separate pots as they
hegin to grow. Fuchsias, grown ns standards until they become large,

will not want large nhifts, as the heads will be smaller than plants of the
Jiame height, clothed like a pyramid, from top to bottom. Sprin/f-rnoted

vHttinffB \n u ruthcr tndefinitu espreiMiiun. Wc have such Fuftheiait now of
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large size and in full bloom ; we have others thnt have been left pretty
well to weather it. The latter may stand all winter in a two-inch pot

;

the former, in an eight or a ten. See what was said of Standiirds the other i

week.

Pruning Plum and Apricot-thees (H. J. B.)*—You require di-

rection from the commencement of sprin™ through the following year.

Tliis will, no doubt, be attended to in good time, flleanwhile, what is

of more importance, pinch out now the points of young leading shoots ;

remove every lateral, ami all breastwood not wanted, keeping in mind
that the Phim-trees produce chiefly on small spurs, and the Apii'cots on ;

spurs and young wood of this season. It is important that every leaf left

should have full access to light. If extra luxuriant, prune the roots nest
|

month.

Floricui.ti'ral Design—What is it? (Ihid^ —Aye, what is it? I

Why did not the Society prevent all dispute hy stating what they meant I

by the word. Some otTer prizes for a /iouqvrt, vlxu} you get a something
j

in a huge pum-h-botvl-like vv-se., requiring a man to lift it. Everything
should be clear and distinct. We should exclude nothing from njiori-

'

cultural dcsif^n that was made of flowers, that sh'i\\'ed good taste, was
harmonious in its parts, and that involved nothing, or but little opposed
to a natural character. Thus, flower-gardenfi, laid out with beds filled

with flowers, and showing the wal'.ts in gravel or grass, would be such a
design. A wreath of flowers woulil be another; and so would a crown, or
coronet of flowers. If a man chose to construct a house, a castle, or a
temple, of flowers, it would be hard to say it was not a floriculturid design,
though not quite so much so as the others, merely because it is, so far,

not true to nature ; that though we have ainong us iy\:iny ftiii't/ /nntis,

they are yet too heavy to get up and down, aud live among the beauties
of such a tenement.

Trees i'or Walls, near lilANcnESTER (A Suhncrifier^s Gardener^.
—The statement, " wc are surrounded by tall chimniea," puzzles us. If
you have mtirh smoke and shade you will injure early trees, such as
Apricots and Peaches, and, in that case, it would be better to have a
portion filled with the finer kinds nf Cherries, Pears, and Plums. On
further informatinn we may decide ditfercntly. flicanwhile, the following
misht do :

—

South WnU, 100 yards long.—Nectarinp.s.—3 Elriigc and 3 Violette
Hativc. Pkaches.— 1 Early Anne. 1 Orosse fllignonne, 1 Uoyal George,
1 Noble.ssc, I IJarrington, 1 Late Admiral. ArnicoTs.— I Largo Early,
I Breda, 2 BInarparks. Plums.— 1 Coe's Golden Drop, 1 Victoria.
Chrrry.— 1 May Duke. Fu;,— 1 Brown Turkey. East Wall, twenty
yards long, twelve feet high.— CiiERBiEs.— 1 Elton, 1 Florence, 1 Ulack
Tartarian, 1 Morcllo, in the darkest corner. West WuH, twenty yards
long, twelve feet high.*- Pears.— 1 Marie Louise, 1 Bcurre Diel, t

Glout Morceau, 1 licurre Uance.

Flowfr-Bordees {J. S. Ji.).—You want a choice assortment of hcr-
bacpQus pbiiits and bulbs on each side of the rloor, in 1 and 2, with room
enough to plant summer half-hardy things in between them, and we shnll
soon give lists of such. Crimson Bovrsault and Fflirite Ferpt^turlle are
just the two Roses you are in want nf. Mixed herbaceous plants will be
the best for the two borders ; when Zinnias, and other half-hardy things,
go wrong, you lose a season. Von will have ronm for two rows oi Stand-
ard Roses, and six or eight feet between them. Do not think about
making Matrh-bedn of 1 and 2 ; it would take a mint of money to dn the
thing properly ; let them be in mixture all the year round. Old Tom
TIntmhs and old Fuchsias will do in the wood-box, provided yon can
keep the frost from them. All the old plants of both kinds in the king-
dom will keep anyivherc, if free from dump, /rust, and pnrching dryness.

Hymenopiiyllum TuNBRincENSis (Amen).—This beautiful Fern
requires a peaty, sandy soil, and a shady situation ; and, if it has a bell-

glass over it. it will thrive all the better. The fine sperimens shown at
Chiswick and the Regent's Park shows, are so grown, and are cultivated in
a close frame, or even a hothouse. It will not thrive well in the open
air, excepting under peculiar circumstances, such as being near a waterfall,
or on the shady side of a hill ; or loose, rocky, wet descent ; where the sun
seldom shines upon it. You do not mention in what situation yours is

placed in ; is it similar to any of the above ? if not, that is the cause of
your failure. Adopt some one or other of the above methods and you
will succeed.

Small Crocus Bulbs (.4.).—You took up your Crocuses in July last,
and found the roots so small, that you fear they will not make a satisfac-
tory show next year. You do not state when you planted them, or in
what kind of soil. In those points of culture you may have faileH. You
had better select a few of the largest, and purchase sufficient to fill your
beds. The smaller roots you can plant for stock. Mr. Appleby will'very
soon write an essay on their culture; defer the planting of your small
roots till you see that paper.

Moving A Mulberry-tree (A Subscriber) .—The MuIbcrry-tree,
five inches in diameter, may be moved with perfect safety as soon as the
leaves turn yellowish, especially the short distance (a few yards) you
mention. Onen a trench two feet wide, beyond the radius of the roots,
and with a three-pronged fork gradually work out the soil, preserving
carefully every fibrous root till the trench comes to eighteen inches of the
tree; then dig deep, and hollow out the soil under the ball as far as
possible; when that is done, place four short boards, one inch thick,
under it, so as to form a cradle, lash them together with ropes, and
place other four boards on the top of the ball, and lash these to the
under ones. Then tie a long, strong pole firmly to the stem, placing
round it first some thick sacking cloth, to prevent the pole rubbing off
the bark. When this is done, have as many men ready as w ill have
power to lift it. Prepare the hole to receive it, and lay a layer of good
soil at the bottom of the hole. Then let the men gently lift the tree,
keeping it upright, and carry it to the hole, lower it gently into it,

spread out the roots, and fill in around the ball some more good earth.
Fix three cords, triangularly, about two-thirds up the stem, and fasten
each end down to the ground firmly with three strong hooks driven fast
into the ground. Then give a good watering, and if all this is carefully
done, jour tree will be sure to grow. Mulch it with a thick covering of
littery manure, to keep the soil moist through the succeeding spring and
sumiuer.

Bees.— IK. A. E. says,—" I have a stock of bees three years old this
summer, (queen, two years old.l Last year it did not swarm, but
worked in a super. After the middle of July, the weather was so bad for
making honey that it carried all the contenis of the super into the hive,
and yet was very poor for the winter. On the 2Sth Ajiri), on examining
the hive, which was very strong with bees, they all seemed dead ; however,
on sprinkling them viith honey, about a dozen began to crawl about, and,
strange to say, from there being, I suppose, a good deal of brood in the
hive, they increased, and the hive has now become pretty strong, and has
nine pounds of honey in it. Breeding has come on, and still goes on
fast; but there have been no drones. Will the hive do well if fed ? or
will it dwimile away from not having had drones? IVIy other stock,
which is in an adjoining garden, has had a great many drones, which are
now being killed." [Make your hive up to twenty pounds by feeding,
and no fears need be entertained of its making a good stock for next
season.— J. H. P.]

Box FOR WINTERING PLANTS (C Litchfield).—S'iAc% higher than the
plants will behest. Plunge the pots in coal-ashes. All the plants you
mention will do in it, and require to be kept cool. There are many kinds
of Aloes. Buy a May.swariu of Bees next spring, or one weighing twenty
pounds now.

Verbenas (ff. B.).—They were all withered. Flowers must be packed
in damp mo^s, as well as in a box.

Pansies (HenWfws).—None suited for anything but planting in the
border.

London Horticultural Society {Cantub).—The secretary will
give you the information you need. Fursythia viridissima is hardy.

Preserving Plants in \VtKTF.n (A Cocknei/ Amnfeur).— Sec what
we have said above. Your box will require covering with straw, Ike, to
exclude the frost.

Tomatoes Decaying.— *' F. Tf. S. has a row of Tomato plants trained
against a S. E. wall, several of which have recently become affected by a
disease apparently resembling the potato murrain. The stalks become
spotted, the foliage blackens and wirhers, and the fruit decavs in most
instances before it changes colour." Thin out tlie branches ; cut the
routs all round, by thrusting a spade into the soil, at a foot from the
stem, all round ; and rear a spare cucumber light over the plaots at night,
and in cold wet weather.

Phloxes (W. S. Fpps).—AW yourseedlings are beautiful, and of good
form, but especially do we admire the following for the strikingly distinct
contrast between the colours of the eye, and of the limb of the petals.
We name them in the order of our admiration, mentioning the best first.

No. 6, Kc^y Pink, with bold star-like white eye. No. 7, Lilac, with eye
like jjreccding. No. 4, Pale Violet, with white-fringed maroon eye.
No. I, Pink, with white-fringed carmine eye. No. 3, Carmine self, very
large.

Suangiiae CniCKENs (A Subscriber).—Those having five toes h.ive
certainly a taint of Dorking blood in them.

Spanish Cockerels {J. C. .-ImM/r).-The symptoms are those of
Roup. Your medicines were more calculated to injure than to cure.
See what directions have Ijeen given in our pages.

Petunias {R. D.).—All withered. Sec what we have said before about
not packing in damp moss.

Fuchsia iJnhn Bu//l.—This with very stout, scarlet sepals, and
crimson corolla, is worth [ircserving, if the sepals reflex, as in the single
specimen we received.

Beks f W. Horslei/).—You had much belter let your old hive remain as
it is, for having sent out a swarm this year, it is sure to Iiave a young
queen, and being so rich, will give you an early swarm next season;
besides, the honey from so old an hive would be of little value. Mi-ke
your swarm up to 20 lbs. by feeding.

Fowls Dung {Incubntor).—This is one of the best of manures for
Roses.

Cuttings (1001).—We cannot undertake "to satisfy your brain;"
we have told you the facts.

Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary (J. iV.V— If vou apply to our
publishers they will do all they can to complete your set. Vou" can have
the numbers of The Cottage Gardener which you mention.

BoTTOM-HEAT BY Pirzs (A New Subscriber},—Thc p&peT referred to
is in our No. 236, page 7.

Diseased Cochin (K. B. Fulham).—The bird forwarded died of con-
sumption

; the lungs were extensively diseased. In a very early stage,
the disease might be arrested by cod liver oil; latterly, "no treatment
would have availed. The illness, most probably, arose from exposure to
wet or cold. Rue and garlic are stimulating, and most unlikely to
be of service in any disease whatever. The arrangements as tn charge,
&c , will he found at page 195.—W. B. Tegetmeier, Tottenham.

Names of Plants (Intjuisitive). — Yciurs in Rnchea or Crn.i.<ntla

fnlcata. (A T//rti).—Your plants, &c., came to hand well-packed, as
persons should send sperimens to be named. 1 . Hibiscux st/riacus ; var.
purpureus. 2. Hibiscus st/riacus; var. albus. 3. Phillprea media.
4. J'iburnum opulus. ^. Euonymus tatifulins. 6. Cratu'^us fflandn-
losn. 7. Phillyrea latifolia, 8. Crtttwgus Cnis-^alU ; xnr. pyracanthi

-

folia. 9. 'Annthoxylum fraxinifolium. 10. Cedrus deodara. \\.
Ampelopsis hedernrea. 12. Cojiibretttm purpiireum. 13. Pittosporum
Tobirn. 14. Melia Azi'durach (?) 15. Aster ar^ophylliift. \~. La-
vandula dentatn. IQ. Saxifraga cordifolia. 20. Phillyrea media var.
Send us specimens when in bloom of 16 and 18.
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this. No taste, no want, seems to be without its source

of gratiiioation and supply. Even the gigantic Palms
will tower-up here as unobstructed as beneath eastern

skies ; Orchids will cast around their odours as in the

jungles of the tropics; Aquatics will float in waters

suited to their habits, whether from torrid or temperate

climes ; and flowers of all seasons, and all nations, will

find a suitable home in some of those far-spreading

galleries, or beneath some of those vaulted transepts.

Nor is the space for utility or for pleasure confined to

these, for stepping forth upon the vast terraces which

encompass its transparent walls there is outspread a
view which none in England surpasses. It is a rich,

home-panorama, circling, before and around, over a sur-

face whose boundary-line is some twenty miles from the

point of vision. The terraces themselves will be among
the grandest of the world ; and then the gardens, which
are extending away from the foot of their noble flights

of steps, are beginning to give striking evidence of the

genius and taste presiding over their arrangement.

This subject, though our peculiar province, must at

present he only glanced over, for we shall dwell upon
them in detail after the present planting season is over,

and enables us more entirely to comprehend the par-

ticulars.

The Italian Garden, with its three fountains, on which
the eye rests at the foot of the lower terrace, is on a

scale commensurate with the palace, and leads gradually

and gracefully to geometrically-arranged flower-beds, set

iu the wide surface of turf, and these soften the transi-

tion to less artistic masses of plants, and so on to more
uncultivated departments. At present, little more than
the outlines of broad walks, excavated dells, and huge
mounds are apparent; but the planting already carried

out iu one or two nooks are sufliciently telling of how
uuich will be eftoctcd, uot merely by the flowers, but by
the liarmonies and contrasts, blendings and reliefs,

which can be wrought out by the gardener who knows
the colours of foliage both in a plant's inl'ancy an'd full

age, and can, therefore, anticipate with certainty future

effects aud results.

We have only jotted down a few of the thoughts that

a hui-ried visit to this magnificent design suggests ; and
we say most emphatically that we fully recognize its

claim, which even a slight examination establishes, to

the title of " The Palace of Light." The gracefulness of
its proportions—the absence of any but blue-tinted

shadows—and the knowledge and benefits which it will

aid to communicate— must secure to it that name,
whether viewed with reference either to its construction
or its consequences.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, MASSES, ETC.
Ef.ai.i.y I almost tremble whilst I name them—so

oldCashioned; so out of date ! Nevertheless, we have
all seen old fashions undergo a revival, and why not
our old pet Phloxes, Asters, Delphiniums, Uracocepha-
lums, Tradescantias, Aconitums, Monardas, Cljelones,
Cl'-notheras, Anthericunis, Gentiauas, &c. ? If they are
not allowed to mass with our foreign visitors, surely

they may be allowed to show their homely faces in some
portion of our dress grounds. But it is by no means
certain that they— at least, some possessnig superior
qualities—may not yet be worked-up in our massing
system

; for when the rage for viere colour sickens, who
shall say that form and habit may not become a capital
consideration ? This is the season for securing obser-
vations on the effects of the various combinations of
both form and colour iu flower-gardens, with some other
qualities connected therewith.
In looking over some beds of mixed herbaceous plants,

last evening, with a view to remark on jiarticular forms,
or combinations of forms, I was, in the first jilace, struck
with the grace and elegance wliidi prevailed in all spots
where what are tei-nied spiry forms jirevail. To give an
idea of the forms I allude to, 1 may point to such as the
Liatris spicata, the Cliehne harhata. and some of the
Veronicas, as those commonly termed incana, cornea, or
incanuita, &c. ; some of the Lythrums, Dracocephalum
upeeiosum, Aritliericiims, Aconitums. &c. I am jiersuaded
that many of our friends nuist have been struck with
such forms, independent of colour; forms which, per-
haps, convey impressions of airiness, sprightliness, and
elegance. Now, begging pardon of our gorgeous Gera-
niums, Lobelias, Verbenas, and such like, these forms
are not to be altogether despised ; if we do not esteem
them now, another generation is at hand which assuredly
may do so.

]f, then, such spiral forms prove a relief iu beds of
berbaceae, why not call in the assistance of forms in our
modern massing system ? The chief thing that wars
against the practice would appear to be what may be
termed a floral prejudice, arising from previous mental
as.sociations. The beautiful blue Iiuila, called, I think,
ghindulosa, one of the finest blues we possess—what a
colour ibr bedding purposes! but no one could, for a

|

moment, tolerate the enormous mass of comtrey looking
foliage. But, then, Phloxes are uot vulgar-looking; and
many other herbaceous things, when mixed by a massing
system, would, I conceive, lose much of their mere
border character.

There is the old Chclone hitrhata, at all times a dressy
plant, and, I believe, a I'avoiu-ite with everybody. This
elegant plant was highly esteemed forty years since.
Why cannot this he worked-up iu a mass? ft possesses
high qualifications, assuredly. Elegance of form, a cha-
racter of foliage by no means comuion]ilaec, aud lovely
orange-coloured blossoms, whicb, dangling from slender
pedicles, give a delightfully airy appearance to the whole

;

added to this, a minimum amount of foliage, both as
regards individual size in the leaf, aud their collective

amount. By-tbe-by, the latter is a great essential in
flowers for bedding purposes ; proportion here (as iu
most other things) being necessarily one of tlie elements
of the beautiful as distinguished from the pii^turesque.

Another singular old herbaceous ])laut I may point to,

as possessing peculiar features aud high eligibilities for

the massing system, 1 mean the old Lialris spicnhi, one
of the most dressy and manageable things iu existence,
and no vulgarity about it. This excellent "plant, although
introduced to our gardens a century ago, is by no means
general, but tor what reason I cainiot imagine. It has
one most singular pro|ierty ; it is, as its name implies,
a spike-flowering plant, but, contrary to the common
mode of development in spike flowers, it commences
blooming at tlie top of tbe spike, and works dowuwards
Thus there are no raw-looking, terminal jioints to wait
for; its dressy character is shown at once iu t lie up per out-
line. 1'his plant appears to me to he peculiarly adajited
to work-U|) in a massing system ; and 1 nnist continue to

think, tluit if our modern bcdders would coiulcscend to

leap the barrier which separates our exclusives—the
Verbenas, Geraniums, &c.—and let them mingle with
the throng, that such spiry forms would prove of infi-
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nite relief to those clumpy masses of blue, scarlet, &c.,

which it is extremely probable will soon be liable to

innoviitiou, whether from taste or fashion. This L'uitris

is a pale purple, which, if not of the most conspicuous
character, possesses the merit of "freshness." The plant

commences blooming in the middle of .Tune by ordinary

culture; but everybody knows that such things, in order

to carry out a special object, may be made to blossom a
month earlier.

Now that I am about calling on old acquaintances, I

may jioiut to some of tlie Veronicas, as distinguished

amongst spiry forms. There lias been such a confusion
of names in this genus, like the Asters, and some
others, that I am almost afraid to point to species appli-

cable to the case in hand. Those I would name amongst
spiry forms, are such as are commonly called )'. earned,

or V. hicariiata, T. ineana, and some other spiry Icinds.

I freely confess that their colours are not glowing, but
their forms are elegant, and will be found of some ser-

vice in the modem bouquet. At the time I write, we
have some herbaceous beds with several of these V^e-

ronicas in blossom, and were they removed, the beds
would not carry half their present ettect as to outline,

&c. Some of the Li/thrums, too, are spiry and elegant;

but as to massing, there is so much of the ditch-weed

about their foliage as would give a vulgar appearance.
They are, liowever, of much utility in the mixed her-

baceous bed or border. The old Draeocepluilum specio-

siim is of this character ; but would not come in with
any massing system on account of its extreme lateness.

This, like the latest Asters, and some late Phloxes, is

of much importance in borders, where it is desirable to

carry out gaiety to the very edge of winter. The Aiilher-

icutiis, too, especially that with such slender flower stems
and narrow grass leaves, and wliicb used to be called

either A. liliastrtim, or Uliago, is a most genteel-looking

plant of the spiry class ; and from its pure white, and
lengthened flowering, might be worked-up in mixed
masses where white was requisite. It has a beautiful

eft'eet near the margin of herbaceous or shrub borders.

If it be argued, that such herbaceous plants grow too

high ; why they may be readily dwarfed by being potted,

and the pots plunged. One of the chief causes of the
decadence of the herbaceous tribes, was, doubtless, the
neglected and exhausted state in which they but too
frequently appeared previous to what is termed the
bedding system becoming general. But Phloxes, for in-

stance, in an old shrubbery border, probably full of tree

roots, and those receiving annual culture, are widely
different. The former, with a profusion of lean stems,

betokening exhaustion, with flowers of half-size, and
little colour, and which, of course, prematurely cease

blossoming ; the latter, bold-looking, healthy, ehowy, and
enduring. Indeed, the same may be said of most of

these tribes, being like many a pot plant, although long
known, when placed imder high culture, and well

brought out.

Having given these few brief hints, in order to set

other minds at work, and to endeavour to rescue some
deserving plants, which have merely been under a cloud
for awhile, but which the return of brighter skies may
one day again reveal, I will otl'er a few remarks on
"odds and ends;" just observing previously, that the
fine genera or species adverted to here by way of illus-

tration, are by no means qualified to do justice to the
design. Our readers will find a host of nice things,
possessing such qualifications, in a full and descriptive
list of herbaceous plants.

China, or, German Asters.—Do all our readers know
that these fine autumnal flowers will transplant without
damage when coming into blossom ? The fact is un-
questionable, for I have done it this season, and re-

peatedly in previous years, and remember my father
practising it almost annually some forty years' since.

All they require are good waterings and a liberal soil.

The best Asters I have seen grown wore in a dark
material, which might be considered a mixture of sandy
heath soil and humus, or the old decayed remains of tlie

wood-pile, the wecd-lioap. and such like, which material
had become simply a black mould. But. it may be asked.
Of what use is this knowledge? Wliy this ; that persons
following up a bedding system, and desirous of providing
a succession after early annuals, or things of ephemeral
character, may tints make a provision in a reserve gi'onnd,

and be in a position to replace any bed at a couple of
hours notice. This reserve garden is so important an
adjunct, by-the-by, of every Idgli gardening establishment.

that 1 continue to wonder how it is that we do not hear
more about it ; some long winter's evening I will endea-
vour to show forth my ideas on the construction and
management of such. I remember well, wiiting a paper
on this subject for the late Mr, Loudon, about iifteen

years since, and one he highly approved at the time
;

and this I did, thinking that some one better able to

follow out the idea would " come to the rescue ;" but I

liave never seen an article on the thing since. That
paper may be found in the back numbers of Loudon.

However, digression done with, let me take up my tale.

White Ivy-leaved Geraniuji.—Really, a gardener, be
be ever so well up in his points, may learn daily. I should
have thought, half a score years since, that I knew all

about the habits of this charming and distinct Geranium
;

but a piece of necessity has this spring added another
wrinkle. I had about thirty jiots of early struck cuttings
of last summer, placed on a late vinery back shelf, close
to the glass in February. This house was to be kept as
cold as j)Ossible, short of freezing, until the vine broke in
April. They were in five-inch pots, three in a jiot, potted
in strong or adhesive loam. Now, these were placed on
this shelf because they must be removed, and because few
tilings but bedders would stand the situation. They were
there until the house was closed for the vines, and were
watered, perhaps, twice during this long period. When
taken down they looked like plants which had been
parched by an extremely hot and dry summer ; tliey were,
to use a common phrase, mere " shoe-leather." How-
ever, I did not despair, althougli I thouglit it a strong
experiment, but planted them as a band or edging to a
bed of the Diadeinatum rubescens Geranium. 'Phis bed
has been excellent; the Ivy-leaved began flowering just
after watering in the pots; they were turned out on the
a7th of May, by my note book, and by July were beauti-
ful ; since then they have increased in brauty in spite
of the untoward season we have endured. I have bedded
these tilings years since, after being kindly treated in-
stead of abused, and liad abundance of green foliage
until near September, when a few straggling blooms
would appear.

And thus it is with many things : we have .ill much to
learn. I will not ofl'er much apology to our readers, for
this gardening Olio. I verily believe that this kind of
information will be occasionally acceptable.

II. Errington.

SHRUBLAND PARK.
I HAD a kind invitation from Sir William and Lady

Middleton to come down and spend two or three days
here, to see the progi-ess of the wonderful alterations
and improvements cai'ried on in the gardens since I
left this time two years; and here I am, in the midst of
the bustle, just turned into a private room to write
down a few hasty notes ; but I must ]iut oil the main
details till next week.

Visitors from town have to enter the park by the
London Lodge, where Harry Moore still presents the
first note of preparation to this magnificent place ; his
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square, dark-green boxes of scarlet Geraniums, luanageci

on his own original plan, look as rich and dazzling as

when the world first lieard of liis plans. Half-a-mile of

a gradual ascent from this lodge, througli the park,

leads up to the front door on tlie south-east of tlie

" Hall," which is placed on the brow of a bill, at one

end of a very large space of table land. In ray busy

days, the west front opened on two terraces, one above

the other, with flights of steps at either eud, and a

middle flight on the second terrace. From the bottom

of the second terrace to the brow of the hill the ground

sloped considerably, and on tliis slope the Italian garden

stood wliere Punch first made his appearance among a

row of seedlings

—

Judy coming up to the mark the same
season, and in the same row. ilr. Fleming, from Tren-

tham, was tlie iirst stranger who took note of the two

promising seedlings, while on a visit here ; and Mr.

Cole, the celebrated florist, named them two years

after that.

I said, long ago, that two large boxes full of Judy,

standing on the conservatory, or south teri'ace, and

managed on Harry Moore's plan, were the most perfect

things of tlie kind I had ever seen ; without a single

variation on the old mode of treating them, these two

bcKes are now as perfect in growth and in bloom as

anything of the kind that ever was attempted. The
next nearest to them iu perfection, that 1 know of, are

the two immense Tom Thumbs at Bank Grove, near

Kiugston, which I lately described, and eight vase Tvm
Thumbs, which I saw last autumn at Newnham-Court-
ney, near Oxibrd ; but Judy here is iar before them
all—so that we have now a full proof that some kinds

of scarlet Geraniums may be kept at least ten years in

the same soil and bo.\es, not only without any falling

back, but rather improving all the time ; and for this

move we liave to thank Harry and the J.ondon Lodge

at Shrubland I'ark.

The said Itahan garden, on the banging slope, is now
on a dead level ; and such another garden, I am quite

sure, is not to be seen in this or in any other country.

The ground had been cut down nearly ten feet deep on

the highest side, and wheeled with barrows over the

steep side of the hill beyond, into a yawning gulf,

smoothed on the surface by a si.-c-and-thirty year's

gi-owth of tree box, from seeds gathered on Box Hill, in

Surrey. Before the soil was thrown out, a wide space

in the centre of the hill, and in a direct line from the

centre of the house and terraces, was cleared out, and

down to a solid " footing," for laying in a foundation on

which to run down a magnificent flight of stone steps,

the finest in Europe, and in Sir Charles Jiarry's best

style, assisted by the classical taste of Sir AVilliam and

Lady Middleton, who have long contemplated and dis-

cussed the possibility of this grand undertaking. From
the bottom of this hill, the ground formerly sloped away

into the park rapidly, and on these slopes parts of the

" lower garden " were laid out in various ways—the

Kosary among the rest. All this is now buried, no one

knows where, or how deep, and the whole space, to a

gi'eat extent, right and left, from the line of tlie steps, is

now as level as a die, and advanced far into the park
;

at the extremity of this level plateau, and in a direct

line from the centre of the liouse, a chaste Italian colo-

naded loggia is erected of the purest Caen stone. It is

open on the garden front, and more than half open on

the park front, and at both ends, and is the very finest

garden ornament I ever saw or heard of Between this

loggia and the bottom of the grand staircase, as I shall

call it, the ground is laid out in the geometric style, with

broad green avenues intersecting each other, and ex-

tending to different lengths, but all ending with some
specific object of nature or art. At the bottom of the

grand staircase, which divides right and left from the

centre line into a crescent or halfmoon, a splendid

fountain plays in a basin forty feet in diameter, with a

raised massive curb of beautiful stonework, in the

centre of a circle of grass lOo feet in diameter, and out-

side that a broad gravel-walk. Tlie ground, in some
parts of this level plateau, had to be raised fifteen feet,

to get it to a uniform level, and the earth for this fiUing-

up was dug out just on the outside of the plateau itself,

and the excavated parts are now formed into dells,

glens, and valleys, of all forms of outline, altogether

making a most picturesque and unique garden, for all

sorts of wild, rock, and wilderness 23lants, shrubs, trees,

and all manner of things.

I'rom the bottom of these dells, up to the drawing-

room level on the first terrace, tliero are just one hun-

dred and seventy steps, in difl'erent flights and flats, or

rests, and every flight ending in an odd number of steps,

according to the prevailing fashion amongst first-rate

architects and landscape gardeners.

Among other incidents of travel, I had the good

fortune to meet Sir Charles Barry here, and to hear the

discussions between him, the wortliy Baronet, the

honourable Lady, and their new gardener, my successor,

Mr. Davidson, about what was, what is now. and what
is yet to come, before these great improvements are

finished ; and if it were allowed for an old man to wish

himself young again, I then thought I could wish to

turn bade the screw to five-and-twenty, and begin afresh.

But rather let us hear about the flowers.

Mr. Davidson told me that he planted out two thou-

sand Qolden-cliain Geraniums this season—six hundred
more than ever I did. They are as borders to large

beds, in double rows, and in other ways as well. I

think, at a.guess, he must have jilanted out three thou-

sand of the prettily-marked horse-shoe-leaved Baron
Huyel Geranium. This is one of the dwa.rfest of all that

breed, and the darkest marked leaf of the whole tribe,

except the seedling raised at Cosey Hall, in the county

of Norfolk, by Mr. Wight, after whom it is called here,

but 1 am not sure that is the right name of it. I had
some cuttings of it. and named it Wight's Seedliiiy pro-

visionally. Next the outside of some large beds they

place a band of sdver sand, about five or six inches

wide, between the plants and the grass, and as this

glare would subdue the effect of the Golden-chain, they

plant a band, a foot wide, oi Baron Iluyel, between the

sand and the Golden-chain, and on looking down on
this arrangement from the drawing-room windows, the

efl'ect is exceedingly good. This is quite new to me as

an edginy ; the silvery wliite of the sand, the dark and
green leaf of the Baron, and the golden rariegated leaf,

with tlie scarlet flowers of both, kept in subjection by
thinning, and any of the usual plants and tints behind

that, towards the centre of tlie bed, are, indeed, most
excellent. In another bed—a large oblong—the centre

was of the Flouer of the Day, about four or five feet

wide, the flowers much thinned; next to that, a band
of Punch, or some one like it, two feet wide, and in

full bloom; next to that, another band of the frcsted

silver plant. Cineraria tnaritima ; and next, the stone

curb or border to the bed, which is on gravel ; a narrow
band of Silene SchqfUe, or a good variety of Phlox Dnim-
mondi trained down, was a mixture that made a good
impression.

A new mixture, which is exceedingly good and teUing,

is made with equal quantities of the Emma Verbena, a
very dark purple ; and Iphiyene, a light grey one. But
why tell of regular mixtures, when no one succeeds with
them, except at Shrubland Park. 1 should think, if a good
gardener were to see the four beds of this mixture here,

the sixteen beds of Heliotrope, and Verbenas Duchess de

Xcmours, Hamlet, or Haidee, in the "Fountain garden,"

and the shot-silk bed in the " French garden," he would
bo ready to cut ofl" his own ears if he could not do the

like. It is worse than useless to pretend to say, that on
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damp, low grounds such things are impossible. Geraniums
will got just as leafy and gross at Slirublnud Park as

tbey do elsewhere, if they are planted in deep beds of

new or veri/ rick soil. I care not how deep ths bed is

made for a Geranium ; 1 would make the soil poor enough
to starve a Poppy, on a damp bottom, with only two or

three inches on the top of very good compost to set tliem

off at first planting. D. Bkato.x.

STANDARDS IN THE FLOWER-BEDS AT
COURTEEN HALL.

A FP.iEXD has lately informed me, that much as I

praised the elfect of these, in giving apparent space and
dignity to flower-beds, that yet, upon the whole, my
description did not give an adequate idea of their

beauty. .Vs confirmatory of this, and also enabling
those who cannot make a personal inspection, owing to

their distance from the scene, to form, notwithstanding,

a correct opinion on the subject, the following measure-
ments were handed to me, as they appeared some
weeks ago :

—

Cassi.4 coRYMBo.s.i.— Circumference of stem, three

inches ; height, from five to six feet ; diameter of head,

four feet, showing forty-three large spikes, or corymbs,
ranging from a foot and upwards in length, the lower

ones dioopiijg gracefully. I find I also made a mistake
in supposing, that when raised and potted in autumn
it would be kept in the warmest end of the greenhouse,

as, instead of that, it is kejjt, during winter, in the culdcst

end of a cool house. Shortly after taking up, and
placing in a large pot, the foliage all drops, but tlie

blounis remain persistent, affording means for cut

flowers dining the first mouths of winter. This plant

may therefore now he regarded as a regular cusmupuUte,

thriving out-of-doors, with protection, in winter, in

greenhouses and plant-stoves. Not long ago, I saw a

fine noble shrub in the stove conservatory, at Woburn,
covered with bloom, but from age, and standing long in

one place, tlie tbliage was not so large, nor the bunches
of flowers individually so fine, as in the specimen
planted out-ofdoors in summer. There is no doubt it

would also make a handsome conservative wall plant.

Sai.v1;\ fui.gens.—Two fine plants, five feet high, and
each containing above thirty s)ukes of bloom.

It will he recollected that at Panshanger, the S. spleii-

dens was used in a similar manner.
ScAiu.KT Gkiiaxiu.ais.—Twelve giant plants, nine

feet high. Stems, three inches round, and each having
from eighteen to twenty large trusses of bloom.

Fuchsia.—Such kinds as oi/Umliioa, cordata, Corolina,

four feet in height; diameter of heads, four feet, and
smothered with bloom. One plant of Cori/inhijloni,

about four feet in height, head trained flat, four feet in

diameter, and having thirty large bmiohos of flowers,

hanging in a pendant position.

Pklakgomums.— Vidcan, Nosegay, &c., from four to

si.K feet liigli, and diameter of head in ]u-oportion.

Brdg.mansia Lt'TEA.—^Trained flat headed. Stem, live

feet in height ; diameter of head, si.Kfeet; and with more
than f.'ill ilo'xera JuUi/ expanded.

AEKANGING FLOWER-BEDS.
Our friends may now judge for themselves. There is

no doubt that there is rather more than an incipiency of

discontent budding respecting the grouping system as

commonly practised. Certain colours are run upon ; and
these are placed down in level masses, of a yard or a ))ole

in size, as the case may bo. Even here, the regulating

the height of the plant becomes .on imiiortant object. I,

sometime ago, saw a flower-garden, the individual beds

of which were beautiful and well filled ; and yet the

group, as a whole, was very unsatisfactory ; looked

higgledy-piggledy, because the relative heights of the
plants had formed no feature in the arrangement. But,
grant that everything here were as it should he, the
eye soon tires looking upon so many feet of level blazing
colour. These standards will alike give variety and
repose ; but we question if ever they will long salisiy
the craving for variety and novelty. Hence, though
reverting to the old mixed system may not hi; likely
to take, yet there can be no question, that from the
favour given to beds with broad edgings of a diflerent
colour, and the pleasure seemingly derived in looking
at beds mi.\ed with two or more colours, that the taste-

ful in blending two or more tints in a bed, and yet
having every bed in a group prominently distinct from
its next door neighbour, will, ere long, he another jnizzler

for the already fairly-worked brains of the gardener, if

the ladies do not take this trouble, and the consequent
responsibility attending it, ofl' bis hands. I throw hi the
latter clause not without due consideration. Inatten-
tion to it has constituted a fruitful source of disagree-
ables between gardeners and their employers. No
doubt, it is very pleasant to have a little or even a
good deal of our own way ; but, as servants, though when
called upon, we may respectfully state our views, if

these do not convince, the duty is plain, namely, honestly
to carry out the ideas and commands of our employers.
A worthy nurseryman once asked me what I would
do if my employer requested me to plant a tree with its

roots in the air !
" The half of you would throw down

the tree, and throw up a good place too, and think you
were doing a magnanimous act, though, in uiy judgment,
added he, a very foolish one." This, of course, was an
extreme case, but it exemplillcd a great principle—the
connection between serving and obeying. On the other
hand, failures are such disagreeable things that no-
body cares to own them. The responsibility of them
should honourably he placed on the right person.
But to resume. Mr. lieatou, and others, have already

done something to advance the mixing of beds in a tasteful

manner; and what is ap]]licable to the bed is equally
applicable to the basket, vase, and balcony plot. With
leisure to note and observe much that is done in this
way, he and ilr. Appleby may help us to many an idea.

.\mong others I have tried, I would mention and rp

commend one that has been admired here for several
years—namely, a mixture of Mangles' Variegated Oera-
iiium and the blue Lobelia speciosa. In a dry, mild
autumn this keeps good to the last. In cold, wet
seasons it will wane by the middle of September. As tho

,

blooms of the Geranium will not he thick enough to

I

counterbalance the free growth of the Lobelia, I should
I consider either plant rather ))oor for a bed by itself,

though the (Jerauium is rather pretty when thickly

I

studded with its small flowers. Many even place it in

!
their estimation far before Floacr of the Dag, Mountain
of Light, &c. ; hut one feature of the Flower of the Ilag
is, that though its blooms are produced rather sparingly,

;
they stand tho wet and weather remarkably well. Some
of our best gardeners, after rimning it down, are now
as loud in its praise. 1 have never done great things
with it as a pot plant—the flower-stalks are too short,

and tho flower trusses not numerous enough ; it also

looks best when seen from a distance. I found this out
in a very simple way. A gentleman was sitting within
four or five yards of a bed. " How beautiful the foliage

of that Geranium ! How much prettier it would have
beeu with the scarlet blossoms of the liiiprored Frog-
more. Even that other bed (some twenty yards farther

off') is a decided improvement in colour. 1 would have
rung the changes, and had that nearest the main walk."

And the gentleman had to go and stand beside the other

bed to be convinced that tbey were identically the samr.
There was no mistake about it. Here, as in other mat-
ters, " distance lent enchantment to the view."
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Another mode of guarding against sameness is to

make a fresh -arrangement of materials and colour

every year, so that no hed, or vase, with but few ex-

eeptions, shall have the same appearance two 5'ears

running. A lady lately told me, that even with all the

groups, as to form, stereotyped for years, yet the com-
plete changing of them every year, as respects colour,

was as pleasing as passing through an old mansion,
and finding the papering and carpeting in each room
new and fresh. This can he done well, however, only

after a great amonnt of consideration and reflection, all

of wliich are spared to those who place the same things,

and the same colours, in the same places, year after

year. When a group has given great satisfaction, it

becomes a serious question how to alter it, and give as

much satisfaction in the following year. The very

changing of colour often becomes a perplexing matter,

so as to present a group that will constitute, when com-
pletely altered, a harmonious whole. No wonder;
though many cast upon the arrangement of this year a
" last sad lingering look." But not only should the

colour be changed, but the things themselves should

also be changed. Have a Geranium garden in one
place, or a Verbena garden in one place, for a couple

of years, and everybody expects to see them again

—

takes it quite as a matter of course ; and, however
beautiful they be, the interest is weakened, because the

feast enjoyed by anticipation may have far exceeded
the reality. INIuch of the pleasure obtained by the

jiossessors of flowers, and flower-gardens, arises from
tbe means they possess of delighting their friends and
visitors ; and whenever, year after year, these visitors

know the identical spot where they will find a certain

plant, the blue-aproucrs may rest assured that a change
of position is required. Besides, on the whole, the

plants will thrive all tbe better from the regular rotation

of crops. For these reasons, though I prepared a place

for a Verbena garden, so as to bring the masses of

bloom nearer the eye than when growing on the level

ground, and, to give variety and elevation still more,
had, for a number of years, poles in tlie centre of the

beds, and these poles connected together with wires at

their summit, up which poles, and along which wires,

Lopltospermums, Maurandijas, Convolvulus, Tropceolmn
2ientaplujllum, &c., clambered and dangled, I see that

now a change is highly desirable, both as respects rota-

tion and novelty. Trouble and thought may thus be

increased, but these must be minor considerations to

those who wish to foster and maintain a love for the

beautiful in flowers.

Either with or without these separate means of giving

an interest to our flower masses, it is quite natural that

we all should feel a deep interest in any novelty that is

likely to bo generally useful, and which, either from its

habit or its colour, enables us more easily to get what
we particularly want. And yet, with all our intro-

ductions, it is amazing how few of these novelties come
to be much used after the first season. Without some
changing, and mingling, and standarding, as I have
above referred to, it is quite evident that our gardens,

individually, will be deficient in freshness, while most of

those in the same district will become/(Jc similes of each
other. Unfortunately, I can offer no consolation here,

as most of the comparative novelties I have tried this

season liave disappointed nie, and that after previous

trials. A few of these I feel bound in honesty to

mention, as I bad previously given them a high com-
mendation. 1 will, merely for this purpose, conclude
this rambling letter by specifying one or two.

C.\LCEOLARI.\ SULTAN.
When I last mentioned this, I spoke of it as I found

it. It was then a perfect blaze of beauty. It stood the

deluge that happened at the Northampton Show well,

and several other heavy rains that succeeded. That,

and two beds of Ploxes, were what ladies could not get

away from. Of all Calceolarias I ever witnessed, it was
the richest and most massive for nearly two months

;

but when a sharp wind came, and the blossoms still

wet with rain, a great portion of the blooms were

scattered at once. The black disease then began to assail

a few of the plants, tlie young shoots did not succeed

the older ones quickly, and now, though there is a quantity

of bloom, the beds, as a whole, are tliin and lanky, while

every other Calceolaria, yellow or dark, is a dense mass.

For flower-gardens near London, where a massive, fine

display is wanted, before famiHes leave for the country,

for single plants in pots and in borders it will be highly

useful ; but, I should rather object to its use in a group,

where a continuous blooming is desu-ed until the frost

comes.

The two others I shall mention, are Phlox Thomp-
sonii and Phlox Maijcami ; tbe first, for its rich crim-

son; and the latter, for its stripes of purple and white,

along witli Sultan, took the fancy of the ladies above
every plant in the garden; and for about six weeks
very beautiful they looked ; but the cold rains were

too much for them. First the stems got yellow, and
then the leaves. I had tried them before, and had reason

to be satisfied with them. But I did not treat them the

same way. as the beds were wanted to be the lowest of a

gi'oup ; instead of growing them upright, they were

pegged down, and that exposed the stems more to heavy

rains and alternations of temperature. What I tried

before, and what I have heard of since as answering

well, wei'e allowed to grow in .an upright manner. There
is yet hope of such plants, therefore, for bedding, though
I would not like to trust them in a prominent place. As
pot-plants they will always be interesting. I!. Fish.

CULTURE OF THE CROCUS.

This beautiful, eai-ly flower, tbe herald of the spring,

is so imiversally known, that it seems almost superfluous

to write about it; yet it is a fact, that many cultivators

scarcely understand how to grow it. Only last week, a
correspondent wrote for information on this subject.

Presuming there may be many of om- readers that would
be glad of some iustruction in Crocus-culture, as well as

my correspondent, I shall try to supply that information.

The Crocus, like the Hyacinth, is annually imported
from Holland, in great numbers, and certainly we can
grow them quite as fine and as well as the Dutch, if

sufficient pains and care be taken of them. Perhaps, in

the case of tbe Hyacinth, the peculiar climate of Holland
suits it so well, that we cannot, without a great outlay of

expense and care, compete with them. Hence, it may
be cheaper to buy them of the Dutch than to attempt
to cultivate them in our unfavourable climate and soil.

But this is not the case with the Crocus. It requires

no particular climate, nor is it very particular as to soil,

and, therefore, I think we might grow them successfully

here as a commercial speculation, and have the roots

quite as large as the imported ones.

Situation.—The proper site for a Crocus-ground,
whether to flower them finely or to produce large roots,

should be in the country far from smoke. Close to large

towns, especially manufacturing ones, with their countless

long chimnies pouring forth thick black clouds of smoke,
tbe Crocus will not live long. The bulbs yearly decrease

in size, and eventually perish. In gardens so unhappily
situated, it will be necessary to plant fresh roots every

year, if fine clusters of flowers are desired every spring

;

but in the pure air of the country the Crocus will thrive,

if properly managed (wliich management I shall, in

i this essay, tiy to describe), for years, and continue to
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inoi'oaso in minibor, till tlio cultivator, if im amateur,
will have a ililliciilty to lind room lor liis slock.

Soil.—I'lio CroL'us thrives best in a rich, deep loam,
not too liaflit, nor yet loo strong. In a geornotrical

(lower garden, the soil generally is iiropcrly drained and
well-prciKircd I'or all kinds oi' (lowers, and such prepa-

rations suit the Crocus admirably ; but when it is

cultivated I'or llio sake of preparing the bulbs lor tho

liowor-gardon tho soil must be made very rich ; and in

order to do that, a layer of well-decomposed dung, two
inches thick, should be wheeled on the. ground; the

ground sliould then be well dug, and the manure well

incorporated with il. If opportunity servos, it would bo
desirable, alter the first deep-digging with a long spade,
lo fork il over two or three times with a five-iironged

fork, mi.\ing the mamu'e thoroughly with the soil. If it

is not of a sandy character, add a good layer of river-

saud with the dung.
Plantbiij.—In the beds of tho flower-garden where

they are to bloom, plant no bulbs that are not of a fair

size, such only being likely to bloom well. Each bed
should have a separate colour, that is, one should be
yellow, another white, and another purple, and another
the striped varieties, liy so arranging them, the effect

is more rich and striking than if the colours are mi.^ced.

In some gardens (Trentham, for instance), there are

long beds on the sides of the walks, and in such situa-

tion they are )ilanted in rows, each row being of a
dilit^reut colour. This has a very good appearance ; the

beds, when the Crocuses arc in tlower, look like a rich

ribbon of the gayest colour.

The best season for planting is about the first week
in October ; but they may be planted through the whole
of that month, or even till the middle of November.
Choose a dry day for tho operation, and, if possible, when
the ground is tolerably dry also. They may either be
planted with a blunt dibber, or drills may be drawn with
a triangular hoc, and the roots planted at the bottom of

the drills. For beds on tlie turf, or in a geometrical

flower-garden, the drills should be drawn across the

beds; but in long, narrow borders, the drills, as a matter
of course, should be drawn lengthwise. If they are

planted with a dibber, the roots should be placed in rows
on the beds, at their projjor distances from each other in

the row. The distances should be six inches between the

rows, and four inches from bulb to bulb in the row. If

the bulbs are good ones, and a fair size, the foliage will

cover the ground entirely; and the blooms will stand
thick upon the bed, so as nearly to touch each other.

The depth they should be covered is two inches above
the bulbs ; the dibber should have a notch round it to

show the depth, and the drill should be that depth also.

I prefer the drill method myself, but it is not essentially

superior to the dibbling system. In either case, I should

recommend the boles made by the dibber, and the drills

made by the hoe, to be filled up from a barrow of roughly-

sifted rich soil, lo that of levelling them in with a rake
;

there is a greater certainty of covering them the right

depth by the former method, besides preventing the roots

being misplaced, if the holes or the drills are levelled

in with the rake. T. Applkby.
(2*0 he continued.)

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.
{Continuedfrom page 483.)

Mancuester Botanic Gardens. — These gardens
have greatly improved since I visited them two years

ago. The subscribers, I understood, have increased,

and thus the means of success in improvement have
been afforded. One of the houses, formerly occupied

with Orchids, has been converted into a house for that

noble Water faly, tho Victoria Reijia. When I saw it,

about the middle of August last, it had fourteen perfectly

healthy leaves, the largest measured five-fcet-scvcn-and-

a-halfinchcs in diameter, and showed the beautiful

crimson edge turned u]) full four inches, forming, as it

were, a large leafy saucer. There was a flower c.\[)auded,

which measured fourteen inches across. The plant was
growing in a square tank, measuring superficially

i^!4 scjuaro feet, yet there was not room for the immense
leaves. Mr. Cameron, tho respectable curator, said, be
found it necessary to bend tho leaf stems, in order to

make room for the leaves. Certainly, il is a magnificent

production of nature, and must, in its native rivers,

form one of the grandest sights imaginable. I have a
son at Uemerai'a, and in a letter he sent mo, he said,

that one day he and some others took a boat and went
up tho river a considerable distance. They came to a
part where the river formed a sort of bay, and on open-

ing into it, they found the surface of the water so

covered with the leaves and stems of the Victoria Lily,

that they could not force the boat through them. My
son, being rather ventursome, and a light weight, got

out of the vessel and walked upon the leaves. They
were so large, and tho stems so interwoven with them,

that they bore him up quite safely for some distance

from the boat.

In the large stove of the Manchester Garden, I noted

a fine plant, in bloom, of the rarely seen-in-that-state,

Yucca alocfolia. i was told it was twenty-three years

old, and a splendid object it was, with its long spike

of pure white flowers. Near it stood a magnificent

Palm, the Cariiota urens, in fruit ; it had grown to the

very top of the lofty dome in the centre, and was in

danger of breaking Ibrough the roof To prevent this,

and preserve the top, Mr. Campbell hit upon the novel

expedient of lowering the root. The soil was excavated

around and under it, and it was gradually let down
lower into the earth, some four or five feet. This not

only lowered the top, but checked the rapid growth also.

The plant did not seem much worse by the operation.

Another Palm, tiie Rhapis Jiahelliforinis, in tbe same
house, was also in fruit.

The greenhouse plants, for want of room, have been
kept in small pots, and thus the dwarfing system, a-la

Chinese, has been ettected. This want of room, how-
ever, is about to be remedied—a large conservatory is

about to be built. I saw the stakes put down where it

is to be erected. It is to be sixty-five yards in length,

and forty-five in breadth, and of a proportionate height,

and i.s intended to be a promenading winter garden, as

well as an habitation for plants. This noble building

will be a credit to the publie-si)irited subscribers, and a

very agreeable place of resort for the numerous inhabi-

tants of tbe large, flourishing city of Manchester.

In these gardens there was, formerly, a large piece of

ground set out as a garden, to exhibit all the best kinds

of fruits and vegetables. It was found to be almost
useless, and is now converted into the more pleasing

object—a popular flower-garden. 1 am promised apian,

or sketch, of it, and all tbe flower-beds also, with their

forms, and a list of the plants grown in them. I think

my good friend, ilr. Beaton, will be pleased with it, and
I shall submit it to bis inspection. Perhaps he and our
Editor may think it worth publishing in The Cottage
Gaedenkb. I have never seen a flower-garden that

pleased mc better.

In a secluded part of these gardens I met with

a Rose garden of considerable dimensions. In the

centre was a circular bed about twelve feet dia-

meter. A gravel walk surrounds it, and then a bed
three feet wide, then a walk, succeeded by another
bed, and so on to the outer circle These beds are

crossed by four walks at right angles, leading to the

centre bed. The Roses are planted in single rows ; the
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tallest standards in tlio centre, so that the Tisitor can

walk round iind round, and iuKpect every rose-bush

without treading upon tlie soil. I tliiuk this an ad-

mirable arranftenient of this queen of hardy flowers.

The garden was originally a flat surface, but has been

broken by mounds and long elevations, the materials

for whieli were obtained, in a great measure, out of a

sp.aee laid out as a winding lake. The water is well

stocked with all the hardy aquatics, with the exception

of the various kinds of Xumj^hefF. The finest aquatic

here is the Sagittaria latifoli'i. It was in flower when
1 called. The flowers are produced in spikes, which
stand above the water a loot or eighteen inches.

The flowers are white, and as large and as double as a

Hyacintli, which they greatly resemble. Every hardy
aquarium ouglit to have this truly beautiful plant in

it. On the banks of tiiis lake there is a winding path,

and on the side of that walk iVoni the water there is a

large roekwork, well stocked with the best Alpine jdauts,

and many hardy Ferns. Soiue parts of the banks are

clothed with lofty trees, attbrding, in hot weather, a

pleasant, cool retreat from the burning rays of the sun.

T. APPLKDV.
{To hi' eniiliniiftl.)

ON PEESERA'ING WINTER FRIITS.

Although all horticultural writers agree that a fruit-

room ought to be clean, yet not a few urge the necessity

of its being as " sweet as a dairy ;" this sounds very

well, but I wonder who ever attained that high position

^et, for I have a shrewd guess they had but very little

fruit to preserve, because, however agreeable the above

tempting observation may be, which has, by-the-by,

become as common as " household words," yet there are

few persons conversant with our winter fruits but are

aware that they emit odours, of various degrees, whicli

would be inimical to the good-keeping of milk was it

placed in the same room, indeed, the said odours are

no more under the control of the collector of fruit than

those of certain cesspools, sewers, &c., are under the

command of the sanitary commissioners. Neither do

we wish our brethren to attempt to check or stifle such

exhalations farther than by retarding, as will be hereafter

shown, all nndue haste in that operation being per-

formed by the circumstances under which the plants are

placed.

If fruit be gathered, and placed in such a position as

encom-ages it to part with those subtle gases, which, in

common phrase, we call " smell," in too great a pro-

fusion, in Just like ratio is it travelling on the road to

destruction. Now, as this is the key to the whole

mystery, it would seem to imply that extreme cold

woidd he the best preservative, and, to a certain extent,

no doubt it is. In fact. I think in all cases it is; but

cold must be mitigated, in certain instances, wherein

other reasons call for the operation of ripening or

mellowing being perlornied by greater warmth, other-

wise, the flavour which nature intended the plant to

have will be deficient. From the same cause and cir-

cumstances, fresh meat in Russia and North America,

after being kept some months in a frozen state, loses

its flavour. The chilliness by which it is surrounded,

instead of sealing-up and preserving those good points,

would seem to dispel them, therefore, we may, in like

manner, keep our pears in an ice-house ; but it is

questionable whether tliey can be brought out from
it with any chance of their attaining that flavour

they might have had if ripened sooner in conditions

more like that which nature intended for them. It is,

therefore, on this principle that retarded fruits are

seldom so good as those ripened at the proper period.

However, the requirements of society are such, that

the longer the period wherein good and useful fruit can
be commanded, the more the merit ; and some, as Grapes,

Apples, Cucumbers, and even Pine Apples, may occa-

sionally be met v.'ith at all seasons, or ratlier, that most
prolific of all gardens, t'ovent Giirden, is never entirely

without these things, and ]U-obably many more, imly the

wide sources from which these supplies are drawn ren-

ders it impossible for any one " private garden" to com-

pete with them.

The necessary condition for lieeping Apph's is a cool

and pure atmosphere, free from r.tagnant moisture, yet

not dry, for, in fact, a certain amount of moisture is

beneficial rather than otherwise, only it ought not to be

contaminated with the vapours which the loaded shelves

too often exhale. This is only removed by copious

ventilation, and for this reason a fruit-room ought to be

lofty, and the shelves sufficiently apart to allow that due

circulation of air, without which preservation to any
great extent must be looked for in vain.

We are far from certain whether broad, close shelves,

only one foot a)iart. as we have seen some, are not abso-

lutely worse than laying the fruit thicker on shelves

admitting a more free current of air through them. In

this point, as well as that of having the fruit-room lofty,

I am borne out by the practice of many of the Kentish

farmers, whose keeping-apples are mostly stowed away
in their hop-kilns, which are either conical or pyramidal

structures, whose bottom is some eight or ten feet above i

the ground-level ; and the cone, or pyramid, being
j

" steep-pitched," as builders term it, the apex is sur-
i

mounted by a cowl of about two feet or a yard in
i

diameter, thereby giving every opportunity for all im-

purities in tlie air to pass oft' at the top. which, no

doubt, serves an admirable part at the time the apples

are stored there, by feeding tlie interior with pure air, to

replace that carried olf at top as it becomes vitiated

;

fire-heat, of course, is dispensed with, and no covering

put over the fruit until very severe weather renders it

necessary. Now, when it is considered that the fruit

often lies in tliese kilns in a body two feet thick, and
turns out in excellent order at a late period, it would
seem that the so-much urged proposition of laying them
thin, or even singly on shelves, was, after all, a piece of

pedantry
;
yet such is not the case. If those fruits that

lay in such heaps over the well-ventilated hop-kiln had
^

been lying singly there, they would probably have kept

much longer ; but as it is, the most important points to

their preservation were kept in view in the thorough

top-ventilation which the nature of tlie building aftbrded ;

ventilation, perhajis, more perfect than in many structures

where that object is specially attempted, because the

inner surface of the cone forming the kiln being smooth
and free from any of those impediments which check

the upward ciu'rent of air, whatever gaseous impurities

are generated in the interior are carried ofl' at top by the

admission of a purer fluid below; the nature of the

building being such as to encourage such a draught,

there is less wonder at the good keeping of the fruit

inside ; consequently, we may, from tliat, take a lesson,

and, comparing it with most ordinary fruit-rooms, let us

see in how much they differ.

In very many gardens, the store-room for the keeping

i

of winter fruits is placed against some portion of the

I garden wall, often the north one, and possibly is con-

sidered very good indeed, if it be ceiled, and have the

luxury of a window that will opeu to admit air. Now,
it very often happens, that this window is small, and
does not extend to the top or ceiling of the room, and there

is often no other outlet for the impurities which generate

there ; consequently, the upper ]iortion of the room is a

sort of repository for all these volatile impinities, which,

being lighter than oommou air. float there, their grosser

parts being only removed by the admission of fresh

air iu at the window, and the consequent withdrawal
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of a ceitain portion out ; but it requires very little

reasouin;:; to prove how short this comes of the

hop-kiiu, in respect to thorough ventilation. Now.
thougli it may be assorted that Ajiples will keep tolerably

well in a cellar, whore tlie ntniosplicre beiuK cooled down
to several degrees below the ordinary level outside, the

decaying powers are, to a considerable extent, arrested

;

hence, the jircservatiou is raoro due to tlie absence of

decaying intluonee by niechanieal means than to any
benefit aeeruing to the fruits by the position in which they
are placed ; besides which, a sojourn too long in such a

place necessarily deprives them of those sugary juices

which can only be imparted to fruit that enjoy a little,

more or less, of the warmth of tlie season. It is, there-

fore, on these principles, that small fruits, after being
kept some time in the cold air of our ice-house, generally

lose their flavour, and present little more than the

appearance of wliat they once were ; certainly, such
fruits as ilelons, which contain a larger jiroportiou of

sugary matter than many other fruits, by being placed
in a warm medium after they are brought out of a cold

one, regain, to a certain extent, the flavour which seemed
latent while they were enduring tlie cooling-down process.

Now, our readers will easily see, that the conditions we
think most essential to the well preservation of oiir

winter fruits, are, first of all, a cool, yet well-ventilated

room, and not to be too crowded by the fittings; but,

while we are recommending currents of air driven through
at all favourable times, we would have these ventilators

so contrived as to deny the admission of a large influx

of outside air at a time when it is too warm or too moist

;

while, for Apples and Pears, we would supply them with
the cold cliilly air of a clear frost, and admit the north
wind in at all times and in the greatest abundance.

J. lloBSON.

CULTIVATION OF WHEAT.
Of all our grain products Wlieat is the most valuable,

not only on account of its being required to furnish that

most important article, bread, as food for the people, but

by reason also of its being the most rent-paying crop of

the farmer, and, upon many well-mauaged soils, it forms

the most iiujiortant, and almost the only kind of grain

gi'own for the purpose of sale.

One of the most striking features in Wheat cultivation

is its almost universal adaptation as a farm produce ;

for under a system of cultivation suited to the soil and

situation, Wheat may be grown upon almost every kind

of soil usually found under tillnge, the nature of the

climate alone being the chief obstacle to the growth of

the crop.

I do not propose, as is too often the case, to write a

few general observations and rules known to be best

adapted for tlie cultivation of this crop upon soils in

general, as this is apt to confuse the uninformed, and

render it difficult for them to distinguish which method

of tillage, manuring, &c. is most desirable upon certain

soils, in connection with the ever-varying seasons and

circumstances with which they have to contend. It is

rather my intention to treat the subject as applied to

the ditlerent soils under cultivation, and in separate

divisions, viz.,—first, the cultivation of Wheat upon

heavy clay land ; second, u])on good loamy land ; third,

upon sand and gravel ; and fourth, upon dry chalk soils.

The first division of my subject rslates to the ma-

nagement and tillage for the crop, upon hcavij, or. what

j

is commonly termed Wheat land, and no doubt tliis de"

nomination originated in the fact, that formerly, no

other crop of any importance was grown upon this

description of soil ; but since the introduction of root

! crops, and their extensive use in the feeding of slieep

j

and cattle, this soil lias been mado to contribute largely

I

to the supply of fat stock, and the production, propor-

i tionably, of larger crops of Wheat, Oats, I'eans, &o.

The successful cultivation of clay soils cannot be carried

out unless drainage has been e.'iccuted efficiently where

required, for in most instances they will be greatly

:
benefited thereby. The first object to bo attained is a

I good i'allow, either a winter and summer (commonly

j
called the long fallow), or otherwise, the short or winter

I

fallow, as a preparation for green crops ; the object of

the fallow, or fallow crop being for the purpose of

cleaning and deepening the soil by tillage. After the

fallow, the next point of importance is the rotation, or

course of cropping. The old method, and one which is

now nearly obsolete, was to sow the Wheat after fallow,

followed by OatSj and then Clover, which completed the

rotation; that rotation has, however, given way to the

following;—-First year, long fallow; second. Wheat,

.seeded to Clover ; third. Clover ; fourth, Oats, Beans,

and Peas, and the latter rotation, it must he admitted, is

preferable to the former; but the most advantageous

and improved rotation, in all cases where the land has

been previously in fair condition, is to make a short

fallow, and sow with Swedes, early Turnips, Mangold,

&c., part being sown with Tares, and summer fed by

sheep. Second year, Oats, and Barley seeded to Clover.

Third year. Clover. Fourth year. Wheat out of Ley.

Fifth year, Winter Beans and Peas. Sixth year. Wheat.

This concludes the rotation most approved by myself,

and here introduced to notice for the purpose of shewing

how much the preparation of land for Wheat upon this

soil will vary according to the course of cropping

adopted.

I will now proceed to describe the usual method of

making the long fallow, as named in the second course

of cropping. Commence the fallow, or first ploughing,

in October or November, with a furrow not less than

seven or eight inches in depth ; strike out water-fun-ows,

and make them out with the spade, it will then lay dry,

and should be allowed to remain until the first dry

weather in the spring, and when the grass and weeds

begin to appear, then give the second iiloughing, turning

back the old furrow the same depth as before.

After the land has remained, and received the benefit

of the alternate changes of weather for several weeks,

do not harrow the land as it is usual to do, but proceed !

to plough, the third time crossways, the same depth as

before ; the advantage of this will be in getting the

land loose and hollow, and making it quite level, after

being worked with the drags, harrows, &c., and these

are the two most important points in summer-fallowing,

the action of the harrows, roller, &c. in the after tillage,

being so much more efl'ective. The land, after being

made quite fine, may then be left for several weeks,
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j

until the grass and weeds are quite dead, lu case tiie

weatiier is stiowery, and the grass and weeds do not die

readily, remove, or burn them, and proceed to give tlie

I'ourth ploughing crossways, and use the liarrows,

roller, &o. as before, taking care either to remove or

destroy all the grass and weeds which might have come
to the surface. When yard or town manure is applied,

it is best to cart it on the laud previous to the fourth

ploughing, if the fallow is sufficiently forward and clean

;

hut that seldom being the case, it is usual to lay it on

the land, and spread it previously to the last, or ridge

ploughing, which should be done deep enough to bury

the manure. In making up the ridges upon heavy clay

soils, the five turu is the best size, being about eight

feet in width; this will allow the drill to take one ridge

at a time, the wheels going in the furrows ; the horses,

also, can walk in the kirrows, and both drill and harrow

in the seed without treading the land.

Joseph Blundell.
{To be continued.)

THE POOR WIDOW.
Bi/ the Authoress of "My Flowers."

Not very far from " the rich widow's " house there is a
back lane, which ends with wooden-doors, that shut in some
private yard or enclosure. The lane on one side is bounded
by a hedge, on the other by the backs of cottages, one of
whicli is a pitfall of Satan, from which loud voices, tobacco
smoke, and fumes of beer, often proceed. Quite at the end
of the lane, close to the woodendoors, there is an outhouse
fixed against tlie gable of a respectable cottage on the open
side of the Iiuie. This outhouse, stuck together with little

better materials than brickbats and boards, is divided into
two little bits of holes called rooms. They were once a
wood-house and coal-liole, but aj-e now called " a cottage,"

and in it dwells a '' poor widow," but one " rich in faith,

and an heir of the kingdom which God hath promised to

them that love him."
Do my readers remember the " upper chamber " where

the poor lock-shutter languished on the bed of suffering ?

Well, this poor widow was his devoted wife. He died, and
left her in complete destitution, with nothing but a few
articles of furniture, and a little rick of rough, water-side
liay. The Board of Guardians would give no relief wldle
she had a lliir.g left that could be called projicrli/, and,
therefore, until this poor rick was sold, she starved as com-
fortably as she could. But it pleased her Heavenly helper
to bring her a purchaser very quickly, and he gave her just
as much money as she owed at the shop. When her debt
was paid, she could fairly say she had nothing, and then
the parish pay began—a loaf of bread a week-, and one
shilling. She was obliged to accept the aft'ectionatc offer

of a sister and brother-in-law to live with tliem in a neigh-
bouring town ; but they were kept jioor by an expensive
family, and the widow felt herself an incumbrance to them,
for her pittance was barely enough for herself, and her
health so broken, that she coidd do nothing for her support,
or to make a return to them. Her heart, too, pined after

her native village, and the neighbours she knew and loved

;

and after deep cousideration, and earnest prayer, she began
to turn her mind towards the possibility of getting back
there again.

This outhouse was a tempting refuge for one who longed
for some spot in which to lay lier head, and yet had nothing
to rent a cottage with. Sixpence a week, she thought,
might be managed, and the blessedness of a home of her
own, and in the place where she was born, and where her
husband and child lay buried, and the possibility of doing
some little good to the sick and afllicted round her—these
things all pressed so heavily against the spring of prudence,
that at last it gave way, and the widow settled herself under

this wretched little roof, to try how things will speed vnih
her.

Go when you wiU, she is seated with a book in her hand-
either the Scriptiu'es, or a hymn book, or Banyan's Holy
War, or a tract. In the first room, so called, there she sits,

in a close, crimped cap, the pink of cleanliness, with a table,

two old-fashioned chairs, a small set of shelves, with a few
plates, and tea-things upon them, a tiny cupboard with her
loaf in it, a kettle, a saucepan, and a broom. The inner
apartment you enter by a low door, and a very high step,

so that the thin ceiUng touches your head, and a little

square of glass shows yott that there is scarcely room to

stand between the wall and the bed. Light, however, peeps
in from between the brick-work, and damp settles upon
every thing, just as it does in a coal-shed. The widow has
made a strip of matting, which keeps her feet from the

damp bricks, but the whole tenement is so damp and cold,

that it drove away an aged spinster last winter, and how the

widow will " win through " the one that is approaching
seems uncertain.

Her dehght is to go and visit the sick ; and the joy with
which she takes them a cup of tea, or any little scrap from
her own cupboard, is quite dehghtful to see. Sometimes
she contrives a little apple dumpling, and then she goes with

a bit covered up to a poor sick man in a neighbouiing
cottage, with a benevolence of heart, and swelling of the

breast that a queen might sigh for. She goes to read and
speak comfortably to those for whom she has nothing else

;

and she speaks a word of exhortation to those who know not

the Lord. Her desire is to glorify God in all things,—and
to hear her speak, and to mark her little knowledge, one
cannot but confess that she has been taught of God.

It is remarkable the way in which the poor and unlearned
cUscourse about sphitual thuigs. The educated christian

speaks well, and scripturely, and declares the very same
truths as his humble neighbour ; but from the poor man's
lips they come with peculiar unction ; there is something in

the way he sets them forth that the educated man cannot
attain to. Nobody will understand this but those who have
listened to them ; it is very strange; but scriptural discourse

has double power when proceeding from u simple, uncidti-

vated mind.
The widow's principal business is to cheer poor WiUiara

Adams under his pains and trials. She often sits by his

side, when he can bear to be talked to, and lifts him up by
her powerful words. Her energy and fervour is great, and
he says, it is most encouraging and reviving to him to listen

to her conversation. She has had long and deep experience

herself, and therefore she can minister help and consolation

to all sorts and concUtions of men; and when christians

have nothing else to give, they do not go to their afllicted

brethren empty handed if they take with them a woid in

season to those that are weary.

Readers! which is the bajipiest? the rich widow, or the

poor one? What is it that makes the rose- covered cottage

dull ; and the coal-shed bright with light?

It is a iieautiful sight to see a poor, and aged, and infirm,

and tottering. Christian "going about," like our Great
Example, " doing good ;

" ministering, to the utmost of her

ability, to those who have certainly not less of this world's

goods than herself; and, in some cases, much more. But
Idndliness, symjiathy, exhortation, correction, and reproof, as

occasion offers, are christian duties, and christian pleasures,

and it needs nothing but the lieart sot aright to fulfil Ihcm.

The poor widow has a heart briumiing over with love and
gratitude to a covenant God, who has led her through a

bonding wilderness, "in the daytime with a cloud, and all

the night with a light of tire." She has not forgotten " his

works and his wonders " that he showed her ; and her plea-

sure now is to " keep his covenant and walk in his law."

This is real happiness; even amidst poverty, infirmity,

and age. This is to seek rest and tojind it.

Headers I You cannot live in a much worse place than a

coal-shed ; you cannot be much poorer than this poor widow.
" Go, and do likewise."
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ALLOTMENT FARMING.—OrroBEK.

How many reminiscences of tlie past—how many anlici

pations of the fiUuro—rusli inio the mind, wlien we, in a

musing mood, estimate our position, and find ourselves on
the edge of old ticroDEH. We very naturally thus soli-

kKjuise :—]s the summer really gone; and lu-e we so fast

approaching the edge of winter? Are we prepared for that

gloomy period, when it is vain to look for the. fruits of the

earth, or for sustenance outdoors ? Have we done all

we could, in the spirit of prudent forecast, to secure a
winter's supply of roots and vegetables, to eke out more ex-

pensive aB'airs ; and to add change and variety to thewinter's
repast?

These are grave i[uestions, at this period, to those for

whom our labours are intended ; and, indeed, they concern
every one who cultivates land, whether a score poles, or a

hundred acres. In these days, more especially, do such
considerations press with luiusual weight, for the prospect
before us is strange enough to attract extra attention in an
unusual degree. The I'otato disease, so virulent as well

nigh to threaten an utter extermination of that invaluable
root ; bread-stufts of all kind dear, and lil<ely to rise higher;
flesh meat up to war prices again ; and, indeed, everything
pertaining to dietai-y matters high in the market, and having
a tendency to rise. Added to this, at the time I write, mucli
ditticulty in securing the later harvest, both as regards
weather, and the labour i|uestjon. By-the-by, the latter

will soon become Ihc question of the day, if emigration
proceeds at the ratio of the last twelvemonths or so ; if, with
some tens of thousands of Irish labourers, there is much
ado to secui"e our harvests, what shall be the case, if not
only these men emigrate, but a " drain " commences on the
very sinews of old England ? Surely, the day is at hand,
when the policy, propriety, shall I add, necessity, of attach-

ing our labourers to the soil which bred them, by adding a
quarter-of-an-acre of good soil to every cottage must be con-
sidered. However, let us cast our eyes over our crops, and
leave these things to our rulers, who, thanks to God, are
tolerably alive in these days to the interests of the masses.

Potatoes.—In these parts, I am sorry to report, the
disease is worse than it was in its earlier visitations. It is,

indeed, fearful, doubtless remlered doubly virulent through
the immense quantity of rain, and general humidity and
shade of the atmosphere. The whole system of the plant
has been for weeks disturbed with half elaborated sap.
This could not, under present circumstances, but lead to

increased disease. And what must we do ? it will be asked.
To which I answer, No man can say decidedly. I verily had
thought that planting early, on land not fresh manured,
taking them up before the tuber was affected, and strewing
them thinly on the dry lioor for a fortnight, would prevent
or arrest the disease. .\nd such a course, lastautumu, was
crowned with the most complete success in my case; so
much so, as quite to astonish parties aware of the circum-
stances. I am soi'ry to say, however, that such has not been
the case up to this time ; out of two or three sorts thus
treated, I have lost some forty per cent, at least.

I rememlier once reading a tale of a man, who bet a wager,
that he would get a hundred receipts for the tooth-ache
within an hour. He took a seat on (I thinkl old London-
bridge, and commenced making wry faces, and uttering ago-
nising cries, and, verily, recipes poured in on him from all

sides—he won easily. .\nd so with our Potato disease. A
man on a journey may soon collect a hundred recipes. I
met a grave-looking person the other day, at a railway station,

who fairly begged of me to try the effect of pitting them
the moment they were taken up ; he assm'cd me tluat two
years successively, last and this, he had done so, covering
the pit or " hog " with nine inches of soil. Now this

was done with the kind known in these parts as " the
Radicals," than which none have decayed worse dm'ing
the last two or three years. He assured me, that he opened
a pit last week, which had been thus covered for six weeks,
and that scarcely one was decayed. His maxim is, exclusion

of air by all possible means; and, in order to prove this

point, I have selected a dozen potatoes, equal in all respects
;

six I liave put in a bottle, sealed; and six I have laid on a
shelf in the shed. Strange it is, that one party so strongly

advocates thorough exposm-e to the air, clryiug, and even

greening; whilst another as strongly advocates just the
reverse. I am this day (September ITth) covering a floor

with I'otatoes taken up yestenluy, and i am going to smother
them with fresh-burnt wood aslios, as an experiment.

1 may here again recommend caution and (uu'o in th(^

selection and preservation of seed for the ensuing year.
There arc those who say it is as well to plant froiu diseased
seed, but both science and common sense aro averse to such
a proccedm'e.

SrouiNo FiuoTS IN Genkiiai,.—By the end of the month,
Ciiirdl.i and Alttinjold must bo stored; indeed, Carrots pro-
bably sooner, especially if tlie grub has been busy. A dry
period should by all means be clioscn. The Carrot tops are
valuable food for either cow or pig, and slumld be used
accordingly. They may be mowed or knifed down to within
three inches of the crown, leaving the root to draw them by

;

and when taken up they may be cut into the quick, that is

to say, a slice taken oli' the crown, to destroy or weaken the
growing principle. These crowns may be mixed with boil-

ing food for the fattening of store pigs. Now, both with re-

gard to this and other store roots, it may again be observed,
that to get them housed dry, and to keep them ilry after, is

the chief secret. If there be a considerable bulk of such
roots, and house, shed, or cellar-room is scarce, they may be
piled in a ridge, in any high and di-y plot, and protected
from frost. My practice is to select a plot of the kind
behind a hedge, fence, or wall, where the sun seldom shines

;

and where, in drenching periods, wet can never lie. Here
the vai'ious roots are piled in pyramids of about tJiree feet

at base by nearly four feet in height. On the ground, a

little new and dry straw is laid, and the whole pyramid of

roots, carefully placed, is also covered with new straw, and
the whole is soiled over about two inches thick ; the soil

taken from the sides or base of the pyramids and cut to slope

from tlif pijramid ; this at once conducts away all rains.

In the beginning of December, si.x inches more soil may
be added if the roots are to keep until spring ; or, if more
convenient, a good coating of litter may be strewed over.

Thus, it will be found, that any of our store-roots will turn
out in March and April quite fresh ; the main features being
dryness and as low a temperature as can be attained short
of freezing the roots; albeit, a slight approach to this

condition would do good rather than otherwise.

The weather being dry, when the roots are puUed, they
may be thrown on the surface of the soil for three or four
hours, and then they may be slightly scraped if much soil

adheres to them ; and this little ceremony, by causing the
operator to move all the roots, performs a double operation ;

it turns them and cU'ies the other side. They may be
scraped, if necessary, with a jiiece of lath cut in proper form,
but care should be taken not to wound them. Tliose who
can pile such roots in out-houses, or anywhere in-doors,

must take care that they do not become shrivelled ; mere
dryness will scarcely accomplish this; but if there be fire-

heat, or the sun or ligh.t can act on the roots, they will

speedily lose then' virtues. They must, by all means, be
kejit dark, and the air excluded.

As for Parsnips, they are better left in the soil until the
beginning of February, as we have oftentimes proved and
stated. It is well, however, to cover their crowns when cut

down slightly ; and my practice is to spread the maum-e
allowed to the succeeding crop over their surface, and to

dig them out accordmg as needed : they will keep, however,
without shrivelling, two or tlii-ee weeks, at least, on any cool

and damp floor, always takiug the precaution of throwing
something over them to keep them dark, and to avert the
action of the air ; for every one surely must know that the
conjoint influences of air and light changes the character
of tlioso portions of plants which have been formed beneath
the surface of tlie soil.

Swedes.—These will endure ordinary winters unprotected

;

but there is nothing like having these things under com-
mand at a moment's notice. It is awkward for the cottager's

wife to have to combat with half-a-dozen inches of snow in

order to get at some Swedes for her family, or for the hog.
Moreover, they are not quite safe in the soU.

Collecting Leaves, Tops, Sec.—Some of our modern
cultivators advocate the cutting oS' the leaves of root crops
whilst in the middle of their growth ; this is extraordinary.

Surely, the keen himt after startling novelties in this age of
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wonJei's somelimes biJs defiance to common sense, to say

nothing of the philosopliic principles. As soon, liowever,

as the least tliscolor.itiou takes place in the lower leaves,

there is little doubt that they may be at once removed
without injury to the roots, and with a positive benefit to

the cow or pig.

WrsTER Greens.—Little is needed now among tliese, but

to clear them thoroughly, and to collect the lower leaves by
system, as with the root crops. Those who wish for early

sprouts to their Green Kale or Brussels Sprouts, may top

some of the sti-ongest in the beginning of October. These
will commence sprouting this autumn, and will grow during

all mild winter weather. Tlie Cabhrii/c plants, from sowings

in the early part of August, should be pricked-out, three

inches apart, in the early part of the month, but not on rich

soil. A little of the burnt matter of the weed heap will be

a good dressing. If the soil is rich, they get "winter
proud," and suffer much from frost in consequence.

And now, the ground being relieved of its root^crops, let

me strenuously advise that every spare plot be ridged up to
!

mellow. This is so important a procedure, that, were I a

propi-ietor of allotments, I should, although unwilling to

dictate, insist on the practice for the sake of those who
held the land. If any plots are sour, or too adhesive, a

good opportunity will occm' of spreading cinder, or other

ashes, lime rubbish, road sfrapings, i"C. These will work
an important change for spring cropping. The end of

October, too, is a period highly eligible to prosecute drainage

matters, and the landlord will do well, and discharge a high
duty, by promotmg such by all possible means. The maniu'e- I

heap should now be seen to in earnest ; let all weeds be
collected, liedges clipped, road-sides, or wastes, skimmed of

their weedy turf, if lawful, and all such matters chan-ed.
j

They may then be spread over the muck-heap, and the

whole turned, broken, and mixed. The heap should be
then piled in a ridge or mound, and, indeed, every pains

taken to keep out the rains, which may be said to rob the

poor man's muck heap of thirty per cent, annually. Let

some, at least, of our readers try this plan, and report on it

next year.

In conclusion ; let all stagnant soils have old gutters

opened or cleaned, and others made where necessai'y, before

November comes on ; it is over late to talk about these

things in February. AVhat with gold hunting, rumours of

war, and a high amount of consumption, consequent on
commercial prosperity, the approaching winter bids fair to

be a trying one. -Allotment men and cottagers will do well

to strain eveiy nerve now, in order, not only to keep out of

the shopkeeper's hands, but, indeed, to have some saleable

produce, if possible. 11. EnuiNGToy.

APIARIAK'S CALENDAR—OcTOBEK.

Sij J. H. Payne, Esq., Author of " The Bee-Keeper's

Guide," ic.

Verv little requires either to be said or done respecting

Bees this month, beyond seeing that each slock contains at

lea-st twenty pounds of honey ; and that those that are not

placed in a bee-house are well protected against wet. In

those locahdes where lensjis abound it will be right to con-

ti-act the entrances of the hives, and to destroy their nests

whenever discovered; for this purpose turpentine is best;

its apphcation being easy, and its effects certain.

North Aspect.—I have again received several reports

favoui-ing a nortb aspect; and not even one against it.

Still, I feel quite sure that it will not do in nil places.

CHr.oROEORjr.—I am obliged to " Ghyra " for his informa-

tion on this point ; and in reply to his query as to " the

dusk " being the best time to operate, I should say, that if

he intends to take aU the honey, and join the Bees to

another stock, it certainly would ; but if he intends to take

only part of the honey, noon would be the best time.

THE CULTURE OF A ROOD Ol' GROUND.
October.

In my notes for September, I intimated that I shoxild

give a description how I prepai'ed my land for my Wheat-
crop, and how I sow the seed, .tc. Supposing my groiind

intended for \Vheat to be occupied witli I'nt.atoes or ilan-

gold-wiuzcl, these will, by the latter end of this month, be

fit to take up, and, as soon as I have cleared tljem ofl',

I draw my cultivator over the ground (a description of

this implement is given in my notes for August), and cut

up all the weeds, ami rake them off, making it quite clean

aud level ; and, having been preriously well manured for

the root-crops, it is in sutiicient heai't to receive the Wheat.
This is all the preparation I make previous to sowing the

seed. I then draw my lines eight inches apart witli my
driller, the full pai'ticulars of which I have given in my
" Spade Husbandry," which is, in fact, nothing more than

part of an old oak-bedstead, about five or si.x feet long, and
some iron spikes fixed in for teeth, at eight inches apart,

and two handles to di'aw it by, which answers the purpose

as well as a more costly one, and what every cottager may
contrive with very little trouble or expence. This simple

implement I find ecjually useful for drawing lines for other

crops as well as Wheat. Previously to my beginning to draw
tlie lines, I first fix my giU'den line the whole length of the

gi'ound, aud place the driller by the side of the line, and
carefully draw the outside tooth close by the line, from one
end of the ground to the other, in order that I may get the

lines perfectly straight to start with ; this being done, there

is no further need of the line in drawing the driller across

a second time, the outside tooth being placed in the last

line drawn, and, if the ground be nicely even, they may be

drawn quite straight, and there being eight teeth in the

driller, a rood of ground, in this way, may be lined out in a

very short time, each line being exactly eight inches apai't,

which, when the crop is growing, gives a very neat appear-

ance, besides the great facihty such a space gives for hoeing

and keeping the crop clean, to what it does when they are

sown almost half the space, besides being iiTcgular. My
land being of good quality, I have always found this distance

quite close enough, besides sowing the seed tolerably tbin.

As soon as I have prepared my ground, as above stated, I

proceed to dibble the holes exactly on the lines, about four

or five inches apart, at the same time stepping between the

lines so that I do not tread them out. I have a girl or wo-

man to follow me, and drop two or three kernels into each

hole, which is quite suificient, provided the seed is good and

can be kept free from vemiin, &c. I prefer having a woman
to drop tliat is well experienced in the practice, which is

very important, as boys or girls are very apt to be careless,

and put too much seed into each hole. By adopting tb.e

above plan, I find a great saving of seed, besides the ad-

vantage of getting an abundant crop. As soon as the di"op-

ping is finished, I rake the giound over well, that the

seed may be properly covered. The way I prepare the

seed is with a steep of common salt, of sufficient strengtli

to swim an egg, and then sift some fresh-slaked lime on the

seed when taken out of the steep, and stir it well, so that it

is perfectly dry before being used. If the seed is not used

directly, care must be taken that it does not lay on a heap,

as it is apt to heat.

Cabbages.—The first week in this month is the time I

transplant my early Battersea Cabbages in the ground where

they are intended to stand. The follomng is the plan I

pursue ; I put on a liberal quautity of manure, and dig it

in a good depth ; as soon as the land is dug over, I pro-

ceed to transplant tlie Cabbages in rows two feet apart, and

fifteen inches apai't in the rows. If a crop of winter Beans

be desired to grow between the rows of Cabbages, a double

row may be dil)bled between cveiy other two rows of Cabbages,

at the same time the Cabbages are put in ; or, if the long-

pod Beans be preferred, they should be sown in Februan'.

The various methods I pursue, in glowing crops with my
Cabbages, I have given in my little work that I have pre-

viously mentioned.
Where ^'Er,ETABI.E JIakeows are grown, and allowed to

ripen, they should be cut this month, and stored in a diT,

cool chamber; and, when frosty weather sets in, they should

be protected with any covering that is most convenient. I
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liavo previously noticod, in The Cottage (iARUENEi!, tlie

value of tills vepfi'talile, as a substitute for the Totato ; and

]

from the almost total failure of tlie I'otato-crop tliis season,

I

I am every day more cotninei'il of the importance of giNinj;

I

ovtTy possible attention to euUivnte this valuable vegetable

ou a larger seale. T am iiitn-li jileased with the experiments
that I have made with them thi.i season, and with the result

of their prodiii'e, wliicli is very abundant, although J tool;

very little jiains with them, merely digging holes on the

level ground, in odd eoruers, and filling them with manure,
and sowing the seed in a little mould on the top of the

manure. I also grev/ them on my manure heaps. .\s

they ripen, we are now using them as a substitute for the
Potato, in the way 1 have previously described; and, in my
humble opinion, they ai'O not only an excellent substitute,

but they are really a luxmy. We have found the easiest

method of cooking them is to cut them in quai'ters, and boil

them with the peel on, as it is talten otf alter being boiled

much easier than when raw, and saves a deal of time and
trouble.

Potatoes.—From an experiment that I have made in

leaving a portion of my Potatoes in the ground up to the

present time, I lind, in taking them up, there appears to he
two or three at some roots perfectly free from the disease

;

and, from observations that I have made in other seasons,

I have found those that remain sound up to this time will

continue so, and lie perfectly safe to store for the winter,

and wiU be fit lor seed the following spring.

PAnsNirs and Carrots should be taken up the latter end
of this month, and carefully stored for the winter. It is a
good plan to pad; them in layers, with sand, in a cool, dry
shed.

Wliere Maxoold Wur,;^Ki. are grown, the end of this month
is a proper time to take them up, as they are more liable to

be injured by the frost than the Swedish Turnips. As soon
as taken up, the tops should be cut otf, not too close, and
then laid iu heaps, and covered well with straw and earth,

so that they are quite safe from the frost.

Every opportunity should be taken to dig over the ground
as it becomes vacant, and, where necessary, to trench or
double dig it, and to let it stay in a rough state during the
winter, that it may have the benefit of the frosts. It is very
important that stifl' clay-soils should be done in this way ; it

is wonderful the etfect the frost has in improving such soils

when so exposed. .John Sii.lett.

BREEDING EROil ONE-YEAR OLD FOWLS.
Any information bearing on the question, whether it is

advisable to breed from birds one-year-old or two-years-old

will be interesting to many of your readers. If the chicks

of birds one-year-old are more subject to " wealcness of the

legs " than those of older birds, certainly the latter are to

be preferred ; for though by the aid of medicines we may
effect a cure, yet we must ever aim at prevention, and only

when that has been neglected seek a cure. During the

present season I have bred about 100 Shanghae chickens,

almost all from birds of last year, but have had only one, a

cockerel, affected with this complaint of the legs. He was
let alone for some weeks, I, having in jiast years, got sick of

doctoring ; however, I determined at last to try cod liver oil,

which has, apparently, completely cured him. It sometimes
happens that tlirough lying about much the limbs lieconie

liliewise attacked with rheumatism—a free use of mustard-

seed I have then found beneficial. After six years ex-

perience, I am inclined to prefer breeding from birds one-

year-old.

—

Wm. Jno. Beedy, ChnUon, ni-ar Couhdcn, Surrey

BPARAXIS.
Being a constant reader of The Cottage Gaedenee, and

feeling a deep interest in the object of its publication, I

thought, seeing the list of Sparaxis contained in the number
published last month rather incomplete, that, if the following

one was worthy of insertion in yotu" columns, the interest and
amusement it might be the means of communicating to

some of your readers would amply repay me for the little

trouble I had taken in writing it.

Spiira.ris iillia or liiicunlhii.— It is almost white; tlierc is

a tinge of yellow in the centre of the Hower; grows fifteen
inches high.

S. hicnlor.—Blackish -purple; and whitish-yellow centre.

S. biiUiiJfrd.—Beautiful golden.yellow
;
gi-ows strong, and

blooms abundantly.

<S. nrnilcn.—Slate-colour
; yellow centre.

S. nigricans.—Blaclc-purple, mottled with red ; with yellow
centre.

2'licasniU's Eije.—White, with a yellow centre, surrounded
with black; does not grow above nine inches high.

lb', rosea pidtelnla.—P.ose coloured, mottled with white ;

yellow and black centre ; a strong-growing and great bloomer.
.S'. tricolor.—The original variety, grown in the ('bannel

Islands under this name, was of an orange-scarlet colour,
with yellow and black centre ; an exceedingly pretty variety.

(Quite right.)

S. tricolor cirmidijiora.—The original Tariety was of the
richest velvety crimson, with black and yellow centre,

gorgeous to look at when blooming in masses; but they
liave grown and seeded so freely, and produced such an
abundance of varieties, and of so many colours, that it

would be impossible to describe them. I have seen them
growing and flowering in the season of every hue and
colour. I would refer you to any lover of flowers who has
seen them on a fine sunshiny day for a description of them.
I could hardly trust myself with the task.

S. tricolor crispa.—A peculiarly crumpled-leaved variety of
tricolor, more peculiar than pretty, of a rich crimson colour,

j

with black and yellow centre.

S.varialiilis.—A verj'pretty rose-coloured variety, with bright
' yellow centre ; the flowers do not expand so broadly as
: tricolor f^randiflora.

S. versicolor.—Large light variety, with pale-yellow centre,

1 and reddish colouring on the outside of the petals. A bold,

strong-growing variety.

I have found and stall find it very difficult to keep the
varieties distinct. I have selected twenty or thirty varieties

!
from the beds o£ tricolor tjraiuliflorn, some seasons, but have

i

not found them, even under circumstances wliich were
favourable to their general cultivation and flowering, keep
true to colour. They sport mucli, and I have invariably

obsei-ved, that the sport is from darker to lighter colours
;

which, I think, tends to establish the theory, that the dai'ker

coloured vai'ieties are hybrids, and that the lighter ones
are the original stock; versicolor and liiilbifera, to viit.

Chas. Bd. Saunders, Cmsurcun Nursery, Jersey.

[We are indebted for the above account of some of the
best seedling varieties of Sparaxis to one of the most
celebrated growers of the tribe in Jersey, 5Ir. Saunders, of

the Ctesarean Nurseries. The twenty-four varieties, which I

mentioned as exceeding my powers of description, had come
to me from the Ctesarean Nurseries through a London
agent ; and I am glad to find that Jlr. Saunders takes the

same view of his own seedlings. They richly deserve to be
grown in masses, wherever the climate is suitable for them
in the open air. With the ordinary contrivance of cold pits,

lights, and mats, they can be grown in any part of this

country just as well as they grow in the open gardens in

.Tersey, provided they are planted out in prepared beds, and
not in pots, in the usual way. Here, in England, we have
not one gardener out of twenty of our very first-rate men
who understand the proper culture of a tithe of the veiy

commonest bulbs. They even do not know their mere names.
When I threw down the glove, and challenged the whole
fraternity of blue-aprons, cabbage-men and all, I did expect

to encounter an adversary here and there ou the subject of

bulbs, to keej) up the interest and excitement inseparable

from fair and respectable criticism, but hitherto all has gone
on smoothly, and so I fear it will do all the way down to

Zepliijraiithcs. It was just the same, a few years ago, with

a friend of mine, who wrote a popular description of Ferns
;

but now P'erns are ably treated of and discussed upon freely

enough in all our periodicals, and I trust it may be the

same with Bulbs also, for they deserve to be much better

known than Feins, or most tribes of plants, especially the

section of half-hardy ones, to which this series is confined.

I was not aware that seedling varieties of Simruxis turned
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colour ; and I suppose that those mentioned by Mr. Saunders
are the most permanent. We had long been aware, however,
that the scarlet and higher tints in Gladioli are but too apt
to disappear in cross seedlings ; and that our climate is less

favourable to produce the higher colours ; and that tallies

with Mr. Saunders' experience in Sparaxis ; but versicolor

and hulhifira are certainly not the pai-ents of tricolor, which
is a Cape plant, which I have often received from thence;
and I could always point it out from any other, in the dry
state, from the white siljiy coats. All this breed are very
hable to rot in pots unless tliey are well-covered in white
sand, and shal<en out of the soil tlie moment the leaves die
down. I never could manage them well but in sandy peat
when I had them in pots ; but if they are grown in a frame,
a light rieli compost of sandy loam one-half or rnore, the
rest peat and very rotten dung, or leaf-mould, suits them
better, but the rotten dung must be at the bottom where the
roots do not reach until the leaves are full-grown ; the bed
for them, and for all tlie smaller I.\ias and alhed bulbs,
ouglit to be at least ten inches deep, and the bulbs to be
covered no more than half-an-inch. The bulbs ought to be
left in the bed during the rest of the season, though not in
pots, and not to be disturbed as long as they flower well

;

the glass should be left over them while at rest with a little

air at back and front ; and every autumn, say early in
September, tlie surface of the bed ought to be carefully
scraped off down to the sand over the bulbs, and a fresh
compost put on, then a good drenching of water that would
saturate the bed through and through, which is not easily
done without three or four applications. From the time of
this watering, early in September, until the frost comes, the
glass should be left ofl' day and night that the bulbs may
sprout without stimulus. It is of great consequence to get
Irids in general, as well as Amaryllids, to move as early in
the autumn as we can manage to do so ; but we must not
resort to any land of forcing beyond soft warm water from a
shallow pond.
There is no plant that requires to have the roots in

advance of the top so much as a bulb, or sutlers more from
encouraging a leafy top to be in advance of tlic roots. When
the world is wise enough to understand the benefits of a
mild, uniform, bottom-heat of from iive to ten degrees
above the heat of tlie air at the same time, a system of
underground pipes will be devised for the starting and
steady autumnal growth of all the best winter growing
bulbs.—D. B.]

GOLD FISH.
Observing a communication in a late number of The

Cottage Gardeneii on the subject of Gold Fisli, I beg to
state, for the benefit of those who may be desirous of
keeping these pretty creatures, that tliey will live for mouths
in a glass bowl, if regularly supplied with water, in which
1 suppose they find numerous aniiualcula;, invisible to us,
but sutiicieut for their subsistence. They will, however,
grow to a much larger size if in a pond or tank, and fed
with bread crumbs, and small worms ; indeed, they will eat
almost anything, and will become exceedingly tame, so much
so as to take their food from your hand quite fearlessly.
Some years since, when in the India Service, I travcdled
over that interesting ridge of hills, like your correspondent,
hut was equally unfortunate with himself in being able to
reach the Lake from which these fish were originally pro-
cured. Though now very plentiful in China, and sometimes
of a large size, they are never used as an article of food.
It is considered, indeed, quite sacrilegious to do so, as they
are supposed to be tlie favourite food of their God Bhudda
Bhudda, and any person selling them for that purpose in
the street would bo severely bastinadoed by their Tom fou,
of Chuiese police. T. E., Dover Eoad.

BURY ST. EDMUND'S AND WEST SUFFOLK
POULTRY SHOW.

The first sliow of this Society, in connection with the
Bury Horticultm-al Society, was held in the Abbey Grounds

and Botanic Garden, on the 13th, 14th, and l.ith, when
upwards f>f six hundred pens were occupied by choice speci-

mens of poultry and pigeons. The weather was fine, and
the attendance very large. Tlie accommodations, both for

visitors and poultry, were remarkably good, and much credit

is due to the committee for their indefatigable exertions,

and for which they received the individual thanks of many
of the principal exhibitors.

Tile birds shown were fine. The ShanijhacSy selected from
the yards of some of the tirst amateur breeders in the king-

dom, occupied 103 pens. The Geese and Ducks were also

remarkably tine, and attracted great attention
;
perhaps their

accommodation was not equal to that of their galhnaceous
competitors, but this the committee will obviate another year.

Hvcrtj bird ivas put into the basket of its owner on tlu; even-

iiif/ of the (lay the Show closed, and those 'joimj bi/ rail all sent

off.

Judges :—John W. Nutt, Esq.^ London, late of York

;

J. H. Catling, Ksq., King Street, Portman Square, London.

Class I.—SHANGHAE, CINNAMON AND IJUFF.

6. First prize, Fairlie, J., Chevelcy Park, Newmarket. Age, two-and-
a-half yeara. 7. Second prize, Fairlie, J., Chevelcy. Age, two-and-a-
half years.

Class II.—SHANGHAE CHICKENS, CINNAMON AND BUFF.
104. First prize, Eason, John, 14, Lowthcr Arcade. Age, seven months.

108. Second prizes, Gilbert, H., 17, Upper I'hillimore Place, Ken-
sington. Age six months. -15. Fairlie, J.. Chevelcy Park. Age, si.\ months.
Highly Cummendcd.— 54. Panchard, C. Age, six months. 8'2. Fairlie,

J. Age, six months. 105. Eason, John. I09. Gilbert, H., Kensington.
Age, six months. 38. Sutton, F., Bury. A-fc, six-and-a-half to seven
months. Highly commended for hens ; cock deformed.

(This class highly meritorious.)

Class III.—SHANGHAE, BROWN & PARTRIDGE-FEATHERED.
3. First prize, Fairlie, J. Age, two-and-a-half years, 5. Second prize,

Punchard, C. Exceeding one year.

Class IV.—SHANGHAE CHICKENS, BROWN AND PARTRIDGE-
FEATHERED.

8. First prize, Fairlie, J. Age, five months. 7. Second prize. Fairlie,

J. Ape, six months. 17. Highly commended. Hall, J., Haverhill. Age,
four months.

Class v.—SHANGHAE-WHITE.
I. First prize, Fairlie, J. Age twenty months. 2. Second prize,

Reynolds, W. C, Yarmouth. Above one year.

Class VI.—SHANGHAE CHICRENS—WHITE.
13. First prize, Fairhcad, T. B., Cressing. Age, sis months. 1, Second

prize, Rawson, C. Hatched April 30, 1853.

Class VII.—SHANGHAE—BLACK.
1. First prize. Fox, P. H., London. Ages various. 2. Second prize,

Fairlie, J. Age twenty months.

Class VIII.—SHANGHAE CHICKENS—BLACK.
3. First prize, Fairlie, J. Age, six months. 7- Second prize, Preston,

E. H. L., Yarmouth. Hatched April 26.

Class IX.—DORKING-COLOURED.
5. First prize, Astlcy, Hon. Mrs. Age, two years. 8. Second prize,

Fairlie, J. Age, two years.

Class X.-DORKING CHICKENS-COLOURED.
13. First prize. Potts, T., Kingswood Lodge, Croydon. Age, three

weeks. II. Second prize, Gurdon, Rev. P., Cranworth Rectory, Ship-
dbam. Age, sL-t months.

Class XII.—DORKING CHICKENS-WHITE.
2. First prize, Benyon, Rev. E. R., Culford Hall. Age, four months.

Class XIII.—SPANISH.
2. First prize. Fox, T. H., 44. Skinner-street, London. Age, various,

3. Second prize. Fox, T. H., 44, Skiuncr-street, London. Age, various.

Class XIV.—SPANISH CHICKENS.
2. First prize, Cooke, C, Rushford, Thetford. Age, eighteen weeks.

1. Second prize, Rawson, C. Hatched April, 1853.

Class XV.—MALAY.
5. First prize, OUe, F., Bury St. Edmund's. Age, sixteen months.

6. Second prize. Crick, W., 23, Warner-place, South Hackney-road,
London. Age, eighteen months.

Class XVI.—MALAY CHICKENS.
1. First prize. Crick, W., 23, Warner-place, South Hackney-road,

London. Age, fourteen months.

Class XVII.—GAME FOWL.
2. First prize, Monsey, J., Norwich. Age, twelve months. 4. Second

prize, Ellis, G., Bury St. Edmund's.

Class XVIII.—GAME CHICKENS.
3. First prize, Ellis, G , Bury. Hatched April, 1853. 2. Second

prize, Ellis, G., Bury St. Edmund's. Hatched April, 1853.
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-GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGH.
Bcipliton Rectory, Acle, Norfolk. Ape, exceeding

Second prize, Dutton, J., Bury St. Edmund's. Age, two

Class XIX.-

3, Felloivs, T. L.

one year. 4.

years.

Class XX.—GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGH CHICKENS.
5. First prize. Freeman, F. W.. Stowmarket. Hatched April 8, 1853.

4. Second prize. Fellows, T. L., Beiglitoii Rectory, Acle, Norfolk. Age,
five months.

Class XXIII.—SILVER-PENCILLED HAHIBURGH.
3. First prize, Astley, Hon. Mrs., Swanton House, Tbctford. Age,

two years. 4. Second prize, Fellowes, T. L,, Beighton Rectory, Acle,

Norfolk. Age, exceeding one year.

Class XXIV.—SILVER -PENCILLED HAMBURGH CHICKENS.
6. First prize, Freeman, P. W., Stowmarket. Hatched April !3, Ifio.!.

4. Second prize, Astley, Hon, Mrs., Swanton House, Thetford. Age,
lour months.

Class XXV.—SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH.
2. First prize, M'Cann, T., Graham House, Malvern. Age, not known.

1. Second prize, Ra^vson, C. Aged.

Class XXVI.—SILVER.SPANGLED HAMBURGH CHICKENS.
1. First prize, Rawson, C. Hatched April, IS.S3. 2. Second prize,

Fellowes, T. L., Beightou Rectory, Acle, Norfol^c. Agi

Class XXVII

, four moDths.

WITH WHITE-POLAND FOWI^—BLACK,
CRESTS.

1. First prize, Hawson, C. Hatched 1852. 2. Second prize, Gilbert,

Kev. C, Bramerton Lodge, Norwich. Age, fifteen months.

Class XXVIII.- -POLAND CHICKENS-
CRESTS.

BLACK, WITH WHITE

Age, ten months. 1.3. First prize, Howe, R. S., Palgrave, Norfolk,
Second prize, Rawson, C. Hatched April, 1S53.

Class XXIX.—POLAND FOWL—GOLDEN.
1. First jfrize, Rawson, C. Aged.

Class XXX.—POLAND CHICKENS-GOLDEN.
2. First prize, Roper, Mrs., Croxton Park, Thetford. Age, five months.

1. Second prize, Rawson, C. Hatched July, 1853.

Class XXXI.—POLAND FOWL—SILVER.
3. First prize, Potts, T., Kingswood Lodge, Croydon. Age, various.

I. Second prize, Rawson, C. Aged.

Class XXXIII.—BANTAMS—GOLDEN, LACED, OR PENCILLED.
13. First prize. Palmer, H. D., Great Yarmouth. Age, two years. 2.

Second prize, Rawson, C. Aged.

Class XXXIV.—BANTAMS—SILVER-LACED OR PENCILLED.
3. First prize, Rlonsey, J., Norwich. Age, eighteen months. 2. Second

prize, Fairlie, J., Cheveley Park, Newmarket. Full grown.

Class XXXV.—BANTAMS—BLACK.
4. First prize, Legge, T., Bury St. Edmund's. Age, one year. 10.

Second prize, Monsey, J., Norwich. Age, eighteen months.

(This class meritorious.)

Class XXXVL—BANTAMS—WHITE, OR ANV OTHER COLOURS.
6. First prize, Astley, Hon. Blrs., Swanton House, Thetford. White.

Age, two years. 13. Second prize, Banfield, H., Ixworth. Nankeen.
Age, over one year.

Class XXXVII.—GEESE.
1. First prize, Rawson, C. Aged. 5. Second prize, Fnirlie, J.,

Cheveley Park, Newmarket. Full grown.

Class XXXVIII.—DUCKS—WHITE AYLESBURY.
2. First prize, Bryan, J. M., Ingress House. Age, sixteen weeks, .1.

Second prize, Bryan, J. M. Age, sixteen weeks.

(This class meritorious.)

Class XXXIX.—DUCKS—ROUEN,
p. First prize, Roper, C, Croxton Park, Thetford. Age, nine weeks.

2. Second prize, Fairlie, J., Cheveley Park, Newmarket.

ClassXL.-DUCKS—ANY OTHER VARIETY.
3. First prize, Fairlie, J., Cheveley Park, Newmarlcet. Muscovy. Age,

\

six months. 4. Second prize, Fairlie, J. Black Bombay. Age, six
i

months. '

Class XLI.—TURKEYS. I

2. First prize, Fairlie, J., Cheveley Park, Newmarket. Age, eighteen
!

months. 3. Second prize, Fairlie, J. Age, sixteen months.
j

Class XLII.—TURKEY POULTS.
I. First prize, Fairlie, J., Cheveley Park, Newmarket. Hatched 18r.3.

Age, six months. 7 Second prize. Ruse, R.. Kcntford, Suffolk. Age,
four months. 8. Goldsmith, T., Ixworth. (Norfolk.) Age, five months,

(This class meritorious.)

Class XLIII.—GUINEA FOWL.
1. First prize, P^iirlie, J., Cheveley Park, Newmarket. Age, two years.

2. Second prize, Fairlie, J. White. Age, eighteen months.

Class XLIV.—PIGEONS.
Prizes.— 1. Rawson, C. Carriers. 2. Ditto. Owls. Ajied, F,. Ditto.

Fantails. Aged. 12. Playford. J., Great Yarmouth. Mottled Tumblers.
15. Nice, T., Great Bradley Hall, Newmarket. Jacobins. Aged. 20.
Everard, E. H., Bury. Nuns. Age, one year. 28. Woods, W., 26,
Park Place, Kennington Cross. Surrey. Almond Tumblers. Age, two
years. 30. Ditto. Blue Turbits. Age, two years. 34. Ditto. Silver
Bald Heads.

EXTRA CLASS.
12. First prize, Potta, T., Kingswood Lodge, Croydon. White Poland.

Age, various. 9. Second prize, Fairlie, J. Bramah Poutras. Age, i»ix

months. Prizes.—22. Brown, G. J. E., Tostock House. Half-bred
Dorking and Cochin. Age, four-and-a-hnlf months. 26. Turner, H.,
Bury St. Edmund's. Hall-bred Cochin and Durking. Age, cock two
years, hens one year. 31. Taylor, J., jun.. Cressy House. Shepherd's
Bush, London. Black Andalusia. 34. Wallace, Rev. W., Thorpe,
Abbots Scole. Shanghae (Ciunamon\

HOLMFIRTH POUI.TKY SHOW.
(From a Cornspoiiilent.)

The Toultry Show, recently lield at Holmfirth, was, so far

as the etl'orts of man were available, a successful one; the
weather, however, was most nni^ropitious. ^\ith the Flower
show, held under spacious tents in the same field, and
described as really a most creditable one, as well as with
the sheep, pigs, horses, &c., also exhil]ited,we have nothing,
at present, to do. Though generally averse to laudatory
notices, from such being made too common, and not always
well-earned, it is a satisfaction, and but common justice, to

state, that the spirit and exertion of the president and com-
mittee called forth, from all who visited the show, expres-
sions of great satisfaction with all the an-angements. And
when it is stated that this was the fn-.st general or open
show established at Holmfirth, the credit is the greater.

The first pen of JRiiff Sli(iiiiih({es were decidedly good birds

;

whilst the three prize pens, as well as the commended
birds, in Chickens, were very superior. The other classes,

however, were not worthy of special mention. Mr. Floyd's
(the president) Sjianish were excellent ; and it may be
stated, that all the other classes were represented by very
fair specimens. The Sebright Buntams (silver), were espe-
cially commended as first-rate birds by the judges, and were
purchased by one of them. It would be well if the judges
at Birmingham would follow the example set at Holmfirth,
where there was a notification on the pen, by the judges
themselves, that certain Black Polands were disqualified,
for the fraud practised in pulling or cutting off the black
feathers from the front of the topknot.

The Turlieys, Getse, and Diuks,vieve good; the r>ucks
especially so.

The judges were Dr. Horner, of Hull, and Mr. Travis, of
York.

The Cottager's classes were ratlier uneipial in merit. The
Spangled. Hambiirghs, as well as the Pencilled, contained
numerous and good specimens. There were, also, some
good Game Fowls, and one good pen of black Spanish
Chickens.

The following is a list of the awards made by the judges.

Cochin-China (cinnamon and buflO cock and two hens.— First, Robert
Carr, Wortley-hall, Sheffield; second, T. P. Crosland, Esq., Gledholt.
Seven entries.

Three Cochin-China chickens.— First, Ralph Goodall, Heckmondwike;
second, E. C. Hopps, Whitehill, Hcaton Norris, Stockport. High/;/
commended, George Hatfield, Spring-gardens, Donc.aster. Twenty-seven
entries.

Cochin-China (brown and partridge-feathered) cock and two hens.

—

First, C. L. Clare, Hindley House, Liverpool. Three entries.
Cochin-China (white) cock and two hens.— First, C. S. Floyd, Sands.

Two entries.

Three Cochin-China chiekejis.—First and second, C. S. Floyd, Sands.
Three entries.

Three Cochin-China chickens (black) cock and two hens.— Second,
C. s. Floyd, Sands. Three entries.

Matatf cock and two hens.—Second, James Dixon, Bradford. Two
entries.

Spani'sh cock and two hens.—First, C. S. Floyd, Sands; second,
Henry Tinker, Scholes. Five entries.
Three Spanish chicken.t.—Fir^t, V. W. Corhutt, Hutliwaite, Thurgo-

land : second, Richard Battyc, Holmtirtli. Six entries.
Dorking (coloured) cock and tivo hens.—First, James Dixon, Brad-

ford ; second, C. L. CKire, Hindley House, Liverpool. Six entries.
Three Dorking chickens (coloured). — First, C. L. Clare, Hindley

House, Liverpool. Two entries.

Golden Pheasant cock and two hens.—First and second, James Dixon,
Bradford. Seven entries.
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Three Golden Pheasant chickens.—Fast ami second, M. H. Broad-
I

bent. Slubbin, Holmfirth. Sil entries.

Sillier Pheasant cock and two hens.—First and second, Charles Taylor,

Greave, Melthara. Four entries.

Three Silver Pheasant c/iif/rens.— First, Ralph Carter, Upperthong ;

second, Charles Taylor, Geave, Meltham. Five entries.

Chittiiprat cock and two hens.— First, .lames Dixon, Bradford ; second,

M. H. Hroadhead, Stuljbin. HolmKrth. Five entries.

Three Chittaprat chickens.— First, Ralph Carter, Upperthong; second,

M. H. Rroadhead, Stubbin. Five entries.

Gii7ne (black-breasted and other redsj cork and two hens.-First,

.Joseph Mellor, Thongsbridgc ; second, Henry Tinker, Scholes. Four

entries.

Three Game chickens (same).—First, Alfred Gillet, Steps-mill. One
entry.

Game (blacks and brassy-winged, except greys) cock and two hens.

—

First, Henry Brooke, Beech-place; second, G. H. Uinchliff, The Nab.
Two entries.

Game (white and piles) coclc and two hens.—First, \V, L. Brook, Mel-

tham H.iU; second, Heory Brooke, Beech Place. Two entries.

Three Game rliickcn.i (same). — First, G. H. HinchlitF, The Nab
;

second, Henry Brooke. Beech Place. Two entries.

Gujne iduciiwings and other greys and bines) cork and two hens.

—

First, Henry Brooke, Beech Place; second, G. H. Hinchliff, The Nab.
Three entries.

Palund \Gotden] cock and two hens. First, John Dransfield, Peni-

Btone. Three entries.

"Vhree Poland chickens (same).—Second, J. F. Moorhouse, Scholes,

Three clitries.

Poland ISileer) cock and two hens.— First, .Limes l)i.von, Bradford.

One entry.

Poland (black, with white crests) cock and two hens.—First, George

Lockwood, Dyke End, Hndderslield. Three entries.

Three P();<inrf(/iit/t«ys (same).—First, George Lockwood, Dyke End,

Huddcrsficld ; second. Thomas Battye, Brownhill. Two entries.

Poland (white) cock and two hens.— Second, Henry Tinker, Scholes.

Two entries.

Three Poland cldakens (same).— First, .lonathan Roberts, Cross;

second, Henry Tinker, Scholes. Three entries.

Cock and two hens of any other distinct dreed.— First, H. Geissler,

Kirkburton. One entry.

Gold-laved Bantams, cock and two hens. — Second, John I\Iellor,

Thongsbridgc. Two entries.

Silver-laced Bantams, cock and two hens.—First and second, C. S.

Flovd, Sands. Four entries.

White Bantams, cock and two hens. — First, Thomas Hinchliff,

Netherhouse ; second, Henry Brooke, Beech Place. Five entries.

Black Bantams, cock and two hens.—First and second, James Dixon,

Bradford. Two entries.

Bantams, of any other variety, cock and two hens.- First, H. Geissler,

Kirkburton ; second, Richard Battye, Holmfirth. Four entries.

Best covk, of any brred.— First, G. H. Hinchliff, The Nab; second,

John Burton, Shalcy Hou?c. Nine entries.

Best hen, of any breed.—First, James Dixon, Bradford ; second, C.

S. Floyd, Sands. Fifteen entries.

Best cockerel, of any breed, hatchei in 1853.—First, Enoch Oldfield,

Netherton ; second. C. S. Floyd, Sands. Six entries.

Best pullet, of any breed, hatched in 1833. — First, Geo. Hatfield,

Spring (iardens, Doneaster; second, C. S. Floyd, Sands. Eight entries.

Three Guinea fou-ls.—First and second, Ralph Carter, U[)perthong:,

Five entries.

Turkey cock and two hens.—First, Ralph Carter, Upperthong. Two
entries.

Three young Turkeys.—First, George Haigh, I.ipliill-bank ; second,

Ralph Carter. Upperthong. Five entries.

Gander and tn-o Geese. — First, Samuel Hebblethwaite, Mirfield
;

second, G. H. Hinchliff, The Nab. Tliree entries.

Three Goslings. — First, Samuel Hebblethwaite, Mirfield; second,

Ralph Carter, Upperthong. Seven entries.

Best green Goose.—Second, Ralph Carter, Upperthong. Two entries.

Drake and tu-o Ducks, white Aylesbnry.-Firtit, James Dixon, Brad-
ford ; second, C. J. Riley, Rose-hill, Birkby. Four entries.

Three Darklings, white Aylrsl/ury.— First. Noah Batley, Lippel-bank ;

second, John Harpin, Birks-house. Thirteen entries.

Drake and ta-o Ducks, Rouen, or any otiiev variety.— First, Ralph
Carter, Upperthong; second, C. S. Floyd, Sands. Six entries.

Three Ducklings, Rouen, or any other variety.— First, Ralph Carter,

Upperthong; second, G. H. Hinchliff, The Nab. Five entries.

DEAD POULTRY, BUTTER, AND EGGS.

Best Goose, dressed.— First, T. P. Crosland, Gledholt ; second,

Carter, Upperthong. Four entries.

Best Turkey, dressed.—First and second, John Harpin, Birks-

Six entries.

Best couple of Ducks, dressed.—First and second, John Harpin,
house ; third, G. H. Hinchliff, The Nab. Five entries.

Best couple of Fowls, dressed.—First and second, C. S. Floyd,
Seven entries.

Best half-dozen Pigeons, dressed.— First, O. H. Hinchliff, Tli

Two entries.

Ralph

-house.

Birks-

Sands.

e Nab.

BEE-KEEPING FOR COTTAGERS.

It will be our object, in the following papers, to give our

readers sueh a knowledge of the Art of Bee-keeping as to

make the pur.suit of it not only a soiu'ce of profit but of

pleasure ; for bee-keeping, to be profitable, requires a fair

amount of reasoning, and what con be a purer source of

pleasure than the exercise of the reasoning faculties with

which man has been endowed by his Great Creator.

Before going ou with the practical part of om- papers, it

may Ije useful to make a few remarks on the present state

of bee-keeping among cottagers, and point out some of the
benefits and pleasures that may be derived from it.

Bee-hives are seldom to be seen amongst cottac:ers, and
when they are seen, their dirty and neglected condition, in

general, says but little either for tlie comfort of the bees, or

the understanding of their masters. This, v.e believe, is

seldom tlie cottagers' own fault; want of opportunity and
teaching, and not unwillingness to learn, usually lies at the

bottom of it ; it is to give them this opportunity and teach-

ing that we are now writing.

To those who have never yet began bee-keeping, we say

begin at once. If you cannot buy, borrow a swarm from
your neighbour, upon such terms as to paying back in kind

on its increasing, or in money from your expected profits,

as you may be able to make. To those who ah-eady have
bees, and are keeping them after the old fashion, we say

alter your fashion ; and adopt as nearly as may be the plan
we arc about to show you. Believe us, tliat if your bees be
profitable t<j you now (and that you continue to keep them,
proves that they are prolitablei, they will bo thrice as pro-

fitable then, whilst the comfort of the bees themselves will

be much greater. If it give a little more trouble, what
matters it'/ I'laiuiiug and making and mending in the

long winter months, will pass away many long hours, and
keep you from idleness and the beer-shop, if from nothing

worse; whilst watching and operating in the summer will

bring with it a pleasure ever new. ' As your liking for bees

increases, you will begin to take a greater pride in yora-

home; and you will be anxious to plant near your hives

such wild and garden flowers as you may bo able to obtain.

Do not think tliat wo have, or ai'C about to put forward

any new-fangled notions. All that we have stated, and are

about to state, has been well proved. If you are afraid to

follow out our plans upon all your hives, try them upon one.

Perliaps it will be tlie better course ; but we venture to say

that you will not stop there. Any little awkwardness that

may be felt in practice at first will soon pass otl'. Anything
tliat you may not understand, your masters will willingly

explain ; your own sense, and the assistance of your friends,

will soon enable you to get over all dillicuUies.

In all you do, try to fall in with the habits of the bees as

mucli as possible. Assist them; do not thwart them. Make
up in attention for the effects of our clumgeable weather.

Do not be put down by the ill-natured laughter of others.

The time will come wiien it will be your turn to laugh, and
they wiio laughed before will be glad to come to you for in-

struction. Then give it tliem by all means. Let no jealousy

or selfishness creep over you ; there is room for all in bee-

keeping, and there will be, when bees are ten times as plen-

tiful as they are now.
In the papers we are about to write, we shall divide the

subject into six sections : the first will contain a short natural

history of the Honey-bee; the second, a list and description

of such things as will be wanted for the proper management
of Bees ; the third, a table showing the monthly requirements

of the Bee-garden ; the fourth, a description of the method
of operating; the tiflh, a system of management; and the

sixth, some account of the uses of honey, and the method of

preparing it and wax for the market.

SECTION I.—ON THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE
HONEY-BEE.

THli INMATES OF A HIVE ANU THEIK EESPECTHE OFFICES.

During tlie summer months a hive contains, or should

contain, three kinds of bees ; the (Jueen, who lays every egg

that is laid in the hive, and is the only female in it,—the

working bees, or neuters (that is neither males nnr females),

who collect honey, build combs, attend upon the (|ueeu (to

whom they are devotedly attached), watch over, wiirm, and

nourish the eggs as they are laid, clean out tlie cells ready

for fresh eggs upon the young bees leaving them, air the

hive by fanning with their wings, and perform all the ordinary

business of the hive,—and the drones; and it has been

calculated that a strong (that is, a populous) hive numbers,

in time, before swarming, about U.UOO bees, the working
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bees being about twenty times move numerous tlian the

drones. One iiueen reigns supreme over tlie whole.

The Qiiceii is darker on tlie bad;, browner underneath,
and sliorter in the wings tliau tlie worldug bees : she is pro-

vided with a sting, of wliich, however, she seldom makes
use, except to punisli rival queens (whose presence in the

hive she will not sutler). She seldom, if ever, leaves the
hive, except at swarming time. The time of the year at

which she begins to lay eggs depends somewhat upon the

weather; in mild seasons she begins earlier than in cold,

but, generally speaking, young working bees may be seen
about the hives in the third weelc in Vebruary, and some-
times earlier. (Jucen-bee eggs are not laid till considerably

later than the workers' eggs, and then only in small numbers,
and not in the common cells, but in cells much larger, and
somewhat of an oblong shape, fastened to the sides of the

combs, and having their openings downwards. The young
Queens are ready to come from their cells about the six-

teenth day from the laying of the eggs, but if not rciiuirud

lor the purposes of the liive (in consequence of the old

queen having died, or left the hive with a swarm), they are

turned out and die. If the old queen die without leaving

queen eggs behind her, the bees have the power (provided

there be working bee broods, not more than two or three

days old in the hive at the time ), of producing a queen from
this brood : this is effected by the working bees enlarging

an ordinary working bee cell, and feeding tlie brood with a

food different from that naturally provided for the working
brood. The tjuocn Bee is much longer lived than the work-
ing bees, a queen having been known to live four or live

years.

The Working Bees are smaller than either the queen or

the di-oues. The queen begins her labours in the spring

by laying a great number of the eggs from which they are

hatched; one egg is laid in each brood cell (for cells, it must
be remembered, are of two sorts, brood cells and honey cells,

the latter being in all respects much larger than the former,

and by no means fitted to receive eggs). In four or five days
the eggs are hatched, and the grub (which never leaves its

cell until fully grown) is for the next five or six days care-

fully fed by the old bees with pollen (as the tine powder
found in tlie stamens of the dowers is called), mixed into a

paste witli water which is collected for the purpose. After

that time, the grub spin themselves into a ball, somewliat
after the manner of a caterpillar. The old bees then close

up the cells, and on the twenty-first day from the laying of

the egg, a perfect and full-sized bee comes forth ; it is

quickly cleansed from the dirt of the cell by its companions,
in whose labours it du-ectly joins. A year is considered as

about the lengtli of a working bee's life.

The Broiies m'e larger than the working bees, aiid are

known by the loud noise they make in flying ; they take no
pai-t in the business of the hive. They have no sting, appear
only in the middle of the day, and are all turned out by the

working bees when the breeding season ends, and soon
perish. In liives where swarming is prevented, this gene-

rally takes place rather earlier than in hives where it is

not. Drone eggs are laid about the beginning of April, in

sti-onger and larger cells than those in which workers' eggs

are laid, and they arrive at full age about twenty-five or

twenty-six days from the time of laying. The function of

the drone is to fertilise the queen, but wliether this is

efi'ected inside the hive or in the open air is doubtful. Some
writers hold that the eggs are fertilized after they have been
laid, but this view is clearly erroneous.

{To he continued.)

GLEANINGS.
ExTitAORDiN.WY Sale of Cattij;, etc., in America.—

The Northern Kentucky Importing Association of Breeders
had an auction sale of their pure-blooded short -horn stock,

purchased in England, in 1S."^^, at the farm of Brutus Clay,

Bourbon, county Kentucky, on the l.sth day of August,

1853. The Association is a Kentucky one, and the pur-

chasers were put under obligations not to remove the stock

from that state for one year. With this limitation the sale

was well attended, and bidding spirited.

Bi'i.i.s.— 1. Young Chilton, white, calved in May, IS.'iO,

cost in England 000 dls., sold for ;t,(lO.'i dls. i. Diamond,
roan, calved in June, IS'iO, cost C:)0 dls., sold for 0,(1(11 dls.

:l. The Count, roan, calved in July, l^^'il, cost 'i'-iO dls.,

sold for ifi\b dels. i. Orontos, red and w liile, calved Sept.
1H,')1, cost C;!0 dls., sold for 4,!)'jri dls. .'). I'usileer, roan,

calved February, IK.j:.!, cost ;U."i dls., sold for 4,470 dls. 0.

Senator, white, calved .\pril, l(s."j-j, cost iVM) dls., sold for

J,0nO dls. 7. Belleville, roan, calved January, IHiyi, cost

1,0;J0 dls., sold for 1,0011 dls. s. Ciiallengrt', roan, calved

January 180'J, cost 400 dls., sold for 4,808 dls. 0. For-

tunatus, roan, calved Decemlier, Ino-2, cost Ti^t dls., sold

for 1,HOO dls. 10. Yorlishire Maynard, dark roan, calved

March, 185'.2, cost ^70 dls., sold for 1,000 dls.

Cows .-UiD Heii'eus.—1. Lady Stanhope, roan, calved in

1847, cost y70 dls., sold for 1,00(1 dls. 2. Lady Fairy, red,

calved in June, lS-18, cost .O'-iO dls., sold for 1,100 dls. U.

Eoan Duchess, roan, calved July, IHOO, cost '.^70 dls., sold

for !10(1 dls. 4. Goodness, red, calved September, 1847,

cost 0'.!0 dls., sold for i.OiO dls. 0. (icia, roan, calved

April, 1801, cost 770 dls., sold for 820 dls. fi Equity, deep
red, calved March, 185--', cost 40(1 dls., sold for 1000 dls.

7. Necklace, roan, calved April 180U, cost !i(iO dls., sold for

800 dls. 8. Bracelet, roan, twin of Necklace, cost 2(iO dls.,

sold for 70(1 tUs. !(. JIazurka, daric roan, calved August,
1801, cost (ioO dls., sold for •i,O0O dls. 10. Lady Caroline,

light roan, calved July, 1801, cost 40ii dls., sold for 1,NJ0 dls.

11. Duchess of Sutherlaud, red, calved December, 1800,

cost .37.^ dls., sold for tlOO dls. l:i. Maid of Jlelrose, rich

roan, calved October, 1801, cost 770 dls., sold for :i,'.!0(l dls.

13. Muffin, red roan, calved June, l80'.i, cost :JUO dls., sold

for 0:!.5 dls. 14. Orplian Nell, roan, calved November,
180i, cost 0-20 dls., sold for 1,000 dls. 10. Flattery, white,

calved November, 1801, cost :W0 dls., sold for 800 dls.

Sheep. — Soutltdowii. — Three bucks sold for 700 dls.,

480 dls., and ^40 dls., and three ewes for 20O dls., IHO dls.,

and --i.^O dls. Cotsioold.—Two bucks 1,010 dls., and 710 dls.,

and six ewes, 270 dls., 100 dls., :i--!l dls., 2o0 dls., 200 dls.,

100 dls., and 200 dls. Leicester.—One buck and two ewes
for 02 dls. each.

Horses.—Cleveland bay horse (Young Lord), 1,000 dls.,

sold for 2,800 dls.— (A^f«> York Herald, August 2(i, 1853.)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

•«* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

Ths Cottage Gaedeneb. It gives tliem unjustitiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of
the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Comer, Paternoster Row, London.*'

Geraniums in a Parloitti-window (Annie).—A great deal has been
said on window-gardening. Cleanliness, keeping them in an equal tem-
perature, giving them a moist atmot-phcre, by covcrinR the pots with
moss, and moistening the foliage when there is much fire in the room,
are of first moment. The plants would not do in a Wardian case ; they
would not have enough of air, and there would be considerable trouble
in watering ihem. The best plants for such a purpose are Nosscs iind I

Ferns, They would not require to be often watered, because the vapour
that rose during the day, in a hot room, would be condensed and fall

again when it became cool. A double-window, with a good space be-
tween the sashes, would enable you to grow plants in good style, much
better than any Wardian case, as you could cover your outside sash when
the weather was cold, could give what air you liked there, without ad-
mitting more than you liked info the sitting-room. Jly keeping the

inner sash shut, you would save the plants from all the dust in cleaning,
and also from dried air when you had a large fire, while, when the room
got cooler, you could admit a more moist and temperate atmosphere to
the plants at will. Very much pleasure may be derived from such con-
trivances ; but instead oiforicm-din^ your plants in a window, when you
have a grvenhovae, wc would prefer growing them in the latter, and then
bringing them, when in good condition, to the tormer. As for cramming
in winter, you woidd be amazed to see how the best gardeners must
do that.

Treatment of Vines {Walter WUsot).— With the exception of
putt'ng a layer of coal-ashes beneath your compost, which we do not
see the propriety of, you have managed your Vines well. It is quite as
well for you that the \'ines did not l)ear well the second year ; they will

pay you hack with interest. Your description of the strength of the
Vines, and the shanking of some, and the never swelling of others, lead
us to imagine, notwithstanding your statement to the contrary, that you
had more of growth than of maturation. The Uluscats will require a
temperature of 70% and 10- to 15^ more for sunshine, to set well—a matter
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of some moment as respects fuel and the time of forcing. Until your
Vines have had a rrop or two, you will err with propriety in commencing
on the 1st of March, instead of the 1st of Feliniary, and then you may
begin earlier every succeeding year. The blotching; and scalding of the
leaves of the greenhouse Vines, we can attribute to nothing but want of
sufficient air. and a very bright sun after some dark days. All laterals,
during the first stage of their growth, tend to the increase of the main
shoot, but there are two reasons for their removal /wn\ The first is.

that foliage made after this season takes more vigour away than what it

returns. And the second is, that having, as you say, obtained strength

I

of rod, you must bear in mind that maturation must now be hastened,
and that, therefore, the merely growing mediums, in the shape of laterals,
must be gradually got I'id of, taking off those nearest the base first. I
have seen laterals left on a strong shoot until late in the season, and the
result was pointed buds, and a poor show the following year. From rods
half the circumference, the laterals removed as soon as the wood began
to brown, the next leaf to each bud left, you will generally have large,
round buds, that will show more than you want next season. Bear in
mind. that, generally speaking, for all this ripening wood, &c., one day
in the beginning of September is worth two in October.

Eaelt Vinkey (A Subscriber).—"We can conceive nothing more
likely to answer than one of Mr. Fleming's narrow upright houses, with
a small span-roof, and a good brick «all at back, especially with such
heating by a flue as you propose. You would find it a costly matter to
have a span-roofed house, even in the shape of fuel. If adopted at all,

the two ends should be north and south. If east and west, you could
grow little on the north side. Mr. Fleming's house, for early work, may
not be yet sufficiently practically tested, and a narrow lean-to house
would he, perhaps, the most economical, and has been proved to answer
in numberless cases—say, back wall, nine or ten feet above the front wall
plate

; width of house, seven or eight feet ; A'ines planted inside, with
fruit wall on arches, air ventilators in the front wall, and top sashes
either made to move, or Tentilators in the hack wall, with a hollow space
reaching to the top, and opening there to the south side. The advantage
of this is. that in early work the air gets heated by reflection from the
glass before it can get into the house by moving the ventilators. If the
flue is near the front ventilators, air admitted there would also be heated
before being diff"used. As to flues, the finest grapes have been grown by
that mode of heating, but it is less cleanly, less safe, and the heat is not
80 equally diffused as by hot water.

Banana Fkuit.—Since we answ^ered a correspondent last week, we
have seen a gentleman who cultivated the Banana largely abroad. He
says, the fruit is never thinned, nor does it require thinning ; the foot-
stalk, and the spaces between tlie fruit, increase as the individual parts
grow.

Gladiolus Seeds (A. P. B. 7/,).—This is just the right time to sow
Gladiolus seeds, if you have a good frame, or greenhouse, to keep it over
the winter ; if not, you can keep the seed till February, and sow it

then. It does not require heat, but heat will not hurt it till the leaves
are two or three inches long. Equal quantities of sand, peat, and loam,
is about the best compost ; and if you just cover the seeds it will be
deep enough for them. Seedlings from a sowing early in October are
almost sure to flower the following season if they are well treated:
spring-sown, they seldom flower before the second season.

Wintering Lobelia and Salvia (M. iP/.).—The tops are cut otf,
and the roots are packed in sand, in some dry place where the frost does
not reach. If you have only a few roots of each, they would be better in
pots, but still in sand.

GLADiOLrs (Margaret).—We are glad to hear from you, and you will
have a list, and a story, next week, about the Gladioluses, and other
things.

RosBS (/,. E. Z,.).— Strong, rich soil, stieh as a gardener would choose
for Onions or Cauliflowers, is the best for all Roses. There is no remedy
in the \vorld, or no palliation, for Rose buds turning hard, or opening
with green centres. If the plants are strong, transplanting them about
the beginning of November is one of the best remedies. If they are
not thrifty, scrape otf the top soil all round, and do« n to the roots^ and
fill up with some fresh, good soil, and very rotten dung, well mixed,
before winter ; and after the middle of Rlay begin to water them with
weak manure water twice a week till the end of July— if that will not
cure them nothing else will. I\IessrB. Paul's work on the Rose is one of
the best. You shall have a note of the best Rhvdodeynlrons in another
week.

Pracock Iris (A. 7?.).—This has been inserted in some of the London
catalogues some years since, but whether true or not we never proved.
Can any correspondent send a bulb of the true Vieusseuxia Pavonia to
Mr. Beaton ?

Depth for planting Bulbs {J. R. C.).— Gladiolus and Lilies three
inches deep, and Crac7ises two inches, but a little deeper is no harm,
and if you plant the more tender Gladioli in the autumn, place them sis
inches deep ; the three-inch depth is for hardy ones.

Grubs (Ibid).—We are just as much in the dark as you are about the
"best mixture for destroying grubs." Strong salts and poisons »'07(/rf

kill them, but the bother of it is, they will not eat anything that is dis-
agreeable to them ; but by dressing the ground with what is disagreeable
to them, and not poisonous to other things, we often drive them away.
A little common salt, six times as much soot, and an equal quantity of
fresh slacked lime, is as good a mixture as was ever thought of, but half
the battle is to have the ground first trenched deep.

Lobelia ramosoides (Vera.r).—This plant was mentioned in one of

our reports of the exhibitions at Chiswick. It is a chance seedling, and
is kept from cuttings ; it is a dark blue flower, the habit upright, and the
best by far of all tlie Httle blues. All the London nurserymen have it on
sale. Ltibelin ramosa is an' annual, and the best blue annual we have,
but it can only be managed from seeds.

BIoviNG A Cedar op Lebanon (J. P.).—There can be no danger
now about removing your Cedar of Lebanon, which is only eleven feet
high, after having had a trench dug round the roots two years ago. First
of all, prepare the place to receive it. a hole or pit. four 'feet in~diameter,
and two feet deep, put a foot of pood soil at the bottom, on which to place
the roots ; and if the tree seems too much out of the ground, make a
mound all round, and in the shape of a basin on the top to receive
water; that is a better way than planting on the dead level. Make
a trench this time outside of the former trench, and then, with a fork,
work down the soil from the roots into the trench ; throw that out, and
work down more, and so on, till you get near to the stem, when you will
see if you shall be able to move a little ball of it, but if not, it does not
matter much. After placing it in the new situation, break the soil fine,
and with a rose water-pot let one man keep pouring water all round
while another is filling-in the soil; the water will wash the soil into
every httle crevice between the roots. After all is finished, and the tree
is well staked, fill with water the basin on the top two or three times for
the next ten days, and that will do till the March winds come. Next
April. May, and June, is the critical time for it. but watering and mulching
will secure it.

Roses (T. J/e'G.).—Nos. 2, 3, 6, 7, 8. 11. 12, 20. 21, are Hybrid Per-
petuals; No. 1. Noisette; Nos. 4.9 i;,22, Hvbrid China; No. io, China;
Nos. 13, 14, 15, 10, Gallica; 18 and 23, Bourbon; 9,*Lavinia; and I9,
Queen of Summer, we quite forget what thev are ; 5, Celine. There is
one a Moss Rose, and one a Hybrid China. Your Roses are all good.

Conservatory (G. B. C.).—"Would you be good enough to give me
a list of plants for a conservatory ? " is too wide li question to answer so
as to be of any use. We think you must mean only climbers, but you do
not say a smgle word about them. "We will keep your letter till we really
know what you want,

Ducks (F. C. Z,.).—The Rouen will best suit you; but Ducks, as
breeding stock, will not pay without sufficient water'to swim in. Steamed
roots, with barley-meal and bran, and in the laying and inoullmg seasons
an occasional handful of oats, should keep them in good condition.

Qualifications op the White Bantam (Greenhorn).—T\ie White
Bantam cock should not exceed 17 ounces, nor the hen 14 ounces. A
double comb, and clean legs, arc now regarded as essentials for the prize
pen. (See " Bantayns,'' in The PorLTRv Book.)

Cross between Shanghaes and Dorkings [Gourmand).—The
crosses best adapted for the table, between the Dorking and Shanghae,
have resulted from the male of the former breed with a Shanghae^hen.
Such an arrangement will be most successful in remedying the defect you
complam of—want of breast.

The most useful Teees for Family use, &c. (Clericus, R.).—
\\ e are puzzled by your first question—a west aspect stone-wall 120 feet
long. The figure representing the height, is a " pot hook " we cannot
make out

; and you ask what are the most useful trees to plant for family
use ? That depends upon the family, and not upon opinion. For the pot,
there is nothing they put on west walls more useful than Apples in
many parts of the country. The wall, for ought we know, may not be
high enough to grow Tomatoes against. A row of Dahlias along the
dotted line would be the easiest summer fence between the vegetables
and flowers ; but this is a mere conjecture, our data in insufficient to say
what would suit best. Arches at b and c would look very well indeed,
and a hedge of climbing Roses, on rough trellis, would look very well
between them, instead of Dahlias. Some kinds of evergreens ought to
fill the boxes, in winter, with a thick border of vellow and white Crocuses,
and some Hi/acinths in front of them. Scarlet Geraniums, or Verbenas,
bordered with light kinds of the same, would look best in summer, for a
season or two, then change to Calceolarias, Petunias, and mixtures. It
should never be lost sight of, that large flower-hnxes or baskets are only
flower-beds, so much risen above the surface, and may be planted just
like flower-beds. Some people like one kind of plants in their beds ;
others quite diff"erent. You dislike the Salvias; nothing we like better;
so you had not better trust to our choice. We never yet saw any plants
in boxes or baskets half so telling as scarlet Geraniuins ; and we never
yet saw a basket or vase of mixed flowers that was quite as it should be
in our eyes.

Flower-garden Plan (J. R.y.—The centre and the end next the
door are good, and strictly geometric ; but the farthest end is not to our
taste at all, and the planting will not do in these days.

Heating a Propacating-pit f//«(f).~Your plan for heating a pro-
pagating-pit from the kitchen boiler is ingenious, but the principle of
the siphon is a troublesome way, and anyone who adopted it. except as a
hobby of his own, would be sure to fail in the long run.

Winter Plants for Stone Vases (Constant Supporter).—If jou
could get nice little bushes of Lain-Jtstinns. with balls, and well set with
flower blooms, they would be both suitable and ornamental; next to
them, uelluw variegated Hul/t/ are the best; but much depends on the
situation. In places near architecture, middle-sized Yuccas would be
the appropriate plants to put into stone vases, and Aloes in the summer.
Why not try first with cut branches? Stick a branch oi Holly, Alaternvs,
Evergreen Oak, Portugal Laurel, and all other evergreens, and then
take rooted plants of the kind you like best. We would never ask any-

,

body's advice about a thing where there was a choice of subjects, and
j

that choice depending upon taste.
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Weight ok Hive (C. J. Foster).—Thirty pounds would be more than

sufficient to carry your bees through the winter and spring without

feeding:, but do not take any of it from them, perhaps the bees-comb at

this time weighs about three pounds. Drones are usually killed in July and
August. Neighbour's hive requires only to be kept dry ; let your /,ine

cover be large enough to prevent the rain driving against it.

Pigeons Forsaking their Young (Puss-in-Baots).—Ma.ny of the

fancy pigeons are bad nursers, and hence the practice of hatching their

eggs under the comuiun dove-cot bird " Columba aflinis," You do not

mention the sorts kept by you, so \vc are unable to judge whether they

are such as would be likely to display such unnatural tendencies. Fre-

quent disturbance by entering their loft, or handUiig the young ones,

might render them liable to forsake the nest.—W.

Dorkings with Five Toes on one Foot (Catherine Anthony).—

A

Dorking, with live toes on only one foot, would certainly not take a

prize, but Chickens from the best birds are '* occasionally " thus deficient.

Gapes, like other diseases of the trachea, is most frequent in cold, damp
weather, but crowding chickens on tainted ground is also a common
source of this disease.

—

W.

Gold Fish.— <?. W. writes as follows,
—"I am greatly obliged to

your correspondent, '* .T. Wortheiin," for the light he throws, in your

25Sth number of The Cottage Gardener, on the treatment of Gold
Fish. Bv the aid of strong pressure, between hot iron plates, we have
succeeded in making a biscuit of rice ; my fish were at first eoy in tast-

ing it, hut perhaps the powdered Dark may render it more palatable to

them. Pray, is not the Camphor-tree a species of Cinnamomum, and
procurable at the chemists ^ (Both are of the natural order of Lanreh).

As my gold tish are also shy breeders, perhaps your travelled corres-

pondent could further assist me by indicating the sort of insect that pro-

duces the fructifying eggs. I have remarked their insatiable appetite (or

the ephemerie styled Slay-flies, and also that in the absence of other

food (as I conjecture! the stronger will ilevour the weaker, but I never

heard the name of this propensity before."

Heating Vinery [A Suhscrther).—There is no mode of heating it

but by hot-water pipes, the old flue system, or hot-beds in the interior.

Slugs {W. Lnrt).—There is no royal road to the destruction of slugs

when they have established themselves extensively in a soil. Patient

perseverance in the use of means is the only mode of attaining success.

Frequent hoeing the surface, and sprinkling lime over the surface late in

the evening, during fine weather, and a plentiful sowing of salt, about
twenty busliels per acre, during moist weather, are the only modes of

prevailing over the enemy.

Bdry St. Edmund's Poultry Show. — We have received two
anonymous letters complaining of the alteration of one of the rules, and
of aii exhibitor showing fowls not his own. Before we make any en-

quiries, our correspondents must confide their names to us.

Autumn-planting Potatoes (An Aynateiir),— Plant them eight

inches deep, and the sets unsprouted. Early in November is a good time
;

and the soil should be light and well-drained. No one but the very

inconsiderate and reckless now cultivate any varieties but the early ripen-

ing ones, such as Walnut-leaved Kidneys, Ash-leaved Kidneys, and
Julys. The Walnut-leaved should nut be planted until March.

Botany (A. P.).—Henfrcy's Rudiments of Botany will supply what
you require.

Turkeys become Blind {J. J.).—We have sent your letter to Mr.

Tegetmeier. If you look into our indexes, you will find all you require

about Mushroom-beds, &c.

** A Country Curate."—Although our valued correspondent has not

yet emigrated we believe, yet we do not know his address, so we cannot

obtain "An Old Subscriber" the information he asks for.

Name OF Plant {J. Jl/.).—Your weed is Euphorbia peplus. Petty

Spurge, or Wart-wort.

Diseased Pigeons (J. Hewitt).—Tim pigeons that are described as

becoming thin and moping, are most probably affected with inflamma-

tion of the stomach. When this disorder is in an advanced stage, it is

most difficult to cure, but it may always be prevented by attention to the

diet. Pigeons in towns are often kept without any green food, and on

tares, peas, or beans alone. A greater variation in their food, and a

supply of green vegetables, will lessen the tendency to the complaint.

Disordered Fowls (B.I.— It is not uncommon for the dung of fowls

to become black and watery. I should be more inclined to try the etlect

of an entire and total change of food than have recourse to medicine.

Should, however, this change not succeed in efi'ecting a rnie, then try

one-third of a grain of calomel every other night.—W. B. T.

Error.—In Messrs. Page and Co.'s advertisement (see first page),

Trifotittm iucnrnutnm seed was priced, last week, at Ss. per pound,

instead of 5d.

CALENDAR FOR OCTOBER.

ORCHID HOUSE.

Air; in fine warm weather, a small opening to allow fresh air to enter
the house will be useful, both for the keeping down the temperature of
the house, and changing the air. Bletias should be put to rest by
withholding water, and placing them in a pit or cooler house. Cycno-
CHES, Cyrtopodiuvis, and Catasetiims. These plants should now be
kept dry a |few days in the warm house, and when perfectly co remove
them into a cooler one. Fire may be applied to heat the hut-water every
night, more or less, according to the state of tlie temperature out-of-
doors ; raise the thermometer by day to 7(P, by night let it fall to 60^.

Insects, look diligently after; everyone destroyed now will prevent a
host from coming into life in the spring. Lycastes, and other similar

plants, should go to rest; place them on a shelf where they may be pro-

tected from ever receiving any water. Plants that require to be placed
in a place to rest raAy be known, first, by the full, plump, mature pseudo-
bulbs, and, secondly, by the leaves turning yellow and dropping off.

When in such a state, it is absolutely necessary to reduce the water and
heat to prevent them from growing again prematurely. Plants that

are growing should have their due share of water, and be kept mode-
rately warm ; some may require potting, and all will be the better for a

top-dressing with fresh compost. Staniiopeas will now he at rest
;
give

no water till the spring. This month is a suitable season for providing
materials for growing Orchids, such as fibrous peat, turfy loam, sphag-
num or bog moss, branches of trees, and broken crocks ; all these, duly
prepared, and kept dry and warm, will be ready for use whenever they
are wanted during the wet season. T, Appleby.

PLANT STOVE.

jEschynanthus, reduce water to; prune in straggling br.inches'

Air, give every favourable day. Achimenes, place in a cooler house,

to cause them to give over growing and go to rest
; give no water, and

put them in a spot where no water or dry heat will reach them ; this rule

does not apply to A. picta, which should now be in flower, and in its

greatest beauty. Amaryllis aulica will now be showing flowers;

remove it, as soon as the flower-buds are visible, from the tan-pit into the

stove ; all other species of stove Amaryllis should now be at rest. Cono-
CLiNiUM ianthemum, or, as it is now called, HebecUnium ianthemum,
a winter- flowering, elegant stove plant, repot, and grow on to flower in

February or March. Eranthemum pulcuellum, and E. strirtitm,

treat similarly. Eranthemums, water with liquid-manure, to induce
them to open their flowers freely. Gesneeas should all be at rest, ex-

cepting G. zebrina, which will now be one of the chiefest ornaments of

the stove. Justicia ; several species will now be in flower ; water them
freely, occasionally using liquid-manure. Luculia gratissima, though
not essentially a stove-plant, will flower much finer early in the season if

brought into the stove this month. Medinillas, young plants repot;

older plants, keep partly dry and cool. Passion Flowers, trim in

freely. Poinsettias, water freely, to produce fine head of bloom in

winter. Rogiera amiena, and cordiflora, repot; place in heat, to

bloom about Christmas; a new genus of dwarf, free, winter-flowering,

stove-shrubs. Remove stove-plants kept in frames through the summer
into the stove; water freely, to compensate for the loss of the moist

atmosphere of the pit. Water, apply very moderately to the general

stock. Remove all decaying leaves, and top-dreas generally.

T. Appleby.

GREENHOUSE.

Air, admit freely during the day, but sparingly at night, unless the

thermometer out-of-doors be about 4ll°. A lstrcemeri as, shift, or rather

pot in rich light soil, and place where they will he secure from frost.

They thrive beautifully when planted out in a pit or border, where they

can be covered with glass in winter. Azaleas, remove into the house,

especially those that bloomed early, aa the least frost will discolour their

leaves. Bulbs, pot for early blooming. Cinerarias, forward ones

give manure water, and have secured under glass. Very little frost

injures them. Camellias (See Azaleas). Calceolarias, strike

cutting; pot forward plants; prick off" seedlings. Chrysanthemums
for winter blooming, provide with shelter from cold rains and early frosts,

and water with manure-water, alternately with clean. Climbers on

rafters now prune in, to give light to the plants beneath. Cleroden-
DRONS. Gesneeas, Lantanas, Acni:MENES, &e., keep in the warmest

end of the house preparatory to resting them for the winter, or returning

to the plant stove. Azaleas, Camellias, Fuchsias, I'tc., at the

coolest. Cuttings of all kinds, especially late inserted ones, intended for

out-door work next season, keep secure from dampness. Very dull cold

weather will be their greatest enemy. Be careful how you apply any

artificial heat— it generally does more harm than good. CvTisus and

Genista, scourge well with soap-suds, and then with clean water, to

remove all traces of red-spider, and then place where they can be

sheltered, before being housed at the end of the month. Erythhinas,
out-of-doors, when touched with frost, take up and pot, and placed under

slielter, not cutting the stems down until moderately ripe. (Jeraniums,

keep clear from fly ; and slowly growing ; this last condition is the best

antidote against the former; avoid, however, letting them be cold and

soaked too, for then you will have spot ; forward ones may be repotted,

and fresh struck ones potted ofi". Gladiolus, pot. Heaths and

Epac^isbs, get under shelter, and give them abundance of air, when
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temperature about 40°. All hard-wooded plntits will require similar
i

treatment, only the hardiest may have the airiest and coolest place.

}

Kably Fuchsias may be put into sheds before their stems have been
injured by frost

;
pot all young struck plants. Geniniitms, Calceoliirias,

Sec, for beds and vases, may be kept easier in boxes than in pots—say
. 5 inches deep, G inches wiiie, and 2^ feet in lenpth ; give them two or

three inches each. Salvia si-lendens, encourape with manure-
waterings, and syrinpinj:? with soot water to V)ani3h the Red-spider

,
before housing it in the conservatory. Plants to be raised from the flower-
beds should previously have their roots cut round, and then, after potting,

t should have a little bottom-heat, to encourage fresh roots, while the top

I

temperature is kept cool. They will nnt require to be often watered for

j

a time, but syringing the tops in snnny days will be serviceable, All
! Plants should be thoroughly cleaned, and houses and glass washed
and put in good order. Water should also now be given with a careful
hand, and only when necessary. A plant may not require it above once

I

or twice a-week now that would have wanted refreshing twice in the
I

dog-days, during a forenoon's sunshine. Those swelling their flower-
buds, will require, however, a good supply. Bear in mind that bad
watering is the great cause why pot plants so often languish and die.

R. Fisn.

FRUIT-FORCING.

_AiE-MoisTURE, gradually decrease. Bottom - oeat must decline
with the light, until they reach about 75° in December. Ccccwbehs,
thin out carefully ; stop regularly ; and give liquid-manure. Chehbies,
in tubs or boxes, plunge in a cold and shaded situation. Figs, see that
the wood is well-ripened; those in pots plunge and secure from frost.
Fires, be moderate with; rather inclose sun-heat. Flues, clean and
repair. Grapes, late, tire and ventilate freely ; watch for decaying
berries. Glass, wash all that is in any way dirty. Melons, sustain a
bottom-heat of near 30°; keep down red spider, and ventilate freelv in
the morning. Nectarines and Peaches : apply liqtiid-manure to late
houses after heavy crops ;

keep away red spider; stop all growing shouts,
and secure the ripeniuii r,f the wood. Pines, sustain heat, in order to
ventilate most freely lUosc to winter in pits. Apply liquid-manure to
swelling fruits, and sustain a bdttom-heat of gu^ ; atmospheric from (i5°

to 85°. Prune Vines, Peaches, ^c, for very early forcing. Rfst. apply
systematically the principles to all tilings for early work. Watering,
decrease at the root in proportion to the decline of the season.

R. Errincton.

where in beds and borders. Pot Htacintus in mild compost, and deep
pots, press the soil firm to prevent the roots descending too quicklv tu
the bottom of the pots, Irises, English and Spanish, plant b. in rich
soil. Pansies. pot off cuttings, very choice kinds place under •'lass in
cold-frames; plant out common kinds, b. ; prick out seedlin'/s; old,
straggling plants destroy, or prune in severely. Pinks, plant out finally
where tht-y are to bloom. Ranunculoses. examine and remove all
decaying, or mouldy, tubers; prepare beds fur; Turl)an varieties, plant
b. Tulip-beds, level, and make ready to receive the bulbs early next

i^t' Weeds, pluck up in every department of the fiorists' garden.
T. Appleby.

month.

FLOWER-GARDEN.

ALSTRtEMERiAs, Van Hout's varletlea, aud others, plant six inches
deep, and in frosty weather cover with leaves. Asemonks, plant for

;

earliest bloom. Sow a few of the hardiest Annuals before t.ic end of
the first week. Auriculas and Polyanthuses, put under shelter.
Bedding Geraniums, save as many as you can store; cut them close,
and plant them in cold pits ; or dry, and keep in the upper rooms of the
house. Bulbous Roots, finish planting in dry weather; pot for latest
forcing, and for plunging in lluwcr-beds, &c. Carnation layers, finish
planting and potting; secure the pot ones from rains. Climbers of all
sorts, plant, prune, and train. Comtost, prepare, and turn in dry
weather. Dahlias, cut down after frost, and let the roots remain as
long as it is safe ; uhcn t.aken up, dry them in open sheds. &c.. before
storing where frost and damp cannot reach them. Dress the beds and
borders, and put mark-sticks to bulbs and other roots, to guide you wheu
digging. Edgings, plant. Evergreens, finish planting, b. Ficrous-
uooTED Plants, finish dividing and planting, b. Fork over borders,

'

^c. Grass, cut very close the last time ; keep clear of leaves ; and roll.
Gravel, weed and roll. Hedges, plant, clip, and clear at bottom. .

HoE and rake shrubberies, and bury the leaves. Sec, between the plants.
Irids, as Ixiiis. Gladioli, &c., plant, and shelter from frost. Layering,
perform generally. Leaves, gather for compost, &c. Marvel of
Peru, take up and store like Dahlias. MuLcu round trees and shrubs

;

lately planted. Plant perennials and biennials. Planting, perform
generally. Potted Plants, for forcing, plunge in the earth of a well-
sheltered border, facing the sun. Prune shrubs and trees generally.
Ranunculuses, plant for earliest bloom

; seedlings of them, in boxes, I

&c., remove to a w.irm situation. Rose-buds, untie the matting, if not
\

already done, from newly-budded, and cut the shoots to within six \

inches of the buds. SuEuns of all kinds, plant, stake, and mulch.
Suckers, from Roses and other shrubs, separate and plant. Tigbihias,

;

save from frost as long as possible ; should not be dried till January or
i

February. Tulips, finish planting, b. D. Beaton.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

Anemones, plant early in the month. Auriculas and Poly-
anthuses, place in their winter quarters, m.; give no more water than
just sufficient to keep them from flagging. Calceolarias, place close
to the glass; prick off seedlings. Curysanthrmums, give abundance
of water to and plenty of air ; kill insects on by frequent smoking. Car-
nations and Picotees. finish potting-otf into 48-pots, and place under
shelter. Cinerarias, keep in frames well protected from frost till next
month, excepting early flowerers, which should, as soon as bloom is
perceived, be removed into the greenhouse; seedlings pot off. Dahlias,
protect from frost ; if already caught by it, cut down, and lift the roots'
to prevent excessive bleeding

; protect plants cut down from frost hv
covering with a layer of coal-ashes. Fuchsias, gradually dry off 'and
place under the stages, or in sheds, where the frost will not reach them
Gladioli, plant b. in light rich soil. Hyacinths, choice, plant, b. in
a deep rich sandy sod, m a sheltered nook. Common sorts plant any-

ORCITARD.

ArPLEs, house in succession. Bereep.rirs. trather, m. Borders,
prepare, b; composts, collect. Currants, prune.V. Damsons, gather.
Frl'it-trees, remove, e. Fruit-room, carefully ventilate. ^Figs,
pluck off late fruit, e. Gooseberries, prune, e. Grapes, bag, or
otherwise protect. 3Julbkrries. gather. laEDLAKS, gather. Pears.
gather in succession, all at the end. Planting, prepare for, and proceed
with at e. Pruning, commence as soon as the leuves are cast. Rasp-
berries, protect late-bearing. Retarding : look well to currants and
other retarded fruits ; keep away mouldiness. Root-prune, b. Straw-
beeries, dress away runners, but not the leaves, b. Tomatoes, gather,
and ripen on heat, b, Vines, attend well to, b. Wood ripenintr; do
all you can to secure this, b. R. Ebkington.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.

This is the season to look out for plenty of plants of all kinds that are
likely to be required for the ensuing spring ; and if vou run short of any
particular kinds, be active in looking round among your neighbours and
friends to see what you can exchange with them, as one may have an
abundance of Lettuces, another au abundance of Cauliflov,ers, and so
on. This is the way we should help one another. The next thing is to
arrange good nnd proper situations for winter protection. Frames that
are done witli from the Cucumber or i\Ieloii crops may be removed from
the old Imtbeds, and set down on the grnund. level ur upon sloping banks ;

and if tlie frame be a deep one, the bottom mav be filled with any kind
of material to within nine inches of the top of the frame, then upon thrt
SIX inches of goodc.nrth; this brings the crop up wittnn two or thrcir
inches of the glass- The same mav be done with merelv fnur boards nailed
together, and so placed upon a sloping bank, filling up in (he t-ame way,
so as to keep the picked-out crops up close to the glass. These are con-
trivances fur picking-out Cauliflowers, or Lettuces, Cabbage-plants of anv
kind, and make excellent make-shift shelters.
Angelica, keep clear of weeds. Artichokes, attend to winter

dressing. Asparagus-beds, attend to winter dressing; seeds collect,
aud plant for forcing. Kalm. plant. Reft, take ^up for storin"-.
BoRBCOLES, towards the end of the mouth, mav be lifCed into quarters
of less value, should the ground be likely to be w.Tnted for other purposes
for e.irly spring crops. Brocolis, keep clear nf weeds, and attend to
those heading it, to protect from frast, &c. Burnet, plant. Cab-
bages, plant out, prick out, and earth-stir among. CAr.no"NS, earth
up. Carrots, take up main crops for winter store, and attend toVoung
growing crops, as thinning, keeping clear of weeds and fallen leaves, &o
Cauliflowers, plant out under hand-classes about the middle of the
month; also in frames for winter protection. Celery, plant aud earth
up. Chives, pbmt. Colewoets. plant. Cress i.Water), plant.
CucuiiDEHS, plant out; keep up heat of beds, by linings, .S:c. ; water
sparingly. Dill, plant. Dung, piepaie for hotbeds. Eat^tuinc-up
and earth-stirrmg, attend to. Endive, plant, and attend to blanchin" •

full-grown may be taken up and planted at the foot of walls, and oth'er
warm corners, towards the end of the montii. for winter protection.
Fennel, plant. Herbary. dress. Horse-radish, take up and plant.
Hyssop, plant. Jerusalem Artichokes, take up as wanted. Leaves
fallen, remove frequentlv. Leeks, eartli-stir aiuon!j. Lkttuces, plant
and prick out under walls, or in frames, &c. Melons (late), keep up
heat, by linings or otherwise; no water must be given. BIusiiroom-
beds. make, and attend to those in bearing, Sec Nasturtiums, gather
for seed, if not done before. Onions, attend to those in store, and
earth-stir or thin out the autumn-sown, or plant out if required, about
the beginning of the month. Parsley, attend to potting, for use in
winter. Parsnips, take up towards the end of the month for winter
storing; leave in the ground for seed. Peas are sown by some about
the end of the month. Pennyroval. plant. Potatoes, attend to;
look over often to see that no decayed ones remain among the bulk.
Radishes may be sown in warm border. RnuBAns, plant in pots for
early forcing, end of the month. Salsapy, take up for winter storinir.
Savoys, plant out. Scorzonera, take up for winter storing. Seeds,
gather of any kinds as they ripen. Small Salading sow as wanted.
Spinach, keep clear of weeds; thin out, and attend to in dry weather.
Tansy, Tarragon, and Thyme, plant, if required. Tomatoes, gather;
if not quite ripe, place them in some warm, dry situation, where they will
soon r'pen off. Turnips, clear of weeds, and thin out young crops.
Vacant Grounds rough up, or ridge, or trench. Those who prick out
plants in frames should be regular and mindful to take off the class
lights entirely in all favourable weather, and to tilt back and front in
open, wet weather. T. Wbavbr.
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